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The Concordance Base material for Paul’s Letter to The Romans 
    Issue date: 06  May 2009      1st Rev. 27 Mar. 2013 2nd Rev. 28 Mar. 2015         3rd Rev. 11 June. 2020 
 

The Aim of this document is to:- 
1.  Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds. 
2.  Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today. 
3.  Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us. 
4.  Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates. 
5.  Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study. 
6.  Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere. 
7.  To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus repudiates  “Religion”. 
8.  To  entirely remove all  ‘mystique and mystery’  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”. 
9.  To  cause vociferous debate  and thus bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject! 

The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this translation. 
 

The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  ‘wise’  and 
‘sophisticated’  supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance,  even more so today! 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  ‘master’  
religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 
Chambers Dictionary definition of these words/sayings/topics/reasonings:- 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Paul makes in his letter/epistle. 
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 
Warning = injurious to the  health/well-being  of a human. 

Note:  A couple of examples termed  “prophecies”  are more like  “words of advice to yield a result”  but given to keep the 
headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter. 
The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 86 “allegories” to the 87 stated or that a “reasoning” should be 
classified as an “instruction”  (and likewise with the  other headings)  –  but they have been given to expose the many 
examples buried within the text,  enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth 
of material given for our consideration! 
Furthermore,  I include  “one liners”  as  “parables”  under the strict definition of parable  (as “a comparison”)  because 
these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by  worldly Christian leaders, 
 

The Thrust of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is twofold,  firstly it is directed to  elect/select  144000 
(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,  
requiring  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Future World Leaders.  This is a special grouping of people  (1Pet.2v9, 
Isa.66v8)  proven  to have  precisely imitated Jesus Christ  (to the very best of their ability)  during the following Gospel 
Age,   that only  God/Yahweh  knows how long it shall be,  Matt.24v36  because of Matt.20v23.   Secondly,  “The Real 
Gospel”  teaches The World in fine detail of the future  “New World Order”  of The Millennium and how  all  resurrected 
people of the last some 6000 years  can  be personally successful as  “The Late Adopters” within its  “new operating 
procedures”.  This  “New System”  cannot  occur now  but will  only  occur  when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected 
individuals from out of The Gospel Age.   Presently,  religious leaders who  were/are  false to this duty  were/are  those 
who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees  prior to JC’s ministry and the  worldly Christian Leaders  after JC’s 
ministry.  The Religious Leaders are instructed to set  “The Correct Example”  (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow,  except the religious leaders 
imitate them,  by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires!   People spiritually inhabiting The World 
of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards  are completely ignored  by Yahweh,  they form  no active part in  
bringing forth  The Millennium that finishes  “The 2nd Part”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  (to 
complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  Luke.4v19 – see glossary).  Thus,  the vast majority of allegories and 
prophecies in The Bible have  no relevance to worldly people of today  –  being true on both sides of the equation! 
The allegories and prophecies of today are  only  specifically related to  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh  by 
having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word.  Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do  “their own  (worldly) 
thing”,  and thus personally make themselves  “unelectable”  for a place in the 144000 grouping,  and thus renege on their 
personal  “Contract”  with Yahweh,  which is  “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained”  by means of Anointing! 
People outside the 144000  “Early Adopters”  will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become 
progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age,  of which very many are being fulfilled  now  at The Gospel Age close,  
because  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is almost complete,  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).    
It is  crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  and gives future options for everyone else. 
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Some very important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,      JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)        TC = True Christian.                                          CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{...} = one Greek word                                    .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”    =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative, -  meaning it is  so precisely accurate  to enable a near perfect translation back to 
the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern-day translations;  many are 
human interpretations at crucial locations   and thus loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more 
accessible high level  (of which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).   
By consequence,  I was forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  
together with exegesis in the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!    
To combat the mass corruption by  charlatan Christian Leaders,  I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within “God’s 
(named “Yahweh”)  Word”  to expose what  was  truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.   
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 

Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 
Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

Paul’s  epistle/letter  corroborated by The Old Testament citations  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  

Thus, I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”. 
It will cause much  “heart searching”  and  “consternation”  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us  –  there is no escape  –  are we prepared to imbue this “new wine – or do we prefer the old?”  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?”  Matt.12v30. 
 
Important Note   Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are  
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally  audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours,  gives freely to  
The Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus  The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  is  
(1) a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology  –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required  “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules  
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus more applicable today,  (2) and the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this,  I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
 
 
 
Paul’s letter to the Romans:       Issued date: 01 Aug 2007 
    1st Rev: 26 Apr 2009          2nd Rev. 27 Mar. 2013           3rd Rev. 28 Mar. 2015           4th Rev. 11 Jun. 2020 
 
1st Instruction - TCs are slaves having been separated from The World to teach The Good News of The Millennium. 
Being how Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  operates over  “Three epochs of Israel”! 
Rom.   1v1 og (the) Paul  (the) slave/{bonds-person}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah   
Rom.   1v1 og (the) invited/called/appointed  (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell}, 
Rom.   1v1 og (the having been) {set off by boundary}/limit/excluded/appointed/divided/separated/severed   
Rom.   1v1 og into/unto  (the) {good news/message}/gospel  (of the) God [Yahweh] . 
Rom.   1v1 = The Paul  the  slave/{bonds person}  of the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed   (= JCg  “anointed”  by Yahweh  “to rule”) 

The  (person)  invited (by JC)  apostle   (= “appointed  [by Yahweh and not by The World]  to tell”  The World of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
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the having been  separated/appointed/divided   (away from worldly methodology)    
into/unto  The  Gospel/{Good News}  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Paul the slave   (wholly fulfilling  “The Commands”  of the master,  JCg as  “The Word of God”  to be  completely ruling  his/our  mind) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh,  resurrected to be the [Premier] Son of God, to rule the future  “Resurrected World”),   
the invited apostle   (to become a possible future  “Son of God”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  alongside  JCg  [Matt.20v23, Rom.8v17, 23, etc.]) 
the having been appointed   (as “the 12th Disciple”  through  personal  invitation by JCg,  Acts.9v4-7, 1Cor.15v8  [Matthias at Acts.1v26 was not]) 
unto The Gospel   (being of  “The Whole Mechanism”  fully and correctly explained  of how  “Mankind’s Salvation is to righteously occur”)  
of the God   (“Yahweh”  [meaning,  “I make become who/what I choose to become”]). 
                (“The Gospel”  is  not  “fully or correctly explained”  by the plethora of  “worldly Christianity”  that covers this planet like a plague today!) 

 

Paul is thus appointed to teach us The Gospel of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (= The Growth of a human when accurately given  “The Word of 
God”,  of which for the vast majority of humans,  then The Millennium is required to explain  “The Operations”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan”). 
As the reader is aware,   this is certainly  not  occurring during The Gospel Age  –  hence  “The Call to Tell”  of this website to teach of these things! 
Paul is  “appointed by Yahweh  (and not by The World)  to tell”,  and this he does faithfully,  with fidelity to  “The Word of God”  –  but this attribute is 
sadly lacking today by those  leaders apparently  “appointed by The World”  to tell things  “desired by The World”  (2Tim.4v3-4, 1Thes.2v3-6)  –  all as 
those specific people who scrutinise The Bible are just so clearly able to discern. 
Note   “The Acceptable Year of the Lord”  means    

The Period of Time over which an individual person starts in “Winter” without The Word of God,  “Spring” is when The Seed of God's Word 
is planted within us,  “Summer” is when The Word of God grows within us and finally “Autumn” is when we are harvested,  either unto 
Yahweh's Granary or burnt as the rejected darnel weeds  (Matt.13v24-30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15, etc.).   
Most importantly,  the darnel weed looks like wheat through its life,  except it produces no fruitage,  therefore it looks like a person who 
pretends to be growing upon  “The Word of God”,  and yet it is a  sham/pretence  yielding nothing of substance! 

Does this remind the reader of a certain group of people? 
The whole process is  “Acceptable”  to Yahweh,  because it is  “The Most Righteous Process”  sourced by  “The Most Righteous God”,  Yahweh,  to 
determine if any individual person desires to personally reform when given  all  “The Information”  over what righteously becomes  a 2 part life.   
It should be understood this  “note”  must be unintelligible to our  worldly Christian leaders because they  never  teach what JC taught as  “1st Century 
Christianity” – Luke.4v16-19,  but of something new  (2Cor.11v4)  hence described at 2Cor.11v13-15 for our warning.    

Moreover,  if  they were representing Yahweh,  then  they would surely teach it as a prime requirement,  else stand doubly accused? 
Sadly,  they have no interest in it,  and thus they preach only of  “worldly things”,  merely citing worldly sources,  gurus, poets, songsters (etc)  being 
equally spiritually blind in  “The Core Subject Matter”  as contained in The Bible. 

Fortunately for The Reader,  you have discovered this website  “FutureLife.Org”. 
This website wholly explains  “The Mind of God”  regarding  Mankind’s Salvation  in  “The Most Logical and Righteous Manner”! 

Moreover, I invite any person on this planet to intelligently counter what is stated on this website  -  using The Whole Bible in context. 
 
2nd Instruction - Yahweh gave many prophecies about JC and of The Millennium through faithful prophets,  His slaves. 
1st Prophecy – JC The Redeemer was to come in Yahweh’s Authority yielding the HS  and is now risen from The Dead. 
1st Fulfilled Prophecy – JC was in the lineage of king David  –  of some 1000 years earlier. 
1st Good News = JC fulfilled “The Law on Works”  and is thus given a resurrection unto a rule with  might/power  at the 
prescribed time  (when “The 144000 Early Adopters” have proved that JC  rules their mind –  ready for The Millennium). 
3rd Instruction – lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Rom.   1v2 og Whom/which/that  (He [God, Yahweh]) {promised of old}/{promised before} [middle voice]  through (reason of)  
Rom.   1v2 og of the  prophets/{inspired speakers}  (of the) Him [Yahweh]  in  (to the) documents/{holy writs}/scriptures 
Rom.   1v2 og (to the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}, 
Rom.   1v3 og concerning/about  of the  son [JC]  (of the) Him [Yahweh]  of the (person [JC])   (having) {become to be}  
Rom.   1v3 og {from/out of}  (the) seed/offspring/issue  (of the) David  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom.   1v3 og (the) flesh/{human body}. 
Rom.   1v2-3 = Which  He  (Yahweh)   {promised of old}  through reason of  His  (Yahweh's)   prophets  within  the  holy/pure  scriptures,  

concerning/about  His  (Yahweh's)   son   (= JCg to become JC for 33.5 years and then after his murder,  awakened/roused  back to JCg)   
the  having  {become to be}  {from out of}  the  offspring/lineage  of the  (King) David   
according to  the  fleshly  (hence corruptible)  body   (= JC’s spirit/personality/desires/traits  was placed within the DNA of the embryo). 

 

(The Gospel)   Which He (Yahweh)  promised of old   (by prophecy)   through reason of His prophets within the holy scriptures, 
                (“God’s Word part 1”  as contained in The Old Testament is  righteously answered  by JC as  “God’s Word part 2” of The New Testament) 
concerning His (Yahweh’s)  son (JCg becoming JC)  having become to be from out of the lineage of  (King) David   (as prophesied) 
according to a fleshly body   (to became like us,  humans,  and thus experience what we experience in our lives). 
 

Fulfilling over 200 scriptures of prophesy within a time frame of 500 to 4000 years  before  JC’s ministry  –  a couple of examples would be by Isaiah 
speaking of The Son of Jessie  -  where Jessie was the father to King David,  located at Isa.11v1, 10)  given some 650 years before the 1st Advent of JC. 

Almost none of this  “backbone”  is taught by  worldly appointed  Christian Leaders  –  but only worthless  self-indulgent  froth and dribble!    
Just ask the members of The Congregations in The World what they know of all these 100s of prophecies,  many given by The Prophets  –  and the 
answer from these  “spiritually starving congregational members”  will be  “blank faces”!    

This is  not  how we are taught to behave at Luke.2v46-47, Acts.17v11, 2Tim.3v15, etc. 
Furthermore,  four intelligent and educated contestants on a TV quiz show in the last week of February 2020 where asked  

“What was given to Moses on the Mount Sinai?”     
This is  (supposedly)  a Christian Country  (1 in 3 people calling themselves “Christians”)  and none of them knew it was  “The Ten Commandments”. 
“The Ten Commandments”  form  “The Basis of The Law”  for Jews, Christians, and Muslims  (more than half of the world’s population and four 
intelligent and educated people had no answer to this simple question.   

That is the result  (being of  “The Regard”  held by the general Public)  of  “Religion”  as taught in England! 
It is appalling,  my wrath is not aimed at these four people,  but rather at our  “Professional Religious Leaders “ dragging  “The Worth/Word of God”  
into  “The Gutter”  by their demonstrably, wholly useless output  -  that would make an atheist out of me,  if I had not discovered  “1st Century 
Christianity”.  What JC taught is a million miles away from  “Worldly Christianity”  as has been taught for the last some 1700 years!    

This is what I seek to explain to the reader of  “FutureLife.Org”. 
Rom.   1v4 og Of the (person [JC])   
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Rom.   1v4 og {to be marked (out or) bounded}/’horizon’/{to be appoint/decree/specify}/declared/ 
/determined/limited/ordained  

Rom.   1v4 og (of the) Son  (of the) God [Yahweh]  in  (to the [= within]) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}    
Rom.   1v4 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Rom.   1v4 og (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  {from/out of}   
Rom.   1v4 og (of the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers   
Rom.   1v4 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  of the  Lord/Master  {of/from us} [TCs]. 
Rom.   1v4 = Of the  son  (JC)   of the  God  (Yahweh)   the  {being marked}/appointed/ordained   

within  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  {according to}   
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
of the  {standing up again}/{rising again}  of our  Lord/Master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed 
{from out of}  the  {dead people}/corpses. 

 

Of the son (JC)  of God (Yahweh)  being marked out within mighty work   (displayed by conception in a virgin,  ministry and resurrection) 
according to the spirit of the holy   (please see other definitions above  –  and commentary below) 
of the standing up again of our Lord Jesus of The Anointed  (for kingship by Yahweh [Rev.19v16])   from out of the dead people. 
 

After his resurrection then JC became  empowered/ordained  and is now alive as JCg,  being  “the Lord and Master”  of Paul and TCs. 
Furthermore,  JCg is full of Yahweh’s HS,  which is accurately defined as being - 

Yahweh's  Personality/Desire/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
which is made manifest within The Environment  (ideally through His faithful slaves  [= prophets and 144000 TCs]  because they are solely 
driven by  “The Word of God”  giving agapao to yield agape  [this is all explained later]). 
Where  “The Sequence of Events”  follows precisely  

“The Route that Yahweh Desires  that is to bring forth The Salvation of Mankind”. 
Consequently,  Yahweh’s Desire is fulfilled in JC  (by his accurate ministry and lifestyle expressing  “The Wisdom of God”  in his deportment,  with  
“The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  guiding JC’s mind).  Because of this,  Yahweh is righteously able to reciprocate by resurrecting JC from out of the  
{dead people}/corpses  to become JCg alongside The Almighty God  (Yahweh)  in the heavens  (when he returned at Acts.1v9-11). 

I trust this inductive  proposition/explanation  is accepted before we move on. 
However,  I do thoroughly explain the righteous nature of how this all operates elsewhere in my commentaries. 
Notice,  Paul calls JC as being  “The Master and Lord”  of Paul (a TC),  which means the TCs precisely  imitate/emulate  JC  (“The Word of God”  
fulfilled within a TC)  all as Paul instructs of us at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12,   to entirely fulfil Yahweh's Desire to be made manifest within The 
Environment. 
Let us take stock of some specific things we have learnt from the first four verses. 

1. Yahweh and JC are separate Entities –  precisely as stated by Paul  (appointed by Yahweh “to tell”). 
2. JC died within a fleshly body and we know that Yahweh cannot,  because Yahweh is everlasting and cannot die. 
3. JC was resurrected by Yahweh’s  “Pure/Holy/Innocent/Blameless  Desire being expressed within The Environment”  (= the “HS”)   –  

which means Yahweh must have been conscious while JC was dead,  to be in the position to ensure that His  Pure/Holy  Desire was 
wholly manifest and did not stall half way through  (for whatever reason). 

4. No mention of the “HS”  as a person  –  but only the Two Entities of Yahweh and JC,  where JCg stands up again as a separate entity,  
with everything having operated  “according to Yahweh’s Pure Desire (being holy’ as defined above)”  that  “Righteousness” was 
ensured  (as part of The Route to make Mankind’s Salvation righteously possible). 
Importantly,  JC stated it was Yahweh's  Will/Desire/Purpose  that had to be fulfilled,  and not his (JCg’s) own  (Matt.26v39, 42, 44),  
also Yahweh as  “The Pinnacle of Perfection”  in The Universe could therefore by definition could  not  succumb to Satan’s tempting –  
thus why should Satan bother,  unless JC  was  a separate reasoning entity that could just fail (Matt.4v1-12).   
Furthermore,  we are told JC died  (acts.2v23, 27, etc.)  and yet Yahweh is everlasting and cannot die,  again different Entities.   
JC told us that he must go to his Father after his resurrection into a  heavenly/celestial  body (John.20v17),  thus again we realise two 
separate Entities.   
Moreover,  we are told JCg will come to collect his 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55)  as only his 
Father (Yahweh)  chooses  (Matt.20v23)  when his Father (Yahweh) determines to close The Gospel Age (Matt.24v36).   

Quite simply   How many scriptures do we need to show the two separate Entities? 
We are actually told much more  –  being the fulfilment of prophecies,  and that Paul was invited by  “The Word of God”  (= JC, Rev.19v13)  and he is 
appointed by Yahweh to tell The World about The Gospel of The Good News,  being  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC.  God’s original Word 
has badly morphed into the  worldly Christianity of which we have today beginning in the 2nd Century CE that bears almost no resemblance to what was 
originally taught by JC.   Paul could see this,  hence of his warning at 2Cor.11v4,  speaking of these people as 2Cor.11v13-15;  likewise,  John at 
1John.2v18-19 calling them the  “anti-Christ”  (1John.4v1-3, etc.)  -  because their teaching  was/(is)  “anti-Anointing”  of the 144000 TCs that 
Yahweh  requires  to close The Gospel Age. 
I gave voice to the above four points because this is what Paul  (and The Bible)  teaches us,  and yet it is at complete variance to the nuances we are 
taught in  worldly Christianity today by our  worldly Christian leaders!   

This is not an auspicious start  –  being four fundamental errors generated by  worldly Christian doctrine when compared to the first four 
verses  –  and yet we have another 16 chapters with perhaps an average of 30 verses in each!   This could become a very bumpy spiritual ride 
for some people beholden to the  all-pervasive  and  very errant  worldly Christianity as universally taught by  “Christendom”  today! 

Let us discover together what else there is in the Romans  epistle/letter  –  being what  The Bible specifically teaches us,  without it having been passed 
through Rev.22v18-19 in the minds of our  worldly Christian leaders before it reaches us in their near useless and very worldly sermons.  I have 100’s of 
sermon transcripts  to  audit  specifically against what The Bible teaches us  and this I shall do when I have the time in the future after I have compiled 
my  Online electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  thereby allowing The World to quickly bypass what we are errantly taught by our  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”! 

Hence,  JCg’s call at Rev.18v4 made known at the end of The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14). 
 
2nd Prophecy – TCs  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  operating according to the HS shall be given assistance 
and guidance in their work  (note the correct composite definition of HS,  it is not as we are told by “Leaders of Religion”) 
3rd Prophecy – TCs  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  operating according to the HS shall be given assistance 
and guidance in their work  (note the correct composite definition of HS,  it is not as we are told by “Leaders of Religion”) 
1st Reasoning – “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
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2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
2nd Good News – All people have a 2 part life to enabling a personal reform to occur based upon JC as The Word of God. 
Rom.   1v5 og Through (reason of)  {of whom/which} [JCg]   
Rom.   1v5 og (we [TCs]) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received   
Rom.   1v5 og (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit   
Rom.   1v5 og also  (the) commission/apostleship/apostolate/{appointment to tell}  into/unto   
Rom.   1v5 og (the) {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission   
Rom.   1v5 og (of the) entrusting/commitment/belief  in  (to the [= within]) all  
Rom.   1v5 og to the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
Rom.   1v5 og of the  name/character/authority  (of the) him [JC]. 
Rom.   1v5 = (It is)  Through reason of  whom  (JCg),   we  (TCs)   grasped/{got hold of}  the  gift/favour/benefit   

also  the  apostleship/{appointment to tell}  unto  the  {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience  within  all 
the  nations/peoples  {for the sake/behalf}  of the  name/character/authority  of the  him  (JC). 

 

It is through reason of whom   (being of JC’s  [1] ministry and  [2] ransom sacrifice),   
we (TCs)  grasped the benefits   (being what  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Real Word of God”  brings unto  fully  compliant/hearkening  people) 
also the appointment to tell unto the obedience   (= to ultimately yield a fully compliant society unto Yahweh’s Methodology) 
within all the nations   (over the members’  “2 part life”  see glossary) 
for the sake of   (JC made this all possible –  and thus  we are personally obligated  to ultimately,  precisely imitate  JC by the end of our 2 part life) 
of his (JC’s)  name/character/Authority.   (This means we precisely imitate him  =  to be internally driven by Yahweh’s Methodology). 
 

I like these expanded verses because while it  “puts me on the spot”  to give  “The Most Accurate Understanding”   in writing  -  but most importantly,  it 
gives   (1) no wriggle room  for  charlatan Christian leaders to  spin  “truth”  into a  “lie”  (which they are very  “professionally” able).  Most 
importantly,  (2) it becomes a teaching tool for the reader to gain understanding and thus  personal spiritual protection  from those people of (1) above. 
The new reader to this website will see this technique extensively used  –  to ensure no stone is left unturned when peering into  “The Word of God”! 
Thus,  JCg as  “The Word of God”  operates as a  presence/parousia  within the compliant TCs during The Gospel Age who precisely imitate JC’s 
lifestyle/ministry  (= those people whom JCg  “fancies”  to become his future Bride during The Millennium).  However,  it is  only   Yahweh Who will 
make the final choice who is to become  “a Son of Yahweh”  (Matt.20v23)  based upon their  ministry/lifestyle  as compared with  “The Golden 
Standard”  = “JC’s ministry/lifestyle”). 
Where,  the TC  (as part of  “The Dispersion”  (1Pet.1v1)  are  appointed/commissioned  to operate within The World as a  “slave of obedience”  in 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  so that  “The Whole Knowledge”  of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  becomes widely 
known throughout The World.  Unto this aim,  the TCs have the HS operating within them based upon  The Word of God being worked out with fidelity,  
and thus Yahweh feels disposed to exercise His HS operating outside them.  The HS sourced by Yahweh operates around a TC to ensure that  “His  
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  is made manifest within The Environment”  (= “HS”)  that is to  ultimately yield  Mankind's Salvation  (noting the 
corroborative warning given at James.1v6-8).  
Yahweh's HS is  certainly not  used to titivate  self-indulgent  frivolous activity as we witness throughout Christendom generally! 

Because quite simply … … -  Why?     
Why  should Yahweh indulge our  animalistic/carnal  mind yearning to fulfil  “The Immediacy”  for emotional pleasure? 

Else it titivates our  self-indulgences  as petulant children to be  (supposedly)  having Yahweh as  “a puppet on a string”  (as promoted by the 
worldly-loved  charlatan Christian leaders)  – of which obviously,  Yahweh is  NOT  a  “puppet on a string”,  being precisely as JC taught us 
at Matt.4v7 and elsewhere  –  noting the warning given by Paul at Heb.12v8! 
Furthermore,  why then did Yahweh not answer Paul’s heartfelt three private requests for his personal healing at 2Cor.12v7? 

Thus it is the TCs who feel truly indebted  (as we read later in Romans)  to JC  (being his ministry and ransom sacrifice)  to teach  “The Acceptable Year 
of The Lord”  so that humans within all the nations of The World might have a goal unto which to aim. 
By doing this,  then out of the members of these nations will come the next generation of TCs in The Name of JC by operating in  The  One/Same 
Character  as that which operated within JC.  Consequently,  they gain  The Authority  of Yahweh’s HS empowering them [TCs],  and The Environment 
around to enable the effective spread of  “The Real Gospel”  message. 
We obviously realise that this verse is  only  speaking of the  future  TCs of The World during The Gospel Age,  because they  are  the  only  individuals 
who  demonstrably  “{attentive hearken}/compliant/obedient/submissive”  to precisely what  “The Word of God”  instructs  of any person calling 
themselves  “Christian”  (John.14v15, 21, etc.).   This is  “The 1st Stage of Yahweh's Plan for Mankind's Salvation”,  where  “The 2nd Stage”  occurs in 
The Millennium when Yahweh has collected His  “Proven Tools”  (being  “The 2 Remnants”  [= The Prophets + 144000 TCs]  of the 2 Epochs of 
“Israel”  [Jews + Christian Nation]  that returned to The Lord [Yahweh]).  These  “Proven (worthy) Tools”  are required to bring out  “The 3rd 
Remnant”  (= reformed individuals out)  of the 3rd Epoch of “Israel” (= “The Resurrected World”)  that ultimately  “Returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-
22, 2Cor.12v1-3).    
Obviously,  this  “Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and his apostles is  not  what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  shall 
be teaching us during The Gospel Age  (all of which I thoroughly explain  precisely why  it is  not  taught,  elsewhere)! 

Hence,  the next verse in context - 
 
3rd Good News – All humans are called to become part of The Brethren  (= disciples learning to imitate JC’s lifestyle). 
4th Instruction – Specific individuals of The Brethren having precisely imitated JC's ministry and lifestyle are beloved by 
Yahweh  and are thus  elected/selected  by Yahweh to become future Sons of God as The Heirs during The Millennium. 
2nd Reasoning – JC becomes The Goal for TCs to imitate to attain what JC achieved,  being that of “Anointed to Sonship” 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Rom.   1v6 og In  {to [= within] whom/which} [plural]   {you are/belong}  also  {specifically yourselves}  
Rom.   1v6 og (the [persons]) invited/called/appointed  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Appointed. 
Rom.   1v6 = Within  whom/which  (plural [=  these  nations])   {you are}, 

also  {specifically yourselves}   (people actively aiming to become TCs)   
the having been  invited/called/appointed  of the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Within which  (the nations)   you  (people actively aiming to be TCs to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)    
are   (physically living as a sojourner –  as did Abraham  [noting all the allegories]), 
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also specifically yourselves   (people actively aiming to be TCs),  
the people invited of the Jesus of The Anointed   (by Yahweh for  future  Kingship  –  as was David  before  he became king  1Sam.16v7-8). 

             (“Invited”  means just that!   Just  “The 1st Stage”  of a long journey  to prove our worthiness,  it does  not  mean a completion to our journey) 
             (“Elected”  means just that!   We have proved ourselves worthy having completed our journey, to be a “Child of God”  by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23) 
             (“Elected”  means we have achieved  “Sonship to Yahweh”  having precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in the 1st part of our physical life) 
             (Worldly and worse, charlatan Christian leaders deliberately muddle all the above together for  “the self-indulgent return of both parties”.) 
Paul is telling us,  there  are  The Brethren  (= the people  actively  aiming to become TCs living then  -  and the other people likewise imitating JC in the 
future)  within The World who  have/are/{will be}   invited/called/appointed  by JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  operating within each person as a  
presence/parousia.  This  real  presence/parousia  shall ideally,  then ultimately yield Yahweh’s HS within them.  The HS within a reasoning entity can 
only occur when having gained  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity),  thus enabling Yahweh to  assess/assay  during the 1st part 
of their physical life specifically how they express the HS to the furtherance of Yahweh’s Desire throughout The Gospel Age  (which is to  ultimately 
bring about Mankind's Salvation).  
The HS shall  only  be used to assist in the edification of the TC’s neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (= to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  and would 
most certainly  not  be expressed for self-indulgent activity  –  that we see operating today  (in  many  religious communities)  and a reference to the same 
activity is given for our education at Acts.8v9-24.  Thus,  it becomes obvious to sane minded people,  these  iniquitous  Christian Leaders are  charlatans  
pretending to have   “What they certainly have not!” –  Merely feigned for the worldly self-indulgent return from their deluded and bewitched devotees!    
I thoroughly explain all this later. 
An aside warning. 
    It is  impossible  for Yahweh to move forward His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  through such congregations led by  charlatan Christian leaders!    
Quite simple stated  

The  wrong  mindset and  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}  are fostered by such activity  –  being alien to that required to operate within 
“The Leaders of The Millennium”  leading by example  to bring forth  “The Reforming of The Mind”  within repentant individuals of  “The 
Resurrected World”. 

And yet these supposed millions  of  charlatan-led  Christian congregations absolutely  “love”  their leader  (because the  charlatan Christian leader,  
like a conman,  rogue trader,  is spinning God’s Word to  endear/ingratiate  “the audience”  in sycophancy.  This is just as Paul warns at 1Thes.2v3-6,  
2Tim.4v3-4  for the  symbiotic/mutual  returns  this activity yields)  where this leader is defined as a spiritual paedophile by Yahweh  –  precisely as JC 
told us at Luke.17v2  (please see my cited commentaries).  The reason for this clarification by warning,  is that Paul speaks of these people from verse 18 
onwards  (see also  Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.,  – please read all my local cited commentaries). 
Rom.   1v7 og (to the) all  to the (persons [TCs/brethren])  being  in  Rome  (to the [persons]) beloved/adored  (of the) God, 
Rom.   1v7 og (to the [persons]) invited/called/appointed  (to the) blameless/{holy persons}/saints [TCs],   
Rom.   1v7 og (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefits  {to yourselves}  also  (the) peace/prosperity/rest   
Rom.   1v7 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) God [Yahweh]   (the) Father  {of/from us},   
Rom.   1v7 og also  (of the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Rom.   1v7 = To  all  the people  (actively aiming to become TCs)   beloved/adored  of the  God  (Yahweh)   being  in  Rome, 

to the  people  invited/called/appointed   (to become)   blameless/{holy people}/TCs, 
the  gifts/favours/benefits   (yielded by “The Word of God”  precisely inculcated in our deportment)   to yourselves, 
also  the  peace/prosperity/rest  from  of the  God  (Yahweh)   our  Father,  also  of the  lord/master  Jesus  Christ/Anointed. 

 

To all people  (actively aiming to be TCs)   being in Rome,  the  (people actively aiming to be TCs)   beloved of the God (Yahweh), 
to the  persons  (actively aiming to be TCs)   invited  to  (be)  the  blameless/holy  people   (ultimately TCs elected by Yahweh), 
the  gifts/benefits  (yielded by  “The Word of God”  precisely inculcated in our deportment)   to yourselves   (actively aiming to be TCs), 
also  peace/rest  (yielded by  “The Word of God”  precisely inculcated in our deportment)   from the God (Yahweh),   our  (TCs’)   Father,  
             (Yahweh is an “Adopting Father”,  the process of adoption requires the new parent to want the new child,  not just because the child says so!) 
also of the  lord/master   (JC as “The Word of God”  actively controlling our mind of us  [as  truly hearkening  slaves,  Mark.12v30-31]) 
the Jesus of The Anointed   (after his resurrection as  “The Premier Son”  of God [Yahweh]  begotten from out of a fleshly and into a spiritual body). 
 

I must apologise to The Atheist who might be reading this  –  for what appears to be superfluous information within the parenthesis. 
The reason I am forced into this position is that many  worldly,  and  all  charlatan Christian spin  “The Word of God”  to errantly suggest that  all  their 
congregational members are  “children of God”  when The Bible tells us that people only become  “Children of God”   –  if  The Adopting Father  
decides certain individuals are  “Children of God”!   It is only these  very few  specific Christians  (about 1 in 30,000 as I explain elsewhere)  who  
precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle  to become “Beloved”  -  Matt.3v17, 17v5  -  else they are  not  beloved,  but may be actually considered as  
“bastards” (Heb.12v8).   

We are taught at Matt.20v16, 22v14 about “The Many” (some 3 billion Christians)  invited and only “The Few” (144000 TCs) elected. 
What these Christian leaders deliberately choose to ignore is that,   “The Process of Adoption”  is a  two-way  process  and  not  a one way!    

Both  The Adopting Parent  and  The Child  (to be adopted)  must want each other  -  and we are specifically told that some people are hated 
by Yahweh,  Rom.9v13  –  being specifically the point Paul teaches at Heb.12v16,  please see my local commentaries explaining what is being 
taught here! 
As usual this is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us  –  because  they are  “The Subject”  of the citation! 

Why do I write like this? 
It seems very harsh! 

Because I genuinely  agapao/{edifying love}  my readers to be giving  “The Wake-Up Call”  within the spiritual reasoning,  to help all people to 
thoroughly appreciate what Yahweh  really desires  being the exhortation that Paul gives at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Heb.5v12-14,  noting it is so 
easy to be seduced by  “easy words”  2Tim.4v3-4, Gal.3v1 because we might be thinking like the Corinthian congregation 1Cor.4v8-9. 

“Hard are these words – who can do them?”  (John.6v60)   Yes they are  –  but it is to these people who work like Paul,  of which The Gospel 
Age is directed,  to be extracting these tools  (144000 TCs)  for The Millennium as the future kings and priests,  proven to be  “The Real”  
“Children of God” -  all 144000 TCs.  These are the  few  elected people from the very  many  people invited  (please see my commentaries at 
Matt.20v16 and 22v14  that thoroughly explain Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.  I am simply  being honest  by giving  
agape/charity  to edify The Mind of The Recipient with  “The Real Word of God”,  so that perhaps  he/she  could become a future son of God. 

After that preface written on my 3rd Revision  (and tweaked in my 4th revision)  –  only given to  “get the juices flowing within the brain”,  then please let 
me continue with my original commentary written in my earlier revisions - 
These specific individuals were actively aiming to become TCs.    This means   Completely changing our minds to become Christ-like. 
This can  only  occur by truly imbuing  “The Word of God”  (from an  accurate  source  [not  from  worldly Christian leaders]),  then assaying it to gain 
assurance,  and finally,  operating with fidelity upon what we have assayed,  to ultimately yield the HS so that we too,  can become Christ-like.   

When  this is done  -  then  and  only then,  we gain  gifts/favours/benefits  that  “The Knowledge”  brings  when  “acted upon with fidelity”! 
We gain these  gifts/favours/benefits  because as  educated and wise  individuals  -  we avoid  “The Snares of The World”  that come from operating upon 
“worldly methodology”  (= “to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”),  and thus we obtain  peace/prosperity/rest  away/from  worldly fallout,  because 
we become like  Teflon/PTFE  –  “worldly muck”  does not stick upon us! 
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Thus by aiming to become TCs,  where our mind operates upon  “Yahweh's Methodology”  (= “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”),  then Yahweh 
looks favourably upon these very specific individuals,  and operates His HS in The Environment to make His  Pure/Blameless  Desire manifest within The 
Environment –  not  to fulfil any worldly self-indulgence of the TC  (of which there is none) –  but  only  to ensure that The World becomes truly educated 
upon  “The Word of God”  and  not  the nonsense  'exegesis'  presently taught by  worldly Christian leaders!   They have so much for which to answer! 
 
5th Instruction – Christians are to imbue  accurate  Knowledge for Assurance to practice Fidelity to Yahweh’s Word. 
6th Instruction – Christians are to explain  “The Real Gospel”  to The World,  and  not  a heavily censored version. 
4th Good News – TCs will become recognised within The World as being model secular citizens  and are not hypocritical 
when they precisely intimidate JC's ministry/lifestyle  given  freely/simply  for  no  worldly return. 
3rd Reasoning – Yahweh made possible  “The Word of God” (via JC)  be accessible for hearken people to become TCs. 
Rom.   1v8 og Firstly/Before/{At the beginning}/Chiefly,  truly/indeed   
Rom.   1v8 og (I) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness  to the  God  {of me}  through (reason of)   
Rom.   1v8 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  
Rom.   1v8 og (of the) all  {of yourselves},  because  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
Rom.   1v8 og {of yourselves}  (it is being) proclaimed/promulgated/declared/preached  in  (to the [= within]) all   
Rom.   1v8 og to the  world/decoration/adornment/life. 
Rom.   1v8 Firstly,   I (Paul)  truly/indeed  {give thanks}/{express gratitude}  to  my  God  (Yahweh), 

through reason of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  (as The Word of God from Yahweh)  {for the  sake/behalf  of}  all  {of yourselves},   
because  {of your}  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  is being  proclaimed/declared  within  all  the  world/life. 

 

Firstly,  I (Paul)  truly give thanks to my God (Yahweh),   through reason of the Anointed Jesus for the sake of yourselves, 
             (Because Paul’s ownership, accountability and responsibility has made this occur through Paul’s expressed “Real faith” of its required 3 stages) 
because of your  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  built upon  “1st Century Christianity”  that makes sense to a sane mind)   
is being declared within all the world   (by imitating Paul who is imitating JC  [to make  “Mankind’s Salvation”  righteously possible]). 
 

Paul has made this occur by working with them,  where Paul’s education and understanding has been given to them and he is pleased with the result of 
his efforts being replicated within these recipients imitating his ministry/lifestyle  (1Cor.11v1, Gal.4v12)  to bring forth new TCs for Yahweh’s pleasure. 
Paul tells us,  “The Ecclesia”  (= “The Calling Out”)  in Rome have demonstrated their  (real)  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  and this has been 
made evident to all other  “1st Century Christians”  within  “The (local) World”.  This is active work precisely imitating JC to become a person 
assiduously aiming to become TC. 

Is this what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders preach to us,  for us to become  “children”  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire? 
And if not,  then likewise,  they are obviously  not  aiming to become TCs  (because they are  not  teaching 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v16, etc.)! 
Clearly Yahweh ignores them  –  irrespective of how much they claim to be  “supposedly honoured”  with the HS  (via  “feigned miracles”)! 

That is precisely why TCs can spot  charlatan/worldly  Christian leaders operating as  “Predators”  before they even open their mouth and give their  
faulty  self-indulgent and hypocritical  “sales spiel” (“sermons”)  which are duly “loved”  by the attendees giving in return their worship  “of whatever”  
to the religious leader  (Acts.20v29, Matt.7v15, 10v16).   We must realise these leaders are adored by the attendees being thoroughly conned! 
I write this as  a warning  for the reader –  to personally gain  “The (real) Knowledge”  to recognise  “deception” –  especially a  half-truth  –  because 
we need to be very knowledgeable in our subject matter to know when  “The Truth”  becomes  “The Lie”.  This is precisely how Satan operates  
(Gen.3v2-5,  Matt.4v1-12,  please see my local commentaries to understand how insidious is his  “supposed teaching”  and  “similar teaching”  as given 
through his cohorts at 2Cor.11v13v15, 2Pet.2v1, Gal.3v1, 1John.2v18-19, etc.). 

The Crux to understanding this  -  is to understand    
Why  it is done.    

This I explain within my later commentaries. 
Furthermore,  we must understand    

What is Yahweh  truly doing  within The Environment  (in parallel  and He is  not  working with  most  people who claim to represent Him).   
What Yahweh is doing,  must be completely logical, sensible, and  most importantly  “Righteous”  for  every  individual who has existed on 
this planet for the last some 6000 years  (irrespective of their present relationship with “God”). 

When  we thoroughly understand, Yahweh’s Master Plan,  then  we realise it is a million miles away from what the leaders of Christendom preach to us 
as soon as they venture beyond the quoting of random snippets about JC’s ministry and ransom sacrifice  (Luke.16v19-21+). 
 
1st ‘Allegory’ – “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father,  ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
7th Instruction – TCs are to become martyrs away from this world,  to serve Yahweh in  spirit/personality/desire/traits. 
1st Warning – All Christians are being examined by Yahweh to see if they are an emissary  {for the  record/cause}. 
4th Reasoning – Paul is internally motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  to accurately explain Yahweh’s Master Plan. 
Rom.   1v9 og (the) witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}  For  {of me}  (he/it) is  the  {Specific God} [Yahweh]   
Rom.   1v9 the “ho theos” pointer is based upon Paul,  a TC and Apostle,  and thus points directly to Yahweh  (see explanations elsewhere). 
Rom.   1v9 og {to whom/which}  
Rom.   1v9 og (I [Paul]) {a hired menial}/{minister (to God)}/worship/{divine service}/{rendered homage}     
Rom.   1v9 og in  to the [= within]   spirit/personality/desires/traits  {of me},    
Rom.   1v9 og in  to the [= within]  {good news/message}/{the gospel}   of the  son [JC]   (of the) Him [Yahweh],   
Rom.   1v9 og {in that manner}/likewise/as   
Rom.   1v9 og uninterruptedly/{without omission (on an appropriate occasion)}/{without ceasing}     
Rom.   1v9 og (the) reconciliation/recital/mention/remembrance  {of yourselves} 
Rom.   1v9 og (I) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice, 
Rom.   1v9 = For  The Specific God  (Yahweh)   is  my  Witness   (of what I do being examined), 

to Whom  (Yahweh)   I (Paul)  serve  (as menial hire)  within  my  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
(internally driven)   within  the  {good news/message}  of  His  (Yahweh's)   Son  (JC/JCg)    (being of JC's teaching) 
{in that manner}/as  I (Paul)  {without ceasing}  make  reconciliation/mention  {of yourselves}   (brethren aiming to become TCs). 

 

For the Specific God  (Yahweh)   is my Witness   (of what I do in precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle), 
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to Whom (Yahweh)   I (Paul)   render sacred service within my  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (internally driven to imitate JC) 
within the gospel  (being the teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  given by  “The Word of God”)   of His  (Yahweh's)   son  (“JC”)   
as I (Paul)  constantly make mention of yourselves   (people actively aiming to be TCs,  building themselves upon  “The Word of God”). 
 

“The Specific God”  (being  “ho theos”  as the nominative case)  is a  relative  pointer  (see glossary and concordance of topics explaining  “genitive, 
dative and accusative”  are  absolute  pointers only to Yahweh).  “The nominative case”  relies upon the context to either point to Yahweh or JCg  (or 
both  –  if the context teaches us of a  transition  of a person from being  “a child of the world”  to become  “a child of God”  [as  only  determined by 
Yahweh,  and  not  by humans, fraudulently assuming themselves to be “God”]).   This understanding is  unknown  to our Greek scholars of The World! 
In this instance,  Paul is demonstrably a TC in  The Record/Cause  of which he demonstrably gives of his life  (2Cor.11v24-28)  to be precisely imitating 
JC  (Paul's master,  being  “The Word of God”  driving his mind)  and thus  “ho theos” (nominative)  would point directly to Yahweh. 
By contrast if  “ho theos”  was referenced to The World  (being that of a worldly person [“Professional Religious Leader”]),  then  “ho theos”  would 
point to JCg as our Intercessor to Yahweh  (we are effectively told this in John's Gospel throughout and in some of the epistles). 
Sadly,  worldly  translators just  “slap the word”  “ God”  in this position and thus  loose the precision  that the original scribes are teaching us. 
I liken it to a  “(semi) professional”  painter,  painting a room with a large paint brush,  slapping thick paint over some fine architrave and thus covering 
the fine detail underneath! 
Worryingly this practice  is pandemic  within our worldly translated bibles  at key doctrinal positions,  thus yielding a total distortion  –  which is 
precisely why I had to generate  The Prime Reference Standard  for The World to use,  so that I might then expose  “1st Century Christianity”  which is  
never  taught today.  Bible translations are twisted at key locations to suit today's errant  worldly  Christian doctrine  –  rather than change The Doctrine 
to suit The Original Greek!   What would Yahweh desire to see? 
However I expose the errant translations alongside my  “Prime Reference Standard” -  to make everything entirely  transparent to The Reader,  and then 
let the readers personally decide what they would like to understand as  “The Truth”,  rather than have a beguiling  “half-lie forced”  upon them,  with 
no alternative given!   That is real  “censorship”  of which JCg warned us at Rev.22v18-19  -  because he knew it would occur,  and he was ensuring that 
both he and Yahweh remained entirely  “Holy/innocent/blameless”  from the criticism that  “we humans were ignorant to this possibility occurring”! 
This is precisely why we must follow the advice at Matt.7v7-8  “to ardently seek,  to then find”  “The Disclosing Truth”. 
This does not occur by sitting back and allowing our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  spoon feeding us what they want to tell us  (of poisoned syrup)  
-  being a million miles away from what Yahweh wants taught! 
 
8th Instruction – TCs will pray to Yahweh for help  to further The Desire of Yahweh  –  to  accurately  Teach the Gospel. 
5th Reasoning – TCs require Yahweh’s assistance to further His Desire within the environment,  to open and shut the 
required metaphoric doors around TCs to make them more efficient slaves in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
9th Instruction – TCs always operate in deference to Yahweh’s Will/Desire  being fulfilled in their life.   Faithful slaves 
always acknowledge The Master’s Intent to be paramount in whatever they do,  making themselves subject unto it!  
10th Instruction – TCs will endeavour to precisely explain  “The Word of God”  being the required bedrock of support 
from the Tanakh and not the useless repeated worldly waffle given by  worldly Christian leaders for the worldly return. 
5th Good News – TCs explaining the prophecies and allegories throughout all the Bible will give spiritual support that 
shall become the bedrock within the recipient's mind and make them competent teachers,  within their best capability. 
11th Instruction – “Real Faith” = “accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity”,  anything else is just  “Blind faith”. 
Rom.   1v10 og {every when}/{at all times}/always  over/upon   
Rom.   1v10 og of the  {towards supplications}/{prayers with a vow} [for a mutual result]  {of me},    
Rom.   1v10 og (the) {begging, as binding oneself}/petitioning/beseeching/praying/{make request} [middle voice]   
Rom.   1v10 og {if somehow}/{if by any means}  {even now}/already/{by this time}    
Rom.   1v10 og {at sometime/ever}/then/when/previously   
Rom.   1v10 og (I) {to help on the road of life}/{succeed in reaching}/prosperous/successful   
Rom.   1v10 og in  to the [= within]   (the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  of the  God [Yahweh] 
Rom.   1v10 og (to) come/accompany/appear  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}. 
Rom.   1v10 = My  (Paul's)   {prayers with a vow}  are  always  concerning   (yourselves  [continuing from the previous verse]),   

(personally)  {as binding myself}/beseeching  {if by any means}  {even now}/already  {at some time/how}   
I may within  God's  desire/determination  {succeed in reaching}/successfully  to  come/accompany  towards  {specifically yourselves}. 

 

My prayers with a vow are always concerning yourselves. 
Personally beseeching   (Yahweh)   if by any means at some time to successfully come towards specifically yourselves, 
within the desire of the God (Yahweh). 
 

Notice Paul's deference to Yahweh in the same manner as James teaches us at James.4v14-15,  all of which is  never  taught by our  “professional”   
worldly Christian leaders,  as is equally much of the epistle James – being a valuable letter for our edification  -  which is perhaps the reason they prefer 
to ignore it! 
Rom.   1v11 og (I) {to yearn}/{dote upon}/{intensely crave}/{greatly desire/lust}  for  (to) see/know/perceive  
Rom.   1v11 og {specifically yourselves},  that/{so as}  {some/any/certain thing}  (I may) {give over}/share/impart     
Rom.   1v11 og (the) gift/gratuity/{spiritual endowment}/deliverance  {to yourselves}   
Rom.   1v11 og (the) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  [= The Word of God]   into/unto  the (thing [gift]) 
Rom.   1v11 og (to be) {setting fast}/{turning resolutely}/establishing/{steadfastly setting}/strengthening  
Rom.   1v11 og {specifically yourselves}. 
Rom.   1v11 = For I  yearn/{intensely crave}  to  see/know  {specifically yourselves},   

that  I may  {give over}/impart  {some/any thing}  {non carnal}/{pertaining to the mind}    (= Real Knowledge and  not  hearsay/myth) 
gratuity/{spiritual endowment}   (freely given)   {to yourselves}   (unlike the philosophy that underpins “Religion”),   
unto  {setting fast}/establishing/strengthening  {specifically yourselves}    (to ideally become future Sons of God). 

 

For I (Paul)  yearn to see specifically yourselves,    
that I may impart some spiritual endowment for the mind   (to gain more understanding about “The Word of God”)   to yourselves, 
unto strengthening specifically yourselves   (in  “The Word of God”  to learn how to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
 

Notice it is Paul's intense lust to try and bring more spiritual understanding of The Scriptures to these recipients so that they too might become TCs. 
Is this what we witness today in the repetitive  “nonsense waffle”  we are taught today by our  spiritually blind  leaders of “Religion”? 
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Absolutely not!   By what we witness,  they are there simply to provide a service  –  for themselves  to gain from out of The World! 
“The Service”  they provide is to  “Offload money”  out of their devotees’ pockets into “the leaders’ pockets”! 

That is what specifically separates TCs from our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders! 
Identified within these simple probing questions. 

1. What is taught? 
2. How is it taught? 
3. What does The Recipient immediately gain? 
4. Then,  how does The Recipient gain in the long term? 
5. How does Mankind gain? 
6. How does JCg as The Word of God gain? 
7. How does Yahweh gain? 
8. Then ask   Why  is  “Religion”  taught in that manner  (as we witness within  all  the schisms of Christendom)? 

Answer all these question correctly,  then  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders stand out like monstrosities  –  while the TCs,  as the few 
mini-Temples of God  (1Cor.3v16, 2Cor.6v16)  stand out as being  “white stones”  (1Pet.2v5-9)  against the bleak satanic background upon which they 
are endeavouring to counter. 
Thus while our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  keep speaking about “Love”,  they are clearly  not  driven within the mind by  agapao/{love by 
principle}/{edifying love}  to yield within works real  charity/agape  unto their congregational members (Luke.16v19-22+).   
This contrasts directly with the TCs who are truly  “precisely imitating JC”  for absolutely  no  worldly return  except  “abuse”  from  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  having their hypocrisy exposed  (John.16v1-4, etc.).  That is precisely why there  are only 144000 TCs extracted from out of The 
Gospel Age,  all as JCg precisely tells us through John at  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4  –  please see my local commentaries  –  and glossary on these terms)  and 
what JC teaches us throughout The Gospels  (please see my commentaries that give new understanding behind his parables and actions). 
Rom.   1v12 og that/this/there/here  and  (it) is   
Rom.   1v12 og (to be) {invited closely with each other}/{consoled jointly}/{comforted together}    
Rom.   1v12 og in  {to [=within] yourselves}  through (reason of)  of the  in  (to the [=within]) {one another}/mutually/together    
Rom.   1v12 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {of yourselves}  both  also  {of me}. 
Rom.   1v12 = And it is this,   

to be  {closely associated}/{comforted together}  within yourselves   (as the faithful recipients of  “The Word of God”), 
through reason of  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  within  {one another}/together,    
both  (1) {of yourselves},  also  (2) {of me}. 

 

And it is this,  to be comforted together within yourselves   (by being the faithful recipients of  “The Word of God”), 
through reason of the  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity  [as only  “1st Century Christianity”  can give to us])   
within one another,  both  (1) of yourselves  also  (2) of me. 
 

Has the reader determined why Paul wrote this? 
And how it might relate to what is occurring today! 

The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs were facing persecution from  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  (being then of The Jews [= 
Sadducees and Pharisees]  and  “The Representatives of the gods”  having dominance appropriate in the region of domicile).   
Thus,  Paul states it becomes  “The Knowledge”  correctly operating within faithful recipients which becomes the glue to bond The Brethren together to 
face the inevitable persecution from  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  having their  “hypocrisy”  publicly exposed. 

Because quite simply;  If  these brethren did  not  act with fidelity to  “The Knowledge”  then  they would  not  become persecuted! 
Precisely the same would occur today where boldly speaking people would be publicly persecuted  (perhaps likened to “whistle-blowers”),  if  
there  were any  people today operating with true fidelity to  “The Knowledge”  as sourced by Yahweh through  “The Word of God”  (JC).   
Yet sadly,  there are only  too few  people operating within The World precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  demonstrably  not  Christian 
congregational members  –  and certainly  not  their leaders!   Because, quite simply,  members of Christian schisms are  not  correctly 
instructed upon  “The Word of God”  to understand and thus recognise what they must do with  “The Knowledge”  (assuming if they had it)! 

For example   People who speak out against secular governments – in particular as  “whistle blowers”  demonstrating the hypocrisy of governments,  
then they are persecuted or killed   (a couple of so very many examples   Alexander Litvinenko,  and Snowdon's documents on Wikileaks).   
Likewise the TC exposes the shenanigans of  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  being that of  “hypocrisy”  (Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1)  and 
that is why people imitating JC will receive the same as that which JC received  (John.11v47-53, 16v1-4, etc.).  It is specifically for this reason,  why 
people assiduously aiming to become TCs for their best protection,  must remain  (1) utterly neutral in politics and be  (2) model secular  law abiding  
citizens,  so that their  only  persecution is  demonstrably sourced by leaders of  “Religion”  showing  “The Source”  of the respective methodologies 
operating within the respective parties.   Please see my commentary to John.18v28,  and 16v8 is also very useful.  
 
12th Instruction – TCs are always going out of their way to meet  new  people so they may teach  “The Word of God”. 
6th Good News – TCs in their labours imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  shall yield the fruitage of the next generation of TCs 
6th Reasoning – The Goal of a TC is to produce fruitage of the next generation of TCs so  “The Trigger Threshold of 
144000 TCs”  will occur,  thereby enabling  (1) The 1st Resurrection  and  (2) The Millennium to occur 3.5 years later. 
7th Reasoning – TCs always consider themselves in debt to JC,  because of what he has done almost 2000 years ago,  
therefore becomes their driver to best please him by precisely imitating his  ministry/lifestyle  as best they personally can! 
13th Instruction – The Real Gospel is  (1) The Millennium  and  (2) How to be successful within it  (ideally as a TC). 
Together with all the support structure as given in The Tanakh  (Old Testament)  as “God’s Word part 1”  righteously 
answered  by JC as “God’s Word part 2”  (Rev.19v13)  to make parts (1) and (2) righteously occur. 
Rom.   1v13 og not  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  And  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom.   1v13 og (to be) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}  (the) brothers/brethren   
Rom.   1v13 og because  {many times}/frequently/{often-times}   
Rom.   1v13 og (I) {placed prior/before}/exhibited/{proposed/determined}/purposed/{set forth} [middle voice]     
Rom.   1v13 og (to) come/accompany/appear  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}, 
Rom.   1v13 og also  (I was) estop/{prevented (by word or act)}/forbidden/{kept from}/withstood/halted   
Rom.   1v13 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  of the  {(imperative) here/hither/hitherto}/{come hither},    
Rom.   1v13 og that/{so as}  (the) fruit  {some/any/certain thing}  (I may) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
Rom.   1v13 og also  in  {to [= within] yourselves},  just/as/that/how  also   
Rom.   1v13 og in  to the [= within]  {remaining ones}/residues/rest  (to the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples.  
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Rom.   1v13 = And  not  I  desire/{be pleased}  {specifically yourselves}  to  {be inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}  brothers 
because  frequently  I  personally proposed/purposed  to  come/accompany  towards  {specifically yourselves},   
also  I was  prevented/withheld  {up to}/until  of the  hitherto, 
that  also  I may  have/possess   some/certain  fruit  (TCs out of The Brethren)   within  yourselves,   
just/as  also  (the fruit [TCs])  within  the  {remaining people}/residues  in the  nations/peoples. 

 

And I (Paul)  desire specifically yourselves rather  not  be ignorant brethren, 
because frequently I personally proposed to come towards specifically yourselves   (people/brethren  actively  aiming to become TCs), 
also I was prevented until of the hitherto, 
that  also I may have some fruit   (TCs from out of the brethren)   within yourselves, 
just as  also   (the fruit in)   the remaining people within the nations. 
 

We are to understand  “The Fruitage”  is something that comes from out of The Brethren.   
This is  an important concept  of which this website makes much fanfare and exhortation.   

This Fruitage is specifically what this website calls “TCs” = True Christians  (elected by Yahweh  and  not  the  “worldly named saints”  given this  
“title”  by much inferior  worldly  men for much  worldly  hype/return).  Yahweh’s Desire is for TCs to be created  during  The Gospel Age to fulfil His 
quoted number of 144000  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  so that He can move to the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  to  herald-in  
The Millennium  (of which also this website copiously explains as  “The Gospel Core”  teaching  –  unlike Christendom that generally ignores it).  
These next generation of TCs come from earlier generations of TCs who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  (just as did JC  
– hence called,  “The Word of God”  Rev.19v13, etc.,)  to  self-motivate  new  TCs who then become The Fruitage.   
Noted as being  “the good fruit”  from  “the good tree  (Matt.7v16-20, etc.). 
If  these TCs are  elected/chosen  by Yahweh  at the end of the 1st part of their physical life,  then they become  “The Sons of God”  for their future work 
in The Millennium  (over their subjects [= “The Resurrected World”]  as copiously taught in The New Testament.  This becomes the 2nd part of most 
people’s physical life to learn  “Righteousness”),  being of  “The Greater Responsibility” for the 144000 TCs  (Luke.19v16-19).   
This is taught at Matt.20v16, 22v14 where - 

Many  (some 3000000k Christians)  are  called/invited/summoned,  but few  (144k TCs)  are  selected/chosen/elected  (as future Sons of God).   
Please see glossary on many of the terms used in this commentary. 
A 4th revision Addition. 
It has become clear to me through the many millions of words I have written on “The New Testament”, and perhaps the hundreds of times I have read 
these words during my revisions is this fundamental truism    “Life is a Personal Contract we have with entities within our Environment”. 

This really is a stark statement.    
It is a  “Contract of Responsibility”  in how we interact with  “Life”,  firstly in its myriad of forms on this planet and secondly, with  “Extra-terrestrial 
Life”.    We have a  “Responsibility to edify Life”  or we choose to renege upon this  “Contract of Responsibility with Life”. 
For which we shall become personally  accountable  in how we personally take  ownership  of this  responsibility. 
We are all being assessed over what has now become our 2 part life  (as I copiously explain on “FutureLife.Org”)  on how we wish to partake in this - 

“Contract with Life” 
This has enormous ramifications as we carefully examine how we as individuals operate within  (1) Mankind,  (2) all Life on this Planet and going on 
into the future,  (3) “Extra-terrestrial Life”  into the eternity.     
Extra-terrestrial Life put “Life” onto this planet – without any shadow of doubt!   This  “statement of fact”  is only questioned by atheists who have  not  
imbued all “The Knowledge” on this planet  –  but have been selective in what they have inputted,  very much as are  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
very selective in what they choose to imbue.  In that specific point,  there really is not much difference between the two groupings! 
I am able to show  (and do so)  many thousands of prophecies given by Yahweh through millennium,  having been steadily fulfilled throughout millennia 
to underwrite His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  that  cannot  be justifiably questioned or disputed by any entity in  “The Universe”  let 
alone any human having existed on this planet during this time. 
If something quacks, lays eggs, flies, swims, has feathers, head, body and two legs then we can correctly say it is a duck and not a tree! 
My writings by equivalence show almost down to the genetic level far more about that duck than what has been given above and yet people will ignore 
this information and state many fatuous things about The Bible showing their complete ignorance on the subject.  My mission in writing FutureLife.Org 
is to  wholly remove  disgusting  “Religion”  off this planet and replace it with  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally given to us by  “Jesus”  
(meaning “Yahweh Saves”)  having the mind of an  “Extra-Terrestrial Entity”  who faithfully represented his Father, “Yahweh” (meaning “I make 
become who/what I choose to become”).  Please read more of this epistle to understand  “The Mind of Paul”  as explained by  “FutureLife.Org”. 
Rom.   1v14 og (to the) Greek  Both  also  (to the) foreigners/{non-Greeks},   
Rom.   1v14 og (to the) wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious  both  also  (to the) foolish/unintelligent/unwise,  
Rom.   1v14 og (the) debtor/ower/delinquent/{transgressor against God}  (I) am/exist. 
Rom.   1v14 = I (Paul)  am/exist  the  debtor/ower,  both  (1) to the Greeks  also  (2) to the non-Greeks,  

both  (1) to the wise,  also  (2) to the foolish. 
 

I (Paul)  am the debtor  -  both to the Greeks  also to the non-Greeks. 
both to the wise (people)  also to the foolish (people). 
 

Always an important question  
Therefore,  what is Paul telling us? 

We as individuals are   “Debtors”!  
Yahweh expects Paul as a TC to  “work off what he owes”  in  preaching/teaching  and therefore we read in v15 what this work might be - 

Interestingly this is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian Leaders to their congregations! 
And likewise, Luke.17v7-10 will  absolutely  NEVER  be taught by our  worldly  Christian leaders to their congregations  (passed through Rev.22v18-19) 

But this righteous teaching is given within  “1st Century Christianity”  (and instructed as such by Paul  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)! 
Yet sadly,  we are taught  “unrighteous nonsense”  today  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  with regard to  “The Salvation of Mankind”! 
Rom.   1v15 og {In this manner}/{After that}/Likewise/As/So   the   
Rom.   1v15 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   I/me/myself   {with alacrity}/willing/ready/eager    
Rom.   1v15 og also  {to yourselves}  to the (persons [TCs/brethren])  in  Rome   
Rom.   1v15 og (to) {announce The Good News}/{preach The Gospel}. 
Rom.   1v15 = {In this manner}/Likewise /So   I  am  intensely  eager   to  {announce/preach The Gospel}   

also  to yourselves  (= The Brethren)  in  Rome. 
 

So I am intensely eager to preach  The  (Real)  Gospel   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  to all these aforementioned people  [= to everyone]), 
also to yourselves   (as the brethren)   in Rome. 
 

This is what a TC fervently desires - 
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To  Accurately  teach  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  unto The World for the edification of its members. 
So that  all  people know precisely what  “The Almighty God”  truly desires – because it is certainly  not  “Religion”! 

Furthermore,  what is more important than this desire? 
To  operate with fidelity  to what  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us! 

Moreover,  if the reader does not know what  “1st Century Christianity”  means  –  then what have our “Christian”  leaders been preaching to their 
congregational members for the last some 1700+ years,  because it is very different to what we are taught in  worldly  Christianity  (being termed  
“Religion”)! 
To  operate with fidelity  to  “The Real Gospel” means - 

We go out into The World to  freely/simply  (= without  strings attached to what we do = no worldly return)  to teach  “The Real Gospel”. 
In this manner then  what we teach  is  not  distorted to receive the  “worldly goodies”  of whatever by return  (hence 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.) 
This occurs because TCs by definition are  not  “Religious Professionals”  and are thus imitating Paul by personally earning money in 
secular  means to feed the  fleshly body Acts.18v3, 2The.3v6-12,  thereby they have  no  “conflict of interests”  (Matt.6v24)  to faithfully give 
God’s World to feed the  spiritual mind.   This is  not  true for  “Professional Religious Leaders”  who by worldly necessity must colour the 
message to earn a fleshly living from their devotees paying for the message heard! 

Following the adage   “He who pays the piper,  calls the tune!” 
Worryingly,  this becomes a progressive spiral downwards ever further away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 

Therefore,  we realise what has been described for a TC at the start,  is a  righteous/virtuous  circle that truly fulfils Yahweh's Desire. 
The reason why the TCs behave in this manner freely giving of their output,  is that they are driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  to yield  agape/charity. 
Where - 

Agapao  spiritually  drives our mind to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  (we desire  only  “The Very Best”  for our neighbour). 
Agape  becomes the  physical manifestation of our “agapao”,  where we deliver real charity  (and not the much witnessed  “feigned charity”) 

And it is specifically these people of whom Yahweh is seeking for the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
They work selflessly as did Paul to accurately explain  “The Word of God”  without  any mysteries in the most logical and righteous manner. 
I call these very specific persons  "The Early Adopters”  who become part of a very exclusive grouping called 144000 TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4). 
They work at it because they want The Future to occur now and thus,  they become  “The Champions”  to make this  “New World Order”  work around 
themselves to become the mini-temples (1Cor.3v16, 2Cor.6v16)  offering their lives as the  “Living Sacrifice”  upon Yahweh’s Altar that is their local 
environment. 
Thus,  by becoming  “The Champions of God’s Word”  then they prove themselves wholly worthy to rule in the 2nd part of their physical life,  after having 
previously purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life in the 1st part of their physical life  (now).   Does the reader understand this crucial exegesis? 
Furthermore,  it is these specific individuals that Yahweh desires to become the future  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.)  of The 
Millennium whose chief role shall be to accurately teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  –  all as I very carefully explain on my website 
and is yet  never  taught by our  worldly Christianity leaders  (for obvious reasons)!   

Because quite simply they do  not  believe it  –  they do  not  believe in what they  should  be teaching! 
But  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches  “The Real Gospel”  –  being precisely  “1st Century Christianity”. 

So,  I ask another simple and yet,  very important question -  
What would the reader prefer to read? 

Something that pleases and fulfils Yahweh's Desire  (being what  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches)?  Or - 
Something that pleases Satan's desire  (being what our  worldly, and worse charlatan  Christian leaders presently preach to us)? 

We must  personally  aim for  “The Goal/Target”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.,)  to ideally be a Son of God! 
 
Reasoning – repeat - JC is The Goal for TCs to imitate to attain what JC achieved,  being that of  “Anointed to Sonship”. 
14th Instruction – TCs imitating JC are  not  ashamed to  accurately  give out  “The Word of God”  to strangers. 
15th Instruction – TCs imitating JC will  freely  give  “The Word of God”  to any person interested in listening. 
7th Good News – Yahweh’s Omnipotence  is capable of  salvation/rescuing  all  humans who desire redemption. 
16th Instruction – The TCs is wholly impartial and will invite any person on this planet to listen how Yahweh’s “Most 
Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  operates through Time,  past, present, and future -  all very carefully explained. 
Rom.   1v16 og not  for  (I am) {feel/be ashamed}  the  {good news/message}/gospel   
Rom.   1v16 og of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah,  (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  for  
Rom.   1v16 og (of the) God [Yahweh]  (it) is  into/unto  (the) rescue/delivering/salvation/health/safety    
Rom.   1v16 og (to the)  everyone  to the (persons [TCs/brethren])  entrusting/committed/believing,   
Rom.   1v16 og (to the) Jew  both  firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  also  (to the) Greek [= Gentile]. 
Rom.   1v16  = For  I (Paul)  am not  {being ashamed}  (to preach)  the  {good news/message}  of the  Christ/Anointed 

for  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work} (= an expression of HS)   of the God (= Yahweh)   
it is  the  rescue/salvation  (= resurrection into the 2nd part of our physical life,  and for a TC it is  guaranteed  everlasting life)   
to everyone,   the persons  (TCs and brethren)   entrusting/committing  (in JCg as The Word of God – to precisely imitate JC)  –  
both  (1) to the Jew  first  also  (2) to the Greek  (= Gentiles). 

 

For I (Paul)  am not ashamed  (to teach)   the good news of The Anointed   (being of  “the invitational offer”  that is  “the ideal goal”) 
          (The invitational offer is become like JCg for guaranteed salvation as a future  Son/Child  of God  [as  only  elected by Yahweh and  not  by Man]) 
for the mighty work   (the “HS” being  “Yahweh’s  pure/blameless  desire/personality  expressed within The Environment”)   
of The God   (Yahweh sourcing His  blameless/innocent/holy/pure  spirit/desire/personality  into The Environment), 
it is the  rescue/salvation   (to become our resurrection into the 2nd part of our life,  and ideally,  ultimately to everlasting life)   
          ([1] ideally as a Son of God of guaranteed salvation,  [2] all reformed people of The Millennium who have learnt to keep imitating JC shall live) 
to everyone   (living on the planet -  being of no exclusions,  race, colour, ethnic origin, of present  thoughts/religion  or what crimes having been done)    
the people  entrusting/committing   (being  The Condition which is to ultimately imitate JC  over our 2 part life  when given  “The Knowledge”)  
both  (1) to the Jew first  (as “The 1st Covenant”)   also  (2) to the Greek  (of “The 2nd Covenant”  [ of which the Jews are invited]). 

          ([1] Jews with the background of The Tanakh gain a “head-start”  [2] Gentiles becoming Christians have The Bible to  learn both  halves) 
 

Initially the Jews had  “The Word of God”  under  “The 1st Covenant”  –  they comprehensively rejected it,  and righteously given a short period of time 
after JC's ministry,  death and resurrection for digestion of the significance of JC's 1st Advent. 
It was righteously this 3.5 years period  “to the Jews first”  after JC returned to the heavens,  then  to the gentiles with Cornelius  (the first Gentile 
accepted to be a Christian,  grafted into “1st Century Christianity”,  Acts.10-v1-31). 

The  “3.5 year period”  appears within many places within the Bible  –  and it is  a very  important/fundamental  “unit”  of  “time”.  
Regarding this part of The Bible - 

We have JC’s 3.5 year ministry,  then JC leaves to return to the heavens  after having successfully finished the 1st part of his mission.  
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This event closes “The 1st Covenant”  to achieve  “The Premier Son of God”  (JCg, begotten from out of flesh, Psm.2v7, Rev.1v5) 
Then we see the final 3.5 years with the Jews through the apostles  accurately  preaching  “The Word of God”.  
This 2nd period finished with the baptism of Cornelius where the 1st Gentile becomes grafted into the vine,  being the body of JC as a TC. 
The  (possible)  Salvation comes as a single stage for humans but depending upon when we might adopt  The Real Faith.  

A 4th revision addition. 
This completes  the first phase  of Daniel’s prophecy about 1 week and oblation being cut off halfway through the week (Dan.9v27). 
Some Christians limit their thinking to this,  while other people do not recognise this but try and anchor something else upon it during the Gospel Age. 
Some of them think there are 7 years of tribulation,  during which perhaps the rapture occurs mid-week  (they get that last bit correct)! 
What “FutureLife.Org” tries to impress upon the reader is that  virtually everything  given as prophecy in The Bible operates at  “TWO Levels”! 

This feature is what gives  even greater  majesty/honour  unto Yahweh to express His  Omnificence/Omnipotence  within The Universe! 
Of which only successful humans into the culmination shall wholly recognise for their ultimate salvation  (because they want  to imitate JC). 

The second phase of Daniel’s Prophecy  closes  The Gospel Age (being that of  “The 2nd Covenant”  to achieve 144000  secondary  Sons of God). 
Instead of  JC  as “The Oblation”  being removed,  it is the  144000 TCs  as his future bride  that are removed halfway through the week,  but  not  in the 
middle of 7 years tribulation, -  that does not make sense  –  because we are taught,  if we become part of the 144000 TCs then we will not experience this 
tribulation.  Yet, based upon what these errant Christians think – they would have experienced 3.5 years of Tribulation before they left this planet! 
Though it could be countered argued by the use of the verses at Rev.7v9-14 – but please see my local commentaries to explain what is  really occurring – 
also Rev.11v11-15 to underwrite that understanding – together with my several page exposition at the end of Mark’s Gospel that closes The Gospel Age. 
The 144000 TCs  are  “The Oblation”  (= priestly service),  inasmuch they  have  precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and this is  “The Oblation”  
removed at 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.,  at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 
Where the 7 year countdown unto The Gospel Age closure  begins  at  “The Two Witnesses”  starting their ministry  (please see my commentaries of 
Rev.11v1-15) and at the beginning of their ministry Yahweh has His full quota of prophesied 144000 TCs and  “The Bar”  is down;  no one else  can 
enter and become “Sons of God”  (please see my commentaries to Matt.25v1-12 that explains in great depth what the parable of the 10 virgins  really  
means)!   Therefore,  this becomes  “the first half of The Week”  of Oblation before it is removed  half-way  through at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 
“The Tribulation”  starts for The World immediately after the 144000 TCs have been removed in The 1st Resurrection for 3.5 years,  and  after  3.5 years 
when JCg and the 144000 sons of God  (former TCs)  then return to The Planet Earth (at Rev.19v16-21)  their target  is  absolutely  all  worldly leaders!   
These leaders shall be deposed over 45 days  (Dan.12v11-12)  with Yahweh’s Administration being enforced all over “The Whole World”.  This becomes  
“The Great Tribulation”  termination of  “The Old World Order”  by having all leaders of The World being deposed by  extra-terrestrial  forces with  
infinite  authority, capability and power  (I truly mean  “Infinite”)  having everything they do underwritten by Yahweh – The Almighty God and Creator 
of The Universe!   This shall be a rather “Noisy” affair as we are told in 2Pet.3v10  when hearing the millions of worldly leader’s protestations!  

Amen!   How I look forward to that day – when  “The New Broom sweeps clean!” 
I now return to my earlier revisions. 
Most importantly,  we must - 

Firstly,  REMOVE  out of our mind  what  worldly Christian,  Judaism  and  Islamic doctrine teaches us in  absolute error   (in  all  of the 
leaders’ output regarding  “1st Century Christianity”)! 

The Bible specifically tells us that there are two levels of  “salvation”  either   
(1)  as a  “son/(daughter)  of God”  (actually neuter,  within a  heavenly/celestial  physical body  [ref.1Cor.15v35-55])   or  
(2)  as a fleshly human  –  exactly like Adam and Eve prior to their disobedience to Yahweh’s stated decree on sin  (Gen.2v17). 
(Equally resurrected as neuters – having fulfilled Gen.1v28, 9v1,   as we are told by JC at Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v36.) 

Those  (144000 in number – Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  “awakened/roused”  (= resurrected)  as  “sons of God”  (noting they are neuter and thus metaphoric 
daughters are included in this number, Matt.12v48-50)   shall have guaranteed everlasting life in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies of which Paul 
speaks  (1Cor.15v40)  –  they shall be just like JCg is now.  For the vast majority of humans  (being some 99.99+% of all people)  shall be  
“awakened/roused/resuscitated”  (= resurrected)  as perfected DNA fleshly bodies that are corruptible  (= subject to death = “The 2nd Death”  of 
annihilation)  but their mind  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits)  needs to become personally reformed  (= learning)  so that they might become Christ-
like in the 2nd part of their physical life   -  and this shall occur under the  accurate  guidance of JCg and his proven  (Christ-like) 144000 assistants.  

This shall be a period of reconciliation away from that of the 1st part of our physical life (= now)  between all grieved members in their 
entirety of  The  Human Species for the last 6000 years.   

Those people who personally reform and become entirely Christ-like shall live for an eternity while they continue to behave like Christ,  who atoned 
(“paid the debt” of sin)  for the 1st part of their spiritual life  (while they then operated according to worldly methodology).    
But   

If  they rebel,  to return unto their former existence  (of the 1st part of their  physical/spiritual life)   
Then  they reject JC’s atonement and furthermore,  being outside his covering over The Millennium  (of the Great Sabbath Day)  they expose 
their iniquity to Yahweh,  and shall become subject to Yahweh’s  “never to be repealed”   (Matt.5v17-18)  law on sin  (Gen.2v17)  which 
effectively states   “In the day you sin  –  you will  (begin to)  die  (for an eternity = annihilation).    

Can the reader understand the full consequences of this logical and righteous exegesis  (never explained in Christendom)? 
Therefore,  what have I just described  (in a very simple manner)? 

It is  “The Route to Salvation for  all  Humans”  never  taught by  worldly Christian Leaders because they cannot understand its  righteous simplicity  
and thus they concoct their own factious story of what will occur upon a person’s future death  (that as The Bible teaches us is in actuality “Asleep” – 
John.11v11-15)! 
We must ask ourselves - 

Why do  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  behave in this manner? 
Because  (of the word  “professional”  [paid by the world,  to deliver to the world,  what the world wants to hear  -  and they duly oblige]) - 

1. They need to become the false conduit out of which they can make a worldly return by tithing their  deluded  devotees passing through! 
Inasmuch what they teach is so comprehensively wrong  (as this website very clearly and thoroughly explains throughout). 

2. Being the derivative to this reasoning  -  shows they are actually  defunct/unnecessary  to Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation! 
Thus we reason  -  “Leaders of Religion”  add  nothing  to society and are thus actually parasitic to The Community  (hence Rev.18v4, etc.)! 
Which is  precisely why  “Leaders of Religion”  detested  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC  (John.11v48-53),  and being precisely 
the same message as taught by  “The Early Adopters” (= new apostles)  meant they became  martyred for their efforts  –  this  new  concept of 
teaching could  not  be allowed to continue by  “Leaders of Religion”!   Hence  “1st Century Christianity”  all but  “killed off”  for the next 
1900 years by  “Leaders of Religion”  until  The Close of The Gospel Age,  where  “1st Century Christianity”  has made a  “come-back”  and 
shall be faithfully taught unto The World  (Matt.24v14)  on The Internet,  thereby righteously  bypassing   “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 

This website expands the full righteous exegesis for this future scenario throughout its documentation. 
We can also understand those specific  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who are failing in their duty to Yahweh’s Requirements are  
“Rogue Traders” and “Spiritual Paedophiles”!    This is virtually  all  of them  (in about the same ratio as in JC’s day)! 

The next verse supports the  high-level  logic as outlined above. 
 
8th Good News – Yahweh’s Salvation is open to any human provided they imbue  “The Knowledge”  and practice it. 
4th Prophecy – The  holy/innocent/{separate from this worldly system)/pure  people shall survive by living in 
{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (= faith)  -  Yahweh is able to make an accurate audit  (1Sam.16v7)  of  “the sincerity”. 
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17th Instruction – It is incumbent for  the individual  to imbue this knowledge and  practice it  to obtain salvation. 
8th Reasoning – Righteousness comes from gaining Knowledge,  having Assurance to then practice what we know with 
Fidelity to become  “The Wisdom of God”  where  “wisdom”  is  “knowledge accurately applied within one’s life”. 
Rom.   1v17 og (the) righteousness/equality/justification  for  (of the) God [Yahweh]  in  {to it/same}  
Rom.   1v17 og (it is)  revealed/uncovered/exposed/disclosed  {from/out of}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
Rom.   1v17 og into/unto   (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},  
Rom.   1v17 og just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved:  
Rom.   1v17 og [Prophecy, Hab. 2v4 ]  ‘the (person)  and  equitable/innocent/righteous/just  {from/out of} 
Rom.   1v17 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (he/she shall) live/exist.’ 

Old Testament reference located at  Hab.2v4  
Rom.   1v17 = For  in it  (The Plan for Human Salvation)   is  God's  (Yahweh's)  righteousness/justice 

revealed/disclosed  {from out of}  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (sourced by Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”) 
unto  (what is to be a new)  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (for us humans)   just/as  it has been written   (by prophecy):   
“And  the  innocent/just/righteous  person  he/she  shall  (eternally)  live/exist  {from out of}  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}” 

 

For in it   (Yahweh's  most marvellous  “Rescue Plan for Human Salvation”)   
is God's  (Yahweh's)   righteousness/justice  revealed from out of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (yielded by “The Word of God”) 
unto the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (being the new faith breaking away from  worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology) 
just as it has been written: 
  And the innocent person   (whose mind is entirely reformed upon God's Word wholly operating as a  presence/parousia  within the mind),   
  he/she  shall  (eternally)  live/exist  from out of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (built  only/entirely  upon JC as “God’s Word”). 

          (This occurs under two distinct “heaven” singular  [1] The Early Adopters under Satan’s heaven  [2] The Late Adopters under Yahweh’s heaven) 
 

Which interpreted means - 
Those people who operate in  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  to Yahweh’s Word  shall be declared  innocent/righteous. 

What this really means  (and  should  be taught by our  worldly Christian leaders by both word and deed) - 
The TCs being the only people accurately guiding more  new  people into  “The Real Faith”  (based upon  accurate knowledge + assurance + 
fidelity)  will be resurrected into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body.   They shall righteously have  guaranteed  everlasting life,  only because 
of their copious works until their death in  accurately  preaching/teaching  “The Word of God”  for  no  worldly reward  of any description. 
They have demonstrated  to The World  in the 1st part of their life,  of their worthiness to lead it  in the 2nd part of their physical life! 

Why? 
Because the  “synapse construction”  of the specific individual is  correctly  motivated for the things of a  “spiritual”  (see glossary)  nature  from 
Yahweh  (to edify our neighbour [often to our own hurt])  -  rather than for the things of a  “spiritual”  nature from The World  (that drives a human to 
fulfil  self-indulgent  desires for “The Immediacy”). 
I ask the reader to  audit/examine  what we witness within The World today  (please also see  “spiritual”  in glossary). 
Clearly,  normal worldly people resurrected in The Millennium shall also have The Reality of a perfected society  (2Pet.3v8-13)  to motivate these people 
to have  “{accurate Knowledge}/Assurance/Fidelity”  that is then practised within their 2nd part of their physical life to become  “The Wisdom of God”  
expressed.  Therefore they too can live forever but  “only”  within perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (as that exists now  –  without  the physical  
imperfections/faults  that blight our present bodies –  we will have physical bodies like  “25 year old people”  for an eternity,  but the  
experience/learning  of 1000+ year old).    How wonderful is that! 
Hence the next few verses to show in contrast what  worldly Christian leaders demonstrate within their lives  (when they too know The Truth). 

What is  “real faith”?    
Is it what our leaders tell us about  “faith”? 
Obviously not!    

Just the worthless  “blind faith”  of “Religion”  that shall have no future  [to be  imminently “killed off”]! 
Etc. 

Only  “1st Century Christianity”  shall continue into The Millennium and on into  “The Eternity”! 
 
2nd Warning – God will be vengeful upon all humans who have The Knowledge but still cling to being  hurtful/harmful. 
18th Instruction – “Invisible things”  are the inner workings  (1. cell division, 2. how electrons shift in their orbitals for 
the basis of chemistry)  that are seen at the high level  (healing of cells, manifestation of chemical compounds),  etc.  
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father,  ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
3rd Warning – God detests humans who claim to be Christians but are hypocritical to their knowledge. 
4th Warning – Christians have the evidence from nature;  thus, it is inexcusable to choose Evolution as creating “kinds” 
(Note.  Designed-in evolution within “kinds” (e.g. fish, bird, mammal, reptile, insect)  gives the  “variety of species”.  
5th Warning – Worldly  Christian Leaders have become proud and self-indulgent with God’s Knowledge. 
6th Warning – Worldly  Christian Theologians are worldly wise but are foolish in the midst of Yahweh’s judgment. 
2nd Allegory – Heart =  seat of motivation,  the  driver/passion  to get something done. 
3rd Allegory – Darkness =  knowing only how to self-indulge  (to the hurt of our neighbour) =  faulty deportment. 
Representative of people operating to worldly methodology preferring their private life hidden from public scrutiny. 
7th Warning – God allows  homosexual activity  to occur within  worldly Christians to show their inner corrupt nature. 
8th Warning – God allows women’s  unnatural activity  to occur in  worldly Christians to show their inner corrupt nature. 
9th Warning – God detests  worldly Christian Leaders who distort His Word to make it like this corrupted world. 
10th Warning – God detests  worldly Christian Leaders pandering to the  worldly-minded  congregational members,  
thereby  “endorsing the present human state”  with  “a gospel of excuses to remain human”! 
11th Warning – God detests  worldly Christian Leaders slandering what Yahweh’s Name truly means in their output! 
12th Warning – God allows full delinquent activity to show these  worldly Christians to be  not  worthy for Sonship. 
13th Warning – Worldly Christian Leaders do not condemn delinquent activity,  but rather they condone it! 
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14th Warning – Yahweh tells us through Paul:  People doing the above are deserving of death! 
9th Reasoning – Noting:  “Deserving of Death”  can be  “The 1st Death”  (“asleep”)  or  “The 2nd Death” (annihilation). 
Charlatan Christian leaders are to expect  “The 2nd Death”  at the end of their  present existence,  while all other people 
can expect it at the end of the 2nd part of their physical life  if they refuse to reform  during The Millennium! 
Rom.   1v18 og (it is being)  revealed/uncovered/exposed/disclosed  For  (the) anger/wrath/vengeance  (of the) God [Yahweh]  
Rom.   1v18 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) heaven/sky[singular]  over/upon  (the) all 
Rom.   1v18 og (the) impiety/wickedness/ungodliness  also  (the) unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness/iniquity 
Rom.   1v18 og (of the) men  of the (persons [professional religious leaders])  the  truth/verity  
Rom.   1v18 og in  (to the [= within]) unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness/iniquity   
Rom.   1v18 og (the) {holding down}/clinging/retaining/adhering/suppressing/hindering. 
Rom.   1v18 = For  God’s  anger/vengeance  is being  revealed/disclosed  away/from  the  heaven/sky  

upon/concerning  all  the  wickedness/ungodliness  
also  the  unrighteousness/injustice/iniquity  of the men,    
of the persons   {holding down}/suppressing  The  Truth/Verity  within  the  unrighteousness/injustice/iniquity. 

 

For  God's (Yahweh's)  wrath is being revealed from the sky upon all wickedness   (they are being publicly exposed by TCs’ teaching)  
also the unrighteousness of the  men/(women)   (generally), 
of the people  (Professional Leaders of Religion)   suppressing The Truth within the unrighteousness   (of their actions unto The World). 

          (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  do their utmost to supervene Man’s Word into God’s Word and to ultimately replace it,  2Pet.2v1) 
 

This verse can  ONLY  be directed towards  worldly Christians  -  in particular,  The Leaders,  because  no  other grouping of people can  know  The 
Truth  as sourced by Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13).   It has to be people who are learned in this subject matter to be in The 
Position to know,  and then to  “sit upon this knowledge”  so that  “The Babes”  being The Public are kept spiritually ignorant  (Luke.16v19-21+,  
please see my local commentaries).  
The epistles keep warning us of people  knowing/understanding  The Truth who then start  “slipping away”  and misleading the congregations  (see 
Paul’s final warning at Rom.16v17-18,  but also Acts.20v29, Gal.3v1, 1Thes.2v3-6,  and John's warning at 1John.2v18-19 as but a few examples).   

Thus, Paul starts and finishes with  the same warning  –  clearly it is very much on his mind! 
The reader must be so  very careful.   

“Slipping away”  really means  “leaving  The Real Faith”  (being  God’s Word accurately operating within us)  =  1st Century Christianity. 
– thus, they are not physically leaving “Christianity”,  but operating with hypocrisy when climbing high within  worldly Christianity.  
JC taught of this at Matt.24v23-26,  also Paul, Peter and Jude at 2Cor.11v13-15,  2Pet.2v1,  being of a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  that 
represents  “The New Gospel of Excuses to remain Human”  Jude.v4. 

By consequence,  these people would be  the most  respected/”loved”  within The World because of the presented  professional  propaganda public 
façade of their  very public face  (see 16v17-18).  But Yahweh (and JCg)  being  “the heart-knower”  (1Sam.16v7-13 for future Kingship)  therefore  
knows of their motivation and  worldly drive/ambition  for  worldly  self-gratification.  This can be anything from money,  to a prestigious position above 
the flock for personal self-glory  (of a pedestal in a Religious Institution),  to have this  position of  power/control  over  their wonderfully  “adoring”  
flock. 

This  is  an abomination before God  (because  “The Word of God”  has been hijacked for  the  self-indulgence  of The Leader,  and to 
perpetuate this position,  the leader lulls the congregational members into a false sense of security – “Be as you are, – God loves you”,  which 
is actually a half-truth,  of which I thoroughly untangle later in this epistle. 

Where,  the synapse construction within the leader practising this,  is of unsuitable material  to rule in The Millennium,  which is precisely why JC taught 
us about  “The First/Most”  within society today shall become  “The Last/Least”  within society in The Millennium  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, 
Luke.13v30, etc.). 
Therefore,  the reader must ask   

Against whom is God’s wrath really directed? 
Is it towards, 

1.   The worldly and the obviously  hurtful/harmful  people at the  physical  level,  and/or  
2.   Those people who look very good by deception at the physical level,  but being  spiritually  “two-souled”  (James 1v5)  are thus even  
more  hurtful/harmful  (by placing obstructions in the way for people to become TCs [Matt.23v13])  and thus they  will  feel the wrath of 
God’s  vengeance  because they are  devaluing/defacing  His  Personal  Word for their  own  self-indulgence. 

Luke.12v46-48 tells us the answer to that question! 
Moving to another supportive aspect of what this verse is teaching us. 

Why singular  heaven/sky? 
Singular  “heaven”  always  refers to  “the zone immediately around The Earth”  (= local to The Earth and refers to  “authority”  over The Earth). 

Thus Paul is stating by using singular  “heaven”  that Yahweh showers things upon the Earth directly controlling The Environment 
immediately around the TCs and Brethren,  -   because  their  singular  heaven is  “The Immediate Zone of Authority controlled by Yahweh”  
–  being  “The Word of God”  [JC]  operating as a  presence/parousia  within them  (hence Luke.17v21). 
Hence,  they are sojourners,  ,aliens – having no roots within this present world  -  because their world is  “The New World Order”  under 
Yahweh’s Rightful Heir  JCg ruling in The Millennium!   Amen! 

But all other humans personally choose to be subject to  “the spirit of the air”  (Eph.2v2,  where  “spirit”  is of Satan,  and  “air”  represents singular 
heaven  –  see glossary on all of these terms),  where Satan also has sway over  “the zone immediately around The Earth”  hence John.15v15-25, 
2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19,  that operates  in parallel  to Yahweh.  All as this website so very clearly and so repetitively explains  

Yahweh is operating His  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  in parallel  to that of the present  worldly religious leaders. 
One last and yet  “Most Important Comment”  to be made on this subject about  “slipping away”. 
I cover this aspect in my commentaries to John’s Gospel  

It must be clearly recognised that  “The Christianity”  we have today has  significantly morphed away from  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Because the Leaders (12 Disciples [Paul replacing Judas,  having been personally invited ,  Acts.9v2-7)  and many 2nd generation Christians 
of  “1st Century Christianity”  were martyred  –  and yet they are  not  today! 
Therefore,  we can logically reason that they were teaching something  very different  to that which is preached today! 
Inasmuch  “what they taught”  disturbed/upset  the leaders of The World,  being of Religion, Commerce and Politics  (please read all of Acts). 
Their life  and  teaching  exposed the demonstrated  “Hypocrisy”  of the leaders of their day! 

Why then and not now? 
Because quite simply,  we would be having many martyrs today if this exposure was happening –  and  we are not! 

(Note   Christians behaving like worldly people being killed by other people are  not  martyrs – if they are not precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.) 
As soon as martyrs  (such as William Tyndale)  spoke up –  then  “The Leaders of Religion”  went out of their way to kill them  (John.16v1-4)! 

Thus,  Christianity taught  today  has  morphed  into what  “Religion”  of  any  description preaches today  (and yesteryear)! 
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And thus  “Christianity”  of today  (established over the last 1700+ years)  is  vastly different  to that of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
The point I am trying to make is this - 

The Gospels and Epistles were written during The Time of  “1st Century Christianity”  (just  wholly ignore  what our  “Professional 
Leaders/scholars  of Religion”  tell us – they are just bogus  [“period”! -  To give us time to reflect upon this]).  During this time,  the 
apostles where already noticing significant changes to  “The Real Faith”  occurring within a few years of JC’s death and resurrection  
(Gal.3v1, 1John.2v18-19 as a few of many examples)  and hence their call   “Do not backslide from The (real) Faith back into The World.” 

But what has occurred in the intervening years? 
When the  “1st Century Custodians”  of the  “1st Century Christianity”  died out  –  then  “Christianity”  morphed in its entirety to become  “Religion”  
driven by The Leaders  (having a different agenda)  of the  new  worldly  Christianity (2Cor.11v4),  which became  “Religion”  (with merely a different 
“Front-man” called “JC”). 
This fully satisfied Yahweh’s Desire  –  because this  enabled a  righteous  mechanism/filter   to extract   “The Select/Elected”  from out of  “The 
Christian Nation”  (having become precisely as did  “The Israelite Nation”  pre-JC’s 1st Advent).  “The Early Adopters”  become His future 144000 TCs 
freely offering themselves as  “The Martyrs for The Cause”  of  “personally dragging”  worldly Christianity back to  “1st Century Christianity”  –  
inasmuch they were truly motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of them as specific individuals at their specific Time. 

They were driven by Yahweh’s Methodology and  not  The World’s Methodology sourced by Satan. 
This becomes  “The Selection Criterion”   (being  The Basis  of  “The Special/Greater [1st]  Judgement”  made by Yahweh – James.3v1). 

These very special people directly take upon themselves  
“Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”  with  “The Word of God”  to  make The Millennium occur ever sooner. 
That is why they are demonstrably worthy  to lead  “The Millennium”! 

The point I am about to make is that over The Generations  –  where  “Christianity”  morphed away from  “The Word of God”  to effectively become  
“The Word of Satan”  (where Rev.22v18-19 has occurred)  then the Leaders of Christianity still kept quoting  “The Original Words”  of The Apostles 
upon what has now become  “a  morphed/false  message”! 

Thus,  worldly Christian leaders are insisting their deluded members are to  “remain faithful”  to what has become now the  distorted  and 

“corrupted Word of God”  specific to  “The (worldly) Christian Schism”  (hence a new “word of god”. – being a  “word of Satan”)! 

Furthermore,  
The unquestioning members  (blindly accepting alluring scraps of “Religion” methodology)  not knowing,  nor understanding  “The Word of 
God”  (from a clean and reliable source, James.3v11-12)  -  then these congregational schisms are adhering  “to remain faithful”  to what 
has effectively become  “The Word of Satan”   (the word of the opposer/adversary  [= “against the  anointing/christ”; “antichrist”])!    

How so very bizarre  –  that what is presented should change by 180 degrees –  and  not be recognised! 
It is this  insidious  transfiguration/transformation  of  “The Word of God”  (2Pet.2v1)  to effectively become  “The Word of Satan”  (hence  shaming 
“JC”  Rev.19v13)  that this website    “FutureLife.Org”   is combating to provide  “The Prime Working Standard”  towards which The World may come 
during what is to become the last  “crisis  days/{periods of time}”  of The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14). 

My plea to the reader is,  personally thoroughly question and reason upon  “Information”  from whatever source  (including this website). 
Does it seem righteous or unrighteous for  every individual  who has existed on this planet  (over the last some 6000 years)? 

If  “The Information”  seems righteous for every individual who has existed on this planet,  then it is sourced from  “The Most Righteous God (Yahweh)” 
If  “The Information”  seems to be  unrighteous in places  (having holes within its exegesis) – then it is sourced by Satan  to confuse  (to give “mystery”)! 

It is as simple as that  –  carry out  your  own audit  –  do  not  rely upon what people tell you as being accurate  –  most often it is  wrong! 
Where specifically in “Religion”  much of what is taught  by our scholarly leaders is  absolutely “Wrong” (being merely  worldly  myths)! 

All as this website progressively and  precisely explains. 
So why were there so many martyrs then,  and not now? 
Because what had to be snuffed out by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  was of  “JC's new teaching”  that  “The Leaders of 
Religion”  are  not  required! 

“Yes!  That is correct!” 
Let me repeat it! 

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  absolutely  not  required! 
True  “1st Century Christian”  taught of  (1) The Ideal Goal and  (2) of The Safety Net! 
Furthermore it taught  (1) only JC made the above possible and  (2) we are only saved by wholly imitating JC  (by having a mind like his)! 

Where - 
       1.  The Ideal Goal is to become a TC  (and that most certainly is not attractive to worldly leaders  [being to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle]), 
       2.  The Safety Net is where the people of (1)  teach The Resurrected World  (not making The Goal)  righteousness in the 2nd part of their physical life! 
           (And they only achieve that long term goal of salvation by  personally  making the transformation within themselves [to imitate JC]!) 
So  –  in this scenario   –   Where  do our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  come into what has been presented? 

Absolutely nowhere!    
Can the reader see  “Professional Leader of Religion”  written anywhere in the above two requirements for  “Salvation”? 

That is precisely why they detested  “1st Century Christian”  teaching  –  and by consequence,  yielded The Martyrs during that time! 
Hence of Caiaphas' comment at John.11v47 and surrounding verses  –  please see all my local commentaries. 

Therefore,  leaders of what is  worldly “Christianity” of the last 1700+ years merely became  an  unrighteous  continuum  –  out of which Yahweh could 
righteously extract  His 144000 TCs  (Matt.22v14, etc.,)  who worked hard  (StrongsTM = 2041 “ergon”)  to try and find  “The Truth”  (Matt.7v7-8  in all 
this waywardness)  and publish it to The World in the best manner that they were able at The Time!   These specific individuals become the 5 and 10  
minas individuals to be given 5 and 10 cities over which to teach  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium,  and the 1 talent individual represents the  
worldly Christian Leaders of The Continuum rejected for future role  (Luke.16v1-8, 19v16-22, 20v16-18  –  and I could give many more examples  [as I 
do in my commentaries of The New Testament four Gospels]). 
Where,  JC was  absolutely  not  speaking of the defunct Jews  (of the closing  “1st Covenant”  that Yahweh had with  “The 1st Epoch of Israel” [Jews])  
–  but rather,  by instruction of what was to come in the next some 2000 years  (being “The 2nd Covenant”  that Yahweh had with  “The 2nd Epoch of 
Israel” [Christians])  and thus to then herald in The Millennium.  JC was always  teaching forwards in time  by prophecy  –  never  looking back  
(Luke.9v62).  JC was only using The Jews as an example of what Christians were  not  supposed  “to do”  in the future  (sadly all this was ignored by 
most people)  yet everything was repeated,  showing there was no intrinsic difference between The Jews and The Christians following  –  identical 
groupings throughout both Epochs of  “Israel”)!      That is why there is a distinct change in leadership  (requiring 144000 TCs)  for  “The 3rd Epoch 
Israel”  comprising of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
Rom.   1v19 og Inasmuch/{Because that}  the (thing  [= the subject = “The Knowledge of The Truth”, see v18])  
Rom.   1v19 og (the) {well known}/acquainted (either publicly/privately)}/notable/familiarised  of the  God [Yahweh] 
Rom.   1v19 og (the) {shiningly  apparent/manifest/obvious/known}  (it) is  in  {to [= within] them},  
Rom.   1v19 og the  for  {specific god} [= JCg as  God's Word  during his ministry]  
Rom.   1v19 where the reference is to sinful humans and consequently to “Kosmos”/World/Life [v20]  -  thus directly points to JC.  
Rom.   1v19 og {to them}  (he/it is) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest}/declared/revealed.  
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Rom.   1v19 And choose to ignore The Knowledge by exercising it as they desired in a worldly manner. 
Rom.   1v19 = Inasmuch  The  (thing = Knowledge/Truth [but misapplied v18])  acquainted  of the God (Yahweh) 

is  shiningly  apparent within them  (= these are Christian leaders knowledgeable in  “The Word of God”  having attended seminaries) 
For the  ‘specific god’  (as “The Word of God”)  is  {rendered apparent/known}  {to them}   (= worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders).  

 

Inasmuch the thing  (Knowledge of God's Word [personalised by JC])   {well known}/familiarised  of the God (Yahweh)  
is shiningly apparent within them   (these people are educated in  “The Word of God”,  hence they  are  Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians) 
for the specific god  (as “The Word of God”)   is rendered apparent to them   (Christian leaders  absolutely know  of God's Word). 

          (= Leaders of Christendom  are recognised by The World to have God’s Word  [pity they do not display it in their output,  Mark.7v17-19].) 
 

Thus Paul  again  can  only  be speaking of Christians with  intimate  Knowledge of  “The Word of God”,  hence principally  The Christian  Leaders  
because they are the  only  people  with  The Knowledge of  “The Word of God”  through JC and thus they  are  the only people  in the position  to 
understand how all what is seen in The World correlates to Yahweh  (is  through  “The Word of God”,  hence Matt.12v48-50 through Rev.19v13)  and  
not  the congregational members  (hence Rom.16v17-18). 

But why the swap between Yahweh and JCg within the verse? 
Surely,  they are pointing to the same Entity  –  even perhaps the Trinity  (being a worldly myth)? 

No!   We must get into Paul’s mind.   
Why go to the trouble and deliberately write the differentiation within the text?   

Else Paul would put  “The God”  and  not  “ho theos = the specific god”,  –  thus he is  deliberately  using  “the floating pointer”  nature of  “ho theos”  
(being common throughout  THE WHOLE  of The New Testament  [as I explain in my dissertation  “What is The Trinity”  that takes  every example  in 
The New Testament]  –  but absolutely  unknown  to our present day  “worldly reasoning  scholars/theologians”)  to refer to JCg when based upon The 
World  (being JCg’s personal creation  [see next commentary]).  Paul is making the specific point that everything  good/ideal  comes from Yahweh and is 
thus reflected by return to Yahweh in v18 and v20,  but in v19 who is our mediator?   
It is,  as we are told,  JC  (1Tim.2v5, Gal.3v20),  but now as JCg,  being  “the specific god”  of us  while we are in our present sinful state through whom 
all  good/ideal  things flow  –  where in all instances it is JCg expressing Yahweh’s HS to benefit all of Mankind  (= The World)  specifically as The Bible 
clearly tells us. 
Just for  “The Record”  (to counter the absolute nonsense we are taught about the HS by our leaders of Christendom)  let me categorically state - 
The composite definition of the HS is - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s (pure/blameless) Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

Where  “Yahweh” uses His infinite  capability/knowledge/wisdom  to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become”  in The Most Righteous manner 
Rom.   1v20 og the (things)  For  invisible/unseen (= qualities)   (of the) Him [Yahweh]  off/away/separated/from   
Rom.   1v20 og (of the) formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance  (of the) world [= “kosmos” = adornment/life]  
Rom.   1v20 og to the  ([= in/with/by/on] things)   {product}/fabric/{thing that is made}/workmanship  
Rom.   1v20 og (being) {exercised the mind (by observation)}/comprehend/heeded/considered/perceived/think/understood   
Rom.   1v20 og (it is) {shiningly  apparent/manifest/obvious/known}  the  
Rom.   1v20 og both  (the) {endeavouring (forward and backward)}/eternal/everlasting  (of the) Him   
Rom.   1v20 og (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  also  
Rom.   1v20 og (of the) godlike/divinity/{pertaining to God}/{nature like God},   
Rom.   1v20 og into/unto  the [singular/neuter]   {to be/exist}  them  (the) indefensible/{without excuse}/inexcusable [plural]. 
Rom.   1v20 = For  the (things = “qualities”)  invisible  of  the Him (Yahweh)  from  of the creation  of the  world/life, 

it is  {shiningly manifest/known/obvious}  being  comprehended/understood  in the  workmanship   
of  both  His (Yahweh’s)   the  (1) eternal  {miraculous power}/{mighty works}  also  (2) of the  Godlike/Divinity,  
(thus/so)  unto  them (leaders of “Religion”)  the  {to be}  {without excuse}  (for not applying themselves correctly to The Truth [v18-19]). 

 

For His (Yahweh’s)  invisible things   (His qualities expressed within the intricate detail holding together His  “Plan for Human Salvation”)    
from the creation of the  World/Life   (that now needs to be rescued from its personal annihilation), 
it is   (all)   shiningly obvious being understood in the workmanship of both  His (Yahweh’s) 
(1) the eternal miraculous force  (capability to put it into action)   also  (2) of  The Divinity   (being everything sourced is correctly structured), 
for they  (Professional Leaders of Religion)   
are to be without excuse   (for  not  accurately representing  “The Almighty God”  [Yahweh]  unto The World). 
 

Firstly,  an important note here   The Greek word  “Kosmos” (StrongsTM = 2889) =  “Adornment/Decoration”.  
The Bible also speaks of  “Earth/Land/soil/etc.” separately,  thus we can understand,  “Kosmos” is  “Life”  in all its myriad of forms of DNA structure 
that  “adorns” and “decorates”  what would have been a barren lump of rock called “Earth”.  We are also told that  “the specific god”  (Gen.1v26, 
John.1v1-3, etc.)  created life on this planet thus inferring it was JCg in his former existence as The Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh)  who is directly 
responsible for all Life on this planet.  This was done by JCg  expressing  his Father’s (Yahweh’s)  HS  (being Yahweh’s  knowledge/power/expertise  to  
“Make become what He chooses to become” = “Yahweh”)  experimenting with the forms of life as the geological records show us.  I needed to explain  
precisely what The Bible  tells us  because  worldly Christian Leaders choose to lose all this knowledge in  “a mystery”!   Being a  “Mystery”  of  their  
own  creation  (having passed what they know through Rev.22v18-19,  playing their own form of god with Yahweh’s Knowledge as given in The Bible  –  
originally sourced as “The Word of God” [to then become  “the word of man”  through Rev.22v18-19])!    
We must recognise,  JCg was always operating  “to make Yahweh’s pure Desire manifest within The Environment”  (being of the “HS”).  

Now let us come back to explain this verse. 
We can understand this verse can again  only  refer to  worldly Christians (Leaders)  because they are the  only  people sufficiently aware of Yahweh’s 
wonderful qualities  (as specifically contained within The Whole Bible)  but then effectively dismiss  (or worse, distort)  many of these qualities because 
they do  not  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as demonstrated to their congregations. 
Thus,  they have turned their back upon these qualities given by  “The Word of God”  of which we know as being JC’s Name/Character/Authority. 
But the Atheists,  Agnostics and those people of worldly religions are  not  in the position to  intimately know  about Yahweh,  –  they only hear about 
“Yahweh”  and promptly dismiss Him,  mainly because of  “the hypocrisy”  (Mat.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1)  demonstrated by those  worldly Christian 
leaders who  claim  to come in JC’s Name  –  but demonstrably  not  in The Character  nor  The Authority! 
A 4th revision addition. 
Let me cut and paste a comment I made at Acts.17v29 regarding “Godhead” mistranslation given within our worldly bible translations. 
The word  “Godhead”  is an awfully bad translation.  If  “Godhead”  was the correct translation,  then the word would  not  be  “theios”  (StrongsTM = 
2304)  but rather  “theoskephale”  -  being a word that does not exist in The Greek Language! 

The Translation I give  “Godlike/Divinity/{God Entity}/{pertaining to God}/{nature like God}”  is  wholly accurate. 
The translation given within  worldly bibles is  wholly inaccurate,  perpetuating  systematic error  in the vain attempt to prop up a defunct myth! 
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Rom.   1v21 og Inasmuch/{Because that}  (the having) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understood}  the  God,   
Rom.   1v21 og not  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) God [Yahweh]  
Rom.   1v21 og (they) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified  or/than/either/rather    
Rom.   1v21 og (they were) {giving thanks}/{expressing gratitude}/thankful, 
Rom.   1v21 og but  (they) {rendered foolish}/{became vain/wicked/idolatrous}   
Rom.   1v21 og in  to the  [= within]  discussions/considerations/debates/reasoning/thoughts  {of them}  
Rom.   1v21 og also  (it was) darkened/obscured  the  unintelligent/foolish/{without understanding}  {of them}  
Rom.   1v21 og (the) heart/{seat of motivation}. 
Rom.   1v21 = Inasmuch  the having  {absolutely known/understood}  the God  (being  ‘the head’  knowledge),   

(and)  not they  magnified/{highly esteemed}  the God (Yahweh)  {in that manner}  (as being “The God” in their deportment and teaching) 
or  they (= worldly Christian leaders)  were to  {give thanks}/{express gratitude}  (by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle simply); 
but  they (= worldly Christian leaders)  {rendered foolish}/{became vain/idolatrous}  within their  discussions/considerations/reasoning 
also  their (= worldly Christian leaders)  unintelligent/foolish  heart/{seat of motivation}  was  darkened/obscured.    

 

Inasmuch having absolutely  known/understood  the God   (= “The Word of God”  through JC  [Rev.19v13, John.14v5-15]), 
(and yet)   not they highly esteemed the God (Yahweh)  in that manner   (as Yahweh being their God in their teaching and deportment)  
         (inasmuch they sequestrate what was solely due for Yahweh into their “own worth”  of  money/power/leverage/glory/etc.,  from the duped devotees) 
nor they were to give thanks   (for  “The Word of God”  being given to them  –  and hence they refuse to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
but  (also)   they  (Professional Leaders of Religion)   became  vain/idolatrous  within their considerations, 
also their foolish  hearts/{seats of motivation}  was darkened   (away from  “The Disclosing Light”  of God’s Word to produce personal reform). 

         (“Professional Leaders of Religion” clung to the myths and hearsay generated by Man – because it gave a more enticing and immediate return!) 
 

It must be made absolutely very clear to the reader;  Paul is  not  speaking about The Jews!    
Paul recognises this in his writing inasmuch he is,  “The Apostle for The Gentiles”  Gal.2v2-8, 2Tim1v11,  and further,  this was written in about 60 CE,  
when Yahweh had now moved  “The Responsibility”  of His Word away from The Jews unto The Christians  –  we have moved from  “The 1st Epoch 
Israel” (The Jews)  to  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (The Christian Nation)  where “Israel” means  “Persevere with Subjector/God” 
Where any group of humans having  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  can either - 

Persevere  positively  with  Subjector/God  (= the 144000 TCs proven to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
Persevere  negatively  with  Subjector/God  (= The Christian Nation  [without the 144000 TCs]) 

It is  “The Responsibility”  of  “The Christian Leader”  to  (1) precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and  (2) exhaustively exhort their congregational 
members to precisely imitate  him/her  as the leader might  precisely imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)  and it is upon  this action  that  
he/she  will be judged by Yahweh in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgment”  (James.3v1).  There is no middle camp  –  of sitting on the fence;  –  that 
position is classed as  “persevering negatively with Yahweh”  –  please see JC’s teaching on this Matt.7v12-14, 12v30, 21v28-32, Luke.5v35-39, 14v28-
35, etc.,  also see my local commentaries),  there is  no  half-way position  –  it is either   for or against!   The point being,  is that Yahweh requires  “His  
Proven  Trust-Worthy Tools”  for The Millennium  to  accurately teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  (Matt.25v15-20, Luke.14-19).  
Yahweh gained His 1st Group of Tools (= The Prophets out of the 1st Epoch Israel to yield JC’s 1st Advent)  and now He is desirous to gain His 2nd Group 
of Tools (= The 144000 TCs out of the 2nd Epoch of Israel to yield JCg’s 2nd Advent,  and then,  The Millennium some 3.5 years later [Rev.19v4-21, 
Dan.12v11-12])  as JC told us at John.10v16  (please see my local commentary).   These Early Adopters proved themselves in the poorness of Satan’s 
Authority  (see Dan.1v8-20)  of some 6000 years 

For  “The Millennium”  is required to gain  “The Late Adopters”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”! 
“The Late Adopters”  require the goodness of Yahweh’s Authority shining as The Summer in The Millennium within which to reform! 
     Does the reader understand this allegoric and prophetic exegesis  (as carefully crafted and recorded for our benefit – if we are interested)! 

That is very much a very high level overview to substantiate my assertion that Paul is  only  speaking of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian 
leaders of The Gospel Age,  because we are at the closing of The Gospel Age  (= to herald in JCg’s 2nd Advent).  This is precisely where The Pharisees 
were at the time of  JC’s 1st Advent  -  hence JC’s tirades against them because they had so much muck stuck to them  –  as have  “Professional Leaders 
of Religion”  today  -  they have absolutely no excuse at JCg’s imminent 2nd Advent!   We go into this in more detail at Rom.9v13. 
The same minded people take precisely the same positions within “Religion”,  generation after generation,  – and it does not matter what the religion 
might be,  – it could be   “Fairies at the bottom of my garden”  and yet the same minded people would take the respective positions in that religion as 
they would in  any  religion!   The religion of which they supposedly espouse becomes a means to make a  worldly/fleshly living – that is why there is so 
many of them,  many differing type of nets in  “The Sea of Mankind”  to try and harvest all they can (Eph.2v2)  – following the methodology of Satan 
(1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)  of which Satan allows being fearful of Rev.14v1-4 yielding his termination Rev.20v1-3.   It really is a “race against time”  
because Yahweh conversely desires Rev.14v1-4 to occur,  but He has The Upper Hand,  knowing the end before  the beginning could set The Prophesied 
Total would occur first before Mankind exterminated itself  (Matt.24v22).  Please read all my cited commentaries. 
I could amplify the above regarding  “Religion”  into a very thick book laced with examples and cross supported by links on the internet  –  but that is 
not the point of these commentaries.  I am only opening the spiritual eyes of  The Reader unto  “The Word of God”  and how it is to cause a personal 
metamorphic change within our mind away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology to yield  “The Wisdom of God”  within our 
deportment. 
Returning specifically this verse - 
We must understand that these men  know  God very well,  but their reasoning made them think that they had  no  need to respect God’s requirements  (= 
demands,  see v14-15)  of them  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16),  and lost the heart motivation to carry out in an  accurate  manner God’s work.  Where sadly 
they change  “The Word of God”  into something  “they are prepared to accept”  rather than change their mind to become at one with  “The 
Unchanging Word  of God”  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17, etc.).   Principally by their delusion of  self-importance  dominate the reasons for teaching God’s 
Word  accurately  because  their motives were wrong,  and thus their resultant actions were wrong in God’s  eyes/judgment.   

Thus while they pretended to represent “God” for the worldly income this generates  (of whatever,  money/glory/leverage/pension, etc.),  they 
consequently operate according to worldly methodology  (2Tim.3v5, Titus1v16)  because they preferred the worldly income more than what 
Yahweh could deliver to them in The Millennium.  Therefore,  “The Master”  of worldly methodology  (to  “self-indulge to the neighbour’s 
hurt”)  dominated  “The Master”  of Yahweh’s Methodology  (to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”)  Matt.6v24, 22v21, Luke.16v13, etc. 

Where the  greatest  edification of any recipient is to  help/enable  him/her to personally become a future  “Son of God”! 
This is absolutely what our leaders of Christendom are  not  doing –  hence “Anti-Christ” being “Anti-Anointing”  of a future  “Son of God”! 

Therefore, we reason again,  this verse can  only  refer to  worldly Christian Leaders throughout The Gospel Age of nearly some 2000 years. 
We must understand,  both JC and Paul in their teachings were not shutting  “The Gate after the Horse had bolted”,  but were using the illustrative 
examples of The Pharisees  as a  like-for-like  warning  of what was to occur in a pandemic fashion over the next some 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
We must realise that behind the façade of  “love”  –  it was  not real  “love”  being  “agapao”  driven to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”,  but 
they  were/are  operating according to the present worldly methodology to  “self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt”  being an eros  “love”  for the fleshly 
immediacy,  inasmuch, following the principle as given at Luke.16v19-21+.  Thereby starving their congregations from  “The Real Food” of good 
nourishment  –  to be thereby inhibiting their congregational members to become TCs and thus future sons of God.  This is not  “agapao”  but much 
closer to the other form of Greek love being “eros”  for sensual pleasure of an  animalistic/carnal  mind being satisfied for  “The Immediacy”  
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(absolutely not only “sexual”,  but much more general application).  What an indictment!   This website works hard to readdress the balance and give 
wholesome food to any individual who is prepared to drink  The  Clean/Pure  Water that yields  “Life/Existence”  (John.4v14, James.3v11-12, etc.). 
Rom.   1v22 og (the) {making known}/asserting/affirming/professing [= pretending]   
Rom.   1v22 og {to be/exist}  (the) wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious  
Rom.   1v22 [Before the congregation now in the 1st part of their physical life – for the self-indulgent worldly returns this personally brings],  
Rom.   1v22 og (they) {were insipid}/{acted as a simpleton}/{became a fool}.    
Rom.   1v22 [when all is exposed in the 2nd part of their physical life in The Millennium – hence Matt.8v12, etc. - see all local commentaries]. 
Rom.   1v22 = They  (worldly Christian leaders)  {making known}/professing  (pretending)   to being  wise   (upon God’s Word), 

(but)  they  {being insipid}/{become a fool}   (according to Yahweh’s Methodology,  when acting out worldly methodology). 
 

They (Professional Leaders of Religion)  making known   (by pretence)   to be wise   (upon God’s Word) 
They (Professional Leaders of Religion)   (actually)   became a fool   (when assayed by Yahweh’s Methodology). 

         (This is the driver of Professional Religious Leaders to eradicate  “The Whistle-blowers/TCs”  being  “The Example of how to behave”.) 
         (Without the TCs,  then there becomes no obvious comparison for The World to make on the decrepit output of Religion,  John.11v47-53) 
 

We are told these people seek worldly acclaim through paper doctorates  (noting Matt.23v15),  but by contrast what was said about JC at John.7v15,  
also what was said about the disciples at Acts.4v13.   JC spoke about  “The Knowledge”  being spoken by “babes”  –  but unintelligible by  “the 
supposed wise”,  only because of  “The Motivation/Driver”  within the individual  becomes “The Sieve”!   It is purely The Motivation of The Individual   
–  Are they desirous to become  big/successful  in The World  (by operating to worldly methodology)  or are they desirous to be  big/successful  in  “The 
Word of God”  (by operating according to Yahweh’s Methodology).  The former prefers The Immediacy of the here and now,  but the latter prefers the 
future vista of The Millennium under JCg’s rule  (Rev.19v16),  and modify their mind accordingly. 
These very  worldly Christian Leaders should beware if resurrected into The Millennium when all the hidden things during the 1st part of their life 
become  exposed/shown  (= “broadcast across the rooftops” Luke.12v3, etc.,)  to those people content by being within the duped flock during the 1st part 
of their life!   Certainly they have ignored JC’s teaching at Luke.16v1-8;  time will come when the deluded congregational members presently thinking   
“Oh - how supposedly wonderful are their ministers”;  they will come to their educated senses in  “The Millennium”  and realise most were mere 
charlatans  working to please their self-indulgence! 
Therefore,  while profusely claiming to come in his name  -  they were  not  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by  not  having his  Character,  and thus had 
no  Authority  from Yahweh  (being the application of Yahweh’s HS  –  irrespective of what they might claim before their doting audiences  –  through 
their wonderful  choreographed/staged  performances)!   This is absolutely  not  how JC,  or the apostles behaved  (Matt.8v20, 1Cor.4v9-13, 
2Cor.11v24-28, etc.). 
Rom.   1v23 og Also  (they) {make a change}/{force something different}/changed,   
Rom.   1v23 og the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  of the  {not decaying}/incorruptible/immortal    
Rom.   1v23 og (of the) God  in  (to the [= within]) resemblance/likeness/similitude   
Rom.   1v23 og (of the) likeness/image/representation/resemblance  (of the) corruptible/fallible/perishable  (of the) man(kind)   
Rom.   1v23 og also  (of the) birds  also  (of the) {four legged animals}  also   (of the) reptiles.  
Rom.   1v23 = Also  they (worldly Christian leaders professing  themselves to be wise)  {make a change}/{force something different},  

the  glory/honour/dignity  of the  {not decaying}/immortal  God (Yahweh)  within  the similar image  of  decaying/perishable  man   
also  birds,  also  {four legged animals},  also  reptiles. 

 

Also they (Professional Leaders of Religion)  force the change,   (being)   
the  glory/honour/dignity  of the not decaying God (Yahweh)   (to be as)   within the similar image of decaying man, 
(and other examples)   also the birds,  also the four-legged animals,  also the reptiles   (of “Life”  as originally created by JCg). 
 

This can operate at two levels  -  both the  (1) physical representation by pictures and sculptures which we are able to witness only too readily within 
these  “Religious  Edifices/Establishments”,  also  (2) spiritual image within our mind  –  being what Yahweh represents to us.  The obvious  physical  
example would be supposedly claiming Yahweh was JC here on the Earth and then crafting pictures and plastic icons of JC as we readily witness  –  all 
contrary to what we are taught in The Bible!   

Those are two falsehoods practiced by the leaders of Christendom in one sentence! 
How worrying is that! 

I am also able to show so very clearly within my writings of the extensive  spiritual  corruption of God’s Image by human Christian leaders in the midst 
of their flock through their  false teaching.  A couple of examples,  they make His Word appear contradictory  –  or they state  “Cannot believe this part 
of the Bible  –  because it was written for an earlier age”,  etc.,  for infinitum.  Thereby making  “The Word of God”  appear corruptible and irrelevant 
for today’s society’  –  which is precisely why society is in such a mess  (having no spiritual  rudder/helm  [James.3v4],  or to be listening to an 
indistinct call  [1Cor.14v8])  –  and thus becoming progressively more so with such abysmal leadership  (in the three arenas of religion, politics and 
commerce)!  
Then we have those schisms that practice all forms of ridiculous antics of rolling around in the dirt claiming to be  “slain in the spirit”,  or to be saying 
supposedly  “mighty”  (self-indulgent)  prophecies in the form of gibberish  –  this is absolutely  not  bringing  glory/honour  to Yahweh within  
sane/reasoning  minds – but the very reverse  –  it makes Yahweh look ridiculous!   Please note what Paul writes at 1Cor.14v23 which seems  
conveniently ignored  by people citing the same area to support their most deviant and outlandish activities  –  certainly a practice of  selective reading  
(noting the warning at Rev.22v18-19).   
I could continue for  “infinitum”  on quoting the nonsense broadcast by our  worldly Christian schisms  –  that  absolutely does not  worship Yahweh  –  
but merely worships Satan  (irrespective of the  snake-like  words supposedly given  “in praise”  to “God”  –  when  “The Content”  itself is  so 
misleading  in its supposed exegesis,  thereby directing congregational members in the  wrong  direction)! 
Thus,  Paul is giving by warning of what was starting to occur then,  –  but being so  comprehensively exercised today  at The Close of The Gospel Age. 
Where by allegory,  Paul is stating in the supposed  praise/worship  given,  has been so completely distorted as to have brought Yahweh down to the level 
of corruptible creation  –  rather than we be lifting our minds to think and reason in the  one/same  manner as did JC in his  ministry/lifestyle/deportment. 
Rom.   1v24 og Through (reason of)  also   (he) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  them   
Rom.   1v24 og the  {specific god}  [= see commentary]    
Rom.   1v24 og in  to the [= within]  lusts/{forbidden desires/longings}/concupiscence   
Rom.   1v24 og of the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of them} 
Rom.   1v24  [their motivation is to exercise their specific desire for the  animalistic immediacy of self-gratification  of anything worldly 
money/power/sex/influence/pension/{being liked}/control/etc./etc.  – but absolutely not  genuine  humility to take The Least within society],  
Rom.   1v24 og into/unto  (the) impurity/blemished/uncleanness  (= anything sourced by The World)  of the [singular]  
Rom.   1v24 og (to) {render infamous}/contemn/maltreat/despise/dishonour/{suffer shame}/{entreat shamefully}   
Rom.   1v24 og the  {whole/sound bodies}/bodily  {of them}  in  (to the [= within]) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves] 
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Rom.   1v24  = Also  through reason of  (this desire to self-indulge)  the  ‘specific god’  (= ?)   
{yielded up}/{cast over}  them  within  the  lusts/{forbidden desires/longings}  of their  hearts/{seats of motivation}   
unto  the  impurity/blemish  within  themselves  of  {rendering infamous}/maltreating/dishonouring  their  {whole/sound bodies}. 

 

Also through reason of   (this desire to self-indulge for “The Immediacy”  to fulfil the lusts of animalistic emotions)   
the specific god   (these leaders are claiming to represent God, Yahweh  [but certainly  not  being TCs,  thus require JC to intercede for them]) 
delivered them  (Professional Leaders of Religion)    (= Yahweh allowed them … ... )    
within the lusts of their  hearts/{seats of motivation}  unto the impurity of dishonouring their bodies amongst themselves. 

          (= To allow The World to understand the internal drivers within these cloven people as witnessed by expression within their practiced works) 
          (Thereby showing unto The World,  these people are  not  worthy to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.) 
 

An immediate question arises  
Why did Paul use  “ho theos”  (nominative)  that I state as being  “the specific god”  and not The Accusative form? 
The answer is quite simply  “the Nominative”  case is a  floating  pointing depending upon context,  while all the other three cases  (Dative, 
Generative and Accusative)  are  absolute  pointers to Yahweh  (similar occurs in The Old Testament with the use of “El” and “Yahweh”). 

Paul is operating under  “1st Century Christian”  understanding which then had not completely morphed into the  “worldly  Christian understanding”  
that is now promulgated throughout The World like a malevolent virus! 
These  worldly Christian leaders having morphed  “The Word of God”  (= JC as  the specific god’  of us  in our present sinful state)  into a corruptible 
“worldly thing”  (hence the use of  man/bird/{four-legged animal}/reptile)  and thus under  “1st Century Christian teaching”  we understand that - 

1. JC as  “The Word of God”  (being “the specific god  of us”  = our  guidance/intercessor  –  all as I copiously explain elsewhere)  has been 
ignored in its purest form and thus JC has effectively departed from these individuals  (who are still profusely claiming to represent Yahweh 
for the worldly goodies this brings to them from their deluded audiences).  Thus  “The Word of God”  has left  (actually been  “personally 
ejected”  from)  these individuals,  thereby allowing these specific individuals to fully express themselves in The World.  They show 
themselves to  demonstrably unfit  to rule in The Millennium  (having been polluted by worldly methodology and enjoyed it  [making some of 
them iniquitous,  charlatans]). 
Where it is  “The Calling Out”  (“Ecclesia”)  to become  “The Heirs” (144000 TCs)  over  “The Inheritance”  (= The Resurrected World). 

2. Yahweh is “The Specific God” of all those entities within The Universe who make  “Yahweh’s Desire Manifest within The Environment” 
It is these entities who truly have  (= operate within)   the “HS”  (= “Yahweh’s Desire which is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  that 
is made manifest within The Environment”)  that makes Yahweh  “The Specific God  of them”.  Thus  “ho theos” to  The Ancient Worthies,  
The Prophets,  JC and the 144000 TCs is  “Yahweh”  as  “The Specific God”  of them  (being “of the context”)! 
All these people are  “The Early Adopters”  to  “The Word of God”  personally instilling Yahweh’s Authority to be their local and immediate 
heaven   -  while being burdened down outwardly under Satan’s present  authority/heaven (singular)  over The World imposing itself upon 
them (Heb.11v38-40). 

After that preamble  –  explaining something  very simple  that is presently  utterly unknown  (at 2007 CE when this website  “FutureLife.Org”  became  
live/known  to The World)  to our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians - 

How does this explain what Paul is teaching us? 
To firstly explain the usage of  “ho theos”  as regard to  JC  

1. It is JC (and as JCg)  who forgives our sins,  because he atones (buys back)  us  (Matt.9v4-6, etc.).  It is absolutely  not  as  worldly Christian 
leaders/theologians  erroneously  state as being Yahweh  (forgiving us  –  if we are sinners [present tense])  else the righteous logic of what  
“Perfect Yahweh”  means,  then comprehensively fails  –  inasmuch He would be condoning sin and that is  not  perfect!  –  I fully explain the 
inductive logic elsewhere on this website to support this stance  –  which is precisely why The Bible uses the floating pointer nature of  “ho 
theos”  as the differentiator.  
It should be noted that when there is the usage of  “Yahweh forgiving us”  it is used in the context of the Apostles as  future sons of God.  This 
tells us,  Yahweh forgives the  genuine sideslips  (followed by immediate genuine  repentance/restitution  by the TC)  that a TC might errantly 
do when trying in a human manner to precisely imitate JC.   These are  adopted sons of God  who  never  deliberately sin. 
It is  iniquitous  for Christian leaders to lump TCs in with the General Public,  the two groupings are  driven by different methodology,  and 
that is  precisely why  we have the floating term of  “ho theos”  used in the Greek Scriptures to cover  both groupings.  This has been utterly  
unintelligible  to our Christian theologians for the last some 1700+ years,  but once understanding this,  turns the 2D text of  “The New 
Testament”  into a wonderful 3D vista of understanding,  that clearly shows Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.  

2. We are told in JC’s parables that it is  The Master  (as “The Word of God”  controlling our minds)  JCg who assigns “The Weight of 
Responsibility”  (true definition of talents/minas)  to his assistants (TCs)  and smaller amounts to The Brethren  (Matt.25v15, Luke.19v16-19). 

3. Thus,  it is JCg who as  “The Word of God”  knocking at the door to our minds (Rev.3v20)  –  being  “The Seed”,  that can grow on good 
quality soil (Matt.13v23).  This soil is the type of person who  (1) accurately imbues  it/seed  to gain  “The Knowledge”,  upon which  (2) it is 
assayed and then  (3) acted upon with fidelity that  ultimately  yields Yahweh’s HS in those very specific people whom  he (JC)  as  “The Word 
of God”  “takes a liking”  –  to  perhaps  (depending upon Yahweh’s assessment)  become his future Bride. 
This process is what Paul described at 1Cor.3v4-6. 

4. The  charlatan Christian leaders  (being worse than  worldly Christian leaders)  are being allowed a sufficiently long rope to metaphorically 
hang themselves!   Perhaps the same fate as Judas awaits them  (Matt.27v5)!   Being no future resurrection because they are metaphorically 
in the 2nd part of their spiritual life and have deliberately stepped outside  “The Cover”  JC has given to us  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-
22, etc.,  reference to my commentaries of these verses)  being likened to The Millennium for them. 
Please also see  “2 Part Life”  in the glossary of  “FutureLife.Org”  that explains all this to the lowest level. 
All will be revealed in The Millennium being effectively  “The Summer/Autumn”  period of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (see 
glossary)  for all those people who were,  for many justifiable reasons,  unable  to become  “The Early Adopters”. 

Now explaining with regard to  Yahweh  
1. During the Gospel Age,  JC has set  The Goal/Target  for  “Christians”  unto which to aim  (John.14v5-15)   =  precisely imitate JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return  (except abuse from  “professional Leaders of Religion”,  John.16v1-4).  This enables us to 
personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  (I explain profusely elsewhere what this term precisely means and exactly why this term is still 
remains  “a mystery”  to our  worldly Christian leaders in their millions  [a number I justify elsewhere])! 
And it is Yahweh Who  alone  makes  “The (special/greater [1st]) Judgement”  (Matt.20v23)  upon  every  Christian  Individual  during The 
Gospel Age on the individual’s worthiness to become one of the 144000 TCs,  who are to become  The  Kings/Priests  of The Millennium 
(2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.). 
This is what becomes  “The 1st Judgement”  (out of  two  judgements [for “Christians”])  –  I explain all this so very carefully elsewhere in 
my commentaries  (but as a good start,  then please see all my many commentaries to the verses at,  and between,  John.5v5-30). 

2. Thus Yahweh is making a judgement call  (Matt.20v23)  that can go  one  of  THREE  ways for  any  specific Christian individual  (noting 
that  absolutely  all  non-Christians,  without  any exception)  shall become part of  (2.2)  below;  so that they might righteously,  accurately  
learn to  “Believe in JC” (as  “The Word of God”).  The consequence thereof would be to have everlasting life within a perfected environment 
during their cover by JC over  “The Great Sabbath Day” (John.19v31, 20v1, Mark.2v27-28)  being  “The Millennium”. 
The Judgement Result is  only  one of these  only  three outcomes. 
2.1  To become part of the 144000 TCs  (to teach those of [2.2] below). 
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2.2  To become part of the vast majority of Christians resurrected into The Millennium to finalise their learning program. 
2.3  To never be resurrected upon their forthcoming death (= annihilation),  a future for charlatan Christian leaders emulating Judas Iscariot 

This is all part of The Gospel absolutely  never  taught today  –  but is actually  precisely  what JC and the apostles taught as  “1st Century Christianity”. 
That is precisely why Paul used  “ho theos”  –  and specifically why  “ho theos”  is used in many places within The New Testament. 
It has absolutely  nothing  to do with the Trinity  myth/nonsense,  created by humans who have not  the faintest idea how to understand The Word of God! 

Now to explain the rest of the verse! 
We have the full Gaussian Distribution of Christian leaders from  “The Very Good”  (= 144000 TCs)  to  “The Very Bad”  (= many  charlatan Christian 
leaders)  with an almost innumerable number of mediocre  worldly Christian leaders in between these wo extremes.  Some of these mediocre Christian 
leaders are trying to do the best they can,  but being sadly so very spiritually blind  (to varying degrees),  beholden to  worldly Christian doctrine  (as the 
old wine  [Luke.5v38-39],  in the same manner as The Pharisees held-out to their old [morphed] wine at the close of the 1st Epoch of Israel)! 
By consequence,  they all equally fall into the ditch with their congregations following in after them  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

As I explained above in the three-fold selection process made by Yahweh  (in His Special/Greater [1st] Judgement,  James.3v1). 
Though Paul appears to be speaking physically  –  it is given in this manner,  so that we might lay  “spiritual body”  upon what he has stated.   
Thus at the obvious level we are physically able to see  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders physically hurt themselves by following worldly 
methodology  (I could give a million examples, and yet give two  [1] smoking to  [2] the involvement with worldly politics  [against what we are 
instructed by The Bible.   “Peacemaker” does not  mean poking one’s noise into  “politics”  –  another distortion made by  spiritual blind Christian 
leaders]  and become a hostage or become biased to one side or the other).   I explain everything most clearly in the appropriate locations. 
Most importantly this verse can operate at the  spiritual  level where the  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders spiritually hurt themselves by 
basing their  thoughts/reasoning  upon worldly methodology and to be leaving Yahweh’s Methodology.  Ultimately,  if they refuse to reform over their 
two part spiritual life,  means they shall receive  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  =  final non-existence  (=  no  {consciousness existence}/soul  –  see 
glossary on what these terms mean)!    Because “Righteously”  Yahweh can do no other than this! 
Consequently,  these individuals not only dishonour their physical bodies  (hastening their demise),  but also dishonour what it means to   “be like God” 
(Gen.1v26)  inasmuch our reasoning faculties are  not  at  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which is sourced by Yahweh  (being the HS) 

And in the next verse Paul expands on one extreme of  worldly Christian leadership - 
Rom.   1v25 og Whosoever   (they) {amid/amongst  to make different}/exchanged/replaced/modified  the  truth/verity   
Rom.   1v25 og of the  God  in  to the [= within]  lie/falsehood/untruth   
Rom.   1v25 og also  (they) venerate/adore/awe/{hold in great esteem} [middle voice] 
Rom.   1v25 og also  (they) {hired menial}/{minister (to God)}/worshipped/{divine service}/{rendered homage} [mid. voice] 
Rom.   1v25 og to the  formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance/creature  near/beside/with/against/alongside   
Rom.   1v25 og the  {Proprietor-ship of the manufacturer}/Fabricator/Former/Creator  who/which/that     
Rom.   1v25 og (he/it) is   (the [one, creator])  adorable/blessed/{worthy of praise}  into/unto  the  ages/perpetuity.   
Rom.   1v25 og amen/{so be it}/surety/trustworthy. 
Rom.   1v25 = Whosoever (certain Christian leaders)  {amid to make different}/exchange/modify  The Truth  (via JC as The Word of God) 

of  the God (= Yahweh)  into the  lie/falsehood/untruth, 
also  they  personally  venerate/adore  also  personally  serve/{render homage}  to  The Creation  against/alongside  The Creator   
Whom  He  is the  adorable/{worthy of praise}  unto  to the  ages/perpetuity.    Amen/{So be it}. 

 

Whosoever  (most Christian leaders)   modify The Truth   (they pass  “The Word of God”  through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19) 
of the  (“Real Knowledge”  as sourced by)   God (Yahweh)    
into the lie   (for the worldly goodies this brings by return  [money/glory/honour/leverage/pension/sex/etc.]), 
           (This is endemic today within Christendom,  being  “The Half-Truths”  taught as  “whole Truth”  to bend our minds away from Yahweh’s Desire) 
           (If the leaders of Christendom worked for me,  they would be  “fired after the first day”,  because of their gross incompetence!) 
also they  personally  hold in great esteem  also they  personally  serve  to The Creation   (being what it can yield by return [for self-indulgency]) 
alongside   (thus belittling)   The Creator   (Worldly Christian leaders  “please the ears”  of their devotees [2Tim.4v3-4] with what The World yields)) 
Whom He (Yahweh)  is the worthy of praise unto the ages   (for an eternity).   (We choosing to imitate JC is the best praise we can give to Yahweh) 
Amen/{So be it}. 
 

Serving the  creature/creation  could mean several things  
(1)  serving unreasoning “animal-like passions”  at a  physical  level,   
(2)  and/or  simply humans blessing Evolution to yield  “The Kinds”  for their existence rather than their Creator – JCg,  (at the DNA low level,  but it is 
Yahweh Who brought The Universe together in all its forms high and low levels  -  requiring the basic building blocks), 
(3)  most likely Paul means pandering to what congregational members want to hear and see from a  spiritual  viewpoint  –  because at an animalistic 
level   “They feel better”,  without realising  the very best way  “to feel better”  is to absolutely know  (based upon  “Real faith”)  that we are truly 
fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to the very best we are able.   Because then we know we have  “The Greatest Authority”  on our side only if we are truly 
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle because of  John.14v20, 17v21-26, 2Cor.12v10, etc.). 
However,  as I very carefully explain in the 1st Chapter of John’s Gospel,  I fully accept “evolution”  as being part of a wonderful design to give us the 
amass of variety we witness within  “The  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life”.  But I cannot help express an opinion that some proponents of  
“evolution”  who in a cavalier manner  (without reasoning outside their subject matter)  express  “blind faith”  when wholly attributing “Life” in its 
entirety to “evolution”  without giving due consideration to this equally valid option.  An option I present that is equally based upon documented 
evidence as presented to us,  supported by much  “Testing”  throughout,  and I choose that word most deliberately - 

Yahweh formed The Building blocks of The Universe,  and His faithful student experimenting with The Building Blocks to generate  “DNA”  
that became the various precursors for  “migratory development through time”.  This development was an evolving pseudo fractal nature of 
designed-in  “evolution”  yielded the variety which overlapped in the various  migratory development through time’  when allowed to mature 
over millions and several billions of years.  Hence the witnessed supposed  “transitional”  records  (for example the most common being the 
Archaeopteryx)  that might have crossed merely from two overlapping migratory developments over geological time and is   NOT  “the 
supposed crossover”  from one  “kind” to another “kind”. 

I have no problems with  “evolution”  as a scientific subject,  when its proponents behave in a rational and  scientific manner  -  and keep to the facts as 
found.  This is most commendable.  Where I have issues is when a few atheists amongst them,  then go outside their supposed learned competence and 
move forward in  “blind faith”  make pronouncements that  “evolution”  proves God does not exist  –  without understanding what The Bible teaches us 
about  “Real Faith”.  “Real faith”  is based upon  “reasoned argument”  with cross supporting facts that overrides healthy scepticism – something that 
is unavailable in “Religion”  (to include worldly Christianity).  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC, Peter and Paul is built upon The Foundation 
that Yahweh laid down through His prophets  –  as given in The Tanakh  (= The Old Testament)  becomes very much like the carbon tetrahedral 
structure of is like diamond.  Everything is cross coupled to yield the most righteous plan that not only interconnects 2 dimensionally within any specific 
time plan,  but also 3 dimensionally through the time domain beyond the whit of man.  – This demonstrably shows an external Entity ensuring His most 
Righteous Plan unfolds through millennia.  Sadly our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  “just do not get it”,  and have not for the last some 1700+ 
years,  but ideally if they read this website,  then The Veil will be removed from their mind  –  and at long last they will start rationalising upon what they 
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know  (which is much, but not understood).  By consequence,  they then can become apt teachers of Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation 
to their students instead of the  “near useless waffle”  of which they presently teach! 

I do not really know whether to castigate them –  or merely pity them,  inasmuch Yahweh only makes things known in due season,  and until 
now,  they were not made known to this most wonderful understanding that makes  “Religion”  pale into  utter insignificance  alongside! 

However  when  they  (Professional Leaders of Religion)  and atheists are resurrected in The Millennium and learn about  “The Word of God”  from 
JCg himself and the 144000 TCs,  then   based  upon  ALL  The Evidence the vast majority of people will realise that  “The Word of God” as specifically 
given in The Bible was entirely accurate!   That is to say,  in its original language  –  before our  “professional”  translators got hold of it to deliver an  
“English Translation”  and  “dumb-it-down”  at key places into something insipid  (Matt.5v13, Mark.9v49-50)  to be almost worthless! 
Therefore,  we should all eagerly await The New Day of The Millennium when  “The Disclosing Truth”  shall prevail over all The Earth.  Amen. 
Rom.   1v26 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  (he) {yields up}/surrenders/delivers/betrays/{casts over}  them   
Rom.   1v26 [thus Paul is still speaking of those humans who  know  The Word of God’ = JCg]  
Rom.   1v26 og the  {specific god}  into/unto  (the) {sufferings/passions (concupiscence)}/{(inordinate) affections}/lusts   
Rom.   1v26 og (of the) indignity/disgrace/dishonour/reproach/shame/vile,   
Rom.   1v26 og the (persons [men and women])  both  for  females/women  {of them}   
Rom.   1v26 og (they) {amid/amongst  to make different}/exchanged/replaced/modified   
Rom.   1v26 og the   “physical”/natural/instinctive/{the norm}  (the) {body use}/{sexual intercourse}  into/unto   
Rom.   1v26 og the (use)  near/beside/with/against/alongside  (the) nature/germination/growth/genus/procreation. 
Rom.   1v26 = Through reason of this  (men rejecting what  “The Word of God”  truly means)  ‘the specific god’ (?)  

{yields up}/casts/over}  them  (worldly Christian leaders)  into/unto  {inordinate affections}/lusts  of  disgrace/dishonour/shame, 
both  (1) the men  (and)  (2) their women  {amid to make different}/modify  the  natural/normal  {body use}/{sexual intercourse} 
unto the use  near/alongside  nature/germination/procreation. 

 

Through reason of this   (certain Christian leaders inwardly rejecting what God's Word really means within their deportment)   
the specific god delivers  (= allows)   them  (certain Christian leaders)   unto lusts of dishonour   (against what is expected by Yahweh [God]), 
both  (1) the men   (and)   (2) their women  modify/change  the natural sexual intercourse for the use with procreation. 
 

Thus  “the supposed representatives of Yahweh”  are doing anything with their bodies  -  other than for what  “The Body”  was originally designed. 
And sadly,  this is what we have witnessed in many religious institutions  –  where it is even worse -  male priest paedophiles buggering helpless boys! 
How utterly disgusting and irreprehensible at  so many levels!   It is so absolutely appalling,  and I do not wish to amplify any more here! 
And to the women who now use vibrators in various placed orifices and the such-like,  to gain pleasures of the body rather than its use to  responsibly  
generate more children in our charge,  being of our  accountability  to correctly bring to The Lord as we fill The Earth  (Gen.1v27, 9v1).  Not  to 
indoctrinate  –  but only to give  “The Evidence”  and allow them  to make their own choice  –  because they have The Millennium within which to hone 
themselves as required  (provided they do not become one of the perhaps “millions”  of  charlatan Christian leaders,  because they will never be 
resurrected). 
Therefore,  they need no Third Party to condemn their actions  –  they condemn themselves when they know The Truth and yet practise a lie = “iniquity” 
Rom.   1v27 og Similarity/Likeness/Likewise/So  both  also  the  males/men   
Rom.   1v27 og (the having) {to send}/{gone forth}/forsaken/{laying aside}/leaving/{yielding up}/abandoning    
Rom.   1v27 og the  “physical”/natural/instinctive/{the norm}  (the) {body use}/{sexual intercourse}   
Rom.   1v27 og of the  female/woman   (they [men]) {deeply inflamed}/impassioned/burned   
Rom.   1v27 og in  to the [= within]  {excitement of the mind}/{longing after}/{intense lusting}  {of them}    
Rom.   1v27 og into/unto  {one another}/mutually/{each other}  (the) males/men  in  (to the [= within]) males/men   
Rom.   1v27 og the  {an indecency}/{the pudenda}/shame/{that which is unseemly}   
Rom.   1v27 og (the [persons]) accomplishing/performing/finishing/fashioning/{working out} [middle voiced]    
Rom.   1v27 og also  the  {requital/correspondence/recompense as pay/reward}   
Rom.   1v27 og who/what/which/that  must/necessary/ought/behoves   
Rom.   1v27 og of the  {straying away}/fraudulence/deceit/deception/delusion/error  {of them}   
Rom.   1v27 og in  (to the [= within]) {my/our/your/it them self} [themselves]  {fully receive}/{take completely}. 
Rom.   1v27 = Similarly,  both:- 

(1)  also the men having  forsaken/abandoning  the  natural/normal  {body use}/{sexual intercourse}  of the  woman, 
(2)  within their  {excitement of the mind}/{intense lusting}  unto  {one another},  men  within  men. 
The  indecency/shame  accomplishing/performing/{working out},  
also  {fully receive}  the  {recompense as reward}  which  must/behoves   
of their  {straying away}/fraudulence/delusion  within  themselves. 

 

Similarly,  both: 
(1) also the men having forsaken the natural sexual intercourse of the woman, 
(2) within their intense lusting unto one another,  men within men. 
The indecency worked out,  also fully receive the recompense as reward which must occur of their straying away within themselves. 
 

In The Old Testament,  Yahweh decrees this practice to be an abomination,  thus they will  not  become Sons of God  but they will be  resurrected  to 
learn  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium  -  with the all-important caveat    Provided they are  not  a Christian Leader beguiling The Flock  (teaching 
us this is an acceptable practice  –  when clearly it is  not)! 
Thus,  

If  the person of this verse is  not  a Christian leader  (hence  not  a  charlatan  spinning God’s Word), 
Then  if they do learn  “Righteousness”  (= Yahweh's Methodology),  where sexual activity is  not  possible in The Millennium  (not having 
the genitalia  –  being the reason for  “marriage to procreate”  –  Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v36)  –  then upon reform,   along with 
the rest of us,  they shall have eternal life. 

Thus  “The Return for this action”  (being  “The recompense as reward”)  is  annihilation   for a  charlatan Christian leader at the end of their present 
existence because they are teaching  directly the  opposite  to what The Bible teaches us  –  while pretending to represent Yahweh.  This is more of an 
abomination than the specific sexual act!   And thus,  also  includes  those  charlatan Christian leaders who do  not  practise the sexual act but agree to it 
– all as we are told at the end of this chapter  (v32)!     

The reason why this is true  –  is because that  is  The Point  of The Gospel  –  being  “The Means of Salvation”  and this action opposes it! 
I am not inventing any of this  –  it is  precisely what  “The Word of God”  tells us!   

But sadly,  our  charlatan Christian leaders for  self-indulgent  reasons pass God's Word through The Mincer at Rev.22v18-19  to their harm! 
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Moreover,  they hurt those possible innocents who  lap-up  this self-indulgent teaching  (thus proving the leader to be following worldly methodology  –  
“to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”).   
Obviously,  this is all  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  –  which is precisely why they agree to it!    
These people have  “The Knowledge”  –  but they  choose to ignore it,  they  concoct  supposedly “justifiable”  excuses so that they can then deliberately 
go against God’s Word!   That is iniquitous!   These verses are speaking directly to The English Synod and Christendom generally!   But these people 
would rather condemn me and The Bible contents,   thereby excusing themselves  not  to change their mind,  which would involve  imbuing/inculcating  
“The Word of God”  and start imitating JC.   Because JC was certainly not of this deviancy to Yahweh’s specific instruction! 

Is that humility of which The Bible demands?   
Hardly,  and that is precisely why they are specifically  rejected  by Yahweh as most of JC's parables and illustrations teach us. 

But when did the members of synod  ever fulfil Yahweh’s Desire?   Only Yahweh truly knows,  but I can only but guess … “Never”! 
Because quite simply,  the mindset of that type of person climbing to that  controlling position  will  not  be truly humble to Yahweh! 

Does the reader specifically understand  “The Spiritual Reason”  as to why this deviant practice is condemned in The Bible? 
This is outside all the physical ramifications of which I list elsewhere. 
Let me explain to the reader – from Yahweh’s Viewpoint. 
Yahweh must be demonstrably seen to be Righteous by every entity within The Universe,  even those who wish not to use their cognition! 
Yahweh through JCg made the statute   Go and fill the earth!”  (Gen.1v28, 9v1). 
Furthermore,  Yahweh must have the righteous mechanism to  “Purify the World”  and be seen to uphold  Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9. 
To purify The World requires  “The Proven Early Adopters”  as  “The Leaders of The Resurrected World”  having led by example. 
Furthermore,  the Resurrected World (by definition)  requires The Millennium within which to learn how to  precisely imitate their saviour’s character! 
Therefore,  Yahweh requires  “The Goal”  to be given to achieve this most worthwhile conclusion. 
Inductively put all the above together and what you have by condemnation,  is this verse,  and other Bible verses condemning homosexuality. 
Yahweh cannot achieve  “The Required Goal”  through homosexual activity,  because immediately Satan can point a finger at Yahweh and state - 

How can you make a homosexual a future Son of God -  if this person deliberately contradicted Your mandate to go and fill the earth! 
Where Yahweh’s Goal is to  (1) achieve more intelligent entities operating within a perfect society into The Eternity  and (2) 144000 new Sons of God! 

This is how Yahweh is righteously filling The Universe  (with self-choosing perfected entities). 
How can a homosexual fulfil this goal during the judging period for future sons of God for the next stage of Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation”? 

Can the reader understand this righteous inductive logic,  by carefully following through its sequential steps? 
There are numerous other lower level requirements that underwrite and follow through this logical progression of which I detail elsewhere. 
Rom.   1v28 og Also  just/as/that/how/when  not  (they) assayed/proved/tested/discerned/examined  the  God [Yahweh]   
Rom.   1v28 og (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  in  (his/her) recognition/discernment/knowledge/realisation,     
Rom.   1v28 og (he) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  them  the  {specific god} 
Rom.   1v28 og into/unto  (the) unapproved/rejected/worthless/reprobate/castaway/disqualified   
Rom.   1v28 og mind/intellect/understanding  (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice   
Rom.   1v28 og the (things)  not  (the being) {to reach to}/convenient/correct/proper. 
Rom.   1v28 = Also  just/as  not  they  assayed/discerned/examined  The God   (= also not even recognising that Yahweh is Perfect),   

to  take/possess/obtain  in  his/her  recognition/discernment/realisation   (the attributes of God to be yielding a perfect existence in us), 
the specific god (?)  {yielded up}/{cast over}  them   (Professional Leaders of Religion)   
unto  the  unapproved/rejected/worthless/disqualified  mind/intellect/understanding   (operating upon worldly methodology) 
to  do/produce/perform  the things  not  being  {to reach upon}/correct/proper   (standard of their position of responsibility). 

 

Also just as not they  assayed/examined  The God (Yahweh)   (= they have no intrinsic interest to truly understand Yahweh's Righteous Plan), 
to take in  his/her  (as a Professional Leader of Religion)   recognition   (thereby choosing  not  to understand all the implications of Yahweh's Plan), 
(therefore)   the specific god (?)  delivered them   (Professional Leaders of Religion)  
unto the worthless mind   (rejecting Yahweh's Methodology,  choosing to operate upon worldly methodology for its immediate return) 
to perform the things not being correct   (= not the correct standard as required for a person with their responsibility [see Matt.22v11-14]). 
 

Explaining the (?)  after the  “specific god” (= “ho theos” nominative)  as used in the text. 
As discussed earlier in the commentary covering v24 explaining why  “ho theos”  is explicitly used where it is located,  and why Paul used The God  
(Yahweh)  in the first part of the verse  –  showing all things are directed to Yahweh as The Source of all intrinsically  ideal/good  things. 
Thus in the 1st part of their life  “the specific god”  (as “The Word of God”,  JC, Rev.19v13)  allows these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to learn 
the error of their ways so that  in The Millennium they can ideally  respond  to righteousness  under his instruction  (assuming they repented first). 
This assumes Yahweh does  not  deem them to be  charlatan Christian leaders  –  else they will  never  see/know/understand  The Millennium  having 
been personally annihilated before The Millennium begins! 
”The worst -  are the leaders of  worldly Christianity  (being The Greater Hypocrites  –  because they  have  all  “The Accurate Knowledge”  =  both  
parts of God’s Word as contained in The Bible)  thereby addressed as  “The Great Harlot”  of Revelations  (please see my local commentaries of 
chapters 17,  18,  and 19)   
Quite simply stated  

These  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  lose any right to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (hence Matt.8v12, etc. –  see 
local commentaries),  please also read my commentaries to Matt.22v1-14  (that explain to much greater depth than we will read elsewhere). 

Rom.   1v29 og (The having been) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  (to the [=in/with/by]) all/every  
Rom.   1v29 og (to the [=in/with/by]) iniquity/unjust/wrongfulness/unrighteousness   
Rom.   1v29 og (to the [=in/with/by]) harlotries/adulteries/incests/fornications/{spiritual idolatry},   
Rom.   1v29 og (to the [=in/with/by]) depravity/malice/plots/sin/iniquity/wickedness,   
Rom.   1v29 og (to the [=in/with/by]) avarice/fraudulence/extortion/{covetous practices}/greediness,  
Rom.   1v29 og (to the [=in/with/by]) badness/depravity/malice/evil/trouble/naughtiness,   
Rom.   1v29 og (the) replete/full [plural]   (of the) {ill-will}/detraction/jealousy/spite/envy,   
Rom.   1v29 og (of the) murder/killing/slaughter,   
Rom.   1v29 og (the) quarrelling/wrangling/contention/debate/strife/variance,   
Rom.   1v29 og (of the) decoy/{a trick (to bait)}/wile/craft/deceit/guile/subtlety/cunning, 
Rom.   1v29 og (of the) {worthless moral usage/habits}/{bad character}/mischievousness/malignity,   
Rom.   1v29 og (the) whisperers/{secret calumniators}/{covert gossipers}. 
Rom.   1v29 = They  (leaders of “Religion”)  having been  {made replete}/{filled up}/accomplished   

with  all/whole/every  iniquity/wrongfulness/unrighteousness  harlotry/fornication/{spiritual idolatry}, 
depravity/malice/plots/sins/wickedness,  avarice/fraudulence/extortion/{covetous practices}/greediness, 
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badness/depravity/evil/trouble/naughtiness,  full of  {ill-will}/detraction/jealousy/spite/envy,  murder/killing/slaughter, 
quarrelling/wrangling/contention/debate/strife/variance,  {trick by baiting}/wile/craft/deceit/guile/subtlety/cunning, 
{worthless moral usage/habits}/{bad character}/mischievousness/malignity,  whisperers/{secret calumniators}/{covert gossipers}, 

 

They  (Professional Leaders of Religion)   
having been filled up with all iniquity   (inasmuch,  they all  know  it is wrong –  but they still choose to operate like this) 
harlotry (spiritual idolatry),  depravity,  fraudulence,  badness,  full of ill-will,  killing  (especially spiritual  [of people’s prospects for Sonship]),   
contention,  deceit,  bad character,  covert gossipers, 
 

Note   The older  (“man of The World”)  “professional”  religious leader  (hence in that position)  is  highly skilled  to hide these negative attributes 
beneath the surface,  and appear outwardly to be most wonderful  to The Public  (where only a  “few”  “human transgressions”  might publicly surface).  
I always think they publicly appear like a  “serene duck”  on the water surface  –  but their  “worldly inspired legs”  are peddling fast under the water! 
Also note,  this is a complete listing  –  any  one  of these in the listing practised would mean JC’s lifestyle was  not  being imitated by the individual! 
Noting specifically what Peter said of JC at 1Pet.2v21-23,  having known him for at least 30 years from childhood at Capernaum,  where only a valet 
knows precisely how their master behaves  (in private). 
Finally,  to clarify,  I am only speaking of  worldly Christian Leaders and  not  all Christian Leaders  –  but it is incumbent upon the congregational 
member to carry out an  accurate  audit of their leader against  “The Quality Manual”  of The Bible.  Where to do this successfully and thus effectively,  
it is absolutely incumbent upon us to thoroughly  know and understand  The Bible  –  else quite simply we  will  most certainly  be duped by these  highly 
gifted,  intelligent and articulate  leaders  (Matt.24v24)   –  else they would  not  be a leader  –  they would be like you and me!   Where sadly these gifts 
are being misapplied to  “make gain”  from The World  (Eccl.8v9)  and thus  not  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”). 
It must be clearly understood these individuals physically exist upon  “The Word of God”  being the  “worldly methodology”  drawing out nutrients for a 
fleshly existence,  and thus their stance will be fabricated  to gain this worldly return.  But paradoxically,  by behaving like this,  then they are reneging 
upon the fact that initially  (at Adam/Eve)  “The Word of God”  (as JCg)  physically created them,  and yet they turn their back upon  “The Word of 
God” (as JC)  to spiritually reform their mind.   By consequence,  they have thrown away what JC should mean within them  (2Tim.3v5, Matt.6v24, 
22v21, and a very useful one would be at Mark.11v13-21  –  but please read  all  my cited local commentaries to understand precisely what JC was  
really teaching us by allegory).    Because for  obvious reasons  we will not be taught this by our  worldly Christian Leaders! 
Rom.   1v30 og (the) {talkative against}/slanderers/backbiters,   
Rom.   1v30 og (the) {God-haters}/impious{odious to divinity},  
Rom.   1v30 og (the)  maltreaters/insulters/despiteful/injurers,   
Rom.   1v30 og (the) {shining over}/{appearing above (others)}/{be conspicuous}/haughty/proud,   
Rom.   1v30 og (the) braggarts/boasters,  (the) {upon obtaining}/inventors/devisors/contrivers  
Rom.   1v30 og (of the [things])  worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked,   
Rom.   1v30 og (to the) parents/forebears  (the) {not persuadable}/contumacious/disobedient, 
Rom.   1v30 = (these leaders of “Religion” are)  {talkative against}/slanderers/backbiters,   

(internally driven to be)   {God haters}/impious   (but so supposedly  “loving”  on the outside)  
maltreaters/insulters/despiteful/injurious,  {shining/appearing  over others}/{be conspicuous}/haughty/proud, 
braggarts/boasters,  inventor/devisor/contriver,  of things  worthless/deprived/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked, 
to parents/forebears  {not persuadable}/contumacious/disobedient, 

 

(these Professional Leaders of Religion are)  slanderers   (against what “The real Word of God”  is supposed to mean within our lives),   
God haters   (behind the public façade of supposedly representing Yahweh’s Interests),   
injurious,  haughty,  boasters,  contrivers  of things harmful,  disobedient to forebears   (to yield a perfect society in The Millennium). 
 

Note   Again,  this is a complete listing  –  any  one  of these attributes given in the listing being practised,  means JC’s lifestyle was  not  being imitated 
by the individual! 
It must be realised these negative characteristics are shown  away  from public view being  behind closed doors  (to manipulate The Environment for 
one’s own gain,  by also using “fall guys” to take “the hit”) –  it would be “professional”  (hence “of The World”)  suicide to operate publicly as above! 
That is precisely what we are given by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  is a show  (a circus performance)  to keep  “the punters’” (betting on 
eternal life)  happy and content  –  to give them what  “they want hear”  –  rather than what  “Yahweh wants to hear”  (2Tim.4v3-4, etc.)  –  hence the 
gross distortion taught! 

We only need witness the lack of  “1st Century Christianity”  taught in their sermons  –  but plenty of  “Religion”  is given instead! 
Rom.   1v31 og (the) unintelligent/foolish/{without understanding}/undiscerning/{not thinking},   
Rom.   1v31 og (the) {covenant breaker}/{treacherous (to compacts)}/perfidious/reneges/{ignore agreements}   
Rom.   1v31 og (the) {hard hearted (to kindred)}/{without natural affection},    
Rom.   1v31 og (the) {without libation}/truceless/implacable/{truce-breaker}/{refuse to agreements},    
Rom.   1v31 og (the) merciless/{without compassion/pity}. 
Rom.   1v31 = (these leaders of “Religion” are)  unintelligent/foolish/{without understanding}/undiscerning/{not thinking}, 

{covenant breakers}/{treacherous to contracts}/perfidious/reneges/{ignore agreements}, 
{hard hearted}/{without natural affection}, 
{without libation}/truceless/implacable/{truce breaker}/{refuse to agreements}, 
merciless/{without compassion/pity}. 

 

(these Professional Leaders of Religion are)  foolish   (because they know the penalties of fraudulent behaviour  [Luke.12v46-48, etc.,]),   
covenant breakers   (the worst having occurred at baptism,  betraying JC,  being what  “The Word of God”  should  personally deliver),   
hard hearted,  truce breakers,  merciless   (and thus unable to yield a perfect society in The Millennium  [as  “rejected leaders”  by Yahweh]). 
 

Note   Again,  this is a complete listing  –  any  one  of these in the listing practised would mean JC’s lifestyle was  not  being imitated by the individual! 
As I state  “Foolish”  to Yahweh’s word,  means a person is foolish in  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  being our requirement (Ecc.12v13),  and thus 
by definition they cannot have the HS operating within them  (under the strict and accurate definition of  “HS”  as given on “FutureLife.Org”).  
Where “foolish” means three things must occur together. 

1. Have  “The Knowledge”  to choose between several known options – of at least a good option,  and a bad option. 
2. Have time to consider all options. 
3. Then take the worst option! 

Thus a  “Foolish person”  in Yahweh’s eyes might appear to The World as a most wonderfully educated,  highly  proficient/capable  leader,  but stupid 
because they refuse to accept Yahweh’s principles  (being His Methodology)  operating within their life and exist in worldly self-indulgent deportment. 
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They are even  more stupid  if they profess to be a Christian Leader having the first two criteria and then choose to  “follow after The World”  by 
fulfilling the third criterium in the listing above!   At least an atheist leader has an excuse of having no knowledge,  exasperated because they would have 
looked towards the  worldly Christian leader’s lifestyle and they accordingly judge  “the expressed hypocrisy”  as not being a worthwhile cause! 

So how will Yahweh judge the situation? 
The answer is obvious and that is precisely  why  there  is  The Millennium in Yahweh’s  “Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  –  exactly as The Bible 
teaches us  –  and precisely what  “1st Century Christianity”  taught  –  but all this knowledge was completely  “snuffed out”  by  “Professional Leaders 
of Religion”  (for a worldly living)  within about 70 years of JC's 1st Advent. 
It is important to consider why the  iniquitous/charlatan  (but not the same as  “worldly”)  Christian leaders shall have the same future as Judas Iscariot  
–  they face  their/”The 2nd Death” (of annihilation)  at the end of their present existence.  Because they are already living in the 2nd part of their spiritual 
life and tossed away JC’s covering,  as we are specifically told at Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc. 
Hence JC’s exhortation throughout Luke’s chapter 15 for the  charlatan Christian leaders to  return  unto  “The Word of God”  operating with fidelity in 
their mind,  –  because Yahweh finds no pleasure in annihilating people  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9),  they have absolutely  no  excuse to be so rebellious  -  
and Yahweh is exonerated  –  demonstrably  "holy/blameless/innocent”  when He chooses never to resurrected them! 
Hence my call to them is likewise,  given  not to condemn  –  but only for them to wake-up,  to come to their senses and reform while they still have a  
{conscious existence}/soul  to do something about their present deplorable state! 
       However,  will they change when they presently have millions upon millions of enthralled,  but yet wholly deluded Christians chasing after them! 
Rom.   1v32 og Whosoever  the  {statute/decision of  righteous/justification}/{equitable  deed/order}  of the  God   
Rom.   1v32 og (the having) {known upon some mark}/recognised/{fully acquainted/known}/acknowledge/perceived  
Rom.   1v32 og because  the (persons)   the (things)  {truly these}/{of these sort}/like/{such ones}    
Rom.   1v32 og (the) {habitually practising}/{repeating deeds}/{regularly executing} [plural]  
Rom.   1v32 og (the) {deemed entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy [plural] 
Rom.   1v32 og (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality  {they are/be},   
Rom.   1v32 og not  merely/alone/only  they/them/same  (they) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,   
Rom.   1v32 og but  also  (they) {think well of in common}/assent/allow/{be pleased}consents   
Rom.   1v32 og to the (persons)  (they) {habitually practising}/{repeating deeds}/{regularly executing}. 
Rom.   1v32  = Whosoever  (person)  having  {fully acquainted/know}/recognise/acknowledge   

the  {statute of righteousness}/{equitable order}  of  the God (Yahweh)   (and thus can  only  be principally  Christian Leaders)   
that  the persons  (= worldly Christian leaders)  {habitually practising}/{repeated deeds}  {truly sort of}  these things, 
{they are}  {deemed entitled for}/{deserving of}  death/fatality, 
(and)  not  merely/only  them  (who)  do/produce/perform, 
but  also  they  {think well of in common}/assent/consent  to the persons  {habitually practising}/{repeated deeds}. 

 

Whosoever being fully acquainted  (with)  the equitable order of the God (Yahweh)   (= Christian leaders know Yahweh's Requirements) 
that the people  (worldly Christian leaders)   habitually practising truly these sort of things   (as described earlier), 
they  (worldly Christian leaders)   are deemed entitled of death   (if they choose not to reform in The Millennium,  then it is annihilation), 
(and)  not merely them  (these worldly Christian leaders)   who  do/perform   (these things habitually), 
but  also they  (= other  worldly Christian leaders)   consenting to the people habitually practising   (these abominable things). 
 

This is  the death at the end of the 1st part of our physical life  (provided Yahweh deems them  not  to be  charlatan Christian leaders)  and thus shall 
never be given the position as  “Son of God”  that is reserved  only  for the 144000 TCs.  This  “1st death”  would have been  “everlasting”  for everyone 
on this planet,  had it not been for JC’s act  “for all”  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  that allows  all  humans  (except  charlatan Christian leaders)  to be 
resurrected and complete their training of  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium  –  being their very  last  opportunity to do so. 

So why did Paul write this chapter?  
Being principally aimed against these specific people. 

Paul did  not  idly write this! 
The reader should  very carefully  look at the words used,  and then methodically reason upon  who  could/would  practise them. 

Importantly,  Paul wrote this for  our warning  because it is  not obvious,  written about people who  may appear as very good people on the outside. 
Further we have large sections of 1John,  also 2Pet.2v1-22  (see also Rom.16v18  Gal.3v1, 1John.2v18-19, etc.,)  all speaking of  “false prophets”  
pretending to be TCs slipping into the flock to mislead then,  and this is pandemic today  –  because virtually no one stands up against it  (by not caring)! 
I would understand this is a further instance here of Paul speaking and warning of exactly the same thing  –  being what he was beginning to witness. 

Words like  “beguiling”  are used in numerous places.  Thus,  “it is  not  obvious”.  
Furthermore,  we are told these people are like  “messengers of light”  (2Cor.11v13-15)  and many false  (but  lovable/beguiling)  “christs”  anointed by 
The Worldly congregations to rule them  (Matt.24v23-26, etc.).  Therefore these people  deceive/seduce  congregations by appearing so wonderful,  but 
are in reality,  falsely leading them,  perhaps by promoting  “happy/clappy”  sermons of  “The New”  or just being  bland/dead  of  “The Old”,  both 
having the common denominator of  not  imparting solid knowledge unto the flock but only foundations of sand  (Matt.7v25-27). 

Leaders  must  edify the congregation spiritually (Heb.5v12-14),  and it is  not  by giving people  “a good and enjoyable time”  as  “The 
supposed Primary Requirement”  with  “endorsing human behaviour sound-bites”  to please the ear of the listeners  (2Tim.4v3-4)  to satisfy 
the leader with worldly self-gratification in a mutual fashion. 

It is  incumbent upon  all  Christian leaders  to  constantly impart new knowledge  inspiring every person of the congregation  to personally further 
God’s Desire  to any recipient,  albeit  friend/neighbour/stranger  they meet in their daily activities.  This is what Yahweh  demands  from  all  of the 
Christian Leaders.  Most importantly,  to separate  “Christianity”  thoroughly away from  “Religion”  by giving  structured content  –  to conclusively 
show  how  Yahweh operates through  “Time”  to bring forth The Millennium. 
This does  NOT  mean    

“God in JC died for us and we are to believe in him to be saved!”    
As it stands,  this is a fraudulent statement with at least three misleading scriptural errors in it!    
This is precisely how Satan operates  -  using deception to mislead uneducated people! 
Likewise this is how  (religious)  people operating to his methodology operate and thus make him their god by doing so! 

The Bible constantly tells us  to personally learn  God’s Word  -  All of it  most thoroughly  (Heb.5v12-14, 2Tim.3v14-16, etc.) 
“To write God’s Word upon our hearts”  –  in this manner then we become loved by God as a TC –  to become His personal  “Son of God”. 

In conclusion  –  The reader must get back to the reason  “Why the Epistles were written”.  
They are  not  merely a collection of superficial letters saying   “Become a Christian”,  “believe in JC”  and  “you go to heaven”! 
These are half-truths because these Epistles go much, much deeper than just those simple  “quotations”  given out by our  worldly Christian Leaders. 

Yahweh is using  “The Word of God“  to extract specific individuals who  precisely imitate JC  –  for their future role in The Millennium. 
The Epistles are trying to explain what  “belief”  and  “faith”  really mean  to a person claiming to be  “a Christian”. 
Where these attributes of  “belief”  and  “faith”  are inner personal commitments to  precisely imitate JC  (see glossary).  
They were trying to change the recipients from  “being Human” to  “become like JC”  -  and ideally to become a worthy “Son of God”. 
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“To imitate JC”,  means we must radically change our thought processes from one of  self-gratification  for anything of The World  (as we are told in 
The Bible  “The World lies in the hands of The Wicked One” = Satan  [1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, etc.]). 
By changing our thought processes to imitate JC,  we then take on a  new  personality of  lowliness/humility.  Paul as a TC said earlier  “as a debtor” 
v14 – we all are this to JC,  but how many humans today truly recognise it in their deeds?   Knowing that  “words”  are just so  “cheap”  to say! 

Paul humbled himself before the humans of The World to accurately teach  others (strangers)  –  can this be said of modern preachers today?  
If not  -  then,  Why Not!  

Paul,  John and Peter  could see this general  “slipping away”  already occurring around them in their day and I see it  completely  everywhere today.  
I can only see it,  because I absolutely know,  but moreover  thoroughly understand  “The Word of God”  as given in The Bible,  and I only reached this 
position by reading The Bible many times,  thereby becoming a competent auditor,  and you, The Reader can become likewise  by reading The Bible.   
The slide of  “1st Century Christianity”  into the  worldly Christianity that we have today,  started within 30 years of JC's 1st Advent and now our worldly 
Christian leaders have had some 1700+ years to comprehensibly change God's Word into “Religion”  (= the  worldly Christianity)  that we have today. 

This is why  Paul and the other apostles are constantly warning us about false prophets and leaders within their Epistles. 
Reading v28 to 32,  look at what is said   

People not discovering the truth,  reprobate mind,  their mind filled,  etc.,  this is everything to do with the thoughts and the mind.  Thus it is 
the mind being the inside of the body that is rotten,  but outwardly they could appear like  “an angel of light”  to deceive others  (being  “a 
wolf in sheep’s clothing”  for personal gain,  Matt.7v15, Luke.10v3, Acts.20v29).  This could lead to all manner of worldly things,  directly or 
indirectly from their  unapproved  (by God) “preaching”.    
JC said   “You know the tree by its fruit”  (Matt.7v16-20, 12v33)  and the fruit is  the flock that is confused and thus it behaves worldly! 

If the tree is diseased – then so it its fruit,  because the fruit receives its  (spiritual)  DNA from the tree! 
All as JC said of the Pharisees  (=  “The Religious Leaders”  of his time,  Matt.23v27-32)   

“Being like graves.  Lovely and white on the outside,  but with the stench of death inside!” 
So back to the root question   

What is the leader’s  true  motivation? 
It is  “The Knowledge”  in the head  (they have it to know God and JC),  yet driven by the heart being the seat of  passion/motivation/zeal. 

So where is their  heart/{seat of motivation}  taking them? 
Is it to The World for self-gratification  (being a legion of worldly things)  or unto God  (Yahweh)?     
Which Master out of  The Two Masters  (Matt.6v24, 22v21)? 

To find out The Truth about these leaders  (noting Eccl.8v9)  then just ask yourself   
What is their lifestyle like? 

Is it like the early  Christians/Apostles  or is it flamboyant  (Luke.20v46-47),  making use of any advantage of what The World can give? 
It is  incumbent  upon the reader to carry out a detailed audit  (as The Bible keeps telling us)  on all the material that we collect around us.  Else we 
become complicit to  “The World of Satan”  and his machinations within these very  worldly  organisations that  pretend  to represent Yahweh through 
JC as  “a good cause”  –  but does it really fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of each and every single human on this planet? 
The reason why The Epistles were written,  is to be given unto the  elect/select  “The Few”  out of The Christian Nation  (of “The Many”) . (Matt.20v16, 
22v14)  a True Church Class  (1Pet.2v9)  who personally  hearken  to God’s  calling  –  these are TCs,  and they will be used in  the  next phase  of 
God’s supreme plan.  
However,  the vast majority of God’s supposed representatives  never  preach this Truth   -  because quite simply they will not be part of it as about half 
of all JC's parables clearly tell us  (please read all my commentaries to the four gospels that tell us what JC was really teaching us)!   

Why? 
Because they do  not  want to understand  “The Word of God “  (“agnoeo”,  being what it personally means to them  –  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.)!  
Moreover,  if they did,  then the majority would  not  imbue it within their lifestyle  –  but reject what it means within their very  being/existence. 
Then we are back to the apostles’ constant warnings as given in their Epistles! 
It is all just so very obvious  -  and precisely what we witness! 
Furthermore,  as JC warns at Mark.8v38 and Luke.9v26 there is a requirement for those Christian Leaders who are not agreeing to the above,  for them 
to stand up and condemn these evil practices -  else they are showing themselves to be  “too ashamed”  of  “The Word of God”  by choosing not to speak 
out against such things!  
 
 
15th Warning – It is indefensible for  worldly Christians to condemn activities of other Christians and non-Christians. 
16th Warning – Yahweh will correctly judge those  worldly Christians upon what they habitually perform. 
17th Warning – Worldly Christians habitually practising worldly self-indulgence will  not  escape God’s judgement. 
Where Yahweh’s Judgement is for (1) Sonship for 144000 TCs,  (2) resurrection into The Millennium for the vast majority 
of Christians (and all non-Christians)  and  (3) annihilation at the end of a charlatan Christian leader’s present existence. 
10th Reasoning – Christians have access to The Knowledge of  “The Word of God”,  but the leaders become criminals to  
“The Word of God”  if they refuse to personally reform  (2Tim.3v5. Tit.1v16)  and thus become hypocrites to both their 
congregations and to Yahweh.  The very worst offenders shall be refused a resurrection by Yahweh having met  their/”The 
2nd Death”  at the end of their present existence! 
Rom.   2v1 og Through (reason of)   (the) indefensible/{without excuse}/inexcusable  {thou art}/{you are}, 
Rom.   2v1 og Oh [exclamation]  man!   (The) Every (person)   
Rom.   2v1 og the (person) {judiciously/mentally deciding}/{to be trying}/concluding/judging,    
Rom.   2v1 og in  who/what/which/that  for  
Rom.   2v1 og (you [worldly Christians]) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge   
Rom.   2v1 og the (person)  other/different/altered,   
Rom.   2v1 og {of thyself}/{of your own self}  (you [singular]) {judged against}/sentenced/condemned,   
Rom.   2v1 og the (things)  for  they/them/same (things)   
Rom.   2v1 og (you [worldly Christians]) {habitually practise}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executing}   
Rom.   2v1 og the (person [singular])  {judiciously/mentally deciding}/{to be trying}/concluding/judging. 
Rom.   2v1 = Through reason of  (what has been explained in chapter 1)   {you are}   indefensible/{without excuse}, 

Oh – Man – Every person  (“leader of Religion”),   the  person  {mentally deciding}/judging,   
for  in  that/what  you  (collective group, “leaders of Religion”)   {mentally deciding}/judge  the  other/different  person,  
you  {judged against}/condemned  {of your own self}  for  the  same  things  you  (“leader of Religion”)   
you  {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds},   the person  (“leader of Religion”)   {mentally deciding}/judging. 
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Through reason of  (the earlier observations)   you (equivalent to “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  are without excuse, 
Oh – Man  –  Every person  (Professional Leader of Religion),   the one judging  (other people),  
for in  that/what  you judge the other person,  you judged against your own self, 
for you (worldly Christian leader),   the person (worldly Christian leader)  judging,  you habitually practice the same things. 
 

Let me interpret what Paul is saying to us - 
From what I have just told you  - you have absolutely no excuse for yourself not being judged harshly by Yahweh in  “The 1st Judgement”! 
Oh Man!  Every person of your grouping  (principally the worldly Christian leaders with The Responsibility to  correctly  lead), 
you are judging those people outside your grouping  (worldly Christian leaders)  and condemn what they  (outsiders)  are doing! 
You should be condemning yourselves!   Why?   
Because you  (who are judging those people outside your grouping)  are hypocrites by doing the same things yourselves! 

Again this can  only  be directed to  “Professional Leaders of Religion” -  but principally  worldly Christian leaders,  because they  (like The Jews before 
them in  “The 1st Covenant”)  were/are  supposed to carry  “The Banner of Yahweh”  accurately  before The World by teaching and physical example,  
yet they are hypocritical to what they espouse! 
However I include all  “Leaders of Religion”  as a close second,  because they are likewise pretending to represent something that is entirely fraudulent 
– where  “birds of a feather”  flock together behind  The Front of  “Religion”  to extract what they can out of their sadly duped clientèle all around The 
World!   By contrast,  the duped devotees are trying to do the correct thing  (because they truly want to find “Yahweh”)  -  but they are  kept  in a 
spiritually starving state by the  “Professional Religious Leaders”  who  do not care  (Mark.6v34,  Matt.23v13)! 
Thus we understand that at The Time – Paul  (along with JC in his parables)  was looking forward in time based upon what he was witnessing in his day 
starting to occur around him,  and is giving a warning of what was to occur (Acts.20v29);  –  sadly what we are told in The New Testament has entirely 
covered the planet today. 

In my very immature youth,  –  blinded by  “The Spiritually Blind”  worldly Christian leaders  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39),  I thought to my error 
these individuals mentioned in these writings were non-Christians and atheists misleading me a  (presumed) “Christian” – how stupid was I !    

It was far more insidious than that  (2Pet.2v1)!   I was  PART  of The Conspiracy  –  to which I now deeply regret,  –  that is precisely why it becomes 
my responsibility in the midst of Yahweh’s Judgment to write what I do,  freely giving for  no  worldly return!  –  So that I might release  “The Prisoners”  
(Matt.25v43,  presently to Satan’s methodology)  and bring sustenance to  “The Poor in spirit”  (Matt.25v42, being overwhelmed by “Religion”)!  
I now realise  (as we are told later)  the poor atheists have no rule except that of The World to guide their lifestyle  (and are thus wholly guiltless in the 
1st part of their physical life)  made so because of the witnessed shenanigans in  “Religion”  that brings utter despair to  sane/reasoning  minds!  

But a Christian has  “The Law”  given by  “The Word of God”  and thus JC becomes  “The Stumbling Stone”  to  worldly Christians,  and 
“The Stone of Crushing”  (unto annihilation)  for  charlatan Christian leaders  (Matt.21v42-44, Luke.20v17-19, etc.)! 

They have been  put on notice! 
Rom.   2v2 og (we) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  And  because  the  decision/judgement/conclusion   
Rom.   2v2 og of the  God [Yahweh]   (it) is  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) truth/verity   
Rom.   2v2 og over/upon  the (persons [worldly Christians])  the (things)  {truly these}/{of these sorts}/like/{such ones}    
Rom.   2v2 og (the) {habitually practising}/{repeating deeds}/{regularly executing} [plural]. 
Rom.   2v2 = And  because  we (ourselves as TCs)  know/understand  the  decision/judgement/conclusion  of  the God (Yahweh), 

it is  accordingly to  The Truth  over/concerning  the persons  (worldly Christians)   
{habitually practising}/{repeated deeds}  {truly these}/{such ones of}  things (= the practises described earlier). 

 

And because we (as TCs)  know/understand  the  decision/judgement  of the God (Yahweh), 
it is according to The Truth concerning the people   (worldly Christians)   
habitually practising truly these things   (as described in the previous chapter). 
 

Thus,  God will act  righteously  upon these  hypocrites,  they will receive what they deserve  (=  not  being Sons of God).  See 2Tim.2v12-13. 
Note   It will be Yahweh Who shall  only  judge “Christians”  (for a THREE way judgement – see  “2 part life”  in glossary)  in  “The Special/Greater  
(1st)  Judgement”  (made  only  by Yahweh)  being  principally  who is worthy to become a Son of God to fill the 144000 places on  “The Scroll of 
(guaranteed)  Life”.   That is  precisely why  Paul speaks of  “God”  judging here and  precisely why  these verses are  only  directed to Christians then  
–  and during the following  Gospel Age  of some 2000 years 
Rom.   2v3 og (you) reckon/calculate/reason/think  And  that/this/there/here  Oh [exclamation]  man!   
Rom.   2v3 og The (person)  {judiciously/mentally deciding}/{to be trying}/concluding/judging  
Rom.   2v3 og the (person [outside his/her grouping])  the (things)  {truly these}/{of these sorts}/like/{such ones}  
Rom.   2v3 og (the) {habitually practising}/{repeating deeds}/{regularly executing} [plural]   also   
Rom.   2v3 og (the) doing/making/performing/yielding/producing [singular]  they/them/same (things)  
Rom.   2v3 og because  thou/you [worldly Christians] 
Rom.   2v3 og (you will) {flee out}/escape  the  decision/judgement/conclusion  of the  God [Yahweh]? 
Rom.   2v3 = Oh Man!   And you  reckon/reason  this:- 

The person  (worldly Christian [leader])   {mentally deciding}/judging  the  (other)  people  (outside his/her grouping),   
the  {habitually practising}/{repeated deeds}  {truly these}/{such ones of}   things, 
Because  also  the  doing/producing/performing  them  (self-same things)    (and you  reckon/reason)   
you  (worldly Christian leaders)   will  {flee out}/escape  the  decision/judgement/conclusion  of the  God  (Yahweh)? 

 

Oh Man!   And you reason this: 
  The person (worldly Christian [leader])  judging the  (other)  people   (outside  his/her  Christian grouping   [of some 37,000+ schisms]), 
  habitually practising truly these things,   
  because also doing them  (these things as described earlier)   
(Then do you think by calling yourselves “Christians”  … … ) 
  you (worldly Christians)  will escape the decision of the God   (Yahweh,  being His  “Special/Greater Judgement”  of Christians)?  
 

While this is a warning specifically to “Christian Leaders”  -  it is also an exhortation to get them out of the present rut! 
As I profusely state elsewhere  only  “Christians”  are subject to  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  which goes one of  three  ways 
upon the decision made  ONLY  by Yahweh at the end of a Christian’s present  breathing/{conscious existence}/life/soul. 
These are the three outcomes for a “Christian’s present existence” - 

1. A demonstrable  “Early Adopter”  and thus become part of the 144000 TCs. 
2. A person not making the grade of (1) and needs further training from those of  (1) in a resurrection into The Millennium. 
3. A charlatan Christian leader imitating Judas by stealing from the devotees (John.12v6) shall  never  be resurrected = annihilation. 

Thus,  we should understand  “The Prime Requirement”  of The Gospel Age is to yield  “The Tools”  of (1)  to teach the recipients of (2)  above. 
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This is  “The True Righteousness”  of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (to  bring-in  The Remnants from  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”). 
I thoroughly explain all these terms in so many places elsewhere within my writings  –  and thus not repeat them here. 

Yahweh  God  always judges those people who are to be  His  Sons (logically),  also termed elsewhere as the  “greater”  and thus  “better”  judgement  –  
consequently,  Paul is  only  speaking of those people who are claiming to be  “Christian leaders”  –  representing Yahweh  and  no  one else!    
The whole of The New Testament supports this tenant – as my innumerable commentaries explain. 
Further supported because Paul is speaking of those people  practising  hypocrisy.  

It is impossible for a  non-Christian to practise hypocrisy  because  they  do not know  of God’s Word  upon which to be hypocritical! 
This  “Special/Greater/Better (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  could go one of 3 ways  –  as I explained earlier  (and given in my 3rd revision before I 
noticed a variant here from my earlier revisions   –  but I leave it in because it says the same thing differently  –  and it is easier to understand when 
given a 3D description)! 

1. Receives “the Prize” (priesthood/Son of God of  guaranteed everlasting life)  as Paul states for himself at 2Tim.4v6-8,  1Cor.9v23-26, etc.).  
     (This is “The First Resurrection” for “The Firstfruits” (Wheat)  who  proved  themselves to be  “The Early Adopters”  of  “God’s Word”.) 
2. Ignored and then resurrected in “The General/Main Resurrection”,  because they were not quite good enough for (1) – by varying degrees.  
     (This is “The Second Resurrection”  that maybe in stages of a 100 years (Isa.65v20) or over six millennia  (see end of Mark’s Gospel) 
3. Never resurrected because of their personal  iniquity. 
    (This becomes personal annihilation for charlatan Christian Leaders in perhaps their millions[?]) 

The warning is God’s Judgement could be  (2) or (3)  depending upon how God viewed this person’s  motivation/thoughts/works. 
Closing note  
All other humans  (irrespective  of their present belief)  receive the promise JC gave  “to save  all  humans”  (from  only  their immediate [= The 1st]  
death)  with absolutely  no  caveats given at 1John.2v2, 4v14.  By consequence,  they are  only  given option (2)  in a perfected DNA fleshly body  (yet 
still  subject to “The 2nd Death”  Rev.2v11, 20v6)  within which they are then to be taught  “Righteousness”  from the demonstrable  “Early Adopters” of 
judgement (1).  

This is  “No More”  or  “No Less”  than that promised to Adam and Eve  (within their perfected DNA fleshly bodies)  =  in The Culmination. 
All this a totally  righteous  scenario organised by our  Righteous  Almighty God  (but is absolutely  never  taught by our  worldly Christian Leaders). 
This is  “The Real Gospel of 1st  Century Christianity”  (that has subsequently morphed into “Religion”  of which we have today)  –  and thus now utterly 
ignored by all those leaders rapturously claiming to represent “God”  -   How on Earth can their representation be true?   Obviously,  it is  not  true! 
 
9th Good News – Yahweh is patient and thus prepared to give recalcitrant people an opportunity to personally reform. 
19th Instruction – Righteous/Holy  Yahweh always operates in this order  (1) guides,  (2) warns,  (3) gives time to improve 
and then  (4) acts to remove noncompliance.   Humans have  no  excuse not to reform in  “the given time”. 
18th Warning – Worldly Christians despise God’s invitation for them to repent and are not part of His family (not TCs). 
19th Warning – Obstinate  worldly Christian Leaders heap upon themselves God’s wrath into The Millennium. 
20th Warning – Yahweh will have His revenge upon those  worldly Christian Leaders according to their works. 
5th Prophecy – Yahweh will have His revenge upon those people who claim to represent Him,  but they misrepresent Him! 
Reasoning – repeat - Christians have access to The Knowledge of  “The Word of God”,  the leaders become criminals to 
“The Word of God” if they refuse to personally reform (2Tim.3v5) and thus become hypocrites to both their congregations 
and to Yahweh, –  the very worst offenders shall be refused a resurrection by Yahweh having met  their/”The 2nd Death”. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart =  seat of motivation,  the  driver/passion  to get something done. 
4th Allegory – Treasure = What is deemed important to a cognitive entity -  becomes harvested at the end of our life. 
20th Instruction – Yahweh will reciprocate accordingly to what we have done during the 1st part of our physical life – 
either positively for the TCs to yield Sonship,  or negatively for  charlatan Christian leaders with personal annihilation.  
Rom.   2v4 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  of the  wealth/possessions/abundance/riches  of the   
Rom.   2v4 og usefulness/excellence/gentleness/goodness/kindness  (of the) Him  
Rom.   2v4 og also  of the  forbearance/tolerance/{self-restraint}   
Rom.   2v4 og also  of the  {long-suffering}/patience/fortitude/forbearance   (you) despise/disesteem/{think against}   
Rom.   2v4 og (of the) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}    
Rom.   2v4 og because  the  {employment of manner/morals}/useful/better/easy/goodness/gracious/kind    
Rom.   2v4 og of the  God  into/unto  (the) {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance   
Rom.   2v4 og thee/thy/thou  (it) {leads away}/brings/drives/goes/induces? 
Rom.   2v4 Or  yourselves  despise/{think against}  of the  wealth/abundance  of His  (Yahweh’s)   (spiritual)   usefulness/excellence; 

also  of the  (His)  forbearance/{self-restraint}  also  of the  {long suffering}/patience  
(inasmuch you are prepared to think of the good things and ignore that   “with responsibility comes accountability”!  - So true today!) 
Because   (the  worldly Christian leaders)   {inclined not to understand}/{rather be ignorant}   
of God’s  {employment of moral manners}/usefulness/goodness  {leads away}/drives/induces   unto  your  reformation/repentance! 

 

Or  (do)  yourselves despise   (= to have no regard and thus have no interest in personal reform to imitate JC … … ) 
of the  wealth/abundance  of His (Yahweh's)   (spiritual)  usefulness/excellence  (knowledge for our mind through God's Word); 
                (When learning to imitate JC then you gain a mind that is worthy to exist forever within Yahweh’s Domain [= The Universe]) 
also of  (His)  forbearance  also of  (His)  patience. 
                (Are we to test Yahweh’s patience with us as individuals before we learn to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by putting it into practice?) 
Because  (the  worldly Christian leaders)  rather be ignorant of God's goodness  (that)  leads/drives  unto your repentance! 

                (Being a  “Professional”  means the mind is focussed upon  “The World Living”  and not upon  “Living with Yahweh”  [Matt.6v24]) 
 

Looking at the words  “despise/{think against}”  and  “{inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}”. 
What do these words tell us? 
Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

Obviously not!   Because this piece written by Paul is  directly written about them! 
“despise/{think against}”  =  The Person must absolutely know it first  –  it is impossible to despise something that is unknown. 
“{inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}”  =  by choosing not to understand the full implications of Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation. 

The precise reason  why  Paul is writing to  worldly Christian leaders is that these words are used about people who  absolutely know  (as we are told 
earlier in chapter 1  [and Paul has not digressed])  what they should be doing from  “knowing The Word of God”.   Regrettably,  they are doing 
something else  –  being something else that pleases them,  rather than produce  “The Internal Reform”  that occurred within Paul  (1Tim.1v12-14);  that 
is why he was able to write with such authority  –  because he had to personally make  “The Change”  himself,  of which he was successfully able to do. 
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This is why Paul  was/is  able to speak about  “The Power of The Word of God”  -  because it was  “The Power of its Righteous Reasoning”  that 
changed his  recalcitrant/stubborn  worldly mind unto a  “Mind of God”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.)    It is absolutely not the unrighteous and 
dangerous spiritual nonsense of which our charismatic Religious Leaders teach us  -  because it has obviously had no effect within their mind! 
Therefore,  with that background,  then again,  we must ask ourselves - 

What is Paul  really  saying here? 
To answer this,  we must understand Paul is speaking to those people with  “The Responsibility”  to bring more people unto Yahweh and then educate 
them so that they might become TCs and hence future  “Sons of God”.   This is what Paul taught us  (1Cor.4v16. 11v1, Gal.4v12  –  to which I might ask,  
have I invented these citations?). 
We do  not  become  “Sons of God”  by merely wishing this to be so!   And then be asking God to make us good and thus become  “Sons of God”  
without any hearkening effort  (all as we are errantly taught by our  worldly Christian leaders and yet contrary to what we are taught in The Bible)! 

We  only  become future  “Sons of God”  –  if  Yahweh chooses us to become His Adopted Sons  (to “be adopted” is a  TWO  party decision)! 
We do not become future sons  (“Children”)  of God just because we think we are –  or our  worldly Christian leaders indulgently say we are! 
We  only  become future “Sons of God”  if  and only if,  we have internally  completely reformed away  from Worldly methodology  and - 
We gain  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  in precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (as deemed by Yahweh). 
Because it is  only  Yahweh (Matt.20v23)  Who can view our true  heart/{seat of motivation}  as a candidate to be a Son of God  (as we are 
taught by simile at 1Sam.16v7-13,  being that for David’s  future Kingship  -  all given to us by prophetic allegory  for our edification). 
That is  precisely why  Yahweh can  only  obtain 144000 TCs during the 2000 year Gospel Age period  (of which He knew beforehand –  and 
hence wrote it in Revelations for our personal gain –  and ultimate fulfilment to show  His Command/Omnipotence  over The Environment)! 

While all this is difficult to do when  “The Current of The Stream”  is against us  (being worldly methodology operating all around,  Eph.2v2)  –  but it is 
still  “The Goal/Target”  for us,  towards which  all  Christians should aim -  and it imperative that we personal do not lose sight of this.   It is  “The 
Responsibility” of  “Christian Leaders”  to  exhort/motivate  fellow Christians  to become The Next Generations of TCs  so that Yahweh’s Desire shall 
be fulfilled as soon as possible and be gaining the 144000 future sons of God.  Noting “The soon as possible” is the goal for us – but for Yahweh He 
knows  “The Time Scale”  before it started  and thus  competently able  to  accurately prophesy  over the 6000 + 1000 years! 

Anything short of this shows us to be delinquent in our personal responsibility to Whom we claim to  represent/serve! 
It is to this end,  Paul is writing this in his letter –  to be a continual exhortation  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.,) for us to personally make  “The 
Required Reform”  –  we cannot just state   “God do it for us”  -  Yahweh does not want zombies!   He desires humans who change to become people 
who  “are like God”  and able to make personal conscious decisions that fulfil His Desire  –  to  “Rule the Resurrected World”  –  precisely how Yahweh 
desires  “The Resurrected World”  to be ruled. 

Almost needless to say   That is  absolutely  not  occurring now  (under  worldly leaders of Politics and Religion  [and Commerce])! 
It would be needless to say –  except we have  worldly Christian leaders say JC is ruling now  –  utter hogwash -   look around us! 

“JCg” as “The Word of God” - 
(1)  Presently rules  spiritually  within  “The Minds”  of  “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age  (being “The Heaven/Authority of God” 
within as a  presence/parousia  within The 144000 TCs  [Luke.17v21])  as demonstrated within their output of works  (real charity)  -  and   
(2)  Shall  physically  rule with a rod of iron  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v17)  to ensure that  “Righteousness”  occurs throughout  ALL  “The 
Resurrected World”   in The Millennium  (as I very carefully explain elsewhere).   Amen! 

However  today   JCg is  not  physically ruling  –  but Satan’s methodology is as The Air  (Eph.2v2)  to be as the heaven  (singular)  authority that is 
physically ruling in our leaders.  This precisely why they  are  “leaders”  of  “This World”,  and become successful as  “leaders”,  by following  “The 
Present Prevailing Methodology”  (= worldly methodology sourced by Satan  [to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt])  and hence John's observation at 
1John.5v19 and Paul’s at 2Cor.4v4). 
That is precisely why TCs of The Gospel Age are  not  leaders today  (of  Religion/Politics/Commerce  because to be successful today,  requires the use of 
present methodology])  because it promotes the wrong mindset!   Therefore,  TCs  take  the position of  “The  Last/Least”  in society today , and shall be  
given  (by Yahweh)  the position of  “The First/Most  in society  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30)  as  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 
5v4, Rev.1v6 and so many more citations)  in The Millennium  (in the 2nd part of our physical life) - because they have developed “The Correct Mindset”!   

For the leaders of today in our society  -  it is  precisely the opposite! 
All exactly as The Bible tells us in just so many places,  being based entirely on how  “The Power of The Word of God”  operates within an 
individual  (to change our mind away from The World unto Yahweh's Methodology)  -  to then be assessed by Yahweh upon its fruitage in  
“The  Greater/Special  1st Judgement”  (made upon only and  all  Christians)! 

Now with this understanding,  we clearly  know/understand  exactly what is occurring today without the  “smoke and mirrors”  presented by those 
individuals  (leaders)  who  want to control  “The Environment”  for personal worldly gain;  then we can overlay what Paul is teaching us here. 

Hence Christian leaders have been given the warning and exhortation most clearly;  and are thus without excuse! 
Any person can improve  –  if the individual wants to! 

Yahweh is giving people The Time to improve – if we want to make the very necessary comprehensive change from that of  “self-indulgence to 
the hurt of our neighbour” (worldly methodology)  to that of  “edifying our neighbour to our own personal hurt”  (Yahweh’s Methodology). 

This website precisely explains what this entails! 
Then  perhaps  we might personally be placed  by Yahweh  upon the short list for the final selection to become a future son of God! 
This being  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life” (Rev.5v2-9)  given unto JCg to metaphorically unroll through the 2000 years of The Gospel Age 
as he achieves his future Bride of 144000 TCs from out of this perfect union (Eph.5v30-32)  “JCg and The Early Adopters”  can gain their 
spiritual children  (“The Late Adopters”)  from out of  “The Resurrected World”! 

This is what The Whole Bible  screams out to us  -  if we are only too prepared to positively respond unto  “The Message”. 
I repeat -  this verse is  not  written for  “The World at large”,  but  only  specifically to people who call themselves “Christians”  and heavily weighted 
according to those people with the greater responsibility  (Luke.12v46-48)!   All non-Christians are not even judged by Yahweh – because they do  not  
claim to be judged upon  “The Stone of JC”  -   being that of his ministry/lifestyle!   “The Rest of The World”  automatically  receive a  “guaranteed  
resurrection”  into The Millennium,  to then be judged by JC and the 144000 TCs  (John.5v23-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-4, etc.,)  after perhaps 100 
years (Isa.65v20)  or within the successive  “Week of Sabbaths”  immediately following The Great Sabbath as The Example of what is to follow. 
I hypothesise upon  “the weeks of Sabbaths”  as a possible prophetic allegory in my revolutionary concept given at the end of Mark’s Gospel. 
Rom.   2v5 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  And   
Rom.   2v5 og the  callousness/stubbornness/hardness/obstinate/{stiff-necked}  {of you}  
Rom.   2v5 Basically these persons are not prepared to self-audit themselves against what The Word of God teaches us. 
Rom.   2v5 og also  (the) {not to think differently}/unrepentant/impenitent  (the) heart/{seat of motivation}, 
Rom.   2v5 og (you to) amass/reserve/{layup treasure}/{keep in store}  (to the) thyself/{your own self}   
Rom.   2v5 og (the) {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance  in  (the) Day/{period of time} 
Rom.   2v5 og (of the) {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance   
Rom.   2v5 og also  (the) disclosure/appearing/manifestation/revelation   
Rom.   2v5 og (of the) {just sentence}/{righteous Judgement}  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   2v5 = And  {according to}  your  callousness/stubbornness/obstinate   

also  the  {not to think differently}/unrepentant/impenitent  heart/{seat of motivation},     
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you  (worldly Christian leaders)  to  amass/reserve/{lay-up treasure}  {of your own self}  the  {violent passion}/anger/vengeance   
also  the  disclosure/appearing/manifestation  of the  {just sentence}/{righteous judgement}  of the God (Yahweh). 

 

And according to your  (worldly Christian leaders')   stubbornness  also the unrepentant  heart/{seat of motivation}. 
               (These leaders prefer Man’s output because  it pleases a worldly mind  –  of  both parties  [Yahweh’s Direction is too hard, John.6v60]) 
you  (worldly Christian leaders)  lay-up  treasure for yourself  (of)  the vengeance   (as determined by Yahweh) 
               ([1] rejection of Sonship to  worldly Christian Leaders,   [2] never to be resurrected for  charlatan Christian Leaders) 
also the manifestation of the righteous judgement of the God (Yahweh). 

               (When all is made plain  [Luke.12v2-3]  then  “The Resurrected World”  shall agree this was an equitable outcome for these Christian Leaders) 
 

God’s wrath occurs at the same time as His vengeance  (this is  only  spoken of The Once in The Bible of  this present time period   and thus must be at 
the same time prior to the start of The Millennium.  We must understand the Greek word for  “{violent Passion}/Vengeance”  is a word that is  only  used 
when a repayment is made for a  personal  attack.  

The only way humans can  “attack God”  is by  “directly attacking His Word”.   
They attack His Word by distorting it,  misrepresenting it,  making God look   unrighteous  within people of  sane,  reasoning  minds,  making outsiders 
think that God is just  “a joke”  (see 1v23)  because of the utterly foolish things that God’s supposed  (self-claimed)  representatives  (worldly and worse,  
charlatan Christian leaders)  say about Him.  
Note   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  attack God’s  Word  by defacing what it truly means in their unrighteous nonsense  “supposed exegesis”  and 
hypocritical deeds  -  and thus we realise that Yahweh's  “vengeance”  is  not  for God’s TCs  being a supposed  “recompensed”  for worldly persecution  
(being something charlatan Christian leaders state to their congregations to give a sense of  “fake legitimacy”). 

Why is this true? 
Surely TCs are part of God  (being declared by JC as being  “one with JC”  who is  “one with God”  - John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.)? 
Yes and No! 

Yahweh tells us in His Word  (as only contained within The Bible)  in several places,  He expects  (thereby allows)  people to attack TCs,  John.16v1-4,   
(“Like a father chastising his son because he loves him”  Heb.12v5-12)  to refine them  (see 5v2-5,  1Cor.3v13-15, etc.,  as a few of numerous examples).  
Therefore,  the people attacking TCs are actually fulfilling God’s Will/Desire  (though driven by  opposite  worldly desires  [and thus judged as such]  –  
see John.11v47-53, etc.)   to produce a  better  result in the TC  (but we are also told  “only to our limit  –  because an escape route will be given” 
1Cor.10v13).   
Consequently,  Yahweh  cannot  be vengeful upon humans  “doing His desire”  (even if what they do is for the  wrong  reasons)  –  it is  not  righteous)! 

Therefore Yahweh’s vengeance can  only  be directed to those people claiming to have  “The Knowledge”  of  “God’s Word”  and claiming to 
personally represent God,  who then attack God’s Personal Word by  misrepresenting/distorting/twisting  it,  who will soon feel God’s Wrath. 

Paul cannot be speaking of atheists or people of other worldly religions who attack God’s Word because they have  no  knowledge and are thus ignorant 
to Yahweh’s Desire  –  they  all  shall have The Millennium within which to learn and then practice  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  as 
personally given by JCg through his faithful Bride  (144000 TCs). 
Finally,  the works of these supposed representatives are seen by atheists as hypocrites to what they preach  –  thus back to 2v3  –  all within context! 
A comment regarding the people hurting the TCs as one grouping above,  and those people apparently grouped separately spinning God's Word into a 
shambolic mess in  sane/reasoning  minds are actually the one and same grouping of people,  I simply made the split to clarify reasoned thought unto 
what is occurring today. 
Rom.   2v6 og [Prophecy, Ps.62v12 ]  Who/What/Which/That  
Rom.   2v6 og (he will) {give away}/recompense/render/requite/return/reward  (to the) each/any/every (person)    
Rom.   2v6 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours/deeds  (of the) him. 

Old Testament reference located at Ps.62v12  
Rom.   2v6 = (Yahweh)  Who  He  will  {give away}/recompense/requite/reward   

to  each/every  person  according to  his/(her)  {occupational efforts}/works/labours/deeds. 
 

(Yahweh)  Who will recompense to every person   (claiming to represent Him)   according to  his/(her)  occupational efforts. 

                (The Goal for The Gospel Age is solely “Sonship”;  universal personal salvation requires The Millennium  [that itself requires the TCs first]). 
 

Again this epistle is specifically written by Paul,  and is directed to The Brethren in The Ecclesia  as a warning  –  and thus logically only directed to 
“Christians”  –  because heathen  (atheists, agnostics and those people of all other worldly religions)  know nothing about what is required of them.  
That is precisely why it is Yahweh God Who becomes  “The One”  judging  each/every  individual  Christian’s 1st part of their physical life to see if the 
2nd part of  their spiritual life has been perfected according to  “The Word of God”  and is thus worthy of  “Sonship”  in the 2nd part of their physical life.  
All other people  (including worldly Christian)  shall be judged by JCg in The Millennium  (being The 2nd Judgement,  John.5v23-30)  when they have 
had an opportunity to learn and practice  “Righteousness”  –  then,  and only then,  they become in the position to make an  educated  choice in the 3.5 
year assay period when Satan is released (Rev.20v7-10).   This is “Righteous”,  because they have experienced society operating under Satan's 
methodology in the 1st part of their physical life and then of Yahweh's Methodology in the 2nd part of their physical life. 

Obviously,  none  of this is correctly taught by  worldly Christian leaders because it nullifies their position over society from which  they gain! 
 
10th Good News – TCs patiently seeking guaranteed eternal life shall  work/toil  in the honour of  goodness/purity. 
21st Instruction – TCs having The Expectation are internally driven to  work/toil  for the honour of  goodness/purity. 
1st Comment – Work is done to make an “expectation” a reality,  by contrast,  “hope” is an  inactive/passive  wait! 
TCs make The Millennium a reality  (1) spiritually in themselves and  (2) physically when 144000 TCs prove themselves. 
By contrast,  worldly Christians passively wait for someone else to make The Millennium occur! 
11th Reasoning – TCs have genuinely built a new  personality/desires/traits  upon  “The Word of God”  to become a new 
spiritual creature within the mind that wholly fulfils Yahweh's Desire in  self-sacrifice  away from what The World gives. 
Rom.   2v7 og To the (persons [TCs/brethren])  truly/indeed  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom.   2v7 og (the) enduring/patience/continuance   (of the) {occupational effort}/work/labour/effort/deed 
Rom.   2v7 og (of the) {intrinsically good}/{well being}/ideal   (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   
Rom.   2v7 og also  (the) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity   
Rom.   2v7 og also  (the) incorruptibility/{unending existence}/genuineness/immortality    
Rom.   2v7 og (they are) seeking/searching/endeavouring/inquiring,  (the) life  (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting. 
Rom.   2v7 = To the people   (TCs, and brethren aiming to become TCs)    

truly  enduring/continuance  according to  {intrinsically good}/ideal  {occupational efforts}/works/labours, 
they are  seeking/inquiring  glory/honour/dignity  also  the  value/esteem/precious  also  the  incorruptibility/genuineness 
the  everlasting life. 
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To the people  (TCs and the people actively aiming to be TCs)    
truly enduring according to the intrinsically good occupational effort   (of precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle), 
they are seeking the  honour/dignity  (of being a future Son of God)   also the  value/esteem   (of which this future position represents)  
also the  incorruptibility/immortality  (in a  heavenly/celestial body)   (which yields guaranteed)  everlasting life. 
 

This is  “The Goal”  of which Paul is teaching us –  being  “The Ideal Goal”  that JC set down  as a template  for a 144000 successful TCs to achieve. 
Thus,  still  within context  speaking of TCs who  “agapao” God   being far beyond what this present world can deliver -  then they receive the following  

1. “glory” before all other humans =  accepted as  “Sons of God”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  =  JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (Rev.20v5-6). 
2. “honour” before all other humans =  as the future  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.,)  to receive honour from  “The 
Resurrected World”  comprising of all people within perfected DNA fleshly bodied people of  “The General/Main (2nd) Resurrection”. 
3. “incorruptible” = Proved  themselves genuine  (through their works  James.2v14-26)  to  “agapao”  love God  in affliction  (John.16v1-4, 
etc.,)  during the 1st part of their physical life and thus they  then  cannot  sin in JC’s regime  where they shall  not  be afflicted. 
4. “Everlasting life” =  Guaranteed  everlasting life  (“The 2nd Death”  has no power over the TCs –  Rev2v11, 20v6)  because then in The 
Millennium their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  inhabit a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (not physically based upon DNA). 

It must be realised these Epistles were  only  written to  The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs,   giving by warning what was occurring,  being that 
of  worldly Christianity to then starting the  slide-in  to corrupt  “1st Century Christianity”  into “Religion”  (1John.18v19, 2Pet.2v1, etc.).   The Apostles 
were exhorting The Brethren to work at  accurately  teaching God’s Word unto The World in these Epistles  (1John.2v14, etc.).  These letters were  not  
written for The World at large in the early days of The Gospel.  The World just  would  not  understand the contents  -  as Paul tells us.  These letters are 
not given  “as milk,  but solid food” (Heb.5v12)  being  condensed  notes  “as reminders”  for The Brethren,  to be  “filled in by mouth”  when Paul saw 
them physically  (Rom.1v10, etc.).  The Brethren were then to teach to The World at large  (by giving out  “spiritual milk” 1Cor.3v2)  and bring those 
individuals who were receptive into  “a body of people”  (actually,  the correct translation is   “The Ecclesia”  =  “The Calling Out”  [not “church”]).  
This being  “JCg knocking at the door” (Rev.3v20)  to someone’s heart through  “the (mobile) temple”  of the TC doing  “God’s Will/Desire”  in this 
present worldly system under Satan’s temporary control.  The worldly person comes in,  enquiring of  “The Real Faith”  by  “having supper with JCg” 
in amongst  “the body of people”  (= The Ecclesia [not “church”])  -  unlike that which occurs today given by warning of what is to occur during the last 
some 100 years of The Gospel Age at 1Cor.14v23! 
It is for this reason the reader will  not  discover much in The Bible about the future of  non-Christians  ( The Heathen’)  bring  The World at large. 
The Bible tells us  “JC died for all” (humans)  without any caveats  (1John.2v2, 4v14),  thus under this  “catch-all scheme”  they will learn  
“Righteousness”  under a perfect regime later within The Millennium during the 2nd part of their physical life.   Paul tells us to  “leave some people 
because it will be better for them”  later  (1Tim.1v20  -  please see my local commentary where I correctly explain what this means). 
Thus,  the warnings in The Epistles  are to The Brethren only  -  which are - 

1. Do not slide backwards into The World by leaving The Real Faith  (= 1st Century Christianity, -  not  the  worldly Christianity we have today). 
2. Do not seek self-gratification  (being what The World can deliver upon which to self-indulge -  that is presently Satan’s world). 
3. Most importantly,  do not distort God’s Word  for personal  fleshly/worldly  gain,  else  we will loose all,  being that we shall loose so very 

much more  than the  unknowing  world at large   (being our annihilation at the end of our present existence)! 
Repeating the above for the reader’s benefit   The Epistles were written  for The Brethren at that specific time.  
But now these writings become applicable to “The World” of Christians,  because  “The Christian Nation”  now knows about the basics  (but sadly, 
utterly  twisted/distorted  away  from  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by “The Word of God”)  and thus require more wholesome sustenance!   
Hence the reason for this  most  accurate  Translation to become  “The Prime Reference Standard”  for The World to use,  also  “The Accurate 
Explanation”  of God’s Truthful Word contained within these writings,  to thoroughly explain the condensed notes  (being the solid food)  tenderised a 
little so that we can together comprehend it. 
Thus enabling us to become part of The Brethren,  so that we might personally  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to The World at large,  for the 
next generation of TCs to follow through after us  (from the sacrifice of our lives in  “The Accurate Ministry”  of  “The Word of God”). 
 
21st Warning – Worldly people have worldly traits,  because that is how their  spirit/personality/desire  operates. 
12th Reasoning – By definition,  worldly Christians still hanker unto what The World can deliver because  “The Word of 
God”  has not  fully developed a new creature within  (2Tim.3v5) –  thus still personally preferring worldly methodology. 
They see no use for The Millennium,  they are only interested in The Immediacy  (hence operating to an animalistic mind) 
Rom.   2v8 og to the (persons)  And  {from/out of}  (the) intrigue/faction/contention/strife/rivalries/{self-seeking}   
Rom.   2v8 og also  (the) disbelieving/disobedient/rebellious/uncommitted  truly/indeed  to the  truth/verity,   
Rom.   2v8 og (to the) pacifying/conciliating/agreeing/persuading/confidently/assuring [middle voice]  
Rom.   2v8 og and  to the  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness/iniquity,   
Rom.   2v8 og (the) {passion (as if breathing hard)}/fierceness/indignation/rage   
Rom.   2v8 og also  (the) {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance, 
Rom.   2v8 = And  to the  people   (worldly Christians and the leaders)  

{from out of}  the  intrigue/faction/contention/{self-seeking}   (for worldly self-gratification) 
also  truly/indeed  disbelieving/disobedient/rebellious/uncommitted  to the truth   (= will not self-audit to The Bible’s requirements)  
and  pacifying/conciliating/agreeing  to the  unrighteousness/injustice/iniquity   (allowing worldly values set the innermost standards) 
the  fierceness/indignation/wrath/rage  also  the  {violent passion}/anger/vengeance   (not allowing The Word of God to reform the mind). 

 

And to the people  (worldly Christian leaders)   from out of the intrigue   (for worldly self-gratification)   
also truly  disbelieving/rebellious  (within the mind)   to/in  the truth   (as sourced by solely  “The Word of God”  [and not by  “the word of Man”]) 
and agreeing to the unrighteousness   (driven by worldly methodology,  while pretending to represent God) 
(thereby yielding)   the fierceness  also the wrath   (by having personally refused to reform their mind) 
 

“Christians”  are not like that  –  even  worldly Christians!  
Oh Really? 

Just look throughout all of history and see what is done in  “The Name of Christianity”,  The Leaders of large nations saying I am  “Born Again”  and  
“In God we Trust”  and then bomb  “The Opposition”  –  literally!   Also Charismatic Televangelists calling upon Latin American leaders to be  “put 
down”  and  “millions”  of other examples I could give here,  –  and then,  let us now bring it very home to  “The Individual”  where a  “Christian”  
might have argued with a neighbour  – under the supposedly  “mitigating circumstance”  -  “but it was  his/her  fault”! 

Therefore,  where does that put  “The Individual”  “Christian”  in regard to what Paul is stating here? 
Is this what we desire within a human that Yahweh would Desire as  “a Son of God”  –  being someone who precisely imitates His Son JC?  

Because this  is  “The Target”  being  “The Goal”  set for  every person  in The Gospel Age,  that itself is rapidly ending! 
Though it is  never  taught by  worldly Christian Leaders  –  but mere  self-indulgent  froth having absolutely  no real  substance  (like a house built upon 
the sand and we witness the result when the storms of life beat upon that house  Matt.7v25-27)  –  but it  “sounds good”,  those  “lovely sound-bites”! 
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Yet look at the  faction/intrigue  that occurs in the English Synod in their voting  –  there is  ONE  BIBLE  and yet so many different  human/worldly  
interpretations  (yielding some 37000+ Christian schisms at 2007 CE)! 

Why? 
Because quite simply the people do  not  want to know The Truth  –  so they generate their  own  “supposed truths”  which are so distant from 
“The Absolute Truth”  as given within what The Bible precisely and coherently teaches us  (Rev.22v18-19, Gal.3v1, etc.). 

It is precisely of this Paul is teaching us within Romans  –  beware of the some 37,000+ Christian schisms whose leaders have created their  own  form of  
worldly Christianity  –  which becomes acceptable to them,  to  “Divide and Rule”  for the worldly distributed income this generates!   
These leaders twisting Christianity,  similarly as Hinduism taking upon itself local customs and opinions to become  “all things to all men”,  to yield all 
the variations we witness in The Environment.  All precisely as JC told us at John.10v1-16  –  please see my local commentaries. 
While these leaders outwardly profess their worship by words and prayer  –  but inwardly they detest what Yahweh  really means to them  within their 
heart/{seat of motivation}  that is to ideally direct them to  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle  guided by a reformed mind.  A mind solely built upon 
God’s Word and  not  a  personally preferred blend  of  “God’s Word”  and  “Man’s word”,  James.1v6-8. 
By consequence,  Yahweh allows them to continue showing their true inward disbelief  –  while on the outside they show a  feigned  “love”  to Yahweh. 

Words are just so cheap!  
But it is The Works that shows the depth of  “The Belief”  -  all contrary to the defused message taught by these Christian leaders. 

It is easy “to talk the talk”  as do our eloquent wordsmith religious leaders,  but who wants  “to walk the walk” as did JC,  and as do the TCs? 
That is precisely why Yahweh detests them  –  and He will be violently angry against such people ardently claiming to represent Him,  but 
their actions show otherwise!   Examine the Fruitage of the Tree –  it is representative of what type of spiritual DNA is taught  (Matt.7v17-19). 

But first Yahweh will allow  “The Secular World”  to destroy  “Religion”  –  being that  “The Educated Masses”  realise  “Religion”  is an irrelevance 
to their lives  –  inasmuch  “The  Religion  Bubble/Balloon”  has burst and it can offer  no   “Salvation to Mankind”  in its  “useless exegesis”.   

But only  True  Christianity as taught in The Bible as  “1st Century Christianity”   will demonstrably come out as supreme at  “The Close of 
The Gospel Age”  –  and it is to this end,  that  “FutureLife.Org”  is ascribed by name  (Matt.24v14)  within its commitment. 

Furthermore,  “1st Century Christianity”  shall continue through into The Millennium and beyond  -  into “The Eternity”! 
 
22nd Warning – Worldly religious leaders having the responsibility of Yahweh’s Word sadly bring calamity to Mankind. 
5th ‘Allegory’ – “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory but a  very  
necessary  definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by people who claim to know – but obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word in this website  –  that clearly explain what the word  really  means! 
13th Reasoning – Paul speaks of the Jew first and then the Greek (= Gentile) second.  He is thus speaking of those people 
representing God's Word under “The 2 Covenants”  –  Jews before JC,  The Christians after JC.  Paul uses the Jews to 
differentiate between Gentiles  before  JC and The Christians to differentiate between non-Christians  after  JC. 
Thus,  looking forward in this  epistle/letter,  Paul is  only  speaking here about Christians of The Gospel Age. 
23rd Warning – Religious people  of both epochs of Israel operating to worldly methodology bring harm into The World. 
Rom.   2v9 og (the) affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution  also   
Rom.   2v9 og (the) {narrowness of room}/calamity/distress/anguish     
Rom.   2v9 og over/upon  (the) every  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}  (of the)  man    
Rom.   2v9 og of the  (having) accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{worked out}   
Rom.   2v9 og the  worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked,   
Rom.   2v9 og (of the) Jew  both  firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  also  (of the) Greek [Gentile]. 
Rom.   2v9 = the  affliction/burdening/persecution  also  the  calamity/distress/anguish,    

concerning  all/every  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}    of man  
of the  having  accomplished/performed/fashioned/{worked out}  the  worthless/deprived/hurtful/harmful/evil, 
both  firstly  (1) of the Jew  also  (2) of the Greek (= gentile). 

 

The affliction  also the calamity concerning every conscious existence of man having accomplished hurtfulness, 
both firstly  (1) of the Jew  also  (2) of the Greek. 
 

We should ask - 
What does this mean -  inasmuch to whom is this directed? 

These hypocritical religious leaders  (still in context)  know God’s Word  are pretending to be wonderful examples of God’s Word  (and thus a 
“hypocrite” –  Greek for “stage acting”)  but internally driven through personal motivation of  worldly  self-gratification are predatory to weaker people 
in God’s Word  (congregational members),  Acts.20v29. 

Why? 
To answer this question,  then let us ask another! 

Why did God  (Yahweh)  give us The Gospel  (= The Content of  The Ministry  of JC and the giving of JC’s  Perfect Sacrifice)? 
Because the Gospel  (= The Good News/Message)  edifies those people who know it,  assay/test it  and then operate with fidelity upon it. 
The Gospel explains The World as it is,  gives us  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  and how we are to behave within our life  (comprising of two 
parts) – to God first,  and secondly towards our neighbour  (Mark.12v30-31). 
But if  “The Word”  is corrupted to create mysteries,  inconsistencies,  unrighteousness,  fraction,  hypocrisy and falsehoods,  then what happens?  

What does this do to the recipients of  God’s Word that has been corrupted to suit worldly standards? 
The recipients are  not  edified from this distortion of The Truth and by consequence,  sink into the acts of The World as spoken within 2v9. 
I can take  any  sermon given by  any   worldly Christian leader and find  systematic errors within what they teach,  using Bible citations to specifically 
counter the dangerous nonsense they teach  –  I have 100's of example transcripts of which I will publicly  audit  in due time. 
However I must first generate  “The Prime Reference Spiritual Standard”,  –  as have done  “The National Physics Laboratories”  around the world to 
generate  “The Prime Reference Physical Standards”  thereby enabling people to reference things in their life against  “Stable and Correct Standards”. 
Now  

Why the Jew 1st and then the Gentile 2nd ? 
This just confirms exactly what I have just described  (but also it operates at two levels  [as always does the Bible in these matters]). 
Level One: 
JC’s ministry was offered to the Jew first to righteously answer The Tanakh,  that leads on unto the Gentiles  (reiterating 1v16),  also to become a 
prophetic allegory in the following manner. 

1. It was to show “The New Spiritual Israel” (Jewish Nation representing The Christian Nation) (see glossary)  to  be elected chosen out  of The 
Christian Nation during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years  (Matt.20v16, 22v14).  Furthermore,  the Gentiles become The World resurrected 
into The Millennium,  who  “on mass”  (then to be 3rd Epoch New  Fleshy “Israel”)  would be taught righteousness by  “The New  Spiritual  
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Israel”  being  “The Bride of Christ”, Rev.22v2, 9,  (= The  Kings/Priests  of The Millennium)  formally the 144000 TCs in the 1st part of their 
physical life.  These  “Early Adopters”  would also face persecution from their displayed adherence to Yahweh’s Word  (John.16v1-4, etc.). 

2. However Satan always comes onto the scene through his practised methodology within The World  (being that he is presently ruling through 
The Leaders of The World taking their self-indulgent positions over “Their Minions”)  and thus allows humans to fulfil  their own  self-
indulgent  ambitions.  These leaders practise Satan’s methodology/strategy)  when they claim to represent  “JC”  and yet take from The 
World  “on the back”  of Yahweh’s beautiful Word. 
Thus the corruption of God’s Word started first with - 

The Priests upon The Israelites  (prior to JC’s ministry). 
The Jew as converted Jews becoming Worldly Christians claiming to be TC’s causing the problems thus described in v9.  
Then when The Gospel was preached to the Gentiles,  a similar type of motivated people  (leaders)  distorted and twisted God’s 
Word for personal  self-gratification  of a worldly nature.  However,  as we are told in  Rom.1v24  they are  allowed to expose their 
real character  (to demonstrably show their incompetence for a 2nd term in The Millennium)  –  hence being  far removed from that 
required for Sonship! 

Level Two: 
Actually,  this is buried within  “Level One”  above. 
However,  I want to extract it so we can see the beauty of Yahweh’s Omnipotent Plan of Human Salvation of extraordinary righteousness. 
There is running in total,  Two Covenants that Yahweh had with Mankind  –  running under an earlier covenant Yahweh had with Abraham. 
Being  “The Plan/Covenant”  that The World would become blessed [by JC]  through Abraham’s loins,  and in addition,  there would be The Promised 
Land for The World to inhabit  (Canaan then  –  but this becomes The Whole Earth in The Millennium under Yahweh’s Rest  –  please see Hebrews 
chapter 3 to 5 and my many local commentaries). 
Under this  all-embracing  Covenant Yahweh issued Two Covenants through time - 
The 1st Covenant with The Jews (1st). 

This was  “The Law based upon Works”  given by The Prophet Moses  (whose fleshly body was not found  –  Jude.v9). 
And whose priesthood was through Moses’ brother Aaron,  a Levite. 
No human could pass this Law  –  and they all failed.  But it was  set-up  by Yahweh for three reasons - 

1. It provided The Standard upon which JC could be righteously judged  (Matt.5v18, etc.). 
2. The Law given in religious statutes was The Physical representation of The Spiritual that was to occur in  “The 2nd Covenant”,  

and thus become a  guide/escort  for us aiming to become TCs. 
3. Finally this is how The Millennium and beyond,  shall be  -  when people have the mind of JC,  inasmuch there will be no crime  (= 

deliberate sin)  and by consequence people will pass the  “Law on Works”  driven by agapao from within  (Matt.5v16-18, 
Mark.12v30-31). 

The reason for  (1) and (2)  above,  is that JC physically surpassed  “The Law  (of Moses)”  because of  “agapao”  driving his mind. 
(Where “agapao” = “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  - being   “love by principle”). 
Thus this  “agapao” (StrongsTM = 25)  yielded  “agape” (StrongsTM = 26)  and hence  “The spiritual Agapao”  is made manifest physically in  
“charity works”.  Where  “agape/charity”  is done  freely/simply  –  without  strings attached  –  consequently for absolutely  no  worldly 
return,  except abuse,  where the  “abuse”  comes from  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  detesting their feigned charity being exposed  
[by example at John.11v47-53]). 
Thus,  re-emphasising because it is just so important to grasp  

JC surpassed The Standard in pure works  (agape)  because of his pure mind driven by Yahweh’s Methodology  (agapao).  
Because JC  surpassed  The Standard then He was then  righteously  able  to inaugurate The New Standard  that made him successful over 
what was  “The 1st Standard”  (that is not to be removed  –  Matt.5v18). 

So where does this leave  “The World”? 
The 2nd Covenant with The Christian Nation - Gentiles (2nd). 

This New Law was based upon The Mind given by The Prophet JC  (whose fleshly body was equally “not found”  –  John.20v5,  because JC 
was in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  [John.20v17],  1Cor.15v35-55 –  having passed the requirements contained within Yahweh’s  “1st 
Covenant”). 
It was JC’s ministry that sets the required reform within our minds who agree to partake within  “The 2nd Covenant”  (for a  greater  prize,  
than anything under offer under  “The 1st Covenant”).  It was this The Prophets  searched/lusted  towards,  but could not obtain  Matt.13v17, 
Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10,  being what JC represented as now available  (for us of The Gospel Age to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  
and thus become a future  “Son of God”. 
Thus  “The Word of God”  (JC,  Rev.19v13, etc.)  becomes  The Power to Reform  a penitent mind  (hence John The Baptist came to prepare 
The Way unto repentance  [Mark.1v4, Luke 3v3]  –  and specifically why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  refused  [Matt.3v7, Luke.3v9]  
–  and why Paul spoke so much about  “The Power of God’s Word”   –  being of his transformation away from Saul,  a murderer Acts.9v1,  
Gal.1v13 unto Paul’s future martyrdom). 
Thus based upon  “The New Golden Standard”  accepted at JC’s sacrificial murder by Yahweh,  and inaugurated by Yahweh upon The World 
at JC’s resurrection upon  “The Third Day”,  then we who enter into  “The Agreement with Yahweh’s 2nd Covenant”  based upon JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle,  being  our sacrifice away from  “The Lusts of The World”.  These lusts can be of  anything  that consume our time away 
from precisely imitating JC’s ministry,  and thus we are being judged upon our mind  (1Sam.16v7-13  as assessment before Kingship  –  as it 
is precisely for TCs)  that drives our actions  (hence James.2v12-26  –  and I find v19 such a stinging comment to  worldly Christian leaders).  
Hence the  half-truth/lie  of our  worldly Christian leaders  “we are only saved on faith and not works”  true and false  (thus Satanic)! 
Real Faith = accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity  (as I profusely explain elsewhere),  and the fidelity is shown in  charity  “works”! 
The real point is that Yahweh judges The Mind operating upon  “Agapao”  yielding  “The Charity/Agape”  –  where we may sin through our 
ardent works driven by a truly sincere mind endeavouring to precisely imitate JC’s ministry.  The fact that we are now being judged by 
Yahweh upon The Mind which is  perfectly  choosing to imitate JC means we have  not  sinned to  “The New Covenant”,  but yet we would 
have sinned to  “The Old Covenant”  based only upon works.  
This explanation shows  The Lie  (on par with that of Satan given to Eve in Gen.3v4)  our  worldly Christian leaders give in their  “nonsense 
exegesis”,  because they are driven by  worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)  and  not  Yahweh’s Methodology  (to 
edify our neighbour to our own hurt).  Because by preaching half-truths  (where the examiner needs to thoroughly know  his/her  subject 
matter  –  else shall become personally deceived)  then they are effectively operating in  opposition/adversarial/satanic  to Yahweh’s Desire 
being fulfilled in The Environment and thus blaspheming against the HS  (from which there is no forgiveness).  I thoroughly explain all this 
entirely elsewhere within my exhaustive commentaries   (which must be so long to  untangle/counter  worldly Christian propaganda). 
Interestingly “FutureLife.Org” only need have perhaps 4,000 words if it was teaching to new wineskins (Luke.5v37-39),  yet because of 
“worldly Christianity”  covering the planet,  then its present 4,000,000+ are not enough to untangle Christendom’s output,  yielding an 
incredible 1  1000 ratio of  addition work  because of Christendom,  for me to try and readdress the balance! 
As I thoroughly explain elsewhere in my commentaries,  JC came to save us all  (with  no  caveats at 1John.2v2, 4v14)  at  two  levels - 

1. The Ministry to perfect The Mind –  this is a  personal  responsibility for each one of us,  now  (as “The Early Adopters” = 
TCs)  or later  (in The Millennium for  “The Resurrected World”  as  “The 3rd Epoch Israel” covering The Earth within 
which to yield  “The Late Adopters”  [= most of Mankind]). 
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2. The Ransom Sacrifice to perfect The Body –  this is what Yahweh is righteously able to do for us –  based upon what JC did. 
Thus we have a perfected physical body depending upon what we sowed in the 1st part of our physical life  (1Cor.15v35-55). 
Thus this can go one of two ways perfected  (A) DNA fleshly as originally given to Adam/Eve  or  (B) celestial for 144000 
TCs given to JCg as  The First Begotten  out of a fleshly body  (please see  “Begotten”  in glossary  –  because of more 
rampant  errant  preaching within  worldly Christian doctrine that I need to untangle). 
Note   Charlatan Christian leaders put themselves outside this  –  to become as  “outlaws”  and thus annihilated after their 
present existence. 

Thus,  Yahweh gains His  “Tools”  over “The Two Epochs of Israel”,  for the future to be righteously reforming  “The Resurrected World”. 
His Tools  are the two flocks of sheep that come together in The Millennium  (John.10v16)  comprising of The Prophets  (including The 
Ancient Worthies)  prior to JC’s Ministry and of the 144000 TCs post JC’s ministry.  These are  “The  (Two) Remnants that come out of  (The 
Two Epochs) of Israel”  (Isa.10v20-22)  appropriate to  “The Covenant” that Yahweh has with Mankind  (to achieve The Ideal Goal)  while it 
has Satan’s methodology. Satan’s present heaven (singular)  acts as a  separation filter  to yield demonstrable humans who  fought to remain 
righteous  within themselves to remain faithful to The Word of God”.   “The Early Adopters”  are  proven demonstrably reliable  to 
administer the infinite  capability/power  sourced by Yahweh to express His HS in The Millennium when  {bringing through}/enforcing  
“Righteousness”  within  “The Resurrected World”  alongside JCg  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v17). 
“The 2nd Covenant” also rolls out into “The Third Phase” of Yahweh’s Plan,  being The Resurrected World in perfected DNA Fleshly bodies. 
They are being  spiritually  covered  by JC during  “The Great Sabbath Day” (= The Millennium)  to be  teaching their mind unto perfection  
(where JC is  “The Lord of The Sabbath Day”  [of 1000 years – 2Pet.3v8]  that was made to purify  man/woman  Mark.1v27-28)  just as he  
physically  covered  us over  “The Great Sabbath Day”, John.19v38, 20v1)  in his Death.  This process allows Yahweh to righteously 
resurrect us into this position with a  “cognitive mind  and  physical body”  (= “soul/life”)  to purify us upon  “The Word of God”.   
Thus,  we are learning  “Righteousness”  during The Sabbath  (being the 7th day of The Week comprising of 6000 years under Satan’s Rule 
and the 7th  ’Day’ block of 1000 years is perfecting Mankind).  Interestingly,  “7th” and  “completeness/perfection by oath”  is the same root 
word in Hebrew  shaba/sheba (StrongsTM = 7650/1)  that I consider to be a bit more than mere  “coincidence”  when fitting snugly within all 
the  other  many thousands  of  (supposed)  “coincidences”  to underwrite  “Yahweh’s Master Plan”  for  “Human Salvation”. 
By this means, Yahweh can draw out His 3rd “Remnant that returns to The Lord” out of  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel” precisely as Isaiah tells us. 
Where  “reading between the lines”  of Paul’s personal covert account of what occurred to him on  “The Road of Damascus”  2Cor.12v1-3,  
we are able to understand of what JCg had told him    

Paul would be part of  “The 3rd Heaven/Authority”  (inasmuch the 3rd Epoch of Power/Authority over “The 3rd of Israel”  (being  
“The Resurrected World”  of The Millennium)  as a future  king/priest  (2Tim.4v6-8). 

This is only but an infinitesimal fraction of the whole explanation of Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation  –  of which I could expand in so many 
directions to show how what occurred  (being the statutes given)  in  “The 1st Covenant”  precisely overlays  what is occurring in  “The 2nd Covenant” 
that branches forth into The Millennium. 
I could give many,  many examples how specific characters in The Old Testament  overlay precisely  what is occurring in  “The 2nd Covenant”  and on 
into The Millennium! 
These I explain elsewhere on this website  –  all of which shows the utter Omnipotent capabilities of The Almighty God Yahweh  -  and guess what? 
All this  stupendous wonder  is  all utterly ignored  and  never  taught by our  spiritually blind  worldly  Christian leaders  –  they just do  NOT  care! 

Hence,  we return full circle to the early theme of Romans - 
Repeating   The Apostles would not keep writing it down in a repeated fashion in almost every Epistle as a warning to the readers  –  “beware of false 
prophets/teachers/leaders”’  if this was not to become a reoccurring problem of which Yahweh wished to warn us. 
This  pandemic problem  (throughout time)  would occur equally during The Gospel Age  –  but is more prevalent today  –  with mass media and money 
involved  (to buy the many more technical deliverables available from The World today)  and thus as explained in Level One.  Consequently,  there are 
more people of (2) above,  became the persecutors of  “The Early Adopters”  in (1) above  –  all as we have witnessed throughout The Gospel Age! 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  (particularly leaders of the morphed  “Christianity”  that we have today)  are  “false”  because they do it for 
personal worldly gain  (normally  self-glory/influence/power  and/or  financial),  because their motivation does  not  intrinsically  desire God.   
If we  intrinsically  desire God,  then we personally  ensure  that we follow  everything  requested by Him.  Yahweh requests the regularly carrying out  
genuine  self-audits  (specifically against JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  and the original apostles)  to ensure that we are remarkably close to His  
“requirements of us”.   Importantly,  not to be forgotten,  we must never do  what  JC never did, and equally,  what  The Apostles never did  (in context).   
By contrast,  we have  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders inventing customs and apparently religious acts,  also with the supposed output 
from the HS,  such as rolling around in the dirt,  speaking nonsense gibberish,  feigned miracles -  doing marvellous things  (to titivate the animalistic 
mind)!    All this is an anathema to Yahweh  -  He utterly detests it! 

How can this behaviour yield the 144000 TCs to rule as by personal example over  “The Resurrected World”? 
Would you,  the reader,  desire our future leaders rolling around in the dirt speaking gibberish! 
Would you want them to speak and teach you in gibberish of some personal invention,  while at the same time instructing us to roll around on the floor? 
Let me state for  “The Record”  

In truth,  all Yahweh desires is a peaceful society  (without fraud  [being of all its derivatives]),  where all people mutually edify each other. 
This is  all  He desires,  –  this is true worship to Him  (Isa.1v16-17, Ecc.12v13-14, etc.) 

Yahweh detests      The senseless sermons and vain prayers and supposed songs of praise  (of worthless words – for just  “The Emotion”)! 
The hypocritical religious customs – given only for eros  (self-indulgent love)! 

But  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  cannot make  “much of an earner”  on what Yahweh truly desires  (John.6v60, 66, Matt.19v27)  so they invent 
worldly things upon which they can tack a worldly return.  All this is an abomination to Yahweh   (Matt.23v23,  actually read all of Matt.23v1-37  
because it describes  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  throughout all time,  so very accurately). 
 
11th Good News – Fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire (by the Early Adopters)  shall bring forth a harmonious (local) environment. 
22nd Instruction – TCs shall have  glory/honour  and bring peace to Mankind through their good labours. 
14th Reasoning – By contrast with the previous verse Paul speaks of the TCs within The Christian Nation.  It is for the TC 
of whom Yahweh is to be drawing out  “His  (2nd) Remnant of (2nd Epoch) Israel back to The Lord”  (Isa,10v20-22). 
Firstly the  (Jewish) Prophets with the “Oracles of God”,  then at the transition at JC’s ministry to yield the early (Jewish) 
disciples and finally cemented with the baptism of  (Gentile) Cornelius for TCs from out of all nations (in the Gospel Age). 
Rom.   2v10 og (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  And  also  (the) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity  
Rom.   2v10 og also  (the) peace/prosperity/rest  (to the) every (person)   
Rom.   2v10 og to the  {to toil as occupation}/effect/{be engaged with}/{labour for} [middle voice]   
Rom.   2v10 og the  {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal,  
Rom.   2v10 og (to the) Jew  both  firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  also  (to the) Greek [Gentile]. 
Rom.   2v10 = and  the  glory/honour/peace  also  the  value/esteem/dignity  also  the  peace/prosperity/rest   

to  all/whole/every  person  personally  {toiling by occupation}/effecting/{labouring for}  the  {intrinsically ideal/good}/ {well-being} 
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both  (1) of The Jew first,  also  (2) of The Greek/(gentile). 
 

and the  glory/honour  also the  value/esteem  also the  peace/rest  to every person  
personally toiling by occupation for the intrinsically good   (= yield The Millennium and maximise the number of people who can be saved), 
both  (1) of the Jew first,   (2) of the Greek   (by implication “the Gentile”). 
 

Repeating everything said in 2v7 above,  linked with 2v9 in contrast  –  all within context.  
But again,  it must be emphasised - 

We must  personally  be  {toiling as occupation}/effecting/{labouring for}  …..............................................what? 
The Crux of  “what”  is  “to fulfil Yahweh's Desire”. 

What is Yahweh's Desire? 
Firstly, it is not  the  twisted/distorted  message given to us by “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in both their  words/deeds  (Matt.23v1-3) 
Importantly it must be noted that it is personally  {toiling as occupation}/{labouring for}  to be  “effecting”  something. 
What does this sentence tell us? 

1.  This is continuing process. 
2.  This is personally driven. 
3.  To be affecting The Environment. 

And to be affecting The Environment  –  then it must be in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is  
pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  that is sourced by Yahweh  (= the HS) 

Moreover,  to know what truly  is  Yahweh's Desire  –  then we must  first  personally gain  accurate  knowledge from  only  The Bible  accurately  
translated  (absolutely do  not  use the NIV  [New International Version]  –  being a travesty of a translation in key locations based upon modern and 
errant   myths/doctrine/hearsay.  Furthermore, certainly do  not  take information from our  worldly [or worse charlatan]  Christian leaders who seem to 
operate within a figment of their imagination based upon some  “outlandish reasoning”  given by a distant guru appearing to be on a  “supposed 
psychotic drug”  as to be the source of their musings).  I have read some of their output,  starting with the Bishop of Hippo – and it is far from ideal! 

It is essential  for  “The Reader”  to  “Get Real”  -  to be  accurately  understanding God's Word as contained within The Bible. 
Interestingly,  our  worldly Christian leaders ardently know what they teach  is  “rubbish exegesis”  –  and yet they still keep  “pumping it out”  for the 
worldly return it brings from their deluded devotees  –  for no other reason than what JC told us at Luke.16v3.  
I will stop my occasional rant at this point  –  given  not to be rude  but only given to wake people up from their self-imposed stupor  (rather like The Boy 
shouting out  “The Emperor has no clothes”, one of Aesop’s Fables)  and imbue  “The  Real Knowledge”  as taught by The Bible and as carefully 
explained on this website!   Then,  and only then,  it becomes possible for us to start gaining  “Real Faith”  to then fully appreciate Yahweh’s infinite 
Glory and Majesty!     By accurately teaching this to our neighbour  -  gives  real worship  to Yahweh,  showing that we truly agapao Him in mind 
through our agape to our neighbour  -  just as Matt.22v35-45 so clearly teaches us  -  please read my essential commentaries to that parable.  Needless 
to say,  and yet I will  –  this parable does not mean what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us  -  as usual with their errant output! 
 
12th Good News – Yahweh is prepared to accept any human who personally imbues “The Word of God”  irrespective of 
their background.  nationality, previous actions, beliefs,  can all be accepted by Yahweh  provide we change to imitate JC. 
23rd Instruction – Likewise the TCs having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh to be fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire will not be partial to be freely giving God's Word to any person  –  for  any  individual to become a TC. 
Rom.   2v11 og not  For  (it) is   (the) partiality/favouritism/{respecter of persons}  near/beside/with/against/alongside   
Rom.   2v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   2v11 = For  partiality/{respecting of persons}/{having favouritism}  is  not  with/near/alongside  the God  (Yahweh). 
 

For favouritism is not  near/alongside  to the God  (Yahweh). 
 

Is this what  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 
Absolutely  not  at several levels  (and some contradictory from the same person)  -  by both their word and deed! 
Before I explain what I mean,  please let me give precisely what The Bible tells us on this subject  –  so that we know exactly what Yahweh is teaching us 
before I then explain how  worldly Christian leaders spin this around into a  hopeless  self-indulgent mess to confuse their hapless deluded devotees. 

1.  How we teach  “The Word of God”  must absolutely  not  be coloured by the person to whom we are teaching! 
Interesting references would be James.2v1-9 and Matt.22v16 which should be compared with 1Cor.9v19-23,  that initially would appear to be 
contradictory.  A suggestion that could be sourced by  worldly Christian leaders highly skilled at taking things out of context and putting a 
spin upon them,  that would make a party-political spin-doctor applaud at such deftness)! 
If  we are aiming to become a TC  –  then  we give  “The Real Gospel” being (1) all of it and (2) what is given must be accurate,  to any 
interested person,  for absolutely  no  worldly return.  In this manner we are correctly responding to the advice given in the first two citations. 
Therefore to maximise our effectiveness in transmitting  “The Word of God”  to our recipients,  is for us first to understand how the recipient 
initially views The Environment based upon their earlier interaction with it and thus we should  “get into their mind”  so that we can be best 
placed to transmit God's Word in the most effective manner.  And that is precisely where the third citation comes into effect  –  to support the 
initial two citations.  Thus,  Paul gets into the recipient's metaphoric shoes  –  to understand how the recipient views the world  –  so that Paul 
might construct his exegesis to have most potent effect  (see Acts.17v22-27 as a good example).  It absolutely does  not  mean that Paul 
changed  “The Word of God”  to suit the recipient  –  as I heard one very  (worldly) distinguished,  but utterly deluded Christian scholar state 
on Television by so competently spinning The Truth into very much a lie  (which infuriated my ears)!   He even implied that Paul had taken 
on-board errant teaching from other religions and proceeded to cite 1Cor.9v19-23 in a vain attempt to support his nonsense and perverted 
reasoning!   This is what we face today – prolific pollution of  “The Real Truth”  –  by supposed religious scholars  (not all,  but most)! 
2.  However Yahweh  is  very much  a  {respector of persons}/{have favouritism}  to those people within His 1st Judgement where The 
Judgement can go  one of three  ways for any specific  “Christian”  -  as I explained elsewhere in my commentaries. 
Yahweh is extracting His  elected/selected/chosen  144000 TCs whom He  agapao/phileo  (edifying/attractively loves)  as much as His son 
JCg  (Matt.3v17, 17v5)  –  because they have pulled upon everything they personally have to utterly fulfil His Desire in their life  –  being very 
much in sacrifice away from The World to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle.  This way of life does  not  mean a monastic life  [of which 
these cloistered members are just  wasting  their life away in personal self-indulgence]  –   and thus these individuals are very much  opposing  
Yahweh's Desire and thus  fulfilling  Satan's desire)!   Think how  “Christianity”  would  not  have spread if JC and Paul lived in a 
monastery,  noting 2Cor.11v24-28  and the exhortation by Paul at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12. 
I simply muse that if they think like this then it is best they shut themselves away so they do not infect The General Public with their ideas! 

Thus,  we understand  
Yahweh is  not  a respector of persons  (Acts.10v34-35).  Yahweh will choose  any  human irrespective of background,  colour,  creed,  ethnic 
background,  religion,  atheist,  “heinous criminal”  –   just  any  person  could  become a future Son of God  –  provided  they repent and then precisely 
imitate His Son’s Ministry/lifestyle  during the remaining 1st part of their physical life within The Gospel Age.  This naturally means we must  first  
thoroughly learn our subject matter from an  accurate source – else we are a fraudster  -  being what we witness throughout all “Religion”!    
An aside  
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Seminaries are  not  an accurate source for “The Word of God”,  because they only source  “The Word of Man”  being a million miles away from what 
Yahweh truly wants taught into the world,  noting what JC said of seminaries (Matt.23v15)  and what they yield (Acts.9v1-3) before Saul cum Paul was 
intercepted by JCg (Acts.9v4-9).  If people want to teach “Religion”  then they go to a seminary,  noting Rev.2v9, 3v9  to  “oppose The Word of God”. 
I could enrol in a few – enabling me to really stir them up from inside -  but they would excommunicate me within a day,  so what would be the point,  
because they would have absolutely no interest in what I teach – which is to  freely and accurately  explain God’s Word being that of  “The Goal”! 
Returning to this verse. 
JC,  as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13),  being of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as The Father,  Yahweh  (The Almighty God of The 
Universe)  was equally not a  “respector of persons”  as we are taught at Matt.22v16, etc.  and gave  “The Word of God”  to any person interested  –  
irrespective of what their position within society may be.  
Likewise,  a TC must  not  be  “a respecter of persons”  and we  (who are aiming to become TCs)  must present  “The Real Gospel”  to any human who 
is interested.  This is precisely why a TC must be  utterly impartial  in any worldly matter  –  so as  not  to provide any possible worldly sourced barrier 
to inhibit the transfer of knowledge  (see later in Rom.14v1-23).   Thus,  a TC must be  utterly  neutral  in  all  forms of politics  –  for their politics is not  
involvement in this world  –  but only within  “the involvement of The Politics of The New World”  =  “The Millennium”.  For it is of The Millennium 
that the TCs canvass towards in both word and deed  –  (and thus have absolutely  no  involvement within this present world of Satan)! 

So after explaining what this subject matter means,  now I need to explain how our  worldly Christian leaders spin everything into a chaotic 
self-indulgent knot  –  out of which they are able to milk  “The Resultant”  for their personal worldly gain,  and thus to their devotees' 
immediate hurt  (hence practised  worldly methodology).  Hopefully the reader can follow the logical extension of all this reasoning. 

Therefore - 
Where do we start in untangling their mess? 

First observation we can make upon what  worldly Christian leaders state is that  everything  they give to us  -  has absolutely  no  precision,  what they 
give is full of scriptural errors  -  clearly showing to us they do not understand of what they fraudulently claim,  and thus have no right to make the claim 
they represent  “The Word of God” (JC)! 
What they teach is deliberately skewed in such a manner so the listener can read whatever they like within what is spoken. 
Moreover,  it is given at such a high level without any supportive detail,  so again,  the recipient can read whatever they like into it. 
Furthermore,  they state   “I believe, or I think … …”   (thereby being excused to teach unquantified opinions and hence,  nonsense),  rather than to 
preface what they teach with   The Bible states  … … etc. 
All very much along the lines of a practising  politician gauging the populace and offering what The Populace wants to hear for the next vote!    
This “politicians’ speak”  is given to be all embracive with soundbites that  cannot be quantified  but giving vain promises in such a manner to sound 
wonderful and inclusive,  but when analysed the information has no foundation and is thus utterly worthless.   

Yahweh detests this useless teaching  –  and  the speakers giving it    because it  slanders/devil  His Authority within a  sane/reasoning  mind! 
They do  not  represent Him nor His Methodology  –  because God's Word is  not  operating within them! 
But our  worldly Christian leaders seem to wallow within this  –  being  schooled in this manner at their seminaries  (Matt.23v15). 

Now let us together,  drill down into  “The Detail”  with a couple of examples from out of so many I could use  
Christian leaders state   We are all equal  –  which is a subtle spin as usual in everything they state  (their lack of precision is abysmal)! 
Consequently,  the listener can place whatever they like upon this  –  it sounds nice  –  because we are supposedly alongside them  –  
presumably close to “God”  -  but as usual it is a half-truth/lie,  thus not  being  “The Absolute Truth”  then it is sourced by Satan's 
methodology to oppose Yahweh's Methodology. 
(I will explain precisely why later). 

Now for The Truth  
We are absolutely  not  equal in today's society as I might give in the following examples - 
(A)  Our physical DNA gives us differences in abilities  (gifts to make our life easy)  and disabilities  (that make our life difficult). 
(B)  At birth we can be born into poverty resulting in pain and disdain,  or into riches resulting in luxury and honour. 
(C)  And regarding money;  depending upon what we have,  then we can buy The Type of Justice in society according to our bank balance. 
(D)  Sex slaves and their sex masters,   Drug addicts and their Drug Barron's,  starving people in their millions and their obese counterparts. 
That should be enough without the necessity of filling this page with more examples! 
Thus that listing brings to  a LIE  concerning what our  worldly Christian leaders teach at the physical levels,  so what about the spiritual? 
Now let us continue further. 

Are we equal in Yahweh's Eyes? 
Absolutely not!   Showing our  worldly Christian leaders are continuing  their LIE  to us! 
Read the Bible starting in The Old Testament. 
Jacob and Esau?  Rom.9v13  –  where Jacob yearned for The Birth-right,  but Esau despised it  (Gen.25v30-34).  An incident  –  of  another 
LIE  promulgated by  worldly Christian leaders   “Jacob stole The Birth-right”!   No!   Because as we read here  –  it was a  legitimate 
purchase  agreed by  both   parties   beforehand! 
What about Korah and Moses?   See Num.16v1-49 for the account.  Yahweh kills Korah and blesses Moses. 
I have given two examples out of possible “hundreds”  available from The Old Testament that shows  “The LIE”  given by  worldly Christian 
leaders in their sales spiel for a worldly return! 
Let us now move to The New Testament to counter a  further LIE  promulgated by  worldly Christian leaders  –  that  “God changed from a 
hard God to a loving God at JC's 1st Advent”.  This is utter rubbish!   Yahweh is  unchanging  as we are told in Mal.3v6 and James.1v17.   
As usual they state this nonsense because they do  not  understand  The Roles/Positions  of Yahweh nor of JC  –  but I explain all this 
elsewhere,  and state briefly here   Yahweh was,  is and shall always be perfectly  Righteous  in all His Dealings anywhere in The Universe,  
including Earth! 
A couple of accounts within The New Testament - 
Ananias and Sapphira  (Acts.5v11)  both killed together in an act of subterfuge and rebellion! 
Alexander the Coppersmith (2Tim.4v14),  Paul said  Yahweh will repay him suitably for what he did to Paul! 
There we have another two examples,  again out of many that I could use,  of  “The LIE”  given out by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
And finally,  the obvious!    Being what this website teaches about  The  Kings/Priests  elected to rule the future  “Resurrected World”. 
We understand  “The LIE”  given out by our  worldly Christian leaders in their  absolute lack of precision! 

So where are humans equal? 
Quite simply in what our  worldly Christian leaders  never  teach!    
How very bizarre  –  where we are equal  –  they ignore it! 

What our  worldly Christian leaders fail to teach!   Being of   “The Expectation!” 
Actually,  it is not an  “expectation”  to them  –  and that is  why  they do  not  teach it  –  but merely a secondary  “hope”! 
They teach of having  “Life”  presumably  “eternal”  being a mere  “hope”  of attainment! 
They ignore  “The Stupendous Golden Standard”  which becomes  “The Expectation”  to those people  working  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 

Importantly  -  Where humans  are  all  equal  is their opportunity upon attaining  “The Word of God”  is to personally progress 
and become a future  “Son of God”.  

It is to this end that  “FutureLife.Org”  is committed to be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  to make all this known to The World  (Matt.24v14). 
Sadly,  the very thing that Yahweh demands to be taught about what  is  “Equal”  they ignore! 
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Perhaps I should emphasis “working”  having raised it!   Yes,  Yahweh wants us to  “Work”  as did JC,  the Disciples,  Paul and the 
immediate recipients to these foremost leaders!    Their  “Real Faith”  was expressed within their works  (James.2v16-26)! 
But contrary to what The Bible teaches us,  our  “Professional Leaders”  say  “we are not saved by works but only faith”,  and yet by saying 
this they operate as did Satan with half-truths spinning what The Bible teaches us on its head in mass distortion  -  hence a deliberate lack of 
precision in their output  -  for a worldly return!    Please read James.2v16-26 and Hebrews chapter 11 all of which directly counters what 
our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preach to us! 
This teaching does not yield the future rulers of  “The Resurrected World”  who must and shall prove themselves  

By taking Ownership,  to be Accountable  by behaving Responsibly with  “The Word of God”! 
That is why Yahweh detests these fraudulent  worldly Christian Leaders behaving as rogue traders and spiritual paedophiles! 

          I consider them predators espying their devotees as food rather than being a guiding shepherd over spiritually defenceless sheep (Acts.20v29)! 
Therefore,  we can ask The Question  

Who is accurately representing Yahweh's Interests on this planet? 
Those leaders who  teach lies  (noting James.3v11-12)   –  or  those  few  people who clarify  “The Truth”  with the utmost of fidelity! 

Now let us move forward and now explain the deeds. 
I ask the reader to look around The World and carefully consider what they witness! 

We see  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  taking  “The First/Most”  within society from the funds they sequestrate from their deluded devotees.   
It is a pyramidical structure where the top echelons are supported by an ever increasing support base beneath them  (either from fraudulent extortions of 
old as was done  pre/post  JC ministry  (Matt.23v14, Mark.12v40, Luke.20v47),  or today from their presently deluded subjugated  minions,  rather than 
what Paul instructed of us at 2Thes.3v6-12,  Acts.18v1-4,  –  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 
Within context of this verse,  we should ask an interesting question - 

Are  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders equal to their deluded devotees from what we witness? 
Logically the answer - 

Obviously not  (Luke.12v46-48)!   Thus,  we clearly realise this is another  LIE  practised by both words and deeds! 
I could just go on,  and on,  and on … …with examples  –  written in my righteous anger generated by the untruths given by both word and deed from 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  throughout  –  being universally driven by worldly methodology  –  of which we can audit against what The Bible 
specifically teaches us. 
They really are in for a rough time if fortunate enough to be resurrected into The Millennium when they fall from being  “The First/Most”  now within 
society,  to become  “The Last/Least”  within  “The Resurrected World”  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30  –  please see my local 
commentaries,  and look how they will feel at Matt.8v12, etc.   Why?   Because they had  “The Most Wonderful Thing”  of  possible  “Sonship”  in the 
palm of their hand  –  and they had tossed it away without a care  –  and they could blame no one  –  but themselves,  when Luke.20v16 occurs. 
Moreover -  if they successfully complete  The Millennium learning period of “Righteousness”  then they will have need to reconcile themselves  for  “an 
Eternity”  (billions upon billions upon billions of years)  of the sad fact they threw  “Sonship”  away when it was so close to them in the 1st part of their 
physical life! 

Regrettably,  these commentaries become so long because I have need to untangle the prolific faulty  worldly Christian preaching  (of half-
truths and lies)  before we can successfully progress forward and begin to fulfil Yahweh Desire! 

 
24th Warning – Humans without The Law  (but importantly not imitating JC)  will equally die for an eternity. 
15th Reasoning – Humans without law become lawless and unrestrained, animalistic for “The Immediacy”  and ultimately 
cannot live into the eternity without personal reform  –  else society becomes shattered –  this is  not  Yahweh's Desire. 
24th Instruction – It is imperative for us to imbue and practise God’s Word in its entirety,  else we shall be removed from 
society  (as an “outlaw”)  because  “a society fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire”  is more important than  “a rebellious human”! 
A society fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire can only be constructed from people who personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
Rom.   2v12 og whosoever/{as many as}  For  {from lawlessness}/{not amenable}/{without law/precept/regulation}     
Rom.   2v12 og (they) {missed the mark}/erred/sinned/offended/trespassed   
Rom.   2v12 og {from lawlessness}/{not amenable}/{without law/precept/regulation}   
Rom.   2v12 og also  (they will be) lost/perished/destroyed/annihilation/(= The 2nd Death),  
Rom.   2v12 = For  whosoever   they  {missed the mark}/sinned  {without law}   

also  they will be  lost/perished/annihilated  {without law}, 
Where:  Not operating to The Law of Moses,  with the spin to be without JC's Law and thus be subject to annihilation (The 2nd death). 

 

For whosoever they  “missed the mark”  without the law   (being outside  “The Law of Moses”), 
also they will be  lost/perished  without the law   (they shall be annihilated if they choose to be without  “The Law of JC”). 
                (This is Paul at his best – placing a spin on  “The Old Law of Moses”  that has been upgraded to  “The New Law of JC”) 
 

This seems strange statement! 
What do I mean here  –  “with  the spin to be without JC’s Law”  (given in parenthesis above)? 

“The Law of Moses”  as I explain  (in my commentaries given at Gal.3v20-28)  was  “the escort of us”  to our works.  
If we failed in our works,  we sinned against  “The Law of Moses”  and thus destined to die for an eternity  (= annihilation)  because we had 
transgressed/ignored  our escort.  The difference is of our  thoughts/motivation  -  these are what drive our works.  

Get the  thoughts/motives  correct,  and then the works correctly follow.  
As an eastern maxim states   “The Body follows The Mind!” 

JC had the correct  thoughts/motives  (two laws given at Mark.12v30-31)  and thus delivered righteous works under  “The Law of Moses”.  
Thus,  JC was resurrected by Yahweh because JC had  not  sinned through works  (driven by his  righteous/innocent  thoughts/motives)  during  “The 
Assessment Period”  of his ministry commencing at his baptism  –  hence the supposedly “cryptic”  verse at Matt.3v15  (please see my local commentary 
that fully explains this comment by JC  – so it is no longer  “cryptic”  in our mind). 
Thus,  JC was righteous through thoughts driving copious works from his  accurate  knowledge base  (Luke.2v45-50,  and obviously learning much more 
subsequently if he was motivated at that young age of merely 12 years)!    He was a walking Tanakh  (in his mind),  moreover he fully understood it! 
Because JC was  “The Witness to Yahweh”  and thus become  “The Word of God”  yielding a righteous deportment to become  “The Wisdom of God”  
being  “The Knowledge applied with fidelity within his  ministry/lifestyle”. 

Now the point that I am getting to,  is this  
If  we live to The Law of Moses,  then    the instant we fail merely The Once*,  we are destined for everlasting death  (as Paul tells us,  Rom.3v32).  

BUT - 
If  we now take on JC’s Law  (both of them  –  Mark.12v30-31)  within our mind  and ardently work to precisely imitate JC by putting our new modified 
thoughts/motives  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits)  into action through our works,  the situation  now changes. 
If we now fail because of the odd action  (of which we sincerely repent  –  and do not repeat it because we genuinely regret the failing)  then  we are 
righteously forgiven because our  thoughts/motives  are  sincerely based upon JC’s Law/commandments.   
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Therefore,  because  we are  judged upon our thoughts,  our  odd/rare  “failure in works”  become forgiven.  
Consequently,  the works are not being judged under  “The Law of JC”  but  only  thoughts/motive,  because it was  only works that could be 
judged  under  “The Law of Moses”. 

*Note   An example of this would be a person who supposedly says the truth all the time.  Yet perhaps this person might once say a lie to a recipient,  and 
when exposed,  then that recipient will always remember that person to be  “a liar”  because of this one event.   This is a good analogy,  especially so if 
the recipient may say many lies – and thus brings the person of the single lie down to the recipient’s level by excuse  “not to reform”! 
Continuing. 
People refusing to imbue JC’s Law now during the 1st part of their physical life will die in their first part of their life,  but are only given  “the 
opportunity”  to return within a perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  (for personal reform).  However,  they are now subject to  “The 2nd Death”  
(= perish/lost/destroyed = annihilation)  if they deliberately sin  (to hurt their neighbour)  again within The Millennium after  “Righteousness”  has been 
taught.   At this point,  they shall be judged upon their  thoughts/motives  when they know about JC’s Laws.  Thus if they persist to  not know  “The Law 
(of JC)”  by selfishly and deliberately ignoring JC’s Laws during this Millennium period of teaching,  then they will be  “dying  (at “The 2nd Death”)  
without The Law”  in their graciously given perfected DNA fleshly body.   This is “agnoeo” =  “{choosing not to know}/{preferring to be ignorant}”  
being the specific charge laid against  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders of The Gospel Age. 
These type of people rejecting JC’s two Laws  (Mark.12v30-31)  are called  “outlaws”  and this is termed  “outside Jerusalem”  being  “outside  The 
New Authority of Yahweh’s Arrangement to yield Peace”  (Rev.22v14-15,  please read my local commentaries).   
But those people who take upon themselves  “The Law of JC”  now in the 1st part of their physical life  (= “The Early Adopters”),  pass over this future 
outcome,  because they are  now  considered righteous through their  thoughts/motives  driving their  demonstrated works  in the 1st part of their fleshly 
life precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle = “The Golden Standard”.  Because of this,  he/she  becomes accepted as a Son of God to have a  
guaranteed  everlasting life within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  incapable  of dying  (= not subject to corruption [Rev.2v11, 20v6) ).  It is the  
thoughts/motives  visibly demonstrated by works that makes a person righteous and  chosen/judged  by God  [Yahweh]  to become as His  “Son of God”. 
It should be clearly understood.   
“The Early Adopters”  are not proving themselves worthy to  God/Yahweh,  because He knew who they would be -  long before The Creation of Mankind  
(thereby enabling Him to generate the thousands of prophecies in The Bible that are steadily being fulfilled,  far more than half to date)!   No,  they are 
proving themselves righteous to  “The Watching/Judging World”  that they are of the correct righteous material to lead  “The Resurrected World”  in 
The Millennium!   “Righteous”  meaning,  “to be equitable to  (= fully meeting)  Yahweh’s Requirements of them”  -  as was Abraham (Rom.4v1-6). 

So,  reiterating the righteous nature of God’s Plan operating upon all humans. 
Virtually all The World, (some 99.99+%)   failing the 1st part of their physical life because they failed  “The Law of JC”  (being to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  consequently fail  “The Law of Moses”  (Rom.3v23),  have JC’s one  “credit life”  (to make Death [1st] to become  “Asleep”)  to get 
them  (by  “The General Resurrection”)  into The Millennium.  In this position, they are  then  positioned to learn  “Righteousness”  (= to learn how to  
truly  “believe in JC”  for eternal life,   being an extension of the 2nd part of their physical life into the eternity)  provided they  “believe in JC”  meaning,  
“to precisely imitate JC”  (1Pet.2v21-23, etc.).  
If  “the members of The World”  learn  “Righteousness”  from  “The King”  JCg  (Rev.19v16),  through his  kings/priests  (TCs/Prophets of Old Israels 
as I explain elsewhere),  these  fleshly humans  then surpassed  “The Law of JC”  because their  thoughts/motives  (as did TCs in the 1st part of their 
physical life),  are demonstrated by works,  that surpass the original  “Law of Moses”.  These reformed humans can then  righteously  live forever 
provided they do not perform premeditated sin  (else  “The 2nd Death”  will be upon any persons who do). 
Hence JC’s comment at Matt.5v16-18 being that he surpassed  “The Old Law of Works”  to institute  “The New Law of The Mind”,  but importantly  
“The Law on Works”  is  not  removed from society.  It requires the greater Law that becomes  “The Director/Driver of The Mind/Heart”  to make  the 
Law on Works almost unnecessary  (but it will still be there,  operating in the background)! 

Does the reader understand this? 
Therefore,  Yahweh is now seen to be righteous before  all  entities in the Universe  (especially Satan – who will point the finger,  as he did 
with Job,  if there was  any  unrighteous operation anywhere within Yahweh’s Logic!).  

I ask the reader to think deeply about all the ramifications of this statement  (outside what has been written here,  but covered elsewhere on this website) 
and then compare it with the understanding of their own religion  (being deceptive  worldly Christianity or  any  other deceptive  worldly religion). 
This is a reasonable audit process of all facts presented that all readers  (of any persuasion)  should  not  be afraid to perform on what they believe! 

It seems the most sensible thing to do if it affects the most important thing in your life -  being that  “Of your Life” 
The only individuals who would fight this audit of their demonstrable unrighteous nonsense are  “Leaders of Religion” -  hence JCg's call at Rev.18v4. 
It must be understood   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  make a living (= professional)  out of what they espouse  –  because what else have they to 
generate a fleshly existence  –  so they must maintain   “The Pretence”  of what is basically a farce.   Importantly, being intelligent people these leaders 
inwardly know what they believe is  full of unrighteous holes  (like that of a colander)  which defines a fraudster,  but they  “agnoeo”  these difficulties 
because it is easier for them to  represent a farce   of  “unrighteous nonsense exegesis for Mankind’s Salvation”  than to do manual work,  as we read at 
Luke.16v3. 
I realise these are hard words  (John.6v60)  –  but they must be spoken –  and I am simply that little boy in The Crowd shouting out   “The Emperor has 
no clothes!”  Being the title to one of Aesop’s most wonderful fables.   

On my 3rd revision of these commentaries,  I have realised that while I have written an answer to The Background of The Verse – I have not 
thoroughly explained its full significance to us within The World today. 

Paul is starting one of his logical reasoning processes that he often does within his writings to explain a fundamental aspect of The Gospel. 
Paul starts with  “The Heathen”  (being people  without  The Law of  “The Word of God”  being true within both  “The 1st and The 2nd Covenant”  of 
both The Jews and The Christians  of pre and post JC's 1st Advent).   
Thus  “The Heathen” are defined as being - 

Pre JC's 1st Advent   = The Gentiles  (= all people  “not considered as Jews”). 
Post JC's 1st Advent   = All Non-Christians  (agnostics, atheists, and all people beholden to any religion outside “Christianity”). 

All these people are without The Law and are thus logically  “destined to perish” =  personal  annihilation  after their present existence,  because they 
have nothing to guide their mind  (except worldly methodology, chosen by  Adam/Eve  Gen.3v3-5  that rippled down throughout all generations)  to what 
Yahweh requires,  and thus they failed what Yahweh required. 
But note,  the next verse then covers all the people  with  The Law  (to get people away from what  Adam/Eve  laid down at Gen.3v3-5,  contrary to what 
Yahweh commanded at Gen.2v17)  and yet we are to be told by Paul that they too  also failed  Rom.3v23)! 
“The Specific Point”  Paul is driving to make now and later in Romans,  is that JC has offered  “The Route for Salvation”  through The Mind  for  all  
people of all  groupings.  Applicable to both this verse without The Law,  and to those people with The Law over what is now a  “2 part life”  that has 
been  freely given  to  all  people of  BOTH  groupings  (verse 11 and 12)  without any caveats  (1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.). 
The Crux of Paul's point in explaining The Gospel is what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches about  “The 2 Part Life”  that JC brought unto  his  
creation  (noting the  plural  at Gen.2v26,  and also John.1v1-3  [of Yahweh and JCg])  being first  “The Creation”  and then second of  “Its Salvation”  
made possible by the  one and same  entity  (JCg/JC).  This requires Yahweh as  “The (Separate) 3rd Party”  to judge the drawing out process for  “The 
Remnant of Israel that returns to The  Lord/Master”  (Isa.10v20-22).  This occurs through the process of THREE  “Remnants”  coming out of the  
THREE EPOCHS  of “Israel”,  where  “Israel”  was  (1) The Jewish Nation,  is  (2) The Christian Nation,  will be  (3) The Resurrected World of The 
Millennium  (hence 2Cor.12v1-3).   These  three  remnants prove themselves as having actioned their life according to  “The Law”  –  as Paul quickly 
states in Rom.2v13,  before he then gives detailed supportive exegesis. 
Sadly  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,   for the last some 1700+ years,  thereby  demonstrably showing  they do  not  understand 
what The Bible  specifically teaches us,  and teach all manner of  unrighteous  “nonsense exegesis”  regarding Human Salvation. 
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25th Warning – Christians with The Law shall be judged by  “The Law of JC” at “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”. 
16th Reasoning – People with  “The Law”  know what is correct and wrong!   They can now be judged against The Law. 
Personal reform is required to be built upon The Law; –  else society becomes shattered and that is  not  Yahweh's Desire. 
Rom.   2v12 og also  whosoever/{as many as}  
Rom.   2v12 og in  (to the [= within]) {parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Rom.   2v12 og (they) {missed the mark}/erred/sinned/offended/trespass   through (reason of)   
Rom.   2v12 og (of the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Rom.   2v12 og (they will be) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged. 
Rom.   2v12 = Also  whosoever  they  {missed the mark}/sinned  within the  law/regulation  through  reason of the  law/regulation, 

they will  be  {mentally decided}/judged. 
 

Also whosoever they  “missed the mark”  within the law through reason of the law,  they will be judged. 
              (Actually for us,  Christians today – we are being judged upon  “The Two Laws of JC”  given to direct The Mind located at Mark.12v30-31) 

 

Paul is telling us a two-fold message here  
1. Those Jews who believe themselves to be pious and upholding  “The Law of Moses”  will be judged to have failed  “The Law of Moses”,  

where everyone has failed The Law of Moses,  because  any  sin committed,  then we have  now failed  -  as we all have  (Rom.3v23) 
2. But it has a further application today!    

Those people who take upon themselves  “Christianity”  are now supposed to live by  “The Law of JC”  (Mark.12v30-21). 
We have extracted ourselves from  “The Law of Moses”  by becoming  “Christians”  (a route only made possible by JC’s perfect adherence to  “The 
Law of Moses”  and thus passing it  [with flying colours])!  
We have  worldly Christians who believe and  judge  themselves to be pious and upholding  “The Law of JC”  by errantly presupposing  “believing in 
him and  they will go to heaven”.  However,  they are  not  yet internally driven to  precisely imitate  JC  (as exhorted by Paul - 1Cor.4v16, 11v1. 
Gal.4v12, etc.,)  for the same reasons given at John.6v60,  and thus they do  not  truly  “believe”  John.6v64 when compared with Peter's response  at 
John.6v68,  Matt.19v27,  being  “The Rock” (Matt.16v18)  upon which  “The Real Ecclesia”  (144000 TCs)  would be built to yield  “The Mountain”  
(Dan.2v35, 45)  of  “Authority”  over the next some 2000 years.   

An aside,  Christians seem to know John.6v47 and then ignore the many, many other references regarding “belief in JC”  that come with 
conditions and caveats to substantiate what  “believing in Jesus”  really means  (naturally  never  taught in either word or deed by worldly 
Christian leaders). 

Thus these  worldly Christians shall be righteously judged by Yahweh  (at the end of the 1st part of their physical life)  to  “The Law of JC”  (in 
examination of their worthiness to become a future  “Son of God”  in  “The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”)  being  “The Goal”  of The Gospel Age. 
Yet sadly,  they  (of some 3 billion Christians less 144000 TCs)  will be found to be wanting  (lacking)  by varying degrees,  because their  
thoughts/motives  did not drive the works desired by Yahweh to be like those works of His son JC,  so obviously they cannot be given the same position  
(only 144000 TCs achieve  “The Goal of Christ/Anointing”). 
It must be categorically stated for  “The Record”  because leaders of Christendom just mash everything into an  “unrighteous soup”  

The Works do not save the 144000 TCs,  but their mind is intrinsically desiring to do  “The Worthy Works”,  of which  “The 
Watching/Judging World examines – so that in  “The Culmination”  these members of  “The Resurrected World”  feel comfortable these  
“Early Adopters”  truly have the correct credentials to rule over them!    
That is specifically why there  are only  144000 people who can do this out of 3 billion Christians  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 

(Please recall JC’s  many  parables on this subject of the selection made only upon  “Christians”).  
Again,  it must be categorically stated for  “The Record”,  because leaders of Christendom just mash everything into an  “unrighteous soup”  
“The 1st Judgment” by Yahweh is specifically for  “The Goal”  that can logically  only  come from out of Christians,  JC’s parables exclude The World  -  
being that all non-Christians have no relevance in making  “The Salvation of Mankind”  occur,  but importantly they can be part of it in The Millennium! 
Furthermore,  it is  “The Requirement of all Christians”  to invite as many “Non-Christians”  into  “The Pool of Christians”  (by teaching  “1st Century 
Christianity”),  because just one of those invited  (or more)  of these outsiders could become a future Son of God  –  by first becoming a  “Christian”. 
Hence the responsibility is placed upon people calling themselves  “Christians”  to start imitating Paul as he imitated JC to invite more people and 
Yahweh will ensure the HS operates within The Environment around a TC to capture a new Son of God  (that is presently a non-Christian)  as we are 
told at Rev.3v20. 
After having stated  “the obvious”  in several paragraphs  (of which our leaders of Christendom demonstrably find unintelligible),  what goes against 
Yahweh’s Desire being fulfilled is what our leaders of Christendom do  (as to be expected of them)!   Repeating again,  Yahweh’s Desire to be fulfilled is 
to gain  “The Millennium Rulers”  who have demonstrably imitated JC so  “The Resurrected World”  can trust these 144000 future world leaders,  
noting a very useful description of them is given at 1Pet.2v18-22.  That citation hardly describes  “The World Leaders”  of today! 
Leaders of Christendom,  make Yahweh look stupid and foolish within the  sane/reasoning  minds of people who could have the correct mind to rule  
“The Resurrected World”  and thus these present leaders of Christendom are  actively working against  Yahweh and thus  fulfilling Satan’s desire! 

Why/How? 
Because of what they say and do, as the examples show below - 

The Bible does not mean what it states and give their own worldly interpretation  (my commentaries are laced with innumerable examples). 
Wildly ridiculous things that would never be done by a  sane/reasoning  minded person understanding The Bible. 
Invent things for their devotees to do,  of which JC and the disciples never did  (please learn The Bible to learn what  “JC never did”,  noting 
what we are taught Rev.22v18-19).  

Remember,  JC is  “The Example”  of whom we must precisely imitate to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to become a future  “Son of God”! 
Hopefully I have been able to untangle some of the  “prevalent preached nonsense”  as given by our leaders of Christendom and condoned as such by 
leaders of other schisms remaining silent  (noting Rom.1v31-32, Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26,  for our warning)  but I suppose when living in glass houses then 
do not cast the first stone!    Which shows what type of faith they  all  have! 

Because  “Christians” (99.9%+)  cannot fulfil “The Law of JC”  then Paul moves onto the next verse all in context in a  like-for-like  parallel. 
 
26th Warning – Christians knowing JC’s Laws are not judged righteous but  only  people who  imitate  JC ministry. 
27th Warning – Christians knowing JC’s Laws are considered  “hypocrites”  if they do not precisely  imitate  JC ministry. 
25th Instruction – Christians know The Law,  but it is  only  TCs who are rendered righteous to The Law  (by proof). 
17th Reasoning – JC gave the two laws (Mark.12v30-31)  –  but do we really know what these laws  truly  mean? 
We are to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  (JC the beloved Son of God)  who was “The Word of God” uncorrupted 
– and likewise TCs truly give “ The Word of God”  (without filters Rev.22v18-19)  freely  without  worldly return to edify 
our neighbour to become like us  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  –  as  slaves to Yahweh  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Rom.   2v13 og not  For  the (persons)  hearers/listeners   
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Rom.   2v13 og of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  
Rom.   2v13 og (the) equitable/innocent/righteous/just [plural]   near/beside/with/against/alongside  to the  God [Yahweh],  
Rom.   2v13 og but  the (persons [TCs/brethren])  performers/poets/doers/players/workers   
Rom.   2v13 og of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Rom.   2v13 og (they shall be) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}. 
Rom.   2v13 = For not the  hearers/listeners  of the  regulation/law  are  righteous/equitable  to the  God  (Yahweh), 

but  the  people  (The Brethren aiming to become TCs)  performers/doers/players/workers  of the  regulation/law 
they shall be  {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}. 

 

For the hearers  (worldly Christians)   of The Law  (of Moses [then of JC])   are not righteous to the God (Yahweh), 
but the people  (TCs and the Brethren actively aiming to be TCs as the)   doers of The Law shall be rendered righteous. 
 

Again,  a continuation of Paul’s two-fold message here  
1. The Jews who listened to The Law given to them by Moses and then the subsequent priests,  who then ignored it through their works,  were not 

righteous before  Yahweh/God.  But those people who did the works of  “The Law of Moses”  (JC was the  ONLY  “human”  who did)  would 
be righteous before  Yahweh/God  and that is precisely why JC  was  resurrected from death by Yahweh to become JCg  (see glossary)  within 
a body that was appropriate to what JC sowed  (1Cor.15v35-55).   This same type of physical body is available for the next 144000 TCs 
following through likewise in the Gospel Age of some 2000 years. 

2. We have  worldly Christians who listen to  “The  (distorted/twisted) Law’ of JC”  preached within many congregations and believe 
themselves to be righteous and saved by  “believing”  in JC.  But they are  not doers  of what JC commanded  in The Two Laws that JC gave,  
and thus become ignored by  Yahweh/God  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  at JCg's  1st 2nd C  (when it is  [1] only Yahweh Who judges  [2] only  
“Christians” claiming to come in the name of JC during The Gospel Age). 
However  the TC is  a listener  and then  a doer of The Accurate Law  of JC  (James.2v16-26). 
This means,  “he/she  hearkens  to JC”  (within the 1st part of their physical life)  to therefore  “perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life”  and 
thus becomes righteous before God by being “Doers of The Law”,  thereby becoming resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v5-6)  to 
become future Priests  (1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.)  of The Millennium.  They do this by  already having put in the training  (as a profitable 
steward Luke.19v16-19)  within the 1st part of their physical life  (having invested wisely by imitating JC to  bring-in  more TCs into  “JC’s  
body”  1Cor.12v12-22).  The TCs then in The Millennium  “as proven stewards,  are  given a greater responsibility”  and also accepted into 
God’s Family as a  “Son of God” placed into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body like that of JCg now.  “The Early Adopters”  then become 
JCg’s metaphoric Bride to  teach  “Righteousness”  to all  “The Resurrected World”  of  “The General (2nd) Resurrection”  of The 
Millennium to gain all their  (Early Adopters)  reformed spiritual children   (Late Adopters)  – made so under Yahweh’s heaven (singular). 

We realise  The Crass and yet so very Deprive Lie  of which  worldly Christian leaders preach to us   “We are only saved by  faith/believing  in JC”! 
While this is absolutely true based upon what The Bible specifically teaches us about  Real “Belief”  and Real “Faith”, 

Yet it is  “utter nonsense”  based upon,  how Worldly Christian Leaders define “Belief” and “Faith”  and thus bring Yahweh's Word into 
complete disrepute and disrespect within  sane/reasoning  minds!   That is why  worldly Christian leaders who preach their  “unrighteous 
nonsense”  are becoming close to Judas Iscariot in how he personally defined  “belief in JC” -  please see my exhaustive commentaries on 
this subject at John.6v60-68 to thoroughly explain the difference,  and thus explodes  “The Unrighteous Sham”  perpetrated by leaders under 
which  worldly Christianity generally operates. 

 
2nd Comment – Some people without The Law  (as given by JC)  choose by conscience to fulfil  The Law of JC  (in 
ignorance)  while being instructed by their local law  (being a mirror of The Law given to The Jews). 
3rd Comment – People not knowing The Law  (as given by JC)  but operate according to their local law of society will be 
judged kindly by the local authorities.  (This is being used as a simile for Yahweh and JC’s Laws for a Christian) 
26th Instruction – Abide by  “The Known Law”  and it will go well for you.  The Ideal Law is  “the Law of JC”  (as given 
at Mark.12v30-31),  once having this then it is imperative to abide by it  -  we could become TCs,  as deemed by Yahweh! 
Rom.   2v14 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  For  (the) nations/gentiles/peoples  the [nations]  
Rom.   2v14 og not  (the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law    
Rom.   2v14 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]  
Rom.   2v14 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) growth/production/descent/genus/norm/natural/lineage/type/nature 
Rom.   2v14 og the (things)  of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law    
Rom.   2v14 og (he/she  may/should) do/make/perform/produce/practice/yield  these/those (specific)  (things)   
Rom.   2v14 og (the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Rom.   2v14 og not  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural],  
Rom.   2v14 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {my/our/your/it them self} [themselves]  {they are/be}   
Rom.   2v14 og (the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law. 
Rom.   2v14 = For  whenever/{as long as}  the  nations/peoples  not  the  having/possessing  the  law/regulation   

these specific  nations/peoples   
do/perform/yield  by  nature/{the norm}  the things  of the  law/regulations 
themselves  not  having/possessing  the  law/regulation  {they are/be}  the  law/regulations  (unto themselves). 

 

For whenever the nations not  having/possessing  The Law   (sourced by Yahweh,  to guide their minds to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
these specific nations perform by nature the things of the law   (of Mankind) 
themselves not having The Law  (sourced by Yahweh),   they are  “The Law”   (as sourced by Mankind). 
              (Noting the Law from Yahweh came at two levels,  [1] the first on Works was fulfilled by JC,  [2] thereby to institute his two laws for The Mind) 

              (Interestingly, Paul is insinuating,  worldly people faithfully follow their (errant) Law,  but Christians cannot follow the [correct] Law of JC!) 
 

After stating within three former verses  “The Crux of Paul’s reasoning”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  now Paul returns to the start of his exegesis. 
Paul uses the example of  “The Jews”  under  “The 1st Covenant”,  and the Gentiles  outside  “The Law of Moses”  lived according to their own laws. 
This example is to be extended to teach about  “The 2nd Covenant”  that Yahweh has with  “The Christian Nation”  and those  nations/peoples  outside  
The Christian Nation being without  “The Law of JC”  (Mark.12v30-31)  can only live according to their own laws  (of whatever). 

Thus,  Paul uses a  The Nations/Peoples  outside  “The 2nd Covenant”  as  an example  to teach us about what is to occur to The Members of 
The Christian Nation over the whole period of some 2000 years of the complete Gospel Age. 

Let me now explain what Paul is teaching us and how it is to be applied to  “us”  –  who call ourselves “Christians”. 
Actually,  Paul is praising the people outside  “The 2nd Covenant”  (non-Christians)  inasmuch they do  not  operate with hypocrisy to what they know. 
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In a similar fashion as did JC when speaking of an astute steward at  Luke.16v1-8  of which our  worldly  Christian leaders clearly do not understand 
that becomes evidential,  when reading their commentaries  (please see my  counter  commentaries local to that account).   The reason why they cannot 
understand it  –  is because it is speaking  directly to them!   Quite simply,  they cannot see clearly because of The Beam in their own eye  (Matt.7v3-5, 
Luke.6v41-42),  they then try to explain it away by all manner of  “nonsense exegesis”!   My commentaries to Luke.16v1-8 show JC is speaking directly 
to  worldly Christian leaders  –  to become wise now in the 1st part of their physical life  –  because these Christian leaders will be severely reprimanded 
by their congregational members in The Millennium  when they come to learn of  “The Disclosing Truth”  of what occurred in the 1st part of their 
physical life! 
Yet again,  as I state profusely elsewhere,  our  worldly Christian leaders do not believe in The Millennium,  (being The Key in  “1st Century 
Christianity”  teaching)  and thus personally believe this accountability will never occur –  hence they still behave in  “arrogant ignorance”,  abdicating 
any sense of  “Responsibility”  both to  “The Word of God”  and to  “their congregational members”! 
 
27th Instruction – Those Christians who fulfil JC's two laws  (Mark.12v30-31)  shall have truly circumcised their 
heart/{seat of motivation},  the output from this,  becomes the witness to the type of instructions working inside the mind. 
18th Reasoning – The  {seat of motivation}  that delivers The Witnessed Works outside The Body unto our neighbour,  that 
is,  to edify our neighbour so they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  This action gives witness to what is truly occurring 
within our mind  –  where these actions shall either accuse or make defence of what is in our mind.   
Rom.   2v15 og Whosoever/Whatsoever  (they) {to indicate}/show/display/demonstrate   
Rom.   2v15 og the  {occupational effort}/work/labour/deed  
Rom.   2v15 og of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Rom.   2v15 og written/inscribed  in  to the [= within]  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of them},  
Rom.   2v15 og (of the) {testifying jointly}/{corroborating (by concurrent evidence)}/{bearing witness with}  {of them}   
Rom.   2v15 og of the   coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience,   
Rom.   2v15 og also  betwixt/{in-between}/adjoining/next/meantime/intervening  {one another}/mutual/together   
Rom.   2v15 og of the  computations/reasoning/imaginations/thoughts   
Rom.   2v15 og (of the) {be a plaintiff}/{to charge with some offence}/accuse/object [plural]  or/than/either/rather  also 
Rom.   2v15 og (of the) {giving an account (legal plea) of oneself}/exculpating/{making defence}/ 

/{answering/excusing self} [plural, middle voice]. 
Rom.   2v15 = Whosoever  indicates/shows/demonstrates  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour   

of the  law/regulation  written  within  their  hearts/{seats of motivation}, 
{bears witness with}/corroborates  of their  {moral consciousness}/conscience, 
also  intervening/adjoining  {one another}/{each other}  (= jostling/considering/competing)   of the  computations/reasoning/thoughts  
either  {to be plaintiff}/{charge with offence}/accuse  also  personally  {give an account}/{make defence}/{answer self}. 

 

Whosoever demonstrates the occupational effort of The Law   (to be demonstrably)   written within their  hearts/{seat of motivation}, 
(this)  corroborates of their conscience   (their works follow what their brain tells them,  based upon what they have learnt from The Environment) 
also the intercourse of each other of their  computations/thoughts,  either as the plaintiff  also as the defendant.    
 

Thus,  Paul is stating these  “outsiders”  to  “The 2nd Covenant”  are faithful to what they know,  being of their own laws generated by  “The Local 
Environment”.  Importantly,  many of these laws may  not  align to those laws given by Yahweh,  and yet they are to be judged by  “The Administrators of 
Justice”  within these  nations/peoples  upon the individual members within the populace  according to  the application of their own  laws. 
Thus,  during their life these people would have been judged according to their adherence upon the laws which they,  as a society,  had created. 

But these worldly created laws had been based upon  what came natural  to their very nature  (from The Environment [Satanic]). 
The gentiles had not heard of  “The Law of Moses”  of  “The 1st Covenant”,  nor the  non-Christians  of JC’s two  Laws/Principles  being instituted as 
“The 2nd Covenant”  and thus they can only be judged according to what they knew by their judges. 

But Paul is using this as an analogy for the most important subject matter of which he is about to address in his epistle. 
Thus the  lead-in  Paul is using  –  “being what we are able to witness around us at  a worldly level”  –  is to occur to us  “as the populace of The 
Christian Nation”  by Yahweh upon His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  to yield His 144000 future sons of God from out of The Gospel Age  
(Matt.20v16, 22v14, 2Tim.4v6-8). 
Where  “The Law of JC”  is to become  natural  to The Populace  (from The Environment [Yahweh])  to yield  “The Holy Nation”  (1Pet.2v9)  (= The 
New Spiritual Israel)  separated from out of The Christian Nation  (= The New Fleshly Israel)  both halves  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  operating under 
“The 2nd Covenant”  that Yahweh has with Mankind.  This started with The Gospel Age and shall continue through into The Millennium and beyond. 

We now enter Paul's teaching over the next few chapters  -  being what should come naturally to  “The Future Child of Yahweh”  based upon 
a repentant and circumcised  heart/{seat of motivation}  personally  reformed by  “The Power of The Word of God”  operating as a  
presence/parousia  within us,  who are personally actively aiming to become the future  “Sons of God”.  

 
In conclusion to the first part of Romans Chapter 2 Paul is stating there are two types of people:- 

(1)  Those people who fulfil God’s Desire,  whose action shall ultimately yield a good society and  
(2)  Those people who fulfil their own desire,  whose action shall lead to the ultimate hurt of society!    

It must be stressed,  Paul had  “a severe problem”  that was beginning to break out in the virgin  “1st Century Christianity”. 
The Jewish Christians had begun to think they were superior to Gentile Christians  (by example elsewhere,  see Gal.2v3, 6v12-13, etc.,)  and thus,  Paul 
had to stop a schism from occurring between the Jewish Christians and the Gentile Christians. 
He had started his teaching by speaking of the Gentiles generally operating to their own laws outside Yahweh’s and thus shall be judged accordingly by 
their authorities upon their own laws,  but in using this as an example,  Paul now jumps up a level to embrace  “The Law of JC”  unto which both Jewish 
and Gentile Christians have committed themselves,  and thus now made themselves subject upon what  “The Word of God”  personally demands. 

It is towards this aim that Paul now argues through for their edification:- 
6th Allegory – “Day/{period of time} = This operates at two levels 
1.  The period during a Christian’s 1st part of their physical life.  The Question by Yahweh: Have they imitated JC? 
2.  The Millennium Day (2Pet.3v8, Rev.20v3)  during all resurrected humans trained in the 2nd part of their physical life. 
The Question by JCg and the 144000 TCs (Matt.19v28, 1Cor,6v1-3)  –  Have they entirely reformed to imitate JC? 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father,  ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
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28th Warning – Christians will be judged in  The Special/Greater Judgement  unto Sonship, or not, - by Yahweh at the end 
of the 1st part of their physical life into 3 groupings,  those people who are  (1) worthy,  (2) worldly and  (3) iniquitous. 
(1) To become Sons of God,  (2) resurrected with the heathen to learn righteousness,  (3) as Judas Iscariot,  annihilated. 
29th Warning – The Heathen now during the 1st part of their physical life will be resurrected during The Millennium with 
the worldly Christians)  and after all have been taught righteousness,  shall be judged by JCg  (and his bride)  at the end. 
Rom.   2v16 og In  (the) Day/period of time}  {at which too}/when   
Rom.   2v16 og (He) {judiciously/mentally decides}/tries/concludes/judges  the  {Specific God}  the (things)    
Rom.   2v16 og concealed/covered/hidden/{kept  private/secret}  of the  men  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom.   2v16 og the  {good news/message}/gospel  {of me}  through (reason of)  Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Rom.   2v16 = In  The Day  (= The Millennium – see 2Pet.3v8 and elsewhere)   when  the  “specific god” (= ?)   

{mentally decides}/judges  the  concealed/hidden  things  (= secret  thoughts/motives  leading to the specific works done) 
of the  men/(women)  according to  my (Paul's)  {Good News}/gospel  through reason of  the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

In  “The Day”   (comprising of many parts  [dawn/morning/noon/afternoon/evening/etc.])   
when the Specific God judges the things  conceal/hidden   (from public  view/assay/audit  by operating according to  worldly methodology) 
of the  men/(women)  according to my (Paul's)  gospel through reason of the Anointed Jesus   (for Sonship  to/by  Yahweh). 
 

Several things to discuss arising out of this verse  
1. “The  Day/{Period of Time}”.  What does this mean? 

This has  two  applications,  and when  “The Judgement(s)”  applied,  depends upon the individual. 
For Christians it is during The Gospel Age where  “The Day/{Period of Time}”  corresponds to an individual's 1st part of their physical life,  where  
“The Judgement”  made by Yahweh is dependent upon what they have sown  (1Cor.15v35-55),  and  “The Decision”  can go  one of  three  ways  –  all 
as I copiously and carefully explain elsewhere). 
For  all  other people of some 6000 years of Mankind  (and Christians  not  making the grade of Sonship to Yahweh  [“Sonship” being  “The Ideal”  
outcome of  {1}  above])  -  then  “The  Day/{Period  of Time}”  becomes The Millennium.  The Millennium is required for  “The Resurrected World”  (= 
3rd Epoch Israel)  to then to be judged by JCg and his Bride comprising of 144000 TCs  (John.5v23-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.,)  hence  
2Cor.12v1-3  of Paul's vision being in the 3rd heaven/authority  over “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  as a future  king/priest  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6). 

2. “The Specific God”. 
Though answered above  –  I pull this out for special mention. 

Why has Paul used the floating pointer  “ho theos”  (= the  {specific god}  of the context)  here and not  “The God”  (as an absolute pointer)? 
Where  “ho theos”  in its nominative form is a  relative pointer,  and the other three cases,  dative, generative, accusative  are  absolute pointers to 
Yahweh. 

Because precisely as I state elsewhere  –  there are  two  judgements carried out by  two  specific Individual  Entities  (please see my commentaries at 
Matt.20v23, John.5v18-31 and elsewhere). 

1.  It is Yahweh Who judges  only “Christians”  in  “The  Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement for Sonship”  based upon JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2.  It is JCg who judges The World in  “The Standard  (2nd) Judgement”  for everlasting life as  “a reformed spiritual child”  of  “The Special 
Marriage”  between JCg and his Bride  (Eph.5v30-32, Rev.21v2, 9 etc.).  JCg’s bride consisting of the 144000 TCs who judge alongside JCg  
(Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v3, etc.,)  in The Millennium. 

Upon what are these two judgements based? 
As we are told in v16 being The Gospel given by  The Ministry  JC  (to reform our minds)  exemplified within his deportment to become “The 
Wisdom of God” (Yahweh). 

Where,  those successful people of (1)  are judged on  both  JC’s  ministry and Lifestyle  (to become Sons of God,  as  “The Early Adopters”). 
Where,  those successful people of (2)  are judged on  only  JC’s  lifestyle  (to become sons of The Union between JCg and the 144000 TCs, of 1,  as  
“The Late Adopters”). 
Let me now explain the verse holistically. 

Paul is using The Example of what truly occurs within various worldly societies operating outside  “The Two Covenants”  that Yahweh has 
with Mankind.  The inhabitants under  “The 2nd Covenant”  (looking into The Future upon which this epistle has been based)  can see the 
judgement occurring under worldly laws and statutes  –  and thus Paul is exclaiming to us  

Look at what is occurring now in The World at  “The Fleshly Level”  –  but it is occurring to you  now  at  “The Spiritual Level”! 
Likewise, this will occur to  all people  (of 3rd Epoch Israel)  in The Millennium  (when all people have  accurate  access to The Word of God). 

As I keep saying,  during The Millennium  all  our past deeds  (good and bad,  plus all those deeds in-between)  will be  shown/exposed  (being mutual)  
to all relevant people of whom we had contact within the 1st part of our physical life.  Remember,  we have 1000 years of learning  “Righteousness”  to  
study/reflect  upon what we did  well/good  and  badly/hurtfully  during our  mere’  70 year average period of the 1st part of our physical life.  
Where all hidden things will be revealed during this 1000-year period as we have been told in this verse  (corroborated by 12v3, etc.). 
Now a very necessary repeat and thus truly relevant clarification  

1. Yahweh  God judges during a  “Christian’s”  1st part of their physical life for those people elected to become  His  Sons  at the 1st 2nd C,  
being  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Matt.24v44-44, 25v1-12, 1The.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, 20v6, etc.).  
Because logically,  The Perfect Result from this 1st Judgement are 144000 TCs,  and thus  “The Specific God” (Yahweh)  is relative to them! 

2. JCg (was JC)  ruling as “the specific god of us”  judges all those people of  “The General Resurrection”  within perfected DNA fleshly bodies 
during the 2nd part of their physical life  (after they have been taught “Righteousness” in a perfected world and had an opportunity to reform). 

This point is  never  explained by  worldly Christian Leaders because  quite simply  they do  not  understand The Plan  demonstrating Yahweh God’s 
Righteous  Nature  (but more importantly  –  they  “choose not to understand”  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50)  because of the internal anguish that the 
necessary reform would entail). 
These two differentiated statements are consistently  supported everywhere within The New Testament  by the spelling within the original Greek. 
I show this within my most accurate translation and explanation of The Bible  –  I welcome  the  very best  worldly  Christian theologians to use the 
original  Bible Greek Text in an attempt to support their demonstrably  “errant understanding”  if they disagree with  anything  that is written within this 
explanation on this website  “FutureLife.Org”. 
 
13th Good News – Christians have access to The Knowledge (through JC)  to know Yahweh’s Desire of them, individually. 
28th Instruction – All Christians knowing The Law must then  examine/test/assay  their lifestyle to  “The Requirements”! 
29th Instruction – All Christians must get to know and fully understand what is required of them  -  personally! 
7th Allegory – Light = Knowledge to show us how to deport ourselves to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire =  imitate JC . 
People operating according to Yahweh’s Methodology have no fear of public  scrutiny/assay  of their private lives. 
8th Allegory – Blind = Unable/unwilling  to comprehend  “The Light of JC”  (= “The Word of God”)  into the mind. 
Allegory – repeat - Darkness =  knowing only how to self-indulge  (to the hurt of our neighbour) =  faulty deportment. 
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Representative of people operating to worldly methodology preferring their private life hidden from public scrutiny. 
30th Instruction – Christians once having this knowledge must teach the heathen  (and convince  worldly Christians)! 
This teaching can only come from a TC (or Brethren)  who is  faithfully/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire and  not  fulfilling their own  self-indulgences  of whatever The World might give back by return! 
30th Warning – There are teachers appearing to have The Knowledge of God  –  acclaimed as such by The World,  but in 
reality they are as foolish  (by Yahweh’s reckoning)  as those  innocent  people they are supposed to be teaching! 
19th Reasoning – If  worldly Christian leaders are as foolish as their innocent flock  –  why  are they still teaching? 
JC tells us why at Luke.16v3,  because  “moving the mouth”  is easier than the  “physical working of the limbs”. 
31st Instruction – Worldly Christian leaders are to start by firstly,  correctly instructing themselves! 
31st Warning – Do not steal –  but you  worldly Christian leaders take what is not yours  (both  physical/spiritual)! 
32nd Warning – Do not be adulterous –  but you  worldly Christian leaders are adulterers  (both  physical/spiritual)! 
9th Allegory – Adultery = Lack of fidelity to a public declaration = Christian Leaders after baptism to Yahweh  (by 
contract)  then return to the self-indulgence of The World  –  while still pretending to represent Yahweh’s interests. 
33rd Warning – Do not be an idoliser –  but you  worldly Christian leaders are idolisers  (both  physical/spiritual)! 
10th Allegory – Temples = A place to learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  and/or  accurately teach God’s Word. 
It is  not  a place to give vain worship by word and song from a worldly seeking mind operating upon “eros”. 
34th Warning – Take no self-glory – but you  worldly Christian leaders dishonour Yahweh  (both  physical/spiritual)! 
35th Warning – Iniquitous Christian leaders blaspheme Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  (both  physical/spiritual)! 
Rom.   2v17 og {(denoting surprise)  Lo!}/Behold/Look!    
Rom.   2v17 og Thou/You  (the) Jew  (you are) {named further}/denominated/called   
Rom.   2v17 og also  (you are) {settled upon}/remaining/{resting on} [middle voice]   
Rom.   2v17 og to the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law    
Rom.   2v17 og also  (you) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice [middle voice]  in  (to the [= within]) God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   2v17 = Behold!   You  denominated/named  the  Jew,   

also  personally  {settle upon}/remain/rest  (= content/happy)   to the  Law/Regulation,  
also  you  boast/vaunt/rejoice  within  the God (Yahweh). 

 

Behold!   You are denominated a Jew,  also personally settled upon  (= calmly settled)   to The Law  (of Moses) 
also you boast within God   (= you claim to be a  “child of God”   –  because you are a Jew  “married to”  The Law). 
 

A most important verse that operates at  two very distinct levels. 
At the 1st level: 
Clearly there were Jews within the church holding tight to their past teachings  (Man’s teaching,  being a fabricated interpretation of The Tanakh) 
At the 2nd level: 
We must clearly understood that equally at  “The Closing of The Present Epoch of The Gospel Age”  (today in the 21st century CE)  then we,  likewise,  
are at a similar transition point as were  “The Jews”  to embrace  “1st Century Christianity”. 

What do I mean? 
As I profusely explain and show elsewhere,  precisely as Judaism had morphed quickly (see prophets),  far away from what was originally ordained via 
Moses,  then likewise,  so has  worldly Christianity  (of today)  has morphed quickly (2Cor.11v4),  far away from what was ordained via JC  (and his 
apostles)  being the  “1st Century Christianity”  as it was then taught.    

Therefore,  exactly as  “The Epoch concerning The Jews”  was changing  (as forewarned by John the Baptist operating as a sojourner in The 
Wilderness)  to bring about  “The 1st Advent of JC”  –   
Then likewise  “The Epoch concerning The Christians”  (as forewarned by the TCs operating as sojourners within The World)  to bring about   
“The 2nd Advent of JCg”  that shall show itself at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-12, 
20v5-6, etc.,).  This is the time when JCg comes to collect the 144000 TCs,  having proved themselves as  “The Early Adopters”  to have 
precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle.  All in the manner as I precisely explain elsewhere in my commentaries on this website. 

Therefore,  just as we understand the Jews need to make  “The Transition”  and it was painful  (specifically for the professional religious leaders). 
In the same manner as we witness today,  for example,  being supposedly  “Born Again”  Christians using a term they clearly do  not  wholly understand 
and merely repeat what their corrupt  self-indulgent  worldly Christian leaders preach to them.  Else,  if being knowledgeable in The Scriptures then they 
would  not  dare to use the term  –  for fear they might be  “still born”  and become like Judas Iscariot,  where it is Yahweh Who Personally makes  “The 
Decision”  who out of us  “Christians”  is truly  “Born Again”  (Matt.20v23).   Noting,  Christians have  “The Gestation Period” of “The Word of God”  
ideally growing within them during  “the 1st part of their physical life”. 
We must aspire to maintain our fidelity upon  “The Knowledge”  accurately  imbued  (from a  reliable/trustworthy  source  –  absolutely  not  worldly 
Christian leaders who are demonstrably unreliable and spiritually blind  [Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39]),  thoroughly assayed so that we consciously with full 
understanding work to fulfil Yahweh's Desire by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  ourselves. 
Please see my many commentaries at John.3v1-15 and  “Born Again”  in glossary and my dissertations elsewhere on this website that clearly explain 
what this term  really  means!   I cordially invite  The Very Best  Worldly  Scholars/Theologians  to  examine/comment  upon what I state,  so that I might 
have even more  first-hand  material with which to make public unto The World in my line by line critique of their  errant exegesis!    
However,  I would much rather they carefully digest what I state,  leading to  “The Reform”  of their mind,  so they  may/could/perhaps  in the future be  
truly  “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  –  being our  “ideal goal”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
Before Paul launches into a reasoned exposure of their faulty understanding,  he establishes their apparent credentials of which as we shall see,  are 
bogus,  inasmuch we realise these people of  “The 1st Covenant”  are ignorant of what Yahweh truly desires.  Paul only states this because he is using 
this  as a basis  upon which he builds his reasoned argument as  a warning  of what is to occur in  “The 2nd Covenant”  over the next some 2000 years!  
 Rom.   2v18 og Also  (you) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}   
Rom.   2v18 og the  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire    
Rom.   2v18 og also  (you) discern/test/examine/audit/assay  the (things)   
Rom.   2v18 og (the) {bearing through/apart (as transport)}/{driving up/down}/differing/surpassing/ 

/{making more (excellent/value)}/{making matter}/excelling   
Rom.   2v18 og (the having been) {sounded down into the ears}/indoctrinated/catechized/informed/instructed/taught   
Rom.   2v18 og {from/out of}  of the  law/precepts/{to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law. 
Rom.   2v18 = Also  you  {absolutely know/understand}  (Yahweh’s)  Purpose/Desire  (a similar claim made by worldly Christians),   
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also  you (apparently)  test/examine/assay  the  surpassing/excelling  things  (being what  can  be achieved out of  “The Word of God”),  
having been  informed/taught  {from out of}  The Law/Regulations.  

 

Also   (apparently)   you absolutely  know/understand  The Purpose   (of Yahweh,  being His  “Plan for Human Salvation”) 
also you  (Jews/Christians)   discern/examine  the  surpassing/excelling  things   (that righteously come from “The Word of God [parts 1 and 2]”) 
having been  informed/taught  from out of The Law   (= by supposedly thoroughly knowing God's Word to righteously teach it by both word/deed). 
 

Here,  Paul is asking The Jews  (being precisely the same can be said of  “Christians”  today) - 
You “Jews”  (“Christians”)  (presumably)  {absolutely  know/understand}  Yahweh's  Purpose/Desire  given by  “The Word of God”, 
also you examine the wonderful things that that come out of achieving  “The Requirements”  given by  “The  Law/Regulation  of God”. 

Actually from what we are to read in the next few verses  –  we find that Paul has put a sarcastic slant to wake them up from out of their stupor,  in very 
much the same way as he did to The Corinthians  (1Cor.4v8-9)  before he launches into his audit report stating what  must  be changed. 

I could reason these Jews apparently thoroughly knew The Tanakh  (= The Old Testament [book order is rearranged]). 
Which prompts some interesting questions - 

How many  worldly Christians have  The Bible  written upon their hearts  and thus be in the position to  test/audit/approve  the 
surpassing/excelling  things given to us from within The Bible  (except what we are told by  worldly Christian leaders  “everlasting life”)? 
(Noting that most of what they state  is inherently wrong  – being  both  “unrighteous”  and  “non-existent”  in The Bible!)  
Where the question must be asked    

Do we want to  “eternally live”  in the present environment with the present methodology unchanged within unrepentant and 
unreformed minds of those people  (especially our leaders setting the [wrong] Standard)  who presently call themselves  
“Christians”? 

How many  worldly Christians know what is in The Bible  (let alone to go as far as to be  “absolutely  knowing/understanding”)? 
How many Christians  (calling themselves Christians)  have really read The Bible,  all the way through at least once  (in their life)? 
Consequently,  we should ask   How many  “Christians”  actually know what is in The Bible? 
Who on this planet knows The Bible sufficiently well enough to quote it in the same manner as did Paul  –  of which we will soon read? 
What is worse  –  the  worldly Christian leaders think they know The Bible and yet,  understand  “none' of it”  as witness to their sermons! 

Therefore,  we can reason from the observations made above - 
Perhaps these  “Christians”  choose to be  worldly  -  simply because they cannot be bothered to do anything other,  than just listen to what their 
“(errant) teachers”  tell them every week.  Consequently,  they are thus completely oblivious to whether what they hear is sourced from The Bible  or  
from The World,  given for The World,  for a Worldly Return,  all of which wholly bypasses Yahweh! 

A “harsh comment”  –  but to be fair  -  it is  only YOU the reader  in Yahweh’s midst that makes what I state to be The Truth  –  or A Lie! 
Thus,  perhaps  because  these Jews  are  able to  test/approve  of  surpassing/excelling  things and know of things,  having been taught from  “The Law 
of Moses”,  then just perhaps these Jews could be considered as being  more  righteous than  worldly Christians of today? 
However Paul is also being controversial and driving some sarcasm into the script  –  only to provoke reasoning within the Christian Jews,  from what 
we are about to read within the next few verses  –  and likewise I equally state the same to  “Christians”  at  “The Present  Closing”  of The Gospel Age. 
Rom.   2v19 og (the having) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured  both   
Rom.   2v19 og also  (the) thyself/{your own self}  (the) guide/leader/conductor  {to be/exist}   
Rom.   2v19 og (of the) {opaque (as if smoky)}/blind/unseeing (persons),   (the) shine/illuminate/fire/light   
Rom.   2v19 og of the (persons [worldly people])  in  (to the [= within]) shadiness/obscurity/darkness. 
Rom.   2v19 = Having  pacified/persuaded/assured  {of your own self}  both  (1)  to be the  guide/leader of the  blind/unseeing  persons, 

(2)  a  shining/illumination  of the  people in  obscurity/darkness! 
 

Having  persuaded/assured  your own selves both   (falsely thinking,  or pretending for a worldly income,  that  “you know all things”): 
(1)  to be the guide of the   (spiritually)   blind people, 
(2)  a shining light of   (spiritual)   knowledge of people in darkness. 
 

Paul continues in his pretence of supposed praise to these apparently self-righteous Jews  turned  “Christians”  as  the prospective new leaders  of  “The 
Christian Nation”  (see likewise 1Cor.4v8-12)  yet having precisely the  one/same  mindset as their Jewish leaders before them  (John.8v28-58). 
Hence,  we can see  “The Overlay”  between  “The 1st and 2nd Covenant”  already beginning at  this changeover period  of  “Israels” 

The Jews (representing Christians at The Close of The Gospel Age)  are confidently assured that they have The Truth and  “God loves them!” 
The Leaders of these Jews consider themselves to be the shining lights illuminating the pathway of these Jews  “to be pleasing God!”  

The Jews  (read  “Christians”  of today)  are confidently  “tuning-in”  to what Paul is saying to them!   
Lapping up this praise  –  little realising that Paul is just about to collapse the ground from underneath their feet in the next,  and subsequent verses! 
Rom.   2v20 og (the) trainer/teacher/discipliner/corrector/instructor   
Rom.   2v20 og (of the [plural]) mindless/stupid/ignorant/egotistic/unwise/foolish (persons),  
Rom.   2v20 og (the) instructor/doctor/master/teacher  (of the) infant/{simple minded}/{immature Christian}/childish  
Rom.   2v20 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]   
Rom.   2v20 og the  formation/appearance/semblance/form/façade   
Rom.   2v20 og of the  knowledge/science/enlightenment  also  of the  truth/verity   
Rom.   2v20 og in  to the [= within]  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law,  
Rom.   2v20 = The  teacher/trainer/instructor  of the  stupid/egotistic/foolish  persons,    

the  teacher/trainer/instructor  of the  {simple minded}/children/{immature Christians},  
having/possessing  the  formation/appearance/façade  of the  knowledge/science/enlightenment, 
also  of the  truth  within  the  law/regulation. 

 

(And yet,  you  [Jews then,  but now speaking to Christians are … … ]) 
The teacher of the foolish people   (choosing to remain unreformed  [because worldly  “Religion”  seems better]), 
the instructor of the simple minded   (preferring what is already known  [security in what is already known – having grown up with it since a child]), 
having the appearance of the  knowledge/enlightenment  also of The Truth within The Law  (sourced by Yahweh of its two parts). 
 

Thus we have The Christian Jews presumptuously believing they were better than the Gentile Christians merely because they previously had access to 
The Tanakh  (= The Jewish Bible = basically  “The Old Testament rearranged”)  and access to  “The Word of God”  via Moses and The Prophets. 

Thus,  the Jews having been converted to Christianity,  considered their Truth was superior because they had The Knowledge handed down to 
them in the Tanakh which had been entrusted with The Old Israelite Nation  (pre-JC’s ministry).  This gave them the sense of superiority over 
the Gentile Christians.  In my commentary to John's Gospel,  I give copious examples of how John uses  “The Jews”  to be a reference to 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  of which,  we of  “The Closing Gospel Age”  clearly recognise to be  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  
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Christian leaders.  Both groupings presumptuously thinking likewise because they have been  (errantly)  “trained”  at seminaries  (and we 
can read of JC's response to that at Matt.23v15)! 

Therefore,  Paul is putting them straight by explaining - 
“The Understanding”  is  not  only head knowledge  –  but much more importantly it is how we  apply  this  “head knowledge”  within our life  
(which must  not  be hypocritical  [Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1])! 

That is the crux of this section. 
Very sadly,  precisely the same thing can be stated of  worldly Christian Leaders,  hanging onto their  “doctorate of divinity”  (given by The World)  to 
give  “the  form/appearance/façade  of the  knowledge/exactitude  also of the  Truth/Variety  within the  law/principles/regulations”  but in reality 
worldly Christian Leaders chose  not  to understand this knowledge,  nor  “how it is to be accurately applied within their life”.   We can witness both 
aspects within their sermons and in their lifestyle.  Please see the limited audited examples I have on this website,  together with  “Corrective Action 
Requests”  and an example sermon they should have given on the same subject I audited.  I have over a further 100 or so other  appalling examples  
upon which to work,  if and when I have some time.   –  Furthermore,  they output a lifestyle of which,  none of them imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  given 
freely/simple  for  no  worldly return! 
I would deem them to be  “rogue traders”  offering a very substandard service  “for sale”  being far removed from  “1st Century Christianity”.   
Rom.   2v21 og The (person [worldly religious leader])  therefore/then   (the) {causing to learn}/teaching/training   
Rom.   2v21 og other/different/altered ([singular] person),   
Rom.   2v21 og (the) thyself/{your own self}  not  (you) {cause to learn}/teach/train?    
Rom.   2v21 og The (person)  heralding/proclaiming/publicising  not  (to) steal/filch,  (you) steal/filch! 
Rom.   2v21 = Then  the  (one = worldly  religious/[Christian]  leader)  teaching/training  other people –  

(yet)  not  you  teach/train  yourselves!  
The (one = worldly  religious/[Christian]  leaders)  teaching/preaching  not to  steal/filch,   (and) you  steal/filch!  

 

Then the person  (worldly  Christian leader)   teaching other people,   (yet)  not you teach yourselves! 
The person  (worldly  Christian leader)   proclaiming not to steal,   (yet)  you  (worldly Christian leaders)  steal! 
              (Stealing devotees’ money, time and  “The Goal of Sonship”,  furthermore,  they sequestrate the glory that should only be attributed to Yahweh!) 
              (Inasmuch “Real Glory”  is teaching of  past events  to underwrite praise -  not worthless  “You are Great/Wonderful”  [said to anyone/thing]) 
 

I might state in some instances  (within the more charismatic groupings)  the congregations offer money for their preacher’s  performance! 
Clearly  -  if the Preacher  was sincere  then  he/she  would  refuse it  –  The Bible tells us this  –  I explain this further,  elsewhere with many examples. 
The consequence of this  “return on investment” (ROI)  is surely,  the charismatic leader will put on a better performance for the next week,  for more 
worldly return  (money/power/glory/leverage/etc.,)  and so on  -  because there is not the separation at Matt.6v24! 
We should recognise,  Paul is speaking about  all  forms of stealing  –  which in its broadest sense is the resultant of an unsatisfactory service given  (or 
taken)  while the victim is unable  (for whatever reason  –  most often  “lack of knowledge”)  to quantify what is occurring  -  this is  “fraud”! 

But by  far  the worst  practice is  worldly Christian leaders stealing their deluded devotees’  “sensibilities”! 
Importantly,  hiding the true understanding of The Scriptures  –  which means they are  stealing  “The Birth-Right”  (being the ability to become a 
future Son of God)  away from people who once had  “the opportunity”  by JC knocking on the door  (Rev.3v20)  –  but had the gate slammed shut upon 
them by their leaders  (Matt.23v13).  They do this by opening up the large inviting gateway to the worldly lures  (Matt.7v12-14)  so the wolves  
(charlatan Christian leaders)  might devour them  (Matt.7v15,  noting the warning given at Luke.10v3 by JC and Acts.20v29 given by Paul). 
Rom.   2v22 og The (person [worldly religious leader])  stating/exclaiming  not  (to) {commit adultery/fornicate},   
Rom.   2v22 og (you) {commit adultery/fornicate}?   
Rom.   2v22 og The (person [worldly religious leader])   
Rom.   2v22 og {(from) to stink}/{(as to) be disgusting}/{detesting (principally idolaters)}/abominable/abhorring   
Rom.   2v22 og the  {images for worship}/idols,   (you) {rob temples}/{commit sacrilege}? 
Rom.   2v22 = The  (worldly religious/[Christian] leader)  stating:  Not to  {commit adultery/fornicate},  

(and)  you  {commit adultery/fornicate}!  
The  (worldly religious/[Christian] leader)  detesting/abominate  {images for worship}/idols,  
(and)  you  {rob temples}/{commit sacrilege}! 

 

The person  (worldly  Christian leader/devotee)  stating:    
  Not to commit adultery  (with Yahweh’s Word),    
     (yet)  you commit adultery   (= with worldly methodology formed around “Religion”  instead of being married to Yahweh’s Word)! 
The person  (worldly  Christian leader/devotee)   
  detesting images for worship   (being anything that consumes our time [e.g. mobile phone,  see my commentaries to Rev. chapter 13]),   
     (yet)  you rob temples   (= steal away  “The Word of God”  from the minds of the devotees  [who should be aiming to be the temples 1Cor.3v16])! 
 

It is interesting that Paul puts these two together! 
Especially,  when as mature Bibles students,  we know that  “fornicate”  is  always  associated with  “images for worship”. 

How so?   What is The Link? 
Leaders of Christianity  are supposed  to be  “betrothed to JCg”  as  “The Word of God”.  
However,  only   “The 144000 TCs”  remain as  “The Five Faithful Virgins”  (Matt.25v1-12)  with oil in their lamps  (please see my local commentary 
that fully explains all the analogies).  All  worldly  leaders of Christianity are demonstrably fornicating with The World inasmuch they operate within  
“worldly methodology”  for the immediate fleshly benefits this brings to them,  all of which shall be exposed in The Millennium as we are told at 
Luke.12vv3, etc.  The Five Unfaithful Virgins of the aforementioned citation represent the  worldly Christian leaders who fornicate with  worldly 
methodology by being unfaithful to Yahweh's Methodology which means rejecting JCg as  “The Word of God”  from becoming  “The Power”  to make 
“The Required Transformation”  within The Mind to become truly Christ-like.   
Now let me move onto  “{images for worship}/idols”. 
I would like to direct the reader to my commentary given at 1John.5v21 that  explains/substantiates  what I am now about to state. 
Symbolically,  “idols”  means  “worldly things consuming our time away from fulfilling God’s work”.  
Yet this verse is saying  these people  pretend  to not partake in worldly things  –  but in reality  are  committing  adultery  with this fleshly world of Satan  
(being his methodology to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  because of The Idols  ( 1001’ things that consume time and attention away from precisely 
imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)  consuming our time for personal self-gratification. 
For example,  modern day idols might be the excessive use of time in these areas  Internet use’,  cyberspace,  computer games,  television,  sports,  cars, 
hobbies,  holidays,  debilitating habits (smoking, drinking, drugs)  on the personal side –  to the public side of attaining glory,  prestige,  decorations, etc. 

Therefore,  we realise  worldly Christian leaders fornicate with The World by  self-indulging  themselves with idols  (being what consumes 
their time away from  truly  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
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Please see glossary on what  “Temple”  really means  (being a place where people come to learn about Yahweh  1Cor.3v16, 2Cor.6v16, 1Pet.2v5-9, etc.)  
–  it is absolutely  not  as we are told by our  worldly Christian leaders to  “worship Yahweh” -  because we are supposed to  “worship Yahweh”  in our 
lifestyle  “24 – 7”,  being every hour of our conscious existence  by precisely imitating JC). 
We know  “The New Temple”  means the  “144000 TCs”  of The Millennium married to JC who  was/is  “The Corner/Foundation Stone”  upon which it 
was built.  These 144000 individuals become metaphorically married to JCg in The Millennium   (Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9)  so that they  (as  brothers/sisters  
to JCg  [Matt.12v48-50],  who himself is a Son of God)  might teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”. 
Note,  “Son” is only terminology,  upon resurrection both  men/women  shall be neuters  (Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v34-35). 
Therefore,  along with John.15v18-20 and John 16v1-4, etc.,  then we realise Paul is telling us by the expression  “{rob temples}/{commit sacrilege}”  
that  worldly Christian leaders shall be  taking  away from The World what TCs  give  to The World in their ministry.  For example,  the martyrdom of 
William Tyndale!   An aside  –  I have explained the more important spiritual level,  but it also this acts at a physical level being what Judas did to the 
gifts freely given  -  as we are told at John.12v6 regarding hypocritical Judas  -  and example repeated to infinitum by interrogation of The Internet. 
Rom.   2v23 og who/what/which/that [= worldly religious leaders]  
Rom.   2v23 og in  (to the [= within]) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Rom.   2v23 og (you) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice [middle voice]  through (reason of)  of the  violation/breaking/transgression   
Rom.   2v23 og of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  
Rom.   2v23 og the  God [Yahweh]   (you) dishonour/shame/despise? 
Rom.   2v23 = (You worldly religious/[Christian] leaders)  who  publicise/boast/rejoice  within  The  Law/Regulation  

(as a Religious/[Christian] Leader to those persons within the congregation before you) –  
(but)  through reason  of the  violation/transgression  of the  Law/Regulation  (that operates within your mind),  
you  dishonour  the  God  (Yahweh)!    (Through the works that you religious leaders do)    

  

(You,  worldly Christian  leaders/devotees)   Who boast within The Law   (as leaders over their devotees and {non-Christians}) 
(but)   through reason of the  (your)  transgression of The Law,  you dishonour the God   (Yahweh,  sourcing “The Law”). 
 

Again,  I could expand this topic both physically and spiritually  –  as I have done elsewhere,  so should have no need to repeat myself.  
Rom.   2v24 og the  For  Name/Character/Authority  of the  God [Yahweh]  through (reason of)  {specifically yourselves} 
Rom.   2v24 og (it is) vilified/{spoke impiously}/defamed/reviled/blasphemed   
Rom.   2v24 og in  to the [= within]  nations/gentiles/peoples  just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom.   2v24 = For the  Name/Character/Authority  of  the God (Yahweh)  it is  vilified/defamed/blasphemed  within the  nations/peoples 

through reason of  {specifically yourselves},   just/as  it has been  written/scribed  (by prophecy): 
 

For through reason of specifically yourselves   (as  worldly Christian  leaders/devotees) 
the  Name/Character/Authority  of the God  (Yahweh)   is vilified within the nations,  just as it has been written: 
 

Equally today,  “Christianity”  has become  vilified/dishonoured/blasphemed  within the  sane/reasoning  minds  of the Atheists! 
Why? 

Because what is said and done in  “The Name of God”,  just  mocks  Yahweh!   Because what our  worldly leaders of Christianity give is  not  given in 
The Character and Authority of Yahweh.  For a couple of examples at one extreme,   rolling around in the dirt supposedly  “slain in the spirit”  or 
speaking  “nonsense gibberish”,  supposedly speaking in  “tongues”  (ignoring 1Cor.14v23).  Then at the other extreme,  worldly Christian leaders 
corruptly operating within the slime of national politics being a  “million miles”  away from the fulfilment of  “Yahweh's Pure Desire being made 
manifest within The Environment” (= HS). 

All this can be seen by the atheists and it is this  “witnessed knowledge”  that  keeps them  remaining as atheists! 
What an indictment!  -  When the Christian is  supposed  to be  “Calling Out”  in  the  Name/Character/Authority  of JC as The Word of God! 

The  charlatan Christian leaders operating in this manner are cursed before Yahweh  (Matt.26v24, etc.)  –   and are lost to Yahweh  (Luke  –  all of 
chapter 15)  –  but they  can  return  -  if  they truly repent  –  let this website become The Shock that causes internal reform.  Yahweh takes  no  pleasure 
in annihilating life  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9)  but He will act most forcibly towards rebellious people  (as He did to Korah and followers)! 
Note,  Yahweh  (1) Instructs,  (2) Warns,  (3) Gives time to reform and then  (4) He acts.  This whole process is  “Righteous”  and makes Yahweh 
“holy/innocent/blameless”  of all charges. 
 
32nd Instruction – Cutting off our flesh (cutting off our source to life = mirrors baptism)  in covenant to Yahweh to abide 
by His instruction (= fulfil His Desire)  and do not break our commitment  –  else we destroy our agreement! 
33rd Instruction – A righteous person (in mind) is proven in works before  circumcision/contract  is made!   Therefore,  a 
higher entity preferentially chooses to make a contract with such a lower entity -  because this lower entity can be trusted! 
6th Prophecy – Circumcision is good for us if we habitually practise The Law,  but if we violate The Law then circumcision 
is worthless  (the extension being the  “circumcision of our motivation”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  to be Christ-like). 
11th Allegory – Circumcision = Cutting away from a former existence (hence mirrors baptism).  Enter into a  bilateral  
agreement with Yahweh to  (1) fulfil His Desire to  (2) attain  “The Promise/Birthright”  –  of  “The Inheritance”. 
12th Allegory –  circumcision of the heart =  a personal agreement to be cutting our  {seat of motivation}  away from 
Worldly methodology  (= an animalistic mind)  and promising to be operating according to Yahweh's Methodology,  based 
upon The Word of God that only comes through JC truly imbued to become as a  presence/parousia  within us. 
36th Warning – Do not break our agreement to Yahweh  (= consistently abide  by/accord  to His Requirements). 
14th Good News – People fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for a righteous society –  thus agree to abide by His Standards. 
20th Reasoning – Thus these people who then become Christians  (as The Brethren, and TCs)  become subject to Yahweh, 
but need not physically cut their bodies away to life in The World to be part of God’s family but rather spiritually die to 
The World’s Standards and live in Yahweh’s New World of The Millennium under His  Laws/Precepts  (as given by JC). 
37th Warning – If those worldly people  are  able to make the jump to Sonship  –  what about you people who already call 
yourselves “Christians”  (but have  forsaken  your side of the  bilateral  agreement with Yahweh)? 
38th Warning – If those worldly people  are  able to demonstrate compliance to Yahweh’s Desire  (even if they do not 
presently know of it)  then  “you”  worldly  Christians become judged by their works against what you know = JC’s Laws. 
21st Reasoning – For it is not in the image of our  presentation/façade  that determines whether we are righteous before 
Yahweh,  but rather how we behave in works to Yahweh’s Desire driven by our  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
Rom.   2v25 og [Prophecy, Isa.52v5]   (the) circumcision  truly/indeed  For   
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Rom.   2v25 og (it is) useful/benefits/advantages/betters/prevails/profits/gains    
Rom.   2v25 og if/whether  (the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Rom.   2v25 og (you) {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}/{regularly executing},   
Rom.   2v25 og if/whether  and  (the) violator/breaker/transgressor   
Rom.   2v25 og (of the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  {you exist/are/being} 
Rom.   2v25 og the  circumcision  {of you}  (the) uncircumcised  (it) {becomes to be}/occurs/happens. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.52v5  
Rom.   2v25 = For circumcision is  truly/indeed  useful/beneficial/advantageous,  

if  you  {habitually practice}/{regularly executing}  The  Law/Regulation,  
and  if  {you are/being}  the  violator/transgressor  of The  Law/Regulation,  
(then)  your circumcision  {becomes to be}  uncircumcised  

 

For circumcision is truly useful,  if you habitually practice The  Law   (= having personally put yourself into  “The Covenant”  with Yahweh). 
And if you are the violator of The Law   (then)   your circumcision becomes to be uncircumcised   (= having taken yourself  out  of covenant) 
 

Paul gives - 
    1.  A basic instruction unto which all would agree  (indicating where he is going within this chapter)  up to verse 16. 
    2.  A pleasing message to draw them into his hand  -  verses 17-18  (worldly Christian leaders just stop here  –  because the next part is too personal 
         and too painful for both the leaders and for their devotees  –  worldly methodology rules the mind of both parties). 
    3.  After drawing the recipients close to him –  Paul then thoroughly shakes them to their senses – to get them to consider their deviance (verses 19-24) 
    4.  The core to understanding what  “The Real Gospel”  means within a specific individual who claims to represent Yahweh! 
Paul is directing his teaching to explain The Gospel through this one aspect that makes The Jewish Christians think they are superior to the Gentile 
Christians,  being a   “stone of stumbling”  (1Cor.8v9, 1Pet.2v8, etc.,)  within their present reasoning. 

Thus,  Paul is explaining  “this aspect of stumbling”  to The Jews having their  “pedigree/provenance”  (before coming into Christianity),  
and thus he is using their knowledge back upon them  –  by explaining how Yahweh views this aspect.  Furthermore,  why Yahweh originally 
introduced  “The Promise”  to Abraham,  because of his  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}  truly separated himself away from The World  
(Gen.17v10-27)  and those people of his loins  –  understanding the full implications of this statement  –  being the 144000 TCs that Paul is 
drawing out for Yahweh  (please see elsewhere)  . 

Paul is reasoning   Your lack of commitment has  cancelled/annulled  the  agreement/covenant  you had with Yahweh! 
Paul is saying    

Yes!  -   If you uphold  “The Law of Moses”  then your circumcision into this law is a good thing.   
Yet if by committing yourself to  “The Law”  through circumcision and then find yourself breaking  “The Law”,  then this is not good!    
You have then just debased  (made worthless)  your commitment/agreement/contract  of circumcision  –  being your commitment to godly 
works  (required of by  “The Law”)!   You have become a  “hypocrite”! 

A particularly potent comment because Paul knew that everyone broke  “The Law of Moses”  (Rom.3v23),  just as The Jews equally knew themselves  –  
and Paul is to make sure they know at Rom.3v10-12  –  which would not go unnoticed upon a second read! 
Equally in the same context  –  to be brought right up to the modern day,  worldly Christians must apply and think very deeply about the commitment to 
and after baptism being a  bilateral  agreement/contract  to The Almighty God.  –  I explain various aspects of this in many places elsewhere,  this truly 
being  “The Superlative”  on offer  (= Sonship)  and conversely,  how  potentially deadly  (= annihilation)  this commitment  really is! 

Hence the  three-way  Judgment Yahweh is making  only  upon Christians! 
Now  “The Law”  has changed to become what JC’s commands of us,  and further,  our commitment is of our  thoughts/motivation  to the works for JC’s 
requirements  –  all of which fulfils Yahweh’s Desire  –  where  “The Resultant”  is  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (to yield  “The 3rd Remnant”  out of  “The 
Resurrected World”  in The Millennium). 
However,  all this is counter to what  worldly Christian Leaders teach to beguile their congregations into what is  “a stupor of ignorance”  towards 
what Yahweh truly demands of humans of today for future Sonship.  By consequence of this misdirection,  worldly Christian Leaders are actually 
fulfilling  “Satan’s Desire”  to delay The Millennium  (from a human standpoint)  –  please see glossary. 
Rom.   2v26 og  if/whether  then/therefore  the (person)  uncircumcised   
Rom.   2v26 og  the  {statute/decision of  righteous/justification}/{equitable deed/order}   
Rom.   2v26 og  of the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Rom.   2v26 og  (he/she may/should) {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserves/obeys/avoids/beware/keeps     
Rom.   2v26 og  not  the  uncircumcision  (of the) him   
Rom.   2v26 og  into/unto  (the) circumcision  (it will be) counted/reckoned/reasoned/think? 
Rom.   2v26 = Therefore/Then  if  the  uncircumcised person  preserves/obeys/keeps   the  Law/Regulation  of  Righteousness/Equality, 

(then)  not  his uncircumcision  it will be  counted/reckoned  unto  circumcision?  
 

Therefore,  if the uncircumcised person perseveres  “The Law of Righteousness”   (being that of the  “required equality to The Standard”), 
(then)   will not  his/(her)  uncircumcision be counted unto circumcision? 
 

Note   I include “women”,  because I am extending away from The Physical and moving unto  The Mind  –  being  the point  of where Paul is taking us. 
Paul is now working back to the particular aspect he started at 2v14 as a final onslaught to those people who consider themselves righteous before God  
–  then as Jews but entering into Christianity and thus directly applicable today for  worldly Christians  (because both groups  thought/think  they are 
going to (the) heaven(s)!   Yet this is a  decision  only  made by Yahweh  [Matt.20v23, 1Sam.16v7-13]  and  not  by humans  [stating their congregations 
are supposedly  “Children of God”  –  or through the very worldly practice  canonisation/beatification  abhorred by Yahweh])! 
Paul is trying to explain,  it is the  thoughts/motives   being demonstrated through  (true charity)  works,  within which God delights.   
Yahweh does  not  delight in people claiming to believe in “God”  (or His Son, JC)  but conversely,  their works do  not  demonstrate it  (irrespective of 
what  worldly Christian Leaders erroneously claim).   These people are hypocrites to  “The Real Faith”,  see glossary,  to which they espouse in  “cheap 
words”'  alone). 
Therefore,  Paul is saying    

There are Gentiles  (the uncircumcised)  representing those people who have not grown-up on The Tanakh  -  and yet they are personally 
imbuing  “The Word of God (Yahweh)”.  The outer witness of this is shown by their  mind/heart  sourcing their  thoughts/motives  come from 
the internal desire of performing godly works and thus God looks favourably upon them to continue their spiritual growth   –  to fully develop 
those recipients into possible future Sons of God  (1Cor.3v6). 

However for any individual  (physically circumcised or uncircumcised)  who learns  “The Word of God”   but rejects  “The Full Power of Reform”  that 
“The Word of God”  can yield  (actually, “demands”)  within an individual  –  then JC  (as  “The Word of God”  –  Rev.19v13)  cannot operate as a  
presence/parousia  within such an individual.  This individual has personally demonstrated they do  not  have the correct mindset material upon which to 
take upon themselves  “The Responsibility/Weight of Sonship”  -  thereby missing  “The Prize”  for TC’s  (1Cor.9v24,  Phil.3v14)  but not necessarily of 
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everlasting life when given the opportunity to have access to  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught.   Unlike the spiritually dangerous nonsense that is 
taught virtually everywhere today  –  full of distortions and fabrications having passed through  “The Mincer”  of  Rev.22v18-19  by  “The Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  for  “The Worldly Return”). 
Rom.   2v27 og Also  (he/she/it will) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge  the (person)  {from/out of}  
Rom.   2v27 og (of the) growth/production/descent/norm/natural/genus/lineage/type/nature  (the) uncircumcision,   
Rom.   2v27 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   
Rom.   2v27 og (the) completing/executing/discharging/accomplishing/paying/fulfilling/finishing 
Rom.   2v27 og thou/you  the (person [violator])   through (reason of)   (of the) writing/letter/book  
Rom.   2v27 og also  (the) circumcision  (the) violator/breaker/transgressor   
Rom.   2v27 og (of the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law! 
Rom.   2v27 = Also  the  person   (a gentile Christian)   {from out of}   (being)   naturally  (physically)   uncircumcised 

executing/accomplishing/fulfilling  The  Law/Regulation   (of precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
he/she  will  judge  you   (“Jews” professing to be so knowledgeable in “The Word of God”  [part 1 then,  now both parts as “Christians]) 
the  violator/transgressor  of the  Law/Regulation   (by  not  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
be through reason  (of your rejection)   of the  writing   (= by the instruction of The Tanakh  [of which JC fulfilled]),    
also  your  circumcision   (formalising the contract). 

 

Also the person (Gentile Christian)  from out of  (being)  naturally uncircumcised   (= not being a Jew and not having their heritage) 
accomplishing  The Law   (of precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)   
he/she  will judge you   (a  “Jewish Christian”  presuming leadership over  the gentiles  [only because of the former Jews’ Tanakh heritage])   
(to be)   the transgressor of The Law   (by  not  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)  
through reason  (of your rejection)   of the writing   (within The Tanakh  [of which JC precisely fulfilled  as the standard to which you should copy])    
also your circumcision   (as a formalised covenant with Yahweh  -  that JC equally had with Yahweh),  
 

Paul is exclaiming to these Jewish Christians  
Consider this -  

The Gentile Christians not being circumcised,  are knowing  “The Word of God”  (being  “The Requirements”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire)  and 
more importantly,  they are fulfilling  “The Word of God”  within their lives to be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  in real charity. 
They will look at you Jewish Christians having access to  “The Word of God”  within The Tanakh and physically circumcised to  “The Word 
of God”  to be  violators/transgressors  to what you  espouse/claim  with regard to  “The Law”  as exemplified by JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

This is written in a form of a statement  –  rather than as a question  (as given in many  worldly bible translations  –  by placing a non-existent  “not”  
into the translation  –  but how does the reader know,  when they have no access to  “The Original Greek”?).   

It could be accepted as both  –  but I prefer  “The Statement of Fact”  –  rather than a question. 
A “question”  means the reader can place whatever answer they like to the question  -  again this is  just so typical  of the  lack of precision  
being a general  “dumbing down”  given by our  worldly Christian theologians in what they  preach/espouse  to us and in their shame to 
Yahweh!  

Therefore,  Paul is now making the point   
Do not presume you Jewish Christians are any better than Gentile Christians just because you  “belong to The Jewish Heritage”,  where 
Yahweh  was  prepared to consider The Jews a special people  –  being His direct representatives to The World! 
By contrast,  for non-Jews becoming Christians the situation is very much different. 
The  thoughts/motives  demonstrated by works,  of those people who know nothing of The Tanakh given by Yahweh,  are much closer to 
Yahweh,  than people who consider they are close to God,  just because they call themselves of a particular persuasion  –  claiming to know 
or  “believe”  in Him by having the head knowledge,  or lineage of pedigree written about them.  Likewise,  for example by allegory   worldly 
Christian leaders today with paper doctorates endorsed by The World  (and not by Yahweh).  However,  these people and their fruitage  
(Matt.7v16-20,  see local commentary)  do not demonstrate this apparent  (self-claimed) “belief”  through their works. 

But what becomes worse than people believing this falsehood,  are those people claiming to be  leaders of The Law  telling the people  “beneath”  them 
these falsehoods are worthy!   And sadly,  those people  “beneath”  are  not  in the educated position to know any differently because they do  not  read 
The Bible themselves  and it is in the interests of their leaders to keep their devotees ignorant!   Please use an  accurate translation of The Bible and 
certainly  not  the NIV  [or equivalent post 1950 CE translation]  which is a  worldly  interpretation  and  utterly useless  for any form of analytical study 
–  pretty much only good as a  “fairy story”  [as I explain in my commentaries])! 
Thus,  this becomes a call today for  “Christians”  of The Closing Gospel Age  –  to recognise Paul's urgent plea to   “Wake-Up!”  -  Self-Audit! 
But firstly,  we must  accurately  know our subject matter  (being “The Quality Manual”)  so we are in the position to perform a successful audit! 
Because,  just as JC called out that he  (as  “The Word of God”)  was much greater than Solomon (Luke.11v31, etc.,)  then likewise today we  all  have 
access to  “The Word of God”  (in the form of The Bible)  and yet we utterly disregard what it truly means within our lives!   We,  like the inhabitants of 
Chorazin,  shall be equally condemned in The Millennium  –  all as I precisely explain in my local commentaries given at Matt.11v21, Luke.12v13. 
But the very worst individuals are those people who betray  “The Word of God”  by taking it and then spin it about so that they can make worldly gain 
out of it for any of the  “1001”  ways to personally self-gratify,  or to be iniquitous and self-excuse any deviancy  –  or to prop-up,  add apparent 
legitimacy to their personal cravings. These  charlatan  Christian leaders,  beloved by millions of Christians,  have so very much for which to answer! 
I make  no  public announcement to who they might personally be  –  but Yahweh is making The Assessment  now  –  it becomes the responsibility of The 
Reader to gain  “The Knowledge”  and make the personal audit -  else   They deserve what they desire  (either the best or worst of Christian leaders)! 
Rom.   2v28 og not  For  the (person)   in  to the [= within]  {shiningly  apparent/manifest/obvious/known}   
Rom.   2v28 og (the) Jew  (he/she) is  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  
Rom.   2v28 og the  in  to the [= within]  {shiningly  apparent/manifest/obvious/known}  
Rom.   2v28 og in  (to the [= within]) flesh/{carnal minded}  (the) circumcision. 
Rom.   2v28 = For  the  Jewish person  is  not  within  the  {shiningly apparent/obvious}   (= by what is worn, name or historical pedigree), 

neither  within  the  {shiningly apparent/obvious}   (action)   within  the  fleshly circumcision   (= merely a  one-off  physical act)! 
 

For the Jew  (as being a person special to Yahweh)   is not within the shiningly obvious   (= by name, clothing, pedigree), 
neither within the shiningly obvious fleshly circumcision   (as the obvious,  but unseen one-off  act to enter into the physical covenant). 
 

Thus it is  not  being a Jew  (presupposing to be Yahweh’s Representative)  by nationality or circumcision that makes us a Jew,  but rather Yahweh 
accepts us as a  chosen  individual based upon our head having  accurate  knowledge  (hence Paul’s words to the Christian Jews in v20)  on knowing 
where to go for The Goal.  Furthermore,  just as important,  for our  heart/{seat of motivation}  having the  passion/zeal  to drive us to The Goal  through 
works  in fulfilling “Yahweh’s Desire”  –  see glossary  (and James.2v16-26). 
The separator of which our  worldly Christian leaders fail to personally distinguish is the following - 

Are they edifying their devotees for Yahweh to gain (real) glory  (not by vain songs)  –  or edifying themselves for glory from their devotees? 
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It is by gaining a grip upon the answer to that question  –  that answers their driver. 
This is specifically  “The Question”  Yahweh is making of them  –  right now! 

It must be clearly stated - 
Yahweh requires proven righteous Leaders that  (1) He can trust to rule and  (2) The Resurrected World will respect, honour, and obey them! 
Yahweh does not want another Satan  “on the lose”  from out of these future 144000 TCs   -  The World is past that  (having been purified)! 

Rom.   2v29 og But  the (person)   in  to the [= within]  concealed/covered/hidden/{kept  private/secret}  (the) Jew,  
Rom.   2v29 og also  (the) circumcision  (of the) heart/{seat of motivation},  
Rom.   2v29 og in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
Rom.   2v29 og not  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) writing/letter/book  {of whom/which}   
Rom.   2v29 og the  laudation/{something commendable}/praise  not  {from/out of}  (of the) men, 
Rom.   2v29 og but  {from/out of}  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   2v29 = But  the  person  is  the  Jew  concealed/hidden  within, 

also  the  circumcision  is  of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  within  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (operating within the mind), 
{of whom}  (that one person)   the  laudation/praise   (is)   not  within  the letters  {from out of}  men, 
but  {from out of}  the God (Yahweh) (made visible at The 1st Resurrection to become a future son of God). 

 

But the Jew   (as being a person originally special to Yahweh)   is concealed within, 
also the circumcision   (as the covenant with Yahweh)   of the  heart/{seat of motivation}, 
within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (operating within in the mind), 
of whom  (that specific person)   the praise is not within letters from out of men, 
but from out of the God (Yahweh)    (made visible to all The World at  “The 1st Resurrection”  for these 144000 TCs). 
 

Paul is now  “wrapping together”  the  discussion/instruction  given throughout this whole chapter in these last two verses.  
Paul is teaching here of  True Christianity  =  “1st Century Christianity”  (rather than what is  practised/taught  today by  worldly Christian Leaders). 
Paul is speaking of those people who,  like him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1),  are aiming for  “The Prize”  being “The Goal”,  which is  only  available to TCs. 
The 144000 TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  are  elected/selected/chosen  by  Yahweh/God  from out of the  3 billion Christians of the whole Gospel Age  
called/invited  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  by  “The Word of God”  knocking at the door  (Rev.3v20)  to become His future Sons of God,  provided  they remain 
within  “The Real Faith”  until death  (“Asleep”).  Then they will be  awakened/roused/resuscitated  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  when JCg comes at his 
1st 2nd C  (1Thes.4v13-18,  Matt.24v49-44, Rev.11v11-12,  etc.,)  to collect his bride  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, Eph.5v30-32)  to rule as  
kings/priests  (1Pet.2v9, 5v4, 2Tim.4v6-8, Rev.1v6, etc.,)  alongside JCg in The Millennium.  Please read  all  my commentaries at the given citations. 

The Jews thought they were   “The Chosen People”! 
Initially they were correct  (to carry The Law and being  “the root through King David”  to deliver JC,  Isa.11v1, 10, Rom.15v12). 
In that manner as the prophets were  elected/selected  from out of  “The Vehicle”  (1st Epoch Israel [Jews])  of  “The 1st Covenant”  –  then likewise they 
symbolised the TCs  elected/chosen  from out of  “The Vehicle”  (2nd Epoch Israel [Christians])  of  “The 2nd Covenant”  to come out later in The Gospel 
Age. 
These later people become the  real Sons of God as we are told at Psm.44v15-18,  Heb.11v38-40,  John.2v1-12  -  please see my cited commentaries. 
Where these  “Two Remnants”  (become The Two Flocks of JC – John.10v16)  of Israel that return to The Lord as “The Early Adopters”  (Isa.10v20-22) 
become  “The Tools”  for Yahweh’s use to righteously extract  “The 3rd Remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord”  from out of  “The 3rd Epoch of 
Israel”  being  “The Resurrected World”.  Where the very final  “Israel”  into The Eternity  (perhaps by analogy to become the  wholly purified  4th 
Epoch of Israel coming through  after  The Millennium)  becomes the two parts of  “The New Spiritual/Fleshly Israel”.  Explained as being,  “The Early 
Adopters”  elected out of Satan’s methodology become  “The Spiritual Israel”  guiding under  Yahweh’s Methodology  “The Fleshly Israel”  
(comprising of  “The Reformed Individuals”  from out of  “The Fleshly Resurrected World”  of The Millennium).  

Returning  (after the digression in explaining  “The Core”  of Yahweh’s Righteous  Plan at the highest level to redeem “Mankind”) - 
Paul is using The Jews in this passage to try and show the link between the two in relation to Yahweh’s  overall plan  –  hence as I explain elsewhere 
being of  “The Two Covenants”  Yahweh has with Mankind to become  “The Righteous Route”  to yield  “Mankind's Salvation”  over a 2 part life  (2 
part physical and 2 part spiritual).   Where,  JC becomes  “The Righteous Means”  to allow Yahweh to operate in a righteous manner to give JCg’s 
Creation salvation to those specific people who ultimately over their 2 part life precisely imitate JC – their saviour and redeemer. 
Paul is trying to show by use of The Jews within the passage that it is the  thoughts/motivation  that makes a person righteous before God  (because they 
personally fail  “The Law of Moses”  the instant they sin through works).   

Thoughts/reasoning  (to give direction)  come from the  brain/mind/head.   
Motivation/passion/zeal  (to get something done)  comes from the  heart.  

“The Law of JC”  instructs our mind with  accurate  knowledge.  The  mind/thoughts  instructs  the  heart/passion  with knowledge.    
If the  heart/passion  is correctly aligned with Yahweh’s desire  (our mind),  then the heart  motivates  our body to produce works that coincide with the 
thoughts within the head  (that knows The Law).  Quite simply without  “The Head knowledge”,  then the heart goes off rudderless in the wrong direction  
(Jer.17v9) –  which is precisely why  worldly and worse  charlatan Christian leaders give  no  real  “Knowledge”  but mere  sound-bites  of attractive 
lures yielding  “blind  faith”  amongst their devotees  –   enabling them to be corralled like farmed cattle,  “to be milked”  by their leaders! 

The  “Word of God”  did  not  have this effect on the majority of the Jews operating under “The 1st Covenant”  –  principally The Leaders  –  
see my commentary of John’s Gospel  (or likewise  “Christians” of today supposedly operating under  “The 2nd Covenant”).  

Very few of the Jews were motivated by the heart to produce righteous works commensurate with the knowledge within the head  (= The Prophets),  thus  
as a nation  -  they failed. 
However,  JC came with two  All-embracing  Commandments (Mark.12v30-31),  which in reality were  “The Principles”  that must be followed.  
If we took these principles into our head,  and then our heart  (being the seat of motivation)  operated these principles in works that were demonstrated to 
The World,  being the fruit of the HS  (Gal.5v22-23)  used to yield fruits of the tree (Matt.7v16-20)  being the next generation of TCs.  Then and only then 
we become righteous before God in our  self-sacrifice  away from what The World can consume of our time.  This only occurs because our mind is totally 
focused upon JC’s requirements and  our motivation to  imitate  JC,  then the  gifts/favours  from  “The Presence”  (parousia)  of JC within us has come 
from  “The Word of God”  delivering  “Real Faith”  within a hearkening person who ultimately receives Yahweh’s HS to further guide  his/her/our  
thoughts and works as a TC.  We must never forget James.1v6-8 –  being critical to understand,  please see my local commentary. 
Continue imitating JC  to the end of the 1st part of our physical life and we will have been  elected/chosen  by Yahweh God to become one of His Sons,  
and would have personally helped make The Millennium occur by fulfilling  “The Trigger Threshold”  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  by being part of it! 
This is the righteous full circle that Paul is trying to explain by  illustration/explanation  of what those people around him could understand. 
Note   It must be absolutely understood  (counter to what we are taught by our worldly Christian leaders)  -  it is a  continuing  on-going  process  in the 
germination of  “The Word of God”  within our mind  –  being of continuous real spiritual growth as  “The New Creature/Creation” (Gal.6v15, 
2Cor.5v17).  This is where our spiritual DNA grows upon the RNA supplied by  “The Word of God”  –  hence it is  a continuous process of being  
“Begotten” (in The Womb) -  and if successful as  “Early Adopters”  then Yahweh will physically bring Birth to us at  “The 1st Resurrection”.   It is  only 
then,  are we truly  “Born Again”  as determined by Yahweh  (if  we have reached  “Full Term”  of the pregnancy and  not  require more time into The 
Millennium to purify our mind upon  “The Word of God”  to precisely imitate JC)! 
Noting by warning,  if we are like  charlatan Christian leaders then it will be a  “still birth”  unto annihilation  (I explain all in more detail elsewhere). 
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In summary  –  to explain by using the words within the text above. 
The Jew chosen by Yahweh was known as a Jew by the entire world because of the visible fleshly mark of circumcision.  But while he knew  “The Law of 
Moses”  by being a Jew,  his actions,  visible to the entire world,  condemned him! 
Paul is now saying - 
Ideally become a TC chosen by God. 

How does The World know this? 
The only way The World knows this is by our personal  actions/works  (but  not  merely  “the talk”  that most humans are so very good at performing)!  
These works are what The World can see to demonstrate the fruit of the HS  (Gal.5v22-26).   Out of this,  then we can yield the next generation of TCs in 
our unceasing  {occupational effort}/works/labours  freely given for absolutely  no  worldly return.  Therefore,  it is these  personal  works of  true 
charity  show the true inner drive to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (James.2v12-26, etc.). 
By contrast,  I find  worldly Christian leaders are exactly like worldly politicians  –  so good in worldly  “group association”!   They inclusively attach 
themselves like a leech onto the good charity work of some  other  person,  and manipulate their speech so that in some manner they are party by 
association to this good work –  seemingly they personally look good by endorsement,  when in reality they had little,  or nothing to do with it!    

This  “hypocrisy”  is condemned by Yahweh! 
Because  “The Mind”  is wrong  (as judged by Yahweh for King/Sonship, 1Sam.16v7-13)  for the future  “Resurrected World Leaders”. 

By means of recap – then - 
How does this work of the HS materialise? 

Because JC’s presence/parousia  (“coming” - see glossary)  is operating within us as  “The Real Faith”  (from  accurate knowledge + assurance + 
fidelity),  which when correctly exercised in charity  (given simply  [without strings attached –  for repayment’])  yields Yahweh’s HS within us. 

How is JC as  “The Word of God”  able to make this occur within us? 
Because we have made the conscious effort to  accurately imbue JC and work-out his presence  ( coming early through our watching’)  operate within us 

Why have we made the conscious effort to accept JC? 
Because we have personally circumcised our  “heart”,  being  “the seat of motivation”  for us to operate upon what is  accurately  known  –  being JC’s 
presence/parousia  (as  “The Word of God”  sourced by Yahweh)  operating within us. 

Why have we circumcised our  heart/{seat of motivation}? 
Because we have inwardly accepted the unseen mark of internal circumcision  (commitment by agreement)  to drive our mind towards Yahweh,  and not 
towards The World being the home of Satan’s present bastion of operations.  We have inwardly cut ourselves off from The World by becoming dead to 
the  self-indulgences  that consume our time within The World  (and as such made our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  “holy/pure/blameless/{separate 
from this world of sin}” – see glossary). 
Most importantly we must recognise this differentiation  

For the Jews,  someone else  circumcised them at birth.   
For the TC  (from out of Christians),  the internal circumcision is done  by oneself  in HS just described! 

 
 
Now on a precise  like-for-like  where The Jew  (= The Religious Leaders in these letters)   mirrors the Christian Leaders to follow in The Gospel Age – 
where there will be all The Pharisees,  and then the odd Nicodemus,  in about the same ratio  (noting John.7v50-51,  and the implicit warning to ‘lay-off’ 
given in the following verse [v52])! 
4th Comment – So what benefit is there in being a Christian,  or the usefulness of Baptism  (if it is in The Heart)? 
15th Good News – Much benefit,  because it enables an opening to become a TC and thus possible Sonship to Yahweh! 
16th Good News – By having the knowledge of JC enables us to imitate his  ministry/lifestyle  for  possible  Sonship! 
5th Comment – And if  worldly Christians do not  (really)  believe,  then does this nullify what JC or Yahweh did? 
39th Warning – Any  worldly Christian Leader nullifying Yahweh’s Word – he/she  be liars  (this covers many topics)! 
22nd Reasoning – The Crux of Paul's reasoning is:  How deep is our “belief” in what we know?   Or do we actually know?  
What do we know and what is our fidelity to what we know?  Where most people think they know so much, and yet so little. 
The point of this is  gain The Knowledge,  assay it to gain assurance  and then  act with fidelity upon what has been tested. 
23rd Reasoning – Most people are pressed down by worldly methodology and cannot spiritually look out from the canopy 
this pulls down over their reasoning.  That is why JCg has given us the 2nd part of our physical life to give us an 
opportunity to  live/exist  within a society operating according to Yahweh's Methodology to yield personal reform. 
It is essential to understand Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9,  and this must be  proven/shown  to the satisfaction of all watchers! 
7th Prophecy – JC will be justified in what he said during his ministry,  and as JCg,  he will judge The Fleshly World. 
17th Good News – JCg conquered death,  vindicated Yahweh (= His Decree on sin)  and thus Both are in the righteous 
position to judge humans.  (1) Christians  (at the end of the 1st part of their physical life)  by Yahweh  for Sonship (as JCg)  
(2) those Worldly  (99.99+% of humans)  will be judge  by JCg  (during the 2nd part of their life within The Millennium). 
34th Instruction – Ultimately to yield our complete reform over what is a 2 part life,  we must  recognise/admit/agree  that 
Yahweh and JC worked very hard together for Mankind’s Salvation to occur,  this firstly requires our genuine repentance! 
40th Warning – JCg  reset/atoned  our sin to get us all into The Millennium and shall judge the worldly people within it. 
41st Warning – Iniquitous Christian Leaders who twist Yahweh’s Word shall receive commensurate vengeance! 
‘Allegory’ –  repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’ is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘The Specific God’ using His HS for TC growth. 
42nd Warning – Many  worldly Christian leaders will generate  “all manner of excuses”  “to remain human”  in their 
sermons,  because they have no desire to personally lead the reform away from The World unto Yahweh! 
Rom.   3v1 og who/what/which/wherefore  therefore/then  the   
Rom.   3v1 og {super-abundant}/superior/pre-eminence/{very highly}/{beyond measure}/vehemently  of the  Jew,  
Rom.   3v1 og or/than/either/rather  who/what/which/wherefore   
Rom.   3v1 og the  usefulness/benefit/advantage/profit  of the  circumcision? 
Rom.   3v1 = Therefore/Then  what  superiority/eminence  (has)  the Jew,   or what  (is)  the  benefit/advantage  of the  circumcision?   
 

Therefore,  what eminence   (has)   the Jew   (over The Gentile) 
or what   (is)   the advantage of the circumcision   (the body's one-off physical contract with Yahweh) 
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This is a particularly good question! 
As I very carefully explain in John's Gospel,  the (pious) Jews represented  “The Religious Leaders”  (being an extension of them),  and I further explain,  
in John's Gospel  -  “The Jews” (meaning “religious leaders”)  are allegoric to represent  worldly Christian leaders of The Gospel Age. 
Thus,  we realise Paul asks the question    

What virtue has  pedigree/provenance  behind  “The Religious Leader”  or the  “worldly religious documentation”  (worldly paper 
doctorates)  to give a physical semblance of apparent competence to represent Yahweh! 

But it  could  be good  if  “The Motivation”  is correct  (based upon Paul's  pedigree/provenance  and learning)  -  as Paul explains in the next verses.  
Because  without  all  “The Knowledge”  (of  “The Word of God”  fully inculcated within The Mind)  –  then it is  impossible  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  
but it  also  requires  two further stages  to be ultimately successful  (those being,  assurance + fidelity).    

All this is demonstrably  contrary  to what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  teach us  -  being of the congregational recipients! 
Rom.   3v2 og (The) Many/Much/Plenteous  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) every  
Rom.   3v2 og {a turn (in mode or style)}/{change in deportment/character}/manner/means/way,   
Rom.   3v2 og firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  truly/indeed  for  because   
Rom.   3v2 og (they were) entrusted/committed/believed  the  {an utterances of God}/oracles  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   3v2 = Much  according to  every  {turning (from former state)}/{change in deportment}/manner/means!    

Because  indeed  firstly,   they were  entrusted  (with)  God’s oracles. 
 

Much according to every  {turning  consideration/manner}   (= Let us consider all the many different aspects of Jew and Gentile)! 
Because indeed firstly,   they  (the Jews)   were entrusted   (with)   God's oracles   (as  “God’s Word part 1”). 
                 (Noting that  “Christians”  are entrusted with  “God’s Word of both parts 1 and 2”  [where “part 2” righteously answers “part 1”]) 

 

All as I  fully  explain in 2v29  –  especially how  “The Responsibility”  has now shifted away from  “The Israelite Nation”  to  “The Christian Nation”  –  
with similar disastrous consequences  –  overall!   However,  that is no distraction to Yahweh,  because He is searching out  “the mavericks”  being 
those very specific people who put themselves  “out on a limb”,  thrusting themselves into danger to face persecution from The World for only fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire.  These people are called  “Martyrs”  “living for a cause”  –  and  “The Cause Today”  is to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  
–  in that manner we  will  be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  to the detestation of  hypocritical  religious leaders exposed by the TCs’ righteousness! 
It is by being a  model secular citizen  (but utterly  neutral  in worldly politics)  and thrusting ourselves forward to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  means 
The World can  only  persecute us for  The Involvement with Yahweh’s Work  being  only  to  precisely imitate JC!   Logically (because no other person is 
motivated),  the persecution from The World  will  only  be  orchestrated by  “The Religious Leaders”  –  as William Tyndale received from  “The 
Religious Authorities”  of his day  (reminds me of JC speaking of The Pharisees Matt.23v29-31)! 
The important thing regarding  “The Imitating of JC”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.,)  is to gain  accurate  information  (hardly available at 
seminaries  –  being merely  “The Learning Location”  to become “worldly”  and thereby be  “contesting Yahweh” [Matt.23v15])  –  and this is by 
simile what Paul is teaching us here.  Place ourselves into the position to be entrusted with Yahweh's Oracles  –  by  precisely  knowing and  thoroughly  
understanding  “The Word of God”  –  enabling us to quote it accordingly as the situation is required  –  hence Paul's instruction at Eph.6v17  –  a deft 
sword in both attack and defence! 
Rom.   3v3 og who/what/which/wherefore  for  if/whether  {be unbelieving}/disobey/{believe not}    
Rom.   3v3 og some/{any persons}?   Not  the  faithlessness/disbelief/disobedience  
Rom.   3v3 og {of them}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  of the  God [Yahweh] 
Rom.   3v3 og (he will be) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified/annul? 
Rom.   3v3 = For  what if  {some/any persons}  disbelieved/disobeyed?    

(Did) Not  their  disbelief /disobedience  {rendered useless}/nullified  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  of God? 
 

(Having witnessed the Jew's behaviour towards Yahweh over almost 1700 years)   For what if some people  disbelieved/disobeyed? 
(Did)   Not their  disbelief/disobedience  rendered useless God's  faithfulness/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}? 
                 (Noting likewise,  the Christians’ behaviour was equally  [if not more so]  abominable to Yahweh over some 1700 years) 

 

Clearly not! –  
That is  precisely why  Yahweh is running  a  parallel  plan of salvation  to that given out in a distorted manner by  worldly Christian leaders  (who 
demonstrably show they do  not  understand what they are doing when it comes to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire).  The doctrine of other religions have  no  
credence and I can use inductive logical reasoning to show  the very shallow nature  of those  very worldly religions.   

For I welcome  the very best  advocates of those religions to present an exegesis to validate what I consider to be their  “vain beliefs”  so that 
I can  publicly  expose the holes within their supposed reasoning,  line by line on this website  –  please give me the material!    

Clearly, I would greatly encourage these individuals to question the exegesis I present to validate  “True Christianity”  –  I  (and likewise Paul)  would 
welcome a bilateral discussion  –  for I have  nothing  to fear with the exegesis I explain to The World! 
However I would much rather these individuals see the error of their understanding  (that comes from digesting the other's knowledge base – that is best 
coming from a bilateral discussion)  and to imbue  “The Knowledge”  contained on this website within their very  being/existence  for their (and 
society’s)  ultimate long-term benefit! 
Thus we understand  “The Official  (as considered by The World)  Professional Religious Leaders”  disbelieve/disobey  what is required from them  (by 
Yahweh)  while they give to The World  what The World  (being their local environment)  wants to hear  –  for the worldly returns this brings to them. 
By the definition of  “Professional”  that is precisely what they do – they give precisely what  “The Paymasters”  want to receive –  be it the (Worldly) 
Religious Establishment  or the deluded devotees!   Sadly,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  by de-facto  cannot be objective  (and hence intrinsically 
biased)  –  because they are paid for what they deliver  -  please see my commentaries given at Matt.6v24, 22v21  that thoroughly explain what JC was 
teaching us about this subject. 
Importantly,  the point is this     

Yahweh  remains faithful to His Plan  and uses  “The Early Adopters”  in both  “The 1st Covenant” (= The Prophets)  and  “The 2nd 
Covenant”  (= The 144000 TCs)  to further His Plan unto and into The Millennium.  These  “Early Adopters”  are  OUTSIDE  organised 
worldly “Religion”  –  because they are truly motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire and thus operate  within  Yahweh's Two covenants and in  
parallel  to worldly “Religion” (Rev.18v4). 

That is why The Bible tells us the numbers of  “The Early Adopters”  are very small and few in number  –  because so few humans are prepared to push 
themselves into spiritual martyrdom  (Matt.7v12-14, 20v16, 22v14, etc.,)  –  where they may be required to face physical martyrdom  (orchestrated by 
guess who   -  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”, John.16v1-4)! 
This is  not  of my invention  –  it is precisely what The Bible  tells us  and moreover,  exactly what we have witnessed during the last some 2000 years. 
On my 3rd revision I realise I have not fully explained the last part of the verse. 
Paul is really asking the question - 

“Was Yahweh imperfect in choosing The Jews to represent Him!” 
And Paul answers - 

Rom.   3v4 og Not  (let it) {become to be}/occur/happen!  
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Rom.   3v4 og (let him) {become to be}/occur/happen [pass. mid voiced]   and  the  {Specific God}    
Rom.   3v4 og (the) {true (as not concealing)}/verified/truth,   (the) every (person)  and  (of the) man(kind)   (the) liar/falsifier!    
Rom.   3v4 og Just/As/That/How/When  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom.   3v4 = Not let it  {become to be}/occur!    

And  “the specific god”  let him  personally  {become to be}  {the disclosing truth},    
and  the  every  person  of the  Mankind  the  liar/falsifier! 
Just/as  it has been  written/scribed:- 

 

Not let it become to be!   (= Let not that thought cross our mind)! 
And  “the Specific God”  personally becomes to be the disclosing truth,  and all Mankind the liar! 
              (= Yahweh is always  “The Disclosing Truth”  and Mankind  [through its leaders of  politics/religion/commerce]  prefer to source  “Lies”) 
Just as it has been written: 
 

Firstly,  let me deal with  “The Specific God”. 
Paul has switched from stating  “The God”  by the absolute pointer,  to use  “ho theos”  as the relative pointer to mean  “The Specific God”  because he 
is allowing the floating pointer nature of  “ho theos”  to point to  two  individual reasoning Gods.  These are  (1) The Almighty God Yahweh  (being the 
subject of v3)  and continued here,  but also  (2) to include  “the specific god” of Mankind,  namely, JCg our creator and intercessor  (relative to 
“Mankind”)  expressing his Father’s HS.   

(Noting what the  “HS”  really means as described on  “FutureLife.Org”  and  not  by  “Religion”.) 
Thus Paul in this  one  verse is stating that  both  separate reasoning Entities are  “The Disclosing Truth”  –  where,  Yahweh sources JCg as  “The 
Word of God”  –  and JCg as  “The Word of God”  freely chooses to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  and thus recognised by Yahweh to be His Beloved Son  
(Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.).  JCg is beloved because JCg,  as JC in a fleshly body,  fulfilled Yahweh's Desire  precisely so,  and utterly contrary to what we 
are errantly taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  Yahweh does  not  phileo/attractively  love those individuals who do  not  fulfil His Desire! 
Furthermore,  Yahweh does  not  storge/family  love those individuals who do  not  fulfil His Desire. 

Yet,  both Yahweh and JCg  will  phileo/attractively  and  storge/family  love  “The Resultant”  after  “the filtration of Mankind”  through all 
the individuals' 2 part life (see glossary).  Noting that JCg  agapao/edifying  loves his creation now to deliver  “The Respective Remnants that 
return to The Lord”  over  “The Three Epochs of Israel”   (=  [1] Jews, pre JC,  [2] Christians, post JC,  [3] Resurrected World of The 
Millennium under JCg). 

Thus - 
Yahweh  is  faithful to The Universe and JCg  is  faithful to  “The World”  (= “Life/Adornment/Decoration”  on this planet culminating in Mankind). 

Now let me explain the remainder of this verse in context. 
This is  precisely why  “The Responsibility”  was taken away from  “The Israelite Nation”  as a whole   not  to be entrusted with God’s Word  (being 
under a new  Priestly line  –  see Hebrews chapters 5 to 10,  as prophesied some 600 years earlier at Jer.31v31-33).  The Jews became disbanded  
spiritually  at Cornelius’ baptism  (3.5 years after JC’s resurrection act Acts. chapter 10,  fulfilling prophecy again some 600 years earlier Dan.9v27)  
and  physically  as a nation at  “The Roman Conquest of Jerusalem”  at 70 CE  (some 36 years after JC’s resurrection).    At this event,  the physical 
genealogy back to Abraham  (hence ancestral  “The Right”  to become a  “Son of God”)  was destroyed by The Romans in the burning of their Temple  –  
thus signifying  “The New Physical Israel”  had been metaphorically transferred through the DNA into the Gentiles  (by subsequent interbreeding during 
The Gospel Age – see my commentaries given at Rev.7v4-8).  Thus it becomes  “The New Physical Israel” (2nd Epoch Israel)  (noting its true definition –  
“persevere  (positively or negatively) with Subjector/God”  that yields both  (1) the  spiritual  Israel  (= the 144000 TC Early Adopters)  and  (2) the  
fleshly  Israel (worldly Christians)  of The Gospel Age.    
This is precisely what The Bible teaches us  –  but this  exegesis  utterly unknown  to our  worldly Christian theologians  (2015 CE). 

Most importantly,  The Israelite Nation was  the vehicle  for  “The Righteous Plan of  God’s Means for our salvation”,  to be demonstrated 
through His Son JC to successfully complete his mission upon this Earth. 

It is exactly for same reason given above  (also  the final outcome)  why God’s favour  has been  taken away  from the  worldly Christian Nation  (there 
is a  small unique  “Christian nation”  of  “The Brethren/Sisters”  agapao/phileo/storge  (= edifying/attractively/family loved)  by God  –  1Pet.2v9, etc.)  
because almost all Christians within  “The Christian Nation”  as a whole,  have forsaken  “The  Character/Authority”  –  while yet,  profusely claiming 
to represent  “The Name”  –  they too have become worldly!   Because they do not precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle! 

This is precisely as The Jews thought and acted themselves  (no difference  between  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”  as determined by Yahweh)! 
Exactly as before with  “The Jewish Nation”,  the  worldly “Christian Nation”  becomes  “The Vehicle”  for the TCs that are  (1) called,  (2) positively 
responded,   also then  (3) elected/chosen  when judged righteous with God’s oracles to live and demonstrate their works upon the Earth  –  just as did 
their Mentor JC show by setting  “The Required Golden Standard”.  Thus  “The 144000”  are required to become  “The Trigger Threshold”  to fulfil 
Yahweh's Prophecy  that must occur  first  before  “The 2nd Advent of JCg”  can occur  (being initially  “The 1st Resurrection”  to collect his Bride,  and 
3.5 years later The Millennium follows). 

Now I ask the reader to interrogate this righteous logic - 
JC became the saviour for the  TC’s in the 1st part of their physical life  judged Righteous by Yahweh in  “The 1st Judgement”  to skip  “The (2nd) 
Judgement”  (by JCg, John.5v23-30)  during the 2nd part of their physical life.   
This is possible because they  (1) truly imbued God's Word and then  (2) purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life during  (3) the 1st part of their physical 
life after baptism  [as an expression of the HS  –  yielded by  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued and implemented with fidelity]).   
It is  because  of  “this personal effort”  of salvation  (1) for a TC’s personal salvation  (only made possible by JC),  the 144000 TCs shall be given 
greater  responsibility/weight  (Luke.19v16-19)  in The Millennium by  (2) saving the lives of other people (their neighbour)  for  all receptive people  in  
“The General Resurrection”  through their personal  ministry/preaching  work of teaching  “salvation”.   These 144000 TCs as  “The New Leaders”  -  
“lead by example”  by personally expressed  “Righteousness”  demonstrated by works as proven in the 1st part of their physical life  (Luke.19v16-19).  
These TCs judged on this matter by Yahweh at the end of the 1st part of their physical life  (as having perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  shall be 
collected by their saviour JCg  (Matt.25v1-12).  Equally,  they shall to be  dressed  like him  (in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body, 1Cor.15v35-50)  at 
the 1st 2nd C of JCg  (see glossary)  for this new enhanced  responsibility/weight  (please see my commentaries at Rev. chapter 19,  John.2v1-12, 
Rev.21v2, 9, etc.). 
Note   For those people  not  being TC’s,  JC has only given  “a free pass”  to  all  people of The World  (see 3v9, 1John.2v2, 4v14)  to escape  (what 
becomes)  “The 1st Death”  at the end of the 1st part of their physical life.  This  “free pass ticket”  is  once used  in an exact  “like-for-like  equivalence”  
at  “The General Resurrection”  that  cannot  be re-used  (a second time)  by any person later  (Heb.4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.).   
The Bible is very insistent upon that statement  –  see later.   Thus these resurrected people in a perfected DNA fleshly body  are  potentially subject to 
“The 2nd Death”  (of  finality/annihilation,  Rev.2v27, 20v6)  if  they choose  not  (1) to learn and then  (2) to  remain righteous during The Millennium  
(and beyond, into The Eternity). 
None of this is explained by The Leaders of The Christian Nation because  they just  do not  understand it! 

Why do they not understand it   (or worse,  choose  not to understand it)? 
Because with all their knowledge  (see JC’s parable of The Rich Man and Lazarus – Luke.16v19-21+),  they are quite satisfied to keep their eyes closed, 
as JC tells us  – “The blind leading the blind, and they both fall into the ditch”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39).  While there  is  the rare Nicodemus high up in 
the  worldly Christian community  (and operates  “under cover”  through fear of peer  pressure/retribution  John.3v1-15, 7v50, 19v39),  most leaders are 
quite content in  establishing/perpetuating  “a mystery”  for them to wallow within  (spending billions of man-hours  reworking  “rubbish”  –  being 
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human generated unsubstantiated  ideas/doctorates/myths/hearsay) .  These professional leaders do this to stay aloof of their now lost congregation  (lost 
within worldly worthless  “intellectual waffle”)  for personal self-glory/vanity of the leaders,  so they look educated and learned to live off their devotees’ 
efforts  (The Bible tells us this also – because they have  nothing  else of supposed substance).   No wonder God has the harsh words that He uses within 
all the epistles about them.  It makes me want to weep when I hear on the radio these debates on  “Christianity”  –  given by these presumptuous  
“supposed learned”  advocates  (having doctorates of divinity)  just get themselves tied up in  illogical knots of waffle  (also ignoring what Paul teaches 
us to avoid such activity Titus.3v9, 2Tim.2v16, 23, 1Tim.4v1-2, etc.)! 
The whole point  of God’s Word given,  is for it  to be made clear and transparent  (and  not  like an  “uncertain trumpet call”  –  1Cor.14v8).  “The 
Call”  is to be understandable to The World  without  distorting it  -  so the resultant logic does  not  appear to mock God  (noting Gal.6v7)  in the midst 
of those people being  outside  “The Christian Nation”  (new wineskins, Luke.5v37-39).   Where “The Resultant”  of what we are taught by worldly 
Christendom appears to be having the appearance of a sham,  together with  all  other  worldly religions  orchestrated by Satan  (operating according to  
his  methodology of  [ultimately]  worthless/hurtful  “self-indulgence”)! 
But instead of standing out as being different from them  –  worldly Christian leaders are trying to unify themselves by infusing their preaching together 
with these other  falsehoods  -  operating in precisely the same manner as Hinduism! 

As the Bible tells us  –  like a harlot pursuing innumerate suitors  (Rev. chapters 17 + 18, etc.,)  and Paul at 1Cor.6v15-16, etc.! 
A 4th revision addition. 
Let me categorically state for The Record - 

Virtually everything of which The Major  (and most minor)  Schisms of Christendom preach  is  inherently  (and intrinsically)  “Wrong”  
regarding specifically about what JC taught to yield  “1st Century Christianity”!   

However,  they are so very capable of teaching  “the unrighteous lures”  of  “Religion”  as equally are their counterparts! 
Rom.   3v4 og [Prophecy, Psa.51v4 ]  {Whatever how}/{In the manner that}/{So that}  wish/suppose   
Rom.   3v4 og (you may be) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}    
Rom.   3v4 og in  to the [= within]  sayings/topics/utterances/reasoning  {of you}    
Rom.   3v4 og also  (you will) conquer/overcome/prevail/{get victory}  in  to the [= within]   
Rom.   3v4 og (to be) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged  thee/thy/thou/you. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.51v4  
Rom.   3v4 = {So that}  wish/suppose  you may be  {rendered  righteous/justified}  within your  sayings/topics/reasoning, 

also  you will  conquer/overcome/prevail  within your  {mental deciding}/judging. 
 

So that suppose you may be rendered righteous within your  sayings/topics/reasoning, 
also you will prevail within your judging. 
 

We need to consider precisely how Paul is applying this prophecy. 
Also,  within  “The Context”  it was originally penned! 
This was written when King David had just been reprimanded by The Prophet,  Nathan,  about the adultery with Bathsheba  (2Sam.11v2-27, 12v1-25). 
We can see from the account;  King David was seriously troubled by what he had done.   
He went into a condition of  sincere repentance  and called upon Yahweh to forgive him for his two-part sin  –  hence the Psm.51. 

Now we know the important context  –  then we can move  further-on  to explain this  (being specifically The Point Paul makes at verse 3 
leading into this verse 4). 

The Crux of understanding this is based upon what I state elsewhere  –  that   Yahweh  cannot  righteously  forgive sinful humans.   
This is utterly counter to the  unrighteous nonsense  our  worldly Christian leaders teach us when they state  “Yahweh forgives our sins”! 
I thoroughly explain why elsewhere,  for example see Matt.9v2-6,  noting that Yahweh  can  forgive His Adopted 144000 TCs starting with The Apostles. 
Therefore,  we might ask  

Does this verse argue against me  -  and thus support errant  worldly Christian doctrine? 
Absolutely not! 

The key comes with what King David  also said elsewhere at Psm.110v1-2,  and quoted by JC at Matt.22v44, etc. 
The point being that  “The Intermediary”  (JCg, 1Tim.2v5)  is  able to forgive our sins  (Matt.9v6, etc.)  and personally  atones/resets/{buys back}  us  -  
thereby allowing Yahweh to righteously  turn a  “blind eye”  to our sin  during the 1st part of our spiritual life  –  thereby allowing us,  as individuals  –  
to personally purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life  either as  

(1) “The Early Adopters”  (for a  very few  Christians, about 1 person in 30000 Christians)  in the 1st part of our physical life  or    
(2)  For virtually all people,  to be covered over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  of 1000 years  (of The Millennium,  Matt.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8, 
John.19v31, etc.,)  in the 2nd part of our physical life to learn how to imitate JC our saviour. 

Therefore,  where does this reasoning take us? 
King David was speaking in prophecy to  “The Intermediary”  JCg as  “The Word of God”  –  from Yahweh to  “atone and then cover”  our sins. 
With hindsight,  we now know that JCg was to physically come some 1000 years later within a fleshly DNA body at his 1st Advent to give  “The Word of 
God”  to The World to become  “The Reply to The Request” made by King David effectively  on our behalf. 
Because Paul thoroughly knew The Tanakh,  –  then he was able to understand its application into The Gospel Age after his encounter with JCg on  “The 
Road to Damascus”  (where much more was conversed than only what was written at Acts.9v4-6, 22v6+  please see my commentaries at 1Cor.12v1-3).  
Furthermore,  we must not forget the subsequent intercourse Paul had with  “The Pillars”  (= the original disciples)  of  “The Real Faith”  (Gal. 
Chapter 2)  –  hence his citation now. 

Therefore,  after that background  –  what is its specific application in what Paul is teaching us? 
The point is this - 
We are  all  sinners – “terrible sinners”  for most people,  and we are prepared to forgo the  long-term  interests for  “The Good”  of our Neighbour in 
preference for short term gain to satisfy our animalistic internal self-indulgence.  Thus,  we are absolutely not  presently  “Children of God”  as our 
utterly errant  worldly Christian leaders keep telling us to  “please the ear”  (2Tim.4v3-4,   for their personal worldly gain out of the deluded devotees)! 
The consequence of this supposed “arrival” to “The Goal”  would be for us to see  no  reason for any internally reform  (being the very necessary 
reform we must  continually  do)  –  and thus we would behave just as did the Pharisees at John.8v28-55 to  “The Word of God”  –  to effectively become 
“Children”  of  “The Father of The Lie”  (Satan),  hence Heb.12v8! 

Yet through  “The Word of God”  (1) correctly imbued and  (2) personally implemented with fidelity,  having been  (3) thoroughly assayed,  
then we  might/perhaps  become “Children of God”  if  deemed worthy by Yahweh within His  Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement that occurs 
during The Gospel Age upon all those people calling themselves  “Christians”. 

King David was prepared to recognise his sin and do something about it  –  as did those people coming to repent and become baptised by John the 
Baptist so that they might  start the process of becoming  “Born Again”.  Where ideally,  they could  mentally  develop sufficiently to  possibly/maybe  
become  “Children of God”  only  personally  physically  realised at  “The 1st Resurrection”  if  successful  (thus Rev.20v6,  because of Matt.20v23 
hence Matt.24v36).  Sadly all this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  –  that is precisely why in their present standing,  they  cannot  be  
“Children of God”  because they are  “not  given to know”  (Matt.13v11-13)  and are thus rejected  (Luke.16v1-8, 20v16)  having  not  truly repent away 
from what The World can deliver  (Luke.3v9, etc.)! 

For our safety,  we should  disregard most  of what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us  (where much is  wholly wrong  on specific  “1st 
Century Christianity”  when they stray from directly quoting The Bible)  because they  only  teach “Religion”  (thus Rev.18v4,  where  
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“Religion is sourced by Satan  “to oppose”  by half-truths).  Where the various religions have a different  “Front Person”  who  “sacrificed 
his life”  away from The World so that the subsequent leaders might  “divide and rule”  over their deluded devotees!   

This fraud is pathetic in  “The Grand Scheme”  of things when witnessed with hindsight within The Culmination! 
Apologies for my necessary digression to expose the nasty  “self-indulgent”  side of what is occurring on this planet  –  away from which  we must repent   
–  and hence becomes the lead-in,  back to what Paul is teaching us here. 
Paul knew this psalm because he must have applied it to himself  (1Tim.1v13, etc.,)  and thus, he was able to use it now upon what he saw occurring to 
The Jewish Christians  –  being equally applicable of what they represented,  by allegory,  of what was to come throughout The Gospel Age  –  being The 
Worldly Christian leaders.  People taking these positions throughout the generation all require intense reform if they so desire  (or be utterly rejected  –  
being the subject of much of JC’s parables and actions  –  please see my commentaries of  all  The Gospels where I  thoroughly  explain what these  
illustrations/events  really  mean). 
Thus because this is a prophecy made by King David who personally typified JC to follow some 1000 years later in at least ten areas  (see “King David” 
in glossary that explains all this),  thus David is speaking in  prophecy about JC.  He was speaking about JC having proved his perfect state over the 3.5 
year assay period conversing to Yahweh effectively on the night of his murder  (Matt.26v36, etc.) - 

You,  Yahweh shall be proved  righteous/equitable  in all Your judgements  (and thus conquer over all criticism  [from Satan's accusations])! 
Being that JC was to be proven perfect and thus Yahweh shall be able to resurrect JC as JCg the  future  “begotten”  son of God. 
(Notice the progression of tenses for  “begotten”  at future Psm.2v7, present Heb.5v5, past Rev.1v5 all point to JC being begotten from flesh 
to celestial  at his  resurrection  –  to become  “The Lead” and  “Goal”  for the future 144000 (TCs) equally begotten future Sons of God. 
Thus Yahweh is proven perfect in His Judgement towards JC,  and JC was proven perfect to  “The Pure  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  of 
Yahweh”  (= the “HS”),  because he practised with fidelity  “The Word of God”  (being what he taught)  to become  “The Wisdom of God”.    

That is specifically  why “ho theos”  is used in v3 above. 
That is the background behind what was said,  and why it was said for its application  (1) with JC. 
But it then goes much beyond that – hence the  (2) following – being the reason why Paul included it here. 
The (2) is this - 

We,  humans are likewise to be judged accordingly to our  REFORM  away  from The World  (being of its methodology sourced by 
Satan  “to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”).  We must not practise any form of  fraud/hypocrisy  (of infinite descriptors)  to 
any person, company, institution or authority during our life -  thus proving ourselves  “holy/innocent//blameless”  of any 
righteous charge a person can make against us.   Thus it our take-up to  “The Word of God”  as ideally  “The Early Adopters “ 
(for Judgement  by  Yahweh)  in the 1st part of our physical life.  Or for most people,   it requires The Millennium  (Great Sabbath 
Day)  required for  “The Resurrected World”  to imitate JC  (during the 2nd part of our physical life in The Millennium)  when the  
judgement is made by JCg  (John.5v23-30)  and again,  this is the reason why  “ho theos”  is used in the context). 

      Where “The Judgement”  on each occasion  (1st and then 2nd)  is related to  The Personal Reform  based upon  “The Word of God”. 
Thus,  both Yahweh and JCg  can righteously conquer  The  Devil/slander  that  Satan/adversary  levels against Mankind. 
As I state to ad-nauseam,  all this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders because they are  planted firmly in the present world of Satan! 
Rom.   3v5 og if  and  the  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness/iniquity  {of/from us}  (of the) God [Yahweh]  
Rom.   3v5 og (the) righteousness/equality/justification   
Rom.   3v5 og (to) {sets together}/{introduces favourably}/approves/commends/exhibits   
Rom.   3v5 og who/what/which/wherefore  (shall we) say/utter/speak ?    
Rom.   3v5 og Not  (the) unrighteous/unjust/wicked/wrong  the  {specific god}   
Rom.   3v5 og the (one)  {bearing upon}/{super-inducing}/taking/inflicting   
Rom.   3v5 og the  {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance?  
Rom.   3v5 og Down/Accordingly/Intensely/Against (to)   (the) man  –  I  state/exclaim! 
Rom.   3v5 = And  if  our  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness  approves/commends  God’s  righteousness/equality/justification,  

what  shall  we  say/utter? 
Not  “the specific god”  (is)  unjust/wicked/wrong  {bearing upon}/inducing/inflicting  the  {violent passion}/wrath/vengeance? 
According to man – I state! 

 

And if our unrighteousness commends God's righteousness,  what shall we say? 
             (= If we reason,  God created us to be unrighteous,  so by contrast,  our sin shows God to be perfect then  … … ) 
(Is)  Not  “the specific god”  unjust inflicting the wrath   (upon us sinful humans – who have failed)? 
             (= is it unjust for  “the specific god”  to inflict wrath upon us?  =  Do we feel it unjust for  “the specific god”  to punish us for sinning?) 
According to man –  I stated! 
             (= I only postulate this suggestion  -  as would a mind operating according to worldly methodology  -  being how you recipients would think!) 

 

Let me explain what Paul is stating here - 
         Paul gives here,  a  worldly  postulation  (“according to man”  – I stated) - 

God's  righteousness/equality  is  approved/commended  by our  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness! 
        (Inasmuch it is good that we are imperfect  –  because it enables us to see by contrast the righteousness of Yahweh!)  and thus - 

Is  “the specific god”  unjust/wicked  by  {bearing upon}/inflicting  upon us his  wrath/vengeance? 
(Inasmuch if our unrighteousness  (sinfulness)  is required for us to recognise God's righteousness then  “the specific god”  must be  
unjust/wicked  if he punishes us when we sin!). 

This is a typical example of what  worldly Christian  theologians might dream up  –  an unrighteous circular argument based upon at least one false 
premise  (and often,  more than one)!    I will not go through a long exegesis to explain here the several fault lines within that worldly religious wisdom – 
but explain within my commentaries along with Paul through his following verses. 

While that is what they said then  –  but how does this apply today? 
Worryingly,  our  worldly Christian leaders say precisely the same thing today,   of which Paul is about to condemn! 
Let us take the usual Satanic soundbite that is regularly voiced  (out of almost an infinite number I could use,  that comes out of their mouths)! 

“God loves us!” 
And of  “whom”  does  “us”  represent? 
Which precisely illustrates the  utter lack  of precision  of practically anything that comes out of their mouths  (Matt.15v11, etc.)! 
Further embellished to include secular criminals  -  who at the time had no regard to their victims  –  alien to what The Bible teaches!  

Thus,  just about  “everything”  they teach is  The Opposite  to what The Bible righteously teaches us!   D o they read,  or understand any of it? 
Presently,  Yahweh  detests  The World operating under Satan's methodology  (and likewise the counter at John.15v15-25),  but Yahweh through what JC 
did,  will  phileo/agapao/storge  (attractively/edifying/family  love)  those specific people who  successfully make the transition from Satan's methodology 
to Yahweh's Methodology  over their  “2 part life”.  Importantly,  the writers in  “The New Testament”  were  not  speaking of The World generally -  but  
only  of those very specific people who were personally working hard to imitate the apostles  (= “The Early Adopters”)  so they too,  could become the 
next generation of TCs.  It is to these specific individuals that both Yahweh and JC  {love by principle}/{attractively love}/{in a family love}. 
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This present 6000 years of Mankind is an  “evil aberration”  being  an exact counter  to what it will be like in The Eternity,  and it is JC as  “The Word 
of God” (Rev.19v13)  wholly  imbued/practised  that enables  “The Transformation of our mind”  away from present  evil/hurtful  methodology we 
witness throughout The World.   An observation ignored by our  worldly Christian leaders stating   “this is a wonderful world”!  –   
To which I immediately answer,  “Upon what planet do they live?”   –   I do not know,  if they come up with such unrighteous bunkum! 
I suppose it is within their own hermetically sealed world  -  away from the pain and suffering around them! 

How does this observation and justified criticism relate to this verse? 
The point is,  that just as  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  twisted  “The Word of God”  to make Yahweh appear to be  “Unrighteous”  within  
sane/reasoning  minds then in the day of JC  -  then likewise today they equally bend  “The Word of God”  to make Yahweh look unrighteous within the 
mind's eye of sane and reasoning individuals!  -  These watching people remain as atheists because of the nonsense outputted by Religious Leaders”  –  
supposedly in  “The Name”  (but certainly  not  in  “The Character or Authority”)  of Yahweh! 

By consequence,  I need to counter their unrighteousness output! 
How has The Almighty God,  and His beloved Son JCg,  righteously operated throughout Mankind's history? 

JCg as our creator  stepped in  on our behalf  to righteously atone us as individuals before the edict of his Father which effectively stated (Gen.2v17)   
“In the Day you (= any entity in The Universe)  sin/{miss the mark}  –  then you will  (begin to)  die  (everlastingly  [= annihilation])”.  
Where Yahweh only made this stipulation  to ensure of a perfect environment  –  within which The Individuals operate righteously to create a 
perfect and harmonious society  that  ONLY  has  TWO  laws being those given to us at Mark.12v30-31 and  not  the  millions  of worldly laws 
we have in the world today operating under Satan’s methodology  –  upon which loopholes can be generated.   
The judgement criteria on only the  two  laws given at Mark.12v30-31 make for an  easy  judgement!    

Quite simply     “Has an action been done to  (1) edify,  or  (2) hurt,  our neighbour?”  –    It is as simple as that! 
No loopholes can be created in that question  –  nor the army of civil  servants/administrators/lawyers  for the millions of laws at present! 

God in His Righteousness  will choose to  “overlook/ignore”  the sins of all those  specific people  who accept JC  as their saviour by  imitating  him. 
They either do this  (1) in the 1st part of their physical life as a TC for a reward of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  having imitated  “The Required/Golden 
Standard”  set by JC,  or  (2) in the resurrected 2nd part of their physical life to be saved from  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation.   There are only  two  
parts to our life  (physically made possible by JC's ransom sacrifice)  –  not three or more  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28,  2Pet.2v18-22, etc.,)  as our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  insinuate when following their  “unrighteous exegesis”.  They mention nothing about a period of time that is 
required to become  “spiritually perfected”  –  in the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is separate from this world of sin to make 
Yahweh’s Desire manifest within the environment” (= the HS). 
This is exactly as The Bible tells us at John.14v20, 15v18-25, 17v21-26,  noting again John15v17 is speaking between The Brethren because in context   
“The Professional Leaders of Religion”  representing The World  (and not Yahweh)  are out to destroy the TCs.  This is precisely as history shows  (all 
of the given citations our  worldly Christian leaders ignore,  or twist out of context  –  they find it near impossible to get anything correct,  but it bent out 
of shape – within their own minds)! 
Thus,  for  “our 2 part life to righteously occur”  (as I thoroughly explain throughout this website)  both Yahweh and JCg went through much Personal 
pain and suffering.    In spite of this,  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  treat all this with apparent disdain by bringing ridicule to Yahweh's and 
JCg's  Name/Character/Authority  through what these false representatives teach to The World  –  they shall be   “Called to account”  for their heresy! 
Though they can shower words of  “vain praise”  to “God”  for the worldly return this brings to them  (James.3v5-10)!    This is an abomination! 

On my 3rd revision I notice I have not made a comment on again the deliberate separation of  “The God”  and  “the specific god”. 
As usual,  the reader will not see this separation within their worldly bibles (having been translated by people  not  understanding their subject matter) –  
and thus the reader will lose the deeper understanding of which  “1st Century Christianity”  gives to us  within The Original Greek text. 
It will be seen Paul is stating  “The God”  Yahweh as  “The Reference”  –  being  “The Source of Righteousness”  at the beginning of the verse. 
But then,  Paul speaks of JCg as our intercessor – being  “the specific god”  of us  inflicting wrath upon us  –  noting how JCg is spoken about at 
Matt.25v24, Luke.19v21  (as The Requirement for Sonship)  and Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15  (when asserting his authority over The World to bring its 
members around to become  “something acceptable”  to Yahweh).  
All this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  –  because they  are part  of The World and  never  teach this  –  perhaps it is a too 
frightening prospect for them!   Likewise,  for Yahweh making  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  upon  all  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age as to 
the future of each specific individual either    

(1)  The Resurrection to Sonship  [for 144000 TCs].   
(2)  A Resurrection for more training,  and the decision to be made at the end of The Millennium  [most of all the 3 billion Christians  {and  
all  non-Christians}].  Or finally,   
(3) ignored at both resurrections for the  charlatan Christian leaders  [perhaps  thousands to millions’  over the 2000 year Gospel Age]  
being that of their personal annihilation. 

Thus,  we see how the original Greek text swaps its pointer from  “The Absolute God” (Yahweh)  to  “The God  relative to the applied context”  (either 
Yahweh or JC depending upon the subject context).    Please see next verse and commentary that amplifies this. 
Rom.   3v6 og Not  (let it) {become to be}/occur/happen!   Thereupon/Since/Else/Otherwise  {in what manner}/how  
Rom.   3v6 og (he will) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge  the  {specific god}  the  World [= life]? 
Rom.   3v6 = (I say:)   Not let it  {become to be}!   

Otherwise how will  “the specific god”  {mentally decide}/judge  the world? 
 

(I Paul state )   Not let it   (this worldly postulation)   become to be   (even considered in our worldly minds)!     
                (=  It is not possible for  “the specific god”  to be  unjust/unrighteous  because … … … ) 
Otherwise how will  “the specific god”   (justly/righteously)   judge the  World/Life  (= Mankind)? 
 

Thus,  Paul also contradicts these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  proposing worthless reasoning  –  given merely to  excuse  their  own  deviant 
activity! 
Paul then states The Obvious -   

How can any imperfect entity  righteously/equitably  judge another person? 
All rather obvious  –  but an unrighteous  “Professional Leader of Religion”  has much to lose amongst their clientèle if they are seen to truly represent 
Yahweh inasmuch  “reform away from The World”  will lead to much dissension and thus loss of revenue  (of whatever The World can give by return)!  

Thus,  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  give what they know The World wants to hear  (for a worldly return of  
money/power/influence/sex/prestige/pension/etc.)  rather than what  “The Almighty God Yahweh”  desires to hear. 
Being of a  message/instruction  that correctly glorifies Yahweh  within the recipient’s mind  to truly worship Yahweh in works that  imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  rather than  self-indulgent  words/prayers/songs  in feigned  “worship”! 

Sadly I need to add  -  as we are all too aware,  how many  worldly Christian leaders from all schisms  are prepared  to judge their neighbour either 
positively  (for  canonisation/beatification  –  contrary to what we are taught at Matt.20v23)  and other people negatively  (for  “everlasting damnation”  
contrary again to what we are taught at Matt.7v3-4, Rom.14v4, James.4v12, etc.). 
Repeatedly as we read here,  Paul specifically uses  “the specific god”  (of the context)  and  not  “The God”. 
Paul writes like this because he knows there are  two  judgements as The Bible specifically tells us in several places within The Gospels  (John chapter 5, 
for example)  where JC states  (1) he judges no person and in other places he states  (2) he is to judge,  all of which would be a contradiction in worldly 
Christianity.   However  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches of  two separate  Gods,  one sub-servient to The Other,  where there are  two  distinctly 
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separate judgements occurring at  different  times  –  and logically destroys the Trinity doctrine  (being of the same Entity,  as I very clearly show in 
maybe  hundreds  of places  within The Bible in my exhaustive commentaries,  of there being  Two  Separate  Reasoning Entities). 

Thus - 
Yahweh  judges The Christian Nation  (during The Gospel Age)  to  elect/choose  His  Sons of God,  co-equal  with JCg their husband,  
JCg  will judge The World  (during The Millennium)  to choose his children of  “The Special Marriage”  between JCg and the 144000 TCs. 

Rom. 3v5-6    Now for an interesting comment    
We are told in The Bible that JCg  (through “ho theos”)  will come and inflict The Wrath of his Father upon his (JCg’s) creation  (and rightfully so  –  
for Yahweh does  not  undermine/usurp  what His Son has done nor his position relative to his creation).   
JCg has taken full personal responsibility for    

(1) Creating humans,  as the pinnacle of  “Life”  (able to  “be like gods” Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35). 
(2) Saving humans from the sin they experienced within the 1st part of their physical life, and now has,   
(3)  The assigned responsibility for destroying those  (to become)  iniquitous  people who freely choose to be rebellious after being fully 
educated  –   

(A) In Satan’s [worldly] methodology operating now  (that yielded  “The Early Adopters” [as future world leaders])  and then   
(B) Yahweh’s Methodology through JC and people of (A)  that yielded  “The Late Adopters”  in  “The Millennium”. 

Despite all that  JC/JCg  has personally done for the specific people refusing to become part of The Remnant that returns to The Lord, 
then JCg has  “The Right”  to remove the final rebellious people at the end of The Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15, etc..) 

Not quite what we are told by our  “liberal wing”  of the  worldly Christian Nation  (imitating  “as worldly Mankind would state”  in v5  “God loves us 
all”)  –  who have either  not  bothered to read this or other parts of The Bible,  or just ignored it  –  being perhaps the most  personally  relevant! 
Maybe other citations might be worthwhile for our supposedly  “enlightened”  worldly Christian leaders   Rev.19v16-21,  also Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15  
and I could give many more citations,  please read all my local commentaries!  
All as I will make clear in my  “Concordance of Topics”  to expose the scurrilous nature of  worldly Christian doctrine  –  because humans will be able 
to rapidly see the errors of  faulty Christian doctrine  directly from  “The Master Reference”!   This will spare everyone of The World having to go 
through the  “error creating machine”  of our  worldly Christian leaders,  all as we are warned in so many places within The Bible who  “work their 
magic”  on The Bible,  Gal.3v1   (through Rev.22v18-19)  because of 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc. 
Rom.   3v7 og if  for  the  truth/verity  of the  God [Yahweh]  in  to the [= within]  {my own}/mine   
Rom.   3v7 og (to the) lie/fabrication/falsification/concoction/falsehood  [= of 3v5], 
Rom.   3v7 og (he/it) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}  into/unto   
Rom.   3v7 og the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) Him,  who/what/which/wherefore/why   
Rom.   3v7 og yet/still/more  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
Rom.   3v7 og (the) sinner/faulter/offender  (I am) {judiciously/mentally decided}/{been tried}/concluded/judged? 
Rom.   3v7 = For  if  within  my  lie/falsehood  (of 3v5),   God’s Truth  is  His  excessive/abundant  glory/honour/dignity, 

why  yet/still,  {I also}  the  sinner  {in that manner}/likewise,   I  am  {mentally decided}/judged? 
 

For if within my falsehood,  God's Truth is His abundant  glory/honour/dignity, 
                (= If while I sin within my falsehood,  then by contrast,  this exposes Yahweh's infinite glory)  
why yet,  I also the sinner likewise I am judged? 
                (= then why should  “the specific god”  judge me as being a sinner if I expose Yahweh's glory  [within my falsehood]!) 
 

Thus, Paul is posing the question for our consideration  
If I am  “spinning the truth”  into a lie  to make “God look glorious”,  then why am I still going to be judged as a sinner?  

Interesting,  because that occurs  all the time today  through what we are taught by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders! 
Inasmuch just because  “nice things”  on the surface are said about Yahweh  (which are often utterly twisted underneath,  driven by a 
faithless intent)  then does this excuse the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to escape the judgement which is coming unto them? 
Justified, because these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  state untruths to make Yahweh  “look wonderful”  as  “illusionary froth”  in the 
eyes of their deluded devotees  (2Tim.4v3-4).  Often by empty singing and giving prayers of vanity given with much emotion,  yet not 
underwritten by actions that imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Other vain and dangerous alluring expressions would be - 

God loves you  (irrespective of who you are)! 
God gives you so many things  (irrespective of what you do)! 
God is always working with you  (in what you do)! 
You can see God in each one of us  (I must categorically state   this is just  an utter lie  [as are the three earlier statements]! 

Where it is much more than just words  -  because it includes  the motive  behind  why  “The Distortions”  are stated! 
By consequence,  we comprehend this passage is eminently relevant today  –  and so are we to escape judgement by praising God in this manner? 
As we are to read  –  No!     

We do  not  escape judgement  –  which,  for a  “Christian”  supposedly coming in  “The Name”  of  “The Word of God”  (being in  “The 
Name of JC”)  becomes under  “The Judgement”  of Yahweh in His judgement  (being  “The 1st Judgement of Mankind”)  being that actually 
of  “The Christian Nation”.   Where JCg makes  “The 2nd Judgement upon Mankind”  in The Millennium  –  which is  “The Resurrected 
World”  whom he came to save from (The 1st ) Death  –  1John.2v2,  4v14,   with no caveats  (thus we should  not  add any)!    
Yahweh  therefore judges our  Character and Authority  (of take-up as  “The Early Adopters”)  in which we came during the 1st part of our 
life  (to yield  “The 2nd Remnant of Israel”  [= the 144000 TCs]) 
JCg  therefore judges our  Character and Authority  (of the take-up as  “The Late Adopters”, mainstream)  in which we can in the 2nd part of 
our life (to yield  “The 3rd Remnant of Israel”  [= the reformed humans from out of “The Resurrected World”,  Matt.13v28-30, Rev.20v7-15]) 

JCg did the work so that now in  “Righteousness”,  Yahweh God may demonstrate His glory by  legitimately  (before all entities of The Universe  –  
including Satan)  exercise His  Authority/Capability/Power,  expressed as The HS  (to make His Desire manifest within The Environment)  to resurrect 
people from their failed 1st part of their physical life of sin.   
Where - 

The righteous TCs become  “awakened/roused/resuscitated”  at the 1st 2nd C of JCg to an everlasting salvation within a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body,  while 
All  other people are  “awoken/roused/resuscitated”  to be  given their  last  remaining opportunity to live righteously  (= not to commit 
premeditated sin  [to the hurt of their neighbour]  after their time of  “Crisis/Judgement”  “Day”  =  The Millennial “Day”  of 1000 years). 

Now to wrap up this verse - 
We are  all  “subject to judgement”  because we are all sinners to what Yahweh Desires  (Rom.3v23). 
However some humans  are  greater sinners than other  –  inasmuch  some people are iniquitous  and  other people are not! 
Again I need state,  this is all counter to what is preached by our irresponsibly errant  worldly Christian leaders  –  except they  blindly  throw 
in 1John.5v16-17 while obviously not understanding it  (please read my local commentary)! 
Iniquitous  humans    

They  Know/Understand  “The Truth and what they are doing is wrong” –  but they  enjoy  sinning –  being  what they get out of it. 
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The people who fall into this grouping during The Gospel Age are  charlatan Christian leaders,  falsifying  “The Word of God”  so 
they may personally live off the backs of their deluded devotees!   
There appear to be  “millions”  of these individuals today  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, 1John.2v18, 4v1-3, etc.)! 
During The Millennium,  “iniquitous people”  will be of  “The Resurrected World”  who refuse to reform to become Christ-like. 
In both situations these individuals shall be annihilated  (charlatan Christian leaders in  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  earlier   than 
those iniquitous people of The Millennium  as  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”). 

Sinful  humans  (passive to Yahweh’s Desire during Satan’s tenure of the last 6000 years)    
Not  knowing/understanding  The Truth and unsure how to precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
The people falling into this during The Gospel Age are  (1) worldly Christians and  (2) all  non-Christians. 
They shall have The Millennium to learn how to precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  and thus imitate JC. 

Sinful  humans  (ardently fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)    
Know/Understand  The Truth and  constantly  work very hard to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  to make  “Yahweh’s Desire manifest 
within The Environment”  (= the “HS”)  –  because they  are  operating with the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  as 
that which operates within Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  that  is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}”  (= the “HS”).  These 
individuals have  truly  sacrificed themselves away from what The World can  self-indulgently  give to them  –  their lifestyle is thus 
unpolluted  –  because their mind is unpolluted,  it  only  operates upon Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own 
hurt)  and  not  worldly  [Satan’s]  methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt). 
There are  only  144000 TCs during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years who are able to achieve this very high standard  –  and 
Yahweh judges these individuals to be equivalent to  “The Golden Standard”  as that laid down by JC  (being what operated 
within JC’s mind,  1Sam.16v7).  Thus,  these faithful virgins shall become the future sons of God  –  truly  “Born Again”  at  “The 
1st Resurrection”  when collected by JC  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.).  

All this is obviously  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders for many reasons –  deemed as such because they  never  teach it  –  but this  is  The 
Gospel that JC taught to The World as  “1st Century Christianity”  some 2000 years ago  (trashed by  worldly Christianity from about 300 CE onwards)! 
Rom.   3v8 og Also  not  just/as/that/how/when  (we are) vilified/{spoken impiously against}/defamed/reviled   
Rom.   3v8 og also  just/as/that/how/when  (they) shown/{made known one’s thoughts}/affirmed/said   
Rom.   3v8 og {some/any/certain persons}  us/our/we  (to) state/exclaim:   
Rom.   3v8 og (Let us) do/make/produce/practice/yield/perform  the (things)  bad/worthless/wicked/harmful   
Rom.   3v8 og that/{so as}  (it may) come/occur/appear  the (things)  good/benefit/{well-doing}! 
Rom.   3v8 og {of whom//which}  the  decision/judgement/condemnation  (the) just/righteous/equitable  (it) is. 
Rom.   3v8 = Also  not  just/as  we (TCs)  are  vilified/defamed/reviled, 

also  just/as  shown/{made know their thoughts}/said  {some/any people}  to  state  {of us}:- 
Let us  practice/perform  bad/worthless  things   that may  come/occur  good/beneficial  things! 
Of Whom  (these slanderous persons)   is  the  just/righteous/equitable  decision/judgement   (to be made by Yahweh) 

 

Also not as we (TCs)  are defamed,  also just as some   (slanderous)   people said of us (TCs),   (we supposedly)   having said:- 
              (= some slanderous people have defamed us (TCs)  by saying,  we have said -  … …) 
  “Let us perform worthless things that may come beneficial things!” 
              (Because TCs taught   “JC came to save evil people”,  thus by extension,  slanderous people said,  “we should be evil so JC can save us!”) 
              (Proposed to either  [1] make Christianity look stupid  and/or  [2] to excuse themselves to remain evil,  Jude.v4). 
Of whom   (these slanderous people)   is the righteous judgement   (ultimately to be made by Yahweh,  rejecting them for Sonship). 
              (= The people proposing this preposterous suggestion shall be righteously condemned.)  
 

Clearly slanderous  (to  “The Word of God”  accurately given),  typical of  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  presenting worldly reasoning full of 
holes within their exegesis –  given only to provide an excuse to remain “human”  (= self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)!    
Satan's methodology is  allowed  to presently rule over The World   (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)   to,  

(1)  be the  sieve/filter  to righteously achieve “The Early Adopters”   
(2)  fill the Earth with people  (Gen.1v28, 9v1) 
(3)  prove worldly pundits wrong when they state  “Man can solve The World’s problems”  (that results in World implosion). 

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  operate according to this methodology are  “sons”  to  “The Father of The Lie”  (John.8v44)  and he  (Satan as  
“The Devil”)  “slanders”  God,   precisely as do  worldly Christian Leaders  (2Cor.11v13-15)  when they  twist/bend  “The Disclosing Truth”  that  only  
people with a   good working Knowledge  in  “The Original Scriptures”  can discern.  Placing ourselves in the position as  “The Competent Auditor”,   
of which likewise I now am at with my 3rd Revision of  “The New Testament”  (hence I can write with  “authority”  on this subject matter)! 
Note   “Satan” = “opposer/adversary/resister”,   while the  “Devil” = “Slanderer/{false accuser}”  and both are apt names for Satan,  The Devil! 
Paul is telling us,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  argue thus - 

By being sinful,  then good things will come to us because Yahweh will  “help us to make us better”! 
“Because JC only came to save sinful people! 

Interestingly  –  this line of reasoning is precisely what we are taught today by our leaders of Christendom!   
Let me quote our  “Professional Leaders of Region”    

“We come to You as sinners and pray that You will help us to be better people”! 
“We recognise our imperfections and please help us to pray more often,  to help other people more often,  to help us … …  etc., etc.! 
(Apparently being most wonderful expressions of attachment to “God”.) 

But what is the obvious answer to these  “supposedly wonderful”  requests? 
If we are  not  “better”  people in this, that,  or the other,  … … as the result of these prayers,  then we can blame Yahweh! 

What an insult!    
The natural conclusion of the preaching from our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  would be  

This  absolves/excuses  us from implementing any  personal  reform  –  we can keep  “going along”  as usual within  worldly methodology! 
Which is precisely what Jude saw occurring within 30 years of JC’s murder and resurrection  - Jude.v4,  being of a new Jesus (2Cor.11v4). 

This being a  “Gospel of Excuses to remain  (an unreformed)  human”! 
Because supposedly it is now in your hands Yahweh to do something about it  -  week after week,  -  “tomorrow never comes!”  

Most worryingly,  this is just but a tiny example of the barrage of  worthless soundbites  we get from our  worldly Christian leaders! 
This is absolutely  not  what we are taught by The Bible  (as given in  “1st Century Christianity”)! 

The New Testament teaches us that we are to  personally  reform by  personally  accurately  imbuing  “The Word of God”,  rigorously 
assaying it and then acting with fidelity upon it  -  and if this is  not  forthcoming  then we are rejected!    

This requires a  “real change of character”  from being  “Human”  to be  “Imitating JC”  to yield  “real charity”  (to edify our neighbour to our own 
hurt)  and  not  “feigned charity”  (to edify ourselves in  “the public eye”)  -  hence “hypocrites”  (Luke.12v1). 
If  we are personally  not  prepared to read The Bible  (perhaps KJV,  not  the NIV)  to learn for ourselves precisely what  “The Word of God”  teaches 
us – then  we are demonstrably  not  personally prepared to reform and then  begin  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire!    
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Does this not sound reasonable  –  or have I missed something here? 
Because quite simply,  if  we desire to fulfil  “The Maser’s Desire”  then  we should  personally learn  what  “The Master Desires”! 
This can only come from fully reading The Bible  (of fidelity)   several times to know what is in it,  and then,  for it then to be fulfilled! 

The logical conclusion is  
If we cannot do this,  then it is impossible to start fulfilling  “Yahweh’s Desire”. 

It is essential to realise that we will  not  get anything useful that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire from  worldly Christian Leaders  in their  millions! 
Because quite simply they have not read all the Bible,  and certain  not  “read to understand it”,  but only how to use it as a tool to extract return! 

Of which a competent auditor of their output can clearly discern! 
Let me take some secular examples of any profession where the offeror is to be  of service  to The Public.    

If we want a plumber,  – would we then go to an electrician? 
Also,  if we want to be in the trade as a credible “Plumber”,  then would we go on an electrician’s course for training?    
Or worse,  with apathy  the person learns nothing useful about “Plumbing”  (being of the finer critical parts that makes us successful). 
Would anyone think us to be a worthy plumber fulfilling The Master Trade’s  requirement of being a “Plumber”  -  if we had not correctly trained? 

Does the reader understand where I am going with this? 
We cannot excuse ourselves in this,  sadly in precisely the same manner as do our  worldly Christian leaders  excuse  our/their  sin! 
Their sin is to  “miss the mark of  what Yahweh Desires”,  being to  “miss the mark required of being a plumber” in my earlier example. 

Yahweh desires  “144000 Future Sons of God”  who  “precisely imitate JC”  to  personally  “bring forth The Millennium”! 
Clearly,  worldly Christian leaders are apathetic to this requirement for The Gospel Age,  and thus they personally have no interest in us if they keep  
“excusing us” (Jude.v4)  being of  “their”  (“robbers” of John.10v1-9)  congregational members  not  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Matt.7v16-19)!   

Is that real  “agapao”  operating within their minds when they behave like this to us? 
(To be cutting off our route unto  “Sonship to Yahweh”,  that ideally fulfils Yahweh’s Desire for us of The Gospel Age,  as 
exemplified by JC at Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.)? 

Do they really show  “agape”  to us?   
(By not truly  freely  giving of their time to us)? 

Do they even know what these words  really  mean? 
From this rational,   can the reader really understand from where I am coming and going with this? 

Can the reader understand why  “worldly Christianity”  is so very different to  “1st Century Christianity”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)? 
After personally reading the New Testament so many times from the original Greek and writing my supportive exhaustive commentaries through 4 
revisions  (each having evolved considerably as I have learnt,  precisely what  JC and the apostles were teaching us progressively through time)  then I 
am so very stimulated to boldly speak out what I have discovered.   What I have discovered within The New Testament precisely overlays The Old 
Testament  –  showing how Yahweh’s  “Meticulous Plan for Human Salvation”  progressively works through a most marvellous choreographed route 
from Adam and Eve uninterrupted into The Culmination after The Millennium. 

All of which shows Yahweh’s  Omnificence/Omnipotence  in a  sane/reasoning  mind of an external entity! 
Virtually all of this is  utterly unknown  to our supposed  Christian scholars and theologians  -  being not even on their  “radar screens”  because they 
metaphorically  “put a hammer through the display screens”,  centuries before my time  (preferring what The World could deliver to them,  progressively 
generation after generation!   They have all come from the same mould ,  of having been  “institutionalised”,  when they passed through Matt.23v15)! 

Do I apologise for my impassioned rant? 
Not in this case,  because I simply want to wake them up out of their drowning state –  there  is  a  “Real Future” –  therefore,  go out and personally 
grasp it to personally make it occur,   this is what  “The Real Gospel”  screams out to us of The Gospel Age from out of the pages of The Bible! 
 
6th Comment – Can TC’s escape the coming death because of a TC’s righteous works that fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 
No!   Because both Jew (= Christian)  and Gentile (a heathen and thus encompasses all humans)  have sinned and are 
thus condemned to annihilation (= death). 
8th Prophecy – All people shun Yahweh,  together they are worthless,  not one person is doing excellence of character. 
(Inasmuch people calling themselves  Jew/Christian  have no  real  interest in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 
9th Prophecy – There is not a righteous person,  he/she  is not comprehending,  nor  seeking/craving  the God (Yahweh). 
(Inasmuch people calling themselves  Jew/Christians  have no  real  interest in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 
10th Prophecy – Their throat is opened-up like a grave  (Matt.23v27-32). 
(Inasmuch people calling themselves  Jew/Christian  have no  real  interest in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 
13th Allegory – throat like a grave = words sourced by the throat constructed in a manner to put their victims in the grave 
14th Allegory – mouth = the easy route for  “the output of the mind”  (we can view the mind through the mouth). 
11th Prophecy – Their beguiling words are like snake venom,  and mouths are full of  bitterness/poison. 
(Inasmuch people calling themselves  Jew/Christians  have no  real  interest in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 
15th Allegory – snake venom = deceptive words that bring harm to the  subject/recipient  of the distributor’s interest. 
12th Prophecy – Their feet are quick to shed blood, to ruin,  bring misery within their deportment. 
(Inasmuch people calling themselves  Jew/Christians  have no  real  interest in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 
16th Allegory – feet = deportment – actively going out to meet and engage with The World. 
13th Prophecy – These people are unable to understand  peace/prosperity/rest  within society as a whole. 
(Inasmuch people calling themselves  Jew/Christians  have no  real  interest in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 
14th Prophecy – These people have no  fear/deference  of Yahweh within the front of their eyes. 
(Inasmuch people calling themselves  Jew/Christians  have no  real  interest in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 
24th Reasoning – The point Paul is making is this.  He quotes:  JC's archetypical predecessor King David (see glossary)  
for what is to occur through The Jewish Nation,  and Paul,  for the same reason,  quotes the same in prophecy for what is 
to occur throughout The Christian Nation during the next some 2000 years  (= principally the leaders of “Religion”). 
7th Comment – Because worldly humans do not understand,  nor search for Yahweh,  have no interest in Yahweh and are 
thus useless  (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for The Remnant out of The Epoch of “Israel”),  having no excellence in character.   
Their characters are such to use their poisonous tongue to hurt others  (James.3v5-10)  and cause mischief through 
deceitful plans that are  hurtful/harmful/malicious  to other people during the 1st part of their life. 
15th Prophecy – The  above comment lists numerous comments in The Bible demonstrating the  “malicious qualities”  of 
many deviant people  “protecting their power-base”  and the  self-indulgence  this delivers from The World. 
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25th Reasoning – Concluding that worldly people  (including  worldly Christian leaders)  do  not  revere/fear  Yahweh,  in 
consideration to what we read at James.2v19 by contrast – please read my local commentary). 
43rd Warning – Yahweh will ultimately silence all humans who remain worldly when having The Knowledge,  
consequently they become  “Iniquitous”  and shall face personal annihilation. 
Rom.   3v9 og who/what/which/wherefore  therefore/then?    
Rom.   3v9 og (we) {to hold oneself in front/before  of others}/{to excel}/{be better}/{have advantage} [middle voice]?  
Rom.   3v9 og Not  entirely/{at all events/occasions}/{by all means}/surely!   
Rom.   3v9 og (we are) {accused already}/{previously charged}/{proved before}  For   
Rom.   3v9 og both  (the) Jews  also  (the) Greeks [= Gentiles]   (the) all (persons)   under/through/inferior/below/by   
Rom.   3v9 og (the) sin/offence/fault [= failed Yahweh’s Desire]   {to be/exist}. 
Rom.   3v9 = What  then?   

(Do)  We  personally  excel/{have advantage}/{pre-eminence}/surpass?   
Not at all!    
For  we are  {accused already}/{earlier charged}/{proved earlier}  both  (1) the Jews  also  (2) the Gentiles 
all  (people)   being/existing  under  sin/fault/offence. 

 

  What then?   (= What is the result of my discussion?) 
(Do)   We  (TCs precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)   have advantage   (over other people,  with regard to  “Salvation”  itself)? 
  Not at all! 
For we proved earlier,  both  (1) the Jews  also  (2) the Gentiles,   (are)   all people being under the  sin/fault/offence. 
 

It should be noted that many translations interject  “Jew”  into the text here,  being in supposed answer to Rom.3v1. 
But in doing so,   the translators are being too clever and have  skewed the translation   –  effectively introducing a  “copyist addition”! 
Because actually  –  this is  not  being taught,  it is deliberately left open because Paul is really using  “The Jew”  as being rejected and substituted by 
“The TC”  who become truly  “The Ideal Goal”  of which Yahweh desires during The Gospel Age. 
Our translators are operating with simple,  one level minds and are not understanding Paul is building the argument from The Jews unto The Christians! 
Paul is teaching us about    

“Mankind's Salvation  made possible  by JC”,  being that JC has offered himself to  all  people irrespective if they are Jew or Gentile,  noting 
it was  “The Jews”  who rejected JC  (and yet they are still part of  “The Deal”  –   they have  not  been excluded from salvation). 

In reality,  there is  “A Deal to be had”  which is the spin back to the beginning of this piece  (lost in deviant translations),  namely the person  could  
become a TC and a future  “Son of God”  that was  never  open to  “The Jews nor the prophets”  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10).  This was 
possible because JC became  “The Template”  and  “The High Priest”  that opened  “The Way”  for The Priests to follow from  “The Holy Place”  to  
“The Most Holy Place”  –  please see my very important commentaries at Matt.27v51, Luke.23v45.  Thus Paul,  while speaking about salvation is open 
to both the Jew and Gentile,  he has  “stepped up gear”  and by inference in this verse is to be offering  “The Ideal”  for those people to become TCs. 
The Ideal route to be actually fulfilling Yahweh Desire is by precisely imitating JC as The Saviour  (John.14v5-15)  –  for these TCs to personally become 
“saviours”  as  the future  kings/priests  instructing  “The Resurrected World”  how its members are to become  “Righteous”. 

All this information of hidden nuances is lost if we read  worldly  translations of The Bible  (one of the very worst being the NIV). 
After that introduction,  written on my 3rd revision,  then please move onto my earlier writings of some seven years earlier. 
Every person sins  (as we witness operating within The World),  and thus subject to death =  annihilation  =  no escape.  
I find it very strange hearing the  “all too common phase”  proclaimed by supposedly  “informed”  worldly Christian Leaders   

“We can see God in people”.  
This is an utter distortion of virtually any form of truth  –  for I could equally state   

“I can see Satan in people”  
This is  equally valid  (when the definition of “Satan” is clearly understood  –  see the note in v8 above)!   But rather we are told in The Bible that  only  
JC was  the image of God   (John.14v4-10)  and thus we are to see  God/Yahweh  in JC being his  ministry/lifestyle,  but  not  as implied  “in humans”  
being presently simply  “corruptible [through “free will”] creations”  of JCg. 
Thus the results of their output,  insinuates that perhaps,  “we are not that bad after all”  because of whatever we might do,  we will have blessings from 
God  –  Oh a quote of v8 and what did Paul state about those slanderers  (to  “The Word of God”  –  against  it being  correctly taught)!   
Following further through the logical consequences of that misinformation,  then perhaps we have no need to reform,  and thus we can look at the 
lifestyle of fellow humans to follow,  because  “we can see God in them”.     
As Paul might state    

“Not let this become to be!” 
The inevitable consequence of this wayward and thus disastrous teaching would be that we follow  a very inferior standard  (see  “Satan’s Desire”  in my 
glossary)  rather than  “The Ideal Standard”  as to be found within the pages of The New Testament  (being “The Standard”  of which Christian Leaders  
should  be instructing of their congregation to be doing every day!)    
Obviously,  worldly Christian Leaders do  not  desire to instruct their congregations to study a  good quality  Bible  (pre 1950 translation,  certainly not  
the NIV being a travesty of translation),  else it would show what hypocrites they were both in deed and in what they teach!   All of which results in 
becoming  “Religion”  sourced  by The World,  for  The World,  paid  by The World! 

Reasoning through this utter distortion,  tells us  “who”  in The World speaks for  “whom”! 
Then back to Rom.1v18-24 all in context as we move to v10+ onwards! 

Can the reader understand this subtle distortion of  “half lies”  emanating from our  worldly Christian leaders  -  operating  exactly as does Satan  
(2Cor.11v13-15)  – to  confuse and mislead  hapless people,  who are themselves genuine in trying to seek Yahweh  (Rom.16v17-18.  Matt.23v13)! 
We need to be very knowledgeable in our subject matter to separate fact from fiction  (being very little fact in “Religion”  and virtually all fiction)! 
Rom.   3v10 og just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom.   3v10 og Because  not  (he/she) is  (the [person]) equitable/innocent/righteous/just  
Rom.   3v10 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  one/singularly  (person). 
Rom.   3v10 = Just/As  it has been  written/scribed:  

Because  not  he/she  is  equitable/innocent/righteous  (to Yahweh's decree),  {not even}  one/singular  person! 
 

Just as it has been written : 
  Because  he/she  is not righteous  (to Yahweh's Decree of  not  sinning),   not even one person! 
 

Thus,  we are all destined for  annihilation/{everlasting death}  in our present state,  where  not even one  person can be found in The World to fulfil 
Yahweh's Ultimate Standard!    So how is it that we can see  “God in people?”  -  As we are so often  errantly  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
Please also see my commentary given at Rom.1v23, 

What  “Bible”  do they read?    
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Being merely the one concocted within their own heads having been modified by Rev.22v18-19  –  a process started at their seminaries!   
Because by contrast,  I can see Satan in so many  more people  (particularly in our leaders who are supposed to be setting   “The Good Example”  for 
the rest of us to imitate)!   Where far more people follow worldly methodology  (to  self-indulge  to our neighbour's hurt)  than they do of Yahweh’s 
Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt  [where  “The Goal”  is to achieve  “Sonship”  as only elected by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23]). 
Most importantly noting  

It is the people higher up in society  (leaders)  generally fulfilling Satan’s methodology,  and it is  the lower members of society who try in 
their own best manner to fulfil Yahweh’s Methodology! 
I suppose that is why leaders try to give themselves “honourable” titles to mitigate their own depravities? 

As I state profusely elsewhere  –  the  half-truths  and  utter lack  of precision  in everything  our  worldly Christian leaders state is  self-condemning! 
For which it is appropriate,  it is  “they”  who become the subject of Matt.8v12, etc.,  when Luke.16v1-8, 20v16, etc.,  occurs in The Millennium!  
Rom.   3v11 og [Prophecy,  Psa.14v2 ]   Not  (he/she) is  the ([worldly] person)  
Rom.   3v11 og (the) {putting together}/{mentally configuring}/comprehending/understanding,   
Rom.   3v11 og not  (he/she) is  the ([worldly] person)   
Rom.   3v11 og seeking/craving/searching/investigating/{diligently enquiring}  the  God [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.14v2  
Rom.   3v11 = Not  he/she  (a worldly person)    is  {mentally configuring}/comprehending/understanding,  

not  he/she  (a worldly person)  is  seeking/craving/investigating/{diligently searching}  the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

Not  he/she  (worldly person)  is mentally configuring,   (= not  assaying/proving  “The Word of God”  within  his/her  mind  to gain assurance) 
not  he/she  is seeking the God  (Yahweh).    (Therefore,  having no interest in Yahweh to  “precisely imitate JC”  =  the result from the assay above.) 
 

This is so applicable to The World throughout all time  –  especially extended to  “Leaders of Religion”  who presumptuously proclaim to be the closest  
–  but yet,  I maintain they are truly the furthest away from  The Almighty God  of The Universe.  This observation is especially true,  being the higher 
they climb within their very  worldly  establishments to rule for the  self-indulgent  worldly returns they expect to receive  –  hence Rev.18v4 given to us 
for our instruction! 
“Seeking God”  is  not   merely  {saying/singing  “nice things”}  about Yahweh  –  that only makes us a  “hypocrite”! 
Because this is the sort of thing a  worldly-minded person (both leader and subject)  would consider to be important (as viewed on the outside)! 
Yahweh does not think like a worldly-minded person  -  He/It  has absolutely no need for any praise by  de-facto  from us – Yahweh is deemed  “Infinite”! 
Therefore,  it is imperative for each of us to personally go through the required three stages to truly worship Yahweh  

We must  (1) wholly imbue  “The Word of God”,  (2) thoroughly/rigorously/vehemently  assay/test/prove  “The Word of God”  to ensure that 
we  clearly understand it to be entirely righteous  and then  (3) we are to precisely act with absolute fidelity to what we have learnt and tested.    

Only  when  we do the above,  then  we  are  truly  worshipping Yahweh and personally fulfilling His Desire! 
Moreover,  if we are  not  personally exhorting people to do this   (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  then we are equally  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 
Rom.   3v12 og [Prophecy, Psa.14v3 ]   (The) All (persons)   (they) deviates/{turns away}/avoids/shuns  (Him [Yahweh]),   
Rom.   3v12 og {(at the) same (time)}/{close association}/together   (they became) useless/worthless/spoiled/unprofitable  
Rom.   3v12 og not  (he/she) is  (the [worldly person])  doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing   
Rom.   3v12 og (the) {usefulness/excellence (in character)}/gentleness/goodness/kindness,   
Rom.   3v12 og not  (it) is  until/{up to}/while  one/singularly (person). 
Rom.   3v12 = All (worldly) persons  they  deviate/avoid/shun  (Yahweh),  

{at the same time}/together   they became   useless/worthless/unprofitable  (to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire) 
not  he/she  (worldly person)  is  doing/performing  the  {usefulness/excellence  in character}, 
-  not  it is  presently/now  one/singular  person. 

 

All  (worldly)  people avoid   (Yahweh – being what He  “truly desires”  to occur within The Environment), 
               (For “the Record”    Yahweh  “truly desires”  to  “achieve His 144000 TCs as quickly as possible”  from out of The Gospel Age) 
at the same time,  they became useless   (to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire) 
not  he/she   (worldly person)   is doing usefulness in character   (to forward Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”) 
not presently one person   (claiming this position  of righteousness  = “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  hence they  are  rejected by Yahweh). 
             (How many times have we heard Christian Leaders quote this verse?   Except they preach the  opposite!   Hence, they are “Satanic” to Yahweh!) 

 

All counter to what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
Do they actually read  “The Real Bible”  (rather than what has been concocted after passing  “God’s Word”  through  Rev.22v18-19)? 

Obviously not!   Because they form part of what is being taught here  (as equally, their fellow  “Leaders of Religion”)  -  and have  no  desire to  truly  
reform,  else quite simply they would do something about what they teach  -   by starting to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  in both words and deeds! 
They need to  personally  prove to The World they are  not  worldly - and they must start teaching  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity” – 
as does this website to the  real  “praise and worship”  of Yahweh  –  for  no  worldly return  (except  “abuse”  from   Guess who’,  John.16v1-4)! 
Paul and John in their day,  would term these people as  “The (pious) Jews”,  today,  I would term them as  “The (pious) Christians”! 

Can the reader understand precisely  what I am stating  here  -  being  “The Type of Mind”  within  both  “Epochs of Israel”? 
Rom.   3v13 og [Prophecy, Psa. 5v9 ]   (The) tomb/sepulchre/grave   (the having been) {opened up}  the  throat/larynx  {of them}  
Rom.   3v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  tongues/{naturally acquired tongues/languages}  {of them}  
Rom.   3v13 og (they) {acted in trickery/wile}/{used guile/deceit}/{practiced craft/cunning}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.5v9  
Rom.   3v13 = Their throat  (is like)  the  tomb/grave  having been  {opened up},  with their tongues they deceitfully used. 
 

Their  (= “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  throat   (= metaphorically it is they who are sourcing this deceitful teaching that opposes Yahweh), 
(is like)   the tomb having been opened up   (Inasmuch their teaching leads directly to  “The  Grave/Death”  -  unless  “Reform”  is forthcoming), 
with their tongues   (= the sermons they give,  cause misadventure within the minds of the recipients) 
they deceitfully use   (= they spin  “God’s Word”  through Rev.22v18-19  to  defraud/sequestrate  what belongs to Yahweh). 
 

The point Paul is making,  is similar to that made by JC to The Pharisees  (“The Professional Religious Leaders”  of the day and thus  very applicable 
today)  at Matt.23v27  (and the warning given by James at James.3v5-10).  It is the deceptive tongue  (exhibiting what is occurring in The Mind)  
becomes the route to death lurking within the beguiling leaders  (over  their  duped flocks,  counter to JCg's one/small flock,  John.10v1-8, Luke.12v32). 
Thus again,  we realise that this verse is  not  speaking of non-Christians  (as I originally believed in my spiritual naivety some 30 + years ago,  as taught 
to me by  worldly Christian leaders deflecting attention away from  “their mob”)  –  but rather  charlatan Christian leaders spinning The Truth into a lie  
–  that will bring no internal reform to their deluded clientele!     

Why?    
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Because they preach to indulge what is internally desired  (thereby “consolidating worldly methodology”  originally imbued while we were all children). 
Thus,  they are leading their huge congregations through  “The Wide Inviting Gate”  (Matt.7v12-14)  enabling  “The Wolves”  (charlatan Christian 
leaders)  to become sated  (Matt.7v15, Luke.10v3, Acts.20v29, etc.,)  feeding off the dues  (money/glory/etc.,)  given by their dutifully obliging audiences  
(Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23). 
Therefore,  as we are told by the apostles in their epistles  

The  “sermons”  from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  lead their followers into the grave and  not  towards  “guaranteed  everlasting 
life”  as  “future Sons of God”! 

Rom.   3v13 og [Prophecy, Psa. 140v3 ]  (of the) {Coiling self}/Snake’s/Asp’s   
Rom.   3v13 og {to go/send}/{rust (emitted from metals)}/{venom (from snakes)}  under/through/inferior/below/by   
Rom.   3v13 og the  {places of pouring}/lips/shores  {of them}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.140v3  
Rom.   3v13 = Having  (beguiling words)   of  snake venom  below/under  (= from obvious discernment)   their lips   (of beguiling words). 
 

Having   (= bewitching/seducing/deluding  “(their) word of the [worldly] god”  ultimately sourced by Satan) 
of snake venom   (= because “Leaders of Religion”  do  not  cause  the required inner reform  of the person to become  entirely Christ-like) 
under   (= thus  not  obvious to the unsuspecting public  –  teach  “excusing sound-bites”  rather than instruction to change our character) 
their  (= Professional Leaders of Religion) 
lips   (= the sermons originating from their brain of 2Tim3v5, Titus1v16,  having passed through Rev.22v18-19). 
 

As the given explanation in v12  –  supported by this additional quote,  because Paul feels so strongly about this topic to keep going unto v14+. 
Thus,  we are told these people's  words are snake-like,  beguiling and hypnotic  -  which ultimately poisons our spirituality! 

Who are these people?   
They are  “Professional Leaders of Religion” -  the worst being  charlatan Christian leaders  –  to whom this verse is specifically directed. 
We,  like Paul,  who  {absolutely  know/understand}  the scriptures can readily spot  charlatan Christian leaders at work  “playing the crowd”  for the 
mutual self-indulgence this brings to both parties on the  “back of God's Word”  manipulated.  “God's Word”  simply becomes  “The Means”  to have  
“A Good Time”  to the exclusion of true reform away from worldly methodology  –  which we are told  is  a painful process and very few individuals are 
chosen by Yahweh  (Matt.20v16, 22v14).  Obviously none of this will be taught,  because these leaders want  much prey upon which to feed  (Matt.7v15, 
Luke.10v3, Acts.20v29)  –  they are not after small groups who are  truly  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  –  because small groups of people do  not  bring in 
large amounts of money and  glory/worship  to the leader!   Thus,  the worship given by  “the masses”  is directed to the  charlatan Christian leaders;  
and  not  to Yahweh Himself by truly imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle!   These leaders have sequestrated what is duly required for The Master. 

Quite simply  –  The Motive is wrong,  and it is Yahweh who judges  The  Heart/{Seat of Motivation}  (1Sam.16v7-13, etc.  for a person 
anointed to be a future king 2Tim.4v6-8. 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6,  144000 TCs)  as I clearly explain elsewhere. 

Rom.   3v14 og [Prophecy, Psa. 10v7 ]  {Of whom/which}  the  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face     
Rom.   3v14 og (of the) {(from “prayer”) as lifted (to heaven)}/cursing/imprecation   
Rom.   3v14 og also   (the) {acridity (poison)}/bitterness  (it is) {to swell (out)}/{be full}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.10v7  
Rom.   3v14 = {Of whom}  the  mouth curses  also  it is  swollen/full  (of)  the  bitterness/poison. 
 

Of whom  (Professional Leaders of Religion)   the mouth curses  also it is swollen   (of)   the bitterness. 
 

As the given explanation in v12  –  supported by this additional quote because Paul feels so strongly about this topic  –  and just keeps going in v14. 
But surely not!  –  Charlatan Christian leaders say,  “the most wonderful things”! 

Well of course they do!    
They want to tithe the large followings of people that  “conmen/women  are so completely able to draw to themselves”! 

The point of what is being said here is this,  they are effectively  “cursing and poisonous”  to  what Yahweh represents within The World! 
Being the very necessary reform  away  from worldly methodology  (= to self-indulge to our neighbours hurt  –  being what these leaders are doing – 
“hurting the opportunity”  of their followings to become  “future sons of God”)  to be repentant and reforming to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  
by becoming  The  Last/Least  within society.  This means  not  standing on a large dais with microphone in hand  entertaining  huge crowds paying  (in 
the form of gifts)  for the opportunity to be self-indulged  –  Matt.24v23-26.   Where,  being  The Last/Least  in society means taking  nothing  from The 
World while  “edifying our neighbour to our own hurt”!  

These  charlatan Christian leaders will  not  tell us that,  nor shall they behave like that! 
When they assume the microphones have been turned off  –  then they revert to how politicians behave when they think the microphone has 
been turned off  –  and they have been caught unawares  -  because  The Mindset between both groupings is  The Same.    The Members of  
both  groupings want to  “Control people”  -  that is  precisely why  they  take  those positions,  for  “The Worldly Return”.  This is precisely 
“The Opposite”  type of person that Yahweh wants to be the  kings/priests  of The Millennium,  who are only in that future position to  edify 
their subjects for  no  return,  rather than to take from them  (proven as such during the 1st part of their physical life). 

However returning to our present day  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (funded by donations from their devotees)  will not teach us of 1Cor.4v16, 
11v1, Gal.4v12,  –  where Paul went through much pain and suffering 2Cor.11v24-28  (and warning Timothy at 2Tim.3v11-12).  Moreover,  certainly we 
who personally  {absolutely  know/understand}  the scriptures recognise what  worldly Christian leaders teach as  “Religion”  is a severely bent version 
of what JC taught.  We are taught to  imitate  JC in both ministry and deportment,  but these  charlatan Christian leaders most certainly do not want 
other individuals on their patch  (to “imitate” me),  to be  up-staging  them and be taking  their  money and glory from a potentially  “limited clientele”! 

Can the reader understand all this  –  being what  has/is  occurring within The World  for the last some 2000 years?   –    
It is  no  different today  -  generation after generation when  “The Old Guard”  dies off,  the young upstarts are eager to take their place – 
being of like mindset,  generation after generation taking these  “sweet spots”  within the various edifices over Mankind! 

Yahweh does  NOT  want these people with  unreformed mind,  to be ruling in The Millennium  –  hence of their rejection at Luke.20v16, etc.! 
Obviously not every Christian leader is like this – but they  all  fall under  “The Standard Gaussian Distribution”. 

If  Yahweh can only find 144000 out of some 3 Billion Christians over the whole Gospel Age of some 2000 years   
Then  that leaves an enormous number rejected by Yahweh as  not  representing Him in the millions of Christian leaders!    

Therefore,  the chances are  very small  that our local Christian leader is approved by Yahweh;  –  noting the higher up  “The Worldly Religious 
Establishment”  someone climbs to become  “The First/Most”  in society,  then the  further away  from Yahweh they take themselves  –  all precisely as 
JC told us and  personally witness the copious teaching of The Bible in this matter.    

It is  not  my invention  –  it is precisely what I witness,  moreover,  precisely what The Bible  tells us  by prophecy! 
Please read my commentary at Rev.7v8 where I carefully explain with many examples that  “numbers”  in The Bible are  never  allegoric,  only  “nouns” 
are allegoric,  the  “numbers”  are the  lynch-pins  that hold the prophetic allegoric  “nouns”  together.  I know of  no  example in The Whole Bible that 
counters this observation,  -  perhaps a scholar might enlighten me by email,  if  he/she  finds an example to the contrary?   
Please read my commentary to Rev.13v18. 

So  why  change  “The Rules”  when it suits  worldly Christian leaders who dismiss 144000 as being a declared real number? 
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Especially when understanding what  “Israel”  truly means – underwritten by Dan being replaced by Manasseh in Rev.7v6. 
Reminds me again of Rev.22v18-19 occurring within their minds!     Do not these leaders understand this? 

Rom. 3v15-17 og    [Prophecy, Isa. 59v7-8 ]   (The) Swift/Rapid/Keen  the  feet  {of them}   
Rom. 3v15-17 og    (to) {pour forth}/{gush out}/{run greedily}/{shed (abroad/forth)}   (the) blood,   
Rom. 3v15-17 og    (the) concussion/{utter fracture}/ruin/bruises/destruction  also   
Rom. 3v15-17 og    (the) misery/wretchedness/calamity  in  to the [= within]  ways/journey/progress/mode/means  {of them}.  
Rom. 3v15-17 og    Also  (the) ways/journey/progress/mode/means  (of the)  peace/prosperity/rest   
Rom. 3v15-17 og    not  (they) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.59v7-8  
Rom.   3v15-17 = Their  feet  are  swift to  shed/gush  blood,   

to  ruin/bruising  also  the  misery/calamity  within  their  ways/deportment/lifestyle.  
Also  the  ways/deportment/lifestyle  of  peace/prosperity/rest  not  they  {absolutely know/understand}.   

 

Their feet are swift to pour forth blood,  the bruising  also the misery within their ways   (=  The Resultant of their deportment) 
also their ways  (= deportment)   of  peace/rest   not they absolutely  know/understand   (= trying  “to control”  other people to their harm). 
 

It must be thoroughly understood by the reader,  the  (religious)  leaders will be arguing  the very opposite  in their dealings to what is stated within 
these verses  - and of course they would!   But Yahweh through these inspired writings is alerting us to what occurs as  “The Fallout”  within society 
when  “The Word of God”  is  not  faithfully nor  accurately  taught that yields  “Lawlessness”  to what Yahweh desires to achieve (Matt.7v20-23). 
However,  their  underlying/hidden  self-indulgence becomes evident in what is practised by  words/deeds  (especially in private)! 
The reader must remember when The Prophets wrote these things about  their  “Leaders of Religion”  and these individuals  Isaiah, Jeremiah, etc.,  were 
heavily persecuted for writing these very specific things about their Jewish Religious Leaders,  and Paul  is quoting them  to speak about what he could 
see occurring in  “The New Christian Nation”  (2Cor.11v13-15, Acts.20v29)!    
I repeat    

Precisely the  same minded  people take control to the devotees’ long-term hurt,  and I am simply repeating precisely the same things  again  
at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”  –  I am  not  inventing this  –  but only explaining what is occurring behind the crafted public façade! 

They argue that it is good to be  “peace makers”  and then twist  “The Word of God”  by insinuating this means,  become involved in worldly politics! 
Absolutely not!   It means  the very  opposite  to this! 

When read in context  –  it means,  our deportment in teaching  “The Word of God”  to the recipient must be non-controversial  with regard to worldly 
politics  (thus being  absolutely neutral  in politics)  because we are only canvassing  “The Word of God”  to be accurately teaching of The Politics in 
The Millennium  (by both word and deed). 
Thus,  as Paul teaches us at 1Cor.9v19-27  -  we are to exercise self-control and run according to  “The Rules”  (2Tim.2v5)  else become disqualified! 
It is because  worldly Christian leaders teach in the same manner as did The Pharisees,  and bring worldly politics within their sermons that,  as a 
conclusion,  The World remains as it does!     Because sane and reasoning minded individuals see  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  as being part of 
The  World/Establishment  and  not  as sojourners  (to be ideally copying Abraham, The Prophets,  The Apostles  –  and the subsequent TCs)!   

They are  not  teaching  “The Word of God”  –  but in the manner of  “The Word of The World”! 
“Love”  is  tossed-in  as would do any  “Leader of Religion”  or atheist secular leader  (supposedly)  “desiring good will”! 

We must clearly understand - 
“Christians”  do  not  have a monopoly of  “love”  -  even though they are  self-indulgently  taught by their leaders within their sermons by 
implication,  they do have the monopoly of  “love”! 

However,  where The World fails  (because  worldly Christian leaders do  not  teach it correctly)  is the  real  meaning of  “Love”  being  “agapao”  
yielding “agape”  please see glossary and elsewhere in my writings what these words  truly mean  which would indeed yield real peace within The 
World,  from which  when  practised with fidelity to  “The Word of God”,   then  Yahweh would  “phileo” (= attractively love)  us. 

But sadly,  our  worldly Christian leaders  never  explain what this word  “agapao”  (StrongsTM = 25)  really means  –  because they do  not  
understand it themselves  -  being  never  to put true  “agape”  into practice  –  hence the hypocrisy and subsequent condemnation! 

Thus,  religious leaders behaving like this,  blacken Yahweh’s Personal Word within the mind's eye of the external observer  (atheist/agnostic,  a member 
of any worldly sourced religion)!   This is precisely  why  Yahweh’s  Wrath/Anger/Vengeance  will be  directed specifically  at the  worldly Christian 
Leaders during The Millennium where  “The First/Most”  now  (within society)  will be made by Yahweh,  “The Last/Least”  (within The Millennium)!    
Moreover,   those specific  iniquitous (= charlatan)  Christian Leaders shall  never  be resurrected  –  being entirely likened to Judas Iscariot  
(John.12v6)  spiritually stealing  “The Word of God”  from the congregations,  and be sequestrating what belongs to Yahweh for personal exploitation! 
This is very much as described in JC’s parable of The Rich man and Lazarus  –  Luke.16v19-21+,  please see my local commentaries to fully understand 
what these verses truly mean. 
Rom.   3v18 og [Prophecy, Psa. 36v1 ]   Not  {it is}  (the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence  (of the) God [Yahweh] 
Rom.   3v18 og {from in front}/opposite/before/midst/{in the presence of}  of the  eyes/vision/sight  {of them}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.36v1  
Rom.   3v18 =  Not is  the  fear/reverence/deference  of the  God (Yahweh)  in the  front/before/midst  of their  eyes/sight/vision. 
 

There is no  fear/reverence  of the God (Yahweh)  in the midst of their  eyes/sight/vision   (being where  they choose  to look). 
 

In my younger days of general naivety,  I had always assumed these passages were speaking of atheists and suchlike people  (basically,  non-Christians).   
But these passages are  not  really speaking of these people  –  if at all!   

While Paul is speaking of humans without The Law living according to their own conscience,  –  his primary focus is upon those very specific people 
having  The Law to guide them  –  that is the whole thrust of this piece  within Romans,  being directed to The Jews having converted unto Christianity. 
Thus,  in context,  Paul is speaking directly to those people  with the law  then  (in his day)  –  but more importantly those people  today  with  “The Law”  
being  “The  Required/Golden  Standard”  set by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  Christ/Anointing  as a future Son of God.   Moreover,  it is directed to those 
leaders having all the knowledge and understanding coming into  “Christianity”  to lead future generations.  Thus Paul is speaking directly to  “The 
Christian Leaders”  (as was James at James.3v1)  and warning them of what is to be expected from them,  because these people are supposed to be  “The 
Forerunner Leaders”  within their locality and thus truly represent  “The Future Christian Leaders”  who are regrettably behaving  to oppose  Yahweh’s 
Desire here on this planet  (as we have read up to now in Romans).   

Paul is speaking directly to  worldly Christian Leaders whose responsibility is to  accurately  present Yahweh’s Message being  “The Good 
News”  to those atheists,  agnostics and humans of worldly religions in such a manner that it does  not  appear to be   “a load of rubbish”!   
Where,  “Religion”  in an  “unrighteous hocus pocus”  with regard to  “The Salvation of Mankind” 

But very sadly  the vast majority  of Christian leaders behave in a  worldly manner  and bring utter disrepute to Yahweh’s  “Beautiful Word”,  being of 
“its instruction to purify our lives”  so that we  can  (if we “hearken”)  become the one same as JCg,  as he is of Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
In this manner,  these  worldly Christian leaders  (despite what they might say  –  being on the surface  [as supposedly],  the most wonderful 
representatives)  have  no  sincere  reverence/awe/deference  to  “The Most Powerful Entity”  in The Universe.   I think particularly of the apparent 
charismatic Christian leaders hijacking  in pretence  Yahweh’s HS to be  (presumptuously) “used”  for their own ends  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)!    
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They are entirely ignoring Matt.4v7 as they apparently try to pull Yahweh this way and that,  to fulfil their  self-indulgent  whims as similarly might a 
puppeteer pull a lifeless puppet about on a string.   What gross iniquitous impertinence!   Perhaps these iniquitous  charlatan Christian leaders with  
“millions”  of infatuated devotees following in their wake might learn something from James.2v19. 

Does  any  supporter  “in their right mind”  really think Yahweh would be working with these  fraudsters? 
Furthermore,  Christian leaders who remain quiet on this  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)  are to be equally condemned by Yahweh! 

As I very carefully explain elsewhere and repeat here  –  because it is just so important by a parable I give of  “Trades-person”  today! 
A good trade-person has no need to advertise of their  gifts/qualities  –  nor even boast about it;  –  his truthful,  capable works proceed him! 
But a false trade-person must keep stating how wonderful are  his/her  works,  and be saying pleasing things to their next victim to extract 
money from them by deception  –  through badly done,  shoddy work  –  which would not pass any inspection by a  suitably qualified auditor! 
“Where,  it is only a good quality Trades-person who can see the underlining problems within The Work of a fraudster that will occur at some 
time in the future – while the surface looks lovely and shiny – being initially appealing to the  inexperienced  on-looker  (Matt.7v26-27)!” 

Likewise,  precisely the same occurs in the spiritual world  as the physical world  (being that the  same  worldly mindset operates, 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)! 
A TC will  never  have need to advertise themselves,  but their capability of  deportment/lifestyle  of precisely imitating JC proceeds them  –  
where they carefully explain  “The (real) Word of God”  yielding  no  mysteries,  and The Recipient  can become as knowledgeable as the TC. 
But a false  (charlatan)  Christian leader will keep saying   They have the gift of the HS  (with much feigned miracles’ and supposed oracles 
of God coming through garbled mouths;  as that which also occurred pre JC’s 1st Advent in Greece and Italy – being The Oracles from gods). 
Also,  to be saying the most wonderful things – such as their audience are  “children of God”  and  “God loves them”  so that the false leader 
might extract worldly return from their victims!     This is  NOT  new,  it occurs throughout all  “Religion”,  pre and post JC’s 1st Advent. 
“Only a good quality TC can see the  underlining problems  within  “The Work of a Fraudster”  (charlatan Christian leader)  that will occur 
at some time in the future  (being of an inferior Character to Yahweh’s requirement)  – while the surface  (being the glitz of the sermon)  looks 
lovely and shiny  –  initially appealing to the inexperienced  on-looker  (= the deluded congregational member)!” 

All this is an utter anathema to Yahweh!   It brings dishonour and shame to Yahweh in  sane/reasoning  minds,  noting that we are to operate with 
sane/reasoning  minds, Titus.2v2-8, etc.,  -  not  in a stupor,  or of bewitched intoxicated minds  (Gal.3v1)!    

What type of mind shall we have in The Millennium? 
Shall it be a seduced and deluded mind  –  in some crazed intoxicated state,  rolling around in the dirt speaking gibberish,   or shall we be of  
sane/reasoning  minds taught by leaders who have proved themselves to be respected and honoured in  sane/reasoning  minds!    

How did JC and the disciples behave when they were  “full of the HS”  to  “make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment”? 
Obviously they behaved with  sane/reasoning  mind,  being counter to  the false slur  made against JC as being a drunkard  (Matt.11v19)!  

I would ask for the supporters of deviant activity to contact me by email  giving reasons why  their errant activity is supposedly supported by Yahweh – 
with suitable Bible citation  (please read all my commentaries of 1Cor. chapters 12 to 13 first)  -  and I shall respond accordingly with appropriate 
exegesis on this website for all The World to read!   Please see terms and conditions of acceptance located from the home page. 
Rom.   3v19 og (we) see/know/aware/perceive  and  because  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever    
Rom.   3v19 og the  law/precept/regulation  (it) states/exclaims  to the (persons)   
Rom.   3v19 og in  to the [= within]  law/precept/regulation  (it) speaks/utters/says:   
Rom.   3v19 og that/{so as}  (the) every  {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face    
Rom.   3v19 og (it may be)  {fenced/enclosed}/{blocked up}/silence/stopped,     
Rom.   3v19 og also  (the) {under what is self-evident}/{beneath judgement}/{subject to punishment/vengeance}  
Rom.   3v19 og (it may) {become to be}/occur/happen [middle voice]   all/whole   
Rom.   3v19 og the  world/decoration/adornment/life  to the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   3v19 = And  we (TCs)   know/aware/perceive  what the  law/regulation  states; 

Because  all/every  mouth  it may be  stopped/silenced/barred,  
also  all/whole  the  world (= all of Mankind)   may  {become to be}  {under judgement}  to the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

And we (TCs)  know what The Law states: 
  Because every mouth may be silenced,  also all the  world/life  may become to be under judgement to The God  (Yahweh). 
 

God is judging all The World here,  but in 2v16,  also  3v6 it speaks of JCg judging  –  also we have JC speaking during his ministry of Yahweh only 
judging and in other places it is to be himself judging  (please see my commentaries of John chapter 5v23-30). 

This must be a Bible inconsistency!   Perhaps it supports The Trinity (myth)! 
Unfortunately,  because Christian Doctrine is  so utterly confused  it leads to the thought that 3v19 is inconsistent! 
However again I need to easily untangle the  human created myths  by explaining The Reality of what is soon to occur. 
Yahweh God as  “The Supreme Entity”  takes upon Himself the responsibility of all things occurring and ensures in The Culmination that all things shall 
be righteously done  (and for it  “to be righteous”,  it logically  “must  be  seen  to be righteous”  by all those people who do not presently understand  –  
else there is always that nagging dissatisfaction lurking around the community.   
This is expressed by Yahweh’s very capable Nature and Ability to provide this route unto its absolute perfection! 
Thus,  Yahweh Righteously judges  ALL  the World  (see v19)  and all power to exercise this judgement comes from Him expressing His HS. 
Where for The Record  (because of the utter distortion given by our spiritually blind  worldly  and worse,  charlatan  Christian leaders)  the composite 
definition of the HS is the following   

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

Where,  Yahweh has infinite  Authority/Capability  to ensure that in The Culmination Yahweh's HS  (as righteously described above)  will flow 
throughout The World. 
Consequently,  as part of the HS above,  Yahweh judges The Christian Nation to yield His Sons/(Daughters)   (during The Gospel Age),  and then JC 
speaks of The Verification  (by his Father)  of his  (JCg’s)  personal  judging during The Millennium.  The sum of this process becomes  “The World”  
over  two  periods/processes  of  “Judgement”. 

Let me explain this in more detail. 
The Bible is very consistent in the Greek spelling of  “God”,  to tell us that it is Yahweh God Who judges those TCs who are to become His Sons.   
It is His  choice/decision  who is to become His Sons  (Matt.20v23)  and obviously no one else  (because they are  His  Sons,  even JCg does not know 
who they are to be),  that is precisely why it is  only  Yahweh Who can decide when The Gospel Age is to close  (Matt.24v36)!   Being when He has His 
144000 TCs ready for the next stage of His most  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  (being  “The Start of The Millennium”). 
But we are equally told that JCg also judges The World. 

Is this inconsistent with v19? 
No!   Look  very closely  to the Greek text  the word  ALL  is missing in every other position of The Bible when speaking of this. 
Thus,  JCg is judging The World  but  not  ALL of it. 

We are now gaining consistency. 
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JCg is  not  judging TCs.  Only  his Father (Yahweh)  is judging The Christian Nation to yield TCs as  “The Early Adopters”,  of which we are told in a 
legion of other places.  JCg only collects his Bride as determined by  “The Matchmaker”  Yahweh  –  and  “The Master of Ceremonies”  –  please see my 
local commentaries at John.2v1-12  that fully explains The Gospel through a real life event given to us as a parable by the apostle John. 

So,  who is judged,  and when does JCg perform his judging? 
Well,  left to standard  worldly Christian theology,  we are stuck in a mess  (which explains why they ignore it,  or mix in the  worldly Trinity doctrine)! 
Yet bring onto the scene The Millennium and now  “The World”  becomes those fleshly people who are to be then judged upon their works within The 
Millennium by learning from their mistakes made during the 1st part of their physical life which becomes  retold/amplified  consequences etc.,  of what 
they did to their neighbour  (Luke.12v3, etc.).   
Now everything logically,  and more importantly,  righteously,  drops correctly into place  (and I have  not  invented any of this,  it is  exactly  what The 
Bible  tells us)! 
As I copiously explain elsewhere,  JCg with his 144000 TCs  (as “The Early Adopters”  of God’s Word,  John.5v23-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.),  
will judge all those people in the 2nd part of their physical life,  to ideally yield  “The Late Adopters”  for them to continue their existence in a perfected 
DNA based fleshly body.   By contrast,  those people who fail  (deliberately rebellious against “Righteousness”),  will become subject to  “The 2nd 
Death”  of which The Bible speaks  (Rev.2v11, 20v6),  from which there is  no  return  = total annihilation.   

It absolutely does  not  mean everlasting torture  as falsely taught by certain Christian schisms.   I fully explain all this elsewhere. 
 
35th Instruction – The Law is our guide – it instructs us how we should behave,  and as such shows us where we are wrong  
-  when we do what is worldly natural  -  to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt.   However,  it does not address  “the root 
cause”  -  being  “how our mind operates”  -  that ultimately sources our works. 
26th Reasoning – Thus irrespective of what we do in works,  we fail The Law of Works given by Moses because if any 
person fails just  “the once”  means that person  (= we)  are forever sinful and thus subject to Yahweh’s Decree on sin. 
18th Good News – Through ancient prophecies fulfilled,  Yahweh has shown a better way for all humans  (over our 2 part 
life that requires The Millennium for most of us,  so under JC’s cover we can personally reform in a perfected society). 
19th Good News – JC showed fidelity to Yahweh’s Desire and humans likewise demonstrating JC’s fidelity to Yahweh’s 
Desire shall demonstrate  entrusting/commitment –  thus becoming a judgement of The Mind,  and not of works. 
20th Good News – While having condemned ourselves as being sinful by works,  JC has atoned all of us and thus declared 
us righteous before Yahweh’s decree on sin.  This enables Yahweh to righteously by return,  (1) resurrect all humans into 
the 2nd part of their life  and  (2) express His HS to assist a TC,  noting a TC has  demonstrably positively responded  to  
“The Word of God” (JC)  to be  imitating/imbuing/living  his  ministry/lifestyle. 
27th Reasoning – Our sinful works of the 1st part of our physical life become  atoned/{bought back}/reset  by JC's ransom 
sacrifice to get us into the 2nd part of our physical life.  However, we also required JC as  “The Word of God”  [ministry]  
to reform our mind for ultimate salivation.  TCs can do this early  –  to become  “The Early Adopters”  operating upon 
The Vista of the Kingdom of God operating within their mind  (Luke.17v21, being The Spiritual Reality). 
However,  for everyone else,  they require  The Physical Reality  The Kingdom of God in The Millennium  (in the 2nd part 
of their physical life)  under  “The Cover of JC”,  before they are able to personally reform their mind.  
Charlatan Christian leader never get this far because they have been annihilated,  having  consciously blasphemed  
against the HS  expressed through JC  (The Word of God to enable personal reform)  in the 1st part f their physical life!   
8th Comment – All humans are sinful  (premeditated wrong-doing)  and come short from fulfilling The Law  (being what 
Yahweh desires,  which is to make possible a perfected and cohesive society that can exist into the eternity). 
36th Instruction – Because we have been atoned by JC's ransom sacrifice to enter the 2nd part of our life,  then we become 
obligated to imbue  “The Word of God”  (being JC's ministry)  for our personal salvation  –  else we are throwing what 
JC has done,  back into his face,  hence  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation.   This is specifically why  charlatan Christian 
leaders where subject to  “The 2nd Death” of Annihilation  come early  (= never to be resurrected). 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’ is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘The Specific God’ using His HS for TC growth. 
21st Good News – Yahweh and JCg both demonstrated  “agapao Love”  to humans,  enabling each person an opportunity 
to have  his/her  sins atoned and become righteously resurrected into the 2nd part of their life  (in The Millennium). 
22nd Good News – It becomes righteously possible for Yahweh to  ‘ignore’  (= overlook)  the 1st part of our spiritual life 
and through patience await for us to make our  own  decision either during the 1st part of our physical life (= TC)  or 
during The Millennium in the 2nd part of our physical life  (for worldly humans). 
28th Reasoning – It is essential to understand  “The Buy-back”  mechanism being what makes  “1st Century Christianity”  
so unique from “Religion”.  “Religion”  gives no righteous case for humans to continue their existence beyond what is our 
present life.  We have  no  “God given Right to exist”  –  yet Yahweh allows a perfected person to exist into the eternity. 
“Religion”  offers no means for a perfect person to  “come of age”,  only The Millennium under JC’s cover allows this! 
Noting  “The Early Adopters”  imitating JC now,  become worthy rulers over The Millennium to teach  “Righteousness”. 
23rd Good News – It became righteously possible for Yahweh to resurrect those specific people who precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of their physical life (= TCs)  as Sons of God  (The Mystery of The Bible is fulfilled). 
37th Instruction – JC set  “The Required Standard”  (ministry/lifestyle by sacrifice)  through his  “real faith”  in Yahweh 
to resurrect him and in addition,  make possible Mankind’s Salvation.  Those people who imitate JC  (ministry/lifestyle in 
sacrifice)  likewise exhibit  “real faith”  in  “Yahweh Saves”  and shall achieve what JC gained  -  “Sonship to Yahweh”. 
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Rom.   3v20 og Inasmuch/{Because that}  {from/out of}  (of the) {occupational efforts}/labour/deeds/work/toil  
Rom.   3v20 og (of the) law/precepts/regulation  not  (it shall be) {rendered justified/freed/innocent/equitable}   
Rom.   3v20 og (the) all  (the) flesh/{carnal minded}  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (of the) him [Yahweh],     
Rom.   3v20 og through (reason of)   for   (of the) law/precepts/regulations   
Rom.   3v20 og (the) recognition/{full discernment}/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation  (of the) sin/fault/offence. 
Rom.   3v20 = Inasmuch  not  from/out  of  {occupational efforts}/works/labour  of the  Law/Precepts  (of Moses)   

all  flesh/{carnal minded}  it  will be  {rendered justified/innocent}  {in the face/midst/before}  of the  Him  (Yahweh), 
for through reason of  The  Law/Regulations  (comes)  the  recognition/{full discernment/knowledge}  of the  sin/fault/offensive.   
(Thus sin becomes  recognised/understood  because of the instruction given within The Law). 

 

Inasmuch all carnal minded people  
will not be rendered  justified/innocent  in the midst of The Him (Yahweh)  from out of the occupational efforts of the Law  (of Moses) 
                  (= because by the time we realise we need to reform,  then it is too late  –  we have already sinned,  hence … ... -) 
for   (it is)   through reason of The Law  (on Works),   the sin becomes recognised.    
                 (Because logically,   how do we know we have transgressed The Law  [of God on Works given by Moses]  if we have  “no Law”!) 
 

As I explain  (Gal.3v20-28)  The Law  was/is  our escort to our works, being an escort graciously given from Yahweh to guide us,  then the law told us 
what was required of us by God to yield a perfected environment. 
But we have shown our works of  “The Law”  are not good enough  –  sometimes we will sin  –  and in  “that instant”,  we become doomed,  everlasting.   
Noting,  when  we have  “The Mind of JC”  (God’s Word part 2),  then  we fulfil  “The Law on Works”  (God’s Word part 1)  -  being how it shall be in 
The Millennium.   This inductive logic is  incomprehensible  to our leaders of Christendom  -  by witness of their output  (in both words and deeds)! 
Rom.   3v21 og {just now}/presently  and  separately/apart/without  (of the) law/precepts/regulations    
Rom.   3v21 og (the) righteousness/equality/justification  (of the) God [Yahweh] 
Rom.   3v21 og (it has been){rendered apparent}/revealed/declared/manifest   
Rom.   3v21 og (being) witnessed/reported  [= the person giving the evidence]  under/through/inferior/below/by     
Rom.   3v21 og of the  law/precepts/regulations  also  of the  prophets/{inspired speakers}/foretellers. 
Rom.   3v21 = And now away from  The  Law/Regulation,  the  righteousness/justice  of the God   has been  revealed/manifest, 

being  (physically)  witnessed/reported  by  (the contents of)  The  Law/Regulations   
also  (as faithfully given/shown/represented  by)  the  prophets/{inspired speakers}. 

 

And now the righteousness of The God (Yahweh)  has been rendered apparent  separately/independently  of The Law  (of Moses), 
(even though the righteousness of Yahweh is)   being reported by The Law,  also of the prophets. 
                (The Law underwrites  Yahweh’s Righteousness  -  being what is visibly demonstrated within a righteous society [that requires a correct mind]) 

 

Paul is beginning his move away  “The Law on Works”  –  having stated that it does not work correctly to yield perfected humans and we need 
something better,  – of which Paul goes on to explain in subsequent chapters.  However,  this does not mean he rejects The Law  –  because The Law was 
introduced to deliver  “Righteousness”  (Matt.5v17-18,  that came in the form of JC's ministry/lifestyle,  enabling  “The 2nd Covenant”  to be introduced). 
“The Law of Moses”  set  “The Required Standard”,  of which  only  JC  (having the correct mind driven by agapao)  was able to fulfil in works  (of 
agape),  thereby righteously positioning himself to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”  -  being that of  “Yahweh’s Judgment of The Mind”  (1Sam.16v7-13)  
to yield  “The Early Adopters”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”! 
Hence Paul's  lead-in  to  “The Law and The Prophets”  fulfilling  “Yahweh's Righteous Desire to be made manifest within The Environment”  (= HS). 
Reiterating,  “The Law”  set  “The Standard”  for JC to pass,  and The Prophets prophesied JC's coming and thus operated righteously to Yahweh's 
Desire to ultimately bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  in the most righteous manner.  

The prophets gave  “The Word of God part 1”  and JC  righteously answered it  to become  “The Word of God part 2” to yield Mankind’s 
Salvation,  and in the process was righteously able to bring forth another  new  144000 future  “Sons of God”  into The Universe  -  as is JCg. 

Paul is now moving on to explain what is required to make all this operate correctly without any justified criticism  (hence “holy/innocent/blameless”). 
Thus, while we fail  “The Law/Regulation”,  we are still able to see how Yahweh operates within  “righteousness and justice”  (through time),  

Clearly it is JCg forsaking his former position as  “the specific god”  of us  through Yahweh’s infinite Capability expressing His HS,  for JC to become a 
fleshly human and live in a world and experience life at “our level”.  The only difference between him and his creation is that he  “knew the score”  and 
remained perfect up to and including his death during his assay period  starting from his baptism,  noting JC proved himself of the correct material to 
begin his assay by Yahweh’s intervention at Matt.3v17.   This now meant Yahweh was then able to show His righteousness,  both to  (1) resurrect JC 
back as His  First/Chief  Begotten  Son (see glossary)  from a human fleshly body into a  heavenly/celestial   physical body unto JC’s former position as 
JCg,  but also  (2) to give  all  humans a 2nd opportunity to live righteously in The Millennium. 

How does this operate? 
“Witnessed by The Law”. 

JC was  righteous/equitable  to The Law’s requirements (as I explain elsewhere JC’s thoughts/motives directed his works to surpass The Law) 
as he told us at Matt.5v17-18  (please see my local commentary that fully explains this reference). 

“Also of the Prophets”. 
The prophets spoke of  “God’s servant”  as being  totally obedient  to God’s requirements.  This was fulfilled by JC’s ministry and sacrifice 
righteously answering what The Prophets spoke about him. 

Thus,  we see The Law physically witnessed JC  (inasmuch it supported his righteous [to Yahweh’s Requirements] lifestyle). 
Furthermore,  JC showed the  accuracy/witness  of the prophets’ prophecies.  JC closed  “The Virtuous Loop”,  thereby he  “Righteously Answered”  
The Tanakh  (being  “God’s Word part 1”)  to effectively become “God’s Word part 2”  as endorsed at Rev.19v13. 

Clearly all three were from Yahweh and because of this;  they demonstrated His (Yahweh’s)  glory in operation! 
It should be noted that likewise,  the TCs righteously fulfil Yahweh's prophecy through JCg given to John at Rev.14v1-4  to  personally  bring forth JC's 
2nd Advent,  by answer to what The Prophets had to do for JC to fulfil!    

It is critical to understand all of this,  because it underwrites Yahweh’s Righteousness throughout millennia to enable Mankind’s Salvation. 
Rom.   3v22 og (the) righteousness/equality/justification  and  (of the) God [Yahweh]   through (reason of)   
Rom.   3v22 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah   
Rom.   3v22 og into/unto  (the) all (persons),   also  over/upon  (the) all (persons)    
Rom.   3v22 og to the (persons [TCs/brethren])  believing/committed/entrusting,   
Rom.   3v22 og not  for  {it is}  (the) difference/variation/distinction. 
Rom.   3v22 = And the  righteousness/justification  of the  God  (Yahweh)   

through reason of  the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  of  Jesus  Christ/Anointed  (as “The Word of God”)   unto  all/every  people, 
also  concerning  all  the people  (actively aiming to become TCs)   entrusting/committing  (in  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC),  
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for  there  is  not a  difference/distinction   (for any human as to what is  available/{on offer}  to all humans). 
 

And the righteousness of The God (Yahweh)    (is to be made known to all people) 
through reason of the (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   of the  Anointed Jesus   (made known)   unto all people, 
also  concerning all the people   (actively aiming to become TCs)   entrusting/committing   (in  “The Word of God”  to precisely imitate JC) 
for there is no difference   (for what is available  [being that of Sonship]  to all people precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
 

Where,  God’s righteousness is shown by Him agreeing to use His  authority/capability  expressed as the HS  (noting its correct composite definition)  to 
save  (those specific people in)  JCg’s creation  who  personally  desired to be saved  when they knew the full facts!   
JC made this possible with his  Knowledge  giving complete  Assurance  expressing total  Fidelity  to God  (Yahweh)  in his deportment during his life.  
Consequently,  by operating in this manner JC became  “The Wisdom of God”. 
Look how the text is split between the two halves of the verse.  All entities can see the righteousness of Yahweh now in operation through what JC did for 
his creation;  but examine   “also  upon all the people believing,  for not there is a difference”.  Paul is making a specific point and it is this - 

1. In the 1st part  of the verse  all  of humanity  come to  see/know/understand/comprehend  God’s righteousness in operation when all are 
resurrected and taught  “Righteousness”  in the 1000 year Millennial period during the 2nd part of their physical life. 

2. Now in the 2nd part of the verse  “also  upon all the people believing”  NOW  in the 1st part of their physical life are the TCs who will 
righteously receive God’s wage  (Matt.20v1-16)  when resurrected to become the future Sons of God at  “The 1st Resurrection”.  The  “also”  
makes the differentiation of there being  two  groups.  Reinforced by the following  “for there is no difference  (in what is to be attained)”. 

To what does this last part of the verse refer  (“there is no difference”)? 
It is referring to the fact,  JC died for  both  groups of humans  (1. The World,  2.TCs),  and  for that death of JC they would not get anything different, 
but  a resurrection from what now becomes their  (The 1st) Death.   
That is precisely why we are  not  saved by our works from what now becomes  “Asleep” (= “The 1st Death”).   
The only difference is this   

It becomes  The Works that demonstrably make us a TC  in The Midst of  Yahweh  (but  most importantly,  unto  “The World”)! 
Yahweh is “The Entity”  making  “The Personal  Decision/Judgement”   (noting,  He knew who they would be,  before  Mankind existed)   

“Are our works able to make us worthy  to become  His  future Son of God.”  
Remember  all  JC was doing through his freely given physical ransom sacrifice,  is to righteously  atone/{buy back}/reset  what we lost because of what 
Adam and Eve did and  we continued in ignorance.  After what JC did,  we then become placed into the same position as was Adam and Eve,  where then 
it becomes incumbent  upon us  as individuals,  to make the correct  personal  decision,  being of  mental reform  based upon The Ministry of  “The Word 
of God”.  After which,  having learnt how to imitate JC by JCg and his wife (144000 TCs)  then we become subject to  our/The  2nd Death  if we freely 
choose to sin  (by refusing to personally modify our mind in a process of  compliant learning).   

This righteous process shows the present lie given throughout western society,  where we blame someone  (or just anyone)  else for anything 
that goes wrong for us –  even if it is our own fault!   Just sue someone else!   And unless Yahweh behaved in the manner that He is doing,  
then the usual individuals would be blaming  “God”  for what occurs to themselves  (an unrighteous operation that presently occurs)! 
Why?   Because people  (operating under worldly methodology)  are just so good at bringing down filters into their thought processes! 

We must realise that  if  we cause  “premeditated sin”  “to the hurt of our neighbour”  when we are in the 2nd part of our physical life,  then  we become 
like Adam and Eve,  we will begin to die again but this time to total annihilation because JC  only died the once  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, 
etc.).   JC will  not  repeat his ministry and sacrifice after The Millennium when we have been educated in both the  “bad”  (1st part of our physical life)  
and the “good”  (2nd part of our physical life)  societies!   How many times does an unrepentant person want JC to suffer persecution and be murdered? 
We would then have made the  educated  personal  choice after  learning/knowing  everything to become  our own executioner  just because our selfish 
desires  (of the 1st part of our physical life)  became foremost in the 2nd part of our physical life.   Where all people who then fail,  they become 
demonstrably  iniquitous  to  “The Word of God”  –  and thus demonstrably show themselves  not  to  “believe in JC”  -  John.6v64  and by consequence 
become like Judas Iscariot  –  to be annihilated)! 
Rom.   3v23 og (the) all (persons)   For   (they have) sinned/faulted/offended   
Rom.   3v23 og also  (they have) {been later}/inferior/{fallen/come short}/destitute/lack/suffered/need/want/behind     
Rom.   3v23 og of the  glory/dignity/honour/magnificence  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   3v23 = For  all  people  have  sinned/faulted/offended   

also  they have  inferior/{fallen short}  of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  of the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

For all people have sinned  also they have fallen short of the  glory/honour  of The God  (Yahweh)    (being of His Requirements for us). 
 

Quite simply  “all humans have  not  met The Standard of Perfection sourced by Yahweh”  (as  “The Requirement to Exist”  within Yahweh’s Universe). 
Furthermore,  we are told;  we have  not  fully  glorified/honoured/dignified/magnified  Yahweh in what we do  (contrary to Ecc.12v13-14)!   

We realise,  however much we may be singing songs and giving heart felt prayers  “at church”  –   but because we do  not  precisely imitate  JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  outside  “church”  then quite simply from Yahweh’s vantage point  -  we are  not  fulfilling His Desire and He will  NOT  work with us,  
as we are told at James.1v6-8,  and elsewhere.  Noting,  “Christians”  today are  precisely replicating  what The Jews did prior to JC's 1st Advent,  where 
they ignored what God taught to them,  particularly the leaders  (driven by  worldly methodology).  Equally today,  they deliberately change what  “The 
Word of God”  teaches us,  as I thoroughly explain in so very many places on my website  “FutureLife.Org”  –  and this is what Yahweh said of The Jews  
(copied by  worldly Christian leaders today)  Jer.7v20-26,  Eze.20v19-26,  Isa.1v11-20,  Amos.5v18-25 as some starters! 
This is absolutely true,  irrespective of the  self-indulgent  words our  worldly Christian leaders  naturally  say to their congregations about  “God”  
loving them and listening to their prayers!   Absolutely  not  true!   Yahweh  only  listens and responds to those  “very few  specific people”  who are 
fervently trying to fulfil His Desire by  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return,  by actively moving forward Yahweh’s  
“Plan for Human Salvation”  that requires The Millennium!   Furthermore,  at the time of writing this revision,  we have a  “week of Christian unity”  
January 2013 and I consider this to be  “a sad joke”  on two fronts,  together with a concluding third! 

1. There is so much infighting at the various levels  –  because the people involved have  no  humility  (to  “The Word of God”)! 
2. The individuals twist  “The Word of God”  to mean  the opposite  to what is stated in The Bible  –  hence ignore what  “The Word of God”  

intrinsically means to bring about  “the required personal reform” ,  within the individuals involved  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.). 
3. As an additional third  –  they have the audacity to expect Yahweh to listen to their prayers  “for unity”  when they turn their back upon Him 

in the most disgusting manner  –  as described at Eze. chapter 8 and 9 out of so many I could cite!   They having fixed their mind on pursuing 
their own worldly desires  –  to the rejection of internal reform of which  “The Word of God”  brings to a  penitent/repentant  mind  
(Luke.3v9, Matt.21v19-21,  and many other places could be cited as my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will show)! 

Quite simply stated  
These self-righteous individuals are praying to  “the god of this world”  (being of its methodology sourced by Satan, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  
as practised by their rejection to  “The Word of God”  and thus become in  opposition/satanic  to  “The Word of God”  by twisting it and 
stating it is not what Yahweh means today. 
They irreverently place themselves “above” Yahweh  (in their own minds) –  just as did Satan,  Eze.28v1-19, as a parody of the King of Tyrus!   
Because in all their worldly education as taught within their seminaries,  they consider themselves  “above”  Yahweh as JC taught us at 
Matt.23v15, etc.,  –  which is precisely why they  are  rejected from The Office in The Millennium  (Luke.20v16)  to become  “The Last/Least”  
(Matt.19v30, Mark.10v31, etc.,)  and thus  “a detestation/hatred”  to Yahweh  (Rom.9v13).   
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        Importantly,  they do not even have the common sense to be astute,  Luke.16v1-8!     Please see all my cited commentaries.   
What  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  fail to grasp,  is that most of JC’s parables of warning are cited  directly to them  (as my local 
commentaries explain)  –  and they are so  stiff-necked  as not to have the sense to realise it – always to be  “excusing themselves”  (Jude.v4)!   
Please witness similar scenes in TV reality Courtrooms of Judge Judy and Judge Rinder  –  where the defendants  sincerely think they have 
done nothing wrong,  and yet the presiding judge has carefully demonstrated to our satisfaction  (watching the proceedings)  the defendant is 
obviously guilty,  even after photographic evidence  (and some defendants claiming to be  “Christians”  or even  “Christian Ministers”  [at 
which point I just  cringe/shudder])  –  still excusing themselves.   
         Precisely the same thing will occur in The Millennium by these  like-minded  people!    

So many humans are just like that - hiding behind their self-created lies!   All  psychiatrists agree this phenomenon of  self-delusion  exists within people!  
Yet our  worldly Christian leaders continue to state   “We can see God in them!”   I just think of 2Cor.11v13-15 when I hear this and cringe even further! 
Rom.   3v24 og (The having been) {rendered justified/innocent/righteous}   
Rom.   3v24 og (the) gratuitously/{without a cause}/freely/{for nothing}/{in vain}  to the [= in/with/by/on]   
Rom.   3v24 og (of the) Him [Yahweh]   (to the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  through (reason of)   
Rom.   3v24 og of the  redemption/ransom/salvation/deliverance  of the [singular] 
Rom.   3v24 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah   (of the) Jesus. 
Rom.   3v24 = Having been  gratuitously/freely  {rendered/made  justified/righteous}  to the  Him  (Yahweh)  

through reason of the  redemption/salvation/ransom  of the  gift/favour/benefit  within Jesus  Christ/Anointed. 
 

(We humans)   Having been  freely/gratuitously  rendered righteous   (for the 1st part of our life)   to Him  (Yahweh) 
Through reason of the redemption  (= buy back)   of the gift  (of The Ransom Sacrifice)   within Jesus the Anointed   (as Premier Son of God) 
 

Contrary to  everything  worldly Christian Leaders state  in their unrighteous error,  humans are  not  “let off the hook”  –  so to speak!  
But sadly,  because errant Christian Leaders do  not  distinguish between two aspects,  being that of  “The Two Deaths”  (and preach nothing 
about them as stated in The Bible,  Rev.2v11, 20v6)  then they completely muddle everything together into an  unrighteous  mess. 

JC has provided his personal ransom sacrifice for  all  humans  (1John.2v2 given without any caveats – so  we must  not  invent them  [e.g. “we must 
believe in JC”,  yet [1] not defining which “death” and  [2] ignoring  “the caveats”]).  JC allowed himself to be murdered by  “The Professional 
Leaders of Religion”   to cover what was  “The Death”  being our  “immediate forth coming death”  that would have been personal  “annihilation”  for 
us,  had it not been for JC’s intervention into what is best described  “Asleep”  (John.11v11-15).  
This  “once only gift”  is given freely to  all  people without any  caveats/differentiation  (hence nothing can pay for it – so must be freely given to  all  
people 1John.2v2, 4v14,  else it is unrighteous). 

What does this mean in practice? 
All of us can be resurrected into The Millennium  (= the 2nd part of our physical life)  to take up the  very necessary  personal imitation of JC’s lifestyle  
as our redeemer  (for true righteousness to occur)  so that we have the  possibility  to escape  “The 2nd Death” (of annihilation).  However,  for 
Christians grasping the 2nd part of their life  early  (= spiritually,  promising to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  during the 1st part of their life  
(physically)  then they have greater return (1John.2v3).  

If  they/we  imitate JC’s lifestyle  but  also his ministry  (during the 1st part of  their/our  physical life)   
Then  Yahweh will shower  them/us  with  gifts/favours  to assist them in their ministry work.  “The Ministry Work”  is to  accurately   
proclaim Yahweh’s Desire to be fulfilled by  both word and deed  within The World as faithful stewards of 5 and 2 talents as  “Weights of 
Responsibility”  (please see JC’s parables Matt.25v15-25, Luke.19v16-19). 
Furthermore,  there is the  possibility/maybe/perhaps  of being elected to become a future  “Son of God”  for a  guaranteed eternity  if  
Yahweh considers us personally reliable and of suitable  spiritual material for this position of leadership   -  having proved ourselves to The 
World of  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle   (1Pet.2v19-23) 

This is what Paul is speaking of here.   
Yahweh  is  righteously able to shower TCs with His Capability,  to express His HS  only  because JC has  atoned/reset/{bought back}  what was the 1st 
part of  their/our  physical life by his ransom while TCs operate spiritually in the 2nd part of their  spiritual  life brought about by  “The Reform of The 
Mind”.  This develops  “The New Spiritual Creature”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  metaphorically built as the DNA of our existing  penitent/repentant  mind 
upon the spiritual  equivalent to the RNA (Ribonucleic Acid)  of  “The Word of God”  as the building half of the DNA   (thus righteously they will be 
resurrected unto  “Sonship of Yahweh”). 
By contrast - 

Those people who are  not  TCs  (nor The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs)  during the 1st part of their physical life and thus are  not  
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  will  not  gain Yahweh’s HS  –  it is as simple as that!    

I absolutely yearn for those supposed  “scholars”  to contact me with examples in context to dispute what I state here so that I might straighten their 
“useless/wanton exegesis”  publicly,  line by line,  in front of The World on this website.   
Please give me  “the material”  within which to work  –  but I would much rather they accurately imbue what this website  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches so 
they too could spiritually reform,  and thus perhaps become a future Son of God,  by then imitating JC’s ministry and give useful teaching to the people 
within whom they might contact!   I only give The Seed and Water  –  but it is  “the specific god”  that makes  “the seed”  grow  (1Cor.3v4-6). 
Just for local reference because of the nonsense taught about the HS  (by  You know who’)  –  this term has a composite meaning - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

Where  “Yahweh”  uses His  infinite  capability/knowledge/wisdom  to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become” (Luke1v37). 
Rom.   3v25 og Whom/Which   (he) {to place prior/before}/exhibit/{to propose/determine}/purpose/{set forth} [mid. voice]      
Rom.   3v25 og the  {specific god}    
Rom.   3v25 og (the) {an expiatory (place or thing)}/{(an atoning) victim}/{the lid (of the Ark in the temple)}/ 

/{mercy-seat}/propitiation     
Rom.   3v25 og through (reason of)  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  in  to the [= within]   (of the) him [JC]    
Rom.   3v25 og (to the) blood  into/unto  (the) indication/declaration/{evidential token}/proof/display   
Rom.   3v25 og of the  {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}  (of the) him  through (reason of)   
Rom.   3v25 og the  praetermission/toleration/remission/{passing by}/{not considering}   
Rom.   3v25 og of the  (the having) {previously transpired}/{prior occurrence}/{the past}  (of the) sins/faults/offences   
Rom.   3v25 og in  to the [= within]  forbearance/{self-restraint}/tolerance  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   3v25 = Whom  “the specific god” (?)   personally  {places before}/exhibits/determines  

(the)  expiatory/{atoning victim}/propitiation  through reason of  the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  within  his (= JC)  blood,  
unto the  declaration/proof/display  of  his  {rendered righteousness/justification}   
through reason of  toleration/remission/{passing by}/{not considering}  of the  {previously transpired}/past  sins/faults/offences  
within  the  forbearance/{self-restraint}/tolerance  of the  God  (Yahweh) 
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Which means - 
Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  (of JCg)  personally  (making it possible)  exhibits  (to The World)  the  {atoning victim} (= JC) 
through reason  of the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  within  (= possible through)  his (= JC)  blood  (= the means “of existence”), 
unto  the  proof/display  of  His  (both Yahweh and JC at the various levels of operation)   {rendered/made  righteous/justification} 
through reason of  {passing by}/{not considering}  of the  {previously occurred} (= an important consideration)   sin/offence, 
(being the edict Yahweh made to eradicate sinful entities out of His Universe)  within the  forbearance/tolerance  of the God (Yahweh). 

And further simplified with added explanation - 
The specific God (Yahweh)  personally exhibits  (to all reasoning entities of the universe)  the atoning victim  (JC as The Word of God),   
that  through  reason of the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (= humans to be imitating JC,  “The Word of God”  in the 2nd part of their 
spiritual life)  within his (JC)  blood (= the essence of life to enter the 2nd part of our physical life), 
unto (= becoming/for)  the  proof of  His  rendered justification  (to all reasoning entities)   through reason of  {not considering}  
the  {previously occurred}  sins/offences  (of a person's 1st part of their life)  within  (= encompasses)   God's  forbearance/tolerance.    

 

The Specific God (Yahweh)  personally exhibits   (to all people)   
the atoning victim   (= “JC” as “The Word of God”,  as “The Ransom Sacrifice”  for  all  humans  [both Christians  and  non-Christians]), 
that through reason of the  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)     
           (“Real Faith”  must ultimately  operate within all successful  humans over their 2 part life  -  else be annihilated at the end of The Millennium.) 
within his (JC’s)  blood  (= “the essence of life”  that righteously enables Yahweh to give all of us a  “2 part life”), 
for the  proof/display  of His  (Yahweh upholding JC’s wonderful gift)   rendered justification   (to all reasoning entities) 
through reason of not considering the previously occurred  sins/faults   (of a person’s 1st part of their life while ignorant of The Requirements). 
within God’s (Yahweh’s)  forbearance   (= Yahweh is prepared to  overlook  the sin in the 1st part of our life  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice). 
 

Important note    
What additional information do we read here?  

It is JC  who forgives our sins  (Matt.9v4-6, etc.,)  by becoming our  {atoning victim},  and  it is Yahweh  Who chooses to be  tolerant/{passing by}/{not 
considering}/remission  what has occurred previously!     

Thus again,  all  contrary  to what we are errantly taught  by our spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders  –  Yahweh does  not  forgive 
sins,  else in His Purity,  He then could  not  be considered  “righteous”  (and thus deemed “impure”)  –  but it is JC  (our creator)  who 
forgives our sins!     

However,  … … … 
Once we have  (1) been purified and  (2) considered by Yahweh  (and by no other entity,  Matt.20v23)  to be  His future Sons of God  driven 
entirely by agapao  –  then He,  and  only  He,  as our Adopting Father,  He is righteously able to forgive us.   
He is able to forgive any minor lapses in agape (= charity works)  committed in  genuine  error by a pure mind operating only upon  
“agapao”  (= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  zero  worldly return  (of  
money/power/honour/leverage/glory/sex/pension/etc.). 

I repeat,   this is absolutely  not  as we erroneously taught by our  spiritually blind  worldly  Christian leaders  (Luke.6v39, Matt.15v14)! 
Now for the  “often departure”  by the NIV   away  from  “The Word of God”  in its  terrible/dangerous  interpretation - 
We have  worldly Christian leaders’  “understanding”  (by quoting the NIV,  a terrible translation to be gaining understanding of God’s Word) - 
Rom.   3v25 (NIV) = God presented him as a sacrifice of atonement,  through faith in his blood.   

He did this to demonstrate his justice because in his forbearance he had left the sins committed beforehand unpunished 
It becomes obvious my translation stands up to logical scrutiny and fits the holistic context of The Bible,  but sadly the NIV has unrighteous holes within 
it and I allow the reader to establish at least three areas of confusion in the NIV version quoted above,  that are  not  present in the original Greek. 
My advice is    

Do  not  go to those people who operate in  “mystery”  or say   “We are not given to know”;  -  if we,  ourselves,  want to discover answers! 
But rather go to someone who gives clear and concise answers that logically and righteously explain precisely as  “The Word of God”  
teaches us  -  using The Bible  in context! 

However,  
If the reader prefers to operate in  “the fog of mysteries”,  with  “hypocrites”  destroying  “The Word of God”  making it appear to be a 
cesspit within the  logical/sane  minded person,  then stay with  worldly Christian leaders! 

That is precisely why those specific people who are ardently searching   (Matt.7v7-8)   must  bypass The Obstruction as JC tells us at Matt.23v13, etc. 
Hence the confusion within the NIV worldly interpretation that errantly forces the Trinity myth into the text  –  to create mystification. 
Thus,  explaining why,  The Trinity doctrine fails at several levels. 

Please let me give my reasons. 
1. How can The Almighty God die for 3 days  (when The Bible tells us that He is eternal)? 
2. How can The Almighty God become The Propitiation when He made The Decree? –  Logically he is going against His  own  Decree! 
3. How can The Almighty God forgive,  when in the next section we are told  “self-restraint”  of God?   To  “self-restrain”  does  not mean we 

have “forgiven”  –  but rather holding back from inflicting  righteous  punishment  –  and we are told God is righteous!    
Paul has also told us earlier that Yahweh will give righteous retribution  –  so an immediate contradiction  (in The Worldly interpretation). 

4. If Yahweh is all-perfect,  then He cannot sin -  therefore why did Satan initiate The Three Tests – if it was going to be certain failure! 
5. Why the differentiation at Luke.18v19,  when JC said I am not good,  only Yahweh in the heavens is good! 
6. Why did JC state I fulfil Your desire and not mine at Matt.26v39, 42,  unless there are two Entities able to have two different opinions? 

However,  apply my understanding  –  being only  The Translation   (rather than the worldly interpretation  –  as the reader can verify from above)  then 
there are none of these contradictions and everything stands together logically  –  as per The Bible states. 

1. JC being a separate entity to Yahweh can die for 3 days  –  because   “Yahweh”   (alive)  is overseeing the situation with infinite  
authority/capability   “to make become  who/what  He chooses to become”. 

2. JC as The Separate Entity can become The Propitiation because JCg did not make The Decree  –  but his Omnipotent Father (Yahweh)  made 
The Decree,  thus JCg  stands-in  as JC on behalf of his creation to cover his creation in the midst of Yahweh’s Decree. 

3. We are told that JC is able to forgive sins (Matt.9v2-6)  and at the time of writing I can recall  nowhere  in The Bible does it say Yahweh 
forgives sins  (to worldly humans  [but  only  His  adopted sons as The Apostles imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle]).  Thus Yahweh holds back  
(in self-restraint)  from exercising the righteous punishment until The Millennium is concluded  –  being the time period while humans are 
being covered  (by JC over The Great Sabbath Day  [of The Millennium],  John.19v31, 20v1 Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8)  while they too learn 
righteousness. 

4. JC as a slave, positioned to be lower than angels,  then Satan had a possibility to make JC sin and thus remove his opposition!  
5. JC acknowledges the guidance to do The Perfect Thing comes from Yahweh giving intrinsically ideal/good things into The Universe. 
6. JC subjects himself to the higher authority,  Yahweh;  of requirement of which Yahweh has no need  (Heb.6v13). 

It all makes - 
1. Perfect sense and totally consistent with Yahweh’s righteous Plan  –  correctly demonstrating Yahweh’s Qualities  (and not  bending  The 

Truth into  “a mystery” –  as so  eminently’  typical of  worldly wisdom practised by our eminent’  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians)! 
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2. It is righteous for every human who has existed  (pre and post JC’s 1st Advent). 
3. More importantly it is  precisely what The Bible  (as The Word of God)  tells us! 

Therefore,  I ask The Reader   What do they think  Rom.3v25  means? 
General overview of Rom.3v23-25  to understand  “The Context”. 
These three verses say  
(v23)  We have all sinned and do not deserve God’s capability to save us from death  (being what  now  becomes our 1st death because of JC's actions).   
However,  from  (v24)  Yahweh  is  able to use His omnipotent  authority/capability  (expressed as the HS  –  noting its  true  composite definition)  to 
deliver undeserved  gifts/favour  to us all,  demonstrated by the  delivering/saving  of JC through resurrection to  become begotten  as a  “Son of God”.  
Noting he was returning to his previous state as the premier Son of God  (reference to this planet)   leading a  further begotten  “144000 sons of God”. 
(v25)  tells us,  Yahweh told JCg,  that JCg could provide a way out to save JCg’s creation provided JC was the ransom sacrifice  (1) “to atone/{buy 
back}/redeem”  our sins committed while ignorant during the 1st part of our life  and also  (2) “to cover”  the early part of an individual person’s life at 
the beginning of the 2nd part of their spiritual life in The Millennium,  while they learn how to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle.  For virtually all people this 
is during The Millennium to then yield  “The Late Adopters”. 
It is important to note  
This does  not  mean the sins of people are  “totally forgotten”,  but they are  legitimately  ignored  (based upon  The Forgiveness  by JC  to become  
“The Ransom Sacrifice”)  and as such,  we are told elsewhere,  it is as though our sins have been  “blotted out”  from recall  -  to become “Reset”.   

Thus,  we are given a free  pass/ticket  to be in the position to  {absolutely know/understand}  that is the opportunity to learn about what JC 
did for us and by our previous sins having been passed by  (righteously ignored).  And for which,  we show our best appreciation of what JC  
did  by precisely imitating him  –  by operating in  Real faith   (absolutely  not  the  “blind faith”  within which  “Religion”  delights to 
operate,  as nurtured by its hypocritical leaders,  Luke.12v1). 

We gain  “Real Faith”  by personally  {absolutely  knowing/understanding}  through the  personal  three stages  (of imbuing  accurate  knowledge,  
thoroughly assaying  “The Knowledge”  to gain  assurance  and finally to operate with  fidelity  upon The Knowledge).  Once in this position,  we can be 
entirely forgiven in The Culmination over our  “2 part life”  because Yahweh shall then have accepted our  personally perfected  mind/character  being 
our  {spirit/personality/desires/traits}  having been entirely rebuilt upon the RNA of  “The Word of God”,  our creator and then saviour.  All precisely as 
The Bible teaches us  without  any human introduced  “mystery”. 
Thus our  “Real faith”  in what Yahweh has provided,  is demonstrated either  

(1)  as TCs  (= “The Early Adopters”)  in the 1st part of their physical life  (actively rejecting the prevailing heaven of Satan, Eph.2v2, 
1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)   or    
(2) after  “The General Resurrection”  when all humans in the 2nd part of their physical life  (actively embracing the new prevailing heaven of 
Yahweh [via JCg and 144000 TCs])  shall be given the opportunity to come to know by gaining  “The Knowledge”  (ideally yielding  “The 
Real Faith”).   Those people who positively respond shall become  “The Late Adopters”  and pass through the final assay at the end of The 
Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15). 

“The Late Adopters”  shall ideally recognise the fact that   
We as individuals are only here  (in The Millennium within perfected DNA fleshly bodies)  because of what JCg did for us some while ago 
when he was here on the planet as JC during his 1st Advent  (to make his 2nd Advent and our resurrection into a conscious reasoning state)  
legitimately/righteously  possible! 

Interestingly we are  never  told by  worldly Christian Leaders,  how resurrected people in future are motivated to stop sinning  (because our  [= general 
people]   spirit/personality/desires/traits  at resurrection will  still  be sinful)  because JC  only  atoned/reset  our  past  sins  –  but absolutely  not  our 
future sins!   Therefore,  if we sin,  then we die  (again,  but)  for an eternity  (Yahweh’s Decree has  not  been rescinded)  –  So I ask them  – 

How does their  worldly  doctrine inductively reason this fact through logical exegesis without the use of The Millennium? 
I ask the reader to ask their  worldly Christian Leader specifically this question  –  and probably the  “standard stock answer”  will be given  –  

“It is a mystery – we are not given to know!”  
 By reply,  I categorically state  “Rubbish!”   

Because  we are told in The Bible  precisely what this website  “FutureLife.Org”  screams out to The World  -  if  worldly  Christian leaders and 
theologians were  only  bothered to read The Bible and this website to  imbue  its contents within their very  being/existence! 
However to many Christian leaders climbing into that position within The World for its worldly returns,  then what  “The Word of God”  truly brings is 
too painful in its  “Power to reform The Mind”  away from  worldly methodology,  so they would much rather demonstrably   “Brush all this knowledge  
(of Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation)  under the carpet”  (Matt.5v15, Mark.4v21, Luke.11v33). 
But there will be a few  worldly Christian leaders who shall repent,  and then bring The Knowledge of  “1st Century Christianity”  out into The World.  

It is to these people  –  of the odd  “Nicodemus”  out there  –  that I write the contents given on this website  “FutureLife.Org”.   
Rom.   3v26 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) declaring/proof/indication/showing/displaying   
Rom.   3v26 og of the  righteousness/equality/justification  (of the) Him [Yahweh]  in  to the [= within]  
Rom.   3v26 og {just now}/present  (to the) time/season/occasion  into/unto  
Rom.   3v26 og the  being/existence  (the) Him  [Yahweh]  (the) equitable/innocent/righteous/just    
Rom.   3v26 og also  (the) {rendering just/righteous/equitable}  the (person  [human totally committed/entrusting to JC])   
Rom.   3v26 og {from/out of}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves}. 
Rom.   3v26 = toward the  proof/display  of His  righteousness/justification  within  the present  time  unto  Him being  righteous/just, 

also  {rendering righteous/just}  the person (precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)   
{from out of}  knowledge/assurance/fidelity  of Jesus  (= only possible by precisely imitating JC,  else it is not Real Faith) 

 

(Because of what JC has done for us  [of the previous verse]  then this becomes)  
Toward the  proof/{demonstrable display}  of His (Yahweh’s)  Justification within the present time for Him being  equitable/just, 
   (= because of what JC has presently done  [being of JC’s unerring faith in Yahweh] = The Proof of Yahweh’s Righteousness to then be equitable to us) 
Also rendering righteous,  the person   (ultimately by us’ precisely imitating JC,  The Ideal being The 144000 TCs in the 1st part of our physical life) 
from out of the  (real)  faith (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   
of Jesus   (= “The Word of God”  imbued within us,  so that we imitate JC  [because he,  as our master,  controls our mind]). 
 

Paul is telling us  
What is being done in the previous verse had to occur to become  “The Proof of Yahweh's Righteousness”  at the present time shows Him as 
being  “Righteous/Just”  to  all  entities with a  reasoning  mind  when assessing Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan into The Culmination. 
Also from what has been set-up in the previous verse then it is possible for a person to become righteously released from their previous crimes 
– provided they precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  by   (1)  accurately imbuing The Word of God  to gain The Knowledge and then   (2) 
thoroughly  assaying/testing  The Knowledge to gain  The Assurance and then finally  (3) to  operate with fidelity  upon what is accurately 
known and tested. 

That is what Paul tells us  –  but this is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us!    
They tell us  the very opposite  (ignoring Rom.3v31 in context to this section,  and James.2v12-26,  being very specific on this)! 

“We are not saved on works!” 
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Furthermore,   they totally ignore the fact,  works are commensurate with what operates within our minds.   
Where,  what operates within our minds should ideally be based entirely upon   “The Word of God”!    

I could go on and on and on,  –  but the reader is able to gain the drift to where I am going! 
Therefore,  in the context of what The Bible tells us then  

Yahweh God had to wait some 4000 years before He could demonstrate His righteousness through JC at the present time  (just as given by 
prophetic allegory some 1500 years earlier, Ex.12v3, 5-6, noting 2Pet.3v8).  Yahweh  has  demonstrated His  “Righteousness”  with the 
matter over JC’s ministry,  and  will  demonstrate  “Righteousness”  again when He judges TCs for Sonship,  (as He did for JC).   
Paul is also stating that Yahweh is patiently waiting for His 144000 TCs to be  elected/selected/chosen  from out of The Gospel Age of some 
2000 years  (by prophetic allegory John.2v1, 11v6,  noting again 2Pet.3v8)  and we are almost at the end of the some 2000 years of The 
Gospel Age  –  when The Millennium shall start  -  Amen! 

Please read my cited commentaries that precisely explain how these prophetic allegories operate  in context. 
There is nothing like this in “Religion”  (including “worldly Christianity”)  that plagues this world and planet like a  “killing virus”  of which it is 
without  “1st Century Christianity”  coming to  “The Rescue of Mankind”  as given by JC and thoroughly explained on  “FutureLife.Org”! 
A 4th revision addition. 
It should be noted. 

“JC proved his righteousness and rendered righteous the person  (doing likewise)  from out of the  (real)  faith of Yahweh Saves”. 
Inasmuch,  JC wholly trusted upon Yahweh to save him,  that is why he went through both  (1) ministry and  (2) ransom sacrifice to save his creation. 
Furthermore,  as we are told here,  the person who exercises the same “(real) faith”  as did JC in Yahweh to put  him/her  self through what JC did  (by 
ministry and lifestyle by means of self-sacrifice)  proves  him/her  self  to be righteous in the midst of Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgment”  to 
become a future  “Son of God”  by means of  “Yahweh Saves”  (guaranteed). 
 
9th Comment – Therefore,  “Can we shout and boast that we just  “Believe in JC”  and ignore The Law of Works!” 

(This is what I hear stated by  worldly Christian Leaders!  -  And what does Paul say on that stance?) 
38th Instruction – The new law becomes  {accurate knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (= “faith” see glossary). 
10th Comment – Is this new law  (established by JC)  only open to the Christians and not to the “heathen”? 

(This is what I hear stated by  worldly Christian Leaders  –  “belong to our group to be saved”  or  “be a 
Christian to be saved”!  -  And what does Paul say on that?) 

24th Good News – The Law of JC is open to  all  humans –  that is why we have The Millennium in which all humans shall 
be resurrected,  into what is then the 2nd part of our physical life  (to ideally be perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life). 
25th Good News – Yahweh will choose His sons of God at the end of the 1st part of a Christian’s life,  while JCg will 
choose his sons during The Millennium out of  worldly Christians and the heathen where  both groups become “Israel”. 
(Note:  “sons” is just “terminology”,  upon our resurrection there will be no  male/female, just neuters,  Matt.22v30, 
Mark.12v25, Luke.20v35,  because Gen.1v28 and 9v1 will have occurred  and  “sex is not required”.) 
44th Warning – The Resultant from both judgements will be “Passes” and “Failures” –  ideally we aim to Pass! 
Absolute failure in the 2nd part of our life = annihilation  (where the 2nd part of a Christian Leader’s life is  now,  hence we 
must not blaspheme against the HS noting its  correct  definition as given by  “FutureLife.Org”). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘The Specific God’ using His HS for TC growth. 
39th Instruction – JC as The Word of God becomes  “the specific god”  of us,  we desiring to reform from out of worldly 
methodology,  if successful,  then Yahweh becomes The Adopting Father and  “The Specific God”  of the 144000 TCs. 
40th Instruction – JC as  “The Word of God”  can circumcise the  heart/{seat of motivation}  when the recipient truly 
gains  “Real Faith”  through the  only  route  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
29th Reasoning – JC as  “The Word of God”  (and “the specific god” of humans)  justifies wholly hearkening people who 
then become  “The Wisdom of God”  by applying  “The Word of God”  to imitate his  ministry/lifestyle  in self-sacrifice. 
Then Yahweh  (as “The Specific God” of JCg and TCs)  justifies the person  (TC)  demonstrating  “The Wisdom of God”  
as being  “worthy of Sonship”  with an  awakening/rousing  at  “The 1st Resurrection”.  
Allegory – repeat -  circumcision of the heart =  a personal agreement to be cutting our  {seat of motivation}  away from 
Worldly methodology  (= an animalistic mind)  and promising to be operating according to Yahweh's Methodology,  based 
upon The Word of God that only comes through JC truly imbued to become as a  presence/parousia  within us. 
Rom.   3v27 og {what place}/where  Therefore/Then  the  boasting/glorying/publicising?    (It was) {shut-out}/excluded!   
Rom.   3v27 og Through (reason of)   {characterising of type}/{what sort of}/{what manner of}   
Rom.   3v27 og (of the) law/precepts/regulations?   
Rom.   3v27 og Of the  {occupational effort}/labour/deeds/work/toil?   {Not indeed}/{Did not}!   
Rom.   3v27 og But  through (reason of)   (of the) law/precepts/regulation  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
Rom.   3v27 = Therefore/Then  where   (is)   the  boasting/glorying/publicising?   This is excluded!    

Through reason of  what manner of  Law/Regulation?    (Is it)   Of the  {occupational effort}/work/labour?    Absolutely Not! 
But through reason of The Law of  the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (= “faith”). 

 

Therefore,  where is the  boasting/glorying   (in what we can do ourselves to bring about salvation regarding the 1st part of our life)? 
                  (Forget glorying about what we can do now,  about redeeming our past mistakes)   
(Because this option)   It is shut out! 
Through reason of what manner of the Law?   (= How do we judge the effectiveness of  “The Law on Works”  given by Moses in saving us?) 
(Is it)   Of the occupational effort?    (= Inasmuch   Are we able to personally do anything to nullify our Crimes prior to imbuing The Word of God?) 
Absolutely not!    (= We cannot do anything that will nullify our past Crimes in the midst of Yahweh’s Judgement,  thereby yielding our annihilation.) 
But through reason of  “The Law of the  (real)  Faith” (= accurate Knowledge + assurance + fidelity,   as exemplified by JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
         (= But it is  only  by entirely  imbuing/inculcating  “The Word of God” [= JC]  to yield  Real  faith,  being to precisely imitate JC in our 2 part life) 
 

This verse means   
Can we  boast/publicise  to The World  (comprising of reasoning entities)  about how good we are through what we (TCs) are doing now? 
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   No!    
Because we (TCs)  are as  nothing  without JC  (as  “The Word of God”, Rev.19v13),  because it was through the specific  works of JC  that 
made all this possible for us  (TCs as The Early Adopters”,  and reformed people of The Resurrected World to become The Late Adopters).   

But there are caveats of which our  worldly Christian  “naturally ignore”  in their  pandemic  lack of precision  within their so very  “woolly [Religious] 
sermons”,  containing so very little  “God’s Word”  and so very much of  “Man’s (Satan’s) word”! 
(4th revision Addition,  I ask the reader to analyse specifically what is taught in their sermons,  and it could have been said by any religious leader with  
“Jesus”  tossed-in,  to change it from Judaism, Islam or any other religion.  Furthermore,  most of what is said could be spoken by a  “humanist”  to 
rapturous applause.   There is nothing specific in explain what JC really taught,  and thus Rev.2v9, 3v9 specifically comes to mind in context!) 

We must take in  Accurate  Knowledge  from a  reliable  source  and then through Fidelity to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  with 
The Assurance gained from The Knowledge.   –  Without any one of these  three  items  continuously operating in our personal life shows us 
to be ultimately  “hypocrites”  to  The Name/Character/Authority  of JC  (as  “The Word of God” – Rev.19v13)  –  as it will be declared in 
The Millennium when  all things  will be publicised  (Luke.12v3, etc.).  Where  “The (accurate) Ministry”  must be given  freely/simply  for 
absolutely  no  worldly return  (being the  “other master”  [Matt.6v24, 22v21,  Luke.16v13])  of any “1001 things”,   for example    

money/power/influence/prestige/sex/pension/'security'/leverage/etc.       
However,  
        Being  “professional”  (operating as a  “rogue trader”  with their teaching to  “supposed salvation”  untested)  then they  cannot be objective! 
Sadly,  worldly Christian leaders  (“agnoeo”)  choose  not  to understand this when they state  (I quote)  

Works do not save us but only faith!   
Or - 

Just have faith in JC to be saved! 
Worryingly,  what they choose  not  to understand,  is this message of their teaching  makes them hypocrites  to JC without the commensurate works!   
Furthermore,  “the saving”  is  only  being saved from  “The 1st Death”  that JC has so graciously made possible through his ransom sacrifice for  all  of 
us  (to include  non-Christians),  to get all of us  (except charlatan Christian Leaders)  into the 2nd part of our physical life.   
What is  never  taught  -  is this - 

For  ultimate salvation  over our 2 part life  (kindly given to us by JC’s ransom sacrifice)  at a  personal level,  then  each person   must  
imitate JC’s lifestyle  driven by Yahweh's Methodology.  This is the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that operates within Yahweh,  
over what becomes our 2 part life  (which may be everlasting  [while we imitate JC’s deportment,  or terminal at some time in the future if we 
revert back to the worldly methodology,  presently covering The World today]). 

Because the crux of ultimate salvation is  never  taught  –  shows these  worldly Christian leaders have  not  understood The Gospel Message of  “1st 
Century Christianity”  and they are thus  faithless  to  “Yahweh’s Desire”!  (See glossary on many of these terms),  and further expansion elsewhere. 
Rom.   3v28 og (We) reckon/calculate/reason/think  therefore/then 
Rom.   3v28 og (to the [= in/with/by])  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (to be) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}   
Rom.   3v28 og (the) man,    separately/apart/without  (of the) law/precepts/regulations. 
Rom.   3v28 = Therefore/Then  we  reckon/calculate  the  man  to be  {rendered righteous/justified}  by  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}, 

separately/apart/without  the  law/regulations   (of Moses – see glossary). 
 

Therefore,  we reckon by  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   the man to be rendered righteous outside  The Law. 
 

This is an interesting verse,  and we need to take ourselves to The Original Greek wording because as usual,  the  worldly Christian Theologians place a 
spin on one of the key words,  which then confuses everyone reading their  “copyist addition”  output  (ignoring Rev.22v18-19)! 
This does not mean what our  worldly Christian Leaders teach us  (being that of a  “New Jesus” [2Cor.11v4], producing a  “Gospel of Excuses”  to 
remain human  [Jude.v4]  by leaders being  Satan/Opposer/Adversary  [2Cor.11v13-15]  of Yahweh’s Plan for Mankind’s Salvation). 
The word that we need to look at is  “without”  the Greek being  “choris”  (StrongsTM = 5565 enabling the reader to research for themselves). 
Standard  worldly Christianity puts out the half-truth   “That we are to believe in JC to be saved and go to heaven”  (ignoring the implications of 
John.6v64,  please read all my local commentaries). 
This is an absolute  gross distortion  of reality,  in two directions  –  this website untangles  “The Truth”  from  “The Lie”  within that statement.  
They poorly attempt justify this statement by using this verse 3v28 to infer works are not required  (and ignore  copious  more  Biblical statements 
paraphrasing  “works  must  be done”  -  for example James.2v14-26),  leading to hapless confusion all around!  

I will now untangle this. 
The word  “without”  is the old English translation to mean  “outside”,  being  “{not part of}/beside/outside/alongside/independently”  etc. 

It does  not  mean  “zero  works”  as implied by  worldly Christian Leaders in the message of  confusion/lawlessness (Matt.7v19-21).   
It just means  we all are saved from  our/(The 1st)  Death  by  only  what JC did for us.   

It is  not  by what we do  (being our works operating as a TC)  now in the 1st part of our physical life that gives us salvation from  our/(The 1st)  Death  
(note  only  our 1st death  –  but there is potentially  “The 2nd Death”  on the horizon  [Rev.2v11, 20v6])! 
By consequence,  Paul is simply saying    

It was the  works  of JC  (driven by his pure mind)  that saves us from  our/“(The 1st)  Death”,  and  we did  not  deserve this.  
It is JC’s righteousness  (of sacrificing his life)  and the  “Righteousness”  of  Yahweh/God  in using His capability expressed as the HS to 
underwrite the whole operation from beginning to end that gets all of us into the 2nd part of our  physical  life. 
Thus,  our works  (in precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  do  not  come into this part of the equation to give us a fresh start by getting 
into The Millennium to learn of  “Righteousness”.   

This is stage (1),  but we are told of  “The 2nd Death”,  that I thoroughly explain elsewhere. 
Thus our works  are  alongside  this  (being  in parallel,  and thus not considered)  to this salvation from  our/“(The 1st ) Death”  that JC has so 
wonderfully given us,  where we were originally subject to  “The Law of Moses”  during the 1st part of our physical life  and we all failed (Rom.3v23). 

BUT what are works? 
Is there now a contradiction? 

NO!   
Because for ultimate salvation when  “Righteousness”  is known and understood,  then  works  are very  much required  for  eternal salvation! 
This is  never  preached/taught  because  worldly Christian Leaders do  not  understand it!    Actually they  -  “choose not to understand it”! 

They lose the  “logical/righteous exegesis”  –  I explain  how/why  elsewhere. 
TCs recognise this,  know and understand this in the 1st part of their physical life while perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life to be precisely 
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return.  They produce  (as considered by Yahweh)  righteous works  to their maximum ability,  
accurate  (by sincerity to “The Real Knowledge”)  in  “The Truth” correctly expressed,  taking nothing from people listening to their preaching work.  
Because of this,  they legitimise their integrity to  “The Word of God”  operating within these TCs in precisely the  one/same  manner as JC to become  
“The Wisdom of God”.  The TCs will be self-supporting  (Acts.18v3, 2Thes.3v6-12)  and not be part of  “Religious Establishments”  expecting worldly 
returns of whatever  (which means  zero money/praise/glory/influence/favours)  from its workers,  or the public,  because everything is offered and given 
freely.  Worldly money  (or involvement within The World for other  “favourable returns”)  does  not  dirty the  TC’s  flesh/mind  for  his/her  ministry of  
“The Disclosing Truth”.  The TC now becomes entirely objective in their commitment (Matt.6v24, 22v21)  nothing  can peel them away from precisely 
imitating JC.   This is one aspect in recognising a TC!   A TC will  never  ask or solicit  money/return/gifts  for anything that is involved with  accurately  
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spreading  “The Word of God”  –  because quite simply   “It does not work like that!”   It is personal,  and the conviction is to be inwardly driven from 
fellow person to fellow person  –  based upon  accurate  knowledge imbued,  thoroughly  reasoned/assayed/tested   (for “Righteousness”)  to understand 
and recognise its  “Righteousness”,  and then  acted upon with fidelity! 
For this selfless work,  the TC is rewarded as The Bible constantly tells us as Sons of God,  The Priesthood in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies upon 
which  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  has no hold on them. 

For the rest of us,  not making  “The Grade”  of being accepted by Yahweh as a TC  (and thus a Son of God),  then we are given no more or 
no less than what was on offer to Adam and Eve,  that becomes a  reset  condition for us.  We will be taught  “Righteousness”  (having known 
[now]  an  Evil society,  and then [in The Millennium]  a  Good society)  for us to make our final  educated  choice  -  based upon what? 

Our  thoughts/motives  driving the very  visible  works  demonstrating our commitment/entrusting in our  belief  within JC  now as JCg  our  king where 
it is he,  as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13),  that rules our mind in agapao to deliver agape  (by following his commandments,  John.14v15, 21, 15v10,  
where the useful question would be   Does any Christian know what these commandments are?   And if not,  – they are “hypocrites”!). 

If  our works  (in the 2nd part of our life)  demonstrate selfless acts of  “Righteousness”  (as the TC did in the 1st part of their physical life)  to 
our neighbour,  then we will receive eternal life. 
If  our works  (in the 2nd of our life)  demonstrate selfish acts of self-gratification  against our neighbour then we will receive eternal death, 
being  “The 2nd Death”  of utter annihilation. 

This total scenario in The Culmination demonstrates Yahweh God’s  “now very visible righteousness”  before  all  the entities of The Universe. 
This is  not  a figment of my imagination  –  it is derived directly from the  accurate  word of The Bible  –  if people only desired to look for it,  rather 
than rely on worthless human doctrine institutionalised by peoples’  self-gratification  over centuries within  “Religious”  communities/establishments. 
The reason why zero works amongst the deluded devotees is promoted by  worldly Christian Leaders is to maximise their support base  (to be corralled 
as  “farmed cattle”  –  that  can/should  be tithed),  and  not  to produce a mass exodus  (please see my introduction at the beginning of this Epistle)! 
      This website  “FutureLife.Org”  explains everything in a very logical and consistent manner directly supported by the original Greek text. 
Most importantly,  what I present is entirely righteous for  every  individual over the last some 6000 years and thus sourced by The Righteous Yahweh! 
In conclusion,  JC saved us from  (what he now made to become our 1st)  death from which works are  not  required,  but to avoid  “The 2nd Death”,  it 
most certainly requires righteous works from  all  humans  (who are personally to be ultimately successful)  –  all of whom,  are to learn what is required 
during The Millennium.  The TC by operating  his/her  life  now  as though he were living in The Millennium,  enables Yahweh to give  him/her  upon  
his/her  fleshly  (“The 1st”–  but for a TC,  “the only”)  Death,  an  incorruptible  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (1Cor.15v35-55).  This possible 
outcome was first demonstrated by what was given to JC  (by Yahweh expressing His HS)  in  “Awakening/Rousing/Resuscitation”  JC as JCg;  because  
“The 2nd Death”  will have no power to harm them  (Rev.2v11, 20v6).  

Why?   
Because like JC,  the TC is living,  desiring,  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  that shall occur during  “The Millennium”  to then be of God’s 
Family.  This  must  be demonstrated by works showing the TC’s  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  
and again why? 
Because when  worldly Christian Leaders bleat   “Did we not do these things in your name?”  Then JCg will state  “Get away from me you workers of 
lawlessness/iniquity” (Matt.7v19-21,  and similarly,  Luke.13v26-27, Matt.25v41-46, etc.)  and then show them the  {HD DVD}/{SD Cards}  equivalents 
of precisely what the TCs did during the 1st part of their physical life  (by comparison),  Luke.12v2-3).   This shall show the “The Reason”  why  they 
were specifically resurrected as Sons of God,  and precisely why the  worldly Christian Leaders  were rejected from this position  (Luke.16v1-8, 20v16, 
Matt.22v12-14  as just a  few  examples in this paragraph that readily spring to mind  –  please read all my local commentaries)! 
4th revision addition,   
It has become my realisation,  we have no intrinsic need to  “prove ourselves Righteous”  to Yahweh by works,  because  (1) He can read our mind for its 
sincerity (1Sam.16v7-13, etc.,)  and  (2) specifically knew who we would be before the creation of Mankind  (Rom.8v23-28, etc.). 

Therefore,  then to whom do we prove the agapao  (in our mind)  through agape  (real/unfeigned charity)  as  “displayed works”? 
I realise now it is unto two groupings of people. 

1. Ourselves  -  by learning from our actions and gain pleasure when a new person latches onto what we have taught. 
2. The World  -  being the people of whom we have intercourse during the 1st part of our physical life.   

Yielding a society of The Resurrected World whose members feel comfortable that  “The Right/Correct People”  are leaders over them 
in The Millennium.  These leaders are proven trustworthy, honest, responsible because they have taken upon themselves Ownership and 
become personally Accountable with what  “The Word of God”  truly means  –  as physically expressed in their lifestyle. 
Inasmuch  “The Watching/Judging World”  requires  “The Works”  to know what is occurring within The Mind. 

I must reiterate for this is so important to understand. 
By virtue,  this  “proving by works of the TCs”  is  not  for Yahweh  (He knew who would be the 144000 TCs before  the creation of Mankind),  it is  not  
for JCg  –  he recognised that he would receive his bride as determined by Yahweh, -   No – it is for  “us”  of The World.   
We  must have it proved to us  (= “we”, who doubt)  – that these 144000 TCs are demonstrably worthy to rule over us in The Millennium – to show their 
credentials that they  are  truly worthy of our  honour/glory/esteem/worship,  because they  have  truly behaved like JC and absolutely  not  like our 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”!  
Therefore  “The Judgment by Yahweh”  that appears to be written as occurring at the end of our  (Christian’s)  life,  is only written like that for our  
“frail human minds”  that cannot see  “the end at the beginning”  (as can Yahweh),  but we can only operate upon  “hindsight”,  that is  why  The Bible 
is written in the manner it is. 
Rom.   3v29 og or/than/either/rather  (of the) Jews  the  {specific god}  merely/alone/only?    
Rom.   3v29 og not  and  also  (of the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples?  
Rom.   3v29 og Yes  –  also  (of the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples! 
Rom.   3v29 = Rather  the  {Specific God}  of the Jews  merely/only  and  not  also  of the Gentiles?    

Yes - also of the Gentiles!  
 

Rather  “the specific god”  of the Jews only  and not  also of the Gentiles? 
Yes  -  also of the Gentiles! 
 

Again,  look at the script how Paul  carefully switches  to  “ho theos”  when he is speaking about  the two layers. 
Top Layer:- 

We have the potential Sons of God imitating JC,  looking towards  “The Specific God”  =  Yahweh  (= their Father,  allegorically Abraham). 
Where,  by analogy - 

The  elected/selected/chosen  Jews  [= The Prophets, etc.]  represent The New Spiritual “Israel”  as  The Remnant taken out  of  (The 1st 
Epoch Fleshly)  Israel  (Isa.10v20-22)  and thus look to Yahweh  (being of His Creation in the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  –  while the rest 
can presently  only  look to  “The Word of God”  –  being JCg  (Rev.19v13)  as  “the specific god”  of us. 
Where it should be noted that The Prophets and the later TCs were originally part of JCg’s Creation,  but during the 1st part of their physical 
life become  The Product of Yahweh’s Creation,  first as  spiritually  sourced by Yahweh,  and then  physically  resurrected by Yahweh unto a 
position to rule.  
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Furthermore,  The Remnant taken out of Israel (Jews)  by Yahweh the first time around,  can be likewise be compared with the  next  epoch of 
Israel (Christians),  so that JCg  (as “The Word of God”)  might gain his two flocks  (John.10v3, 16 in The Millennium,  please read my most 
important cited commentaries) 
The  elected/selected/chosen  Christians (= The 144000 TCs)  represent  “The New Spiritual Israel” as  The Remnant taken out  of  (The 2nd 
Epoch Fleshly)  Israel  (Christians,  Isa.10v20-22  [Isaiah could only think at one level, Yahweh was looking at three levels]). 
These 144000 TCs look towards Yahweh  (being of His Creation in the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  –  while the rest  (99.9+% of Christians)  
can presently  only  look to  “The Word of God” –  being JCg  (Rev.19v13)  as  “the specific god” of us  (his present creation). 

Can the reader understand this perfect overlay of what Yahweh is doing with His Plan to extract  “The Early Adopters”  to become the future rulers of 
His New World Order  –  proven reliable and trustworthy  –  only driven to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and thus proven spotless in The World! 
Naturally all this will be heavily disputed by our  worldly Christian Leaders,  but they can produce no shred of evidence to counter what I have 
explained,  and yet,  I can produce  “bucket loads”  of evidence in my thousands of commentaries to The New Testament to substantiate what I teach! 

I challenge any of them to attempt a coherent and articulated reply as an alternative! 
Bottom layer:- 
Today at the close of The Gospel Age  –  as I stated above - 

The rest of The World  (= worldly humans to include  worldly Christians)  who can  only  look towards “the specific god” of them =  JCg. 
Where  “The World”  [including  worldly Christians]  represent The Gentiles being resurrected into The Millennium can only logically look towards JCg  
–  only because they did  not  precisely emulate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle,   if/when,  they had the opportunity during the 1st part of their physical life. 
It is just Perfect Logic demonstrated by allegory  –  because this is what JC brought as  “understanding”  in  “The Good News”  (Gospel)  message of  
“1st Century Christianity”  (being that  “Sonship  is  possible”, –  please see  “Mystery”  in my glossary and elsewhere in my writings to explain 
everything)! 

I repeat it again here from a slightly different angle. 
It means a little more than what is just written here.  
The Bible shows us everywhere,  the Old Israelite Nation prior JC’s ministry,  typifies The Christian Nation after JC’s ministry.  Replace  “Jews”  with 
“Christians”,  and  “Gentiles”  with  “non-Christians”.  Remember what was written in Rom.3v2,  being entrusted with God’s Oracles  (= God’s  
sayings/direction  for our edification).   

The Jews were to represent Yahweh having the Tanakh  (to ultimately prove JC perfect –  and thus he  then  become  “The 1st Begotten son of 
God”  from out of a  fleshly  body  as The First-Fruit  Barley  waved on the second day  (= first day of the Sabbath Week [Nisan 16] 
John.20v1)  after  “The Passover”  (of Nissan 15).  JC died at the closing of Nisan 14,  remained dead over The Great Sabbath  (of Nisan 15,  
to cover  “The Great Sabbath”  of  “The Millennium”)  and was raised in the early morning daylight of Nisan 16 as  “The Dawn Star” of  
[the forthcoming Millennium Day]  Rev.22v16). 
Now the Christian Nation with JC’s Gospel added  (to ultimately prove perfect the 144000 TCs as future “Sons of God”  –  and thus become 
the following begotten  “Sons of God”  from out of  fleshly  bodies  as  “The First Fruit”  Wheat  waved 50 days later at  “Pentecost”  (all as 
prophesied and fulfilled at Lev.23v5-15, Acts.2v1+).   

The above describes  “The First (fruit) Harvest”! 
“The Main Harvest”  is to later come from out of  “The Following  (after  “the first fruit harvest”)  Main Resurrection”  after having been 
taught  “Righteous”  during  “The Millennium”  (Matt.13v25-30,  see my commentaries). 

This just tells us  (contrary to  worldly Christian doctrine)  that  JC died  for all  who have lived in the world over some 6000 years  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  to 
give them this last opportunity in The Millennium  –  and is  not  only the Christians in it  -  but  also  to  The Heathens’  (= all non-Christians  without 
exception)!      That is true righteousness  -  never  seen to operate within “Religion”  with regard to The Salvation of Mankind  (and many other things)! 
Rom.   3v30 og {Since indeed}/{of course}  one/singularly  the  {specific god}  who/which/that  
Rom.   3v30 og (he will) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}  (the) circumcision  {from/out of}   
Rom.   3v30 og (of the) {faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
Rom.   3v30 og also  (the) uncircumcision  though (reason of)  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
Rom.   3v30 = {Since indeed}  (it is)  the  one/singularly  “the specific god”  who will  {make  righteous/justify}  circumcision 

{from out of}  of  the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity},  
also  the uncircumcision through  reason of  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (= faith) 

 

Since indeed  (it is)  the one  “the specific god”  who will make righteous   
the circumcision  (= original contract with The Jews)   from out of the  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity), 
                (Circumcision was the contract underwritten by God’s Word part 1 for The Birthright of which  only  JC could achieve.) 
                (Baptism is the contract underwritten by God’s Word part 1 answered by part 2 of which  only  144000 TCs can achieve what JC achieved.) 
                (Both JC and the 144000 TCs achieve “Sonship to Yahweh”  by works that underwrote their  accurate knowledge, assurance,  and fidelity.) 
also the uncircumcision  (thus now open to The Gentiles)   through reason of the  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
                (Sadly,  I am forced by necessity to keep writing  “real faith”  to differentiate it from  “(blind) faith”  wholly endemic in  “Religion”) 

 

This just underlines my amplification of v29. 
Let me take the 1st level. 
Please allow me to again explain the double nature of  “The Specific God”  pointer depending upon its reference point used by Paul  (and other apostles 
in precisely the same manner).   
First rule is always to place  “ho theos”  into context.  Paul is speaking of not physical circumcision,  but that of  “The  Heart/{Seat of motivation}”,  
however he is using  the allegoric extension  to what  “The Jews”  (being new Christians)  would understand.  It must be clearly understood Paul is  not  
speaking  physically/fleshly  (directly as works)  but rather Paul is speaking  spiritually/mentally  (directly as thoughts)  from which  “The Good Works”  
will then righteously follow  (agapao [in the mind]  drives agape [in works]). 

Thus,  we have  “The Circumcised” (spiritually within the mind)  TCs  (being  the primary focus  of JC’s ministry - I explain why elsewhere)  
and clearly copied by Paul. 
And we have  “The Uncircumcised” (not yet within the mind)  The World  (to obviously include fleshly circumcised Jews)  in The Gospel Age. 

Thus  “The Specific God”  of The Gospel Age is  “Yahweh”  to  JC and the TCs. 
And  “the specific god”  of The Gospel Age is  “JCg”  to  The World  –  to follow through into The Gospel Age,  where those members who imitate JC’s 
lifestyle shall become  “sons of JCg”  (through  “The Special Marriage”  Eph.5v30-32,  between JCg and the TCs,  Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, etc.). 
Now at the 2nd level. 
Regrettably it must be repeatedly stated,   all  Christian Bible translations muddle  “God”  and  “JC”  because the worldly translators do  not  
understand  (often being atheists themselves and merely paid to deliver the translation their paymasters beholden to the Trinity myth want to see).   
We must clearly understand  
Yahweh Himself cannot  “justify”  us,  else Satan will immediately say   “How can You justify  –  because You are contradicting Your edict   Sin and 
you die’  (Gen.2v17)  –  humans have sinned and thus should die”!   
But change it from  “The Specific God  (of JC [and all sons of God])”  (= Yahweh,  The Almighty God),    to be    “the specific god (of us)”  [JCg]  who 
personally took the position of JC on Earth and sacrificed himself for us  (being of his  personal  creation  –  I explain all the logic and scriptural 
elsewhere),  then the verse makes perfect sense.   
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JCg justified  “us”  through his actions that  proved  his methodology  being that of Yahweh’s Methodology,  where Yahweh’s Methodology as practised 
conquered Satan’s worldly methodology that operated within “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.11v47-53)  preferring what The Present World 
could deliver to the hurt o four neighbour. 
Thus JC’s Mind  exemplified/expressed  in his  charity/works  enabling Yahweh to righteously use His Omnipotent Capability expressed as the HS to 
resurrect all humans again –  either in  (1) perfected  heaven/spiritual/celestial  bodies for TCs,  or  (2) perfected DNA fleshly bodies for the rest of all 
humans  (according to what they sowed in the 1st part of their physical life  [1Cor.15v35-55]). 
The question asked  (and answered by every Christian during their present existence)    

Did  he/she  complete  “the perfecting of the 2nd part of their spiritual life”  (= precisely imitate JC at their death)  during the 1st part of their 
physical life? 

 
11th Comment – Is the Law of Works abolished by  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}? 

(This is what I hear stated by  worldly Christian Leaders  –  implied by omission!  -  And what does Paul say?) 
41st Instruction – We as TCs,  establish  “The Law of Works”  by our  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  in JC. 

(JC fulfilled The Law  –  The Law on Works was  never  removed/repealed  [Matt.5v17-18]). 
Rom.   3v31 og (the) law/precepts/regulations  Therefore/Then   
Rom.   3v31 og (we) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified/annulled  
Rom.   3v31 og through (reason of)  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}?    
Rom.   3v31 og Not  (let it) {become to be}/occur/happen!    
Rom.   3v31 og But  (the) law/precepts/regulations   (we) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide. 
Rom.   3v31 = Therefore/Then  is  The  Law/Regulation   (of Moses)   {made useless}/abolished/nullified   

through reason  of the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}?     Not  let it  become to be   (= Do not consider this option)!   
We  establish/{hold up}  The  Law/Regulations. 
(Because as I explained in v28,  ultimately,  works  are  required  for  guaranteed  salvation). 

 

Therefore,  is The Law (of Moses)  made useless through reason of the  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)? 
  Not let it become to be   (= never let us accept this suggestion)! 
We establish The Law   (in ourselves,  inasmuch our works imitate JC's deportment,  commensurately driven by  “The Word of God”  in our mind). 
 

Fully supports what I state throughout this website and is naturally all contrary to  worldly Christian confused doctrine given to  “the masses”! 
“The Law of Moses”  was given to set  “The Righteous Standard”  and humans quite simply failed it  –  only because it was of  “works”,  and it did not 
address the fundamental issue  –  which is … … …    “How our mind operates.”     
Our mind operates upon  worldly methodology  (= to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt),  but it must be changed to operate upon Yahweh's 
Methodology  (= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  if we are to be ultimately successful into The Culmination. 
But what  “The Law of Moses”  established was    The Righteous Standard upon which  JC could be judged. 

Because JC had the correct mind,  then his works proved his mind and he  was  judged perfect during his assay by Yahweh over the 3.5 years 
ministry  (hence the cryptic comment at Matt.3v15,  which I fully explain at my local commentary). 
Therefore, JC was righteously able to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”  upon which humans can be judged based upon The Mind  (having 
been built upon God’s Word [JC, Rev.19v13])  -  to become  “The Means”  upon which,  enabled JC to pass  “The 1st Covenant”.   

I explain all this in much greater detail elsewhere in my commentaries. 
However,  JC established his two Laws at Mark.12v30-31 that  focused The Mind  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and thus JC  was  able to surpass  “The 
Standard on Works”  given by Yahweh,  because he was driven by these two laws.   

Thus,  JC demonstrated  “Righteousness”  (to Yahweh’s Desire)  and thus at his volunteered death,  he became  “The Ransom Sacrifice”. 
Thus as v31 states   “The Law shall never be removed”  (In the day you sin you shall die),  but to achieve this we need  “Real Faith”  –   please see 
Glossary to understand what this word  really  means  (as  never  correctly taught by our  worldly Christian leaders). 
Thus Paul then goes on to say,  we must sustain The Law into our very  being/existence  if we are to  “live”  (which can  only  mean  “everlasting” 
because  “death”  at any time in the future  [all be it in a billion years’ time]  nullifies the meaning of  “life”). 
However where  worldly Christian Leaders go wrong  (only because they do not want  “mass desertion”  of their own flock)  is that we must do works by 
imitating JC if we desire  guaranteed  life  –  of which I carefully explain at the two levels extensively throughout this website  “FutureLife.Org”.   
Worryingly,  they state  “the great distortion”  (hence “half-truth” by ignoring what we are really being taught in The Bible)  of   

“We do not need to perform works to be saved  [but faith alone]”  (utterly contrary to James.2v12-26,  and is  only  applicable to what has 
now become  “The 1st Death”  [else it would be annihilation had it not been for JC's Ransom Sacrifice]). 
They only say this,  because for worldly reasons they  “chose not”  to understand Yahweh’s Plan  –  that I profusely explain on this website. 

I only yearn they read this website and imbue its contents within their  being/existence  and  then  start  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  because until now  
they have entirely missed the target  –  shooting blind,  in a dangerously delinquent manner  (made so by their delinquent,  spiritually blind  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  [who I personally call,  “rogue traders”  and  “spiritual paedophiles”])! 
 
 
12th Comment – So what can we say about  (righteous)  Abraham  (representing Yahweh as the adopting “Father of us”  
TCs,  -  thus the TCs become Sons of God)?     Because he was like us,  being of carnal mind. 
30th Reasoning – Clearly Abraham could boast of  good/righteous  works to other people around about,  but that did not 
make him  righteous/just/equitable  to Yahweh’s Required Standard  (being to fulfil His Desire). 
42nd Instruction – The scriptures tell us Abraham became righteous because  he  fulfilled  Yahweh’s Desire. 
31st Reasoning – Thus, we first need to  understand what is  Yahweh's Desire; before we can then start to fulfil His Desire. 
45th Warning – Yahweh's Desire is  not  entirely what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us  –  but a tiny and somewhat 
twisted version of what Yahweh's Desire is of us  (twisted in the sense to make our  worldly Christian leaders to look 
righteous to other humans  –  which is precisely why they do  not  fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  hence see 27th Reasoning), 
Rom.   4v1 og What/which/that/wherefore  therefore/then  (shall we) say/utter/speak/commanded  Abraham   
Rom.   4v1 og the  father/forebear  {of/from us}  (the having been) found/obtained/seen/perceived  
Rom.   4v1 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal minded}? 
Rom.   4v1 = Therefore/Then  what  shall  we  (TCs/brethren)   

say/command  about  Abraham  our father  having been found  accordingly  fleshy  (like us)? 
 

Therefore,  what shall we (TCs)  say/command about Abraham our father having found   (= judged)   accordingly fleshly   (to be like us)? 
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Paul starts at  “The Beginning” –  where  “Abraham”  (translated to be  “The Loving Father”)  always  represents  “Yahweh”  (with no exception). 
Where Abraham was declared  “Righteous”  by God in The Scriptures  (Heb.11v8-19 is a good collation for reference)  but he had  no  “Law of Moses”  
nor JC’s covering righteous act  (see how The Bible states  “the fathers become blessed by their sons”  to mean The TCs’ righteousness covers  “The 
Ancient Worthies”,  and prophets up to, and including John the Baptist  (Matt.11v11)  to sit at  “The Father’s Table”, Heb.11v38-40). 
Thus,  Paul states   Abraham was like us  [having been judged to be like us]  –  so let us see what we can learn from him! 
Rom.   4v2 og if  For  Abraham  {from/out of}  (of the) {occupational effort}/labours/deeds/work/toil}     
Rom.   4v2 og (he was) {rendered justified/innocent/righteous},  (he) holds/possesses/obtains/has    
Rom.   4v2 og (the) boast/glorying/rejoicing/publicising;  but  not  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  God [Yahweh].  
Rom.   4v2 = For  if  Abraham  was justified  {from out of}  works,  he has  boast/publicising  (to people)  –  but  not  towards  The God. 
 

For if Abraham was justified from out of works,  he has the boast  (of glory to humans),   but not towards The God  (Yahweh). 
 

Paul speaking of Abraham’s works to mean   “Just being a  kind/good/loving  man”  does  not  make him  “Righteous to God”,  but he can boast about 
his personal qualities  (of “Goodness”)  to his fellow man. 

Does this now contradict what I have just been saying earlier? 
Absolutely No! 

Let us turn to Hebrews chapter 11. 
We now find that Abraham was  not  righteous through his works as I have just described,  but it was because of his  other works  that  do  make him 
“Righteous before God”  (Yahweh)  –  being that Abraham was fulfilling  Yahweh’s  Plan/Purpose  that would ultimately lead to Mankind’s Salvation. 
Abraham's works were not  being done to self-indulge Abraham,  but rather Abraham had to fulfil many painstaking requirements that made him faithful! 
Thus these  “other works”  are “God specific”  being to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.    God instructed Abraham to do several things towards the latter end of 
his life  (as described in Gen. chapters 12 to 25 and elsewhere).   

It was because by works  he followed precisely what God asked him to do,  that  specifically  made him  “Righteous  to God”. 
Now reflecting that reasoning down to the TC.  

Because the TC does precisely what  JC specifically asks them to do,  then it is  specifically  that,  which makes the TC  righteous  before God. 
Clearly if a Buddhist monk had the same lifestyle attributes as above  “kind/good/loving”  man  -  this does  not  make him  “Righteous before Yahweh”,  
solely because he is  not  (and specifically cannot  be)  doing the works that JC asks of his TCs.   
Furthermore,  clearly from what we have read earlier,  the Buddhist monk now would be resurrected in The Millennium to learn  “Righteousness”.   
Obviously,  with the genuine attributes described,  then the ex-Buddhist would glow in The Millennium and he would survive into eternity by  “believing 
in JC” (= having the same attributes under which JC operated).   However,  by contrast,  a selfish self-claimed  worldly Christian now in their present 1st 
part of their physical life,  may then have a much more difficult time in The Millennium  (please see my local commentaries at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13 
regarding the inhabitants of Chorazin directly representing  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age)!   

Ultimately it is  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}  to fulfil  “The Word of God”  that determines our future health in a fleshly body! 
We now realise the  worldly Christians  not  making Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment  –  that brings forth  Mankind’s Salvation 
through The Millennium  (where Yahweh must  first  attain 144000 TCs),  then quite simply these  worldly  Christian leaders are  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire and are thus  not  faithful to what He espoused through JC  (as “The Word of God”)  and the apostles. 
Obviously our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders fall into  “the camp”  of  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  but their  own  desires as 
we witness in what they say and do with their lives  –  being merely  “to please  men/women  of the world”  (1Thes.2v3-6, 2Tim.4v3-4, etc.,)  for the 
worldly returns this brings to them  (this is symbiotic between leader and devotees)!    
         Devotees pay according to how pleased they are with the  presentation/performance!   None of this fulfils Yahweh’s Desire – but counters it! 
Rom.   4v3 og what/which/that/wherefore  for  the  scriptures/{holy document}   (it) states/exclaims?    
Rom.   4v3 og (he) entrusted/committed/believed  And  (the) Abraham  to the  God [Yahweh],   
Rom.   4v3 og also  (it was) reckoned/accounted/reasoned/thought  (to the) him [Abraham] 
Rom.   4v3 og into/unto  (the) righteousness/equality/justification. 
Rom.   4v3 = For which The Scriptures  it  states   (to us):  

And Abraham,   he  entrusted/committed  to the  God,   
also  it was  reckoned/accounted  to the  him  unto  the  righteousness/justification.  

 

For which the scriptures state  (to us  [being of those people who read it]): 
And Abraham  entrusted/committed  to the God (Yahweh),  also it was  reckoned/accounted  to the him unto  righteousness/justification. 
 

As fully explained in verse 1 and 2 above within the given citations  –  without any Biblical contradiction. 
Please read from Gen.12v1 to 25v11 and then ask of yourself    

Could I have shown this type of belief in my life  –  and specifically why Abraham was considered truly righteous? 
Now go back to what our  worldly (and worst, charlatan)  Christian leaders teach us regarding  “belief”  and  “faith”  and  “works”. 
Then look at what Paul did with his life  (2Cor.11v24-28)  and then ask of  “Paul’s Righteousness”  regarding what Paul did in his life. 
It becomes very obvious that what our  worldly Christian leaders teach  is a sham  -  utterly bogus  -  especially when they teach us,  they and their 
devotees,  supposedly deserve what Paul shall receive at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.20v6, etc.)! 

If I hardly think so  (based upon their external efforts),  more so,  Yahweh who can determine the inner thoughts! 
They comprehensibly  LIE  against what The Bible  specifically teaches us  through all its contained text  –  all of which I shall show within my electronic 
“Concordance of Topics”,  given freely to The World to  bypass  our useless  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  for any person interested in using it. 
Let us consider together - 

Is there a contradiction here in this verse – to that as given in the earlier chapter at Rom.3v10 as repeated below? 
  Because  he/she  is not righteous  (to Yahweh's Decree of  not  sinning),   not even one person! 

The answer is in the parenthesis given. 
We must first understand,  “righteous”  simply means  “equitable to a given standard”. 
Every human having existed since  Adam/Eve  were not righteous  (to the given standard at Gen.2v17),  inasmuch  “sin and you will die (forever)”. 
However,  there are people having existed -  who were  “equitable to a given standard” -  being  The Standard  “Yahweh required of these individuals”. 
Inasmuch these specific individuals  “went out on a limb”  always  in hardship  and  possible  life-threatening  situations  to do -  

“The Very Best they were able”. 
Moreover,  and this aspect is most  crucial to understand, 

“The Very Best they were able”  to  “Increment  Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”. 
These people moved Yahweh’s Plan forward in small,  but important progressive stages to make possible - 

1. JC’s 1st Advent  (some 2000 years ago),  made possible by The Prophets. 
2. JC’s 2nd Advent  (some time in the middle 21st Century CE),  made possible by the 144000 TCs. 

These specific people become  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology that is equally to operate in The Millennium. 
These people fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  (to make possible Mankind’s Salvation)  and thus this is what specifically made them  “righteous”. 
However,  they were “unrighteous”  to Yahweh’s Law on Sin,  as are all of us  (except JC,  hence he was able to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”). 
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Can the reader understand the important differentiation? 
 
13th Comment – Reward for work done  -  is not a gift!    But what JC has done  is a gift! 
26th Good News – Thus being a gift,  the ransom sacrifice of JC  is freely given to  everyone  –  hence The Millennium. 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
43rd Instruction – Having The Millennium  (= the period for the 2nd part of our physical life)  enables  all  humans to then 
entrust/commit  unto JCg =  to imitate his lifestyle to be considered by Yahweh as being righteous to His decree on sin. 
44th Instruction – Blessed is the person who is considered righteous by  “the specific god”.  Thus, surviving the 1st part of 
our physical life given by JC’s atonement and thus considered righteous by Yahweh.  Consequently, our Death becomes 
“Asleep” (thus termed “The 1st Death”)  –  we now have possibly  “The 2nd Death”  looming  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)! 
27th Good News – The TC is considered by Yahweh as being righteous by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of their physical life)  and thus resurrected to Sonship, “The 2nd Death” has no power 
46th Warning – The  worldly Christians and heathen resurrected into perfected DNA fleshly bodies need to be considered 
righteous by JCg by imitating JC’s lifestyle to avoid  “The 2nd Death” of annihilation.  That is based upon works once 
accurately having The Knowledge  –  this is what  worldly Christian Leaders do  not  (= choose not to)  understand! 
32nd Reasoning – It must be clearly understood that while JC's gift is freely given,  and any works we do,  cannot pay for 
this gift,  but unless we precisely imitate JC by imbuing The Word of God and yielding a  ministry/lifestyle  commensurate 
to that which JC gave to others,  then we are effectively throwing JC's Gift of  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  back in his face.   
Very sadly,  this indisputable righteous logic eludes our  worldly Christian leader within their  very worldly  sermons! 
28th Good News – The specific god will not consider offences committed by sinners,   -  but what does this really mean? 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’ is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘The Specific God’ using His HS for TC growth. 
Instruction – repeat - JC as The Word of God becomes  “the specific god”  of us –  who desire to personally reform out of 
worldly methodology,  if successful,  then Yahweh becomes The Adopting Father and “The Specific God” of 144000 TCs 
45th Instruction – “Sin” means, “deliberate wrong-doing”,  “Sideslip”  means, “accidental error in deportment”. 
Thus “Sin” is  “predetermined wrong to hurt a recipient”,  “Sideslip” is  “an unintentional misdemeanour”. 
33rd Reasoning – We are told JC forgives our sins as worldly humans (Matt.9v4-6),  but when adopted by Yahweh the 
144000 TCs have their sideslips forgiven by Yahweh  only  because the TCs having purified their mind are operating with 
the one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that within Yahweh  –  then their  sideslips  are  absolutely unintentional. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Rom.   4v4 og to the (person)  and  {toiling as occupation}/effecting/{be engaging with}/{labouring for} [middle voice]   
Rom.   4v4 og the  {pay for services}/hire/reward/wages  not  (it is) reckoned/accounted/reasoned/thought [middle voice] 
Rom.   4v4 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit   
Rom.   4v4 og but  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  {something owed}debt/accruement/obligation/duty. 
Rom.   4v4 = And  to the  person   personally  {toiling as occupation}/labouring/working,  

the  {pay for services}/wage/reward  is  not  reckoned/accounted  according to  the  gift/favour,   
but  according to  the  {something owed}/debt/obligation/duty.  

 

And to the person,  personally toiling as occupation,    
the pay   (he/she receives)   is not  reckoned/accounted  according to a  gift/favour, 
but   (to be considered)   according to the  {something owed}/debt. 
 

As explained earlier,  this verse is describing someone trying to live by  “The Law of Moses”  (see Gal.2v17-21).  
This means   “trying to be a good person will not save you.”  Paul wrote this in direct contrast to the current teaching of the Jewish Pharisees   

“Live a good life and you will be saved.”  
Just like one  (out of many),  tangled claims of  worldly Christian Leaders presented to their congregations with  little  real  knowledge of The Bible.  

However,  it does  not  mean this! 
Neither the  counter-spin  of  worldly Christian Leaders that  

“You do not need to do works  (only believe’ in JC  –  noting John.6v64 , James.2v16-26 –  see my local commentaries)”!    
Both statements are used to confuse the hapless congregations of all the various 20,000 different Christian denominations  (true in about 1990 CE, now 
in 2009 it is about 37,000 Christian denominations,  and on my 3rd revision 2015 CE perhaps some 42,000+ Christian schisms)!   

Where,  what tiny amount of information given by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  has  absolutely  no  precision  to  “The Original 
Scriptures”,  and their sermons are as written by a  “spiritual baby”  with regard to what Yahweh  really  wants taught to The World  –  by 
both word and deed  –  hence JC’s comment at Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39! 

But with all the above being true on both sides  (as I have untangled)  there is a slide through,  where Yahweh does consider a  repayment is justified!  
Where the  “Repayment is Justified”  by contract! 

It is crucial to understand this  bilateral  “Agreement”. 
Furthermore,  JC was relying upon  this agreement  for his salvation  -  when he offered himself as  “The Lamb sacrifice”. 

Where  “Lamb”  in the  Scriptures/Bible  always  means  “Saving”   (often “by sacrifice”). 
We have the examples of The Prophets and of notable people given in Heb. chapter 11 closing with the especially important verses given at 38-40. 

We have JC entering into  a contract with Yahweh  and  both parties fulfilled both sides of  “The Agreement”  –  precisely as we are told 
within John's Gospel. 
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Moreover,  importantly there is  “The Contact made at Baptism”  –  where the individual personally contracts  him/her self to precisely imitate JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  for the remainder of their existence  (over what is to become a 2 part life). 

Sadly,  all  Christians  (except 144000 people from out of perhaps some 3 billion Christians throughout the whole Gospel Age  [Matt.20v16, 
22v14])  are unable to entirely fulfil their side of  “The Bilateral Agreement2  (for some reason of other,  to varying degrees),  and thus 
personally  “renege upon their agreement”. 

It is  only  these144000  people who have precisely become  The  Last/Least  within society  –  treated with utter disdain by  “The Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  in the same manner as The Prophets before them  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v33) -  and of JC their  mentor/exemplar/pattern  (John.11v47-53).  
Unto all of whom,  Yahweh feels  duty bound  to honour His side of  “The Bilateral Agreement”  (precisely as He did to Abraham being  “The Subject”  
of these suite of verses)  to reciprocate as by  wage for services rendered into The World   for  no  worldly return  –  to give these 144000 TCs  a heavenly 
return.   This is precisely the same as He gave to JC  –  a resurrection unto  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (the First/Chief/Only Begotten from flesh to celestial)  
–  ready for  “The Teaching Program”  over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.    I explain “First”, “Chief”, “Only” elsewhere relative to 
the 144000 TCs who are to achieve the same goal by imitating their mentor,  JC  (resurrected to JCg)  leading the way for them. 
What our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  choose not to understand  (“agnoeo”  StrongsTM = 50)  is that    

“The Return”  Yahweh gives is  not  because of  “The Works per-Se”,  but rather,  these  “genuine works of real charity”  become  “The 
Demonstrable Results of  The Mind”  that  has  become entirely reformed to be Christ-like  (hence 1Sam.16v7 anointed for future kingship). 

Furthermore,  
It is not demonstrated for Yahweh’s Judgement,  but for The World  –  so its members accept these future leaders  as being righteous! 

The reason is this    
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  do works for  “The Worldly Return”  (by definition)  –  and thus these become  “hypocritical works”  
generated by a mind that is still worldly and has  not  entirely reformed to be Christ-Like.   

We absolutely  know/understand  this reasoning to be entirely accurate,  by examining their fruitage  (Matt.7v16-20 noting the following verses at 21-22).   
Is their fruitage  (congregational members,  public or cloistered people)  entirely Christ-like  –  to be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  
for absolutely  no  return except abuse by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.16v1-4)?    

The answer to this question speaks volumes about The Leaders of any specific sect  (includes all mainstream religions).  It should be clearly understood,  
people in nunneries and monasteries are absolutely  not  being  Christ-like  by shutting themselves away from the community.  This action is absolutely  
The Opposite  to what JC and The Apostles did!   Think where  “Christianity”  would be if,  JC,  the disciples and Paul shut themselves away from the 
public? –  Entirely dead!   Noting what Paul stated at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12 and he did at 2Cor.11v24-28,  hardly shutting himself away! 

The reader can see why there  are  only 144000 TCs who fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
What I have stated should not be confused with the next verse  –  where all this is deliberately spun into confusion by our  worldly Christian leaders  -  
for their worldly gain out of  “the spiritual fog”  generated by their  entirely shallow and  worthless  teaching  with regard to Mankind’s Salvation!    

That is why Yahweh  detests them  -  especially  charlatan Christian leaders  (who shall be  ignored for both,  of the  only two  resurrections). 
Rom.   4v5 og to the (person)  And  not  {to toil as occupation}/effect/{be engaged with}/{labour for} [middle voice],   
Rom.   4v5 og (the) entrusting/committing/believing  and  over/upon   the (person [JC])   
Rom.   4v5 og (the) righteousness/equality/justifying  the  irreverent/impious/wicked/ungodly    
Rom.   4v5 og (it is) reckoned/accounted/reasoned/thought [middle voice]    
Rom.   4v5 og the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (of the) him  into/unto  (the) righteousness/equality/justification. 
Rom.   4v5 = And  to the  person  not  personally  {toiling as occupation}/labouring/working, 

and  the  entrusting/committing  upon/concerning  the person (JC,)   
(who = JC)   righteously/justifying  the  irreverent/ungodly  (person), 
(then)   his  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  reckoned/accounted  for  righteousness/justification. 

 

And  (conversely,)   
to the person  not  personally toiling as occupation   (as a  “Religious Leader”  to only to gain favour with people  -  for a self-indulgent return) 
and  (yet,  this person is)   entrusting/committing  upon the person  (JC)   (= this person  is  precisely imitating JC  –  else it is  not  real  “belief”) 
               (= this person is accurately imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  NO  worldly return  [hence  not  a  “Professional”]) 
(where it is JC)   righteously/justifying  the  irreverent/ungodly  person   (= “all of us”  as  “individuals”),  
his/(her)   (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    
it is personally  reckoned/accounted  for  righteousness/justification. 
               (Because “The Mind”  is agapao correct and thus not hypocritical,  yielding  true  agape/charity  [to edify our neighbour for  no return]) 
 

Let my position be clearly stated. 
My parenthesis above is written as  “The Ideal Goal”  for us to achieve  -  which is  “to precisely imitate JC”. 

Now clearly the above could be written for those people of  “blind faith”  entrusting in a world leader – being  “worldly righteous”  to claims and 
aspirations this leader may have.  However,  that is not my goal  -  and thus I have interpreted this verse at a higher level than just a worldly level. 
Let us compare with Phil.1v22,  where Paul states that he would much rather be with Yahweh but knows that he must stay in The Flesh  (= remain alive 
in the 1st part of his physical life)  so that he can continue working by teaching  “The Word of God”  to The World. 

Is this Bible inconsistency? 
Yes  –  if you follow  worldly Christianity teaching!  –  But I do not! 
Let me show you what Paul is really teaching,  to counter the  unrighteous nonsense  taught by  charlatan Christian leaders spinning The Word of God. 
I explained this earlier in 4v2,  hence the context.   But I need to go back one step just to keep things very clear. 

1. There are  NO  works that we can personally perform,  that are able to save us from our immediate death to close our present existence that 
would have been our everlasting death!  –  But JC’s works and ransom sacrifice excused us from our immediate death being  “everlasting”  –  
that now becomes  “The 1st Death”  (= “asleep”)  –  where,  we  can  become excused from  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (Rev.2v11, 
20v6)  provided we personally reform to imitate JC.  We will  all  be resurrected  (John.2v2, 4v14)  –  all  humans  (except the  iniquitous  
baptised  charlatan Christian leaders deceiving their listeners for personal worldly self-gratification  –  see elsewhere to justify this statement 
from The Bible citations). 

2. But ultimately,  righteous works  are  required for eternal salvation.  Either now to become a TC  (an “Early Adopter”);  or  later  (as a “Late 
Adopter”)  in The Millennium to become like we are now personally,  but  without any physical fleshly deformities  (perfected DNA and much 
of what is the present  “junk DNA”  will repaired to give eternal life because our systemic system support DNA within our genome has been 
repaired). 

Therefore,  what are the  “righteous works”  that separate perhaps  “us”  from the works that Paul is speaking of here? 
Quite simply they are works,  that JC asks  (“demands” of)  the TCs -  of which they must do to be successfully  chosen/elected  by Yahweh  (Matt.22v14). 
Read the Bible  (New Testament John 14v21 as the principle,  then as JC acknowledged   Luke 10v25-28). 
At the end of the Gospels we read of the  disciples/apostles  going out  accurately  preaching  “The Word of God”  to whoever would listen  (being the 
strangers in The World  –  and  not  to  “the same people each week for a worldly return”)  and The Lord was with these TCs.   
Further examples are illustrated within  “The Acts of The Apostles”. 

This  is  the work of which JC demands of those people who wish to become TCs.  
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Also, quite simply in The Millennium those people in fleshly bodies resurrected at  “The General Resurrection”  must follow what JCg  (as “The Word of 
God”)  asks of them for eternal salvation.  If any individual refuses,  then they will face  their/The  2nd Death  of personal finality = personal annihilation.  
The Bible in Revelations infers this  “annihilation”  could be up to one third of  “The Resurrected World”,  –  a very sobering thought! 
Thus,  restating again - 

The person  not  working to  successfully  meet  “The Law of Moses”  (and  are accidentally sinning  –  hence failed in works  –  will die). 
Yet specifically,  Paul is targeting  “The Pious Religious People”  either as  “Leaders”  “putting on an act”  for  “Sonship”  and deluded 
devotees gleefully accepting what they are told  -  “Religious works/customs”  have allocated themselves a  (supposed)  position in “heaven”. 
However,  if  they imbue  “The Word of God”  by  (1) gaining knowledge,  (2) testing it to gain assurance and then  (3) acting with fidelity to 
precisely imitate/fulfil  “The Word of God”  within their  lifestyle/deportment  then  this person  can be considered as being righteous. 

This is what Paul is teaching us!  –  It does not mean    
“Just believe in JC”  -  because that makes us hypocrites to what we claim to  “believe” (John.6v64)! 

Furthermore,  consider the important statement at James.2v19  - which seems to be ignored by  charlatan Christian leaders when they use Yahweh and 
His Word as a tool out of which they  “steal worldly return”  (= money/power/leverage/glory/pension/etc.)  by sequestrating what belongs for Yahweh 
and JC  –  for themselves in precisely the same manner as did Judas Iscariot  (John.12v6).  

But our  charlatan Christian leaders will  never  teach us these things  –  because it is  not  in their worldly interests to do so! 
Rom.   4v6 og {exactly as}/{precisely so}  also  (the) David  (he) states/exclaims    
Rom.   4v6 og the  beatification/{attribution of good fortune}/blessedness  of the  man  
Rom.   4v6 og {to whom/which}  the  {specific god}  (he) reckons/accounts/reasons/thinks  
Rom.   4v6 og (the) righteousness/equality/justification  separately/apart/without     
Rom.   4v6 og (of the) {occupational efforts}/labours/deeds/works/toil}. 
Rom.   4v6 = Also  {exactly as}  (King) David  states:   

The  {attribution of good fortune}/blessedness  of the  man  {to whom}  “the Specific God”  
reckons/accounts  (as)  righteousness/justification  separately/apart   (from)   the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours:  

 

Also exactly as  (King) David states: 
  The attribution of good fortune of the man to whom  “The Specific God”   
               (Relative to “King David”  [a prophet and allegoric representative of JC]  then  “The Specific God”  directly refers to Yahweh.) 
  reckons/accounts  as righteousness separate  (away from)  of the occupational efforts   (by extension,  being “Religious Works/Customs”). 

               (Because “The Mind”  is agapao correct and thus not hypocritical,  yielding  true  agape/charity  [to edify our neighbour for  no return]) 
  

I have covered the separate nature of  “The Specific God”  earlier and have no need to repeat it verbatim here. 
Except to state the conclusion is that JCg is  “the specific god of us”  before we become adopted as an  “Early Adopter”  and thus part of the 144000 
future Sons of God.  At which point,  “The Specific God of us” becomes Yahweh  –  because of  “The Intercessor”  JC  (1Tim..2v5)  as  “The Word of 
God”  operating within us as  “the lord/master”  was  required first  to entirely reform our mind before we became perfected ready for Yahweh’s 
acceptance of us.  
Note,  because King David spoke  “The Word of God”  (for example Psm.110v1-2 of many)  then  “The Specific God”  of King David is Yahweh,  further 
emphasised because Yahweh  chose/elected  him  (1Sam.16v7-13). 
However,  v6 here,  just means   

Because  it is a joy to be so close and to be pleasing our  best  friend,  so that doing what  he/she  asks of us  –  to be operating together,  then 
what we do is  not  work!’ 

Noting specifically John.14v15,21, 15v10, 1Cor,7v19, 14v37, 1Thes.4v2, 1John.2v3-4, 3v22-24, 5v2-3, Rev.12v17, 14v12 as that given at Mark.12v30-31,  
please read all my cited commentaries to understand what Paul is really telling us!     

It is  not  the  half-truths  of which our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us   (being how Satan operates to throw us  “off the scent”)! 
Rom.   4v7 og [Prophesy, Psa.32v1-2 ]   (the) {supremely blessed}/fortunate/{well off}/{very happy} (pl.)  {of whom/which}  
Rom.   4v7 og (they were) {to send}/{go forth}/forgiven/{laid aside}/leave/{yielded up}/pardoned/excused   
Rom.   4v7 og the [plural fem.]  violation/lawlessness/transgression/wickedness,   
Rom.   4v7 og also  {of whom/which}  (they were) {over covering}/{upon concealing}  the  sins/faults/offences, 
Rom.   4v8 og (the) {supremely blessed}/fortunate/{well off}/{very happy}  (the) man/husband/fellow  
Rom.   4v8 og {to whom/which}  not  no [= certainly not]     
Rom.   4v8 og (he may) count/reckon/reason/though  (the) lord/master  the  sins/faults/offences. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.32v1-2  
Rom.   4v7  = {Supremely blessed/happy}   (the people)   {of whom}  the  violation/lawlessness   (they are)  forgiven/pardoned,  

also  {of whom}  the  sins/offences  they were  {covered over}. 
Rom.   4v8  = {Supremely blessed/happy}  the man  {to whom}  the  lord/master  will  never  reckon/count  the  sins/offences. 
 

Supremely  blessed/happy  the lawlessness people   (= all  humans before God’s Word was sown into them, Matt.13v20-23)   
of whom they are forgiven   (by JC atoning the 1st part of their spiritual life – while they were living in ignorance), 
also of whom the  sins/offences  were covered over   (for most of us,  this is during The Great Sabbath Day of The Millennium). 
               (Because “The Mind”  is learning  “agapao”  and not to be hypocritical,  to ideally yield  agape/charity) 
Supremely  blessed/happy  the  man/(woman)  to whom the  lord/master  will never  reckon/count  the  sins/offences 

               (Because “The Mind”  is reformed,  driven by agapao and thus is not hypocritical,  yielding  true  agape/charity  into the eternity) 
 

Already copiously explained elsewhere  -  but applicable to  all  humans when the transition is made away from The World and unto Yahweh’s Realm. 
Let me explain this sentence  –  because of the nonsense hype we are taught by   “You know who”.  
“The Word of God”  carefully  imbued/assayed/{operated on with fidelity}  yields  real  faith.   
“The Word of God”  becomes like  “The Spiritual RNA”  (= Ribonucleic Acid)  and we grow our own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as  
“The New Spiritual Creature/Creation”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, etc.,)  within our mind by becoming the resultant new spiritual DNA.   
In this manner we have transformed our mind away from worldly Methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology  (spoken in the Bible as  (1) “new 
person”,  (2) “white clothing”,  –  or as a  (3) “mark on our forehead”).  Thus,  we operate like this during the 1st part of our physical life 
constantly perfecting  the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (while living in the 1st part of our physical life).   

If  Yahweh considers us as having precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we are able  (as the 5/10 or 2/5 
Talent/Minas  stewards – Matt.25v15-25, Luke.19v12-23,  fulfilling their  “weight of responsibility”),   
Then  we shall be  awakened/roused/resuscitated  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-12, etc.)  
supremely blessed as future Sons of God  (Rev.20v6)  to become the rulers of  “The New World Order”  that JC shall  bring-in  at 
the close of The Gospel Age  (relatively,  so very soon now [2019 CE]  –  Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v8-13, etc.  [before 2067 CE]). 
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In this New World Order,  all the present rulers will be removed and new Leaders placed in position by JCg in about 45 days  (Dan.12v11-12) 
where  “The New Methodology”  (being  “The Word of God”)  proven in  “The Early Adopters”  now ruling as  kings/priests  (1Pet.2v9, 5v4, 
Rev.1v6, etc.,)  shall ensure that  “Righteousness”  rules as  “The New Methodology”  over The World  (enforced, Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v16).  
Thus these proven  “Early Adopters”  are in the position to instruct  “The Resurrected World”  in the 2nd part of their physical life to copy the 
new righteous  “Early Adopters”,  being  “The New Leaders”  of The Millennium  –  where  “The  Least/Last  in society now”  become  “The 
First/Most  within The New Society of The Millennium”.  All precisely as The Bible tells us  –  but for many obvious reasons,  this is  never  
preached by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  –  ignoring  “The  Real  Gospel”  message! 

After the very brief synopsis of what JC taught in his ministry as  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity  –  then let me return to this verse  – of 
which again I need to explain it because of the rampant misinformation given by   “You know who”. 
The people are forgiven  only  (because we have been told)  they have  “Real  Faith”  by the  three  stage route of  accurate knowledge + assurance + 
fidelity  so that they  are truly imitating  “The Person” (JC)  who  freely  gave them freedom from death by pardoning their sin  (Matt.9v4-6).  This tells 
us that it was JC  (and  not  Yahweh)  who forgives,  and thus JC is able to  atone/{buy back}/reset  our sins  (from Yahweh's gaze).  This allows Yahweh 
to righteously  “close”  His eyes to our  previous  sin in the 1st part of our spiritual life  (that operated according to worldly methodology)  based upon 
what JC has done for us. 
Therefore,  from this point in time,  the  atoned/{bought back}/reset  person will not have their previous sins  reckoned/accounted. 

Does it end there? 
No!   We have presently ignored one word! 

The important word is  “lord/master”. 
What does this word  really  mean? 

It means that we are his  slaves  and we joyfully  fulfil  what our master  instructs of us  (Mark.12v30-31)! 
JC is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and thus his slaves personally  “fulfil The Word of God” -  being what  it/he   commands of us (John.14v15, 21). 
It is in this manner that JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  has a  presence/parousia  operating within us  –  where it is  “The Power of The Word of God”  to 
reform what was earlier a  callous/hardened  mind  away from worldly methodological unto a mind of  subjection/humility  unto Yahweh's Methodology. 
“The Word of God”  instructs us in  “The Methodology”  of how Yahweh plans to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”,  and of our personal part to 
play in it  -  being how to  personally  “make The Millennium occur”  (by being part of the 144000 TCs).   This is precisely  “JC’s Goal”! 

Therefore,  we  –  who claim to be pardoned  –  are  only  pardoned because of our  “Real Faith”  in  precisely imitating JC  as Paul instructs  
(1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 
After all this,  then  we are supremely blessed upon our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 

That explains what this verse  really means! 
Is this how our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us about  “sins being forgiven”  (in both their words and deeds)? 

Obviously,  they ignore the many important bits and give out  “useless  (for our well-being)  soundbites”! 
I welcome any Professional Religious Leader to challenge my assertion  -  if they dare – noting my 50,000+ hours of only studying The New Testament! 
 
Now on a precise  ‘like-for-like’  where  “ circumcision”   mirrors  “baptism”. 
14th Comment – Is the  blessedness/happiness  based upon being a Christian,  or not being a Christian? 
17th Allegory – Circumcision = Establishing a  bilateral  contract with Yahweh for “Life”. 
With the Jews,  it was via The Man – to ideally  represent JC  as having fulfilled the contract  (John.17v1-2). 
With Christians (by Baptism)  -  it is now open to both men and women to enter in the  bilateral  contract with Yahweh. 
It is to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  proving themselves  “The Wisdom of God”  for Sonship unto Yahweh. 
29th Good News – There are two types of happiness depending upon The Expectation gained from The Knowledge. 
Having  “The Knowledge”  (correctly expressed in assurance,  displayed as fidelity)  for:- 

(1) Sonship to Yahweh in the 1st part of our physical life  or  (2) sonship to JCg in the 2nd part of our physical life. 
46th Instruction – Abraham,  prophets and TCs demonstrated (1),  While the heathen,  gentiles become part of (2). 
47th Instruction – Abraham  (and TCs)  displayed/with  knowledge/assurance/fidelity  to Yahweh’s Desire. 
48th Instruction – Once having  knowledge/assurance/fidelity  Abraham became circumcised,  TCs become baptised. 
49th Instruction – The Knowledge of Yahweh’s Desire  must be expressed in Assurance and Fidelity.  With Abraham it was 
to live for The Promised Land  (future Israel)  and knowing The Nations would be blessed through his seed.  For TCs it is 
to live for The Promised Land  (future ‘Israel’ of The Resurrected World in The Millennium)  and also to bless The 
Resurrected World alongside their metaphoric husband JCg by becoming The 3rd Heaven/Authority (2Cor.12v1-3). 
18th ‘Allegory’ – Heirs = Fulfilment of The Birthright/{The Goal}  to be future rulers over  “The Resurrected World”. 
34th Reasoning – It is crucial to understand,  Yahweh recognises  “The Mind”  long before Yahweh intercepts the 
recipient to then enter into  “The Bilateral Contract/Covenant”  unto that hearkening recipient – with  “God’s Word”. 
35th Reasoning – Furthermore,  “The Righteous Person”  to Yahweh’s Requirements will live according to these 
standards in the 1st part of their physical life that is expressed in works,  unto which they are then to be given  “The Real 
Physical Thing”  in the 2nd part of their physical life,  as spiritually lived out in the 1st part of their physical life. 
50th Instruction – The people who follow in observance  (assurance/fidelity)  to what is required to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
do not need The Law but become subject to Yahweh’s Desire that is beyond The Law which itself was only given for 
instruction/guidance. 
36th Reasoning – The Law gives the required standard to achieve a righteousness to itself,  but once failing then we are 
sinful.  However, if we are not being judged against The Law of Works then there is no sin  (if we accidently fail The Law). 
37th Reasoning – Thus the Law of Works given after Abraham could not yield  “The Inheritance”  that Abraham in 
Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity  sought,  neither did it give  “The Inheritance”  to The Jews following afterwards. 
16th Prophecy – Abraham was promised to have a  seed/offspring  (JC)  out of whom,  all the nations of The Earth will 
become made alive from the present  all-encompassing  death sentence  (being the practised  “worldly methodology”). 
51st Instruction – Just as Abraham entrusted in Yahweh,  just as JC entrusted in Yahweh and so then,  the TCs entrust in 
Yahweh  by precisely imitating JC,  all for  The Inheritance  of what was to occur in The Millennium.  All individuals 
knowing that Yahweh could make come alive what was dead.  As Yahweh showed to  Abraham/Sarah  via Isaac,  as Job 
knew, as JC knew, and Yahweh showed the TCs through JC  awakening/roused  to become JCg,  fit for “The Inheritance”. 
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30th Good News – Just as Abraham had the good news of a son to have The Inheritance of a one nation Israel with slaves 
grafted in from nations  –  and his seed would bless them,  likewise JC will have  “The Inheritance”  of One Nation  =  
The New Spiritual Israel (= TCs)  from many nations grafted into it,  equally the nations will be blessed by the TCs  and 
finally the TCs shall have “The Inheritance”  of  The Resurrected World as one nation ‘Israel’ with the heathen grafted in. 
Comment – repeat - Work is done to make an “expectation” a reality,  by contrast,  “hope” is an  inactive/passive  wait! 
TCs make The Millennium a reality  (1) spiritually in themselves and  (2) physically when 144000 TCs prove themselves. 
By contrast,  worldly Christians passively wait for someone else to make The Millennium occur! 
15th Comment – Abraham became invigorated by this Knowledge  (yielding  Assurance/Fidelity  within Abraham),  
likewise JC became invigorated by Yahweh’s Knowledge working through him  (yielding  Assurance/Fidelity  within JC), 
likewise the TCs become invigorated by The Knowledge of JC's presence/parousia  operating within them  (yielding 
Assurance/Fidelity)  driven by The Mind to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
52nd Instruction – Thus accurately imbue this Knowledge within us to become fully persuaded to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle.  It is  only  by gaining  accurate  Knowledge can a firm foundation be built to give confidence! 
Rom.   4v9 og The  beatification/{attribution of good fortune}/blessedness  therefore/then  this/that (specifically)   
Rom.   4v9 og over/upon/concerning  the  circumcision,   
Rom.   4v9 og or/than/either/rather  also  over/upon/concerning  the  uncircumcision?   
Rom.   4v9 og (we) state/exclaim  for  because  (it was) counted/reckoned/reasoned/thought   
Rom.   4v9 og to the  Abraham  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  into/unto   
Rom.   4v9 og (the) righteousness/equality/justification. 
Rom.   4v9 og = Therefore/Then  this specific  {attribution to good fortune}/blessedness  over/concerning  the  circumcision,   

or  also  upon/concerning  the  uncircumcision?    
For  we  state:  
Because  Abraham’s  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (= Real Faith)   was  counted/reckoned  unto  the  righteousness/justification. 

 

Therefore,  this specific attribution to good fortune   (regarding Abraham), 
(is it)   concerning circumcision  or  concerning uncircumcision? 
For we state:-     (= For we all recognise that … … ) 
  Because Abraham's  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  was  counted/reckoned  unto the  righteous/justification. 
               (Therefore,  is  Abraham’s universally accepted “Righteousness”  due to the physical  “circumcision”  or  before  he was “circumcised”?) 

 

Paul says in Heb.11,  faith was accounted for righteousness  because  Abraham followed  precisely  what God asked of him,  hence  “obeyed works”  
else by exception,  it would be  “disobedience”! 
The Crux of what Paul has been stating over the last some 8 verses and continues  -  is this  

By virtue,  Abraham was internally driven to entirely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  then  he was justified as being  “Righteous”. 
Inasmuch,  his mind driven by  “agapao”  yields  “agape”  (please see elsewhere for what these words for  “love”  really  mean).  
Yahweh choose to work with Abraham -  before  he was circumcised  -  having first recognised Abraham was of the correct mental material! 

(Precisely as He did for King David,  1Sam.16v7.) 
Where we must understand  “Real Faith”  requires  “The Bedrock of  accurate knowledge”,  which is almost  non-existent in “Religion”  –  hence the 
reason why atheists of sound, sane,  reasoning minds  remain as atheists!  –  What an indictment upon our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  and thus 
they are utterly culpable to Yahweh,  where the people closest to The Truth are the people most guilty,  Luke.12v46-48.  
That is precisely why  “Religion”  in all its machinations  will  rapidly die in  “The Educated World”  at  The Close of The Gospel Age  to be replaced by 
secularism  (ready for The Millennium takeover by JCg)  –  hence Rev.18v4  –  please see my local commentaries of Revelations chapters 17 and 18. 
Rom.   4v10 og How/{In what manner}  then/now  (was it) counted/reckoned/reasoned/thought?   
Rom.   4v10 og In  (to the [= within]) circumcision  this/being/existing,   
Rom.   4v10 og or/than/either/rather  in  (to the [= within]) uncircumcision?   
Rom.   4v10 og Not  in  (to the [= within]) circumcision,  but  in  (to the [= within]) uncircumcision; 
Rom.   4v10 og = Now how was it  (= real faith operating within an  individual/[Abraham])  reckoned/accounted?   

(Given the two options:-)  Being/Existing  within circumcision,   or  within  uncircumcision? 
(And the answer is:-)  Not within circumcision,  but within  uncircumcision! 

 

Now how was it  (= the  “real faith”  operating within Abraham)   counted/reckoned? 
(Given the two options -)   Being within circumcision  or  within uncircumcision?     (= Is it being circumcised  or not circumcised?) 
(And the answer is -)   Not within circumcision,  but within uncircumcision! 

               (Therefore,  the answer is,  Yahweh accepted Abraham to be  “Righteousness”  first,  and thus choose to work with him by covenant!) 
               (However,  “The World”  had to first see Abraham behave  righteously first  for 25 years  before  Yahweh answered by giving him,  Isaac.) 
 

Therefore,  to explain the answer Paul gives to us - 
Paul is making the point,  God  (Yahweh)  considered Abraham righteous  before  he was circumcised!  
God spoke to Abraham first and asked him to leave all his comfort in the city of Ur   (Gen. chapter 12),  to become a nomad at an old age  (about 70 
years)  by travelling to  “The Land of The Promise”  (physically Canaan,  and some 400+ years later to be  “Israel”  –  but metaphorically  “The 
World”  in The Millennium).   

Abraham forsook these  “creature comforts”  for an unknown and uncertain destiny  while uncircumcised.  
It was only later that God asked him  (and family/servants)  to become circumcised and so enter into the full agreement between the two parties for the 
future Promise  (as it is also with TCs looking forward,  towards  “The Vista of The Millennium”). 
This is precisely what Paul is trying to say to us.   

We are  called/invited  by Yahweh,  prior to our circumcision of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  (2v29). 
We thus enter The Christian Nation  (as “The Many”). 

If  we show our dedication to His  call/invitation  by our Real Faith  (through the  three  stage process to gain  “Real Faith”)  which ideally at the end of 
this process we personally imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  demonstrating our  committed  works   then  (and only then)  we become circumcised of the  
heart/{seat of motivation}.   In this instance  (being spiritual,  then it)  both male  and female. 
If we maintain this progress until the end of our present existence,  then we shall be  elected/selected  by God to become a future  “Son of God”. 

We thus become a  “Son of God”  (as “The Few”). 
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All as we are told at Matt.20v16  (KJV)  and 22v14  (likewise at Matt.7v12-14)  –  but obviously this Gospel News as taught by JC and the apostles is  
never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders because they are motivated by what  “The Many”  can give by return  -  here and now,  and not by what  
“The Few”  will give in The Millennium!    
Because as I show elsewhere  “The Few”  is about 1 person in 100,000 people,  rather than  “The Many” Christians as 1 person in 3 people! 

We can see the limited horizon of the vista presented by  worldly Christian leaders  (which sadly,  does not stretch out into The Millennium)! 
Rom.   4v11 og Also  (the) indication/sign/miracle/token/wonder  (he) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received     
Rom.   4v11 og (of the) circumcision  (the) {a signet/seal}/{stamp impression}/{mark of genuineness}    
Rom.   4v11 og of the  righteousness/equality/justification  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Rom.   4v11 og of the [faith]  in  to the [= within]  uncircumcision;  into/unto   
Rom.   4v11 og the  being/existence  (the) him  (the) father/forbear  (of the)  all/whole  
Rom.   4v11 og of the (persons [metaphorically prophets then,  TCs now])  entrusting/committing/believing   
Rom.   4v11 og through (reason of)   (of the) uncircumcision  into/unto  the  [faith]  
Rom.   4v11 og (to be) reckoned/accounted/reasoned/thought  also  {to them}  the  righteousness/equality/justification. 
Rom.   4v11 = Also  he  (Abraham)   {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}  the  indication/sign  of the  circumcision   (upon himself),  

the  seal/{mark of genuineness}  of the  righteousness/justification  of the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  within  the  uncircumcision,   
(being of what he had done first in works while uncircumcised,  upon which Yahweh was prepared to enter into  “The Circumcision”  as a 
covenant  underwritten by works  that  was to yield for him  and of  “The Firstborn”  to express  “Real Faith”  of the future expectation)  
unto  him  being  the father  of all  the  people   (= “The Early adopters”  of  “The 1st and 2nd Covenants”  requiring faith expressed in works) 
entrusting/committing  through reason  of the  uncircumcision  unto  the  faith   (as expressed in works  to support the  “Real faith”) 
also  the  righteousness/justification  to be  reckoned/accounted  unto them. 

 

Also he (Abraham)  grasped the indication of the circumcision   (upon himself), 
                (Abraham’s inherent driver  was to fulfil  “The Master’s Desire”  [Whoever that might be],  that is why Yahweh intercepted him.) 
the mark of genuineness of the righteousness of the  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   within uncircumcision, 
                (This inherent driver to fulfil The Master’s Desire  [as initially read by Yahweh, 1Sam.16v7] -  made Abraham “Righteous” to Yahweh.) 
unto him being the father of all the people  (The Early Adopters of  “The 1st, 2nd Covenants”)   entrusting through reason of uncircumcision 
                (Precisely the same characteristics  [hence spirit/personality/desire/traits]  operating with TCs hence being of  “Abraham’s spiritual seed”) 
also it was unto them  accounted/reckoned  to be  righteousness/justification. 

                (Which is precisely why Yahweh ensures that Rev.3v20 occurs to a future TC  -  just as He did to Abraham  [as to TCs – see below].) 
                (“To close the loop”  that is why TCs must prove themselves  to The World  by  bringing forth the next generation of TCs  in hardship.) 
 

This becomes an extension of v10 in Paul’s argument. 
Paul is really stating,  we have  no  need to become physically circumcised  –  because Yahweh only asked Abraham to become circumcised when 
Abraham had  already proved  himself to be having  real  faith and  justified by his actions  in his  take-up  of what Yahweh requested him to be doing. 
Thus,  Paul is really making the point  (as per The Crux that I explained in the previous verse)  that we must be inherently,  internally motivated  to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire and  not  our own desires  (for whatever The World can bring to us).  
It is distinctly,   

The Separation between what is worldly and what is heavenly (Matt.20v19-22)  that distinguishes us  (who are actively aiming to become 
TCs)  from The World  (of today  –  being of its  all-encompassing  methodology  [Eph.2v2]).   

If we personally climb in The World  (being  power/influence/money/prestige/leverage/etc.)  on the back of God’s Word  then we are operating according 
to worldly methodology,  where we are truly  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  but our  own  desire  (Matt.6v24) 
By consequence,  we are climbing to be  “The First/Most  in this world”  and  not  remaining as  “The Last Least  within society”  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, 
Mark.10v31, etc.) –  and thus shall have no future with this attitude in Yahweh’s New World Order in The Millennium  (thus the personal response given 
at Matt.8v12, etc.).   Hence the warnings given in so many of JC’s parables  specifically directed  to the  worldly Christian leaders coming through in the 
next some 2000 years of The Gospel Age,  as  a warning unto them  to truly repent and  not  behave in a hypocritical manner.   

Sadly,  most leaders ignore what JC taught us – because  “the here and now”  has a greater pull,  than Yahweh’s  future  World Order  (that 
should be operating within our mind,  Luke.17v21),  and this attitude is what the devotees copy from their leaders  (by not precisely imitating 
JC,  but only  “believe in him at a  Convenience Level”)! 

This is  not  good enough,  and thus we are  not  the  “spiritual children of Abraham”  ([not TCs]  and thus become like the Pharisees of John.8v40-58)! 
Rom.   4v12 og Also  (the) father/forbear  (of the) circumcision  to the (persons)   
Rom.   4v12 og not  {from/out of}  (of the) circumcision  merely/only/alone,   but  also  to the (persons)   
Rom.   4v12 og {arranging in regular line}/{orderly procession}/{marching in rank}/{walking in conformal manner}  
Rom.   4v12 og to the  {to arrive}/tracks/steps  of the [faith]  in  to the [= within]  uncircumcision     
Rom.   4v12 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  of the  father/forbear  {of/from us}  (the) Abraham. 
Rom.   4v12 = Also   (Abraham representing Yahweh)   the  father  of the  circumcision,   

not  only  to the  people  {from out of}  circumcision,  but  also   (as explained in v10) 
to the  people  {arranged in line}/{marching in rank}/{walking in conformal manner}  to the  tracks/steps 
of the  knowledge/assurance/fidelity  within   (thus,  during)   the  uncircumcision  of  our  father,  Abraham. 

 

Also  (Abraham representing Yahweh)   the father of the circumcision   (having instituted what is required,  the spiritual and then the physical), 
not only to the people from out of the circumcision   (being The Jews  [actually it was only The Prophets who were accepted by Yahweh]), 
but  also   (and therefore Yahweh’s Invitation is open  … … ) 
to the people walking in a conformal manner  in/to  the tracks of the  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   
         (To  all  people who prove themselves  [as  first did  Abraham]  to be of the correct receptive mind,  TCs do this  first  unto  “The Judging World”) 
within the  uncircumcision of our father,  Abraham.   (Abraham was of  “The Correct Mind”  for Yahweh to work with him,  as are  proven TCs). 
 

The further Crux of Paul’s point being made,  is that we must operate as did Abraham  before  he was circumcised,  because in this manner  we have the 
propensity  to allow  “The Word of God”  to circumcise our  heart/{seat of motivation}.  By consequence,  these people  (ideally “us”)  become bonded 
to  their/(ideally our)  master JC as  “The Word of God”  driving  their/(ideally our)  mind,  and thus be in the position to become one of the  (spiritual)  
“Sons from Abraham’s loins”  (i.e. a future  “Son of God”). 
            It shows we must  prove ourselves first  in works  (by having the correct mind)  before  we receive the  Promise/Birthright/Wage/Sonship! 
            This is the precise opposite to what we are taught by our spiritually blind leaders of Christendom in their confused lectures on “faith”! 
It is utterly crucial for the reader to understand these spiritual subtleties –  which are  never  correctly explained by our  worldly Christian leaders with 
“The Forthright Responsibility”  to be accurately teaching and explaining these subtleties  –  if  (by assumption)  they were fulfilling Yahweh’s Pure 
Desire within The Environment  (meaning,  “if they were operating with the HS”).   Of which they are obviously not,  when auditing their output! 
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It is this information that becomes  “The Bedrock upon which to build The House” (Matt.7v26-28)  –  else it  (our house/faith)  will crash down on the 
useless frothy soundbites of  “sand”  presently given by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 
Therefore,  I ask the reader    

Have they heard taught  –  or read anything like the contents freely given by “FutureLife.Org”  anywhere else? 
So then   Who do they feel is truly representing Yahweh to edify  “The Human Species”  to righteously fulfil Yahweh's Desire? 
And thus personally,  actively bringing forth The Millennium? 

Rom.   4v13 og not  for  through (reason of)   (of the) law/precepts/regulations   [as given through Moses in Sinai] 
Rom.   4v13 og the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  to the  Abraham   
Rom.   4v13 og or/than/either/rather  to the  seed/issue/offspring  (of the) him,   
Rom.   4v13 og the  heir/sharer/possessor  (the) him  {to be/exist}  of the  world/decoration/adornment/life,   
Rom.   4v13 og but  through (reason of)   (the) righteousness/equality/justification   
Rom.   4v13 og (of the)  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
Rom.   4v13 = For  (it was)  not  the  pledge/promise   (given)   to  Abraham  or  to his  seed  through reason of  The  Law/Regulations  

(God promised Abraham all this,  because of his displayed righteousness,  before  The Law was given some 400+ years or so later),   
being his  inheritance/possession   of The  World/Life,   
but  through reason of  the  righteousness/justification  of the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (as explained earlier). 

 

For  (it was)  not the promise  (given)  to Abraham  or to his seed  (= The Prophets + 144000 TCs)   through reason  of The Law, 
being his  (seed = The Prophets + The 144000 TCs as  “The Future Heirs”)   possession/inheritance  of The  World/Life, 
but through reason of the  righteousness/justification  of the  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  
           (Being that Abraham  first fulfilled Yahweh's Desire,  for  at least 25 years,  before  Yahweh reciprocated with a son Isaac to then yield the seed). 

           (Noting Abram cum Abraham was agreed into The Covenant of circumcision  halfway through this period  -  likewise with TCs  before sonship) 
           (Where it is “The Sons (of God”  who then yield the seed -  being  the reformed people  out of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.) 
                       (Is not this prophetic analogy underwriting Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation most stupendous?    Being of its meticulous construction!) 
 

The  inheritance/possession  of Abraham at fleshly level was The Promised Land  (Canaan)  and  “Fleshly Israel”  being  “The Vehicle”  to deliver JC.  
JC then produced “The Vehicle”  (= The Christian Nation)  to deliver his Bride  (= the 144000 TCs selected by Yahweh)  out from The Gospel Age. 
This typifies the  “Spiritual Israel” (= the TCs elected out of The Christian Nation)  who as  “The Heirs/Heads/Rulers”  (Rom.8v17, 23,  of what Yahweh 
designates for them)  along with JCg,  will have  “The Inheritance”  of  “The Resurrected World”  (in “the promised land”)  in The Millennium  (see 
“Inheritance” in glossary) –  all as Paul is inferring at the two levels. 
Thus we understand that Isaac  (who in prophecy  always  represents JCg)  lusted for  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium long before any Law 
was implemented  –  as instituted by Moses some 300+ years later  (conscious of the 220 and 450 year discrepancy – actually I show it was  240  years). 
Also,  Jacob  (who in prophecy always represents the 144000 TCs)  lusted for  “The Birthright”  and thus Jacob desired for  “The Inheritance”  long 
before  “The Law of Moses”  was introduced.   Most important note,  Jacob  legitimately  purchased  “The Birthright”  from his elder brother Esau  (it 
was  not  stolen,  as  falsely taught  by our spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders,  but was  “a contract”  Gen.25v31-34);  where Esau in prophecy  
always  represents  worldly Christian leaders because they too,  despise  “The Birthright”  to become  “The Heirs”  of The Millennium  (Rom.9v13).  
Thus,  in all these examples the individual showed their  “knowledge/assurance/fidelity” (= “real faith”)  long before  they received  “The Goods”. 

Effectively  “they paid upfront”  very much on a  “proforma invoice”  to Yahweh’s Promise. 
Likewise with the 144000 TCs,   –  they truly demonstrate their  “real faith”  to be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  for which Yahweh shall 
reward them with  “Sonship”  (= “Sons of God”)  and thus become  “The Rulers” (= “Heirs”)  “Heading up” (= “spiritually leading”)  over  “The 
Resurrected World” (= “The Inheritance”)  in The Millennium. 
It is  “Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”  (= the HS)  to bring 
forth  Mankind's Salvation  that operates within TCs.  The HS is  not  used to titivate  self-indulgent  worldly  animalistic/carnal  desires to satisfy  “The 
Immediacy”  of the fleshly emotions as one might arouse in a circus  –  all as is done in  “charismatic communities”  -  by definition of “charismatic”  
(with connotations of “worldly”  - being of  “the emotion”  for the heart, Jer.17v9)! 
Sadly,  the deluded devotees are  not  operating in any form of the HS,  but with the WS (= Worldly Spirit/personality/desires/traits,  Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 
1John.5v19, etc.,)  and are thus operating within  “blind faith”  based upon  “faulty knowledge  {not  tested/assayed}”  -  hence  “practising fidelity to a  
faulty  standard”. 
           Sadly,  these sincerely searching individuals in their present state  cannot  be  “Children of God”  -  all as The Scriptures specifically tell us! 
The people to blame  are their leaders hurting them  with useless soundbites and other  worldly Christian leaders of different denominations who are not 
condemning such utterly deviant activity!   But we have at the time of writing this revision  “The Week of Christian Unity”  -  Thus  “Unity to The 
Worldly Spirit”  -  but I suppose when in glass houses  (of useless and unrighteous doctrine)  –  then do not become the person to cast the first stone! 

The reason for this outburst comes from recognising,  these individuals are like Esau having  no  interest in Primarily  Fulfilling Yahweh's 
Desire  that will then result in  “The Position of Rulership”  over  “The Inheritance”  (because they have no agapao to yield agape). 
However by contrast,  it is only the 144000 TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire throughout the some 2000 years of The 
Gospel Age who battle against  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to bring  “The Disclosing Truth”  unto The World in their resultant 
martyrdom  (always  “spiritual”,  and in many cases  “physical”,  John.16v1-4, etc.).  

It logically has to be like this because this is Satan’s World  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  and his worldly methodology is pandemic and endemic (Eph.2v2)  
therefore  “The Many”  will be wholly bewitched,  because Yahweh is seeking “The Few”  who prove themselves to have imitated JC, and he was 
murdered  (like Stephen Acts.7v54-60)  by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  institutionalised within “Israel”.  Now read “Christendom”,  being 
the next epoch  of “Israel”  having  “God’s Word parts 1 and 2”  and thus carrying The Mantel of supposedly representing Yahweh’s Oracles – in 
Yahweh’s  “Definition of Israel”   (not  Man’s definition). 
Rom.   4v14 og if  for  the (persons)  {from/out of}  (of the) law/precepts/regulations 
Rom.   4v14 og (the) inheritors/{possessors by apportion}/{sharers by lot} [plural] 
Rom.   4v14 og (it  [faith]  has been) {made empty}/abased/neutralised/void/vain/falsified   
Rom.   4v14 og the  faith/{knowledge/fidelity/assurance},    
Rom.   4v14 og also  (it  [promise of heirship]  has been) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified/annulled     
Rom.   4v14 og the  promise/announcement/pledge/assent. 
Rom.   4v14  = For  if  the people  {from out of}  The Law   (of Moses,  based solely upon works)   (they are)   the  heirs/inheritors,  

(then)  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   has been  neutralised/falsified, 
(inasmuch Abraham was promised heirship of The Firstborn  before  “The Laws on Works”  was established some 400+ years later) 
also  the  promise/pledge  has been  {rendered useless}/{made void}.  

 

For if the people from out of The Law are the  inheritors/heirs    (= the future  [1] “Sons of God” as TCs,  with their assistants  [2] Prophets) 
               (Only JC was able to pass The Law to set  “The Required Standard”  to yield the 144000 TCs under JC’s Covenant  [Yahweh’s 2nd Covenant]) 
the  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   has been  {made empty}/neutralised   (for humans), 
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               (Only JC was able to pass The Law because up to that time he was the only  “human”  with  “real faith”  proven by works) 
also The Promise  (of becoming heirs to The Inheritance)   has been  {rendered useless}/nullified. 

               (Only JC by passing The Law having  proven himself by works  ministry and ransom sacrifice became The First of the 144000 future firstfruits) 
               (Thus,  without the correctly operating mind  [built on real faith]  then no person can achieve The Promise of  The Birthright/Heirship/Sonship) 
 

Paul is explaining to us,  
If  only those people of  “The Law (of Moses)”  (being the Jews)  are inheriting God’s kingdom and  guaranteed  everlasting salvation,   
Then  why was Abraham and his immediate generations  (before The Law was instituted)  able to receive  “The Inheritance”  as we are told.  
Clearly it is  not  “The Law of Moses”  that is able to give us eternal life  (to counter that said by The Pharisees),  but it is something more.   

Therefore,  it  (heirship)  must be something  more  than what  “The Law”  delivers,  because we all fail  “The Law”  anyway  (Rom.3v23)!   
Actually,  Paul is trying to tell us that it is  “The Mind”  which is on trial  in the midst of Yahweh,  not  directly  “The Works”. 

“The Works”  only reflect what is occurring within  “The Mind”  (which can be either  [1] honourable or  [2] dishonourable). 
“The Works”  are only an outward manifestation that can either be ultimately  [1] altruistic or  [2] selfish. 
Moreover,  if  “The Mind”  is hypocritical,  then  “The Works”  can be misleading unto onlookers  (but not to Yahweh, 1Sam.16v7,  hence He 
can judge  before  “The Works”  are done,  unlike humans who can only judge  “The Works”  [that can be  deceptive])! 

Therefore,  to determine if The Mind was being truly altruistic or selfish  at the time ,  then we as  “judging humans”  (knowing no better)  must wait for 
The Culmination of whatever required time domain  ([I repeat] unlike Yahweh able to make “The Judgment”  before  “the event”). 
That is precisely why JC gave the most wonderful tool of  “The Tree and of its Fruit”  for our edification,  please see my commentaries at Matt.7v16-20). 
We can rationalise upon another useful tool used in electronics of  “The Truth Table”  where two defined inputs only have four outcomes  (noting JC’s 
black/white  teaching,  either  [1] with him or  [2] against him)  –  there is  no  other outcome or possibility - 
Mind Works Reasons: 
Good Good Motivated to fulfil Yahweh's requirement and fulfils Yahweh's Requirement  (of that specific individual),  absolutely (1John.2v3). 
Good Sideslips Motivated to fulfil Yahweh's requirement and occasionally makes mistakes as  genuine errors  – fully repentant,  gives recompense. 
Worldly Good Legion of reasons –  some honourable (generally The Public),  the remainder are hypocritical for a worldly return  (often leaders).    
Worldly  Sin  For self-indulgent return to our neighbour's hurt  (only leaders  taking  their position  above other people at  all strata  in society).  
It should be understood the examples of  “leaders”  could also be,  street gang leaders,  drug pushers,  pimps,  belligerent father over his family, etc. 
Hopefully I have been able to  “open the covers”  to our mind so we together might understand what Paul is really teaching us,  regarding  “faith”  and  
“works”,  because the context in which these words are used absolutely does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us  (the clues are in 
the words  “worldly” and “leaders”). 
Paul is teaching us the following  

We are to  entrust/commit  sufficiently enough  on JC for our motivation to sincerely want to  precisely imitate JC.   
This means doing the works that JC did during his ministry.   

This does  not  mean trying to bamboozle The World with paranormal “miracles” (feigned)  to  develop/enthral  an  animalistic/carnal  mind 
in the supposed name of JC.   By contrast,  we must only  accurately  teach of JC’s character in authority  unto all  neighbours/strangers to 
develop/edify  a mind to become like JC,  so that we all have a  firm bedrock of knowledge  upon which we can build our own house 
(Matt.7v24-27)  to imitate JC.  We must do this to any interested person in our locality during our daily life,  and this is all assisted by a 
deportment producing the fruit of the HS  (=  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is separate from this world of sin to make Yahweh's 
Desire within The Environment, Gal.5v22, Eph.5v9).   This is all as JC tells us at John.2v23-25 and elsewhere  –  he is  not  interested in 
people who just come for miracles;  -  because their   {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}  is wrong  –  hence JC’s requests to the recipients 
of his miraculous cures  –  do  not  tell anyone  (for example Matt.8v4).   

This is  precisely  the opposite  to what we witness in the circus shows given by  charlatan Christian leaders (Matt.24v23-26)  ignoring what JC taught at 
Matt.4v7 as these leaders apparently  “pull Yahweh about”  as they might a  “puppet in a string”,  –  being the spectacle and hype for The Masses to be 
drawn in  (for a greater worldly return)!   But as we read,  JC has  no  desire to be with these people  (John.2v23-25,  again noting what was said about  
“faith”  at that important citation)  because  “The Motives”  are wrong  for his  future world leaders in The Millennium. 
It is  nothing  more than what I stated earlier  –  and most certainly  not  fulfilling  pilgrimages/rites/{religious paraphernalia}  hoisted upon God’s 
Word that  worldly Christian Leaders do in a repeat of The Pharisees and  “The Epoch of Israel”  of the earlier time domain! 

To fulfil God’s Desire (Ecc.12v13-14),  means teaching His Word  accurately  without worldly reward of any description.  
Else quite simply the preaching fails by being worldly and  cannot objective  (Matt.6v24, 22v21)  which means the preacher is exchanging worldly 
knowledge for any form of worldly self-gratification. 

Taking money from the listener is totally  unacceptable to Yahweh for His Word  freely  given  (Matt.10v8,  I explain precisely why elsewhere,   
please also read my commentaries to 1Cor.9v9, 1Tim.5v18,  for those people who may use these citations as counter texts).  

Rom.   4v15 og the  For  law/precepts/regulations  (the) {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance  
Rom.   4v15 og (it) accomplishes/performs/finishes/fashions/{works out}, 
Rom.   4v15 og {of whom/which}  for  not  (it) is  (the) law/precepts/regulations,     
Rom.   4v15 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}   (the) violation/transgression/breaking/deviation. 
Rom.   4v15 og = For  The  Law/Regulation  accomplishes/performs/produces  {violent passion}/wrath/vengeance   (from Yahweh) 

(this results in eternal death which occurs to all people and there was no escape - because no human can fulfil  “The Law of Moses”)   
for  {of which}   (if there)   is not  The  Law/Regulation,   neither  is there  violation/transgression/breaking. 

 

For the Law accomplishes  wrath/vengeance  (from Yahweh)   (Yahweh must perfectly reciprocate according to The Law,  to yield a perfect society) 
for of which  (if there)  is not The Law,  neither is there transgression   (upon which to be judged,  yet it will  not  yield  “a perfect society”!). 
 

Paul is  not  saying that there should be no laws,  but just stating a fact   “If a Law does not exist,  then it cannot be broken”. 
But we all know that “Laws”  are required,  else society will collapse into mayhem by unrighteous people.  Yahweh ultimately desires a Perfect Society. 

This being simply a logical statement of support within Paul's argument! 
But when there was a basic Law  –  then  it was broken  by free will,  as exercised by all humans,  by  excusing themselves  away from  it! 
Inasmuch,  “excusing themselves away from it”  by  holding the law in disrepute within their practising lives. 
   They find  loop-holes  and all manner of excuses to evade “The Law” -  this is developing  “The Wrong Mindset”  and why “The Law of Moses” failed! 
Rom.   4v16 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  {from/out of}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Rom.   4v16 og that/{so as}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  into/unto   
Rom.   4v16 og the  {to be/exist}  {made sure}/certainty/stable/firm/steadfast   
Rom.   4v16 og the  promise/announcement/pledge/assent  (to the) all/whole  to the  seed/issue/offspring,  
Rom.   4v16 og not  to the (person)   {from/out of}  of the  law/precepts/regulations  merely/only/alone,  
Rom.   4v16 og but  also  to the (person)  {from/out of}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}     
Rom.   4v16 og (of)  Abraham  who/which/that  (he) is   (the) father/forbear  (of the) all/whole  {of/from us}. 
Rom.   4v16 = Through reason of this   (being righteous for The Promise and thus escaping the judgement of wrath by failing The Law of v15)   
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(then)   {from out of}  the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   that  accordingly to   gift/favour/benefit   
unto  the  promise/pledge  is  being  {made sure}/steadfast  to  all/every  seed/issue/offspring   (= Abraham's offspring = Prophets + TCs), 
not  merely/only  to the  (person)   {from/out of}  The  Law/Regulation   (= the Jews originally before JC's ministry), 
but  also  to the  (person)  {from/out of}  the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   of  Abraham   (always = Yahweh sourcing “God’s Word”) 
who  he is  the father  of all  of us   (who are aiming to become TCs [as Firstborn],  being the grafted in gentiles after JC's ministry). 

 

Through reason of this   (being righteous for  “The Promise”  and thus escaping  “The Required Judgement”  of wrath from Yahweh) 
(then it is)   from out of the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   (given by JC as  “The Word of God”  for us to imbue) 
that the promise is being made steadfast according to  gift/favour/benefit   (of JC,  as God's Word)    
to all the  seed/offspring   (of Abraham,  at its  two  levels  [1] The Early Adopters [required first]  and then  [2] The Late Adopters,  needing [1] first) 
not only to the person from out of  The Law   (of Moses,  being The Jews,  before JC's ministry for  “The Mind”  to yield  “The 2nd Covenant”) 
but  also to the person from out of the  (real) faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   (given by JC as The Word of God for us to imbue) 
of Abraham (Yahweh)  who He is the father of all of us   (= all the brethren aiming to become TCs,  and the TCs themselves as “Early Adopters”) 
              (“The Early Adopters”  are required first,  before  Yahweh through JCg  [and  “The Early Adopters”]  can then yield  “The Late Adopters”.) 

              (Abraham/[Yahweh]  sources  h/[H]is  spiritual descendants who have The Mind that inherently wants to comply with Yahweh’s Methodology) 
              (This type of mind produces  “The Early Adopters” now;  they then teach  “The Late Adopters”  how to  change  their mind in The Millennium). 
 

Thus,  Paul is using Abraham’s representation of Yahweh to indicate  “Sons of God”  –  thus Paul is  only  speaking of  The Elected Class  of people.    
But  Worldly Christians are  with  The World  by definition and  can  possibly become  sons of JCg  (as “the Late Adopters”)  in The Millennium  if  they 
personally choose to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle in the 2nd part of their physical life.  This can only occur by gaining  “Real Faith”  by accurately 
imbuing  “The Word of God” (= to be gaining The Knowledge)  and then  assaying/proving/testing  God's Word  so that we thoroughly understand it to 
be gaining assurance  (thereby becoming competent  ministers/auditors),  and then most importantly,  to act with fidelity with The Knowledge which has 
been thoroughly assayed within our mind. 
Rom.   4v17 og just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom.   4v17 og [Prophecy, Gen. 17v5 ]  Because  (the) father/forbear   
Rom.   4v17 og (of the) many/plenteous  (of the) gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples     
Rom.   4v17 og (I have) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed  thou/thee/you, 
Rom.   4v17 og {against in front}/{directly opposite}/before/over/against  {of whom/which} 
Rom.   4v17 og (he/she) entrusted/committed/believed  (of the) God [Yahweh]  of The (One [Yahweh])  
Rom.   4v17 og (of the) vitalising/{making alive}/{giving life}  the (persons)  {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers,   
Rom.   4v17 og also  (of the) calling/bidding/summoning/announcing/naming/assigning  the (things)    
Rom.   4v17 og not  (the) this/being/having [plural]  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) this/being/having [plural]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.17v5  
Rom.   4v17 = Just/As  it has been  written: 

Because  I  (Yahweh)   have  placed/ordained  you  (Abraham)   the  father  of the  many  nations/peoples, 
{against in front}/{directly opposite}  {of Whom}  (Yahweh),   he  (Abraham)   entrusted/committed  of the  God  (Yahweh), 
The One  (Yahweh)   {making alive}/{giving life}  the  {dead people}/corpses, 
also  calling/announcing  the  (things)/nations  not  being  {in that manner}/as   being. 

 

Just as it has been written: 
  Because I (Yahweh)  have ordained you (Abraham)   (to be)  the father of many nations,   (metaphorically Yahweh giving “The Word of God”) 
  directly in front of Whom (Yahweh),   (= Abraham placed himself in  “The Judgement”  of Yahweh) 
  he (Abraham)  entrusted/committed  of the God (Yahweh)   (= Abraham entirely fulfilled Yahweh's Desire in works  driven by The Mind), 
  The One (Yahweh)  making alive the dead people,   (both  spiritually and physically at two levels  [{1} heirs and  {2} inheritance]) 
  also calling The Nations not being  (alive with God's Word),   in that manner as being   (alive with God's Word driving their mind). 
                 (= generating The Christian Nation to yield  “The 144000 TCs”  and ultimately  “The Resurrected World”  to deliver  “The 3rd Remnant”) 
                  (Where  “Yahweh”  means,  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”). 
 

Paul is telling us here the following things about the analogy of Abraham. 
1. Abraham  always  represents Yahweh  (where “Abraham” = “The Loving Father”  and thus represents Yahweh). 
2. Through Abraham’s seed  (lineage)  comes JC as The Key to enable Yahweh to  righteously  (against His Edict on sin to)  resurrect humans. 
3. Thus, Yahweh can create something from the dead –  metaphorically portrayed by the dead reproductive bodies of  Abraham/Sarah  v19. 

(Noting we are all  “spiritually dead”  without  “The Word of God” [JC]  making us alive  [by us imitating him]  Rom.6v11,13, 1Cor.15v22) 
4. Sarah being the half-sister to Abraham delivering Isaac,  represents Mary and God yielding JC as The Son of  {Man [flesh] and God [spirit]}. 
5. Where Sarah’s first born was Isaac  to represent Mary’s firstborn JC  both coming from  Abraham/Yahweh  creating from  “not being”  v19. 
6. Thus, from Isaac immediately came  “Jacob”  whose name was changed to  “Israel”  being  “Old fleshly Israel”  from whom The Prophets 

(metaphorically  “Spiritual Israel”  [1st Epoch])  came.   And from JC immediately came The Christian Nation  (New fleshly “Israel”)  from 
whom came the 144000 TCs  (metaphorically  “The New Spiritual Israel”  [2nd Epoch]). 

7. Thus, The Prophets (etc.,)  became The Seed of  “The Loving Father” [Abraham].  The 144000 TCs become The Seed of  “The Loving God” 
[Yahweh]  through JC as  “The Word of God”  sourced by Yahweh  (thereby  closing  “The Virtuous Circle”). 

8. Thus  Abraham  (through  Yahweh’s  capability expressed as the HS)  becomes The Father of many nations being  “The New Spiritual Israel”  
being The Dispersion  (of The Christian Nation)  into The Gentiles (1Pet.1v1, etc.).   Where we are told  “The Remnant” (144000 TCs)  
returns to The Father (Isa.10v20-22).  It is these 144000 TCs who become  “The Tools”  to yield  “The 3rd Remnant of Israel that returns to 
The Lord”  in The Millennium,  hence Paul's comments at 2Cor.12v-1-3  never  correctly explained until  “FutureLife.Org”  thoroughly 
explained these verses unto The World  –  please see my local commentaries). 

Thus it is  “The New Spiritual Israel” comprising  only  of TCs  is taken from  all nations  (as JC’s “Little”/”Own” Flock Luke,  12v32, John.10v3)  to be 
combined with  “The Other Flock”  (John.10v16,  see my important commentary)  being  “The Old Spiritual Israel”  (prophets/{King David},  Joshua,  
{Ancient Worthies}, etc.,)  in The Millennium. 

Can the reader see the stupendous nature of these prophetic allegories and fulfilments? 
It is utterly  breath-taking –  there is  nothing  like this in any  worldly  religion  (yet this is  a  tiny  fraction  of prophetic allegories in Yahweh’s Plan)! 
Also,  there are very many,  many more prophetic allegories relating to Abraham and Sarah of which I explain elsewhere. 

I would like to state,  Paul is teaching us through his reasoning,  The Law makes us dead  (regardless of circumcision or uncircumcision)! 
But what saves us is our response to  JC as “The Word of God”  which,  through the  correct  three  stage process  will yield  “Real  Faith”. 

Thus,  it is  “The Word of God”  being  “The Bedrock”  to  “Real Faith”  and absolutely  not  “blind faith”  (as taught by  worldly Christianity)  that is  
not  capable in any manner to bring  “alive”  anything)! 

After all that  -  then back to the depressing usual! 
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“Inferior  worldly  bible translations misleading their readers!” 
I realise it is a small point  –  but many small points plus a few large points generate so much misleading information! 
Inasmuch,  half-truths are worse than a complete untruth,  because a person needs to be  “thoroughly knowledgeable”  in the subject matter  
“to separate fact from fiction”  within half-truths that are  “like quicksand”  under  “Religion”  (including “worldly Christianity”)! 

Let me explain. 
The Original Greek  (as in many instances)  just gives “ta” and allows the reader to fill into what the  (plural “definite article”)  represents. 
However,  our  incompetent  translators here,  and in many other places  (as I carefully show against my most faithful translation)  slide in suppositions 
rather than intelligently filling in the gap correctly.  Once the English words have been added into the text then  “all originality is lost” –  and it becomes 
a crafted  “resultant twist”  given to delude!   This is what we must face with The English translated bible in its many forms –  and it is this of which I am 
fervently combating to give  “The Prime Reference Standard”  for The World to use! 
I have replaced  “things”  (as given by  worldly bibles)  with what was in Paul's mind –  being   “peoples/nations”. 
Now knowing specifically,  the subject,  then we can understand the point of this verse  (previously lost in misinterpreted   “things”)! 
Yahweh is  not  bringing alive  “things”,  but rather He is bringing alive  “peoples/nations”  with  “The Word of God”.  It is “The Early Adopters”  of 
The Gospel Age  (being the recipients of Paul's work)  filling themselves entirely upon  “The Word of God”  to bring about genuine reform within their 
mind to become truly Christ-like.  They have changed their mind to be operating entirely upon  “The Word of God” to yield “Real Faith”  which is being 
truly defined as   “{accurate knowledge}/assurance/fidelity”   and thus brings us around full circle within the subject matter of which Paul teaches us! 

Quite simply,  translators  may  understand “Greek” -  but they do not  understand  “The Word of God”  and thus mistranslate accordingly. 
It is for this reason I was forced to create the most  accurate  translation for analytical research –  to yield  The Prime Working Standard  for The World. 
With my usual warning about the NIV –  that goes  over-board  to misconstrue The Word of God –  translators trying to be too clever and  dismally fail! 
They are quite simply  “The Copy Additionists”  of the 20th and 21st Century imitating their counterparts of over a millennia ago that I equally root out!  
Rom.   4v18 og Who/Which/That [Abraham]   near/beside/with/against/alongside 
Rom.   4v18 og (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence  over/upon/concerning   
Rom.   4v18 og (to the [=in/with/by/on]) anticipation/expectancy/confidence  (he) entrusted/committed/believed   into/unto  
Rom.   4v18 og the  [father]   (to) {become to be}/occur/happen [middle voice]   (the) him [Abraham]   (the) father/forbear  
Rom.   4v18 og (of the) much/many/plenteous  (of the) nations/gentiles/peoples  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom.   4v18 og the (things)   (the having been) spoken/uttered/said/commanded: 
Rom.   4v18 og [Prophecy, Gen. 15v5 ]  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (it) {shall be}/{come to pass}    
Rom.   4v18 og the  seed/issue/offspring  (of the) you [Abraham]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.15v5  
Rom.   4v18 = Who  (Abraham)   near/alongside  the  anticipation/expectation  upon/concerning  in/with  the  anticipation/expectation  

(= Abraham knowing it was physically impossible,  but through  knowledge/assurance/fidelity  knew anything is possible with Yahweh,  thus)  
he  (Abraham)   entrusted/committed  unto  himself  (Abraham)   {becoming to be}  the  father  of the  many  nations/peoples   
according to  the things  having been  spoken/commanded:    

(By prophecy)  {In this manner}  {shall be}  your  seed/offspring/descendants. 
 

Who (Abraham)  with anticipation concerning  The Expectation   (of the fulfilment of The Promise  [to father many  nations/peoples]), 
he (Abraham)  entrusted/committed  for himself   (hence of his  agreement by pact  with Yahweh through circumcision that this seed would occur) 
becoming to be the father of many  nations/peoples  according to the things having been commanded: 
  “In this manner shall be your  seed/descendants.” 
 

Explained in v17 the wonderful nature of prophecy within The Bible that  worldly Christian Leaders  never  teach to their congregations! 
For it is attaining this  accurate Knowledge  that must be  assayed/tested/proved  to gain The Assurance  that yields a heart condition to  practice 
Fidelity  –  because we have gained  Confidence/Expectation  by the given proven route that this knowledge  is  from The Almighty God passed unto The 
World for our edification. 

Would the reader get any of this from our  worldly Christian leaders?    
Knowing the mind of our  “Professional Christian Leaders”  then perhaps it may be stated   “Not in a million years”,  however I could  certainly state  
with  proven justification   “Not in 1700 years”!' 

That is why  “Futureife.Org”  had to come to fruition at  the close  of The Gospel Age to  “take over”  where  “they never got started”! 
Rom.   4v19 og Also  not  (the) {becoming feeble/weakened/impotent/diseased}   
Rom.   4v19 og to the (= in/with/by/on)  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
Rom.   4v19 og not  (he [Abraham]) {observed fully}/beheld/considered/discovered/perceived  the (body)   
Rom.   4v19 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily     
Rom.   4v19 og {even now}/already/{by this time}  (the having) died/subdued/mortified  -  (the) {100 years}   
Rom.   4v19 og somewhere/nearby/about/{certain place}  
Rom.   4v19 og (the) {beginning under}/{coming into existence}/after/living/behaving,   
Rom.   4v19 og also  the  decrease/impotency/deadness/dying  of the  womb  (of the) Sarah. 
Rom.   4v19 = Also  not  {being feeble/weak}  within  the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   

Abraham  not  {observed fully}/considered  his  {whole body}  {by this time}  having  died/mortified,  about  living 100 years; 
also   (he not considered)   the  deadness  of  Sarah’s  womb. 

 

Also not being weak within  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity), 
Abraham not considered his whole body by this time having died,  about living 100 years  (old);   (= assumed to be too old to have a son) 
also   (not he considered)   the deadness of Sarah's womb   (= in his faith while Sarah near 90 years and past childbearing age,  a son would occur). 

                 (= Abraham with “Real Faith”  considered Yahweh still could give him a son even though he and his wife  were past  child-bearing age.) 
 

Abraham was acknowledging,  he and his wife were  past  child-bearing age and yet he knew Yahweh would somehow make it all things possible 
according to His Personal promise  (we are told  [Heb.6v13]  Yahweh needs not to give an oath to a higher entity – because He  IS  The Highest Entity)! 
This is what Paul is teaching us,   

Abraham  continued to remain faithful unto Yahweh  while he knew that he and his wife  were beyond childbearing age.    
It is critical to understand this,  Abraham could have backslid into The World  -  but he did not – he kept faithful for 25 years! 

So,  the obvious question - 
Would we personally do likewise – for 25 years? 

Rom.   4v20 og into/unto  and  the  promise/pledge/assurance/announcement  of the  God [Yahweh],   not  
Rom.   4v20 og (he [Abraham]) {separated thoroughly}/{withdraw from}/hesitated/doubted/wavered/considered/ 
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/discerned/discriminated    
Rom.   4v20 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  unfaithfulness/disbelief/disobedience  
Rom.   4v20 og but  (he was) empowered/enabled/{(increased in) strength}/{be (made) strong}/{acquired power}     
Rom.   4v20 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},    
Rom.   4v20 og giving/bestowing/granting  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  to the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   4v20 = And  unto  the  promise/pledge  of the  God  (Yahweh),   

he  (Abraham)   not  {withdrew from}/hesitated/wavered  in  unfaithfulness/unbelief/disobedience,  
but  he was  invigorated/empowered  by  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  giving  the  glory/honour/dignity  to the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

And unto the promise of the God (Yahweh),  not he (Abraham)  wavered in unfaithfulness, 
but he was empowered by  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   
giving  glory/honour  to the God  (Yahweh). 
      (= Abraham's mind driven by God's Word was accurately shown in his deportment,  bringing  real  honour/glory  to Yahweh in other peoples’ minds) 
 

Just an interesting,  and searching question  (of which I repeat)  
Is this how we would behave – after 25 years? 

Noting that he had no Bible,  absolutely nothing was written about Yahweh in the manner of which we know today,  being all of what He has personally 
done throughout millennia to show a coherent and righteous Plan for Human Salvation. 
He was surrounded by  “Religion”  in its most heathen form,  that  “truly self -indulged to its lower members hurt”  (not much different today – but much 
more clinical and hypocritical than it was in Abraham’s time)! 
Rom.   4v21 og Also  (the being) {fully carried out}/{completely/entirely assured/persuaded}/{made proof}   
Rom.   4v21 og because  which/who/what/that   
Rom.   4v21 og (He [Yahweh] has) {announced upon}/declared/{engaged (to do something)}/ 

/{asserted (something respecting oneself)}/pledged/professed/{(made) promise} [middle voiced]    
Rom.   4v21 og (the) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty    
Rom.   4v21 og (he) is  also  (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice. 
Rom.   4v21 = Because  also  he  (Abraham)   being  {fully persuaded}/{entirely assured},  

what  He  (Yahweh)   has  {announced upon}/promised/pledged,   He  (Yahweh)   is  also  powerfully/capable  of  doing/performing. 
 

Because  also he (Abraham)  being entirely assured,  
what He (Yahweh)  has promised,  He (Yahweh)  is  also powerfully of  doing/performing. 
 

We understand  
Abraham was  “fully persuaded”  =  precisely followed God’s requirements  in his lifestyle   demonstrated by  his works   

=  this  accounts  for his  righteousness  
And this is  “The Point”  of Paul’s thrust  

And we  (who are demonstrably aiming to become TCs)  likewise  
We show ourselves to be  “fully persuaded”  by  changing one word in the above instruction   “his”  to  “our”. 

Furthermore,  all this occurs if - 
–  if and  only if  we  precisely imitate  The One [JC]  (1Cor.11v1, 1John.2v3, etc.,)  in whom we claim to represent and thus this action of 
ours declares us as being righteous in the midst of Yahweh’s Judgment  (for The Goal/Birthright/Anointing/Christ/Sonship)! 
It is in this manner those TCs are declared righteous to become  “Sons of God”. 

It is important to notice the conditioners given above  –  because The Resultant is  not  automatic without the pre-conditioners being fulfilled! 
(For Christians,  it is we fulfil The Commandments of JC,  1John.2v3, John.14v15, 21,  as did Paul, 1Cor.11v1 and the other apostles Matt.19v27). 
The question should be,  “What are JC’s commandments?”    
Because this goes  much further  than  “eros love”  (“self-indulgent love”)  as taught in “Religion”! 

Again,  none  of this is  taught/explained  by our delinquent  worldly Christian leaders for several obvious reasons! 
All as we are taught at Luke.16v1-8, 20v16,  hence 20v17-18  –  because JC was  only  using The Pharisees  as an example  of which  worldly Christian 
leaders  (as their spiritual children [John.8v38-59])  were to emulate for their,  and our,  warning.   
JC always used physical examples to teach of  what was to come  –  there is no use in  “shutting the gate after the horse has bolted”,  and  thus while 
condemning The Pharisees by example,  –  JC was rather teaching by means of a warning of  what was to occur during The Gospel Age  (therefore, 
“closing the gate  before  the horse bolted”)!   That is why  worldly Christian leaders are  doubly at fault  when compared with The Pharisees,  but  
charlatan Christian leaders are  infinitely more condemned  (and thus destined to annihilation at the end of their present existence)  than  charlatan  
Jewish leaders,  who shall be resurrected;  but will have a very difficult time to reform,  if at all,  during The Millennium.  I explain all the righteous logic 
to this reasoning elsewhere. 
Rom.   4v22 og through (reason of)  also  (it was) reckoned/accounted/reasoned/thought  (to the) him  [Abraham]   
Rom.   4v22 og into/unto  (the) righteousness/equality/justification. 
Rom.   4v22 = Also  through reason   (of what Abraham did over  some 25 years)   

it was  reckoned/accounted  the  him  (Abraham)   unto  the  righteousness/justification. 
 

Also through reason   (of what Abraham did between The Promise given  some 25 years  before  the birth of Isaac,  Gen.12v4 and Gen.21v1-5) 
it was reckoned unto him (Abraham)  as being  righteousness/justification   (to Yahweh's  requirement of him). 
 

Thus in Yahweh’s assessment  (visible before all entities in The Universe)  Abraham completely fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire,  and thus for this reason  alone  
then Yahweh can effectively state   “Abraham was fully equitable to My Desire  (being Yahweh’s requirement of what Abraham must do within his life).” 
This is a circular fulfilment  only  

Because Abraham fulfilled what Yahweh asked of him  –  no more and no less.   
Yahweh asked of Abraham what Abraham could fulfil  –  and Abraham fulfilled it  –  thus Abraham was declared righteous. 
Moreover,  Yahweh knew Abraham had the inherent desire to do this,  which is why Yahweh first contacted Abraham by  “Invitation”! 
(Precisely in the manner as Yahweh first contacts potential TCs  [via JC, Rev.3v20]  having  the same spiritual DNA within them.) 

I apologise to belabour these points  –  but we too are likewise instructed to do what we are able,  and we will be personally assessed upon what we do 
within our capability.  That is precisely why  no  person can judge the works of another person  –  we all have  different  capabilities  –  however Yahweh 
will judge us on  (1) what we are  capable  of doing against  (2) what we  actually  do   (as driven by our motivation)! 

This is what will determine our success for  “Sonship to Yahweh”! 
It is  not  on absolutely  “how much”  we personally do,  but rather  it is relative upon what physical DNA capabilities can be personally used in our 
function,  when we take upon ourselves  “The Weight of Responsibility”  to follow through what we are capable of doing,  Matt.25v14-22, Luke19v16-19.  
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Where we are operating with  100%  commitment  driven by the heart  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for each one of us to imitate JC’s Ministry/lifestyle  to 
bring the next generation of TCs who personally magnify Yahweh’s Glory/Honour/Majesty  in their own life  by equally imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.    
It is not simply teaching by words,  but also by works that precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle that demonstrably show we are not hypocrites,  and  not  
fraudsters/sequestrators/maladministrators  to any person, company, institution, or authority, -  we must be  holy/pure/innocent/blameless  of all charges. 
That is Yahweh’s personal Goal for each one of us claiming to be  “Christians”  -  so that He can personally achieve the 144000 TCs ever sooner! 
That is also why He can  only  find 144000 TCs  (The Few)  out of some 3 billion Christians  (The Many)  over The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)! 
Quite simply   We must  never  take our foot off the throttle to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire!   Hence  “the continual urgency”  in the apostles’ writings! 

Hence the  lead-in  to the next few verses - 
Rom.   4v23 og not  (it was) written/scribed/engraved  and  through (reason of)   (the) him [Abraham]  merely/only/alone,   
Rom.   4v23 og because  (it is) reckoned/accounted/reasoned/thought  (to the) him. 
Rom.   4v23 = And  it was  not  written  through reason  of  merely/only  him  (Abraham) 

because   (of real faith [of its 3 stages])   it  (righteousness)   is  reckoned/accounted  to  him (Abraham). 
 

And it was not written through reason of only him (Abraham)  because  (of real faith)  it  (righteousness)  is reckoned to him (Abraham). 
 

This was not written down to  “declare that Abraham was righteous”,   but rather to show him  as an  exhibit/example  for us to imitate  as we are to 
read in the next verse.  Inasmuch it was his works fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire that proved himself  “Righteous”  -  by demonstrating  “Real faith”. 
I repeat,  “Real Faith”  demonstrated by TCs is  the opposite  to  “blind faith”  that is endemic in “Religion”  (to include “worldly Christianity”)! 
All of Paul’s reasoning when explained shows the hollowness of what we are taught in Christendom about  “faith”  which clearly shows to us why they 
speak  only  in  “hope”  and  not  in  “expectation”,  because someone only has  “expectation”  when they  “put in the hard work”  to achieve what they 
expect!   “Hope” is the result of passiveness!   Yahweh does  not  want  “passive people”  to become The Future World Leaders  (read Heb. chapter 11). 
        TCs “work in expectation”  to personally yield The Millennium for  “The Resurrected World”  to ideally reform within its new regime. 
This is precisely what JC and Paul taught as about the sower planting for  “The Expectation of a Harvest”,  – else the farmer would not do it – if only 
based upon vain “hope”!   They used this analogy – because that is what is to occur to yield the  two  harvests of  “The Early and then Late Adopters”  
(in that manner at John.4v34-38, Rev.14v14-20,   harvest of the barley and then harvest of the wheat [over its Firstfruits Harvest and Main Harvest]). 

Can the reader start to understand the difference between what Paul is teaching us  (through what I am explaining)  as compared with that 
taught and practised by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (being the spiritually blind leaders of Christendom)? 

 
53rd Instruction – Thus those specific people who fully  entrust/committed  to JC,  are those individuals who will precisely 
imitate him in  The Expectation of the same promise as given from Yahweh to JC.  Gain the Knowledge as did JC  –  where 
we are to read The Old Testament to fully understand the unfolding of Yahweh’s Righteous Plan and then imitate what JC 
did when he expressed that  “Knowledge”  within his life  –  which we gain by reading The New Testament! 
Comment – repeat - Work is done to make an “expectation” a reality,  by contrast,  “hope” is an  inactive/passive  wait! 
TCs make The Millennium a reality  (1) spiritually in themselves and  (2) physically when 144000 TCs prove themselves. 
By contrast,  worldly Christians passively wait for someone else to make The Millennium occur! 
19th 'Allegory' – awakened/resuscitated = This is  actually what the Greek word means  and is  not  “rise up”  as given in 
worldly bibles which sadly hides what Yahweh is telling us.  It was by understanding the Greek Word that it dawned upon 
me what The Scriptures were  really telling us.  Humans have a  “2 part life”  separated by  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15). 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
31st Good News – TCs entrust upon Yahweh to resurrect them into the same state as Yahweh did JC,  knowing that JC died 
for our deviations away from The Law,  but always striving with The Mind to imitate The Standard set by JC. 
38th Reasoning – JC as The Word of God purifies the mind of a prospective TC to become  reckoned/accounted  alongside 
JCg ready for The Millennial  Heaven/Authority  as a future son of God  -  hence the TC's Expectation for The Inheritance, 
in precisely the same manner as did  Jacob/Israel,  contrary to his twin Esau only lusting for the here/now,  Gen.25v30-34. 
Rom.   4v24 og But  also  through (reason of)  us/our/we (= TCs/Brethren)  {to whom/which}   
Rom.   4v24 og (he/she/it is) expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming  (to be) reckoned/accounted/reasoned/thought,   
Rom.   4v24 og to the (persons [prophets and TCs])  entrusting/committing/believing  over/upon/concerning   
Rom.   4v24 og The (One [Yahweh])   (the having) awakened/roused/resuscitated  Jesus/{Yahweh saves}   
Rom.   4v24 og the  lord/master  {of/from us}  {from/out of}  (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers [= many people]. 
Rom.   4v24 = But  also  through reason of  us   (= Abraham has given as The Standard for TCs aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to emulate)   

to whom  (us aiming to become TCs)   he/she/it  is  expecting/intending  to be  reckoned/accounted   (we likewise,  as was Abraham), 
to the  people   (claiming to represent JC as The Word of God)    entrusting/committed  concerning  The One  (Yahweh),  
awakening/rousing/resuscitating  our  lord/master  Jesus  {from out of}  the  {dead people}/corpses.  

 

But  also through reason of us  (TCs and Brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   
to whom  he/she/it  is expecting to be  reckoned/accounted   (likewise driven by The Mind to fulfil Yahweh's Desire of us,  as individuals), 
to the people  (claiming to be representing Yahweh's interests)   entrusting/committing  concerning The One (Yahweh), 
{collecting the senses}/awakening/rousing/resuscitating  our  lord/master   (driving our minds with “The Word of God”)    
Jesus from out of the dead people   (through his resurrection into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body). 
 

During the 1st part of their physical life,  the TCs accrue  “Treasure in the heavens”  (= “Heavenly Treasure” – see glossary and my explanatory 
commentaries at  Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33). 
When they die (= “asleep”, John.11v11-15),  then Yahweh makes the decision*  upon this question of  each  Christian  individual  

Is  he/she  reckoned/accounted  righteous against His Desire that they should  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle? 
(Where the individual is driven by agapao to edify their neighbour to the giver’s own hurt.) 

It is as simple as that statement! 
If  Yahweh  reckons/accounts  this person  righteous/equitable/just  (to Yahweh’s Requirement/Standard)  then,  as we are told,  their names are written 
on  “The Scroll of  (Guaranteed Eternal)  Life”  (Rev.5v2-9).   Thus when JCg comes at his  1st 2nd C  (= “The 1st Resurrection”,  see glossary),  then the 
144000 assayed righteous TCs  (as the spiritual faithful virgins, Matt.25v1-12)  will become resurrected into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies to meet 
JCg in the  heaven/sky  to become his Bride  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.19v6-9, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, Rev.11v11-12, 1Cor.15v35-55, etc. - as a 
listing of few from the many).   
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It is  “soon to be reckoned”  because time will pass quickly when  “asleep” (John.11v11-15) during their 1st  (and for TCs, the only)  “Death”  
then to be  “awakened/roused/resuscitated” (= resurrected)  at JCg's  1st 2nd C  specifically at the time Yahweh’s decision becomes exercised. 

It is at this point in time where  “The Result”  of  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  becomes demonstrated before all,  at the TC’s 
resurrection  (as “The 1st Resurrection”)  when collected by JCg at his 1st 2nd C and further to the whole resurrected world during The Millennium. 
The,  then to be,  144000 TCs as  “Sons of God”  shall be  continuing their ministerial work  by teaching The World  “Righteousness”  alongside JCg,  
all precisely as The Bible tells throughout  (by The Prophets in The Tanakh,  and in The New Testament by The Apostles). 
*  Note  
   This is written from a human viewpoint,  inasmuch  “Yahweh makes the judgment after the TC has proved  him/her self   (to The World)”. 
   However,  from Yahweh’s viewpoint –  the 144000 were  already  chosen  before  “the existence of Mankind”  (Rom.8v29, etc.). 
Rom.   4v25 og Who/Which/That  [JC]   (he was) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}   
Rom.   4v25 og through (reason of)   the  sideslips/lapses/{unintentional errors}/trespasses/offences/deviations   
Rom.   4v25 og {of/from us}, 
Rom.   4v25 og also  (he [JCg] was) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/raised/resuscitated  through (reason of)    
Rom.   4v25 og the  {making right/just}/{judicial sentence}/acquittal/justification  {of/from us}. 
Rom.   4v25 = Who  (JC)   he was  delivered/betrayed/{cast over}   (as the ransom sacrifice for our  sins/offences  against God’s Desire),  

through reason of our  sideslips/deviations   (to give us a 2 part life), 
also  he  (JCg)   was  awakened/roused/resuscitated  through reason of  our  {making correct}/justification. 

 

Who (JC)  he was delivered   (as  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  for our sins,  made against Yahweh's required Decree,  required to yield a perfect society) 
through reason of our   (TCs being the now “reformed humans”,  hence now being declared as our … … ) 
sideslips/deviations   (and  not  sin/fault/offence),  
also he (JCg)  was  awakened/roused/resuscitated/{regained the senses}   (to show The Way for  “The Early Adopters”  is possible) 
through reason of our  {making correct}/justification   (in the midst of Yahweh’s  “Decree on Sin”  and subsequent Judgment). 
                (It is only “The Early Adopters” [through “Real faith”] who recognise the above to make the required new creature [Gal.6v15] in themselves) 

                (Therefore,  that is precisely why Paul can speak like this about  “sideslips”  [and not  “sins”]  that  can  be forgiven by Yahweh’s Judgment!) 
                            (Does the reader understand this differentiation?   Sadly, it is  unintelligible  to our leaders of Christendom – as witness their output!) 
 

What we are to read in this commentary is contrary to what  worldly Christian leaders teach us – because they do  not  understand their subject matter! 
During the 1st part of our physical life it is  ONLY  the TCs  (as determined by Yahweh)  who become now  “justified”  (“made equal to perfection”  
against Yahweh’s Desire,  thus  now the TC  is  without sin  (because they  have  fulfilled Yahweh's Desire  –  based upon a  judgement of their mind  
driven by agapao to deliver true agape,  1Sam.16v7).   That is precisely why The Text uses the Greek word for  “sideslips”,  rather than the Greek word 
for “sin” -  because these people being  atoned/{bought-back}/reset  by JC are personally,  truly making a concerted effort to precisely imitate JC to the 
very best they are able  (as the example at 1Pet.2v18-24). 

The TCs have therefore,  “Correctly Responded”  to  “The Buy-back”  by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (their saviour). 
This is  not  true for  “worldly Christians”  being some 99.9+% of all Christians   (they need The Millennium [if not charlatans])! 

No  other person (= non TCs)  is yet fully justified because they have  not   precisely imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able. 
Thus,  before Yahweh's requirement,  it is  only  the 144000 TCs who then become justified  –  because of JC’s works on  his creation’s  behalf before 
Yahweh’s decree/edict  on sin  (Gen.2v17). 
All remaining humans become justified  (if they desire to imitate JC's lifestyle  [not  ministry then])  during The Millennium by learning  “Righteousness”  
by JC’s  atonement  (1) to get them into The Millennium by resurrection into the 2nd part of their physical life and  (2) being covered over  “The Great 
Sabbath Day”  of The Millennium  (Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8).  This was possible by JC being  (1) The Ransom Sacrifice,  hence dead over  “The Great 
Sabbath Day”  (John.19v31, 20v1). 
This becomes  “The Righteous Route”  unto salvation,  so that  all  people may become perfected before the final  assay/testing/proving  of 3.5 years at  
the end  of The Millennium  (please read all my commentaries of Rev.20v1-15).  It should be noted for  worldly Christians it becomes “a continuance” of 
the 2nd part of their spiritual life over their  “Asleep”  period (= The 1st Death)  and resurrection into the 2nd part of their physical life in The Millennium.  
All the above is wholly  unintelligible  to our worldly Christian leaders  -  as witness their output! 

Now explaining  “believe”  (= commitment/entrusting). 
I need to explain this logically,  because  worldly Christian leaders choose  not  to understand this  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM=50)  when they errantly claim  
(with zero justification)  “just believe in JC and you go to heaven”.    That is just  “unrighteous nonsense”  at several levels. 
The most important thing the reader needs to understand is: 

Yahweh must be seen and  be understood by all entities  in The Culmination that He has not gone against  (sinned)  His original Edict: 
        “Sin and you (begin to) die”,  –  else Yahweh is seen by all entities,  “not to be Righteous”.   

That is an indisputable statement. 
This is to be  true  for ALL TIME  –  past,  present  and future  (of  “The Eternity”)! 

So how does  it  “righteously”  (and obviously  “logically”)  work? 
It does  not  righteously just stop at  “JC died for us,  so we all live forever if we are a Baptised Christian”.   
Quite simply as that statement stands,  it is an utterly illogical and most unrighteous statement without all the applied conditioners of which The Bible 
teaches  –  and  worldly Christian leaders wholly  ignore to their shame! 

JC has  only  made all humans righteous for the  one  occasion by atoning the 1st part of our life   (The Bible tells us this in several places  –  
Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet,2v18-22, etc.).  Essentially this action is a  “Reset  Condition”  -  to bring us back to the condition that Adam and 
Eve were in  before  they sinned.  

Deliberate/Wilful  “sinning”   (to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)   after  this  “reset condition”  of any description  means   
“You sin,  then you are not perfect and thus destined for an everlasting death.”  
JC  only  covered us  “The Once”  to get us into the 2nd part of our life and into The Millennium – “Park/Paradise”! 

Yahweh’s Edict has  not  been rescinded (removed, Matt.5v16-18).   
Therefore,  in Yahweh’s righteousness,  He cannot apply this to all humans now in Satan’s present world because humans would sin immediately in their 
lives and be back in the same sinful situation again.  Effectively JC would have wasted his time during and at the end of his ministry period on Earth! 

Does the reader understand this “Righteous Logic”? 
Thus Yahweh God,  has to allow JC’s  “once only”  undeserved  gift/favour  (of his ransom sacrifice)  to be applied  after  Satan has been removed off 
the scene  (Rev.20v1-3+)  to give  all  humans  (without distinction)  the opportunity to get a head start in learning  “Righteousness”  by experiencing it.  
In this manner they are able to appreciate the benefits before Satan can get a hold upon them  (before they make the final “Crisis”/“krisis”/“judgement”  
(StrongsTM= 2920)  decision over a period of 3.5 years  (Rev.20v7-10).    
Note,  it is critical for the reader to read my local commentary of some 17000 words at Rev. 20v5 to untangle this  one  verse,  showing the first sentence 
to be a  “copyist addition”  and  must be ignored,  that is not substantiated by any other verse in The Bible,  noting  Deut.17v6, Matt.18v16, 1Tim.5v19. 
Hence  “The Millennium”  period as I repeated explain in the text,  because it is  

1. So very important to maintain  “The Righteousness”  of Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  –  and - 
2. No  worldly Christian Leader preaches it  (they choose  not  to understand it  -  and yet,  this is The Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”)! 
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That explains righteously how Yahweh assists people to achieve their goal of salvation.  Their salvation is now  conditional upon their Reformed Mind 
yielding the required works  in doing what Yahweh wants them to do during The Millennium and for the eternity afterwards.   

Thus,  as we have just read  “Doing what Yahweh wants of us as specific individuals,  accounts us  (who hearken)  as righteousness”. 
Now how is this applied to the TCs? 

Essentially,  the TC  (as  “The Early Adopter”)  brings God’s operation forward by one step. 
The TC goes out on a limb  (just like JC did for his creation)  in the 1st part of their physical life now,  where they could fail and  lose all.  

How does the TC make this declaration? 
He makes this declaration in front of people by the act of his personal baptism. 
In virtually all instances  the baptised person is  not  a TC at this stage of their physical life because they need to  “become educated in God’s Word”,  
which must then become exercised to generate  “Real Faith”  through the required  three  staged process described elsewhere. 
           This takes for many years to personally develop a mind like Yahweh’s,  through much personal sacrifice and learning how to imitate JC. 
These people are aiming to be part of The Brethren. 

Let us assume they become a TC after their full education period,  then how does JC’s action for us now logically operate? 
The Christian by becoming baptised has now taken on a declared life  (by  two-way  covenant/agreement  principally to Yahweh)  to imitate JC.   
He/she  should  now  imitate JC  –  that is precisely why  he/she  chose to become  “baptised”! 
What  he/she  has effectively  declared to Yahweh  in this  covenant  (perhaps unaware fully themselves,  but  this principle is being applied by Yahweh)    

I have cast off my worldly ways,  desires for  self-gratification  and promise to live upon the Laws that JC gave to me.   
By casting off my 1st and old worldly lifestyle  (spirit/personality/desires/traits),  I now declare to be living on my credit life  (= the 2nd part of 
my spiritual life)  that JC has handed to Yahweh  on my behalf.   

This effectively puts the Christian into  “The Millennium Period”  come early.   
This spiritual 2nd part of our life is now  being consumed  (by fire, 1Cor.3v13)  in the Christian’s 1st part of  his/her physical life  –  he/she  has  
no  more “spare lives”  upon which to call.  This Baptised Christian has  nothing  more that is  perfect  to hand unto God  (he/she  only had 
the  one  perfect 2nd opportunity life that JC gave to  him/her).   They are now putting themselves  “out on a limb”  (in danger). 
This person is now in the position to start growing upon  “The spiritual RNA”  of  “The Word of God”  to become the new spiritual creature 
(2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  within the metaphoric womb of a corruptible fleshly body for the remaining part of the 1st part of our physical life.   

If and  only if,  Yahweh deems this person to have fully perfected  his/her  mind by being internally driven by agapao to yield 
agape by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return,   
Then  Yahweh will resurrect this person,  deemed by Yahweh as a TC,  into a physical body  commensurate to the perfected mind,  
being a  heavenly/celestial  body at  “The 1st Resurrection”  that is incapable of dying based entirely upon what we sowed during 
the remaining part of the 1st part of our physical life  (Matt.20v1-12, 1Cor.15v35-55, Gal.6v7, etc.). 

Thus,  we have logically reasoned the Christian is now in this  “Millennium Period”  come early  (hence John.4v34-36, Matt.9v37-38, etc.,)  then  he/she  
must be  reckoned/accounted  righteous in the midst of Yahweh  by performing works that Yahweh Desires of them  (= precisely imitating JC).  
This is why they are the branches (Early Adopters) growing on The Vine  (John.15v1-6,  for the grapes [Late Adopters] to be yielded in The Millennium).  
This is to be repeated for the  non-Christian,  who will be required to do this in the Physical Millennium when they are resurrected in  “The General 
Resurrection”  back into their then to be perfected DNA fleshly body.   Thereby returning to the state of  Adam/Eve  before  they sinned but shall then be 
covered by JC's period of death over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  to be  “The Millennium”  while they learn  “Righteousness”. 
It is through  “The Specific Works”  that Yahweh considers as being  “Righteous”  that makes a Christian  a TC,  which enables Yahweh to give the TC 
a resurrection to the same standard as He gave to JC (because they imitated him),  when Yahweh resurrected JC to become JCg (see glossary).   
JC as JCg became the forerunner of the  awakening/rousing  of a TC into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body,  having  guaranteed  everlasting life by 
becoming a  “Son of God”  (and  “The Bride of Christ”,  Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.,)  hence  “The Goal of Christ/Anointing”. 
As I have explained in other places  very few  Christians become TCs,  sadly most brethren fall away  (as The Bible keeps warning us  not  to do)  by 
becoming passive  –  and returning to The World,  by partaking of things in The World for  self-gratification/indulgence  (Matt.13v20-22). 
By  not  “being holy” =  by  not  “being separate”  from The World  (being its driving methodology = Eph.2v2),  those people who have fallen away  are 
not directly sinning against  “The Law of Moses”  because they have taken on JC’s Law.  Thus,  they will  not  suffer everlasting death because of their  
ever-increasing  worldly sins are now  not  judged against  “The Law of Moses”.  It is this fact that Paul is telling us in his Epistles. 
But because they are  not  imitating JC's  ministry/lifestyle  and thus  not  following Yahweh’s  will/Desire  by only being passive,  then they  cannot  be 
counted/reckoned  righteous before Yahweh for  “The Prime Requirement that Yahweh Desires”  (= “His 144000 future sons of God”). 
We logically reason,  worldly Christians will  not  be resurrected similarly as Yahweh resurrected his Son JC  (and soon now,  the TCs at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  of JCg's 1st 2nd C)  because the  worldly Christians  (in passivity)  did  not  sow correctly.  “The correct sowing”  being the  accurate  
“Ministry”  that involves dying in The World by personal self-sacrifice,  yielding  new seed  to become the next generation of TCs in the  likewise  
“sowing”  of God’s Word  (by accurate Ministry)  John.12v24  correctly in the 1st part of their physical life  (1Cor.15v35-55). 

Important Note:   “Accurate ministry”  means  both  word  and deeds  (that are NOT “hypocritical”,  and thus  “The Wisdom of God”)! 
In this manner worldly Christians shall become resurrected in  “The General Resurrection”  in exactly the same manner as the  non-Christians  within 
perfected DNA genome fleshly bodies for their future education within a perfected environment of The Millennium  (= the metaphoric Canaan that 
covers all The Earth). 
Now we have remaining the final group!   Their position,  I compute  from  my  understanding of The Bible,  is  incredibly dire! 

Who and Why? 
These people are  “very  worldly”  self-declared  “Christian Leaders”  who attack Yahweh directly,  by  distorting/twisting  His Word unto their 
spellbound congregations  (Gal.3v1)  lapping up each word  (often using the emotional pull of music as a tool to work their magic).  
The attack on God’s Word can be at so many diverse levels. 
The more obvious attacks come from scholars  -  attempting to justify their  (very worldly)  educated position  

They say   “The Bible does not mean what it says”.   
They say   “You cannot believe the whole Bible  -  only parts of it”.  
They try to  “appear learned”  by  losing  their flock in  “intellectual  waffle”  and do this for personal prestige  before  the flock,  power  
over  the flock,  and financial gain  from  their flock  (all on the back of Yahweh’s beautiful Word).  

Other leaders do the very opposite! 
They say   “The Bible is The Word of God”, but instead of intelligently explaining it,  they twist what it  really  means,  to seduce!  
They say   “We must believe all of God’s Word”,  but then pass it through Rev.22v18-19 within their minds,  to teach “Their Word”. 
They try to  “appear learned”  by  losing  their flock in  seductive  waffle and do this for personal prestige  before  the flock,  power  over  the 
flock,  and financial gain  from  their flock  (all on the back of Yahweh’s beautiful Word).  

Other leaders are just so passive as  “to be dead”  with God’s Word! 
They repeat the  century-old  chants and prayers  -  of which an electronic replicator could do with perhaps  “greater thought”! 
There is no second line  (because they are spiritual dead – and have no mind)! 
They try to  “appear learned”  by  losing  their flock in  rambling  waffle and do this for personal prestige  before  the flock,  power  over  the 
flock,  and financial gain  from  their flock  (all on the back of Yahweh’s beautiful Word).  

That sums up about 99.9+% of our  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”!     Yahweh  detests  all  of them! 
All these actions are the  opposite  to the actions of the  humble  apostles of  “1st Century Christianity”  who  followed  precisely what JC  commanded  of 
them,  “to produce more TCs”,  –  they did  not  take any money for what was given freely  (2Thes.3v6-12).  Only except the provisions to keep  their/our  
fleshly body alive to enable oneself to accurately teach  “The Word of God”  (which is  the  whole  Bible,  and not little bits of it [Rev.22v18-19]).    
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The TCs take nothing more  (as the example of the thrashing oxen,  eating only food for its  daily  requirements  –  by fulfilling the work of its master   
[the metaphoric ox was not sitting down and defecating on The Grain so it was unfit for other people to consume]  –  else the ox would be replaced 
noting Luke.20v16,  and many other examples.  However,  if the ox behaved as  charlatan Christian leaders it would be destroyed if sufficiently rebellious 
as was Judas Iscariot noting what he did at John.12v6,  and thus,  what is different today with our  charlatan Christian leaders milking the  
deluded/seduced  millions upon millions of devotees from of their gratuities)!  
As I have said earlier,  these people have become baptised Christians.  They now have  nothing  more to offer back unto Yahweh  to cover  their  works of 
iniquity  during what becomes the 2nd and  now last  part of their life.  These specific Christian leaders are effectively living during The Millennium 
period  come early.  Their works are alienating them from Yahweh having rejected JC’s “Cover”.  They are behaving iniquitously,  doing works that 
deserve  “Death”  as we are told in so many places within The Bible.  
Except this  “Death”  will be  “The 2nd Death”,  from which there is  no  return = annihilation   (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 

We are told often in The Bible as our warning  “JC only died the once”   (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, Rom.6v10, etc.)! 
Please,  -  we all must take heed to this warning  –  this is  “The  Real  Vengeance of The Lord”  (Luke.12v4-5)! 
Please,  -  if you view yourself as being in this last group then sincerely repent before Yahweh  (Luke, all of chapter 15),  so He may just forgive you if 
you totally reform your present lifestyle.  Please change your life now  -   because Yahweh takes no delight in destroying life  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9). 

The Reason being  
If you are part of this last group,  then The Bible tells me that you have  no  second opportunity after your forthcoming,  imminent death.   

You will  never  be resurrected again! 
This has been  logically and righteously argued  to explain the most serious nature of Baptism and  my exegesis is scripturally  flawless. 
Please note,  I have studied The New Testament for more than 50,000 hours –  so I should thoroughly know its contents,  but more importantly,  I 
thoroughly understand it to gain  “my authority by Yahweh to teach”  as witness my thousands of commentaries to The New Testament! 

Can this be said of your  worldly Christian leader? 
What authority do they have except a worthless piece of  worldly generated  (in all its forms)  “doctorate of divinity”? 

 
 
32nd Good News – TCs are rendered innocent from The Law of Works because they are being judged on how closely their 
knowledge/assurance/fidelity  is to that which operated within JC to yield his  ministry/lifestyle  to edify other people. 
54th Instruction – TCs are required to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (to the best of their ability)  for them to be accounted 
righteous according to Yahweh’s Desire  -  because they are  not  being judged on The Law of  (given by)  Moses.  This is 
the  only  manner that we become righteous before Yahweh from out of the  knowledge/assurance/fidelity  given by JC. 
39th Reasoning – It is only through the instruction given above that enables us  (actively aiming to become TCs)  that the 
gift/favour/benefit  from JC effectively becomes exchanged and thus accepted  –  thereby enabling the TCs to become 
adopted by The Father Yahweh to receive  glory/honour/dignity  alongside JCg from The Father Yahweh. 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
47th Warning – As usual it is absolutely  not  as we are  errantly  preached by our  worldly Christian leaders being:  “this 
gift does not ultimately have strings attached for absolute salvation”.  But rather:  The gift is to get us into the position to 
reform in a most righteous manner  (most humans requiring The Millennium)  –  but The Early Adopters  “get it”  early – 
having truly  reformed/perfected  the 2nd part of their spiritual life to become Christ-like –  living in The World but  not  
according to worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt),  –  but according to Yahweh’s Methodology. 
Our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  understand  none  of this righteousness – see their useless sermons! 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
48th Warning – Precisely imitating JC’s lifestyle will cause persecution,  stress,  pain and suffering for  only  helping 
people to  accurately  understand The Word of God  (and this is to come from  nothing  else).  Quite simply if we are not 
receiving  persecution/stress/pain/suffering  from Yahweh’s Word expressed within our life,  then quite simply we are  not  
on a course to become a possible TC –  because Paul stated that this  will  occur –  and he was only quoting JC,  both of 
whom received  persecution/stress/pain/suffering  from  the religious authorities  (likewise throughout The Gospel Age)! 
55th Instruction – TCs are  only  to receive persecution through  accurately  teaching “The Word of God”,  and absolutely  
not  from any other form of activity!   They are perfect model citizens,  obeying secular law,  and being absolutely neutral 
in any worldly affairs  –  especially politics  (being the scourge on this planet to  self-indulge  to our neighbour’s hurt)! 
16th Comment – Worldly Christians do  not  imitate JC and shall therefore receive  “justified retaliatory persecution”  
from  any sector  of the community,  because they operate with a  worldly mind  -  yet they are often supported by their 
“religious associates/leaders”  to continue operating in a worldly manner! 
33rd Good News – Persecution/stress/pain/suffering  will bring forth  endurance/{strength of character}/patience,  always 
knowing  “The Expectation”  will come to those specific people suffering affliction  only  for  “The Word of God”. 
34th Good News – Having this  “Expectation of The Inheritance”  as a  “Son of God”  is not shameful,  because Yahweh is 
supporting us in our work of imitating JC with His HS operating within and outside,  (both) in The Environment of God. 
Comment – repeat - Work is done to make an “expectation” a reality,  by contrast,  “hope” is an  inactive/passive  wait! 
TCs make The Millennium a reality  (1) spiritually in themselves and  (2) physically when 144000 TCs prove themselves. 
By contrast,  worldly Christians passively wait for someone else to make The Millennium occur! 
35th Good News – In JC’s  agapao/{edifying love}  for us in our  weakness/unrighteous  state he died for us to give us all 
an opportunity to have everlasting life. 
Allegory – repeat - Heart =  seat of motivation,  the  driver/passion  to get something done. 
17th Comment – Why would a human unnecessarily sacrifice their life to save someone who was already perfect? 
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36h Good News – JCg as  “the specific god”  of sinners (Matt.9v2-5)  left his safe position in the heavens,  who through  
charity/agape  (giving of his life)  sacrificed his existence  (that could have been an eternity if he sinned)  for all sinners. 
37th Good News – How much supremely better for TCs and The Brethren who are atoned by JC’s ransom sacrifice when 
they  also try to imitate him  to then be covered  (as if in The Millennium)  away from Yahweh’s burning wrath! 
38th Good News – If originally as hostile people to Yahweh and we were saved from “The 1st Death”,  then how much 
supremely better when we have changed to imitate JC shall be our everlasting life,  becoming as  “Sons of God”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’ is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father,  ‘The Specific God’ using His HS for TC growth. 
Rom.   5v1 og (the having been) {rendered justified/freed/innocent/equitable}  Therefore/Then  {from/out of}   
Rom.   5v1 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (the) peace/prosperity/rest    
Rom.   5v1 og (we [TCs/brethren]) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  God [Yahweh]  
Rom.   5v1 og through (reason of)  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Rom.   5v1 = Therefore   (we as “TCs”)    

the having been  {rendered/made  justified/equitable}  {from out of}  the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity} 
we  (TCs)   have/possess  the  peace/prosperity/rest  towards  the  God  (Yahweh)   
through reason of  our  lord/master  Jesus  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Therefore  (we)  having been rendered  justified/innocent  from out of the  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
                (Our mind  intrinsically  desires to precisely imitate JC,  which yields  [real] charity to  [truly] edify our neighbour,  to then become a TC) 
we  (TCs and the brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   have  peace/rest  towards the God (Yahweh)   
                (Because  both  parties have the  one/same  holy/pure/blameless/innocent  spirit/desire/personality/traits,  John.14v21, 17v21-26) 
through reason of our  lord/master  the Anointed  (by Yahweh for Kingship)   Jesus   (as “The Word of God”  driving our minds to imitate him). 

                (JC became  “The Intercessor/Link”  by ministry and ransom sacrifice between us and Yahweh,  of whom we imitate – hence TCs are beloved) 
 

Importantly,  JC has reconciled all of us to Yahweh’s edict “sin and you die”,  thus JC has  made peace  between his creation and The Almighty Yahweh. 
Yet  “the peace”  is  only complete,  when we  are  proven to be like JC,  and  not  beforehand! 
Hence the agapao,  yet not the phileo and storge!   Those last two have only been achieved by the TCs hence they are of the 1st Resurrection. 

Thus,  there are  two  caveats  (absolutely and utterly ignored by  worldly Christian leaders in both their words and deeds as I show in my critique of 
their sermons,  and the reader can look at the internet to answer the second). 

1. This is merely a  “stop-gap”   like sticking plaster over a wound.  The wound needs to be healed.  The wound is our  worldly 
spirit/personality/trait/desires  (operating according to worldly methodology)  which must be cultivated to become Christ-like for ultimate 
salvation  –  personally driven by  “The Individual”  desiring to imitate JC  (else we would be  zombies’/robots). 

2. And to make the resultant of (1)  a reality,   then we need part (2).   
We must gain  “Real Faith”  through the required  personal three  stage process  –  that  no  other person can do for us!   
I repeat this again and again,  in my writings because it is  never  correctly taught.  Gain the  accurate  Knowledge from a trustworthy source  
(not  from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  nor bibles translated after 1950 CE,  because generally,  the translators replace The Author 
in  “their translation”);  then we are to  thoroughly/vigorously  assay/prove/test  the knowledge and act with fidelity upon what is known.    
Then  and  only then,  we have gained  “Real Faith”  to fulfil (1)  above. 

TCs can do this during the 1st part of their physical life and receive  guaranteed everlasting life  by becoming completely reconciled to Yahweh  early  
and thus become resurrected as  “Sons of God”.  But worldly humans  (including  worldly Christians)  have their  last  opportunity in The Millennium 
when they need  The Reality  of The Environment to  genuinely  modify their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to only become  “sons of JCg”  within 
fleshly  (potentially corruptible)  bodies for a  possible  eternity  while they continue to precisely  imitate JC's deportment. 
        The  “Children of God/Yahweh”  (Early Adopters,  fully  “born again”  at “The 1st Resurrection”)  teach  “The Resurrected World”  to yield  
“Grandchildren of God/Yahweh”  (Late Adopters),  where the “Early Adopters”  and JC have spiritually yielded their children from out of  “The 
Resurrected World”.  The “Late Adopters”  become  fully  “born again”  when/if  they successfully pass through the final assay lasting for 3.5 years at 
the end of The Millennium (Rev.20v7).  Where this short time  (Rev.20v7)  is 3.5 years to righteously mirror JC’s assay during his ministry period,  then 
and only then does  “Remnant from  (the 3rd epoch of)  Israel return to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22)  having righteously imitated JC over a  like-for-like  
period.  This is true  “Righteousness”  as given by  “1st Century Christianity”,  not present in  unrighteous  “Religion”  based upon waffle and hearsay! 
I ask the reader - 

Does this sound logical and something that  “The Righteous God”,  Yahweh,  would desire to occur to ultimately yield  “a perfect society”? 
If it does,  then  why  would  any  reader desire to return to the  unrighteous nonsense  as taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”? 

Rom.   5v2 og Through (reason of)  {of whom/which}  also  the  admission/entry/access 
Rom.   5v2 og (we [TCs]) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  to the [= in/with/by]  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
Rom.   5v2 og into/unto  the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  this/that (specifically)  in  {to [= within] whom/which}   
Rom.   5v2 og (we [TCs]) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide  also   
Rom.   5v2 og (we [TCs]) boast/glory/rejoice/publicise [middle voice]  over/upon  the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence     
Rom.   5v2 og of the  glory/dignity/honour/magnify  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   5v2 = Also  through reason of  {of whom}  (JC)   we   (who are actively aiming to become TCs) 

have/possess   the  admission/access  to the  {knowledge/fidelity/assurance}  unto  this  specific  gift/favour/benefit  within which  
we  (who are actively aiming to be TCs)   {stand staunchly}/abide   
also  we  (who are actively aiming to be TCs)   personally  boast/rejoice/publicise  upon/concerning   
the  anticipation/expectancy  of the  glory/honour/dignity/majesty  of the  God  (Yahweh). 
(Being  The 1st Resurrection  “expectation”  as a  “Son of God”  yielding  glory/honour/dignity  from The Resurrected World). 

 

Also through reason of whom (JC)  we   (who are actively aiming to become TCs) 
have the entry to the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
             (JC made possible  “The Word of God”  to control our mind,  and became  “The Pattern”  for us to imitate in our deportment) 
unto this specific  gift/honour/dignity   (as a future son of God,  to be given responsibility to save as many resurrected people as possible) 
within which we  (actively aiming to be TCs)   stand staunchly   (in our deportment of precisely imitating JC  -  as  witnessed/judged  by The World) 
also we  boast/publicise  concerning the expectancy   (= of  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  “Son of God”  to be given more “Responsibility”) 
             (Being of  “The Primary Thing”  that is only available by first becoming a “Christian”  as “The 1st Stage”  of the  three  required stages!) 
of the  glory/honour  of the God (Yahweh).    (= All made possible by Yahweh placing the 144000 TCs into the position of future Rule). 
             (Yahweh expresses His  glory/honour/majesty  by doing something that seems impossible to Mankind  -  producing 144000  new  Sons of God) 
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Paul as  “we”  is speaking about those specific people who  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (see what  “faith”  and  “belief”  really  mean).  
To precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  is  not  to just saying  “sweet nothings”  about JC as we witness the vast majority of  worldly Christian 
Leaders  “hawk out”  to their congregations being  “the self-indulgent froth without foundations”  (Matt. 7v20-23, 26-27)  for they are  not  imitating 
JC’s ministry but sadly  devaluing  JC’s ministry.  These  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are absolutely  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  but are 
only fulfilling their  own  worldly desires of whatever,  –  and thus running along with Satan  (to  oppose/resist  Yahweh,  being of His Desire to bring 
forth His 144000 TCs,  so He can move to the next stage of His Plan for Human Salvation  –  as this website clearly explains).   
Which conveniently runs onto v3 being what a TC’s life is really like  –  relative to the  preaching/teaching  of Yahweh’s Word  -  and  not  by meddling 
in worldly politics or be making foolish  self-inflicting  mistakes in one’s own life while operating according to  worldly  desires! 

See  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and  “Satan’s Desire”  in my glossary on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
Rom.   5v3 og not  merely/only/alone  and,    
Rom.   5v3 og but  also  (we) boast/glory/rejoice/publicise  in  to the [= within]  afflictions/pressures/burdens/persecutions,   
Rom.   5v3 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving [plural]   because    
Rom.   5v3 og the  affliction/pressure/burden/persecution  (the) patience/endurance/consistency/{patient continuance}     
Rom.   5v3 og (it) accomplishes/performs/finishes/fashions/{works out} [middle voice].  
Rom.   5v3 og = And  not  only   (this future prospect of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  is possible by fully pleasing Him),    

but  also  we  (actively aiming to become TCs)  ] 
boast/rejoice/publicise  within  the  afflictions/persecutions   (caused  only  by The Preaching Work of imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle),  
because  knowing/understanding  the  affliction/persecution   personally  accomplishes/{works out}  the  endurance/patience. 

 

And not only   (of this future prospect as being a future  “Son of God”  that drives us ever harder to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
but  also we  boast/publicise   (God's Word,  expressed within our lifestyle to become  “The Wisdom of God”  as  “The Example”  for other people)    
within the  afflictions/persecutions   (being  “The (hurtful) Worldly Return”  sourced by  “Leaders of Religion”,  exposed as “hypocrites”) 
because knowing the  affliction/persecution  personally accomplishes  endurance/patience   (in The Ministry work and  not to retaliate) 
                  (The TC continues to imitate JC as the example for other people to copy, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, thereby creating the correct mind for future rule.) 
 

This is all part of the TC’s  purification  process within the mind to  remove  worldly methodology during the 1st part of  their/(ideally our)  physical life 
to show within The World that  they/(ideally us)  have remained  faithful/true,  demonstrating pure fidelity to Yahweh’s Word so that  they/{ideally us} 
become  resolute/unshakable/{mentally strong}/irrepressible!   Absolutely nothing will shake  them/(ideally us)  lose from clinging to Yahweh’s Word  
(Psm.40v1-17)  by the precision portrayed as  they/us  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in the duress thrown at  them/us  by the  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”,  all as JC clearly warns us in John’s chapters 14 to 16 but particularly at John16v1-4.   Furthermore,  we have witnessed this throughout The 
Gospel Age,  exactly as William Tyndale experienced in their hands! 
Rom.   5v4 og the  and  patience/endurance/consistency/{patient continuance}   
Rom.   5v4 og (the) {to test/assay}/trustiness/experiment/trial/proof/audit,   
Rom.   5v4 og the  and  {to test/assay}/trustiness/experiment/trial/proof/audit  
Rom.   5v4 og (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence. 
Rom.   5v4 = And the  endurance/patience   (brings)   the  assay/trial/proof   (of character),   

and the  assay/trial/proof ( of character)   (brings)   the  anticipation/expectation  (of verse 2 to 3). 
 

And the  patience/endurance   (the TC does not retaliate in a worldly manner to worldly sourced religious persecution) 
brings the  assay/trial/proof   (of character  [being  stoic/steadfast/perfected  by imitating JC]  hence  “holy/innocent/blameless”  of all charges), 
and the  assay/trial/proof   (of character)   brings the  anticipation/expectation   (of  “The Inheritance”,  and the future  “Sonship to Yahweh”). 
 

It was this  The Knowledge  of  “The Word of God”  [JC]  accurately imbued that has been rigorously  assayed/tested/proved  delivers  The Assurance  
upon which a contrite  heart/{seat of motivation}  will operate with  The Fidelity  to Yahweh’s Word within a TC’s lifestyle  -  operating  “as being dead”  
to the inducements of this world.  This yields  “Godly Wisdom”  being  “The Accurate Application of Godly Knowledge”. 

This TC operates as a  sojourner/alien  within this present world of Satan’s system operating now.   
But the TC is always looking forward to  “The Expectation/Anticipation”  (not vain “hope” derived from “passivity”),  but  “The Expectation of 
Certainty”  derived from active works  “to make something happen”  that  accurate  Knowledge thoroughly assayed and acted upon with fidelity gives of  
“The Inheritance”  of The Millennium as a future  “Son of God”. 
This  expectation/confidence  grows within the TC,  because we are told in so many places that  persecution/stress/pain/suffering  will  come  provided  
we  accurately  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (in Satan’s present worldly system)  and thus we know we are on the correct course for  “The Expectation”  
of what JC received,  if this  unrighteous  affliction occurs.  “The World”  means “Its Leaders”  (not “The Public” – because “the Public” loves “TCs”  
-  see its attitude to JC and The Apostles),  it is  “The Leaders”  (predominately “Religious” [and to lesser extent those of politics and commerce])  who 
detest “TCs” behaving as  “Whistle-blowers”  exposing  “hypocrisy”   by their  “TC lifestyle”  of  “Holiness/Innocence/Blamelessness”. 
TCs are  never  attacked by the General Public,  only  worldly  Christians are attacked –  because of their worldly and often a  “Religious Pious”  
attituded that makes them worldly  (within “Religion”). 
             Does the reader understand all this  -  rather than the  hocus-pocus  deception as taught by  “Professional Leaders of Christendom/Religion”? 
This mental attitude is what drove JC to remain perfect to Yahweh’s Desire and avoided the politics and dross of indulgence from this present world,  
like The Plague! 
Rom.   5v5 og the  and  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  not 
Rom.   5v5 og (it) {shames down}/disgraces/{makes blush}/confounds   
Rom.   5v5 og because  the  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  of the  God [Yahweh] 
Rom.   5v5 og (it has been) {poured forth}/{gushed out}/{run greedily}/{shed (abroad/forth)}   
Rom.   5v5 og in  to the [= within]  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of/from us}  through (reason of)   
Rom.   5v5 og (of the) spirit/personality/desire/traits   
Rom.   5v5 og (of the) holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
Rom.   5v5 og of the (one)  given/bestowed/granted  {to us}. 
Rom.   5v5 = And  ‘The  Anticipation/Expectation’   (for The Inheritance and Sonship)   is  not  disgraceful/shameful/confounded,  

because  the  {love by principle}/{edifying live}/agapao  of the  God  (Yahweh) 
has been  {poured forth}/{gushed out}  within  our  hearts/{seats of motivation} 
through reason  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}   given/bestowed  {to us}' 

 

And the Expectation   (for  “The Inheritance and Sonship to Yahweh”,  as  the reward  for a  perfected agapao mind expressed by works of charity)    
is not disgraceful   (being something towards which all people [especially “leaders”]  should aim  [but choose not to,  hence their “hate” unto TCs]), 
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because the  {edifying love}/agapao  of the God  (Yahweh)   has been poured forth within our  hearts/{seats of motivation} 
             (Having released ourselves from pursuance of Worldly things,  by  “The Word of God”  purifying our mind to become like His Mind via JC) 
through reason of the  personality/desires/traits  of the  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  (= HS)   given to us. 
              (Inasmuch,  Yahweh gave “The Word of God”  through JC of  personal reform in a  penitent/hearkening  mind to  then  yield the HS within us) 

 

Importantly  
What does this verse  really  mean in context? 

The pain and suffering the TC is sourced from  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  paid by The World to deliver what The World wants to hear  (by 
definition of “Professional”,  being a person  “lives upon what is paid for given services”).   

It is utterly  impossible  for  any  person on this planet to make a living by teaching  “1st Century Christianity”,  but it  is  possible to make a 
living from teaching “Religion”,  and many religious leaders make a very good living from preaching  “Religion”!    
That is why  “Religion”  is  “a million miles away”  from what Yahweh wants to hear taught to yield  “The Millennium”! 

       Hence JC’s teaching of people loving their (present) life will lose their (future) life,  Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25. 
The persecution comes from  no  other source because the TC is a model secular citizen  –  being  utterly law abiding  and  absolutely neutral  in politics,  
and as such,  the TC's resolve becomes strengthened from this persecution,  sourced solely by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.    It cannot be from 
any other source – except occasionally stepping on the toes of people from Politics and Commerce when they interact with  “Religion”  (see numerous 
examples in The New Testament). 
This Expectation is not shameful to the TCs,  because like Jacob,  they lust for  “The Birth-Right”  as  “The First Born”  (physically occurring at  “The 
1st Resurrection”,  Rev.20v6)  for  “Sonship to Yahweh”  as  “The Most Respectful Goal”  for any human,  proving their mind  was/is  like Yahweh’s 
Mind,  hence being from the spiritual loins of Abraham.  This is the thrust of the New Testament.    
However their actions appear  shameful/disgraceful/confounded  to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who like Esau,  have no desire to yearn for The 
Birth-Right  (Gen.25v32-34, Rom.9v13)  and only lust after what The World can deliver in its immediacy for the  animalistic/carnal  mind  (of 
power/influence/money/prestige/sex/pension/leverage/etc.). 
The reason why the TCs operate so differently to  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  is  “The Word of God”  has  transfigured/transformed  their 
mind through the three stage process to yield  “Real faith”  that occurred by Yahweh having made this possible  (Rev.3v20)  through His agapao for 
what He  already foreknows  they are capable of becoming  (His future sons of God).   This agapao of Yahweh has driven their  hearts/{seats of 
motivation}  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return  (and it is this stance that exposes the  “hypocrisy”  operating 
within the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who then retaliate with persecution).  This occurs because as  “The Resultant”  of this  outpouring from 
Yahweh and  grateful  imbuing by the TCs  yields the  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}”  described as 
the  “HS”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

Why?   
Because it is the  very  repentant/penitent  heart/{seat of motivation}  that can complete this  personal  process of  internal reform. 
The success of this internal reform is audited by  “The Tool”  that JC so kindly gave to us at Matt.7v16-21. 
The “Tree” is the “Christian leader” and the “fruit” is the Christian leader's “congregation”  where the fruitage has the same spiritual DNA 
as the Tree.  Where the question must be   “Does the congregation precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle?” 

Therefore,  we continue  
This is  a continuous process  being performed by ourselves,  on ourselves,  within the presence of Yahweh’s Word of God (JC)  that when it yields “Real 
Faith”,  shall then bring forth the HS within us.  Thus the HS is not brought forth just supposedly  “the once”  (as falsely taught by  charlatan Christian 
leaders – apparently through the leader),  but rather,  it is something that is continuously worked at during our personal reform of our  
spirit/personalities/desires/trait.   We continually gestate the internal  “creature/creation”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  through  “The Word of God”  (as our 
leader)  upon which  we personally  “build the HS”  by growing our mind on the RNA of God’s Word  (please see  “Born Again”  process  in glossary, 
hence 1Cor.3v4-6 all working together). 

With this being true,  why is the HS functioning by JCg  must be applied  on a continuous basis? 
      (Where JCg is  “The Word of God”  operating within us as a  presence/parousia  to become truly  “the lord/master”  of our mind.)   

Because it infers the HS can leave us again by us personally casting  “it”  aside away from our mind (Matt.13v19-22),  and thus Yahweh cannot work 
with us  (James.1v6-8) ,  therefore He will not operating around us with His HS,  only because we have rejected imitating JC within us  (by us throwing 
away the HS within us).  Please note the  correct definition  of HS as given by “FutureLife.Org”  and  not  the nonsense given by spurious Christendom. 

All the above is wholly  alien  to that taught by  worldly Christian leaders – which is understandable when we know how their mind operates – 
else they would  not  teach  “against what Yahweh wants taught to yield The Millennium”  (of which they  never  teach – quite simply they do  
not  want it,  the present world is too wonderful for them)!   

This is precisely what Satan wants taught by his cohorts  (2Cor.11v13-15)  because it gives a  false  sense of security  –  allowing duped people to do 
their  own  worldly thing,  unaccountable without the  very necessary personal audits  that  The Bible instructs us to perform  (being something else that  
worldly Christian leaders do  not  teach)! 
As the reader can see     

Worldly Christian leaders have so very much for which to answer upon their resurrection  (if not deemed  “charlatans”  by Yahweh)! 
Rom.   5v6 og yet/still/more  for  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,  
Rom.   5v6 og (the) this/being/having  {of/from us}  (of the) {without strength}/feeble/impotent/sick/weak    
Rom.   5v6 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) time/season/occasion   
Rom.   5v6 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
Rom.   5v6 og (of the) irreverent/impious/wicked/ungodly (plural,  persons)   (he [JC]) died/{was slain}/expired. 
Rom.   5v6 = For  yet/still  us  being   (spiritually)   feeble/sick/weak   (operating according to worldly methodology to self-indulge)    

the  Christ/Anointed  died/slain  according to  time/occasion  {for the  sake/behalf of}  the  irreverent/ungodly  (people). 
 

For yet us being   (spiritually)  weak   (while operating according to worldly methodology to indulge our  animalistic/carnal  minds) 
The Anointed   (for sonship by Yahweh)   he (JC)  died according to the time   (as “The Passover Lamb”,  to  reset/atone  for our past existence) 
for the sake of the  irreverent/wicked  people.   (= To give  every , person a 2 part life within which to  personally reform  upon “God’s Word”, JC) 
             (Noting,  JC’s “cover in death”  over The Great Sabbath Day [John.19v31, 20v1]  “covers us while we learn Righteousness” in The Millennium) 
 

So while we were  yet/still  sinners,  JCg forsook his very safe existence in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body and  volunteered  his very existence in a 
corruptible DNA fleshly body  (made possible by Yahweh's infinite capability to make  “His Pure Desire manifest within The Environment” = the “HS”).   
JCg became  “The Saviour”  for his personal creation  (in the midst of Yahweh’s Decree on sin  [Gen.2v17])  so that  all  humans  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  
may/perhaps/possibly  have the opportunity  (in what is to become a 2 part life)  of eternal life  in Yahweh’s most wonderful Universe. 
I repeat – because it is just so important to recognise  

JC died for  wicked/ungodly  people  (noting Rom.3v23). 
That means  all of us  (and not just for “Christians”)! 

Furthermore,  just because Christians say it only means them,  because  “they believe in Jesus”! 
Then I retort by stating,  – clearly all the Christians who state this obviously do not understand what the word  “believe”  means! 
I cover this elsewhere and have no need to repeat myself for the umpteenth time again! 
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The point is this,  all non-Christians will be resurrected into The Millennium to truly learn how to “Believe in Jesus”  along with virtually all Christians! 
Rom.   5v7 og {with difficulty}/hardly/scarcely/{with much work}  For   
Rom.   5v7 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the) righteous/innocent/justified  
Rom.   5v7 og {some/any/certain person}  (he/she will) die/{be slain}/expire.    
Rom.   5v7 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  for  of the (person)    
Rom.   5v7 og (the) {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal  shortly/possibly/peradventure/perhaps/maybe   
Rom.   5v7 og {some/any/certain person}  also  
Rom.   5v7 og (he/she may) daringly/confidently/boldly/courageously  (to) die/{be slain}/expire. 
Rom.   5v7 = For  scarcely  {some/any  person}   will  die/expire  {for the  sake/behalf of}  of the  righteous/justified  (person). 

For  {the  sake/behalf of}  of the  {intrinsically ideal/good}  person  perhaps/maybe  {some/any person} 
also  daringly/boldly/courageously  die/slain. 

 

For scarcely some person will die for the sake of the righteous person. 
                 (Because there is no need for any person to die in  “a righteous society”  he/she  is perfect and shall live according to  “The Law”!) 
For the sake of the intrinsically good person  also perhaps some person  daringly/boldly  die. 
                 (And yet  if  there is  “a possibility to personally reform”,  hence an  “intrinsically good person”  if  given a “2 part life”  because of JC) 
 

If any member of Christendom is interested to  “read to understand”  this verse,  then  he/she  seems  “to get hold of the wrong end of the stick”! 
Let me explain what Paul is explaining to us  

In his experience there is no need for a person to die in place of a person who is already righteous against  “The Law”. 
Inasmuch the righteous person has no fear to be condemned to death by  “The Law”  (hence there is no requirement from some replacement 
person to be executed). 
However,  perhaps a person might be known as a good person,  who may have done something wrong and be condemned by “The Law”,  and 
then maybe a person might die on  his/her  behalf to save that person  –  because  he/she  was generally a very good person. 

But we can extend what Paul is teaching us in context - 
JC in his hardship is prepared to die for all humans  (because presently,  people without God’s World are not righteous  [to Yahweh’s Law])  
–  but when these people have been given the opportunity to experience a perfect society  (in the 2nd part of their physical life)  in The 
Millennium then perhaps they will personally reform to become righteous,  having been shown how to develop their intrinsically good self! 

By combining the above reasoning in relation to  (1) The Law and  (2) JC,  as our  “Stand-In”  (being the whole point of this chapter)  
In  “The Midst of The Law”  –  if someone is perfect  (= righteous)  against  “The Law of Moses”  being the structure to yield a perfect 
society,  then there is no need for someone to take this perfect person's place,  because this person is innocent against  “The Law”  and there 
is no requirement for a  “stand-in”  person to take this innocent person's place.  

Where JC is demonstrably perfect against  “The Law of Moses”  –  being what  justifiably  condemns us  (with a worldly mind). 
However  

If  a person is guilty to  “The Law”  (through ignorance,  yet could be demonstrably intrinsically good if they knew The Law)  and 
this guilty person can be reformed  (when given a second  chance/opportunity)  by a  “stand-in”  person,    
Then  the  “stand-in”  person  perhaps/may  be prepared to take the guilty person's place in the midst of  “The Law of Moses”.    
      (Where we could be reformed to be intrinsically good if given The Opportunity [over a “2 part life”]). 

Can the reader see where Paul is going with this – being the comparison between JC and “us”? 
Again,  there is  no  contradiction when seen from Yahweh’s vantage point. 

No human is  righteous/equitable  to  “The Laws of Moses”  sourced by Yahweh and thus we are  not  equitable to Yahweh’s Laws 
(Rom.3v23)  required to yield a perfected environment based upon works alone  (because their mind is presently wrong).     
However JC was equitable to “The Law”  (Matt.5v16-18)  driven by  “the correct mind”,  and was thus positioned to give us  “The 2nd 
Covenant”  expressed as his Laws (Mark.12v30-31)  driving the mind enabling us to  not  be judged on  “The Law of Moses”,  but upon “The 
Law of JC”  that enabled JC to successfully pass “The Law of Moses”. 

Furthermore,  with Abraham living  before  “The Law of Moses”  was given,  he fulfilled what Yahweh asked of him  (because of his inherent righteous 
nature [hence his invitation])  –  thus Abraham  was  righteous,  being  “equitable”  (= precisely met)  the requirement asked of him  –  thus he was 
righteous to what Yahweh Desired of him  (to bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”). 
Now,  humans  can  be good people and  most  are  not  even Christians  –  they might be atheists,  agnostics or even members of other worldly religions  
–  but intrinsically they are good humans and JC also died for all these people  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  –  irrespective of whether they were Christians or not,  
hence they shall have a resurrection into The Millennium  (to become the 2nd part of our physical life).    Hence when accurately given  “The Word of 
God”  by  “The New World Leaders”  (TCs headed up by JCg,  Rev.19v16)  then these present “Non-Christians”  will reform and become  “Christ-
like”,  while by contrast many “Christians”  shall then rebel   (please see my commentaries at Matt.11v21  and  Luke.10v13). 

JC gave  no  degrees of sin for which his sacrifice covered  –  he thus died  for every human  who existed during the last 6000 years. 
Moreover,  because his gift is  “priceless”,  then  “no human can pay for it”  -  hence again,  freely given to  all  people –  without  caveats! 
JC gave us a  “2 part life”  within which we can learn how to  “truly believe in Him” (= imitate him)  and then achieve everlasting life! 

Now the difference  –  As I keep explaining  –  and only do again to keep it within our mind  (because   “You know who”,   hides God's Word from us). 
JC fulfilled  “The Law of Moses”  by using his 2 Laws  (Mark.12v30-31)  that guided his mind to produce the righteous works of  real  (not 
fake/feigned)  charity  (given  simply/freely)  as required by Yahweh. 

Thus,  JC became righteous to Yahweh’s requirement  –  to enable Yahweh to operate righteously against His own decree on sin  –  to resurrect humans 
and give us  one last opportunity  in the 2nd part of our physical life to then make a  personal  decision whether we choose to  live/participate  in a 
wonderful society in the 2nd part of our physical life.   This righteously occurs after knowing what a bad society is like from our experiences in the 1st part 
of our physical life.  It would be unrighteous for Yahweh to force a bad decision upon ourselves  (as the descendants)  made by Adam and Eve,  when 
there are intrinsically good people within the lineage of our ancestors!   

That again is  true  righteousness  –  is it not? 
But further,  as I copiously explain elsewhere,  the people who choose now during the 1st part of their physical life to fully implement  “The Two Laws”  
that JC used to succeed over  “The Law of Moses”  (Matt.5v17-18),  means they are  not  judged by Yahweh on  “The Law of Moses”. 
Rather they are judged upon The Latest Law  (under  “The New [2nd] Contract”)  –  being  “The Two Laws”  given by JC  –  because they are trying to 
precisely imitate his  ministry/lifestyle  (because of their intrinsic nature).  
Those people who achieve this in sincerity,  demonstrated by their works imitating JC’s ministry  shall be judged by Yahweh  as being  
righteous/equitable  not  to  “The Law of Moses”,  but to  “The Two Laws of JC”  that made him successful  (for JC again)  to become a son of God. 
Thus,  those people who  are  equitable to  JC’s  Reference/Golden  Standard  shall  also  receive the  same  “Expectation of The Inheritance”  that JC 
will receive being that of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

This will  only  occur when Yahweh has His full quota  (to be)  of 144000  “Sons of God”  (Rev,7v4-8, 14v1-4)  taken out of The Gospel Age. 
That time is very soon  –  and thus The Millennium will occur within the next few decades at the time of writing  (2015 CE),  certainly before 2065 CE. 
But the Millennium has  not  yet occurred and thus there are still places to be filled on Yahweh's  “Scroll of  (guaranteed everlasting)  Life”  (as a future 
son of God)  and you,  the reader,  could/perhaps/maybe  fill one of these vacant positions  (Rev.5v1-10). 
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As JC showed in his parable of the Vineyard  (Matt.20v1-15)  –  the workers throughout the Day  (representing a person’s 1st part of their physical life)  
all received the  same  “wage”.  That wage  “for successful work in the vineyard”  is  “Sonship to Yahweh”. 
We can either start at an age of 20, 40 or 70 years old,  but provided our personality completely changes and we become fully committed to precisely 
imitate JC’s ministry,  then we too can be part of that most select grouping of workers for  “The Prize”  (1Cor.9v24-26, etc.)  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  
provided we personally follow The Rules  (2Tim.2v5)  which are,   to imitate JC. 

“The Rules”  come from  “The Word of God”  (and  not  after it has passed through our  worldly Christian leaders' minds)! 
It is incumbent upon The Reader to carry out a  thorough audit  on what is taught,  –  else you deserve what you receive! 

To be a  proficient/competent  auditor  –  then The Auditor is required to know  his/her  subject matter  –  thus  personally  read  The Bible yourself! 
Rom.   5v8 og (he/she) {to stand in union}/{convene together}/{introduce favourably}/exhibit/ 

/{stand near}/constitute/commend/consist/approve     
Rom.   5v8 og and  the  (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   (the) benevolence/charity/dear/love/agape   
Rom.   5v8 og into/unto  us/our/we  the  {specific god}  because  yet/still/more  sinners/offenders  this/being/having     
Rom.   5v8 og {of/from us}  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead 
Rom.   5v8 og {of/from us}  (he) died/slain/expired. 
Rom.   5v8 = And  “the specific god”,   his  (JC's)   charity/agape  {stands in union}/{convenes together}  into/unto   us  (TCs), 

because  yet/still  us  being  as  sinners/offenders,  the  Christ/Anointed  died/slain  {for the  sake/behalf}  {of us}. 
 

And  “the specific god”  (JCg)  his  charity/agape  stands in union unto us   (TCs and the brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
because yet us  (specifically TCs)    (while)   being sinners,   
The Anointed  (by Yahweh for Sonship)   died for the sake of us   (TCs who  are  prepared to reform  early  [not requiring The Millennium]). 
               (The crux being that  “The Anointed”  is a pointer for The TCs reforming  as  “The Early Adopters”  achieve what JC gained  -  “Sonship”) 

 

“The specific god”  here points directly to JCg while he was in the heavens.  JCg took pity on us  (his personal creation)  knowing there  were  specific 
individuals who  yearned  to be with JCg as a mate  (Bride, Rev.21v2,9)  demonstrated as being worthy but sadly hampered by their sinful state.  
Just as we humans might have an intense affection for a very close pet,  then likewise JCg had that with  some  humans  –  but  in his righteousness  
(being spoken of here)  JC has cast  The Safety Net  under  all  humans to catch them before they enter  “the singularity of annihilation”.   

All humans irrespective of creed,  colour,  ethnic background,  religious background,  heinous crime against humanity  –  all these people will 
be given a 2nd opportunity to entrust in JC. 
This shall occur either during the 1st part of their physical life  (as “The Early Adopter”)  or  during the 2nd part of their physical life  (with 
The Many people)  in The Millennium within a perfected society  to gain  “The Late Adopters”. 

This  is  “The (Real) Good News”  message that JC and  “The 1st Century Christians”  taught –  but is absolutely  never  taught today by  worldly 
Christian Leaders  –  because Satan desires to snub out this  (1) “Good News of The Millennium”  and specifically that of  (2) “Sonship to Yahweh”  by 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry.  Satan is  so fearful  of 144000 being attained,  being The Trigger Threshold unto Satan’s demise (Rev.12v12, 20v1-3)! 

On my 3rd revision  –  I realise we need to explain this verse a bit more. 
Firstly,  we all must take out of our mind is  the unrighteous nonsense  we are taught by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders. 

Once doing this,  then we are  in the position to understand Yahweh’s most  Righteous Plan  for Human Salvation. 
Firstly,  we should notice the switch from  “agapao”  to  “agape”  (lost in our  very poor  bible translations for analytical understanding,  perhaps the 
worst being the NIV).  Secondly,  we should see the context of this verse in relation to the previous verse 7,  then  throw-in  the previous verses 1 to 6. 
Putting all these verses together enables us to peer into Paul’s mind as he wrote this gospel. 
As I stated earlier –  firstly throw away the  unrighteous nonsense  taught by  worldly Christian leaders who are  utterly spiritually blind  with regard to  
“Yahweh’s Pure Desire being made manifest within The Environment”  (= the “HS”)  noting the warning given in  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39  about them. 
Paul is teaching of  “The Ideal Goal”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Which is  (because  worldly Christian leaders  never  teach this fundamental truth) - 

To become  “Anointed”  (hence the omission of  “Jesus”  alongside “Anointed”)  future son of God  (and hence be part of the 144000 TCs).  
This terminology is repeated through much of Paul’s writings when he targets the TCs to imitate JC for  “The Goal”  (= “The Anointed”  by Yahweh). 
This can  only  occur by  “precisely imitating JC”  (hence Paul’s exhortation at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 
Paul makes this his key point  (because of what he knows at 2Cor.12v1-3)  and Yahweh cannot move to the next stage of His Plan without these key 
members  (being the 144000 TCs)  to make this plan a reality at The Millennium.  This  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold” of 144000 TCs  must occur first,  
to righteously fulfil Prophecy  and thus yield JCg’s 2nd Advent to collect his metaphoric bride  (precisely in the same manner that required the Prophets  
[giving prophesy]  to yield JC’s 1st Advent). 
That is point number one. 
Now  moving-on  to face a reality that yields point number two  
For this to occur,  then Yahweh needs these people to be drawn out of a world whose members are presently  disgusting! 

All  members of The World  are disgusting  –  because they operate by varying levels to worldly methodology  (Rom.3v23)  and hence would 
be  exterminated  in the midst of  “The Face of Yahweh” (Ex.33v20).  This is all  naturally contrary  to what  worldly Christian leaders 
preach to us,  because they absolutely do  not  understand  “The Word of God”  as my many audits of their sermons clearly demonstrate  
(please see some of my audited examples on “FutureLife.Org”). 
They can  only  teach of  “worldly things”  for  “worldly minds”  –  when operating according to a worldly mind  (for the worldly payback). 

How can we move from  “point two”  to  “point one”  in our lives?  
This is where Yahweh requires a pool of people from out of which,  He can personally select  “The Few from out of The Many”. 

This is precisely what JC told us at Matt.20v16, 22v14  –  please see my local commentaries that thoroughly explain this. 
JC  (1) came with  “The Word of God part 2”  and  (2) became  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to give  “The One Opportunity”  for all people over what is to 
become a  “2 part life” to yield an eternal existence,  with only one caveat which is    

“To precisely imitate JC when having The Full Knowledge on knowing how to precisely imitate him.” 
This can occur in the 1st part of our physical life to be  “The Early Adopter”  and thus anointed to become a future  “Son of God”,  “The Ideal Result”. 
Or this reform to imitate JC,  can occur in the 2nd part of our physical life to become “The Late Adopter” (but nonetheless  “a satisfactory result”). 
There is  no  3rd part to our life,  JC only died  “The Once”  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.),  and thus if we refuse to precisely imitate JC over 
these two opportunities then we become  “iniquitous”  and face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation.   “Annihilation” means,  “non-existence”,  thereby not 
be conscious to even realise  “we are non-existent”,  to be as though we have not existed  (I repeatedly state  “the obvious”  only to counter the nonsense  
“purgatory”  and nonsense  “hell-fire”  as taught by  “You know who”  in their utter  unrighteous  exegesis!   Yahweh is  only  “Righteous”  and would 
do nothing as that imagined by our  worldly Christian leaders to frighten devotees into submission  (of the leaders’ dictate’ – given without reason)! 

That is why these specific Christian leaders have the  “unrighteous mind”  of Satan – and become his representatives  (2Cor.11v13-15)! 
The exhortation for  “The Anointed”  is given at  Rev.2v11and 20v6  to become part of  “The Early Adopters”  who need not worry about  “The 2nd 
Death”  if they have been resurrected in  heavenly/celestial  bodies  “Anointed by Yahweh”  (Matt.20v23)  as  “The Heirs”  over  “The Resurrected 
World”  (1Cor.15v35-55, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.). 
Thus,  Paul is telling us here,   all  TCs were sinful and a detestation to Yahweh in their former state.  but Yahweh foreknew they would reform. 
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However,  with JC as  “The Word of God part 2”  righteously answering  The Tanakh (“God’s Word part 1”)  gives both   (1) direction for our mind to 
guide our  hearts/{seats of motivation}  and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice to righteously get us into the 2nd part of our physical life,  that enables the 
reformed TCs to have  “The Direction”  for The Mind.  The TCs are so thankful for what JC as  “the specific god”  has given to them in the form of  
charity  being  (1) “The Word of God”  to reform our mind and  (2) “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to make our continued existence possible in The Midst of 
Yahweh’s Decree,  and thus freely choose to precisely imitate him for their guaranteed salvation. 

Can the reader understand this?   Being what is in Paul’s mind as he writes this? 
This is an exhortation  to us  to become like him  –  take on board this Knowledge and start imitating him as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12). 
By consequence,  Paul states in the previous verse  

There is no need for someone to die for a righteous person. 
Yet,  no human is righteous by themselves  (without some positive external intervention)  hence the next part of what Paul said  
          But some person may perhaps die for an  intrinsically good  person  (having presently lost direction). 
Inasmuch there is something inside a person that can be drawn out to  The Fore  –  being  “The New Person”  choosing to build their  New  
life  upon  “The Word of God”  (= JCg becoming the lord/master of a hearkening slave’s mind). 

It should be carefully noted,  Paul stated an  “intrinsically good”  person.  He did  not  state anything about a  “bad”  person. 
Where no one would die for an  “intrinsically bad”  person  –  because they are  not  worth it! 

And this becomes  “The Separation”  to be made over a 2 part life  –  where  charlatan Christian leaders  are  “intrinsically bad”  people to  
“The Word of God”  and yet they are  “beloved”  by millions upon millions of  deluded/seduced  “Christians”  not able to discern them! 
I can spot a  charlatan Christian leader before they even open  his/her  mouth  –  by examining their demeanour,  and when they open their 
mouth it simply confirms what I surmised beforehand.  That is why these specific individuals shall  not  be resurrected after their present 
existence,  because,  being like Judas Iscariot,  they have squandered JC’s ransom sacrifice,  treated what JC has done  “as dirt”  -  and 
likewise Yahweh shall judge them similarly at  the end of their present existence  –  they face  “personal annihilation”. 

I could write much more here  –  but it all becomes a repeat of what I copiously write elsewhere. 
Importantly,  this  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC is  never  taught by   “You know who”,  and consequently I must keep shouting out this 
knowledge to counter the millions upon millions of worthless hours of the presently preached  “Religion”  in The World.  Yahweh is wholly disgusted 
with what  “Religion”  represents and delivers into the environment,  hence the exhortation at Rev.18v4,  which will occur at  “The Close of The Gospel 
Age”,  with only  “1st Century Christianity”  surviving ready for its entry into The Millennium and beyond,  into “The Eternity”. 
Rom.   5v9 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) many/much/plenteous  therefore/then  (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better     
Rom.   5v9 og (the having been) {rendered justified/innocent/equitable}  now/presently/immediately   
Rom.   5v9 og in  to the [= within]  blood  (of the) him [JC],  
Rom.   5v9 og (we shall be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved  through (reason of)   (of the) him  
Rom.   5v9 og off/away/separated/from  of the  {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance. 
Rom.   5v9 = Therefore/Then   

in  the  much  {greater degree}/better  now  the having been  {made  justified/innocent}   (= sin within us,  now atoned) 
within  his  (JC's)   blood   (being “the essence of life” given by JC for our present life to make our life become a 2 part life),  
we  (as TCs)   shall be   (guaranteed)   delivered/saved/preserved  through reason  of the  him  (JC)  
off/from  of the  {violent passion}/wrath/vengeance   (of Yahweh at the end of The Gospel Age and then again,  during The Millennium). 

 

Therefore,  (we,  TCs having wholly hearkened unto  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
(are then)  in the much better   (position,  than we were before  [while being “humans” operating with an  animalistic/carnal  mind])   
(now)  the having been rendered  justified/innocent   (from of our previous existence,  that operated according to worldly methodology) 
within his (JC’s)  blood   (JC has become The Means  [as atoning sacrifice]  for Yahweh to give us  all  a 2nd part to our life),  
we   (as TCs who recognise this by precisely imitating JC during the 1st part of our physical life to personally achieve  “The Invited Goal” of “Sonship”)   
shall be  (guaranteed)  saved   (from annihilation)   through reason of him  (JC)   (giving  “The Heeded Ministry”  to wholly reform TCs’ lives) 
from of the wrath   (of Yahweh implementing  “The Law”  – being  “The Results of Sin” = annihilation,  by ignoring  us’  at  “Any Resurrection”). 

               (Being  “The Law of Moses”  that Yahweh implements on a  charlatan Christian leader rebelling  “The Spirit of JC’s Sacrifice”  in the mind.) 
 

The first thing we must ask ourselves - 
In our supposed  “enlightened”  western  “presumed Christian Society”  -  what is this wrath?   This must be wrong! 
Surely there can be no  “wrath”  when we are taught there is a  “Loving God”!   

Christendom pushing out this gross  “misinformation”  is precisely what Satan  wants to hear being preached! 
The twisted message given so that humans are spiritually blind to be understanding the two Entities involved,  and of the greater picture of harmony in 
Yahweh’s Universe.  But we who understand,  realise that Yahweh’s Wrath  is  fully justified to yield a  perfect  society. 

Do  good  people wish to live with  selfish  people  (at all ends of the spectrum)  who continuously  “take off them”  in a parasitic manner? 
Noting specifically  “Leaders of Religion”  physically existing off their craft in a fleshly manner  (the counter at Acts.18v3, 2Thes.3v6-12)! 
Where,  they should be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  but they cannot  –  because they do  not  even know what  is  His Desire! 

Not  fulfilling our role  to be edifying our neighbour  (to our own hurt)  will  not  lead to a  righteous/equitable  society!   
A righteous society is where  all  people should be putting  into  “the pot of society”  together  -  rather than a few persons putting into  “the 
pot of society”  and the many persons keep taking out from the effort of others  (especially when we shall be in perfected bodies without 
infirmity stopping us from working,  noting what Proverbs and The Prophets say about people who choose not to contribute to society in The 
New Israel of The Millennium)!   

All of which is what Yahweh states to us in The Bible as  “The Word of God”! 
However  as usual,  our  worldly Christian Leaders to sound  “wonderful”  in the ears of their beholders  (2Tim.4v3-4)  mince all this righteous logic up 
– and thus  despise  Yahweh’s Righteous Word in their errant and unrighteous preaching   –  and consequently to them specifically  –  it appears that 
Yahweh will be vengeful! 
I just plead to these  worldly Christian Leaders to reform while they still have the opportunity  to become Christ-like  in their thinking  –  being The One 
of Whom they supposedly claim to come in  the name’   (but presently  not  in the same  character  or  authority,  Mark.1v22, etc.). 
A 4th Revision Addition on the 23rd of March 2020. 
We have Corvid-19 starting to aggressively rise in UK, England,  and people are selfishly taking from others by emptying the food shelves in panic 
buying,  while a nurse finishing a 45+ hour week shift cannot find any food to buy to keep her healthy for her next long shift!   How many of those people 
panic buying consider themselves “Christians”  and go to church?   There are many other examples occurring now – of which I could bring to the fore,  
for example,  thousands upon thousands of people flocking to rural areas, parks and beaches,  wholly ignoring lock-down,  showing  “selfish self-
indulgence rules supreme”!    Can the reader start to see what I am trying to say here in relation to the earlier section of my commentary? 
Therefore,  we need  “The Millennium”  -  for people like this to learn  “Righteousness”  in the 2nd part of their life,  to extract them out of  “Ignorance”! 
Rom.   5v10 og if  For  (the) hateful/hostiles/adversaries/opposers/enemies (persons [worldly humans])  this/being/having  
Rom.   5v10 og (we were) {changed mutually}/{compounded a difference}/reconciled   to the  God [Yahweh]  
Rom.   5v10 og through (reason of)  of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality  of the  son [JC(g)]   (of the) Him [Yahweh],   
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Rom.   5v10 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) many/much/plenteous  (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better   
Rom.   5v10 og (the having been) {changed mutually}/{compounded a difference}/reconciled   
Rom.   5v10 og (we shall be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved   
Rom.   5v10 og in  to the  [= within]  life/existence  (of the) him [JC]. 
Rom.   5v10 For  if  being  {hostile people}/enemies   (with worldly  spirit/personality/desires/traits)   we were  reconciled  to the  God, 

through reason  of  His  (Yahweh)   son’s  (JC’s)   death/fatality   (of the ransom sacrifice),  
(Then)  In the  much  {greater degree}/better  the having been  {changed mutually}/reconciled   (thus a  change  in  BOTH  parties),   
we  (as TCs)   shall be  delivered/saved/preserved  within  his  (JC's)   life/existence. 
(= JCg now having been resurrected and is waiting to collect the 144000 TCs at The 1st Resurrection). 

 

For if we   (originally)   being hostile people   (driven by worldly methodology)   were reconciled  (by JC)   to The God (Yahweh) 
through reason of His (Yahweh’s)  son’s (JC)  death   (The Ransom Sacrifice to gain the 2nd part of our physical life), 
(Then)  Much better the having been mutually changed we   (as TCs)   shall be saved within his (JC’s)  existence. 
            (= Thus, if JC did this for our life while we were sinful,  then how much better shall it be for us if we  change now to be like him  (= gain Sonship) 

            (TCs reciprocate,  by spiritually changing their mind to be like JC,  so that Yahweh shall physically change their body to become like JCg.) 
 

I fully explain all the implications of this in my commentary to 4v25.  
However,  our  worldly Christian leaders just do  not   “Get this verse”! 

They do  not  understand any part of this verse! 
Or rather  

They  {choose not to know}/{prefer to remain ignorant}  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50)  to what this verse  really  means! 
Thus,  they choose  not  to know what this verse means in both their words and deeds  (and condemned by Yahweh accordingly)! 
Paul wrote warningly to  “The Jews”  of Rome  –  because  (as I explain throughout John's Gospel)  what is being condemned of The Jewish  
“Christians”  is that they are more knowledgeable of The Scriptures  (= The Tanakh)   than The Gentiles without The Old Testament.  And for 
precisely the same reason Paul's inquisitorial stance to the Jewish Christians then,  is turned towards  worldly Christian leaders today,   – 
because they have  “The Knowledge”  but do  not  accurately apply it within their life! 

Thus,  while our  worldly Christian leaders choose  “not”  to understand this verse,  it seems so extraordinarily simple to me! 
This verse means a  “life  change”! 

This  “Life Change”  means precisely that!   JC gave his life for us  –  so that we might have the opportunity  to  change  our life to become like his! 
It is as simple as that!    
There is absolutely  no  “mystery”  in that statement! 

I explain all this so profusely elsewhere  (especially within my commentaries of John's Gospel)  being a 2 part spiritual and 2 part physical life. 
Most important of all,  what is done must  not  be hypocritical  (as sadly we witness amongst  “Leaders of Religion” -  Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1). 
Thus,  everything must be done in an entirely righteous manner  –  which shall ultimately be recognised as to be  only  to the Glory of Yahweh. 
The very necessary warning - 

Whatever we do,  must  not be to our own glory as individuals,  because as JC tells us  “we are nothing without him”  as  “The Word of God” 
operating within us.    We must  take nothing  for what we freely give to The World.  We must  sequestrate nothing  from what is due to our 
Master,  and thus as slaves,  we must become  The Last/Least  within The World to ensure we take nothing for our free service to The World. 

All this is  precisely what The Bible  teaches us. 
But regrettably,  we are all able to witness the  “media hyping”  of  “charismatic”  leaders soaking up worldly glory to the detestation of Yahweh. 
This does  not  bring the individuals watching this circus act any form of deep inner commitment to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  -  but it is a 
self-satisfying,  self-indulgent vanity in this  “supposed worship”  to Yahweh!   Especially when most of the audience have not much idea how JC really 
behaved and taught during his ministry  (except a few twisted soundbite events  – and they do not understand the real significance behind why they were 
done)!    

This  “circus event”  does  not  generate  “future World Leaders”  for The Millennium imitating JC! 
That is why Yahweh detests this activity. 

This is  not  the fault of the poor deluded congregational members,  but rather it is back again to their leaders enjoying what this world brings to them  
(Matt.24v23-26, Luke.10v46-48, etc.).   But what is the fault of the congregational members is that they do  not  daily  read The Bible for themselves,  and 
if they reject doing that simple thing  –  then Yahweh shall obviously reject them from a position of Sonship  (thus they are  not  a “Child of God”  but a 
“bastard”  Heb.12v8).   All this is true,  irrespective of what unrighteous nonsense our  worldly  Christian leaders preach on that subject  –  obviously  
they are  not  “children of God themselves”  if they cannot even get  “The Basics”  correct! 

Therefore,  after that rather rude awakening for some of us,  then the very next verse for those people who fulfil Yahweh's Desire - 
Rom.   5v11 og not  merely/only/alone  and  but  also  (we are) boasting/glorying/rejoicing/publicising [middle voice] 
Rom.   5v11 og in  to the [= within]  God  through (reason of)  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus   
Rom.   5v11 og (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  through (reason of)  {of whom/which}  now/presently/immediately   
Rom.   5v11 og the  exchange/adjustment/alteration/restoration/reconciliation  
Rom.   5v11 og (we) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received. 
Rom.   5v11 = And  not  merely/only   (this in v10),  

but  also  we  (as TCs)   are  boasting/rejoicing/publicising  within  the  God  (Yahweh)   through reason of our  lord/master,   
the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  (by Yahweh to be our mediator),   through reason  of whom  (JC),    
(we as humans)   now  grasp/obtain  the  exchange/adjustment/reconciliation   (= been given a new start in life having our sins covered). 

 

And not only   (what is stated in verse 10) 
but  also we (TCs)  are  boasting/publicising   (by teaching in  words/deeds  The Mind)   within The God (Yahweh)   
through reason of our master   (JC as “The Word of God”  wholly controlling our mind,  so that we think and reason,  precisely as did JC) 
            (As we are told of  “The Disciples”  who shall teach “1st Century Christianity”,  John.14v20, 17v21-26  [they were  not  “worldly Christians”]) 
the Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh to be  “The Premier Son of God”,  and our  mediator/intercessor,  1Tim.2v5), 
through reason of whom   (JC,  we humans)   now get hold of the exchange   (from everlasting death to everlasting life,  with our sins atoned). 
 

Thus,  precisely as we are told  
     “through JC  (as The Word of God)  we gain reconciliation”  =  JCg justifies us through his  personal  sacrifice,  thus JC = JCg = “ho theos”  of us. 
But  “The Almighty God”  Yahweh is a completely separate Entity.  Sadly,  I am forced to belabour this point because of the falsehoods given in The 
World by those misguided leaders who claim to come in  “the name”  of JC  (but are ignoring his character and thus  not  having his authority). 
Moreover,  from Rev.19v13  we also know that we are only able to come to Yahweh through JCg as   “The Word of God”! 
All amazingly simple to understand,  –  and it really does not need much intelligence to realise - 

That we  cannot  personally gain “The Word of God”  (so that we might come to Yahweh)  if we do  not  read  The Bible on a  daily  basis! 
This becomes  stage one  out of  the three stages  –  before we can gain  “Real Faith”  and then begin to start fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 
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What comes  “naturally to worldly”  Christian leaders,  then they teach  none  of this  –  or they recommend we look at the NIV which is a heinous 
strangulation of  “The Word of God”  in what it gives by  “worldly interpretation”  –  because as I show on this website  –  it is scandalous to  “The 
Word of God”  in key places through mistranslation!   I would much rather recommend the readily available KJV,  because at least the KJV is a  sincere 
translation  even though it has a few very  minor  errors within it  (with regard to Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation). 
This verse tells us about  “The TCs”  who thoroughly know  “The Word of God”  personally because it operates as a  presence/parousia  within an 
individual to yield  real  faith from which  then  comes the HS.  Notice  the HS that comes last  within this sequence of events and  not  first as we are 
errantly taught by our  charlatan Christian leaders personally after the  self-indulgent  hype for the worldly return that their bewitching sermons give to 
their hypnotised audiences! 
I only give this by warning  –  so the reader may have the eyes opened to what is occurring within The World at The Close of The Gospel Age,  all as 
foretold by JC  (Matt.7v12-14, 24v23-26, etc. and Paul 2Cor.11v13-15)  to protect us from the wolves in sheep's clothing  (Matt.7v15, Luke.10v3, 
Acts.20v29, etc.)! 
That is the crux of this verse,  these TCs  (Paul, Timothy, etc.,)  all put themselves out on a limb in danger to  honestly give out  “The Word of God”  in 
both word and deed  (1Cor,4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28, etc.,)  through much persecution  (sourced by people having their “hypocrisy” exposed, Luke.12v1).  
Therefore,  it is by precisely doing this that    

“We become reconciled as  The Early Adopters  to Yahweh through JC as The Word of God”,   and certainly  not  beforehand! 
All this is required beforehand in the 1st part of the TCs’ physical life while purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  because the TCs must  “prove 
themselves worthy”  as the future world leaders in The Millennium,  to a presently cynical, and self-indulgent world. 
 
18th Comment – Through one man,  Adam,  sin came into The World,  and so death followed through all generations,  
because we have all sinned  (= premeditated wrong-doing)  at some time during our life  (Rom.3v23).   
19th Comment – While there was no Law,  no sin could be pinned against a standard!  –  Yet  “Death”  continued from 
Adam – thus there was still sin as shown by us  “dying”  (note what unjustly occurred to JC,  hence of his resurrection)! 
40th Reasoning – Thus  “Death”  continued until  “the  pattern/type/stamp”  of Adam came in the form of JC,  from God 
(Yahweh),  where JC freely chose to be perfect to  righteously/equitably  balance  “The Original Sin”  (Rev.5v1-12)! 
Instruction – repeat - “Sin” means, “deliberate wrong-doing”,  “Sideslip”  means, “accidental error in deportment”. 
Thus “Sin” is  “predetermined wrong to hurt a recipient”,  “Sideslip” is  “an unintentional misdemeanour”. 
41st Reasoning – JC as “The Son of Man”  and  “The Son of God”  means:- 
He was born in fleshly DNA,  and yet in this DNA,  Yahweh had captured JCg’s original  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
that operates in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  -  hence his early propensity to learn God’s Word  (Luke.2v46-50). 
42nd Reasoning – From Adam came death  (we had no choice),  from JC comes the opportunity to life  (we have a choice) 
That is why the outcome is different  –  in the 1st occasion under Adam,  we had no choice –  but under JC,  then the 2nd 
occasion gives us a  free choice  which can be personally exercised during our  “2 part life”  (see glossary)! 
We must first become educated in the two  methodologies/regimes  to then make “The Righteous Decision”  on our future. 
20th Comment – From the one man,  Adam,  came death to all humans;   from the one man,  JC,  came the opportunity for 
everlasting life  (now over two parts)  for  all  humans  (provided  we ultimately  imitate JC’s  lifestyle driven by agapao). 
Instruction - (repeat) – Everlasting life ultimately only comes from precisely imitating JC’s lifestyle. 
39th Good News – Because JC atoned our sins,  then our imminent death now becomes “asleep” (John.11v11-15)  and 
thus  reset/{buy back}  all the many sins committed while in the 1st part of our physical life. 
40th Good News – Because JC covers us over  “The Great Sabbath Day”,  then this learning for most of us will spiritually  
extend  into the 2nd part of our physical life  (The Millennium)  before we personally perfect our mind upon  “The Word of 
God”  given within The Environment of a  perfect/harmonious  society. 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
41st Good News – If our sin while ignorant is reset by JC’s atonement then  gifts/favours  can flow from Yahweh,  but only 
if we imitate JC’s ministry as TCs given 2 or 5 talents (for example)  in preparation of the greater work in The Millennium. 
17th Prophecy – Because of what JC has done – then  “Life/Existence”  can reign as king over  “Death”  provided we 
learn to precisely imitate JC –  he,  being The Mechanism to righteously make this prophecy occur. 
Rom.   5v12 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  {just as}/{exactly like}   
Rom.   5v12 og through (reason of)   one/singularly  (of the) man [Adam]   the  sin/fault/offence   
Rom.   5v12 og into/unto  the  world/adornment/decoration/life [= Mankind]   (it) entered/{arose into}/{went in}   
Rom.   5v12 og also  through (reason of)  of the  sin/fault/offence  (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality,   
Rom.   5v12 og also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  into/unto  (the) all  (the) men  
Rom.   5v12 og the  death/{deadly result}/fatality  (it) traversed/came/departed/went/abroad/{passed by/over/through},   
Rom.   5v12 og over/upon  {to whom/which}  (the) all (persons)   (they) sinned/faulted/offended. 
Rom.   5v12 = Through reason of this  (being what JC has done to give us  [who ultimately imitate him]  “life”),   

{just as}  through reason of  one/singular  man’s  (Adam’s)  sin/offence  (to Yahweh's command at Gen.2v17),   
also  the  death/fatality  entered  unto/into  The  World/Life  through reason of the  sin/offence  (to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt),  
also  {in this manner}/so  unto all  Mankind the  death/fatality  traversed/{passed through}  (as we witness),  
upon/concerning  {to whom}  all/every  persons  sinned/offended  (at some point in our lives,  to varying degrees – thus all are guilty). 

 

Through reason of this   (being  [1] The Ransom Sacrifice to get us into the 2nd part of our life and  [2] The Ministry to purify our mind), 
just as through reason of one man's  (Adam)  sin   (to Yahweh's command given at Gen.2v17), 
also the death entered into The World through reason of the sin   (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt  [being The Driver of Original Sin]) 
            (As proffered by Satan and accepted by Adam and Eve – because they wanted to “be like God”,  Gen.3v1-5.) 
also in this manner unto all Mankind the death passed through   (all the generations learning worldly methodology first,  within a corrupt body) 
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concerning to whom all people sinned   (at some point in our life,  to varying degrees  –  thus we are  all  guilty  [Rom.3v23]). 
 

I am often asked  
Why does  “sin”  pass down through generations? 
Why should I carry the original sin of Adam and Eve? 
How can this be fair from a Righteous God? 

This requires a 3-level answer. 
1. I have answered the uncertainty in the questioner’s mind about Yahweh’s  Righteous  nature in 4v29,  where I have shown how Yahweh is 

holding back from applying JC’s salvation until Satan has been removed from us.  This will then give us  all  a  fair/righteous/equitable  
opportunity to get to learn of the glorious world where righteousness reigns supreme and  we have time to build-up the desire  not  to lose it. 

2. It presupposes that the questioner has not sinned after they knew about God’s righteous nature and of His requirements.  Unlikely! 
3. The best way to answer this is through an example.  However,  the illustration that I give is not Politically Correct,  which is rather sad that 

people cannot speak of  “facts”,   only as  “facts”,  without a tirade of unjustified abuse being aimed at them!   The important thing is this   I 
am absolutely  not  making any personal judgement upon all the distressed individuals involved,  moreover,  we know that in The Millennium,  
they will all be resurrected in a perfected DNA fleshly body  (without the ailment I am now to discuss in the illustration),  to learn of a 
righteous lifestyle within a perfect society along with all of us. 

The example I would like to use is AIDS  (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome). 
It is a  verifiable  fact  that most instances of AIDS increase  (certainly in the early days),  occurred to people not following Biblical principles.   
These are   Staying  faithful to one partner,  not lying with a man as a woman and finally,  not abusing our body  through drug abuse. 
Thus,  it could be said   The people  not  following The Bible’s precepts  (of good advice)  suffered the consequences of their personal actions. 
This is absolutely  not  God’s retribution  (as some deviant religious leaders might state),  but quite simply  

If the writing on a sign near a cliff face says   “Do not go near the edge”,  but we ignore this advice and promptly fall over the edge! 
We need to ask ourselves this question - 

Is this God’s Retribution because He has created gravity or merely the person is being foolish by ignoring the warning? 
Clearly the answer is the latter  –  the person’s foolishness! 

So how is this,  be an applicable example to illustrate my conjecture? 
We have people wilfully disobeying principles that would otherwise hold them in good stead for a healthy life. 
They ignore the good advice and suffer the consequences,  being afflicted with AIDS. 

What happens now? 
The lady sufferer may have a child.  There was  (is  at the time of original writing)  a very high probability for that baby to be born with AIDS. 
We now have a  “like-for-like”  scenario with Adam and Eve setting The Mould from which we follow. 
The afflicted person with AIDS has their  “DNA messed with”  through the action of the virus made possible by their action of sinning against Biblical 
requirements,  which now passes down through generations. 
Precisely the same scenario has occurred with Adam and Eve as I detail technically with explaining the DNA action elsewhere on this website. 
Adam and Eve lost the systemic repair mechanisms within their DNA that allowed them to live forever  –  because Yahweh stepped away from them by 
removing  “The Tree of Life”  (Gen.3v24, which if accepted as written,  could be physically considered as having the repair enzymes in its  fruit/leaves  
etc., to maintain the genome system support DNA’)  from their reach.  Please also see my commentary at Rev.22v2 where I expand spiritually upon what 
this could mean. 
That physically is how the original sin has now run down through the generations through the faulty DNA within us  (labelled as “Junk DNA”),  
precisely in the same manner in the illustration I gave. 

That is  “The Physical Aspect”.  Now let us consider  “The Spiritual Aspect”. 
As we grew up within The World,  we all developed our selfish nature  –  a child develops an instinct to  grab and take  from The Environment. 
Some parents correct this selfish attitude in their children because they  agapao/{edifying love}  their child  (Heb.12v5-10). 
However other parents having no care over their children,  will allow their children to continue the growth of this bad character trait to bring forth a 
nasty adult.  It is the disciplinary feedback to guide the mind back to what Yahweh Desires that shall result in a decent person. 
My point is that before our access to  “The Word of God”,  then we operated according to  “The Worldly Standard”  that opposes  “The Word of God”  
and clearly adversarial to Yahweh's Requirements  –  and thus we have sinned!   But it does not end there! 

Once we have  “The Word of God”,  then what are we personally to do with it? 
Sadly,  most people are not interested to be imbuing it into their mind.  These are generally  “Christian congregations”  and  “non-Christians”. 
Moreover,  some people having a semblance of  “The Word of God”  –  then ignore what it personally means in their life  (worldly Christian leaders). 
Then finally,  we have the worst!    
People who know  “The Word of God”  (charlatan Christian leaders)  and then behave as  spiritual paedophiles  (Luke.17v2)  to defraud their devotees!  
I thoroughly explain elsewhere these types of Christian leaders are also likened to  “rogue traders”  –  charging their deluded customers for a very 
substandard service  (as regard to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  [but they fulfil a worldly desire]).   Yahweh detests these conmen and conwomen  –  but as 
always,  before  the conperson's work is exposed,  these charlatans are fervently loved by their victims,  because the victims know no better when 
preferring to have their ears tickled (2Tim.4v3-4)!   That is why we have The Millennium to catch the deluded congregational members,  thereby giving 
them an opportunity to reform to something that Yahweh phileo (= attractively loves),  and the  charlatan Christian leaders shall  never  be resurrected 
into The Millennium to continue their scam. 
The point behind these observations is that  very few  people  (only 144000 TCs and The Prophets before them)  truly reform their mind to Yahweh's 
Methodology,  thereby rejecting the present  “The Local Heaven/Sky”  (= “The Authority”  over The Earth)  of Eph.2v2,  as established by Satan 
(2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19  through his  “Hench-persons”  and cohorts [2Cor.11v13-15],  confirmed by JC at John.15v15-25  –  because The Environment 
is presently not conducive to imitate JC to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
That is  why  we need The Millennium for 99.99+% of people,  so that most people might then reform  within  a conducive environment. 
This is  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC  (as  “The Word of God part 2” to make this possible)  and equally by the 
following apostles. 
A final comment must not be left unsaid. 

JC did not just  “die”. 
He was severely persecuted for about 3 hours and then nailed to fixed-posts and hung-out,  left to die in this state over a period of about 6 hours. 
If this was not bad enough,  JCg  knew  this was to occur  before  he left his  very safe position  in the heavens,  and thus he  volunteered  his  “complete 
existence”  to be placed in jeopardy  –  because if JC sinned  only the once  during his assay period during his ministry then he would be annihilated and 
his creation  “us”  likewise!   It is as serious as that  -  and it cannot be overstated how serious was the action JCg did for  “us”,  as JC. 
Moreover,  it does not stop there! 
Consider Yahweh  –  seeing His most wonderful and beloved son JCg  (Matt.3v17, 17v5)   suffer in the most  unrighteous manner,  by the very people 
(“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  supposedly representing Yahweh!    We realise the emotions that must have flowed through Yahweh,  being the 
disgust towards the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (then and now)  falsifying Yahweh's Character to be murdering His son  (as The Word of God).  
Moreover,  the mixed emotions of both severe mental pain and yet the inner glow of pride in His son,  that he,  JC should be precisely fulfilling his 
Father's Desire to yield  more   “Sons of God”  being  “The 144000 TCs”  elected by Yahweh to be alongside JCg  (Matt.20v23)  because they too went 
through persecution like His beloved son JCg  (being their specific “Great Tribulation”,  Rev.7v14).  They likewise martyred  (having  “been dressed in 
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white clothes [personality/spirit/traits]”, Rev.7v9)  by the very same minded  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.16v1-4)  during the following 
some 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
After these considerations,  can we really state,  with any validity,  that Yahweh and JCg do not care about us and furthermore,  we with supposed 
justification complain that we are  hard-done-by  because  “the sins of our fathers have been visited upon us”  -  when in reality,  Yahweh and JCg are 
giving us a 2 part life to personally experience two extremes.  Our first opportunity to experience the resultant horrors of worldly Methodology,  and then 
in the 2nd part of our life The Wonderful Millennium operating to Yahweh's Methodology so that we can make a personal  educated  decision which  
“methodology”  we prefer. 

There is nothing more righteous than what has been described in this last section   –   or to have  ever been penned  on this planet! 
That is why I know what I have described  is  precisely correct  sourced by  “The Most Righteous Yahweh”  –  and what  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  teach is a  load of  unrighteous  bunkum  regarding  “The Salvation of Mankind”!   

I invite their exceedingly best advocates to contact me  –  for me to counter their nonsense and dangerous output by righteous exegesis! 
Rom.   5v13 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  for  (of the) law/precepts/regulations  (the) sin/fault/offence  (it) was   
Rom.   5v13 og in  (to the[= within]) world/adornment/decoration/life,  
Rom.   5v13 og (the) sin/fault/offence  and  not  (it is) {to reckoned in}/attributed/imputed/{put on account}/charged    
Rom.   5v13 og not  this/being/having  (of the) law/precepts/regulations. 
Rom.   5v13 = For  until  The  Law/Regulations,  sin/offence  was  in The  World/Life   (= thus sin was in The World before the Law),  

and  sin/offence  is  not  {to be reckoned}/attributed/{put on account}   (when)   not  having  The  Law/Regulations. 
(Thus,  sin  can  be  reckoned/attributed/{put on account}  when  there  is  “The  Law/Regulations”.) 

 

For until The Law   (of Moses was instituted)   sin was   (already operating)   in The World, 
and  (righteously),   sin is not attributed   (when)   not having The Law. 
 

All humans from Adam downwards have sinned  (= missed God’s requirement of perfection – Rom.3v23)  and hence destined for death.  
But  before  The Law was given,  humans did  not  know  “The Requirements of God”  to produce a perfect environment.  
As Paul said earlier (2v14),  humans lived then and now  (those people ignorant to The Law)  operated according to their conscience and were merely 
judged by the custodians  (administrators/adjudicators  of the nations)  according to their  own  law.   
Therefore,  according to Yahweh's Law  (unknown to these individuals)  then their sin could  not  be considered in Yahweh's Righteousness,  but 
importantly they were not eligible for an existence in a perfect society  (without JC’s intervention). 

But we  now  know of the required works of The Law (of Moses [given as our output])  and the  thoughts/motives  required of JC’s Law  
(Mark.12v30-31,  driving our output).   This now places us  (as  “Christians”  universally)  in the very privileged position to know of 
everything required for  “Righteousness”,  to yield a possible  guaranteed  everlasting life  (made possible by  “The Early Adopters”  to yield  
“The Late Adopters”).  

As JC said   “He has not replaced The Law,  but come to fulfil it”  (Matt.5v17-18)  by  offering  the tools  to fulfil it  (Mark.12v30-31)  that bring about 
“The Reform of The Mind”,  which requires us to imbue  “The Word of God”  and the mind operates in  agapao/{edifying love}  with fidelity upon it to 
yield  real  agape/charity  (freely given).  It is simple as that! 
Except very sadly,  the absolute vast majority of humans are  not  interested in becoming accepted as  “Righteous”  by Yahweh to become His  “Sons of 
God”.  With regret,  this includes many  people/Christians  who self-claim to be in that position,  countered by The Bible’s teaching that very clearly tells 
us  only  Yahweh makes that decision  (Matt.20v23, etc.)!  
Thus,  JC's ransom sacrifice  atones/{buys back}  those people  (1) before The Law was given,  (2) during the time when The Law (of Moses)  was  
given/reigning. 

And finally,  more importantly JC’s gift  atones/{buys-back}  those humans  (3) with The New Law that enabled JC to succeed over the 
original law  (not overturned)  –  but with a very important twist!   Thus,  we are speaking specifically about Christians of The Gospel Age  
(Non-Christians are of [1] above). 

This is the important 2-fold twist that our  worldly Christian leaders so competently  “screw-up”  within their  imaginations/muses! 
   1.  Yahweh is righteously able to draw out  (by  selection/election)  144000 TCs who precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle.   

They  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  and thus become precisely as their creator a future son of God.  I explain all this elsewhere. 
   2.  Humans who supposedly know  “The Word of God”  and stand forth on behalf of God to give  “The Word of God”  to  “The Masses”  –  but 

are like Judas Iscariot and steal from their congregations by twisting  “The Word of God”.  They do this,  because they refused to allow  “The 
Word of God”  to change their minds  (2Tim.3v5. Titus.1v16)  from worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt).   
Thus,  these individuals are living on the back of  “The Word of God”  “to the hurt of their congregations”  (by taking a worldly return,  and 
not  giving the opportunity for their congregations to become  “Sons of God”,  while fraudulently stating they are)!  –  Is this “agapao”? 
Thus these  charlatan Christian leaders taking  “The First/Most”  in society,  having squandered what JC so perfectly gave to them,  –  then 
they have thrown away their covering and exposed their iniquity  (by blaspheming against the HS  [Mark.3v28-29]).  We should note the true 
definition of all these words used)  and thus they have no 3rd spiritual Life after the present one  –  because JC only died  “The Once”  
(Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.). 

Thus,  these  charlatan Christian leaders  (apparently in their supposed “millions” today)  shall be annihilated at the end of their present existence! 
It is vitally important for the reader to carefully reason through the righteousness of this exegesis  -  all further amplified elsewhere,  to understand what 
is precisely occurring around us within The World today. 
Rom.   5v14 og But  (it) reigned/ruled/{as king}  the  death/{deadly result}/fatality  off/away/separated/from  Adam   
Rom.   5v14 og {as far as}/{up to}/{the terminus}  (the) Moses [= the person who gave The Law to the Israelites in Sinai)  
Rom.   5v14 og also  over/upon  the (persons)  not  (the) {missing the mark}/erring/sinning/offending/trespass 
Rom.   5v14 og over/upon  to the  resemblance/likeness/similitude/{same form}   
Rom.   5v14 og of the  violation/transgression/breaking  (of the) Adam   
Rom.   5v14 og who/which/that  (he [Adam]) is  (the) stamp/pattern/die/mould/form/type   
Rom.   5v14 og of the  (One [JC sets The Required Standard for humans to attain Sonship by giving The World the methodology to succeed])   
Rom.   5v14 og {to occur}/expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming. 
Rom.   5v14 og = But  death/fatality  reigned/{as king}  off/from  Adam  {as far as}/{up to}  Moses   (being The Person who gave us The Law),  

also  over/concerning  the people  not  {missing the mark}/erring/trespassing  in the  resemblance/likeness  over/concerning  
of the  violation/transgression  of the  Adam  who  is  the  stamp/pattern/form/type  of the  (JC)   {to occur}/expecting/coming. 

 

But the death reigned from Adam   (as The First Transgressor)   up to Moses   (he was  “The Law Giver”  for  “The 1st Epoch Israel”) 
also over the people not missing the mark in the likeness concerning the transgression of the Adam,  who he  (Adam) 
is the pattern of The One coming   (JC gives “The Required Standard”  to attain Sonship by  “The Word of God”  inculcated/reproduced). 
               (Where JC is  “The Law Giver”  for  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  that continues into The Millennium for  all  people to ideally be saved.) 
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Adam was made in a perfect body and free from sin and he was to be mirrored by JC,   so that JC could now  equitably  take upon himself,  Adam’s 
original sin  –  because JC is  physically  in flesh and has a  spiritual  mind that likewise could operate according to  (1) “worldly methodology”  or  to  
(2) “Yahweh's Methodology”. 

This is  “The Crux of The Gospel”  –  being  The Lynchpin  upon which Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  is fixed! 
Paul is stating that  “Death”  rules over all people from Adam to also include the righteous people who did not sin in the same manner as did Adam,  
being The Ancient Worthies,  for some examples   Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Jacob, Joseph  and The Prophets,  who did sin,  but not as influentially as did 
Adam,  though  Adam/Eve  were ignorant of the consequences of their action – being wholly naïve, and thus inexperienced in sin and of its repercussions. 
However in saying that,  Paul is simply setting  “The Scene”  for the second part of The Verse,  and of what is to follow in the subsequent verses,  being 
that JC would come,  and yet he would  not  sin  in any manner,  being thoroughly and entirely perfect while facing a worldly onslaught,  that Adam had 
not faced,  and yet Adam sinned.   We must understand that often ignored last comment. 
Rom.   5v15 og But  not  {in that manner}/likewise/as     
Rom.   5v15 og the  sideslip/lapse/{unintentional error}/trespass/offense/deviation,   
Rom.   5v15 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  the  gift/gratuity/{spiritual endowment}/deliverance.   
Rom.   5v15 og if  For  to the [= in/with/by/on]   [sideslip]   of the (person [Adam])  one/singular   
Rom.   5v15 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) sideslip/lapse/{unintentional error}/trespass/offense/deviation   
Rom.   5v15 og the (persons)  much/many/plenteous  (they) died/slain/expired,   (to the) much/many/plenteous   
Rom.   5v15 og (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit     
Rom.   5v15 og of the  God [Yahweh]  also  the  {a gratuity}/{gift (especially sacrificial)}   
Rom.   5v15 og in  (to the [= within]) grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  
Rom.   5v15 og to the [= in/with/by/on]    [specific gift]   of the  one/singular  (of the) man  
Rom.   5v15 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  into/unto  the  much/many/plenteous (persons) 
Rom.   5v15 og (he/it has) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}. 
Rom.   5v15 = But  not  {in that manner}/as  the   (original, single)   sideslip/lapse/trespass/deviation, 

also  {in this manner}/likewise  the  (following, single)   gift/gratuity/{spiritual endowment}/deliverance. 
For  if  in/by  the   (original)   sideslip/lapse/trespass/deviation  of the  one/singular  person  (Adam) 
the many  people  (The World/Life)   died/expired, 
the  much  {greater degree}/better  the  gift/favour/benefit   (to give us another chance)   of the  God  (Yahweh), 
also  the  gratuity/{sacrificial gift}  within the  (specific)  gift/favour/benefit   (of the  undeserved  works of ministry and self-sacrifice) 
of the  one/singular  man  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed, 
he has  {super-abounded}/excessive/{more than needed}  unto  the  many people   (The Gift given to the  World/Life  over its 6000 years). 

 

But not as the   (original/single)   sideslip   (self-indulgently  taken  by Adam to become  “Like God”) 
             (Importantly   Paul chooses  “sideslip”  [and not “sin”]  because Adam was  ignorant of the consequences  – being originally perfect) 
also likewise the   (following/single)   gratuity   (selflessly  given  by JC), 
For if in the   (original)   sideslip of the one person  (Adam)   (then)   the many people  (= The World in its many generations)   died, 
much better the gift   (given by JC to righteously enable the 2nd part of our life,  through the capability)   of the God  (Yahweh), 
also the sacrificial gift within the   (specific)   gift/favour   (of the undeserved works of  “the ministry”  and of  “the ransom sacrifice”) 
of the one man   (being)   the  Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh for Sonship,  [as The Head of his future body {144000 TCs, 1Cor.12v12-22} to follow]), 
he has super abounded   (this gift)   unto many people   (= The Gift of the 2nd part of our life given to every person over some 6000 years). 
             (It is crucial to see  “Adam self-indulgently grasped to be like God”;   “TCs in humility imitate the exemplar specific god [JC] to become gods”) 

 

A 4th  revision Addition  
Check your bible translations  

Most use “offense” instead of  “sideslip/lapse/trespass/deviation”,  some most errantly,  even use  “sin”. 
This is not the correct word! 

People can  “offend”  in an iniquitous manner  (inasmuch they know it is wrong but keep doing it because they enjoy it)! 
Inasmuch there is no remorse or repentance involved. 

While what Adam and Eve did,  had serious repercussions for them and us,  it was done ignorantly  inasmuch they had no idea what this act of deviance 
to Yahweh’s  “Right to Rule our mind”  would involve.  They choose what  “looked good”  for  “The Immediacy”  for an  animalistic/carnal  mind. 
They needed to learn  “Responsibility and Accountability”  for their actions when choosing Satan’s  “right to rule our mind”  with worldly methodology. 
Yahweh’s  “Right to Rule our mind”  being of His Methodology  (to edify our neighbour [often to our own hurt])  would yield a perfect society,  but 
sadly,  this had to be discovered  “the hard way”  -  which is why they and us have suffered ever since in today’s present world! 

Therefore we righteously need  (1) “A Rescuer”  (JC)  and  (2) The Millennium for most of us to personally change away from worldly 
methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology within a perfect environment  -  to get to like this New Methodology! 

Returning to my older revisions  
Yahweh  is able to use His infinite  capability/competence  (expressed as the HS)  through JC’s gift covering to all Adam’s descendants.  
Because  without  JC’s self-sacrifice  (driven by Yahweh's Methodology operating within JC that triumphed over Satan's methodology operating within  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  portrayed by The Pharisees  John.11v47-53)  then Yahweh could  not legally  against His own decree  
righteously/equitably  resurrect  any  human,  –  thus  all  people would suffer annihilation  (without JC’s Ransom Sacrifice). 

Note   
      The first  gift/favour  = Yahweh's  Capability/Competence  (expressed as the HS),  to physically make things occur around JC.  
      However,  the second  gift  = the  atonement/{buy back}  of our sin enabling TCs*  to  (first)  become righteous,  is directly from JC.  
The Gift from JC comes through his undeserved  gifts/favour  of works through   (1) his ministry to spiritually reform our mind,  and then  (2) his ransom 
sacrifice to righteously enable Yahweh to resurrect us into the 2nd part of our physical life  (according to what we have sown 1Cor.15v35-55)  that JC has 
done for us.  Thus,  it is correctly stated,  it is JC who forgives us, Matt.9v2-6, etc.,  (while originally in our worldly state)  and  not  Yahweh. 
       This is contrary to the unrighteous hogwash preached by our  worldly Christian Leaders – who obviously do not understand their subject matter! 
We personally are  undeserving of our Creator’s actions in saving his  (JCg’s)  personal creation from what would have been the everlasting death of 
annihilation that has been transmuted to be only  “The 1st Death”  of  “Asleep”  (John.11v11-14).  

This differentiation within the verse shows us of  two  totally separate  reasoning Entities performing different functions for us,  and thus 
completely nullifies the Trinity myth given merely to confuse,  and thus sourced from Satan;   and  not  Yahweh (giving understanding)! 

* TCs are those very few specific individuals who in the 1st part of their physical life precisely intimate JC to the very best they are able,  and thus follow 
God’s requirements to be the very specific humans who shall become the future Sons of God.  These people are forgiven of their  “sideslips” by Yahweh! 
All other worldly humans  (not precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  are to be resurrected in  “The General Resurrection”  into a perfected DNA 
fleshly body.  It is those specific people who then choose to “believe” (= “precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle”)  who shall survive beyond The Millennium. 
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Consequently,  as I have carefully explained,  there is  no  inconsistency in  “The Word of God”,  nor  in my explanation of what  will  precisely occur 
soon,  to befall all Mankind exactly as described on this website “FutureLife.Org”. 

But as the reader can easily recognise,  worldly Christianity covering this planet has as many holes in its supposed exegesis as a colander! 
At the time of my 4th Revision,  worldly Christianity reminds me of  “a coronavirus”  -  but worse,  with a 100% kill ratio  (hence Matt.7v13, Rev.18v4)! 
However,  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice then all people suffering death from a Corona virus and  worldly Christianity will be resurrected in The 
Millennium free from both such scourges,  because we shall be living in  “1st Century Christianity”  covering all of society,  a most comforting thought! 
The coronavirus outbreak makes for a good analogy of what will occur in The Millennium,  of which we can consider now. 
We had the irresponsible and self-indulgent attitude of some British people on the 21st to 22nd of March 2020 going out to beaches and parks in direct 
convention to  “The Rules”  to self-isolate  –  that forced the Prime Minister to order a country  “Lock-Down”  starting 24th March,  that sadly has much 
collateral damage to the people who truly followed the rules and self-isolated  –  inasmuch they were equally  “locked down”.   
Precisely the same thing will occur in  “The Millennium”  but by contrast,  it shall be without the collateral damage.    
Yahweh through JCg and the 144000 TCs having  “Infinite Capability”  to do specifically whatever they  wish/choose  to do,  shall directly target all 
people wishing to express an irresponsible and self-indulgent attitude  “to the hurt of their neighbour”  and put them into  “Social Lockdown”  until they 
learn how to personally reform.  This is exactly as I explain elsewhere,  note the comment at Matt.13v29. 
An aside,  showing the negative side of people  that shall be rooted out in The Millennium by direct intervention of Entities having  “infinite authority”  

People broke into food storage and four industrial freezers for school children of key workers in Braintree and stole the contents. 
Vandals damaged at least four ambulances. 
Three people deliberately coughed into the faces of old people and punched them. 
Paramedics verbally abused when sensibly asking people to self-isolate for 14 days. 
Then s/w scammers set up fake Information Sites to help with Corvid-19,  if we click on them,  immediately a trojan s/w virus is downloaded! 
Etc. 

This sort of attitude shall be rooted out in The Millennium with  direct, targeted  intervention  by the actions of 1the 144000 TCs  immediately operating  
as police,  jury,  judge,  and enforcer of any unrighteous action  -  in the manner I describe elsewhere on “FutureLife.Org”.   These proven perfect future 
rulers will make the fictional character  “Judge Dread”  look very tame by comparison – with their  “Yahweh given”  infinite capability and authority  
expressed unto these iniquitous people!    Amen! 
Rom.   5v16 og Also  not  {in that manner}/likewise/as  through  one/singular (person [Adam])  
Rom.   5v16 og (the having) {missed the mark}/erred/sinned/offended/trespassed    
Rom.   5v16 og the {a gratuity}/{gift (especially sacrificial)},   
Rom.   5v16 og the  truly/indeed  for  (the) decision/judgement/conclusion  of  one/singular  [sideslip] 
Rom.   5v16 og into/unto  (the) condemnation/{adverse sentence},   
Rom.   5v16 og the  and  {a divine gratuity/endowment}/{religious/spiritual qualification}  {from/out of}  
Rom.   5v16 og (of the) much/many/plenteous  (of the) sideslips/lapses/{unintentional errors}/trespasses/offences/deviations   
Rom.   5v16 og into/unto  (the) {statute/decision of righteousness/justification}/{equitable deed/order}. 
Rom.   5v16 = Also  the  gratuity/{sacrificial gift}  not  {in that manner}/likewise  through  the  one/singular  person  (Adam)   

the having  {missed the mark}/sinned/offended, 
the  one/singular  (sin/offense)   truly/indeed  for  the  decision/judgement  unto  the  condemnation, 
and  the  {divine gratuity}/{spiritual qualification}  {from out of}  the  many/plenteous  {side slips}/lapses/trespasses 
unto  the  {statute of righteousness}/{equitable order}   (ultimately,  it is an  equitable  decision  based upon accurate knowledge). 

 

Also the gratuity   (JC gave, was)   not as through the one person  (Adam)   having missed the mark   (by taking life from “us” who followed) 
For the judgement from out of one sin   (committed by Adam)   truly   (brought)   condemnation   (made against  all  Adam's descendants  [= us]) 
and the divine gratuity   (given by the perfect JC)   from out of many sideslips   (to cover people perfecting their mind,  who are  trying  not  to sin) 
(yields)   unto  “The Statute of Righteousness”   (to bring forth a perfected society in The Millennium,  [but firstly within  “The Early Adopters”]). 
         (“The Statute of Righteousness”  operates at two levels  
1. JC was subject to “The Law of Moses”  [being the reason why Yahweh instituted it,  because it was useless for man – we all failed it]  as the required 
“Statute of Righteousness”  for  “Life/Existence” -  and by JC passing it,  then he was able to  institute/inaugurate  “The New Statute of Righteousness”  
2. The Gift that JC gives after some 4000 years of sinful Mankind yields the  “New Equitable Order”  that will flourish in The Millennium,  2000 years 
later,  which is  built upon The Word of God  that must operate perfectly within our mind,  as it does within  “The Early Adopters”  of The 144000 TCs.) 
 

A 4th revision addition. 
Notice Paul’s switch from  “sideslip”  to  “sin”. 
This is not simply a matter of semantics  -  but crucial in Paul’s reasoning process. 

1. It was a sideslip when  Adam/Eve  made the decision to perform the act  (it was unknown territory). 
2. It was a sin when they and us reap(ed)  the consequences of their and our action(s)  throughout the ages! 

We need a  “Reset Condition”  to get us into the position so that we can be resurrected into a perfected environment within which we can learn how to 
produce a perfect society by imitating JC – while being covered  during/over  that period.   This is The Millennium. 
Returning to my earlier revisions  
This is such an important verse  –  so I will rewrite it with additional explanations  –  to clarify it within our mind  

The  (sacrificial)  gift from the man JC was not like the  (hurtful)  gift of which the man Adam having  “missed The Mark”  gave to us. 
Where Adam operated according to  “worldly methodology”   (and thus “missed the mark”  required to have eternal life). 
For the required judgement from out of the one  sin/offense  truly gave  us  condemnation  (as I had explained in my commentary verse 12) 
but the gratuity from JC  (operating according to  Yahweh's Methodology)  shall yield  “The Required Standard of Righteousness” 
having been truly judged unto condemnation  (by  “Leaders of Religion”  operating according to  worldly methodology via Adam). 
Where all Adam’s descendants  (operating according to Adam’s worldly methodology)  shall all be ultimately given the opportunity to live in 
a society that operates under  “The Statute of Righteousness”  in The Millennium.  But before this can occur then JC must surpass  the 
existing  “Statute of Righteousness”  which is  “The Law of Moses” – of which he does,  and thus able to introduce  “The New Covenant”  
with Mankind.   “The New Covenant”  is  “The Judgement of The Mind”  –  rather than  “The Judgement of The Works”  (“works” can be 
either hypocritical by an unreformed mind,  or entirely accidental for a genuinely purified mind having made a sincere mistake  [“sideslip”  
and thus this action would have failed under  “works”]). 
That is why  “The Law on Works”  could only but fail for humans,  it was  not  addressing  “The Correct Issue”,  inasmuch it was only 
addressing  “The Output”  (Works [that could be feigned])  and most importantly,  not  addressing  “The Driver”  (Mind)! 
        Where JC had the correct driver (agapao)  and outputted  unfeigned  works of charity  (agape). 
Clearly there are  “The Early Adopters”  who get there first by having  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within their mind  (Luke.17v21)  
having built within themselves  “The New Character/Creature”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, etc.)  upon  “The Word of God”  wholly inculcated. 
That is why the  “divine gratuity”  is covering the  “sideslips”  because once people are actively trying to imitate JC  (as “The Word of God”  
controlling their minds)  then they  actively try  not  to  sin/offend  but what is errantly done is truly  only  “accidental”  (hence “sideslip”). 

Does the reader understand all the above?  –   It is  “all righteously conditional”!  
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However,  it is a million miles away from the  “unrighteous soup”  of  “worldly Christianity”  being of  “all things to all humans”! 
Thus,  JC  only  needed to die  the once  to  atone/reset/{buy back}/recompense  all our sins  at an  individual  level. 

Therefore,  does this mean we can keep sinning? 
Interestingly,  Paul answers this in Rom.3v8 and Rom.6v1-23,  also Paul tells us what he thinks of those people  –  and elsewhere in other epistles! 
But contrast,  we have  worldly Christian Leaders insinuate this mockery through the  worldly Christian Doctrine they erroneously teach to the world! 

In what manner is this possible? 
Simply when they preach that   

If you are a good Christian then you immediately go to heaven to be with God’.   
Absolutely  nowhere  in context within The Bible is this stated,  –  but let us examine where this errant reasoning takes us without the use of The 
Millennium  (sadly being  “The Core Gospel”  never  taught by  worldly Christian Leaders to their ultimate condemnation by Yahweh). 
We are told,  “we are all sinners and have fallen short of The Law”  (Rom.3v23).  But JC has atoned for many sins and Paul told as such here. 

So,  does JC keep repeatedly  atoning/resetting  our sins? 
No! -  Because Rom.3v8 and Rom.6v1-23  (and Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet,2v18-22)  tells us by implication to the contrary! 

Thus -  Is there a contradiction? 
No – Never in The Bible! 

Thus,  the contradiction is within the present  worldly  Christian  doctrine as  erroneously  preached by  worldly Christian leaders! 
The problem is  worldly Christian Leaders  never  teach of The Gospel,  “The Good News”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  being of  The Millennium that 
fulfils  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”.  By consequence,  they have  no  righteous mechanism within what becomes their  very limited  exegesis 
where sinful humans  (of which we  all  are,  Rom.3v23)  have an opportunity to become “Christ-like” = “To  (correctly/really)  believe in JC”  and thus 
become mentally purified in the midst of Yahweh’s pronouncement on sin through JC’s Ministry requiring the Ransom Sacrifice to give us a 2 part life. 
I extensively cover Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan”  throughout this website and also why they do not teach of The Millennium  (firstly because they do 
not believe it,  and secondly,  if they taught it,  then they immediately become redundant  –  and could not continually tithe the devotees coming through 
the door).  Therefore,  I do not feel I should overburden the astute reader with it again   –  but only give it in summary - 

1. We are  atoned/reset  by JC’s sacrifice during  “The 1st Part of our Life”  over many sins  –  while we  were/are  ignorant of God’s Word. 
2. When we become a  “Christian”  we thus agree to enter  “The 2nd Part of our spiritual Life”  by renouncing  “The 1st Part of our spiritual 

Life”.  Hence John the Baptist  preparing the way for JC  (God’s Word)  in his call for  repentance  (clear our mind of worldly methodology) 
and  baptism  (public acknowledgment of our  bilateral  contract with Yahweh)  of humans  (John chapter 1). 

3. Most Christians sink back into The World by being passive  (nice people  -  but passive)  lured by the  self-indulgences  of The World  
(Matt.13v20-22)  and this methodology is condoned  (Rom.1v20-32 and Rom.16v17-18)  by  worldly Christian leaders for their  kick-back’  
of worldly self-indulgence from their clientèle’.  Importantly,  most members of the congregation are  not  iniquitous,  but innocent,  being 
“kept without knowledge”,  hence  “ignorant”  (by their leaders, Luke.16v19-21+)  –  and they are thus unlike  some  of  “The Iniquitous 
Christian Leaders”  –  of whom I thoroughly explain elsewhere. 

4. Thus,  worldly Christians together with  “The Heathen” (= all non-Christians [by definition])  are resurrected into The Millennium where 
they are taught how to imitate the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC.  Thus,  JC is then covering them  over this learning period  (of The 
Great Sabbath Day , Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8, John.19v31, 20v1, Rev.20v3-7).  This Sabbath Day becomes the continuation of our  own/same  
personality/spirit/traits/desire  but then in a perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  (see “Heavenly Treasure” in glossary)  so that the 
individual might have The Opportunity to purify their mind.  Where the newly to be perfected mind becomes commensurate to the body 
previously given in trust)  within the perfected environment of The Millennium under The Rule of JCg and the 144000 TCs – who are likewise,  
ruling  “Sons of God”  with infinite authority  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).   But we are told in Rev.20v7-10 that Satan will be loosed at the end 
of The Millennium  (for 3.5 years)  to assay all these people and it is at this point JC’s covering is removed.  They are to stand or fall upon 
what they have learnt that perfectly mirrors JC’s assay ministry period of 3.5 years during his 1st Advent. 
(Note – please ignore the copyist addition of the first sentence of Rev.20v5,  I explain why in my 17000 word associated commentary.) 
Thus those people who keep imitating JC’s Lifestyle,  survive  -  doing this for an eternity in a mutually perfect human society,  while those 
people who lust for  “The 1st Part of their Life”  and display this methodology within the 2nd part of their life shall be annihilated. 

5. But clearly for a very few individuals who take upon themselves JC  (= precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  in (2) above,  now  (as  “The 
Early Adopters”)  during The Gospel Age,  then they are yearning for  “The Birthright/Inheritance”  of The Millennium and are judged as 
being righteous in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  to become  “Sons of God”  to teach  “Righteousness”  to those 
people in (4) by example! 

Clearly  no  contradictions  –  and moreover,  the most  perfect  righteous scenario. 
Most importantly  –  I have  not  invented any of this  –  it is  precisely  what The Bible  tells us!   

This  is  “The Core Good News”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  that is  never  taught by  worldly Christian Leaders! 
Because quite simply they do  not  believe what The Bible  specifically tells us  –  preferring what The World teaches us in  “Religion”. 
Hence,  they demonstrably do not  “Believe in Jesus”   (being what this truly means). 
They  do not believe  in  “The Word of God part 2”  that righteously answers the Tanakh! 
Furthermore,   they,  as  “supposed book-makers”,   cannot gain any worldly gratuity from  “their punters betting on eternal life”! 

It is an utter abomination in the way they  (spiritual paedophiles)  behave to their  “spiritual children” –  and that is precisely why  “The Responsibility”  
will be  removed  from them  in The Millennium  –  all as we are told in perhaps more than half of JC’s parables and illustrations!    
Please see my commentaries as given in the four gospels of over 1500000 words that explain in precise detail what is  truly being taught. 
Rom.   5v17 og if  For  to the [= in/with/by/on]  of the  one/singular   
Rom.   5v17 og (to the) sideslip/lapse/{unintentional error}/trespass/offense/deviation   
Rom.   5v17 og the  death/{deadly result}/fatality  (it) reigned/ruled/{as king}   
Rom.   5v17 og through (reason of)  of the  one/singular  (person [Adam])   
Rom.   5v17 og (to the [= in/with/by]) much/plenteous  (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  the (persons [reformed people])  
Rom.   5v17 og the  surplus/superabundance/{that what is left}/{over and above}   
Rom.   5v17 og of the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  also  of the  {a gratuity}/{gift (especially sacrificial)}   
Rom.   5v17 og of the  justification/equity/righteousness  
Rom.   5v17 og (the) {getting hold of}/grasping/{taking up/away}/having/receiving   
Rom.   5v17 og in  (to the [= within])  life/existence  (they) reign/rule/{as king}  through (reason of)  of the  one/singular   
Rom.   5v17 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Rom.   5v17 = For  if  in the   (specific sideslip)   of the  one/singular  {side slip}/trespass/deviation    

the  death/fatality  reigned/{as king}  through reason of  the  one/singular  person   (Adam operating according to worldly methodology)  
the  much  {greater degree}/better  the  people  {getting hold of}/{taking up/away}  the  surplus/{that what is left over}   (for all of us)  
of the  gift/favour/benefit  also  of the  gratuity/{sacrificial gift}  of the  justification/righteousness   (enabling Yahweh to resurrect us) 
in  life/existence  they  reign/{as king}  through reason  of the  one/singular  Jesus  Christ/Anointed. 

 

For if in the one specific sideslip   (made by  Adam/Eve  as  “The Superhuman Species”  some 6000 years ago  [from extra-terrestrial intervention])   
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         (Paul used “Sideslip”,  because while Adam and Eve  “sinned”,  it was the first event,  and thus they were  “naive”  to this  “new methodology”.) 
the death reigned as king   (meaning,  we  cannot  escape this resultant,  unless we have external extra-terrestrial assistance  [from Yahweh via JCg]) 
through reason of one singular person   (Adam operating according to the worldly methodology we have subsequently operating around us) 
much better the people grasping of the surplus   (being what is  [1] left over for all of us [God’s Word],  [2] ideally the greater gift of  “Sonship”) 
         (Better people grasp for the  Surplus/Birthright (144000 TCs).  “The Surplus” is greater than just a 2nd physical part to our life, it is “Sonship”) 
of the  gift/benefit   (= “JC’s ransom sacrifice”  to give  all of us  a 2 part physical life   [without it,  we all would be annihilated as soon as we die]) 
also of the gratuity of the justification   (= JC becomes  “The Gifted Means”  for Yahweh to  righteously  resurrect us) 
         (JC could have been a  “Blemished/Sinful Sacrifice” and his existence wasted,  but no!   JC  was perfect  and thus  was a justified ransom  for us.) 
in   (everlasting)  life/existence  they (TCs)  reign as king   (as the 144000 kings/priests  of The Millennium,  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.19v16) 
through reason of the one Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh,  for JCg to be the  only/first/chief  Son of God,  of a 144000  following  “Sons of God”). 
Therefore,  what shall we (TCs)  say about Abraham our father having  (been)  found accordingly fleshly   (to be like us)? 
 

This may be taken at one level as correctly explained by Christian Leaders  –  but I consider Paul was dropping in some clues when  tied-in  with the 
holistic plan to give us a second,  and thus deeper level that can be extracted out of the text. 
The basic understanding:- 
As explained earlier,  Adam disobeyed Yahweh’s instruction of all entities in The Universe   Sin and you will die  (= become annihilated). 
Adam died, and his perfect DNA body suffered DNA breakdown of the  “system support mechanism”  (that would have enabled eternal life to be 
possible)  into the  “Junk DNA”  that we presently have in our genome,  noting the many repeat sequences  (of which I explain  why  elsewhere).   
The Bible supports my hypothesis because it gives discrete quantised breakdown steps in human life of the following generations indicating major  
“system support”  decay in a  stepped fashion  (it was not linear as perhaps a naive writer  [to DNA structure at 1500 BCE]  might scribe). 
Thus Adam’s sin has rippled down in  both  (1) our present physical body,  but also  (2) our spiritual reasoning where The Worldly System instructs us to  
“put number one first”,  “do your own thing”,  “first look after yourself”,  “you only live once (interesting)”,  etc.,  and thus by behaving in this manner,  
invariably a neighbour somewhere suffers,  and thus we have contravened Yahweh’s Law of  “agapao”  Love  (= edifying our neighbour before our own 
interests [to our own hurt])  –  thus we all have sinned! 
That is the point Paul is making in the first section of this verse. 
However,  Paul comes onto another  “one man”  who was perfect unto a forced death  (=  undeserved  murder according to Yahweh’s Decree on sin),  
volunteering himself in the position where  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  might have their way with him  (John.11v47-53).  It must be clearly 
understood by the reader,  it was not simply a physical gift of  “life exchanged for a life”,  but rather it was  a spiritual conquering  by JC  (Rev.6v1-2).  

It was the  “conquest  of one  (Yahweh’s)  methodology over another  (Satan’s/worldly)  methodology”! 
Where it was JC  operating according to Yahweh’s Methodology  as a  willing sacrifice  that conquered Satan’s methodology  operating as worldly 
methodology within  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.16v1-4). 

Why/How? 
Because the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  operating according to worldly methodology of  “Controlling People”  to  “self-indulge to our 
neighbours hurt”  hated  “The Word of God”  being what it truly means  to reform our inner character  (John.15v15-25).  They detest  “God’s Word”  
by virtue it is like a  “gigawatt spotlight”  that exposes the  “Hypocrisy”  within their deportment.   God’s Word becomes the  “Stumbling Stone”  to 
them,  and a  “Stone of pulverisation”  to  charlatan Christian Leaders  (they are never resurrected),  Matt.21v42-44, Luke.20v17-18, 1Pet.2v7-8, etc. 
It is this  “Conflict of methodologies”  as judged by Yahweh  (and not simply JC’s physical murder)  that righteously becomes  “The Balance”  enabling 
Yahweh to intervene and give us the 2nd part of our life.  This exegesis is presently  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian theologians,  but hopefully 
with  “FutureLife.Org”  publicising since 2007 unto The World,  then Matt.24v14 shall occur.  Amen. 
We are told,  this  “one man”  was JC  –  a human framed person with the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of his former existence as our creator = JCg. 

Thus it is  through the one JC  being that it was  only  he who made all this possible through his works of  (1) ministry/lifestyle  and  (2) 
ransom sacrifice during his 1st advent,  and then after his future 2nd advent  (yet to come)  to bring in The Millennium. 

By consequence,  he is the perfect person to  (1) atone/reset  and  (2) cover his creation’s sin on a precise  like-for-like  basis  -  provided  each one of us 
actually learns how to personally imitate his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  in our lifetime formed out of now 2 parts  (only possible,  because of what 
JC has done for us).   
The ideal time,  is to be successful in the 1st part of our physical life to become a TC where we perfect the 2nd part of our spiritual life upon  “The Word of 
God”  (= JC as a  presence/parousia  operating within us as our Master controlling our mind on  “The Word of God”,  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  
else we are hypocrites to  “The Word of God”).   However,  because most humans need a perfect operating society of The Millennium to realise how to 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then there is the 2nd part of our physical life that  could  be everlasting,  -  or  be terminated in  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  
(Rev.2v11, 20v6  guaranteed  for  “The Early Adopters”)  of which JC did  not  cover  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)! 
That completes the interpretation at one level  (worldly Christian leaders may manage to  “get to grips”  with barely half of what is stated in there)! 
However,  I would like to read the 2nd level into the verse. 
The clue is the Greek word   “basileuo” StrongsTM = 936 which means to  “rule as a king”. 
Now if Paul wanted to state “rule” – he could have used  “arche”  StrongsTM = 746;  or perhaps “brabeuo” StrongsTM = 1018; or perhaps “kanon” 
StrongsTM = 2583; or perhaps “proistemi”  StrongsTM = 4291  or a couple of other less relevant words.  (I give StrongsTM references for the reader to 
verify the translations for themselves on the Internet). 
All these words mean  “rule”  with slightly different connotations to each,  but Paul did not –  he went for the  only  word that meant  “rule as a king”. 

So what? 
Slide into the second part of the verse with what this website teaches being  “The Real Gospel”  message –  being  “The Goal” that Yahweh most desires. 

What is that? 
“The Goal”  that Yahweh Desires  the very most  -  is to add to the number of His  “Sons of God”,  being specific entities who are worthy of that very 
prestigious accolade  (as  “The Heirs/Inheritors”  to  “rule as kings”  over  “The Resurrected World”)! 

These  “Sons of God”  are to rule in their own right over this planet Earth alongside JCg  (Matt.12v48-50, 20v23, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet,2v9, 5v4, 
Rev.1v6, 19v6-9, 16, etc.).  

Moreover,  only  The 144000 TCs  (accepted as such by Yahweh [Matt.20v23]  “rule as kings”  –  and  not  by  bogus  “human judgement”  of  
beatifications/canonisations)  who recognise this future condition of the human race in sufficient fidelity to precisely imitate JC’s ministry and lifestyle.  
By contrast,  other people with this knowledge are operating at various levels of  “hypocrisy”  and are thus  not  “deemed righteous”  before Yahweh’s 
Desire  (as we were told earlier in Paul’s epistle to the Romans)! 

That was  “The Ideal Goal”  spoken of in this  v17  (being that for those people actively aiming to become  “Sons of God” – as  “The Heirs”)  
being what is to occur in The Millennium.   
Then immediately following,  we have  v18  to speak about  all of Mankind  (as  “The Inheritance”)  being the people  “ruled”  over by those 
people in v17  (as  “The Heirs”)  during The Millennium. 

Hence the required  “two levels”  regarding the explanation  of  “The Expectation”. 
Note also it is in the  present/action/indicative  tense and  not  future as given in standard English translations.  This tells us,  they are learning  NOW 
how to be in that position of  “kingship”  by being  “The Slave to JC”  (“The Word of God”)  controlling their mind  (The Last/Least  now to be given  
The First/Most  by Yahweh in The Millennium as future  “Kings/Priests”).  These TCs are learning  “accountability, ownership and responsibility”! 

All this is  demonstrably unintelligible  to our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  as we witness in their output by both words and deeds! 
Rom.   5v18 og thus/haply/surely/perhaps/supposing  Therefore/Then  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
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Rom.   5v18 og through (reason of)  one/singular  (the) sideslip/lapse/{unintentional error}/trespass/offense/deviation   
Rom.   5v18 og into/unto  (the) all  (the) men  into/unto  (the) condemnation/{adverse sentence},   
Rom.   5v18 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  through (reason of)  one/singular   
Rom.   5v18 og (the) {statute/decision of  righteous/justification}/{equitable deed/order}  into/unto  (the) all  (the) men    
Rom.   5v18 og  into/unto  (the) {making right/just}/{judicial sentence}/acquittal/justification  (of the) life/existence. 
Rom.   5v18 = Therefore/Then  perhaps  {in that manner}/as  through reason of  the  one/singular  sideslip/lapse/trespass 

unto  all/every  man  unto  condemnation/{adverse sentence}   (that yields death for all  men/women), 
also  {in this manner{/likewise/as  through reason of  one/singular  {statute of righteousness}/{equitable order}   
of the  life/existence   unto  all/every  man/(woman). 

 

Therefore perhaps,  in that manner through reason of one trespass   (Adam then ignorantly  “self-indulged to  his/our  neighbour’s hurt”) 
condemned all  men/(women)    (unto Yahweh’s Judgement of  “consequential death”  [= “annihilation”]) 
also in this manner through reason of  one  “Statute of Righteousness”  of the life unto all  men/(women).    
           (“The Statute of Righteous”  is that   we  “imitate The Giver” = “truly believe in JC”,   else it is  “hypocrisy”  and  self-delusionary.) 
 

Again,  an important verse requiring further simplification  
Because one trespass to Yahweh's Decree by Adam put all humans into condemnation unto death  (thereby living on “Death row”). 
Then JC's adherence to Yahweh's Decree of The Law of Moses brought  (everlasting)  life to all humans  (released us from “Death row”). 

From the above we are able to reason that JC’s Ransom Sacrifice covered the original sin of Adam that rippled through Mankind in the DNA of a 
corrupted body at the  physical level  of the genome and thus gave an opportunity  to repair  (by learning from JC as  “The Word of God”)  the self-
indulgent  spirit/personality/desire/trait  at the  spiritual level  –  being how we think and reason which becomes expressed by works within The 
Environment  (please see glossary on many of these terms). 
Thus JC became The Justification  (= The Equality)  to Yahweh’s Decree on Sin to balance on a  “like for like”  basis for each individual,  thereby 
allowing Yahweh to resurrect humans into a perfected body  (either  heavenly/celestial  or  perfected DNA  –  1Cor.15v35-5)  depending upon the 
reformed nature of the  personality/spirit/trait/desire  punctuated by  “Asleep”  (= 1st death).   If the individual’s spirit truly imitated JC’s spirit,  then a 
like for like’  resurrection as a Son of God would occur.  Or  if unlike JC’s spirit  (being worldly)  then a  like for like’  Adam creation being perfected 

DNA fleshly body would occur  (being given  in trust  for ideally  “The Required Spiritual Reform”  upon  “The Word of God”),  that requires  the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be reformed during The Millennium for ultimate personal salvation. 
In both instances then a favourable decision of acquittal for all humans  is possible  giving life everlasting  provided  The Synapse Construction  (= 
spirit/personality/desires/traits)  becomes reformed,  and thus  “Christ-like”  during the 2 parts of our physical life pertaining to each individual. 
Rom.   5v19 og {just as}/{exactly like}  For  through (reason of)  of the  inattention/disobedience   
Rom.   5v19 og of the  one/singular  (of the) man  (the) sinners/offenders   
Rom.   5v19 og (they were) {to place down (permanently)}/designated/constituted/conveyed/appointed/made/ordained/set     
Rom.   5v19 og the  much/many/plenteous (persons)   
Rom.   5v19 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  through (reason of)   
Rom.   5v19 og of the  {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission  of the  one/singular  [JC]  
Rom.   5v19 og (the) equitable/innocent/righteous/just [plural] 
Rom.   5v19 og (they will be) {placed down (permanently)}/designated/constituted/conveyed/appointed/made/ordained/set      
Rom.   5v19 og the  much/many/plenteous (persons). 
Rom.   5v19 = For  {just as}  through reason  of the  inattention/disobedience  of the  one/singular  man   (Adam towards God),  

the  many people  (= all of Mankind)   they were  designated/constituted/appointed  the  sinners/offenders   (unto  “The World to God”),   
also  {in this manner}/likewise/so  through reason  of the  {attentive hearkening}/obedience/submission   (as  the compliant slave) 
of the  one/singular  man   (JC’s  ministry/lifestyle/sacrifice  in the midst of Yahweh’s Decree)  
the  many  people  (= all of Mankind)   they will be  designated/constituted/appointed  the  righteous/innocent. 

 

For just as through reason of the  inattention/disobedience  of the one man   (Adam towards Yahweh), 
the many people  (all Mankind)   were designated sinners   (The World towards Yahweh), 
also in this manner through reason of the  {attentive hearkening}/obedience  of one man   (JC’s ministry/sacrifice  in the midst of Yahweh) 
the many people  (all Mankind)   will be designated righteous   (to the 1st part of their  physical/spiritual  life   while ignorant). 
              (Noting,  virtually all of Christendom is  “ignorant”  [made so by its leaders]  and thus require The Millennium to learn  “not to be ignorant”) 

 

Humans  were/are  only  declared  “righteous”  against Yahweh’s Decree being  “Death”  to sinners in their  ignorant  state  –  JC thus  atoned/reset  
“Death”  on our behalf to make it  “The Death” = “Asleep”  (and thus the termination of our present existence becomes  “The 1st Death”`)  so that we 
are now  not  judged upon  “the action of Adam”.  We are judged upon the course of actions  we personally choose  over what now becomes  our  2 part  
(of a single)  life  (with a life now punctuated by  “Asleep”  of  “The Once”  by JC’s Ransom Sacrifice). 
This  Death/Annihilation  change to be just  “asleep”  is because we have been made righteous against Adam’s sin  (made possible by JC’s atonement). 
Note   JC came in the  Name/Character/Authority  of Yahweh  (being  “The Word of God”  displayed as  “The Wisdom of God”)  and he was obedient to 
Yahweh’s Desire,  then  likewise  those people who claim to come in the  name  of JC should  also  be absolutely  obedient  to JC’s ministry/lifestyle  
(name/character/authority)  and thus fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.    

Else by contrast,  they  are  “hypocrites”  and do  not  come in the  Name/Character/Authority  of JC!   
The people who  are  hypocritical to  “Yahweh’s Desire being made manifest within The Environment”  are thus  “blaspheming against the HS”  (noting 
the correct composite definition of “HS”)  and are thus condemned by Yahweh  (Mark.3v28-29, etc.,)   please see  “blasphemy”  in my glossary,  because 
it does  not  mean what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  teach us  –  for several obvious reasons. 
I must state with my full authority  

If any person disagrees with this  -  then their mind is driven by  “The Gospel of Excuses”  to  “remain human”. 
Yahweh wants his future leaders - 

To be self-driven by personally taking upon themselves  “Ownership”  to  “Get the Job Done”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
Which means self-driven to personally become  “Responsible”  and  “Accountable”  for  “What Work is Done”. 
This is precisely what JC’s teaching and the epistles scream out to us! 

This is counter to what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders preach to us,  and that is why Yahweh detests them and rejects them for 
any future role of leadership over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium as most of JC’s parables and illustrations teach us! 

All of which is appropriate when they are not even prepared to teach of The Millennium -  moreover,  the righteous reason for it! 
Rom.   5v20 og (the) law/precepts/regulations  and   
Rom.   5v20 og (it) {came in alongside}/{supervened additionally or stealthily}/{introduced privately}  that/{so as}  
Rom.   5v20 og (it may) {to do/make}/{be more}/super-abound/abundant/{make to increase}/multiply     
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Rom.   5v20 og the  sideslips/lapses/{unintentional errors}/trespasses/offences/deviations,  {of whom/which}  
Rom.   5v20 og and  (it) {did/made}/{became more}/super-abounded/abundant/{made to increase}/multiplied   
Rom.   5v20 og the  sin/fault/offence,   (it) {over/above super-abounding}/{beyond excelling/superfluous}   
Rom.   5v20 og the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit.   
Rom.   5v20 = And  The  Law/Regulation  {came alongside}/{supervene stealthily}/{introduced privately}   (into The World,  by Moses) 

it may  {super-abound}/{make to increase}/multiplying  the  sideslips/lapses/trespasses   (subsequently within The World),  
and  {of which}  the  sin/offence  {over super-abounds}/{makes more to increase}/multiplying  (sin occurring throughout the Gospel Age) 
(then)   the  gift/favour/benefit   (sourced by JC)   {over super-abounds}/{beyond excelling}/{more than multiplying}   (over this sin). 

 

And the Law  (of Moses)   came alongside   (into The World through Moses)  
              (“The Law of Moses”  set  “The Required Standard”  for a  Good Society  against what was occurring as  “The Norm”  for an Evil Society.) 
it may make to increase the sideslips   (“normal worldly behaviour”  while ignorant,  then becomes exposed as  “failing Yahweh's desire of us”)  
              (“The Law of Moses”  now educates us to what is wrong within The Environment – to expose personal failings) 
and of which the sin makes to increase   (the  “now exposed sins”  progressively grow within society throughout The Gospel Age in more people) 
(then)   the gift   (sourced by JC)   makes even more to increase   (inasmuch  “The Exemplar”  exposes even more sin  [“the stumbling stone”]) 
              (The gift JC gives all of us becomes more important as it redeems a greater number of  exposed  trespasses of  increasingly educated people) 
 

This seems to be  counter-productive  from Mankind's point of view  –  inasmuch  “The Law of Moses”  has now condemned  all  people,  because  all  
people have failed  “The Law of Moses”! …......................................................  And Yet - 

The Law  had  to be introduced by Yahweh to set  “The Righteous Standard”  for JC to be compared against  “The Required Standard”   and 
deemed righteous  (Rev.5v1-10)!   Then JC could righteously inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”  which  “Man”  can surpass  –  being reform of 
only The Mind,  operating only upon Yahweh's Methodology that made JC successful,  where sideslips made by  “The New Man/Woman”  are  
“genuine mistakes”  and  “can  be forgiven”.    

Can the reader understand this critical exegesis?  
Thus,  in the midst of all entities of The Universe,  JC proved himself righteous against “The Standard”,  a standard that  no  other human could attain  
(Rom.3v23).  But in the process JC has personally laid down  “The Gold Standard”  that enabled him to pass  “The Law of Moses”  –  so that we too 
might  succeed in the long term over our 2 part life   (comprising of -  2 part spiritual and 2 part physical). 
JC was thus able to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”  being  “The Means”  enabling him to succeed upon which people can therefore be judged,  being 
now solely upon  “The Mind”  and  not  potentially failed works.  But this requires  “The Transformation of The Mind”  away  from worldly methodology  
(to  self-indulge  to our neighbour's hurt)  unto Yahweh's Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  that drove JC's  {occupational efforts}  
of charity  (given  freely/simply  [= having no strings attached  –  to be  self-indulgently  pulled later]). 
Rom.   5v21 og That/{so as}  {just as}/{exactly like}  (it) reigned/ruled/{as king}  the  sin/fault/offence   
Rom.   5v21 og in  to the [= within]  death/{deadly result}/fatality,  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
Rom.   5v21 og also  the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (it may/should) reign/rule/{be king}   
Rom.   5v21 og through (reason of)   (of the) righteousness/equitability/justification   
Rom.   5v21 og into/unto  (the) life/existence  (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting   
Rom.   5v21 og through (reason of)   (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah   
Rom.   5v21 og of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  [= TCs/Brethren]. 
Rom.   5v21 = That  {just as}  the  sin/offence  reigned/{as king}  within  the  (eternal)  death/fatality  (over us), 

also  {in this manner}/likewise/so  the  gift/favour/benefit  may/should  reign/{as king}  through reason  of the  righteousness,  
unto  the  everlasting  life  through reason of  our  lord/master  Jesus  Christ/Anointed   (in his [1] ministry and [2] ransom sacrifice). 

 

That just as the sin reigned as king within death,   (we chose worldly methodology to rule our mind,  this results in death by failing Yahweh) 
also in this manner the gift might reign as king   (by  imbuing  “The Gift of Ministry”  to rule our mind  honours  “The Sacrificial Gift”  JC gave) 
through reason of the righteousness,   (Yahweh honours our internal reform unto JC's Covenant made between us and Yahweh) 
unto the everlasting life through reason of our  lord/master  the Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh for Sonship,  being that of our  “ideal goal”). 
 

Thus it is JC through his  (1) ministry/lifestyle  and   (2) ransom sacrifice  (both of which is the  “charity”  of JC’s  grace/gifts/favours)  that made it 
possible for Yahweh to  righteously/equitably  use His infinite  capability/competence  expressed as the HS  (becomes Yahweh’s  grace/gifts/favours). 
Yahweh is now  “Righteously Enabled”  by JC as  “The Means”  to resurrect  all  humans  (upon what JC specifically did by covering us in the midst of 
Yahweh’s Edict on Sin)  to get us all into The Millennium being essentially the 2nd part of our physical life. 
Note   It is  not  Yahweh Who forgives us in our present state,  but rather,  it is JC who  “forgives all of us”  (by example   Matt.9v4-6, etc.,)  by choosing 
to  atone/reset   each one of us.   Because of JC’s actions  (Yahweh’s Son)  then Yahweh can  “Love”  (agapao/phileo/storge)  in the similar manner all 
people who  ardently try to imitate His Son,  and thus chooses  “not to recall”  (effectively Yahweh turns  “a blind eye”  upon)  our individual sins while 
we  ardently learn to imitate JC’s lifestyle  (by imbuing  “The Word of God”  and acting with fidelity upon it).  

It must be noted,  it is Yahweh who operates as  “The Third-Party Adjudicator”  ensuring that  “fair play”  (= “Righteousness”)  operates 
throughout His Universe throughout its ultimate course into The Culmination. 

However,  this is all contrary to what  worldly Christian leaders erroneous and illogically  (thus “Unrighteous”)  teach to their congregations! 
A final clarification.  Yahweh does forgive His 144000 TCs  (and people actively aiming to be TCs)  for any  “sideslip”  because they  are  deemed by 
Yahweh to be His future  “Sons of God”,  and thus  “the specific god”  has transferred  from JC  (as  “The Word of God”, Rev.19v13)  forgiving the 
TCs’ sins while ignorant and learning,  unto Yahweh  forgiving their  “sideslips”.  This can only occur because the TCs’ minds are  only  operating in 
agapao  –   with their master JC driving their mind as  “The Word of God”  operating as a  presence/parousia  within them  (Luke.17v21).   I needed to 
give this clarification to the general public  –  because this exegesis is presently  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians,  as witness 
the much  self-indulgent  nonsense/bunkum  given in their sermons of  “Excuses dumbing down The Requirement”  -  all of which is detested by Yahweh. 
 
 
21st Comment – Shall we keep sinning so we can have more gifts and favours? 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
56th Instruction – Clearly,  we as Christians must refrain from sinning and start behaving like our claimed mentor! 
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Therefore,  we must train our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become  Christ-Like  ready for The Millennium! 
This means gaining  accurate knowledge,  assaying it,  and then operating with fidelity upon this  “tested knowledge”! 
49th Warning – Charlatan Christian Leaders “{prefer to remain ignorant}”  they have been baptised into JC’s death! 
Then they excuse themselves to what JC’s  “Death”  really means to them and thus  their future annihilation!   They prefer 
to mince “The Word of God” into a new “Religion”  so they can make  “worldly gain”  from their millions of devotees! 
50th Warning – There is a disconnect in Christendom to understand what  “grace/gifts/favours”  really mean! 
Leaders of Christendom spin this around to mean physical,  when it really means spiritual  (what else do we expect?) 
“God’s Word”  reforms our mind (spiritual)  so that we then take  the correct course of action within our lives  (physical). 
After which the gift of “Sonship”  is physically possible for the successful “Early Adopters” having first purified their 
spiritual mind to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle!   Now we will not be taught this by our leaders of Christendom! 
20th Allegory – Water Baptism =  The public declaration  of entering into a  bilateral covenant  with Yahweh to be dying 
(spiritually)  away from this world  (being away from its methodology  [to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt]). 
It does not mean,  “washing away our sins”  (an error of “Religion”)  – because JC was baptised and he had no sin! 
21st Allegory – entombed = speaking of humans becoming The Brethren –  who have freely chosen to build their mind 
upon The Word of God and imbue Yahweh’s Methodology.  Doing this means:  We are still to physically live within The 
World  (to give out our daily ministry in words,  but most importantly in our deportment,  1Pet.2v18-24)  but our mind  
(being its operations/thoughts/processes)  has been completely cut away from the manner in which The World thinks and 
operates, we become as  sojourners/aliens  within the present world,  thereby setting a shining example of how to behave! 
This is how the Jews were supposed to behave – and failed,  likewise repeated by Christians,  failing even more so! 
22nd Allegory – died = having spiritually cut our mind away from worldly methodology  –  we have promised to operate 
according to what The Word of God teaches us  (as given in a  good  quality Bible of at least pre 1950 CE translation). 
Which also means that we must read it – to know it  (do not  go to  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders who mince it)! 
23rd Allegory – “publicly executed” = an extension of “died” –  inasmuch we  publicly make known  that we operate 
precisely as did JC in his  ministry/lifestyle  to teach The Word of God  in both word and deed –  so that we publicly stand-
out  (not hidden away in  cloisters/monasteries)  as being very different to worldly people living to worldly methodology. 
24th Allegory – “newness of life” = “The Word of God”  has changed the way the TC thinks and operates.  The TC 
becomes a completely new person,  whose character  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  becomes the same as JC’s. 
from the way The World thinks and operates  –  we become as  sojourners/aliens  within the present world. 
25th Allegory – “old man” = Our previous worldly lifestyle  (being the 1st part of our spiritual life). 
26th Allegory – “planted together” = speaking of humans becoming The Brethren,  who have been given The Word of God 
as a seed and we are to grow with this seed within our minds to yield 30, 60 and 100 fold new TCs  (Matt.13v23)  in agape 
57th Instruction – JC died for us,  and likewise we,  as TCs,  die to become like him –  we die away from this world of self-
indulgence.  Copying JC’s ministry/lifestyle  we as TCs put our neighbour’s edification  (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  before 
our own worldly needs  (covers most of the verses)  -  we have therefore rejected worldly self-indulgences that  ‘eat time’! 
58th Instruction – Importantly,  JC only died  “The Once”  to  atone/reset/{buy back}  “The Once”  while we were 
ignorant,  but once we truly know “The Word of God” and reject  “what  it/JC  means within us”  to become  “iniquitous”  
then we have thrown away what JC has done, and of his cover - to exposed our sin,  we become subject to  “annihilation”. 
This applies to  (1) charlatan Christian leaders in The Gospel Age,  and  (2) rebellious people in The Millennium. 
59th Instruction – Because we have died with JC then we do not become a slave to sin,  but rather released from sin 
because of The Knowledge we have to be  used  to reform our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become Christ-Like. 
43rd Reasoning – “Newness of life”  means we have thrown away our old life  (1st part of our spiritual life)  of behaving 
like a human subject to worldly methodology – that leads to  “Death/Annihilation”.  We have reformed our mind 
(purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life),  built upon God’s Word yielding a new existence that leads to  “Everlasting 
Life”  (over our 2 part physical life).   The spiritual proves the physical  (both are only made possible by Yahweh). 
44th Reasoning – “Live alongside JC”  operates at two levels:- 
1.  In the 1st part of our physical life as TCs,  we have JC as  “The Word of God”  being a  presence/parousia  driving our 
mind to precisely imitate what he did in his  ministry/lifestyle  freely/simply  for absolutely  no  worldly return 
2.  In the 2nd part of our physical life –  the TCs become  “The Physical Bride”,  as the future sons of God to physically 
rule alongside JCg  –  because their minds have already been personally purified in the 1st part of their physical life based 
upon  “The New Creature/Creation”  growing upon The RNA of JC as  “The Word of God”. 
'Allegory' – awakened/resuscitated = This is  what the Greek word means  and is  not  “rise up”  as given in worldly 
bibles which sadly hides what Yahweh is telling us.  It was by understanding the Greek Word that it dawned upon me what 
The Scriptures were  really telling us.  Humans have a  “2 part life”  separated by  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15). 
42nd Good News – If we as TCs imitate JC now,  then we shall be resurrected like him  (in  heavenly/celestial  bodies). 
43rd Good News – Because we,  as TCs,  imitate JC now,  then we have his  spiritual  presence/parousia  operating within 
us,  and because of this,  JCg shall  physically  come/parousia at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to make us his Bride. 
44th Good News – Because JC fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire then The 2nd Death has no power over JCg and likewise with TCs 
who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  will be similarly resurrected –  so also The 2nd Death has no power over us! 
60th Instruction – Because we are spiritually dead in JC,  then our fleshly body members are also dead away from this 
world and thus become instruments for the service of JCg to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (= imitate JC’s ministry). 
45th Good News – Because TCs are  consciously aware  (and acknowledge this fact by precisely imitating JC)  then they 
are not a slave to sin,  and thus are not under The Law,  but under JC’s  gift/favour  (not  to be dismissed lightly)! 
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51st Warning – Because Christian Leaders are assuming responsibility then they are in the 2nd part of their spiritual life 
(with The Knowledge on how to imitate JC)  thus they are living on  gifts/favours.  They must not reject this by becoming a 
Judas and twist The Word of God for self-indulgence  (i.e. live on the back of God’s Word,  just as did Judas [John.12v6])! 
27th Allegory – tools/implements = a person's capabilities – brain accurately filled with  “The Word of God”,  with a 
mouth “speaking as fire”  to teach  “The Word of God”  and  feet/legs  for our ministry by going out into The World – etc. 
We take upon ourselves  the weight of responsibility  (Luke.19v14-19)  to use whatever our DNA specified capabilities 
might be  (1Cor.12v12-22)  that can be used to advantageous effect in the ministerial  {occupational effort}. 
Rom.   6v1 og What/Why/That/Wherefore  therefore/then  (shall we) say/utter/speak/command?    
Rom.   6v1 og (Shall we) {stay over}/continue/remain/persevere  to the (= in/with/by/on)  sin/fault/offence,  
Rom.   6v1 og that/{so as}  the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit     
Rom.   6v1 og (it may/should)  do/make/{be more}/{super-abound}/abundant/{make to increase}/multiplying? 
Rom.   6v1 = Therefore/Then  what  shall we  say/command?     

Shall we  continue/remain  with  sin/offence  that/{so as}  the  gift/favour/benefit  may  {be more}/increases? 
 

Therefore/Then  what shall we (TCs)  say/command? 
(As a postulation  … … ) 
  Shall we continue with the sin so that the  gift/favour  may increase? 
                 (Inasmuch we can get even more from JC and Yahweh – as unreformed  self-indulgent  petulant children?) 

 

Paul poses an interesting question! 
Which is quite relevant today,  because we see this occurring within  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  practising/preaching  precisely this! 
But Paul is stating this  –  not to condone it  –  but rather to attack this prevalent attitude. 
Because to be  practising/preaching  this,  would present completely the wrong mental attitude within us!   
It would be stretching JCg’s patience too far! 
The reason for this is four-fold - 

1. Conducting sin and then hoping for  undeserved gifts/favours  after the deed,  destroys our morality and scars our conscience. 
2. Following on from (1) then the required repentance,  and necessary promise   “Not to repeat the deed again”  has no sincerity about it. 
3. It is  not  JCg’s purpose for his creation to sin,  and as such  not  to  “habitually learn selflessness”.  But we are instructed to learn that we 

must put the other person first  (before our own needs),  because there is always a victim somewhere on the receiving end of any sinful act. 
4. The first 3 items are about developing our character and the protection of other people,  but nothing has been said about our own future. 

    If  we are developing a  “spiritual” (see glossary)  “mind-set”  of rebellion against  “authority”,  of which it has no sincerity,  
    Then  how much more difficult it is going to be to re-educate ourselves in The Millennium when it is now our last opportunity to do so 
    (this becomes  our “crisis” decision).  Remember it is how each one of us has developed our  effective  cloned synapse  
     construction that will be downloaded into our final body  –  either spiritual or fleshly body  (1Cor.15v35-55).   
This is the spiritual “Heavenly Treasure” (see glossary)  of which JC spoke of during his ministry (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  –  the stored 
processing mechanism of our thought processes – see v18.  I would suggest it is much better to have a head start in The Millennium by getting 
as much done as possible in learning  “Righteous”  now in the 1st part of our physical life!   Please also see my most relevant commentaries 
regarding the people of Chorazin  Matt.11v21,  Luke.10v31. 

Rom.   6v2 og Not  (let it) {become to be}/occur  who/which  (we [TCs] have) died/slain/expired  to the  sin/fault/offence,   
Rom.   6v2 og {in what manner}/how  yet/still/more  (shall we  [as TCs]) live/exist  in  {to her/it}  [= sin/offence]? 
Rom.   6v2 = Not  let it  {become to be}!   

We  (as TCs)  who have  died/slain  to  sin/offence   (having put away our old personality in death by baptism,  and promised to imitate JC),  
how  yet/still  shall we  (as TCs)   live/exist  in it   (= “how can we continue to  consciously  live within sin”)? 

 

Not let it become to be   (this is a  terrible  position for us to take before Yahweh and JC!) 
We  (as TCs)   who have   (spiritually)  died to sin   (we have taken upon ourselves Yahweh’s Methodology to be driving our mind) 
How yet shall we  (as TCs)   live/exist  in it   (if we have reformed our mind to  “The Word of God”,  then we must  not  live in sin,  1Cor.6v16). 
              (This is a dire warning unto  charlatan Christian leaders who show no reform unto Yahweh  –  but reject what JC means within their mind) 

 

Paul then answers his rhetorical question for us. 
We are to reject sin  (as I explain in the commentary to the previous verse)  and thus  “not  to live in  sin/offence”  to thus fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Paul means   

By becoming baptised,  we mentally reject our past sinful life to worldly standards,  thus we  die  away from The World  =  not commit  sin. 
“Baptism”  as I carefully explain elsewhere,  is a  bilateral agreement  between  “The Person and Yahweh”,  and as such,  the individual promises to 
“precisely imitate JC to the very best they are able”  for the same reward that JC obtained that is  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (Rom.8v17, 23). 
The individual promises to leave aside, walk away,  from the old worldly life,  dying away from it what it represents in our life,  so that we look forward 
to operate our new life to be wholly controlled by JC as  “The Word of God”  and thus becomes the lord/master of our mind.  In this manner it is a two-
way contract where we promise to imitate JC for the same reward that JC obtained from Yahweh,  a position of  “Sonship”  to rule in The Millennium. 
The  vast majority  of Christians turn their back on this agreement,  and with great sadness Yahweh withdraws from His side of The Agreement because 
righteously  (according to The Agreement)  He cannot offer Sonship  (as the equivalent to JCg)  to that specific individual  –  but  “only”  a resurrection 
to the equivalent Adam.  But 144000 specific humans  will  meet the required standard that  will trigger the onset of The Millennium  in  “The Fulfilment 
of Prophecy”  (Rev.14v1-4,  to the devastation of Satan,  Rev.20v1-3).  I realise this is  all  contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us  
–  but sadly  “they are  not  given to know”  (Matt.13v11-13)  and thus only fulfil Satan’s desire which is to cause confusion over this matter.   
They are thus  impeding/adversarial/satanic/resisting  to  “Yahweh attaining His future Sons of God”  (hence  “Anti-anointing = Anti-christ”,  please 
see  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and the adversarial,  “Satan’s Desire”  in my glossary on  “FutureLife.Org”  to understand what is  really occurring on this 
planet around us).   Furthermore,  my commentaries at 1John.2v18-22, 4v1-3, 2John.v9. 
We must realise  

The above must be done at some time in our 2 part life – because ultimately it will be personal annihilation at the end of the Millennium. 
So why not do the above now during the 1st part of our life, and gain all the benefits ever sooner? 
With possibly,  “The Bonus”  that is only now available during The Gospel Age,  being  “Sonship to Yahweh”! 

Rom.   6v3 og or/than/either/rather  [are you = dissident brethren = worldly Christians]  
Rom.   6v3 og {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}  because   
Rom.   6v3 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  (we were) {fully wetted}/baptised  into/unto   
Rom.   6v3 og (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (the) Jesus  into/unto  the (baptism)   (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality   
Rom.   6v3 og (of the) him [JC]   (we were) {fully wetted}/baptised? 
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Rom.   6v3 = Or/Rather  you  (dissident brethren = worldly Christian leaders)   {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}, 
because  {as great}  we have been  baptised  unto  Anointed  Jesus  -   (also)   into  the baptism  of  his  death/fatality? 

 

Or/rather  you  (dissident brethren = worldly Christian leaders)   rather be ignorant   (of what  “The Word of God”  truly means within our mind), 
because as great  (a thing)   we have been baptised unto  The Anointed  of the  Jesus   (= for the  possible/maybe  “Sonship”  unto Yahweh) 
              (“We”  “actively aiming to be TCs”  “agree by bilateral contract”  “to imitate JC”  for  “The Anointing”  “given by return”  from Yahweh) 
(also)   into the baptism of his death   (= spiritually dying away from The Inducements of The World to consume our personal resources). 

              (“We”  “actively aiming to be TCs”  die away from self-indulging of worldly methodology”   and  “correctly edify our neighbour to our hurt”) 
 

At the point of baptism,  baptised people publicly acknowledge unto Yahweh that we are now on a  new  course of life,  we are going to precisely follow 
JC’s actions for the remainder of our two part physical existence  (see “2 part life” in glossary).  JC was baptised at the start of his ministry  (Matt.3v15)  
to live in  “The (accurate) Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity”  (= “Real Faith”)  that - 

“His Father Yahweh would raise him into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body after his death  -  provided he remained righteous in  
thoughts/motives/works  to Yahweh’s requirements.”    

These requirements were to teach  (with daily works to)  God’s Word  accurately,  this work demonstrated JC’s Righteousness and His Godly Wisdom. 
By taking on our avowal to precisely imitate JC,  then we too,  are required by  Yahweh/God  to teach  (with daily works to)  God’s Word  accurately.  
In doing so,  we are judged as  “Righteous”  during the 1st part of our physical life.  Consequently,  we have perfected the 2nd part of our spiritual life  
(being  “The New Creature/Creation”  2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, constructed upon  “the spiritual RNA of The Word of God”)  and we can look forward to 
be  resurrected as a Priest  (1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.,)  to further this required work in The Millennium.   
We are likewise,  spiritually precisely like JC  to be  “awakened/roused/resuscitated”  to  physically become like JCg  –  as Paul tells us in context at v4. 
I ask the reader    

How often is this done by the  self-claimed  representatives of God’? 
Christendom’s scholars  (having a worldly reasoning mind)  then state    

“Do not accept everything in The Bible in its entirety as being The Word of God!” 
Supposedly because  “it was written by fallible man”!    

I simply reason  
Obviously,  Christendom’s scholars are speaking from personal experience! 
By contrast,  I reason that if Yahweh exists of which I thoroughly know is true,  because of the many thousands of prophetic allegories 
throughout millennia could only occur by an All-Powerful extra-terrestrial Entity ensuring this would occur – thereby ensuring The Bible’s 
contents to be accurately explaining this Entity’s  purpose/plan  for us.   Thereby we  can  trust its contents,  knowing that there are  only two  
copyist additions having any detrimental significance,  all the rest have  zero  significance.  The differences are just amplified in that manner 
as a strawman by worldly focussed scholars to supposedly give some worldly credence to their education,  and secondly to boost their worldly 
ego by burning their invented straw-man! 

Moreover,  let me return to state  
These Bible scribes over millennia were  utterly faithful slaves  to  “The Word of God”. 
These original Bible scribes by contrast,  were  not  like our  “enlightened”  leaders of Christendom claiming such nonsense today! 
“The worldly Leaders of Christendom”  are like  “The prevailing religious opposition”  to  “The Prophets of the 1st Epoch of Israel”! 

Any person who claims to be a mouthpiece of God,  and then says  “The Bible is not The Whole of God’s Word”  (and further claim – “because there are 
inaccuracies”)  are what The Bible calls    

“Anti-Christ”.   Because they are stating something in opposition to what JC precisely stated and  “The Vanguard”  (TCs)  he leads!  
That is what the word  “anti”  means =  “against”!   And that is not too far away from  “Satan”  =  “adversary, opposer, resister”! 
Spoken about by John at 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, 2John.v9, because he could see it starting to occur in his time some 1900 years ago,  and  “This 
Opposition”  to Yahweh has had some 1900 years to develop into the various schisms we have operating today as  “worldly Christianity”  (precisely as 
had  “Judaism” collapsed into what JC condemned of the leaders of his day). 

“The 2nd  Epoch Israel”  (Christian Nation)  has followed an almost  identical spiritual path  as did  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (Jewish Nation)! 
For the reader’s edification,  I take supposed discrepancy within the manuscripts and show how they have no significance with  “Yahweh’s Plan for 
Human Salvation”.  The worst copyist addition by very  many orders of magnitude  than all others put together is the one located at Rev.20v5. 
The second worst copyist addition is located at 1John.5v7-8.  All other  variations between manuscripts have  no  effect  on Yahweh’s Message to us. 
     I invite  all  scholars to contest my statement,  so I may have more material to publicly defunct what they state about  “The Word of God”! 
Rom.   6v4 og (we were) {buried together with}/{interned alongside}  [= spiritually assimilated with JC]   Therefore/Then  
Rom.   6v4 og (to the [= in/with/by]) him  through (reason of)  of the  {fully wetted}/baptism process}  into/unto   
Rom.   6v4 og the  death/{deadly result}/fatality. 
Rom.   6v4 og That/{so as}  {just as}/{exactly like}  (he [JC] was) {regained the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated    
Rom.   6v4 og (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  {from/out of}  (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers, 
Rom.   6v4 og through (reason of)  of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  of the  Father/Forebear [Yahweh]   
Rom.   6v4 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  {we ourselves}  in  (to the [= within]) renewal/newness     
Rom.   6v4 og (of the) life/existence  (we may/should) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}. 
Rom.   6v4 = Therefore/Then  we  (TCs)   have been  entombed   (becoming holy/innocent = separate from The World)   with him  (JCg)  

through reason of  the  baptism   (= our avowal to Yahweh of  total commitment  to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  
into  the  death/fatality   (to the end of our fleshly 1st part of our physical life on this planet,  while purifying our mind to be like JC).   
That  {exactly like}  Christ/Anointed  was  awakened/roused/resuscitated  {from/out of}  the  {dead corpses}   (now in a spiritual body), 
through reason  of the  Father’s  glory/honour/dignity   (of Yahweh’s capability expressed as the HS is made manifest to The World), 
{in this manner}/likewise  also  {we ourselves}  might  {tread all about}/deportment/lifestyle   (as the remaining physical parts of our life) 
in  renewal/newness  of  life/existence   (we enter the 2nd part of our spiritual life and start perfecting this for “The Expectation of Sonship”), 

 

Therefore we (TCs)  have been   (spiritually)   entombed   (we keep our mind  away from  worldly methodology)   with him (JC) 
through reason of the baptism   (our contract with Yahweh to  precisely imitate  JC for the  same  payment Matt.20v1-12) 
into the death   (a mind that sacrifices our lifestyle  away from  worldly methodology during the remaining 1st part of our physical life). 
That exactly like  (being that we imitate)   The Anointed   (unto  “The Goal”  for  “Sonship by Yahweh”)   
was  {collected the senses}/awakened/resuscitated   (into the “2nd part” of JCg's physical life  [actually “3rd part” of  his  specific life]) 
from out of the dead people   (where JC then becomes JCg again –  but now  “The Premier Son of God”  [with regard to this planet]) 
through reason of The Father's (Yahweh)  glory/honour   (JC expressed subservience to Yahweh,  Who,  then reciprocated by expressing the HS) 
in this manner   (of a resurrection to become a future son of God,  because we also precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return) 
may deport ourselves in the newness of  life/existence   (by precisely imitating JC,  we become a  new  person who shall have everlasting life). 
 

Thus being  “Entombed”  is attributed to TCs who are - 
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Holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  =  not following the same actions as normal worldly people,  and thus now as 
TCs living out the 2nd part of our spiritual life as sojourners  away  from the politics and methodology of this world of self-indulgence. 

Given above is  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  (as co-heirs with JCg – Rom.8v17-28),  but the TC must not forget that to achieve this  
“Expectation”  then  we who are actively aiming for this position must  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by having a  new  lifestyle  (driven by a  
spirit/personality/desires/traits)  worthy of that required in The Millennium  (come early   [Luke.17v21]  while the TC is  physically  existing/sojourning  
(as a spiritual alien)  in Satan’s present worldly system)! 
But that is only stage (1). 
Stage (2) is the next step.  We must gain  accurate  knowledge to ensure that our lifestyle is identical to that of what JC did,  but more importantly for the 
new role  –  being to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to our neighbours,  so they know  why/how  they too can personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

“Christendom”  absolutely does  not  do this  -  it endorses what is preached in the world as  “Religion”! 
We should know what JC instructs of us at Luke.19v12-22, John.14v15, 21,  and likewise Paul instructs of us at Heb.5v12-14  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 
Gal.4v12, etc.),  so that we can,  during our selfless sacrifice away from what this world offers for the self-indulgent  “Immediacy”,  is to personally 
bring to Yahweh the next generation of TCs unto Yahweh’s  glory/honour/dignity.  We do this so He can gain His full quota of 144000 TCs enabling Him 
to move to the next stage of His Plan to bring about Human Salvation  (over the individual person's two-part life).  This is to bring in The Millennium  
(when having achieved 144000 TCs, Rev.14v1-4 ready for Rev.19v16-21)  because of Matt.20v23  then Yahweh knows when The Millennium will start  
Matt.24v36  -  all perfectly logical,  and most importantly,  precisely what The Bible  tells us.     
I have invented  none  of this  -  yet it is  not  what leaders of Christendom preach to us. 

However,  by now we should know why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do  not  accurately  “The Word of God”,  but only  “twist it”! 
Rom.   6v5 og if  For  (the) {grown alongside}/{closely united}/{planted together}  (we [TCs]) {became to be}/occurred   
Rom.   6v5 og to the [= in/with/by]  resemblance/likeness/similitude/{same form}   
Rom.   6v5 og of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality  (of the) him [JCg],  but  also   
Rom.   6v5 og of the (one)  {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  (we shall) {shall be}/{come to pass}. 
Rom.   6v5 = For if  we  (as TCs)   {became to be}  {grown alongside}/{planted together}   (based upon “The Seed” as “The Word of God”) 

to the  resemblance/likeness/{same form}  of  his  (JC’s)   death   (= spiritually operating far  away from  worldly methodology), 
but  also  we  (as TCs)   {shall be}/{come to pass}   of the  (one)   {standing up again}/resurrection  
(Thus,  the text is telling us that the TCs of this present system will be resurrected like JCg to then become a future son of God). 

 

For if we  (as TCs)   became to be grown alongside   (based upon  “The Word of God” [= JC, Rev.19v13]  growing within us) 
           (“We”  “actively aiming to be TCs”  wholly imbue  “The Word of God”  test/assay  it and then output it with  fidelity  in  charity/works.) 
to the same for of his (JC's)  death   (our mind being driven by  “The Word of God”  away from  worldly methodology,  as was JC's mind) 
           (“We”  “die away from worldly methodology”  and actively  “edify our neighbour to  understand  why/how  to  precisely imitate  JC.) 
but  also we  (as TCs)   shall be of the one  (The 1st)  resurrection   (in a  heavenly/celestial  physical body like JCg collecting us).   

           (“We”  “having demonstrably proved unto The World to have precisely imitated JC”,  then Yahweh shall resurrect TCs in “The 1st Resurrection”) 
 

Paul is using the same simile as did JC in his parables of  “the seed dying” (John.12v24)  away from this world of Satan,  and in doing so,  our works 
imitating JC of teaching yield  40/60/100 fold  of the new brethren  (Matt.13v23,  ideally becoming TCs)  and thus enlarging the  (real)  body of JC  
(1Cor.12v12-22)  as only determined by Yahweh.  We die away from the 1001’ indulgences  (Matt.13v20-22)  that this present worldly system has to 
offer to  (1) consume our time away from precisely imitating JC’s ministry and lifestyle and  (2) driving our synapse construction away from yearning to 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  because  our focus in life becomes misplaced   (and thus suits Satan’s desire). 
There are a few  very significant caveats  within this verse - 

1. We are to be growing up with  “The Word of God”  that has  not  been through filters  (Rev.22v18-19)  of  worldly Christian leaders. 
2. We are to take part in the resemblance of his death  (away from The World)  =  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
3. Then  perhaps (as we are told elsewhere),  we may be like JCg and be standing up at “The 1st Resurrection” (1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.20v6). 

Interestingly JC  never  said himself to be the  “Son of God”  (except a posed question in John’s Gospel –  of which I detail in my local commentary),  
because that is a decision made  only  by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23, hence 24v36).  By contrast,  we have our self-indulgent  worldly Christian leaders stating 
to their congregations,  they are  all  “Children of God” –  without realising it is highly likely they could be part of Heb.12v8 because of Rev.3v16.   
There are  only  144000 future  “Children of God”  as  only  determined by Yahweh and  not  as determined by Satan’s  “stand-ins”  2Cor.11v13-15, 
Matt.24v23-26, etc.,  for the worldly returns this brings to them.  The remainder  could  become  “children of JCg and of the 144000 TCs”  in The 
Millennium.    Finally to cover the remaining grouping,  a growing contingent during The Gospel Age  being  “sons of Satan”  –  John.8v32-55,  headed 
up by Judas Iscariot  (John.12v6),  who shall be ignored by Yahweh at the  only  “TWO resurrections”,  and thus they effectively become  annihilated  at 
the end of their present conscious existence. 
But sadly the millions upon millions of  “innocent”  people within these  worldly Christian congregations do  not  know,  being blithely unaware of what 
is required,  because of the delinquency of their  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  (Luke.12v46-48),  who are only preaching “Religion”,  as do 
the leaders of  all  the other world religions.  All this is done to the  fulfilment/glorification/magnification  of Satan’s desire to misconstrue  “The Word of 
God”  (because of his confinement Rev.20v1-3 and nemesis Rev.20v10),  which itself,  is  only  sourced by The Bible when  correctly  translated and 
then  accurately  explained! 
Rom.   6v6 og That/This/There/Here  (the) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}  because   
Rom.   6v6 og the  antique/{warn out}/{not recent}/old [man]  {of/from us}  (the) man  [= our old 1st life personality]  
Rom.   6v6 og (it was) {impaled upon fixed stakes in company with}/{publicly co-executed} [= with JC]  that  
Rom.   6v6 og (it may be) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified/annul  the  body/{carnal mind}   
Rom.   6v6 og of the  sin/fault/offence   of the  {no longer/further}/{not any more}  (to) serve/{in bondage}/slave   
Rom.   6v6 og us/our/we  to the [= in/with/by]  sin/fault/offence. 
Rom.   6v6 = This   (fact of our spiritual death  away from  worldly methodology)   we  {absolutely know/understand},   

because  our  antique/old  man   (our old  humanity/self  that was operating according to worldly methodology)   
was  {publicly executed together}   (with JC’s methodology as The Word of God) 
that our  body/{carnal mind}  of  sin/offence  might be  {rendered useless}/abolished/nullified   (to have no part in worldly methodology) 
(and thus)  we  {no longer}/{not any more}  to  serve/slave  to the  (former)  sin/offence  (of our old self, to only ‘succeed’ in Satan’s world) 

 

This  (fact of our mind dying away from worldly methodology)   we  (as TCs imitating JC)   absolutely  know/understand, 
because our old man   (the old  spirit/personality/desires/traits  originally built upon  “The Word of The World”  yielding  “worldly methodology”) 
was publicly  (made visible)   executed together   (alongside JC's Methodology as  “The Word of God”,  away from  “worldly methodology”) 
(so)   that our animalistic mind of sin might be abolished   (our mind has  completely reformed away from  “worldly methodology”) 
(and thus)   we no longer the slave   (under the control of a master  [self-indulgent worldly methodology]  ruling our mind) 
to the   (former)   sin   (a mind driving our output devices to  “succeed”  in the present world to our neighbour's hurt) 
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Consequently,  when we were part of The World  we chased after  self-gratification/indulgence = selfishness = this is sinful to Yahweh because 
invariable this worldly attitude hurts some  neighbour/stranger  “down the line”.  Therefore,  it hurts members within society,  this is  not  to occur in 
Yahweh’s New  System/Kingdom  (= Yahweh's Methodology which should ideally be operating in our mind  now  Luke.17v21). 
Thus we are to  publicly execute our former worldly existence and take upon ourselves the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (based upon “The Word of God”)  
now  –  as soon as possible,  so that we start spiritually living in The Millennium  “come early”,  and continue that forever then we  will  live forever 
punctuated by a single  “Asleep”  period.  We shall then be ready for  “The Physical  Reality”  upon our resurrection into The Millennium in the 2nd part 
of our physical life. 
But if we  also  precisely imitate JC’s  ministry  (to the very best of our ability)  and thus become an apostle  (appointed  [by Yahweh,  and  not  The 
World]  to tell)  then we have  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  to become the future  “Sons of God”  upon our  “awakening/rousing/resuscitating” 
into The Millennium. 
      Thus,  the crux behind all of this is,  

The Millennium righteously puts us the position  to freely choose  not  to exercise our  old  worldly habits. 
Quite simply,  Yahweh does  not  want zombies to rule His future  “Operating  System/Platform”  in The Millennium.  Consequently,  “The Gospel Age”  
under  “The 2nd Covenant”  becomes  “a filter”  to yield His future stewards  (“The Early Adopters”);  all as JC teaches us at Luke.19v16-19  and in just 
so many other places in The Bible – being this  “operating filter”  of The Gospel Age  (but  never  taught by the delinquent   You know who’!)   
Rom.   6v7 og the (person [TC])  For  (having) died/slain/expired  (he/she has been) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}   
Rom.   6v7 og off/away/separated/from  of the  sin/fault/offence. 
Rom.   6v7 = For the person (= TC)  (now)  having  died/slain  (away from this world of self-indulgence)  

has been  {made righteous/justified}  off/away/from  sin/fault/offence. 
 

For the person (TC)  having   (spiritually)  died   (away from this world of self-indulgence) 
he/she  has been rendered righteous away from  sin/fault/offence. 
 

This  public  execution being  made public  by a lifestyle that does  not  yearn to indulge the animalistic senses  (through whatever means)  can only be 
achieved by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  please see v5. 

So again,  what does this verse really mean? 
Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us? 
Obviously not  (by definition of  “worldly”)! 

It means  (as I must keep stating ad-nauseam – only because we are  not  taught this by those leaders supposedly representing Yahweh)  is that we must 
go through the  three  stage process to yield  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
Once we have spiritually passed through the  three-stage process  and be delivering  “Real charity”  rather than  “feigned charity”  (from an 
unreformed mind,  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)  that is now pandemic throughout society.   
For example,   

Some  “has been”  celebrities out  “white water rafting”  having a great exhilarating time for what reason?    
To raise money for charities. 

Where    
Who was putting up the funding for this  “great day”  out,  and the notoriety gained for this supposedly  “wonderful gesture”  (Matt.6v1-5)?    

Moreover,  
Who was really putting their hand in their pockets to pay for this event?   
The  “poor punters”  who were truly sincere in parting with hard-earned money that they could ill afford  (Mark.12v42-43)  where the 
general public being taxed and tithed from above and all around,  while these  “has-been”  celebrities are using  off-shore  bank accounts to 
“evade their taxes”!    

Likewise,  with our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  operating like politicians,  pushing themselves into the limelight on the back the hard work and 
effort of sincerely motivated members of the general public  –  thereby  hi-jacking  their work by  “The Public Front”  presented by the  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”!    

The whole charade is detestable! 
Yahweh is Personally examining the  internal  motivation/driver  behind these exampled acts  (1Sm.16v7-13,  for The Anointing of  future  
Kingship)  of which I give,  but a tiny collection! 

Thus,  in summary it is  only  the TCs  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return  (except abuse sourced from  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  who truly have been presently  “made justified”  upon  “The Word of God”. 
Why?  Because TCs are  not  “professional”  and thus  not  using  “The Word of God”  to gain a worldly gratuitous return!   
Where many of  “The Professionals”  are fraudulently sequestrating what only belongs to Yahweh.   It is all an abomination to Yahweh. 
Rom.   6v8 og if  And  (we [TCs]) died/slain/expired  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Rom.   6v8 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,  (we) entrust /committed/believe  because  
Rom.   6v8 og also  (we will) {co-survive}/{live with}  (to the) him [JCg]. 
Rom.   6v8 = And  if  we (TCs)  died/expired  {united as companions}/together/{in resemblance}  to the  Christ/Anointed, 

because  we  (TCs)   entrust/commit,  also  we  (TCs)   will  {co-survive}/{live with}  to the  him  (JCg). 
 

And  if   (“it is conditional”)   we (TCs)  died   (spiritually)   united as companions to  “The Anointed”   (by Yahweh for Sonship  “as a bride”), 
           (“If” as  only determined by Yahweh  [and  not by our “Leaders of Christendom”]  we have died away from worldly methodology for “Sonship”) 
because we (TCs)  entrust/commit   (by  “precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle”  in our own life), 
also we (TCs)  will  co-survive  with him  (JCg)   (to be the 144000 TCs as  “The Wife”  to yield  “The Spiritual Children”  out of The Millennium). 

           (“We”  “having demonstrably proved unto The World to have precisely imitated JC”,  then we shall have  “guaranteed everlasting life”) 
 

Knowing that we have spiritually died away from this world  (by changing our methodology  away from  The World unto Yahweh)  by being in  {union 
with JC}  (as  “The Word of God”  driving our mind)   then we have  precisely imitated  his work to let all people realise  they too are instructed to 
become Apostles.  This is  not  done today by  worldly Christian Leaders,  and thus they do  not  imitate JC’s ministry,  but rather they teach humans to 
be  passive to this requirement  being  against  Yahweh’s Desire,  and thus they  are  fulfilling Satan’s Desire  –  please see glossary)! 
To further our  apostle-like  work,  JCg  (as “The Word of God”)  will be working alongside us with his presence  (“parousia”)  operating within us 
yielding true HS  (in  “Real Faith”).  We shall be working with the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  separate from this world of sin that 
operates with Yahweh”  for the furtherance of  only   The Accurate Publicising of Yahweh’s Word to The World  (and nothing else, –  certainly  not  for 
personal self-indulgence). 
TCs will have JCg’s  “Presence/parousia”  within them until they fall “Asleep”,  and when  “Awakened/Roused/Resuscitated”  into the 2nd part of their 
physical life they will be  immediately presented  with JCg’s  “Coming/parousia”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (being JCg's 1st 2nd C)   just prior  (by 3.5 
years)  to the start of The Millennium.    

Why?   
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Because the TCs had perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life while in the 1st part of their physical life,  thus they are deemed entirely worthy by 
Yahweh to resurrect them into an incorruptible  heavenly/celestial  body comparable to their perfected mind   (= the same type of physical body as given 
to JCg at his resurrection). 
To the TC,  then JCg’s  “presence”  while they are alive changes  immediately  to  “coming”  (because “asleep” –  however long,  is a mere instant of  
lost consciousness’)  –  that is specifically  why  “parousia”  is used.    

To all other people The Greek Text can only use the words that  only  mean  “come”  at  “The Millennium Resurrection”,  because they had no  
“presence” of JC wholly driving their mind during the 1st part of their physical life.    Please see my glossary on all these terms. 
Rom.   6v9 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  because  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah   
Rom.   6v9 og (the having been) {regained the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  {from/out of}   
Rom.   6v9 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers  {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  (he) dies/slain/expires,  
Rom.   6v9 og (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality  (of the) him [JCg]  {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  
Rom.   6v9 og (it) {has dominion}/{lords over}. 
Rom.   6v9 = Because  the  knowing/understanding  the  Christ/Anointed 

the having been  awoken/roused/resuscitated  {from/out of}  the  {dead people}/corpses, 
{no longer/more}  he  dies,  his  (JCg's)   death/fatality  {no longer/more}  {has dominion}/{lords it over}. 

 

Because  (we [TCs])  knowing  “The Anointed”   (by Yahweh for the position of Rulership)   
           (“TCs”  precisely imitating JC therefore know  “The Route”  [John.14v5-15]  to achieve  “The Goal”  of  “The Personal Anointing”  by Yahweh) 
having been  {collected the senses}/awakened/resuscitated  from out of the dead people,   (as  “The First Begotten”  from flesh to celestial) 
no more he (JCg)  dies   (away from The World,  being its methodology  within a fleshly body) 
his death   (being the physical death in a fleshly body) 
has dominion no more   (JC having been proved perfect,  was resurrected in a heavenly body  of which death has no power,  Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
 

JC has been resurrected as  “The  First/Chief/Only  Begotten Son”  (see glossary what this terminology  really  means  [it is  not  as our  worldly 
Christian leaders errantly tell us])  as the  “Son of God”  (= “JCg”)  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial body  to lead the way  for the 144000 TCs to 
follow during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years.   When  that  very specific number  is reached,  being  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  
(Rev.14v1-4),  then  this age of Satan’s  will cease  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, Rev.20v1-3)  and thus herald in The Millennium. 

Where,  JC was  “The 1st Waving”  of the Firstfruit  (barley)  on  “The Day of his Resurrection”  (Nisan 16)  after he wholly covered  “The 
Great Sabbath”  (Nisan 15)  during his death.  The 144000 TCs become  “The 2nd Waving”  of The Firstfruit  (wheat)  at Pentecost  
(Lev.23v5-25)  –  all occurring  before  “The Main Harvest”  of wheat  (representing what is to come out of  “The Resurrected World” at the 
end of The Millennium,  Rom.8v23, Rev.14v3-4, etc.). 
None of this wonderful symbolism is taught to the Christian congregational members to give  “Real  Faith”  in Yahweh's Omnipotence! 

Therefore it was known  before  of John’s Revelation  (Rev.2v11, 20v6  -  written some 30 years after this Epistle)  that  “The 2nd Death”  shall have  no  
power over those very specific individuals who are to be resurrected in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as  “Sons of God”.  Symbolically shown by 
having their names written in the 144000 places allocated on  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life”  (Rev.5v2-4)  of which JC metaphorically opens  (as 
“God’s Word”)  during The Gospel Age to yield  his bride  (as Yahweh’s Sons).   There really is  no  “mystery”  -  it is just so quite simple to understand. 
Rom.   6v10 og who/which/that  For  (he [JC]) died/slain/expired  to the  sin/fault/offence  (he [JC]) died/slain/expired   
Rom.   6v10 og {upon one occasion}/{at the once} [for all humans],  who/which/that  and  (he [JCg]) lives/exists,   
Rom.   6v10 og (he [JCg]) lives/exists  to the [= in/with/by/on]  God [Yahweh]   [see v10 same text is applied to TCs equally]. 
Rom.   6v10 = For  to that  he  (JC)  died,   he  (JC)  died  to the  sin/offence  {upon one occasion}/{at the once}, 

and  that  he  (JCg)  lives/exists,   he  (JCg)   lives/exists  to/with  the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

For  to that  (reason)   he (JC)  died   (to remove  “The Curse of Death”  over humans – and to give us an educated choice to yield our future life) 
he (JC)  died to the sin   (= Worldly methodology had no blemishing influence upon JC's Methodology driving his mind to solely edify us)   
      (Noting he did this both  -  firstly spiritually,  that made him worthily positioned to (1) atone and then  (2) cover us,   to then die physically)   
      (The first is minimally what TCs are expected to do by Yahweh - as witnessed by The World - so “The resurrected World” deems them worthy to rule) 
upon one occasion  (for all humans)   (= JC has  fully done his part – now our salvation relies  entirely upon us  as individuals over our 2 part life) 
      (JC gave the  [1] ransom sacrifice to give us a 2 part life,  and the  [2] ministry for us to purify our mind,  most people require The Millennium) 
and that he (JCg)  lives   (within a  heavenly/celestial  body alongside Yahweh for a guaranteed existence) 
he (JCg)  lives/exists  with the God  (Yahweh)   (JCg lives to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  [1] to yield 144000 TCs and then  [2] gain “The 3rd Remnant”) 
 

This verse operates at  two  levels - 
Level 1. 
JC having been resurrected as JCg has  atoned/reset/{paid for}  our  previous  sins for  all  humans  (given without any caveats  1John.2v2, 4v14) -   

JC can state to Yahweh    
“Resurrect this one individual on behalf of what I have done”.   

Moreover,  JCg can  repeat this request  for the next individual,  unto infinitum,  until  all  humans have been resurrected.  I explain how this 
righteously operates in more detail elsewhere  (noting “charlatan Christian Leaders”  have forfeited this  {buy-back}  by JC). 

JC also continues to cover over at the point we take on JC’s lifestyle where we agree on to live by his requirements,  either now  or  in The Millennium.  
But let the reader be aware that The Assay period at  The End of The Millennium  is  The Finality  (= annihilation)  of anything pertaining to 
“premeditated sin and self-indulgence”.  

“This Finality”  will take to annihilation those specific people who choose  not  to reform  (preferring  “worldly methodology”). 
Thus surely how much better to start  now  –  knowing that if we precisely imitate JC to the very best we are able  (in humility/contriteness)  then there is 
the opportunity of  possibly/maybe/perhaps  attaining  “The Prize of Sonship”  (1Cor.9v24-27,  noting the condition given at 2Tim.2v5). 
Level 2. 
While JC can righteously use this  “Safety Net - credit token” “the once”  (as we are told here)  for each individual at the personal level,  JCg  cannot  
righteously reuse this “Safety Net – credit token”  after  it has been used  “the once”  for any  specific individual  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet,2v18-22, 
as supporting text).   It has been  “cashed-in”  at the point we enter the 2nd part of our spiritual life,  or  our resurrection  (to then enter the 2nd part of 
our spiritual life  [this is the righteous teaching program]). 
JCg is righteously covering  all  humans  (1John.2v2)  who are ignorant of what Yahweh Desires of them from The Word of God  (being JC's ministry). 

JCg  cannot  atone/reset/{buy back}  any specific human  more than the once  –  as it states here  -  “only  The Once” 
The Bible teaches us,  iniquitous people are thrust away  (and if remain so,  then logically they can only be annihilated,  hence Luke.15v1-32 warning). 
Thus,  JCg cannot cover  “wanton iniquity”  and when humans freely choose to rebel against  “The Word of God”  (JCg)  and fulfil their own desires 
according to worldly methodology  –  then they have thrown away their  “once only”  atonement/reset/{buy back}  before Yahweh’s judgement for 
resurrection  (or extension beyond JC’s covering of The Millennium). 
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The people of The Gospel Age who do this are  charlatan Christian leaders,  who know  “The Law as given by JC”  –  and yet they  mince/mash  it into 
something different  (Rev.22v18-19)  into some they can gain from The World,  –  thereby misdirecting true praise  (within a devotee’s mind)  away from 
Yahweh. 
Also,  those people of  “The Resurrected World”  who refuse to reform to  “The Word of God”  accurately given within a perfected environment,  shall 
equally be deemed  “iniquitous”  and likewise be annihilated at the end of The Millennium,  as were the  charlatan Christian leaders an epoch earlier! 
Rom.   6v11 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom.   6v11 og (you) reckon/account/reason/think  {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]   
Rom.   6v11 og (the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers  truly/indeed  {to be/exist}   
Rom.   6v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  sin/fault/offence  (the) living/existing  and  
Rom.   6v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  God [Yahweh]  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (of the) Jesus   
Rom.   6v11 og to the  lord/master  {of/from us}. 
Rom.   6v11 = {In this manner}/likewise  {specifically yourselves}   (people aiming to become TCs) 

also  reckon/account  yourselves  truly/indeed  being  (spiritually)  {dead people}/corpses  (to worldly methodology)   in the  sin/offence;    
and  living/existing/alive  to the  God  (Yahweh)   within  Christ/Anointed  Jesus  our  lord/master. 

 

In this manner specifically yourselves   (people actively aiming to be TCs) 
also  reckon/account  yourselves truly being   (spiritually)  dead people   (to the worldly methodology yielding)   in the sin   (of worldly works)   
and  (become spiritually)  alive to the God (Yahweh)  within the Anointed   (being ideally elected by Yahweh to become The Premier Son of God) 
of the Jesus  (as “The Word of God”)   our master   (JC as “The Word of God”  controlling our mind  to yield  real  charity within The Environment). 
 

Thus we must not take on any self-indulgent attitude,  but always be  humble/contrite  in our demeanour  never  taking the best things from The World as 
we witness practised by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  throughout The World  –  for as we are told by JC   “those people who are  The 
First/Most  (now during the 1st part of their physical life)  shall be  The Last/Least”  (in the 2nd part of their physical life)  during The Millennium. 
In this manner our attitude of humility makes JCg the master of us – as we humbly imitate his ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Word of God”  operating 
within our mind,  where we must learn  “The Word of God”  first  before  we can  accurately  replicate it within our lives to  then  be gaining the HS. 
By contrast,  if we choose to be a leader now in Satan’s World,  then we are choosing Satan to be our master because we are choosing to take what The 
World offers to those specific people in that position,  having a mind to be successful in this world!   We would be choosing to  operate within the ethos of 
the present world to maintain our position as leader,  and that would corrupt our synapse construction  (= our  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  to 
become worldly,  that is the  only righteous conclusion. 
But our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do not care!   They show an  animalistic/carnal  mind craving for  “The Immediacy”,  rather than be 
seeking The Millennium,  they are  demonstrably  only interested in  “The Here and Now”  with well-practised feigned  “religious phrases”  -  because 
“The Vista of The Millennium”  has  no  meaning for them  –  especially shown to us  -  when they  never  preach to us about it!    

But  (1) Sonship and  (2) The Millennium are the only  Two Keys  to The Gospel  of  “1st Century Christianity”  (in that order)! 
Rom.   6v12 og not  Therefore/Then  (let it) reign/rule/{be king}  the  sin/fault/offence   
Rom.   6v12 og in  to the [= within]  mortal/{capable of dying}  {of yourselves}   (to the) {whole/sound body}/bodily   
Rom.   6v12 og into/unto  the  (to) {attentively hearken}/compliance/obedience/submission  {to her/it}   
Rom.   6v12 og in  to the [= within]  lusts/{forbidden desires/longings}/concupiscence  {of him/it} [= it,  relative to a human]. 
Rom.   6v12 = Therefore/Then  not  let the  sin/offence  reign/{be king}  within  your  {capable of dying}  {whole/sound body} 

unto  the  {attentive hearkening}/compliance/submission  to it  within its  lusts/{forbidden desires/longings}. 
 

Therefore,  not let the sin reign as king   (do not allow worldly methodology to rule our mind yielding sinful works to the hurt of our neighbour) 
        (Paul is now commanding them,  do not allow “sin”  [= deliberate self-indulgent acts to the hurt of neighbour]  rule our mind) 
within your capable of dying  body   (if our worldly body will die,  then invest in purifying our mind  to become “The Heavenly Treasure”!) 
(where presently)   unto the attentive hearkening to it  (a dying body's demands)   within its lusts   (for  “The Immediacy”  of an animalistic mind)  
 

Notice how Paul  has switched  from  “an exhortation”  to  “a command”  by the change from  “sideslips”  to  “sin”. 
In the earlier verses Paul as the inclusive “we” is exhorting  “the ideal”,  he as a TC only commits  “sideslips”  and is thus  forgiven by Yahweh,  but 
here,  he recognises many of the recipients are not yet TCs and thus Paul is stating,  do not fall back into The World and commit  “sin”  being the 
deliberate self-indulgent acts that hurt our neighbour,  that require  JC’s forgiveness. 
Quite simply,  do not follow  self-gratification/indulgence  (of the “1001 whatevers” this world offers  –  money/power/influence/prestige/sex/etc.)  
because then our focus  is  taken off from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire being   

“To assist our neighbour into  understanding  that  they too  should be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle” 
and quite simply that becomes  “the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire”!    We are told this at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1,Gal.4v12,  etc. 

Yet we cannot be doing this;  if our mind is distracted by anything else,  particularly involvement in   worldly politics   which is an anathema to Yahweh. 
I strongly invite dissenters to contact me on this website –  so that I might  publicly  straighten their reasoning to be in line with Bible scripture! 
I give  many valid  reasons on this website  why  “present day politics”  must be avoided like The Plague  for any person choosing to become  a TC. 
Rom.   6v13 og {and/but  not}/neither/nor  (you) {stand beside}/exhibit/proffer/substantiate/provide/yield/commend    
Rom.   6v13 og  the  members/{body parts}  {of yourselves}   
Rom.   6v13 og (the) {busy with implements/utensils}/armour/weapons/tools/instruments   
Rom.   6v13 og (of the) unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness/iniquity  to the [= in/with/by]  sin/fault/offence.  
Rom.   6v13 og But  (you) {stand beside}/exhibit/proffer/substantiate/provide/yield/commend/present   
Rom.   6v13 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]  to the  God [Yahweh]  {in that manner}/likewise/as 
Rom.   6v13 og {from/out of}  (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers (persons [those worldly today])    
Rom.   6v13 og (the) living/existing  [people]   also  the  members/{parts body}  {of yourselves}    
Rom.   6v13 og (the) {busy with implements/utensils}/armour/weapons/tools/instruments   
Rom.   6v13 og (of the) righteousness/equality/justification   to the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   6v13 = {And not}  you  {stand beside}/exhibit/commend  your  {body parts}   (being the output of the reasoning within The Mind) 

(as)  the  tools/weapons/instruments  for  injustice/wrongfulness  to  sin/fault/offence.   (= Never self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)!   
But  you  {stand beside}/exhibit/commend  yourselves  to the  God  (Yahweh)    
{in that manner}/likewise  {from/out of}  the  {dead people}/corpses,     
also  your  living/existing  {body parts}  the  tools/weapons/instruments  of the  righteousness/justification  to the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

And not you exhibit your body parts   (the physical output of what is occurring within the mind). 
(as)  the tools for wrongfulness in the sin.   (Never  “self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”  [always put our neighbour’s interests first]). 
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But you exhibit yourselves to God (Yahweh)  in that manner from out of the dead people   (= imitate JC and not people of The World), 
           (We are to be spiritually dead people to the world,  and not be uniting ourselves with worldly people who are dead to Yahweh’s Methodology) 
also your living body parts   (as)   the tools of the righteousness to the God  (Yahweh)   (= our output of charity must fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
 

Paul’s play on words here.  In 6v1-11 Paul has been speaking of people being spiritually dead  (to The World,  meaning  “away from worldly lusts”). 
But he has used  “alive from the dead”  to mean   Show yourself as being  very active by imitating JC  and do  not  be like  worldly  passive Christians 
who  “Show themselves to be spiritually dead to God’s requirements”.  It is the adherence of the TC to these requirements  (of fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire)  that enables Yahweh to consider a TC righteous to what Yahweh Desires from The Individual  (Rom.4v1-5).   
Moreover,  Paul is using   “The awakening into The Millennium”  theme,  where we are to operate  as though we were in The Millennium. 
The “awakening”  as did JC state to his recipients in their  awakening/rousing/{collecting the senses}/resuscitation  to “The Word of God”  in our mind. 
Where it is our mind operating upon Yahweh's Methodology to become “The Kingdom of God/Heaven”  ruling our mind  (Luke.17v21)  –  thereby 
perfecting our mind to become entirely Christ-like  and thus making us suitable candidates  (for the short list of  “The Early Adopters”)  for a position to 
teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”. 
Again,  the words  “body parts as tools of righteousness”  means   -  we are to - 

1. Use  our brain  to thoroughly imbue godly knowledge from The Bible,  and then understand it  (hence  this  translation and explanation). 
2. Use  our  heart /{seat of motivation}  to correctly  motivate/drive  our works. 
3. Use  our  feet  to carry us around from one  neighbour/stranger  to another in our deportment within The World/Life. 
4. Use  our  mouth  to  accurately  preach/teach  “The Word of God”. 

The apostles were speaking of themselves when they said  “we”,  and spoke of  “saints”  (as defined by The Apostles,  and  not  by  worldly  Christian 
leaders presumptuously deeming who should be  canonised/beatified),  where it is  Yahweh’s Defined  TCs/Saints (Matt.20v23)  performing the righteous 
works of God;  thus we can reason  

Do  these things,  and the text says   “as tools of righteousness”.  
Why? 

Because these implements,  when correctly  driven  (by Yahweh's Knowledge within The Mind),  are fulfilling God’s  Will/Desire. 
As I keep saying  (contrary  to all  worldly Christian teaching)  carrying out  work that God desires  is what makes a TC righteous before Yahweh. 
However,  most Christians are passive to God’s Requirements because  they blindly rely upon their leaders to tell them  “what to believe”  (true of  all 
worldly religions)  rather than to  personally  ingrain The Bible  within our minds.  We must use a good translation  (and  not  worldly interpretations 
like the NIV that pass God's Word through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19)  that comes from a Good Bible  (of earlier than 1950 CE translation)  to be 
gaining accurate  knowledge so that our  hearts/{seats of motivation}  (through knowledge, understanding, and thinking for one’s self)  can be driven in 
the “correct direction”. 

The  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are certainly  not  going to tell their congregation what God desires of them  (Rom.6v16 in context)  
else there would be a mass walkout!   From which desertion,  the leader would have no  money/power/influence  coming in to feed  his/her  
worldly aspirations  (or no congregation to give praise – to whom?).   Therefore,  just as The Bible tells us,  he/she  will only tell the 
recipients what they desire to hear  (see Rom.16v17-18,  2Tim.4v3-4)!   It is a cosy symbiotic,  mutual relationship  -  but very much a long 
way away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!   There is no objectivity  (Matt.6v24, 22v21)  in what they preach,  just preach for self-interests to 
yield  “Short Term Gain”  (ignoring The Millennium interests/gain  [required to make it occur])! 

Thus,  the majority of The Christian Nation comprises of  worldly Christians who socially mix with their own group of  “church friends”  on a regular 
basis to have a  “nice time”  to supposedly  “worship”  God,  erroneously thinking this makes them a TC  (as falsely declared by their leaders).    
But the Bible tells us here,  and many,  many other places  – this does  not  make us a TC,  but only a  worldly Christian of varying degrees of hypocrisy! 

I am  not  judging any specific person,  but  I am simply  an auditor  who is carefully explaining what the Bible specifically  tells us.  
It is  only  Yahweh Who will be our Judge  (of only “Christians”)  of the present 1st part of our physical life to assay if a  “Christian”  is a  “TC”  –  and 
thus worthy to be resurrected as  His  “Son of God”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  being JCg’s 1st 2nd C   (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-12, 
14v1-9, 20v6, etc.). 

Those passive Christians  (being virtually all “Christians”  [about 30000 1 ratio])  who are rejected at the 1st 2nd C,  should not despair!   
If they have  not  been active  against  Yahweh  (by deliberately distorting His Personal Word  [being of a “New Jesus”]),   then these passive  
(misguided people)  will become resurrected at  “The General Resurrection”  to learn  “Righteousness”  from  “The Proven Early Adopters”. 
After having been taught,  then  “righteously”,  they shall face the final  (2nd)  judgement  (John.5v23-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.),  which is to then 
be made by JCg and his priests  (144000 TCs, Rev.1v6, etc.)  during,  and at the end of The Millennium while we are then living in a wonderful society! 
Rom.   6v14 og (the) sin/fault/offence  For  {of yourselves}  not  (it shall) {have dominion}/{lord over},    
Rom.   6v14 og not  for  {you are/being}  under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) law/precepts/regulations   
Rom.   6v14 og but  under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit. 
Rom.   6v14 = For your  sin/offence  shall  not  {have power}/{lord it over}, 

for  not  {you are/belong}  under/below  The  Law/Regulation   (sourced by Yahweh through Moses faithfully fulfilling Yahweh's Desire), 
but  under/below  gift/favour/benefit   (sourced by Yahweh through JC faithfully fulfilling Yahweh's Desire – Matt.26v42). 

 

For your   (previous)   sin shall not have power   (only  because we have personally imbued God’s Word and  “precisely imitated JC”) 
           (Written as both  an exhortation  [with “previous”]  and as a  command  [without “previous”], noting context of  subject/recipient) 
for not you belong under the Law   (of Moses based upon works)   (= You now have The Knowledge – therefore  “change your mind”) 
           (We must take ourselves away from being judged by Yahweh on our works,  but aim to be judged upon our mind) 
           (A judgment upon our mind is  the only way we can succeed  to please Yahweh’s Desire which is for us to become  “Sons of God”  [as did JC]) 
but under the gift   (of ministry/sacrifice  graciously given by JC,  so that we might turn ourselves around upon  “The Word of God”). 

           (Therefore,  gain the same mind as JC  who  “gifts to his neighbour”  through  “real charity”  to achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”.) 
 

 “Sinning”  means   “Falling short of Yahweh’s requirements”.   
Thus  “sinning”  normally means satisfying a person’s selfishness  (for self-gratification).   
It is the desire for  self-gratification  that allows sin to have power over us.  

By actively taking upon ourselves  “JC’s Law” (Mark.12v30-31)  means that we are  not  under  “The Law of Moses”.  
Our brain  (driven by  “God’s Word”)  is taking action upon our body's output devices,  so that we sin no more  (sin no longer controls us). 
Our mind operating upon agapao (edifying love)  yields physical output of agape (charity)  through our body members. 

We are  now  under the results of JC’s works being the  “undeserved gifts/favour” = “grace”  for us  (“undeserved”  because we have done nothing that 
meant we were owed it,  but just came from JCg’s kindness for his personal creation)  of which we express  by reflection  within our works  (1Cor.11v1). 
As such we should be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  because  we become  obligated  to do so  –   if  we choose to become a TC. 

If  we need The Reality of what JC desires in society  (= The Millennium)  before  we realise that we  are  obligated  to reform,   
Then  be that as it may, – but we shall  not  become  “Sons of God”,  but rather “sons of JCg” and His Bride  (being the 144000 TCs  [as The 
Early Adapters]  who freely choose to be obligated during the 1st part of their physical life  –  by purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life).  

For those people who  never  consider themselves obligated to imitate JC,  then they shall  never  reform and thus ultimately  “The 2nd Death”  of 
Annihilation awaits them  –  being what was a  personal  educated  decision  of both environments  (and  not  a decision determined for them by Adam)!   
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That is precisely what JC ultimately did for his personal Creation  –  was to move  “The Choice of Death” (= annihilation)  from a decision being made 
for us  (by our ancestor – Adam),  to that being a  personal  choice when we were  educated  by personally experiencing  both  societies - the Bad  
(first/now)  and the Good  (second/{in The Millennium}).   

That is  True Righteousness!   Yahweh cannot be blamed in The Culmination,  having been proven  “Righteous”  in all His dealings! 
 
22nd Comment – Shall we keep sinning because we are not under The Law but under  Gifts/favours? 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
61st Instruction – We as TCs are to be slaves to Yahweh’s Desire,  either a slave to  sin/death  -  or slave to  Yahweh/life! 
45th Reasoning – The Brethren who become TCs  (by Yahweh's assessment)  personally recognise they are beholden to 
what JC has done on their behalf and are thus prepared to make The Change within their mind to become entirely Christ-
like operating  only  on agapao built upon  “The Word of God”  to deliver agape in  ministry/lifestyle  freely/simply. 
46th Good News – The Brethren  were  slaves to sin  –  but have left that all behind in the 1st part of  their/our  life,  with a 
new  Christ-like  spirit/personality/desire/trait  in the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (else we are “hypocrites”). 
47th Good News – Thank Yahweh for finding you as worthy people to lift out from a sinful 1st part of our life and from the 
heart you are motivated to precisely imitate the model instruction as given by JC’s ministry and department. 
28th ‘Allegory’ – “carnal/fleshly mind” = animalistic mind where the individual desires The Pleasure delivered by  “The 
Immediacy”  and ignores the reasoned consequences of what will follow fulfilling the lusts of  “The Immediacy”. 
62nd Instruction – All humans have body parts that are trained to be worldly through habitual use in the 1st part of our 
life, but learn to train them to become obedient as slaves to  “The Word of God”,  separate from this world of sin. 
23rd Comment – Consider the fruitage of the 1st part of your life. –  Are you ashamed?   For it only leads to death! 
(Looking back over the life of a worldly Christian, what can they say of themselves to this question:   How many TCs have  
they/I  created – for that is the question Yahweh is asking of us when auditing any Christian’s 1st part of  their/my  life). 
It is  not  just by being a “good person” see Rom.4v21-22 speaking of Abraham –  else logically a good atheist would 
become a  “Son of God”  in the 2nd part of their life  –  and that obviously  cannot  happen! 
29th Allegory – fruitage = The results of our labours.    
         1.  For the worldly person it is temporal self-indulgence that hurts their neighbour and adds nothing for the future. 
         2.  For the TC is permanent spiritual improvement that edifies their neighbour to bring growth for the future gain. 
48th Good News – You Brethren have been liberated from slaving to sin  (by The Knowledge accurately applied guiding 
you)  so you have become slaves to JC yielding good fruitage for everlasting life. 
24th Comment – An important comment  “You were”  like those worldly thinking people,  but  you have now changed! 
52nd Warning – An important warning  “You still are”  can be applied to  charlatan Christian leaders  –  who are actually 
worse –  because they know –  and yet they twist the truth,  and like snakes with forked tongue deceive  millions  of people! 
But how do these millions know  –  they do not know The Bible, let alone understand it –  but  ‘”love” what they are told!’ 
63rd Instruction – We  are  cast over to The Model Instruction – being precisely what JC laid down for all of us who claim 
to be “Christians” – do we personally feel like this, or even know what is  “The Model Instruction” as given in The Bible? 
64th Instruction – We were originally slaves to worldly methodology  (to self-indulge [ultimately] to our neighbour’s hurt) 
– and yet as declared “Christians”  we are to become slaves to Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our 
own hurt).  Or do we oscillate between the two  –  as the fancy takes us?   Remembering James.1v6-8 . 
46th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood  “everlasting life”  means  “Guaranteed  everlasting life”  for the 144000 
TCs as future sons of God in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  not  based upon DNA fleshly bodies.  While for  “The 
Resurrected World”  within perfected DNA fleshly bodies it is  not  guaranteed everlasting life – but  only  everlasting life 
for the duration the fleshly individual remains imitating JC's lifestyle  after the end  of  “The Covering Millennium”. 
In precisely the same manner as it would have been if Adam and Eve in fleshly bodies had not personally sinned. 
30th 'Allegory’ – wages = The Return on Work done.  Contrary to what we are taught by  worldly Christian leaders –  Yes 
work is required and a payment will be forthcoming from Yahweh  (Matt.20v9-10)  –  where  “The Wage”  for a TC 
achieving The Goal of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire is Sonship over The Resurrected Inheritance  (world of fleshly humans). 
And because  charlatan Christian leaders in their work  (for worldly return)  preach against The Word of God –  they shall 
receive a commensurate wage for opposing Yahweh’s Desire – being that of death –  which for them shall be annihilation. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Rom.   6v15 og Who/What/Which/Wherefore  therefore/then?   (Shall we) sin/fault/offend,   
Rom.   6v15 og because  not  {we are/being}  under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) law/precepts/regulations,   
Rom.   6v15 og but  under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit?   
Rom.   6v15 og Not  (let it) {become to be}/occur/happen! 
Rom.   6v15 = What  therefore/then?   Shall we  sin/offend   (through our works),  

because  {we are/being}  not  under/below  The  Law/Regulation  (of Moses),    but  under  gift/favour/benefit  (of JC)?   
Not  let it  {become to be}! 

 

What therefore?      Shall we sin   (displayed through works), 
because we are not under the Law   (of Moses,  being a judgement on  “works”,  and thus we are  not  condemned by works), 
but under the gift   (of JC’s  “ransom sacrifice”  [and  “ministry”  ignored by leaders of “Religion”  -  being the point Paul is making here])? 
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  Not let it become to be   (= Never let this thought cross our mind)! 
                (And yet this mentality is  profusely preached and practised throughout Christendom  -  supposedly  “We only need faith”  and not works!) 

 

This is the crux of my previous commentaries.  We cannot excuse our sinful works,  because when we have  “The Knowledge”  then it becomes 
personally incumbent upon us to educate our brain upon  “The Word of God”  to yield  “The Works”  commensurate to what is occurring in our brain – 
that ideally has been built upon  “The Word of God”  (= JC as The Word of God operating as a  presence/parousia  within us). 
Because JC  freely/simply  offered his works  (ministry and ransom sacrifice),  where we did  not  deserve this  –  but it was  a gift freely given  by JC to 
us individually,  then  Yahweh expects us  (but demands of those people actively aiming to become TCs)  to reciprocate as a mental recognition of what 
His son JCg did for us.  Inasmuch the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operated within JC and Yahweh operates within us who 
claim to represent Yahweh through JC  (John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.). 

And what Yahweh expects is  no  less than us  to obey His requirements.  
This is  “The Requirement”  for us  as individuals! 

That  all  cognitive entities within The Universe are to show this  “selfless/edifying  love”  (“agapao” StrongsTM = 25)  towards their fellow 
“creature/{reasoning entity}”.   To put ourselves out  (to our own hurt)  to help our neighbour.  

Therefore,  I might ask - 
Is this what we see now within this present  “pariah world”? 

No!  - Sadly we witness most people  (specifically “the leaders”),  being the reason  why  they  are  “leaders”  in  “This World”  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19) 
noting JC’s repeated comment about  The First/Most  [today]  becoming The Last/Least  [within The Millennium])  living off the backs of others 
throughout  all levels  of society! 
But Yahweh presently  requires  the  accurate  teaching work demonstrated by this lifelong commitment of all those people professing to take on the new 
life  (of  “The Millennium”),  where this becomes  a  mandatory  requirement  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become a TC. 
Thus,  works that God demands of  His people  (1Pet.2v9)  are  required  (irrespective of what any false  worldly Christian Leader states to the contrary). 
Where,  our  worldly Christian leaders by implication  repeated make just this comment  (that Paul condemns)   “We are saved by faith and not works!” 

Based upon  “the faith”  operating within our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  then this is  “a nonsense statement”! 
That is specifically why Yahweh condemns  worldly Christian leaders because they  twist and falsify  His Word into an unrighteous  nonsense/farce!   

Truly we  are  saved by faith and not works  –  provided we precisely imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  now during the 1st part of our life. 
Where  “The Works”  we deliver in precisely imitating JC’s deportment publicly  verify  that we  are  living in  “Real  faith”. 

The body follows the mind,  and The World recognises what occurs in the mind by judging the works  (for worthiness or hypocrisy)! 
Thus Yahweh in a roundabout manner is judging our works  –  but only in  The Positive Manner  that can lead to Sonship alongside JCg  and  not  in a 
negative manner that will ultimately lead to death  –  if we have not reformed our mind upon  “The Word of God. 
Where specifically,  “The Works”  become the self-evidential proof to  “The Judging World”  that TCs  are worthy  to rule over them in The Millennium! 

But as usual  worldly Christian leaders only teach  HALF of the truth  resulting in the other  half to be a LIE. 
This is precisely  how Satan operates  (as do  his representatives,  being representatives of  “His methodology”  to self-indulge  by subtle deception)!    

Satan practised deception with Eve in The Garden of Eden  (Gen.3v4-5)  and to JC in The Wilderness  (Matt/Luke.4v1-12). 
Where the hapless recipient must  thoroughly know their subject matter  to spot the lie surreptitiously hidden in part of the truth! 
But this is precisely how conmen operate  –  weave truth and fiction together so the hapless victim is entangled in a composite web of reality and fantasy 
– before The Spider pounces!    

These  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are an abomination to Yahweh,  and yet so  “beloved by The World”  (John.15v5-15). 
Rom.   6v16 og Not  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  {to whom/what}  
Rom.   6v16 og (you) {stand beside}/exhibit/substantiate/provide/yield/commend/present 
Rom.   6v16 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]     
Rom.   6v16 og (the) slaves/{bond servants}  into/unto  (the) {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission   
Rom.   6v16 og (the) slaves/{bond servants}  {you are/being}  {to whom/what} 
Rom.   6v16 og (you) {attentively hearken}/comply/obey/submit,   
Rom.   6v16 og {either indeed}/{or whether}  (of the) sin/fault/offence  into/unto  (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality  
Rom.   6v16 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission   
Rom.   6v16 og into/unto  (the) righteous/equity/justification? 
Rom.   6v16 = Because  not  you  (people actively aiming to become TCs)   know/understand  {to Whom}  (Yahweh) 

you  {stand beside}/exhibit/commend  yourself   (as)   the  slaves  unto  of the  {attentive hearkening}/obedience/submission? 
{To whom/what}  {you are/being}  slaves  you  {attentively hearkening}/obey/submit, 
{either indeed}  of the  sin/offense  unto  the  death/fatality  or/rather   
the  {attentive hearkening}/obedience/submission  unto  righteousness/justification? 

 

Because not you  (people actively aiming to be TCs)   know/understand  to Whom   (Yahweh  making  “The  Special/Greater  [1st] Judgement”) 
you exhibit yourselves   (as)   the slaves unto the attentive hearkening?   (= Precisely follow what “The Word of God” commands of your brain) 
(Therefore)   To whom are you slaves attentively hearkening either indeed:-   
   (1)  of the sin unto death   (driven by worldly methodology)   or   
   (2)  the attentive hearkening unto righteousness   (driven by Yahweh’s Methodology)? 
 

I read this and immediately muse  
I wonder if any  worldly Christian Leader has read this verse  (in the context of the understanding given within my commentaries)? 
Moreover,  if they have  –  do they understand what it  really  means  –  personally,  and for others,  at the required deeper levels? 
Where we understand that by examining The Fruit,  we understand the  (spiritual)  DNA of The Tree  (Matt.7v16-19) 

Sadly,  it is not in the shallowness of  “by name”  only,  that we so unfortunately all too readily witness –  but by strength of  “character and authority”! 
Rom.   6v17 og (the)  {({deep felt}/{life changing}) grace/gifts/favour/gratitude/benefit}  And  to the  God [Yahweh]   
Rom.   6v17 og because  {you was/were}  (the) slaves/{bond servants}  of the  sin/fault/offence,    
Rom.   6v17 og (you) {attentively hearkened}/complied/obeyed/submitted  and  {from/out of} 
Rom.   6v17 og (the) heart/{seat of motivation}  into/unto  whom/which/what/that  
Rom.   6v17 og (you were) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}    
Rom.   6v17 og (the) stamp/pattern/die/mould/form/type  (of the) instruction/doctrine/{what is taught}. 
Rom.   6v17 = And   (we as TCs, acknowledge)   the   {(deep felt/life changing)/gift/favour/gratitude}   to the  God  (Yahweh), 

because  {you (brethren) were}  slaves  of the  sin/offence   (worldly methodology that opposes Yahweh’s Methodology), 
{from/out of}  the  heart/{seat of motivation}  unto  what  you were  {yielded up}/{cast over}  the  pattern/model  instruction/doctrine. 

 

And  (we as TCs, acknowledge)  the  deep-felt  life changing gratitude to the God (Yahweh)   
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because you (brethren)  were slaves of the sin   (when having originally a mind solely driven by worldly methodology yielding the physical sin), 
(which occurred)   from out of the  heart/{seat of motivation}   (while driven by a worldly mind in the  wrong direction  for salvation) 
unto what you were cast over to the pattern   (of that specific worldly)   instruction   (by our  peers/leaders  around about,  from infancy onwards). 

              (In your former worldly state nurtured from birth,  you knew no differently because  worldly methodology was your guide and instructor.) 
 

This verse means  
Paul states   We have a deep heart-felt gratitude to Yahweh that your  heart/{seat of motivation}  has become transformed,  because you  were  
solely entrenched in  “The World of Sin”  (being people operated according to  “worldly methodology”  yielding victims amongst our 
neighbours of pain and suffering to varying degrees  [but not to their edification]). 

Paul then goes on in the next verse to state - 
And yet you have been freed from this bondage of having a mind tied to worldly methodology,  where  “The Knowledge”  of  “Yahweh’s 
Methodology”  has set you free from slaving unto The World of  “Immediacy”  to satisfy what was originally an  animalistic/carnal  mind. 
You now can edify your neighbour  (to your own hurt)  and thereby fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to make The World a better place. 

Perhaps getting a bit ahead of myself for the next commentary,  but - 
An immediate question. 

Do we really feel this every moment of the day over what we have personally done  to edify other people? 
If not – then why not?  –  After everything Yahweh through JC has done for us – and will do for all of us into The Culmination! 
Paul is extending his gratitude of Yahweh’s Work,  to include the appreciation he has Yahweh has opened the spiritual eyes of these recipients 
to  “The Word of God”,  thereby possibly enabling them to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in the 1st part of their physical life. 

Paul in his rousing talk says    
TCs  (and the Brethren ardently training to become TCs)  are to no longer go after the things of The World,  because they are spiritually  
“dead/holy/separate”  to worldly pursuits that just consume people’s valuable time  (that would otherwise be used in imitating JC). 

The most important question  we all must ask of  ourselves  at the end of their life is this - 
How many TCs have  “I personally created”  (taught how to become  truly  Christ-like in ministry and lifestyle)  during my life? 
Because this is  “Precisely the Question”  Yahweh will metaphorically ask of every Christian at the end of their present existence. 
     (Noting Yahweh knew the answer before the existence of Mankind,  I write this question in the context of a human judging “Christians”.) 

I am  not  including the people who just come for a nice  get-together  each week,  or be saying the most wonderful things in prayers and songs to “God”  
–  because a Muslim or Hindu may be  performing  precisely the same  expressions of Love,  Devotion  to their Almighty God  (of Creation)  under the 
guise of Allah or Brahma.  But Yahweh will  not  accept them as being TCs  –  though they may be demonstrably  “very nice people”  and many perhaps  
will  live forever within a perfected society under the rule of JCg and his 144000 TCs  (in The Millennium).  
The reader must understand Yahweh is  “drawing out”  by election,  very specific people  to lead  “The New Society”  of The Millennium in  the  
one/same  manner as shall JCg  who are  not only  “just nice people”  but proved themselves to be stoic and steadfast with God’s Word controlling them.    
These specific people  also  face the pain and suffering  (persecution)  delivered to them by The World  (principally by  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”)  who detest  “The Ministry/Lifestyle  of the TCs”  (who precisely imitate JC with no hypocrisy).  The reason for this shall yield 144000 TCs  to 
become  “Sons of God”  having  infinite  authority  “at their finger-tips”  to call upon Yahweh’s capability  (expressed as the HS)  to do whatever they 
choose  –  only because they have demonstrated their edifying love (agapao)  during the 1st part of their physical life to help their fellow neighbours come 
unto The Lord.   
This is exactly as JC tells us in his parables - 

They have proved themselves as faithful stewards to have greater responsibility (Matt.25v15-20, Luke.19v16-19)  –  that  is  “The 
Responsibility”  to call upon the full capability of Yahweh’s HS to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  because they are truly  in-tune  with His Desire – 
precisely as was JC was during his ministry  (John.17v21-26). 

Can the reader fully understand this differentiation? 
This  fundamental difference is  not  presently understood  –  because  worldly  religious leaders for obvious reasons  choose to hide  this  precise  
requirement  (being they  never  preach of it)  and yet,  the teaching of  “FutureLife.Org”  is to proclaim  “Yahweh’s Desire”  (see glossary). 
Rom.   6v18 og (the having been)  liberated/{set free}/exempted/delivered  and  off/away/separated/from   
Rom.   6v18 og of the   sin/fault/offence   (you) {became enslaved}/{entered bondage}  
Rom.   6v18 og to the  [= in/with/by/on]  righteousness/equality/justification. 
Rom.   6v18 =  And  (now),  having been  liberated/freed  off/from   sin/offence   (worldly pursuits for selfish desires that lead to death),   

you  (brethren aiming to become TCs)   {become enslaved}/{entered bondage}  to the  righteousness/justification   (to The Word of God). 
(Thus being  “freely enslaved”  [= “mind change”]  to  “The Word of God”  yields true charity that edifies our neighbour to our own hurt). 

 

And  (now)  having been freed from sin   (inasmuch worldly pursuits  [that often lead to hurt]  must no longer occupy  your/our  mind), 
You (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  become enslaved to righteousness   (to  “The Word of God”  to be driving your mind to edify society). 
 

Note   “Slave”  means we absolutely  “dedicate ourselves to our master  –  because our master  owns  our life”  –  the vast majority of Christians do  not  
dedicate themselves to JC nor Yahweh  (and demonstrably show absolutely  no  intention of  “being owned”  by either JC or Yahweh)  –  as we witness 
within their lifestyle.  Ultimately,  this  is  a  personal  matter between the  worldly Christian and Yahweh,  as we will discover at  “The 1st Resurrection”  
(Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-6, 20v6)  -  being the time when JCg comes at his 1st 2nd C!  

But I,  as a demonstrably competent auditor,  can only point out what  “The Quality Manual” (The Bible)  states,  however whether The 
Procedure is followed  becomes the responsibility of others,  being in this instance between - “The Individual”  and Yahweh  (Exe.33v1-20)! 

Very Important Note  
“Good works”  of the type we witness from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  then and now  –  as  “publicly dressed”  are  not  works that make a 
person  “Righteous”  as I have so clearly explained elsewhere,  because  “The Mind”  has  “an ulterior motive”  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16).   
Interestingly the Bible tells us that  Good works made public are  not  recognised by God  (Matt.6v1-6, etc.),  but only private works  (as per The 
Master's example  Matt.8v2-4, etc.)  because the giver is genuinely motivated to edify the recipient to the giver’s own hurt. 
Therefore,  let us reason on this. 
The good works that worldly people publicly see are those accepted as  

“One person helping another  (usually less fortunate);  either financial or personal time is offered for  no obvious  return.” 
But we have Yahweh saying those people doing these specific good works  (and they  are  good works)  will have  no  heavenly reward! 
Therefore,  we must ask    

What does a person need to do,  to accrue good positive  “heavenly treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)? 
This is a valid question because JC insisted that we do it  (John.14v15, 21, etc.)! 
Therefore,  unless we  know  what  we should be doing,  then we  cannot  do what JC insisted we should be doing!    

That seems to be a reasonable statement! 
It is simple to decipher because I have spoken of it earlier in Romans and I have given the answer in so very many places,  but I want the reader to 
carefully think through the logical reasoning,  because there is so much bland  disinformation  circulating within The World today.  This occurs because 
so many people do not understand about what they are talking  –  they regularly bring up the word  “mystery”,  and as such I would  not  go to anyone 
for advice,  if they keep offering  “mysteries”  to explain perfectly valid questions!   
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Especially when JC told us  “seek and you shall find” (Matt.7v7-8, etc.)!   
Clearly those people who keep offering  “mysteries”  have not searched in the correct place  –  perhaps only to their worldly  
sages/gurus/soothsayers/mentors  of old  –  having little charming  snippets/muses  –  but overall,  nothing  substantial! 
I would strongly suggest these  “supposedly eminent”  leaders return to The Bible rather than to The World for their answers! 

JC stated   We must do works,  so also all the Apostles in their Epistles  (“ergon” StrongsTM = 2041,  appearing about 100 times in The New Testament). 
We are also told in very many places;  Yahweh accepts humans as being righteous through their works  (Heb. chapter 11 being the obvious example).  
Therefore,  these righteous works must be those specific works that accrue something  (spoken of as treasure)  in the heavens. 

But these works are  not  the Good Works that worldly humans  acknowledge/believe  as  “good works”  –  they clearly  are something 
different.  Please see Paul's discussion at Rom.4v1-8,  and of my local explanatory commentaries). 
Perhaps we can therefore understand by letting us now reason upon  “the works”  themselves. 

The worldly works acknowledged as  “Good Works”  by  worldly  people are normally material works to help the  physical side  of the recipient. 
But Yahweh is  not  really interested in  material/fleshly/physical  concerning things  (bar just enough to survive),  because the fleshly body is going to 
die and rot away  to nothing  (see why later on,  referenced to “treasure”)  in the 1st part of our physical life. 
JC made the point of saying   “Sell them,  do not go after worldly wealth”  (Luke.12v33, 18v22),  even said   “let the dead bury the dead”  -  (Matt.8v22,  
this actually has other deeper meanings  –  please see all my local commentaries).   
The Bible is full of exhortations on material things as being worldly and distracting our attention from the real things of life  (please see v20 onwards 
and include chapter 7, all in context).  
However,  we do know Yahweh is extremely interested in Spiritual matters.  The Bible message is   

Get the  “spiritual”  (see glossary)  side correct,  and the material things for the necessity of life support will naturally follow  (“Birds of the 
air, lilies in the field”, [Luke.12v6-27 etc.]). 

We are now homing in on what  Yahweh terms as   “Good Works”. 
Now we will quickly come to the point.   

Yahweh insists,  the TC performing the works that  He demands of them  being the  accurate  teaching work in  adversity  (by only imitating 
JC)  unto The World,  will be rewarded with righteousness  (JC told us as a worker being paid,  vineyard parable as an example)  for this we 
receive treasure in the heavens  (please see  “Heavenly Treasure” and “Heaven” in my glossary). 

The Crux being that  
“Yahweh wants His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  to be paramount in our minds,  always moving it forwards,  selflessly!” 
Yahweh needs His  proven  144000 Early Adopters who think and operate precisely as did JC  –  for absolutely  no  worldly return. 
Thereby being  genuinely  motivated without having a  “conflict of interests”   –  being driven  only  by  “The Word of God”  (Matt.6v24). 

It is as simple as those three statements! 
But while being so very simple  –  it will take Yahweh about 2000 years before He can demonstrably  (to The World  [not to Yahweh])  expose 144000 
TCs who behave in that manner  –  being humans who become spiritual  (and many of these people becoming physical)  martyrs away from this world 
and of its methodology. 
Furthermore,  quite simply to be in this position we must gain  “Real Faith”  which means we must know and thoroughly understand The Bible,  else we 
cannot even get off the first square  –  we will only go off in the wrong direction!   I explain in more detail,  personally  “how”  elsewhere,  – let us now 
move on. 

Now what is this  “treasure in the heavens”? 
Nothing more than what computer engineers call,  “a ghost backup”  of the thought profiles  (based upon the  “synapse construction mapping”  within 
the brain)  of that human individual accumulating in Yahweh’s repository.  The “ghost backup”  without a physical operating frame has  no  
consciousness  (= cannot function = dead).  But  if  this  “ghost backup”  in the heavens  is righteous enough,  then  Yahweh using His infinite capability 
expressed within The Environment (= the HS)  will download this  “ghost backup”  into a much more superior operating frame than simply a fleshly 
body,  but into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body within which to operate,  occurring at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (= “The 1st Resurrection”). 
The  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body will be like that of JCg,  and possibly operates in other dimensions to the four (time+x,y,z) that we presently know.  
This  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body may not require the same physical synapse material as used within the fleshly body to operate the basic thought 
profiles.  This technique is extensively used in electronic operating and storage systems,  being where different technologies can  store/operate  on  the 
same information  (being our resultant  “synapse construction mapping”),  it is called  “Ghost backup”. 

If  the human thought profiles are still worldly at the end of  the 1st part of our physical life, 
Then  this  “ghost backup”  is downloaded back into a perfected DNA  fleshly  body  (given  in trust)  thereby,  enabling the possibility of the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  (character)  to become likewise perfected over The Millennium – by personal choice of the individual,  during  
the 2nd part of our physical life. 

This perfected DNA fleshly body is of the same  “model”  from whence the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (being what defined  “us”  as  “individuals” 
(hence  “[heavenly] treasure”)  original came  (being the 1st part of our physical life)  that can  learn  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium and thus  
modify  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become Christ-like,  thereby attaining everlasting life  if the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  changes to 
imitate JC. 
This fleshly model  (operating frame)  is still subject  “to failing” and  if  the controlling  spirit/personality/desires/traits  has failed,  then  “both the 
physical and  mental/spiritual”  (collectively termed “soul”)  is deemed  “iniquitous”  (“knowing it is wrong but enjoys still physically doing it”)   and 
thus  both  are subject to  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6),  being annihilation  (to the  “soul/{conscious existence}”). 
This is what Paul tries to explain in his other epistles. 
We realise that it is  not  “The Visible”  as assayed by humans – but  “The Invisible”  that Yahweh is assaying (1Sam.16v7)  –  being  The Motivation  
(what The Bible terms  “the heart”).  Importantly,  because we cannot directly read  “The Seat of Motivation”,  then we are to use the tool JC so kindly 
gave to us being of  “The Tree and of its Fruitage”.  The spiritual DNA of The Tree comes out into its fruitage  –  being the congregational members,  
where the examination question is   Do they imitate JC?   That is  “The Real Test”  of both  “the leader”  and  “congregational members”! 
I ask the reader  

When were they last taught this by their  “Professional Leader of Religion”? 
We all know the answer to that question - never! 

That explains why they are rejected from ruling in The Millennium  (Luke.20v16,  to become “The Last/Least within society”,  to learn “righteousness”)! 
Rom.   6v19 og (the) man  (I) state/exclaim:   Through (reason of)  the  feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness   
Rom.   6v19 og of the  flesh/{carnal minded}  {of yourselves}!    {just as}/{exactly like}  For   
Rom.   6v19 og (you) {stood beside}/exhibited/proffered/substantiated/provided/yielded/commended/presented   
Rom.   6v19 og the  members/{body parts}  {of yourselves}  (the) slaves/{bonds persons}   
Rom.   6v19 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  impurity/blemished/uncleanness   
Rom.   6v19 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  violation/lawlessness/transgression/wickedness  into/unto  
Rom.   6v19 og the  violation/lawlessness/transgression/wickedness;   
Rom.   6v19 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  now/present/immediate   
Rom.   6v19 og (you) {stand beside}/exhibit/proffer/substantiate/provide/yield/commend   
Rom.   6v19 og the   members/{body parts}  {of yourselves}  (the) slaves/{bond persons}   
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Rom.   6v19 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  righteousness/equality/justification  into/unto  
Rom.   6v19 og (the) purification/{making holy}/sanctification! 
Rom.   6v19 og = I state the man:   Through reason of your  flesh/{carnal minded}/animalistic  the  feebleness/weakness!   

For  {exactly like}  you  {stand beside}/exhibit/commend  your  {body parts}  as  slaves to the  impurity/uncleanliness   
also  to the  violation/lawlessness/wickedness  unto the  violation/lawlessness/wickedness; 
(so if you are so competently able to do that,  then why not ………) 
{in this manner}/likewise  now/presently  you  {stand beside}/exhibit/commend  your  {body parts}  as  slaves  
to the  righteous/justification  unto  purification/{making holy}/{become separate from this world of sin}! 

 

I state the man:   (= I describe by allegory “The Man”)    Through reason of your animalistic minded feebleness! 
           (Inasmuch I must explain what you are like at the most basic level for you to understand  “The Required Change”  in your life!) 
For exactly like you exhibit your body parts as slaves to the impurity   (describing the methodology within your mind driving the body parts) 
also in lawlessness  unto/for  the  lawlessness;   (= you freely do what you want,  without regard to the consequences … … )  
           (Thus - if you are so competently able to be a slave unto worldly methodology,  then likewise apply yourself as a slave to “The Required Change”) 
in this manner now you exhibit your body parts as slaves to the righteousness unto purification! 

           (Now start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by purifying your  mind/thoughts  and become  “Righteous to Yahweh’s Requirement” [for Sonship]) 
 

Out of context,  this verse can be read two ways - 
1. You were able to slave to The World,  and now you are now exhibiting yourselves pure. 
2. You can slave to The World,  but in the same manner you do this,  now redirect this slavery to be purifying yourself  away from  The World. 

By definition of  “worldly”,  then  “naturally”  worldly Christian leaders will stress that it is (1),  by bending  “The Word of God”,  from the specific 
Greek words used,   and secondly taking it out of the context of the surrounding verses.  After stating what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  would 
do,  then let us reason in the manner that Paul wrote it down  (being wholly different to the  modern-day spin)! 
We must place this verse back into  “The Context of Romans”,  to realise Paul is teaching these Christians  (of ex-Jews)  to redirect their mind away 
from standard worldly conventions  (of religious leadership),  because these people of the embryonic grouping  were to become  “Christian leaders”.  
This is the whole point of “Ecclesia”  (= “calling out”)  for the next generation of TCs),  therefore Paul had to bring them up short,  make them carefully 
reason upon  “Their Personal Responsibility”,  if  they were to be accepted by Yahweh. 

Thus,  we reason the correct understanding is (2)  which is much closer to what the original Greek words are telling us. 
I only give this example  –  because this practice of Machiavellian manipulation is pandemic within  “Christianity”,  the leaders removing  “The Truth”  
out  “The Word of God”,  thereby leaving a pathetic shell of its former glory!    I find all this an anathema  –  and feel strongly moved to speak out 
against this rampant perversion! 
Thus,  we can slightly reword the verse to make this it more understandable  

I,  Paul speaking as would a man:   Because your mind is  fleshly/{carnal minded}  feeble/weak  (then you will understand this illustration)!  
You presently exhibit your works as being slaves to impurity,  where your violation extends unto more violation. 

In exactitude, of you being so competently able to slave to worldly methodology,  why not operate so competently as a slave to 
Yahweh’s Methodology  (being to JC, The Word of God)  so that  

In this manner you should now exhibit your works as being slaves to righteousness that leads unto purification  (to reasoning like Yahweh). 
Paul is stating   He as a man,  knows what it is like to be human,  and be using this as an exhortation to  lift the recipients up  to  “The Required 
Standard”  and not to be kicking them down. 
He therefore knows humans are subject to the  carnal/animalistic  mind  (= searching for anything that titivates the mind and body for self-indulgent 
things upon which to consume our time)  and thus he is instruction The Brethren to subdue these desires that make us a slave to the inducements of the 
present worldly system -  else this weakness will always be there in our mind to pull us away from fulfilling what Yahweh requires from us as individuals.   

Therefore,  we must  redirect our mind and become  busy (= work)  on other things that fulfil The Desire of Yahweh. 
This message is equally,  if not more so,  relevant today where The World as a whole is  so utterly deviant  to the fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  only 
because worldly leaders have become so competent in  “spinning the truth into a  (half)  lie”.   
For us to escape out of  “personal delusion”  from the publicly presented façade,  then the recipient must be very  “clued-up”  in the subject matter to  
accurately  separate  “fact from fiction”.  This occurs throughout The World being the three legged stool that props up The World,  all being  (1) 
politics,  (2) commerce and finally (3) Religion,  where the  “supposedly pure”  Religion was presumably to guide The World  (being the leaders of  
politics/commerce)  away from  worldly methodology.    
Yet in reality,  the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  have jumped in with both feet to fall headlong into the methodology operating in the camps (1) 
and (2)  –  all as Revelations chapters 17 and 18 so very clearly tell us  –  please see my local commentaries.  Furthermore,  read The New Testament 
and in particular my local  inter-verse  commentaries to see the  incestuous nature  of  those people involved in substantiating the three legged stool  –  
where  the common denominator  is  “worldly methodology”  sourced by Satan  (but “everything”  is presented in  “The Most Alluring Manner”  to 
titivate the carnal mind)! 
Rom.   6v20 og {at which too}/when  For  (the) slaves/{bond persons}  {you was/were}  of the  sin/fault/offence   
Rom.   6v20 og (the) liberated/{set free}/exempted/delivered  {you was/were}  to the  righteousness/equality/justification. 
Rom.   6v20 = For when  {you were}  slaves of  the  sin/offence,  you were  liberated/freed  to  righteousness/justification. 

(All made possible by the initial work  [ministry and ransom sacrifice]  given by JC on our behalf to Yahweh). 
 

For when you were slaves of the sin,  you were freed to righteousness. 
      (Inasmuch,  while in the sinful state you have the possibility of being released from it through justification  [1] by what JC did  [2] releasing yourself) 

 

It must be clearly understood these  (Jewish) Christians were wavering by varying levels.  There were spiritually strong Christians and weak Christians,  
so Paul had to write this letter directed to this mix bunch of people.  He had to support The Strong Christians  (as he was doing here)  and within the 
same letter,  he had to draw The Weak Christians back from out of The Edge of returning into The World  (as written earlier).  Thus Paul has to write his 
letter in the manner to gather all the various strengths of Christians together to go forward in unison,  having The Fortitude to support each other,  while 
they imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they were able  (for absolutely  no  worldly return). 
Thus we notice here,  the  all-important  “you were”  comment  –  given  more as an exhortation  to The Stronger Christians,  rather than being a 
continuous present fact  (when referring to Paul's criticism given earlier of what they were doing)  -  thus obviously they were wavering,  where some 
members of Christians were better than others,  as I stated earlier  (Standard Gaussian Distribution) 
Thus we  (as humans in the 1st part of our physical life)  were very knowledgeable in only satisfying our  self-indulgences  being of worldly methodology,  
because quite simply,  that was the only thing we knew in the 1st part of our physical life  (as  taught  from the  worldly environment)  and this become the 
1st part of our spiritual life.  
But now having  “The Knowledge”  of JC’s ministry and lifestyle,  this has taught us to  throw away  those  self-indulgences  and become  totally 
committed  upon fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.  In this manner we demonstrate ourselves as being faithful stewards to our master JCg,  ready to  take-on  
“The Responsibility”  of greater things in The Millennium, –  where  The  Last/Least (now within society, 1Cor.4v13)  become  The First/Most  (in The 
Millennium as  kings/priests  and   “Sons of God”).   It is all conditional,  provided we perfect  the 2nd part of our spiritual life  now  while in the 1st part 
of our physical life  –  according to what we sowed  (1Cor.15v35-55,  noting Gal.6v7). 
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Rom.   6v21 og what/which  Therefore/then  (the) fruit  (you) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had  then/{at the time}   
Rom.   6v21 og over/upon  {to whom/which} [plural]   now/present/immediate  (you) {feel/be ashamed}?    
Rom.   6v21 og the  For  (the) goal/resultant/conclusion/end  {of those} (people)   (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality. 
Rom.   6v21 = Therefore/Then  what  fruit   (= The Results of your actions)   

you  then  had/possessed  (while not part of The Word of God)   -   concerning/over  {to which}  you  now  {feel ashamed}? 
For  the  goal/resultant/end  of those  things/people   (being the actions, and the people doing them)   (is)   the  death/fatality. 

 

Therefore,  what fruit   (being the results of our former labours)   you had at the time   (before having  “The Word of God”)  
upon to which you now be ashamed?   (What gain did you obtain from the things of which you are now ashamed to have done in the past?) 
For the result of those  things/people   (being the things people do)   is death   (= “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation,  if reform is not forthcoming). 
         (Because of The Knowledge of God’s Word has brought release to you away from death,  then look forward to “Life” away from the former things.)  

 

Thus  “Fruits”  of selfishness will hurt other people within society,  and those people doing such things are ultimately to be removed  (after they have 
been given a righteous opportunity to reform within  “The Kingdom of  God/Heaven”  (being an expression used by JC  –  and  never  explained by  
worldly Christian leaders  –  because they have  not  the faintest idea what it means)   that means - 

1. “The Word of God”  operates in its purest form within  “The Environment of The Mind”  inside a TC of The Gospel Age  (Luke.17v21). 
2. “The Word of God”  purely operates within  “The Environment of The World”  as a physical reality  –  made such by those people of (1) 

who become  “The  Kings/Priests  of The Millennium”  in the 2nd part of our physical life ruling alongside JC  (Rev2v27, 12v5, 19v17). 
Thus,  the TCs  (“The Early Adopters”)  and The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs during the 1st part of their physical life are required to live in 
the same manner as  “The Members of Society”  are to live in the 2nd part of  their/our  physical life to become  “The Late Adopters”.   Yahweh’s 
Methodology operating in  “The Early Adopters”  now  and in  “The Late Adopters”  in The Millennium  will produce  real charity  genuinely given for  
no  return  -  without the present charade of  “publicised charity”  works that we witness today in Satan’s World  (far removed from Matt.6v1-8). 
Needless to say there  is  the true  unpublicised  charity work  (Matt.8v4)  occurring during The Gospel Age;  –  that is why it  is  untold  –  because the  
heart/{seat of motivation}  delivering the  “real charity”  that  is  truly driven for  no  return. 

This is the point that Paul is making   -  What are you  personally  doing to fulfil  “Yahweh’s Desire”  (see glossary)  –  and why? 
Sadly today,  most  “charity”  is  “commercial charity”  inasmuch there is “real charity”  at  “The Sharp End”  but it soon degrades into  “selfishness”  
at any level when removed from the  “real giver”  at the interface!   This is the dark side of  “world charity”  and far removed from  “The Real Charity”  
of which a TC gives  -  that  truly saves  the Whole World in what a TC  freely gives  -  of which The World will  only  recognise in The Millennium! 

The TC will receive  no  thanks or recognition in today’s society  (John.15v17-22, 16v1-4, 17v14-16, etc.),  that is  “The Difference”! 
Rom.   6v22 og {just now}/presently  And  (the having been) liberated/{set free}/exempted/delivered   
Rom.   6v22 og off/away/separated/from  of the  sin/fault/offence  (the having been) {become enslaved}/{entered bondage}    
Rom.   6v22 og and  to the  God [Yahweh],   (you)  hold/take/possess/obtain/have  the  fruit  {of yourselves}   
Rom.   6v22 og into/unto  (the) purification/{make holy}/sanctification,  
Rom.   6v22 og the  and  (the) goal/resultant/conclusion/end  (the) life/existence  (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting. 
Rom.   6v22 = And  {just now}  you   (The Brethren actively  striving/struggling  to become TCs)   

you have been  liberated/freed  off/from  of the  sin/offence  and  {become enslaved}  to the  God  (Yahweh),  
you  have/possess  your fruit  (being The Resultant of their labours of precisely imitating JC)   unto  the  purification/{making holy}, 
and  the  goal/resultant/end   (is)   the  everlasting  life/existence   (as a future son of God  if  perfected in the 1st part of our physical life).  

 

And just now you   (brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
you have been freed from of the sin   (by having a  “Working Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  to be  faithfully replicated in yourselves) 
and become enslaved to the God (Yahweh)    (this means precisely imitating JC,  operating as a slave to edify our neighbour to our own hurt) 
you have your fruit   (being The Resultant of imitating JC)   unto the purification   (of your mind,  delivering  real  charity unto your neighbour) 
and the resultant   (is)   the everlasting  life/existence   (as a future  “Son of God”  alongside JCg ruling over  “The Resurrected World”). 
 

Thus the personal fruit  brings/makes  those specific people of The Brethren  “holy/innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from The World}”  for Yahweh  –  
and thus puts them in line to become a TC  (as  only  determined by Yahweh  –  made public  at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  Matt.20v23, 24v36, 40-44, 
1Thes.4v13-18, etc.).  
Which then leads onto the next section where the results of  “unto holiness/purification”  means  “Righteousness yields  guaranteed  eternal life as a Son 
of God”  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  –  according to what we have  personally  sown during the 1st part of our physical life –  1Cor.15v35-55. 
Interestingly I have invented none of this  –  it is precisely what The Bible teaches us  –  but  worldly Christian Leaders utterly  ignore it  and preach so 
much  disinformation  instead  –  for their worldly “kick-back”  of whatever self-indulgence.  It saddens me greatly that I need to spend so much time in 
untangling  the gross distortions taught in supposedly the name of JC  –  where more than three-quarters of the words on this website  (> 30000000 
words)  are dedicated to  unscrambling the mess  of current errant  worldly Christian doctrine! 
Rom.   6v23 og the  For  (the) rations/{daily requirements}/pay/wages  of the  sin/fault/offence   
Rom.   6v23 og (the) death/{deadly resultant}/fatality,   
Rom.   6v23 og the  and  (the) {divine gratuity/endowment}/{‘religious’ qualification}  of the  God [Yahweh]   
Rom.   6v23 og (the) life/existence  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (of the) Jesus  
Rom.   6v23 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  lord/master  {of/from us}. 
Rom.   6v23 = For  the  rations/wages/payment  of the  sin/offence  is  death/fatality   (the mind is deviant of Yahweh’s Methodology), 

and  the  {divine gratuity}/{God’s approved capability}  of the  God  (Yahweh)   (is)  the  life/existence 
within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus  our  lord/master   (“The Word of God”  within us,  becomes our master,  and yields eternal life). 

 

For the payment of the sin is death   (being the mind that refuses over a 2 part life to  precisely imitate  JC's deportment) 
and the divine gratuity of the God (Yahweh)   (is)   the  life/existence  within The Anointed of Jesus our master   (driving our mind). 
 

Paul makes the simple statement - 
Option 1.   The result of sin  (= operating according worldly methodology)  is  death/fatality  (because no mental reform has occurred)! 
Option 2.  If approved by Yahweh because JC  (as “The Word of God”)  operates within a TC,  then the result is guaranteed everlasting life. 

Because  “The New Spiritual Creature/Creation”  built upon  “the spiritual RNA of The Word of God”  has been fully developed 
within the womb of the TC during the 1st part of their physical life  (thus wholly perfected).  144000 TCs are ready for birth  (to be 
“Born Again”)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  into a  celestial physical body commensurate with the proven perfected spiritual mind  
as Paul tells us at 1Cor.15v35-55. 

It is all quite simple  –  with absolutely  no  mystery,  because the people of option (2)  have  personally  solved  “The Mystery of God”  all as I 
thoroughly explain elsewhere! 
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25th Comment – We must not choose to be ignorant  –  for we know the 2 Laws of JC have dominion over Christians! 
31st Allegory – marriage = “Being publicly bound to a methodology”  (and whether we become an adulterer unto it.) 
        1.  To worldly methodology – during the 1st part of our spiritual life. 
        2.  Ideally unto Yahweh’s Methodology – during the 2nd part of our spiritual life 
32nd Allegory – death = The separation from our former  methodology/partner. 
        1.  To worldly methodology – during the 1st part of our spiritual life  (where death to this could lead unto life) 
        2.  To Yahweh’s Methodology – during the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (where death unto this leads to annihilation) 
33rd Allegory – woman/wife = The 144000 TCs as a mate to JCg in The Millennium.   Paul is speaking of  “The Goal”  for 
Sonship,  to become  “The Bride of Christ”  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.).  
34th Allegory – Husband = “Being publicly bound unto an entity”.  
        1.  To Satan via our sin when fulfilling worldly methodology. 
        2.  To JCg via repentance, and then hearkening unto The Word of God.  thereby fulfilling Yahweh’s Methodology. 
65th Instruction – We are broken from  “the agreement of fidelity”  at our death  –  else it becomes adultery.  Thus The 
Brethren must remain faithful to their betrothed JCg  (while in the 1st part of their physical life and be purifying the 2nd 
part of their spiritual life upon JC's ministry as The Word of God),  moreover,  we are not to imitate  worldly Christians by 
going after other suitors  -  being the self-indulgences of This World  –  sourced by Satan's methodology. 
47th Reasoning – For the point Paul is to make is that we have  “died to sin”  and hence be broken from our agreement 
with sin that yields death,  and thus we should not return unto it.  Let us therefore enter into  “The New Agreement with 
Yahweh”  through what JC has done for each one of us,  that shall yield  “guaranteed life”  as a future  “Son of God”. 
Allegory – repeat - fruitage = The results of our labours.    
       1.  For the worldly person it is temporal self-indulgence that hurts their neighbour and adds nothing for the future. 
       2.  For the TC is permanent spiritual improvement that edifies their neighbour to bring growth for the future gain. 
53rd Warning – Christians agree to die away from worldly methodology and thus agree to become betrothed to their new 
suitor (JC) who gave his life for us.  However,  if we break our marital agreement from precisely imitating  The One (JC)  
who lovingly gave his life to become our redeemer,  then we have become an adulterer,  and condemned to death. 
That is precisely why  charlatan Christian leaders  shall be  “annihilated”  at the end of their  present existence. 
'Allegory' – awakened/resuscitated = This is  what the Greek word means  and is  not  “rise up”  as given in worldly 
bibles which sadly hides what Yahweh is telling us.  It was by understanding the Greek Word that it dawned upon me what 
The Scriptures were  really telling us.  Humans have a  “2 part life”  separated by  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15). 
In this instance we are to spiritually wake up away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology! 
Instruction – repeat – Just as you Brethren have died in JC,  then equally bring much fruit in the 1st part of your physical 
life  –  just as JC has done through his death and subsequent resurrection to eternal life as The Premier son of God. 
26th Comment – For  when  we  were  operating in the 1st part of our life our carnal mind drove our body parts to death! 
66th Instruction – Now through baptism we have thrown away our ties to The Law of work and of its resultant death,  we 
have now entered into an agreement to be a slave,  driven by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The Mind being 
guided by JCg as “The Word of God” accurately  imbued/inculcated  in those people who are actively trying to imitate JC 
through JC's  presence/parousia  correctly operating within a  humble/contrite  mind.  This process yields the HS. 
Rom.   7v1 og or/than/either/rather  (you are) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}   
Rom.   7v1 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}   (to the [persons]) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}   
Rom.   7v1 og for  (the) law/precepts/regulations  (I [Paul]) say/utter/speak,   
Rom.   7v1 og because  the  law/precepts/regulations  (it) {has dominion}/{lords over}   
Rom.   7v1 og of the  man  over/upon  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever    
Rom.   7v1 og (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time  (he) lives/exists? 
Rom.   7v1 = Or/Rather  you  are  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}  brethren,  

for I  say/speak  to them   (people)   {absolutely knowing/understanding}  the  law/regulation, 
because  the  law/regulation  {has dominion}/{lords it over}  over/concerning  the  man  {as long}  the  while/time  he  lives/exists? 

 

Or rather you prefer to be ignorant brethren, 
for I speak to them   (being the people)   absolutely  knowing/understanding  The Law  (of Moses), 
because the Law (of Moses)  has dominion over the man as long the time he  lives/exists   (= being over what is our  2 part  life)? 
 

Thus  contrary  to  worldly Christian teaching that  “it is only JC’s grace that covers us”,  Paul is teaching that The Law will always be upon us while we  
exist  either now during the 1st part of our life or during the 2nd part of our life  (hence JC's supportive comment at Matt.5v17-18,  conveniently ignored 
by  “You know who”).  This ruling is applicable to our  whole life  (comprising of 2 parts)  which might be extended into an eternity  if  (and only if)  we 
imitate JC’s lifestyle,  with our mind wholly driven by  “The Word of God”. 
Paul makes the real point that  (1) JC will  “Reset to Zero”  (= atone/recompense)  all our sins,  during our ignorance of  “the application of The Law”  
during the 1st part of our spiritual life,  and  (2) in The Millennium we will be covered by JC's death over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  while we learn how 
to purify our mind.  Moreover,  thereon we shall  still  be subject to The Law  (hence “The 2nd Death” of annihilation).  Importantly,  driven by  “The 
Correct Mind”  (built upon “The Word of God”),  then we fulfil The Law as a by-product of our mind’s operation  (as did JC driven by a perfected mind)  
during the 2nd part of our physical life.  This occurs to us who are successful in transforming our mind to become Christ-like  while we are being 
continuously  covered  by JC over The Great Sabbath  (as I explain elsewhere Mark.2v27-28).  JC showed us  how  to fulfil The Law by adding his 2 laws  
(Mark.12v30-31)  enabling our mind to correctly drive our  fleshly/{carnal minded}  body to fulfil The Law  (during the 2nd part of our physical life)  
while in  a perfected DNA fleshly body during The Millennium,  ideally purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
If we ideally make this mental transformation  early  in  The Expectation of The Inheritance  during the 1st part of our physical life then our 
“awakening/rousing/resuscitation”  will be within a  heavenly/spiritual/heavenly/celestial  body  into  The Millennium as the future  kings/priests. 
This message  is   “The Real Good News”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  and is all precisely what The Bible teaches throughout its pages  –  but it is  
never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders for two reasons - 
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1. They do not believe it  (because their animalistic mind demonstrably yearns for  “The Immediacy”,  and  not  The Vista of The Millennium). 
Effectively their teaching condones The Mind that yields the present-day activity,  and they are  not  prepared to teach how The Mind must be changed to 
be successful in The Millennium. 

2. They cannot gain a worldly return from teaching this –  because  (1) they choose not to be TCs  (to receive  no  worldly gain)  and  (2) they 
are demonstrably redundant because  “The Real Reform”  for The World occurs within The Millennium,  where the present day  “Leaders of 
Religion”  shall be entirely  ejected/rejected  from teaching  “The Resurrected World”  –  precisely as JC's many parables tell us.  
(3) And further,  it was  only  JC that saves mankind – absolutely  not  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (so what good are they to  “The 
Salvation of Mankind”  –  being the very thing that they state they are required)! 

Thus we reason   Because JC has provided The Salvation over the 2 part life of all humans,  then  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  shall be 
demonstrably seen as entirely parasitic to society because  (1) they cannot personally offer salvation  (JC did it all),  and  they are rejected by Yahweh 
for all positions of future responsibility  (precisely as JC repeatedly tells us)!    Thus   What good are they regarding Human Salvation?  They have no 
part to play in it!     
Especially when  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  had no part to play in producing the 144000 TCs  (but only persecuted these “Early Adopters”),  
and it is  only  the 144000 TCs who teach  “The Resurrected World”,  where it is only  a personal matter  of reform to yield  “The Late Adopters”! 
That is  precisely why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  wholly rejected by Yahweh because what they preach specifically about  ”1st Century 
Christianity”  is  wrong! 

They just don't get it!    In more ways than one! 
I cordially invite a response from any  “Professional Leader of Religion”  to explain where I am wrong in my reasoning,  I doubt if  he/she  would dare! 
Rom.   7v2 og the  For  married  woman/wife  to the  living/existing  (to the) man/husband/fellow   
Rom.   7v2 og (she has been) bound/{be in bonds}/knitted/tied  (to the) law/precepts/regulations,   
Rom.   7v2 og if  and  (he) dies/slain/expires  the  man/husband/fellow   
Rom.   7v2 og (she has been) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified/annulled  off/away/separated/from   
Rom.   7v2 og of the  law/precepts/regulations  of the  man/husband/fellow. 
Rom.   7v2 = For the married  woman/wife  she is  bound/tied  to her  living/existing  man/husband  to the  Law/Regulation,  

and if the  man/husband  dies/slain,  she is  nullified/annulled  off/from  the  Law/Regulation  of the  man/husband. 
 

For the married woman is bound to her living husband in the Law   (and thus the married woman must not commit adultery) 
and if the man dies,  she is annulled from the Law of the man   (The Law releases the woman to marry again when the husband dies). 
 

Paul is using a  worldly illustration  here to help us understand what  “the process of aiming to be a TC”  means within our mind. 
A woman is bound to The Man in Law while The Man is alive,  but when The Man dies then she becomes freed from her bondage. 

Paul is saying    
“The Law of The World”  binding The Woman to The Man becomes broken when The Man dies,  and in a similar manner just as when JC 
died,  then we become freed from  “The Law of The World”  (being “worldly methodology”). 
We now become ready to accept  “The Word of God”  being  The New Man upon his Resurrection  into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body –  
being The Example for us to become TCs and his  future bride  (Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9). 

Where in the next few verses,  Paul extends this analogy to teach us that  “The Woman”  cannot leave The Man  else she is an adulteress  (hence the 
warning at 1Cor.6v16)  –  but she can become bonded to  a new man  when she has become freed.   Where obviously  if  we then become betrothed to 
JCg as our future mate  –  then  we must not  return to The World  (= other mates)  and thus commit adultery with no future redemption  –  JC only died 
“The Once”  –  thus we must  not  become a  charlatan Christian leader  –  spinning  “The Word of God”  for a  self-indulgent  worldly return. 
Rom.   7v3 og Thus/Haply/Surely/Perhaps/Supposing  therefore/then  (the) living/existing   
Rom.   7v3 og of the  man/husband/fellow  (the) adulteress/unfaithful/disloyal     
Rom.   7v3 og (she will be) {uttered an oracle}/{(divinely) intimated}/{borne (as a) title}/{be called}/ 

/{be admonished (warned) of God}/revealed/spoken   
Rom.   7v3 og if  (she) {becomes to be}/occurs/happens  (to the) man/husband/fellow  (to the) other/different/altered;  
Rom.   7v3 og if  and  (he) dies/slain/expires  the  man/husband/fellow   
Rom.   7v3 og (the) unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free  (she) is   
Rom.   7v3 og off/away/separated/from  of the  law/precepts/regulations,   
Rom.   7v3 og of the (one [wife])  not  being/existing  (the) her  (the) adulteress/unfaithful/disloyal     
Rom.   7v3 og (the) {becoming to be}/occurring/happening  the  man/husband/fellow  (to the) other/different/altered. 
Rom.   7v3 = Thus/Haply/Surely/Perhaps/Supposing  she  shall  then  {be called}/revealed  an  adulteress,   

if  she  {becomes to be}  to the  other/different  man/husband;  
and  if the  man/husband  dies/slain  she is  {exempt from obligation}/free  off/from  of the  law/regulations, 
not  being  an adulteress  her/she  {become to be}  of the  (one = wife)   to the  other/different  man/husband. 

 

Therefore,  she shall then be revealed an adulteress,  if she becomes to be with a different man; 
and if the man dies,  she is free from the Law,  she   (is then)   not being adulterous to the different man. 
 

Note   There is a parallel term at  “the spiritual level”  for people proclaiming to be Christians and that is why Paul specifically used this example. 
The meaning of  “adulterer/fornicator”  (see glossary for these two terms)  used in the Epistles is explained in this manner  

It is applied to a  “Christian”  publicly declaring of  his/her  marriage to JCg by taking upon themselves  “The Family Rules”  (= JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  but then becomes a fornicator by subsequently choosing Satan as the bridegroom before JCg  (1st 2nd C)  through the 
displayed works alien to the original  agreement/contract  made  (with  “The Family of Yahweh”)  at baptism!    
The Crux of everything is  “The Driver”  within,  and  not  simply  “The Visible Works”  of which a  “Professional Leader of Religion”  
behaving as a  “rogue trader”  or  “spiritual paedophile”  are so competently able to show to their next devotee victim!    
Hence the protective advice at Rev.18v4,  and Matt.7v16-20 when correctly understood  (please see my local commentaries). 

Conveniently in context we move onto the point Paul is starting to construct within this chapter. 
It must be clearly understood - 

Paul is  not  directly picking off  “The Female”  and ignoring  “The Male”  in this arrangement of marriage. 
Because the crux of Paul’s argument is this,  “The Female”  is the 144000 TCs and  “The Male”  is JCg. 

“The Male”  has already proved himself perfect! 
The point Paul is making in this suite of verses is that - 

“The Female”  must prove herself to be a worthy mate for an already  “Proven Husband”! 
Especially so  -  that the members of  “The Resurrected World”  will have  no excuse  in the 2nd part of their physical life for not precisely imitating their 
“two”  proven perfect parents  (JCg and 144000 TCs)  in The Millennium.   This is  “true righteousness”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for 
Human Salvation”. 
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Rom.   7v4 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  (the) brothers/Brethren  {of me}  also  {specifically yourselves}  
Rom.   7v4 og (you were) killed/{put to death}/{became dead}  to the  law/precepts/regulations  through (reason of)   
Rom.   7v4 og of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  into/unto   
Rom.   7v4 og the  {become to be}/occurring/happening  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom.   7v4 og (to the) other/different/altered  to the (one [JCg])  {from/out of}  (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers,  
Rom.   7v4 og (the having been) awakened/roused/resuscitated  that  (we may) {be fertile}/{bear fruit}  to the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   7v4 = Inasmuch that  my brethren,  also  {specifically yourselves}  were  killed/{became dead}  to The  Law/Regulations 

through reason  of the  {whole/sound  bodily}  of the  Christ/Anointed,   
unto (= that)   the  {specifically yourselves}  {become to be}  to the  other/different   (one,  JCg  [introducing The New Law])   
the  (one = JCg)   having been  awakened/roused/resuscitated  {from out of}  the  {dead people}/corpses   
that  we  (actively aiming to become TCs)   should  {be fertile}/{bear fruit}  to the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Thus,  my brethren  (actively aiming to be TCs),   also specifically you became dead to The Law  (of Moses), 
              (Inasmuch the Law of Moses now no longer judges you,  because Yahweh shall be  “judging your mind”  for its worthiness of  “Sonship”) 
through reason of the whole body   (Level 1 to mean,  JC’s existence in a fleshly body) 
              (Level 2 to mean,  this is the metaphoric body of JC [= 144000 TCs]  working together,  [it does NOT mean JC’s physical death]) 
of the Anointed   (Level 1 to mean,  JC was assigned  “Kingship/Sonship”  after setting  “The Required Standard”,  that TC’s imitate) 
              (Level 2 to mean,  for sonship to Yahweh,  for 144000 TCs following  “The Master Son of God”  [JCg]  as God’s Word  “driving their mind”),   
that specifically yourselves  (actively aiming to be TCs)   become to be with the other one  (JC  [and New Law]) 
              (Inasmuch JC’s Mind broke the Law of Moses’ hold over us to establish The New Law for The Mind that enables “Life”  to us,  as it did to JCg) 
the having been  {collected of the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  from out of the dead people   (= JC’s resurrection) 
that we  (actively aiming to be TCs [as only determined by Yahweh])  should bear fruit to The God  (Yahweh)  
              (Mature TCs,  bring forth the  [1] next generation of TCs as the Early Adopters now and  [2] the Late Adopters in The Millennium). 
 

We who publicly declared ourselves to be  betrothed/married  to JC  (as  “The Word of God”),  to become  “The bride of Christ”  (Matt.25v1-12,  
Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.),  and Son of God,  then we must  not  go after other suitors or husbands from The World  (1Cor.6v16)  sourced by Satan to 
draw us away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.   Satan is now using human leaders  (wherever in society  –  taking their place because they like to  
“control people”  for the worldly gain this personally brings)  and by operating according to Satan’s methodology means they become  his pawns  to 
enable his possible escape of his foretold demise (Rev.20v1-3, 10).   Please see  “Satan’s Desire”  in my glossary that fully explains what is occurring 
now,  at  The End  of The Gospel Age of some 2000 years.  
To  “bear fruit”,  as JC said   The seed must die first  (John.12v24)  to produce  40/60/100  fold fruit  (Matt.13v23).  The fruit in The Bible  always  
means  “bring new brethren into The Real Faith”  so that  more TCs  come from this pool of “Christians”.  “To die”  means the TC must die away from 
worldly desires  (to consume our time in hedonism,  ultimately to the hurt of our neighbour)  and dedicate our life to produce fruit  (= the next generation 
of TCs  –  so that ultimately,  Yahweh can achieve  His  future 144000 TCs,  elected by  Him  to fulfil His prophecy Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4).   
Thus the mature TCs  produce fruit  (= the next generation of TCs)  by  actively/accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to all receptive humans 
because they have died to the worldly desires,  that would  take/consume  their time from The Lord’s Work to produce  “The Required Fruits”.   
I hope this clearly explains what God  demands  of those people claiming to be TCs  (who are to be ultimately successful as one of the 144000 TCs).   

As the Bible has told us  -  we should  all  be bearing fruit  (if  we claim to be  “Christians”).  
As I have said,  this is from actively doing  “The Work”  that God  desires/demands  of us  (to achieve “The Goal”).  

Thus,  we have conditional caveats  –  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  –  which are  
If  we do the work that God Desires of us  then  we become righteous to God  (in Real Faith –  Hebrews chapter 11 by one of many examples) 
If  we are righteous to God in the 1st Part of our Life  then  we will be resurrected at JCg’s 1st 2nd C into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body 
and go to the heavens  for 3.5 years for a training period,  before returning  (as “faithful stewards given more responsibility”)  at the start of 
The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21)  to teach  “Righteousness”  to those people of  “The General Resurrection”.  Therefore these demonstrably 
faithful 144000 TCs  (of Luke.19v16-19)  escape God’s Wrath upon the Earth during this 3.5-year period  (the very end of The Gospel Age)  –  
as explained by prophecy in the books of Revelations and Daniel  (please see all my local commentaries). 

Thus,  as I have stated in so very many places,  works are  very much required  for  guaranteed  salvation. 
But we have our  worldly  Christian Leaders  falsely  teaching their listeners that  “works are not required”  (ignoring James.2v16-26),  and 
then they have  the audacity  to claim their passive listeners go to  (the)  heaven(s)  as  sons/children  of God’,  without the need to perform 
any works! 

How do we compare with what Paul did in his life?    
How dare our  worldly Christian leaders presumptuously claim to be  “as good as was he”! 

They have  so  much for which to answer before Yahweh  –  (as a warning)  if they are ever resurrected again  (but  that is  Yahweh’s decision)! 
We thereby realise,  they comprehensively do  not  represent Yahweh –  even though outwardly,  they appear to be angels of light  (2Cor.11v13-15, etc.). 
Rom.   7v5 og {at which too}/when  For  (we) were  in  to the [=  within]  flesh/{carnal minded},  
Rom.   7v5 og the  {experienced hardships of  emotions/affection/afflictions/influences/motions}   
Rom.   7v5 og of the  sins/faults/offences   the (ones [experiences])  through (reason of)  of the  law/precepts/regulations   
Rom.   7v5 og (it) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/doing} [middle voice]    
Rom.   7v5 og in  to the [= within]  members/{body parts}  {of/from us}  into/unto    
Rom.   7v5 og the  {being fertile}/{bearing fruit}  to the [= in/with/by/on]  death/{deadly result}/fatality. 
Rom.   7v5 = For  when  we were  within  the  flesh/{carnal mind}   (= before we came to  [truly]  know of JC’s Law),   

the  {experienced hardships of  emotions/afflictions}  of the  sins/offences  through reason  of the  law/regulation 
it  personally  {actively/fervently  working/doing}  within  our  {body parts}  unto  the  {being fertile}  to/in/with/by  the  death/fatality 

 

For when we   (now aiming to be TCs)   were within the animalistic mind   (before we came to know of JC’s two laws Mark.12v30-31), 
experienced hardships  of the sinful  emotions/afflictions   (within our life) 
through reason  (= awakened/{made realisable} because)  of the Law   (being what we knew within The Environment) 
              (Inasmuch the mind knew what was wrong  -  and this caused mental conflicts of interest,  resulting in faulty works,  hence … … ) 
it personally fervently working within our body parts unto the bearing of fruit  (leading)  to death. 
 

Let me explain this verse - 
“For because ... ... in the flesh” = We lived according to fleshly desires  (= animalistic instincts = to please  “the immediacy of the self”)  in the 1st part 
of our physical life before we came to understand JC’s Law  (at Mark.12v30-31)  which summarises as being Yahweh's Methodology  =  “edify our 
neighbour to our own hurt”.  Where  “making man in our own image”  (Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35)  means we  can  comprehend/reason  upon Yahweh's 
Methodology  (though most often  not  practised,  except by application as  worldly methodology  –  to make us  “worse than animals”  –  in our 
calculating and analytical manner). 
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“the experienced hardships … … aroused by The Law” = In the 1st part of our life,  we knew what The Law demanded of our works,  but  not  of our 
thoughts/motives  –  we freely chose  to leave The Mind unchanged  still  “to please the self to the hurt of our neighbour”.  Thus,  the hardships resulted 
from the realised mistakes in practice,  created by worldly emotions operating as a constant inner battle of the  thoughts/motives  being worldly. 
The constant battle within the mind expressed in our displayed works  –  as Paul elsewhere says   “a constant warring in our body”.  
“driving our body … … to our death” = Thus the outward body parts surrendered to the passions  (because the  thoughts/motives  were  not  educated) 
consequently,  “The Works”  now failed  “The Law (of Moses)”.  Our works transgressed The Law; thus,  the death sentence followed our sinful works. 
BUT  from verse 6 below we understand that  “The New Law of JC”  (Mark.12v30-31)  that drives our  thoughts/motives  unto  “Righteousness”  (= to 
fulfil Yahweh's Desire).  The works now follow our thoughts and consequently there is no conflict!   Where it is  “The Mind that drives The Body”. 
This automatically brings to  a comprehensive LIE  in what our  worldly Christian leaders state  

“God loves us but hates our works!” 
Utter  rubbish/balderdash! 

Can they get anything correct? 
Not much!   As soon as they depart from quoting The Bible,  as my audits of their output comprehensively show! 

Paul explains,  and I very carefully expand elsewhere in my commentaries  (and thus keep it brief here) - 
It is  “The Works”  that display what is operating within The Mind. 
The Mind is driven by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (being what we have chosen to learn from The Environment). 
It is the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that define us as individuals  (hence the  “heavenly treasure”  being retained by Yahweh). 

Thus,  we logically and righteously reason - 
If  Yahweh hates our works,  then  He hates “us”  (being our  worldly  spirit/personality/desires/traits [WS and not HS]  driving  our works)! 

But it was a nice soundbite  (put out by Satan's representatives)  to get  “the punters”  betting on everlasting life to keep coming in through the doors of 
“the bookmakers”  for the mutual  self-indulgent  return this brings to all parties.  But nothing truly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to yield  true  worship – 
being the  necessary  reform of The Mind away from The World  (and to operate only upon Yahweh’s Methodology). 
Rom.   7v6 og {just now}/presently  And   (we having been) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified/annulled   
Rom.   7v6 og off/away/separated/from  of the  law/precepts/regulations,  
Rom.   7v6 [we having dead/expired = CA  thus ignore]   
Rom.   7v6 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  (we were) {held down}/clasped/retained/possessed/adhered,   
Rom.   7v6 og thus/{insomuch that}  (to) serve/{in bondage}/slave   
Rom.   7v6 og us/our/we  in  (to the [= within]) newness/renewal  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
Rom.   7v6 og also  not  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) antiquated/oldness  (of the) writings/letters/books. 
Rom.   7v6 = And  {just now}  we are  {rendered useless}/nullified  off/from  of the  law/regulation  in which  we were  clasped/retained, 

thus  we are  to  serve/slave   in  newness/renewal  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
also  not  to the  antiquated/oldness  of the  writings/books. 

 

And just now we  (who are actively aiming to be TCs)   are nullified from the Law   (of Works)   in which we were clasped, 
thus we are to serve in newness of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (built,  and thus operating,  upon  “The Word of God”  driving our mind) 
also not in the oldness of the writings   (that only addressed  “our output”,  being The Works  [and not addressing The Mind that drives our output]) 
 

We were clasped by  “The Law (of Moses)”  –  because there was nothing else at the time for us,  upon which to be judged  –  to gain eternal life. 
But it was placed within The Environment  (knowing that we humans would fail it)  for  “The Specific Reason”,  it enabled JC to be judged  as being  
Righteous to The Standard  –  so that he could inaugurate  “The Golden Standard”  –  being  “The Judgement of The Mind”  –  which then frees us 
from failing  “The Law  (of Moses)”. 
Thus we have  “The New (Golden) Standard”  upon which Yahweh is able to judge His future  “Sons of God”  (as  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The New 
Standard”,  which is to operate wholly in The Millennium)  and equally  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium when given the opportunity to be 
accurately taught  “The Word of God”  within a perfected environment. 

Therefore it is  not  on  “The Letter of the Law”  (upon which we all fail)  but rather  “The  Spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  The Law”  
being what  internally drives a person  to be precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (that then yields  “the righteous output”).   

Jesus was able to surpass  “The Law of Moses”  because of his mind,  and thus  if  we are being judged upon JC’s mind  (by Yahweh in  “The  
Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”)  and  not  upon our works,  then  we have the ability to be alongside JCg as his future bride  (in The Millennium). 
The Crux our  worldly Christian leaders seem  incapable  of understanding  (in their moribund sermons)  is that  “The Golden Standard”  of JC requires 
“Works”  to  positively pass  “The Law for The Prize”  (1Cor.9v24-27)  provided  “we run according to The Rules”  (= imitating JC,  2Tim.2v5). 
The Prize was something for which the prophets searched,  but could not receive  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10)  being  “The Word of God”  
exemplified/personified  in JC to become  “The Wisdom of God”  –  setting  “The Golden Standard”  (for us to imitate by works  [of real charity]  driven 
by  “The  Corrected”  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  giving  “The Possibility of Sonship”  by Yahweh  realised  at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 

In this manner we  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”,  as I explain profusely elsewhere what this term  really means. 
Furthermore ,  it explains why our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  still find it a “mystery”  (by refusing to imitate JC)! 

 
27th Comment – So then,  is  “The Law  (of Works)”  debunked!   Absolutely Not! 
Because the Law sets the required standard upon which physical actions might be judged. 
This enables an immediate personal assessment to be made upon our own actions and of our neighbour. 
28th Comment – Having the Law opened-up all forms of lust within my mind of what I might do or not do! 
48th Reasoning – Without the Law we blissfully thought our life  “supposedly a soul wondering about in the afterlife”. 
But then,  when having the Law,  we realise that we have failed the Law,  sinned and thus become  annihilated  after our 
present  “conscious existence”  (= “soul” – see glossary). 
67th Instruction – The Law became The Bench Mark upon which we as humans are to be assessed  -  but most importantly 
it was The Bench Mark upon which JC our redeemer  {would be}/was  assessed  perfect,  and thus he was able to 
introduce The 2nd Covenant being The Bench Mark upon which The Brain  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  would be 
assessed.   Thus “The Law of Works” became transmuted to be  “The Law of The Mind”  that Yahweh assays in  “The 
Special/Greater (1st) Judgement” (1Sam.16v7)  for  (1) sonship,  (2) resurrection into The Millennium,  (3) annihilation. 
49th Reasoning – But once realising we are dead by our works,  we found The Means to everlasting life that JC was able 
to obtain  (through his resurrection unto eternal life)  by fulfilling The Law,  and then we realised that we were not perfect 
like him  –  thus concluding,  we are dead by our own efforts based upon worldly methodology  (if we have not reformed 
our mind to become like his over our 2 part life)! 
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50th Reasoning – Thus from the above comment it is obvious  “The Law is Holy/Pure”  (separate from this world of sin) 
because JC was able to be resurrected back into his former existence,  but now as  The Chief/Only  Begotten Son of God, 
thus he,  nor The Law was part of this present world of sin  (because he was judged perfect by Yahweh against The Law). 
Therefore – The Law is good for us –  because it comes from Yahweh –  and set The Standard that JC was able to meet,  of 
which we too can meet through the 3 stages to gain “Real Faith”  (and not the “blind faith” of “Religion”). 
51st Reasoning – The Crux of The Matter is to understand what is required within our minds –  rather than allowing our 
works to define us  (responding to The Immediacy) –  as the occasion arises  (being passively driven by The Environment).   
Thus we are to understand that we are to actively drive our works in the same manner as did JC  “to edify our neighbours 
to our own hurt”  that will ultimately  purify/perfect  society  –  when all its members actively operate under Yahweh’s 
Methodology rather than presently Satan’s worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt). 
Rom.   7v7 og Why/What/Which/Wherefore  therefore/then  (shall we) say/utter/speak/command?    
Rom.   7v7 og The  law/precepts/regulations  [is]   (the) sinful/fault/offend?    Not  (let it) {become to be}/occur/happen!    
Rom.   7v7 og But  the  sin/fault/offence  not  (I) {with certainty}/{absolutely knew/understood}  
Rom.   7v7 og if  not  through (reason of)   (of the) law/precepts/regulations.   
Rom.   7v7 og the  both  For  (the) lust/{forbidden desire/longing}/concupiscence  not   
Rom.   7v7 og (I)  knew/understood/{be aware}/saw/perceived,   
Rom.   7v7 og if  not  the  law/precepts/regulations  (it) stated/exclaimed:   
Rom.   7v7 og Not  (you shall) {set your heart upon}/desire/covert/{long for}/lust. 
Rom.   7v7  = What  shall we  then  say/command?   

(Does this mean)  The  Law/Regulation  (of Moses)   is  sinful/offends  (to us - humans)?   Not let it  {become to be}! 
But  not  I  {absolutely knew/understood}  the  sin/offence  if  not  through reason  of The  Law/Regulations   (being stated/given  to us)! 
For both  (1. the law and)   the  (2)  lusts/{forbidden desires/longings}   (when personally expressed then hurt our neighbour), 
not  I  (Paul + all humans)   knew/understood,   if  not  the  law/regulations  (of Moses)   stated   (for example):- 
  “Not you shall  {set your heart upon}/desire/covert/lust.” 

 

What shall we   (as the  leading/mature  TCs)   then command   (to you weaker brethren)?  
(Does this mean)  The Law  (of Moses)  is sinful  (to us – humans)? 
               (Inasmuch  “The Law”  makes us sinner!    And thus,  if  “The Law”  did not exist,  then we would not be sinners?) 
Not let it become to be!   (= Never let this thought  [as an excuse]  cross our mind!) 
(For by example ) 
  But not I  knew/understood  the sin except through reason of the Law   (= If there was no law,  then I would not know I had sinned!), 
               (Inasmuch  “The Law”  sets  “The Required Standard”  to yield a perfectly operating society and environment. 
  for  both  (1. The Law  [sets  “The Required Standard”  to yield a perfected society])  
  (and)  the  (2) lusts  (when personally expressed for self-gratification,  shall ultimately hurt our neighbour  [is by contrast,  “an opposing standard”]), 
  not I (Paul + all humans, likewise)  knew/understood   (what is really required to yield a perfect society)   if not the Law stated: 
    “Not you shall lust”   (which then sets in motion a sequence of consequences that hurt our neighbour  [as Paul shall explain]). 
 

I did not know I was sinning until I had  “The Law of Moses”  (see Rom.2v11 and Gal.3v20-28 for explanation).   
Thus,  “The Law of Moses”  becomes a good starting point - 

It  “draws a line in the sand”  by stating  “The Obvious”  to bring about peace and harmony within society! 
Therefore,  it also becomes a guide (and warning)  to keep us safe. 

Sadly,  people require a statement – proclaiming  “The Obvious”,  else they pretend  “not to know”! 
But it does not stop there! 
When having  “The Statement of Requirement”,  then we have other people devising Machiavellian schemes to worm their way around The Law! 
Sometimes legislators build in loopholes  –  (1) which they might personally expedite  –  and  (2) keep their friends in the legal position within work! 

But in Yahweh's Omniscience this was simply   “A Statement of Physical Requirement”  -  being only  “The Righteous  Phase 1”. 
He had grander plans to truly bring about Human Salvation  perfectly  over a total of  Three Phases  (hence 2Cor.12v1-3) 

Sadly,  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  because they have  not  the faintest idea how it righteously works! 
Hence  “The Mission”  of this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to  clearly explain  Yahweh's  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  over the  three  phases. 
Being actually “Three Epochs of Israel”  as I so very carefully and thoroughly explain in many places elsewhere,  with all supportive citations. 

We of today,  are presently in  “Phase 2”   (actually at the very end of it  [of the last 1%]) 
JC is to be righteously positioned for  “Phase 2”  and  “Phase 3”  to make possible the full redemption of Mankind in  “The Most Righteous Manner”. 
But for this to  righteously  occur,  Yahweh needed to lay down  “Phase 1”  through Moses  –  being  “The Law”  of which Paul is speaking.  
Not to belabour the point  –  but it needs to be stated again  –  because it is  never  taught by   “You know who”  

JC needed  “The Law of Moses”  to prove himself perfect in  “The Midst of Yahweh's Judgement”. 
Because JC proved himself perfect physically,  then he was able to inaugurate  “The Law of JC”  (Mark.12v30-31)  that enabled him to succeed Phase1. 

In this manner,  then Yahweh was righteously able to legitimately inaugurate as  “The Umbrella Covering”  over all Mankind in what is  
“The New Judgement Process”  solely based upon what  “made JC successful over Phase 1”. 

This becomes  “The Judgement of The Mind”  (1Sam.16v7-13, ideally for  “kingship in waiting”,  firstly for JC as  “The Waved Barley”   and secondly 
the 144000 TCs as  “The Waved Wheat”  firstfruits,  Lev.23v5-25, Acts.2v1+)  which Yahweh does over  “The Whole  Christian Nation”  of the some 
2000 years of The Gospel Age to draw out by  election/selection  the 144000 TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, Rev.14v1-4)  as “The Early Adopters”.  The TC  “Early 
Adopters”  can only come from out of the pool of some 3 billion Christians of the whole Gospel Age,  all as The Bible tells us at Matt.20v16, 22v14  (but 
obviously  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders will preach to us  –  because it adversely affects their worldly return  (on a ratio of about 1 30000),  
and thus they choose to understand  none of it  [“agnoeo”  StrongsTM = 50])!    
Thus,  we realise that their mind is  not  focussed upon the correct master  (Matt.6v24, Luke.16v13),  but is being distracted by worldly methodology. 

Which is  precisely why  Yahweh  by-passes  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  –  and they are merely  “a continuum”  out of which 
Yahweh is able to extract His  “Early Adopters”  (firstly the Prophets of  “The 1st Covenant”  and then the 144000 TCs of  “The 2nd 
Covenant”  –  John.10v3,16). 

I am being drawn off the verse  –  but I am trying to show the reader how The Bible holistically interconnects throughout all its righteous teaching. 
All of which I fully cover elsewhere in my many thousands of exhaustive commentaries of The New Testament of over 4000000 words. 
Rom.   7v8 og (the) {starting point}/opportunity/occasion  and   
Rom.   7v8 og (the) {getting hold of}/grasping/{taking up/away}/having/receiving  the  sin/fault/offence   
Rom.   7v8 og through (reason of)  of the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept 
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Rom.   7v8 og (it) accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{worked out} [middle voice]  in  {to [= within] me}  
Rom.   7v8 og (the) every  (the) lust/{forbidden desire/longing}/concupiscence,   separately/apart/without  for   
Rom.   7v8 og (of the) law/precepts/regulations  (the) sin/fault/offence  [is]   (the) dead/corpses/mortified. 
Rom.   7v8 = And  the  sin/offence  grasping/{getting hold of}/{taking up/away}  the  {starting point}/opportunity    

through reason  of the  {authoritative prescription}/command   
to be  personally  accomplished/established/{worked out}  within  me  every  lust/{forbidden desire/longing}, 
for  separately/apart  of the  law/regulation   (then)   the  sin/offence  is  dead/mortified. 

 

And the sin grasping of the opportunity   (within me)   through reason of  The Commandment   (given earlier regarding “lust”) 
              (Sin was now mentally evidential within me because  I now knew  The Law  “Thou shall not lust”) 
accomplished within me every lust,  (inasmuch without The Law,  I nurtured “lust”,  being a failure that was  only evident with The Law given) 
              (Yet knowing The Law,  I refused to be bound by it,  because I did not reason through the consequences  [my mind was wrong, being rebellious]) 
for apart from the Law   (then)   the sin was dead   (= sin could not exist  –  because we were free to lust  [but this would hurt our neighbour]). 

              (Because obviously without  “The Law”  then I was ignorant of it being a sin “to lust”  [yet the action still hurt society]) 
 

This all seems messy’ … ...   (Without my interjected last revision’s  [of Rev.3]  parenthesis  [and added to in Rev.4]). 
Therefore,  what is Paul telling us? 

Firstly,  I need to explain one reason  why  God brought in The Commandments.   
Noting the two-fold nature  

1. With reference to humanity  –  to yield a righteous society. 
2. The Righteous Route to yield JC's atonement as explained in my commentary to the previous verse. 

Thus explaining  (1)  here. 
These precepts were God’s requirements upon humans to produce a  righteous/selfless/perfect  society.   
Yahweh delivered  “The Law”  to His vanguard people  (= The Old Israelite Nation)  because all worldly humans were only living according to what 
was right to their own  morality/conscience  (see Rom.2v14).  Thus, people could excuse their actions based upon their conscience. 
There was no  “Absolute Standard for Works”  on the planet to yield a perfect environment.   

People could  always blame their environment  (their  parents/peers/etc.)  for why they had behaved in the manner they had done.  
Some people had good morals and others had bad morals,  thus a complete spread of actions within society  (precisely as it is  today  in an 
equally utterly godless and thus heathen society throughout The World  [under the guise of “Religion”,  being a  universal detestation to 
Yahweh,  – hence our instruction at Rev.18v4,  please see all my local commentaries])!  

“And now sin,  obtaining an opportunity through the commandments” =  Now  “The Precepts”  had been introduced  to raise  “The Standard”  for 
those people having bad morals.  Those people with bad morals would now have  no  excuse for their actions.  Now the precepts have been  “spelt out”  
(v6 in writings/letters/books)  to improve society,  everyone now becomes aware of what is  possible/allowed  and  not  possible/allowed. 
“produces in me all coveting/lusting” = Three aspects here.  

1. Often people,  when told not to do something by  “authority”,  immediately take it up as their challenge to  “authority”,  and naturally think  
“They are not going to take away my civil liberties to do what I want to do!”  (An example of millions, homosexual marriages in UK.)  These 
types of people immediately rebel and deliberately do what they have been specifically asked  not  to do  (as we are specifically told in The 
Bible)! 
A non-Christian knows no better  (and is thus without the Law [of God] and not sins),  but for a Christian – this is inexcusable and iniquitous! 

2. A further human weakness illustrated would be  “pride”.  The person suffering from this will think  “I know better than this particular law – 
it does not apply to me”  and in doing so,  they are rejecting God’s Precept to their own harm.  This too,  is introducing further sin. 

A 4th revision Addition (25 Mar 2020)  the above two examples were exemplified during the Covid-19 outbreak where perhaps 5% of society behaved in a 
most rebellious and hurtful manner to people who were only helping them and society in general!  Or unnecessarily travel to a beauty-spot.  All this  
is/was  utterly appalling!   
Now returning after that adjunct. 

3. Another side to this and I use a distressful example to explain this,  one that the vast majority people would not partake in  –  but clearly there 
are thousands of less extreme examples that would entrap progressively more humans. 

My example is bestiality.  No person having a correctly thinking mind would consider this to be acceptable.  However,  “The Precepts”  state this 
practice is an abomination to God.  Some deviant people may  not  have even considered this practice  (it being off their  “radar-map”)  now being made 
aware of this practice,   to think  “That is something different,  I wonder what that is like? – I could try that”.    Likewise,  another example would be 
drug taking, etc. 
All these aspects amplified;  help to explain what this statement of Paul means regarding  “The Lusting”  (that could be unknown until awakened). 
“Apart from The Law sin is dead” = So without The Commandments/Precepts stated,  then people are back to 2v14 and have no understanding of what 
is a correct godly lifestyle that yields a perfected society  (of The Millennium)  and what is a  wrong/evil  lifestyle (of today)  detested by  Yahweh/God. 
It must be clearly understood the  “old English”  understanding of  “without”  should  not  be accepted as it means today to be  “non-existent”  -  but 
rather the individual freely chooses to operate  outside The Law  (= without law)  –  as we are taught by analogy in Rev.22v15  -  being outside  
“Jerusalem”  in its spiritual sense as being “outside/without”  “Yahweh's Organisation of Law and Order”  ruling over The World. 
Rom.   7v9 og (emphatic) I/me  and  (the) living/existing  separately/apart/without  (of the) law/precept/regulation   
Rom.   7v9 og {sometime past}/then/previously,  (of the) accompanying/appearing/coming [middle voice]  and   
Rom.   7v9 og of the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept   
Rom.   7v9 og the  sin/fault/offence  (it) {recovered to life}/revived/{lived again},   
Rom.   7v9 og (emphatic) I/me  and  (the) died/slain/expired. 
Rom.   7v9 = And  previously/{sometime past},  emphatic I (Paul)  living/existing  separately/apart  of the  law/regulations, 

(= I was blissfully happy in ignorance,  living contently to my own  standards/conscience)  
and  (then/once)  personally  accompanied/came  the  {authoritative prescription}/commandments  (to my knowledge and understanding),  
the  sin/offence  {recovered to life}/revived/{lived again}   (now I knew that I was failing God’s requirements), 
and  emphatic I (Paul)  died/slain   (because of the Law told me I was failing to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 

 

And previously,   emphatic I (Paul)  living apart from of the Law   (1. blissfully living in ignorance  [2. by  not understanding  ref. 1Tim.1v13]), 
        (Where being  “ignorant”  would not excuse us – we would die,  but once  dead/annihilated  we would know nothing  –  “case now closed”) 
and  (then the once)  personally came the commandment   (unto my  knowledge/understanding  [= once I knew the Law]), 
the sin recovered to life   (= within The Mind,  now comprehending that the action was an offence to  “The Requirement”  given by  “The Law”) 
        (Inasmuch while now being  [1] Conscious  and  [2] having The Law  -  then meant I knew what I was doing was “Sinful”) 
and  emphatic I (Paul)  died   (because The Law  told me,  “I was failing Yahweh’s Desire”,  and that would  “lead to my  death/annihilation”). 
        (= Now I know it is “sin” -  then I know I am going to  die/{be annihilated}  while still conscious  (yet now knowing  I can do something about it]). 
 

Paul rationalised in the following manner  
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As a human not having The Law,  then I could do as I pleased  –  having no regard to how my actions affected my neighbour! 
But once I had The Law  –  I then realised that  “I was not fulfilling The Law”  –  and thus was  “missing the mark”,  thereby  “sinning”. 

Therefore,  because I sinned and was not perfect to Yahweh’s Desire given by The Law,  then there was only one outcome  =  death  =  annihilation.” 
It must be clearly understood the background behind all this,  also being  “The Content”  of The New Testament is - 

Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan to ultimately yield  a perfect society  over  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  
(Where “Israel” over its three epochs  [as viewed by Yahweh, and not by Man]  =  “1. Jews,  2. Christians,  3. Resurrected World”). 

Rom.   7v10 og also  (it was) found/obtained/seen/perceived  {to [= in/with/by/on] me}/mine   
Rom.   7v10 og the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept  the (one [commandant “to yield life”])   
Rom.   7v10 og into/unto  (the) life/existence,  this  [commandment in actuality]  into/unto  (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality. 
Rom.   7v10 = Also  {to me}  was  found/obtained/perceived  the  law/regulation  unto  the  life/existence,   

(yet)  this  (law was)  unto  death/fatality! 
 

Also to me,  it was found the Law   (supposedly given to yield humans)   unto the  life/existence, 
(yet paradoxically)   this   (self-same law yielded us humans)   unto the death! 

        (Because humans had  not the ability within The Mind  to know how to reach Yahweh’s Required Standard  [until JC came to be “The Exemplar”]) 
 

Paul is stating the apparent  conundrum/puzzle  of The Situation facing us,  humans - 
Yahweh in His kindness has given us The Law to become our guide,  so we can survive by fulfilling His Desire. 
And yet,  once having The Law we realise that we are now failing His Desire. 
Thus, the Law which was supposed to be giving us  “Life”  was in reality giving us  “death”  –  because we could not fulfil His Desire! 

What an apparent horrendous situation! 
Almost to be considered as   Giving with the one hand  –  and then to be taking away with the other hand! 
Perhaps even worse,  –  an impossible goal which was given to  tantalise/taunt  –  to please  “The Giver”  seeing our frustration in never 
achieving The Goal of  “Life”! 

No!  Never let this be!   As we are to discover. 
As explained earlier in the previous several commentaries - 

God gave The Law,  not to give Him  (Yahweh)  an excuse to kill people later because they could not keep to its requirements  (noting the 
important statements at Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9),  but to show the works required by people who were to live in a harmonious society.  Any 
person who deliberately rebelled,  when knowing “The Requirement of Works”,  then the authorities  (after consultation with The High Priest)  
were given responsibility to remove these rebels out of society  (through  [The 1st]  Death).  This typifies the future with JCg as our High 
Priest and how he will ultimately be the judge of fleshly humans in The Millennium  –  dealing with  their/”The 2nd Death”.    
Moreover,  as  “The High Priest”  consulting with Yahweh,  precisely as JCg will to Yahweh in The Millennium when in judgement  (where 
JCg speaks of  “the two witnessing together”  please see my commentaries of John's Gospel). 

However,  we all failed The Law (Rom.3v23),  but JC showed it  was  possible to fulfil  (thus surpass)  The Law (Matt.5v16-18). 
In doing so  (because JC’s thoughts/motives  were  correct)  then Yahweh was also able to  righteously  give JCg’s creation  “The 2nd Opportunity”  to 
live by these standards when their  thoughts/motives  have been trained within the  righteous/equitable  society of The Millennium  (while covered by JC 
over  “The Great Sabbath Day”, Mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1). 
Rom.   7v11 og the  for  sin/fault/offence  (the) {starting point}/opportunity/occasion   
Rom.   7v11 og (the) {getting hold of}/grasping/{taking up/away}/having/receiving   through (reason of)   
Rom.   7v11 og of the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept,    
Rom.   7v11 og (it) {seduced wholly}/beguiled/deceived  me  also  through (reason of)  her/it/same 
Rom.   7v11 og (it) destroyed/killed/murdered   [me]. 
Rom.   7v11 = For the  sin/offence,  {getting hold of}/{taking up/away}  the  {starting point}/opportunity 

through reason of  The  Commandment,    
it  (= sin)   seduced/beguiled  also  through reason of   it  (= sin)   destroyed/killed  me  (Paul). 

 

For the sin,  getting hold of the opportunity  (within me,  while I was unawares without The Commandment)   
through reason   (of the sin being made visible because)   of The Commandment   (given  to help me know  what is required for “Life”) 
it  (the committed sin)   deceived   (me at the time to continue sinning for “The Immediacy”,  while I was unaware it was sinful,  it became “habitual”) 
also through reason of it  (the committed sin then)   destroyed me   (when The Commandment told me the earlier action was sinful), 
 

Now that I have  “The Knowledge”  from the given Commandment to help me know how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then sin has now made itself known,  
and through the action of the sin having been disclosed by The Commandment,  then I know I am destined for death  (= annihilation). 
Rom.   7v12 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  the  truly/indeed  (the) law/precept/regulation   
Rom.   7v12 og (the) holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin},   
Rom.   7v12 og also  the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept   
Rom.   7v12 og (the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
Rom.   7v12 og also  (the) equitable/innocent/righteous  also  (the) {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal. 

[Being that The Holy Law/Commandment is required to yield a perfected society into The Eternity] 
Rom.   7v12 = Thus/Inasmuch  truly/indeed,   the  law/regulation   (is)   the  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin},  

(= where The Law from Yahweh is  {separate from the sin of this world}  and thus it yields  “death”  to  impure  Mankind) 
also  the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment  (= the requirement of us)   (is)  the  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin},  
(given to  separate  us  from the present evil world  under Satan’s rule)   also  the  equitable/righteous,   also  the  {intrinsically ideal/good}. 

 

Inasmuch truly,  the Law is  holy/pure/innocent/blameless   (= there is nothing wrong with The Law to guide us in yielding a perfect society), 
also the Commandment   (being  “The Requirement”  placed upon us)   is  holy/pure/innocent/blameless 
also  (the Commandment is)  righteous  also the intrinsically  ideal/good   (= giving The Golden Standard to ultimately yield a perfected society). 
 

Thus The Law comes from Yahweh  (being Holy and thus separated from this world of sin)  –  clearly JC then becomes The Mediator between sinful 
humans and The Perfect Yahweh,  all being  precisely what The Bible tells us  (but is at variance to what  worldly Christian Leaders  “erroneously 
teach” us by saying   [Almighty] God came down on this Earth and died  –  this has  absolutely  no  righteous logic  –  but discordant  “mystery”). 

“The Holy Commandments”  by definition will yield everlasting life for those specific people who  ultimately  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (being 
The Source of The Bible).   

However,  to get us into that position to fulfil the above statement then it is JC  (as “The Word of God” – correctly practised to become  “The Wisdom of 
God”)  who personally enables the above statement to occur,  as I so very carefully explain within the exegesis located at many places on this website. 
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The Commandments  (as supported by JC, Matt.5v17-18, etc.)  are ultimately  equitable/righteous  in The Culmination  in  “The Road Map”  to be 
making all humans innocent to  “The Given Law”. 

1. JC fulfils The Law and thus enables a RESET of our sinful 1st part of our life  (and thus we become  innocent’  before Yahweh’s Judgement)  -  
because it  is  JC who forgives us by atoning us  (and righteously  not  Yahweh)  as we are taught for example at Matt.9v4-6. 

2. Then  ultimately,  “The Responsibility”  for our personal salvation falls upon  our own  shoulders to show that we  are  innocent before 
Yahweh’s Decree on Sin by equally fulfilling The Law –  precisely as JC showed us  (= his creation)  by us faithfully responding to be 
precisely imitating his lifestyle.    Most of us can  only  do this during The Millennium. 
However,  if  we imitate  JC’s ministry  during The Gospel Age  then  we could become TCs in the midst of Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater  
Judgement”  made upon all Christians after their death  (= “Asleep”)  to become like JCg upon our resurrection  =  a  “Son of God”  being 
“The Prize”  of which Paul speaks in his  epistles/letters. 

Clearly all this yields a  “wholesome  good/wellbeing  society”  –  which is Yahweh’s ultimate Desire for all humans. 
An aside    

This is  only  what Yahweh Desires.  He absolutely abhors what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preach as being supposedly   “What 
Yahweh Desires”!   Yahweh detests the hypocritical customs, pilgrimages, chants, songs 'of praise',  “calls for prayer”  umpteen times a day,  
and a  “1001 other religious things done”  supposedly in worship to  “The Almighty God”  -   because the people doing these things  do  not  
understand what they are  really  doing!    Yahweh wants a perfected society and people who behave in a manner to yield a perfected society. 

All precisely as  God’s appointed apostle  Paul clearly teaches us –  who’s teaching sadly brings great disdain amongst many  worldly Christians only 
because it is not taught correctly by those people who  (falsely)  claim to know!  
I would  not  like to be in their shoes when they need to explain themselves upon resurrection before one of Yahweh’s  foremost  Kings/Priests,  Paul  
himself  as a demonstrable  5+ talent  steward/son  of God  (2Tim.4v6-8)  having the type of  capability/power  that JC used during his ministry period  –  
I just shake my head in utter sadness at their present day disbelief  –  and they claim to be ardent “Christians”  -  the worst being the  charlatan 
Christian leaders bringing utter shame towards Yahweh within the  sane/reasoning  minds of atheists when they witness  the nonsense  of wayward 
preaching and shenanigan activities!  
Does  “The Sane Reasoning Mind”  ever believe in The Millennium that humans will behave in the manner as we witness of Pentecostal congregations?  
Did,  and would,  JCg or Paul  ever  behave in this manner,   being  “infinitely”  full of the HS?   

Are we taught the spiritual nonsense as given by these  charlatan Christian leaders,  in The Bible?    Absolutely Not! 
I cordially invite these  charlatan Christian leaders to publicly explain themselves  –  using the email communication route provided to this website   
“FutureLife.Org”  and thus I request them to desist in  deluding/seducing/bewitching  their innocent  “children”  sincerely trying to come to Yahweh. 
I know they  dare not –  being  “spiritual paedophiles”  and  “rogue traders”  “caught in the headlights”  examining their deviant activity!    
And  worldly Christian leaders remaining quiet on such aberrant activity merely condone such activity  –  and thus in the midst of Yahweh’s Judgment,  
they are  equally condemned  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)  –  being rejected from their positions in The Millennium which JC told us throughout his ministry 
in his many parables on the subject  –  please see all my local commentaries to The Gospels! 
 
29th Comment – So then,  is it to my good that  “The Law shows me death”!   Absolutely Not! 
But rather  “The Law shows me what is wrong”,  so that I might become good,  when/by  understanding how bad sin is. 
52nd Reasoning – Thus  “The Law comes from Yahweh”  to direct my  spirit/personality/desires/traits,  but my carnal 
minded animalistic nature  (having been taught by The World)  impulsively trades me in to diverse types of sin. 
30th Comment – For I,  Paul,  know not why I impulsively react similarly as would a Worldly person,  where I perform 
things that I consciously detest! 
53rd Reasoning – But if I do these things out of instinct  (inasmuch I have had more previous experience in worldly 
methodology)  that I spiritually detest,  then it does not make The Good Law wrong but rather shows,  just how bad I am! 
54th Reasoning – Thus  if  I consciously have  no  desire to do these things  (because they are merely impulsive and  not  
premeditated)  then it cannot be accounted against my  spirit/personality/desire/traits,  but rather to the sin within me. 
31st Comment – I have instructed myself to have JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  fused with my  spirit/personality/etc  
(inasmuch Paul is imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  and thus JC’s  presence/parousia  is close to me.  However, sin resides 
in my natural carnal minded body having been so heavily influenced by The World during the 1st part of my physical life. 
55th Reasoning – Thus I consciously desire at a high level to be Christ-like,  but somehow my reflex actions are driven by 
the  carnal/animalistic  mind so my initial output is Worldly,  rather than automatically to be Christ-like. 
56th Reasoning – Thus I realise that my body is internally at war,  where my spiritual mind consciously desires to perform 
correctly and thus continuously  corrects/intervenes/reviews/{make recompense}  the output driven by my carnal mind! 
32nd Comment – What a wretched situation that I am in!   Who can deliver me from this death producing body! 
57th Reasoning – Thus I conclusively reason  –  thanks be to Yahweh,  that He gave me The Laws to teach my mind 
spiritual values,  and The Law casts my  carnal/animalistic  minded body away in  sin/fault/offence! 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Rom.   7v13 og the (thing)  therefore/then  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal  {to me}  (it) {becomes to be}/occurs   
Rom.   7v13 og (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality?    Not  (let it) {become to be}/occur/happen!   
Rom.   7v13 og But  the  sin/fault/offence  that/{so as}  (it may) lighten/show/appear  (the) sin/fault/offence   
Rom.   7v13 og through (reason of)   of the  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal  {to me} 
Rom.   7v13 og (the having) accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{worked out}  (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality, 
Rom.   7v13 og that/{so as}  (it may) {become to be}/occur/happen  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom.   7v13 og (the) {throwing beyond others}/super-eminence/{more excellent}/ 

/{beyond measure}/{far more exceedingly}   
Rom.   7v13 og (the) sinful/offensive  the  sin/fault/offence  through (reason of)   
Rom.   7v13 og of the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept. 
Rom.   7v13 = Therefore/Then  the  thing  (= The Law)   {intrinsically ideal/good}  it  {becomes to be}  {to me}  the  death/fatality?  

(inasmuch:  What Good is it to me that The Law has brought the knowledge of everlasting death)   Not let it  {become to be}! 
But  the  sin/offence  having  accomplished/performed/{worked out}  the  death/fatality    
through reason of   (being)  intrinsically good  to me  that  it  (= The Law)  may show  the sin, 
that  the sin  may  {become to be}  intensely  {beyond measure}  offensive   through reason  of the  Law. 
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Therefore,   (did)   the intrinsically good thing  (The Law)   become to be   (the reason for)   my death? 
  Not let it  become to be!   (= Never let that thought cross our mind!) 
But the sin having accomplished the death   (The Sin that results in my  [present]  death  [now it is “The 1st Death” because of what JC did]) 
through reason of   (my sin occurring   [the Law is])    
intrinsically good to me   (for I  now know  sin is wrong and I have experienced the ramifications of my failure) 
that it  (the Law)   may  show/expose  the sin, 
that the sin may become to be intensely beyond measure offensive,  through reason of The Law. 
           (I now know by reasoning through the implications of why The Law exists makes me internally realise how bad the sin originally was!) 

           (The crux of this is that I am driven by the mind from inside  not to sin -  rather than before,  hid sin in “Darkness” while still having a dirty mind) 
 

The ideal person  (learning from this teaching). 
Understanding all humans are sinful,  then when I speak about  “The Ideal Person”,  then I am speaking about people who realise they  are  sinful 
because of The Law,  and feel motivated to do something about their life because they can recognise that left unattended,  the sin will grow within  his/her  
deportment to become more offensive to the neighbour.   
By realising this is the wrong behaviour,  experiencing the unhappy fallout when heaping problems upon problems,  becomes  “The Driver”  within this 
person to truly repent and  start to imbue  “The Word of God”.  Then ideally to  vigorously assay  “The Knowledge”  delivered by  “The Word of God”  
to  gain assurance,  and then finally  act with fidelity  to what is known.   In this manner we gain  Real Faith.  Therefore Paul reasons that the sin has 
become intrinsically good for us  –  because we required  “The Unhappy Fallout”,  endorsed by  “The Law”  to expose the wrong personally committed,   
to bring us to our senses,  to understand how sin can grow within our life,  unless we change our  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
Rom.   7v14 og (we) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  For  because  the  law/precepts/regulations   
Rom.   7v14 og (the) spiritual/{related to the personality/desires/traits} [see glossary]   (it) is,  
Rom.   7v14 og (emphatic) I/me  and  (the) {being fleshly}/animal/temporal/carnal  (I) am/exist,   
Rom.   7v14 og (the having been) trafficked/{sold as a slave/merchandise}  under/through/inferior/below/by    
Rom.   7v14 og the  sin/fault/offence. 
Rom.   7v14 = For  we  know/understand,  because  the  law/regulation  is  the  spiritual/{relating to our mind}  

(= originates and comes to us from Yahweh for the edification of our  spirit/personality/desires/traits),  
and  emphatic I (Paul)  am/exist  of  animalistic/{carnal mind},  
having been  trafficked/{sold as merchandise}   under/through  the  sin/offense. 

 

For we  (actively aiming to be TCs)   know/understand,   because the Law  (of Moses based on Works)   is the  spiritual/{relating to our mind} 
          (Being the points,  I have been making within my added parenthesis of the earlier verses  -  this is what Paul has been leading unto in his exegesis.) 
and  emphatic I (Paul)  am of the animalistic mind,  having been trafficked through the sin. 

          (My worldly focussed mind leads me to fulfil my passions and emotions to  self-indulge  for  “The Immediacy”  [that often hurts my neighbour]) 
 

Thus our  “carnally minded Standard”  of  “selfishness”  (self-indulgence  –  led by our worldly spirituality to please  “The Self”  to the hurt of our 
neighbour)  sells our future to sin.  It must be understood by the reader that  “worldly spirituality”  is the 1st part of our spiritual life. 

That is precisely  why  Yahweh gave us  “The Law”  to show us what was required to begin our internal reform.   
Importantly,  it was JC who showed us  “of the mind”  (= his  spirit/spirituality  =  personality/desires/traits  [being our character])  of what we must do 
to enter the 2nd part of our spiritual life through  The Transformation Capability  that  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  has within our mind,  to 
purify our originally  worldly/callous  mind,  thereby enabling everlasting life to  personally  occur. 

JC  was The Mechanism to enable the 2nd part of our life to  legitimately  occur  (in its 2 parts both 2 part physical and 2 part spiritual),   
and it is Yahweh  physically makes it possible   
Then   “The Responsibility”  now falls upon  our  shoulders  to  personally reciprocate by imitating JC’s lifestyle  at some point in our life  
(comprising of 2 parts)  driven by our mind  -  else we will ultimately face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 

Rom.   7v15 og which/what/that  For  (I) accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{work out}  not   
Rom.   7v15 og (I) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}. 
Rom.   7v15 og not  for  which/what/that  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased},   
Rom.   7v15 og that/this/there/here  (I) {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}:   
Rom.   7v15 og but  which/what/that  (I) hate/persecute/loveless/detest   
Rom.   7v15 og that/this/there/here  (I) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice. 
Rom.   7v15 = For  what/that  I (Paul)  accomplish/perform/{work out}  (in my  lifestyle/deportment) 

not  I (Paul)  {absolutely know/understand}  (= my spiritual desire is not for these works I do in my life). 
For not  what/that  I (Paul)  determine/desire/{delight in},   this  I  {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}; 
but  what/that  I (Paul)  hate/detest,  this  I  do/perform/practice  (in my lifestyle/deportment). 

 

For what  I (Paul)  accomplish   (in my deportment)   not I absolutely know. 
          (I am not certain what I do accomplishes anything useful – to wholly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  [Whose “prime goal”  is to achieve  “144000 TCs”]) 
For not what  I (Paul)  delight in,  -  this I habitually practise. 
          (I know that Yahweh wants me to work hard by bringing more TCs to Him,  and yet I regularly do things to have an easy and comfortable life!) 
but what I (Paul)  detest,  this I practise. 

          (In despair,  Paul wants to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to yield more TCs,  and yet when there is an easy option – he wants to take it  [being “Human”]) 
 

The whole verse explained  
For I do not know why I am doing these sinful things of The World as  “the easy and likeable option”,  because they are against what God has 
instructed me to do through His Law  “to yield a perfected society”.   I do not spiritually desire to perform these worldly works brought about 
by my animalistic instincts,  because I hate doing these things that are selfish and thus shows my worldly animalistic nature becoming 
stronger than my spiritual desires  (led by the law). 

But we all know that Paul does  not  leave it at this,  and then give up!   
His  “{occupational efforts}/works/labours  (2Cor.11v24-28, etc.,)  show us his  steadfast commitment  to  accurately  teach God’s Word in all adversity 
to suppress the selfish desires of an easy passive living by becoming part of The World  (Matt.13v20-22).  
He is to be  our  human example  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  –  particularly if we are aiming for  “The Prize”  of which Paul speaks  (1Cor.9v22-26)  
–  to go to the heavens,  on a training program for the future teaching work to the resurrected billions in The Millennium  back upon  this planet ! 
Rom.   7v16 og if  And  which/what/that  not  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased},   
Rom.   7v16 og that/this/there/here  (I) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice,   
Rom.   7v16 og (I) {say jointly}/agree/assent/{consent unto}  to the  law/precepts/regulations   
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Rom.   7v16 og because   [it is]   (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy. 
Rom.   7v16 = And  if  what/that  I am  not  determining/desiring,  (yet)  this  I  do/perform/practice, 

(and)  because  I  agree/{consent unto}  the  law/regulation  (is)  the  beautiful/virtuous/valuable/worthy. 
 

And if what I (Paul)  am not desiring,  (yet)  this I practice, 
          (Importantly -  because I am being  “judged upon The Mind”  [being where Paul has been going over the last ten or so verses]) 
(and)   because I consent unto the Law is the  beautiful/virtuous   (within my  conscious/reasoning  mind). 

          (Importantly -  because I recognise the Law yields a perfect society,  and thus  tirelessly endeavour to obey the Law  -  because I respect it) 
 

Thus, Paul comes through with   The Reasoned Statement  
I  do/perform/practice  the things that come naturally which I personally desire  not  to  do/practice/perform,  
(but)  because I agree the law is  beautiful/virtuous  (then,  being driven by The Mind,  I will strive to do The Best I can)! 

Thus,  The Law yields a physical measurable upon which we can assess how we are to improve.   
Where the Method of improvement comes from The Methodology sourced by Yahweh made manifest within JC  –  to become  “The Wisdom of God”  
within our deportment expressed into The Environment  (to edify our neighbour). 
Rom.   7v17 og now/presently/immediately  And  {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  (emphatic) I/me     
Rom.   7v17 og accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{works out}  it/same,   but   
Rom.   7v17 og the (sin)  {house occupation}/residing/inhabiting/dwelling  in  {to [= within] me}  (the) sin/fault/offence. 
Rom.   7v17 = And  now/presently  emphatic I (Paul)  {no longer/more}  accomplish/{work out}  it  (= sinful works to occur) 

but  the  sin/offense  residing/inhabiting/dwelling  within me, 
 

And now  emphatic I (Paul)   no more accomplish it   (Paul ensures not to consciously commit premeditated sin,  now he knows it is sin) 
but the sin dwelling within me,   (accidental sin now only occurs,  when Paul drops his guard against the human instinct subversively taking over) 

          (Importantly -  Paul mentally knows it is wrong,  hence  “sin”;  but Paul with a new mind ensures his output shall at worse, generate “sideslips”.) 
 

We must clearly understand this is  not  a  “cop-out”  being the reasoning to  “an excuse”! 
Paul is speaking as a  sincere  individual who is desperately striving to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  speaking almost as a plea directly to Yahweh to forgive 
him  –  knowing that Yahweh  accurately  assesses him and of  his sincerity.   
Paul is absolutely  not  speaking as a human might do in a courtroom of law,  blithely inventing  any excuse  to mitigate his actions. 
We can understand,  Paul is establishing  “The Distinction”  between  “The Law of JC”  and  “The Law of Moses”  of which “FutureLife.Org” explains. 

“The Law of JC”  is to get the  thoughts/motives  correct within a person.  Paul intensely desires these spiritual thoughts  (sourced by JC). 
“The Law of Moses”  is the  displayed/demonstrated  results,  being the displayed works of the  thoughts/motives  operating within the head. 

Paul is explaining within a reformed person  (such as himself)   
His head and  heart/{seat of motivation}  tell him of a particular course of actions,  but somehow  (and he is not certain where or how)  his 
body parts produce something different.  It is almost as though the electrical messages down the spinal cord to the limbs get scrambled,  so 
the limbs produce works that Paul  hates/detests. 

I suppose this could be likened to  “a reflex action”  where the body instinctively reacts to a situation before the mind can grab the message and override 
the reflex action to thus output a controlled response. 

Paul does not excuse himself for these involuntary actions.  He is saying this sometimes happens,  so he must  re-double  his efforts to conduct 
the only thing he knows that God Desires him to do   

Being the  accurate  teaching of  “The Word of God”  to  all  humans in the world  –  to counter Satan’s rampant misinformation 
as given by  “Religion”  to confuse and confine us within a  self-delusionary  bubble of correctness,  and yet it is all vanity! 

Rom.   7v18 og (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  For  because  not   
Rom.   7v18 og (it) {house occupation}/resides/inhabits/dwells  in  {to [= within] me}  {that is (to say)}  (it) is   
Rom.   7v18 og in  to the [= within]  flesh/{carnal minded}  {of me}/my/mine  (the) {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal,   
Rom.   7v18 og the  for  (to) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}   
Rom.   7v18 og (it is) {lying near}/{at hand}/prompting/easy/{being present} [middle voice]   {to [= in/with/by] me},   
Rom.   7v18 og the (thing)   and  accomplishes/performs/finishes/fashions/{works out} [middle voice]    
Rom.   7v18 og the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  not  (I) find/obtain/see/perceived. 
Rom.   7v18 = For  I (Paul)  know/understand,  

because  it  (which)   resides/dwells  within  me  is  not  {intrinsically ideal/good},    
that is  (to say)  within  my  flesh/{carnal/animalistic mind},   
for  the  determination/desire   (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire)   is  personally  {lying near}/{at hand}/{being present}  in  me, 
and  the  (thing)   beautiful/virtuous/valuable/worthy  not  I  find/obtain/see  personally  accomplish/perform/{work out}. 

 

For I (Paul)  know/understand, 
it  (my old nature driven by entrenched worldly methodology)  dwelling  (within me)  is not intrinsically good  
that is to say,  within my animalistic mind   (inasmuch Paul’s natural desire is to be worldly,  especially when everyone else is worldly around him!) 
for the determination  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire of my new nature driven by Yahweh's Methodology)  is being personally present in me, 
and the  beautiful/virtuous  thing  (to edify my neighbour)   not I find   (automatically)   works out   (to edify my neighbour). 
 

Importantly the good news out of this,  is that Paul  does recognise the difference  between  The World's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (Eph.2v2)  and 
Yahweh's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  via JC as  “The Word of God”,  and moreover,  he actively does something about it – as he explains later. 
Paul is stating - 

He is genuinely motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to edify his neighbour,  to Paul's own hurt), 
but he finds that his natural response is to please himself  -  rather than ideally  the automatic response  to always be edifying his neighbour. 

Thus,  self-indulgence  always comes to the surface first,  and he needs to suppress this natural response as he explains in the following verses. 
Rom.   7v19 og not  For  which/what/that  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}   
Rom.   7v19 og (I) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice  
Rom.   7v19 og (the) {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal,   
Rom.   7v19 og but  which/what/that  not  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}   
Rom.   7v19 og (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked,   
Rom.   7v19 og that/this/there/here  (I) {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}. 
Rom.   7v19 = For not  I  do/produce/perform/practice  what/that  I  determine/desire  the  {intrinsically ideal/good} (things), 

but  worthless/depraved (things)  not I  determine/desire,  this  I  {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}. 
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For not I (Paul)  perform the intrinsically good things that I desire   (to do,  which are to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)   , 
but the worthless things  (upon which to self-indulge)   that not I desire   (if I am actively aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for “Sonship”)    
this   (action/procedure)   I habitually practice   (because humans are so steeped in worldly methodology and it is so difficult to cast aside). 
 

Translating further  
I do not  (immediately)   practice/perform  the  {intrinsically  ideal/good}  things that I  (ultimately)  desire, 
but I seem to habitually practice  the undesirable worthless things. 

Thus,  Paul desires to persist in the intrinsically good works throughout his life,  but he does not practice these things all the time. 
What happens is that he seems to habitually practice  worldly/worthless  works –  being his effective output  (which he does not desire).  
Perhaps a good example might be    

Someone says something irritating,  and Paul then snaps back an answer without realising the possible consequential damage  (hurt/harm)  
that this response might do within his ministry.   He has effectively hurt JC as  “The Word of God”  and the immediate future of the recipient. 

The point being,  if he carefully reflected on the reply,  before speaking,  then it would have been more considered,  and potentially less damaging to The 
Ministry.  A crude maxim   “Engage Brain before mouth!”    Noting James' teaching at James.3v5-10. 
It is at this level Paul is speaking  –  he is not speaking of heinous crimes  (or things in between)  –  being of such a magnitude that would be obviously 
avoided by someone of his spiritual stature.  Fundamentally,   Paul commits no  “premeditated major sin”,  but  “impromptu (minor) sin”. 

Paul is  actively aiming  to be “Perfect”  as JC proved to be! 
Humans  (as worldly people/Christians)  excuse themselves from being perfect – and that is  “The Difference”! 

Rom.   7v20 og if  and  which/what/that  not  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  (emphatic) I/me,   
Rom.   7v20 og that/this/there/here  (I) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice,   
Rom.   7v20 og {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  (emphatic) I/me  accomplish/perform/finish/fashion/{work out}  it/same,   
Rom.   7v20 og but  the [sin]  {house occupation}/resides/inhabits/dwells  in  {to [= within] me}  (the) sin/fault/offence. 
Rom.   7v20 = And  if  what  emphatic I (Paul)   not  determine/desire,   this  I  do/perform/practice,   

(then)   emphatic I (Paul)  {no longer}  the  accomplish/perform  it   (Paul's  new  conscious/reasoning  mind is not guilty),  
but   (rather)   the  sin/offense  residing/dwelling  within  me.   (it is Paul's old nature that is being wrought out of him). 

 

And if what  emphatic I (Paul)  practice,  is not what I desire, 
(then)   emphatic I (Paul)  no longer  accomplish/{work out}  it   (Paul's  new personality  built upon  “The Word of God”  is thus   Not guilty), 
but  (it is)  the sin dwelling within me   (Paul's old nature is finally being replaced by “The Word of God”  moulding his old spirit to The New Spirit) 
 

This verse should not be twisted around to  “supposedly justify”  an escape route,  to generate a crass loophole,  as might be used by a lawyer to excuse 
an obviously unrepentant criminal! 

No! 
But rather,  Paul is making  “The Painful Transition”  between a  “worldly person”  unto a  “heavenly person”   (where JC is recognised to be  “a stone 
of stumbling”  for  all  Christians without any exception in this transition phase, Rom.9v32-33, 1Pet.2v8).   Paul is simply expressing what all people go 
through when they leave the  worldly spirit/personality/desires/traits  to  fully imbue the new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as the new spiritual  
creature/creation  built upon the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, etc.). 

A useful example would be a drug addict having withdrawal symptoms  -  when in a rehabilitation unit. 
Paul is now coming to his conclusion here on the matter. 

Paul hates sinning!   He detests the very thought of it.  
But he is explaining,  things seem to occur around him,  where his first reactions are to follow the worldly course of action before he has naturally 
thought of the consequences  –  he responds “naturally”  and instinctively  with his  “carnal/animalistic mind”  (being to  “act first and think later”). 

This  natural/instinctive  reaction seems to  “get in first”  to drive his output  (as a reflex action)  –  of whatever into the world. 
It is because he  (and us)  have been trained in worldly methodology from the beginning of our conscious existence  (at our physical birth)  
then obviously,  it takes much time to erase this  “naturally occurring instinct”  from out of our brain. 

However  -  because he really detests what he has done,  and personally driven to repent and make amends  –  then this will not account against him. 
Because as this website states throughout  –  Paul is  not  being judged on his works  –  he is  now  being judged upon his mind  (training to be following 
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC)  –  precisely as we have been told earlier.  Thus Paul is telling us here that he will  not  be judged on his 
lapses, “errors in output”  (= sideslips)  –  because he  sincerely  desires to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and thus it is the last vestiges of sin from the old  
“carnal/animalistic  mind’   (away from which Paul is trying desperately to cut himself away,  to become dead unto it)  which causes Paul to sin. 
Noting that Paul is judging himself harshly because  he wants to be  pure/holy/blameless,  what he determines to be  “sin”  within him,  are actually  
“sideslips”,  of which Paul amplifies – to rid these  “sideslips”  (that he terms “sin”)  wholly away from himself. 
Thus,  he will be judged upon what he sincerely desires  (= to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  which he fulfils in works to the best of his conscious ability. 

Therefore,  the  occasional  sideslip is covered over,  because  his  thoughts/motives  are still to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  with absolute Fidelity. 
This is different mental attitude to a  “pious religious person”  to extensively include  “Christians”  (especially “the Leaders”)! 
Rom.   7v21 og (I) find/obtain/see/perceive  Thus/Haply/Surely/Perhaps/Supposing  the  law/precept/regulation   
Rom.   7v21 og to the (one [law])   determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}  {to [= in/with/by/on] me}   
Rom.   7v21 og (to)  do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice   
Rom.   7v21 og the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy,   
Rom.   7v21 og because  {to [= in/with/by/on] me}  the  worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked   
Rom.   7v21 og (it is) {lying near}/{close at hand}/prompting/easy/{being present}. 
Rom.   7v21 = Therefore/Then,  I  find/see  the  law/regulation  is  determining/desiring  in  me} 

to  do/perform/practice  the (thing)  beautiful/virtuous/valuable/worthy, 
because  the (thing)  worthless/hurtful  {lying hear}/{close at hand}  {to me}   (within my carnal minded  body/nature)! 

 

Therefore,  I find the Law is determining in me to perform the  beautiful/virtuous  things   (The Law guides my mind to do good things), 
because the worthless thing is lying near to me.   (The old self is lurking close to the surface,  but The Law guides me away from sin). 
 

Thus Paul starts to conclude his reasoning of chapter 7,  he uses  “The Law”  to guide him to  perform/practice  the things Yahweh desires,  because he 
knows that his former nature  (gained from childhood to  “supposedly succeed”  in an animalistic manner operating according to worldly methodology)  
is lurking in the background to grab control,  if Paul is not being constantly guided by  “The Law”  sourced from Yahweh. 
Rom.   7v22 og (I) {rejoice in with oneself}/{internally delight} [middle voice]  For  to the [= in/with]  law/precept/regulation   
Rom.   7v22 og of the  God [Yahweh]  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  {from inside}/inner  (the) man. 
Rom.   7v22 = For  I  personally {rejoice in myself}/{internally delight}  in  The Law  of the  God  according to  the  inside/inner  man. 
 

For I  personally internally delight  in the Law of God  (Yahweh)   
according to the inner Man   being the new  Creature/Creation  [2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15]  built upon God's Word). 
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Paul is teaching us that his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  inside,  being his  spiritual mind,  delights from the guidance The Law provides to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire for all people.  From the previous verse we see he needs this guidance to protect him from the natural sin  (being  what he has learnt 
from The Environment of The World  during the 1st part of his physical life).   This natural sin constantly desires to break out in a selfish act,  as its 
natural impulsive first response,  before his brain,  driven by  “The Word of God”,  “kicks-in”  to correctly redirect his output. 
Rom.   7v23 og (I) behold/see/look/beware{take heed}  And  (the) other/different/altered  (the) law/precept/regulation   
Rom.   7v23 og in  to the [= within]  members/{body parts}  {of me}/my  (the) attacking/destroying/{warring against}   
Rom.   7v23 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  law/precept/regulation  of the  intellect/mind/understanding  {of me},   
Rom.   7v23 og also  (the) {making captive}/imprisoning  I/me/my  to the [= in/with/by/on]  law/precept/regulation   
Rom.   7v23 og of the  sin/fault/offence  to the (one)  this/being/having  in  to the [= within]  members/{body parts} 
Rom.   7v23 og {of me}. 
Rom.   7v23 = And  I  behold/see/{take heed}  another/different   (= selfish,  self-indulgent)   law/regulation  within my  {body parts} 

attacking/{war against}  to the  (spiritual based upon The Word of God)   law/regulation  of my  intellect/mind, 
also  {making captive}/imprisoning  me  to the  law/regulation  of the  sin/offense  being  within  my  {body parts}. 

 

And I see another  law   (self-indulgent worldly methodology driving my self-indulgent  emotions/passions  of the feckless and “treacherous  heart”)    
within my body parts   (exposed by The Law of  “The Word of God”  giving direction within my  mind) 
attacking The Law  (edifying our neighbour built upon Yahweh's Methodology)   of my  intellect/mind. 
also  (this another self-indulgent law for “The Immediacy”)   imprisoning me to the law of the sin being within my body parts. 
 

Now Paul goes back to explain the natural action of what he has learnt from The Environment during his youth becomes the automatic reaction to 
worldly events that impose upon him now. 
I can best illustrate it with the body’s response to picking up an object that is  “very hot to handle”. 
The immediate reaction is to drop the object  (= the allegory to a worldly response =  The Body’s automatic  “reflex action”  as I mentioned earlier). 
If the object was  very precious,  then the mind neurologically assumes control as a slower response mechanism that might override the automatic 
reaction to drop the hot object  (= the allegory to  “The Word of God”  correctly imbued yielding the HS operating within a human). 
The worldly response  comes first  because our natural responses are  “to look after the self”  enforced by The Environment as we grew up in The World 
where very many humans have not been trained to suppress this  inherent desire nurtured from a baby.  However TCs operating according to  “The 
Word of God”  imbued/inculcated  to yield the HS imbued within their mind desiring to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  will suppress this worldly desire by 
replacing it with JC’s guiding principles located at Mark.12v30-31.  TCs would desire to  “hang onto”  something most precious  (of which Yahweh’s 
Methodology is),  and not to  drop/lose  it! 
Rom.   7v24 og (the) {enduring trial}/miserable/wretched  (emphatic) I/me  (the) man!    
Rom.   7v24 og who/what/which/wherefore  I/me/my  (he/she will) {rush in}/rescue/deliver   
Rom.   7v24 og {from/out of}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality   
Rom.   7v24 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout? 
Rom.   7v24 = The  {enduring trial}/miserable/wretched  man  (am)  emphatically I (Paul)!   

Who  will  he/she  {rush-in}/rescue/deliver  me  {from out of}  the  death/fatality  of this  {whole body}  (in its natural worldly response)? 
 

Emphatic I (Paul)   (am)  a wretched man! 
Who  he/she  will  {rush-in}/deliver  me from out of the death of this whole body   (being the natural response of an animalistic mind)? 
 

Paul’s exhortation of despair for  “the human species”,  even Paul who loves Yahweh more than perhaps any other human  (demonstrated by his works) 
knows that  his sinful nature of selfishness  to the things of The World have condemned him to death in his fleshly body. 
Yet this is just Paul’s prelude,  before he starts to teach us of our salvation away from death.  For instead of it being an everlasting death,  it now 
becomes only “The 1st Death”  (=  a “sleeping” period),  from which  (because of JC’s perfect work to  “The Law of Moses”  and subsequent personal 
sacrifice)  has enabled Yahweh to  righteously  use His infinite  capability/authority/power  (expressed as the HS within The Environment)  to resurrect 
all humans to learn  “Righteousness”.  Virtually all people will require  “The Millennium”  to  overcome  their immediate  animalistic/carnal  mind 
dominating their life  –  as it has done in the 1st part of their life,  however,  with Satan temporally removed  (Rev.20v1-7)  for the 1000 years during The 
Millennium which shall become the 2nd part of our physical life,  enables them to perfect themselves. 
Rom.   7v25 og (I) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness  to the  God [Yahweh]  through (reason of)   
Rom.   7v25 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}.   
Rom.   7v25 og Thus/Haply/Surely/Perhaps/Supposing  therefore/then  he [= myself]   (emphatic) I/me  to the  truly/indeed   
Rom.   7v25 og intellect/mind/understanding  (I) serve/{in bondage}/slave  (to the [=in/with/by]) law/precept/regulation   
Rom.   7v25 og (of the) God [Yahweh]  to the [=in/with/by]  and  flesh/{carnal minded}  (to the) law/precept/regulation 
Rom.   7v25 og (of the) sin/fault/offence. 
Rom.   7v25 = I  {give thanks}/{express gratitude}  to the  God  (Yahweh)   

through reason  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  our  lord/master.  
Therefore/Then  perhaps  myself,   emphatic I (Paul)  truly/indeed   (driven)   by the mind  I  slave  to the  God's  Law/Regulation, 
and  the  flesh/{carnal minded}   (that is to die away,  is subject)   to the  law/regulation  of  sin/regulation. 

 

I give thanks to God (Yahweh)  through reason of the  Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh to Sonship)   our  lord/master   (as God's Word driving us). 
          (Inasmuch it was JC showing me through his works  “The Perfect Mind”  in operation to become “The Wisdom of God”  edifying our neighbour) 
Therefore,  perhaps myself,  emphatic I (Paul)  truly   (driven)   by the  intellect/mind,    
I slave to the Law of God   (Yahweh.  given to us via JC as  “The Word of God”  showing us how to personally become  “The Wisdom of God”) 
and the animalistic mind   (that is to die away,  is subject)   to the sinful law. 
 

Paul is starting to make  a distinct separation  between the  spiritual mind  and the  animalistic mind  –  that he repeats and expands here,  also in other 
epistles.  The animalistic mind gratifying the fleshly body naturally aims towards the things of the world –  because it is natural for it to do so from birth.   
However,  the spiritual mind  accurately  taught by  “The Word of God”  (and  not  as taught by  many worldly Christian Leaders  –  who themselves 
demonstrably have not much idea on fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire),  is built upon  “The Word of God”.  This  “New  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits”  
built  only  on  “God’s Word”  will desire the things of Yahweh as we are taught by JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  only as discovered by reading an  accurate  
translation of The Bible.  Paul is making this  separation  because elsewhere he speaks of  “The Spiritual Body”  and  “The Fleshly Body”  as a 
precursor to what will befall us upon our resurrection  (1Cor.15v35-55).   
We are to aim for  “The Goal/Target”  –  being the  one/same  as did JC to become  “The  First  Begotten Son of God”  when resurrected to be JCg  
(again, to be in the same state prior to the creation of Mankind)  and we too can become part of the 144000 TCs.  These TCs who shall also be  
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“Awaken/Roused/Resuscitated”  as Sons of God in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  commensurate with the spiritual mind  about which Paul is 
speaking,  now having been trained to imitate JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
Else we shall still retain the fleshly habits of the carnal,  animalistic mind during the 1st part of our physical life and then be 
“Awakened/Roused/Resuscitated” (= resurrected)  within a perfected DNA  fleshly  body  (given in trust)  during The Millennium  –  to become  possibly  
a son of JCg  (not of Yahweh)  if  successful at the end of The Millennial training period. 

Sadly,  I need to bring up another warning! 
Over the last 1700+ years or so,  many obviously  worldly  acclaimed theologians used this section of Romans and other epistles  of Paul to try and 
differentiate between the spiritual mind being of God  (perhaps “a soul”  in their dubious reasoning  –  but please see glossary for what  “soul”  really 
means)  and the physical body supposedly being of The World. 

They spent perhaps billions of man-hours over the last 1700+ years philosophising over this differentiation and as usual with  worldly 
academic theologians ruminating upon spiritual things,  they generate rubbish and by consequence,  they are merely  wasting their time!    
Likewise,  with the Trinity myth  –  being a worldly created concept from worldly musings! 

Quite simply please consider this    
Satan who,  as a god,  has his spiritual side  –  but does that infer that he is somewhat part of Yahweh? 

Clearly not –  the only relationship is this  
Satan is a free reasoning entity in his own-right now  but because this despot is ultimately subservient to Yahweh  (James.2v19, Rev.20v10),  
then he will comprehensively yield to the  Authority/Capability  emanating from Yahweh's  Omnificence/Omnipotence.   

In no manner is Satan connected to Yahweh  –  except in  “opposition”  –  “to be adversarial”! 
The human mind  (or godlike reasoning entity, Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35)  may be trained to think in a similar fashion to Yahweh via JC as  
“The Word of God”  by expressing the HS within The Environment. 
This means  “the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from The World of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire 
manifest within The Environment”  so that we too might become Christ-like  (thereby fulfilling Yahweh/s Desire).   

Yet equally,  many humans prefer the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Satan and will have the same conclusion as Satan (Rev.20v7-15)  if they refuse 
to imbue  “The Word of God”  and wholly reform to imitate JC  (to therefore  “truly believe in Jesus”  their saviour of The Mind and Body [= Soul])! 
Regarding the fleshly body being of The World. 

All  that is being implied is this present worldly system under Satan’s Control will  “{pass away}/dissolve”  (as we are told at 2Pet,3v8-13 
and elsewhere)  and likewise so will our fleshly body connected with the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World acted out within the 
humans comprising of The World following their own  self-indulgences  that ultimately hurt their neighbour. 

It is as simple as that explanation covered in a couple of paragraphs  –  it did not require perhaps a million man-hours to discuss something as simple as 
that!   However,  the reason why worthless ramblings are done by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  is because they are following Satan’s desire 
to impede people from discovering  “The Real Disclosing Truth”  of how each one of us is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Matt.23v13, etc.)! 

How? 
Because these  worldly  scholars shut themselves away from The Public  (whose members  are  desirous to become Christ-like and have no idea how)  
and scholars discuss  useless topics  (for instance at the turn of the 19th Century  “how many angels could dance on the head of a pin”).  What they 
should be doing is imitating JC and thus go out and  accurately  teach  “The Real Word of God”  (and not “their word”)  to The Populace!    

Yet this is the last thing they want to do,  as we witness in their output  -  that is why Yahweh rejects them! 
These  worldly  scholars are the very embodiment of  “The Rich Man”  in JC’s parable of  “The Rich Man and Lazarus”  (Luke.16v19-21+ in case these  
worldly scholars are not certain where it is located  –  because they spend their time on  everything  other  than reading The Bible)!   This is only 
applicable to  worldly scholars and  not  unto  “True Christian Scholars”!   I only write like this  to provoke a reaction  (to be like a trumpet sounding,  
rallying to battle)  –  to get scholars away from the  “worldly”  side unto the  “True Christian”  side  of  “1st Century Christianity”  –  and thus put all 
that wonderful knowledge  “of which they do have”  to a good cause,  for them to start fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for themselves! 

Forgive me,  I do not mean to be rude  –  but just to shake those  worldly  scholars  –  because potentially they truly have so much to offer,  
once I have given them a forthright direction! 

 
 
33rd Comment – Thus I am not condemned,  because The Law has separated my spiritual mind  (driven by JC)  from my 
carnal minded body  (driven by The World)  -  then I have no intention of having a  carnal/animalistic  minded body,  but 
rather become driven by my  spirit/personality/desire/traits  based upon that driving JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
‘Allegory’ –  repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
58th Reasoning – Consequently the law I gained from JC as displayed in his  ministry/lifestyle,  drives my  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  and thus frees me from The Law that condemns my  carnal/animalistic  minded body. 
Conclusion,  I therefore work with my mind  to train my reflex reactions  over time to then become more like my mind. 
59th Reasoning – Because I have personally chosen to build my life upon The Word of God” to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle,  then I have become  liberated/freed  from  “The Death Sentence”  of which sin  (deliberate hurt)  yields,  
because I only now commit sideslips  (accidental failings)  of which can be forgiven by Yahweh (now) and JCg  (in The 
Millennium)  as the respective  “ho theos”  of the two ages  (two epochs of “Israel” [Christians/{Resurrected World}). 
18th Prophecy – The Reform of The Mind away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology shall free us from 
(premeditated – inasmuch that methodology is a thing of the past)  sin,  and thus our  genuine  sideslips in the ultimate 
pursuit  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  (= Yahweh's Methodology)  shall be ignored  (Matt.18v22). 
68th Instruction – We humans failed The Law with our  {carnal minds}.  However JC as  “the specific god”  and the son 
of  {The Almighty God}/Yahweh  with his  {carnal mind}  was  able to reject worldly methodology received as a child,  and 
completely imbued The Tanakh during his youth  (which is why Yahweh was well pleased with JC, Matt.3v17, Luke.3v22)  
and then gained  “The Word of God”  in its entirety  (being The Whole Plan)  during the forty days in The Wilderness by 
spiritual download from Yahweh  having proved himself prior to his baptism  (Matt.4v1-2,  Luke.4v1). 
60th Reasoning – Thus  “The Law of Works”  is incapable of saving us  –  it merely condemns us to death! 
61st Reasoning – Thus while The Law of Works is proved to be weak for carnal minded humans,  the son of Yahweh,  JCg 
(as the specific god of us)  came in similitude of a fleshly body to condemn within its sin  (by JC’s natural inclination that 
had dominion over Sin,  thus allowed him to live in  spirit/personality/desire/trait  –  hence resulting in his resurrection). 
62nd Reasoning – Therefore,  the conclusion.  If JC could do it,  then so can we,  as humans,  become TCs  copying JC! 
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This first requires us to  train our mind  upon  “The Word of God”  to gain  “Real Faith”  over its  required 3 stages. 
69th Instruction – The animalistic mind that self-indulges upon The Immediacy is hostile to Yahweh's requirements  (which 
are merely to lead to a perfect society)  and thus self-gratification  (to the hurt of our neighbour)  cannot please Yahweh. 
63rd Reasoning – Thus the reasoning of the  carnal/animalistic  mind is “death”,  but the reasoning of the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  sourced by Yahweh through JCg is  “life”  within a perfect society and  ultimately  peace  
(away from Satan's methodology to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt). 
64th Reasoning – Therefore the reasoning of the carnal mind is at enmity to Yahweh and thus cannot please Yahweh, 
being not subject to The Law of Works  (and the two laws of JC, Mark.12v30-31 for The Mind)  both sourced by Yahweh. 
65th Reasoning – Thus  (the brethren endeavour and)  the TCs fulfil the command of righteousness by  not desiring  to be 
carnally minded,  but rather  consciously serve  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  sourced by JC’s  ministry/lifestyle. 
66th Reasoning – For  worldly Christians  (and non-Christians)  their instincts place things of the carnal mind first  (= 
worldly self-indulgences of whatever to various degrees),  but TCs and The Brethren always place spiritual things first in 
their life according  to what JC  showed/taught  us  as being  “The Word of God”  manifested as “The Wisdom of God”. 
67th Reasoning – Those humans who do not place the spiritual things first  (being  what drove JC’s ministry)  then they 
are not  a representative of Yahweh.  Note: Worldly religious  worship/trappings/customs  are not  sourced by Yahweh but 
sourced by worldly methodology (Satan)  to  (1) divide and rule  (2) take attention  away  from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire! 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Rom.   8v1 og {and not}/neither  Thus/Haply/Surely/Perhaps/Supposing  now/present/immediate  
Rom.   8v1 og (the) condemnation/{adverse sentence}  
Rom.   8v1 og to the (persons)   in  (to the [= within) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah    
Rom.   8v1 og not  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal minded}   
Rom.   8v1 og (to the) {treading all about}/walking/{deporting oneself}/{to be occupying one’s life} [plural],   
Rom.   8v1 og but  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]. 
Rom.   8v1 =  Perhaps  now/presently  {and not}/(no)  condemnation/{adverse sentence}  to the  people  (TCs) 

within  the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah   (“within the Anointed Jesus”  meaning  “precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle”),  
(who are)  not  {deporting themselves}/{occupying their life}  according to  the  {carnal minded}   (of animalistic instincts),  
but  according to  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (as sourced by Yahweh through JCg as  “The Word of God”  carefully imbued). 

 

Perhaps now   (there is)   no condemnation   (unto annihilation)   to the people   (TCs,  and brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
within Jesus the Anointed   (= the people who are internally driven by  “The Word of God”  for  “The Anointing”  unto  “Sonship”  by Yahweh) 
(who are personally)   not deporting themselves according to the animalistic mind   (= not the  self-indulgent  behaviour for “The Immediacy”) 
but   (who are deporting themselves)   to the spirit   (The New Creature inside,  wholly built upon  “The Word of God”  to  precisely imitate JC). 
 

All as explained in my commentaries of 2v11, 4v25 and 6v14. 
Note   I use  “TCs”  here but I also include to various degrees The Brethren who are struggling so very hard to reach  “The Acceptable Standard”  in 
the midst of Yahweh's  “Special/Greater  (1st)  Judgement”,  where we are instructed to  “precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”. 
This is all a  “million miles”  away from what we are taught in error by  worldly Christian Leaders and the many  charismatic Christian leaders using 
Yahweh’s Perfect Word for their own use to deliver worldly self-indulgence!   I would not wish to be in their shoes upon their resurrection  –  certainly 
when they become accountable to JCg,  by explaining themselves  before Paul and of  his works  (2Cor.11v24-28)  when he was in the 1st part of his  
physical/conscious  life  –  but then in The Millennium,  where Paul  (alongside Peter)  is to be a  foremost  “Son of God”  directly under JCg! 
However when examining their fruitage,  I consider these intelligent  worldly Christian Leaders do  not  “believe”  this scenario shall ever occur  
(because they do not actually believe The Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”  and are thus only  “living for The Moment”)!   That is precisely why they 
do  not  prepare for it  (Luke.16v1-10 might be useful part of The Bible for them to check out,  directly speaking about their future,  if  they are fortunate 
enough to be resurrected by Yahweh)! 
Rom.   8v2 og the  For  law/precept/regulation  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]   
Rom.   8v2 og of the  life/existence  in  (to the [= within]) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah    
Rom.   8v2 og (he/it) liberated/{set free}/exempted/delivered  me/myself  off/away/separated/from   
Rom.   8v2 og of the  law/precepts/regulations  of the  sin/faults/offences  also  of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality. 
Rom.   8v2 = For  the  law/regulation  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (as exercised,  by example)   of the  life/existence 

within  the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah, 
he/it  liberated/freed  me  off/from  of the  law/regulation  of the  sin/offense  also  of the  death/fatality. 

 

For the Law of the  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits   (being solely built upon  “The Word of God”  that instructs us to precisely imitate JC) 
(operating)   within the Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh for Sonship,  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  [Rev.19v16]) 
{he (JC)}/{it (the Law)}   liberated me (Paul)  from the law of the sin   (that operated against Yahweh's Desire for a perfect society),   
also of the death   (= the loss of our  breathing/life/{conscious existence}/soul). 
 

Thus Paul is teaching us,  because of JC’s driving force,  being specifically his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to provide   “a 
rescue package”  for his personal creation has made  life/existence  in Paul is now possible  –  but  with a  caveat/condition. 
Because it is  “a rescue package”  for us  personally  to be rescued,  then  all  parts of the package  must be personally taken – for  full  survival. 
For an example  

We are drowning in the sea and perhaps someone throws us a life ring  –   if  we are to survive,  then  we must do work to go out by 
swimming towards the life ring and putting it around us!   We are not saved by merely  “believing”  the ring will save us and we personally 
do  nothing  to go out towards it and be putting it around us!   Precisely the same for people claiming to be   “Christian”! 

Thus,  just because a  “Christian”  knows/“believes”  of JC,  then this does not absolve us of works  (see 3v28).  In fact Paul has been exhorting us in the 
previous chapter (7) to carry out works of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  rather than works of the flesh  (= The 
World)  being the animalistic  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to  self-indulge  sourced by worldly methodology.   
Paul is saying    Follow my example,  because you now know of this precious knowledge,  do not keep it to yourself  (else become like the man with one 
talent in JC’s parable  –  representing our  worldly Christian leaders)  but actively go out and  accurately  tell  everyone  about it,  impartially.  

If we merely stay within our congregational group of  “like-minded individuals”  –  then how is this deportment going to spread  “The Word 
of God”  to other new people? 
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Precisely the same is true within the monastic life  –  this deportment is  utterly alien  to what The Bible teaches us to do!   So how can they 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 

The Bible informs us    
Do not leave it to other people  –  we  are  equally  responsible.  All  people shall be judged  individually,  upon  their own works. 
Did they precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in displayed works  –  or did they not? 

This becomes   
“The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  only carried out on  “The Christian Nation”,  the positive result of which leads to Sonship to Yahweh! 

The Crux of the situation presently before us can be simply put - 
“The Reform of The Mind”  away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology shall free us from  (premeditated)  sin,  and thus 
our subsequent  “genuine sideslips”  in the pursuit to edify our neighbour to our own hurt shall be ignored  (Matt.18v22). 

It is as simple as that statement! 
When was the reader last taught that by their Christian leader? 

They only seem to preach that  “God do this, that and the other, for us”  -  What impertinence,  when Yahweh and JC have already done so much for us! 
As I carefully explain elsewhere,  they are only capable of preaching a  “Gospel of Excuses to remain human”! 

Yahweh does  not  want  “humans”  to exist into The Eternity,  but  only  “reformed people”  who imitate JC! 
Rom.   8v3 og the  For  powerless/inability/weakness/impotency  of the  law/precept/regulation   
Rom.   8v3 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  (it was) {being feeble/weak/impotent/diseased}   
Rom.   8v3 og through (reason of)   (of the) flesh/{carnal minded},   
Rom.   8v3 og the  {specific god}  the (one [son/JC])   (of the) Himself [Yahweh]   (the) son [JCg to become JC] 
Rom.   8v3 og (the) {dispatching (from the point of departure)}/transmitting/bestowing/wielding/sending/{thrusting in}     
Rom.   8v3 og in  (to the [= within]) resemblance/likeness/similitude  (of the) flesh/{carnal minded}  [body] 
Rom.   8v3 og (of the) sin/fault/offence  also  over/upon  (the) sin/fault/offence   
Rom.   8v3 og (he) condemned/{judged against}  the  sin/fault/offence  in  to the [= within]  flesh/{carnal minded}. 
Before I translate this verse,  I wish to put an alternative understanding which will be vigorously challenged by traditional scholars  (quite naturally)!    
Yet what I give makes more righteous sense and is contextually supported throughout The Bible. 
Therefore,  I make no apologies and deliberately propose an alternative – to become the key to answer “confusion”  –  thereby  forcing reasoned debate! 

“the specific god   the son   (of the) Himself  [Yahweh]   the   dispatching/sending/bestowing  … … ” 
Could be interpreted as we traditionally presume - 

1. God  (as Himself,  The Almighty God)  the dispatching His own son … 
Or - 

2. The specific god (= JCg as he was  then  relative to sinful humans)  the son  of the  Himself  [Yahweh]  the dispatching …  
I could accept option (1)  but I like to consider all options and thus naturally prefer the 2nd interpretation because while all intrinsically  good/ideal  
things come from Yahweh,  being  “The Competence/Capability”  to make all this possible;  it was through  “The Enabler”  of JCg to make  “Human 
Salvation”  possible.   JCg is  “the specific god”  of us  (while in our sinful state, 1Tim.2v5,  to forgive our sins,  Matt.9v3-6)  becoming JC  through 
expressing Yahweh’s HS  “precisely so”  within The Environment  which worked together with JC   (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  to make all what we read in 
The New Testament possible.   Hence Yahweh's expression of recognition at Matt.3v17, 17v5  of JC's faithfulness. 
Nothing of which I stated above is scripturally incorrect! 
Listing the various considerations - 

1. It cannot be  “The Specific God”  of The Himself (Yahweh) – else  “The Specific God”  of Yahweh becomes “a greater God”.  This is not 
possible. 

2. It could be that  “himself”  refers to JC  (being JCg)  and thus  “The Specific God”  points to Yahweh.   Rendering tradition correct  (based 
upon my logical reasoning for “ho theos” – and thus I accept traditional understanding  only  because  of my logical reasoning). 

3. I prefer following the Greek standard and assign  “son” to “the” preceding  “(of the) Himself”  to render the following understanding  
“The specific god [JCg]  (of us humans – being our creator),  the son  of  Himself (= Yahweh, The Almighty God)”  the dispatching … 

But what you cannot have  (based upon traditional interpretation)  is throw  “himself”  away or translate it as  “of the him”  to render the traditional 
translation – without the route I give in option (2).  However traditional scholars cannot use this route in their exegesis because they always think  “ho 
theos”  is an absolute pointer rather than a relative pointer!   So, they botch their methodology  to yield a translation that might be correct  –  but  only  
based upon my logical explanation for  “ho theos”!  

Now after that logical and righteous reasoning,  then please let me give what I consider a valid translation that is more holistic to the whole 
Bible Message  –  without  the  “mysteries”  that  worldly  religious  theologians/academics  wallow within  (perhaps pandering to some 
“superiority complex”).  I have recognised this trait within some  (not all)  of these type people throughout my life  –  because it is only upon 
their  “(worldly) learning”  of which they can retain  (but “memory” is  not  the same as  “intelligence/reasoning”)  –  and The Bible 
condemns their  “worldly wisdom”. 

Rom.   8v3 = For  the  inability/impotence  of  the  law/regulation   (to cover us, – it only condemns us to  death/fatality) 
within  which  it   (the law)   was  feeble/weak   (having no capability to do its job for us  “humans”)   
through reason  of the  {carnal minded}   (being  “the thoughts of humans”), 
the  dispatching/transmitting/bestowing  His  (Yahweh)   son  (JCg)   the  “specific god”   (of us humans in our sinful state)    
within  the  resemblance/similitude  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}  of the  sin/offense   (thus JC was put amongst worldly methodology) 
also  upon/concerning  the  sin/offense  he  (JC)   condemned/{judged against}  the  sin/offense  within  the  flesh/{carnal minded}. 
(Because JC's natural inclination operating as  “The Word of God”  was to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  in which he performed perfectly). 

 

For the inability of the Law   (of Moses judging us upon Works to ideally bring us to salvation,  only condemns us to death) 
within which it (the Law)  was feeble   (= it could not do what it was supposed to do,  it could not deliver salvation  [but  for and thus through JC]) 
          (The Law was strong for JC,  because  JC had the correct mind to surpass The Law  -  and this made him “Righteous” to The Law.) 
through reason of the animalistic mind   (= The Law did not address The Methodology operating within The Mind,  but  only  the physical output) 
          (JC had a  heavenly/celestial  mind operating upon Yahweh’s Methodology – that is why he surpassed The Law.) 
the dispatching His (Yahweh’s)  son (JCg)  the specific god   (of us  “humans”  in our present sinful state  [just as Paul has succinctly told us]) 
within the resemblance of the animalistic mind of the sin   (thus JC grew up within worldly methodology practised all around him) 
also concerning  (= regarding)  the sin,  he (JC)  condemned the sin  (operating)  within the animalistic mind. 

          (Inasmuch JC [as “The Word of God”  operating within his mind]  had mastery over sin  -  and could  dismiss/{put it away to one side}  in his life) 
          (Hence JC was the stone of stumbling, breaking and pulverisation  [all terms used in the Bible  for JC],  and thus  not  a reference to Yahweh) 
 

Let me explain this last section of the verse - 
“His (= Yahweh)  son (= JCg)  the  'specific god'” = JCg (termed “the son”)  had his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of his former existence as being 
the JCg = “the specific god  of us” [= our creator] in the heavens)  was placed within a fleshly DNA frame capable of expressing the  “thought profile”  
of his former existence.  This  “thought profile”  was captured within the synapse construction mapping to express JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
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There is  no  mystic waffle in that statement,  and it simply explains precisely at a high level exactly what occurred  –  so I ask the  worldly Christian 
leaders to start teaching this important knowledge to their congregations,  rather than  “mysteries”  created out of  “mumbo jumbo”  of which they seem 
to find great joy wallowing within! 
“bestowed in similitude of sin’s  {carnal mind}/flesh”  has the two usual two level interpretations,  namely,  physical and spiritual. 
Let me present  Option (1)  (“Flesh”).  Yahweh using His infinite capability  (expressed in the form of the HS  –  being of its composite definition),   JC 
was able to leave his former position of JCg as  “the specific god  of us”  and enter a fleshly body as  “The Son of God”  with his  thoughts/motives  
being his spiritual nature  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits);  operating  as  “the image”  of Yahweh his Father  (John.14v5-14).    
This is the Traditional Rendering.  However, I am not happy with that!    

The Judgement was  not  on  “The Fleshly Body” – that is already destined to rot in  “the ground”,   but rather  “The Spiritual Brain”  
operating upon agapao  (in the environment of our mind)  to deliver agape  (in The Environment of our neighbour).   

Thus,  I prefer  option (2)  (“Carnal/Animalistic  Mind”) which I now give - 
JC was now placed in the position to experience precisely what all other humans experience during their lifetime.  He must now reject all these fleshly 
selfish desires  (of the animalistic mind)  to satisfy  self-gratification  that The World is able to give  (see the very worldly temptations that Satan threw at 
him)   for  “The Immediacy”  of  “carnal satisfaction”. 
That is specifically why Paul used  “carnal mind”  -  being the  “animalistic immediacy”  to be satisfied  (please see my important commentaries at 
Matt.4v1-12,  that explain in great detail  “The Deception”  Satan used as a ruse to be  “apparently helping JC”)  by operating according to worldly 
methodology that JC must surpass by mentally maintaining his grip upon Yahweh's Methodology.   
“also concerning sin,  he (JC) condemned the sin in the  {carnal mind}” =  It is not quite as we are taught,  or as I originally thought while spiritually 
naïve.  Obviously JC was in a fleshly body  –  but it was  not  that which was tested  –  but rather it was  his mind being tested  –  where his mind had 
been subject to worldly methodology while a child  –  and yet unlike us  –  he rejected worldly methodology  (Luke.2v46-51).  It is this aspect that our 
worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  muddle up within their mind by just assuming it means   JC was in a fleshly body,  like us  –  NO! 
While JC was operating under the  {fleshly mind}  from worldly methodology all around  (Eph.2v2)  he was able to reject Satan’s onslaught of fleshly 
desires,  and demonstrating this through his works  (of true charity – Matt.6v1-6),  he was thus able to condemn sin  (that self-indulges to the hurt of our 
neighbour)  and of its destructive hold over us.   
Because JC condemned sin  (by his works  through his  ministry/lifestyle)  and thus overthrew the power sin had over the flesh,  JC was then legitimately 
able to  atone/reset/{buy back}  the sins of all those specific humans actively trying to precisely imitate him in the midst of Yahweh  (because it is  The 
Methodology under judgement).  This occurred when JC was unjustly murdered by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  it being JC’s Methodology 
superseding the Religious Leaders’ worldly methodology (John.11v47-53)  -  in  “The Righteous Judgment”  of Yahweh. 
Yahweh before all entities of The Universe can now use His infinite  capability/competence  to resurrect humans to learn  “Righteousness”  by truly  
“believing/committing/entrusting  upon  JCg”  =  “precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle”.  This will be their 2nd and  last  opportunity to do so. 
As I repeat extensively on this website.   

Precisely imitate JC’s spirit  (= personality/desires/traits)  now during the 1st part of our physical life for  “Sonship to Yahweh”. 
OR - 

Leave it till the resurrection into The Millennium for Sonship to JCg  (as a child of The Special Marriage between JCg and the 144000 TCs). 
Rom.   8v4 og That/{so as}  the  {statute/decision  of  righteous/justification}  of the  law/precept/regulation   
Rom.   8v4 og (it may/should be) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled/accomplished  in  {to [= within] us}   
Rom.   8v4 og to the (persons [TCs])  not  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal minded}   
Rom.   8v4 og (the) {treading all about}/walking/{deporting oneself}/{to be occupying one’s life}, 
Rom.   8v4 og but  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits [of Yahweh through JCg]. 
Rom.   8v4 = That  the  {statute/decision of righteousness}   (given by)   of the  law/regulation 

it may be  fulfilled/accomplished  within us   (people actively aiming to become TCs), 
to the   (people = TCs and people actively aiming to be TCs)   not  {deporting ourselves}/{occupying our life}   
according to  flesh/{carnal mind}   (= the animalistic desires in the mind satisfying  ‘The Immediacy’  expressed in the physical body), 
but  according to  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (originating from Yahweh via JC as The Word of God,  expressed as agape). 

 

That the statute of righteousness   (given by)   of the Law may be fulfilled   (agapao yielding agape)   within us   (people aiming to be TCs) 
to the people  (actively aiming to become TCs)   not deporting ourselves according to the animalistic mind   (lusting for  “The Immediacy”), 
but according to the   (new)  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (built  only  upon “The Word of God”,  so our mind becomes like JC's and Yahweh) 
 

Thus,  the text tells us,  it  is possible  for  specific  people to become righteous   “The Statue of Righteousness …  fulfilled  in us”. 
But is  only  fulfilled in  “us” being Paul  (and fellow apostles),  speaking to TCs and potential new TCs.   Thus, “Righteous”  is  only  fulfilled in  TCs.  
TCs are those very specific people who fully accomplish  the works  that Yahweh considers as  “Righteously fulfilling His Desire”.  
“The Works”  that Yahweh considers  “are Righteous”  are those very specific works that are  concordant  with  “His Plan to yield Human Salvation”. 
Any works  outside  “The Plan that brings forward The Salvation of Mankind”  are less than  “Righteous”  (or not even righteous at all,  but satanic). 
Therefore,  some immediate questions must be along these lines  

What is Yahweh’s Plan for Mankind’s Salvation? 
What part do I have to play within all this? 
What are TC’s doing  –  so that I might likewise be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire?   

They are performing the specific works required by Yahweh to fulfil His Desire.  These are the specific things that JC commanded of those specific 
people who claim to imitate him  (John.14v15, 21).  Being to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to everyone  within The World  (Matt.24v14). 
Moreover,  to be in this position,  then we  must  gain  “Real Faith”  through the only  three  stage route of - 

1. Gain  accurate Knowledge  from a good and faithful translation of The Bible  (absolutely do not use the NIV = a travesty of translation) 
2. Thoroughly/vigorously  assay/test/prove  (1)  to ensure that it is righteous and so that we personally understand it to  gain  Assurance. 
3. Then operate with Fidelity  upon The Knowledge because we have The Assurance based upon the quality assessment made in (2) above! 

It is by  only  doing precisely as The Above,  being only what The Bible specifically tells us in numerous places,  then  and only then,  we gain  “FAITH”! 
Being  “The Real Faith”  of which The Bible speaks and  not  the  “blind faith”  promoted by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  -  to the  justified  
derision of the atheists! 

Anyone who says anything different is simply  a liar  to  “The Word of God”  and are an adversary to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire! 
And guess what? 

It is not too difficult! 
Our  worldly Christian Leaders preach in error  “precisely the opposite”  to their congregations  –  for they teach,  and I quote    

“Works are not required, faith saves you”  (ignoring James.2v16-26 and Hebrews chapter 11 as examples, -  do they really read The Bible?) 
True, - works are not required to be saved from  “The 1st Death”  (that JC made “Asleep”),  but “Works”  are most certainly required  to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire to obtain His  “Sons of God”  because  The Works that imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  validate  what is occurring within The Mind.  
Furthermore,  –  works  are  required in The Millennium to behave righteously in The Millennium,  else we  will  certainly face  “The 2nd Death”  of 
annihilation if personal reform from the  old-self  to the  new-self  that imitates JC’s lifestyle is  not  personally forthcoming. 
This is all as The Bible  specifically teaches  –  but this is  not  taught by  worldly Christian Leaders and thus by default they fulfil  “Satan’s Desire”  
(please see glossary to explain what is occurring on this planet today,  and the counter,  being  “The Ideal”  given under  “Yahweh's Desire”). 
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Rom.   8v5 og the (persons [worldly humans])  For  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal minded}   
Rom.   8v5 og this/being/having  the (thoughts)  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}   
Rom.   8v5 og (they) {exercise the mind}/{interest oneself}/regard/think;   
Rom.   8v5 og the (persons [TCs])  and  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom.   8v5 og (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]  
Rom.   8v5 og the (thoughts)  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]. 
Rom.   8v5 = For  the people   (worldly humans/Christens, living/operating)   

according to the  flesh/{carnal mind}   (animalistic desires to satisfy  “The Immediacy”  of the  animal-like  emotions),  
being/have  they  {exercise the mind}/{interest oneself}/thoughts  of the  flesh/{carnal mind}   (to satisfy animalistic desires); 
and  the people  (actively aiming to become TCs)   according  to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of Yahweh through JC), 
(have)   the   ({exercising of the mind}/{interest oneself}/thoughts)   of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of Yahweh through JC). 

 

For the people  (worldly humans/Christians)   (living/operating)   according to the animalistic mind   (emotionally craving for  “The Immediacy”), 
being they exercise the mind of the animalistic mind   (to satisfy their animalistic desires to  self-indulge  self-interests) 
          (Group 1 above  [of which we all  are/were]  and  Group 2  below  [of the ideal future] … …) 
and the people  (actively aiming to become TCs)   according to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (built upon  “The Word of God”), 
(have)   the   (exercising of the mind)   of the  spirits/personality/desires/traits   (of Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”). 
 

Beware of the vague interpretation given by our so very  “worldly translators”  putting  “things”  instead of  “thoughts”! 
The context  is about  “The Mind”  that delivers  “the things”  through our physical appendages,  therefore  let us aim unto the target of the problem,  
and  not  be simply placing a sticking plaster over the resultant problems for  “a vain peace of mind”!   Noting it is  “The Mind that leads The Body”. 
This is just another example of the  pandemic  “dumbing down”  that occurs within our  worldly bibles  -  to dilute  what Yahweh truly desires to occur  
(required to yield a perfected environment,  necessitating The Millennium),  because of the delinquent output from those people presently claiming to 
represent Yahweh’s interests on this planet! 
Paul is telling us that we  “as humans”,   

Can live for  self-gratification  delivered from self-indulgence according to the desires  (= thoughts)  of The World,   
or by contrast 

Can live to edify our neighbour delivered from imbuing  “The Word of God”  to think with  “The Mind of Yahweh”. 
The apostles repeatedly tell us in their epistles that a TC  will  face worldly adversity  (for example, 2Tim.3v11-12)  that is  not  sourced from secular 
society because TCs are  model  citizens who obey secular laws and avoid politics like the plague,  by remaining utterly neutral in  all  worldly affairs.  
Thus it is only those very specific people who face worldly adversity  brought on  by  only  doing what Yahweh Desires of them  (and  not  by 
demonstrating against world’s  administration/authority,  Luke.13v1-3, Rom.13v1-5),  Yahweh’s Desire being only to  accurately  teach  “The Real Word 
of God”  to all people in The World.   Thus,  the persecution  only  comes from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.11v47-53,  16v1-4)  being  
“exposed as wanton”,  by having their  “hypocrisy exposed”  through the righteous works of the TCs precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Therefore,  as Paul teaches us   

Those TC’s performing God’s Desire/Will  are judged  “Righteous”  by Yahweh,  being led by their mind that desires to imitate the 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh given to us through JCg while he was  “The Word of God”  as JC  (Rev.19v13,  who himself also 
operated upon the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh and The TCs  –  John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

By contrast,  yet again we have poor interpretation by our translators that misleads our readers. 
They interject  “things”  instead  of the  subject matter  being  “thoughts”  (that then drive our works  [perhaps applicable here])! 
How is it that they can be so spiritually blind?   -  Do they even care? 
I find it so  “unprofessional”  given by supposed  “professionals”. 

This seems to be a case of  “fraud”  -  does it not? 
That is what Yahweh considers it to be  (which is why He rejects them – as most of JC’s parables and illustrations tell us). 

The point is that they seemingly care  “not  to understand”,  and by consequence,  confuse their hapless readers  (by poor works)! 
The Crux of Paul's teaching in context is about what drives our mind and its thoughts  –  being the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is built upon the 
metaphoric RNA of  “The Word of God”  to create  “The New Creature”  within a present corrupted DNA frame that is destined for annihilation! 
But we are to  “perfect the mind”  now  –  then Yahweh will awaken us  early  at  “The  1st  Resurrection”  as a future  “Son of God”  (Rev.20v6)! 

Yet  -  what do we get from our translators ….................”things”  unto which can be assigned as being    “any thing”! 
I absolutely despair at their sheer incompetence! 

That is  precisely why  I had to go back to  “The Original Greek”  because we  cannot  trust anything in the given modern English translations  (where 
the NIV was one of the worst,  but in the last 30 years there are many versions now vying for that title)  hence James.3v11-12 springs to mind! 
I was internally driven to generate  “The Most Precise Translation”  that I  freely  give to The World  –  to become  The Prime Reference Standard  
which can be used to truly guide all of us in the correct direction  (as determined by Yahweh,  given by  “The Real Word of God”  [not  as that given by 
“Professional Leaders of Christendom”])! 
I have produced  “The Prime Reference Standard”  free from the colouration  given by The World,  for a worldly return  –  for that is my remit!   
My remit is only to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  simply  (with  no  strings attached)   to give  “The Real Word of God”  to The World  (Matt.24v14)! 

Therefore,  I ask The Reader    
Who is  “The Most Objective”  in The Fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire  (having no destructive distracting self-indulgent interests)? 

Rom.   8v6 og the  For  {mental inclination/purpose}  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}  (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality   
Rom.   8v6 og the  and {mental inclination/purpose}  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]   
Rom.   8v6 og (the) life/existence  also  (the) peace/prosperity/rest. 
Rom.   8v6 = For  the  {mental inclination/purpose}  of the  {carnal minded}  is  the  death/fatality   (ultimately annihilation,  2nd Death), 

and  the  {mental inclination/purpose}  of the   spirit/personality/desire/trait   (of Yahweh through JCg)  
is  the  life/existence  also  the  peace/prosperity/rest   (to Yahweh’s edict on sin). 

 

For the mental inclination of the animalistic mind  (is)  the death   (because our worldly thoughts can only result in our death) 
          (Group 1 above  [of which we all  are/were]  and  Group 2  below  [of the ideal future] … …) 
and the mental inclination  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of Yahweh,  built only  upon  “The Word of God”  fully inculcated) 
(is)  the  (guaranteed)  life/existence   (within the future perfected environment of the  park/paradise  in The Millennium and beyond) 
also  peace/rest   (to  [1] Yahweh's edict and  [2] within a perfected society of The Millennium). 
 

Following the methodology of The World  (= “the spirit of the air” [Eph.2v2] sourced by Satan  [2Cor.4v4, 1ohn.5v19],  operating in heaven –  singular  
–  see  “heaven” in glossary)  will ultimately result in Death  (being  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation).  But if we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by precisely 
imitating  “The Superlative Example”  that JC set as  “The Golden Standard”  through the  one/same  spirit/personality/desire/trait  of JC originating 
from Yahweh,  then we shall have eternal life that can be - 

Either “guaranteed”  –  if we make  “The Change”  now to become an  “Early Adopter”  (= a TC), 
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“An option”  if we leave it until our resurrection into The Millennium,  where we must learn to imitate JC,  and then do this for an eternity,  to 
then become a  “Late Adopter”. 

Where,  as I state in so many places,  because it is  never  preached by our worldly Christian leaders  (foreknowing what it will mean to them if they did) 
that we are to operate according to Yahweh's Methodology which is  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  in  real  charity/agape.   
Most importantly this is  accurately  giving out  “The Word of God”  (in both word/deed)  as The Apostles taught us  (Acts.6v2, Heb.5v12-14, etc.,)  and  
not  the present nonsense regarding  “the salvation of Mankind”  they give us,  as does  any  “Professional Leader of Religion”. 
       It is imperative for us to get away from them,   and  we must start thinking for ourselves  based entirely upon  “The Word of God”  (Rev.18v4). 
This is what  Yahweh demands  from the future  Kings/Priests  of The Millennium who  personally take upon themselves  

Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility with  “The Word of God”. 
Rom.   8v7 og Inasmuch/{Because that}  the  {mental inclination/purpose}  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}   
Rom.   8v7 og (the) hostility/opposition/hatred/enmity  into/unto  (the) God [Yahweh],  to the  for  
Rom.   8v7 og law/precept/regulation  of the  God [Yahweh]  not  (it is) subordinate/subject/{under obedience},  
Rom.   8v7 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  for  (it is) able/possible/capable [middle voice]. 
Rom.   8v7 = Inasmuch  the  {mental inclination/purpose}  of the  {carnal minded}  is  hostile/enmity  unto  the  God  (Yahweh),  

for it   (the  animalistic/carnal  mind)   is  not  subordinate/subjected  to the  law/regulation  of the  God  (Yahweh), 
for  neither/nor  it   (the  animalistic/carnal  mind)   is  able/capable . 

 

Inasmuch the mental inclination of the animalistic mind   (to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)   is hostile unto the God  (Yahweh), 
for it  (the animalistic mind)    is not subordinate to The Law of the God  (Yahweh)   (to edify our neighbour [that is often to our own hurt]), 
for neither it  (the animalistic mind)   is able   (to become subordinate,  unless The Word of God is fully  imbued/inculcated  to gain the spirit of God). 
 

Thus,  we are told,  humans  are  hostile to Yahweh  if  they do not completely subject their mind  (= thoughts/reasoning  that ideally  must  only  be built 
upon  the accurate knowledge  of  “The Real Word of God”).  Quite simply people who operate according to worldly methodology  (=  “to self-indulge to 
our neighbour's hurt” [that includes  worldly and worse, charlatan  Christian leaders spinning The Word of God])  are alien to Yahweh's Methodology. 
What we are able to clearly see from this line of reasoning is  

There are very many people who are  non-Christians  -  who are very favourably positioned to have eternal life because they only need a  
small amount  of reform in The Millennium to  “truly believe in JC”  as  “The Word of God”  to control their mind and then imitate him! 

But by contrast,  worldly Christians are like those people of Chorazin  (Matt,11v21, Luke.10v13  –  please see my local commentaries)  and will have a 
much harder time to personally reform  (Luke.12v46-48).   This verse is a most serious  “wake-up”  call for all of us! 
Rom.   8v8 og the (persons [worldly humans])  and  in  (to the [= within]) flesh/{carnal minded}  this/being/having   
Rom.   8v8 og (to the) God [Yahweh]   (to be) {exciting emotion}/agreeable/please   
Rom.   8v8 og not  (it is) able/possible/capable [middle voice]. 
Rom.   8v8 = And  the  people   (worldly persons/Christians) 

being within the  {carnal mind}   (that is operating according to  animalistic/carnal  thoughts of worldly methodology)   
it is  not  personally  able/capable  to be  {exciting emotion}/agreeable/pleasing  to the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

And the people  (worldly people [including Christians])   being within the animalistic mind   (operating according to worldly methodology) 
it  (worldly spirit/condition)   is not  able/capable  to be  agreeable/pleasing  to the God  (Yahweh). 
 

The point behind this verse is,  these worldly people have a motivation that is primarily self-centred,  so they choose to feed  “the self”  rather than to be 
a slave to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (= to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  [Matt.17v5, Mark.9v7, Luke.9v35 said at the  closing  of his ministry]).  
Our  slave-like  servitude is to be given entirely  simply/freely  (without strings attached)  to any person of The World who may be interested in  “The 
Word of God”  –  given in its  entirety  with  fidelity.    Because  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are so incompetent and wholly delinquent in the 
fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire,  then it requires more TC’s to exhibit these leaders’  faults/{gross shortcomings}  in the manner as would a qualified 
auditor assessing a wholly failing department! 
Interestingly,  instead of welcoming this for the   wellbeing/improvement  of  “the professionals”,  they choose to kill the auditor  (as The Bible tells us)  
and we have witnessed occur in society throughout time! 
Rom.   8v9 og {specifically yourselves} [TCs and The Brethren]  and  not  {you are/belong} 
Rom.   8v9 og in  (to the [= within]) flesh/{carnal minded},   
Rom.   8v9 og but  in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]   
Rom.   8v9 og {if perhaps}/{if so be}  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]   
Rom.   8v9 og (of the) God  (it) {house occupation}/resides/inhabits/dwells  in  {to [= within] yourselves}.   
Rom.   8v9 og if  And  {some/any/certain person}  (the) spirit/personality/desire/trait  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah   
Rom.   8v9 og not  (he/she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has,   
Rom.   8v9 og this (specific [person])  not  (he/she) is  (of the) Him  [Yahweh through JCg]. 
Rom.   8v9 = And  {specifically yourselves}   (TCs and The Brethren)   are/being  not  within  the  {carnal mind}   

but  within  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of Yahweh through JCg as The Word of God),   
(and now the caveat – comprehensibly ignored  by  worldly Christian leaders) 

{if perhaps}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  God  (Yahweh)   resides/dwells  within  yourselves   (a salutary question)!  
And  if  {some/any person}  possess/has  not  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  Christ/Anointed 
(then)  {this one}  person  he/she  is  not  of the  Him   (Yahweh's representative here on Earth as a body part of JC). 

 

And specifically yourselves  (TCs and brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   are not being within the animalistic  (self-indulgent)  mind, 
but within  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of God,  being the one/same as that which operates within Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”) 
          (and the  caveat/condition  utterly ignored by  worldly Christian leaders -) 
if perhaps  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (built upon “The Word of God”)   of the God (Yahweh)  dwells within yourselves! 
          (= a very important condition;  where  “to have the spirit of God”  means  “to precisely imitate JC as The Word of God”) 
(By contrast … … ) 
And if some person has  not  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The Anointed   (for Sonship by Yahweh) 
          (This person has  not  the correct character to be a future  king/priest  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”) 
(then)   this one person  he/she  is  not  of the Him   (this person  [worldly Christian leader]  does  not  represent Yahweh). 

          (This Tree and fruit thereof  [Matt.7v16-19]  is not of  the intimate  “Family of Yahweh”  during The Gospel Age  [but are of Heb.12v8].) 
 

Paul turns his attention from those people who operate within The World  (up to v8)  for what The World can give to them  –  to now those very few 
people [TCs] who imitate or specifically try  (= The Brethren)  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by taking within themselves  the  one/same 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC.   
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If  we do  not  continuously exhibit  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC  then  quite clearly we do  not  represent Yahweh!   
As I state in numerous places elsewhere,  many people come in The Name of JC  –  calling themselves “Christians”  but they do  not  come in The 
Character (= spirit/personality/desires/traits)  of JC  and thus they have  not  attained  The Authority  to teach,  from Yahweh through JCg.  I am 
speaking mainly of the verbose silver-tongued  worldly Christian Leaders  (1Thes.2v3-6, etc.)  who claim to exhibit manifestations of  “the holy spirit”  
without understanding what this precisely means within their lifestyle!   And it is  to the few  selected/elected  (having  name/character/authority  of JC 
and determined by  other  people as having  the  name  of JC)  from out of the  very many  called/invited,  precisely as we are taught at  Matt.20v16, 
22v14. 
We also notice the  all-important  “if perhaps”  –  to indicate many leaders will come in  “The Name of JC”,  but they are greatly beloved charlatans 
unto  “The Real Faith”,  to be called  “(false) christs”  (1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, 2John.v7, etc.,)  being that they claim to be  Christs/”anointed ones”  (in 
the HS’)  operating as showmen for worldly returns!    They give to The People,  what the people want to hear,  and paid greatly in donations! 
Paraphrasing by warning,  JC in several places  “in the last days there will be many false  christs/{anointed ones}”  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, 
etc.)  here,  there and everywhere,  and that  “even The Elect (TCs)  could almost become duped by what they see”  (Matt.24v24)  if it was not for their 
“Real Faith”  steering them away for protection  (thus millions upon millions of Christians who are  not  TCs  will most certainly  be deceived).   
With my  accurate knowledge and absolutely thorough understanding of The Scriptures,  I can state this deception is all pervasive around The World 
today  – and why it is for this reason,  “my call to duty from my Master”  is to speak out in the manner I do at the close of The Gospel Age! 
The clue to this understanding is through Paul's use of the word  “Christ Jesus”  that the Galatians would have initially given to himself at Gal.4v14  – 
before they became bewitched by the false teaching given by truly  false  “christs/{anointed  ones}”  Gal.1v6-7, 3v1-3, etc.  This becomes  “The Key”  to 
understand what JC means through the use of  “chirsts”  at the one of several citations that I could use  –  being the   –   “Oh so eloquent charismatic 
Christian leaders”  drawing huge swathes of adoring flocks unto their sermons for the worldly  self-indulgent  returns this brings to both parties! 

No individual in these huge groupings is fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  but rather,  their  own  animalistic/carnal  desire! 
Rom.   8v10 og if  And  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah   [is]   in  {to [= within] yourselves},   
Rom.   8v10 og the  truly/indeed  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily   [is]   (the) dead/corpse/mortified  through (reason of)  
Rom.   8v10 og (the) sin/fault/offence,  the  and  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]  
Rom.   8v10 og [is]   (the) life/existence  through (reason of)   (the) righteousness/equity/justification. 
Rom.   8v10 = And  if  the  Christ/Anointed  is  within  yourselves   (through his presence [“parousia”] operating within the TC)  

(then)  truly/indeed  the  {whole body}  is  dead/mortified  through reason of the  sin/offense, 
and the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (sourced by Yahweh through JC as The Word of God) 
is  the  life/existence  through reason of the  righteousness/justification   (of displayed works that accord to Yahweh’s Desire). 

 

And if  The Anointed  (is)  within yourselves   (the TCs precisely imitating JC for  “The Goal within themselves”  being of Sonship to Yahweh)  
          (JC is not physically with a TC,  but it is  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  wholly controlling the mind of a TC,  to become the TC’s lord/master.) 
          (That is specifically why  “parousia” is used, The Word of God is a presence within a TC,  JCg comes to collect the TC at “The 1st Resurrection”) 
(then)   truly the whole  (physical)  body is dead through reason of the sin   (driven by worldly methodology), 
          (This means our physical output is dead to sin,  a TC truly operates in  agape/charity,  any departure is only a sideslip,  and repentance follows.) 
and the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (as sourced by Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God” [Rev.10v13])   
is the  life/existence  though reason of the righteousness   (of the displayed works that concord to Yahweh's Desire). 

          (The point of this verse is that we are to abandon our old nature  [to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt].) 
          (Moreover,  we are to fully inculcate The Word of God,  faithfully practised to yield The Wisdom of God  [edify our neighbour to our own hurt].) 
 

Thus when we open the door to JCg’s knocking  (Rev.3v20)  to sup with him,  by imbuing  “The Word of God”  within our very  being/existence  –  then 
we take upon ourselves  “The  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  of JC’s  ministry/lifestyle”  and thus JC’s  presence/parousia  is operating within us.   
JC is giving life to our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which moulds the  “synapse construction”  within our mind to form what The Bible terms  
“Heavenly Treasure” (ideally positive,  see glossary).  It is this specific mapping profile that Yahweh retains at our  (1st and ideally only)  death  (= 
“Asleep”)  to use in our resurrection  –  to make an identical clone of ourselves that acts,  feels and operates precisely as we did  before we died. 
This is precisely what occurred to JC to become JCg. 

It would be as though we had fallen  “asleep”  (John.11v11-14)  to be  “awakened/roused/resuscitated”  precisely as The Bible teaches us. 
Obviously we are  not  perfected when we are dead  (we have no conscious existence to make the spiritual transformation)  –  we are just in a 
state of limbo  –  that would be  “annihilation”  had JC not stepped in to atone us before Yahweh’s Edict on sin  (Gen.2v17).   
If  we have not perfected our mind  (as an Early Adopter TC)  when we die,  then  we are resurrected  still imperfect  within the mind  (= our  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  are  still  worldly and self-seeking)!   Further reform  is  required  -  that is  why  there  is  The Millennium! 

Our DNA fleshly body dies and rots away to nothing,  consequently,  there is  no  viable record of our existence  –  that  why  Yahweh is  not  interested 
in our physical body  –  because we  all  will have a  new  perfected  DNA fleshly body  (one of two types  –  all as I explain elsewhere 1Cor.15v35-55)  
upon our  “awakening/rousing”.   Ideally this should occur at  “The 1st Resurrection”  where our judgement is complete  (and we are given a  
commensurate  heavenly/celestial  body  to our proven perfect mind). 
The  not  so ideal  “awakening/rousing”  occurs at  “The 2nd Resurrection”  (in a perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  as that of  Adam/Eve)  
where the final judgement  can  be personal annihilation  if we refuse to personally reform over a 1000 year period)! 
When our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  leave us at our death  (precisely as JC gave up the spirit  –  during his public execution Matt.27v50, etc.,)  it 
does not mean  a  “soul”  wonders off into  “the ether”  to be in  “heaven”  looking down at their descendants and communicating on our behalf. 
This worldly sourced myth perpetuates  “The Lie”  Satan gave to us at Gen.3v4  directly counter to what God told us at Gen.2v17  –  which shows  
“who”  our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  represent!   
I expand what all this truly means elsewhere within my commentaries. 
When our  “spirit leaves us”  it means  precisely  the following - 

1,  We lose  all  consciousness  –  from then on,  we effectively do  not  exist,  being  “so  unconscious”  for us not to even realise we are dead  
(like being “asleep” [John.11v11-15]  –  without the dreams)!    This is the equivalent to  “annihilation”. 
2,  But because of what JC has done  (being his gift of  ”The Ransom Sacrifice”)  –  Yahweh is  legitimately  able to store within His very 
secure depository the  physical  “synapse construction mapping”  of our individual brain that uniquely defines us as  “An Individual”  which 
is precisely why the  “synapse construction mapping”  is described as  “The Heavenly Treasure”  by JC  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33).   
Thus the  “synapse construction mapping”  (wetware)  precisely defines us as individuals being the  “physical platform”  (similar to 
hardware)  constructed by our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (likened to “software”)  that ideally should be built upon  “The Word of God”  
and not the local environment being Worldly methodology!   That is why it is  “Heavenly” (stored off this planet)  “Treasure”  (to us,  
because it  describes us uniquely,  furthermore,  what is more precious than that statement to us  -  “as individuals”). 

Therefore,  Yahweh is capturing our  “synapse mapping”  (created by our “spirit/personality/desires/traits”)  to be retained for our resurrection 
(awakening).  That is  why  having JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  will give us  “life”   –  because it is specifically that described operation which 
will preserve us during The Millennium and into the beyond. 

Can the reader thoroughly understand this exegesis? 
If not  –  then do not worry  –  but please keep reading this website as I thoroughly explain it in different fashions elsewhere on this website. 
But the very most important thing to understand is,  “for us not to become confused in mysteries”,  therefore it is  imperative  that we  ignore  what  
worldly Christian leaders preach regarding specifically  “Christianity”,  because just about everything they preach on the subject  is wrong (Matt.15v14, 
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Luke.6v39 speaking directly about them)!    However,  they are  very good  at preaching “Religion”,  being what all  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
preach,  merely with the central figures having different names!    Yahweh detests  all  of them  -  knowing them to be self-seeking,  because they have no 
interest in seeking  “The Disclosing Truth”  for fear they would then need to practise the new methodology  -  hence  “agnoeo”  (StrongsTM = 50)! 

This is a convenient point to move onto the next verse where Paul touches on this. 
 
34th Comment – The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh is working in you as it was in JC,  then likewise The 
Brethren  (as have TCs)  shall become  awakened/roused  from their corpses just as JC was able to become JCg. 
35th Comment – It is  (or should be)  obvious,  “dead people”  cannot do anything once dead,  thus they require an 
external  “Authority”  to make  “The Future Consciousness Possible”  for them.  The decision made by “The Authority” 
on a person’s future can only be dependent upon what had operated in their mind as proven by their deportment while 
previously alive. For this future outcome to be righteous,  then people must have all knowledge upon which to effect life! 
'Allegory' – awakened/resuscitated = This is  what the Greek word means  and is  not  “rise up”  as given in worldly 
bibles which sadly hides what Yahweh is telling us.  It was by understanding the Greek Word that it dawned upon me what 
The Scriptures were  really telling us.  Humans have a  “2 part life”  separated by  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15). 
70th Instruction – Thus  “The Brethren and TCs”  recognise they are debtors to Yahweh through the actions of JC and 
thus do not live according to the  carnal/animalistic  mind  (of worldly self-indulgences  –  no room for excuses here, 
because it is Yahweh Who is making  “The Righteous Judgement”  [and not us  {with worldly minds}  upon ourselves])! 
68th Reasoning – Thus if we live to the carnal mind then we shall ultimately die,  conversely,  if we put to death the  
carnal/animalistic  mind by living according to Yahweh's Methodology,  then we shall ultimately live! 
69th Reasoning – We are all spiritual slaves whether we like it or not!  Yet we have a choice when given  The Knowledge! 
Either worldly knowledge or Yahweh’s Knowledge and we have a choice to be a slave to one or the other! 
The first results in death  (ultimately annihilation)  and the second results in  “Life”  within a perfected environment. 

What is  “The Sensible Choice”  when given all  “The Evidence”  upon which to  “make a decision”? 
Can the reader understand  why  The Millennium as explained by  “FutureLife.Org”  is “Righteous”? 

49th Good News – Sons of God  (of which JCg was one  –  and that is why we are instructed to  imitate  him for The 
Expectation)  shall live according to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh! 
Comment – repeat - Work is done to make an “expectation” a reality,  by contrast,  “hope” is an  inactive/passive  wait! 
TCs make The Millennium a reality  (1) spiritually in themselves and  (2) physically when 144000 TCs prove themselves. 
By contrast,  worldly Christians passively wait for someone else to make The Millennium occur! 
71st Instruction – Any person who precisely operates according to the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that 
which operates within Yahweh,  shall be like JC = future sons of God,  all thinking alike  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
50th Good News – TCs do not receive the adoption to then fear for the future,  but have the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
enabling us  (as TCs)  to be in the position to call  “Abba”  (= “Father” and He shall respond to His Sons – because we 
have  faithfully  {= in knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  precisely imitated  JC in our  ministry/lifestyle). 
51st Good News – The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh bears witness to us (= Apostles)  TCs,  to become Sons 
of God because  “God’s Word”  has  demonstrably fused within us to yield an output that imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Thus God’s Word is generating  (throughout the 1st part of our life)  a new entity  (= the mind governed by our  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  fused with that of Yahweh’s)  to become physically  “Born Again”  at JC’s  1st 2nd C. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Heirs = Fulfilment of The Birthright/{The Goal}  to be future rulers over  “The Resurrected World”. 
19th Prophecy – The 144000 TCs shall become  “joint heirs”  along with JCg in The Millennium. 
54th Warning – TCs  will  suffer alongside each other  –  just as did JC suffer by  “Leaders of Religion”  (and thus we can 
presume that if we suffer  only  for The Word of God,  then we shall be awakened alongside JC at The 1st Resurrection). 
52nd Good News – TCs as Sons (of God)  suffering as did JC during the 1st part of their physical life,  will also gain The 
Inheritance of The World in The Millennium just as will JCg who was resurrected in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 
53rd Good News – The  pain/suffering  suffered by The TCs from the “Leaders of Religion” throughout The Gospel Age, is 
easily outweighed by the  glory/honour/dignity  given by Yahweh when they become future Sons of God for an eternity. 
70th Reasoning – Thus for this most glorious everlasting future of becoming a recognised Son of God as “The First/Most” 
then it is worth the hardships and persecution now during the 1st part of our life,  where the TCs are  “The Last/Least”  
while they  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (precisely like the former apostles and people like William Tyndale). 
Rom.   8v11 og if  And  the  spirit/personality/desire/trait  [of Yahweh through JCg]  of The  (One [Yahweh])   
Rom.   8v11 og (the having) {regained the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  (the) Jesus  {from/out of} 
Rom.   8v11 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers 
Rom.   8v11 og (it) {house occupation}/resides/inhabits/dwells  in  {to [= within] yourselves},   
Rom.   8v11 og The  (One [Yahweh])   (having) {regained the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated   
Rom.   8v11 og the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  {from/out of} 
Rom.   8v11 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers  (He [Yahweh] will) {make  alive/exist}   
Rom.   8v11 og also  the  mortal/{capable of dying}  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  {of yourselves}   
Rom.   8v11 og through (reason of)  of the  indwelling/inhabiting  (of the) Him [Yahweh]   
Rom.   8v11 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits [neuter]   in  {to [= within] yourselves}. 
Rom.   8v11 = And  if  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  One  (Yahweh)   

having  awakened/roused/resuscitated  the  Jesus  (JCg)   {from out of}  the  {dead corpses}  resides/dwells  within  yourselves  (TCs)  
(= through JCg’s  presence/parousia  yielding the HS within a  receptive/potential TC to assist within their ministry work)  
(then)  The One  (Yahweh)   having  awakened/roused/resuscitated  the  Christ/Anointed  (JCg)   {from out of}  the  {dead people} 
also  He  (Yahweh)   {shall make alive/exist}  your  mortal/{capable of dying}  {whole body},   
through reason of  His  (Yahweh)   spirit/personality/desires/traits  indwelling/inhabiting  within  yourselves  (TCs). 
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And if the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The One  (Yahweh as “The Source”  of all  Intrinsically Ideal/Good  things into The Universe)   
having  awakened/roused/resuscitated  the Jesus  (JC unto JCg)   from out of the dead people, 
also He (Yahweh)  shall make  alive/exist  your capable of dying whole body, 
through reason of His (Yahweh's)  spirit/personality/desires/traits  indwelling within yourselves  (actively aiming to be TCs). 

          (Upon “The 1st [Firstfruit] Resurrection”  Yahweh gives TCs a heavenly/celestial body  commensurate  to the  demonstrably purified mind.) 
          (Upon “The 2nd [Main] Resurrection”  Yahweh gives 99.9+%  people a purified fleshly body  in trust  within which  to learn  to purify The Mind.) 
 

Most of that is understandable  –  but - 
What does  “make alive your mortal bodies”  mean? 

Paul is trying to teach us that by being truly imbued with  “The Word of God”  (that means  “Learn it”  and then  “Do it”  to yield Yahweh’s HS)  being 
motivated to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  means our mortal body will have no time to follow the ways of The World that lead to death  (unless 
reform is forthcoming).  Consequently,  because our body  is  performing works commensurate to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  means that  “our body”  becomes alive  –  only because it is  not  doing things worthy of  “death”. 
The reader must understand,  it is  not  our works that ultimately save us.  Rather it is our  mind  (being the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC)  that 
then drives our body to be delivering the works of real  charity/agape  (being the output of  agapao  driving the mind)  that makes  “The Mortal Body”  
become alive  –  which will save us from  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation.   

But it is best to become an  “Early Adopter”  now  -  to then become elected by Yahweh as a future  “Son of God”  (hence Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
Please note    

No  human is saved from  “The 1st Death”  by works  –  that scenario has been graciously  atoned/redeemed  by JC’s Ransom Sacrifice  –  
else it would be our only death and have been  “a death of annihilation”  (as it will be for  charlatan Christian leaders  –  please see  “2 part 
life”  in my glossary)! 

Rom.   8v12 og Thus/Haply/Surely/Perhaps/Supposing  therefore/then   (the) brothers/{The Brethren}   
Rom.   8v12 og (the) debtors/owers/delinquents/{transgressors against God}   
Rom.   8v12 og {we are/being}  not  to the [= in/with/by/on]  flesh/{carnal mind}   
Rom.   8v12 og of the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal mind}  (to) live/exist. 
Rom.   8v12 = Therefore/then  perhaps  brothers   (in “The Real Faith”),   

{we  are/being}  debtors/owers/{transgressors to God}   (to JC’s works - being his gift of righteous  ministry/{ransom sacrifice}),  
not  to the  {carnal mind}   (we as TCs have no allegiance to our fleshly/worldly desires)   
the  living/existing  according to  the  {carnal mind}. 

 

Therefore,  perhaps brothers   (in the “Real Faith”  –  demonstrated by precisely imitating  JC,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.), 
we are being debtors   (to God/Yahweh)   (through JC's actions for us,  [1]  ministry and  [2] ransom sacrifice), 
          (TCs and active brethren,  truly recognise their own faults and recognise JC reset their sinful existence,  thus gratefully respond  by copying JC) 
(and)   not to the animalistic mind   (TCs have no allegiance to fleshly desires)   living/existing  according to the animalistic mind. 
 

Paul is teaching us,  now we  (who are actively aiming to become TCs)  have accepted JC as our saviour away from the previous works of our  “carnal 
animalistic mind”,   then clearly we respect what JC has done for us and thus personally recognise that we  have  become debtors to Yahweh through JC.   
We as TCs,  recognising this fact,  means we consciously throw away any former  allegiance/ties  to The World that would otherwise feed the  “carnal 
mind”  with any form of  self-indulgence  that The World could deliver.  We therefore  no longer exist  to the  carnal/animalistic  mind that desires to 
satisfy  “The Immediacy”  of  self-pleasure  for the worldly mind.  We are becoming spiritual  sojourners/aliens  (operating according to Yahweh’s 
Methodology  [to edify our neighbour to our own hurt])  in a spiritual foreign land  (whose worldly leaders are operating according to worldly  
[Satan’s]  methodology  [to self-indulge unto our neighbour’s hurt]).  Thus,  v13 now in context - 
Rom.   8v13 og if  For  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal mind}  (you) live/exist   
Rom.   8v13 og (you are) {to occur}/expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming  (to) die/slain/expire,   
Rom.   8v13 og if  and  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]   
Rom.   8v13 og the  practices/functions/deeds/offices/works  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily   
Rom.   8v13 og (you) kill/{put to death}/mortify,  (you will) live/exist. 
Rom.   8v13 = For  if  you  live/exist  according to  the  {carnal/animalistic  mind},     (then,  ultimately … … )   

you are  expecting/going  to  die/expire   (at  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation if being no reform in  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  
and  if  you  in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”)  
you  kill/{put to death}  the  practices/works  of the  {whole body},   (then)   you will  live/exist. 

 

For if you  live/exist  according to the animalistic mind   (delivering worldly works  [ultimately to the hurt of our neighbour]), 
          (Because “Time”  is being consumed for “The Self”  and one’s neighbour is given a distinct second place  -  if considered at all!) 
(then ultimately)   you are expecting to die   (at “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  [Rev.2v11, 20v6]  if no personal reform occurs over our 2 part life) 
and if you  (living)   in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of Yahweh made possible by inculcating  “The Word of God”  and imitating JC) 
you  (TCs and people actively aiming to be TCs) 
kill the practices of the whole body   (being what the animalistic mind delivers to The Environment  [by self-indulging to our neighbour’s hurt]), 
(then)   you will  live/exist   (unto The Eternity,  within a perfected society,  whose members are operating in mutual edification). 
 

It is interesting through Paul’s very carefully reasoned arguments and examples throughout the last four or so chapters he switches between explaining 
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that must like JC  and also the physical acts that need to be like JC.  Now he is bringing them together.    
The point of this is that he is trying to link the two together as I explain in so very many other places. 
There is  “agapao”  and there is  “agape”  –  typically muddled up in our  worldly  bible translations – especially,  all the way through John’s Gospel  –  
but while these two words have a common core,  they are subtly quite different  -  being where they function. 
What I will explain here is utterly  unknown  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  (because they  never  teach it  -  and what they do 
preach about  “love”  is inaccurate   (being more the self-indulgent “eros”)   –  thereby this universal  lack of precision  enables the listener to  read 
whatever they like  into the word  “love”,  and they comprehensibly do) - 

“Agapao” (StrongsTM = 25) =  {love by principle}/{edifying love}  and is our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  modified by being constructed 
upon  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued,  tested to gain assurance.  This becomes The Driver within The Mind that has gained the first 
two aspects of  “Real Faith”  being  (1) accurate  Knowledge and  (2) Assurance  (gain by rigorous assay/test). 
“Agape” (StrongsTM = 26) =  charity/{giving freely for no worldly return}  is the outward manifestation of our body driven by  “agapao”. 
Thus  “agape”  becomes the physical deliverable from  “agapao”  and thus demonstrates the third aspect of Real Faith being  (3) “Fidelity”. 

Paul is instructing us how the two aspects are very closely connected  –  just as he does in his other letters,  and likewise as does John in his gospel. 
Consequently - 
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Humans can practice this advice now within the 1st part of their life for  guaranteed  eternal life for TCs  (placed by Yahweh within  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies)  upon their resurrection at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (= “The 1st  [Firstfruit] Resurrection”). 

Or - 
Eternal life is  only  possible for those people resurrected in perfected DNA fleshly bodies,  at  “The General  [Main] Resurrection”,  who 
then  constantly  put present fleshly desires to death in The Millennium and thereafter  while being covered by JC’s Death over  “The Great 
Sabbath Day”.  This is  “The Process of Purifying The Mind”  away from worldly methodology to yield  “The Late Adopters”,  under the  
competent  instruction of those people who  (as  “The Early Adopters”)  were able to purify their mind as deemed by Yahweh in  “The  
Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  made only upon  “Christians”. 

Thus,  as I explained earlier,  we can put to death our fleshly desires that were fed by the self-indulgences offered by this world,  by precisely imitating 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  By doing this,  then we will be living as though we were in the New World Society of The Millennium  –  where we will physically 
have eternal life  if  we constantly have the same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC  –  precisely as we were told earlier by Paul. 
I have invented nothing – it precisely as The Bible tells us  -  all as my future electronic “Concordance of Topics”  shall clearly show to The World. 
Rom.   8v14 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever (persons)  For   
Rom.   8v14 og (to the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]   (of the) God   
Rom.   8v14 og (they are) {led away}/brought/driven/go/induced,   
Rom.   8v14 og these (specific [persons, TCs])  {they are/be}  (the) sons  (of the) God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   8v14 = For  {as much/many}  people  {led away}/induced  by  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  God  (Yahweh),   

these people,   {they are/be}  the sons  of the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

For as many people induced by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the God   (driven to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
these people  (precisely imitating JC),   they are the  (future)  sons of God  (Yahweh).     (That is a categoric statement!) 
 

TCs desiring to have supper with JC to actively gain  “The Word of God”  which,  through  “Real Faith”,  will yield the HS to be operating within them,  
which means they are yearning to imitate JC for Yahweh’s Sonship.  Where the important caveat   (deliberately twisted by  charlatan Christian leaders 
for the  self-indulgent  pleasure this mutually brings)  is the statement    

“To be led by the spirit of God”  and  not   “To be led by the spirit of the world  (Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.11v13-15, etc.)”. 
The question must be quite simply    How do we know what comes from whom? 

Unless the recipient has  accurate  knowledge  (what is “accurate” today?)  then they will be  hoodwinked/bewitched  by  charlatan Christian leaders. 
That is why in Yahweh’s kindness He is giving all the  bewitched/deluded  Christians an opportunity to truly learn what being  Christ-like  really means 
by resurrecting them into The Millennium where they shall be given  accurate knowledge by The 144000  Early Adopters  who were  not  
hoodwinked/bewitched  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.   And in  “the meantime”  the  charlatan Christian leaders shall befall the same future as 
that of Judas Iscariot and  never be resurrected  –  thus not being in the position to deceive their original devotees again,  in The Millennium! 

All seems very logical and utterly righteous!   But more importantly  –  it is precisely what The Bible  tells us! 
Now for an important observation  
One most important differentiation  (amongst very many)  to be made between  worldly Christian leaders and TCs is - 

TCs only want to become  “Sons of God”  –  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  because the TCs know  
this brings pleasure to Yahweh  –  and that is the  only  reason for the 144000 TCs to  live/exist  as Gospel Age martyrs! 
TCs have absolutely no  desire to become  “The Future Leaders of The World”  to grab a  self-indulgent  return! 
Quite simply  –  if they desired what  worldly Christian leaders want today   –  then they would  not  be selected by Yahweh for that future 
role!   All as we are taught throughout The New Testament in so many places. 

Thus,  we reason - 
Yahweh will  not  desire to operate within any human who does not desire to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  else  Yahweh is mocked  
(Gal.6v7)  before His subordinates within The Heavens.   
Yahweh will  only  operate within TCs  (James.1v6-8)  who operate within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of His Son JC. 

Thus,  it is JCg who as  “The Word of God”  places this knowledge within a receptive human and it is Yahweh as  “The 3rd Party”  assesses the results.  
If Yahweh likes the results from this faithful steward  (= TC)  to His son JC (by precisely copying JC)   then this TC shall be appointed more 
responsibility  (Luke.19v16-19)  when JCg returns at the 1st 2nd C  (see glossary)  to collect the 144000 s “Sons of God”  to form  “The Bride of Christ”  
(Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9, etc.). 
This is all  naturally  contrary to that preached by  worldly Christian Leaders  –  in fact,  they proudly boast that it is a  “mystery”  to them  –  and  never  
preach this to their congregations!   But this  is  “The Good News”  of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (see glossary)  taught as  “1st Century 
Christianity”  –   so what can they be preaching instead? 

Quite simply they preach  “knowledge”  that pleases Satan  (2Cor.11v13-15)  –  as my detailed critiques of their efforts on this website testify! 
Rom.   8v15 og not  For  (you) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received   
Rom.   8v15 og (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]   (of the) servitude/bondage/slavery   
Rom.   8v15 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  into/unto   (the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence,   
Rom.   8v15 og but  (you) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Rom.   8v15 og (of the) {placing as a son}/adoption [= to Yahweh]   in  {to [= within] whom/which}   
Rom.   8v15 og (we [TCs + Brethren]) cry/croak/scream/entreat  “Abba”,   “The  Father/Forebear” [Yahweh]! 
Rom.   8v15 = For  not  you  grasp/{get hold of}/{take up/away}  the  spirit/personality/desire/trait  of  servitude/slavery   (to Yahweh) 

unto  {back once more}/again  to  alarm/fear   (of our future within the present problems of this world),   
but  you  grasp/{get hold of}/{take up/away}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  adoption   (TCs into the family of Yahweh),   
within  Whom  we  (actively aiming to become TCs)   
cry/entreat  “Abba”,  “the Father”!   (Yahweh chooses to become our adopting Father in His election of us,  Matt.20v16, 23, 22v14, etc.). 

 

For not you  (actively aiming to be TCs)  grasp the  spirit/personality/desire/traits  of servitude   (to Yahweh through  “The Word of God”) 
          (To have God’s Word actively operating within us to yield this visionary new future of a perfected society and world) 
(for not you to go)   unto back once more to  alarm/fear   (of our future,  that comes by returning to the present world and of its methodology), 
but you get hold of the  spirit/personality/desire/traits  of adoption   (the TCs are elected by Yahweh to become His future Sons of God), 
within Whom  (Yahweh  [sourcing  “The Correct Route”  forward to yield a perfected society into The Eternity,  made just so by hearkening people])  
we  (actively aiming to be TCs)   cry/entreat  “Abba”,   “Father”!   (Yahweh chooses to adopt those  sons/daughters  imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
 

The reader must understand that while  “slave”  means  “a person’s life is owned by another”  and thus has terrible connotations from the disgusting 
exploitations carried out by Europeans in USA during the  18th / 19th  centuries in the slave trade,   –  but actually  “slave”  for The Hebrews while owned 
by another,  meant something different.  The person  (slave)  was to be  treated like a family member  and was  not  to be  ill-treated  in any manner.  

The owner was responsible for the care and  well-being  of their family slave  –  and part of the statutes given to the Jews  (to mirror what was 
to occur in “The 2nd Covenant”).  Where it is written,  when slaves were freed,  they had an option to stay with the family –  and many did! 
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Paul is using this analogy between a TC and Yahweh.  In this instance the TC freely  chooses  to become a slave to Yahweh’s Desire by accepting 
Yahweh’s Mastery and of His Ownership over the TC.  However,  Yahweh in recognition of the sincere devotion of the TCs who  precisely imitates  JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  shall be adopted by Yahweh to become His Sons.  This shall occur at their  “awakening/rousing/resuscitation”  –  precisely as it did 
with JC when he was  awoken/roused  as JCg as  The  First/Chief/Only  Begotten Son,  to be  “The Only Begotten Son of God”  from a fleshly body  at 
that specific time.   He shall be  “The Lead”  for his fellow 144000 brothers/sisters  (Matt.12v48-50)  that were to come out of  “The Gospel Age”  of 
some 2000 years duration  (please see “begotten” in glossary). 
Thus.  the TC receives the  spirit/personality/desire/trait  of adoption into  “The Most Exclusive Family”  in The Universe –  to be a  “Son of Yahweh”! 
I should also mention a most important thing conveniently ignored by our  worldly Christian leaders in their sales' spiel - 

They boldly state of their congregations   “You are children of God!” 
And I state   “Really”!? 

Then I think of what  The Bible really teaches us on this subject  at  Matt.20v23,  Heb.12v8 (as a few),  with the local caveat  “{if perhaps}”  
of Rom.8v9 that leads into several  “if”  we do this  …......  “then”  we are favourably discerned by Yahweh.   
With the over-riding caveat ….   “that we must have a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that  precisely imitates  JC's ministry/lifestyle”   then 
perhaps  “adoption”  may/might  be possible! 
Where it is  only  Yahweh Who chooses to be His future  “Sons of God”,  –  even JC has not The Authority  (Matt.20v23, etc.). 
These  charlatan Christian leaders are  no  different to cyberspace scammers offering something that is  “Too good to be True”  -  Beware! 

Therefore,  I carefully reason through this and realise that  “adoption”  process is through a  two-party  agreement. 
The child might desire to be adopted by a potential adopting parent  –  but maybe the potential adopting parent might  not  desire this petulant child! 
For a successful adoption to take place then we understand  both  sides must mutually go through  the full adoption process! 
Then we realise that our  worldly Christian leaders who say  worthless  sound-bites  cannot  be truly representing  “The Adopting Parent”  if they are  
not  able to present a truly repentant and submissive child  (being the spiritual DNA of the teacher - Matt.7v16-19)  for future adoption to a parent 
desiring children to fit in within their perfected environment!   Especially when Paul speaks in Hebrews about certain  worldly Christian leaders as being 
considered as bastard children  –  rejected by Yahweh  (Heb.12v8),  -  of whom  JC speaks of their rejection by Yahweh in many of his parables. 

It all makes for very sober reading!   That is precisely  why  there  are  only  144000 TCs who make The Grade out of The Gospel Age! 
Rom.   8v16 og It/Same  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]   
Rom.   8v16 og (it) {testifies jointly}/{corroborates (by concurrent evidence)}/{bears witness with}   
Rom.   8v16 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {of/from us},   
Rom.   8v16 og because  {we are/being}  (the) children  (of the) God [Yahweh].  
Rom.   8v16 = The  spirit/personality/desires/trait   (of Yahweh expressed in The Environment – which includes the TCs),   

it  {testifies jointly}/{bears witness with}  our  (TCs)   spirit/personality/desires/traits,   because  {we are/being}  children  of the  God. 
 

The  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of Yahweh via JC as  “The Word of God”,  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment) 
it  (Yahweh's HS)   corroborates by concurrent evidence to our  (TCs)   spirit/personality/desires/traits   (built upon  “The Word of God”), 
          (Because our mind is wholly built upon God’s Word and is  faithfully enacted in our works,  then  and  only then  does the HS corroborate us!) 
because we  (who are precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)   are children of God   (only as ultimately determined by Yahweh). 

          (We,  of any grouping,  only  know  after  “The 1st Resurrection”  has occurred who was a  real  “Son of God”  and  the billion(s)  of pretenders) 
 

Beware of  worldly  Bible translations spinning  “The Word of God”  to endorse the Trinity myth,  this is an example of such an occasion! 
Interestingly, some translators even to generate a  new  set of grammatical  “supposed rules”  just for use at these unique occasions!    
How utterly  unprofessional  in their  lack of fidelity  to  “The Disclosing Truth”!   I call them modern day  “Copyist additionists”! 

So where might this occur? 
Being the first word  “it” -  which  is  “it” - but our translators spin the word to  “itself” -  merely to perpetuate the Trinity myth. 
What they fail to understand when  “having lost the plot”  is that the  spirit/personality/desire/straits  being spoken of here is sourced by Yahweh as  
“The Word of God”  through JC exercised to become  “The Wisdom of God”.  This occurs when JC sups with us  (Rev.3v20)  who carefully imbue  “The 
Word of God”,  assay/test  it to gain assurance  –  and then operate with fidelity upon what is known,  precisely as did JC in his  ministry/lifestyle. 

Why? 
Because of John.14v20, 17v21-26  (please see my local commentaries). 
That is precisely the problem. 

Worldly Christian leaders operating according to  worldly methodology,  by  definition  can do no other than fabricate the Trinity myth! 
To ensure we understand precisely what the HS means then let me give its composite definition - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

It is from understanding what the HS  really means,  then we can understand why by contrast,  worldly Christian leaders  invent  the Trinity myth! 
Thus let me continue with something I wrote about seven years earlier when I was trying to grasp  precisely  what The Bibles was teaching us,  
from out of the  all-pervasive  fog  –  which creates nonsense  “mystery”  when there is  no  “mystery” (Matt.13v11-13, etc.).  

The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh  (= HS)  exercised  becomes the capability of Yahweh expressed to ensure His  Will/Desire  is done,  
(with StrongsTM = 4828, means  “a witness with”  thus Yahweh’s HS is working in unison with the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within the TC.   
This is all part of  “the process”  (not yet complete)  of being  “Born Again”  see glossary. 

Why? 
Because we  (with the caveat of   provided  “we”  are  operating as TCs  –  see v9)  are in Yahweh’s Family,  having our future husband  (JCg)  within us 
as his  presence/parousia  operating as  “The Word of God”  within our mind that ultimately yields Yahweh's HS. 

Can the reader see the full circle of  “Righteousness”  in operation? 
Let me give physical examples to explain what this means. 

Take the created objects Houses, cars, etc., they are created by humans  “that bear witness to a purpose”.  
Furthermore,  the nature of their existence bears a witness to what was behind their use.  
For instance,  the different nature of houses,  cars,  etc.,  have sizes,  peculiarities in their design for specific purposes.  

Thus likewise with TCs,  they stand out from members of  “The Worldly Christian Nation”  as being very different  –  nice people  -  “but strange”  –  not 
quite like  “normal people”  (in a ratio of about 1 100000)  because they do not so readily participate within worldly activities within which  “normal 
people”  participate.   
Peter calls them a  “peculiar nation”  1Pet.2v9,  inasmuch they are not like normal people,  being about 1 person in about 100000 people    
They avoid worldly politics like the plague because they know this present world is  not  their world  –  but they are like their spiritual Father Abraham  
(who  always  represents Yahweh in The Scriptures),  as simple  sojourners/strangers/aliens  within this world having no fixed abode or ties to this world.  
They do this,  because their Expectation is for The Millennium under JCg’s new rule  –  and they make this known to their spiritual neighbours in The 
World during their ministry. 
These particular people  in utter humility  (by  not  riding on the back of Yahweh’s Word for worldly profit,  of whatever worldly return)  are  accurately  
teaching to The World  “The Good News”  message concerning  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  by whatever means they are able  –  specific to 
what Yahweh Desires of them  (see Heb. chapter 11). 
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It is  this  that bears witness of Yahweh’s HS operating within the  modified/readjusted  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the TC to show they  are  truly  
“Sons of God”  in their mind  (Luke.19v21)  but the physical acceptance by Yahweh is demonstrated as such to The World at the 1st 2nd C of JCg being  
“The 1st Resurrection (Rev.20v6). 
An aside. 

The astute person might raise an objection! 
Paul states   “We are children of God!” 
And yet,  I state that  only  Yahweh can choose His children!   Thus,  it is a contradiction!   I must be wrong,  and The Bible correct! 
Those persons thinking like this must  consider  the context! 
   1.  Paul was invited by JCg to become the 12th Apostle adopted in to become The Metaphoric Heads of The  New Spiritual  Israel  (Acts.9v1-12) 
   2.  Paul was certainly not a charlatan  –  he thrust himself forward in The Ministry in great pain  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28). 
   3.  Paul was sincerely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and  not  his own desire  (secular employment for physical needs –  Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12). 
   4.  Paul was prepared to  discipline/{steer back}  vagrants to The Truth within the congregations  (see his epistles Gal.1v6-7, 3v1, etc.). 
   5.  Paul was always prepared to give  one-to-one  teaching to his congregational members  –  noting the epistles (1Cor.9v19-23). 
   6.  Paul was engaged in secular work to support his spiritual teaching  (thus  not  a  “worldly professional”)  as we read at 2Thes.3v6-12, etc. 
   7.  Paul yielded The Fruit that Yahweh desired to see in his self-sacrifice  (something that is impossible for  worldly Christian leaders,  by definition). 
We realise Paul was utterly sincere to  “The Word of God”,  –  “The Word of God”  operated within Paul to produce  “Real Faith”  of the highest order,  
where Paul was able to become a 10+/5+ steward  (Matt.25v13-23,  Luke.19v12-22).  We accurately conclude,  Paul  (unlike  our  worldly Christian 
leaders)  was truly having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires  as that which operates within Yahweh,  JCg and the TCs  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  
enabling him to  correctly  speak of his future  (2Tim.4v6-8). 

It really does not require much mind processing power to understand the difference in  The Motivation  between what  worldly Christian 
leaders preach unto us  today  and what Paul taught us  (selected by Yahweh through JCg to be The 12th Head of The New Spiritual Israel! 

We correctly comprehend from demonstrable evidence;  Paul is speaking as an exhortation to us who are actively aiming to become TCs.  He explains of 
what is possible,  provided  we are personally motivated to push past the caveats and conditional statements given in earlier verses  –  where Paul was 
substantiating his reasoning which forms the basis to where he is going in his exegesis within the following verses  
(Do we get this from our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”?   -   Demonstrably not  -  and thus we can legitimately ignore what they preach to us!) 
Rom.   8v17 og if  and  (the) children,  also  (the) inheritors/{possessors by apportion}/{sharers by lot},  
Rom.   8v17 og (the) inheritors/{possessors by apportion}/{sharers by lot}  truly/indeed  (of the) God  and   
Rom.   8v17 og (the) {co-heirs}/{joint-heirs}/{participants in common}/{heirs together}  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,   
Rom.   8v17 og {if perhaps}/{if so be}  (we may/should) {suffer jointly}/{persecuted together}   
Rom.   8v17 og that/{so as}  also  (we may/should be) {exulted to dignity in company}/{glorified together}. 
Rom.   8v17 = And  if  the children   (the 144000 TCs,  please notice the conditioner “if”),   

also  the  heirs/{sharers by lot}   (the 144000 TCs as  Kings/Priests  of  “The Inheritance” [= “The Resurrected World”]),  
the  heirs/{sharers by lot}   (as the 144000  kings/priests)   truly/indeed  of the  God  (Yahweh) 
and  {joint heirs}/{participants in common}  of the  Christ/Anointed   (anointed brothers alongside JCg as sons of God – Matt.12v48-50) 
{if perhaps}  we  (actively aiming to become TCs)   
may  {suffer jointly}/{persecuted together}   (being what we must expect from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”),  
that  also  we  may be  {glorified together}   (all 144000 TCs together as priests at “The 1st Resurrection” in celestial bodies 1Thes.4v13-18) 

 

And  if  the children   (having proved themselves to become the 144000 TCs  [elected from out of The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age]), 
also   (to then become)   the  heirs/inheritors   (the 144000 future sons of God elected to be  kings/priests  [2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4. Rev.1v6, etc.]) 
the  heirs/inheritors  truly of the God   (having precisely imitated JC driven by “The Word of God”,  elected by Yahweh to be  “Sons of God”) 
and the joint heirs of  The Anointed   (by Yahweh for a place of Sonship as  brothers/sisters  alongside  Anointed JCg over The Resurrected World) 
if  perhaps we  (actively aiming to be TCs  [as wholly demonstrated to The World in the 1st part of our physical life via works,  by perfecting our mind]) 
may suffer jointly   (for  only  precisely imitating JC,  while remaining a law-abiding model secular citizen  [respected by The General Public])) 
that  also we (TCs)  may be glorified together   (= all the 144000 taken into the air alongside JCg – Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-8, 1Cor.15v50-55) 

          (This is a  “Once Only”  “1st Resurrection”  -  while the  “The 2nd Resurrection”  may be  {over stages}/staggered  during The Millennium[s].) 
 

See glossary on these different words used.  
I wonder how many  worldly Christian Leaders preach this verse to  their  followers! 
And further,  -  what the verse  really  means! 
Where this verse is supposedly  “The Ideal Goal”  for  all  humans  –  if  they/we  were truly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 
So why should Christian leaders keep quiet on  The Most Important Thing  prior to  “The 1st Resurrection”  and subsequent Millennium? 
Furthermore,  if  they keep quiet on this –  and of how we are personally to achieve this most important Trigger Threshold for the next stage 
of Yahweh’s Plan,  then  we might ask   Are these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  truly representing Yahweh’s Interests on this planet?   

The answer is a resounding   No! 
They simply preach “Religion”  for their own worldly benefit  (precisely as did their spiritual fathers, The Pharisees before them)! 

I suppose what I added in parenthesis in the verse is so much more than what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us! 
Paul in context is speaking  specifically  about the TCs who are operating as I explained in the previous verse for  no worldly return  (of whatever). 
Thus  because  they  are  receiving  no  worldly return  now  –  then logically  they will  receive a return  (“The Wage for The Hire”  of which JC speaks 
in his parables)  being  “The Inheritance”  (see glossary)  later   (Matt.20v1-12)  –  when they become resurrected as  “Sons of God”  with greater 
responsibility.  This increased responsibility will be based upon what they were doing in the 1st part of their physical life,  being of teaching The World  
“Righteousness”  by both word and deed  (thereby  purifying  the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  –  then   in The Millennium  they are to be recognised by  
The Resurrected World’  as  legitimate  kings/priests  -  proven by “Works”! 

We are told by Paul  TCs are to be  “Joint Heirs”  with JCg  –  consequently they shall be at the same level as JCg to become  “Sons of God”  having 
responsibility over greater matters  (5 or 10 cities – Luke 19.v12-19),  noting they will be just a bit lower than JCg  (Rev.19v16).  That is why JCg was 
call the  “First/Chief/Only”  “Begotten Son of God”  –  because that precisely describes  who/what  JCg was  at the time of writing. 

Why?   Because  no  other human had been resurrected from what was a fleshly human body to become a  “Son of God”  within a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial body  –  but they will at the 1st 2nd C of JCg  (= The 1st Resurrection)  to collect his Bride.  

Please see  “begotten”  and  “mystery”  in glossary  (because as usual,  these words do  not  mean as we are told by   “You know who”). 
JC in John.16v1-4 teaches us,  TCs will suffer by the hands of the religious leaders believing they are offering sacred service  (just as they did to William 
Tyndale).  TC persecution  was/will  certainly  not  be sourced by  “secular”  heads of society,  moreover this will occur all through the period of The 
Gospel Age until its termination  (Rev.11v7-13)  to herald-in The Millennium 3.5 years later.  This suffering must  only  be for  precisely imitating  JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  –  and be avoiding all worldly  matters/issues/conflicts  (= worldly politics – Luke.13v1-3)  like the plague covering this world  (= 
Satan’s, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  and we must  not  be seen to be  soiled/blighted/spotted  in the eyes by any person to whom we come to teach  “The 
Word of God”.   
We must  not  be tainted by worldly issues that would present a barrier  (1Cor.9v20-24 noting the  all-important  context)  to other people  (of whatever 
political persuasion themselves)  from coming to know and themselves to imbue  “The Word of God”  in their hearts.  The reader can now see why  
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worldly  Christian leaders involved in The World  cannot  serve two masters  (Matt.6v24, 22v21)  and are thus demonstrably  only  serving  the god of 
this world’ (= Satan)  because Yahweh will logically  not  operate within a person playing harlot with The World  (1Cor.6v16,  precisely as The Bible 
specifically  tells us)   they are two minded  (James.1v6-8)! 
Finally as Paul teaches us  -  those people who have Yahweh’s HS infused within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the TC,  then that person 
operating in humility  (as  “The Last/Least” within this present worldly system)  shall be magnified in JCg’s New System of The Millennium resurrected 
as  kings/priests  (= Sons of God,  1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.).  These very special people shall then become  “The First/Most”  together with JCg,  
where it is these 144000 TCs who become as his metaphoric bride to quote JC  (Luke.13v30  as only one citation of many that could be used here). 

Again,  this is an appropriate  lead-in  to the next verse  –  all in context  
Rom.   8v18 og (I) reckon/calculate/reason/think  For  because  not   
Rom.   8v18 og (the) {deemed entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy   
Rom.   8v18 og the  {experienced hardships of emotions/affections/afflictions/influences/motions}   
Rom.   8v18 og of the  now/present/immediate   (of the) time/season/occasion  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Rom.   8v18 og the  {to occur}/expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   
Rom.   8v18 og (to be) {taken off the cover}/revealed/disclosed  into/unto  us/our/we. 
Rom.   8v18 = For  I (Paul)  reckon/reason/think  because  the  {experienced hardships  of the  emotions/afflictions/sufferings}   

of the  now/present  time/season   (of the 1st part of our physical life)   are  not  the  {deemed entitled for}/{suitable for reward}  
toward  the  expecting/intending/coming  glory/honour/dignity  to be  {taken off the cover}/revealed/disclosed  unto  us   (144000 TCs). 
(= The resurrected TCs will be endowed with God’s  glory/honour/dignity  as the future sons of God in The Millennium). 

 

For I (Paul)  reckon because the experienced hardships of  emotions/suffering   (while  only  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
of the present time   (during the 1st part of our physical life while being  The Last/Least  within society,  afflicted by  “Leaders of Religion”) 
are not suitable for reward   (any  amount of suffering now is  so small  when compared to  the wonderful expectation that a TC has of The Future) 
towards the expectation of the  glory/honour/dignity  to be revealed unto us   (144000 TCs,  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  and unto The Eternity). 
 

Paul as a TC is anticipating  “The Expectation”  being given by Yahweh to become one of His Sons of God  (2Tim.4v6-8),  and likewise Peter at 
1Pet.5v4.  These anticipated Glories of the  “Sonship of God”  are  so incredibly wonderful  that it goes  beyond all description  that can be given by 
words or writings today.  
As I have indicated,  TCs will be resurrected as future  “Sons of God”  with  all  the infinite  authority yielded by Yahweh’s HS  (noting the  correct 
composite definition as given by “FutureLife.Org”)  being expressed through them  (= infinite capability at their “finger-tips”).  They will be part of the  
“Bride of Christ” (Rev.19v6-9, 21v2,9)  and thus be of  like-nature  to JCg  (as we have been told in v9-10)  living/existing  within a undying  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body (Rev.2v11, 20v6).  A physical body commensurate to the proven perfected  “Born Again”  mind,  it having been 
gestated during the 1st part of the TC’s physical life suffering persecution for simply and  only  imitating JC,  for  guaranteed  everlasting life.  

For the resurrected TCs to be entrusted with these  God-sourced  attributes,  then TCs must be  thoroughly  tested/refined   (1Cor.3v13-15) 
within this present world operating according to Satan’s methodology thereby demonstrating their  steadfast/resolute  determination  to 
adhere  to Yahweh’s requirements  “come-what-may”.  

As a guide to the reader,  a TC is  most unlikely  to be a person having climbed up through religious  establishments/institutions  in a  worldly  political 
manner on the backs  (or  “scratching the backs”)  of their peers.  –  A person like this,  clearly does  not  show the attributes of an apostle! 
For a present day leader’s world is  this  present world  gaining  “the prestigious place”  now,  where being  “The First/Most”  means they shall become  
“The Last/Least”  in The Millennium to quote JC again.  Because Yahweh can read the mind  (synapse construction mapping – 1Sam.16v7  to determine 
The Motivation)  of a person during  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  and thus deem a  worldly Christian leader  not  worthy to fully express His 
HS as a future Son of God. 
That is  precisely why  there will  (and can  only)  be 144000  True Christians that Yahweh can muster  (elect/select)  out of the 2000 year Gospel Age – 
because these people are so few and far between.  The Math works out to be about  (in magnitude only)  perhaps 1 in 20,000 Christians’  (from the 
ration of 144k 3B)  over the some 2000 year Gospel Age  (or about 1 60,000 humans over the same period*),  –  we realise this means it is quite a tough 
selection process  –  certainly  not  what our worldly Christian leaders will tell us  -  for obvious reasons!   They are after  “quantity”  upon which to 
self-indulgently tithe,  but Yahweh is after  “quality”  to  accurately  teach  “The Resurrected World Righteousness”  by both their words and 
demonstrable deeds  (in the 1st part of their physical life).  This will enable the TCs to automatically gain  “The  Authority/Trust”  within  “The Minds of 
The Resurrected World”  –  because of the reforming hardship faced during the 1st part of the TC’s life,  made so by  “The Professional Leaders of 
Religion”.  These worldly leaders would have acted in some covert manner or other,   likened to be within closed rooms  (John.11v47-53, noting JC’s 
searching comment at John.18v20)  in precisely the same manner to The Prophets before them in  “The 1st Epoch of Israel” (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34)! 
But this is  not  to personally deter us  –  we are to constantly strive to make this our  Goal/Target  –  for if we miss this wonderful goal,  at least we have 
almost transfigured our synapse construction to triumph in The Millennium having thereby guaranteed our own salvation because we are truly driven to 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire when entering The Millennium.  If we personally put the work in to reform our mind early,  then at least we shall be so close to the 
top of the metaphoric ladder for a personally successful outcome at the end of The Millennium  –  Rev.20v7-15  –  please see my local commentaries.  We 
must  not  be like those people of Chorazin  (Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13  –  please see my local commentaries to understand precisely  why  this account 
was written in The Bible  –  for  our  own  education and warning). 
*  Note,  in some places I state,  1 TC in 30000 Christians  and  1 TC in 100000 people generally rather than those ratios given above. 
The discrepancy is only due to the assumption that about half of the 144000 TCs are living during the last generation (now)  of The Gospel Age because 
of the population explosion presently occurring and thus 2B Christians and about 70k TCs now.   I repeat,  I am only giving orders of magnitude. 
 
36th Comment – All members of JC’s top creation  (Mankind)  yearns for a successful conclusion of this system of things,  
where the  self-indulgence  of those people with the power leads to all forms of hurtful things under the subjection of sin. 
72nd Instruction – But  “all of creation”  yearns for the release from the present subjection of sin,  to be under the future 
instruction of The Sons of God during The Millennium.  Because presently it moans under the travails of today’s suffering. 
71st Reasoning – Presently  “The World”  groans under its leaders  (Religion, Politics, Commerce)  all operating unto 
worldly methodology – having  power/authority  to inflict  bad decisions  upon “The Populace”.  Yet the world’s members 
cannot see a way out of the impending Crisis of which was forewarned  (Dan.12v1, Jer.30v7, Matt.24v21-22)  because 
they do not understand  “The Word of God”  that brings release from this  (John.8v33, 36)  first spiritually  (Luke.17v21 
in the minds of the TCs)  and then physically  (Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3)  at the introduction of The Millennium (Rev.21v1-4). 
54th Good News – TCs as The Early Adopters and then later the educated Resurrected World  are/{shall be}  so pleased to 
have been rescued from the confinement of sin and be living within a perfected body commensurate with a perfected mind. 
72nd Reasoning – Also TCs  (as The Firstfruits)  with Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  specifically yearn for The 
Millennium awaiting to be released from their  {carnal minded}  fleshly bodies to become part of  “The Bride of Christ”  
(as the future Sons of God)  within  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  commensurate with the purified spiritual mind. 
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55th Good News – Not only the TCs are liberated from this present world,  so also shall  all  members of The World be 
liberated from this present ghastly worldly system when The Millennium is introduced.  But this can  only  occur when 
Yahweh gains His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  to rule this new society! 
35th Allegory – Adoption = This is a  “Two Way Agreement”  -  both child  and new parent  must want each other. 
At present only the TCs are agapao, phileo, and storge loved by Yahweh to adopt them as future “Sons of God”. 
At present the world is agapao loved inasmuch every opportunity is given by  (both) “ho theos” to edify its members. 
The TCs exhibit the  one/same  spiritual mind as “The New Parent”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  to be adopted as part of The 
New Family,  by contrast,  worldly members do  not  exhibit the  one/same  mind as Yahweh and thus rejected.  They need 
to grow in a conducive environment  (The Millennium)  to learn  “how to be wanted”  by the new parents for adoption. 
36th Allegory – Firstfruits = The 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  who are resurrected in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 
These are the equivalent to The Wheat as The Firstfruit from “The Main Harvest”,  while JC was The Firstfruit Barley. 
(All precisely as Lev.23v5-25 tells us by prophecy of what is to occur for Human Salvation waved at The Temple) 
37th Allegory – Children = “immature humans”.  In the spiritual sense  young/weak/new  in  “The Real Faith”.  But:- 
Children of God = The 144000 TCs who are  new/inexperienced  as being the new  “specific gods”  over The Inheritance. 
56th Good News – TCs have The Expectation of being “Sons of God” –  and being an expectation,  then a resurrection for 
this to occur has  not yet  taken place  (especially when we are told it is “The 1st Resurrection” that has  not  yet occurred)  
Comment – repeat - Work is done to make an “expectation” a reality,  by contrast,  “hope” is an  inactive/passive  wait! 
TCs make The Millennium a reality  (1) spiritually in themselves and  (2) physically when 144000 TCs prove themselves. 
By contrast,  worldly Christians passively wait for someone else to make The Millennium occur! 
73rd Instruction – Because the TCs  (like JCg in the heavens)  are still awaiting for Yahweh to state,  He has his 144000 
Sons of God before The Millennium starts,  then this  “compliance to expectation”  fosters  patience/endurance  for us to 
still keep imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  until it does occur!   To fully achieve the 144000  “Sons of God”. 
37th Comment – What the TCs have not yet witnessed  (thus  “The 1st Resurrection”  unto Sonship has  not  yet occurred)  
means the TCs can only operate upon The Expectation of this prospect of Sonship occurring in The Future.   
Comment – repeat - Work is done to make an “expectation” a reality,  by contrast,  “hope” is an  inactive/passive  wait! 
TCs make The Millennium a reality  (1) spiritually in themselves and  (2) physically when 144000 TCs prove themselves. 
By contrast,  worldly Christians passively wait for someone else to make The Millennium occur! 
73rd Reasoning – TCs base their conviction upon reasoned evidence,  the fulfilment of prophecies throughout The Ages in 
the required incremental steps to make possible Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation in “The Most Logical and Righteous 
Manner  (for every human having existed over the last some 6000 years).  Because what has been told about the future has 
come from the same Source (Yahweh) having proved the past prophecies,  then The Expectation of the future is certain.    
Rom.   8v19 og the  For  {intense anticipation}/{earnest expectation}  of the  formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance   
Rom.   8v19 og the  disclosure/appearing/manifestation/revelation/unveiling  of the  sons  of the  God [Yahweh]  
Rom.   8v19 og (it is) {expecting fully}/{eagerly awaiting}. 
Rom.   8v19 = For  the  {intense anticipation}/{earnest expectation}  of the  formation/creation 

it  is  {expecting fully}/{eagerly awaiting}  the  disclosure/appearing/unveiling  of  the Sons  (144000 TCs)   of  the God  (Yahweh). 
 

For the earnest expectation of the  formation/creation   (being what  “Mankind”  generally desires as  “The Ideal”  society) 
it is expecting fully the disclosure of  The Sons  (144000 TCs)   of the God (Yahweh). 
 

This may seem a slightly strange verse. 
Especially when virtually every person on this planet is  not  expecting  “The disclosure of the 144000 TCs to become the future sons of God”! 
The point Paul is making here is this. 
Paul knows of  “The Future Requirement”  (being  “The Goal”  that Yahweh desires for us as individuals). 

This is simply   “1st Century Christianity”  that is  never  taught today as  “worldly Christianity”  presently covering the planet! 
That is why the early Christians were so enthusiastic to teach it – because they thought  “The Trigger Threshold of 144000”  would come 
quickly  -  rashly thinking that number is not many people to  “Make the Grade”  and then  “The New Society would start”,  of which I call  
“The Millennium”.   

Paul also knows,  the majority people of  “Mankind”  being  “Joe Public”  desire a stable and perfected society,  noting that generally we do  not  
include the leaders  (throughout all the strata of society,  because it is they who are generally causing the problems  by  taking  from society). 
The point being - 

The vast majority of humans have no idea how to achieve paradise  (where  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  get in the way  of achieving it 
because they are actually only interested in the  “here and now”,  while hypocritically pretend to represent what is to occur in the future)! 
Which is even more strange,  because they never preach what is to occur in The Future – being what Yahweh wants them to teach The World. 

Thus,  Paul in his ecstasy of this future goal states  
The whole world wants a perfect society … 
… Moreover,  it is these 144000 TCs who shall make this possible! 

The point being - 
The whole world does not know about this …  and it is  “The Responsibility”  for the TCs to teach The World about this wonderful future! 

Therefore,  we might ask - 
Does this sound like the mere  “hope”  of which our  worldly Christian leaders speak within the future of mere  “life”! 

What is mere “hope”  –  except defined as  “perhaps it might happen”!   Where   “I will just drift along,  and something may just occur”! 
Is this,  being what Yahweh  “has to offer”  -  really mean to our  worldly Christian leaders?    

Quite simply  -  Yahweh does  not  want people like this  (to lead  “The New World Order”  of The Millennium)! 
Yahweh wants people motivated like JC and The Apostles!   That is precisely why we are back to The Tree and of its fruitage  (Matt.7v16-20, etc.). 
Consequently,  we witness  –  (because of what is so errantly preached by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) - 

Many people at present,  “could not care less”  for this unveiling to occur being,  when  
1. TCs are resurrected as  “Sons of God”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  being when JCg returns at his  “1st 2nd C”  to collect his 

Bride  (Rev.19v6-9)  and then  
2. For JCg to return 3.5 years later at his  “2nd 2nd C”  (Dan.12v12, Rev.19v16-21)  to remove worldly leaders and the old-world 

methodology  (2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.21v1-4, etc.  –  where the last citation is amongst the most wonderful grouping of words in The Bible).    
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This becomes  “The Great Tribulation”  spoken about within The Bible that actually occurs over  “Three Phases”  depending upon the 
specific person within society. 

Explaining the three phases of  “The Great Tribulation”  – of the most important note being  
“The Great Tribulation”  has  no personal meaning unless you are part of it. 
For example,  at the time of writing this 4th revision Addition there are many refugee camps around the world who are experiencing  “Great 
Tribulation”  -  but people in Western Countries ignore their plight  (except the leaders aggravate their sad plight).  By further example,  it is 
only when Covid-19 hit us  “like a brick”  did we then think we were in  “Great Tribulation” -  “when it  personally  affects us”!   

Thus,  from this careful reasoning,  “The Great Tribulation”  is actually,  split over  three phases. 
1. The 144000 TCs  (Rev.7v9, 14)  for 2000 years  individually  experiencing what JC physically experienced,  it is very personal. 
2. The Public  of  “The World”   for the 3.5 years  after  “The 1st Resurrection”  when The World goes into  “Free-fall”. 
3. The World Leaders  in the  last  45 days of (2) above  (Dan.12v11-12)  when  all  are physically ejected from office by JCg and TCs 

then to be the future  kings/priests  over  “The Resurrected World”  (Rev.19v16-21)  ready for Rev.20v1-7. 
Sadly humans through their ignorance  (based upon the  useless  “supposed efforts”  given by our  worldly Christian leaders of the past and present)  
now disregard this as pure fantasy,  -  if the subject is ever raised  (only because they do  not  have  “The Bed-Rock  of  all  The Scriptures”  starting with 
The Tanakh [= The Old Testament]  to cement everything into place, 2Tim.3v15-17).   
   Sadly,  their bedrock is only sand  (Matt.7v25-27)  -  being what they personally chose to remember,  and then  churn-out  to the adorning fans! 
Our  worldly Christian leaders preach absolutely  NOTHING  of  “The Depth”  of prophecies and fulfilled prophecies,  the  hundreds upon hundreds  
allegories of  names/places/people/customs   in The Old Testament.  As an example,  please see my dissertation entitled  “Yahweh’s Plan as given in 
Genesis”  which explains this.   All this “Knowledge”  given in The Tanakh that  directly overlays  what is occurring in The Gospel Age and on,  into The 
Millennium,  generates  “Real  Faith”  in Yahweh’s Omnipotence over The Universe to make all this righteously occur  “precisely so”  over millennium  
-  beyond the whit of Man! 

Fraudulently,  our  worldly Christian leaders claim to represent Yahweh,  that is a sad joke  based upon what they preach  (Luke.12v46-48)! 
Thus,  we who  are  comprehending what Paul is teaching,  realise the text is really operating at two levels - 

1. Speaking of  “The New Creation/Creature”  being  “The One Time Collection”  of  “The Early Adopters”  (Isa.66v8, 1Pet.2v9)  having 
demonstrably perfected their mind away from worldly methodology and  transfigured/transformed  their  “synapse construction 
mapping”  to become truly  Christ-like  through the rampant duress caused by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.  This has occurred 
during the 2000 years or so,  of their misdirection for their  self-indulgent  worldly returns their behaviour brings!   

2. Though Creation generally  (meaning Mankind)  does not  expect/understand/recognise  this event being possible,  but nevertheless it is 
yearning for  “The Result of it”.  And it is The Requirement of  (1)  to occur  first  before  (2)  can occur. 

Thus within (2) then  all  humans  (= the culmination of Creation)  desire an everlasting life without all the problems and distortions presently within it.  
They do not know how it is to occur,  yet they still have an  “earnest hope”  for this to occur.  The very first visible sign of this occurring is at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  when JCg comes to collect his Bride comprising of 1440000 TCs  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Pet.5v4, 2Tim.4v6-8, Rev.11v11-13, 
1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, Isa.66v8, etc.).  This is the witness  “The Beginning of The End  of this present system”  of things under Satan’s 
inept management style of some 6000 years  -  as endorsed by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 
Rom.   8v20 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  For   
Rom.   8v20 og (to the) worthless/transientness/depravity/vanity  the  formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance   
Rom.   8v20 og (it was) subordinated/subjected/{put under obedience}  not  (the) voluntarily/willingly,   
Rom.   8v20 og but  through (reason of)  the  subordinating/subjecting/{putting under obedience}   
Rom.   8v20 og over/upon/concerning  (to the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence. 
Rom.   8v20 = For  in the  worthless/vanity/folly  the  formation/creation  was  subordinated/subjected  (under Adam’s sin yielding death), 

not  voluntarily/willingly   (where the descendants,  being  “us”  born into what had previously occurred,  for we had no choice),    
but  through reason  of the  subordination/subjection  upon/concerning   (thus yields personal)   anticipation/expectancy/confidence. 

 

For in the vanity   (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)   the Creation  (Mankind)   was subordinated   (under Adam’s sin yielding death) 
not voluntarily   (the descendants [us],  being born unto  “The Curse of Death” –  we had  no  choice about our future salvation,  it  was  annihilation) 
but through reason of the subjection   (by experiencing the pain and suffering during the 1st part of our physical life) 
(this yields)   the anticipation   (of something much better on the horizon  –  being The Millennium =  The 7th Day,  “Sabbath Day of Rest”  from pain). 

          (“Expectancy/Anticipation”  is worked-at to  “make it a reality”,  this is  not  the  “vain hope”  of people sitting back wishing something to occur.) 
 

Thus Paul is telling us,  through Adam’s mistake of sinning placed Satan’s methodology of  self-indulgence  higher up in our mind than that of Yahweh’s 
“agapao”  (edifying love)  for our neighbour  -  then the whole of creation (= all of us)  now expects to suffer constant subjection. 

We,  as humans through Adam,  had challenged  “Yahweh’s Right to Rule our Mind!” 
“We” as  “humans”  choose Satan’s methodology  (Gen.3v4-5)  and this had to be righteously  “played out”  unto its  consequential conclusion. 

We all need to understand what  “Life”  is like under Satan’s maladministration – with Yahweh having been rejected  (and stands back). 
Yahweh  only  operates around the 144000 TCs  (and people actively aiming to be TCs)  and  NO ONE  else  (James.1v6-8)! 
The above is true,  irrespective of the unrighteous and self-indulgent nonsense  “Professional Leaders of Religion preach to us! 

Where it must be clearly understood,  Yahweh  only  desires a  “perfected society”  –   without the horrors we have today,  made by  self-assuming  
individuals over the rights of other people  –  hence defined as  “leaders”  within and throughout  society,  taking what they want out of society. 
It must demonstrated that this is  not  the way to move forward  (humans need to have it proved to them – else they ignore it  [for example  the initial  
response to Covid-19 was to dismiss it as  “not dangerous”, and 4 months later after 250000+ deaths,  some people still think it is not dangerous])! 
Presently Yahweh is patiently waiting for The Earth to be filled  (Gen.1v28, 9v1, etc.)  before He steps in through His 144000 TCs (Rev.19v16-21). 
During this time,  we of the world,  learn we have conducted our lives badly during what has now become the 1st part of our life and shall have a 2nd part 
within which to “Live Correctly”,  only  because of what JC has done for us  all of us  without any caveats  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  to  give/get  us into the 2nd 
part of our life! 
I am often asked    

“It is not fair!”    
“Why should  “I”  pay for the mistakes of Adam/Eve  (if they ever existed)!” 
“I have not done anything wrong to die!” 

There are many conveniently ignored assumptions within those collective statements! 
First of all,  let us dismiss what our  worldly Christian leaders blindly state    

“It is a mystery;  we are not given to know”  – and the such-like nonsense they source  –  because they  choose  not  to know  (agnoeo)! 
They,  being afraid of the personal consequences of such a shift in mindset away from what their present methodology yields. 

But let us carefully reason upon what The Bible  specifically tells us! 
The Bible teaches us that we,  as humans,  are stiff-necked and generally,  we operating to worldly methodology will  not  listen to  “common 
sense and reason”,  furthermore,  all have sinned by our actions coming short of The Law  (being the Requirements as stipulated by Yahweh). 

Thus,  we reason that irrespective of what Adam and Eve did,  –  if we were personally placed in their shoes  –  then we personally would have done 
precisely the  same  thing! 
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But because Adam and Eve did sin,  then they had to die and likewise the same systemic genetic breakdown in our genome has continued through the 
generations  (yielding the  “junk DNA”  of which we presently see in our genome)!   Thus we realise,  we are suffering the same future of annihilation as 
our ancestors  -  because we think and act accordingly to precisely the  same  self-indulgent methodology that is   “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s 
hurt”  (being Satan’s guiding philosophy  –  I thoroughly expand all this elsewhere). 
Therefore,  I ask the question - 

Have we at any time in our life   “self-indulged to our neighbour’s hurt”? 
And the obvious answer is   “Yes -  we  all  have!” 

Except one individual did not! 
He  consistently  edified his neighbour to his own hurt throughout his assessment period during his time upon the Earth. 
And this one specific individual was  “The  Christ/Anointed  Jesus”  (1Pet.2v18-24, Matt.3v14, and 3v17, 17v5, etc.). 

I explain all the detailed righteous exegesis elsewhere  –  but essentially JC can cover us to give us  all  a 2nd opportunity to gain everlasting life. 
This  opportunity  to  “gain everlasting life”  comes with  zero  caveats  (1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.)  –  we do  not  even need to become  “Christians”! 

What a statement!   No  “Leader of Religion”  on this planet will make that statement  –  about  “their Religion”! 
The fact that no  “Profession Leader of Religion”  would make that statement immediately tells us they are operating in a  self-indulgent  
manner to gain deluded devotees upon which to tithe,  and are thus  not  representing  “The Almighty God”,  Who  thinks/operates  outside  
(world) “Religion”! 

Again,  I thoroughly explain the exegesis elsewhere,  but being a  “Christian”  does bring upon us certain obligations which can result in - 
1.  A reward greater than  non-Christians could ever receive in their present state  –  being   “Sonship to Yahweh”. 
2.  A possible curse being  “annihilation”  at the end of our present existence  –  never  to participate within The Millennium. 

Thus  ALL  (= with  zero  exceptions)  non-Christian people - 
1. Will  never  have  “the opportunity”  to become a future  “Son to Yahweh”. 
2. Will certainly have an opportunity to participate within The Millennium in a perfected society to learn  “Righteousness”. 

         (This is  “the middle (and only)  road” for non-Christians,  but  all  “Christians”  choose one of three roads along which they can tread! 
Thus,  we reason because of what JC has done then  all  humans have an opportunity to have no less than what was on offer to Adam and Eve. 
It is  only  “The Elected”  from out of The Christian Nation have something that was  never  promised to Adam and Eve or their descendants at the time  
(noting what Matt.13v17, Luke10v24, 1Pet.1v10 really means –  please see my local commentaries).  This offer was only  “placed upon The Table”  by 
Yahweh  after  JC’s ministry and ransom sacrifice  –  being at   “The Introduction of the 2nd Covenant”  (hence JC’s comment at Matt.11v11). 

Where am I going with this,  and how does it answer the initial statement? 
Once given the overall plan  (and knowing Mankind’s vanity and self-indulgence)  means that a procedure must be put in place for humans to learn from 
the mistakes of their actions which hurt them and also ripples through to society’s hurt  (where our neighbour is hurt by the more powerful member of 
society).  This is  “The Consequence”  of humans  “having free reign operating under worldly methodology”  sourced by Satan.  Thus,  humans who 
climb within this world shall become  “leaders”  by  operating according  to Satan’s methodology  and temporally prosper to their animalistic desires  
(= “carnal mind”).   Noting in Yahweh’s Righteousness”  they shall be brought low,  as “The Last/Least in society in The Millennium – so they are best 
positioned to learn  “Righteousness”  and perhaps then learn to imitate JC for their salvation. 

Presently  “Leaders of today”  are always thinking   “They know best!”  (ignoring Jer.10v23)  –  naturally  “for themselves”! 
But in Yahweh’s Omnipotence,  and JCg’s agapao for his  own  creation  –  knowing that certain members can be redeemed from out of this present 
horrific situation,  then Both Individuals went through much pain and suffering.  Yahweh’s was “mental”,  having to allow His Son suffer without 
stepping in early to stop the persecution and execution,  but had to wait for 6 hours before curtailing JC’s existence some 3 hours before the end of The 
Passover day so that JC could fully cover  “The Great Sabbath Day”,  and JC’s was physical.  This was the  only  procedure that could provide a  
righteous/equitable/just  method  (applicable for  infinite future time)  to extract those specific people who want to imitate their creator and savour = 
JCg.  These reformed people  (away from Satan’s methodology)  can be  “The Early Adopters”  not  requiring The 2nd part of their physical life within 
which  to perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life.  These are The Prophets and 144000 TCs taken out of the 1st and 2nd Covenant with the  (2 epochs of) 
“Israel”  having already perfected their mind upon  “The Word of God”,  demonstrated by works of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
While  “The Remainder”  (Isaiah.10v20-22)  require a perfected environment  (of The Millennium)  in the 2nd part of their physical life to make the  
educated  decision either choose Yahweh’s Methodology  (as “The Late Adopters”)  or remain with Satan’s methodology  precisely as The Bible tells us  
at Rev.22v14-15. 
Those people who prefer Satan’s methodology shall be surgically removed out of society  –  permanently (Rev.20v7-15,  with no collateral damage – 
Matt.13v29-30  Rev.14v16-20,  –  please see my local commentaries that thorough and righteously explain all this). 

So how does this answer the  “ignorant”  question? 
Quite simply when each one of us has been given  “The Information”  for us to gain  “Personal Knowledge”  over our personal 2 part physical life,   so 
that we are then  not  “ignorant”  to  “gain Wisdom”! 

Why? 
Because every individual on this planet will then have had an opportunity to see and experience  both sides  and then make an  educated decision,  that is 
“true righteousness”  from  “The Most Righteous God”,  Yahweh  to validate  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19)! 
To make this possible for every member of society,  then many individuals went through  much pain and suffering! 
Let us consider the various participants - 

1. Yahweh to witness the pain and suffering of His son JC  –  knowing that righteously JC had to carry our sins to the 1st part of our life  (hence 
JC forgave us [Matt.9v4-6])  –  thereby enabling Yahweh to righteously resurrect us into the 2nd part of our physical life. 

2. JC had to go through the physical pain and suffering metered out by people operating according to Satan’s methodology  (John.11v47-53). 
Where to  atone/reset/{buy back}  us,  it was JC’s Methodology sourced by Yahweh had to conquer worldly methodology sourced by Satan. 

3. The prophets who were murdered by  “worldly religious authority”  (“Jerusalem” - Matt.23v37)  –  they were simply spokespersons of 
Yahweh to  “The Offender” of  fleshly Israel being  “The Vehicle”  to bring forth JC the redeemer’s 1st Advent. 

4. The 144000 TCs who spiritually martyred themselves away from The World  (and suffered likewise  –  John.16v1-4)  by the succeeding 
generations in  “The Replaced”  fleshly  “Jerusalem” (of its three harlots),  only because they taught of JCg’s 2nd Advent of the 1st 2nd C. 

All this occurred to righteously enable The Millennium period so we  all  might have a second opportunity to reform our life within a perfected 
environment.  JCg is metaphorically  “The Mature Lion”  (Gen.49v8-12 a most wonderful prophecy of JC’s 1st and 2nd Advent made about 3800 years 
ago)  ruling with a rod of iron to ensure that  “Righteousness”  occurs within the perfected environment  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v17)  –  as foretold by the 
prophets  

Peace and security reigns all over the Earth  (Isa.2v4, 65v17-25, Rev.21v1-4, etc.)  and those people who reform in the 2nd part of their 
physical life shall live forever within a perfected world. 

After explaining all this,  will we be able to justifiably ask - 
“It is not fair!    
Why should I pay for the mistakes of Adam/Eve  ( if’ they ever existed)!   I have not done anything wrong to die!” 

What I have given is but a  tiny/infinitesimal  synopsis  –  of how Yahweh’s plan meticulously pans out  –  I give so very much other information 
elsewhere.  However,  I need to limit my explanations,  else these commentaries become so long in   (1)  untangling the unrighteous nonsense  taught by 
our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  and then   (2)  putting back into its place Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  over our 2 
part life  (= 2 part spiritual and 2 part physical). 

Consequently,  by understanding Yahweh’s Master Plan,  then we can deduce why Paul wrote this verse! 
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We are in subjection to the present pain and suffering within this world  –  and yet if we are actively aiming to be TCs,  then it is not sourced by us 
operating according to worldly methodology.  Because the people actively aiming to become TCs are  model secular citizens  by being  absolutely law 
abiding,  completely neutral in worldly politics,  refuse to partake in any demonstrations  –  and thus effectively become like  Teflon/PTFE  to The World  
–  nothing worldly can stick to them.  Thereby these people actively aiming to become TCs are  only  demonstrably persecuted  by  “Professional Leaders 
of Religion”  (John.16v1-4)   detesting the purity of both word and deed issuing out of Yahweh’s True Representatives that exposes the shenanigans and 
hypocrisy practised by leaders of “Religion”  in both word and deed  (Luke.12v1, Matt.23v1-3, etc.). 
Thus the people actively aiming to become TCs are subject to the  unrighteous  persecution always knowing that from this subjection  (1Cor.3v13-15)  
overbearing upon them,  there is the  anticipation/expectancy  of The Millennium operating under a totally different rule of JCg and the 144000 TCs. 

Therefore,  while actively aiming to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  we are living in constant subjection generated by the world today,  but 
intimately knowing because of what JC has done,  then we have  “The Anticipation/Expectation”  of something much better coming to us! 
Yet by contrast,  without  what JC did  (for us to copy),  then we would have  no  anticipation/expectation! 

This verse becomes a prelude  (a springboard)  to where Paul is going with his argument,  taking it to the next level. 
An aside  (at 2014 CE) -  

Has the reader had anything like this taught to them by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”? 
Obviously not  –  it is not in their  worldly  interests to do so! 

Rom.   8v21 og because  also  her/it/same  the  formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance   
Rom.   8v21 og (it will be) liberated/{set free}/exempted/delivered  off/away/separated/from   
Rom.   8v21 og of the  servitude/bondage/slavery  of the  ruin/corruption/destruction/perish  into/unto  the   
Rom.   8v21 og freedom/liberty  of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  of the  children [TCs]  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   8v21 = because also it  (= [1] the Bride of Christ = 144000 TCs,  and then  [2] The Resultant out of The Resurrected World),   

the  formation/creation  will be  liberated/freed  {from out of}  the  servitude/slavery   (Satan’s methodology that leads to annihilation) 
of the  ruin/destruction/annihilation  unto  the  glorious/honourable  liberty/freedom  of the  children  (TCs)   of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Because  also it   (The Creation  comprising of “The Three Remnants”  that return to The Lord out of  “Mankind”  over all  Three Epochs of “Israel”) 
will be liberated from of the servitude of the  ruin/annihilation   (because the mind has been reformed to become Christ-like over our 2 part life) 
unto the freedom of the  glorious/honourable  liberty   (escaping “The 2nd Death” of annihilation,  because of new mind to Yahweh's Methodology) 
          ( [1] away from  “a death sentence”  and  [2] of a most wonderful future in  park/paradise) 
of the children   ( [1] Gospel Age TCs as sons  +  [2] Millennium grandchildren)   of the God  (Yahweh). 

          (Noting “sons” and “grandchildren”  are people of both sexes resurrected as all neuters,  because “the Earth” is now full, Matt.22v30, etc.) 
 

Ultimately  “The Creation”  is Mankind  perfected,  but before  this can occur in The Culmination  –  then two further stages must occur now  
This verse operates at two levels  

1. Yahweh must gain His direct Children as  Sons  of God  –  the  brothers/priests/kings  alongside JCg  (Matt.12-48-50, 20v23, 1Pet.5v4, etc.). 
2. Yahweh will then in The Millennium gain His  Grandchildren  from The Union of JCg and his Bride  (= 144000 TCs)  in  “marriage”  

(Eph.5v30-32, Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.14v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.). 
For the novice it might sound confusing the various descriptors of  “The 144000 TCs”,  both as  brothers/sisters  (Matt.12v48-50)  and also as virgins 
(Matt.25v1-12)  to become married  (Rev-19v6-19, 21v2, 9).  But they are only descriptors showing  different aspects  of  The Future Arrangement  that 
Yahweh has planned for the 144000 TCs in The Millennium.  Brothers/Sisters  alongside JCg  (as Sons of God)  and of a union  (marriage)  to deliver 
The Fruitage of their spiritual womb being  “The 3rd Remnant out of the 3rd Epoch of Israel that returns to The Lord”  (Yahweh) in The Millennium  
(Isa.10v20-22,  applicable over Israel’s three epochs). 

Sadly,  all this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars,  because they  never  preach it  (The Real Gospel)! 
Moreover,  if they do know and remain silent,  then they are  doubly  accountable  (Eze.33v1-20)! 

Thus,  Paul is telling us  (as The World) - 
Do not worry! 

While the whole world thinks it is  “going into the abyss”  (there being no escape from calamity = utter annihilation)  as we witness now the last spasms  
(travail as we are told in The Bible,  1Thes.5v1-3, etc.),  of this present worldly system as pressures for human survival bear down upon us. 
These  “pressures of scarcity”  of pure resources,  water,  oil,  gas,  air,  soil,  etc.,  and where the land is being covered by the rising sea through global 
warming leading to huge population migration off the deltas and low lying ground,  and the extremes of global weather change,  economics of “just in 
time” exposed as being weak by virus outbreak, 
4th revision interjection  
Method of food production being so extensively based upon  “single genome varieties”  (animal or vegetable)  for maximum financial return,  making the 
produce susceptible to mass viral attack that can also jump to humans through intermediaries  (as shown by Covid-19 from bat to pangolin to humans).  
Noting,  governments can  “just about cope with one global attack”  (of humans’ own making),  but have  “perhaps three come in together”  -  then it is 
the closure for a  “Just in Time”  society,  where there is no slack built into a financially  “Highly efficient”  operation! 
It must be noted,  –  the demise of society shall be  “Man-made”  following Satan’s methodology to  self-indulge  to our neighbour’s hurt,   and  not  
extra-terrestrial  (as it has been in the past – before humans existed,  by a meteorite,  e.g. 66 million years ago producing the K-T boundary and yielding 
mass extinction).  However, by contrast,  we will receive  extra-terrestrial salvation  at JCg’s 1st and 2nd parts of his 2nd Coming to close The Gospel Age! 
Returning to my earlier revisions  

All this global catastrophe will cause humans to  “faint with fear”  to quote The Bible  (Luke.21v26). 
Paul is teaching us that while we are sinking into The Abyss  (Matt.24v22, Mark.13v20, Rev.6v16, etc.,)  –  yet there  will  be salvation,  where we  shall  
be freed from the slavery to this  “system of self-indulgence”  under Satan’s inept management style operating through his agents with the power to do 
so,  that led to this crash in civilisation.  Yahweh  will   herald-in  The Millennium where  “The New System”  of  glorious freedom  from the present 
witnessed pain and suffering  shall  occur to all the resurrected people.  They shall be taught  “Righteousness”  by  “The Proven Sons of God”  (= 
144000 resurrected TCs)  and how to  “agapao” Love  their neighbour so this rampant destruction led by  self-indulgence  to the hurt of one’s neighbour 
shall  never  be repeated.  

It is for this precise reason,  JC tells us Matt.24v14,  so that in JC's kindness,  he is alerting  “The Whole World”  for there  is  a future 
beyond what our leaders throughout society were doing,  whose minds operated according to worldly methodology that pulled Mankind 
generally into the abyss. 
It is the mission of  “FutureLife.Org”  to make this known across the whole world on the internet  (to bypass our fraudulent “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  -  so that Rev.12v16 occurs,  please read my cited commentary. 

Rom.   8v20-21    In conclusion,  what do these two verses mean? 
To answer this,  the reader  must  stand back  “out of this world”  and look down at  the whole picture  “through time”  from  the start to finish.  
This “bird’s-eye” view through time  allows us to see things from God’s position, to help us understand specifically why things are like they are on Earth 

We must also place ourselves in The Culmination beyond “The Millennium”,  and then look  back  in Time to  see/understand  the results from 
the specific course of action that we,  as individuals,  freely chose.  

Presently,  we as individuals,  are living in a  tiny  “snapshot of time”  enabling us  individually  to place ourselves at various levels within  The 
Culmination,  based upon our fortitude and resilience to prove ourselves as having fully fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire when gaining this knowledge. 
Because Yahweh requires proven trustworthy leaders for The Future Society  -  to replace  those of  Politics/Religion/Commerce  under Satan’s system. 
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Where we are,  metaphorically as individuals within our own  “goldfish bowl”  looking outside the confinement of our time zone and local environment. 
Verse 20.  Tells us that Yahweh allows JCg’s creation  to  learn  from its folly.  

Why?   
Because as said to Adam and Eve   “Go and fill the Earth”  (Gen.1v28),  and again to Noah  (Gen.9v1).   
While this has not occurred yet  –  it will be soon.   
Then Yahweh will step in and give authority unto JCg to start acting upon his creation.   
Then we move to the promised Millennium.  The reason for this present period  (pre-Millennium)  is - 

1. To fill the Earth. 
2. To learn what life is like while alienated from Yahweh  (counter to what our  worldly  “Leaders of Religion”  instinctively  tell us) 
3. Yahweh desires to draw out  His proven  (under adversity)  trusted Sons  to be  a ruling class  over those people in The General Resurrection. 

Verse 21.  The Principal of Creation  (humans having the capacity to  know/love/worship  Yahweh)  will ultimately be freed from the corruption of 
“selfishness”,  of which the TCs now presently demonstrate within the 1st part of their physical life while being grafted into  (The Vine [John.15v1-6] as)  
“The Family”.   They become  “The Demonstrable Children of God”  as  only  elected by Yahweh into this position Matt.20v23.   
The TCs have demonstrated  (by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven internally by agapao)  they  have  broken all ties with the present 
disgusting world during the 2nd part of their spiritual life because they have  “The Kingdom of  God/Heaven”  ruling their mind as demonstrated in their 
lives  (Luke.17v21)  and  not  Satan’s methodology. 
Sadly,  we must go through this pain and suffering because there are so many  “stiff-necked”  unrepentant people who presently will always state - 

“Give us enough time  –  and we humans can sort it out!” 
Sadly,  Yahweh needs to give them enough rope to metaphorically “hang themselves”  according to what they state  (Rom.1v16-32)! 

Moreover,  if Yahweh stepped in early to resolve the issues other people would state   
Yahweh,  You are a  “Control Freak”!   
So again,  Yahweh is allowing humans to discover for themselves  “The Finality”  of the present course of actions they freely chose! 

Furthermore,  if Yahweh stepped in early then - 
Other people would not be in the position to understand whether it was Satan   or   Yahweh who  made the situation better!  

Therefore,  Yahweh in  “His Righteousness”  is allowing Satan  full reign to clearly show The World the results of  “self-indulgence”. 
Consequently,  we reason, Yahweh  ONLY  intervenes in The World  through His 144000 TCs  during The Gospel Age and absolutely  not  
worldly Christian leaders behaving as James.1v6-8 as witness their sermons  (James.3v11-12)  –  irrespective of how much they might state 
about being Yahweh's representative,  –  their output  clearly teaches us otherwise! 

Finally,  Yahweh is  gathering  “The Evidence”  being The Witness of His future Sons of God to be used in the next part of Yahweh’s righteous refining 
plan,  to teach  “The Resurrected World”  righteousness  –  then  all people  can  make  a personal choice  (having experienced  both  societies)  

1. Do they imitate JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  for everlasting life   –   or  
2. Do they revert to their former days of  self-indulgence  to face  “The 2nd Death”  that JC did  not  atone in his Ransom Sacrifice  

(because he only died The Once, Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, Rom.6v10)  –  and thus  “The 2nd Death”  becomes “The Death of 
Annihilation”! 

It all makes perfect sense  without  any  “mystery”! 
But most importantly,  I have  not  invented this  -  it is  precisely  what The Bible  tells us  and sadly,  what  worldly Christian leaders do  not  tell us! 

They do  not  preach  “The Word of God”,  but only  “the word of Man”  -  ultimately sourced by Satan to oppose Yahweh’s Plan! 
Rom.   8v22 og (we) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  For  because  (the) all/whole   
Rom.   8v22 og the  formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance   
Rom.   8v22 og (it) {moans jointly}/{suffering universal calamity}/{groans together}  also   
Rom.   8v22 og (it) {repetitive pains in company}/{pangs/travail together}  {up to}/{as far as}/until  of the  now/present. 
Rom.   8v22 = For  we  know/understand  because  all/whole  the  formation/creation  it  {moans jointly}/{groans together}, 

also  {repetitive pains in company}/{travails/writhes  in pain together}  {up to}/until  of the  now/present. 
 

For we  know/understand  because all the  formation/creation  (Mankind)    
it  (Mankind)   groans together   (being all the inter-factional moaning within Mankind  [operating to worldly methodology]), 
also it travails in pain together   (yielding all the  inter-factional  hostility,  between and within nations for 4000 years)   
until now   (which has slid-on by another 2000 years  [yet shall very soon be ended by Yahweh through “The 1st Resurrection”  and then Millennium]). 
 

Let me repeat myself  –  because it is such an important statement to understand Yahweh's Righteousness  (especially when  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  state  the very opposite  for their own  self-indulgent  reasons to the ultimate hurt of their neighbours.  We realise by definition,  they do  not  
have Yahweh's Methodology to edify our neighbour to our own hurt,  and consequently they absolutely do  not  represent Yahweh)  

Yahweh does  NOT  intervene in solving the problems that we create,  –  else the many rebellious humans would immediately label Yahweh as 
a  “Control Freak”  or  “Unreasonable Dictator”  –  just to excuse their wanton activities! 
Please also see Paul’s unmasking suppositions in chapter 6 regarding intervention. 
    (We have also seen rebellion occur in the earlier days of Covid-19 outbreak – disrespecting governmental command of  “social isolation”.) 
Furthermore,  if Yahweh intervened within The World  (as  errantly  and illogically preached by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
pretending to be the only conduit to  “The Almighty God”)  then how can differentiation be made between what Yahweh Methodology yields 
and what Satan's methodology yields? 
The  “waters”  [knowledge]  by analogy  “would become muddied”  and attribution could not be assigned within our weak minds! 

Thus Yahweh  must  stand back  completely away  unsoiled  from the situation and  only  intervene with TCs  (to become His future Sons)  who only  
accurately  teach His Word,  by Him surreptitiously operating The Environment around these TCs to enable this ministry work to occur.   

Yahweh will  not  intervene for any other work  –  else Satan can claim  “it is unfair to any specific person or grouping  (Job.1v8-12, etc.)”.   
Thus,  for the sake of humanity generally -  Yahweh will  only  step-in  just before  “else no flesh be spared”  (Luke.24v22).   JC told us this shall occur at 
the end of The Gospel Age when it becomes very clear to  all  humans on this planet,  they need external  (= extra-terrestrial)  dictatorial intervention to 
resolve Mankind’s impending doom which would by then have become  “obvious to  all  humans,  they were on a path to extinction”! 
Noting upon resurrection,  the people of earlier generations will see  “The Records”  unfold  (Luke.12v2-3)  to realise where the later generations took 
The World  –  that forced Yahweh to intervene with  “The 1st Resurrection”  and  “The Millennium”  3.5 years’ later  (leading to their resurrection and 
consciousness to review all events). 
It is  my responsibility  to teach The World about this  (Matt.24v14)  so The World recognises JCg's kindness expressed in this knowledge enabling  all  
humans to know  there  is  a future for Mankind  –  even though  “The curtains are closing”  on the performance of the last present 6000 years under the 
directorship of Satan.  Where his methodology is followed by The Leaders of The World  (Religion, Politics and Commerce)  as outputted in their works 
to the impoverishing of their neighbours  (behind the façade of offering a “supposed service”  for a price).  Consequently,  his followers become slaves to 
his  self-indulgent  methodology  taking their positions  as leaders within society to gain out of The Public. 
    Again, I must state,  all the above is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian Leaders - to their shame (if they pretend to represent Yahweh’s interests). 
Rom.   8v23 og not  merely/only/alone  And,  but  also  they/[ourselves, TCs]   
Rom.   8v23 og the  firstfruits/{early harvest}/{beginning sacrifice}   
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Rom.   8v23 og of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]   
Rom.   8v23 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   
Rom.   8v23 og also  {we ourselves}  they/[ourselves, TCs]   in  (to the [= within]) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]  
Rom.   8v23 og (we) sigh/{having grief}/murmur/groan  (the) {placing as a son}/adoption   
Rom.   8v23 og (the) {expecting fully}/{eagerly awaiting} [plural]  the  salvation/{ransom in full}/deliverance/redemption   
Rom.   8v23 og of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  {of/from us}. 
Rom.   8v23 = And  not  merely/only  (Mankind moaning of v22),   but  also  they  (people who are spiritually away from Mankind = TCs) 

the  firstfruits/{early harvest}   (are “the best”,  being  “the first”  and thus  elected out  from The Christian Nation  [Rev.14v3-4])  
we  (TCs)   holding/possessing  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (sourced by Yahweh via JC as The Word of God accurately imbued), 
also  we  (TCs),   they   (those people who are spiritually away from Mankind are the TCs)   
in  ourselves  (as TCs)   we  sigh/groan  {expecting fully}/{eagerly awaiting}   (so the future prospect has not yet occurred)  
{placing as a son}/adoption   (being the physical  “Born Again”  process  =  begotten into  “The Family”  is  yet  to occur)  
of the  salvation/redemption  of our  {whole body}   (by it physically being changed into a  heavenly/celestial  body of everlasting life). 

 

And not only   (Mankind generally groaning together  in spiritual darkness)   
but  also they   (“The Early Adopters”,  noting what Paul stated at Phil.1v20-26,  groaning for  “The Known Expectation”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”)   
the firstfruits   (“The 144000 TCs”  as The Wheat  Firstfruit following 50 days after The Barley  Firstfruit offering  [JC]  to The Temple,  Lev.23v5-25)   
also we   (TCs alive now teaching  “1st Century Christianity”),    
they   (TCs following over the next some 2000 years)    
in ourselves   (all 144000 TCs will think precisely like us  [apostles]  now) 
we   (all  “the 144000 TCs”  actively imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  now and over The Gospel Age)    
groan eagerly awaiting   (for  “The 1st Resurrection”  to become the metaphoric wife to JCg) 
adoption   (being physically  “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  to be the future  “Sons of God”  alongside JCg in The Millennium) 
of the  (guaranteed)  salvation of our whole body   (when resurrected into a  heavenly/celestial  physical body,  1Cor.15v35-55). 

          (TCs have guaranteed Life,  as Sons of God,  with their name on the Scroll of [guaranteed] Life for JCg to remove The Seals to achieve his bride) 
 

This verse explains so much  –  but is  not  preached by  worldly Christian Leaders in their  substandard  worldly doctrine which  never  explains what 
all this really means within a person’s life and commitment  –  but they only preach  “passivity”,  so that people do not realise they must personally push 
out themselves for adoption!   The correct explanation is given within the embedded parenthesis. 
I must clearly emphasise  

The TCs are going through  “The Spiritual Reconfiguration”  of the  “Synapse Construction Mapping”  (= “learning”  how to imitate JC and 
then  “faithfully doing”)  during which time they personally groan at what is occurring around them within The World  (not necessarily 
personal issues,  but the whole of creation is painful – having empathy with billions of sufferers blinded by this world’s methodology). 
Consequently,  the TCs are looking forward to  “The Vista”  of The Millennium in their mind when JCg  physically  sorts everything out in the 
2nd part of our physical life. 

Rom.   8v24 og to the  [= in/with/by/on]  For  anticipation/expectancy/confidence   
Rom.   8v24 og (we were) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved,   
Rom.   8v24 og (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence  and  (the being) beheld/seen/looked/beware/{taken heed}   
Rom.   8v24 og not  (it) is  (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence,  
Rom.   8v24 og who/what/that/which  for  (he/she) beholds/sees/looks/beware/{takes heed}  {some/any/certain person},   
Rom.   8v24 og why/what/which/wherefore  also  (he/she) anticipates/expects/{has confidence}?  
Rom.   8v24 = For  in  the  anticipation/expectation   (of adoption to become a  “Son of God”),   

we   (speaking  only  as TCs in context with perfected minds)   were  delivered/saved   (for a  guaranteed  eternity),   
and  the  anticipation/expectation  being  beheld/seen/observed  is  not  the  anticipation/expectation,   
for what  {some/any person}  he/she  beholds/sees,   also  why   (then)   he/she  anticipates/expects   (it to occur)?  

 

For in the expectation   (of adoption to become a future  “Son of God”,  as  only  determined by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23) 
we   (Paul speaking on behalf of the successful TCs with perfected minds  [noting 2Tim.4v6-8])   
were delivered   (inasmuch the  “successful TCs”  have  guaranteed  salvation,  Rev.2v11, Rev.20v6), 
and the expectation being seen   (now  [1] physically of JC’s resurrection  [2] spiritually JC [God’s Word]  makes perfect sense) 
          (Operating at two levels for TCs,  [1] to purify The Mind in the 1st part of our physical life,  then  [2] physically in the 2nd part of our life) 
is not the expectation   (because of the above has occurred  -  to now become  “a certainty”  within our rational  [as we imitate JC]) 
           (inasmuch the event has occurred as a proven reality  [1] in the mind to produce a TC,  and then  [2] upon resurrection  [as it did to JC]), 
for what some person  he/she  sees   (both  [1] physically,  and then  [2] spiritually  [when everything righteously links together]),   
also,  then why  he/she  expects   (it to occur [after the event of both  {1} spiritually now and the  {2} physically in The Millennium])? 
 

This verse operates at two levels. 
1. The physical. 
Paul is trying to counter those people speaking about  “The General Resurrection”  having already occurred  (2Tim.2v18). 
Exactly as we hear today of  worldly Christian leaders stating today   “As soon as you die you go to heaven!”   
For  (speaking as a  worldly Christian)  this must be a resurrection to consciousness,  particularly  (as errantly presupposed)  these resurrected people 
speak on our behalf and are supposedly  “up there”  “looking down”  upon us  (this appears to indicate conscious behaviour)! 
 –  But I ask Why?   

What has changed  since Paul wrote this  (some 25 years after JC’s ministry and Death)? 
Thus,  Paul is stating   Contrary to this false teaching  (then  and today),  we who are  The  Firstfruits  as TCs are  still waiting in The Expectation  of 
this occurring to us,  and  equally to those TCs who are  already asleep in death.  If we are still waiting for us to be changed into Sons of God  (all 
together),  then  why  is it still called  “The Expectation”,  rather we should be saying it has already occurred because we would be  seeing/observing  
the results of this resurrection around us today  -  already! 

But we do not!  –  Thus,  it  is  a  worldly  created  falsehood  to cause confusion sourced by Satan to oppose Yahweh’s Word! 
We are also told  The Firstfruits  are resurrected in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6,  written another some 30 years later)  –  being supremely blessed 
individuals and it will be obvious to The World when this occurs Matt.24v27,  Rev.11v11-13. 

Therefore,  I ask our  worldly Christian leaders   Can they give me a past event in time when this occurred? 
Obviously,  they cannot  –  thus we sensibly reason that it has  not  yet occurred  –  but it  will  occur  relatively soon. 

Sadly,  just about everything specific about  “The Real Faith”  representing Yahweh,  our  worldly Christian leaders  get wrong! 
They are only skilled in promoting “Religion” as sourced by The World,  for The World, paid by The World  (hence worldly “professionals”)! 
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Upon my 3rd revision I noticed I have not explained towards what Paul is leading within his rational. 
It must be fully understood,  Paul is always teaching of  “The Ideal Goal”  that Yahweh greatly desires,  which is to gain His 144000 TCs  (as 
future “Sons of God”)  over The Gospel Age of some 2000 years.   

Paul knows  (and we can read it in all his epistles),  the only way people are to achieve this goal to fulfil Yahweh's Desire is to  entirely  reform our 
minds away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology.  This is  “The Core”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  teaching  (utterly ignored for 
the last some 1700+ years by our  worldly and worse, charlatan  Christian leaders)  to thoroughly imbue  “The Word of God”,  and then start precisely 
imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return  –  all precisely as The Bible teaches us.  This is towards what Paul is taking us in his 
teaching over the next few verses.  If we understand this  –   then  we can spot the  twisted translation  given in our  worldly  translated bibles to promote 
the worldly Trinity myth  -  only  when we have my  most transparent translation  as  “The Prime Reference”  to be our  trustworthy  guide. 

What would Yahweh prefer? 
After speaking about The Physical,  now we move on to - 
2. The spiritual. 
As I explained earlier,  Paul is presenting a logical argument to explain how we can personally attain Yahweh's  “Ideal Goal”  for us,  as individuals. 
I espoused earlier that Paul knows we can only achieve this ideal goal by entirely changing how we think and operate within The World today,  where we 
are to operate according to how  “The Rules of The Millennium”  will operate  –  being diametrically opposed to how  “The Rules of the world” operate 
today within society.  In this manner,  then we become useful stewards for Yahweh to use in teaching  “The Resurrected World”  how to behave – if we 
have already demonstrably shown that we have already lived by these rules under the affliction caused by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  
countering what the TCs teach. 
Therefore,  Paul's argument goes along these lines - 

In the previous verse Paul categorically states   “The Goal”  -  that is our  “Ideal Target”. 
But how do we get there? 

We now enter this verse,  and the following verses. 
He starts by stating   Presently we are only expecting  –  we absolutely know it is to occur -  but we do not precisely know when it is to occur. 

But for this to personally occur,  to be  “The Expectation”,  then we must gain  “The Knowledge”  first  and then absolutely  understand  The Knowledge 
by thoroughly  assaying  The Knowledge  to ensure that it is  “the correct knowledge” –  else  our expectation shall be flawed and not be an expectation!  
It simply becomes a useless  “hope”  built upon vanity  (as for our  worldly  Christian leaders,  shown by what they preach)!  
Thus,  Paul is telling us here    

We TCs are delivered because we have built our mind upon  “The Word of God”  and become to live like JC  (to have his  presence/parousia  
within us)  to have  “The  One/Same  Expectation”  that he  (JC)  had of his Father Yahweh  -  Who likewise desires to  adopt  (ideally)  us  
(TCs)  living in this  one/same  expectation as did JC. 

The point being,  we presently live in  “The Expectation of The Spiritual Mind”  anticipating precisely what  “JC Expected”,  because we have the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  built upon precisely the  one/same  knowledge as that which operated within JC  –  by virtue we wholly imbued  
“The Word of God”  within our mind,  thoroughly  assayed/tested.  In this manner,  we know how to precisely imitate JC with absolute fidelity so an 
external independent assessor  cannot  distinguish the difference between JC and the TC. 
Thus until  “The Event”  has occurred,  then we must live upon  “The Expectation”  that  “The Word of God” [JC]  delivers within our mind. 

But when  “The Event”  occurs,  then it proves correct what was in our mind,  inasmuch by counter,  we will  not  achieve  “The Goal of 
Sonship”  if our mind does not precisely operate in the  one/same  manner as that which operated in JC!   

This is Paul's reasoning ready for the next stage to explain  how to make this  “Goal”  a future reality. 
Rom.   8v25 og if  And  who/what/which/that  not  (we) behold/see/look/beware{take heed}   
Rom.   8v25 og (we) anticipate/expect/{have confidence}  through (reason of) 
Rom.   8v25 og (of the) patience/endurance/{patient continuance}  (we) [TCs] {expect fully}/{eagerly await}. 
Rom.   8v25 = And  if  what  not  we  (TCs)   behold/see   (being physically alongside JCg at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 

(then)   we  (TCs)   anticipate/expect   (that our adoption shall occur in the future) 
through reason  of the  patience/endurance   (during the persecution of the 1st part of our physical life  [from “Religious Leaders”])  
we  (TCs)   {expect fully}/{eagerly await}   (“The 1st Resurrection”  unto adoption to  “The Loving Father Yahweh”). 

 

And if what not we (TCs)  see   (being  “The Resultant of The Expectation”  =  “The Physical Sonship”  to Yahweh at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
(then)   we (TCs)  expect   (“The Adoption”  will  occur because we  have  precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  [that comes from “real faith”]) 
through reason of the  patience/endurance   (of the persecution  [from “Religious Leaders”]  firming our resolve  to continue precisely imitating JC) 
we (TCs)  eagerly await   (“The 1st Resurrection”  to occur,  resulting in us personally achieving Yahweh's “ideal goal”,  ready for The Millennium). 
 

Clearly it is  only  the TCs and The Brethren  (actively trying to become TCs)  who  demonstrate  their intense desire for  “The Expectation of The 
Inheritance”  rather than a mere  passive  “hope”  of something occurring in the future as we witness today amongst the members within the  worldly 
Christian Nation and of other worldly sourced doctrines.  The TCs  actively  show their Expectation  (to thus  make  “The Resultant”  occur)  by 
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  while within the 1st part of their physical life to be rewarded with Sonship to Yahweh.   
By precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  means the TCs are always endeavouring to  bring-in  the next generation of TCs to that small flock 
(Luke.12v32, John.10v3)  who are  also  trying to precisely imitate JC  –  thereby accruing the required 144000 during The Gospel Age so that  “The 
Expectation”  can  then  be fulfilled! 

Can the reader see the virtuous circle operating within this exegesis? 
Now continuing with my 3rd revision addition  
Paul is affirming how we achieve this  “Goal of Sonship”  by purifying our mind through the endurance of precisely imitating JC with stoic patience of 
rebuffing worldly methodology outputted by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  burying their roots firmly into the present worldly system. 
We must  not  be involved within worldly politics by supporting one side or the other,  giving an example of so very many,  as I write this revision today   
The instruction issued by  “The House of Bishops”  on 17 Feb 2015 – “they just cannot help themselves”!   Something to which The Bible consistently 
tells us to avoid,  being the very worldly operations because Yahweh will destroy it  (2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.19v16-21, etc.),  but they like to  “Control People”  
for the worldly return this gives to them  (power/leverage/glory/honour/money/influence/sex/pension/etc.)  –  therefore,  we are instructed to  “get out of 
Religion”  at Rev.18v4,  please see my local commentaries.  These type of people  have entirely the  wrong  mindset  to rule  “The Resurrected World”,  
and as they presently stand,  they are  utterly rejected by Yahweh  to represent Him,  now  (as proven)  and in the future  (hence of her rejection). 
Returning from that example,  very pertinent here.   We who are actively aiming to become TCs are to advocate,  canvass for The Millennium,  being a 
future where Yahweh’s Methodology  “to edify people to our own hurt”  shall cover The Earth mutually between all people,  and those people who 
refuse,  shall be subject to JCg ensuring this methodology operates Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15.  This is precisely why present day leaders of politics and 
religion as  taking  “The First/Most”,  shall be brought low  (to give them the best opportunity to reform their mind from a low base of humility,  which 
they clearly do not have now),  to be  given  The Last/Least  within that future society upon their resurrection.  It is this that should be taught,  together 
with all the supporting exegesis given by The Old Testament,  righteously answered by JC in The New Testament  to give foundation and steadfastness  
in our resolve to reform ourselves and our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Without this  “Knowledge”  then we have a house built upon the sand 
(Matt.7v26-27)  being self-indulgent titivation of the emotions that has no lasting qualities.   

It is absolutely not to put a mark on a worldly ballot box paper in a 1 minute action,  and hand over control to your worldly life to someone 
who does not care for your existence as soon as you have put that mark a worldly ballot paper  (in answer to the earlier example)! 
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Yahweh through JCg  cares for our future existence  –  and we show our appreciation by faithfully observing His requirements of us by us following his 
commandments  (John.14v15, 21).  But unless we thoroughly read The Bible  daily  –  then we will not know what are those requirements for us to fulfil  
–  because absolutely,  we will  not  receive that information from  worldly Christian leaders teaching “Religion”!   They are only  “doing a job for a 
worldly return”,  they do  not  really care for our future  (behind the hypocritical smile)  else  they  would  teach  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by 
JC and The Apostles  to truly edify  “The Recipient”  to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 

But they do not even know what is Yahweh’s Desire  –  to even know where to start!    
Perhaps they would do well to read  “Yahweh’s Desire”  in my glossary,  to  “know where to start”! 

After my necessary excursion  (from what I heard today on the radio, by example),  returning to The Verse,  it is imperative for us to gain  accurate  
knowledge and teach The World this knowledge  –  for which we will be viciously attacked by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  –  because it is 
not what they want to be taught.   Why,  because it exposes them to be  fraudsters with God’s Word  –  because they teach   “What the World wants to 
hear for The Worldly return this gives to them”,  hence what JC taught at John.15v15-25.  All this brings endurance and patience through 1Cor.3v13,  to 
become  “The New Temple Stones”  (1Cor.3v16, 2Cor.6v16, 1Pet.2v5)  all 144000  “white stones”  (by allegory “purified and everlasting”)  of  “The 
New Temple”. 
This Goal is spoken about within Revelations as  “The Centre of Operations”  (CCC [= Command and Control Centre])  of Jerusalem,  which is  not  a 
physical city,  but rather,  “The Organisation of Yahweh”  ruling over  “The Whole of The Resurrected World”  with all righteousness to yield  “Real 
Peace”  throughout The World. 
This is what we should be teaching The World  –  and not to be putting a worthless mark on a worldly ballot box paper!  

Our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  just   “Do not get it”  -  in more ways than one! 
That is why Yahweh absolutely rejects them to represent Him now,  and into the future  (as JC's  parables/illustrations  consistently tell us)! 

38th Comment – The TCs and Brethren actively aiming to be TCs can inwardly communicate with Yahweh by both feeling 
His Pain (world suffering)  and of His Joy (a new TC produced)  to bring forth The Millennium  (to end Satan’s tenure). 
TCs prove their ownership, responsibility, and accountability with God’s Word  to yield  a perfected society. 
Their mind  thinks and reasons exactly the  one/same  as does Yahweh,  because it is wholly built on God’s Word. 
74th Reasoning – Because the Brethren’s  spirit/personality/desires/trait  is so interlinked with Yahweh’s 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to create this new embryonic spirit entity  (formed within our synapse mapping)  within us, 
then  (sub)consciously  we who are aiming to become TCs are able to communicate to Yahweh our innermost concerns 
without the need of physical words.  Only  because our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is entirely based upon The Word 
of God  –  then The Brethren can operate  instinctively  as though  {in direct communication}/{linked in}  with Yahweh,  as 
we are taught at 1John.5v14-15.   It is most certainly  not  as preached in Charismatic congregations  (only yields vanity)! 
Worldly Christians cannot wholly prove their ownership, responsibility, and accountability  to yield  The Millennium,  and 
by degrees give succour to the present worldly methodology of the  animalistic/carnal  mind lusting for  The Immediacy! 
75th Reasoning – Yahweh seeks the innermost parts of a TCs interrogating them in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  for 
their worthiness of being  called/invited  to fulfil His Desire  (and ideally to become  selected/elected,  Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
57th Good News – TCs  “by principle”  Love (= to edify)  Yahweh,  practice this quality of love by bringing more,  new 
TCs,  to Him  (as future Sons of God).  It is for this reason they are first  called/invited   (to realise this 144000 as soon as 
possible by Yahweh's then  election/selection  process  –  before Mankind implodes  –  thus truly  a race against time). 
58th Good News – Yahweh knew before these TCs existed,  those people displaying qualities to precisely emulate His son 
JC to the very best of their abilities.  Also, this number of 144000 would be reached just  before  Mankind imploded and at 
the same point in time when  the Earth is filled  with  ultimately the  correct  number  of people it can support). 
59th Good News – Yahweh knew beforehand who these TCs would be,  and because JC  was  able to justify them  (by 
atoning their sins of the 1st part of their life)  and setting the required standard  (in their mind)  of which they were able to 
meet,  then Yahweh  is  able to resurrect them to become Sons of God.  To rule over  their  inheritance in The Millennium. 
They have fulfilled  “The Birthright/Promise”  as given unto Abraham,  as  “The First Born”  begotten by Yahweh  within 
“The 1st Resurrection”  to follow  (as The Firstfruit Wheat)  their  master/bridegroom  JCg  (as The Firstfruit Barley). 
Rom.   8v26 og {as thus}/{in the same way}/{even as}/{in like manner}  And   
Rom.   8v26 og also  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]   
Rom.   8v26 og (it) {joins together (as sitting at a table)}/{reclines with}/unites   
Rom.   8v26 og to the  feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness  {of/from us},    the (thing)  for   
Rom.   8v26 og why/what/which/wherefore  (we may/should) {towards supplicate}/{pray with a vow} [for a mutual result]  
Rom.   8v26 og {according to which}/{precisely/proportioned as}  (he/she) {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought,   
Rom.   8v26 og not  (we) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive,    
Rom.   8v26 og but  it/same  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [of Yahweh through JCg]   
Rom.   8v26 og (it/he/she) {speaks on the behalf}/{makes intercession for}/entreats/{pleads our case}/intercedes   
Rom.   8v26 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  [(of the) us  = CA thus ignore] 
Rom.   8v26 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) sighing/{having grief}/murmurings/groanings  [plural] 
Rom.   8v26 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) unspeakable/{that cannot be uttered}/inarticulate  [plural]. 
Rom.   8v26 = And  {in like manner}  also  the  spirit/personality/desire/trait   (of Yahweh through JCg as The Word of God)   

it  {joins together}/{recline with}  within our  feebleness/weakness,  
(inasmuch thinking like Yahweh,  then we are guided to what we should be asking  –  to fulfil His Desire and  not  our self-indulgent desire) 
for  the thing  (expectation)   that  we may  supplicate/{pray earnestly}  {according to which}/{precisely as}  {it is necessary}/should 
not  we  know/understand   (what to ask to resolve these problems – being our next move in our present life to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire), 
but  it is  as  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of Yahweh through JCg as  “The Word of God”  having already  educated our mind)   
it  {speaks on behalf}/intercedes  over/above  unspeakable/inarticulate  sighing/grief  (our conscience moves us to our next set of actions). 

 

And in like manner   (to achieve  “The Goal”  of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  being The Context of this suite of verses) 
also the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of Yahweh given to us via JC as  “The Word of God”  having educated  our mind,  provided we hearken) 
it   (being our thought processes that are entirely in tune with Yahweh’s thought processes because we  think/reason  like JC as   “The Word of God”) 
          (“It” = the HS being our thought processes  recreated  by “The Word of God” changing our mind  away from  worldly methodology.) 
joins together   (being the moulding of our original animalistic thought processes that are learning to become  identical  to those of  JC. 
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within our feebleness   (being the animalistic side of our mind  –  reference to Rom.7v23-24, etc.  to wrench our mind unto  “The Word of God”) 
for the thing   (The Expectation to attain “The Goal” of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to become a future  “Son of God”  by  precisely imitating JC now) 
that we may supplicate   (to ask for external assistance to surmount seemingly impossible barriers,  so that we might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
according to not what we must know   (to succeed,  inasmuch  not knowing how  these  external  barriers at the time of prayer might be surmounted) 
but it is as the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (Our new spiritual mind  knows where it wants to go  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  by thinking like JC) 
it   (our mind  as a new spiritual creature,  thinking in precisely the  one/same  manner as JC  –  the mind  having been built upon  “The Word of God”) 
speaks on behalf   (our new spiritual creature built entirely upon  “The Word of God”  asks on behalf of our old self,  to yield Yahweh’s Desire) 
over/above   (our new spiritual mind  now entirely built  upon God’s Word has pre-eminence to Yahweh  favouring the new  over  our old defunct self) 
inarticulate   (the new spiritual mind operating to Yahweh’s Methodology is speaking things that our old self would never ask of Yahweh) 
            (It is  not  the mystic nonsense as taught by  “Leaders of Religion”  –  but rather we would be asking how we might improve our teaching skills,   
            or to be opening new doors in our ministry work,  making our character more like JC – something a  “worldly person”  would  never  ask/speak!) 
sighing   (over what the world is presently like,  hence of our asking for assistance earlier to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to bring forth The Millennium). 

            (Therefore,  the ending of this verse  “closes the loop”  to the beginning of the verse and is not left  “open loop”  as Christendom interprets!) 
 

After reading that  –  we realise that this understanding would  never  be taught that by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders! 
We would be taught by them   “mystery and intrigue” enabling these religious leaders to personally gain out of the nonsense  they and their peers create!  
Therefore,  I must categorically state  
I must proclaim a  serious health warning  to this verse! 

This verse is  hijacked and twisted  to suit some  worldly (perhaps “charlatans”)  Christian leaders’  aims of self-indulgence! 
Unfortunately,  it is not just one but  two  health warnings here in  just the  one  verse! 

The clue for the necessary health warning  is  that it is just  one  verse!  
This enables  the rogue element  (= the “self-indulgent”)  of  “The Religious Community”  to derive whatever they like from it,  because there are few 
verses in The Bible to demonstrate their presented falsehoods!   Rather, we must put this verse  back into context  to understand what Paul is teaching us. 
It must be clearly understood by The Reader,  this twisting is only done because certain people  “prefer not to know”   (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50). 
They  “ prefer not to know”  by generating  unreasoned  “mystery”,  enabling these unprincipled leaders to  “lord it over other people”  for personal 
gain from  “mystery,  intrigue and confusion”.  This is  precisely the opposite  thought process operating within JC and The Apostles  (Matt.13v11-13)   
who when knowing themselves,  went out to  accurately explain  “The Word of God”  very clearly  to the public  without  “mystery, intrigue and 
confusion”.   The recipients of  “teaching clarity”  formally knew nothing about how JC as “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answered  “God’s Word 
part 1”  (The Tanakh).  JC and The Apostles did not deliberately keep the recipients  “in the dark, within mystery”  –  they all clearly explained  “The 
Disclosing Truth”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   without mysteries! 

We may ask,  what are  these perversions  to what  “The Word of God”  really  teaches us? 
1. Support for speaking  (supposedly)  “in tongues”. 
2. Claiming the HS of Yahweh is a personage,  rather than in reality it is  Yahweh’s Pure Desire  exercised  to achieve His desired aim. 

(That is fulfilled in  [1] hearkening recipients who fulfil His desire,  [2] Yahweh physically exercises His Authority in the environment) 
1. Let us consider:  “Speaking in tongues”. 
    False Christian leaders claim this adds support to 1Cor14v1-5 and then conveniently ignore 1Cor14v6-33  (in particular v23 given in context). 
I expand all that through logical discussion within my very many local commentaries in 1Corinthians at the appropriate places of those cited verses, 
please also see my commentaries for Acts chapter 2 and chapter 10  that thoroughly explains  in context  what  “speaking in tongues”  really means!  
Importantly to explain this verse,  then we must  (1) look at the context and  (2) the specific words used. 

The words used here are between a TC and Yahweh,  not  between a TC and another human as given in Corinthians.  
Thus,  we can safely reason  two totally different situations  are being spoken of in these  two very different  passages.  
Consequently,  it is utterly unreasonable to link the two different situations together  –  when Paul is speaking about  two entirely  different  situations. 
Furthermore,  look at the context and what is being said.   It is like the  “comparison of apples and oranges”! 

Yes,  – they both grow on trees,  but they are entirely different fruit! 
Here it is when the TC gets to a point where the new part of the brain built upon  “The Word of God”  is speaking about things that the  old  self has no 
desire to speak.   Where in this section   The  “New Self”  built upon  “The Word of God”  is to be asking for guidance in the next suite of works to 
combat the oppressive regime operating within  “The World”.  However, in Corinthians the context is for explaining,  the duplex  (= two way)  
passing/communication  of information,  being  “The Word of God”  between two or more people  (see also Act.2v1-47).  Thus,  two totally different 
situations,  and it is utterly fraudulent to “The Word of God”  to  “mix and twist”  God's Word through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19,  to mean 
something that The Author  never  intended! 
This verse can be explained at two but opposite extremes (with a linking middle). 

1. At one level it would be The TC consciously operating under  “The New Mind”  (= new  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  built entirely upon 
“The Word of God”  (JC)  having an intense  {edifying love}/agapao  for Yahweh becomes impassioned to progress further in precisely 
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (something that is  unspeakable  to the  “old self”  warring within ourselves, Rom.7v23-24  [of context]). 

2. At the other extreme it would be the TC in utter despair of the worldly situation being man’s inhumanity against man and the despoiling of the 
planet  (resources/animals/landscape)  against what the TC pictures it to be like in The Millennium under JCg’s rule.  This perfected 
environment as taught by The Prophets viewing  The Millennium where  “Israel”  is  “The 3rd Epoch Israel” = “The Resurrected World”). 

3. Yet in the middle of these two extremes during the day to day of life’s ministry the TCs has a rapport with Yahweh to operate as though  {in 
direct communication}/{linked in}  operating instinctively  in the  one/same  manner as would Yahweh when faced with daily intercourse  –  in 
precisely the same manner as would JC when presented the same situation.  Thus,  the communication is  physically unvoiced  because both 
parties are entirely  symbiotic to one another  operating as  “one Entity”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26, 1John.5v14-15, etc.). 

From this reasoned explanation,  the reader can realise it is an internal prayer that as it says  “unvoiced groanings”  to indicate that it is  internal  
communication rather than an external communication.  JCg,  as we are told,  is  “the heart-knower”  (being an expression of Luke’s within his writings)  
operating as  “The Word of God”  within individuals yielding Yahweh’s HS  (within TCs and those specific individuals actively aiming to become TCs). 
Logically as I have explained then we conclude,  it does  not  require audible sound for communication because it is done  internally  as the scriptures 
tell us  (1Sam.16v7, etc.).   Please also see John.11v38, specifically my commentary that logically explains what was occurring at the time. 
Finally look at the repetitive use of  “groanings/sighing”  they are in the context  “as internal”,  thus illustrating Paul is continuing a train of thought as 
he mentally surveys what is occurring within The World  (= the  Formation/Thing)  around him. 
Only  false  Christian leaders would desire to preach anything other;  purely for  “mass self-indulgent hype”  –  so their subjects feel as though they had  
“a good time”  (to fed the animalistic  “feel-good”  factor of emotional self-indulgence  –  being  “The Immediacy”  of which an animalistic carnal mind 
craves within this world)!   This does not generate a respectful mind unto Yahweh that is competent to  “Righteously Rule”  “The Resurrected World”  
with  “Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility”  as we are taught at Luke.19v16-19 by JC being  “The Thrust”  of The Gospel Age.    
Thus,  we realise this type of  “visible worldly performance”  is  not  scriptural  as I clearly explain here and innumerate other places on this website  
“FutureLife.Org”!   Fraudulent interpretation is  only  generated by  “worldly conmen”  for  “a worldly return”!    
Furthermore,  all Christian leaders who remain quiet on such matters are equally condemned by Yahweh for allowing this practice of misrepresentation 
to occur without their condemnation  (Rom.1v32, Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26, etc.)! 
2. Now consider those people claiming:  “HS is a personage”. 
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It is the phase  “but the spirit it pleads for us”.  The questioned word is the pronoun  “it”  spelt in Greek as  “auto”  (Greek acc. sg. neut.)  in this 
particular place,  and sadly  the  deliberate  misinterpretation  on this word to the Greek  “autos”  (Greek nom. sg. masc.)  which has a  totally different 
meaning,  to  promote/perpetuate  a falsehood by  worldly translators having a  worldly  fixation within their mind  (being the paycheque)! 
Let me explain this  systematic erroneous  problem - 
In virtually all the standard  worldly bible translations created by translators beholden to  “The Trinity Doctrine”  perhaps rather   to the paymasters of  
“The Trinity myth”  (or just atheists and could not care less –  but  “run with the herd”  for worldly payment)  translate this word  “it”  as  “himself”  to 
deliberately perpetuate the very worldly human myth called  “The Trinity Doctrine”.  This is particularly evident in the NIV and Good News “bibles”. 
The best thing readers can do with these translations is to throw them away  (rather burn or compost them,  so they do not pollute the minds of other 
victims)!    These translations just  cannot be trusted  for any form of analytical study to gain  “The Disclosing Truth”  and for other reasons I have 
discovered while carrying out this most exhaustive  translation/commentary/explanation  of The New Testament  -  that I  freely  give to The World on 
The Internet!   Where any person in secrecy,  in total anonymity,  having no need to give me any personal contact details  (as the strings that I could pull 
later  “for donations”)  can read  “The Word of God”  in its most original and purest form to be  “The Prime Reference Standard”.   
Let me explain myself regarding my accusation to our non-professionals  (fraudsters to The Profession of Translators). 
It all comes down to the  “case endings”  some 24 of them depending upon the permutations of  singular/plural/nominative/genitive/dative/accusative. 
The reader may inspect the correct translation for  “himself”  at 1Peter 5v10 where the word  “autos”  is the correct word. 
If Paul wanted to say  “him”  which he wrote for Yahweh in  verse 30,  then he would use the basic variation being  “autou”  
There are other case endings,  but do not come out easily in a PDF format  –  so I have ignored them! 
Then we can conclude Paul would have used this word  if  he wished to convey a personage  –  but he did  not! 
Needless to say,  Paul only used the foreshortened version being  “auto”  is used that translates as  “it”. 
Thus,  appropriate usage for  “capability”  having no personage value.  This is also very consistent to the theme through the whole of The Bible where 
Yahweh and JC are mentioned in the same verse as separate entities,  –  but    

Where is there any mention of the HS as an equal personage? 
Except  the HS  is  “Yahweh Expressed Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”   where it is Yahweh expressing His infinite 
Authority/Capability to  “ensure something done”  that ultimately yields  “The Best Conclusion”  within  “The Environment”.   

All contexts of the HS are of something happening to fulfil God’s  Desire/Will  where naturally - 
Yahweh’s Desire is  “holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”  which occurs within the TCs fulfilling His Desire  –  
because they have  correctly imbued  “The Word of God”,  assayed/tested  it to gain assurance,  and then  operate with fidelity upon it  to 
gain the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh  –  a complete righteous circle! 

It is just so sad that I am forced to belabour the point in  “righteous exegesis”  –  to combat  the rampant pandemic nonsense taught by Satan’s 
representatives!   Noting it is so obvious to Atheists  -  being why they presently remain as atheists,  when assaying the output of Religious Leaders! 
We realise  “Satan” =  “Opposes/Resists/Adversarial”  to Yahweh’s Desire being made manifest within The Environment. 

How can worthless doctrine that consumes man’s time in mysteries,  misappropriated to fuel self-indulgent activity and return,  actually be 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  except  be opposing it  –  being  His desire to yield Mankind’s Salivation  as clearly explained on this website? 

I give an easy email route for Trinitarian supporters to contact me  “supposedly explaining”  their  “utterly errant exegesis”  –  so that I might publicly 
illuminate line by line their many errors  using The Bible in Context  –  just give me this fatuous material!   This public request has been valid for the last 
seven years but there have been no takers so far from the many thousands of readers to this website  –  that speaks volumes does it not? 
I may develop this further with much more supporting evidence in a separate document.  This Bible translation and explanation is not the place to 
develop and thus belabour this point other than to give the reader notification of  deliberate  misinterpretation  to  perpetuate  misinformation to promote 
mysticism out which people worldly profit!     This is fraud,  and the people doing this are fraudsters – Yahweh detests them! 
Sadly,  StrongsTM adds to this confusion and only gives 846 for “autos” to mean “himself”.  Buried in StrongsTM explanation for “autos” is the word 
“it/same”  but does not amplify to indicate that  “it”  comes from the word  “auto”.  This  knowledge/understanding  of which I give here only comes 
from Greek Lexicons and Greek Grammar books,  of which I have quite a few,  and forced to use for this fuller explanation.  Thus the  “spiritually poor”  
Public generally having no access to these publications  –  will then suffer under  “the cartel of worldly academia”  subscribing to Luke.16v19-21 who 
themselves  demonstrably  have  no real  interest in  “The Disclosing Truth”  –  but only perpetuate their worldly positions amongst their peers! 
The whole thing is an abomination to  “The Word of God”  and of His interests on this planet,  but people cannot keep the lid on  “The Pressure Cooker 
of Truth”  indefinitely,  until it will publicly burst open and scold those people who are keeping  “The Truth”  from being made public for worldly self-
indulgent reasons! 
To finally wrap up this point,  I implore the reader to check the 9th word in Greek of Romans 9v17.  Unfortunately the NIV translation has been so 
massaged  (as usual)  that it is difficult to spot the translated word of  “auto”,  but the NIV has translated the word  “auto”  to be  “very”,  but here at 
v26 to be  “himself”  however my word of  “it”  (or  “the same”  could be)  used in both instances fits both uses of the word.  
Further in Romans 15v5 check the 12th word here  “auto”  is translated to be  “same”  in most Bibles,  but I translate to “it” and refer to context.  
Again,  the NIV translation is so massaged this word cannot be found,  but perhaps the closest word used for  “auto”  is  “unity”. 
I rest my case  –  we  cannot  trust the NIV  translation  it is  an absolute abomination  to  “The Disclosing Truth”  contained within The Original Word!   
Rather the NIV is a  human interpretation  of the original Greek,  and not “a translation”  –  best to burn or compost it  –  and get ourselves a  useful  
and  accurate  Bible for  analytical study  (unless you specifically desire a  “fairy story”  book  –  then read the NIV,  being the inventions of Mankind)! 

I therefore have concluded for now  (even though I have hardly begun with the  “wealth of knowledge at my fingertips”  that I could use)! 
Thus,  if the Trinitarians really want  “a run for their money”  –  then please contact me!  

It is time now,  at  “The Close”  of The Gospel Age,  to bring an end,  once and for all time,  to this most  unrighteous  worldly sourced myth! 
Rom.   8v27 og The (One [Yahweh])  and  enquiring/seeking/searching/investigating  the  hearts/{seats of motivation}   
Rom.   8v27 og (it/He/she) knows/understands/{be aware}/sees/perceives  why/what/which/wherefore   
Rom.   8v27 og the  {mental inclination/purpose}/{frame of thought}  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Rom.   8v27 og because  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) God [Yahweh]  
Rom.   8v27 og (it/he/she) {speaks on the behalf}/{makes intercession for}/entreats     
Rom.   8v27 og over/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the) blameless/{holy persons}  [TCs]. 
Rom.   8v27 = And  The  (One [Yahweh])   enquiring/searching  the  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (= “heart-knower” is “the specific god”)  

He  knows/understands  what  the  {mental inclination/purpose}  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (being at one/same with a TC),   
because  according to  the  God  (Yahweh),   it  intercedes  on behalf  of the  {holy people}/TCs. 

 

And The One (Yahweh)  enquiring the  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (for Sonship and  “The Future Role”  of teaching “The Resurrected World”) 
               (This is  “The Special/Greater [1st] Judgment”  Yahweh makes upon  “Christians”  during The Gospel Age  [likewise 1Sam.16v7-13].) 
He (Yahweh)  knows/understands  what the mental  inclination/purpose   (being those people suitable for future kingship 1Sam.16v7-13.) 
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (required for this future position of authority   Question; is “it” suitable material for “This Responsibility”?) 
               (Inasmuch our wholly reformed mind  [as  “it”]  built upon God’s Word operates entirely with the HS  [to be the one/same as JC and Yahweh]) 
because according to the God  (Yahweh)    (= The TCs having the  one/same  characteristics as  “The Ideal Source”  [Yahweh]) 
it   (being our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [“mind”]  having been built upon  “The Word of God”  so the TCs exactly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
intercedes   (the  new  person/creature  [of new spirit/etc.]  within a TC  built entirely upon God’s Word  [JC]  interfaces directly to Yahweh) 
               (Hence this is how the transition occurs within us,  where  “ho theos”  moves from JC to Yahweh as  “t/The s/Specific g/God”  of us.   
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               The moulding of our mind away from The World to be precisely imitating JC makes this transition possible and how Yahweh becomes  
              “The Adopting Father”  and then He is  righteously  able to Personally forgive  “us” [TCs]  as the  “then-to-be-accepted”  Sons of God.) 
on behalf of the holy people  (144000 TCs)    (all as stated above  in the context of previous verses leading up to this,  from Rom.8v24 onwards). 
 

When I originally worked on this verse many years ago,  I launched into a vitriolic tirade against the worldly  misrepresentation of this verse,  where  
worldly theologians spin the myth of a HS personage from  out of nothing.  I did this because of my intense  desire/passion  for  absolute  
precision/accuracy  rather than the gross distortion given by our  “supposed professional Religious Teachers”   (because we need  The Perfect Standard  
–  else we flounder  –  that is why we have by example,  absolute physical reference standards in the world of physics at National Physics Laboratories). 

However,  subsequently I have significantly toned it down! 
I have also added a preface during my second revision of the text. 

Second Revision added preface  
We are told elsewhere,  “the specific god”  (= “ho theos”,  nominative case)  is  “the heart-knower”  being a term used by Luke in his writings of his 
gospel “Luke”  and also in  “The Acts of The Apostles”.  I carefully explained here and elsewhere in so many places how  “ho theos”  is to be 
understood as a  “floating pointer”  depending upon  The Context  (something wholly  ignored  by  worldly Christian leaders within their sermons  –  as 
I demonstrably show on this website  by audit – of which I have presently only released an infinitesimal amount of evidence available for public scrutiny).   
Thus JCg as  “ho theos”  being  the  “heart-knower”  dispenses  “The Word of God”  (Rev.3v20)  within a possible recipient  (sinful and very worldly)  
and it is Yahweh as  “Ho Theos”  being The “Heart-Knower”  “The Third Party Assessor”  makes  “The Decision”  (upon the resultant  “Christian”) -   

Is this person truly imitating JCg  (having the  presence/parousia  operating within the individual)  to be worthy as ruling alongside JCg in 
The Millennium as his metaphoric  bride/{brother/sister}  (depending upon the context)  to be given more responsibility  (Luke.19v16-19)? 

(Furthermore,  if they do,  then JCg  comes/parousia  to collect them at  “The 1st Resurrection”.) 
This is precisely what we are told in The Old Testament in Samuel’s guidance for the selection of the  future  King David  (1Sam.16v7-13). 
We are also told it is Yahweh who is  “The Source”,  where JC is  “The Intercessor”  and the TCs are  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The Knowledge”  of 
“The Word of God”,  accurately imbued,  rigorously tested and then acted upon with fidelity to gain  “Real Faith”.  Do this,  and we personally show 
ourselves to be of the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is  {separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within 
The Environment”  (thus the “HS”).  Furthermore,  because the TCs are thinking the  one/same  as JC,  as  “The Word of God”,  sourced by Yahweh,  
then we are told at John.14v20 and 17v21-26,  the TCs are the  one/same  with JC are the  one/same  with Yahweh  –  noting the very important exclusion 
of the HS.  Where  if  it were a personality that had free thought  then  it would have been mentioned  –  would it not?    
Thus,  the HS is implicit within the cited references in John’s Gospel.   The  three separate  “reasoning Parties”  are  “at  one/same”  with one another  
and to just be clear,  they are   (1) Yahweh,  (2) JCg and  (3) TCs  (there is  no  4th separate reasoning party  –  else it would be mentioned)  with the HS 
being  “the glue”  of  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  to bond the three  separate reasoning  Parties together!   Where,  the HS becomes personalised within 
the three parties,  all having a joined mind by thinking alike,  communicated with each other by  “The Word of God”. 
It really is not difficult to understand! 

There is  no  mystery in this!  –   Moreover,  it is  precisely what The Bible  tells us  in innumerable places!    
Then  why  create  “mystery”  when there is  no  mystery  –  especially when not adding to the text  (Rev.22v18). 

Thus,  sensibly applying what The Bible has told us without the unnecessary cloud of  “mystery”  –  then we are able to understand the following - 
Yahweh is  “The Only One”  who sources  “The Word of God”  through JC (Rev.19v13). 
“The Word of God”  entirely reforms The Mind  (= synapse construction mapping)  of a person becoming deemed a TC. 
Now the TC  “thinks and reasons like Yahweh"  about what is witnessed within The World. 
Furthermore,  the TC operates according to how Yahweh would like the TC to operate. 
      Why?    
Because the TC has metaphorically grown upon  “The spiritual RNA of The Word of God” (noting 1Cor.3v6)  to become  “The New Spiritual 
Creature/Creation”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  operating in an old defunct corrupted DNA fleshly body that is soon to become annihilated.   
Yet at the point of death,  Yahweh shall capture  “The Synapse Construction Mapping”  which is created and  “stores”  The  
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  (= character)  of the TC and at “The 1st Resurrection”  Yahweh  (with “All-capability”)  places the 
equivalent to this  “synapse mapping”  into an  undying  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  –  just as Yahweh did to JCg. 
Thus - 

“It” as the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh which effectively becomes  “The New 
Driver”  within the reformed human  –  now registered with Yahweh as being a TC.  And thus  “The thinking of the TC”   makes 
intercession between Yahweh and the  TCs because  all  144000 TCs  are thinking alike over the  same  input stimuli! 
(I suppose for Star-Trek fans,  similar to  “The Borg collective”,  is the HS operating within TCs, JC and Yahweh.) 

There is absolutely  no  mystery,  and what has been stated is perfect common sense  –  precisely as Paul and The Bible elsewhere  tell us! 
The reason why  worldly Christian leaders will detest this utterly logical and righteous reasoning  (like all  worldly  thinking/operating  humans)  -  is 
they  “lose the edge”  in being able to  “defraud their deluded devotees”  (as might a conman to The General Public).  They pump out a bit of  “spiritual 
fog”  and lose people's sensibilities,  because it is possible to control and personally gain at our neighbour’s  disadvantage!    
Where the maxim states,   “when in a land of blind people  –  the one-eyed man is king!”   Except our  worldly Christian leaders pretend they are the 
“one-eyed man”  but in reality, they are just as spiritually blind as their devotees  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 
The Crux of the matter within this verse is this  

Has  “The Word of God”  made sufficient  transformation/transfiguration  within our mind that we look upon  “The Word of God”  as given 
within The Bible in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires  as The Author (Yahweh)  through the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
as  “The Faithful Scribes”  (The original 11 + Paul apostles)  giving The Knowledge to us? 
Or by counter,  do we make  self-indulgent  gain out of it  (by twisting it,  because of 2Tim.3v5, Tit.1v16)  ultimately to the hurt of our 
neighbour  (worldly methodology)? 

Having succinctly explained what this verse means  (now I have been through The New Testament commentaries at least twice and now on my third 
revision  [2015 CE],  now fourth 2020 CE with perhaps five passes per revision)  then I leave with the reader with something I wrote some seven years 
while I was trying to  get inside  Paul's mind.  I attempt to do this with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Paul,  as I show above. 
I apologise to the Atheist or non-Christian  reading this piece,  because it must seem to so repetitive stating  “The Obvious”  again,  and again,  and 
again,  through these suite of verses  –  but  worldly Christians  “choose  not  to understand”!   They put up a barrier to  “The Obvious”  and then 
mindlessly repeat like a robot what  spiritually blind  sages/gurus  of old have stated  in their utter error  (perhaps on some hallucinogenic compound).  
Then,  whenever this nonsense is question by someone who  genuinely  searches to find  (Matt.7v7-8)  this person is termed a  “heretic”,  rather than 
preferring to search and investigate  “The Explained Knowledge”  back towards an accurate translation  (please see Acts.17v11),  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  kill the investigator! 

What would Yahweh desire? 
“Reasoned debate with everything stated based upon  The Prime Reference Standard  in  The Original Language  (before  it has passed through the 
translator's mind of Rev.22v18-19 having the systematic error of  “Worldly Christian Doctrine”  destructively built into the translation ).” 

Now we know what Yahweh would desire,  then let us analyse this verse further. 
Firstly,  I should explain what this verse really means from the original Greek in local context,  and using what The Bible  tells us  elsewhere   
“And the (one) searching the hearts” = We are told  “the specific god”  is the  “heart-knower”  (see Acts 1v21,24;  Acts 15v8;  and  Rev.2v23 as 
examples).  We also read in The Bible where the  “And The”  =  “He/One”  always  mean a personage,  but I have  never  seen this terminology to be 
used for The HS,  but  only  for Yahweh or JC or humans  (either worldly or as TCs). 
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Thus in this context,  it is Yahweh assessing,  and assisting  (mentally and within The Environment)  the TCs in their ministry work  –  which is solely 
given  “to edify their neighbour to fulfil Yahweh's Desire”  –  in  “the furtherance of Yahweh's Plan for Universal Human Salvation over a 2 part life”. 

It is absolutely  not  operational within those people having animalistic desires to titivate and  self-indulge  a carnal mind in the pretence it is 
worshipping God  (especially when the leaders are perpetrating such  “lawlessness”  Matt.7v19-24)! 

“knows the inclination of the spirit” =  Worldly  Christian Theologians just assume this means the HS. 
But it is  not  quite as simple to merely assume that! 
Let us take the context together  

Earlier Paul has been speaking of  “The Spirit of JC”  operating within TCs  –  which I have explained as being the  personality/desires/traits  
of JC steering the lifestyle of the TC who personally imbues  “The Word of God”  into their very  being/existence.   
Paul also tells us that having  “This Spirit”  (= “personality/desires/traits”  of JC in context)  will give eternal life. 

We are also told that,  JCg as  “The Word of God”  brings  (Real) “Faith”,  which itself then yields the HS  (please see glossary),  and we know the 
definition of HS as being  “pure/{separate from this world}  of sin,  but is an unseen mechanism  (sourced by  Yahweh expressing His Capability)   able 
to  affect/effect  the environment”. 
Being associated with the Hebrew word for  “breath/wind” -  please see glossary on these words that goes into much more detail than here. 
Thus,  as I explain.  the  “HS”  is  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire expressed however He chooses within The Environment”.  Moreover,  absolutely  nothing  in 
The Universe can stand up against  “Yahweh’s Desire”  because Yahweh has  The Authority  (capability/freedom)  to express His Desire as He deems fit! 
We know JCg is  “The Intercessor”  (by definition, 1Tim.2v5)  dispenses  “The Word of God”  (that can ultimately yield Yahweh’s HS)  as JCg deems fit  
(as  “The Take-up”)  to those individuals who show promise to become future  “Sons of God”  (because they freely chose to precisely imitate Yahweh’s 
Son JC),  and only Yahweh makes the final judgement of Sonship.   This is what He did unto His premier son,  JC(g)  to lead The Way for 144000 other 
successful people – who precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle   (Professional Leaders of Religion”  do not,  but oppose  “The Goal of God’s Word”)! 

So how does this short synopsis help us to answer this verse? 
We are told that the HS operates within a  compliant  TC so the gestation of  “a new entity”  grows within the synapse construction of the human who 
personally desires to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (thus has the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC,  hence 1Cor.3v6).  This  begins  “the 
process”  of being  “Born Again”  but  no  birth yet occurs within the 1st part of our physical life.  Else logically,  we could become like Balaam of The 
Old Testament,  or worse,  to be like Judas Iscariot  (representing  The Head of the  charlatan Christian leaders to follow through within The Gospel 
Age)  who personally  became   (past tense) “still born” (“The 2nd Death” of Annihilation).  Please see  “Born Again”  in my glossary for full 
explanation of what this terminology really means,  because it does  not  mean what our evangelicals tell us in their  theological and unrighteous error! 
Thus we can reason,  when driven by the operation of the HS,  within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the TC,  then direct  “inclination of the spirit 
can be known”  which is  not  a separate  “entity”   but rather it is the  modified/reformed/transfigured  spirit/personality/desire/trait  of the TC  that is 
interceding between the TC and Yahweh.  Thus,  the HS becomes  “personalised within the TC”  as an individual,  and this is repeated 144000 times 
during The Gospel Age. 
Because all this was initiated by JCg,  then it operates through JCg as  “The Word of God”  being our intercessor as his  presence/parousia. 
Immediately it becomes obvious why the communication is  “unvoiced/inarticulate  groaning/sighing”  because it is  all internal  within the two infused 
spirits (= personalities/desires/traits)  being that of Yahweh's  and  furthermore,  that of the human individual  (where by simile,  the TC's spiritual DNA 
has been built upon the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued).  “The Word of God”  must obviously be  correctly  learnt and imbued,  
else a  faulty copy  of the spiritual DNA ensues from a  faulty spiritual RNA  of a twisted  “word of god”  (hence satanic)  from a diseased spiritual tree  
(worldly Christian leader,  Matt.7v16-19)  as we witness throughout  worldly Christianity.   Moreover,  because  “The New Self”  having built itself upon  
“The Word of God”  is communicating with Yahweh to fulfil Yahweh's Desire then we realise  “The Old Self”  being the vestiges of the old worldly 
methodology is still  “swimming around”  within our fleshly self  (noting Rom.7v23-24).   This  “Old worldly Self”  cannot understand what  “The New 
Self”  is engaging upon   (in vowing to progress Yahweh's Pure Desire in The Environment,  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
“because according to the God,  it intercedes on behalf of  {holy persons}/TCs” = The  “it”  we know from earlier,  and in the local context refers to  
“The Spirit/personality/desire/traits  of Yahweh”  (that is “separate from the world of sin”  –  hence  “holy”  thus forming the combination of  “HS”).  
Consequently we can now understand that  “it”  being Yahweh’s HS  (being the composite definition of HS and is  not  what  worldly Christian leaders 
teach us)  infused within the spirit of the TC  (because the complaint TC has  built his  new  spirit/”creature/creation”  upon  “The Word of God”)  is 
able to directly intercede to Yahweh.  “The Word of God”  was initially given by JCg  (via his  trustworthy  stewards  fulfilling his commandments)  
operates within compliant individuals yielding Yahweh’s HS in prospective candidates  (see v34 where JC becomes  “The Intercessor”  to initiate  “The 
Process”). 

Yet it is  only  the proven TCs (passing through the required 3 stages to gain “Real Faith”)  who are able to have this direct communication 
with  “The Specific God”  as  “The Heart Knower”  being Yahweh  –  because they  are  prospective Sons of God through demonstrable 
actions of agape within The World driven internally by agapao. 

It is JCg being  “The Intercessor”  that is principally why the dual nature of  “ho theos”  relative pointer of  “The Specific God”  is used,  because it can  
also mean  “the specific god”  to point to JCg as The Intercessor for The World as a whole.   Where the worldly members are  not  prospective sons of 
God and thus require JCg as  “The Intercessor”  (1Tim.2v5)  between The World  (generally)  and Yahweh. 

This given exegesis makes  perfect  sense  and fully complements  precisely what is stated within The Bible. 
Furthermore,  it has  none  of the mystic  waffle/nonsense  preached by our  “perhaps millions”  of  charlatan Christian leaders given to  “confuse by 
principle [to defraud]”  (rather than   '”love by principle [to edify]”)  so they can remain aloof and personally gain in the manner as would  “rogue 
traders”   acting like  “spiritual paedophiles”  noting JC's warning given at Luke.17v2, etc.! 
Clearly the HS as it stands is  not  a (separate) personage as stated by the now  “lambasted defunct Trinity doctrine”  –  given out by Satan to confuse 
humans by  “mystery”  which The Bible states  “Search and you shall find”  (Matt.7v7-8)  –   so there should be  no  mystery  (hence Matt.13v11-13)! 

Importantly, the HS can only become a  “personage”  -  is within  “The Physical Cognitive Entity”  who  imbues/inculcates  “The Word of 
God”  and then starts to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  having  “The New Creature/Creature”  within  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  growing upon 
the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”.   

We also comprehend from this reasoning,  specifically why  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  cannot,  by reasoned definition,  have the 
HS operating within them,  but they only have the WS  (= worldly spirit,  Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  operating within them!    

Now forewarned by audit of their  “self-indulgent work”  (for both parties),  then they can do something about it  (Luke chapter 15). 
Yet will they,  when they prefer  “the world of today”  rather than  “The World of tomorrow (in The Millennium)? 

Again I apologise to The Atheist and non-Christian reading this,  because while the above is so obvious to yourselves as  “the New Wineskins”  it is 
utterly unintelligible to  “pious closed minds”  of  “worldly Christians”  behaving as “the Old Wineskins”  preferring defunct material  (Luke.5v37-39)! 
Rom.   8v28 og (we) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  And  because  to the (persons [TCs])   
Rom.   8v28 og (to the) {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the  God  (the) all (things)  
Rom.   8v28 og (He/it) co-operates/{works together}/{helps with}  into/unto  (the) {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal,   
Rom.   8v28 og to the ([= in/with/by/on] persons [TCs])  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom.   8v28 og (the) {setting forth}/purposed/{proposal of intention}  (to the) invited/called/appointed [plural]     
Rom.   8v28 og this/being/having. 
Rom.   8v28 = And  we  (TCs)   know/understand:  

Because  to the  people  (TCs)   {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the  God  (Yahweh), 
He  (Yahweh)   {co-operates}/{works together}  unto  all/every  the  {intrinsically ideal/good}   things,  
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to the  (= in/with/by/on)   people  (actively aiming to be TCs)    
the  having/being  called/invited/appointed   (by Yahweh through The Word of God  [= JCg]) 
according to  the  {setting forth}/purpose   (of teaching the listeners  “Righteousness”  now and later in The Millennium). 

 

And we (TCs)  know/understand: 
  Because to the people (TCs)  agapao/{edifying love}   (driven by The Mind  [in “spirit” context])   the God  (Yahweh) 
  He (Yahweh)  works together   (with the TCs)   unto all the intrinsically  ideal/good  things   (to ultimately bring forth Mankind's Salvation), 
  to/in/with  the people   (actively aiming to be TCs) 
  the having  called/invited   (by Yahweh through  “The Word of God” [= JCg]  for the  possibility  of being  “elected”) 
  according to the purpose   (of fulfilling Yahweh's Desire by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  -  as this suite of verses teaches us). 
 

“Loving by Principle” is the highest form of  “Love”  where the practitioner endeavours “to edify the interests of the other party”  before  “the needs of 
the giver”.  Thus  “loving by principle Yahweh”  means that we endeavour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire before  “the needs of our self”,  and thus bring  
praise/glory/honour/dignity/majesty  unto Yahweh within both  (1) our mind  (being The Driver)  exercised in our  agape/charity  (given  freely/simply  
for  no  return)  and  (2) our recipient’s now educated mind. 
That sounds good,   and perhaps a  few  worldly Christian leaders may get that far in their sermons,  but  this verse goes far beyond what I have stated. 
To really edifying love Yahweh really means that - 

“We educate our neighbours so that they  know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  themselves   (so  they  may  aim to become TCs)”! 
Thus,  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire is quite simply  “precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  to the absolute best of our ability. 

Else,  Yahweh will classify us as being a passive,  thus a  worldly Christian behaving in worldly manner  (to  self-indulge  to our neighbour's hurt – of 
various degrees)  because what The World can offer prefers  “The Immediacy”  of   “The Animalistic Mind”  that becomes foremost  (Matt.13v20-22).  
This does  not  make us specifically evil  –  but that we are merely  “worldly”  and most certainly  not  iniquitous. 
I only level the charge  “iniquitous”  to certain very  self-interested  Christian Leaders who make a very comfortable living on the back of Yahweh’s 
Word  –  whose future is  most dire  (to be like that of Judas Iscariot  [=  “annihilation”  at  the end of their  present  conscious existence]). 

For their own long-term safety  –  they  must  “personally reform”  from being fraudsters with  “God’s Word”! 
Rom.   8v29 og Because  whom/which/that [plural]   (He [Yahweh]) {limited in advance}/predetermine/ordain/foreknew,   
Rom.   8v29 og also  (He [Yahweh]) {limited in advance}/predetermined/ordained/foreknown,   
Rom.   8v29 og (the) {jointly formed}/similar/{conformed to}/{fashioned like unto}   
Rom.   8v29 og of the  likeness/image/representation/resemblance  of the  son [JC]   (of the) Him [Yahweh]   
Rom.   8v29 og into/unto  the  {to be/exist}  (the) him [JCg]   (the) {foremost produced}/{first born/begotten}   
Rom.   8v29 og in  (to the [= within]) much/many/plenteous  (to the) brothers/brethren  [= 144000 TCs]. 
Rom.   8v29 = Because  whom  (the {holy people}/TCs)   He  (Yahweh)   predetermined/ordained/foreknew   (before Mankind existed) 

(thus,  Yahweh foreknew the  righteous  nature/standard  and specifically who would  “raise to the challenge”  and succeed in due season) 
also  He  (Yahweh)   predetermined/ordained/foreknew   (the holy people/TCs)    
{jointly formed}/{fashioned like unto}  of the  likeness/image/resemblance  of His  (Yahweh's)   son  (JC);    
unto  the  one  (JC)   {to be}  first-born  in   (the future company of)   many/plenteous  brothers   (144000 TCs to be future  kings/priests). 

 

Because whom  (the 144000 TCs)   He (Yahweh)  foreknew   (before Mankind existed,  Yahweh knew who would be the future Sons of God) 
             (This is precisely why Yahweh was able to formulate all the  thousands  of allegoric prophecies that have and shall occur before Man’s collapse) 
also He (Yahweh)  foreknew  (the 144000 TCs)   fashioned like unto of the image of His (Yahweh's)   son  (JC[g]), 
             (= these 144000 TCs entirely reformed their mind upon  “The Word of God”  to  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle  in persecution) 
unto the one (JC)  to be the first born   (from out of a  fleshly/DNA  body and into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body)   
within many  brothers/(sisters)   (144000  future  “Sons of God”  to be alongside JCg  [Matt.12v48-50, 20v23]). 

             (This is the  “Firstfruit Barley”  [JCg]  being waved fifty days before  future  “The Ingathering”  of the  “Firstfruit Wheat”  [144000 TCs]) 
 

This key Gospel News of   “1st Century Christianity”. 
This comprises of  The  (1) Call/Invitation  for any person to gain  accurate  knowledge and start imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  so that  
he/she  might fulfil Yahweh's Desire to become one of the 144000 TCs to be ideally  (2) elected/selected/chosen  so that they might then be 
collected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (hence Matt.20v16. 22v14 made visible at 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6). 

Because we are told  
Many  (= 3 Billion  Christians over the 2000 year Gospel Age)  are  called/invited  (to be “Christians”),   
but a  few (= 144000 TCs) are  elected/selected  (as the future  “Sons of God”)  –  (I repeat,  Matt.20v16, 22v14). 

This is the continuous exhortation of Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  unto his readers  –  work hard to become the 2 and 5 talent stewards  (Matt.25v20-23). 
Thus,  Yahweh knows who will become the faithful stewards and ensure that JC as  “The Word of God”  will knock at their door  (Rev.3v20)  of the 
future  “Sons of God”.  Even though their future  is  pre-ordained,  the people themselves  do not know –  but are  sincerely internally motivated  to drive 
themselves with agapao within the mind delivering true  agape/charity  (simply/freely  without  strings attached)  for  no  worldly  return/kickback . 
Because we must reason -  

What else is their internal driver except to please Yahweh  (their only master)  if they receive  no  worldly return  (from the  “other master'',  
please see my exhaustive commentary at Matt.6v24 and at Matt.22v21)? 

For obvious worldly reasons these distinctions are  never  made,  nor explained to  “The Christian Nation”  by the  worldly Christian leaders  –  but it is  
precisely  what The Bible teaches us,  being  “The Core of The Gospel Message”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  explaining  “The Goal/Target”  for 
humans to attain and thereby fulfilling Yahweh's Desire! 
Paul is exhorting each of his readers to make the grade of becoming TCs for  “The Prize of Sonship”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and  not  be keeping the 
reader down  (in  “mystery”  unable to fulfil Yahweh's Desire)  while Paul remained aloof  (as do  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  through all time).   

Can the readers see how logically it is utterly impossible for  worldly Christian leaders  (as they presently stand)  to become TCs? 
I invite those  “worldly  first/most”  Christian Leaders to contact me at my website to defend their position  –  I will be pleased to have more material 
upon which to interrogate – word by word   -  as I publicly use The Bible to show the limitations of their  “supposed exegesis”! 

However ,  there is only  one  reason why they are  logically useful  in Yahweh’s Plan  –  I wonder if they know what it is? 
I do mention it in numerous places within my commentaries,  and thus have no necessity to repeat it here. 

Rom.   8v30 og whom/which/that [plural]  and  (He [Yahweh]) {limited in advance}/predetermined/ordained/foreknown   
Rom.   8v30 og (of) {such these} (persons [TCs])   also  (He [Yahweh]) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned.   
Rom.   8v30 og Also  whom/which/that [plural] [TCs]   (He [Yahweh]) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned,   
Rom.   8v30 og the (persons [TCs])  also  (He [Yahweh]) {{rendered righteous/innocent/justified},   
Rom.   8v30 og whom/which/that [plural]  and  (He [Yahweh]) {{rendered righteous/innocent/justified}   
Rom.   8v30 og {such these} (persons [TCs])  also  (He [Yahweh]) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified. 
Rom.   8v30 = And  whom  (the {holy people}/TCs)   He  (Yahweh)   predetermined/ordained/foreknew   (before Mankind existed), 
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also  {such these}  people  (TCs)   He  (Yahweh)   called/summoned/assigned   (through  “The Word of JCg’s  presence/parousia”).  
Also  whom  (the {holy people}/TCs)   He  (Yahweh)   called/summoned/assigned   (through  “The Word of JCg’s  presence/parousia”),  
also  {such these}  people  (TCs)   He  (Yahweh)   {rendered righteous/justified}   (through  “JC’s ministry/works  and sacrifice”),   
and  whom  (the {holy people}/TCs)   He  (Yahweh)   {rendered righteous/justified}   (through the TCs' comparable works and sacrifice),   
also  {such these}  people  (TCs)   He  (Yahweh)   {rendered  glorious/honoured}   (as the future  “Sons of God  at  The 1st Resurrection”). 

 

And whom (144000 TCs)  He (Yahweh)  foreknew   (who these individuals would be  -  before Mankind existed) 
also such these people (TCs)   He (Yahweh)  called   (to be a Christian  [stage 1]  by JC as  “The Word of God”  within The Environment). 
Also whom (TCs)  He (Yahweh)  called   (to be part of The Christian Nation,  and they as individuals,  positively responded  [hearkened to copy JC]) 
also such these people (TCs)   He (Yahweh)  rendered righteous   (by JC's physical ransom sacrifice,  of whom these TCs  spiritually  imitated him). 
Also whom (TCs)  He (Yahweh)  rendered righteous   (by these TCs exactly imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  sacrificed themselves from The World) 
also such these people (TCs)  He (Yahweh)  rendered glorious   (to be resurrected as Sons of God  [stage 2]  to rule  “The Resurrected World”). 

             (Most importantly,  these 144000 TCs  “rule The Resurrected World”  by  “Example”  [they only ask for  “what they have proved themselves”].) 
             (These 144000 TCs  are demonstrably  not  “hypocrites”  and as such,  shall  have/(demand)  “respect”  from  “The Resurrected World”) 
 

This is the  exact  Greek given above  –  please compare with your bible  –  you may be in for a surprise with the translation you could have! 
It is also interesting to simply analyse precisely what the word  “Justify”  means  (two definitions are given)  

Justify = absolve = to lose,  set free,  to pardon, to acquit, to discharge. 
Justify = vindicate = to lay claim to,  to defend,  to maintain by force,  to support 

It becomes crystal clear,  it is JCg  (as “the specific god” of us)  who is the  only  entity able to Justify  “sinners”  (by what he physically did through his 
Ransom Sacrifice)  and  not  Yahweh  (“The Almighty God”,  Who Himself defines  “The Required Standard”  for lesser entities to observe). 
Furthermore,  we are shown,  it  is  JC who  is  able to forgive sins  (see Matt.9v1-9)  and  not  Yahweh,  else righteous logic just collapses in a heap! 
Thus,  JC forgives our sins by  atonement/resetting/{buying back}  us with his sacrifice,  thereby  allowing  Yahweh to  “turn a blind eye”  so to speak,  
upon our sin,   inasmuch Yahweh can righteously overlook,  disregard our sin without contravening His decree on sin,  because someone else (JC)  has  
“cleaned the slate”!   It most important for us to realise this action by JC does bring upon  “us” atoned,  an obligation  (as Paul tells us)  to reciprocate.   
How we reciprocate shall determine whether Yahweh resurrects us in  (1) “The 1st Resurrection”,  or  (2) “The 2nd Resurrection” or  (3) “Never”! 
None of this is explained to the Christian congregations by their religious leaders,  but a complete mishmash of illogical reasoning that devalues Yahweh 
and His Word  in the mind  of those  sane and  rational  people looking upon the proceedings  –  and hence sensibly remain as atheists! 
I quote a worldly source   “God forgives your sin!”   (A comment with two errors in it,  and further,  two layers of confusion in it!) 

I give the answers within my commentaries elsewhere. 
Moreover,  this quotation suggests it is Yahweh God mixed up with JCg in a human myth of The Trinity. 
Moving on,  I feel a compunction to comment upon Yahweh  “knowing beforehand those specific people who shall become the future Sons of God”. 
This does not mean it is pre-ordained or pre-destined for certain humans,  in the specific manner as taught in the past by some  worldly Christian 
leaders,  pushing whatever  self-indulgent  levers for the worldly return.   
But rather Yahweh  foreknows  who will make  “The Grade of Sonship”  by the specific efforts certain people  put in to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  
themselves  without direct intervention by Yahweh  –  else Satan would make the claim they are only  “Sons of God”  because   

“You helped them”  (a charge levelled by Satan against Job  {Job.1v8-12]).   
Therefore,  Yahweh will only operate in a clandestine manner behind the scenes in the background to open and shut doors around a TC.   
Furthermore,  these  “Early Adopters”  spent  many, many years  “proving their fidelity to Yahweh”  before  He reciprocated in any from. 
Please read  “The Acts of the Apostles”  that substantiates this  (together with my 650000+ word commentary)  to emphasise to The World the TCs  are  
internally driven  to fulfil His Desire when they  (1) intimately know,  (2) thoroughly assay/test  and then  (3) operate with fidelity to “The Word of God”. 
See also how Abraham had to prove himself over some 25+ years  before  Yahweh replied by fulfilling His Promise! 
That is specifically  why  Yahweh  only  expresses His HS in the background upon the environment and not specifically at anything that could be claimed 
as being anything  self-indulgent  or to pamper “The Emotions”.  This is one reason of several  why  Yahweh allows TCs to be persecuted by The World  
–  precisely as The Bible warns all those people who choose to become TCs  (2Tim.3v11-13, Heb.12v6),  to nullify any possible false accusation.   

The supposed charge against TCs,  they were given preferential treatment from Yahweh for them to be successful,  because that will  always  
be the claim made by rejected disgruntled people in “The Millennium”! 

It is through this separation away from worldly methodology,  that encourages the persecuted people to bond themselves evermore tightly to  “The 
Adopting Father”  by the adverse environmental conditions made so by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  throughout The Gospel Age. 
Furthermore,  in The Millennium,  –  sulking/disgruntled  worldly  Christian leaders  (Matt.8v12, etc.)  formally  “The First/Most”  in society,  then 
being made  “The Last/Least”  would claim they too should be made Sons of God  –  but the publicised records  (Luke.12v3) would show The True Sons 
of God were self-motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Where Yahweh’s Desire is fulfilled by  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by a  
spirit/personality/desire/trait  fused with Yahweh’s HS  that yields The Worthy Leaders for The Millennium. 
It now becomes obvious to the reader how fraudulent it is for the  iniquitous/charlatan  Christian Leaders claim  “to have and use Yahweh’s HS”  for 
personal  self-indulgence  in  (worldly)  prestigious arenas.  These specific leaders are very unlikely to ever be resurrected into The Millennium  –  they 
shall be annihilated upon their death.  This  “death”  for all other people shall be  “The 1st Death” from which there is an awakening into The 
Millennium  –  however  “the type of death”  at the end of our present existence  is entirely Yahweh’s Decision! 
I only state what The Bible specifically teaches us in several places,  and I give this warning for their assistance to bring them around unto repentance,  
so they can have a resurrection into The Millennium  (noting John the Baptist’s comments to suchlike people at Matt.3v7-10)!   It  is  my responsibility to 
give that warning,  –  else I shall be personally called to account for my actions,  should I remain silent now (Eze.33v1-20),  noting that both Yahweh and 
I have no desire for any person to be annihilated  (Eze.30v11, 2Pet.3v9)  -  hence of  “The Warning”. 
It is imperative for us who know to give ample warning  (and thus their demise cannot be attributed to our lack of effort),  furthermore,  this is one aspect 
that makes TCs  “holy”  inasmuch they are  “pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”  of any charges members of The World can 
make against them. 
 
39th Comment – Thus how do we conclude?   
If  ‘The Specific God’  is working with us  (TCs)  then who can ultimately  hurt/harm  us  (in the long term [of Eternity])? 
‘Allegory’ –  repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘ The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
38th Allegory – “Right hand side of God” = “given full authority over this planet”  (Rev.19v16)  to be exercised when the 
time is correct  (when Yahweh has His proven [to the world] 144000 TCs, Matt.20v23, 24v36)  to bring in The Millennium 
60th Good News – If Yahweh allowed His son (JC) not to be leniently treated,  but JC was delivered on our (TCs) behalf, 
then clearly Yahweh will also unite JCg with us (TCs)  and grant favour to us (TCs)  (as He has done to JCg). 
61st Good News – Who can bring a charge against us (TCs)  when JC justified us  (where JCg was  “the specific god”  of 
us while we were considered sinful in the 1st part of our life against Yahweh’s decree on sin). 
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62nd Good News – Who condemns us (TCs)?   For it is JC who died and is now  awoken/roused/resuscitated  as JCg in a 
heavenly/celestial  body sitting at the right-hand of Yahweh and he is the one speaking on our behalf for recommendation. 
63rd Good News – Nothing can separate us (TCs)  from the charity love.  JC,  as  “The Word of God” is to  spiritually 
operate within our mind as the  presence/parousia  of JC  (while he is  physically  a long way away Matt.25v14-15, 
Luke.19v12-15).  He intercedes to yield Yahweh’s HS to assist us in our local environment to  accurately  publicise  “The 
Word of God”  leading to The Fulfilment of Yahweh's Plan  within our actions of precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Neither affliction,  distress,  persecution,  famine,  nakedness,  danger,  sword nor anything can separate us from Yahweh 
by JCg as “The Word of God” operating within us yielding the HS,  and Yahweh's HS in The Environment around the TC! 
39th Allegory – Sheep = “mature TCs”.  Where “Lamb”  in the Bible means “sacrifice”.  Thus the 144000 TCs in their 
life over the last 2000 years place themselves in danger to “sacrifice their lives” from The World,  to edify their neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  For solely this action,  they are resolutely persecuted by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
20th Prophecy – For accurately publicising “The Word of God”,  we (TCs)  are  {being killed}  spiritually and physically 
every day  –  and can be counted as sheep to the slaughter  (by  “Leaders of Religion”  throughout the various epochs). 
64th Good News – As prophesied,  TCs shall be daily  {put to death}/victimised  for  only   accurately  speaking Yahweh’s 
Word to The World  (yet, sadly the TCs shall be as  “lambs to the slaughter”  by  “Leaders of Religion”, John.16v1-4). 
76th Reasoning – Therefore reason  if  this is  not  occurring to us,  then  we are  not  accurately  representing Yahweh! 
Yet it must only occur by precisely imitating JC (to be neutral in The World)  by  not  behaving as a  worldly Christian! 
65th Good News – The TCs shall ultimately overcome all these problems from The World because the edifying  (by 
principle)  love (agapao)  shown to us by Yahweh will support us (aiming to be TCs)  in the publicising of Yahweh’s Word. 
66th Good News – TCs know that death  (to us),  nor any form of life  (as an assailant),  nor luring messengers  (from 
Satan),  nor kings,  nor powers,  nor present situation,  nor those calamities coming,  nor barriers,  nor anything unknown,  
nor any creation will separate us from the edifying  (by principle)  love (agapao)  sourced by Yahweh through JCg. 
77th Reasoning – All Christians have been  called/invited/summoned  to form  “The Many”  of a some 3 billion nation 
over The Gospel Age,  but only  “The Few”  144000 TCs are  elected/selected/chosen  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
74th Instruction – It is critically essential to understand,  a TC  always  puts Yahweh  first  in everything  he/she  does.   
Where a TC’s own life comes a distinct second  -  because they are  not  of this world  -  but  only live for The Millennium. 
This means put into practice what the Millennium is to be like –  no  deception or fraud,  lying or cheating  to any person, 
company, authority, institution or government  -  else we are not living in The Millennium – Yahweh is judging our mind! 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Rom.   8v31 og why/what/which/wherefore  therefore/then  (shall we) say/speak/utter/command  
Rom.   8v31 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  these (things)?    
Rom.   8v31 og If  the  {specific god}  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of/from us},  
Rom.   8v31 og who/what/which/wherefore  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  {of/from us}? 
Rom.   8v31 = Therefore/Then  what  shall  we  (TCs)   say/speak/command  towards  these things?   

If  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)   is  {for the sake/behalf of}  {of us}   (TCs,  like JCg to become Sons of God)  –  
Who/What  accordingly/against  {of us}   (the 144000 TCs in our future glory)? 

 

Therefore,  what shall we  (TCs and brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   speak towards these things? 
             (= What shall we,  who are putting in the effort to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  conclude about what I have been writing in this chapter?) 
If  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)  is   (operating within the environment  discretely  around us  [it is covert and not overt, unlike charlatan leaders])    
for the sake of us   (TCs  [like JCg]  proven in the 1st part of  “our”  physical life to become worthy future  “Sons of God”  for the eternity) 
Who/What  is against us   (Why should   “we”  worry about the 1st part of our life,  when  “we”  become  “Sons of God”  in the 2nd part of our life)?  
 

“The Specific God”  in context is referenced to TCs and thus points directly to their  “Adopting Father” = “Yahweh”. 
The implicit reason for Yahweh to become  “The Adopting Father”  for these specific people,  is the TCs have already made the transition from  
“worldly”  to  “become like JC”  as judged by Yahweh  –  and as such,  they have jumped from looking towards JCg as their  “specific god”  unto 
Yahweh as their  “Specific God”. 
Thus  “ho theos”  is used in this text because equally it could be referenced to  “worldly  unjustified humans”  and thus point to their intercessor JCg 
who will work with any person embarking upon the road to become part of The Brethren and ultimately to be elected as a future Son of God. 
     This means,  “absorbing all The Word of God and working with it to personally reform The Mind to then become like Yahweh”  (John.14v5-15). 
Paul is giving this verse as a solid affirmation of their firm bedrock  (Matt.7v25-28)  being  “Real Faith”  through the  required three stage  process  –  
to be an exhortation of the Brethren to become like Paul  (2Tim.4v6-8)  so that they might be likewise  selected/elected/chosen. 
Rom.   8v32 og Who/which/that [Yahweh]   (emphasis/qualification)/besides/doubtless/{at least}/yet   
Rom.   8v32 og (of the) {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately  (of the) son [JC]    
Rom.   8v32 og not  (He [Yahweh]) abstained/{treated leniently}/forbade/spared,  
Rom.   8v32 og but  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of/from us}  (of the) all (persons)   
Rom.   8v32 og (He [Yahweh]) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  (the) him [JC],   
Rom.   8v32 og {in what manner}/how  not  also  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Rom.   8v32 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) him [JC]   the (things)  all (things)  {to us}   
Rom.   8v32 og (He will) {grant as a favour}/{gratuitously in kindness/forgiveness/pardoning/rescuing} [middle voice]. 
Rom.   8v32 = Doubtless/{At least},   Who  (Yahweh)   not  forbade/spared   (from persecution/death)   the son  (JC), 

but  {for the sake/behalf of}  all/whole  {of us}   (humans who ultimately reform over our 2 part life  [context is principally about TCs]) 
He  (Yahweh)   {yielded up}/delivered/{cast over}  the  him   (JCg,  left his safe position to become the ransom sacrifice to cover our sins).  
How  will  He  (Yahweh)   also  not   personally  {grant as a favour}/{gratuitously in kindness}  all/whole  things  {to us}  (TCs) 
the  {united as companions}/{in union/resemblance}  with the  him  (JC)   

 

At least,  Who (Yahweh)  not He spared  (from  persecution/death)   the only son  (JC, relative to this planet [nothing in The Bible tells otherwise]), 
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but for the sake of all of us   (all humans who  ultimately reform themselves  to imitate JC over their 2 part life  [but in context,  principally = TCs]) 
He (Yahweh)  yielded him up   (JC,  forsook his safe heavenly body,  placed in a fleshly body to be  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to  atone/reset  our sins). 
How will He (Yahweh)  also not Personally grant as a favour all things   (that edify)   to us  (TCs) 
united as companions with him (JC[g]). 

           (Because TCs have completely turned their mind away from The World to think/reason like JC,  then Yahweh will give the same to them as to JCg) 
 

TCs have given absolutely everything in the 1st part of their physical life to edify their neighbour to the TC's own hurt (Matt.19v27),  in all adversity  
(principally sourced by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”),  motivated  only  to selflessly forward  “The Desire of Yahweh”. 
Because they have proved themselves,  and through the actions of JC,  then Yahweh is able to use His omnipotent  capability/authority/power  expressed 
as the HS in all righteousness before all entities to  awaken/rouse/resuscitate  in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)   these 144000 TCs to become His 
future Sons to become the 144000  “Sons of God.”  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4) 
It must be understood that JC entirely fulfilled  “Yahweh’s Desire”  (hence Matt.17v5, John.17v1-2)  through severe  distress/persecution  (John.11v47-
53,  19v1+)  and then he was returned to Sonship as JCg  (John.20v1+, Acts.1v8-12). 
Likewise,  TC’s who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in similar duress  (originating)  from the  worldly  religious authorities and suchlike. 
Thus  “like for like”  Yahweh shall resurrect these TC’s into a similar position as Yahweh did to His former Son  (JCg now The Premier Son of God). 

In the same manner JCg has received full authority to use Yahweh’s  capability/power/authority  expressed as the HS,  then likewise the TCs 
will  also  be given the same authority to call upon Yahweh’s  capability/power/authority  expressed as the HS because they  are  in union with 
JC and Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

This will occur in the 2nd part of their physical life upon their resurrection to Sonship to then receive bounteously granted favour through Yahweh 
expressing His HS within them and the local environment. 

So please let me repeat this again from a slightly different angle  -  because this is so especially important for us to understand. 
As we have been told elsewhere,  these TCs precisely imitating JC’s lifestyle to the very best they are able,  have JC imbued as  “The Word of God” 
(unadulterated with worldly methodology  –  as is presently done through  worldly Christianity).  Furthermore,  these TCs also practise with fidelity  
“The Knowledge”  given by JC as  “The Word of God”  will yield Yahweh’s HS unto them to assist in their work of  accurately  teaching  “The Word of 
God”  (without  the worldly showman’s glitz of  self-indulgence  we see from the very many  charlatan Christian leaders of today).  
Yahweh is  not  interested in supporting showy glitz of feigned miracles,  because He is searching The Mind and Motive of the person claiming to 
represent Him  -  which is to produce the next generation of TCs for Yahweh to achieve His future rulers of The Millennium,  who then shall have all  
authority/power/capability  to produce miracles.  The miracles the TCs of The Millennium shall  not  be used for healing because all people will have 
new perfected bodies  given in trust,  but these miracles shall be expressed to mentally  self-reform  “The Resurrected World”  (to ensure  “Righteous”  
rules throughout all of society). 

Does the reader  truly understand  the implications of those two sentences? 
Because if you do,  then it becomes  “The Key”  to unlock what we see occurring today by our  charlatan Christian leaders? 

It is only by working in harmony with Yahweh’s HS yielded by JCg as  “The Word of God”  operating within the TCs,  driving them to be working with 
Fidelity according to Yahweh’s Word,  then Yahweh will manoeuvre The Environment to support these TCs.  These TCs in the 1st part of their physical 
life are those specific people who  take the humble  positions,  by refusing worldly  self-gratification  enabling them to  accurately  promote God’s Word 
to 100% the best of their ability.  They imitate JC and  take nothing from The World  or from other people around them –  but TCs  give everything,  
perhaps even their life to accurately fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (to edify other people).  These extremely specific people are very,  very few and far between  
(about 1 in 100000 people) .  Perhaps the reader may know of just one of these people that accurately fits this description.  This would be a rare instance,  
because they take the most  lowly/humble  position –  being  “true ministers”  –  the Greek word of  “diakonos”  means,  “someone who runs through the 
dust (to promote God’s Word)”  and “diako”  means  “running errands”   acting as  “a waiter working at menial tasks” 

I ask the reader to carefully think of all the ramifications of this paragraph on  who/what  they see around them in The Christian Nation? 
Rom.   8v33 og Who/what/which/wherefore  (he/she will) {call in debt/demand}/{bring to account}/accuse/charge   
Rom.   8v33 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) selected/favourites/elect/chosen  [= 144000 TCs]  
Rom.   8v33 og of the  God [Yahweh]? 
Rom.   8v33 og (the) {specific god}  the  {rendering righteousness/innocence/justification}. 
Rom.   8v33 = Who  he/she   (within The Millennium)   will  {call in debt/demand}/{bring to account}/accuse   

against to  the  selected/elected/chosen   (from out of The Christian Nation during some 2000 years)   of the  God  (Yahweh)?   
‘The specific god’  {rendering righteousness/justification}   (I need to explain this verse in two parts below). 

 

Who   (from resurrected Mankind generally,  when having been resurrected and thoroughly learnt everything having gone on before … … ) 
he/she  will bring to account   (to question that any of the 144000 TCs should not  “be worthy of their future position”) 
against to the elected   (the 144000 TCs elected as future Sons of God to rule over “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium, with best provenance) 
of The God?   (Yahweh,  having Personally selected them  because  they precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return,) 
“The Specific God”  rendering righteousness   ([1] JC as “The Word of God” purifying the mind,  [2] Yahweh adopting His proven future sons). 
 

Please see explanation at v30 and specifically to what the word  “Justify”  means and compare with the context given at v34. 
All translations make the error of translating this last section  (JCg the Justifier)  as a question. 

But Why?    (It is a statement of fact!) 
1. “The specific god he {rendering justification}”.  Because  worldly translators do  not  realise  “ho theos”  actually means it is JCg  (in the 
intermediate part of his existence as JC)  who is performing the justification upon sinful Mankind,  rather than Yahweh.  
      Take this very consistent understanding throughout the whole of The New Testament  and everything drops into place  without  any  contradictions. 
Remember the floating pointer nature of  “ho theos”  can mean  “the specific  god  (of us)”  where  “us”  may be The World  or  TCs  to become the 
Sons of God (Yahweh).  Therefore,  JC was able to justify by his works all those people  precisely imitating him  through thoughts demonstrated by 
works,  thus no entity  (in The Universe –  specifically Satan)  can make a charge against these TCs  (see v32). 
To repeat,  it is  not  Yahweh who is justifying.  Only  JC can justify upon his personal creation  –  he was the one who made those people who imitate 
him  (to the 100% best of their ability)  “equal to being perfect”  (this is what  “justify”  means  –  other definitions   “to vindicate”,  “to absolve”,  “to 
pardon”)  by  atoning/resetting/{buying back}  their sins  through JC’s sacrifice.  Importantly noting,  that JC can only  “buy back”  from  another  
Entity having “Claim over something”,  showing JC and Yahweh to be  “separate reasoning Entities”  (and thus destroys the worldly Trinity myth).    
Because of this,  Yahweh is  righteously  able to express His HS by exercising His  Authority/Capability  to resurrect these specific people and give them  
more  than promised to Adam and Eve,  that being a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  only  given by Yahweh to His  “Sons of God”. 

Sadly,  the content of the above section is like a  foreign language  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars,  being utterly  
incomprehensible  to them  (as witness the unrighteous nonsense they teach in their sermons as soon as they try to  “explain things”)! 

2. “selected/elected  of the God”.  To  “worldly justify”  “the size of their flock”  and its future prospects,  worldly Christian leaders promote the idea 
that all Christians  “vainly/presumptuously believing”  in JC will be resurrected and go to  (the)  heaven(s)  as  “Sons of God”. 
They leave this as a  half-truth  (perhaps more accurately a  third part of the truth).  
I explain in many places why this is much less than the whole truth,  but I desire now to only explain the  “selected/elected”  aspect here. 

What does  “selected/elected”  really  mean? 
Obviously,  they are chosen out of a pool of other humans!   Else  “all are selected”  and not  “some  selected/elected  over  others”! 
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All precisely told to us by JC as recorded in Matthew’s Gospel  (Matt.20v16, 22v14,  as given in the KJV). 
Please see also Rom.9v6-8  that  by allegory  (The Old Israelites = The Christian Nation)  covers this specific point. 
Thus there would be no point in specifically repeating  (in so many places)  a  chosen  people referred to as  “us”  (being the apostles speaking of 
themselves)  and  “we”,   also a holy nation  (1Pet.2v9)  that  I on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  “globally”  call TCs  (for convenience).  
We also have  “The Brethren”  mentioned in the epistles that are not called as  “we/us”/{holy people}  and are constantly warned  “not to backslide to 
worldly ways”.  It is to  “The Brethren”  the epistles are  specifically  written  (ideally to become  “the new leaders in their patch”  when the apostles 
have died).   
Thus,  this automatically infers the third grouping who  are  worldly,  being  Christians who  HAVE  slipped back  –  else,  why the constant warnings?   
This grouping for convenience I call  “worldly Christians”  not particularly evil  –  but just passive and seek  “The Immediacy”  of The World  (from 
their  animalistic/carnal  mind)  rather than  “work to make real”  The Expectation  “within their minds”  (Luke.17v21). 

Reiterating  1. TCs;  2. The Brethren;  3. Worldly Christians;  4. Non-Christians who are not mentioned, except as  “all  of the world”  where 
The Bible would term  “non-Christians”  as  “heathen”  to Yahweh’s Word  (allegoric  to  “gentiles”  outside  “The 1st Epoch Israel”). 

The Epistles speak of group  (3) and (4)  as being  of The World.  Thus, we are back to our three initial groups (1), (2) and (3 + 4) 
Realistically Yahweh  cannot  pick/elect  TCs out of those people whom He has just said they must not backslide into (3)  noting the point JC 
makes at Matt.13v20-22,  nor out of the rest of The World who declare themselves  not  to be Christians  (group 4)! 

So Yahweh is  only  able to choose  “the elect”  out of  “The Brethren”  being a much smaller group (2),  and  not  the  worldly Christians (3)  who have 
now slid back into The World  (because they have ignored what the epistles have  demanded  they should do  to become  part of The Brethren). 
Inasmuch they have ignored  “The Commands of JC”  (John.14v15, 21,  which are to precisely imitate him in ministry and lifestyle,  by spiritually  
“leaving the world”.) 

The Bible now makes perfect sense! 
Unfortunately,  The Bible does  not  make any sense to  worldly Christian Leaders when they falsely preach   

“Believe in JC  (that he existed)  and you will go to  (the)  heaven(s)!” 
They teach this  “unrighteous and arrogant nonsense”,  because they want a large grouping,  out of which they can tithe for greater worldly return!    
Worldly and worse,  charlatan Christen leaders merely want  “quantity”  for the greater worldly return,  but Yahweh through His TCs  is/are  only 
interested in  “quality”  for  “the future responsibility”  over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
Worldly Christians believe they  “believe in JC”  but only in  “name”  because they have heard of JC and mixture of other groupings all saying the same 
thing,  but their works do not align in  “character and authority”  to  “The Requirements”  given in The New Testament  for those very specific people 
who  really do  “believe”  (in character and authority)! 

This is the specific reason  why  the epistles have been written.   
It is for Yahweh to first  “elect 144000 TCs”,  then secondly to righteously make possible  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”! 

Do not let this frighten the reader -  thinking this position is unattainable,  it is not.    
Moreover,  because  “The 1st Resurrection”  has not yet occurred,  then we can reason there are a few more spaces within that prophesied 
“Trigger Threshold of 144000”  (Rev.14v1-4)  still remaining to be filled.  Furthermore,  if we do not personally achieve  “That Most Ideal 
Goal”,  then at least in aiming for that position,  we will be best placed as a minimum to assist where we can in the more lowly parts of  “The 
New Jerusalem”   (= Yahweh's Future Organisation over The Whole Resurrected World).  Even if we are not being specifically part of  “The 
New Temple”  comprising of a 144000 white (= purified)  stones (= everlasting)  of the 144000 TCs. 

Importantly,  we have done our best – and that is no crime! 
I cover the exegesis for  “believe”  extensively elsewhere on this website  but principally at John.6v60-68  –  so I will not expand verbatim here. 
Furthermore,  The Bible constantly tells us,  Yahweh is the  only  Entity Who decides who goes to the heavens  as  kings/priests  (Matt.20v23)  –  so - 

How then can any human claim to make this decision either of themselves or of another? 
The only reason why I am writing this in such a forthright manner is to bring people around to  start thinking  and thus  audit themselves  against what 
The Bible specifically asks of us  all to do .  Expressing Paul’s sentiment  (conversely at 1Cor.14v8)  –  I am only giving a distinct trumpet call to raise 
people for a spiritual battle. 
I am  not  judging anyone  –  and I will not  (I have not the credentials to do so)   –  we are told  not  to judge anyone’s actions with respect to  “The Real 
Faith”.  But we are asked to constantly compare  our personal  works/lifestyle  to Yahweh’s requirements  with that specifically given by JC,  of every 
person claiming to be a  “Christian”! 
Rom.   8v34 og Who/which/that/wherefore  the (person)   condemning/{giving adverse sentence}?    
Rom.   8v34 og (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  the (person)   (the having) died/slain/expired,  
Rom.   8v34 og {more than}/better/rather  and  also  (the having been) {collected of the senses}/awoken/roused/resuscitated,   
Rom.   8v34 og who/which/that  also  (he) is  in  (to the [= within]) {right (hand side)}  of the  God [Yahweh],   
Rom.   8v34 og who/which/that [JCg]  also  (he) {speaks on the behalf}/{makes intercession for}/entreats  {of/from us}. 
Rom.   8v34 = Who  is  the one  condemning?   Christ/Anointed  the  person  having  died/slain?    

And rather,  also  having been  awoken/roused,  who  also  he is  within the  right-hand  side  of the  God  (Yahweh),   
who  also  {speaks on the behalf}/{makes intercession for}  {of us}   (but not the HS,  see v26-28). 

 

Who is the person condemning?   (How is it righteous for any person to either condemn the TCs,  or even JC who made all this possible?) 
(Let us note )   The Anointed  (JC as “The First”),   the person having died,   (and then later,  the 144000 TCs  equally having sacrificed their life)    
And rather,  also  (he [JCg])  the having been  awoken/roused/resuscitated   (as The Premier Son of God in a  heavenly/celestial  body) 
who (JCg)  is  also within the right-hand side   (as  “The 2nd in command”)   of The God  (Yahweh), 
who  (context = JCg  [and not the HS])   also  speaks on behalf of us   (= the TCs and the brethren actively aiming to be TCs  [and no one else]). 
 

Please look at Mark.8v38 and Luke.9v26 where it is JCg speaking on our behalf,  it is  not  the HS speaking for us  (noting also,  the HS is not a mythical 
“third personage”).  The HS is from  “The Mind of Yahweh”  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  sourcing  “The Methodology”  operating within  all 
compliant cognitive reasoning entities  (by definition)  as we are told at John.14v20, 17v21-26  (with no mention of the HS as a  “third personage”  at 
any of these citations  –  or at  any other places  in the Bible)! 
Thus,  clearly it is  not  JCg who will be condemning anyone in the 1st part of our physical life  (we are told that it is he who forgives us, Matt.9v2-5). 
It is  only  Yahweh in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (noting the double judgement in John. chapter 5,  as I explain in my local commentaries),  
and it is only to those people who claim to come in His Name  (JC)  –  being those people of  “The Christian Nation”.   
However,  “The Heathen”  being all people  outside  The Christian Nation will  not  receive  “The Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement”  unto  “Sonship”  
(James.3v1, or “Annihilation”).  The Heathen’  (as gentiles under  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  and non-Christians for “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  will be 
resurrected into perfected DNA fleshly bodies along with those  worldly Christians who failed  “The Greater/Special (1st) Judgement”.   
Yet for the small group of  iniquitous  (= charlatan)  Christian Leaders  –  as we are told,  they shall  never  be resurrected! 
They have been rejected  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, Rom.6v10, etc.,)  –  precisely in the same manner as Judas Iscariot  knew/understood  
specifically  “The Word of God”,  and then rejected through his betrayal of  “The Word of God”   (both at John.12v6 during the ministry and Matt.26v15 
to end it),  including  (1) fraud/sequestration and  (2) rebellion/usurping.   All as I explain throughout the Gospels,  hence Peter’s forthright statements to 
Ananias and Sapphira (Acts.5v1-10)  because he could see what Judas did,  being repeated again by them. 
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Please note on my 4th revision of The New Testament,  I now realise Judas was attempting to usurp JC’s position as leader during the last year of JC’s 
ministry,  by splitting the group into those people close to JC and those who were not – I explain everything in my commentaries to the four Gospels. 
However it will be Christ  (the Anointed One ruling in The Millennium)  who  (along with the 144000 TCs/christs  Matt.19v28,  1Cor.6v1-3)  shall judge  
(as “The 2nd Standard Judgement”)  the resurrected fleshly humans  (= “The 3rd Epoch Israel”).  This will righteously occur  only  after  they had been 
given 1000 years to learn how to imitate his lifestyle during the 2nd part of their physical life.  This  “2nd part to our life”  may  continue forever  or  be 
cut off at  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation,  if people refuse to take up JC’s lifestyle  in this most righteous and beautifully organised society that is 
totally different to what has gone before  (2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.21v1-4, etc.). 
Rom.   8v35 og who/what/which/wherefore  us/our/we  (it/he/she will) {place space between}/depart/separate   
Rom.   8v35 og off/away/separated/from  of the  benevolence/charity/dear/love/agape  of the  Christ/Appointed/Messiah?    
Rom.   8v35 og (The) affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution   
Rom.   8v35 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {narrowness of room}/calamity/distress/anguish   
Rom.   8v35 og or/than/either/rather  (the) persecution  or/than/either/rather  (the) destitution/famine/hunger   
Rom.   8v35 og or/than/either/rather  (the) nudity/nakedness  or/than/either/rather  (the) danger/peril   
Rom.   8v35 og or/than/either/rather  (the) knife/dirk/{(figurative) war}/{judicial punishment}/sword? 
Rom.   8v35 = Who/what  will  {place space between}/separate  us   (TCs  assigned  to become  “Sons of God”) 

off/away/from  of the  benevolence/charity/agape  of the  Christ/Anointed  (making all this possible)?    
(Shall it be any of the following problems that automatically befall a TC of)   the  affliction/burdening,   the  calamity/distress,   
the persecution,   the  destitution/famine,   the nakedness,   the  danger/peril,   the  knife/sword  (meaning “assassination”)? 

 

Who/What  will separate us   (the people actively aiming to become TCs,  assigning themselves for  “The Primary Goal”  of The Gospel Age) 
away/from  the  agape/charity  of The Anointed   (by Yahweh for Sonship,  that was  freely given  by JC for which we cannot sufficiently pay)? 
        (Shall it be any of these problems sourced by  “Leaders of Religion”  that automatically befall TCs who exactly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  … …) 
The affliction,  the distress,  the persecution,  the destitution,  the exposure,  the danger,  the knife  (= “assignation” by religious leaders)? 
 

It must be stressed these things  only  come by  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”.  The stated forms of distress  must  not  result from meddling in 
politics of The World  (noting Rom.13v1-5).  Paul specifically tells us to  “stop meddling in other people’s affairs”  –  and if that is not politics – then I 
do not know what is!   We are instructed to remain utterly  neutral  in worldly politics and only promote  “The Politics of The Millennium”.   

The TC is  only  to canvass for The Millennium  (by both word and deportment)   –  because they are  only sojourners in this present world  -  
living as did Abraham  in The Promised land  representing what is to come on this planet  (where  “Canaan” is metaphorically “The Earth”  
into which  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  shall cover The Earth in The Millennium).   “Sojourners”  are like  “aliens”  and do not affix themselves 
to their local surroundings,  these people are living upon  “The Expectation”  of something better –  being precisely what The Bible tells us.  

JCg  agapao/phileo/storge  loves his future Bride eagerly awaiting his Father Yahweh to  bring-in  by selection,  the required number of 144000 TCs as 
the future sons of God to  herald-in  the next stage of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Salvation”  to JCg’s personal creation during  “The 
Acceptable Year of The Lord”.   For worldly Christians,  The Millennium forms  the (1) Summer and  (2) Autumn period within which occurs  (1) growth 
and  (2) harvest of  “the individual person”  (Matt.13v24-30).  For non-Christians there is also  “the Spring”  first when God’s Word is planted within 
them. 
It is  “acceptable”  because it is the  “equitable”  process operating according to Yahweh’s  “Righteous”  Decree on sin to achieve perfected humans. 
Rom.   8v36 og just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom.   8v36 og [Prophecy, Psa. 44v22 ]  Because  {on account of}/{by reason of}/{for the sake of}     
Rom.   8v36 og Thee/Thy/Thou/You [Yahweh]   (we are being) [TCs] killed/{put to death}/{become dead}   
Rom.   8v36 og (the) whole/all/completely/throughout  the  day/{period of time}; 
Rom.   8v36 og (we [TCs] were)  reckoned/calculated/reasoned/thought  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) sheep   
Rom.   8v36 og (of the) butchery/sacrifice/slaughter. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa44v22  
Rom.   8v36 = Just/as  it has been written:   

Because  {on account of}/{by reason of}  You  (Yahweh)   we  (TCs)   are  {being killed}/{becoming dead}  all  the  day  
(= we have died to worldly desires and suffer affliction from The World for our declared works);  
we  (TCs)   were  counted/reckoned  {in that manner}/as  the  sheep  for  the  butchery/slaughter. 

 

Just as it has been written: 
  Because by reason of You (Yahweh)   (We actively aiming to be TCs by precisely imitating JC are  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”) 
  We (actively aiming to be TCs)  are becoming dead all day   (sacrificing our lives for  “The Cause”  of only  accurately  promoting Yahweh)  
  We (aiming to be TCs)  were reckoned in the manner as sheep for the slaughter   (imitating “The Lamb” = JC before us,  given to The World). 
 

When the TC  precisely  imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in humility  (by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)  then this activity shames those specific  leaders  who 
take  “The First/Most”  within society  and  (fraudulently)  claim that they too represent Yahweh.  Consequently,  the TCs become the targets of those  
religious  leaders  whose hypocrisy is displayed to The World and thus hurting the leaders’ worldly position of whatever self-indulgence!   As we witness 
at JC’s trial it was  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  who manipulated the situation around the secular leaders  (Pilate, Herod)  to remove 
“troublesome irritants”  to their personal existence.  
Importantly,  this has occurred throughout history,  right up to the present day!   As JC stated to Annas  (John.18v19)  he was openly declaring  “The 
Word of God”,  but in that statement,  JC was commenting about  “the professional religious leaders”  “plotting behind closed doors”  (as we are told – 
John.11v47-52)  conspiring the demise of  “The Irritant”  (JC)  –  and likewise today  the very same is mirrored  –  hence John.16v1-4 all in context. 
“Sheep as to the slaughter” speaks in allegory to the  self-sacrifice  the TCs make in their daily life  (away from the self-indulgences of The World)  to 
constantly further the aims of Yahweh to be  “edifying The Neighbour”,  in the  one/same  manner as did JC,  our Master driving our mind likewise.   
It is due to this  unpaid/unrewarded  (from the material world)  dedication that Yahweh  charity/agape  them and will reward them with payment  not  
from this world,  but from The Heavens  as  “Sonship to Yahweh”  when they become  awakened/roused/resuscitated  into the 2nd part of their physical 
life   at  “The 1st Resurrection”.  This occurs when JCg returns at his 1st 2nd C  that is relatively  soon to occur  –  hence the urgency of this website   
“FutureLife.Org”  to promote this  immanent  2nd Advent of JCg. (within the next few decades,  to close The Gospel Age after some 2000 years). 
Rom.   8v37 og But  in  {to [= within] these (persons/things)}   (to the) all (persons/things)   
Rom.   8v37 og (we) [TCs] {vanquish beyond}/gain decisive victory}/{over conquer}  through (reason of) 
Rom.   8v37 og of the (One [Yahweh])  {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao   us/our/we. 
Rom.   8v37 = But  within  

all  these things   (affliction/persecution/distress  sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  operating to worldly methodology)   
we  (TCs)   {vanquished beyond}/overcame/conquered  through reason of  The   (One = Yahweh as the future adopting Father)  
{loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  us   (as a Father loves his son,  JC = “Son of God” and those TCs in spiritual union with him). 
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But within all these things   (afflictions, distress sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who are driven by worldly methodology)  
We (TCs)   (personally)  conquered   (worldly methodology)   through reason of  The One   (Yahweh before the beginning of Mankind) 
agapao/{edifying love}  us  (TCs)   (Yahweh loves His Personal  “Sons of God”  from  “The Beginning of  Time”). 
 

This can only be TCs because it is  only,  they who put themselves out to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Just as Yahweh said at Luke.3v22 and 9v35 of JC  “This 
is my Beloved Son – Listen to him”  =  do what he instructs of you!   Clearly,  Yahweh is equally motivated to phileo  (attractively loves)  these 144000 
prospective Sons of God who are presently TCs  listening  (by accurately imbuing  “The Word of God”  from a good quality Bible  –  absolutely not  the 
NIV  or  “Good News” bible)  and  doing specifically what JC commanded of them  through  “The Word of God”.  
This verse is  not  speaking of  worldly Christians who form the vast majority of The Christian Nation  –  most are  not  evil or wicked  -  but just passive!  
They are not  intrinsically motivated to exactly fulfil Yahweh's Desire, and sadly,  they are kept in that “vegetative state”  by their  “Leaders of Religion” 
who only use their congregations as  “a means”  to extract worldly dues/tithes  (money/influence/glory/sex/prestige/etc. – being their worldly master). 
Yahweh is presently  only  seeking out faithful slaves to their master having 2 and 5 talents to become servants over greater things in The Millennium  
(Matt.25v20-23),  where it is the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (principally worldly Christian leaders)  behaving as the 1 talent stewards.  That is 
precisely why it is the TCs as the 5 and 2 talent stewards who become attacked by the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because the TCs are solely 
motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  and this exposes the inadequacies of the  “Professional Religious Leaders”  noting the same thing occurred at 
Mark.1v22. 
As I state elsewhere,  the TCs are in similar ratios  (in magnitude’)  to those of The Prophets  (also other “Worthies”)  within The Old Israelite Nation 
prior to JC’s ministry taken  (out by election)  over a similar period,  noting what Paul thought about them at Heb.11v38-40. 
Rom.   8v38 og (I have been) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured  For  because  
Rom.   8v38 og {not too}/neither/nor  (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality   
Rom.   8v38 og {not too}/neither/nor  (the) life/existence   
Rom.   8v38 og {not too}/neither/nor  (the) messengers/{bringers of tidings}/angels   
Rom.   8v38 og {not too}/neither/nor  (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   
Rom.   8v38 og {not too}/neither/nor  (the [things]) {place on hand}/impending/present   
Rom.   8v38 og {not too}/neither/nor  (the [things]) {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming. 
Rom.   8v38 = For  I have been  persuaded/assured,   

because  neither  the  death/fatality =  (being the threat of assassination from the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
nor  the  life  (from worldly things occurring around us,  and/or  human assailants making  “life”  difficult),  
nor  the  messengers   (‘from’ worldly methodology [Satan] to lure [2Cor.11v13-15, Matt.24v23-26, 1John.2v18-19, etc.]),  
nor  the  sovereignties   (leaders [of politics/commerce/religious]  “lording it”  over their subjects  [us]) ,   
nor  the  powers   (earthly [physical]  or  heavenly/sky [spiritual authority]  = singular [worldly methodology]),   
nor  things  present/{at hand}   (situation - occurring to us,  actively aiming to become TCs),   
nor  those   (calamities being the future persecution in the remaining 1st part of our physical life)   expecting/coming, 

 

For I have been assured   (based only on  “Real Faith”  solidly built upon  “The Real Word of God”,  and  not  the  “blind faith”  of “Religion”) 
because neither death   (threats of assassination by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
nor life   (standard  difficulties/obstructions  put in the way of us  [normally by other people]  from precisely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) 
nor messengers   (being by default,  effectively Satan’s cohorts  [to oppose]  by promoting worldly methodology instead of Yahweh’s Methodology) 
nor sovereignties   (the leaders of  politics/religion/commerce  “lording it”  over us to impede our effectiveness in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) 
nor powers   (earth = systems/protocols/mechanisms,   heaven/sky = The Local Authority = worldly methodology  [as originally sourced by Satan]) 
nor present things   (local situations that occur daily to make  “being a TC”  difficult to accomplish within  “Today’s world”) 
nor those things to occur   (presently beyond our comprehension which will make the 1st part of our physical life difficult,  by no fault of our own). 
 

Paul is displaying to The Brethren of his utter conviction of what Knowledge, Assurance, Fidelity gives to a TC -  to yield true  “Real Faith”  built upon  
“The Word of God”  accurately imbued  to become  “The Solid Bedrock”   –  so when the storms of life  (including the  misinformation  given out by 
Satan’s cohorts)  occur,  we remain  stoic/steadfast/robust  within  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  (Matt.7v25-27).   We shall have zero weakness in our faith! 
Now compare that statement,  with what I hear within the media today where we constantly hear weakness in the  “ belief”  of those  worldly  eminent 
religious leaders seemingly to be vying with each other by publicly parading their  “lack  of real faith”!    
Perhaps this is done in a form of pretentious  “humility”  to be  “like everyone else”  =  “The Heathen”. 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  would rather  “follow the worldly mind of their clientele”,  rather than  “give a lead”  -  even if their life depended 
upon it  -  which is quite an ironic observation! 

What a very sad situation! 
Instead of  “leading”;   –  our  “Professional Religious Leaders”  are  “following”  populous demands,  and act as  “hunter/gatherers”  (in positions of 
power Acts,20v29)  all being  “heathen”  against  “The Desire of Yahweh”,  because the clientele feed their fleshly existence and thereby exposes their  
“lack of inherent fidelity”  to  “The Real Word of God”!   They are totally spiritually blind  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  to  “Yahweh’s Desire”. 
Rom.   8v39 og {not too}/neither/nor  (the) {elevated thing/place}/altitude/barrier/height 
Rom.   8v39 og {not too}/neither/nor  (the) profundity/extent/depth   
Rom.   8v39 og {not too}/neither/nor  {some/any/certain thing}  (the) formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance   
Rom.   8v39 og (the) other/different/altered  (he/she/it will be) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  us/our/we   
Rom.   8v39 og (to) {place space between}/depart/separate  off/away/separated/from   
Rom.   8v39 og of the  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  of the  God [Yahweh]  of the (person [TC])   
Rom.   8v39 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (of the) Jesus  to the  lord/master  {of/from us}. 
Rom.   8v39 = nor  height/barrier   (to mean  “any obstacle sourced by worldly methodology”),   

nor  profundity/depth   (to mean  “unknown experience”),   
nor  any other  formation/creation  (to mean  “anything that  physically/spiritually  exists  [sourced by any creator]”)  
will  separate/{place between}  us  (TC)   off/from  the  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  of the  God  (Yahweh)  
of the  person  (TC)   within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus  our  lord/master. 

 

Nor  height/barrier   (any obstacle sourced by worldly methodology  [physical or spiritual]) 
Nor  profundity/depth   (any unknown experience that should befall us in the future) 
Nor any other  formation/creation   (anything  physical/spiritually  created by  “intelligence”) 
Will separate us (TCs)  away/from  the  agapao/{edifying love}  of the God (Yahweh) 
Of the person (TC)  within the Anointed   (by Yahweh as The Premier Son of God)   the Jesus our master  (ruling our life with God’s Word). 

        (Paul is  NOT  speaking about worldly Christians or their leaders,  but  only  of people  actively aiming to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.) 
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Just stating the obvious - 
Notice Paul can  only  be speaking of TCs  because of the context v35-36  and  “our master”  here  (6v24)  indicates we  are  slaves to the work that JC 
has commissioned of us  –  communicated to us by  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  operating as a  presence/parousia  within our mind.    

Is this characteristic of The Christian Nation as a whole   (as likewise the Jews in the  previous  Epoch  –  and rejected as  “fleshly Israel”)? 
Obviously,  our  worldly Christian leaders will have a  “hissy-fit”  over this  -  well quite  naturally  they would  -  when  “They are The Problem”! 
After this shock treatment,  I will retract a little by stating - 

“The specific god”  agapao The World to provide  “the means to edify us”  from our present evil state. 
However, 

Both “S/specific G/god”  will phileo and storge love  “The remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord”  over its 2 part life  (of 3 Epochs). 
An aside, 4th revision addition. 
I just heard on BBC 4  (26th May 2020)  Prayer for the Day, given by a lady representative of either Christendom or Islam  (or perhaps even of Hindu)  
because they all say the same useless stuff,  being of worthless platitudes.  She was speaking about Corvid-19 and of the loneliness and isolation,  
reminding her of breakdown earlier in life and how she thanks “God” about getting her through it, and all the other stuff said by these people in similar 
positions.  Yet I was thinking of all the millions upon millions of people around the world being displaced,  barely existing in refugee camps,  or perhaps 
as “The Untouchables of India”,  or the sex slaves throughout The World and contrasted their lives with her life  -  and I was sickened by her lack of 
consideration unto these people – it was all about “The Self” having The Opportunity to pull herself out.  By contrast,  the grouping of people within my 
mind – have no future within this world and will be so very depressed because of this realisation.  The crass hypocrisy of her output – with scant 
disregard of their plight except a  “feel-good mention”  cast in -  being a blanket,  “God help all the people of the world who are feeling depressed”! 
The best thing she could have done was give a sermon that  “FutureLife.Org”  would give. 

Where Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation would be clearly explained,  that does have credibility within a  sane/reasoning  mind. 
This would yield honour for Yahweh within world leaders’ minds to perhaps recant of their actions,  which hurt weaker members of society. 

She (and millions of leaders in her position)  just taught worthless “Religion”  that had no substance except pious words signifying nothing! 
The best thing would be for  “Religious Leaders”  would be to keep their mouth shut  (and only open it when they had something useful to say that 
brought real honour unto Yahweh through carefully reasoned exegesis,  based upon what Yahweh  has done,  is doing,  and  will do)! 
 
 
40th Comment – TCs do not lie when it comes to broadcasting Yahweh’s word to The World,  for TCs have  no  reason as 
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh working through them testifies  (by moulding their synapse construction). 
78th Reasoning – TCs have  no  worldly cause to lie,  because they receive  no  gratuitous self-indulgent return,  but only 
persecution and suffering  (sourced by “Professional Religious Leaders”),  thus what they teach  must  be  “The Truth”  
as they precisely understand,  because that becomes their  only  motivator  –  to  genuinely  fulfil  Yahweh’s Desire. 
This is unlike the  self-indulgent  “kick-back”  worldly Christian leaders have from their congregations –  because they 
feed for  “The Worldly Return”,  but they shall receive  no  Heavenly reward –  for  “they have gained their reward now”! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
41st Comment – TCs have genuine  heart-felt  longing to bring  worldly Christians into what TCs know  –  because The 
Knowledge is just so uplifting to give foundation of  assurance/fidelity  and  not  the froth of weakness in worldly doctrine. 
Worldly Christian leaders just give  platitudes  in reams of  worldly waffle  – as  silver tongued ministers  of no real 
learning about The Millennium  rule/standards -  their output  (both words and deeds)  show us,  they do  not  believe in it! 
42nd Comment – Just as The Israelite Nation had  “The Knowledge and The Promises”,  so now do the members of The 
Christian Nation,  but sadly  like  The Jews,  they  ignore  The Knowledge given to them,  nor practice  The Knowledge,  
thus Yahweh withdraws The Promises because  worldly Christians have turned their back on what they “use to know”! 
Their leaders shall be called “doubly to account” – for they have defaulted on their responsibility to themselves and flock! 
Allegory – repeat - Adoption = This is a  “Two Way Agreement”  -  both child  and new parent  must want each other. 
At present only the TCs are agapao, phileo, and storge loved by Yahweh to adopt them as future “Sons of God”. 
At present the world is agapao loved inasmuch every opportunity is given by  (both) “ho theos” to edify its members. 
The TCs exhibit the  one/same  spiritual mind as “The New Parent”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  to be adopted as part of The 
New Family,  by contrast,  worldly members do  not  exhibit the  one/same  mind as Yahweh and thus rejected.  They need 
to grow in a conducive environment  (The Millennium)  to learn  “how to be wanted”  by the new parents for adoption. 
55th Warning – We must not fall into the trap of being complacent and  “following the crowd”  because that gate is large  
and inviting  (Matt.7v12-14)  made so by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.  Yahweh is searching for people who do 
truly care for The Wellbeing of  “Life”  and show this by actively imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that  first means  
learning  all  The Subject Matter and then  accurately fulfilling its instructions and commands  (John.14v15, 21). 
Rom.   9v1 og (the) truth/verity  (I) state/exclaim  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah   
Rom.   9v1 og not  (I) {deceive by falsehood}/{utter an untruth}/lie,   
Rom.   9v1 og (the) {testifying jointly}/{corroborating (by concurrent evidence)}/{bearing witness with}   
Rom.   9v1 og {to me}/mine  of the  coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience   
Rom.   9v1 og {of me}  in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits 
Rom.   9v1 og (to the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  [=HS]  
Rom.   9v1 = I (Paul)  state  the truth  within  the  Christ/Anointed,  I am  not  {deceiving by falsehood}/lying.  

My  {moral consciousness}  {testifying jointly}/corroborating  me  
within  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 

 

I (Paul)  state the  (real)  truth within the Anointed   (being The Goal of Sonship to Yahweh,  provided we precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle), 
I (Paul)  am not lying.   (It is sad that people are forced to say this,  because of the rampant self-indulgent misinformation within The World today) 
           (Quite simply stated    Paul is  not  preaching “Religion”!   [This includes  “worldly Christianity”  being that of a  “New Jesus”  [2Cor.11v4]) 
my moral consciousness corroborating me   (Paul is  genuinely motivated  to speak  “The Truth”   –  his compunction is to do no other) 
           (Paul’s  “internal driver”  to edify other people is  wholly different  to that of  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  self-seeking other victims!) 
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within the  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits/character   (= the “HS”  operating in Paul). 
 

These are just words  –  that so many  human leaders of “Religion”  state to their congregations,  –  except Paul  is  different! 
He is sincere,  having a passion that drives him beyond what most humans can do within their lives  (2Cor.11v24-28).   
In this respect  I fully trust  what  Paul  tells me  –  unlike the zero confidence I have in the vast majority of worldly  (particularly religious)  leaders who 
are working for themselves under the distinct pretence  “it is to help others”!  
This  was/is  the hypocrisy of which JC spoke in his sermons  (Mat.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1, etc.) ! 

Why do I speak like this? 
Because I hear broadcast so many  “very worldly Christian leaders”  defame of what Paul speaks  –  just because they do not like what they hear,  being 
what Paul states  “confines their lifestyle”!   Thus the  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders  dismiss what Paul states being a twisted version of  (1) 
“love”  (not defining what  “agapao”  means),   (2) “made like God”  (but not explaining what this really means and thus they are  like their god,  Satan  
-  noting what JC thought of them at John.8v38-58)! 

So how can they represent Yahweh ?   Obviously, they do not!   And yet millions upon millions of  worldly Christians adore them  –  and of 
course they do  –  because these  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders give to The World what  The World wants to hear  –  for the worldly 
mutual return  (2Tim.4v3-4)! 

Thus,  these self-proclaiming representatives of  “God”  ignore  “huge chunks”  out of Paul’s  (and other apostles’)  epistles only because it makes for 
unpleasant reading  –  for them,  their peers,  and for their congregational members! 
However perhaps the reader might realise,  I treat  “The Reformed Paul”  with  utter admiration for what he did  –  second only to JC and equal to the 
other original 11 disciples  (Paul having replaced  embezzler/rebellious/betrayer  Judas, as the 12th). 
Paul  will  be a foremost son of God in The Millennium and some of these  worldly Christian leaders  (if resurrected)  will need to  “get to like it”  and of 
what he states,  if they have enough humility to reform and not stand about on the outside condemning what they do not like  (Matt.3v10, Luke.3v9, etc.)! 
Rom.   9v2 og Because  (the) sadness/grief/heaviness/sorrow  {to [= in/with/by/on] me} 
Rom.   9v2 og (it) is  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great,   
Rom.   9v2 og also  (the) unintermitted/permanent/{without ceasing}  (the) dejection/pain/sorrow   
Rom.   9v2 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  heart/{seat of motivation}  {of me}. 
Rom.   9v2 = Because  my  sorrow/grief  is  large/great,   

also  the  {without ceasing}/continuous  pain/sorrow  in  my  heart/{seat of motivation}. 
 

Because my sorrow is large   (at all the misinformation being peddled by  “Leaders of Religion”  purporting to represent Yahweh  [Gal.3v1, etc.]), 
also the continuous pain in my  heart/{seat of motivation}   (that people  are comprehensibly deluded,  truly  not  having access to God’s Word). 
 

I suppose,  I have the same feelings towards my fellow  “Christians”  who are utterly beguiled and  treacherously deceived  by our  worldly  (and worse, 
charlatan)  Christian leaders  robbing/plundering  their congregations for worldly return  (Matt.7v15, 10v16, Acts.20v29)  and give nothing but just 
enough to keep  “the punters”  coming back for a bit more  “fleecing”!   I find it so utterly abhorrent!   This that becomes my driver to expose this 
pandemic hypocrisy! 
That is why I give 10,000’s hours of my time  simply/freely  (over and above my 50+ hour secular week)  in exposing their  disgusting  hearts/{seats of 
motivation}  - where sadly,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do  not  even believe what they teach  –  but only support what  brings-in  a good 
worldly return without getting their hands dirty  (Luke.16v3). 

That surely is  grand hypocrisy  (to be teaching something that you intrinsically know to be false)  -  because they  are  intelligent people and 
know what they teach  is  false  –  but it still keeps the  “worldly tithes”  of whatever flowing in,  to fulfil a fleshly living! 

Rom.   9v3 og (I was) wishing/willing/praying [middle voice]  for  he/(myself)   
Rom.   9v3 og (emphatic) I/me  (the [thing]) banned/excommunicated/accursed/anathema   
Rom.   9v3 og {to be/exist}  off/away/separated/from  of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah   
Rom.   9v3 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  brothers/brethren  {of me},   
Rom.   9v3 og of the  {blood relatives}/kinsmen/{country-men}  {of me}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom.   9v3 og (the) flesh/{carnal minded}. 
Rom.   9v3 = For  I (Paul)   personally  wish/willing  of  myself,   

(that)  emphatic I (Paul)  to be   banned/accursed   off/from  of the  Christ/Anointed   (if it would help in their salvation)  
{for the sake/behalf of}  my  brothers  of my  kinsman/family  according to  the  flesh/{carnal minded}  
(= being my relatives operating as part of The Worldly system – being their animalistic mind seeking “immediacy”). 

 

For I (Paul)  personally willing myself   (that)   emphatic I (Paul)   to be banned  away/from  the Anointed   (for  “Sonship”  by Yahweh) 
for the sake of my family brothers   (if this would help in their conversion to likewise,  precisely imitate JC) 
(presently operating)   according to the animalistic mind   (that desires  “The Immediacy”  more than a perfected society in The Millennium). 
 

Paul’s desire is so strong for those clansman of whom he knows  (perhaps even some other fleshly family members  –  see end of Romans)  to come into 
“The Real Faith” of  “True Christianity”  only given as  “1st Century Christianity”.   We know there is such a wonderful future for them  –  if  they 
would only truly reform from the 1st part of their spiritual life into the 2nd part of their spiritual life as demonstrated by JC’s lifestyle during his 3.5 year 
ministry period.   
Note   This does  not  mean Paul would rather be away from Jesus Christ as  “The Word of God”,  but  (as I state elsewhere)  Paul uses this expression 
to mean  The Future Ideal   (never  correctly taught today)  of being  “anointed  by Yahweh”  to become a future  “Son of God”  (one of 144000). 
Thus Paul is telling us that he is prepared to sacrifice his future position of becoming a future  “Son of God”  (2Tim.4v6-8, explained 2Cor.12v1-3  –  
please see my local commentaries)  if it would only help them to come round to  truly  believe in  “The Word of God”. 
Rom.   9v4 og whosoever/whatsoever  {they are/be}  Israelites  {of whom/which}  the  {placing as a son}/adoption,   
Rom.   9v4 og also  the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   
Rom.   9v4 og also  the  dispositions/contracts/covenants/agreements   
Rom.   9v4 og also  the  legislator/{law giver}/{instituter of The Law of Moses} 
Rom.   9v4 og also  the  {ministration of God}/worship/{divine service}  
Rom.   9v4 og also  the  announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises. 
Rom.   9v4 = Whosoever  they are  Israelites  {of whom}   (are)   of the  adoption, 

also  the  glory,   also  the  covenants/agreements,   also  the  {law-giving},   also  the  divine services,   also  the  promises. 
  

Whosoever The Israelites of whom they are of the adoption,   (they were ideally placed by having The Tanakh  [= The Old Testament]) 
           (The Israelites were  [and are]  “best placed”  to become  “Sons of God”  having  “The Knowledge”  and now  JC to copy  [as do apostles].) 
           (Importantly,  The Tanakh gave “God’s Word part 1” that was  righteously answered  by JC as “God’s Word part 2”  [that is why we copy him]) 
also the  glory/honour   (of what The Tanakh could bring within their mind  –  by understanding  “The Wealth of God's Word”) 
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also the  contracts/agreements   (that  “The Word of God”  has made with us,  who ideally  hearken to our  side of  “The Covenant”) 
also the  Law Giver   (being through  [1] Moses,  and then  [2] JC who was able to surpass what Yahweh gave through Moses) 
also the  ministration  of  (what belongs to)   God   ([Yahweh’s Interests]  faithfully executed by The Prophets and the following TCs) 
also the  pledges/promises   (of what is available  if  and only if  we  personally precisely fulfil  Yahweh's Desire). 
          (All contrary to with what  worldly Christian leaders try to befuddle us within their  “near useless exegesis”!   They get  very little  correct!) 
 

It is interesting Paul starts off with The Israelites having been placed for adoption  –  and we know,  it is  now  The Christian Nation has been placed for 
adoption.   The Bible tells us  (Acts chapter 10, and from physical events, 70 CE)  “The Israelites”  (as Jews of The Jewish faith)  have been taken off the 
adoption list  and  “Sonship”  has been transferred to  “The Christian Nation”  under  “The 2nd Covenant”  that Yahweh presently has with Mankind,  
because JC made it possible  “to lead the way”.  JC made The Transferal from The Jews to The Christian Nation – of which  The Jews are invited in – 
just as were the Gentiles invited in to  “The Contract”  before JC’s 1st Advent.    It is critical to understand this paragraph. 
Thus,  within Yahweh’s Mind  “The Christian Nation”  becomes  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  out of which  “The Adoption unto Sonship”  can take place. 
Moreover,  by logical extension as I carefully explain elsewhere,  “The Resurrected World”  means as  “The Fleshly Israel”  (being  “The 3rd Epoch 
Israel”  –  noting Matt.19v28, Luke.22v30, see below) 
Where out of - 

The 1st Epoch Israel,  Yahweh could extract The Remnant that returns to The Lord = The Prophets  (to form part of the Spiritual Israel). 
The 2nd Epoch Israel,  Yahweh can extract The Remnant that returns to The Lord = The 144000 TCs (to form part of the Spiritual Israel) 
  (As we are told at John.10v16 of these two flocks coming together in the future,  please see my local commentary,  as “The Early Adopters”) 
The 3rd Epoch Israel,  Yahweh will extract The Remnant that returns to The Lord = The Reformed People out of The Resurrected World. 
  (As we are told by prophecy within The Bible for these people can become  “The Late Adopters”.) 

Therefore,  from this we can understand. 
The Israelites have all this knowledge given by The Prophets  (Tanakh which includes the Torah)  within their grasp having been entrusted 
with it by Yahweh for nearly 2000 years  –  yet they just threw it away by ignoring what it means to them.  The religious leaders merely gave 
wonderful soundbites for a worldly return and allowed their congregations to become  passive/apathetic  to what Yahweh  really desires. 
  (That is why JC  was  able to pass what was required of him  [Matt.5v16-18] for him to  “Lead the Way”,  John.14v5-15 unto  “Sonship”.) 

This all sounds so familiar,  does it not! 
Let me by analogy bring it up to date  

The Christians have all this knowledge given by The Apostles  (gospels + epistles)  within their grasp having been entrusted with it by Yahweh 
for nearly 2000 years  –  yet they are just throwing it away by ignoring what it means to them.  The religious leaders merely give wonderful 
soundbites for worldly return and allowed the congregations to become  passive/apathetic  to what Yahweh  really desires  by building their 
house upon sand  (Matt.7v26-27). 
  (That is why the TCs  are  able to pass what was required of them  [1Cor.11v1]  for them to  “Follow the Way”,  unto  “Sonship”.) 

Please carefully reason  very deeply  on this  –  this is  why  Paul under divine inspiration is writing this down for us to understand at The End Times! 
It  is  my responsibility to report on it  –  else I shall be  “called to account”  by JCg in The Millennium for remaining silent  (Eze.33v1-20)  being a 
“dereliction to duty”  if I refrain from writing this. 
The reader should not blandly dismiss what has been written in this verse  –  because it speaks about  what is  expected  of those people for adoption - 

The Glory   Well,  all  worldly thinking people want that  (without realising what is  really  required for this accolade)! 
The Covenant   This means a  bilateral contractual agreement –  worldly thinking people try to find mitigating reasons to sidestep their part! 
The {Law Giving}   This means  accurately  dispensing The Word of God –  worldly thinking people excuse themselves of this responsibility! 
The {Divine Services}   This means fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  this is an anathema to  worldly thinking people! 

All the above is with the two caveats - 
Dispensing  “The Word of God”  accurately  -  exactly as given in The Bible correctly translated word for word  (not through Rev.22v18-19). 
“Fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire”  –  means  just that  –  it does  not  mean  “fulfilling our own desires”  (while driven by  worldly methodology)! 

Sadly our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders cannot get past these two caveats and thus  cannot  be future Sons of God unless wholesale 
personal reform occurs  (hence the whole of Luke chapter 15 is written  specifically for them to personally repent  –  else Luke chapter 16 awaits them)! 
However,  if  we do personally reform and  put-in  much effort to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and hence fulfil all the above  –  then  we can - 

Expect  (not “hope”)  fulfilment of  The Promises  afforded to a potential Son of God. 
I repeat,  this is all naturally contrary to our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders giving  “The Easy Option”  (wide gate, Matt.7v12-14)  
but what they teach will  not  yield  “The Future World Leaders”  who operate with  Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility with God’s Word,  
firstly within their own life,  that spills out into The World.   Noting,  it is The World that judges these TC  “Early Adopters”  as being worthy to rule over 
them  (as “The Resurrected World”)  in The Millennium,  noting Yahweh knew who these TCs would be  before  Mankind was created  (Rom.8v28-30). 

Does the reader understand all of this,   being  specifically why  Yahweh rejects the  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  (Luke.20v16)? 
Rom.   9v5 og {of whom/which}  the  fathers/forebears,  also  {from/out of}  {of whom/which}   
Rom.   9v5 og the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  the (one [JC])  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)     
Rom.   9v5 og (the) flesh/{carnal minded}  the (one [JC])  this/being/having  upon/over  (of the) all (persons),   
Rom.   9v5 og (the) {specific god} [JC]   (the) adorable/blessed/{worthy of praise}  into/unto   
Rom.   9v5 og the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}.      Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
Rom.   9v5 = {of whom}  the  fathers   (meaning  “The Prophets”  laying down  “The Prophecies”  for JC to fulfil),   

also  {from out of}  {of whom}  the  Christ/Anointed  according to  the  flesh/{carnal mind},   
the one  (JC)   being  upon/over  all/every  persons   (JC having privilege - because of what he has done), 
the specific god  (of us = the sinful World, thus points to JC)   adorable/{worthy of praise}   unto  the  {Messianic period}.  Amen. 

 

Option 1: 
(These faithless people)   Of whom   (from out of)   the fathers,    (thereby,  “The Prophets”  from out of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”) 
also from out of whom  (TCs)  of The Anointed   (being the prospect of Sonship to Yahweh)       (thereby,  from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”) 
(and they all operated)   according to the animalistic mind   (in the 1st part of their physical life) 
(but)   the one (JC)  being upon all people   (JC's proven foremost position over all humans  [in his physical fleshly life  simulating our 1st part life]) 
the specific god   (of us while in the 1st part of our physical life,  purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life)   
(the one)   worthy of praise unto the  Messianic period   (The Millennium and beyond).   Amen. 
 

I have some ten different bible translations and almost a similar number of  different  translations in each! 
However,  I give a slight variation to all the ten other translations for consideration,  based upon what I consider is  “The Theme of The Bible”  and a 
contextual appraisal of what is going through Paul's mind.   We must understand,  Paul wrote this some 30 years after JC's return to the heavens,  having 
witnessed The Slide unto worldly methodology after the start of The Ministry given by  “The Aliens”   [TCs]  moving out into The World   (1Pet.1v1). 
I also give a second possible alternative  (perhaps closer to a more traditional understanding) - 
 

Option 2: 
(These faithless people are)   Of whom the fathers,    (The Jews) 
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also from out of whom  (The Christians)  of The Anointed   (of the prospect of Sonship to Yahweh, the unique position they had with Yahweh)  
(where they operated)   according to the animalistic mind   (and yet from out of these faithless people  [= The Jews/Christians]  came  ...) 
the one (JC)  being upon all people   (JC's proven foremost position over all humans at  1st Advent  [and at 2nd Advent]) 
the specific god   (of us while in the 1st part of our physical life while ideally purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life) 
(the one)   worthy of praise unto the  Messianic period   (The Millennium and beyond).   Amen. 
 

I accept both variations as being an acceptable understanding of what Paul is conveying to us  (at its  two  levels – as I show in parenthesis). 
Now let me enter the constant battle I have with our  worldly Christian leaders  “screwing everything up”  in their  “near useless portrayal”  of almost  
every verse  given within The New Testament,  being the very document,  they are  supposed  to represent! 
Two  things our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  get wrong  are demonstrated within this  one  verse - 
1. They translate The Greek to  “flesh”  to infer fleshly body.  And,  Yes  -  a weak translation.  But the  “body” (sorry for the pun)  behind what is 

being taught here is of  the animalistic mind to satisfy “Immediacy”  rather than the long term goal to edify our neighbour to our own hurt  –  for 
the long term benefit.  The crux being that   JC was placed within The Environment as a human who  could  have imbued  “The  (worldly) 
Environment”  –  but personally chose to imbue Yahweh’s Environment  (Luke.2v46-52).  Thus,  JC’s mind intrinsically desired  “The Things”  of 
Yahweh –  inasmuch JC had an affinity to Yahweh’s Methodology and consequently  actively  pulled himself  away  from worldly methodology. 

2. The usual  mess-up  they  “love to sink within”  to support their Trinity myth/doctrine.  When are they going to  “Get Real”/”Wake up”! 
The  “ho theos”  represents  “the specific god”  of the context  and is  not  an absolute pointer to Yahweh  – The Almighty God, -  all as I so very 
carefully explain in so many places  (where nominative is a  relative  pointer,  while the dative,  genitive and accusative are  absolute  pointers to 
Yahweh).  Thus the context tells us that JC is  “the specific god”  of The World being  “being  over/upon  all people”. 
Yahweh is  “The Specific God” of  (1) “JCg”  and  (2) “The Early Adopters”  from out of the 1st and 2nd Covenants that Yahweh has with Mankind,  
but sadly all this is presently  unintelligible  to our worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  lost within their myopic vision that bears absolutely  no 
resemblance to reality  –  because quite simply –  they  never  teach it  (at 2015 CE)!   Surely,  they are duty bound to teach it  –  if  they knew it! 

But they merely teach  “mystery”  which is equivalent to  “nonsense” –  especially when they keep stating  “we are not given to know” 
(Matt.13v11-13 is a salutary  warning  for us,  -  we must  not  go to them –  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)!   It is about time someone stated 
they are wearing no clothes –  as per Aesop’s fables  “The Emperor’s New Clothes”!    

I do it through reasoned argument –  exactly as did Paul   (hence 1Cor.11v1)! 
After releasing my frustration through one of my justified  “little rants”,  then please let me continue. 
We realise from out of those humans  (Jews = 1st Epoch “Israelites”)  who had all these promises and possibilities of adoption   (to become  “sons of 
Abraham”)  came JC  (typified by Isaac)  likewise in physical  “Flesh”,  but importantly the potentially  animalistic/carnal  mind to be put through the 
same trials of life.  Moreover,  JC proved himself through assay during his ministry to have privilege   (of whatever he deems)  over all of us. 
Likewise,  The Christian Nation had these promises of adoption and out of it came the 144000 TCs who likewise in the flesh,  but  personally  reformed 
their mind built upon  “The Word of God”  are to be  assayed worthy  of  “Adoption into Sonship”.  They follow  “The Head”  as  “The First/Chief/Only  
Begotten Son of God”  (now JCg),  so they too likewise are to become begotten  “Sons of God”  at the 1st 2nd C of JCg that  is soon  to occur. 
Quite simply,  JC as  The First Fruit Barley  waved upon His Resurrection after his covering on  “The Great Sabbath Day”  while dead,  then the 144000 
TCs as  The First Fruit Wheat  waved 50 days later at Pentecost as  “The Ingathering”  of what to occur over the next 2000 years  (that is why Acts 
chapter 2 occurred in precisely the manner as described).  Where  “The Wheat!  is  “The Primary Crop”  representing  “humans”  –  over  the two part 
harvest,  at the end of  (1) the Gospel Age,  (2) The Millennium.    
Again sadly,  all this is presently  unintelligible   to our  worldly Christian leaders/theologians  -  a  demonstrable fact being true  for the last some 
1700+ years  (when we audit their output) –  because they  never teach this  core  Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”  knowledge to us!     
Yet they are so proficient to teach us   “Religion”  to our long-term harm  (inasmuch it does  not  yield  “The Early Adopters”  and  excuses  “The Late 
Adopters”  from of their required reform)! 
That is precisely why Yahweh via JCg  (as  “The Word of God”)  as a stone of crushing  (Matt.21v44)  will rip through them as described throughout 
Luke chapter 16  (particularly v19-21+)  and why it follows the plea given by JC in Luke chapter 15  –  because Yahweh does not want this to occur! 
Yahweh desires repentance,  penitence and of personal reform away from worldly methodology,  from His representatives  –  please see my Gospel local 
commentaries to understand precisely what JC was teaching us!   This is what makes Yahweh  “holy/pure/innocent/blameless”  of all accusation! 
 
43rd Comment – “The Word of God”  is  ignored/twisted  within The Christian Nation;  so now,  just as Israel is not 
Israel,  then not all Christians are Christians!   The leaders pretend to be representing Yahweh but are only in that 
position by name,  for the self-indulgent returns,  and worst,  many people thinking they are genuine Christians  (by what 
their leaders tell them)  are  still  simply  worldly Christians!   Because they know of nothing else,  being spiritually blind! 
40th 'Allegory' – Israel = “Persevere with subjector/God”  where we as individuals  with The Word of God  either:- 

1.  Persevere  positively  with God  (to become TCs of The Gospel Age). 
2.  Persevere  negatively  with God  (to become  worldly Christians of The Gospel Age) 

21st Prophecy – The numerous prophecies given in The Bible of The Seed from Abraham to yield JC. 
22nd Allegory – Abraham represents Yahweh.  
41st Allegory – Isaac (the son of Abraham)  represents JC. 
42nd Allegory – Jacob (a twin son of Isaac)  represents  “The Spiritual Israel”  that perseveres  positively with God. 
The Spiritual Israel over the three Epochs of time delivers  (1) The Prophets  (2) The 144000 TCs  (3) The People who 
personally reform out of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
For The Record:  Fleshly Israel (Esau)  over the three Epochs of time delivers  “the failed”  (1) Jews  (2) Christians  
[where these failures are given their last opportunity to reform in The Millennium]  (3) the people in the 2nd part of their 
physical life during The Millennium who reject JCg and the 144000 TC's teaching  –  these people shall be annihilated. 
79th Reasoning – And exactly like most Israelites not being of  “the seed”  through Isaac,  likewise most Christians are not 
being of  “the seed”  through JC  (but just like The Pharisees they  thought/preached  they were [John.8v32-55]). 
44th Comment – But precisely as we are told:  Those people through JC (as Isaac)  shall  not  be of carnal mind feeding 
from the self-indulgences that this world has to offer –  but they will adhere to The Word of God for The Promises given. 
67th Good News – Thus there will be The Remnant through  Isaac/JC  who will be Sons of  Abraham/Yahweh. 
= The Old Testament  prophets/worthies (of the “Other Flock”)  and the TCs  (of the “Small/Own Flock” of JCg). 
Rom.   9v6 og not  {as such}/{what sort}  and  because  (it has) {dropped away}/{become inefficient}/failed   
Rom.   9v6 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God [Yahweh].  
Rom.   9v6 og not  For  all (persons)  the (persons)  {from/out of}  (the) Israel,  these/those (specifically)   (the) Israel. 
Rom.   9v6 = And  not  because  {as such}  The Word of  the God (Yahweh)  has  failed/{dropped away} (= Law of Moses).   
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For not  all/every  the persons  {from out of}  of Israel,  are these specific ones of Israel. 
 

And not because as such  The Word of God  (sourced by Yahweh)   has failed   (noting, “The Law of Moses” has  not  failed,  nor been repealed). 
           (“God’s Word part 1”  as contained n The Tanakh gave [1] how The World shall be, [2] physical rules, [3] promised of The Means to get there!) 
For  not  all people   (coming)   from out of Israel  (now),    (the people  with  “The Word of God”  claiming  to represent Yahweh) 
(are)  the specific people of  “Israel”.   (these people are  not  the specific people that Yahweh accepts as representing Him). 

           (“God’s Word parts 1 and 2”  as contained in The Bible,  where “part 1”  was  righteously answered  by JC’s ministry and lifestyle in “part 2”) 
 

This is a crucial verse  and it also operates at two levels. 
The first level is with  “The Jews”  –  to be  “The First Israelites”  

Paul is stating,  “The Law of Moses”  has not implicitly dropped away  –  because it still stands  (as JC told us about it and himself Matt.5v17-18). 
Yet it still stands in  some  people who make up the whole “Israel”.  Just because  “The Jews” are called “Israelites” does  not  mean that they respected  
“The Word of God”  given by Moses –  there were many Israelites who were adulterers to “The Word of God” –  they followed Satan’s ways in their life. 
Where,  the reality of the situation is,  the leaders  (“supposedly the best”  in society)  are much more likely to have criminal charges brought against 
them than the general member of the public  –  because essentially a leader climbing in society is prepared to  “take the law on”  presuming themselves 
to be greater than The Law.  It is  just a mental attitude,  against which JC warns us  (about  The  First/Most  in society now during the 6000 years of  
“Satan’s rule”  becoming  The  Last/least  within the society of The Millennium under “JCg’s Rule”)  –  and particularly so with the leaders of JC’s time 
and at any slice taken within the time domain.   

Perhaps,  I suppose therefore our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do not teach of The Millennium  –  because they have  no  desire to 
acknowledge this event is to occur to them?    

Therefore,  they push it away!   This is a typical reaction by a human to   Bad news’!   “They prefer to be ignorant”  (“Agnoeo”, StrongsTM = 50). 
Now for the deeper secondary level of which Paul intimates when this piece is placed into context of the whole of Romans. 

Replace  “The Word of God”  with JC,  and  “Israel”  with  “Christian”. 
The Reader should understand what the word  “Israel”  means.   Please see glossary and a small piece I have written called   “What does Israel mean?” 

Essentially  “Israel”  means   “persevere/persistence  with  subjector”. 
Where we are all,  as humans,  within one of two camps  (noting JC’s examples from memory, Matt.7v12-14, 12v30, 21v28-32, Luke.4v35-39, etc.)    

“Persevering either  against/negatively  or   for/positively  with   subjector  =  “Yahweh”. 
Thus,  Christians are  “persevering with subjector”  either  “for”  or  “against”  –  specifically as JC taught us  (Luke.11v23)  where JC can become 
that  “Stumbling Stone”.  Thus,  Paul is teaching us –  

Just because we call  (or think)  ourselves  “a Christian”  then that does  not  make us a  “real Christian”  (= TC).  
Precisely as Paul told us by simile in Rom. Chapt.4 about  “circumcision of the heart”  makes us a real follower of Yahweh.  Likewise we are only a  real 
“Christian”  if our heart  (= seat of motivation)  drives us to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return  (and thus 
automatically excludes  most  worldly Christian leaders and  all  charlatan Christian leaders from being accepted by Yahweh)!    
Note   A salutary warning located at Matt.23v15 and also beware that JC nor the apostles went to a seminary  (John.7v15)  where it is  “The Blind 
leading the blind  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)”  –  Paul did,  and had to go through  major reform  on the road to Damascus  (Act.9v1-12)! 

That surely tells us something! 
Thus,  explaining this for our generation at  the end  of The Gospel Age based upon what Paul was teaching at the time  (for our future edification). 
Paul is saying   

JC did  not  fail  when we look around now,  today,  and see present  “fleshly Israel”  (= the Jews then persecuting Paul but we must read  
“worldly Christians”  now today)  just like it was before JC came.  But in reality,  JC started  “The New Spiritual Israel”  (= TCs as  “The 
Early Adopters”)  into which  “we”  are called.  Whether we enter  (by election/selection)  into this  “New  Spiritual  Israel”  is purely 
dependent upon our personal  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}.  

If  we decide to meticulously follow Yahweh’s requirements  -  then  we enter this  “New Spiritual Israel”  (to ideally become the future  “Sons of God”)  
selected/elected  by Yahweh  (and  not  by  worldly Christian leaders)  from out of  “The Fleshly Israel”  (worldly  Christians)  Matt.20v16, 22v14.   
Yet paraphrasing JC  (at John.15v1-8,  and Paul later at Rom.11v15-25)   we  “can be grafted into the vine  or cut out”  (this  is  true,  irrespective of 
what  worldly Christian leaders errantly preach today).   Therefore,  we must  always  be   “working out”  in our life  “The Desire of Yahweh”  -   with 
Him obviously continuously supplying the HS through the presence  (parousia)  of JCg while we work  “The Desire of Yahweh”.    

It is  all conditional,  we must first personally put in The Effort to imitate JC by first intimately learning our subject matter,  thoroughly  
assaying/testing  it for righteousness  (for us to understand it)  and afterwards,  operate with fidelity to the tested knowledge,  then and  only 
then,  Yahweh will work with us to further fulfil His Desire. 

Quite simply if we do  not  the above,  then  Yahweh's HS leaves us  (actually,  we leave Yahweh’s HS,  by refusing to operate upon  “The Word of God”  
within our minds).  If we are not fulfilling His Desire then clearly we do  not  have the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is  
pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  that is to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  (being the composite 
definition of the “HS”). 
Obviously,  this righteous logic eludes those  worldly Christian leaders who state  (contrary to what The Bible teaches us)  the HS never leaves us! 

Could this be said of Balaam or of Judas Iscariot  (both of whom,  supposedly once in their life represented Yahweh)? 
Thus,  to complete this verse  –  as I profusely state elsewhere  (because it is so important)  

This  “New Spiritual Israel”  is first  “Called”  by JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.3v20, being  “the specific god” of us  heathen)   to yield  
“The Many”,  and from out of this  “pool of many people”  this is  “The First Stage”  and includes all “Christians”. 
Then it is Yahweh  (being  “The Specific God” of us  TCs)  Who  secondly,  makes  “The Selection”   of  “The Few”  (during the 1st part of a 
person’s physical life  –  Matt.20v16, 22v14),  where  “The Selection”  (out of  the pool of  worldly Christians)  is made visible as  “The  
Awakening/Rousing/Resuscitating”  by Yahweh at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 
All this is made possible through what JCg  (as JC)  did for his Bride  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9,   etc.). 

At 2015 CE upon my 3rd revision,  this most righteous exegesis is utterly and thoroughly  unknown  by our most  “eminently worldly”  Christian 
leaders/theologians/scholars  -  it does not even appear on their  “radar screens”  being like an alien language to them  –  which it  naturally  is to them! 
Yet this is all to be exploded very soon at the imminent  “1st Resurrection”  which is to occur in the next few decades,  certainly  before  2067 CE 
Please see all my several thousand of  inter-verse  commentaries of The New Testament that thoroughly explain Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for 
Human Salvation”  –  being as if a  “million miles”  away from what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  naturally teach us,  to their almost  “infinite 
error”  of  “Excuses to remain human”! 

This is  not  what Yahweh wants,  only people who imitate JC  (their saviour)  will survive into  “The Eternity”  over our 2 part life! 
Worldly leaders  (religion, politics, and commerce)  living today  (in Satan’s era)  will find this  required  personal transformation – “difficult”! 
Rom.   9v7 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  because  {they are/be}  (the) seed/offspring/issue  
Rom.   9v7 og [of]   (the) Abraham  (the) all (persons)    (the) children,   
Rom.   9v7 og [Prophecy, Gen. 21v12 ]  But  in  Isaac  (it will be) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned   
Rom.   9v7 og {to you}  (the) seed/offspring/issue/descendants. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.21v12  
Rom.   9v7 = Because,  neither  {they are/be}  all  the  children   (those people elected out of Old fleshly Israel and The Christian Nation)  

(as)  the  seed/offspring/descendants  of  Abraham   (claiming to be part of  “God’s family”  v7 and v8 – see also John.8v31-55),  
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(Speaking to Abraham, Yahweh stated)   In Isaac  (your son)   shall be  named/assigned  to your  (Abraham’s)   descendants. 
 

Because neither they are all the children   (not  all the people of “Israel”,  but  only  the  specific people  elected from out of “Israel”  of 2 Epochs) 
(to be known as)   the seed of Abraham   (being accepted as part of Yahweh’s immediate family  –  noting John.8v32-58). 

           (These are only  “The Early Adopters”  of God’s Word  pertinent to the respective  “Epoch of Israel”,  [1] Prophets and then [2] 144000 TCs) 
 

Paul is explaining therefore,  the  “Sons of God”  come through Isaac  –  typified as JC  (who is the forebear of  “The New Spiritual Israel”  
elected/chosen/selected  by Yahweh from out of The Christian Nation).   Just as  “The Other Flock of JCg”  (John 10v16)  are the spiritual sons of 
Abraham being  “The Ancient Worthies, prophets,  etc.,”  prior to JC’s ministry.   We are told,  they require their sons [TCs]  to  “cover them”  as Paul 
explains at Heb.11v37-40,  noting also King David’s prophecy given at Psm.45v16  (where  “the princes”  are  “The Ancient  Worthies/Prophets”,  and 
the TCs become  “the Sons of God”  over  “the princes”  who were originally  “the fathers”). 
I fully explain elsewhere  (Heb.11v11)  the full significance of this verse that goes beyond all possibility of the legion of  “supposed coincidences”  (as 
falsely deemed by our  worldly experts/scholars)   as with the  many hundreds upon hundreds  that I explain on this website in my local commentaries. 
The “Sons of the World”  metaphorically  (spiritually,  not  physically)  come through Ishmael  (= allegory 1.  illegitimate child of Abraham  Gen.16v11-
16, Heb.12v8, – allegory 2.  rejected because of the taunting against Isaac Gen.21v9  but noting allegory 3,  he was  not  abandoned 21v17-20,  hence 
The Millennium).  Where importantly, –  both groups come from Abraham  (= The Loving Father)  -  typified as Yahweh.  I explain  all  these allegories 
most rigorously elsewhere,  –  but  the perceptive mind  can see why these historical events  were recorded for our edification  –  to understand Yahweh’s  
Omniscience/Omnipotence  throughout  “all Time”  – as His Plan for Human Salvation slowly unfolds.  The intricate interconnecting details recorded 
for us as  a  blazing  roadmap   –  is surely stupendous,  and yet our scholars have  absolutely  no  interest in it,  but The New Testament instructs us to 
teach of this and  NOT  “Religion”!   Likewise of Abraham’s previous encounters in Gen. chapter 14 is a  perfect  overlay  of what is  precisely  
occurring  today  –  I explain all this section within my commentary to Hebrews  (as an appendix).  Also please see my dissertation entitled   “Yahweh’s 
Plan as given in Genesis”  where I show the  many hundreds  of prophetic allegories that roll out of what is written in Genesis  to precisely overlay The 
Gospel Age and on into The Millennium. 
But again,  this is all utterly and absolutely  unknown  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  –  having virtually  zero  understanding 
and of  no  interest in Yahweh’s  “Most Meticulous Plan for The Righteous Salvation of Mankind”  –  they are presently so very spiritually blind. 

Else again  –  I repeat  –  if  they do know,  then  surely they  are  duty bound to be teaching us  “The Word of God”  to provide the strong 
foundation  (Matt.7v24-25),  and  not  the near nonsense  “Religion”  that any religious leader preaches,  from the “101” religions  “doing 
the rounds”  today on this planet!   All  by definition,  “opposing”  Yahweh's Desire  for  “The Salvation of Mankind”   (and thus “satanic”)! 

That explains  “The 1st Level”  of this verse at the spiritual level  (to yield  “The Sons of God” of Yahweh through JC  –  as  “The Word of God”). 
But this verse also operates at  “The 2nd Level”  in fleshly realm  (to yield the  “sons”  of JCg  through his union with the 144000 TCs). 
Thus it becomes  “The Resurrected World”  within The Millennium as the seed  (as  “grandchildren”  of Yahweh)  under JCg  (being JCg’s direct 
children reformed out of The Millennium in the 2nd part of their physical life as  “The Late Adopters”).   These are  not  specifically Yahweh's immediate 
children  (= “The Early Adopters”  who  actively rebelled  against  “the god of the world”  [Satan]  during their assay in the 1st part of their physical 
life,  precisely as The Epistles teach us in their utmost clarity).   

One notable example I frequently use would be William Tyndale  –  of whose output,  I fervently respect. 
Rom.   9v8 og {that is (to say)}  (it) is  not  the  children  of the  flesh/{carnal mind},  these  (the) children  of the  God;   
Rom.   9v8 og but  the  children  of the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   
Rom.   9v8 og (he/she is) reckoned/accounted/reasoned/thought  into/unto  (the) seed/offspring/issue/descendants. 
Rom.   9v8 = {That is to say}  these  children  of the  God  (Yahweh)   are  not  the  children  of the  flesh/{carnal mind}; 

but  the children  of the  pledge/promise  are  reckoned/accounted  unto  the  seed/offspring/descendants. 
 

That is to say,  these children of God (Yahweh)  are  not  the children of the animalistic mind;   (they are  not  driven by  worldly methodology) 
           (These  “Early Adopters”  are  not  of their physical family of  “fleshly Israel”  over its  “Two Epochs”  [Jews/Christians]) 
but the children of the promise are reckoned unto the descendants   (of  Abraham/Yahweh).    (They are driven by  Yahweh’s Methodology) 

           (These  “Early Adopters”  make themselves of  “The Promise”  and thus the pool from which they came was the two Epochs of  Israel/Knowledge) 
 

Paul is deliberately making a separation between those people who call themselves  “Israelites”  (the general populace)  and those people who are 
“Children of Abraham” (being the Ancient Worthies, Prophets, Leaders such as Moses, Joshua, King David, etc.,)  who are  spiritually  separated from 
the fleshly Israelites to form JC’s  The  “other Flock”  (John.10v16).  Note also JC’s enlightening analysis of The Pharisees at John.8v30-58 speaking at 
the  spiritual/animalistic  metaphoric DNA level that was operating within the mind,  rather than the fleshly body,  where actually,  JC was  not  
“shutting the door after the horse had bolted”,  but rather speaking by analogy of  “The New Israel”  (Christians)  that was to come  (by warning).  
We must realise,  Paul  (as was JC in his sermons)  is speaking of  “The Mind”  and  not  “the physical frame”.  Precisely as he stated at the beginning 
of his argument,  earlier in Romans 4v12 about Abraham already being correctly motivated within The Mind  before  he took upon himself circumcision  
–  merely an outward manifestation as a physical contractual arrangement.  Thus it is  “The Mind”  that is  all  important  –  and  the direct equivalence  
is given by what occurred to Cornelius becoming  “The First Gentile”  baptised  [Acts.10v1-31]  –  “to the Jew first and then The Gentile”  [at its  two  
levels],  Rom.1v16, etc.). 
We can reason,  the mirror of this is what Paul leads onto by prophecy. 
“The Spiritual Children”  of  “The  Seed/Descendants”  of  “Spiritual Abraham”  (being a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is the  one/same  with 
JCg as  “The Word of God” sourced by Yahweh)  are to be taken from out of  “The Christian Nation”.  Note,  “Israel”  operates at its  two  levels  
“spiritual[with] / fleshly[against]  the  Subjector”.   The  Spiritual/Head/Leaders  become  “The Future Sons of God” and are the 144000 TCs  
proven/assayed  as being  “Righteous”  against  “The Standard”  set by JC’s assay of The Ministry work driven by the  “circumcision of The Heart”  
(being the  motivation/drive/passion/zeal)  that  only  Yahweh is able to decipher.   Yahweh is able to do this by directly reading the synapse construction 
mapping of the specific individual formed by their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (1Sam.16v7)  formed by the conscious process of the individual 
growing their mind upon  “The Word of God”  to yield an  internal  HS.   If the mind  transformation/transfiguration  is commensurate with that of JC,  
then quite simply  (irrespective of the  unintentional  sins that we may have done)  we are  not  judged upon them  –  but rather we become judged purely 
upon our  “synapse construction mapping”  that has been entirely reformed to become Christ-Like  (unlike  the stalled change at  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16  
of  charlatan Christian leaders). 

Can the reader see the righteous nature of this logic? 
Continuing,  we can by inference reason the converse to the first section of the verse  

That is to say   Most children  (of  “The Knowledge/Israel”)   are  of the flesh  (seeking  self-indulgence of The World to consume their time)  
and are thus  not  of Yahweh  (even though they have God’s Word either part 1 or 2). 
But the children [TCs]  of  The Promise  (actively seeking  to be Sons of God)  then Yahweh  reckoning/accounting  for  seed/descendants  in  
“The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (only made by Yahweh  –  1Sam.16v7-13 for future Kingship,  that now occurs during The Gospel Age  
only  upon “Christians”). 

But the seed for what? 
As  “Sons of God”  (Early Adopters)  to become  “The Seed”  that will sprout a wonderful harvest from out of The Millennium by teaching  “The 
Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  to yield their  “spiritual children”  (as the grandchildren  [Late Adopters]  of Yahweh). 

It is all so very easy to understand,  and yet why do our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  not teach it? 
Because quite simply they would  “do themselves out of a fleshly living”;  the present world is much more personally attractive than is The Millennium! 
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A 4th revision addition. 
With clarity I must reiterate to remove any form of confusion. 

“The Early Adopters”  are the specifically  “The Seed/Issue of Abraham”  from out of  “The two Epochs of Israel”  (Jews then Christians)  
because  “They imitated Abraham”  while still under Satan’s local heaven (singular),  that is why  “They fulfilled The Birthright/Promise”  
and thus blessed from all nations in The Millennium. 
These people form perhaps about 0.001% of the world’s population  (as an order of magnitude)  and shall become  awakened/roused  within  
heavenly/celestial  bodies at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to be the  heirs/kings/leaders/{spiritual mind}  (as The 3rd Heaven”, 2Cor.12v1-3)  over  
“The Resurrected World”  (The 3rd Epoch Israel).  These people had perfected their mind  before  their resurrection and were given 
commensurate physical bodies to their personally purified mind built upon “The Word of God”  (as demonstrated to the  judging/watching  
world in their works). 

By contrast - 
“The Late Adopters”  are specifically  “The Reformed People”  during The Millennium from out of  “The Resurrected World”  imitating JCg 
and the 144000 TCs,  together with The Prophets  (all being “The Early Adopters”)  while requiring the New Local Heaven under Yahweh’s 
Methodology within which to reform,  and thus achieve personal everlasting salvation through JCg and “The Early Adopters”  teaching them.   
These people are resurrected in perfected fleshly DNA bodies  given in Trust  (to make the personal transition for Salvation)  where the mind 
is personally transformed to become commensurate to the perfected body  after  their resurrection. 
The Bible suggests this could be about 2/3 of  “The Resurrected World”  who reform to become the  inheritance/populace/{fleshly body}. 
The rebellious people  craving for “The Old System”  of Satan’s former world  (of the 1st part of their physical life)  shall be allowed to reject 
this new Earth  (systems/procedures/mechanisms/protocols)  for 3.5 years at The Millennium close when Satan is released  (Rev.20v7-10).  
These rebellious people  (perhaps 1/3 of “The resurrected World”)  “proving themselves to be iniquitous”  shall then be surgically removed 
at “The 2nd Death” of annihilation  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15),  after having been given every opportunity to reform. 
These people have taken themselves outside  “JC’s Cover” (in death)  over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  when The Millennium is complete. 

This 4th revision addition is an overview of  “The Gospel”  that is  never  taught today,  and yet it was taught by JC as “1st Century Christianity” 
(Mark.1v22, 8v3, etc.).  As the reader can see,  there is no mention of  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in “The Gospel” of “1st Century Christianity”  
to yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  (hence John.11v47-53),  which is the reason why  “1st Century Christians”  were detested by  “pious religious 
people”  and thus hunted down to become martyrs! 
 
22nd Prophecy – Yahweh foreknows who while still in the womb shall fulfil His Desire,  to increment Mankind’s Salvation. 
80th Reasoning – While Yahweh  “foreknows”  within whom He can operate,  members of Mankind only know with 
“hindsight”  and even then,  most people of the 2 first epochs of Israel  “choose not to know”  for self-indulgent reasons  -  
having a stiff and unrepentant mind,  because The Present (Satan’s) World is preferred.  That is why everything must be 
exposed in  “The Fulfilment of Time”  to expose  “Yahweh’ Righteousness”  (being the people and the mechanisms 
through  whom/which  He operates to yield Mankind’s Salvation)  within our presently weak,  worldly minds. 
23rd Prophecy – Being advanced in years,  Sarah's dead virgin womb would have a child. 
(This was to be repeated in two families some 1900 years later Elizabeth [John the Baptist] and Mary [JC] in their own 
unique ways,  where for Mary,  she was a young virgin conceived by the HS expressed  –  noting its composite definition). 
43rd Allegory – Thus at one level of prophecy:  Precisely as  “The Promise of Sonship”  (The Inheritance)  given to  
Abraham/Sarah  ran through Isaac,  so in the next generation  Isaac/Rebecca  then The Promise ran through  “Jacob”  (to 
be renamed  “Israel”  by Yahweh. 
Thus The Promise ran from  Yahweh/Mary  through JC,  so in the next generation JC (as Isaac)  yielded The Christian 
Nation to become the new fleshly Israel  (having The Knowledge but  “persisted negatively with Subjector”  in rebellion)  
from out of which came the new Spiritual Israel  (= TCs who  “persisted positively with subjector”  to gain The Promise). 
44th Allegory – At the other level of prophecy:  Just as Rebecca also had the  twins  Esau and Jacob,  Esau chose The 
World driven by his belly  (= self-indulgences to serve the carnal body)  but Jacob chose The Birthright  (for Sonship). 
Thus,  from Isaac (= JCg)  yielded the worldly son Esau  (= worldly Christians)  and the son Jacob  (= TCs for Sonship). 
24th Prophecy – Esau  The First/Greater  to become  The Last/Least,  and Jacob  The Last/Least  to become  The 
First/Greater  and  all the ramifications of the multiple prophesies by means of allegory. 
81st Reasoning – Isaac (representing JC)  has twin offspring to become the leaders of two nations,  Esau was hated by 
Yahweh and Jacob loved by Yahweh,  where Esau represents  “worldly Christian leaders”  being  of  The Present World 
to rule  the present world  (to be removed at the end of The Gospel Age),  and Jacob represents the 144000 TCs being  of  
Yahweh's New System  to rule  The Resurrected World  (at the start of The Millennium  –  following after The Gospel Age). 
45th Comment – All this Yahweh preordained and chose Jacob  (lesser = born 2nd)  over Esau  (greater = born 1st).  
Where the lesser  (in numbers) = TCs,  shall be more  (in prestige/position/power)  than the greater  (in numbers)  of the 
worldly Christians  (hence “Small/Own Flock” –  out of all the large flocks of Christian congregations). 
75th Instruction – Likewise as The Bible allegory teaches us,  The Lesser Yahweh loves,  The Greater Yahweh hates. 
Therefore,  in The Millennium, Yahweh elevates the Lesser to become the Greater, and the Greater made to be the Lesser. 
This is speaking about  “The humility of The Mind”  and not about  “physical status” now  (though often they are linked). 
Rom.   9v9 og (of the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  for  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  
Rom.   9v9 og this (specifically): 
Rom.   9v9 og [Prophecy, Gen.18v10 ]  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  time/season/occasion   
Rom.   9v9 og (of the) this (specific)   (I [Yahweh] will) accompany/appear/come [middle voice],   
Rom.   9v9 og also  (he/it) {shall be}/{come to pass}  to the  Sarah  (the) son  [Isaac,  as was JC to Mary]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.18v10  
Rom.   9v9 = For  the  word/sayings  of the  pledge/promise  is  this:  

According to  {this specific}  time/season/occasion  I  (Yahweh)   will  accompany/come    (to make manifest His  capability/competence),   
also  the  son  (Isaac)   {shall come to pass}  to the  Sarah   (Abraham’s wife  [and crucially,  his half-sister]). 

 

For the word of the promise   (requiring “The Birthright” to yield “The Early Adopters”)   is this: 
  According to this specific time I (Yahweh)  will come   (Yahweh’s expresses His HS through His Omnipotence). 
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  Also the son  (Isaac  [directly represents JC])   shall come to pass to Sarah   (Abraham’s wife  [directly represents Mary]). 
           (“The Early Adopters”  required  “God’s Word”,   Tanakh as “God’s Word part 1”  righteously answered  by JC as  “God’s Word part 2”) 
 

Paul is starting to explain  “The Birthright”  path  “to lead the TCs”, –  being the 144000 TCs as future  “Sons of God”  to rule over The Millennium. 
It is interesting to know  “Abraham”  means  “The Loving Father”  being  “The Source of The Israelite Nation”  (read  “The New Spiritual Israel”).  
Then also note Abraham’s wife Sarah was barren until she had Isaac,  her Firstborn.  She was also protected by Yahweh so as not to be defiled by the 
leaders of Egypt  (Gen.12v15-18)  before she gave birth to Isaac from the union with Abraham,  and,  Sarah was Abraham’s half-sister  (Gen.12v19). 

So what ……………………… ? -  It is  “just a story”  (as we are so brazenly told by our foolish  worldly Christian leaders –  thereby  “killing 
off early”  Yahweh’s Omnipotence and thus remove any  glory/honour/dignity  to be attributed to Yahweh within a sane reasoning mind)! 

Sensibly,  then let us place this information of many prophetic allegories during the time of what was to come regarding JC. 
Abraham = Yahweh (= “The Loving Father”). 
Abraham sources (His Word of God)  “Israel”  (where  “Israel” = “persevere with subjector”  [to be taken over the  3  time periods]). 
Egypt in prophecy  always  means   “The Heathen World”  of Mankind. 
Sarah as half related to Yahweh’s Stock and half outside  –  to represent Mary conception with Yahweh’s HS. 
Sarah was not defiled by Mankind and thus  a virgin to Yahweh  (represented by Abraham’s allegory to Yahweh)  see Hebrews. 
Likewise,  Mary was not defiled by mankind  (Joseph)  being a virgin to Yahweh. 
She has her first born Isaac being the son of The Loving Father to be allegoric to JC. 
Where both conceptions where from a  dead’  (as being “impossible”)  womb for conception. 
The Announcement was made to Sarah as a future promise,  likewise to Mary. 
Isaac (meaning “Laughter [Joy/Happiness]”)  directly sourced from Abraham represents JC. 
Where  “JC”  is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and he brings  laughter/joy/happiness  to those people who reject Satan’s methodology. 
          (This is what shall occur in a perfected environment of The Millennium,   operating under  “The Authority of Jerusalem”) 

There are about 20 other prophetic allegories relating to Abraham’s life of which I elucidate elsewhere  (many in my commentary to Hebrews)  and is 
outside the scope of this verse for them to be repeated verbatim here. 
Importantly,  what all these allegories teach me,  is this chronology of  events/persons/things/places  are  precisely replicated by analogy  millennia later,  
was not only  beyond the whit of Man  to invent,  but also beyond his control  (inasmuch it is often remarked that the first thing that fails within a 
“battle” is  “The Plan”).  However,  none of this  “Plan”  has failed through some 6000 years of  “Mankind”  (defined as “gods”  Gen.1v26, 
John.10v34-35).  We realise this must all be ultimately controlled by  “The Master Entity of The Universe”  just tweaking things in parallel to ensure  all  
shall be revealed in The Millennium  –  being the millions of astounding things that were occurring,  and we universally,  as ignorant cretins,  were 
unable to recognise  “The Concordant Structure”  at the time! 

Why? 
Because Yahweh is  only  choosing those  “very specific people”  who ardently seek  (precisely as did Abraham in the spotlight of Paul’s epistle),  search 
and work at fulfilling His Desire for  no  personal reward from this present worldly system,  but to receive it in due time under JCg’s regime of  “The 
Millennium”. 
It is all this Knowledge that builds up  “Quality Assurance”  within the individual that motivates them to act with Fidelity according to  “The 
Knowledge”  accurately imbued,  thereby producing  “The Real Faith”  worthy of becoming a  “Son of God”. 

It must be clearly understood,  just because virtually all people  (some 99.99+%)  do  not  become future  “Sons of God”,  then we can 
legitimately assume all these people are evil? 

Absolutely  not!    
It only means these people are  not  personally motivated to personally face the stresses and strains that a future  “Son of God”  must pass through to 
fully understand  “The Environment”  and to entirely cling with all fortitude to precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   These people are by definition  
“martyrs”  being  “spiritual martyrs”  because they have entirely thrown away  anything  (Matt.19v27)  that can interrupt their deportment of precisely 
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  to then be replicated again in The Millennium to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  (Luke.19v16-19). 
Yet in stating this,  by  “the nature of the job”  means,  many of these people shall become  “physical  martyrs”  because of  “The Professional Leaders 
of Religion”  operating according to  worldly methodology for the  self-indulgence  of  “The Immediacy”  working within an  animalistic/carnal  mind. 
Which becomes a useful prelude to what occurs in  “happy/clappy  religious  events/circuses”.  All very nice for  “The Emotional Immediacy”  and 
everyone is  “happy”  – nothing wrong with that on the surface,  but surely these people have no need to meet in one place to be  “happy/clappy”  or is 
this to be the only event in which to be  happy/clappy  to Yahweh?    

Importantly,  when this activity  REPLACES  what we should be doing at  “The Temple”   –  then we must understand  why  it occurs! 
We realise,  this activity  replaces  what Yahweh desires to see occurring at  “The Temple”,  and because it  replaces  what Yahweh desires to see,  –  
then it is  opposing  (thus satanic)  to Yahweh.  Where if nothing of  “Real Learning”  occurs at  “The Temple”  but merely nice soundbites to please the 
ear  (2Tim.4v3-4),  being   “We are lovely people for a lovely God”  -  then this is  not  quite what The Bible teaches us,  and yet these people know  
nothing  of what is really in The Bible  (because they do not read it)  and only rely upon what their leader teaches them  (of which I know,  and can 
demonstrably show,  is utterly deviant  to what Yahweh really desires to be taught)!    It produces  “The Wrong Mind” to rule “The Resurrected World”! 
Therefore,  these people are  “Loving the experience”  of  “Being spiritually starving”   (because their mind  “knows of nothing else”)! 

Therefore we can deduce by logical reasoning that it is impossible for us to get  “Real Bible Knowledge”  from the froth  (poisoning our 
minds)  given by  worldly Charismatic leaders for  “The Spectacle of The Moment”  (to please animalistic minds),  or  “The Dead Sermons of 
self-destruction”  given by traditional  worldly Christian Leaders.  The leaders or congregational members of both these extreme examples,  
have almost  no  idea of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  and how it is to occur in reality!  

          Worst still,  the members of both groupings have no intrinsic interest in personally making  “The Change”  to bring about  “The Millennium”! 
Else surely,  they would be standing on the Roof-Tops and marketplaces publicising what this website  “FutureLife.Org”  screams out to The World! 

Sadly, I need to repeat,  they are just  not  interested,  –  provided they get their worldly  “kick-back”  of whatever  self-indulgence! 
Note   I am  only  speaking of  “worldly  and the worst,  charlatan Christian Leaders”  and  not  all  “Christians leaders”  -  but the ratio is very one 
sided in the  wrong  direction  (perhaps >1000 1,  based upon the total number of Christian leaders over some 2000 years divided by 144000)! 
Thus,  I am giving you,  the reader,  the tools to make a personal decision during your audit of their  (and your)  ministry work,  –  the responsibility is 
now upon the reader  –  for which you will need to give a  personal account  –  as we are told in The Bible.  But beware,  those leaders who squeal are 
the people more likely to feel threatened by what I write here,  and yet to the contrary,  those people who praise what I write are those very  few  
individuals who sincerely revere Yahweh’s Word and are most desirous for all humans to come to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
It is this latter grouping who personally make  “The Expectation”  occur of both  “Sonship”  and  “The Millennium”! 
It is  not  a vain  “hope”  of passivity to them! 

We must realise, –  if a person is doing nothing wrong  -  then an audit brings no fear!   
Yet better an audit now while we have time to reform!  –  Do not wait until Yahweh completes the final audit at the end of the 1st part of our physical life! 

Because it shall be too late  (“annihilation”  for  charlatan Christian leaders,  and  “the missing of sonship”  for  worldly Christian leaders)! 
Hence of Matt.8v12, etc.,  for our  worldly Christian leaders in The Millennium  (please see my local commentaries). 

Rom.   9v10 og not  merely/alone/only  [this event]   and,  but  also  Rebecca  {from/out of}  one/singular  (Isaac) 
Rom.   9v10 og (the) {cohabitation (of sperm)}/{bed sharing}/conception  (the) held/taking/possessing/obtaining/having    
Rom.   9v10 og Isaac  of the  father/forebear  {of/from us}. 
Rom.   9v10 = And not  merely/only  (for that generation –  but also the next),   
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but  also  Rebecca  the  conception/{bed sharing}  the obtaining  
child  (= Jacob – [but also  twinned  with Esau])   conception/{bed sharing}, 
{from out of}  one/singular  Isaac  (typifies JCg).   our  father/forebear.   

 

And not merely   (the generation of Isaac,  but also  The Promise  [of The Birthright for The Early Adopters]  rolled on into the next generation) 
but  also Rebecca conceived obtaining child   (Jacob  grasped The Birthright  [but twinned with Esau as firstborn  rejected  the Birthright])   , 
from/out  of the one Isaac  (with The Birthright,  representing JC)   our forebear.    
 

The Bible  always  operates at  two  levels  (1) the physical and then  (2) the spiritual. 
The obvious is The Physical  (being  “The 1st Vehicle”  to yield  “The Physical JC”  as fulfilment of  “The Prophecies”  given by The Prophets). 
Quite simply.   

“The Fleshly Israel”  that came from the physical genealogy of Abraham  (union with Sarah, [half-sister to Abraham]),   
yielded Isaac  (union with Rebecca [cousin once removed]  importantly as  “The Sole Offspring”  from this union [Abraham/Sarah]).  
yielded Jacob  (twinned with Esau,  importantly as the “Twinned Offspring”  from this union  Isaac/Rebecca])  who changed his name to 
become “Israel”  (in union with  Leah and Rachel  [being the daughters of Laban, Rebecca's brother]),  
yielded  “the twelve tribes of Israel”.   

That is  “The Physical Layer”,  within which there is perhaps about  50 prophetic allegories  that  directly relate to us  of The Gospel Age to ultimately 
yield The Millennium.  These,  and many more,  I explain in my dissertation entitled   “Yahweh’s Plan as given in Genesis”. 
The not so obvious is  “The Spiritual”  (being  “The 2nd Vehicle”  to yield  “The Heavenly/Spiritual JC”  as fulfilment of The Prophecy of 144000 TCs). 
Where everything has  “gone up a gear”  from  “The Physical”  (as The Prophets Job.19v25-26, Matt.11v11, 13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10)   to  “The 
Spiritual”  (as the 144000 TCs as future  “Sons of God”  receiving something better from the aforementioned citations, Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 
1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, etc.,  being the resurrection alongside JC as his mate Matt.22v2, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9 etc.). 
Paul is stating by metaphor     
     From the union between Isaac and Rebecca generated  “Jacob”  (who was instructed by Yahweh to change his name to “Israel”)  

That just as Abraham =  Yahweh,  (and Abraham's son)  the Isaac = JC,  (and Isaac's son)  the Jacob  (Yahweh changes his name) = Israel. 
Thus by analogy  “JC”  (Isaac)  yields  “Israel”  (Jacob),  actually being  The Spiritual  side of  “The Christian Nation”  instituted by JC ,  
while as we find out later,  at the spiritual level it is  “Esau”  (as The Twin to  “Jacob/Israel”)  becomes  The Fleshly  side of  “The Christian 
Nation”  instituted by JC.   
Paul is saying,  he is of  “The New (Spiritual) Israel”  headed up by JC  (the  forebear/”head”)  of  “The Christian Nation”  (as a mirror of  
“The Old Israelite Nation”).  However,  Paul could see there were TCs being elected  (as  “The Few”)  from out of  “The Christian Nation”  
(= “The Fleshly Israel”  of  “The Many” invited)  to form  “The New Spiritual Israel”  by election  during The Gospel Age  –  of which he 
was one of these TCs. 

Hence the use of this verse by Paul  (at  “The Spiritual Level”).   
He is speaking of himself as being part of that  “New Spiritual Israel”  headed up by JCg through  “The Circumcision of The Heart”,  being of  “The 
Contract”  with Yahweh made public by  “Baptism”.  We know there is the split between those people who call themselves  “Christians”  (but they are  
not  “True Christians”  being merely passive and worldly)  and on the other hand there are the people who Yahweh considers as TCs to be elected out of  
“The Christian Nation”  to become the future  “Sons of God”.  We are able to see the continuing theme given in the early chapters of John’s Revelation 
about  “The Seven Churches”  around The World  (actually  Asia Minor, Rev. chapters 3-4)  –  all are representations of what would occur in The 
Gospel Age – and many comments by The Apostles in their epistles about waywardness that was occurring in  “the church”. 
Noting the correct name should be  “ecclesia”  meaning  “calling out”  into The World – which is what should be done with  “The (real) Gospel”. 
Finally see later in Rom.10v19-21,  where Paul explains the  “prophecy mirror”  between  “The Israelites”  and  “The Christians”  –  but actually the 
remnant is out of both  –  being  “The Other Flock”  (pre JC's ministry –  John.10v16)  and JC’s present  “Small/Own Flock”  (post ministry Luke 
12v32, John.10v3)  taken from out of the greater  (worldly Christian)  flocks during The Gospel Age.  Please read my cited commentaries. 
Note   
Some translations force in  “womb”  –  this is an incorrect interpretation of  “conception”  being of  “The Ideal Goal”  for us to personally achieve,  
where Paul wants to take us  -  as his readers.  He is  not  speaking about the physical womb but by spiritual allegory of a new mind growing upon God’s 
Word  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  within  “the womb of our present fleshly body”  during the 1st part of our physical life. 
Rom.   9v11 og {not yet}  for  (the having been) {(process of) procreated/generated/beget}/regenerated/begotten,     
Rom.   9v11 og {and not}/neither/nor  (the having) {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}  {some/any/certain thing}    
Rom.   9v11 og (the) {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal  or  (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked 
Rom.   9v11 og that/{so as}  the (person [child])  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom.   9v11 og (to the) selection/election/chosen  of the  God [Yahweh]   
Rom.   9v11 og (to the) {setting forth}/purpose/{proposal of intention} 
Rom.   9v11 og (it may/should) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand. 
Rom.   9v11 = For  {not yet}  (the child)  the having been  procreated/generated   (within the womb),   

{and not}  having  {habitually practised}/{repeated deeds}  {some/any thing}  the  {intrinsically ideal/good}  or  worthless/hurtful/evil   
that  the  person/child  according to the  selection/election  of the God  purpose/intention  may  stand/endure. 

 

For not yet   (the  child/person/TC)   having been procreated  (within the womb),    (before the  child/person/TC  was conceived in the womb)  
           (That is the physical allegory,  representing the spiritual  “Early Adopters”  who had not yet taken upon themselves  “The Word of God”) 
and not having repeated deeds   (the general deportment)   of anything,   (meaning,  before the  child/person/TC  showed good or bad qualities) 
(either)   being intrinsically good or worthless that the person was accordingly selected   (the person's quality for election was pre-known) 
so that God's purpose may endure.   (Yahweh knew how  “the family tree”  would pan out through the generations to ultimately yield JC and TCs) 
 

Rewriting this verse to make it a little clearer  
Before the child had done either good or bad things in life,  Yahweh already knew this child would ultimately mature into an individual who 
would successfully make Yahweh's  purpose/intention  sure/endure.  Thereby, completing another step in Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation 
that was to ultimately occur through the family tree over generations that would ultimately yield JC,  and subsequently the 144000 TCs. 

Thus,  Paul is starting the next point being his theme that it is not by works something might occur  –  but that Yahweh chooses to decree through 
foreknowledge of what is to occur (see v14).  Yahweh absolutely does  not  predestine the actions of an individual,  but rather He  foreknows  those 
specific individuals who shall become key components in His Plan to bring about Mankind's Salvation and  ensures they are  “suitably connected”. 

What does this  “supposed waffle”  mean? 
“Suitably connected” 

1.  In the case of Isaac and his son, Jacob;  –  Yahweh knew through the DNA Tree sequence they would behave in the manner they did. 
Consequently,  Yahweh suitably sequenced His Plan  (initiated at Abraham –  Gen.12v1)  to yield the 12 Tribes of Israel through these 
individuals from out of whom Yahweh could build His Future Plan to yield The Redeemer's  [JC]  1st Advent. 
2.  In the case of the 144000 TCs  during The Gospel Age,  then Yahweh ensures,  “The Word of God”  (JC – Rev.3v20)  will be suitably 
placed within The Environment around them  –  for these individuals to  personally  grab/grasp  and grow upon God’s Word (1Cor.3v6). 
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This would enable Yahweh to build His Future Plan to yield  “The Redeemer’s 2nd Advent”  (when  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 
144000 TCs”  has been achieved – Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  to yield  “The 2nd Advent of JCg”  at the  two stages  of his Second Coming  (being 
separated by 3.5 years). 

Rom.   9v12 og Not  {from/out of}  (of the) {occupational efforts}/works/labours/deeds,   
Rom.   9v12 og but  {from/out of}  of The (One [Yahweh])  calling/bidding/summoning/announcing/naming/assigning,   
Rom.   9v12 og (it was) {said/uttered/spoke  forth}/proclaimed  (to) her. 
Rom.   9v12 og [Prophecy,  Gen. 25v23 ]  Because  the (person [Esau])  larger/elder/greater/more   
Rom.   9v12 og (he shall) serve/{in bondage}/slave  to the  smaller/younger/inferior/less  (person [Jacob,  to become “Israel”]). 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.25v23  
Rom.   9v12 = not  {from out of}  {occupational efforts}/works/labours/deeds,   

but  because  of The  One  (Yahweh)   calling/announcing/assigning   (the future responsibility upon individuals), 
{speaking forth}  to her   (Rebecca,  the mother of the twins,  Esau and Jacob): 
Because  the one  (individual twin born first)   greater/elder/more   (Esau = the worldly Christian leaders  filling/ruling  the planet now) 
he shall  serve/{in bondage}  to the  (twin born second)   inferior/younger/smaller   (Jacob = only 144000 TCs ruling in The Millennium). 

 

Not from out of the occupational efforts,   (therefore,  the judgement would be on The Mind) 
but from of The One (Yahweh)  calling   (for this future responsibility)   speaking forth to her   (the mother, Rebecca): 
Because the one  (the specific twin born first)   greater   (Esau representing the  worldly Christian leaders  now ruling  during The Gospel Age) 
he shall serve to the one  (the specific twin born second)   inferior   (Jacob,  represents the TCs  now accepting  The Last/Least  place within society) 
           (Yet Esau  [representing the  worldly Christian Leaders now]  shall serve Jacob representing the 144000 TCs ruling in The Millennium). 
 

Regrettably,  this type of verse is  taken out of context  by our  worldly Christian leaders,  who then  “spin a yarn”  by misquoting The Bible  (to their 
shame)!   However,  by now,  we should realise this is  “standard policy”  ruling The Minds of  “Religious People”,  to read into The Bible whatever they 
want to see  –  rather than being of humble mind and applying its contents as  a warning for  all  of us! 
The context is metaphorically about  “The Spiritual DNA”  within these individuals who were driven by The Mind to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  and hence,  
the commensurate works naturally followed  –  as we read later.  It is absolutely  not  as we are so errantly taught by our rogue  worldly Christian 
leaders   “We are not judged on works!”  (perhaps citing a few verses like this  –  apparently to give credence to their nonsense),  –  but rather it  is  
“The Works fulfilling Yahweh's Desire”  “appropriate to the responsibility”  that Yahweh deems for The Individual of 5 or 2  “talents  according to their 
capability” (Matt.25v15). 
All of which is driven by  “agapao”  within The Mind yielding  “agape”  of the works given entirely freely simply for  no  worldly return. 
But sadly,  all this is  unintelligible  to the leaders having no care to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  but their own worldly desire to accrue worldly patronage! 
Paul then moves on to use by analogy the very important thrust of his message - 

The two individuals as offspring from Isaac  (JC)  were like chalk and cheese regarding their spiritual  “driving methodology”. 
Esau the older  (representing worldly Christian Leaders of The Gospel Age)  –  despised his Birthright  –  being  “The Fulfilment of The 
Promise”  that Yahweh had with Abraham,  their grandfather. 
Jacob the younger  (representing the 144000 TCs elected by Yahweh during The Gospel Age) –  yearned for The Birthright that would be 
passed down through the next generation. 

Please see the reference at Gen.25v30-34  that fully explains  the transaction,   –   Jacob did  not  steal it from Esau as  worldly 
Christian leaders  falsely  claim  (to their uttermost shame). 

Actually,  “The Birthright”  is  not  only  “The Means”  through  whom/which  all nations shall be blessed = JC's 1st Advent,  else Paul would not be 
writing about it here!   The Birthright extends throughout The Gospel Age so that ideally,  we  might have JCg's 2nd Advent by fulfilment of  “The 
Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4)  personally made possible by the 144000 TCs doing it themselves to personally gain  “The Expectation”!    

This is  “The Crux”  of what Paul is teaching us here.   
He is speaking about those individuals  (like Esau)  who have  no real interest  in  “The Birthright”  (to bring about JCg's 2nd Advent)  and by contrast,  
those individuals who  (like Jacob)  personally  yearn for  “The Birthright”  to  bring forth JCg's 2nd Advent  (when Yahweh achieves His 144000 TCs). 
It is no coincidence that both come directly from Isaac being his DNA  -  and before The World  –  they represent their father Isaac. 

As I profusely state elsewhere,  Isaac  always  represents JCg  (= JC as  “The Word of God”),  there is no exception in The New Testament. 
Thus,  Esau represents the  mature/many  worldly Christian leaders claiming to represent  “The Word of God”  having “The Apparent Position”  for 
“The Birthright”  as outwardly viewed by The World  but inside,  they despise what  “The Birthright”  means  -  because The World and what it can 
deliver to please the senses  (money/power/influence/prestige/sex/etc.)  overrides what JCg at his 2nd Advent can deliver.  This is representative of Esau’s 
fleshly belly for  “The Immediacy”  was more important that The Future Birthright  (as we are taught Gen.25v32, 34,  and  naturally  ignored by the 
people of whom Esau represents). 
By contrast,  Jacob represents the  younger/[babe]/few  (144000 TCs)  not having  “The Apparent Position”  for  “the Birthright”  (as  viewed/deemed  
by the world)  who truly represent  “The Word of God”  because they yearn for what The Birthright means  –  being mere  spiritual  alien/sojourners  
within this present world  –  having no drivers to become part of it  (and not establishing roots within it).  Thus, like Paul  (Acts.18v1-3,  2The.3v6-12)  
the TCs give everything  freely/simply  (without strings attached  –  hence  true  charity/agape)   because they are truly driven to make JCg's 2nd Advent 
occur,  and they certainly do not  “crow about it”  (Matt.6v1-8). 
It is for this reason,  “The World”  incorrectly looks to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to supposedly represent Yahweh and ignores the real 
representatives of Yahweh because they are the  last/least  in society  (1Cor.4v13)  inasmuch  “despised as being foolish”  by not operating according to 
worldly methodology  (self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt). 

It is to this end that Paul writes his epistles to become  “The  Call/Exhortation”  to imitate him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)  so that 
Yahweh's  “Pan for Human Salvation”  shall occur (by achieving the 144000 TCs to bring forth JCg’s 2nd Advent,  and then  “like clockwork”  
The Millennium will roll out some 3.5 years + 45 days later,  Dan.12v11-12).    
All precisely as this website  “FutureLife.Org”  so very carefully explains. 

However,  in Yahweh's  Omniscience/Omnipotence,  He can extend the analogy in the following manner  
This has a  four-part fulfilment throughout Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  never  taught by  “You know who!” 

1. The greater Heathen (gentiles) subservient to the inferior  (in numbers)  Old Fleshly Israel  (Esau/Jacob – as history has shown). 
2. The greater Fleshly Israel (= Christian Nation)  subservient to the inferior  (in numbers)  New Spiritual Israel (144000 TCs). 
3. The greater (resurrected) world subservient to the inferior  (in numbers)  Prophets + TCs  (John.10v16). 
4. The greater (resurrected)  worldly Christian leaders subservient to the inferior  (in numbers)  144000 TCs ruling as sons of God. 

Noting that the  charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age shall  never  be resurrected to see or be part of The Millennium  (they are annihilated at 
their forthcoming death),  and perhaps,  there are millions of them beloved by millions upon millions of deluded Christians! 
Rom.   9v13 og just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom.   9v13 og [Prophecy,  Mal. 1v1-2 ]  The Jacob  (I [Yahweh]) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao,   
Rom.   9v13 og the  and  Esau  (I [Yahweh]) hated/persecuted/detested/unloved. 

Old Testament reference located at  Mal.1v1-2  
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Rom.   9v13 = Just/as  it has been  written:    
‘The Jacob   (name changed to “Israel” to represent The New Spiritual Israel)   I  (Yahweh)   {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao,   
and  the Esau   (the heathen world – to include specifically worldly Christian leaders)   I  (Yahweh)   hated/detested/unloved’. 

 

Just as it has been written: 
  The Jacob   (“Israel” married with God's Word,  to represent  “The New [2nd Epoch] Spiritual Israel”  =  “144000 TCs”)   
  I (Yahweh)  agapao/{edifying love}   (because they fulfilled His desire, and thus by means of adoption  become the future  “Sons/Children of God”), 
  and the Esau   (“Heathen” married outside  [Gen.27v46, 28v8-9, 36v2]  =  “New [2nd Epoch] Fleshly Israel”  =  “worldly Christian leaders”)   
  I (Yahweh)  hated   (because they fulfilled their own desire and thus  forfeited their natural right  to become the future  “Sons/Children of God”). 
 

Note   The two representations having come to birth at the same time as twins = “The Christian Nation”  splitting into  Worldly Christians and  TCs. 
But specifically,  these two individuals become  “The Spiritual Heads”  as  “The Leaders”  claiming their position over the  two respective halves  of  
“The Christian Nation.   Thus  “Worldly Christians”  should be better understood to be  “worldly Christian leaders”  because it is  “worldly Christian 
leaders”  who are supposed to be  “clued-up”  on  “The Word of God”  (metaphorically,  the spiritual RNA building the new DNA within Isaac 
corresponds to JC yielding the spiritual RNA as  “The Word of God”  operating within Yahweh's representatives  –  both Esau and Jacob equivalents).   

But what did this spiritual RNA yield within the specific individuals?    
Either  (1) The New DNA growing within  “Jacob/Israel”  or  (2) rejected within  “Esau” (Gen.25v30-34). 
It is so important for the reader to understand why Yahweh required  “Jacob”  to change his name to  “Israel”  to herald in  by prophecy  what was to 
occur.   This being  “The Commencement”  of  (1) “The Vehicle to deliver JC”  and  (2) “The Vehicle to yield the 144000 TCs  (future Sons of God)  who 
then personally deliver JCg”   (The Premier Son of God”  to collect his  mate/TCs)  –  being  “The Thrust”  of Yahweh’s  “Salvation for Mankind”. 
This is what we are told at Rev.12v1-4  (please see my local commentaries). 
Note   The 144000 TCs  “personally deliver JCg”,  because they  “personally fulfil prophecy”  by  “personally imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle”. 
Thus  “Israel” means   “Persevere/persistence  with  Subjector [Yahweh]”  to represent the  three stages  of Yahweh’s  “Meticulous and Righteous Plan 
for Mankind”  as the appropriate people come into  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”. 

1. Prior to JC's Ministry: 
Fleshly Israel  (Jews)  persevering/persisting  negatively  with Yahweh  (prior to JC’s Ministry) = The Nation generally. 
Spiritual Israel  (Jews)  persevering/persisting  positively  with Yahweh  (prior to JC’s Ministry) =  the Prophets,  Ancient Worthies. 

2. After JC's Ministry  (The Gospel Age): 
Fleshly Israel  (Christians)  persevering/persisting  negatively with Yahweh  (during The Gospel Age) = The Nation generally. 
Spiritual Israel  (Christians)  persevering/persisting  positively  with Yahweh  (during The Gospel Age) = the 144000 TCs. 

3. The Millennium  (for The Resurrected World): 
Fleshly Israel Group 1  (Resurrected World comprising of failed people of [1] and [2] above)  persevering/persisting  negatively  with  
Yahweh  (during The Millennium)  = shall ultimately be annihilated – if they refuse to reform to be Christ-like  (during The Millennium). 
They have had a resurrection,  learnt to grow within a perfected Environment  (Matt.13v28-29)  but rejected it,  becoming iniquitous. 
Fleshly Israel Group 2  (Resurrected World comprising of failed persons of [1] and [2])  persevering/persisting  positively  with  Yahweh 
(during The Millennium)  =  shall continue with everlasting life in DNA fleshly bodies  –  because they reformed to become Christ-like. 
Where Group 2 become  “The 3rd Remnant of Israel”  that returns to The Lord  (Isa.10v20-22)  as reformed  “Fleshly Israelites”  (as “The 
Late Adopters”)  under the individuals who made this possible  (as teachers/leaders)  being  “Spiritual Israel”  as  “The Early Adopters”  
from out of  (1) and (2)  above. 

As I profusely state elsewhere this  is  “The Real Gospel”  (Real Good News)  as taught by JC and The Apostles as  “1st Century Christianity”  given 
within The Bible  –  but has  never  taught for the last 1700+ years!   Because quite simply,  at the time of writing on my 3rd Revision (2015) this 
knowledge is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  who choose to remain ignorant to what this knowledge really means 
in their life  (because of the personal ramifications  [losing the worldly benefits that patronise a worldly person's life])! 

It is prudent for me to mention  “the usual”  regarding Esau and Jacob. 
Sadly,  I am now forced to counter the utter  nonsense and lies  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders who personally  ignore  precisely what The Bible 
teaches us in just so very many things they choose to preach to their congregational members!   

What statement is concocted by them to start the fire of my righteous anger? 
I quote - 

“Jacob stole The Birthright from Esau!” 
As usual; we must always return to The Bible to discover what they  choose to ignore  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50)  at  Gen.25v29-34,  where we discover  
Esau  freely chose  to sell  The Birthright for a pot of stew  –  because as  we are told   

“He despised The Birthright!” 
We can now see the two contrasts - 

Jacob  yearned for The Birthright because the twins had been told about what The Birthright was to yield  (from their forebears)  and it meant 
so much to Jacob to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to achieve this Birthright. 
Esau,  conversely,  Yahweh’s pledge of  “The Future Blessing” “ meant nothing when compared with  “filling the stomach”  (being  “The 
Fleshly Return”  for satisfying  “The Immediacy”  of an  animalistic/carnal  mind)!    

Just as do leaders of Christendom,  when we  audit their output  against specifically what The Bible truly teaches us!   Can they get anything correct? 
Thus,  Jacob showed  “The Intense Drive”  to fulfil  Yahweh's Desire  –  being a mind that operated within Yahweh's Methodology. 
Esau demonstrated a yearning to fulfil  his own desire –  being an  animalistic/carnal  mind that operated according to worldly methodology. 

Hence,  we are given this verse by Paul, –  because Yahweh desires those specific people who fulfil  His Desire –  and  not  their  own worldly desire! 
(Note  The desire of  “The Early Adopters”  is  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  because they  are  of the  one/same  mind as Yahweh,  John.14v20, 17v21-26.) 
          Now we look around to see who are paid by The World,  to give to The World,  what The World wants to hear in the name of  “Religion”! 
We realise Yahweh ignores “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because they climb within The World to fulfil their own desires counter to what Paul 
teaches us  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28, 2Thes.3v6-12  [because they operate according to Luke.16v3]). 
I could give so many citations the reader should carefully consider,  being the many of JC’s parables and illustrative actions  –  all of which I very 
carefully explain within my many hundreds of inter-verse commentaries of The Four Gospels). 
 
46th Comment – Do we state that Yahweh is unrighteous (= unfair)  by choosing Jacob over Esau before stated time? 
82nd Reasoning – Clearly Not!   The Bible states:   Yahweh  “shall make become what He Desires”!   And to whom He 
chooses to have compassion and people whom He chooses not have compassion upon  (only because He  is  able to see to 
make an  accurate  decision upon  what we humans  cannot  see –  and that is  why  it appears to be like this = ‘unfair’)! 
25th Prophecy – Through  “The Word of God”,  Yahweh can either show mercy,  or allow hearts to be hardened to it. 
Fairly obvious,  but God’s Word is  used as a filter  to sort out between  repentant  recipients or  rebellious  recipients. 
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47th Comment – And just because someone appears to be fervent in their work  “supposedly desiring”  Yahweh’s praise  
(to human eyes)  does not necessarily mean they are working to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  thus Yahweh  (sees inside = the 
true intent being of The Motivation [1Sam.16v7])  and then chooses  not  to select him or her. 
76th Instruction – It is  not  the person  determining/desiring  Yahweh,  or the person running after Yahweh,  but rather it 
is specifically upon whom Yahweh has compassion to become His future son of God  (because of The Mind inside). 
83rd Reasoning – Paul is speaking how these individual people appear from worldly assessing eyes and imaginations.  
These persons  “put on a show”  to be “Religious”  and appear to be the most wonderful of persons –  with millions of 
devotees fawning after them – but  their motive is wrong!   Their motive is after The Worldly  Adulation/Finance/Leverage  
they can  wield/gain/profit  on  the back of  “The Word of God”.  Thus, Yahweh detests them!   It is the person who truly 
imitates JC for  no  worldly return,  but abuse from leaders of world “Religion”,  who receives Yahweh’s compassion. 
45th Allegory – Take Pharaoh  (always represents The Worldly System  [Religious/Political]  in  allegory/prophecy)  of 
Egypt (= The World),  he was allowed into that position to show The Power of Yahweh.  Inasmuch  he/Egypt  realised the 
worthless of their position.  Just as this worldly system displays during its journey through the 6000 years of occupancy 
and will be ultimately demonstrated in The Millennium under Yahweh’s righteous system as a direct  back-to-back  
comparison for the resurrected inhabitants to personally make an educated decision  –  choose the 1st or the 2nd system! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’ is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father,  ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
84th Reasoning – Thus Yahweh chooses those people to whom He has mercy and rejects those people to whom He allows 
to become stubborn.  This is true  “Righteousness”  –  else Satan logically,  can always claim Yahweh  “Unrighteous” if 
He intervenes directly to assist any specific entity for their own gratification.  By contrast,  if it is through TCs  (within 
persecution)  assisting to edify their neighbours,  then how can Satan call  “foul-play”  (i.e. unrighteousness against TCs,  
–  for if TCs are voluntarily hurting themselves to help others  –  how can this be working to worldly self-gratification)!   
Can the reader  see/understand  'The Righteous Logic'?    This destroys what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us! 
77th Instruction – For what authority has the clay pot to speak to The Potter:  “I demand a more prestigious position!” 
Thus,  some vessels are ultimately worthy of prestigious positions and others ultimately worthy of destruction. 
46th Allegory – Clay pots = humans. 
47th Allegory – The Potter = “Ho Theos” = The Specific God of us  (at the respective two levels)  depending if we are of 
The World,  or to become The Future 144000 TCs. 
85th Reasoning – For that reason TCs only take the lowly position  in this present worldly system  to become competent so 
that  “they might be called further up the table”  (see JC’s parable Luke.14v9-11)  in  the 2nd part of their physical life. 
Importantly,  these people do not make it their intention to climb up the table  (else they are unsuitable),  but rather their 
natural inclination is to take the lowly position now  -  Yahweh almost has to force these people to be The New Leaders!  
78th Instruction – Yahweh fits within those people whom He deems worthy vessels of “The 1st Resurrection” unto Sonship 
86th Reasoning – This means Yahweh makes available  “The Word of God”  to these individuals (Rev.3v20)  so they might 
gain  Real Faith  (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  by growing upon  “The Word of God” (1Cor.3v6-9),  so 
the metaphorical new DNA Creature (Gal.6v15) grows within us based upon the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”. 
It is to these extremely specific people Yahweh will give  glory/honour  upon their resurrection as future Sons of God. 
26th Prophecy – “The Word of God”  (JC)  becomes “The Mechanism”  to provide  “The Separation”  between humans 
who ultimately reform upon God’s Word over their 2 part life  or  rebel against God’s Word. 
56th Warning – Learn to gain a humble mind that is truly prepared to repent and gain God’s Word,  else face annihilation. 
Rom.   9v14 og who/which/what/wherefore  therefore/then  (shall we [TCs]) say/utter/speak/command?    
Rom.   9v14 og Not  (the) unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness  near/beside/with/against/alongside  to the  God?    
Rom.   9v14 og Not  (let it) {become to be}/occur/happen! 
Rom.   9v14 = What  therefore/then  shall  we  (TCs)   say/command?   

(Is)  not  the God  (Yahweh)   beside/alongside  (operating)   the  unrighteous/wrongfulness?   
Not   let it  {become to be}!   

 

What therefore shall we (TCs)  say? 
  (Is) Not the God (Yahweh)  operating   (in an)   unrighteous/wrongful   (manner)? 
Not let it become to be   (= Let not this thought cross our mind). 
 

Absolutely No!   
Yahweh operated  most righteously. 

Because in  both  instances Yahweh allowed  all  the parties,  with free  desire/choice  to personally choose the course of their future path.  
That is specifically why Yahweh cannot directly intervene with our lives – until we have absolutely  proved ourselves first  to precisely fulfil 
His Desire,  else there will always be someone  (if not Satan,  as he did of Job at Job.1v8-12)  saying in The Culmination    

It is not fair You helped  him/her  into that position over me,  and You did not help me to be like them  (when I asked You)! 
I added the last bit  “when I asked You”  to counter the  worldly Christians who in their  billions  vainly  ask   “Help me do this,  
that,  and the other”,  without actually implementing anything themselves  –  hence  they are ignored by Yahweh! 
        All  naturally  counter to what we are taught by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders! 

Thus because after  “The Instituted Birthright”  was given to Jacob,  he then actively did something for a period of 15 years  (to prove himself  under 
Laban to yield  “The 12 Tribes of Israel”)  then Yahweh intervened with Jacob and changed his name to become  “Israel”,  that metaphorically becomes 
“The Chosen New Spiritual Israel”.  Very much as did JC from the age of 12 to 30 years  (Luke.2v46-50,  hence Yahweh’s comment Matt.3v17)! 
Also,  the contrast is true with Esau who freely chose worldly things to satisfy his  self-gratification  of The World  =  being Esau’s body. 
Esau freely chose to feed his body for  “The Immediacy”,  rather than desiring  “The Inheritance (of The Promise)”. 
This sadly,  is true with most humans having an  animalistic/carnal  mind  -  who put worldly desire first today  (rather than Yahweh’s Desire for the 
tomorrow  [actually being  “The Greater Long-term Positive Interests for  all  people”,  rather than  “short term goals just for The Self”])!    
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It is  only  the TCs who freely choose  to forsake  the self-indulgences of this world  (Matt.19v27)  and  feed/build  their mind  (= spiritual,  and not their 
fleshly body)  actively aiming for  “The Goal”  of  “The Inheritance”  as future  “Sons of God”. 
For it is The Methodology that operates within the  mind that is to be retained  and  not  the corrupted fleshly body  –  for all of us will have a  new  
physical body upon resurrection,  but the  same  mind  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits  built upon The Methodology we choose to imbue from The 
Environment within which we often choose to  inhabit/associate). 
It cannot be any different to this  -  else it will always be claimed - 

1. We are mindless automatons without a free mind  -  not having the power of choice. 
2. Or a disgruntled person could always state,  You helped that person unto Sonship,  but You did not help me when I asked you! 

We must lead ourselves to fulfil  “The Word of God”  within ourselves (Matt.7v7-8),  and not be passive followers of whatever someone else tells us! 
Yahweh is seeking  “The Former”  and is rejecting  “The Latter”  for  “The Responsibility to rule  (leading by example)  The Resurrected World”. 

Does the reader understand this,  being what Yahweh truly wants? 
It is a million miles away from what  “Religion”  teaches us  (as practised by all the leaders of Christendom). 
Rom.   9v15 og to the  for  Moses  (He [Yahweh]) states/exclaims: 
Rom.   9v15 og [Prophecy,  Ex.33v19 ]   (I [Yahweh] will) {be compassionate}/pity  whom/which/that  wish/suppose   
Rom.   9v15 og (I [Yahweh] have) compassion/pity,   
Rom.   9v15 og also  (I [Yahweh] will) {exercise pity}/{have compassion upon}  whom/which/that   
Rom.   9v15 og wish/suppose  (I) {exercise pity}/{have compassion upon}  . 

Old Testament reference located at  Ex.33v19  
Rom.   9v15 = For  to the  Moses,   He  (Yahweh)   states:   

I (Yahweh)  will  {be compassionate}/{show mercy}  wish/suppose  whom  I  (Yahweh)   have  compassion/mercy, 
also  I  (Yahweh)   will  {exercise pity}/{have compassion}  wish/suppose  whom  I  (Yahweh)   pity.  
(= I Yahweh,  have the freedom to  give deservedly  depending purely  on the motives of the recipient  that I choose to bless). 

 

For to the Moses,  He (Yahweh)  states: 
  I (Yahweh)  will be compassionate  suppose   (upon)   whom I have compassion, 
  also I (Yahweh)  will have compassion suppose   (upon)   whom I pity, 
 

An equally valid translation  
 

For to the Moses,  He (Yahweh)  states: 
  I (Yahweh)  will be compassionate   (upon)   whomsoever I have compassion, 
  also I (Yahweh)  will have compassion   (upon)   whomsoever I pity, 
 

Yahweh and JCg are both  “heart knowers”  where the  “heart”  is the  “seat of  motivation/drive/zeal/passion”  being what drives people to perform the 
specific works they do    

“Are those good works to help the recipient,  or  merely to bolster the giver's own  self-importance/return?”   
How genuine is the “Agapao”  Love?    
Where, “Agapao” (Love)  is best  to edify our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  in  agape/charity  (of sacrificial ministry)?  

Thus,  as such,  Yahweh is able to  make/take  the appropriate decisions relative to what the specific person is doing with  his/her  life. 
How does what the individual is doing  (or capable of doing)  going to be instrumental  in aiding  Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”? 

These are all key questions that Yahweh is weighing up within His Mind regarding how He is to interface with  “Christians”! 
This is absolutely contrary to what our  “Professional Leaders of  Rebellion/Religion”  state  (for obvious reasons – inasmuch their worldly income 
depends upon what they state,  please see Matt.6v24, 22v21)  Yahweh presently ignores most humans  –  especially those people who most profusely state 
they have God and His HS working within them!   
As I state in many other places,  -  it is  “the usual”  we witness elsewhere regarding  “rogue traders”!    

“Rogue traders”  are always the people who are speaking the most profusely about what a good job they can do,  and  “sweet talk the 
punter”  –  because quite simply they have no good works  (audited over time)  –  except  self-indulgent  hype to offer! 

By contrast,  
“Good traders”  have no need to mention they are good and competent  -  because The Works  (audited over time)  speak for themselves!¬ 

Precisely the same is true for  “spiritual rogue traders”  (I call them  “spiritual paedophiles”)  living as parasites off the community  (Matt.7v15, 10v16, 
Acts.20v29)  as  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  who pretend to be  “The Conduit to God”  so they can gain worldly return  -  all counter to what 
The Bible teaches us in numerous places! 

However,  who of today actually knows what The Bible teaches us –  because  “no one”  really reads it – to fulfil its teaching!    
Moreover,  those people who claim to supposedly know The Bible,  –  know it is not in their vestige interests to teach it,  so they teach it through filters 
(Rev.22v18-19)  enabling these leaders to gain out of their minions!   What a racket,  and it is this that Yahweh detests!   Hence this verse by warning! 
Rom.   9v16 og Thus/Haply/Surely/Perhaps/Supposing  therefore/then  not   
Rom.   9v16 og of the (person)  determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased},  
Rom.   9v16 og {and not}/neither/nor  of the (person)  {hastily walking}/{having course}/running,   
Rom.   9v16 og but  of the ([receptive] person [TC])   (having) compassion/pity  (of the) God [Yahweh]. 
Rom.   9v16 = Therefore/Then  perhaps  (it is)  not  of the  person  determining/desiring   (God’s favour for worldly self-indulgence)  

{and not}  of the  person  {hastily walking}/running   (to look good in worldly eyes),   
but  of the  person  having  God's  compassion/{showing mercy}   (on specific people who  sincerely fulfil  Yahweh’s Desire,  copying JC). 

 

Therefore perhaps   (it is)   not the person desiring   (God's favour for personal self-indulgence by return  [hence not real charity, Matt.6v1-8]) 
and not of the person running   (to look good within worldly eyes  [hence courting worldly affection and accolades]  in  “pretend charity”) 
but the person having God's compassion   (recognised by Yahweh as having entirely fulfilled His Desire to the very best  he/she  is able) 
 

This is a bit of a  “show-stopper”!   The person self-indulgently desiring Yahweh or the person running after worldly affection  (to look good in other 
people's eyes),  does  not  have Yahweh’s compassion,  but it is only the person of whom Yahweh chooses to have His compassion and thus is being 
personally adopted into Yahweh’s close Family of 144000 future  “Sons of God”.   

We do not receive this teaching from our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  but the very opposite! 
Which shows they represent Yahweh’s  Opposer/Adversary  (Satan,  1Cor.11v13-15)!    
The Crux of what Paul is teaching us becomes this    

It is not that which is viewed from outside by men  (being what we witness performed by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  but rather the 
inner inclinations having been truly built upon  “The Word of God”  (1Sam.16v7-13)  so we entirely operate according to  “The Word of 
God”  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely no worldly return. 
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Then  once having shown  “The Judging World”  we have done this,  we receive Yahweh’s compassion and we are being  “grafted-in to The 
Vine”  (JC – John.15v1-6,  noting Paul's teaching at Rom.11v15-25). 

Consequently,  we understand Paul is explaining the following    
It is  not  from a human perspective that God operates  –  but from Yahweh’s point of view to fulfil His Desire to use the individual pieces of 
The Jigsaw  (= the  active  humans  fulfilling His Desire)  to personally expedite  His  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  
throughout what ultimately becomes the seven millennia of which Paul speaks in chapter 4 of Hebrews. 

Now please refer to comments for verses Rom.6v13,18  to explain this.   
Essentially to worldly people looking upon the activities of what they deem to be the most eminent and apparently godly person,  is the one willing and 
running in the cause of Yahweh  (for worldly return).  But as I have said so often before  (and in previous commentary),  it is Yahweh viewing the  
heart/{seat of motivation}  (1Sam.16v7-13 for future Kingship/Sonship)  is  The One  who knows what are the true motives of this particular individual.  
Perhaps this person is captured by the fame and glory of their position and plays the role well  (perhaps by example it could look good for a king to offer 
incense to Yahweh – but consider Yahweh’s response 2Chron.26v15-21),  but Yahweh knows that the  heart /{seat of motivation}   of this person is  not  
true to Yahweh.   
There are so many examples I could give  (for example  [1] Jimmy Savile,  or  [2] a girl murderer I heard during this 4th revision,  who pretended to be a 
“Pillar of Society”  through much good work to cover his tracks,  as just a couple out of millions I could find if I trawled the internet)! 
Thus, Yahweh will  not  show mercy upon what they do  –  because they are acting  contrary  to what  “The Word of God”  should truly mean within The 
Environment  (often these religious leaders excuse The Populace of their deeds for worldly return).  These  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will  not  
be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  for priesthood  (for TCs =  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 4v5, Rev.1v6, etc.,)  because they have  not  been 
deemed by Yahweh to have been  “Righteous”.  More than half of JC's parables/illustration  specifically teach us of this  future reality,  but all this is 
dismissed in the minds of these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  having passed The Bible through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19 of their minds! 
This however does not exclude them from being resurrected in  “The General Resurrection”  unless  they have been  “iniquitous”  (= enjoyed what  The 
World gave them through distorting God’s Word while claiming to be His representative = charlatan Christian leaders).  There will be  no  second or 
third  reprieve/resurrection  for this type of person !   However their judgement is not my call,  only  Yahweh will be making that decision  –  but it  is  
incumbent for me to give the warning  Eze.30v1-12  (as did JC in Luke chapter 15),  else I too stand condemned for remaining silent,  when perhaps I 
could help someone to genuinely repent and be part of The Millennium. 
Rom.   9v17 og (it) states/exclaims  for  the  scripture/{holy writings}  to the  Pharaoh.   
Rom.   9v17 og [Prophecy, Ex.9v16 ]  Because  into/unto  it/same (thing [episode of what is to occur])  that/this/there/here  
Rom.   9v17 og (I [Yahweh]) {roused fully}/{from out of resuscitate/release}/{wholly collected the senses}   
Rom.   9v17 og thee/thy/thou  [you],   
Rom.   9v17 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  (I may/should) {to indicate}/show/display/demonstrate   
Rom.   9v17 og in  {to [=within] you}  the  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  {of Me} [Yahweh],   
Rom.   9v17 og also  {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}   
Rom.   9v17 og (it may/should be) {heralded thoroughly}/{publicly declared/preached}/proclaimed   
Rom.   9v17 og the  name/character/authority  {of Me} [Yahweh]   
Rom.   9v17 og in  (to the [= within]) all/whole  to the  Earth/land/province/country/region. 

Old Testament reference located at  Ex.9v16  
Rom.   9v17 = For  the  scriptures  state  to the  Pharaoh:   

Because  unto  it  (being what is to occur)   this thing, 
I  (Yahweh)   {fully roused}/{from out of resuscitation}  you  (Pharaoh), 
{so that}  I  (Yahweh)   may  indicate/display  My  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  within  you,   
also  {so that}  My  Name/Character/Authority  may be  {publicly declared}/proclaimed  within  all  the  Earth. 

 

For the Scriptures state to the Pharaoh: 
  Because unto this   (to yield  “The Exodus”  [synonymous to people leaving worldly methodology to become part of Yahweh's Methodology])  
  I (Yahweh)  fully arouse you   ([ideally] to bring to your senses  –  noting the spiritual allegory for today  –  hence Paul's usage) 
  so that I (Yahweh)  may display My miraculous power within you   (to cause repentance from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology) 
  also so that  My  Name/Character/Authority  may be publicly proclaimed within all the Earth   (noting “Earth’s” allegoric terminology). 
      (= [1] the incident with Pharaoh,  [2] The Resultant of People leaving worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology – brings glory to Yahweh) 
 

This incident is fulfilled as prophesied,  because we who read The Old Testament are aware of what occurred!    
We know about the 10 plagues to demonstrate the  Authority/Capability/Power of the God Yahweh expressed within The Environment.  Moreover, we 
have recorded for our edification,  of the guiding pillar of  fire/smoke  and then the parting of the sea,  etc. 
Note,  how the ten plagues from Yahweh attacked the polytheism of The Egyptians.  Each plague was targeted against a specific Egyptian god and the 
Egyptian gods where naturally powerless against Yahweh’s onslaught.  Clearly these gods where not gods,  but perceptions allowed to be created within 
the Egyptian minds by Satan to draw their attention away from Yahweh’s due recognition of supremacy.  Thus,  Yahweh showed His Authority over Satan 
through Pharaoh and the Egyptians’ eyes.  Likewise,  today we have our gods of technology bamboozling our minds  (the mobile phone consuming our 
time in its worship, see my most important commentary a Rev.13v11),  and other people have their worthless gods of gemstones  and any other craze  
“doing the rounds”!   Then,  finally our leaders  (of whatever)  showing themselves to be gods to  “supposedly solve”  our problems,  and Yahweh will 
allow each one to be attacked by dissidents as Mankind implodes to show that without the rejected Yahweh,  we humans  will  fail as a species!    
That is precisely  why  Yahweh  is  standing to one side,  and  He is  only  working with those 144000 TCs  who  agapao/{edifying love}  Him to bring 
more people to understand Yahweh's Character and Authority within  sane/reasoning  minds.  Again,  all this contrary to what our  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  teach so they can supposedly become  “The Conduit to God”  and thus tithe the duped devotees passing through!    
It is disgusting and appalling what they do! 

Yahweh is allowing Mankind to find its position  “without Yahweh”,  done only to counter those specific people who state   
“We can do it ourselves”;  sadly these stiff-necked arrogant ones  (from all positions of society)  are delaying the onset of The Millennium! 

*Note  “it” is the correct translation and  not  “himself”  as given in faulty translated English bibles  –  please see end of 8v26, 13v6 where “himself” 
does not fit the context!   But this is typical of key positions in  worldly interpreted bibles where  worldly  translators do  not  understand the message and 
then twist God’s Word to suit their  “flawed understanding”.  Why are they  not  faithful to Yahweh’s Word? –   Because being worldly,  they  (behaving 
as “Copyist Additionists”)  think they know better than God Himself  –  and we are back to the  “stiff-necked arrogant people”  of above! 

Thus,  in context we move to the  next  several  verses  expressing this same sentiment  
Rom.   9v18 og Thus/Haply/Surely/Perhaps/Supposing  therefore/then  whom/which/that 
Rom.   9v18 og (He [Yahweh]) determines/{delights in}/desires/{be pleased}  (He [Yahweh] has) compassion/pity/mercy,   
Rom.   9v18 og whom/which/that  and  (He [Yahweh]) determines/{delights in}/desires/{be pleased}   
Rom.   9v18 og (He [Yahweh]) {to indurate}/{renders stubborn}/hardens/calcifies. 
Rom.   9v18 = Therefore/Then  perhaps  He  (Yahweh)   determines/{delights in}   whom   (TCs desiring to fulfil Yahweh's Desire)  
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He has  mercy   (over their sideslips  [genuine errors]), 
and  He  (Yahweh)   determines/desires  whom   (humans desiring  self-indulgence  sourced by The World),   
He  hardens   (their  heart/{seat of motivation}). 

 

Therefore,  perhaps He (Yahweh)  determines/{delights in}  whom  (TCs and brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   He has mercy, 
                 (because these people only have “sideslips”  and any “sin”  is truly accidental – for which there is genuine remorse and repayment offered) 
and He (Yahweh)  determines whom  (people desiring  “The Immediacy”)   He hardens   (their  heart/{seat of motivation}).  
                 (= Yahweh  allows them to express their opposition  to what Yahweh desires to occur,   and makes public their opposition in The Culmination) 
 

It is by reading the heart condition  (being the motives delivering the visible works to The World)  that is monitored by Yahweh for future  
kingship/sonship  (1Sam.16v7, in the context of v13)  in  “The  Greater/Special  (1st)  Judgement”  made upon  all  Christians during The Gospel Age. 
Rom.   9v19 og (You [worldly people] will) say/utter/speak/command  therefore/then  {to Me} [Yahweh]:   
Rom.   9v19 og Why/What/Which/Wherefore  yet/still/more  (He [Yahweh]) blames/{find fault}?   
Rom.   9v19 og to the  For  resolve/purpose/will  (of the) him [Yahweh]  who/what/which/wherefore   
Rom.   9v19 og (he/she [worldly person]  has) {stood against}/resisted/opposed? 
Rom.   9v19 = (Rhetorical Question)  Therefore  you  (worldly humans [Jews/Christians])   will  say/command  {to Me}  (Yahweh):   

“Why  yet/still  He  (Yahweh)   blames/{finds fault}   (with us)?”   
For  who  (any human)   has  {stood-against}/opposed  His  (Yahweh's)   resolve/purpose   (and succeeded  -  [obviously none])? 

 

(Paul asks, a rhetorical question )    
Therefore   (from the afore)   you (worldly  humans/Christians)  will say to Me  (Yahweh)    (in the manner at Matt.8v12, etc.): 
  Why still He (Yahweh)  blames   (us,  worldly Christians of the 2nd Epoch Israel,  as You did The Jews of the 1st Epoch Israel)?” 
  For who  (as any human)   has stood against His (Yahweh's)  resolve/purpose   (and succeeded.  –  [Obviously none])? 
 

It is so very typical of this  self-indulgent  human trait - 
The pointing of a finger at other entities  (to include)  Yahweh about any judgements and pronouncements made.   
Even when certain worldly people  bring  the problems upon themselves  through the course of  their  foolish  actions  –  they just cannot 
accept this fact,  and thus only feel relieved when they can apportion blame unto others,  to merely excuse themselves from personally 
carrying  “the responsibility”  of their actions.   
I am staggered when watching some televised small claim court cases  (for instance  “Judge Judy”, “Judge Rinder”)  how some of the 
defendants are so  wrapped-up  in themselves as not to realise  “the error of their ways”  –  being determined to think they are entirely 
innocent  –  while  “The Watching World”  knows they are so very guilty!    

Sadly,  this is prevalent throughout The Human Species  –  it is a recurring failing within all of us!  
Furthermore,  even in The Millennium  within a perfect environment  under  “The Perfect Instruction and Explanation”  with the evidence fully given  –  
there will be millions upon millions of people (Rev.14v20) who  shall still rebel  during this future period in the 2nd part of their physical life  (22v15, etc.)   
preferring  self-indulgence  (to the hurt of their neighbour)  and regrettably,  they shall face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (as The Bible teaches us – 
Rev.20v7-15, etc.). 
Rom.   9v20 og {So then at least}/{Yes rather}/{No but}  Oh (exclamation)  man [vocative],  
Rom.   9v20 og you  who/what/which/wherefore  {thou art}/{you are}   
Rom.   9v20 og the (person)  contradicting/disputing/{answering/replying against}  to the  God [Yahweh]?    
Rom.   9v20 og Not  (it [representing “Man”] will) say/utter/speak/command  the (thing)  fashioned/moulded/{thing formed}  
Rom.   9v20 og to the [(One [Yahweh])  fashioning/moulding/forming:   Why/What/Which/Wherefore  me/myself   
Rom.   9v20 og (You [Yahweh]) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice   
Rom.   9v20 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so? 
Rom.   9v20 = {But No}  -  Oh man!   Who  {are you}  the person  disputing/{answering against}  to the  God (Yahweh)?  

Not  the  fashioned/{formed thing}  will  say/command  to the  Fashioner/Maker: 
‘Why  make/produce  me  {in this manner}?’ 

 

But No  –  Oh man!   (being all humans behaving in this irreverent manner) 
Who are you the person disputing to the God (Yahweh)? 
 “(Surely)  Not the formed thing will say to The Maker:    
    Why produce me in this manner?” 
 

Non-conforming  rebellious humans are so  stiff-necked  (presumptuously self-assuming of their own importance)  without realising they are  “a mere 
nothing”  to their Creator Yahweh  though JCg  (Gen.1v26, John.1v1-3).  Importantly,  Yahweh and JCg have tender affection for reasoning entities  who 
shall ultimately personally desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  -  and to facilitate this,   we have been  freely given  a 2 part life over which we are able to 
personally make a  life/death  decision about our future when in an  educated  position to fully display our true intent  (reformed or unreformed). 

It is specifically the  contrite  people who are reformed through Yahweh’s  “Plan of Righteous Salvation for Mankind”  over the very 
necessary  “3 Epoch Israel”  process  (where, the first two epochs deliver  “The Early Adopters”  of whom Yahweh uses as  “The Interface 
Tools”  to extract the reformed humans out of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  [“The 3rd Epoch of Israel”]). 

The  first two  “Epochs of Israel”  operate in Stage 1 to yield  “The Early Adopters”  (opposing Satan's present all-embracing methodology Eph.2v2)  
that become part of  “The Firstfruit Harvest”  growing well on imperfect food in the world of Satan  (by prophetic allegory at Dan.1v8-21),  because  
they sought Yahweh’s Methodology. 
While in Yahweh's Righteousness,  He has arranged for  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  to operate in Stage 2 as  “The Safety Net”  to deliver  “The Main 
Harvest”  of  “The Late Adopters”  hearkening unto His Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 
It can only be through these two stages,  because for most of us,  humans are  so selective in what we choose to believe!   

“We arrogantly thinking,  we are personally correct –  and everyone else is wrong!”   
That is specifically why the 1st stage of our life is so necessary,  for us to live  outside  Yahweh’s  “direct interference”  thereby enabling us to learn from 
our  own mistakes  –  to put our mind into the correct state to  then  listen  and  do  (during The Millennium for most people)!     

Else people would rebel and call Yahweh a  “Control Freak”!    
Therefore, we must be left to our own devices,  to discover where Satan’s methodology takes this present world!  

To  “listen and do”  means  “Hearkening”  unto God’s Word  –  without  “excuses to remain human”! 
Only the  very few  wise people  (“The Early Adopters”)  become  “The Wisdom of God”  (like JC, rejecting Satan’s present all-pervasive domain  
(Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  by taking unto Yahweh’s Word during the 1st part of their physical life to become TCs  –  by perfecting the 2nd part of 
their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  while the world  (religious leaders)  are against them  (John.17v14-16).   
It is only  “The Early Adopters”  Yahweh works with and around these very specific people! 
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Notice   Ultimately it is Yahweh Who is moulding our mind to become Christ-like  (1Cor.3v6)  through  “The Word of God”,  sourced by 
Yahweh.  This only occurs to those very exacting humans who make  “The Stoic Personal Effort”  to reform their mind and do not return to 
The World and of its methodology  (Luke.9v62, 14v28, etc.). 

On my 3rd revision I realise I need to explain this verse regarding The Difference between The TCs  (together with The Prophets before them)  to become  
“The Early Adopters”  (of their respective Epochs of  “Israel”)   -  as separated from everyone else.   It must be understood that it is how the natural 
DNA pans out throughout the generations to  “eject”  “The Specific Individuals”  who become  suitably inclined to entirely fulfil Yahweh's desire,  where 
initially they must have access to  “The Word of God”  first  (Rev.3v20).  It is  “The Power  of The Word of God”  to cause inner  repentance/reform  
within these specific individuals so they  can/should  become martyrs for  “The Word of God”.  Quite simply they are of   “The Correct Mental Material”  
to rule righteously.  This is a selection based entirely upon meritocracy by  demonstrable capability of precisely imitating JC ministry/lifestyle  for 
absolutely  no  worldly return  (except  “abuse”  sourced by the then exposed  “Professional Leaders of Religion” John.11v47-53, 16v1-4, etc.,)  during 
the 1st part of their physical life.  It is from out of these people that Yahweh achieves His future  “sons of God”,   to then become  “The Interface Tools”  
(as was initially JC in his 1st Advent)   to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  in the 2nd part of their physical life during The Millennium. 
However,  those people rejected from this superlative position  (about 99.99+% of the entire population during the last some 6000 years)  have lost 
absolutely nothing  to what was originally promised to Adam and Eve namely -  

“Everlasting life in paradise within a perfect DNA fleshly body”. 
It is only the 144000 TCs  gain something more  that was  not  originally  “on The Table”  –  but only became available  after  JC became  “The 
Template”  for  “The Anointing/Christ”  by Yahweh for the future position of Sonship  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10). 
It also becomes obvious that  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  utterly redundant in this scenario during both parts of their physical life,  and  
worldly Christian leaders,  as a subset of “Religion”,   are only useful as a  continuum of  'knowledge'  to  set alight  The Martyrs  (= the 144000 TCs)  
as luminaries with “The Word of God”  driving their mind.  These set-alight  “Early Adopters”  sporadically appear during the approximate 2000 year 
Gospel Age in the manner as did  “William Tyndale”  and suffered the personal consequences for his actions as his  “Great Tribulation”  (see my 
commentary to Rev.7v14)! 

Hopefully,  this explains what Paul is teaching us here within this verse  –  and corroborated in the next verse. 
Rom.   9v21 og or/than/either/rather  not  (He [Yahweh]) holds/possesses/obtains/has   
Rom.   9v21 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  the  potter  of the  clay   
Rom.   9v21 og {from/out of}  of the [clay]  his/its  (of the) {water mixed with solids}/swelling/{mass of dough}/lump   
Rom.   9v21 og (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice  who/which/that  truly/indeed   
Rom.   9v21 og one/singular  (the) esteemed/valuable/precious/honoured  (the) implement/equipment/apparatus/vessel   
Rom.   9v21 og who/which/that  and  one/singular  (the) indignity/disgrace/dishonour/reproach/shame? 
Rom.   9v21 = Or,  has/possesses   not  the  potter  the  privilege/authority  of the  clay,    (and thus)   

{from out of}  his/(her)  {mass of dough}/lump  of the  clay  
to  make/produce  truly/indeed  that one  esteemed/valuable  implement/equipment, 
and   (from the other part of the clay lump)   that  one/singular   (implement/equipment  unto)   the  disgrace/dishonour/shame? 

 

Or,  has not The Potter the authority of the clay,   
(and thus)   from out of  his/(her)  lump of clay to make  truly/indeed  that one valuable implement, 
and   (from the other part of the clay lump)   that one dishonourable  (implement). 
 

Fully endorses my 3rd revision addition in the previous commentary. 
The point Paul develops is,  we all have our individual capabilities. 
Yahweh can read our  heart/{seat of our motivation}  better than we are personally able.  Thus,  Yahweh can make the correct decision as to who can 
make fit Sons of God to conduct the teaching program in The Millennium.  However,  we need the 2000 years of The Gospel Age to - 

1. Spawn naturally from out of Mankind – to  “grow unto maturity”  through  “the issue of adoption”  these 144000 people  for their next stage. 
2. Generate for the record  “The Evidence”  to become  “The Witness”,  Yahweh will use during the next stage of His Redemption Plan in The 

Millennium.  Sadly there will always be those leaders taking  “The First/Most”  today  -  who shall be in The Future whining about being 
given  “The Last/Least”  in The Millennium  (being  The Worldly Christian Leaders,  Matt.8v12, 22v13, etc.) –  and Yahweh will state    

           “Here is The Evidence,  Why I choose these specific Sons of God  (Luke.12v3, etc.,)  -   did you do anything like them?”   
Likewise,  “This Evidence”  becomes  “The Authority”  over all other people to  respect  these 144000 proven  (in battle against Satan's regime)  
individuals who validate their position as  “Sons of God”.  

Note   As I state elsewhere,  these 144000  future Sons of God,  as proven individuals,  will have access to  all  The Authority  of Yahweh’s 
Capability expressed as the HS that presently,  we can only but dream!   The Capability of which they have direct access,  shall make the seen 
miracles of JC’s ministry look  “quite tame”  in comparison with what will be expressed within The Millennium to ensure  “Righteousness”  reigns 
supreme throughout The Land  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15). 

It is very prudent for me to state again the composite definition of the HS  (again to counter the mystic nonsense taught by  worldly Christian leaders) - 
1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

Where  “Yahweh”  (by definition)   uses His  infinite  capability/knowledge/wisdom  to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become” (Luke.1v37). 
Where the HS can  only  become personalised within a conscious cognitive entity able to reason like  “God”  (Gen.1v16, John.10v34-35),  who also 
submits themselves unto Yahweh to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  where  “The Individual Cognitive Entity”  has built their character upon  
“The Word of God”  to become a new personality.  All this is  PRECISELY what The Bible tells us  throughout all its verses applicable to the subject,  
and yet utterly ignored by the Trinitarians and create all manner of  mystic nonsense  wholly unsupported by The Bible  (having been passed through 
Rev.22v18-19 of their mind)! 

Thus,  from this  accurately given  definition of the HS we therefore realise,  worldly Christian leaders do  not  have the HS either! 
Irrespective of what they might state to the contrary –  “from the spiritual fruit  –  you know the spiritual tree”  (Matt.7v15-20)  is the assay tool to use! 
My 4th Revision addition. 
Does this verse  and/or  my interpretation of it,  contradict my statement that it was specifically JCg who created us as Man and Woman? 

Absolutely not! 
Because we are  not  operating at that level! 

We are operating  above  “The Human Level” 
We are operating at  “Sons of God”  level,  being  what Yahweh makes  “Intrinsically Good”  through JC as  “The Word of God”. 
This understanding wholly endorses  “The Thrust”  of what Paul is teaching us in this suite of verses  -  being  “The Goal”  of the Gospel Age. 
Rom.   9v22 og if  and  (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}  the  {specific god}   
Rom.   9v22 og (to) indicate/show/display/demonstrate  the  {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance,   
Rom.   9v22 og also  (to) {make known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}   
Rom.   9v22 og the  powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  (of the) Him, 
Rom.   9v22 og (he) endured/{borne/carried}/{gone on}/upheld/led/moved/reached/brought   
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Rom.   9v22 og in  (to the [within]) many/much/plenteous   
Rom.   9v22 og (to the) {long-suffering}/patience/fortitude/forbearance  (the) implements/equipment/apparatus/vessels 
Rom.   9v22 og (of the) {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance   
Rom.   9v22 og (the having been) {complete thoroughly}/{been fitted}/{made ready}/repaired/restored   
Rom.   9v22 og into/unto  (the) ruin/destruction/perish/lost/perdition  [The 2nd Death of annihilation]. 
Rom.   9v22 = And  if  ‘The Specific God’  (see reasoning below)  determining/desiring  to  display/demonstrate  {violent passion}/wrath,  

also  {to make known}/publicise  His  power/capability,   
he  (the Specific God)  endured/borne  in much  patience/forbearance  the  implements/equipment  of the  {violent passion}/wrath   
(= humans acting against God)  having been  {completed thoroughly}/{made ready}  
unto  ruin/destruction/annihilation   (righteously and importantly,  over a 2 part life). 

 

And   (what is wrong)   if  The Specific God  desires to display wrath  also to publicise His capability, 
(because)   in much patience he   (The Specific God)   endured the implements of the wrath   (= certain rebellious humans) 
having been made ready   (by refusing personal reform)   unto annihilation   (over what will righteously be their 2 part life). 
 

Note again Paul’s switch to  “ho theos”  where it now becomes  “The Two Separate Entities”  making the 2 stage judgement over 2 epochs of “Israel”. 
Specifically,  as this website states    

1.  Yahweh carries out  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (Matt.20v23, James.3v1)  on only  “Christians”  (for Sonship and the other 
extreme being  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation for  iniquitous  (= charlatan) Christian Leaders [= Judas’]  beguiling  “The Flock”  for 
their own passions of self-indulgence  [being the excuses for remaining “human”]).    
Thus,  He is judging  The Leaders,  because their flock  (as passive sheep)  automatically drop through the Judgment into The Millennium. 
2.  JCg carries out The Standard (2nd) Judgement  (John.5v23-30)  during The Millennium upon  all  other people,  being all people without 
distinction resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life,   who after gaining knowledge as given in The Millennium have the option of 
imitating JC’s lifestyle or to place themselves in taking the position  “of iniquity”  that Judas took  –  with similar results. 

Let me now explain this verse. 
People who deliberately desire  lawlessness  (= setting  standards alien to God’s Standards,  where this consequence maligns God)  then they are 
following their unreasoned lusts for  self-gratification  to  misrepresent  what Yahweh represents within  His  Universe  by means of sequestration.  
After much patience from The Almighty God  (of The Universe)  and also JCg  (as the responsibility of his personal creation = The World = all forms of 
Life)  for these particular people to change their ways,  then God  (Yahweh)  will allow these people to be destroyed,  because their motivation has 
adapted their lifestyle to result in destruction  (see v16 = “The 2nd Death”).   

It will be JCg carrying out  “The Wrath of his Father”  upon his  (JCg’s)  creation at the end of The Millennium. 
Again Note   Together with the  two  judgements mentioned above,  The Specific God’  is used because it is to cover  two  Entities.  Thus,  JCg created 
all Life on this planet expressing his Father’s  (Yahweh’s) “HS” being “Yahweh’s Pure Desire exercised to fulfil His aims within The Environment”. 
Important note - 

Yahweh  chooses  “not to resurrect”  iniquitous  charlatan Christian leaders  (hence their annihilation). 
JCg  chooses to  fulfil Yahweh’s wrath  and gives  “The 2nd Death”  unto iniquitous rebelling people at the end of The Millennium  (of which 
he has personally covered to enable our reform over a 2 part life).   Thus,  it becomes his right to annihilate these rebellious people! 

Can the reader understand  “The Righteous Logic”  being applied here to  ultimately achieve a perfected society that goes on into The Eternity? 
The reader will gain nothing like this sincerity from  “Religion/Christendom”  except a load of unrighteous waffle of sweet-sounding platitudes! 

Who should be trust regarding our future? 
Rom.   9v23 og Also  that/{so as}  (He [Yahweh] may/should) {make known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}   
Rom.   9v23 og the  wealth/possessions/abundance/riches  of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) Him   
Rom.   9v23 og upon/over  (the) implements/equipment/apparatus/vessels  
Rom.   9v23 og (of the  active) {tender compassion/mercy}  whom/which/what [plural]    
Rom.   9v23 og (He [Yahweh] has) {fitted up in advance}/{before prepared}/{ordained before}    
Rom.   9v23 og into/unto  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence/majesty. 
Rom.   9v23 og = Also  that  He  (Yahweh)   {to make known}/publicise   (through the Gospel message to show)   

the  wealth/abundance  of  His  glory/honour/dignity  upon  the  implements/equipment  (TCs)   of  {active tender compassion/mercy},  
of whom  (TCs)   He  (Yahweh)   has  {fitted up in advance}/prepared   (as assigned during the 1st part of their physical life)   
(being  awakened/roused  at  “The 1st Resurrection”)   unto  the   glory/honour/dignity   (as the 144000 future Sons of God). 

 

Also that He (Yahweh)  to make known   (through The Gospel Age of what is possible in The Millennium,  to show)   
the wealth of  His (Yahweh)  glory/honour   (as personally reasoned by  receptive/hearkening  individuals  [upon “The Evidence”]) 
upon the implements  (TCs)   of the active tender compassion   (to forgive His adopted sons  [of their “sideslips”]), 
of whom (the 144000 TCs)  He (Yahweh)  has prepared   (as assigned during the 1st part of their physical life) 
(where,  the 144000 TCs being  awakened/roused  at “The 1st Resurrection”)   unto the  glory/honour   (as the 144000 future  “Sons of God”). 
 

TC’s by firstly  accurately  knowing of God’s Word  (being The Ministry of JC)  and then by assay,  to gain assurance  are  able to change their lifestyle 
to follow what Yahweh Desires of them,  and in doing so,  they  are  able to meet Yahweh’s required standard of them.   By meeting Yahweh’s required 
standard,  then the TCs have their names placed upon  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life”  ready to be opened  (Rev.5v1-12 –  see my local commentaries)  
glorified as sons of God at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (= “The 1st Resurrection”, Rev.20v6, etc.). 

All  the above  “only occurs”   because these 144000 TCs have a mind that personally  “want to do this!” 
They personally want to make  “The Above Occur”,  to make it  “An Expectation”  (and  not  a vain hope of passivity)! 

Yahweh knew beforehand who these specific individuals would be  -  and ensured He would make  “The Word of God”  (metaphorically JC)  knock at 
their door (Rev.3v20)  thereby enabling them to respond  (by growing themselves upon  “The Word of God”),  to ultimately become Yahweh’s competent 
representatives.  They do this by steadfastly imitating JC,  with  “The Word of God”  acting as a  presence/parousia  within them,  driving their mind  
through their personal assay  (1Cor.3v13-17)  and demonstrable fidelity to be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle.   
The Apostle Peter speaks specifically about these people as being  “a peculiar people,  a holy nation”  that has received mercy from Yahweh  (1Pet.2v9-
10)  only because,  firstly they were  atoned/reset  by JC's ransom sacrifice,  and secondly they fully perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life during the 
1st part of their physical life  –  to then became  “The Early Adopters”.   These are the 144000 TCs to be elected from out of  “The Christian Nation”  
during The Gospel Age.    

I have not invented any of this  -  it is all precisely what The Bible teaches us! 
I invite  any  worldly Christian scholar to intelligently contend with me  - if they dare,  on any aspect of which I elucidate in my writings! 

Moreover,  if doing so, then present an alternative proposition that is both logical and righteous to The Word of God and unto  all  members of Mankind,  
else any criticism is rather hollow! 
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68th Good News – Yahweh elects TCs from out of The Christian Nation dispersed throughout  all  nations on this planet. 
27th Prophecy – Yahweh shall elect a remnant (= TCs)  from those people not of The Old Israelite nation,  these TCs 
Yahweh will agapao love,  future TCs of  “the nations not loved”  then  (hence Gentiles),  to become  “beloved”  (= TCs 
part of The Family,  elected from out of The Christian Nation  [that can equally include Jews, grafted in]). 
48th Allegory – “people not loved” = humans ignored from Yahweh’s favour.  It does not mean Yahweh hates them –  but 
simply they do not form part of His Plan for Human Salvation  at that point in time  (thus not  movers/shakers  in the plan) 
'Allegory' – repeat - Israel = “Persevere with subjector/God”  where we as individuals  with The Word of God  either:- 

1.  Persevere  positively  with God  (to become TCs of The Gospel Age). 
2.  Persevere  negatively  with God  (to become worldly Christians of The Gospel Age) 

28th Prophecy – “Israel” (over the 3 epochs of time)  shall be as beach sand but a remnant  (= prophets of the 1st epoch, 
TCs of the 2nd epoch  [as “The Early Adopters”]  and those people  [as “The Late Adopters”]  finally successful in The 
Millennium of the 3rd epoch)  shall be saved into  “The Eternity”  (= beyond The Millennium). 
79th Instruction – Yahweh can  only  bring forth  “The Reform of Society”  by  “The Word of God”  through its 2 parts  
([1] Tanakh  righteously answered  by  [2] JC)  that makes possible our 2 part life  (2 part physical and 2 part spiritual)  
over which personal reform is made possible  -  whether we hearken then becomes a personal matter.   This procedure 
makes Yahweh wholly “Righteous”  in yielding  “The Early Adopters”,  then  “The Late Adopters”,  else annihilation. 
49th Allegory – Remnant = specific people  intimately knowing  “The Word of God”  and are  internally motivated  to 
fulfil Yahweh Desire in the specific epoch of time allocated to them.  

1.  The Prophets under  “The 1st Covenant” (Jews)  with The Environment under  heaven/authority  of Satan. 
2.  The 144000 TCs under  “The 2nd Covenant” (Christians)  with The Environment under  heaven  of Satan. 
3.  The people who  ultimately reform  in The Millennium under “The 2nd Covenant”  (all of  “The Resurrected 
World”)  in The Environment under the  heaven/authority  of Yahweh’s Methodology via JCg + TCs + prophets. 

50th Allegory – sea (always in prophecy) = The World of comprising of tempestuous Mankind. 
51st Allegory – sand (always in prophecy) = “What is tossed up”  out from the  sea/Mankind – being the part of God’s Plan 
29th Prophecy – Yahweh shall be finishing and closing Satan's rule over The Earth through “The Word of God”  (being 
taken up by The 144000 TCs becoming the 2nd Remnant that returns to The Lord out of “Israel”  during The Gospel Age). 
30th Prophecy – Unless there was this remnant,  then all humans would be destroyed as was  Sodom/Gomorrah. 
(Note:  Each remnant was required in the development of the next stage of Human Salvation in Yahweh’s Master Plan). 
52nd Allegory – Sodom/Gomorrah = While physically occurring,  this is to be archetypical of what is to ultimately befall 
all humans who specifically turn their back upon what Yahweh Desires to occur within The Environment. 
Thus, if we personally choose to oppose Yahweh’s Desire over our  “2 part life”  then we shall be annihilated. 
Note: The people of  Sodom/Gomorrah  shall be resurrected in The Millennium to learn righteousness  (see. Matt.10v15). 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Rom.   9v24 og whom/which/that [plural]  also  (He [Yahweh]) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned    
Rom.   9v24 og us/our/we  not  only/merely/alone  {from/out of}  (of the) Jews,   
Rom.   9v24 og but  also  {from/out of}  (the) nations/gentiles/peoples. 
Rom.   9v24 = also  whom  He  (Yahweh)   name/assigned  us  (TC)   not  merely/only  {from  out of}  of the  Jews, 

but  also  {from out of}  of the  nations/Gentiles. 
 

Also whom He (Yahweh)  called/invited  us   (TCs to  firstly become “Christians”,  out of which He could then  elect us to be  “Sons of God”) 
not only from out of the Jews,  but also from out of the nations   (“The 2nd Epoch Israel”  is opened out  by invitation  to  all  The World) 
 

As the reader can see,  The Gospel News is twofold. 
1. It teaches of the 2nd part of our life in the most wonderful environment under JCg’s righteous rule –  where all people are to learn 

“Righteousness”  before  “The Final Assessment”  is to be made  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15, etc.,  see my local commentaries). 
2. But to reach that stage then Yahweh needs His  “proven in battle (Eph.6v13-17)”  144000  “Sons of God”  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4,  see my local 

commentaries)  drawn out  (by the  election/selection  process)  from out of  The Christian Nation  (under  “The 2nd Covenant”  that Yahweh 
has with Mankind).  This new nation  (spread over many nations)  is being formed through  “The Dispersion”  of which Paul and Peter 
(1Pet.1v1)  speak in their epistles.  Where the “us” is  only  referring to  “The Apostles”  who are to become the  “Sons of God”,  and The 
Apostles are calling out for other people from The Jews and Gentiles  (Rom.1v16)  to join them by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the 
2000 year Gospel Age.  At the time of writing these places are  not  yet filled  –  there is still  a  few  spaces  remaining  for people to become 
part of the 144000 TCs. 

Rom.   9v25 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  in  to the [= within]  Hosea  
Rom.   9v25 og (He [Yahweh through His prophet]) states/exclaims: 
Rom.   9v25 og [Prophecy, Hos.2v23 ]   (I will) call/bid/summon/announce/name/assign  the  not   
Rom.   9v25 og (the) {a populace}/{grouping of people}  {of Me}  (the) {a populace}/{grouping of people}  {of Me}.   
Rom.   9v25 og also  the (grouping [worldly humans])  not  (the having been) {loved by principle}/{edifying loved}/agapao   
Rom.   9v25 og (the having been) {loved by principle}/{edifying loved}/agapao. 

Old Testament reference located at  Hos.2v23  
Rom.   9v25 = Also  {in that manner}/as  within  the book  of the  Hosea  he states: 

I  (Yahweh)   will  name/assign  to  “not My people”  (the gentiles),   My people  (to become the 144000 TCs – 1Pet.2v9) 
     (= I will announce those specific people who are presently not assumed to be My people:  “My People”   [who fulfil My Desire])   
also  the people  not  having been  {loved by principle}/agapao   (when prophecy was made – about 730 years before JC’s ministry),   
“the having been  {loved by principle}/agapao”   (“The New Spiritual Israel”  =  “144000 TCs”  taken from out of all the World). 

 

Also in that manner within the book of Hosea he states   (speaking in the 1st person for Yahweh  [Hosea speaking “The Word of God”]): 
  I (Yahweh)  will assign to  “Not my people”   (from out of The Gentiles),   
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    (to be)  “My people”   (to become the 144000 TCs,  1Pet.2v9), 
  also the people  “not having been  agapao/{edifying loved}”   (when the prophecy was made,  [The Gentiles had been ignored]) 
    (they shall be)   “having been  agapao/{edifying loved}”   (as  “The New Spiritual Israel” = “The 144000 TCs”  taken from out of The World). 
 

Thus the  “Sons of God” are now taken from  all  the world  (which can also include the Jewish Nation  –  now being part of The Gentiles after 70 CE). 
Yahweh is proclaiming here by prophecy that He will be  naming/choosing/electing  a specific grouping of people  who are  not  part of His Name at the 
time of this prophecy.  Those people are The Gentiles who at the time of writing were considered  “Heathen”  to His Name.  It was only The Jews at the 
time representing Yahweh  (under  “The 1st Covenant”, – hence the  well-used  two-layer quotation by  JC/Paul  “To The Jew first and then to The 
Gentile” Rom.1v16, etc.). 
However,  we have  “The Christian Nation”  claiming  to represent Yahweh  (under  “The 2nd Covenant”)  –  but like  “The Jewish Nation”  of Old  as a 
whole,  this new nation disrespects what Yahweh truly demands from itself  –  except a  “few specks of gold”  within it!   These  “specks of gold”  
(kingship)   become members of  “The New Spiritual Israelite Nation”  (1Pet.2v9, 5v4, etc.)  – as  “The Remnant” returning back to Yahweh from The 
World (Isa.10v20-22).  These  “specks of gold”  are the refined 144000 TCs  (1Cor.3v13-16)  to become the future  “Sons of God”  upon their  
awakening/rousing/resuscitation  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  when JCg comes at his 1st 2nd C   (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, 
Rev.11v11-13,  Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, etc.). 
These  “TCs”  are JC’s “Own/Small  Flock”  (John.10v3, Luke.12v32)  to be united in The Millennium with JCg’s  “Other flock”  (John.10v16)  being 
the “Ancient Worthies, prophets, etc.”  prior to JC’s ministry who are  “being blessed by their sons”  all as I explain elsewhere  (Heb.11v37-40, 
Psm.45v16). 
Rom.   9v26 og Also  (it) {shall be}/{come to pass}  
Rom.   9v26 og in  to the [= within]  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room     
Rom.   9v26 og {of whom/which}  (it was) {said/uttered/spoke forth}/proclaimed  {to them}:   
Rom.   9v26 og [Prophecy, Hos.2v23 ]  not  (the) {a populace}/{grouping of people}  {of Me} [Yahweh]   
Rom.   9v26 og {specifically yourselves}  there/thither   
Rom.   9v26 og (they [TCs]  will be) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned   
Rom.   9v26 og (the) sons  (of the) God [Yahweh]   (of the) living/existing. 

Old Testament reference located at  Hos.2v23  
Rom.   9v26 = Also  it  {shall be}  within  the  location/place  {of which}  it was  {said/speaking forth}  {to them}:   

‘{specifically yourselves}  not  My  {populace/{grouping of people}   (thus while on this planet during the 1st part of their physical life),   
there   (in The Millennium  on this planet),   they  (144000 TCs)   will be  name/assigned:   “Sons of the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh)”. 

 

Also it shall be within the location of which it was said forth to them: 
  “Specifically yourselves,  not My populace”   (the Gentiles when The Prophecy was made), 
  there  (in The Millennium,  on this planet),   they  (144000 TCs elected from out of The Christian Nation encompassing all nations) 
  will be assigned:  “Sons of  The  Living/Existing  God”  (within The Millennium). 

      (This was Paul’s Driver  –  to fulfil this prophecy within The Gentiles to form  “The [1st Century] Christian Nation”,   but  not  what we have today). 
 

Thus because  “The Result”  is primarily for Yahweh and not for JCg,  then Yahweh is specifically speaking of  His  “Sons of God”  to be on the same 
level as JCg  –  as The Bible states to become  “as a Bride”  from the heavens  (Rev.21v2, 9)…  Hence,  “The Bride of Christ”  after The Marriage given 
at Rev.19v6-9  (hence  “The Call”  given at Rev.22v17  –  being of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.). 

Interestingly  –  I am  not  inventing any of this  –  it is precisely what The Bible teaches us  –  but this is  never  taught by our wholly 
delinquent and rebellious  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

That is precisely why they  are  to be removed from the position of teaching  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium!   We are profusely taught of 
this fact in The Bible  (Luke.20v16, etc.),  and for obvious reasons we can understand why they do not speak about their future prospects to their 
congregations  –  hence for our future protection we must follow the kindly given,  but urgent advice at Rev.18v4! 

Please read all my cited local commentaries as given above. 
Rom.   9v27 og Isaiah  And  (he) cries/shouts/shrieks/exclaims/entreats    
Rom.   9v27 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  Israel: 
Rom.   9v27 og [Prophecy, Isa.10v22 ]   If/Whenever  might/may/can/should/be  the  summed/number   
Rom.   9v27 og of the  sons  (of) Israel  {in that manner}/likewise/as  the  {heaped beached sand}  of the  sea,   
Rom.   9v27 og the  {against/down/accordingly leave/destitute}/residue/remainder/few/remnant  
Rom.   9v27 og (it will be) delivered/{be saved}/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.10v22  
Rom.   9v27 = And  (the prophet)  Isaiah  cries/shrieks  {for the  sake/behalf  of}  of the  Israel:      (note the context of quote) 

“If  might/be  the  {summed number}  of the  sons of Israel  {in that manner}/as  the  {heaped/beached  sand}  of the  sea,   
the  residue/remnant  will be  delivered/saved/preserved. 

 

And   (the Prophet)   Isaiah cries for the sake of  “Israel”   (being importantly of  “its 3 Epochs”): 
  “If  might/be  the summed number of the sons of Israel in that manner as the beached sand of the sea  
            (It is important to recognise the allegory of  “what is alongside sinful Mankind”  to fully recognise what Paul has in his mind), 
  the remnant will be delivered.”  (being   “The Remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord” over the 3 Epochs of Israel Isa.10v20-22) 

            (We should recognise,  Isaiah was only thinking about his  own “Epoch Israel”  -  but Yahweh is thinking about  all three  Epochs of Israel) 
 

Yet again,  the reader must understand what “Israel” means.  
“Israel”  means   “Persevere/Persistence  with  Subjector/God/Yahweh”. 

Thus,  we can only  “persevere with Yahweh”  either positively or negatively   when  we  know His Word. 
Else quite simply we are outside and Yahweh will righteously  not  make a  life/death  decision upon our future  (obviously contrary to what 
worldly Christian leaders will tell us  -  for example what is taught in one major denomination   There is no salvation outside  “our clan”). 

Thus let us continue with what The Bible  really  teaches us and  not  what our  “Professional Leaders of  Religion”  spout out to us  –  because virtually 
all of what they preach   (specifically about “1st Century Christianity”)  is  “unrighteous nonsense”  with regard to  Mankind’s Salvation! 
There are the three specific occasions of time when this occurs  –  as I stated earlier. 

1. Israelite nation only prior to JC’s ministry  (The 1st Covenant while world is subject to Satan’s Methodology to draw out The Early Adopters). 
2. The Christian Nation after JC’s ministry  (The 2nd Covenant while world is subject to Satan’s Methodology to draw out The Early Adopters). 
3. The Resurrected World  in The Millennium  (Judged according to  “The 2nd Covenant”  while subject to  “The 3rd Heaven” – 2Cor.12v1-3)  

to draw out  “The Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology  -  when correctly taught in a perfected  environment/paradise/park. 
In each instance  “A Remnant is saved”  through  the progressive stages  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Item (1) yields The Remnant = The Ancient Worthies, Prophets etc. (= JC’s “Other Flock”, John.10v16) 
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Item (2) yields The Remnant = The 144000 TCs to become Sons of God (= Yahweh = The Almighty God) (= JC’s “Small/Own Flock”, 
             Luke.12v32, John10v3). 
Item (3) yields The Remnant = The successful people who continue the 2nd part of their life for an eternity by imitating JC’s lifestyle as sons of 
JCg  (thus  grand-children of Yahweh  =  from the union of JCg + 144000 TCs  [Matt.22v2+, 25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9, etc.]). 

Rom.   9v28 og (the) word/sayings/reasoning/topics  For  
Rom.   9v28 og [Prophecy, Isa.10v22,23 ]   (the) {completing entirely}/executing/ending/finishing/fulfilling  also   
Rom.   9v28 og (of the) {contract/shorten by cutting}/foreshortening/{doing concisely}   
Rom.   9v28 og in  (the) righteousness/equity/justification;   because  (the) word/sayings/reasoning/topics 
Rom.   9v28 og (the having) {contracted/shortened by cutting}/foreshortened/{done concisely}   
Rom.   9v28 og (he will) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice   
Rom.   9v28 og (the) lord/master  upon/over/concerning  of the  Earth/land/province/country/region. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.10v22-23  
Rom.   9v28 = For  the  word/saying/reasoning;  

He  (Yahweh)   is  {completing entirely}/finishing, 
also  {shortening by cutting}/{bringing to a close}   (Satan’s worldly system)   in  righteousness/equity/justification;   
because  the  word/sayings/reasoning  having  {shortened by cutting}/{done precisely}   (for a conclusive and concise 
accounting/reckoning)   the  Lord/Master  will  do/produce/perform  upon/concerning  the  Earth. 

 

For  The Word   (being what Yahweh tells us): 
He (Yahweh)  is finishing,   (Yahweh is completing the 1st Stage of His Plan for Human Salvation  –  by gathering His  “Early Adopters”) 
also bringing to a close   (Satan's worldly system)   in righteousness;   (meaning, Yahweh is righteously closing Satan's rule of some 6000 years) 
because the words having foreshortened   (for a conclusive and concise  accounting/reckoning  to yield  “The Early Adopters”) 
He (Yahweh)  will do upon The Earth   (Yahweh is drawing out His  “Early Adopters”  to then bring in The Millennium). 
 

Firstly I would like to state that the reader will not see this translation in any of their worldly bibles because the translators in their  'wisdom'  translate 
“logos” ( = word/sayings/reasoning/topics)  as  “it”, “thing” or “sentence”  while the NWT gives “decision”,  perhaps a reasonable interpretation! 

Therefore,  what does this verse really mean? 
Is it what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  tell us? 
Based upon bitter experience of their past performance,  – then  obviously not! 

Our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  tell us that  “God loves us”  however The Bible tells us that He presently detests how humans behave on this 
planet and that is precisely why He shall bring this worldly system to an end  (2Pet.3v8-13, hence Dan.12v11-12 which is described at Rev.19v13-21, 
hence Rev.20v1-3). 
Thus,  we realise here within this verse being the prophecy that closes the various epochs of time - 

1. The 1st Covenant  (closes the rule of The Jews). 
2. The 2nd Covenant  (closes the rule of The Christians)  being particularly applicable to us  -  today. 
3. The close of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15,  please see my local commentaries). 

Consequently,  with (2)  above being of particular importance to us,  then this is the time when Yahweh has come to the conclusion,  He is justified in 
stating there  are  144000 TCs who have precisely imitated His son JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they were able during the 1st part of their 
physical life.  Yahweh has decided these very specific people  have  personally  “made The Grade unto Sonship”.  But this had to occur just before The 
World itself degenerates into utter and absolute chaos,  where every individual person knows there is no future for  “the human species”  –  because as 
JC states   Yahweh had to step in else no flesh would be saved  (Matt.24v22, etc.)!     

As some environmental observers have stated,  “The World”  is entering its  “6th Extinction Period”  (where it its reckoned at least 150 
species of animal or plant are becoming extinct  every 24 hours),  while the previous five extinctions were natural events,  the last has been 
solely created by “Mankind”! 

Sadly,  this is required to occur to counter those human  “die-hards”  who now state    
Give us humans enough time to sort the problems out with our own elected  “Messiahs/Christs” (Matt.24v23-26, etc.)  political/religious/etc.! 

Just as Yahweh said  (to The Israelites who pressed to be like The World with their kings)   “You have Me as Your King  -  do not have worldly kings who 
will only oppress you and take from you.”  (1Sam.8v5-20)  But the Israelites clamoured and received Saul  (1Sam.13v1+,  after a protracted selection 
process  –  to show how a leader can turn from good to bad,  1Sam.28v16-20 over the  in-between  time of some forty years).   
Thus,  TCs during The Gospel Age  only  look towards Yahweh as  “The Universal  Sovereign”,  and JCg as the Leader of their mind,   and thus  avoid  
present worldly politics  like the plague  –  because it will only dirty them in their ministry work!   The TC votes by ministry of  “The Next World of The 
Millennium”  (by having The Kingdom of Heaven/God  ruling their mind, Luke.17v21),  not  in the voting box of this present world and it’s disgusting 
machinations of rampant hypocrisy!   That is why these 144000 TCs have proven their mind  –  ready to be given  “The Position of Authority”  (having 
proved their Responsibility)  by Yahweh  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Luke.19v16-19)  in The Millennium when  “The Kingdom of  Heaven/God”  becomes  
“The Physical Reality”  in the 2nd part of our physical life. 
Note   “The Earth”  by prophetic allegory always means  “systems/procedures/protocols/mechanisms/laws”  inaugurated by “Authority”  that support 
Mankind  (just as does the physical planet  [Earth] supports Mankind). 
Rom.   9v29 og Also  just/as/that/how/when  (he has) predicted/{said already}/foretold/{said before}  (the) Isaiah: 
Rom.   9v29 og [Prophecy, Isa. 1v9 ]   If not  [= except]   (the) lord/master  (of the) armies/sabaoth/military/hosts   
Rom.   9v29 og (he) {left behind}/{remained over}/deserted/forsaken  {to us}  (the) seed/offspring/issue,   
Rom.   9v29 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) Sodom  wish/suppose  
Rom.   9v29 og (we [would] have been) {become to be}/occurred/happened [aur. pass. ind.]  also  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
Rom.   9v29 og (the) Gomorrah  wish/suppose  (we have been) {to assimilate}/{become similar}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.1v9  
Rom.   9v29 = Also  just/as   (the Prophet)   Isaiah  has  predicted/{said before}:  

If  not  The Lord  of the  Armies/Hosts   (Yahweh having  “All Authority”  over His Agents) 
{leave behind}/{remained over}   the  seed/offspring/descendant   (JC our saviour)   {to us}   ( else),   
suppose  we would  {become to be}  {in that manner}/as  Sodom   (Gen.19v24-28), 
also  suppose  we would  assimilate/{become similar}  {in that manner}/as  Gomorrah   (destroyed/obliterated). 

 

Also just as   (the prophet)   Isaiah has predicted: 
  If not The Lord (Yahweh)  of Armies  He left behind the descendant  (JC to be our saviour)   to us   (who ultimately imitate The Saviour), 
  (else)   suppose we would become to be in that manner as Sodom   (thus,  become  destroyed/annihilated,  implying “no salvation”)  
  also suppose we would become similar in that manner as Gomorrah   (thus,  become  destroyed/annihilated,  implying “no salvation”). 
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I implore the reader to look and understand the whole context of Romans  –  it is Paul motivating The Brethren to become like him  = apostle  = TC.  
The Brethren were  not  passive Christians then!   They were being severely persecuted by The World unlike  generally  The Christian Nation of today. 

Why?    
Because they were teaching  True  (1st Century)  Christianity before  it morphed into something that was worldly  acceptable/palatable  = 
“Religion”  of which we now have today!   Where they taught,  we do  not  need  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to reach Yahweh but 
only (1) JC  (John.14v5-15) of which we personally do by  (2) copying him  (1Cor.11v1).  We either do this now or in The Safety Net called  
“The Millennium”  (for the 2nd part of our physical life)  over what is a “two-part life”  kindly given to us by JC. 
That is precisely why these early Christians were detested by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because  The Minions’  were becoming 
educated to what was truly expected of them over their 2 part life being a  “million miles”  away from what  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  teach for  “the tithes on the way”  by subjected victims!   Effectively  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  were redundant,  and 
thus only demonstrable  “parasites to the community”  because they live off their devotees' efforts  but they  cannot offer salvation  because - 
Only  (1) JC was our savour and  (2) The Millennium is  “The Period”  (Great Sabbath)  where most of  “The Learning unto Righteousness”  
given in teaching by TCs  -  and  not  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (having been rejected from this position Luke.20v16, etc.).    
Understanding this  –  explains why there was intense persecution suffered by the early Christians and of their leader JC  (John.11v46-54). 

Therefore,  the TCs were  spiritually fighting  against the physical and verbal attacks from those leaders  (shown to be hypocrites)  who hated them. 
Thus Paul is  not  speaking to passive Christians of which The Christian Nation comprises today,  but rather speaking to  active  people  aspiring to 
become apostles like Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12,  hence 2Cor.11v24-28, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.,)  teaching of The Millennium,  where the  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  would have no place within it to represent Yahweh.    

In the marketing trade these individuals are called   “The Early Adopters”,  –  these are the specific people with whom a marketing campaign 
needs to run to get The Message on the move.  These Brethren were to become  “The Vanguard of The Dispersion” (1Pet.1v1). 

Therefore Paul is stating,  we  (including Paul)  would be destroyed,  (and  all  other people)  at our death to  complete/end  our whole existence  -  if  it 
had  not  been JC’s undeserved kindness upon his creation to become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”.  This forced a  RESET  condition into each of our lives 
so that our death becomes  “The 1st Death”  of  “Asleep”  rather than  “The Death of Annihilation”.  “The 2nd Death”  is  “annihilation”  (as mentioned 
at Rev.2v11, 20v6)  – because JC has  not  covered that  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.).  That dismal prospect of personal annihilation will 
only occur to certain individuals who  are given to know  what a wonderful society is like,  but then chose to return back to the 1st part of their life again  
(for which there is no 2nd Atonement/Reset/{Buy back}  by JC)  moreover,  JC’s cover runs out at the end of The Millennium! 
Note   It must be clearly understood by the reader,  the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah will  all  be resurrected into the 2nd part of their life in The 
Millennium to learn  “Righteousness”  –  please see JC’s comments  (and my local commentaries)  at Matt.10v15, 11v24, Mark.6v11, Luke.10v12, etc.). 
It was just that Yahweh uses past incidents  as warnings  of the more serious  “2nd Death of Annihilation”  for those rebellious humans who,  when 
personally having  “The Word of God”,  freely choose to turn their back upon it and twist what it means to suit their worldly desires.  Hence the  
charlatan Christian leaders  must  beware –  because they are already in the 2nd part of their spiritual life   –   and have nothing upon which to fall back  
once they die,  terminating their present existence  (it shall be their last)  –  having rejected completely what  “The Word of God”  means within their life  
(2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)  to become like Judas Iscariot, Matt.26v24. 
 
48th Comment – So from where is the  “Remnant”  coming?   Is it from the Gentiles who know nothing about Yahweh,  or 
from  “The Israelites”  (read “The Christians” here)  who do  not  practice what they  (claim to)  know! 
87th Reasoning – Paul is logically working through his argument that something better must occur,  than what has 
previously occurred,  else this remnant  (of the 3 epochs)  cannot occur and thus we  (= Mankind)  all become annihilated! 
(Note:  While  “The Prophets”  was a remnant  before  JC’s 1st advent,  they are covered by JC’s ransom sacrifice that 
righteously operates both  back/forward  in time  [furthermore, the prophets  fulfilled  Yahweh’s Desire to prophecy about 
their redeemer’s 1st Advent,  of him  “they desired but could not see”  -  and thus are covered by their  “Real Faith”]) 
(Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10, Psm.45v16, Heb.11v38-40). 
31st Prophecy – The Law became  “the stone of stumbling”  for  “The (worldly) Israelites”,  and JC become  “the stone of 
stumbling”  for  “The (worldly) Christians”. 
49th Comment – Theologians will be incorrect to argue I am wrong.  These prophecies were  not  given for specifically the 
time JC was with The Jews  (being The Transition)  but rather the Tanakh,  built upon by JC and The Apostles in their 
epistles was  for The Christian Nation of The Gospel Age to gain The 2nd Remnant of The Lord!   Else Yahweh’s Plan for 
Human Salvation stagnates and comes to a grinding halt!   Yahweh  needs  His prophesied 144000 TCs  for the next stage! 
53rd Allegory – stone (always) = everlasting/solidity  =  a reasoning entity that shall go through into eternity. 
54th Allegory – Zion = a  place/person/zone  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire  (Yahweh feels  pleased/comfortable  here). 
80th Instruction – The individual who truly  commits/entrusts  upon  “The Word of God”  (to gain “Real Faith”)  to 
precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  shall not be ashamed  –  and JCg shall commend these people to Yahweh as a 
future mate  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26, etc.)  and thus, to become a “Son of God”. 
88th Reasoning – Just as  The Law  was  not  a stumbling for JC,  then  JC  does  not  become a stumbling for a TC,  and 
thus JC was not disgraced upon his  awakening/rousing,  nor shall be the TCs upon their future  awakening/rousing  at  
“The 1st Resurrection”  to be trained for 3.5 years,  then to return,  remove all world leaders and bring in The Millennium. 
Rom.   9v30 og Why/What/Which/Wherefore  therefore/then  (shall we) say/utter/speak/command?    
Rom.   9v30 og Because  (the) nations/gentiles/peoples  the (persons [worldly people])  
Rom.   9v30 og not  (the) {following after}/pursuing/ensue/{pressing forward to}  (the) righteousness/equity/justification   
Rom.   9v30 og (it/he/she has) {taken eagerly}/seize/apprehend/grab  (the) righteousness/equity/justification   
Rom.   9v30 og (the) righteousness/equity/justification  and  the   
Rom.   9v30 og {from/out of}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}? 
Rom.   9v30 = What  therefore/then  shall  we (TCs)  say/command?    

Because  the  nations/peoples  the (worldly) persons  (are)  not  {following/pursing after}  the  righteousness/justification,   
it  (being The Remnant)  has  {taken eagerly}/grasped  the  righteousness/justification,  
and the  righteousness/justification  {from out of}  the  knowledge/assurance/fidelity  (of The Word of God, JC)? 

 

What therefore shall we (TCs)  say/command? 
Because the nations   (being)   the peoples   (are)   not pursuing after the righteousness, 
(but)   it  (being The Remnant out of The Gentiles  [Christian Nation])   has grasped the righteousness, 
and the righteousness from out of the knowledge   (of The Word of God, JC)? 
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Paul is making a two-part rhetorical question out of v30 and v31. 
He uses the example of The Jews to project forward of what is to occur within The Christian Nation!   “The Thrust”  of  “The Gospel Message”  is to 
yield The 144000 TCs  (else Yahweh cannot move to the next stage of His Plan)  -  being  “The Thrust”  of JC's ministry through parables  (sadly never  
taught today by  worldly Christian leaders  –  because it is  not  in their  worldly  interests to teach  “The Disclosing Truth”). 
Paul is asking –  “If there is a remnant coming out of The World to be saved,  –  then  -  from where is it  (The Remnant)  to be coming?” 

Is this saved remnant  (returning to God)  coming  (v30)  from out of The Gentiles who know nothing of The Law but can be assumed to have 
grasped  righteousness/justification  by  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}? 
Or (v31) - 

Rom.   9v31 og (the) Israel  and  (the) {following after}/pursuing/ensuing/{pressing forward to}   
Rom.   9v31 og (the) law/precepts/regulations  (of the) righteousness/equity/justification   
Rom.   9v31 og into/unto  (the) law/precepts/regulations  (of the) righteousness/equity/justification   
Rom.   9v31 og not  (it [Israel]) beforehand/anticipated/preceded/attained/{arrived at}. 
Rom.   9v31 = And  (the Old nation = The Jews)  Israel  {following/pursing after}  The Law  (of Moses)   

of the  righteousness/justification  (to try and obtain salvation to be part of this remnant),   
not having  beforehand/attained/{arrived at}  unto  The Law  of the  righteousness/justification. 
(because their hearts were not motivated for righteousness,  thus their works failed). 

 

And the   (old)   Israel pursuing after  “The Righteous Law”   (of Moses for Salvation  –  to be part of  “The  [righteous] Remnant”)   
not having arrived at   (salvation)   unto  “The Righteous Law”.   (They were not able to achieve Salvation). 
 

Paul is posing the question   The prophets said there is a small number to be saved  –  so from where is this  “Remnant”  coming? 
The Gentiles know nothing  –  so they cannot be saved,  and you Israelites know the Law and yet,  you equally failed that law! 

Therefore,  there is not much future for  any of us  to be part of   “The Remnant”! 
Rom.   9v32 og {Through what cause}/Wherefore/Why?      Because  not   
Rom.   9v32 og {from/out of}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},  but  {in that manner}/likewise/as  
Rom.   9v32 og {from/out of}  (of the) {occupational efforts}/works/labours/deeds  (of the) law/precepts/regulations.   
Rom.   9v32 og (they [Israelites]) {struck at}/{surged against}/{beat upon}/dashed/stumbled  For   
Rom.   9v32 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  stone  of the  {occasion of apostasy}/offence/stumbling. 
Rom.   9v32 = Why?    

Because  (it was)  not  {from out of}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
but  {in that manner}/as  {from out of}  of the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours  of  the Law (of Moses); 
for  they  {struck at}/{beat upon}/stumbled  to the Stone of the  {offence/stumbling}:  

 

Why?   (= Why were they not able to achieve salvation,  to become part of The Remnant?) 
Because   (salvation was)   not from out of the faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity   to drive The Mind in the correct direction), 
but   (salvation was)   in that manner as from out of the occupational efforts of The Law   (of Moses,  and did  not  address  the core problem); 
for they struck against to the stumbling stone.   (= Because “The Mind” still operated to worldly methodology and  not  to Yahweh's Methodology).  
 

The Jews had  (plenty of worldly)  “faith”  being  “The Knowledge”  of history with Yahweh working for them,  they had  “The Assurance”  because of 
their records supported precisely what was stated  –  but sadly they lacked  “The Fidelity”  which should have been displayed in their personal works. 
Paul is leading into the crucial verse 33  –  but I need to pause and consider precisely what Paul is teaching us here. 

It is much deeper than what initially appears the surface –  of which our  “Leaders of Religion”  naturally cloud over in unrighteous teaching. 
The point is that while The Jews thought they had  (1) the knowledge and  (2) the assurance  -  it was only at a very superficial level  –  built upon sand 
having no firm bedrock  (Matt.7v26-27)  so they were  not motivated  to practice what they knew with  (3) fidelity  -  hence they only had  “blind  faith”. 
Consequently,  they had  no  “Real Faith”  and thus they failed in works  –  hence failed  “The Law on Works”. 
The Crux of all this is  “The Real Faith”  shown by The Prophets  exactly  fulfilled Yahweh’s Word  “precisely so”!   They had  “The Knowledge”,  they 
internally  “tested/proved/assayed  The Knowledge”  –  found it to be perfect and thus their mind was motivated to  “act with Fidelity”  upon what they 
knew within their lives as charity in their deportment  (and were murdered for it).   Consequently,  Yahweh deemed them to be righteous according to 
what He Desired of them  (Heb.11v38-40).   
Essentially,  the Prophets were correctly driven by  “The Mind”  to deliver precisely what Yahweh Desired  (hence Heb.11v37-40). 

This occurred in  “The 1st Covenant”  of which Yahweh had with Mankind.  
And precisely the same thing is replicated during  “The 2nd Covenant”  of which Yahweh has with Mankind. 

The same thing is occurring with The Christian Nation within  The  Gentiles/nations/peoples  of The World. 
Virtually all of The Christian Nation is precisely the same as The Jews previously  (except  “Christians” are the worst,  inasmuch they have the example 
of what occurred to The Jews  [where the Jews had no previous example]  and yet  we’  “Christians”  in our arrogance,  ignore what occurred to The 
Jews).   Where  “The Stone of Stumbling”  is actually  “God's Word”   (= Yahweh's Methodology  operating within JC,  Rev.19v13, 1Pet.2v8)  because it 
gets in the way of where  “worldly methodology”  presently operating within our mind wants to take us for  “The Immediacy”).    
        However,  the point of where Paul is going,  is that there shall be out of The Christian Nation  “The Remnant” who shall succeed = the 144000 TCs. 
Where they,  like The Prophets before them,  have built within themselves  “Real Faith”  that is not a stone of stumbling,  but rather becomes  “The 
Corner Stone”  to  “The New Spiritual Temple”  comprising of 144000 purified  “white stones”  (where  “white”  =  purified,  and  “stones” = 
solid/firm/everlasting)  during the some 2000 years of The Gospel Age.  A statement built upon many quotations in The Bible  –  but when are our  
worldly Christian leaders going to start teaching this knowledge to their congregational members?    It is this knowledge that brings  “Real Faith”. 

Paul now moves to  “The Thrust”  of the next verse - 
Rom.   9v33 og just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom.   9v33 og [Prophecy, Isa. 28v16 ]  Behold/Lo/Look/See [middle voice]!  
Rom.   9v33 og (I) {to place}/ordain/settle/{sink down}/purpose  in   (the) {(Hebrew StrongsTM 6726) Sion/Tsion}/Zion    
Rom.   9v33 og (the) stone  [JC as “The Word of God”]   (of the) {occasion of apostasy}/offence/stumbling,   
Rom.   9v33 og also  (the) {mass of rock}  (of the) scandal/snare/offence/{stumbling block}/{occasion to fall};   
Rom.   9v33 og also  every (person)  the (person)  entrusting/committed/believing  over/upon   
Rom.   9v33 og (to the) him [JC]  not  (he/she will be) disgraced/{make blush}/confounded/ashamed. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.28v16  
Rom.   9v33 = Just/as  it has been written: 

Personally  Behold/Look!    
I  (Yahweh)   place/purpose  in  Zion  the  stone  of the  offence/stumbling,   
also the  {mass of Rock}  of the  scandal/offence/{stumbling  block}   (to worldly Christians),   
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also  all/every  person  entrusting/committing   upon/concerning  to the  him  (JC) 
not  he/she  (TC)   will be  disgraced/confounded/ashamed. 

 

Just as it has been written: 
  Personally Behold! 
  I (Yahweh)  place in Zion the stone of stumbling   (being  “The Word of God”  =  JC,  Rev.19v13), 
  also the mass of Rock  (being  “the solidity/foundation”  of what JC represents unto  “TCs”)   of the scandal   (unto  “worldly Christians”), 
            (Because  virtually all  “Christians”  build their house upon “The Sand”  -  being that of  “Religion”  as guided by their  professional  leaders) 
  also every person  entrusting/committing  (by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)   concerning to him  (JC) 
  not  he/she  (TC)   will be disgraced   (in The Culmination,  when all things are resolved). 
 

Before I explain what this verse means,   –  then I need to explain what  “Zion”  means. 
Quite simply  “Zion”  means  “a  place/person/location/zone  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire”. 

Thus Yahweh is telling us that to get a  place/person  to fulfil His Desire,  then He is required to put in  “something”  that will be a stumbling block to 
some (most)  people,  and also this “something”  becomes a building block upon which some (few)  people will grow,  to be edified  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
We are speaking about a time now where most humans are pressurised to behave as  “The Spirit of The Air”  (Eph.2v2)  being worldly  (Satan’s) 
methodology  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  that controls our mind and we cannot escape it  –  being as  “The Air”  filling our innermost being  (as the lungs 
and into our blood  [= the essence of  life/death]).  However,  there are a few people who actively,  strenuously resist its effects  –  and are driven by 
Yahweh’s Methodology built upon  “The Word of God”  as  “The Corner Stone”. 

JC as  “The Word of God”   becomes  “That Something”  operating on this planet and to be growing  (to become the 144000 TCs)  as  “The 
Mountain”  to overshadow everything as  “The Future Authority”  (kings/priests)  in The Millennium  (Dan.2v35, 45)  alongside JCg. 

With that background we are now able to understand where Paul is going with his instruction. 
Paul now answers his rhetorical question spoken in v30 and v31  –  which is    

From where is The Remnant to come?    
Having failed in  both   (1) faith and  (2) works! 
Noting the exception of The Prophets,  because Paul is speaking about The Nation generally,  where many people are  “good people”  (noting 
Rom.4v1-5)  if only they could get themselves out of the present malaise  –  being  Satan’s/worldly  methodology bearing down upon them. 

Paul deliberately laid down the question based upon past experience  and is  looking forward into The Future  –  being how can things improve. 
The Crux is getting  “The Correct/Accurate Knowledge”  into The Mind,  because once having  “The Accurate Knowledge”  then we can grow upon it! 

It is  utterly impossible  to get  “The Accurate Knowledge”  from our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  trying to keep their congregational 
members in the dark  (noting their response when William Tyndale tried to give the first English translated Bible unto “The People”)! 
Only because a spiritually culled congregation is far easier to manage and can be  “milked”  for what they physically have  (as witness 
throughout the ages –  and within any continent –  as the maxim states   “birds of a feather flock together”  [into their positions of power])! 

Paul explains how it is possible for  “The New Remnant” –  being  “The Focus”  of The New Testament,   “To come out of Israel”  (having the correct 
definition for  “Israel”  through all time)  to be saved by returning to Yahweh with  guaranteed  everlasting life. 

What is this  “stone of stumbling”? 
As Christians,  we all should know that it relates directly to JC  (as  “The Word of God” – Rev.19v13). 
But  worldly Christians then go on to believe,  “Romans” was written for the Old Jewish Religious Institutions at the time,  whose members believed they 
knew God through The Old Law;  and this particular section was written for those Israelites then!   Moreover,  today, this term is supposedly only 
appropriate to the  “heathen”  (= non-Christians)   who have not accepted JC as their saviour. 
How so very wrong are those two postulations!  

Those  self-righteous  worldly Christians thinking like this have  completely missed  the point of Romans  and specifically why it has been 
written to be an Epistle  of our time  for all those people who feel complacent –  thinking they are safe with their worldly understanding of 
their “Religion”!   That is why Yahweh ensured this  epistle/letter  would be found and then go into The Cannon! 

Because what is  not  realised by almost everyone is that this  “stone of stumbling”  metaphor is a warning  directed at the  worldly Christian Nation!  
It is a well-known human trait for humans to see the faults of others,  but not of themselves  (hence JC’s words Matt.7v3-5, Luke.6v41-42.). 

We have the same situation here with  worldly Christianity. 
Worldly Christians  (not “The Brethren  [actively aiming to become TCs]”  or TCs)  believe they are self-righteous,  because through  their  specific 
“belief”  of JC  (noting John.6v60-68  –  please see my local commentaries)  when they die,  they will go to heaven,   supposedly believing this is the 
result of righteousness!   
Because they  (ignoring the very many caveats)  naïvely believe at a very superficial level - 

The Bible tells us that  if  Yahweh  considers us  (as individuals)  to be righteous,  then  we become a  “Son/Child of God”. 
These self-righteous Christians  (and can only be self-righteous because they personally)  believe they will go to heaven = what their leaders tell them! 
Thus,  self-righteous Christians consider all those people who are  not  (worldly)  Christians must have stumbled over the Stumbling Stone of JC. 

Correct?  
No!  –  Being  utterly  Wrong! 

Look at it logically. 
How can we stumble over a  “stumbling stone”  if it is not in our conscious pathway to stumble over it?   (Because then it does  not  exist!) 

Thus,  someone can  only  stumble over a  “stumbling stone”  if we have seen it in our path,  come to know of it  and find difficulty in getting over it! 
It  now  becomes a  “stumbling stone”! 
Therefore,  who are those people who have difficulty getting over this  “Stumbling Stone”? 

The reader must appreciate that to an atheist,  JC  cannot  be a stumbling stone  -  they just ignore it by going around it  –  just do their own thing in a 
worldly manner  –  being a single obstacle in their path to be avoided,  of which they do quite smartly  (JC just does not register in their mind)!  
If a person has never heard of JC  –  then,  how again can JC become a stumbling stone?  –  Because the stone is not even on their pathway! 

Thus,  we accurately reason that   JC is a stumbling stone  only  to  worldly  Christians. 
A  worldly Christian knows of  “The stumbling stone”  and it gets in their way,  as they try to get around it,  they slide off,  or it keeps rolling about in 
their way!   Thus,  this stumbling stone becomes the  principles/teachings  of JC tugging at our worldly thoughts that are otherwise dragging us back to 
The World away from Yahweh and His Son JC.  As Paul tells us   we have our body parts warring within ourselves.  We have James.1v6-8  telling us   we 
are two-souled.  JC telling us   not to have two masters, etc.  All these teachings are  directed to Christians,  and it is the  worldly Christians who are 
those people stumbling unto The World over this  “stumbling stone”  (= JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  of righteousness! 
To stop JC and his teachings from becoming our  “stumbling stone”  then  we  must  audit and then reform our lifestyle unto Yahweh’s Desire of us. 

It is to this end,  that this translation,  commentary and thorough explanation has been written to galvanise our actions to do precisely this! 
What we find difficult,  is for the  self-indulgence  of The World to be removed from our minds,  so we may conform ourselves unto The Bible teachings. 
This is the only way we  (desiring to become TCs)  can win Paul’s race for Priesthood  in The Millennium  (1Cor.9v23-26,  by running according to The 
Rules 2Tim.2v5)!   It is impossible to aim for Millennial Priesthood today within official worldly institutions  –  else we  will  become  spotted/defiled  
with The World and of its politics within these institutions! 
JCg is  only  after those very specific people of the correct  heart/{seat of motivation}  to imitate JC’s lowliness as  “The True Minister” for God’s Word.   
It is  only  The TCs who do  not  stumble over JC  –  for they are  impassioned  to become his  “future mate”  (Matt.25v1-12)  as  “The Bride of Christ”  
(Rev.14v4-9, 21v2, 9)  being very conscious of 1Cor.6v16  as given by Paul! 
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Sadly again,  I must state that  none  of this is correctly taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because it is not in their worldly interests to 
do so!   Consequently,  they  have  “stumbled over JC”,  and he as  “The Word of God”  shall become a stone of  crushing/pulverisation  to the worst of 
them  (all as The Bible precisely tells us)! 
 
 
50th Comment – It is the passion of a TC that all people with The Knowledge might  not  have this knowledge wasted 
within them,  but that all people with this “Knowledge” may be saved by  exercising  this  “Knowledge”  in their lifestyle. 
'Allegory' – repeat - Israel = “Persevere with subjector/God”  where we as individuals  with The Word of God  either:- 

1.  Persevere  positively  with God  (to become TCs of The Gospel Age). 
2.  Persevere  negatively  with God  (to become  worldly Christians of The Gospel Age). 

51st Comment – TCs as “Early Adopters” in the 2nd epoch of Israel desire all possible people throughout the 3 epochs of 
Israel shall achieve personal salvation by means of The Millennium as “The Safety Net” within which to gain  “The 
Knowledge” of God’s Word that first requires genuine  “repentance”  (hence John the Baptist had to come first). 
89th Reasoning – What drives a TC is the same as that which drove JC,  being that all people who have  “The Knowledge”  
of  “The Word of God”  might repent,  reform and then start fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of them  at a personal level,  and 
in this manner deserve to live for an eternity within a perfected environment  (social and physical). 
57th Warning – “Professional Leaders of Religion”  “prefer not to know” (agnoeo)  “The Knowledge”  of God’s Word 
because it would require personal reform  -  hence only  “snippet lures”  (Luke.16v19-21+)  are preached to yield worldly 
return for self-gratification.  Thus, the recipients are spiritually starved (as was Lazarus in the above citation). 
81st Instruction – Some Christians  (within the congregations)  show great  passion/sincerity  for Yahweh,  but their 
knowledge base is so weak  (because of their  iniquitous  leaders beguiling them)  that what they do  is so misplaced. 
90th Reasoning – We realise that some worldly people of 2nd Epoch Israel (= worldly Christians)  are  motivated to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire  –  but they do not know what it is  –  having the door slammed in their faces by  “Leaders of Religion”! 
58th Warning – These Christians  (within the congregations)  are beguiled into being ignorant of what  “The Knowledge”  
really  means within their lifestyle  –  because the  worldly Christian leaders choose to subjugate their dominions into a 
deluded state where they might be passively milked  (true to varying degrees of  “supposedly all”  the some 37,000+  
worldly Christian denominations throughout the world)! 
91st Reasoning – And thus  worldly Christians seek their own justification in what they do  (to be right in their own eyes) - 
rather than to truly be personally submitting themselves to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire. 
Rom. 10v1 og Brothers/{The Brethren}  the  indeed/truly  (the) satisfaction/delight/kindness/{seems good}/pleasure   
Rom. 10v1 og of the  my/{of me}/mine  (of the) heart/{seat of motivation}  also  the  want/petition/prayer/request     
Rom. 10v1 og the  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  God  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
Rom. 10v1 og of the  Israel  (it) is  into/unto  (the) rescue/deliverance/salvation/health/saved. 
Rom. 10v1 = Brethren,  truly/indeed  my  heart/{seat of motivation}  is  the  satisfied/delighted/pleased, 

also  the  want/petition/request  toward  the  God  (Yahweh)   
{for the sake/behalf}  of the  Israel   (being people with  “The Word of God”);   
(for)  it   (as the  positive  aspect of “Israel”,  of each  “specific epoch”  yielding The Remnant  [= the reformed people]  over  three  epochs)   
is   (guaranteed)   rescued/saved. 

 

Brethren  (being the people actively aiming to be part of The Remnant from out of the 2nd Epoch of Israel,  as the recipients of Paul’s work) 
truly my  heart/{seat of motivation}  is satisfied,   (inasmuch he  understands  how Yahweh's Plan  pans-out  to yield  “The 3 Remnants”) 
also  (I)  the petition toward the God (Yahweh)  for the sake of the Israel   (Paul’s petition is manifested in works to yield  “The Positive Israel”) 
it is   (guaranteed)   saved.     (So that,  as much of  “Israel”  as possible will reform,  being the maximum number of  repentant/hearkening  people).  
 

However,  we must read on,  to understand  “Israel”  means those people with  “The Knowledge”  who  persist/persevere  either  positively  or  
negatively  with Yahweh depending upon their heart condition.  Thus we understand The Christian Nation becomes the  new  “Israel”  because it has  
more accurate knowledge  on how to please Yahweh  –  having  “The Exemplar”  to personally imitate,  being JC as  “The Word of God”  to become  
“The Wisdom of God”  because JC operated with fidelity to what he knew! 

Paul is stating in prophecy  to us  of  The Christian Nation  at our end times  of The Gospel Age.   
The Christians ending their Age,  are a direct mirror of  The Jews having ended their Age. 

The Jews were at  their end times  (closed by the destruction of Jerusalem and The Temple in 70 CE by The Romans,  the slaughter and mass exile of The 
Jews into The Nations themselves)  to effectively fulfil the meaning behind The Scriptures that  “Israel”  (both spiritually and physical DNA)  will be 
within  The Gentiles/nations/peoples  (of The Gospel Age).   Please see my commentaries at Rev.7v4-8 that explain all this. 

Thus Paul by inspired prophecy is speaking to  us  at  “The End Times”  of The Gospel Age  -  now – “when Satan knows his time is short” 
(Rev.12v12)  because that number 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  is almost fulfilled,  to become  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  for 
Satan’s nemesis  (Rev.20v1-3, 10)! 

Rom. 10v2 og (I) witness/report [= the person giving the evidence]  For  {to them}   
Rom. 10v2 og because  (the) zeal/passion/ardour/drive/motivation  (of the) God  (they) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,   
Rom. 10v2 og but  not  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom. 10v2 og (the) recognition/{full discernment}/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation  . 
Rom. 10v2 = For  I  (Paul)   am personally  testifying/reporting  {to them}   (being  us,  Christians at the closing of The Gospel Age),   

because  the  zeal/motivation   (passion for selective works through rituals and other things they prefer)   of the  God  they  have/possess,   
but  not  according to   (the correct)   recognition/{full discernment}   (of Yahweh,  noting 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16. Rev.3v14-16).  

 

For I (Paul)  report to them   (originally Jews,  but now up to the next level,  being  “us”  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age) 
Because they  (originally Jews under “the 1st Covenant”,  but now Christians under “the 2nd Covenant”)    
have  zeal/motivation   (being a passion for customs, rituals [= “Religion”]  of the outward show,  to be)   of God  (Yahweh) 
but not according to the   (correct)   full discernment   (by not understanding these things of “Religion”  are worldly and do  not  please Yahweh). 
 

We understand the Christian “Jews”  should have known what God expected of them  (through the Law and prophets teaching them)  and passionately 
choose selected items of  “The Law of Moses”  to show this passion in their supposed worship of  God/Yahweh. 
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And let me repeat the mirror of this - 
Christians today should know what God expects of them  (to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  and passionately choose selected items 
of  “The Law of JC”  to show this passion in their supposed worship of  God/Yahweh. 

Sadly,  I need perhaps to modify the previous sentence from  “know”  (as did  “1st Century Christians”)  to be now  “do not  know”  (for “21st Century 
Christians”)  because  very, very few  people read an  accurately  translated Bible!   Moreover,  they are only told  misinformation  by their  
“Professional Religious Leaders”  (please see examples of their sermon transcripts on this website,  and then  my audit reports,  followed by  my sermon  
–  being what they  should  have said on their chosen subject matter)!    
They really have  not  the faintest idea about what is Yahweh’s specific Message,  –  and worse,  they do  not  care –  else surely they would be keen to 
discover it  (Matt.7v7-8)  to then be in the position of accurately  preaching/teaching  it to their congregations!    But now they have this website  
“FutureLife.Org”  –  they are  without  excuse to remain delinquent  (Eze.33v1-20)! 

All we get is,   a  worldly  “Love this,  that,  and/or  the other … … …”! 
What is most astounding from this  “supposed teaching”  as given by our  worldly  “Professional Religious Leaders”  who do not know themselves what  
“Love”  really  means  (please see glossary)  where  “agapao”  love is  to  fulfil  Yahweh’s Desire  (being an edifying love for our neighbour to our own 
hurt)  which  will  ultimately lead to a  “righteous society”!   The trouble today is that  “no one”  really knows what  is  “Yahweh’s Desire”!   –   Please 
read my glossary to discover what Yahweh  really Desires  and what True Principled  “Love”  really means  –  rather than  “the sickly froth”  of  “eros”  
we are given today  –  being a foundation of hype built upon sand as we have witnessed during the Gospel Age  –  but exploded during the last 100 years! 

Both regrettably and worryingly,  we only witness  worldly  worship and  not  “The True Worship”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  of which 
Yahweh Desires from  “The Christian Nation” 

Where unfortunately,  our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do not even know what  “temple”  truly means as regards to Yahweh viewpoint  (see 
1Cor.3v16, 2Cor.6v16),  nor do they know what true worship means  -  as we witness of their output! 
We must be of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC and Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  which can only be so,  if we  precisely 
imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  as determined by Yahweh and  not  our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 
Our  worldly Christian Leaders have so much for which to answer unto JCg regarding their  “preaching efforts”  given to The Christian Nation! 
Rom. 10v3 og (the being) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant} [plural]  For  the (equity)  of the  God   
Rom. 10v3 og (the) righteousness/equity/justification  also  the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}   
Rom. 10v3 og (the) righteousness/equity/justification  (the) seeking/searching/endeavouring/enquiring [plural] 
Rom. 10v3 og (to) {stand staunchly}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide  to the  righteousness/equity/justification   
Rom. 10v3 og of the  God  not  (they) subordinated/obedient/{put into subjection}/submitted. 
Rom. 10v3 = For  {choosing to be ignorant}   (by being selective in what they read from God’s Word to know what  is/not  accurate) 

of the  God’s  righteousness/justification, 
also  in  {their own}   ([hence] self-)   righteousness/justification   (see  Rom.9v33 and its commentary - all in context)   
seeking/searching  to  establish/abide   (themselves)   to God’s  righteousness/justification   (so they feel good inside on a  false  premise),   
but  not  they  subordinated/submitted   (themselves to His Requirements of them – 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 

 

For   (“Christians”,  predominately the Religious Leaders)   choosing to be ignorant   (by deliberately passing God’s Word through Rev.22v18-19) 
of God’s (Yahweh’s)  righteousness   (thus Christians do not utterly understand how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  righteously operates) 
also in their own  (hence, “self”)   righteousness the seeking to establish   (themselves)   to God’s righteousness   (for their personal vanity) 
but not they submitted   (their mind to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return). 
 

Paul is speaking in prophecy of  “The Christian Nation”  having now  “The Responsibility”  to represent  Yahweh unto the heathen world of atheists and 
those people of other religions.  Except we have  iniquitous (= charlatan)  Christian Leaders stating - 

1. God’s Word contained in The Bible need not be fully accepted as  “The Literal Word of God”,  because it was  (supposedly)  “authored 
by men”  for an older generation,  and as such,  we can ignore the parts of The Bible we do not like to accept today!     

2. Twisting  “The Word of God”  to give false messages about what the HS means so that they can spin all manner of  animalistic/heathen  
things upon it.  Some examples would be,  “speaking gibberish”,  “self-indulgent prophecies”,  rolling around in the dirt – “supposedly 
slain in the spirit”  –  being precisely the same things as that practised by members of  other  worldly religions  (from the same source – 
Satan to oppose Yahweh)! 

Thus,  people outside  worldly Christianity are thinking they are mad  (1Cor.14v23)  and their conclusion becomes a reflection on what 
“God”  must be like based upon  “The Dangerous Nonsense”  witnessed.   
By contrast,  we are to be like JC in his ministry of a  sane,  reasoning mind  (Titus.2v6-8, etc.),  and like Paul’s ministry  -  as we witness his  
“strength of argument”  as given in his epistles!   Where none of these shenanigans are recorded and these individual people had far more HS 
than  “all the people today”  –  where,  JC and his 144000 TCs will be  ruling with sober minds  according to  “The Word of God”!    
We obviously have no desire to be ruled by intoxicated minded individuals speaking gibberish rolling around in the dirt!   What utter madness  
(1Cor.14v23)!   And yet this nonsense is taught by our  charlatan Christian leaders  –  how can they truly represent Yahweh!   Obviously Not!   
They represent Satan who opposes Yahweh’s aim and ideals  (Matt.24v23-26, 2Cor.11v13-15, etc.). 
Yahweh requires  

Proven  honourable/trustworthy  people who take personal  ownership  of  “The Word of God”,  become  responsible  for their 
actions and moreover,  accountable  for their behaviour,  not only to Yahweh,  but also to the  watching/judging  World!    

These people must demonstrate they are worthy leaders of God’s Word to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  (see next verse in context). 
By contrast,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  create their  “own bibles of misrepresentation”  (Rev.22v18-19)  in their heads to justify their actions!   
This reasoning by  iniquitous  (= charlatan)  Christian Leaders being intrinsically no different to that of Judas Iscariot,  have therefore placed  “their 
lot”  in with Judas Iscariot,  by becoming  “part of his  (13th) tribe of Israel”  (being that of “annihilation”   and they will receive the same future of  no  
resurrection  – hence of their annihilation!    
They have been warned by what The Bible clearly states,  my thorough exegesis for that statement is covered elsewhere  (see  “2 part life”  in glossary)! 
Moreover,  those Christian leaders who do not condemn such practises,  effectively condone them,  and are thus judged by Yahweh as being like the 
charlatans themselves  -  because they are too ashamed to speak up about JC as  “The Word of God”  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)! 
 
52nd Comment – JC is the culmination of The Law and thus made it  righteous/equitable  by giving us The Millennium. 
92nd Reasoning – For us to achieve The Goal then we must  personally  imbue  “The Word of God”  (= to then have JC’s 
presence/parousia  operating within us) - which means we must personally know The Bible (a good translation, pre 1950). 
32nd Prophecy – Only people who ultimately practice “The Law”  (part 1 as the output of part 2)  shall eternally live. 
69th Good News – By imbuing “The Word of God”  from an  accurate  source  (not “Leaders of Religion”)  then we might 
have eternal life  (“The Early Adopters” now as future Sons of God,  and The Millennium to be taught by the Sons of God) 
33rd Prophecy – The Law is righteous  (as it will  ultimately  be shown to be so  -  at the ending of The Millennium). 
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59th Warning – Humans are not to state  “specifically who is to go to heaven” (= part of Yahweh’s  “covering umbrella” 
organisation of this world),  nor  “who is destined for annihilation”,  but only the righteousness of JC will make all these 
things clear in Yahweh’s pertinent time-frame. 
55th Allegory – Heaven(s) = singular refers to the  authority  around  “The Earth”,  plural represents  “The Universe”. 
Thus,  singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 
Plural heavens  refer to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 
All this information is lost in our many near useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the 
translators seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word 
(Matt.23v13)  except in the NIV, they proudly state in the preface to ignore the plural in its entirety! 
Reasoning – repeat - JC is The Goal for TCs to imitate to attain what JC achieved,  being that of  “Anointed to Sonship”. 
56th Allegory – bottomless = ultimate/absolute  extreme. 
57th Allegory – pit = a place of  containment/confinement. 
82nd Instruction – For true righteousness to occur within a human then we are to ensure that our lifestyle is to lay very 
close to what Yahweh specifically instructs of us. = We  are to fulfil His Desire to  the very best of our ability! 
34th Prophecy – (Speaking of The Prophets under “The 1st Covenant” and the 144000 TCs under “The 2nd Covenant”).  
They will be motivated to go out with “The Word of God”  to  accurately  publicise it with “Real Faith” from their mouth! 
53rd Comment – If  as a Christian we know not what Yahweh’s Desires for us personally,  then  that is a poor comment 
upon our present  worldly (perhaps iniquitous) Christian leaders presently preach!   It  is not just  to be a  “good person”  
and/or  to be having  “a good time”  with congregational friends – Rom.4v21-22 ),  but read this website to discover what 
Yahweh’s Desire is of a TC during The Gospel Age.  Upon “what basis” is “good” referenced,  worldly or Yahweh?   And 
how does the reader know,  unless they absolutely know  both  criteria upon which to make an  accurate  assessment)? 
83rd Instruction – We are to  publicise/proclaim  what is personally very close to us,  which must be  “The Word of God” 
operating within us, accurately learnt, thoroughly  tested/assayed  to gain assurance  and then operated upon with fidelity. 
Rom. 10v4 og (the) goal/resultant/conclusion/end  For  (of the) law/precepts/regulations 
Rom. 10v4 og (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  into/unto  (the) righteousness/equity/justification 
Rom. 10v4 og (to the) every (person)  to the [person,  = in/with/by/on]  entrusting/committed/believing. 
Rom. 10v4 = For  The  Goal/Conclusion  unto  all/every  entrusting/committed  person  is  Christ’s/Anointed  Law/Regulation. 

(= to accurately learn  “The Word of God”,  assay it to gain assurance and then practice with fidelity what is known – to precisely imitate JC). 
 

For  The Goal  unto every  entrusting/committing  person is the Anointed Law.   (= What is required to be anointed as a future Son of God). 
 

JC told us,  he did not change any part of  “The Old Law of Moses”  (thus  everything  still remains,  being what is required for  ultimate  salvation),  
but JC came to fulfil The Law  (Matt.5v17-18,  noting also the following verses in that citation are applicable to this verse).  Thus,  JC was able to  
meet/fulfil  “The Old Law”  through his mind being correctly motivated,  to then be in the position to fulfil the works of The Law through  charity/agape  
(freely/simply  =  with  no strings attached).  Only those very specific people who truly  “entrust/commit” in JC as The Word of God can do likewise.   
We do this by  

(1)  understanding God’s Word,   
(2)  motivated to have the  one/same  mental attitude as JC of agapao  (being the driver to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)   
(3) thereby enabling us to exactly imitate JC through   

(3a) displayed works  (the fruit of the HS –  noting its composite definition,  see below)  and   
(3b) accurate  ministry work to yield the next generation of TCs to make The Prophesied Threshold of 144000 occur!  

JCg as  “The Word of God”  sows  “The Seed”  into The Mind of an individual who can then freely grow upon this spiritual RNA,  his/her  own 
“Creature/Thing/Creation”  as the new spiritual DNA  within ideally us  (Gal.6v15),  –  thereby gaining within Yahweh’s HS  –  because  he/she  has the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operated within JC and his Father,  Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Noting again what the composite definition of the HS truly means  (to counter the insolent nonsense taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
demonstrating their utter  lack  of the HS) - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

Where  “Yahweh”  uses His infinite  capability/knowledge/wisdom  to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become” (Luke.1v37). 
Thus we who  are  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC  (being  [1] built upon  “The Real Word of God”,  [2] accurately 
assayed and  [3] practised with fidelity),  shall have a mind that is  pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh’s Desire 
manifest within The Environment.     This mind is  not  operating unto worldly methodology  –  but only according to Yahweh’s Methodology.   

That is precisely why we understand,  our leaders demonstrably do  not  have the HS,  because they operate according to worldly methodology,  which is 
to  self-indulge  to our neighbour’s hurt,  rather than to edify our neighbour to our own hurt!   That is  why  they  are  leaders  within  this world,  
operating successfully to climb up to become  The First/Most  within this world,  because they operate a mind according to the spirit of the air (Eph.2v2).  
Yet these leaders now,  will  not  be leaders of The Millennium,  because they will become  The Last/Least  (Matt.19v30, 10v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30)  
within the future society because of  “The Change”  (2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.19v13-21, Dan.12v11-12).  This change will occur when JCg and his 144000 TCs 
as  “Sons of God”  with  infinite  Authority/Capability,  and truly operating with the HS,  shall physically bring about a new society across  “The Face of 
The Planet”.   

“A new broom (JCg) –  sweeps clean  (by removing Satan and those leaders operating  “his system of things”)”.  Amen! 
Paul is teaching us,  that for us to be in this position of salvation then we  are  to imitate JC  –  precisely as he copied JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 
From JC’s  “human perspective”  operating according to  “The Knowledge”  he had as  “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13),  then he looked towards 
Yahweh for the HS to operate within and around him  (by Yahweh’s intervention),  and thus we look to JC for  “The Word of God”  to be accurately 
imbued,  assayed and then practised with fidelity.  It is  only  by journeying along this route,  are we able to gain Yahweh’s HS  (JC imitated Yahweh, we 
imitate JC, being the hierarchy, 1Cor.11v3).   JC looked to Yahweh for his salvation;  we look to JC for our salvation  (because he justified us,  his 
creation,  unto Yahweh  -  to get us into the 2nd part of our life  [both physical/spiritual])   How we then succeed in reforming our mind enabling us 
salvation into The Eternity,   is purely a  personal responsibility  –  that is  “true righteousness”). 

Can the reader see the logical full circle of  “Righteousness”  through this exegesis? 
Rom. 10v5 og (the) Moses  For  (he) writes/scribes/engraves:  
Rom. 10v5 og [Lev.18v5 ]  The  righteousness/equity/justification  the  {from/out of}  of the  law/precept/regulation,  
Rom. 10v5 og because  the (person)  doing/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising   
Rom. 10v5 og it/same (thing)   (the) man  (he shall) live/exist  in  {to [= within] them}. 
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Old Testament reference located at  Lev.18v5  
Rom. 10v5 = For  Moses  writes: 

The  righteousness/justification   (comes)   {from out of}  of The  Law/Regulation   (of Moses), 
because  the person  doing/performing/practising  it  (The Law),    
the  man/(woman)   he/(she)   shall  live/exist  within  them  (forever). 

 

For Moses writes: 
  The righteousness   (comes)   from out of the Law (of Moses),   (note   JC righteously came through The Law - perfectly) 
  because the person  performing/practising  it  (The Law),   
  the man/(woman)  shall  live/exist  within them   (The Articles of The Law)   (forever). 
 

Thus,  we are told   
The Requirements  for salvation  were  never  removed by JC  –  because he never repealed any during his ministry  (Matt.5v17-18).  

Each one of us is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to the very best of our ability  (Ecc.12v13-14).   
Do this now for future sonship to Yahweh  as a  “son of God”   or    
Wait until The Millennium to become a  “son of JCg”  and of his metaphoric wife  (144000 TCs).   

However  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian Leaders  –  they  never  explain how resurrected humans are to  become perfect  
from the  imperfect mental state  that we are presently within when we die  –  what is going to change when we are dead  –  without having  a 
“breathing/{conscious existence}/life/soul”  within which to personally reform?     

This righteous reasoning is all lost within  “Senseless/Unrighteous Religion”  (sourced by Satan, broadcast by his agents)! 
Moreover,  if Yahweh forced a change in our mind while we are dead then that action would make us  zombies/robots  -  hardly “like gods”  
with free will to express unto our neighbour.    

Consequently,  their  unrighteous  logic fails at these early hurdles!    
Obviously,  they do  not  represent  “The Righteous God”,   “Yahweh”! 

Most important understanding - 
JC  only  atoned/reset  the 1st part of our life to make  “annihilation” (death)  become “asleep”  (John.11v11-15)  and  he  only  covers us 
over The Millennium  (= The Great Sabbath Day  [Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8] in his death John.19v31, 20v1)  while we learn to reform our 
mind in a conscious state during the 2nd part of our physical life.  After which,  at the final assay in the last 3.5 years of The Millennium when 
Satan is released for a short while  (Rev.20v7-15, 14v18-20, Matt.13v30, etc.),  we stand or fall upon what we have learnt and practise. 

JC did  not  cover us for an eternity!   Nowhere  in The Bible does it state that,  but precisely the opposite!   
JC did the following - 

1. Atoned/{bought back}  the first part of our life – while we lived in sin  (driven by an ignorant mind) 
This then righteously makes  (2) below possible. 

2. Covered us over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  while we learn  “Righteousness”  and get to enjoy  “Life”. 
After which,  we stand (eternal life)  or fall  (annihilation)  on our  “own actions”! 

I strongly encourage the world’s  very best  theologians to contact me on this one  –  so that I might use The Bible to straighten out their  erroneous 
worldly  musing,  thereby enabling them to start teaching  “The Disclosing Truth”  rather than the illogical and unrighteous nonsense presently taught! 
Rom. 10v6 og the  and  {from/out of}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Rom. 10v6 og (the) righteousness/equity/justification  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so    
Rom. 10v6 og (it) states/exclaims [Deut. 9v4, 30v12-14 ]. 
Rom. 10v6 og Not  (you may) say/utter/speak/command/grant  in  to the [= within]  heart/{seat of motivation}  {of you}:- 
Rom. 10v6 og Who/What/Which/Wherefore  (he/she will) {go up}/arise/ascend/climb  into/upon  the  heaven/sky?  -  
Rom. 10v6 og That/This/There/Here  (he) is  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  
Rom. 10v6 og (to) {lead/tie/bring down}/land/touch/brought. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.9v4, 30v12-14  
Rom. 10v6 = And  the  righteousness/justification  {from out of}  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {in this manner}/as  it  states: 

‘Not  you  to  say/command  within  your  heart/{seat of motivation}:’ 
“Who  will  {go up}/ascend  into the  heaven/sky?”   (hence,  to rule The Earth in The Millennium because  only  Yahweh decides this)  
This  (person)  he  is  to  bring down  the  Christ/Anointed?   (Is this person able to lead The Anointed down from The  Heaven/Authority?) 

 

And the righteousness from out of the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   in this manner as it states: 
  You  (are)  not to say within your  heart/{seat motivation}: 
  “Who will ascend into the sky/(= Authority)?”   (= To rule The World in The Millennium -  only Yahweh decides who will ascend into “Authority”) 
  This  (person)  is to bring down The Anointed?   (= Does any person really think  he/she  can  lead/tie  down The Anointed  [as Son{s} of God]?) 
 

Let me treat both this verse and the next together,  at two levels. 
Firstly,  the obvious top level where Paul is speaking about  “The Law”  and how it is to reform us – where actually  “The New Law for The Mind”  
comes from  “The Word of God”  instituted by  “The Exemplar”  being JC   (Mark.12v30-31).   
Paul effectively states   

What human can establish  “The New Law”  for us to follow  (= to fulfil within our minds)? 
Only JC who has been there, –  and done these things! 
JC has been to the highest of heights, –  we cannot do that! 
However,  he has come down  (from Yahweh's side)  to us to guide us, –  no human has done that. 

Then in the next verse Paul then effectively states  
JC also has been to the lowest of positions,  being that of  “death”, –  of non-consciousness  (and we cannot do anything while in this state) 
And yet he has returned, –  what human has done that  (noting Paul's warning at 2Tim.2v18) ? 
Thereby Paul is effectively stating,   

JC is  endorsed/underwritten  by Yahweh, –  because it was Yahweh ensuring righteousness occurred for JC to be resurrected back 
into a conscious existence. 

For which we can reason that JC is fit to  lead our mind  (by  “The New Law”), –  having first - 
1. Come from Yahweh's side  (being the subject of this verse), –  so he must know what Yahweh Desires. 
2. Been resurrected from Death by Yahweh  (of the next verse), –  so Yahweh must  agree/endorse  JCg is worthy  “to lead us”. 

That is the obvious high level,  which need not be expanded any further. 
However,  this does lead onto other things that should be discussed. 
When our mind enters  “allegoric mode”  and we make the usual substitutions  

Singular heaven always means  “authority local to this planet”  (= Universally it is Satan now,  but in The Millennium,  it is JCg ruling). 
Plural heavens  always mean,  “The Authority of The Universe”  –  always Yahweh's Authority throughout all time. 
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We can reason from the above  
“Do worldly people really think they can tie down The Authority attributed to The Anointed  (person [JC] / persons [TCs])  by Yahweh?” 

Where this verse gives added support to what this website  “FutureLife.Org”  profusely teaches! 
Which is,  when fully expanded - 

Only  Yahweh decides who is worthy to be future sons of God  (not  worldly  humans presuming themselves to be  “God”  making saints). 
Singular  “heaven”  always  means  “The Authority ruling over this planet”  (being The Local Zone above  The  Earth/Soil/Ground). 
The local authority at present,  is Satan’s methodology  (for a total of 6000 years  –  being his leasehold  –  thankfully  soon to be removed). 
The local authority in The Millennium shall be Yahweh’s Methodology through JCg and the 144000 TCs  (and thereafter into The Ages). 
During this time,  all resurrected people shall be given a final opportunity to  “truly believe in  JC”  meaning,  to  “precisely imitate  him”. 
Plus,  much more  –  of which this website  “FutureLife.Org”  so clearly and categorically teaches  –  being only what  The Bible  tells us! 

Rom. 10v7 og or/than/either/rather  “Who/What/Which/Wherefore    
Rom. 10v7 og (he/she will) descend/{come/let/go down}/fall  into/unto  the  depthless/abyss/deep/{bottomless pit}?”  -  
Rom. 10v7 og That/This/There/Here  (he) is  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  {from/out of} 
Rom. 10v7 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers   (to) {lead up}/{bring out}/{set forth}/sail/depart/launch. 
Rom. 10v7 =  Or/Either  

“Who will  descend/{go down}  into the  depthless/abyss/{bottomless pit}?”   (= Is there any person who can return by their own efforts?) 
This  person  he is  to  lead up  the  Christ/Anointed  {from out of}  the  {dead people}?   (= Can this  human/person  resurrect JC?) 
(= Only Yahweh is to righteously resurrect the dead persons [1] JCg and  [2] people into The Millennium). 

 

Or: 
  Who will descend into the  depthless/abyss   (knowing they are able to return by their own  [previous]  efforts?)? 
  Is this person   (able)   to lead up The Anointed   (by Yahweh)   from out of the dead people? 

               (Has any human the  authority/capability  to make an  “anointed person”  [JC leading his 144000 TCs]  awaken from the dead people?) 
 

Please ensure you have read my commentary to the previous verse that,  “sets the contextual scene for this verse”. 
Again,  the two levels,  firstly it directly teaches us,  JC is fully endorsed by Yahweh to become  “The New Law to instruct our mind”. 
But again,  we can go to the next implicit layer where the present authority can be extended to those people who are likewise endorsed by Yahweh,  being 
the 144000 TCs who shall follow through behind JC  (because their mind is proven to have operated in the  one/same  manner as that of JC). 
Paul in context  (specifically v4 and surrounding verses)  is voicing the extreme limits of possibilities of v6 and v7.  These are the things that inevitably 
pass through peoples’ minds about their own future,  but what is the worst,  becomes the assumed vanity of the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
presuming they have wonderful gifts and capability for the worldly return this brings to them from their  duped/seduced  devotees. 
Paul  was  a  “Professional Leader of Religion”  and thus knows how they think,  having been taught to think like them for perhaps 12 years at a 
Rabbinic seminary under Gamaliel (Acts.22v3-4),  upon which he turned his back after JCg intercepted him at Acts.9v3-6.  They give a presumption of  
“Supposed Authority”  over The World,  supposedly imitating JC but it is surface,  having no depth,  the motive is alien and thus they have no 
“Authority”  (Mark.1v22).   This is why JC spoke as he did about these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  at Matt.23v15, 24v23-26,  Mark.13v21-23,  
believing themselves to be  “The Anointed”  by Yahweh to speak and perform in the manner they do  (filling all the spaces throughout The World within 
“Religion”). 
But in reality  

It is only because of what JC has personally done –  that Yahweh  is  able to righteously choose who can become  “The Future Authority”   
(being  “the heaven”)  and who is able to be resurrected again in The Millennium on the Earth from out of the dead people.   

Yahweh is  righteously  unable  to resurrect  charlatan Christian leaders  (presumptuously making their claims today)  into The Millennium  –  or at any 
time in the future,  thus they effectively become annihilated  (being apparently a huge number  –  perhaps totalling in millions over The Gospel Age  
[rapidly increasing now in their numbers])! 

However,  JC made  “salvation possible”  –  to become  “The Enabler”  for Yahweh to righteously operate  –  His Plan for Human Salvation. 
Rom. 10v8 og But  why/what/which/wherefore  (it) states/exclaims: 
Rom. 10v8 og [Deut. 30v12-14]  Squeeze/throttle/restrict/{near at hand}/ready/{so close}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you 
Rom. 10v8 og the  utterance/topic/narration/word  (it) is  in  to the [= within]  mouth  (of) thee/thy/thou/you,   
Rom. 10v8 og also  in  to the [= within]  heart/{seat of motivation}  (of) thee/thy/thou/you;   
Rom. 10v8 og That/This/There/Here  (it) is  the  utterance/topic/narration/word   
Rom. 10v8 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  who/which/that  (we [TCs]) herald/proclaim/publicise. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.30v12-14  
Rom. 10v8 = But that it states: 

Your  utterance/word  is  {near at hand}/{so close}  within  your  mouth  also  within  your  heart/{seat of motivation};  
   (= being motivated  [by the heart]  to teach  [by the mouth]  God’s Word to new people)   
this  is  The Word  of the  Faith/{Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity}  which  we  (TCs)   proclaim/publicise   (to The World). 

 

But it states: 
  Your (JC)  utterance   (as “The Word of God”)   is so close within your mouth  also within your  heart/{seat of motivation}; 
  this is  The Word of the  (real)  Faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  of which we (TCs)  proclaim to The World. 

            (Most importantly,  TCs not only  accurately teach “The Word of God”,   but they  operate with fidelity  to it to become  “The Wisdom of God”.) 
 

In Paul's reasoning of the previous verses,  for him to then state at two levels,  
JC as  “The Word of God”  was so near in his mouth  (= accurately taught “The Mind of Yahweh”)  and is what internally drove JC to fulfil  
Yahweh’s Desire thereby showing us of The World that JC was  “no hypocrite”  is what becomes replicated at the next level within the TCs. 

Paul is exhorting these members to be like him  copying JC,  where presently they have  “1st Century Christianity”  close to them as taught by Paul. 
Where  “Near to you”  always means it  becomes our very lifestyle  –  being specifically how we operate,  our works  “in The World’  desired of by God). 
By extension we can consider the other words  “squeeze/throttle/restrict”  which mean our worldly lifestyle shall become cramped if we fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire (Matt.7v12-14)  –  because we have replaced worldly desires with Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  that squeezes 
out worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt). 
Note   However,  while  “cramping our urges for worldly self-indulgence”  –  we receive release from the pain and suffering of which these self-
indulgences inflict in their wake upon us and our neighbour  (wherever/whoever/whenever). 

Therefore, the question is why did Paul quote something that occurred about1500 years earlier? 
Because  “The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs”  are in the  same position  as were The Israelites when taking over Canaan from The Heathen. 

Yahweh was saying,  these people had  “The Responsibility”  to  accurately  proclaim  “The Word God”  to The Heathen,  to bring The 
Heathen around to fulfil Yahweh's Desire by The Israelites’  word and deed. 

Only JC of  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”  was able to do this  “most perfectly”. 
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However at  “the next level”,  being specifically why Paul quoted it,  is that it becomes an instruction for us who are supposedly imitating JC  -  who 
successfully achieved this to become  “anointed”  -   to show us  (actively aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  the way unto Yahweh  (John.14v5-15). 
This is precisely  “The Responsibility”  of  “The Christian Nation”,  and yet as led by its leaders,  The Christian Nation as  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  went 
in  precisely the same direction as did The Israelites  in  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  –  bedding themselves down with The Heathen  –  being all people who 
rejected what Yahweh truly represents!   Furthermore,  during this time,  The Pious and yet hypocritical Leaders of  both  “Epochs of Israel”  vainly 
proclaimed their supposed adherence to Yahweh,  and yet Yahweh detested their stance.   

Please see the following verses at Deut.30v15-20  –  because these verses are speaking even more strongly  “to us”  of  “The 2nd Epoch 
Israel”  –  where if we ignore  “The Warning”  it becomes our annihilation  (while for the members of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  they will  all  
be resurrected into The Millennium to learn how to  “precisely imitate  (= believe in )  JC”. 

It must be clearly understood,  virtually everything  in  “The Old Testament”  (Tanakh)  is specifically related to what is to occur during The Gospel Age 
and on into The Millennium.  This is precisely why Paul was so motivated to become  “The Proven 12th Disciple”  when the detailed knowledge he had of 
The Tanakh  (Acts.22v3, 26v3-6)  could be seen to overlay over the forthcoming Gospel Age. 
The crux must be - 

Do we know The Old Testament well enough to quote it -  in the same manner as Paul was able to recall from memory as he wrote this letter? 
Noting what he said to Timothy at 2Tim.3v15-17. 

We might ask the same question of our  worldly Christian leaders.  But I readily know the answer to that  –  because they only read to cite what their 
peers of the last some 1700 years wrote  (sourced by Man)  –  being at least  “million miles”  away from what  “The Word God”  really teaches us! 
Interesting to read what Paul said at Gal.1v10-12 on this subject! 
 
84th Instruction – “Covenant”  is a  “bilateral agreement”  between two parties,  ignored by  worldly Christian leaders 
having become renegades to the covenant they initially took part within!   We are to aim to be entirely Christ-like in our  
ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return,  to which end then Yahweh is only too pleased to uphold His half of The 
Agreement  –  to give His faithful representatives  (true Christian Guides)  a position alongside JCg in The Millennium. 
85th Instruction – TCs  promise/agree/covenant  to imitate JCg as driven by  The  Heart/{Seat of motivation},  to 
accurately  publicise what JC means as The Intrinsic Part of Yahweh’s Plan of Human Salvation.  Because of this,  then 
ideally we,  as  “The Early Adopters”,  will have  guaranteed  salvation  (when resurrected as a  “Son of God”  within a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body over which  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation has no power  –  Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
60th Warning – “Believe” is much more than just  “accepting JC existed”  (Judas Iscariot equalled believed this,  but note 
what JC said of him, John.6v64).  We are to  “believe”  like Peter  (Matt.19v27, for The Goal of the context),  because 
anything other than this simply makes us  “hypocrites”  to  “The Requirement”  during the 2nd Epoch of Israel. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “The specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father,  “The Specific God”  using His HS for TC growth. 
93rd Reasoning – Because TCs have demonstrably imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  having upheld their side of the 
promise/agree/covenant  they have with Yahweh,  then likewise as did JCg their exemplar,  they too shall be resurrected 
into the same position as that JCg presently has and will have in The Millennium. 
35th Prophecy – Though TCs are vilified during the 1st part of their physical life while imitating JC as  a menial slave   
taking the lowly positions  in  actively and accurately  publicising  “The Word of God”  to The World (1Cor.4v13),  they 
shall not ultimately be disgraced in the 2nd part of their physical life as a Son of God. 
Instruction – repeat - The individual who truly  commits/entrusts  upon  “The Word of God”  (to gain “Real Faith”)  to 
precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  shall not be ashamed  –  and JCg shall commend these people to Yahweh as a 
future mate  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26, etc.)  and thus, to become a “Son of God”. 
Good News –repeat - Yahweh is prepared to accept any person who personally imbues “The Word of God” irrespective of 
their background – nationality, previous actions, beliefs, can all be forgiven by Yahweh provide they change to imitate JC. 
70th Good News – The TC who invokes upon the  Name/Character/Authority  (as given by Yahweh)  of JC  (as  “The Word 
of God”)  shall be guaranteed  delivery/salvation/preservation  by Yahweh. 
58th Allegory’ – rich/wealth (always) = “spiritually knowledgeable in “The Word of God”,  that  can  lead to “The Wisdom 
of God”  in a person  if  having progressed through the 3 stages to gain “Real Faith”.  This yields personal reform to be 
Christ-like and thus gain the  positive  “heavenly treasure”  to gain everlasting life.  It does  not  mean  “worldly wealth”  
preached by many  charlatan Christian leaders –  spinning God’s Word for their own personal worldly gain. 
61st Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders of  “prosperity Christianity”  falsely preach  “rich”  means  “material 
wealth”!   Of course, they would,  because that is where their self-indulgent mind is focused!   They falsely cite examples 
of The Ancient Worthies but then ignore the context of their wealth!  Furthermore,  do these leaders want to be judged 
upon “The Old Covenant”  of which all people failed  (Rom.3v23)  hence of their annihilation having rejected what JC’s 
2nd Covenant means?  -  A very sobering thought! 
62nd Warning – Do not become  bedazzled/bewitched  by  worldly Christian leaders telling us that we only need to be 
“Christians”  and thus call  “in the name of JC”  then we shall be saved!   Because  charlatan Christian leaders say 
similar things with great conviction to much public applause of their devotees –  and yet they shall  soon be annihilated! 
94th Reasoning – By understanding The Bible then,  we understand,  when our deportment in  ministry/lifestyle  is 
precisely imitating JC then we can be seen  by outside observers  we are  truly  invoking within ourselves the  
name/character/authority  (and not be “hypocrites”)  -  thus Yahweh  is  righteously able to  save/rescue  us! 
Rom. 10v9 og Because  if/whether  (you may/should) assent/covenant/acknowledge/promise/agree  in  to the [= within]  
Rom. 10v9 og {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  (the) lord/master  Jesus,  
Rom. 10v9 og also  (you may/should) entrust/commit/believe  in  to the [= within]  heart/{seat of motivation}   
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Rom. 10v9 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you,  
Rom. 10v9 og because  the  {Specific God}  (the) him  (he) awakened/roused/resuscitated  {from/out of} 
Rom. 10v9 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers, 
Rom. 10v9 og (you will be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved. 
Rom. 10v9 = Because  if  you  may/should  covenant/agree/promise   (to imitate JC by accurately spreading God’s Word to new people) 

within  your mouth  the  Lord Jesus   (this is the whole point of being a TC = apostle – giving out  “The Word of God” – Rev.19v13),   
also  you might  entrust/commit  within  your  heart/{seat of motivation}   (internally driven to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
because  “the Specific God”  (Yahweh)   awakened/roused/resuscitated  the  him  (as JCg)   from/out  of the  {dead people}/corpses, 
you will be  delivered/saved/preserved   (= guaranteed everlasting life as a future son of God  [if you do it now]). 

 

Because  if  you should promise   (to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  at baptism to accurately teach The Heathen of The World [in context]) 
within your mouth the Lord Jesus   (because JC is The Word of God driving our mind that is outputted through our mouth to edify our neighbour) 
also should entrust within your  heart/{seat of motivation}   (we are internally motivated to make the above a reality by precisely imitating JC) 
(then)   because  The Specific God  (Yahweh)   
{collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  him (JCg)  from/out  of the dead people   (as “The Head” of his  “future body” [TCs]) 
you  (brethren who are actively aiming to become TCs,  as  “The Body of JCg”,  1Cor.12v12-22)    
will be   (guaranteed)  saved   (as future  “Sons of God”  by imitating JC now  [while under Satan’s prevailing authority over the Earth]) 

            (The Crux,  because you have truly imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then you shall gain what JC was able as  “The First-fruit”  of 144000 others) 
 

Firstly,  the most important thing for us to notice is the  “if”  conditioner,  sadly ignored by  “You know who”. 
Therefore,  we must understand that the statement  “you be saved”  only becomes true  “when”  “The Conditioner”  is satisfied! 
Moreover,  we are  unable  to make  “the decision”  now,  but only  “The Specific God”  of the context  (JC, 144000 TCs)  being that of Yahweh! 
This is exactly as we are told at Matt.20v23,  hence our continual striving to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

All this is wholly ignored by our worldly Christians in their  billions! 
Therefore,  we need to recognise and then understand how to personally apply the first part of the verse – being  “The New Law”  of The Context. 
I discuss this later in the commentary. 
Repeatedly in its usage throughout The New Testament,  we notice  “The Specific God”  is relative to JC and thus points to Yahweh.   
Importantly,  notice how this relative pointer can be  the specific god’  relative to fleshly humans thus points to JCg  –  it was JC who made it possible 
for us to become  awakened/aroused/resuscitated  by allowing Yahweh to righteously use His  capability/freedom/authority  expressed as the HS without 
contravening His edict on sin  (Gen.2v17). 
Let us now understand what Paul is precisely teaching us  (noting specifically the  all-important  conditioner “if”  I mentioned earlier) 
Ask the question   

Where is Paul telling us  “the belief”  (= commitment/entrusting)  becomes within us?   –   Is it the mind or the heart? 
Is this important? 

Yes - The Bible uses different parts of the body to illustrate how things are to affect us. 
The  head/brain/mind  is always  head knowledge. 
The  heart is always the  seat of motivation  –  meaning   How are you  moved/motivated  with your  “head knowledge”? 

This very important difference is  never  taught by  worldly Christian Leaders  –  They just preach    
“Just believe in  (inferred to be your mind)  that JC is Lord and you will live. 
Which is a pretty  useless statement  –  if left where they leave it  –  because if based upon  “the belief of Judas” (John.6v64)  then there is not 
much future for us when compared with  “the belief of Peter”  (John.6v68, Matt.19v27 and James.2v16-26,  see my local commentaries). 

Paul teaches us to  believe in our heart  –  meaning we are to be come  motivated to  imitate  JC in works,  and  then  you will live. 
This then becomes  “the conditioner”  (ignored by virtually all Christians [of  “The Many”, Matt.7v12-14, 20v16, 22v14]). 

How is it that we  “(are guaranteed to)  live”? 
Because we have fulfilled  “The Law of JC”  (for The Mind)    and  (by consequence)  “The Law of Moses”  (for The Body [output in works])  –  and by 
doing this,  Yahweh  then  considers us as being righteous  (see v10). 

What I have written here and elsewhere is mutually supported by  everything written in The Bible. 
We can see from the four Gospels, Acts and James  (for example James.2v19  is such a stinging attack on apparent  “human believers”)   

The reader knows that even Demons believed in  “The Specific God”  as  “The Lord”  also as  “The Son of God”. 
I know Demons are  not  to be saved,  but by contrast,  apparently if based upon the  usual  “fallible logic”  of  worldly Christian teaching – “Demons 
are to be saved”  that becomes an instant contradiction,  that is standard practice in their regular output to us! 
The difference is that Demons  “believe”  with their “reasoning mind”,  but they do  not  “believe”  to be motivated within their metaphoric “heart”,  
because demons are  not  motivated to  perform/imitate   “the works of JC”  to  “fulfil The Desire of Yahweh”,  hence Matt.3v17, 17v5! 

Likewise,  the same future will befall  all  “humans”  who ultimately think in an equivalent manner! 
But again,  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders who have virtually no grasp of any  “righteous sanity”,  which is precisely why they 
shall be without a job in teaching during The Millennium as many of JC’s parables forewarn  -  along with their future bemoaning  (Matt.8v12, etc.). 
Rom. 10v10 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) heart/{seat of motivation} for  (to the [person]) entrusts/commits/believes  into/unto   
Rom. 10v10 og (the) righteousness/equality/justification,   
Rom. 10v10 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face   and   
Rom. 10v10 og (the [person]) assents/covenants/acknowledges/promises/agrees  into/unto   
Rom. 10v10 og (the) rescue/deliver/salvation/health/safety. 
Rom. 10v10 = For  in/with/by  the  heart/{seat of motivation}   (to be internally driven) 

(a TC)  entrusts/commits  unto  the  righteousness/justice   (being personally motivated for  “fairness”  within society as a whole) 
and  with the  mouth  (the person)   covenants/agrees/promises   (to imitate JC’s ministry by giving The Disclosing Truth to new people)  
unto  the  rescue/salvation/deliverance   (that shall bring salvation to ourselves and our recipient,  if  correctly [1] taught and [2] hearkened). 

 

For with the  heart/{seat of motivation}  (a TC)  entrusts/commits  unto the righteousness   (driven to imitate JC to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
and with the mouth   (the person)   covenants/promises   (= by  freely  giving  “The Word of God”  [JC]  to new people in our work) 
unto the salvation   (of both ourselves and ideally of the recipient if  [1] accurately given and  [2] faithfully followed by both the giver and receiver). 
 

Thus,  it is by us actively driving ourselves,  to become TCs,  that will  guarantee  everlasting life by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  
Worldly Christian Leaders do  not  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in perhaps  just about  everything  they do!    
The most important failing is through  the lack  of  {Principled Love}/{edifying love}/ agapao   where they are  not  instructing their congregations to 
become precisely like JC in their ministry and lifestyle for the future of  “Sonship to Yahweh”.   

1. This is  the most important prize  that any human can achieve  (noting the important caveat at 2Tim.2v5),  and also  
2. It hastens the end of this presently ghastly worldly system of pain and suffering  (when Yahweh has His full quota at Rev.14v1-4).  
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Therefore, given these two most important reasons,  they are entirely  delinquent  to the fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  that would otherwise,  deliver 
“Principled Love”  to  edify all people  by achieving these two commendable goals.    We realise our  worldly Christian Leaders are  not  doing what JC 
of the apostles  specifically instructed them to do  (John.14v15, 21)  because they are presently motivated by the  wrong master  –  being worldly 
methodology and  not  Yahweh’s Methodology  –  Matt.6v24. 
     Where sadly,  they feed  “The Flesh”  (as might  “any atheist do in real charity”)  and ignore feeding  “The Mind”  (that  “an atheist  cannot  do”). 
But sadly,  our  worldly Christian leaders are  so spiritually blind  as  not  to even realise that they are  “not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire”!   Why?   
Because from their useless efforts we can plot  “the outcome”  (like  “night follows day”  [a useful simile in many ways])     

(1) They cannot become TCs  (having the wrong master,  Matt.6v24)  and further   
(2) Their  “fruitage”  (of the diseased spiritual tree, Matt.7v16-19)   cannot become TCs  and   
(3) This means  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000”  Rev.14v1-4,   is delayed  and   
(4) Furthermore,  this present  “ghastly worldly system”  Rom.8v22,  continues to operate under Satan 1John.5v19,  therefore   
(5) They are fulfilling Satan's Desire of this present system  Eph.2v2,   
(6) and become like his pawns,  working to actively delay Satan's demise at Rev.20v1-3,10,  and   
(7) Thus,  become Satan's cohorts 2Cor.11v13-15,  which means   
(8) They become rejected by Yahweh to be future sons of God  (Matt.20v21)   and   
(9) They shall  not  have a future position to be teaching  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  (Luke.20v16, etc.). 
(10) Therefore –  “who loves who”   -  and what type of  “love”  is it? 

It is quite appalling how they surreptitiously behave  (2Pet.2v1)  like  “snakes in the grass”  to  “control the mind”  of their devotees! 
I teach in this forthright manner to become a gigawatt bright shining light in a spiritually very  “dark world”  –  as did JC and the Apostles speak of  
“The Jewish religious leaders”,  being  “the spiritual fathers”  of our  worldly Christian leaders driven by the heart to deliver the same type of fruitage,  
for the worldly return this brings to them! 

All  this is  condemned by JC  as  “The Word of God”  bringing-in  “The New Law” (of the present context)  – of which  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  hypocritically reject in their lives! 

They have  now been warned,  will they wisely heed this warning as did  “Nicodemus”  or imitate  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  of JC’s day? 
Sadly,  we know the answer to that question,  based upon precedence! 

Virtually everything they state has a scriptural error in every second or third sentence they utter when they depart from quoting The Bible! 
Precisely as my detailed and exacting audits of their output testifies! 

Rom. 10v11 og (it) states/exclaims  For  the  document/{holy writ}/scriptures: 
Rom. 10v11 og [Prophecy, Isa. 28v16 ]  Every (person)  the (person)  entrusting/committed/believing   
Rom. 10v11 og upon/over  (to the) him [JC]  not  (he/she will be) disgraced/{made to blush}/confounded/shamed. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.28v16  
Rom. 10v11 = For the scripture states: 

All/every  the person   (The TC,  or the Brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   
entrusting/committing  upon  him   (JC as  “The Word of God”)  
he/(she)  will  not  be  disgraced/shamed   (if elected by Yahweh to be resurrected unto glory,  as was JCg). 

 

For the scripture states: 
  Every person  (TCs and people actively aiming to be TCs)    
  entrusting/committing  upon him  (JC)   (by precisely imitating JC as  “The Word of God”,  as The Lord/Master  wholly controlling the mind) 
  he/(she)   (TCs and people actively aiming to be TCs)   will not be  disgraced/ashamed   (if elected by Yahweh to be a future  “Son of God”). 
 

This verse speaks for itself! 
Clearly many  worldly Leaders excuse themselves from The Bible by distorting its contents to suit their worldly self-indulgence.   
For example  (on my 3rd revision)  today and yesterday  (23 and 24 Mar 2015)  I heard on the BBC radio 4, Prayer for the Day,  The General Director of 
The UK Evangelical Alliance representing some two million Christians gave his thoughts  (and clearly they were not from the Bible)  that apparently 
“God endorses The Political Election process”!    
Moreover,  (supposedly)  The Bible teaches us  “Christians”  to be focused on  “charity”  (for the fleshly body  [not  for the mind]). 

And yet both these endorsements are countered by The Bible and  not  endorsed in the manner he publicly claimed  (as God's representative)! 
Where,  JC taught us,  he was not part of the world  (John.17v14-16). 
Furthermore,  The Good Samaritan  (Luke.10v33-38)  is often  “pulled out incorrectly”  by these people,  that does not teach of  “the twist”  
they give  (see my local commentaries to learn what JC was  really  teaching us)  and The Apostles taught us at Acts 6v1-3.   
These are only three examples I give without a moment’s thought,  but there are perhaps at least fifty examples,  and I will give them in my 
electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  on  “FutureLife.Org”  to counter this delinquent teaching by someone who claims to  entrust/believe  in 
“The Word of God”,  but clearly  he does not!   He obviously does  not  understand the subject matter of which he claims to represent!    
However,  The World loves him  (John.15v15-25)  and for that,  he is contented with his present position over them! 
The basic problem these people have,  is that they do not  understand  why  these instructions were given in  “1st Century Christianity”,  
because their mind is only presently conditioned to operate according to  “worldly Christianity”! 
That is  why  they need The Millennium to understand this  new  language  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles. 

They need an “Interpreter”  (as is “FutureLife.Org”)  to explain what  “The Word of God”  really means in their life. 
By contrast to this example I give,  for those few specific humans who work so hard at precisely imitating JC to the very best of their ability as  “The 
Last/Least”  in society through humility now in this worldly system shall be amongst  “The First/Most”  in JCg’s New System  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, 
Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.)  within The Millennium without shame.  Being of  “The Shame”  in the minds of present onlookers thinking TCs to be nice 
people,  but stupid,  because TCs do not take positions of Authority in this world  (operating under Satan’s singular heaven/authority,  2Cor.4v4, etc.). 
For all those people who truly bring  honour/glory/dignity  of  “The Word of God” (JC)  within the sane,  reasoning minds of the atheist,  then these few 
individuals have not been ashamed to express  “The True Nature of Yahweh”  through JC  as  “The Word of God”.  Consequently,  JCg will not be 
ashamed to  speak-up  for these TCs  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)  to become his  “future mate”  as  “The Bride of Christ” (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 
9, etc.,)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.). 
Rom. 10v12 og not  For  (it) is  (the) variation/distinction/difference  (of the) Jew  both  also  (of the) Greek [Gentile];   
Rom. 10v12 og the (one)  for  he/same  (the) lord/master  (of the) all (people)   
Rom. 10v12 og (the) {become wealthy/rich}/{be filled with abundance}  into/upon  (the) all (persons) 
Rom. 10v12 og the (persons [TCs])  entitling/{invoking decision/aid}/appealing/{calling upon} [middle voice]   (the) him [JCg]. 
Rom. 10v12 = For  (there)  is not a  distinction/difference  (between)  both  (1) the Jew  also  (2) the Gentile,   

for  he  (JCg as  “The Word of God”)   the  lord/master  of  all  people   (TCs and The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs) 
all  people   who  personally  appeal/{call upon}  him  (JCg)   shall  {become [spiritually] rich}/{filled with [spiritual] abundance}. 

 

For   (there)   is not a distinction   (between)   both  (1) the Jew  also  (2) the Gentile   (thus  all  humans are invited,  Rev.3v20) 
for he (JCg as “The Word of God”)  the  lord/master  (rules our mind)   of all people   (who ultimately reform to become entirely Christ-like) 
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            (The invitation is two part,  be a Christian  and then progress to ideally become a TC  for The Goal of Sonship,  that personally closes this Age) 
the people who personally appeal upon  him   (JCg as  “The Word of God”  operating in their minds  with utmost fidelity to precisely imitate JC)   
            (The Word of God only responds to a person that wholly imitates JC,  else we are a  “hypocrite”  and God’s Word is ineffectual within us) 
shall become  (spiritually)  rich   ([1] within The Mind,  [2] yielding to reformed works,  and  [3] ideally a future son of God –  as deemed by Yahweh). 

            (The Word of God can  only  make this a reality  if  we personally respond in a positive manner to then yield the benefits  [it is conditional]) 
  

Again,  Paul makes the point,  there is  no  distinction between people for any person to  (1) obtain The Invitation (Matt.22v16)  and (2) to achieve The 
Goal  (Acts.10v34-35).    It is just that  “The Jews”  had the advantage of having God’s Word first (as part 1)  in the form of The Tanakh,  so they are 
best placed  “to understand”  what is to occur by analogy in The Gospel Age.  However,  all people are invited to become  “Christians”  and build upon 
The Tanakh is what JC taught us by example (Luke.2v46-50),  to gain a holistic understanding of Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”   
(of which our  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  never  teach us,  proving their delinquency and inadequacy - hence of their rejection by Yahweh)! 
Importantly,  I had to add the words  “spiritual”  alongside  “rich/abundance”  because many  charlatan Christian leaders of The World,  twist this text 
to mean  “physical wealth”  –  so they can fraudulently sequestrate  money/goods/possessions  out of their duped clientele  -  just as did Judas Iscariot!    
These  charlatan Christian leaders behaving as    conmen, “rogue traders”,  “spiritual paedophiles”  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2)  as deemed by 
Yahweh,  will not be resurrected in the future after their present death!  They are behaving like Judas  (John.12v6,  Matt.26v15 by  trading’  “The Word 
of God”  for self-indulgent returns)  in the mind  (2Tim.3v5. Tit.1v16)  causing  insurrection/rebellion  within the community  (Matt.7v20-22)  and by 
consequence,  they shall be annihilated at the end of their present existence.  JC only died  the once  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, Rom.6v10). 

To be  “spiritually rich”  means we gain  accurate  knowledge for The Mind,  and then we personally operate with fidelity upon it! 
Here we are told the  invitation/calling  goes out to  all  humans to become a  “Christian”  as  “The Many”  for the  possibility  of  “The Future Prize” 
(1Cor.9v24-26)  of being  elected/selected  as a future  “Son of God” for  “The Few”  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  to become part of  “The Future Priesthood”  
(1Pet.2v9, Rev.1v5, etc.). 
Important note   JCg will  only  intercede on our behalf  if  our motive is pure to fulfil  “The Desire of Yahweh”  (see “Yahweh’s Desire” in glossary).   

It is  not  to fulfil our own  self-indulgences  for  “The Immediacy”  driven by an unreformed  animalistic/carnal  mind  -  all as we witness in 
so many   apparently  “Loving Christian Congregations”!   Where the Leader of such does  not  really love  (agapao)  his congregational 
members  –  even though they love  (phileo in a  worldly  sense)  their leader noting John.15v15-25, etc. 
Because they love  (eros in a self-indulgent manner)  what they are told and promoted in an emotional manner! 

         I only write in this manner to be as   “shock treatment”  to wake us up from our  “sleep walking slumbers”  unto present disaster (Matt.7v12-14)! 
The reader must recognise, 

If  we aspire to become TCs  then  we are to take all forms of worldly indulgence  out  of our minds. 
Else we become distracted and fill our time for our pleasure  (hedonistic)  –  rather than committing ourselves to the greater responsibility which is  to 
end this evil system  and  personally  bring-in  Yahweh’s New System through our canvassing  (by both word and deed,  elected as a TC,  Rev.14v1-4).   

In this manner  we truly glorify and honour Yahweh  in name,  but more importantly in  character and authority,  being what Yahweh really 
represents in The Universe and what He can deliver to us in The Millennium through JCg and the 14400 TCs. 

This present system will  only  be removed  when  there  are  144000  demonstrably proven  individuals elected from out of The Gospel Age having 
precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able  (as the 10 and 5 minas Luke.19v16-19)  -  all as deemed by Yahweh.   

Then  Yahweh’s  “Plan of Human Salvation”  will  move onto its next stage  (but is  never  taught by   “You know who!”. 
How can they really represent Yahweh and His interests when they  ignore  huge swaths of  “1st Century Christianity”  (Rev.22v18-19)? 

Rom. 10v13 og every (person)  For  who/which/that  wish/suppose  [= whosoever] 
Rom. 10v13 og (he/she may/should) entitle/{invoke decision/aid}/appeal/{call upon} [middle voice]   
Rom. 10v13 og the  name/character/authority  (of the) lord/master   
Rom. 10v13 og (he/she will be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved. 
Rom. 10v13 = For  every  person   (actively aiming to become a TC)   whosoever  he/she  may  personally  {call/invoke/appeal  upon} 

the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  (JCg as The Word of God)   he/she  shall be  delivered/saved/persevered. 
 

For every person   (actively aiming to be a TC)   
whosoever  he/she  may personally appeal   (another  subjunctive/conditional  caveat occurring here) 
upon the  name/character/authority  of the  Lord/Master   (“The Word of God”  [JC]  thoroughly controls  our mind) 
            (We personally demonstrate JC’s  presence/parousia  by our  character and authority  of/over  “The Subject Matter”  controlling our mind) 
he/she  will be saved   (from  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation by ideally being resurrected as a future  “Son of God” – Rev.20v6) 

            (We do this either  [1] now as an  “Early Adopters”  or  [2] during The Millennium as a  “Late Adopter”  else  [3] we are annihilated.) 
 

Having  real  Biblical understanding tells us this does not just mean what could be  “superficially read”  into what has been written in v13. 
It is very important to understand  precisely  what this verse means,  because this verse is always pulled  “out of context and abused”  by 
those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  firing off  “wonderful soundbites”  for the mutual  self-indulgence  of  “The Leaders”  (material)  
and  “Expectant audience”  (emotional).    It is just like  “commodity trading”! 

Let us place this verse in context  (as explained in following verses). 
Paul is speaking  only  of those  few  specific people who  “believe in the  circumcised heart”  (v9-10,  plus chapters 3 and 4 of Romans),  and are thus  
motivated  to  do the works specifically required by Yahweh,  now they have  “The Tested Head Knowledge”  to deliver “The Real Faith”.   
By being motivated by the  heart/{seat of motivation}  to perform works,  then  (and only then)  as we are told in  James and 1John,   this demonstrates 
our  “Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + Assurance + fidelity)  as  “not being dead”  (= “ineffectual”).   

We are specifically told by doing this work  “desired of”  by Yahweh,  makes us righteous.   
This is what The Bible specifically  tells us  in very many places. 

As being  (1) declared righteous by Yahweh,  then   (2) Yahweh listens to us,  but we also  (3) know for what to ask  1John 5v14,  and because we know 
for what to ask  (4) is being in line with what Yahweh desires  (by counter, James.4v2-4)   then  (5) He already knows what we are going to ask of Him.  

All this  symbiotic relationship  makes the  “person asking of Yahweh”,  a TC,  because of John.14v20, 17v21-26.  
The TC absolutely does  not  ask for material  (or glorious)  self-indulgent  things of this world from Yahweh,  but only - 

How  he/she  may  actively and accurately  broadcast  “The Word of God”  more effectively to those people who are still in the spiritual 
darkness of this present worldly system.  This is done  in detail  that brings real  glory/honour/dignity  in a sane, reasoning, intelligent mind. 

Thus,  after  doing this  and  furthermore,  this person remains as a TC to  his/her  death at the end of this fleshly life,  then  they will be  guaranteed  
saved  everlastingly  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body.   This describes  “The Ideal Route for Salvation”  as an  “Early Adopter”. 

This is what this verse really means as Paul then goes onto explain  (in the form of a rhetorical question). 
By counter,  this is  not  the sort of thing  charlatan Christian leaders will teach in their  “sales spiel”  to their deluded devotees! 
They only teach of  “benign passivity”  as the  “Large Open Gate”  and not  “ardent motivation”  of the  “Small Tight Gate”  Matt.7v12-14). 

Thus we understand it is  “The Word of God”  that becomes  “The RNA half of the ladder”  upon which we  personally  build to make the spiritual DNA 
of a new  Creature/Thing/Creation  within our mind  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15).  This is presently growing within the womb of our fleshly body during the 1st 
part of our physical life  –  protected from outside worldly methodology  –  because our new mind protects itself  (while living in a fleshly body).  

It is through this method that we gain The Character and then The Authority of  “The Word of God”  (Mark.1v22). 
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Absolutely contrary to the  unrighteous  nonsense taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  none of this can occur unless we  first  gain accurate 
“Knowledge”  from a  reliable  source. 

Worldly Christian leaders are  demonstrably  not  “a reliable source”  –  as this website  clearly shows through its copious exegesis! 
Finally,  simply  “calling upon JC”  when we have  not  gained  accurate  knowledge from JC as  “The Word of God”  (inasmuch we have forsaken our 
part of the agreement)  –  means we will  not  have the  name/character/authority  of JC  (to be asking correctly)  and thus we shall be ignored  (hence 
James.4v2-4,  obviously occurring in James’ time for him to write it).    People are all the same – through generation after generation! 
Because quite simply people behaving like that do  not  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within JCg and his 
Father Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26).  Thus,  we realise Yahweh ignores our  worldly Christian leaders in their prayers  (as we witness)  because they 
comprehensively do  not  operate with the HS  –  contrary to everything they might state on the subject!   Yet how do their duped devotees know any 
differently when they are taught  “how to think”  in a worldly manner  (Matt.23v15)  –  and not directly from The Bible,  but through the many filters  
(Rev.22v18-19)  within the mind of  worldly Christian leaders  (in their millions)  ignoring Matt.6v24, 22v21  as my  many hundreds  of examples show 
within my commentaries of  “their efforts”! 

It is important to note – this is a prophecy for a  “2 part life”  and  not  a  “1 part life”. 
It is a prophecy for  “The Long-Term Goal”  (ideally for “Sonship”)  and  not  a prophecy for  “The Short Term”! 
Where,  Yahweh has  all-control  over  “The Long Term”  and  “Man”  barely  has control over  “The Short Term”   Luke.12v4-5. 

 
54th Comment – So how can people become TCs if they cannot hear of The Absolute Truth,  and they shall not hear of The 
Absolute Truth,  if there are no TCs  (of a previous generation)  to  accurately  teach  “The Absolute Truth”. 
95th Reasoning – Thus Paul is instructing us within The Brethren to get out there,  into The World and become TCs! 
36th Prophecy – “How beautiful are the feet of those persons who go out and teach  “The Word of God”  to The World 
(comprising of The Millennium having rest from Satan’s present system)”,  let us start with our neighbour and strangers! 
Allegory – repeat - feet = deportment  –  actively going out to have intercourse with The World. 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
96th Reasoning – Obviously, those people locked away in  monasteries/nunneries  cannot  be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  -  
especially if they are beholden  “to be silent”  (what a farce)  when they should be imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle!   How 
could  “The Ministry”  get off the ground if JC and the apostles behaved as these cloistered people! 
37th Prophecy – “But not all of Israel  (now read “Christians”)  hear this message –  for many choose  not to hearken!” 
97th Reasoning – The message becomes too much of a stumbling stone, consequently they turn to The World,  “The Word 
of God”  does not register in their synapse construction to carry out the required modification to create that new Christ-
Like  spirit/personality/desire/trait  sourced by  “The Word of God”  that can yield the HS within compliant individuals. 
But  iniquitous  Christian Leaders  fraudulently  claim the members of  worldly (but innocent)  congregations have it! 
When clearly these deluded Christian devotees likewise have not the HS because quite simply they do not have  “The Word 
of God”  operating as a  presence/parousia –  because they choose not to gain  “Real Faith”  sourced by The Bible. 
98th Reasoning – Only by hearing The Absolute Truth do we realise that each and every person becomes responsible to 
personally  accurately  teach “The Absolute Truth” (not “Religion”)  to all The World and  then  Yahweh’s Desire  will be 
complete,  for He will have His full quota of 144000 TCs to be taken out of The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age. 
71st Good News – There are  “The (2) Remnants that return to The Lord out of (The 2 Epochs) Israel”  during the time 
Yahweh has His two covenants with Mankind to accurately teach “The Word of God” to The World for  no worldly return. 
72nd Good News – This activity by the two flocks of JCg  (as “The Word of God”)  over  “The 2 Covenants”  Yahweh has 
with Mankind is  music/song  to His ears. 
59th Allegory – music/song = a pleasing ambience within The Yahweh's Environment.  People are fulfilling His Desire. 
73rd Good News – The “{Good News}/Gospel” is  (1) of The Millennium,  (2) how it is to righteously operate, (3) how it is 
to be righteously inaugurated,  being that it required (A) JC as The Means and (B) The Early Adopters to make it occur! 
99th Reasoning – The “Gospel” correctly explained  (if ever today)  teaches us of a perfected society where there shall be 
no more fraud, pain, deceit, lies, suffering, famine, etc.,  because JCg and the ruling Early Adopters (as kings priests) with 
a rod of iron  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  shall ensure peace and security operate throughout  all  of society  (Rev.21v1-4). 
38th Prophecy – The leaders in The Christian Nation having The Knowledge  (will be motivated to jealousy in The 
Millennium),  because the TCs proving themselves during The Gospel Age  (not aligned  to any nation)  shall  grasp/clutch  
at  “The Knowledge”  and then run with it to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to become  “The Sons of God”  over these Christian 
Leaders!   Just as we are told in so many places by JC in his teaching! 
39th Prophecy – And all the time during  ≈ 2000  years of The Israelite Nation, and now during  ≈ 2000  years of The 
Christian Nation,  Yahweh has been holding out His hand but it has been rejected by the vast majority of the members of 
these two nations for worldly  self-indulgent  activities in  the pretence  that this activity is fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 
55th Comment – What  stubborn/rebellious  nations  (Jews and Christians)  these two groupings of peoples proved to be – 
hence one half of the definition of “Israel” - being the “fleshly half”,  needing The Millennium for purification of the mind 
The Prophets and TCs  prove/assay  themselves to be the other half of the definition for “Israel” - being the reformed 
“spiritual half”  as purified 2nd part of their spiritual life ready to  rule/lead  “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium. 
40th Prophecy – The Religious Leaders (and devotees)  in each epoch of Israel operating under Satan’s heaven (singular)  
exhibit themselves  to be foolish  when assayed by the subsequent epoch of Israel  (especially by the 3rd epoch of Israel)! 
Rom. 10v14 og {in what manner}/how  therefore/then   
Rom. 10v14 og (they may/can) entitle/{invoke decision/aid}/appeal/{call upon} [middle voice,  action within one’s self]   
Rom. 10v14 og into/unto  {of whom/which}  not  (they) entrusted/committed/believed?   
Rom. 10v14 og {in what manner}/how  And  (they may/can)  entrust/commit/believe 
Rom. 10v14 og {of whom/which}  not  (they) heard/listened/understood/responded?   
Rom. 10v14 og {in what manner}/how  And  (they may/can) hear/listen/understand/respond  separately/apart/without   
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Rom. 10v14 og (of the) heralding/proclaiming/publicising? 
Rom. 10v14  = Therefore/Then  how  (can)  they  (potential new TCs)   may  personally  {invoke aid}/{call upon} 

unto  {of whom}  (JCg as “The Word of God”)  not  they  (actively/correctly)  commit/entrust?  
And  how   (can)   they  (potential new TCs)   may  commit/entrust  {of whom}  (JCg)   not   they  heard/understood? 
And  how   (can)   they  (potential new TCs)   may  hear/understand  without  of the  proclaiming/publicising   (by mature TCs)? 

 

Therefore,  how can they   (potential new TCs,  to personally build up the total number of 144000 over some 2000 years)   
personally call upon unto of whom  (Yahweh through  JC as The Word of God)   not they   (presently)   entrust/commit? 
And how can they  (potential new TCs)   commit/entrust  of whom  (Yahweh through  JC as The Word of God)   not they   (presently)   heard? 
And how can they  (potential new TCs)   hear without the  proclaiming/publicising   (by mature TCs precisely imitating JC)? 
 

This is just so typical of Paul's logical,  step by step,  reasoning process! 
The reader can see through the earlier verses where Paul is driving his exegesis  –  being this and subsequent verses. 
To help us understand Paul's reasoning then let me state Yahweh's Desire in reverse  -  part of how Paul gave it to us originally in his listing - 

How is Yahweh going to achieve Universal Salvation for every potential person of the last 6000 years in  “The Most Righteous Manner”? 
How is Yahweh going to achieve instructors and leaders to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium? 
How is Yahweh going to achieve  “The Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  before  He  can start  The Millennium process? 
How are potentially new TCs going to be generated unless they hear of The Good News  (being “ The Real Gospel” “ and  not  “Religion”)? 
How are potentially new TCs going to be generated unless someone goes out teaching  (= a TC in  his/her  accurate ministry work). 
How are potentially new TCs going to  accurately  spread  “The Word of God”  demonstrating their  knowledge/assurance/fidelity  (unto 
“The Judging World”)  unless they are in the position to have attained  true  commitment/entrusting  upon Yahweh to help them through 
JCg’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits operating as a  presence/parousia  within them? 
How can this process even start without thoroughly gaining  “accurate Knowledge”,  rigorously assay it and then acting with fidelity on it? 

Can the reader understand this  “Required step by step process”? 
Do you wish to be any part within it  -  to make  “The Salvation of Mankind”  possible? 

Remember in Yahweh’s Judgement  the fruitage is TCs  to be elected from out of The Gospel Age  (to make up that  required  number of 144000)  –  and 
if we are  not  producing this specific fruitage that  precisely imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then our fruitage is  not  acceptable to Yahweh  during The 
Gospel Age!    

If  we are not an active part of this sequence,  then  we have  not  fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  for us as individuals.   
We can personally do all the  “mental gymnastics of excuses”   within our mind to absolve ourselves,  but we are not the final arbitrators of 
what we have done,  but rather the judges are in order of priority,  Yahweh, JCg and  “The Watching/Judging World”  (as our neighbours)! 

This is precisely what JC is teaching us with his tool of  “The Tree and of its fruits”  (Matt.7v15-19)  with the warning given at Matt.7v21 of the  worldly 
(and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders spinning their yarn of  “unrighteous nonsense”.   
Where I hear them state  (counter to what I teach) - 

“We must do nice gratifying things to one another”  (almost the  “eros”  form of Love – “to self-indulge”). 
In direct counter to   “agapao”  delivering  “agape”  to bring forth new TCs unto Yahweh by copying Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)  -  all  
naturally  ignored by our  worldly Christian leaders in what they teach  –  because they do  not  like what Paul teaches in his epistles  (when the message 
does not suit them)!    God’s Word  is  not  a “ pick and mix”  “shopping experience”! 
Consequently,  we realise that it becomes very much  a  personal  matter  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  within our own methodology in life.  
We must  (1) hearken to Yahweh’s Desire as given to us in a  good translation  of The Bible  (thus use an old translation)  and then  (2) fulfil it in our life. 
Therefore,  clarifying again what Paul is stating  

How can other human presently in the spiritual dark come to know of JC unless  he/she  hears of the teaching work being done by the TCs? 
This must be like an exponential reaction  –  it becomes the responsibility of the recipient to  understand  that they too,  must become like JC –  and so on. 

This reasoning is  never  taught by  worldly Christian Leaders and that is  why  they are  not  Christ-like,  irrespective to how they might 
dress up in their paraphernalia for worldly eyes!   Thus,  Yahweh ignores their prayers,  because JCg and Yahweh are looking at the  
heart/{seat of motivation}  and  not  the  “external clothing”  given for worldly  self-indulgent  return! 

4th Revision Addition. 
I have just heard a Bishop give a  “Thought for the day”  on BBC Radio 4 at the beginning of this day “Good Friday”  10 April 2020. 
Upon listening to it,  I felt spiritually ill,  surging with righteous indignant anger over what I heard  -  being full of spiritual waffle,  given only to please a  
“worldly spiritual mind”  that wholly mispresented what JC said on the  “fixed stakes”.   I will need to take a transcript of it and interrogate it line by 
line against what The Bible really teaches us!   This is  not  an isolated event  -  it occurs  day after day  by  all of them  throughout  all The World! 
Every which way I turn,  it is a battle ground to try and bring reason into The Land! 
It is interesting to note. 

After this sermon given by this bishop,  the radio host spoke to a Covid-19 recovered person,  who quoted a line from this given sermon,  
supposedly yielding a hope of a recovery,  unto which the host replied,  the drugs given during intensive care can give hallucinatory thoughts! 

That says it all,  being what a  sane minded  person  (an atheist host)  justifiably  thinks of  “Religion”  after analysing  “The Evidence”!  
Furthermore,  I think of all the people who thought like this person having recovered,  and yet they did  not  recover (and thus we do not hear 
of what they thought at the time)! 

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  have so much for which to answer  -  if they are fortunate enough to be resurrected into The Millennium! 
Rom. 10v15 og {in what manner}/how  and  (they may) herald/proclaim/publicise  if/whether  not   
Rom. 10v15 og (they are) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned?    
Rom. 10v15 og just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom. 10v15 og [Prophecy, Isa.52v7 ]   {in that manner}/likewise/as   
Rom. 10v15 og (the) {belonging to the time}/beauteous/flourishing/beautiful   
Rom. 10v15 og the  feet  of the [persons [TCs])  {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel}   
Rom. 10v15 og (the) peace/prosperity/rest  [of The Sabbath Day,  The Millennium],   of the (persons [TCs])   
Rom. 10v15 og (the) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel}   
Rom. 10v15 og the  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.52v7 
Rom. 10v15 = And  how   (can)   they  (new TCs)   may  proclaim/publicise,   if  they are  not  dispatched/commissioned?   

Just/as  it has been written: 
{In that manner}  the  feet  are  beauteous/flourishing  of the people  (TCs)   announcing/preaching  the  {good news}/Gospel  of peace   
(= of Mankind to Yahweh’s edict which is to occur within The Millennium  –  and sadly,  not earlier within this worldly system),  
of  the people  (TCs)   announcing/preaching  the  {intrinsically ideal/good}  {good news}/Gospel   (to come in The Millennium). 

 

And how can they (new TCs)  publicise,   if they are not commissioned? 
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Just as it has been written: 
  In that manner the feet are flourishing of the people (TCs)  announcing The Good News of peace   (of Yahweh's  New System/World) 
  of the people (TCs)  announcing the intrinsically good  “Good News”   (being what is to occur within The Millennium). 

            (These people give  “The [real] Word of God”  [sourced by Yahweh]  and not pandemic  “Religion”  [sourced by Satan]) 
 

The term  “feet”  in The Bible means  
A person who is actively fulfilling Yahweh's Desire by travelling from person to person to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  
freely/simply  (= for  no  worldly return  [of  money/power/influence/prestige/sex/pension/adulation/leverage/etc.]). 

It is  not  as we witness within  worldly Christian organisations to get the congregations to come to the minister at church  –  once a week!    
Or stay in their ivory towers of academia away from the populace  –  as per the rich man and Lazarus  (Luke.16v19-21+). 

“The Good News” is  not  merely what is taught in “Religion”  (we should   “love one another”   and then ignore what this really means in 
practice)  for  Real  “peace”  on  “the Earth”   (as will  “The New Jerusalem”  deliver in The Millennium)! 
“The Good News”  is all  “The Support Structure”  that JC taught in his 3.5 year  (which did  not  include his death  -  as we are errantly 
taught today,  else why Peter's outburst on JC's last journey to Jerusalem in last few months before his murder Matt.16v23)!    
“The Good News”  is the explaining  how/why  The Old Testament  (God’s Word part 1)  brought-on  JC's ministry that is then to  bring-on  
The Millennium  (made possible by JC, God’s Word part 2)  in precisely the manner as taught on this website  –  but  never  taught by   “You 
know who”  today in their absolute delinquency  (Luke.12v46-48)! 
“The “The Good News”  is how JC as  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answers  “God’s Word part 1”  of  The Old Testament. 
“The Good News”  is how  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  is operating throughout millennia. 

Thus as we read here,  the responsibility is upon  all  people who call themselves  “Christians”  to go out and  accurately  publicise  “Yahweh’s Word”  
of  “The Real Gospel”  (of  “Good News”)  in both  word/deed,  being how JC paid for our present sins,  how we are then to  all  personally precisely 
imitate JC in our lifestyle without the rampant hypocrisy witnessed today.  Furthermore,  of The Future Millennium where  all  humans are to come to 
know about JCg in a most wonderful environment  –  where  “restoration will occur”.   All this is to be substantiated by  detailed support structure  of  
“The Old Testament”  precisely overlaying what occurs today and will occur in The Millennium.  The understanding of this  “Knowledge”  brings  true  
honour/glory/majesty  to Yahweh  within a  sane/reasoning  mind  to yield  “Real Faith” and  not  rampant/endemic  “blind faith”  built upon  “hot air”  
of  “unsubstantiated waffle”  –  as given by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

That is what we claiming to be  “Christians”  should do  –  but  ... ... ... ... ...  
In the next verse within context,  Paul makes the specific point - 

Rom. 10v16 og But  not  all (persons [worldly Christians of the Gospel Age])   
Rom. 10v16 og (they) {attentively hearkened}/complied/obeyed/submitted  to the  {good news/message}/Gospel.   
Rom. 10v16 og (the) Isaiah  For  (he) states/exclaims: 
Rom. 10v16 og [Prophecy, Isa.53v1 ]   Lord/Master [vocative]  who/what/which/wherefore  
Rom. 10v16 og (he/she has) entrusted/committed/believed   
Rom. 10v16 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  hearing/tidings/fame/report/rumour/audience  {of/from us} [TCs]? 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.53v1  
Rom. 10v16 = But  not  all  people  complied/obeyed   (by not practising the teaching within their life)   to the  {good news}/Gospel,   

For   (the Prophet)  Isaiah  he  states:  
“Lord;  who  he/she  has  committed/entrusted  in the  tidings/news/report/information  from us”?   ([prophets of old, mirrored by] TCs) 

 

But not all people attentively hearkened to  The Good News.    (= “The Word of God”  accurately taught by  true  representatives of Yahweh). 
For  (the Prophet)  Isaiah states: 
  “Lord;  Who  (he/she)  has  committed/entrusted  in the  tidings/report  from us?   (Prophets of 1st Epoch Israel and TCs of 2nd Epoch Israel) 
 

It must be clearly understood by The Reader,  Paul is now  not  speaking of  “The Jews” of  “Israel”  as was The Prophet Isaiah. 
Isaiah had no particular interest in  “The Gentiles”  -  he had no understanding of what Yahweh’s Plan was for them,  his fixation was only upon 
“Israel”  being the home of the Jews,  and that the Jews were ignoring Yahweh,  and of the supposed contract they,  as individuals,  had with Yahweh. 
Paul’s mind  has moved on,  he knows Yahweh’s contract of  “The New/2nd Contract”  through baptism and JC is opened up to The World,  where  “The 
World”  is invited to become  “Christians”  as  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  out of which Yahweh is electing by selection  “The Remnant of  (2nd Epoch) 
Israel that returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22). 
Because He is using The Example of The Jews,  for The Christians  -  by means of what Isaiah was stating about The Jews during their epoch by contract 
with Yahweh,  when they had  “The Responsibility and Authority”  with  “The Word of God”  (part 1). 
Moreover,  this verse cannot be only speaking of Atheists and those people of  “other religions”,  as some  Jews/Christians  respectively might state! 
Bringing the relevance of this quote by Paul into The Gospel Age,  then it could be argued by the atheists and members of other religions  -  they remain 
as they are  for  one  main reason - 

Because of The Example set by those billions of people claiming to be “Christians”  –  particularly those  worldly Christian Leaders. 
Where one famous atheist publicly stated   “The last Christian died on the cross!” -  Obviously only thinking of JC! 
Also I heard,  to my distress  –  that some atheists claimed that Buddhists show a much better form of lifestyle than Christians  –  without realising that 
actually JC’s message was   “To become dead to The World”  which is more harsh to the practitioner than people of the Buddhists’ worldly religion!   
Where also the true Christian message is   To edify our neighbour to our own hurt!  -  Again,  greater than what any Religion in The World teaches! 

I think that speaks volumes about of which I now speak! 
That is  “the whole point”  –  the utter and absolute hypocrisy of most people in The Christian Nation  –  only because the  worldly Christian Leaders  
“spin out soundbites”  of  distorted/minced  Bible teaching for their own  self-indulgence  having passed God's Word through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-
19)!   And  worldly Christians as part of the congregations are innocent  (Rom.16v17-18)  only because they are  not  instructed by their worldly 
Christian Leaders to  daily read   a  good  translation of The Bible,  but useless interpretations that are used to pamper the self-indulgence of the reader!   
Nor do  worldly Christian Leaders truly explain what  “The Good News”  really  means to “us”  presently as  “heathen humans”! 
Yahweh will be so vengeful upon these  delinquent  individual leaders  –  I really would not desire to be in their shoes upon resurrection!   That is 
precisely why we are told in many of JC's parables,  the future Christian leaders of The Gospel Age  are to be replaced wholesale  in The Millennium! 

“A new broom  (JCg yielding Yahweh’s Methodology [in TCs])  sweeps clean  (Satan present worldly methodology [in Religious Leaders])!” 
Rom. 10v17 og Thus/Haply/Surely/Perhaps/Supposing  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {from/out of}   
Rom. 10v17 og (of the) hearing/fame/report/rumour/audience  the  and  hearing/fame/report/rumour/audience   
Rom. 10v17 og through (reason of)   (of the) utterance/topic/narration/word  (of the) God [Yahweh]. 
Rom. 10v17 = Thus/Haply/Surely/Perhaps/Supposing  The  Faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  comes  {from out of}  hearing/report   

(= “imbue accurate knowledge”,  “assay the knowledge”  to  “gain assurance”  and be  “operating upon the information heard with fidelity”)   
and  the  hearing/reporting  through reason of  “The Word of God”   (by personally imbuing it and produce a new  character/creature). 

 

Perhaps the  (real)  Faith (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
comes from out of the  hearing/report   (this must ideally be  accurate information  [and  not  from “Religion”,  to include worldly Christianity]) 
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And the  hearing/report/information  through reason of  The Word of God   (JC  [Rev.19v13]  accurately/correctly  operating within our mind). 
 

Ideally all this occurs with JCg as  “The Word of God”  operating as a  presence/parousia  in  receptive/hearkening  people (TCs)  that shall then yield 
Yahweh’s HS.  The HS can only operate within the individual who thus has  “the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/{separate from 
this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  (= “the HS”)   as correctly explained in v13 within a TC.  I realise this is 
a circular argument,   forced to do so not for the  sane/reasoning  atheist,   but for  worldly Christians who should already know this and yet do not,  
being befuddled by the Trinity myth. 
Because as we can correctly reason  –  this is a  “million miles”  away from what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us  –  being the reason why 
they do  not  have Yahweh's HS  –  irrespective of how much they would argue to the contrary!    
We only need examine  “Their Fruitage”  to recognise the accuracy of that statement!    

Does  “their fruitage”  precisely imitate JC? 
However,  to correctly answer this question means,  we must personally,  first  precisely know The Bible  –  else how are we,  as The Auditor,  to know? 
Because with some 50,000+ hours of personally studying The New Testament,   I know  “Leaders of Christendom”  do  not  understand The Bible when I 
personally audit their  useless output  (as regard to  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”)! 
Rom. 10v18 og But  (I) state/exclaim:  no not [= certainly not]   (they) hear/listen/understand/respond!   
Rom. 10v18 og {So then at least}/{Yes rather}/{No but}   
Rom. 10v18 og [Prophecy, Psa.19v4:]   Into/Unto  all/whole  the  Earth/land/province/country/region  
Rom. 10v18 og (it) issued/{came forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded   
Rom. 10v18 og the  {pleasing utterance}/{like a musical note}  {of them},   
Rom. 10v18 og also  into/unto  the  extremities/ends/{utter most parts}  of the   
Rom. 10v18 og {(terrene part of the) globe}/{inhabited world}  the  utterances/topics/narrations/words  {of them} [TCs]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.19v4  
Rom. 10v18 = But  I  state:  

{Certainly not}  they  hear/understand/respond!    
So then at least:- 
Unto  all/whole  the Earth  their  (TCs)  {pleasing utterance}/{musical note}   (music to Yahweh's ears)   issued/{spread abroad}, 
also  their  (TCs)   utterances/word  unto  the  extremities/ends  of the  {inhabited Earth}.  

 

But I state   (Paul,  as Yahweh’s wholesome Representative,  quoting the  Prophet/King  David a 1000 years earlier): 
  Certainly not they  (Professional Leaders Religion)   hear/understand/hearken! 
So then at least:-    
  Unto the whole Earth their  (Prophets/TCs  of their respective Epoch of Israel)   pleasing utterance   (unto Yahweh’s ears)   spread abroad, 
  Also their  (Prophets/TCs  of their respective Epoch of Israel)   utterances unto the extremities of the inhabited Earth. 

            (These people give  “The [real] Word of God”  [sourced by Yahweh]  and  not  pandemic  “Religion”  [sourced by Satan]) 
 

Many translations pose this as a question  “No, not they hear?” (as an example,  in Rom.11v1 of this terminology  –  as a question).  
But I prefer it to be given as an exclamation  “Certainly not they hear!”   Inasmuch in the other instances within The New Testament,  this terminology of 
“no not” is translated to be  “Certainly not”! 

If a question,  then it refers to the TCs responding to The Call  -  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire – to go out and  “get people to hear”. 
If a statement,  then it refers to The World ignoring The Teaching of the TCs  -  being what we have witnessed throughout history. 

Most Importantly –  at least the reader has been given the option to see both sides of the translation without  “the option”  being stifled-out  –  as given 
by our  worldly translated  bibles.   I am driven to provide transparency at all these verses,  which is  not  available elsewhere. 
This prophecy made some 1000 years before JC’s ministry  (to speak then about The Prophets who followed),  is now brought into sharp focus by Paul  
(with his extensive knowledge of The Tanakh and application thereof in The Gospel Age)  using it to tell us of what shall occur within The Gospel Age. 
Yahweh’s Word teaches us of the approaching Millennium that is to become the culmination of the final separation within the 2nd part of our physical life  
(that comprises wholly of a 2 part life that could be everlasting,  or it be  “cut short”  by JCg’s judgement upon  “The Resurrected World”  with 
assistance from his helpers of the proven 144000 former TCs -  Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3). 
Rom. 10v19 og But  (I) state/exclaim:   
Rom. 10v19 og no not [= certainly not]   (it [Israel]) {with certainty}/{absolutely knew/understood}  (the) Israel!    
Rom. 10v19 og Foremost/beginning/best/chief/first  (the) Moses  (he) states/exclaims: 
Rom. 10v19 og [Prophecy Deut. 32v21 ]  (emphatic) I/me  (will) {stimulate alongside}/{excite to rivalry}/{provoke to jealousy}   
Rom. 10v19 og {specifically yourselves}  over/upon  not  (to the) nation/people,  
Rom. 10v19 og over/upon  (to the) nation/people  (to the) unintelligent/foolish/{without understanding}   
Rom. 10v19 og (I [Yahweh] will) {anger alongside}/enrage/anger/{provoke to wrath}  {specifically yourselves}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.32v21  
Rom. 10v19 = But  I  state:   

{Certainly not}  ‘Israel’  {absolutely  know/understand}!   (Paul speaking of  worldly Christianity to come within The Gospel Age)   
Foremost Moses  states   (in prophecy about what was to occur under  “The 2 Covenants”  Yahweh has with Mankind): 
I  (Yahweh)   will  {provoke to jealousy}  {specifically yourselves}   (Jews then,  typifying  worldly Christianity of The Gospel Age)  
concerning  (those people who are)   not  a nation   (The Prophets then,  and the TCs of a new  “holy Nation” - 1Pet.2v9, John.10v3,16). 
concerning an  unintelligent/foolish  nation   (Jews then of  “The 1st Covenant”,  worldly Christian leaders of  “The 2nd Covenant”)   
I  (Yahweh)   will  enrage/anger  {specifically yourselves}   (Jews + Christian Nation because they  both  falsely assumed,  they had it all)! 
(Thus, Yahweh creates  “not a nation”  [John.10v3, v16]  out of the two nations  [Jews + Christians]  –  one out of each epoch of  “Israel”.) 

 

But I (Paul)  state: 
   Certainly not  “Israel”   (= The Populace of both 1st and 2nd Epochs  [Jews and then Christians]  entrusted with  “God’s Word”)   
   absolutely  know/understand   (“The Word of God”,  being  “how it is to be  personally  applied”  within our  lifestyle/deportment). 
   Foremost,  Moses states:   (After giving  “The Law to Israel”  [noting of its 2 Epochs]  then in prophecy,  Moses states their response to it … … ) 
     I (Yahweh)  will provoke to jealousy specifically yourselves   (members of 1st and 2nd Epoch  Fleshly  Israel  [Jews and then Christians]), 
     concerning   (those people  [= The Prophets and 144000 TCs]  of  “The 1st and 2nd Epoch  Spiritual  Israel”)   
     not a nation   (in the 1st part of their life  {being  “The Early Adopters”  of each respective  “Israel”) 
                 (= these people were  “outsiders, sojourners, aliens”  within The Environment,  driven internally by  “The Word of God”,  1Peter.2v9) 
      (while yourselves … … )   
      concerning an  unintelligent/foolish  nation   (members of 1st Epoch and 2nd Epoch  fleshly  Israel  [Jews/Christians]  rejecting God’s Word) 
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      I (Yahweh)  will  enrage/anger  specifically yourselves   (in the 1st part of their life when hypocrisy is exposed by  prophets/TCs  respectively) 
                (Also, specifically the “Leaders of Religion”  of both Epochs in the 2nd part of their life,  having squandered the 1st part of their life, Matt.8v12) 
 

What I am trying to show here is the following inductive reasoning - 
The Jews  were  the  “Israelite nation”  under  “The 1st Covenant”  that yielded the prophets  (as not a nation). 
The Christian Nation  is  the “Israelite nation”  under  “The 2nd Covenant”  that is to yield the 144000 TCs  (as not a nation). 
(Where  “not as a nation”  means  “not recognised as a group by The World  [representative of the two fleshly epochs of Israel]”) 

Where upon resurrection into The Millennium the failed members of The Jews and of The Christians  (of the 2 Epochs of “Israel”)  shall look about them 
and ask    

How is it possible the individuals despised by us during the 1st part of our physical life,  are  agapao/phileo/storge  
(edifying/attractively/family loved)  by Yahweh  and are positioned over us as  kings/priests/princes  of The Millennium alongside JCg?     

Hence the comments made by JC and recorded for us at Matt.8v12, 13v42, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30, Luke.13v28. 
This may be considered by The World at large,  to be obtuse reasoning,  but - 

1. The Bible is bursting full of allegories  –  this is just another one  (of  thousands  –  please see  Gospels/Epistles  “prophecies/allegories”). 
2. But to justify this,  we need to investigate directly what JC and The Apostles taught us.  Most important we are told in so many places,  those 

people who strongly  “believe”  they  “deserve”  what they want,  because of  “what they believe”  then they shall be very disappointed!  
JC gives so many parables  -  too many to list here explaining this very principle  (perhaps I will pull this out as a separate document). 
The Epistles keep urging,  we must get  the head knowledge  correct  and then  follow through with the heart  to the very  best of our ability. 

3. Reasoning through both sources of (2) explicitly tell us,  the  only  people who can be vexed are  people who have The Knowledge,  vexation and 
anger come from frustration.  “Frustration” comes from  “knowledge having been personally misapplied”  (= “foolishness”)  through vanity!    

4. This then yields a demonstrably foolish person!   Where “foolishness” is defined when all these three factors come together. 
4.1  All possible options are known beforehand. 
4.2  Time is available to consider all options. 
4.3  The least beneficial option is taken! 

Where - 
If we have no knowledge,  then we cannot be vexed about what we do not know!    
Thus,  this verse logically  cannot  be applied to non-Jews  then,  -   or non-Christians  now! 

All this points to just one thing - 
It is what  “The Specific God”  (representing  two  Entities depending whether the index pointer of  “ho theos”  is referenced upon worldly 
humans or  prophets/TCs)  as the  “heart-knower”  sees  (1Sam.16v7).   

It is the true  “Inner Motivation”  that drives the human,  of which  “The Specific God”  of the context  (human/TC)  can see and record as  “Treasure in 
Heaven”  (being the  “synapse construction mapping”  built upon what we choose to imbue from The Environment).  However,  The World cannot see 
this,  The World only sees what  “the particular person”  giving out  “desires  The World to see”  (Matt.6v22-23)  hence  “hypocrisy”! 
The  heart/{seat of motivation}  however  cannot  be hidden from “The Specific God”!  
It is upon this,  of which all of us  (of The Christian Nation)  shall be judged  (by Yahweh  at the end of the 1st part of our physical life for judgement unto 
priesthood  =  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  for TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  when JCg comes at the 1st 2nd C). 
Thus,  the pertinent question of which we will be asked during our assessment  (therefore,  we should ask it of ourselves now  [to enable early reform]) - 

Towards what  did our  heart/motivation  lead  -  and for  what reason? 
Rom. 10v20 og (the) Isaiah  And  (he/she/it is) {very daring/bold}  also  (he) states/exclaims: 
Rom. 10v20 og [Prophecy, Isa. 65v1 ]   (I was) found/obtained/seen/perceived  in  to the (people)   [= within]  Me/Myself   
Rom. 10v20 og not  (they) seeking/searching/endeavouring.  
Rom. 10v20 og (the) {Apparent in self}/Manifest/Openly/Revealed  (I) {became to be}/occurred/happened   
Rom. 10v20 og to the (people [TCs in The World])   Me/Myself   
Rom. 10v20 og not  (to the) {inquiring after}/seeking/demanding/desiring/questioning [plural]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.65v1  
Rom. 10v20 = And  (the Prophet)  Isaiah,  also  he very  daring/boldly  states: 

I  (Yahweh)   was  found/obtained  in  the  people  (humans fulfilling His Desire)   not seeking Me   (not originally aware of Yahweh), 
I  (Yahweh)   {became to be}  disclosed/revealed  to the  persons   (slaves of The Master)   not  demanding/questioning  of  Me . 

 

And Isaiah,  also he very boldly states: 
  I (Yahweh)  was found in the people  (truly fulfilling His Desire)   not  (originally)  seeking Me  (Yahweh sourcing  “The Word of God”) 
             (When  “The Word of God”  went out to people,   not  claiming to be  “Professional Religious Leaders” [supposedly representing God]) 
  I (Yahweh)  became to be disclosed to the people  (slaves of The Master)  not questioning of Me   (= not academics questioning God’s Word) 

             (These new people of  “The Public”  have the correct mind,  having  not  gone to seminaries and been taught  “The Word of Man”, Matt.23v15) 
 

On my third revision I took a  “tack change”  on the interpretation of v19 and v20.   
In my error,  I originally presumed it to mean Jews and Gentiles for v19 and thus v20 was speaking of Jews and Gentiles again.   
However,  I now think Moses and Isaiah were more interested in The Israelite Nation and not of The Gentiles at all,  because their mind had not 
stretched that far  -  regarding Yahweh’s ultimate Plan for Human Salvation  (that covers The World). 

They were speaking much more at a local level,  being only what they could see operating around them! 
Importantly,  Paul’s brilliant mind fully understanding Yahweh’s Plan  (being what drove him, 2Cor.11v23-28  to make it a success)   could recognise its 
relevance being rolled out into The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age. 
Paul could see  by extension  what Yahweh was teaching us for  “The 2nd Covenant”  of which The Prophets were  not  aware (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 
1Pet.1v10, etc.)  -  they were  only  speaking of  “The Ending”  of  “The (1st) Covenant”  that was to yield JC's 1st Advent.   
Importantly to make Yahweh's Plan  “Righteous”  then we need  “The 2nd Covenant”  in force.  It was this,  Paul could understand and specifically why 
he was using these prophecies  in their extension  –  because precisely the  one/same  minded people take their respective positions within  “Religion”  
throughout all time  –  and thus  reprobate/delinquent  to the true fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire in  any  epoch of  “Israel”  while under Satan’s tenure. 
The Prophecy is given exclusively to  “The Last/Least”  (= The Prophets/TCs)  on the one hand,  and on the other hand  “The First/Most”  (= The 
Religious Leaders,  {Pharisees/Christian academics}/scribes/theologians)  noting the very important verse at John.7v15, Acts.4v13,  and JC’s teaching at 
Matt.11v25, 21v6, Luke.10v21.  This directs us  not  unto The Environment around these people being that of  “opportunity”,  but rather  “The 
Environment of their Mind”  (of contrasts,  Luke.17v21 and 1Cor.6v16),  being specifically how the individual  desires to process  “The Environmental 
Information”  within their mind,  being the selective filters of Rev.22v18-19,  hence JC’s teaching at Matt.6v22-23.   

I can only illuminate  “The Pathways to personal Reform”  –  but ultimately it is between  “The Individual and Yahweh”.  
As the adage states   “You can take the horse to the water  –  but you cannot make the horse drink the water”. 

This is an apt expression  –  because  “water”  by expression in The Bible  always  means,  without exception   “Knowledge”  (for “Life”). 
Where,  the crux is    

Do we wish to subject our mind  in humility  to  “The Word of God”  to  take  The Last/Least  position within society  or  The  First/Most? 
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By becoming  “The Last/Least”  now,  conditions our mind to be entirely humble and thus suitable candidates to be  given  by Yahweh  “The First/Most”  
within society in The Millennium as  “The  Kings/Priests” (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, etc.,)   of  “The Resurrected World”  to teach it  “Righteousness”  –  
suitably qualified by “The Demonstrable Deportment”  in the 1st part of our physical life to yield a pure mind for greater responsibility  (Luke.19v16-19). 
Rom. 10v21  og toward/nearness/{accession to}  And  the  Israel  (he) states/exclaims: 
Rom. 10v21  og [Prophecy, Isa.65v2 ]  Whole/All/Completely/Throughout  the  day/{period of time}   
Rom. 10v21  og (I) {stretched forth}/{spread out}/extended  the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand   
Rom. 10v21  og {of Me} [Yahweh through JCg]  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {a populace}/{grouping of people}   
Rom. 10v21  og (the) disbelieving/disobedient/rebellious/uncommitted   
Rom. 10v21  og also  (the) disputing/refusing/contradicting/gainsaying. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.65v2 
Rom. 10v21 = And  towards the  “Israel”,   he  (Isaiah)  states:- 

All  the  {period of time},   I  (Yahweh)   {stretched forth}/{spread out}  My  hand  towards  a  populace/{grouping of people} 
([1] then the Jews,  [2] now The Christian Nation,  and in The Millennium  [3] The Resurrected World as they learn  “Righteousness”)   
(who themselves are)   the  disbelieving/stubborn/rebellious  also  the  disputing/contradicting. 

 

And towards the  “Israel”,  he  (Isaiah)  states: 
  All the period of time   ([in the grand scheme]  being all the time  [7000 years]  over which Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is to operate”),   
  I (Yahweh)  stretched forth  My Hand  towards a populace   (= “the 3 Epochs of Israel”  [one past, one present, one future  -  relative to Paul]) 
  (who as The Fleshly Israel of 3 Epochs  were/are/will  be)   disbelieving/stubborn/rebellious  also  disputing/contradicting   (God’s Word). 
 

The Nation  with  “The Word of God”  (apparently, as we are told,  does  not  know God),   and they are sadly stubborn to what Yahweh Desires of them.    
This is expressed within their works,  when they contradicted His Word by their actions and of what they say about Him! 

Consequently,  The World sees this hypocrisy within “The Nation”  ( first to The Jews,  and then to The Christians’, Rom.1v16, etc.,),  and 
thus concludes this nation  of  “Israel” (noting what “Israel” really means)   is nothing but a sham!  

Moreover,  the worst occurs when  this  “sham”  reflects upon Yahweh's  Name/Character/Authority   in  sane/reasoning  minds  of atheists! 
So how does this bring  glory/dignity/honour/majesty  to Yahweh in  (1) Gentile mind then,  (2) {non-Christian}  mind now? 

This was true of the Jewish Nation then,  and true of The Worldly Christian Nation today  –  as I explain throughout this  translation/explanation! 
However,  from out  of  “Israel”  comes “The Remnant”  (Isa.10v20-22)  where for The Jewish Nation it was  “The Prophets of Old”,  and likewise  
“The TCs”  having come out of the general  worldly  Christian Nation. 

The TCs are those very specific individuals who become  “The New Nation of  Spiritual  Israel” –  from out of present day  Fleshly  “Israel”.  
Where  “spiritual”  means driven by  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  and  “fleshly”  means  “animalistic mind driven for The Immediacy that 
comes from a brain operating according to worldly methodology”  originally sourced by Satan to oppose Yahweh’s Methodology and His  
“Right to Rule our Mind”  (not to subject,  for the pleasure of subjection,  but only that Yahweh’s Methodology  yields a perfected society). 
Again,  it all returns to  “The Driver”  within our mind  for any respective output   (this is what Yahweh is judging)! 

The Prophets and 144000 TCs follow precisely what Yahweh desires,  moreover,  they do  not  contradict God’s Word,  but inculcate it.  
The scriptures tell us,  God (Yahweh)  has  first  called/invited   (the many of about 3 billion)  and then second,  chosen  (as the few = 144000)  these  
elected people who truly  “agapao”  ({love by principle}/{edifying love})  Yahweh through adversity,  and their works of  “agape/charity”  demonstrate 
their  “agapao”  operating in their mind for God to fulfil His Desire.  They do  not  claim they are TCs to go to the heavens  (see v6)  because  they know 
that  only  Yahweh knows who the TCs  (Matt.20v23)  are to be at the end of what is now the 1st part of their physical life  -  and who finally go to the 
heavens  in Yahweh’s Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement.  –  Simple  worldly  men/women  demonstrably know not of such things  (inventing supposed  
'saints'),  nor would  any human as a TC  dare pretend to know of such things  (by usurping Yahweh’s position on such matters)!  
Thus  “beatification and canonisation”  by mere mortals  is an anathema to Yahweh  –  done only for present worldly gain  –  financial and control! 

How can these people truly represent Yahweh when The Bible is so perversely twisted for  worldly gain  (Rev.22v18-19)? 
 
 
56th Comment – And did  “The Specific God”  (= Yahweh/JCg relative to  Israelites/Heathen,  TCs/{worldly humans})  
reject those people who returned back to The World? 
100th Reasoning – Absolutely not!   Both  Yahweh/JCg  are prepared to welcome back into  “the fold”  those people who 
turn away in error  (see Prodigal Son,  Lost sheep parables of JC)  during their life prior to the final assay at the end of 
the 2nd part of their life  (which is  “The Millennium”  for the vast majority of humans).   
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “The specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father,  “The Specific God”  using His HS for TC growth. 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
41st Prophecy – Prophets/TCs  pray for  Israel/Christians  to turn back from their foolish and wanton activities of the 
world’s self-indulgences.  But this praying is also  equally supported  by their accurate  works in active teaching. 
101st Reasoning – The praying is  only  for  personal assistance,  where we pray for Yahweh to express His HS to make 
the prophet/TC  more effective in their ministry work  –  and absolutely  not  that we are to pray to Yahweh,  JCg or some 
other individual to do the work for us – this ethos  (as practised by worldly Christian Leaders)  is an anathema to Yahweh! 
102nd Reasoning – Furthermore,  prayers must not be  “Lord makes us a better, this, that or the other …”  this is an utter 
travesty of a prayer to Yahweh,  when considering what Yahweh and JC have already done for us to  “make us better”  
and we ignore their commands;  also renege from daily reading of God’s Word as the 1st stage of gaining “Real Faith”! 
57th Comment – TCs will pray in sadness of their TCs friends having been killed by The Leaders of The Christian Nation, 
but Yahweh will state there are more TCs who do not bow down to the worldly irreligious doctrine as given by  worldly 
Christian leaders for the various self-indulgences that  ‘consume time to fulfil in delight’ (= idolatry)! 
42nd Prophecy – The leaders of “Religion”  shall destroy the TCs and decimate the area within which the TCs operate. 
63rd Warning – Becoming an “Early Adopter” comes with its inevitable risk,  persecution by  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion” (John.16v1-4)  having their  “hypocrisy”  publicly exposed by  “The Correct Standard”  as performed by TCs. 
60th Allegory – altar = The Environment within which The TC gives his life in sacrifice precisely imitating JC's ministry. 
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74th Good News – Though the mature TCs may at times think they are alone –  they know that there are other TCs who are 
likewise  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire within The World to  bring-on  the next generation of TCs until 144000 is achieved. 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
103rd Reasoning – A new “Remnant” is coming into existence from out of The Christian Nation  (that itself was called),  
being a group of people  elected/chosen/chosen  by Yahweh having gifts and favours to be gratuitously given  –  these are 
TCs presenting themselves ready  (Luke.19v16-19)  for the next stage of Yahweh’s Plan  (= The Millennium). 
86th Instruction – “Gift”  is precisely that.  What  “is given”  has no strings attached to it.  This means we are entitled to 
a  “free pass”  into the 2nd part of our life  (in The Millennium)  irrespective of what we have done during this life now.   
However,  this  “free pass”  is  NOT  “salvation into the eternity”.  “Salvation” requires us to personally imitate our 
saviour JC as  “a mark of respect”  ([allegories] on the forehead, new clothes)  for what he has done for us!   
Importantly,  “The Early Adopters” achieve salvation early – by imitating JC  and being resurrected as “Sons of God”! 
87th Instruction – The TCs recognise The Gift that JC has bequeathed upon us  “aiming to become TCs”,  and know that 
we are not being judged upon the sinful works of our past life  –  but only how we are truly motivated to imitate JC! 
104th Reasoning – The Judgement by Yahweh has moved away from Works because JC showed that it is The Mind 
operating upon agapao that yields The Works Yahweh's Desires  –  and thus Yahweh can now righteously judge our mind 
(1Sam.16v7)  to determine whether we operate in purity or hypocrisy when delivering our visible works to The World! 
Rom. 11v1 og (I) state/exclaim  therefore/then  not  (he) {shove/push off}/{thrust away}/reject [middle voice] 
Rom. 11v1 og the  {specific god}  the  {a populace}/{grouping of people}  (of the) him?      
Rom. 11v1 og Not  (let it) {become to be}/occur/happen!   
Rom. 11v1 og also  For  (emphatic) I/me  (the) Israelite  am/exist  {from/out of}  (of the) seed/offspring/issue/descendant   
Rom. 11v1 og [of]   (the) Abraham  (of the) offshoot/tribe/race/kindred/clansman  (the) Benjamin. 
Rom. 11v1 = I  exclaim:   

Therefore/Then   (based upon the fact that  “Israel”  over the present 2 Epochs rebels against God’s Word):   
Not  ‘the Specific God’  personally throw away  his  people   (Jews then,  leading to The Christian Nation of the Gentiles now)?  
Not  let it  become to be!   (Yahweh through JCg as  “The Word of God”  is  not  unrighteous to reject humans without cause) 
For  also  emphatic I (Paul)  am  an Israelite   (noting the  two/three-layer  representation of  “Israel”),    
{from out of}  the  seed/descendant  of  Abraham   (noting its allegory  ‘son of God’), 
of the  tribe  of  Benjamin   (being one of the tribes of Israel  –  please see my commentaries at Rev.7v4-8). 

 

I  (Paul,  as one of Yahweh’s premier representatives)   state: 
  Therefore/then   (based upon what is witnessed within the first two Epochs of Israel rebelling against God’s Word) 
  (Is)  Not the specific God  (of the two layers to)   personally throw away His people   (the Jews then,  and The Christian Nation now)? 
    Not let it become to be!   (= Never let this thought cross our mind!) 
  For also  emphatic I (Paul)  am an Israelite   (thus the  two  layer “Israel”  is coming through in Paul’s teaching) 
  From out of the  seed/descendant  of Abraham   (noting its implied allegory to be future  “Son of God”) 
  Of the tribe of Benjamin   (as one of the  declared  tribes of Israel  –  please see my commentaries at Rev.7v4-8  [Dan is replaced by Manasseh]). 
 

First,  we must understand the term   “His People”  
   This operates at two of three levels for any specific individual’s 2 part life. 

1. The obvious grouping who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in their life  (= The Prophets and 144000 TCs). 
These are  “The Early Adopters”  (of both epochs of Israel)  about  0.01 %  make Yahweh’s Grade in the 1st part of their physical life. 

2. The not so obvious grouping are the people who in the 1st part of their physical life publicly  claim  to be Yahweh’s People and yet reject what 
Yahweh Desires from them  (this occurs now during The Gospel Age,  Yahweh Desires us  “To precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”). 
These people are “The Failures” of the first two Epochs of Israel (having God’s Word);  about 99.99% fail Yahweh’s Grade to be future rulers. 
Yet in Yahweh’s Righteousness,  they have their last opportunity to become  “The Late Adopters”  along with those people of the next grouping. 

3. The unknown grouping  (being perhaps 2/3 of the some 12 billion people of the 6000 years)  and yet discarded by  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  in their  “near useless exegesis”  regarding Human Salvation  (this 3rd grouping shall have access to  “1st Century Christianity”  in 
The Millennium).   These people were outside the first two epochs of Israel,  having no access to  “The Word of God”. 
When given  “The Knowledge”  within a perfect Environment of The Millennium in the 2nd part of their life most of these people will reform and 
imitate JC’s deportment driven by  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught.  Yahweh’s Methodology will be mutually practised   “to edify our 
neighbour to our own hurt” (being precisely the opposite to how leaders of worldly methodology behave today   “to self-indulge to our 
neighbour’s hurt”).  These people outside the epochs 1 and 2 of Israel shall equally become  “The Late Adopters”  in the 3rd Epoch of Israel. 

Hence the two layers to yield  “The Early and Late Adopters”  over a 2 part life. 
There is a vast difference between these three statements! 

Now obviously,  any differentiation is masked by the  “Professional Leaders”  making a living out of peddling  “Religion”  as practised 
within 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel,  and thus they are rejected by Yahweh,  even though they ardently claim to represent Him! 

We should notice the double pointer of  “the Specific God”  depending upon which grouping is being referenced. 
The double link that I am making,  needs explaining. 
JCg is  “The Chief/High  Priest”  (Heb. chapter 8 to 9,  where JC)  as  “The Word of God”,  is the direct intercessor between his people on Earth and 
Yahweh.  It was  not  Yahweh,  but JCg on behalf of his creation –  this  fact  must be understood,  and The Bible tells us this,  by word  (elsewhere)  and 
through the spelling of  “ho theos”.  Therefore,  JC is  “the specific god”  of them,  requiring him to represent them to “The Almighty God”, Yahweh as 
Paul tells us at 1Tim.2v5, Gal.3v20, etc. 
Furthermore,  we must understand that being elected from out of The Christian Nation are TC’s  (“Early Adopters”),  who themselves,  are setting their 
goal to become  “Sons of God”  (as  Christ/Anointed)  and as such,  they are recognised as being this in the eyes of  “The One”  Who makes that 
judgement  –  and thus  “The Specific God”  referenced to them,  becomes  “Yahweh”. 
Here Paul is making the assertion,  –  While I am proclaiming  “The Gospel”  (“Good News”  of  “The Invitation”)  is now open to the Gentiles to 
become TCs,  this does not mean Jews are excluded from this  “New Israelite Israel”  (Christians, ideally to be judged by Yahweh as being part The New 
Spiritual Israel).  I am a Jew,  renown as being part of the “Old Israelite Nation”,  but I left because my  heart/motivation  is for  “The (Real) Gospel”  –  
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to  accurately  spread  “The Word of God”  to  new  people to aim for  “The Ideal Goal”  of  “Sonship”  so that Yahweh can achieve His quota (144000)  
of favoured Sons of God ever sooner.  These new people are strangers who have never previously heard of JC,  and for what JC  should  mean in their 
lives  (that should  not  be understood in the frothy manner of which all  worldly Christian leaders preach about this subject). 
Paul tells us later (v5) a remnant of the  Old Israel (Jews)  (= “The Other Flock of JCg” –  John’s gospel 10v16)  who will become a portion of  The 
New Spiritual Israel,  being the assistant rulers of The Millennium)  also of the  New Israel  (Christians)  a remnant too  (= “The Small/Own Flock of 
JCg”  –  Luke.12v32 and John.10v3,16,  to be The Leaders of The New Spiritual Israel).   
These  “Early Adopters”  are selectively drawn out to become part of this  “New Spiritual (ruling/head) Israel”  to be collectively all TCs having in their 
entirety been chosen by Yahweh,  that had no  dependence upon their position in life or nationality of birth  (Gal.3v28, etc.). 
Clearly in The Gospel Age any person who enters  “The Christian Nation”  (Jew or Gentile)  shall have the opportunity to become a  “Son of God”  –  
provided they precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (hence  “personality”  –  being a  new set  of  “clothing”  –  see glossary). 
Fortunately,  as we are taught in The Bible here and in many,  many other places,  The Millennium becomes  The Righteous Means  to ensure  no  human 
is thrown away  (to verify Yahweh’s Righteousness in The Culmination, Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9  [hence “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”, Luke.4v19]).  
This grouping of resurrected people become  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  (underwritten by what we are taught at 2Cor.12v1-3 where Paul was to become 
in  “The 3rd Heaven/Authority  over Israel”)  where  “The Failures”  of the previous  “two epochs of Israel”  are given the  last opportunity  in a 
righteous system under JCg and The Early Adopters  (in The Millennium).   Likewise,  all the people  outside  the two earlier epochs of Israel shall be 
resurrected to learn  “Righteousness”  alongside these  “failures of the two earlier epochs of Israel”. 
As usual,  this is  never  taught because our  “Professional Leaders of Religion/Christianity”  choose  not  understand the meaning of  “Righteousness”  
in their demonstrably  “faulty exegesis”  (having as many holes within it as a colander)  which would otherwise diminish their position over  “Their 
Minions”  for the  self-indulgent  worldly returns their position brings!   Hardly what The Bible teaches us! 

Now in context we move onto v2. 
Rom. 11v2 og [Prophecy, Psa.94v14 ]   Not  (he) {shove/push off}/{thrust away}/reject  the  {specific god}   
Rom. 11v2 og the  {a populace}/{grouping of people}  (of the) Him [= Yahweh through JCg]  whom/which/that  
Rom. 11v2 og (he) {knew beforehand}/foreknew/foreseen?   
Rom. 11v2 og or/than/either/rather  not  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
Rom. 11v2 og in  (to the [= within]) Elijah  what/which/that  (he/it) states/exclaims  the  document/{holy writ}/scripture?   
Rom. 11v2 og {In that manner}/Likewise/As  (he) {speaks on the behalf}/{makes intercession for}/entreats/pleads   
Rom. 11v2 og to the  God  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  of the  Israel  (the) stating/exclaiming: 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.94v14  
Rom. 11v2 = ‘Not  “The Specific God”  {push away}/reject  His  populace   (Prophets and TCs)  whom He foreknew? 

Or  not  you know  within  Elijah  what  the scripture states?   
{In that manner}  he  entreats/pleads  to the  God (= Yahweh)  according to the  (spiritual)  Israel stating:     

 

Not  The Specific God  (Yahweh)   push away His populace   (context tells us it to be The Prophets and 144000 TCs)   whom He foreknew? 
Or not you know within   (the writings of)   Elijah what the scripture states? 
In that manner he entreats to the God (Yahweh)  according to the  (spiritual)  Israel stating: 
 

Note  “The Specific God”  terminology is used because  -   
JCg is the  intercessor  for his people (1Tim.2v5),  and yet Yahweh is the  final decision Maker  for  “anointing/Sonship”  (Matt.20v23). 

Again,  it must be clearly understood by The Reader - 
1.  Paul is looking forward,  concerning  “The New Israel”  of  “The 2nd Covenant”  =  “The Christian Nation”. 
2.  Where Paul knows,  “Israel”  comprises of individuals who either  “Persevere  (1) positively or (2) negatively with  Subjector/God”. 
3.  Paul always urges people to become those specific people who  “Persevere positively with  Subjector/God” = the 144000 TCs. 
4.  Paul further teaches us to become precisely like him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  so that we too might win  “The Prize of Sonship”  (1Cor.9v23-26, 
2Tim.4v6-8,  because he has run according to  “The Rules”  2Tim.2v5  of precisely imitating JC,  [and around the loop we go of citations]). 

Thus,  Paul uses incidents of The Old Testament to teach us  (2Tim.3v16-17)  about  “The 2nd Covenant”  to urge us to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Paul knows,  Yahweh cannot move forward until He has achieved His  required  quota of 144000 TCs fulfilling  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  
(Rev.14v1-4)  to bring forth The Millennium some 3.5 years later  (after  “The 1st Resurrection”  of  “The 144000 TCs”  as  “The Early Adopters”). 
Importantly,  because Yahweh  “foreknew”  The Number  (as we are told Rom.8v29),  then He gave it by prophecy through John in Revelations 7v4-8 
and 14v1-4 for it to occur.  Therefore,  Yahweh was able to give the  “Scroll of (guaranteed)  Life”  to JCg to metaphorically open  (Rev.5v1-9)  over The 
Gospel Age as explained from Rev. chapter 6 to 19.   Moreover,  Satan abhors this number being achieved (Rev.12v12) –  else it brings about his  
demise/nemesis (Rev.20v1-3, 10)  -  hence he allows his cohorts  (2Cor.11v13-15,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  fulfil their  own desire  that  
aligns with Satan's desire  (being  “worldly methodology”  to   “self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”)  to stop TCs personally fulfilling this prophesied 
number,  because  “Religious Leaders”  operate according to Rev.22v18-19. 

But enough of that  –  Paul is  using  The Tanakh  (= The Old Testament)  to  draw out  the future 144000 TCs out of The Gospel Age. 
In the same way that JC was able to  righteously answer  The Old Testament,  to make possible  The Millennium. 

Rom. 11v3 og [1Kings 19v10:]  Lord/Master [vocative]  the  prophets/{inspired speakers}/foretellers  (of the) You  
Rom. 11v3 og (they [the religious authorities])  killed/{put to death}/slay [intention of the perpetrators is to destroy = annihilate],  
Rom. 11v3 og also  the  {places of sacrifice}/altars  (of the) You  
Rom. 11v3 og (they [the religious authorities])  undermine/destroy/{dig down}/ruin;   
Rom. 11v3 og {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  (I am) {left under/behind}/remain/survive/{be left}   
Rom. 11v3 og merely/alone/only,  also  (they [the religious authorities]) seeking/searching/endeavouring/inquiring    
Rom. 11v3 og the  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}  {of me}/my/mine. 

Old Testament reference located at  1Kings.19v10 
Rom. 11v3 = Lord  (Yahweh),   they  (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)   killed  Your  prophets,   

also  they  (“Religion Leaders”)   undermine/ruin  Your  altars   (being The Environment where the Prophet's sacrifice is made).   
Also  only  I  remain/survive,   also  they  (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)   seek  my  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}. 

 

Lord (Yahweh),   they (Professional Leaders of Religion)  killed Your prophets,   (true throughout all  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”) 
also they (Professional Leaders of Religion)  undermine Your alters   (being The Environment where The Prophets operated in their local sacrifice). 
Also only I (Elijah/[TCs])  remain  also they (Professional Leaders of Religion)  seek my  breathing/life/{conscious existence}/soul. 
 

JC also made this statement at Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34 where  “Jerusalem”  does  not  physically mean the city,  but rather  “The Authority of The 
Religious Leaders”   (supposedly to yield “Peace”  if  operating according to Yahweh’s Methodology)  centred in the physical Jerusalem organising the 
death of the prophets throughout the country of  “Israel”. 
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Furthermore,  precisely by prophetic allegory  –  “the repeat”  occurred in The Gospel Age,  for example the martyrdom of William Tyndale was 
organised by  “The New Authority”  (Christendom)  of  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  leading  “The Christian Nation”  at the time during  
“The New Israel”  covered by The Christian Nation. 
“Destroyed your altars”  can mean physical altars,  but when used in  “spiritual prophecy”  then  “altar”  means  “The Environment within which the 
TC is actively fulfilling Yahweh's Desire”.  Where  “The Altar”  is the TC sacrificing  his/her  life away from The World to be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 

Thus,  we recognise it being a truism of  all worldly religious institutions  (of whatever)  believing they  (as  The Religious Authorities)  have a 
monopoly of  “The Whole Truth”!   And yet they have so little theory,  and very, very much less of it practised  (hence “hypocrisy”)! 

Quite simply they have  no  interest in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to yield “The New World Leaders” of The Millennium over “the 3rd Epoch of Israel”).  
The reason why they cannot fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and yet fulfil their own desire is,  they are only interested in preserving  their form of  “the truth”  
(whatever it might be)  for  what it yields by return  to satisfy  “The Immediacy”.   By consequence,  they must remove any form of opposition that 
threatens the security of  “The (supposed) People with The Knowledge”  can gain from out of The World,  irrespective of how deviant  “the knowledge”  
may be.  For this is their  only  income  –  being what they hold over others in  “superstitious fear”! 
That is  why  The Shaman  had/has  more power than The Chief of a polytheistic tribe  –  no one dare touch the human Shaman  –  because he supposedly 
had  “superhuman”  backup of  “Big Daddy”  behind him!   However,  the Chief on the other hand,  only had  “flesh”  to support him and would be The 
One threatened by an upstart! 
But once The Shaman’s knowledge is shown to be a myth through logical reasoning  and/or  lifestyle  -  then it is The Shaman who reacts violently. 
This occurs in  any  society  within this  present worldly system – for Satan does not want Yahweh’s Desire to be made known through the respective ages  
–  for it simply hastens his demise  -  should  “The Trigger Threshold of 144000”  (Rev.14v1-4)  occur  (Rev.20v1-3, 10  please see  “Satan's desire”  in 
my glossary! 
Important Note   “Jerusalem”  means   “city/organisation  of peace”,  of which it is not now,  but  “The New Jerusalem”  of The Millennium  (Rev.21v2) 
is that of prophecy,  being what is to occur in The Millennium  (“Yahweh's Organisation to yield Peace”  over all The Earth through Yahweh's infinite 
Authority and Capability being assigned to JCg and the 144000 TCs,  Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).  
However as I show in my many comprehensive commentaries to Rev. chapter 17 and 18,  present day  “Jerusalem”  represents the  three  Harlots having 
passed through Jerusalem,  chronologically given as,  Judaism, Christianity and Islam,  where  “The Great Harlot”  is actually “Christianity”,  having  
all  “The Word of God”  and yet its leaders despise it the most!   Consequently,  during the 2 Epochs of Israel  “Jerusalem”  spiritually  represents  
“Satan's Methodology”  controlling The World  –  predominately acting against Yahweh's Representatives  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34)  and likewise with 
JC and The Apostles,  and chronologically nearer to us would be William Tyndale and people like him through the ages. 
Rom. 11v4 og But  why/what/which/wherefore  (he/it) states/exclaims  (to the) him [Elijah]   
Rom. 11v4 og the  {divine response}/revelation/{God’s answer}?   
Rom. 11v4 og [Prophecy, 1Kings 19v18:]   (I) {left down/behind}/abandoned/reserved/{had remaining}   
Rom. 11v4 og (to the) {My own}/Myself  {seven thousand}  (the) men,   
Rom. 11v4 og whosoever/whatsoever  not  (they have) bent/bowed  (the) knee  to the  Baal/{Phoenician deity}. 

Old Testament reference located at  1Kings.19v18  
Rom. 11v4 = But what  He states  to the  him  (Elijah)   the  {divine answer}?   (= God answers Elijah with an oracle): 

I (Yahweh)  {have remaining}/reserved  to Myself  7000  men  who have  not  bowed  their  knee  to the  (Phoenician god)  Baal. 
 

But what He (Yahweh)  states to him (Elijah)  the divine answer? 
  I (Yahweh)  have remaining to Myself  seven thousand  men,  who have not bowed their knee to the   (Phoenician god)   Baal. 
 

Humans tended to use the term “Baal” to represent any god,  but it originally meant  “head of gods”  (Hadad).  
Thus,  the term can mean anything that takes our worship away from Yahweh.   
From this definition we can understand that humans have many gods under this generic definition of  “something that takes our time and interest”.  
Clearly today perhaps the greatest god maybe  “technology”  yielding “The Internet, and cyberspace”,  superseding television,  the list is legion from the 
car,  entertainment,  holidays,  to the other end of the list being the debilitating habits that steal the very fabric of our  being/existence. 
All these become our gods in one way or another that we might pay homage towards through the devotion of our time to their worship!  
Yet  “the greatest god”  to humans today is  “The Mobile Phone”  (please see my commentaries at Rev.13v10+),  because it consumes so much of our 
time dedicated to its use – where many people feel depressed if they do not have  “their god”  of  “the mobile phone”  so close to them on their very 
person! 

We effectively become a slave to all these things,  to fulfil personal self-indulgence for self-gratification  –  like a worldly addict! 
(Please also see my commentary to 1John.5v21.) 

All this is done,  rather than be directing our time to fulfil  “Yahweh’s Desire”  –  please see glossary on what this term means. 
Rom. 11v5 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  therefore/then  also  in  to the [= within]  present/now/immediate   
Rom. 11v5 og (to the) time/season/occasion  (the) remainder/remnant  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom. 11v5 og (the) selection/election/chosen  (of the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit   
Rom. 11v5 og (it has) {become to be}/occurred/happened. 
Rom. 11v5 = {In this manner}  therefore/then,  also  within  the  present/immediate  time/season   (of The Gospel Age)   

 “A Remnant”  (the 144000 TCs)   according to  the  selection/chosen/election   (by imitating their mentor = JC as The Word of God) 
has  {become to be}  of the   (undeserved)   gift/favour/benefit   (made possible by JC's ministry and ransom sacrifice). 

 

In this manner therefore  also within the present time   (of The Gospel Age) 
The Remnant  (the 144000 TCs)   according to the selection   (by imitating their mentor = JC as The Word of God Rev.19v13) 
has become to be of the   (undeserved)  gift   (made possible by JC's ministry and ransom sacrifice). 
 

Paul is now coming onto the thrust of his point about  “The Remnant”  being a particularly special grouping having been taken from out of the  
“Nation”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  to become part of  “not a nation”  in the worldly  physical  sense  –  but to become part of  “The  New Spiritual  
Israel”  (being  “a new nation of The One Mind”  operating according to Yahweh's Methodology  [Luke.17v21]). 
“The Remnant”  is the group of people being specifically  elected/chosen  from out of The Christian Nation having gifts and favours given only to  “The 
Remnant”  so they can be assisted according to their ability to fulfil Yahweh Desire  in personal humility  during the 1st part of their physical life as they 
purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (so ideally,  they may be fully  “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  by  “The Midwife”  “Yahweh”). 
By contrast,  those leaders who vaunt themselves on the back of Yahweh’s Word are in for serious vengeance from Yahweh  (as I explain elsewhere)! 
Rom. 11v6 og if  and  (the) grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit,   
Rom. 11v6 og {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  {from/out of}  (of the) {occupational effort}/work/labour/deed,   
Rom. 11v6 og thereupon/since/else/otherwise  the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit   
Rom. 11v6 og {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  (it) {becomes to be}/occurs/happens   
Rom. 11v6 og (the) grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit.   
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Rom. 11v6 (CA) [And if of works no longer grace, else the work, no longer is work!  = CA thus ignore] 
Rom. 11v6 = And if   (we as TCs receive)   the  gift/favour/benefit   (from JC's  ministry and ransom sacrifice) 

(then the selection/election is)   {no longer}  {from out of}  work   (of the Law  of Moses),   
else  the  gift/favour/benefit  {no longer}  it is   the   (undeserved)   gift/favour/benefit   (of JC's ministry/{ransom sacrifice})!   

 

And if  (we as TCs receive)   the gift   (from JC's ministry and ransom sacrifice) 
(then salvation  [ideally unto Sonship])   (is)   no more from out of the work   (of the Law of Moses), 
else the gift   (unto salvation)   it is no more the  (underserved)   gift   (given by JC of his ministry and ransom sacrifice). 
 

Let us untangle this one  –  because  worldly Christian leaders seem to  “work overtime”  to create confusion  over this verse! 
There are  two  sets of  gift/favour/benefit  from  two  Sources. 

1. One source is JCg who as JC provided his ministry and self-sacrifice to cover our former worldly self  –  else we would be annihilated. 
(This is why it is  only  JC who forgives sins of worldly reasoning people,  Matt.9v2-6, etc.) 

2. The Higher Source is Yahweh God Who has provided His capability enabling us to become resurrected  –  else we would be annihilated. 
(Yahweh can only act “Righteously”,  that is why  [1] had to occur first.) 

Thus,  JCg’s grace is his  (1) Ministry and  (2) Ransom Sacrifice enabling Yahweh to righteously operate upon JCg’s creation. 
Furthermore,  it is Yahweh’s Grace that provides His  capability/authority  to make what  “He Desires to become to be”. 

It is as simple as that! 
Thus from this verse we can now understand that JC’s grace  (gifts/favours)  comes with  “no strings attached”,  it is  freely given  to every human on 
this planet irrespective of who,  or what they are,  or what they have done  (Matt.22v16, 1John.2v2, 4v14,  given with  zero  caveats/conditioners).   

All  humans receive  a free pass  into The Millennium  –  their past sins count for nothing, hence  redemption/reset/{buy back}  of  “The 
Ransom Sacrifice”  (this is certainly  not  what “Professional Leaders of [any] Religion”  will tell us,  hence they  fail  Yahweh’s Desire])! 

By virtue of what JC has done,  then  “past sin”  in our  then ignorant state  is annulled,   thus our death becomes merely  “Asleep”  (John.11v11-15)  
when  “Yahweh”  uses His infinite  Authority/Capability  to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become”. 

That is  why  JC’s ministry and self-sacrifice  is a gift  and absolutely  nothing  we can  ever-do  might pay for it. 
Therefore,  it  is  available to  every person  (especially non-Christians)  without any caveats  (something  worldly Christian leaders  cannot  seem 
understand,  when they state   “We must be a Christian to be saved”).  But like  all   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  they  'must'  insist   “Belong to 
our group to be saved”,   for the obvious reason    “Have more devotees,  then the leader gains more worldly return in  donations/tithes”).    
This is specifically why Yahweh rejects  all   “Leaders of Religion”  because they are incorrectly driven internally  (by operating upon “hypocrisy”). 
Returning - 

We understand,  JC becomes  “The Enabler”  at  two  levels  
1.  As  “The Word of God”  through his ministry,  JC enables us to personally reform our mind into the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life. 
2.  As  “The Ransom Sacrifice”,  JC enables Yahweh to righteously  awaken/rouse  us into the 2nd part of our  physical  life. 
From (1) and (2) combined we gain our  soul/life/{conscious existence}.  “Soul” is absolutely  not  what our “Leaders of Religion” tell us! 

Thus,  in more error,  our  worldly Christian Leaders then choose to state   “We do not need to perform work”  (totally ignoring what James’ epistle  
teaches us at James.2v16-26)!    
Importantly,  work  (from unfeigned  [= real]  agape/charity)  is  required if we aspire for  “The Expectation for The Inheritance”  (being The Resultant 
from agapao required for the future work in teaching “The Resurrected World”  [Luke.19v16-19])  –  being what JC and his apostles taught by both 
word and example.   
Furthermore,  because   worldly Christian Leaders are teaching  the very opposite,  and consequently to be  opposing  “The Desire of Yahweh”  (taking 
upon themselves the definition of  “satanic”)  –  then they become  false  prophets/teachers  (1John.2v18-19, Matt.24v23-26, etc.,)  and are thus  not  
Christ-like,  irrespective of what  “face they paint”  for worldly public  view/consumption/applause/{self-indulgent payback}! 
 
58th Comment – So then!   What Israel craved for (Sonship);  it collectively did not receive!   The Remnant received,  but 
the remaining people  (most of)  did not,  because of the  stubbornness/hardening  of their heart (seat of motivation),  that 
desired worldly self-indulgence!   And the same now occurs in The Christian Nation throughout The Gospel Age. 
'Allegory' – repeat - Israel = “Persevere with  subjector/God”  where we as individuals  with The Word of God  either:- 

1.  Persevere  positively  with God  (to become TCs of The Gospel Age). 
2.  Persevere  negatively  with God  (to become worldly Christians of The Gospel Age). 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’ is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father,  ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
61st Allegory – ear/eyes = organs of input to The Body.   Thus,  speaking spiritually,  the inputs to the mind have been 
“shut off to reason” – being the sensory inputs  choose to ignore  the  explanation/understanding  of “The Word of God”. 
I find this particularly so when speaking to  “pious religious people”  -  especially “fervent Christians” (Luke.5v37-39)! 
43rd Prophecy – Yahweh allowed people of these two nations  (Jews + Christians)  to fulfil their desires that led to the 
hardening of their heart,  so they chose not to hear,  nor to see from then,  and continuously ever since,  to include today! 
105th Reasoning – Why? - Because Yahweh is  choosing out The Remnant. The people sincerely show by works  “agapao”  
love Him for the next stage of His Plan for Human Salvation  –  it is with this Remnant,  Yahweh shall use to bring The 3rd 
Remnant that comes to The Lord from out of The Resurrected World  (3rd Epoch “Israel”)  in The Millennium. 
62nd Allegory – “failure” means “not having achieved Yahweh’s Ideal during that epoch of Israel”.  It does  not  
automatically mean “annihilation”  unless the person is “iniquitous” (thoroughly knowing God’s Word and then choosing 
to sin)  the two categories are  (1) Charlatan Christian Leader  (2) rebellious person in The Millennium. 
44th Prophecy – Those  worldly  religious leaders of these two Nations  (Jews/Christians)  will become ensnared in their 
dealings within The World exposing their  delinquent/corrupt  nature.  Whose activities are in darkness,  and they bow to 
their  “own gods”  -  being the trappings of The World that consume their time,  for their worldly return. 
63rd Allegory – “Bowing the back” = this composite term  “bowing”  means “worshipping”  and the  “back”  means 
“rejection”.  Thus,  the individuals claiming to represent Yahweh,  are truly rejecting Yahweh and worshipping “Baal”,  
where “Baal” means “many gods'',  being things consuming time of the  “Leaders of Religion”  to gain out of The World. 
59th Comment – Does it mean they are to be rejected?   Not if they return to Yahweh in  sincere repentance. 
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106th Reasoning – However their stumbling causes Yahweh to look ever further afield for more TCs and the message to be 
spread even further to cover all The World  (Matt.22v8-10) –  and  then  The Conclusion of this world will come  
(Matt.24v14, 28v18-20),  to herald in The Millennium  –  because Yahweh would have His full quota of 144000 TCs. 
45th Prophecy – Those  worldly  religious leaders of these two Nations  (Jews/Christians)  will be provoked unto jealousy 
upon their resurrection into The Millennium when they become  “The Last/Least”  within  “The Resurrected World”  and 
witness the  prophets/TCs who were once persecuted by “Professional Leaders of Religion” in the 1st part of their physical 
life become resurrected as  “The First/Most”  as  The Heirs/leaders  over  The Inheritance/{Resurrected World}. 
46th Prophecy – Those worldly  religious leaders of  “The Jews”  slipping away from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire opened up  
“The 2nd Covenant”  to The Nations to yield  “The Christian Nation”,  and yet precisely the same will occur to the leaders 
of The Christians.  Hence the provoking of jealousy of these individuals in The Millennium  (Matt.8v12, etc.). 
47th Prophecy – Those leaders of “Religion”  out of the various epochs of time having been rejected shall bring forth  The 
Riches/Wealth  that Yahweh has to offer to the 144000 TCs being those individuals who  truly  fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Allegory – repeat - rich/wealth (always) = “spiritual knowledge” in “The Word of God”,  that  can  lead to “The Wisdom 
of God”  in a person  if  having progressed through the 3 stages to gain “Real Faith”.  This yields personal reform to be 
Christ-like and thus gain the  positive  “heavenly treasure”  to gain everlasting life.  It does  not  mean  “worldly wealth”  
preached by many  charlatan Christian leaders –  spinning God’s Word for their own personal worldly gain. 
107th Reasoning – Yahweh is drawing out demonstrable suitable leaders  (not polluted by The Reasoning/Practises of the 
present world)  for The Future World Order who can  be trusted  to rule in The Millennium  over  The Resurrected World. 
Instruction – repeat - “Sin” means, “deliberate wrong-doing”,  “Sideslip”  means, “accidental error in deportment”. 
Thus “Sin” is  “predetermined wrong to hurt a recipient”,  “Sideslip” is  “an unintentional misdemeanour”. 
Rom. 11v7 og Why/What/Which/Wherefore  therefore/then?     
Rom. 11v7 og Who/What/That  (it/he/she) searches/inquires/demands/craves  (the) Israel,  
Rom. 11v7 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  not  (it/he/she has) {chanced upon}/attained/obtained   
Rom. 11v7 og the  and  selected/election/chosen  (it/he/she) {chanced upon}/attained/obtained,   
Rom. 11v7 og the (persons [worldly people encapsulated by “Professional Leaders of Religion”])  and  {remaining ones}/residue/rest   
Rom. 11v7 og (they were) petrified/{rendered stupid/callous}/blinded/hardened. 
Rom. 11v7 = What then?    

What  the  Israel  searches/craves? 
{From concerning this}  Israel   (as a whole)   has  not  {chanced upon}/attained   (guaranteed salvation),   
and  the  elected/chosen  (the remnant from out of “Israel”)   {chanced upon}/attained   (accepted worthy by Yahweh for Sonship),   
and  the  {remaining ones}/rest  (vast majority of “Israel”)   they were  {rendered stupid/hardened   (not truly believed God’s Word). 

 

What then?   (= How do we reason upon this?) 
What Israel  searches/craves   (at its two levels  = The Positive members and The Negative members  “persevering with Yahweh")? 
  From concerning this  (conundrum of a grouping of people called “Israel” interacting with Yahweh,  where ideally,  we should fulfil His Desire),    
  Israel   (as a whole)   has not attained   (guaranteed salvation,  -  for this can only occur in The Millennium) 
    (1)  and the  elected/selected  (at the spiritual level = The Prophets and ultimately 144000 TCs)   attained   (guaranteed salvation by Yahweh) 
    (2)  and the remaining people  (the vast majority of Israel = fleshly Israel)   they were rendered stupid   (by not fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 

              (This clearly shows the two halves of “Israel”,  being “the few”  and then of  “the many”,  that equally occurs over the 2 Epochs of Israel.) 
 

The two halves of  “Israel” (over the various epochs of “Israel”)  –  all precisely as this website teaches. 
Paul is speaking of  “The Remnant returning to Yahweh”  (Isa.10v20-22)   over  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”. 
(Hence Paul’s vision of the 3rd heaven [singular]  being of his role in it during The Millennium over The Resurrected World  [2Cor.12v1-3].) 

Prior to JC’s ministry,  “The Remnant”  comprised of  “The Ancient Worthies,  The Prophets and other specific individuals, Joshua, King David, etc.,”  
but they had not  “The Exemplar”  upon whom they might emulate  (hence, Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, Pet.1v10)  and thus they could not become “Sons of 
God”.  Therefore,  they could not personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  by following The Rules  (2Tim.2v5 [= copy JC, John.14v15, 21, 1Cor.11v1]). 
However,  “the mirror”  occurs  -  where The Christian Nation becomes responsible for Yahweh’s Word (part 2)  and consequently  “The Prized 
Remnant”  becomes “The 144000 TCs”  as the future  “Sons of God”,  only because they have  “The Specific Example of JC”  upon which to be judged 
by Yahweh  (as The Head  [Father figure, by spiritual RNA, 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15]  of  “Sons of God”,  made possible by following John.14v5-15). 
This is why Paul is speaking about this as  “The Example”  of what is to come  –  to verify what he has been teaching The Brethren about The 
Millennium and future rule of JCg + his Bride of TCs as the future sons of God   -  together with The Princes being those Specific Worthies prior to JC’s 
ministry (mentioned earlier).  
All other individuals  “hardened their heart”  –  and we can only harden our heart  once we have gained The Knowledge  upon which to reject! 
Thus,  it was The Israelite Nation with  “God’s Word part 1”  prior  to JC’s ministry and The Christian Nation with  “God’s Word part 2”  after  JC’s 
ministry being the two nations whose specific members collectively hardened their  heart/{seat of motivation}  against fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire in the 
1st part of their physical life. 
The  worldly Christian Leaders,  thinking in precisely the  one/same  manner as The Pharisees,  presumptuously believe themselves to be sons of 
Abraham/God  –  but JC told us quite differently  (John.8v32-57)  =  sons of Satan  (= resist/oppose/adversarial  to Yahweh's Desire being fulfilled  
[which is to gain 144000  “Sons of God”  the fulfilment of which  is  required to bring forth  The Millennium],  furthermore at Rev.2v9 and 3v9)! 
Rom. 11v8 og Just/As/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom. 11v8 og [Prophecy, Isa.29v10, Deut.29v4 ]   (he) Gave/bestowed/granted  {to them}  the  {specific god}   
Rom. 11v8 og (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) stupor/lethargy/slumber,  
Rom. 11v8 og (the) eyes  of the (persons [worldly persons])  not  (to) behold/see/look/beware{take heed},   
Rom. 11v8 og also  (the) ears  of the (persons [worldly persons])  not  (to) hear/listened/understand/respond,  
Rom. 11v8 og until/{up to}/while  of the  {this day/night}/presently/now/hitherto  (of the) day/{period of time}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.29v10,  Deut.29v4  
Rom. 11v8 og = Just/as  it has been  written: 

‘The Specific God’  (through  JCg)  gave  to them  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  stupor/lethargy, 
the  eyes  of the  people not  to  see/{take heed}   (spiritual blindness to The Truth  [JC as The Word of God]  creating change in us),   
also  the  ears  of the  people  not  to  hear/understanding   (deafness to God’s Word  truly  making a change in us)   
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until  of the  present  day/{period of time}   (during The Gospel Age). 
      And what is different now generally within The Christian Nation to be precisely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire? 

 

Just as it has been written: 
  The Specific God   (through JCg)   gave to them the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  stupor/lethargy, 
  the eyes of the people not to see   (spiritual blindness to  “The Truth”  [= JC as  “The Word of God”]  which is required to cause mind reform) 
  also the ears of people not to hearken   (spiritual deafness to what  “The Word of God”  is really telling us to make an internal change within us) 
  until of the present day   (starting with  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”  and continues into  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  until its end  [now at its last 1%]) 

             (Righteous Yahweh would never impose hurt on an entity,  but having All-Authority,  He will allow an entity to learn where foolishness leads!) 
 

Note   Yahweh/God  “giving them” means  He  allowed  them to take upon themselves that specific attitude,  being a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
“not to be interested”,  eyes that  “preferred things of The World”  (Matt.6v22-23, 13v15, etc.),  ears that  “preferred beguiling soundbites”, etc.   
This means  

Yahweh did  not  actively step in to  “physically”  redirect them  (allowing  them to learn where worldly methodology takes them) –  but He 
will through JCg and the TCs in The Millennium  (to ensure  the perfect society exists by force, Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v5). 
However, in Yahweh’s Righteousness,  He  always  operates in this four-staged manner. 

1. He gives guiding information  -  what to do and,  what not to do  -  for the recipients’ gain   (if they hearken)! 
2. He warns of consequences if the recipients refuse to follow sensible advice for their wellbeing. 
3. He gives time for “the Message”  to sink in  (to learn from our  foolhardiness/mistakes). 
4. Then He acts with infinite capability to demonstrate His Authority over any member of The Universe. 

All of which explains precisely why Yahweh is  not  involving Himself in The World today on a day to day basis,  counter to everything our wholly useless 
“Professional Leaders of Religion” would  naturally  state  (insinuating they  [supposedly]  have “Big Daddy” on their side supporting their deviant 
activity).   Yahweh demonstrating “Righteousness”  operates like this to show where The World is going without His direct involvement Rom.1v16-32.   

Yahweh does not become sullied by Satan's escapades through his deviant  self-seeking  henchpersons  (operating to his methodology)  to 
confuse the minds of innocent humans not understanding what is occurring within The Environment around themselves.   

Therefore,  regarding this verse,  please would the  worldly Christian Leaders contact me on this issue?    
Thereby,  furnishing me with more of their output that I might publicly explain the error of their output  -  that naturally opposes Yahweh! 
I am not trying to be  “hostile”  –  but rather initiate the required  personal audit  against what Yahweh Desires of each one of us personally,  so that 
together,  we might hasten The Millennium and thus terminate the present destructive reign of Satan  (Rom.8v22).    
Because we personally cannot usurp Satan himself from his throne of power over the planet  (even JCg is told by Yahweh to be patient  –  and likewise 
TCs are told to be patient)  -  then  the   only  practical method to overthrow Satan is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  which is to  bring forth  that  
“Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  number of 144000 TCs to be attained.  In this manner we personally  fulfil Yahweh’s Word  –  enabling Yahweh to  
righteously  according to His decree as given in John’s Revelation  (Rev.14v1-4)  that this event must occur  first  before He will move in and  “make 
JCg’s enemies as his footstool”  (Psm.110v1-2, Matt.22v44)! 
That is my  only  reason/{cause célèbre}  to work so hard,  and thus I am imploring for the committed people to carry out  self-assessment  to become 
TCs and thus together,  we hasten the end of the pain and suffering pandemic on this planet so that we  all  might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  together. 

Is this too much to ask,  or to be considered a crime whose punishment is “murder”? 
As would be deemed by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  as history shows throughout – both pre and post JC’s 1st Advent some 2000 years ago! 
Rom. 11v9 og Also  [King] David  (he) states/exclaims:  
Rom. 11v9 og [Prophecy, Psa.69v22 ]   (Let it) {Become to be}/occur/happen  the  {table (for business)}  {of them}   
Rom. 11v9 og into/unto  (the) fastened/trap/noose/snare,  also  into/unto  (the) {hunting animal}/entrapping/chasing,   
Rom. 11v9 og also  into/unto  (the) scandal/snare/offence/{stumbling block}/{occasion to fall},   
Rom. 11v9 og also  into/unto  (the) requital/recompense/repayment  {to them}. 

Old Testament reference located at Psm.69v22  
Rom. 11v9 = Also  (King)  David states:  

Let  their  business table   (hatching worldly schemes of a self-indulgent nature)   {become to be}  a  trap/snare,   
also  unto  the  {hunting animal}/entrapping/chasing,   also  unto  the  scandal/{stumbling block}/{occasion to all}, 
also  for  their  repayment. 

 

Also  (King)  David states: 
  Let their business table  (hatching worldly schemes of a self-indulgent nature)   become to be a  trap/snare, 
  also unto the  hunting/entrapping,  also unto the  scandal/{stumbling block}, 
  also for their  (Professional Leaders of Religion)  repayment. 
 

Ultimately  “The Repayment”  is made upon these  worldly  religious individuals  -  by Yahweh  not  accepting them to become part of God’s  intimate 
Family because they turned their back upon Him through preference of The World ( Ez.8v6-18 and 14v3-11).   The  “synapse construction mapping”  of 
these leaders is incorrectly built because their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  have only taken little parts of the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”  
and the remainder hankers after worldly methodology.  This is in direct contrast to  “The Ideal”  of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to precisely imitate JC 
ministry/lifestyle  freely/simply  (for no worldly return  –  hence our  worldly  “Leaders of Religion”  by definition cannot fulfil Yahweh Desire)! 

JC spoke to the Pharisees as being  “blind to the scriptures”  but having eyes  “wide open”  when it came to worldly issues  (John.9v40-41),  
and it is  no different today  with our  worldly Christian leaders as we are all able to witness in their  dealings  with  The World!   

The  mindset  for those individuals is  no  different throughout  all  the ages  –  any statistician will confirm this statement,  based upon any data set 
having common hereditary!    Which is precisely what JC said of them at Matt.23v27-32. 
Rom. 11v10 og [Prophecy, Psa.69v23 ]   (To be) obscured/darkened/dimmed [plural]  the  eyes/sight/vision  {of them}   
Rom. 11v10 og of the (person)  not  (to) behold/see/look/beware{take heed},   
Rom. 11v10 og also  the  back  {of them}  through (reason of)  all (persons)   (the) bending/bowing. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.69v23 
Rom. 11v10 = To be  obscured/darkened  their  eyes  of the  person  not  to  see/{take heed}   (personally choosing to reject The Truth),  

also  through reason of  all  people  bending/bowing  their  backs. 
(they are turning their backs upon Yahweh’s Word and bowing in unison unto worldly ‘gods’  -  for example Eze.8v16 noting full context). 

 

(Let)  The peoples’ eyes be darkened not to   (spiritually)   see/{take heed}   (to “The Word of God”  that must be personally inculcated) 
also through reason of all people bowing their backs   (against  “The Word of God”  operating correctly within their mind). 
 

This prophecy of King David given about 1000 years before JC’s 1st Advent in Psalm.69 was to ripple throughout The Ages within  “The Religious 
Community”.   This is precisely as The Prophets  (following after King David)  spoke in the various books of The Old Testament  (far too many to quote 
here,  but I give one at the end)  and as we witness throughout The Gospel Age. 
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There is  “No Change”.   
It does not require much  “brain power”  to realise  precisely the same occurs today,  but under the guise of  “Love”  without explaining what real  
“love”  means,  being left for the recipient to put their own definition and interpretation against  “love”! 

But sadly,  it is not  “agapao”  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire to  “spiritually edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  –  as did our exemplar,  JC. 
I advise the reader of the Prophet Ezekiel’s recorded statement made some 400 years after King David about the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
located at Eze.8v16,  given in the context of the whole chapter  -  speaking of people supposedly representing  “The Almighty God”!    

Please can any reader tell me  why  it should be any different today when precisely the  one/same  minded people take these positions within  
“Religious Establishments”  generation after generation,  -  all substantiated by my many hundreds of examples given elsewhere on 
FutureLife.Org? 

Rom. 11v11 og (I) state/exclaim  Therefore/Then:    
Rom. 11v11 og Not  (they) {to trip}/fall/offend/sin/stumble  that  (they may) alight/{gently fall down}/collapse?   
Rom. 11v11 og Not  (let it) {become to be}/occur/happen! 
Rom. 11v11 og But  to the [= in/with/by/on]  {of them}  (to the) sideslip/{unintentional error}/transgression/fault/offence   
Rom. 11v11 og the  rescue/delivery/salvation/health/safety  to the  nations/gentiles/peoples  into/unto  the   
Rom. 11v11 og (to) {stimulate alongside}/{excite to rivalry}/{provoke to jealousy}  them. 
Rom. 11v11 = Then I state:  

“Not they  trip/stumble  (so)  that  they may  {gently fall down}/collapse?”    (= Do they not stumbled and now be fallen?)  
(Thus implying: They are not to be saved?)   Not let it  {become to be}!    
But  to/in  their sideslip/{unintentional error}   (from Yahweh’s Requirements);   
(this enables possible eternal)   the  delivery/salvation  unto  the  Gentiles/nations/peoples   (outside  the 2 Epochs of “Israel”),   
provoking them   (The fleshly Jews/Christians of the 2 Epochs of “Israel”)   to jealousy. 

 

Then I state: 
  “Not they  trip/stumble  so that they gently fall down?”   (Therefore,  based upon The Prophetic Scriptures – do they fail salvation?) 
Not let it become to be!   (= Never let that thought cross our mind!) 
But in their  (“The Epoch of Israel”  with God’s Word)   sideslip   (away from Yahweh’s Requirements as stated by  “The Word of God”) 
(enables the door to be opened unto)  the  delivery/salvation  unto the Gentiles   (from 1st Epoch [Works]  to 2nd Epoch  “Israel” [Mind]) 
          (= Thus,  people outside to The Jews in  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  when moved unto  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  to  gather-in  The Gentiles,   
          and then people outside The Christian Nation in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  when moved to  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  to gather in The Non-Christians) 
provoking them   (= the fleshly  Jews/Christians  –  principally  “The Religious Leaders”  of both Epochs)   to jealousy   (as explained Rom.10v19). 
 

Paul is stating that all  “The Fleshly Minded People” of  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”  under their respective covenants are in for a serious shock! 
They are going to be  no  better off than the  nations/peoples  outside  the respective 2 Epochs of  “Israel”. 

Hence JC's comment about the inhabitants of Chorazin  (Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13)  -  please see my local commentaries. 
Thus under  “The 1st Covenant”,  The Jews had the possibility of Eternal Salvation but generally  (the prophets being the exception)  they threw it away,  
thus enabling Yahweh to open The Door to  guaranteed  eternal salvation to The Gentiles under  “The 2nd Covenant”. 
This  eternal  salvation is  only  guaranteed  to the prophets  (as  “The Remnant”  from out of The Jews under  “The 1st Covenant”)  and 144000 TCs  
elected/chosen  as  “The Remnant”  from The Christians under  “The 2nd Covenant”. 
This is specifically why  Paul is logically explaining the  “like for like”  direct equivalence between,  and through the two nations  (Jews and Christian 
in the two consecutive eras).  Clearly the Jews who miss out on this wonderful prize will be like those people of The Christian Nation particularly  “The 
Worldly Religious Leaders”  (of both eras  –  but  not  charlatan Christian leaders,  they shall be annihilated)  stating  (Matt.7v21-23)   

“Did we not do these things in Your Name”;  and JCg will state  (on Yahweh’s behalf)  “Get away from me you workers of lawlessness!” 
Hence the dawn of realisation at the start (= at resurrection)  in the 2nd part of their physical life when these specific individuals recognise 
they have been rejected from the wonderful position of Sonship  (Matt.8v12, 13v42, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30, Luke,13v28). 

Therefore,  capturing the first part of the verse and explaining it.   
Paul is explaining,  those people who did slip away from Yahweh’s Word will not be automatically  destroyed/lost/perished/annihilated,  but because of 
JC’s Ransom Sacrifice and the future Millennium will allow  all  these people their 2nd and  final opportunity  to be saved  (though  not  guaranteed)  
during the 2nd part of their physical life  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  in perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  (to then reform the mind).  This perfected 
fleshly body  (as was Adam/Eve’s)  will always be subject to possible corruption,  if the mind  (= spirit/personality/desire/traits)  lusts for the 1st part of 
their  physical/spiritual life  at any time  in the future  after  The Millennium,  albeit 10 years or 100000000000000000000000000000000000 years later! 
(Noting the Universe is “only” 14000000000 years old!) 
Yahweh’s Decree on sin shall  never  be repealed that effectively stated  (Gen.2v17)    

“In the Day you sin you shall surely  (begin to)  die  (eternally = annihilation)”. 
Why? 

Because Yahweh desires  “stability and righteousness”  to operate within His Universe  without  the things we witness today on this  pariah  planet!   
This requires of its subjects  a purification of The Mind  based upon  “The Word of God”  over our required 2 part life  (both spiritual and physical). 
Rom. 11v12 og if  And  the  {side slipping}/lapses/{unintentional errors}/trespasses/offences/deviation  {of them}   
Rom. 11v12 og (the) wealth/possessions/abundance/riches  (of the) World/Adornment/Decoration [= all life on this planet],   
Rom. 11v12 og also  the  deterioration/failure/diminishing/fault/loss  {of them}  
Rom. 11v12 og (the) wealth/possessions/abundance/riches  (of the) nations/gentiles/peoples,   
Rom. 11v12 og {how much}/{what amount}/{how great}  (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better     
Rom. 11v12 og the  {item filled/brimming}/{container fullness}  {of them}? 
Rom. 11v12 = And  if   (in)   their  {side slipping}/{unintentional error}   (Jews from fulfilling God's Word in  “The 1st Covenant”)   

(becomes)  the  wealth/riches  of  The World   (being us,  of  “The 2nd Covenant”  –  inasmuch JC became of a new line – Heb.7v12-22), 
also  their  failure/loss   (the Jews rejecting God’s Word,  culminating in not imitating JC in their last generation  “with God’s Word”)   
(becomes)  the  wealth/riches  of the  Gentiles/nations/peoples   (of the world),   
{how much}  {more than}  their  {item filled}/fullness  (of The Gospel  riches having been spread amongst more people to their benefit)! 

 

And if   (in)   their side slipping   (Jews  not  fulfilling The Law  [= God’s Word]  culminating in their rejection of JC as  “The Word of God”) 
(becomes)   the wealth  (= advantage)   of The World   (to The Gentiles having access to  “The Word of God”  when being a  “Christian”) 
Also their  (Jews’)  failure   (in not  collectively  responding positively to  “The Word of God” part 1  [and rejecting JC as God’s Word part 2]) 
(becomes)   the wealth  (= advantage)   of The Gentiles   (of The World), 
how much more than their fullness   (being  The Advantage  for every person to gain  “The Word of God”  to their possible ultimate salvation)? 

          (Where,  “advantage”  means,  opened up  “The Knowledge”  of  “How to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire [to become a Son of God]”  unto The Gentiles) 
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Thus  “Sonship to Abraham”  (= Sonship to Yahweh)  has been extended  outside  The Old Israelite Nation  (of  “The 1st Covenant”)  into the Gentiles  
(now operating under  “The 2nd Covenant”)  so that sons may be grafted into The Vine  (John.15v1-8,  and Paul speaks later of this analogy within this 
chapter)  as JC also taught us in his parables  “by adoption”  and the benefits of this consequently flow throughout The World. 

As JC said   “He only came to the Jews”  (so that they could not complain later  –  “they were not given a chance”)!   (Matt.15v24). 
But please see my local commentaries  –  there is much in this recorded incident. 
Likewise,  Paul repeats  “To the Jew first and then the Gentile”  (Rom.1v16, 2v9-10)  for precisely the same reason,  moreover,  Yahweh had 
to start somewhere  –  which was through The Lineage of Abraham  –  for all the  (many prophetic)  reasons I give elsewhere. 

Then later;  “The Adoption”  of The Gentiles being the transferral change that occurred at Cornelius’ baptism where Peter was instructed to then 
opened  “the door of adoption”  unto The Gentiles of  “Sonship”  (Acts.10v1-31).  Paul speaks of this at Rom.8v14-15 and onwards through that chapter 
what it means  “aiming to become a TC”  and thus become part of the adoption process into Yahweh’s family.  But note in Rom.11v18,  we can equally 
be  “cut out”,  -  a concept that is utterly alien to the  most errant teaching  of  worldly Christian theologians who state,  “once having the HS we cannot 
lose it”  (ignoring totally what occurred to Balaam and Judas)! 
Therefore,  we understand from this verse that by extension  –  “humans being humans”  all lay within the Gaussian Distribution curve,  then what the 
Jews did,  is now mirrored by The Christian Nation whose members are equally stumbling over JC and thus generally  (as did the Jews generally)  have 
missed out upon future  “Sonship”.  It is only those very specific people who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  “to the Jews first and then the 
Gentiles”  –  but only a few people,  being  “The Remnant become adopted”  to Yahweh.  Adoption is always a  Two-party  decision  –  never one party! 
Worryingly,  our  worldly Christian leaders for worldly returns  self-indulgently  preach it only need be a  one-party  decision without any due attention 
being given to Heb.12v8  –  and ignoring the subjunctive terms in The Bible of  “perhaps/may/suppose”  used in  “The Adoption Process”  for  
“Sonship”  to Yahweh! 

Now to reaffirm precisely what the last five verses mean to us  –  because they were  specifically written  for us - 
Rom. 11v7-12          Although I have written  “Jews”  above,  it typifies also the  worldly Christian nation now of The Gospel Age,  specifically at its 
closure  (certainly occurring before 2067 CE  [next Jewish Jubilee Year]  Balfor Agreement [1917], Jerusalem retaken [1967], Jerusalem announced as 
the capital [2017] by The World’s Major Power [before its decline, following the UK’s earlier],  The New Jerusalem installed by Yahweh [2067] Amen). 
Though all  “Christians”  have the opportunity of obtaining  “The Full Knowledge”  appropriate to The Age  (exactly as did the Jews),  they equally  (as 
a whole)  turned their back upon it  by not running with it  –  counter to Paul’s personal race  (1Cor.9v24-26, noting the important caveat at 2Tim2v5,  
where Yahweh is assessing  “The Motivation of The Mind”  behind  everything we do)!   Quite simply,  they are  not  putting in the required  
“{occupational works}”  in a  “{habitual manner}”  freely/simply  to be precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become like a True Apostle for 
Yahweh’s Word.  They turn their back upon what this process  really means,  because with an  animalistic/carnal  mind  driven for  “The Immediacy”  
we generally go after the  “gods of this world”  being all manner of things that consume our time away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.  These  gods’  
might be the  internet/cyberspace/money/prestige/power/position/entertainment/immorality/holidays/{mobile phone}/etc.  Thus,  these individual people 
are repaid by  “The rejection of being accepted as part of God’s immediate Family”  of direct Sonship,  because they have chosen to become like a 
harlot running after many gods (1Cor.6v16),  rather than be dedicated to their future husband JCg.  It is Yahweh Who makes the decision concerning 
who is  (elected from out of The Christian Nation)  to be part of His Family at the end of the 1st part of our physical life depending upon the effort and 
dedication we have put in towards His Son JCg,  those people who have been passive will be rejected  (see Rev. chapters 2-3). 
But as we read here,  those people who are passive are  not  to be destroyed,  but they will be taught  “Righteousness”  later from the riches  (sourced by 
the Priesthood)  being the 144000 TCs  (and The Prophets of  “The 1st Covenant”)  who personally  did  put in the effort during the 1st part of their 
physical life and then  “as faithful stewards”  over  “JCg’s estate”  to be  “The Heirs”  of  “The Inheritance”  are  “given responsibility over greater 
things”  (Luke.19v16-19). 
I have  not  invented any of this knowledge  –  it is precisely as  we are repeatedly told  in The Bible  –  word for word  –  but  worldly  delinquent  
Christian Leaders preach  none  of  “This Good News”  of  “1st Century Christianity”,  which  is   “The Core Gospel”!   They shall have so much to 
answer in The Millennium  (if they are resurrected  –  only if Yahweh has not accessed the individual to be a  charlatan Christian leader). 
 
60th Comment – TCs are appointed to teach the heathen  (atheists,  agnostics and those people of worldly religions). 
TCs are  “appointed  by Yahweh  to tell”  in service to The World  –  for which we feel honoured to be in that position! 
108th Reasoning – If I provoke  worldly Christian leaders to anger during the 1st part of my physical life  (while purifying 
the 2nd part of my spiritual life),  then it is worthwhile if I can bring some members of their congregations to become TCs 
in their own right  –  to hasten the onset of The Millennium  (by fulfilling the 144000 trigger threshold even faster)! 
109th Reasoning – We should surely reason upon this question:  -  Is it not correct to cast off old, defunct  worldly 
Christian Doctrine that leads to  “Death”,  and readjust The World to  “Life”  - ready for The Millennium? 
88th Instruction – While obviously JC physically brings  “Life”  out of  “Death”  through what he did at a physical level,  
it is  “The Word of God”  (being the ministry at the spiritual level)  bringing physical everlasting life that can  only  occur 
if we  personally reform our mind from worldly methodology to Yahweh's Methodology. 
110th Reasoning – We should understand  “The Word of God”  only  taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  (as sourced by 
Yahweh through JC)  brings  “spiritual Life”  unto the presently  “spiritually Dead”  World comprising of both  
“Religious and non-Religious People” in a present comatose state  (suppressed by Satan’s methodology). 
Rom. 11v13 og {to yourselves}  for  (I) state/exclaim  to the  nations/gentiles/peoples.   
Rom. 11v13 og over/upon  {as much/great/many} (persons)  truly/indeed  am/exist  (emphatic) I/me   
Rom. 11v13 og (of the) nations/gentiles/peoples  (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell},  
Rom. 11v13 og the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  {of me}/mine/my   
Rom. 11v13 og (I) {render glory/honour}/{highly esteem}/magnify.  
Rom. 11v13 = For  I  state  {to yourselves}  the  Gentile/nations. 

Truly/Indeed  concerning  many  people,    
emphatic I (Paul)   am  the  apostle/{appointed to tell}  (by Yahweh,  and  not  by leaders of “Religion”)   of the  Gentiles/nations/peoples,  
I  {render glory/honour}/magnify   (Yahweh and JCg as  “The Word of God”  within people’s minds  in)   my  attendance/ministry. 

 

For I (Paul)  state to yourselves,  the Gentiles. 
Truly concerning many people   (of all The World), 
emphatic I (Paul)  am the  apostle/{appointed to tell}  of the Gentiles, 
I (Paul)  render  glory/honour   (to Yahweh in my  deportment and speech  by faithfully representing Yahweh through JC in)   my ministry. 
 

Paul  agapao/{edifying loves}  JC and gives  all his time  to promote Yahweh’s  “Good News”  message of The Millennium,  being the culmination of  
“The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (see glossary)  where JCg as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.9v13-16,  [part 2])  becomes  The Lord/Master  of all 
harkening people. 
Thus,  Paul is stating   
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“It is a great honour for me to act with fidelity in the service of The Lord to edify my neighbour.” 
This service is to make Yahweh and his Word (JC)  honourable/glorified  in the minds of  sane/reasoning  people  (generally  “the atheists”  
of The World,  because sadly,  people of “Religion”  are utterly duped by their leaders’  unreasoned,  nonsense exegesis for the Salvation of 
Mankind).  Paul receives  nothing  from his recipients  (2Thes.3v6-12,  hence Acts.18v3 by not Luke.16v3). 

This is  not  what we witness today given by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion” –  who by contrast    
“I relish in the glory that The Word of God can bring me”  by tithing  “my minions”  in their servitude to  “me”  (Matt.24v23-26, etc.).  

Which is - 
Being the guiding policy  {seat of motivation}   amongst the charlatan worldly Christian Leaders basking in their own glory and giving titbits 
as would a drug pusher give to his addicts  “desiring a high”!   Where these charlatans  (supposedly)  have Yahweh  “dangling like a puppet 
on a string”  when  “demanding apparent miracles off Yahweh”  –  ignoring what JC stated at Matt.4v7, etc.   

Where is “Their Deference”? 
By contrast,  JC was driven by compassion to heal,  and when the healing was done,  the instruction was   “tell no person”  (Matt.8v4)  because JC only 
wanted people to come to him for  “The Word of God”    to change The Mind  -  and  “not miracles”  to patronise the body  that will ultimately be 
destroyed  (see also John.2v23-24).   
Note what JC stated at Mark.1v38,  his goal was to yield  “The Mind of Reason”,  not  “The body to for public acclaim”! 

The Crux being    Is it  “for the recipient to the glory of God”,  or to  “glorify the leader in the mind of the recipient”? 
JC taught to reform The Mind,  by contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders preach to glorify themselves  –  so their mind need not reform (2Tim.3v5). 

Yahweh will recompense these individual leaders  –  in the manner He deems fit! 
Rom. 11v14 og If  {in what manner}/how  (I may/should) {stimulate alongside}/{excite to rivalry}/{provoke to jealousy}   
Rom. 11v14 og {of me}/mine/my  the  flesh/{carnal mind},   
Rom. 11v14 og also  (I may/should) deliver/{to save}/protect/heal/{make whole}/preserve  {some/any/certain person} 
Rom. 11v14 og {from/out of}  {of them}. 
Rom. 11v14 = If   (some)  how  I  may/should  {stimulate alongside}  my  {carnal mind}   (during the 1st part of my life), 

also  I  may/should  deliver/save/protect  {some/certain  person}  {from out of}  of them   (being those people of The New Covenant). 
 

If  (some)  how I may stimulate alongside my animalistic mind   (to use any possible means to make connection with worldly minded people) 
Also I may  deliver/save  some person from out of them   (The Gentiles from out of The New Covenant operating through The 2nd Epoch Israel) 
 

Paul is contemplating how he can use some worldly reasoning to grasp the attention of the new Christians,  so that he can draw them back,  for them to 
be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire based upon  “The Word of God”  (both parts 1 and 2). 
He is perhaps also thinking of the Jews who had been his former friends –  created at the foremost rabbinical school of Gamaliel located in Jerusalem 
(Acts.22v3).  He is contemplating,  how he might bring them unto  “The Disclosing Truth”  by reconnecting the links within his Hebrew knowledge to 
show how Yahweh’s Master Plan was to operate through the  new  “Epoch of Israel”  (of  [1st Century]  Christianity). 
Rom. 11v15 og if  For  the  rejection/{casting off}/loss  {of them} 
Rom. 11v15 og (the) exchange/adjustment/alteration/restoration/reconciliation  (of the) World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,  
Rom. 11v15 og who/what/which/wherefore  the  admission/reception,   
Rom. 11v15 og if  not [= except]   (the) life/existence  {from/out of}  (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers?  
Plural “Dead” –  thus more than one person are dead Firstfruits  (Rev.14v3-4)  TCs rise together  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55)  being supremely 
blessed at  “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6).  With this being true,  then how can it be true what worldly Christian leaders falsely preach to us by 
implication that  
      The First Fruits  (by definition of “first”)  follow together  after  the individual resurrections of the  non-Firstfruits?  
      So how can  non-firstfruits  be  awaken separately  (to regain consciousness)  immediately at death as proposed by faulty worldly Christian doctrine?   
Thus we realise the present worldly Christian doctrine is bereft of scriptural support  –  which is precisely why translators change the original Greek text 
at key places in their English translations to make the resultant fit  errant  Christian doctrine  –  rather than changing The Doctrine to suit The Original 
Text!   How so very bizarre and very  unprofessional  -  but   “he who pays the piper – calls the tune”! 

Because my translation is  freely given  –  my motivation is pure and  only  for the one Master  (Matt.6v24)  sourcing this  “Knowledge”! 
My lust is for  accuracy and precision  –  and I freely give  “The Resultant”  of my  {occupational efforts}  to any person interested! 

Rom. 11v15 = For  if  their  rejection/{cast off}   (being the rejection of The Jews in  “The 1st Covenant”)   
(becomes)  the  exchange/adjustment/reconciliation  of the  World   (to achieve God’s Standards – ideally of  “Sonship”), 
Wherefore   (shall be)   the  admission/reception   (of the World), 
If  not  life/existence  {from out of}  the  {dead people}/corpses? 

 

For if their  (Jews of 1st Epoch Israel)   rejection   (of God’s Requirement)   (Note   The roll-over from Christian Nation to  “The Resurrected World”) 
(becomes)   the exchange of the World   (inasmuch The Christians now have the opportunity for guaranteed everlasting life as  “Sons of God”) 
               (Note   The exchange of The Roll-over from  “The Christian Nation  2nd Epoch Israel”  to  “The Resurrected World of the  3rd Epoch Israel”) 
Wherefore  (shall be)  the admission   (of the World),    (= “The Opportunity”  becomes opened for  the next epoch  of  “Israel”) 
except  life/existence  from out of the  dead people?    (= Being  “The Option”  now made available). 
 

The reconciliation obviously started with JC’s undeserved gift of  “The Ransom Sacrifice”,  but it finishes with  each and every one of us in  personally 
accepting  “JCg’s Law”  AND  “The Law of Moses”  both working in  mind/heart/works.  For this to be  “universally righteous”,  then it must occur 
throughout The Millennium teaching period with Satan removed away from the scene  (Rev.20v1-3)  for  all  humans to learn  “Righteousness”  within a 
perfected environment conducive to this imbuing and inculcating of Knowledge.  It will be very painful for some people  (being those individuals having 
privileged positions over other people now),  but beautiful for the other people  (the gratuitously oppressed of the World).   
Most importantly,    

All  humans resurrected into a  perfected  DNA fleshly body  (given in trust)  will be given equal status to reform their  mind/heart/works  
before the final sifting at the end of The Millennium period  (being a  Judgement/”Krisis”  [Crisis]  Day of 1000 years of  
reform/reconciliation) -  carried out by  JCg   (and 144000 TCs,  John.5v23-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3)  but  NOT  by Yahweh. 
Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, Rev.20v12-15, etc.,  because Yahweh only judges for  His  144000 Sons  during The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v23). 

This is how The World becomes reconciled to Yahweh through  “The Real Faith”  taught correctly by trustworthy stewards  (who themselves are  not  
worldly Christian leaders,  Luke.20v16;  or leaders of any other worldly religion)  –   

Why?   Because any other scenario is  unrighteous  and thus  alien  (= unholy)  to Yahweh! 
That is obviously speaking at the physical level,  but to gain  everlasting  life  (rather than “just”  “a resurrection”)  then we must reform ourselves  
away from  being presently  “spiritually dead  (presently to Yahweh’s requirements)”  that occurs by following worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to 
our neighbour’s hurt).   
However,  we must actively make ourselves  become  “spiritually dead  (to worldly methodology)  and thus become alive  unto  “Life” (= everlasting 
life)  that Yahweh's Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  brings to us as individuals which flows out into society unto its edification  –  
mutually for  all  members.  This is what JC meant at Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25, etc. 
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“The Early Adopters”  (being The Prophets and TCs of their respective epochs of  “Israel”)  do this  transformation/transfiguration  of Their Mind  
(Luke.17v21)  within the 1st part of their physical life  (operating upon  “The Vista of The Millennium”),  while the absolutely vast majority of humans  
(some 99.99+%)  by varying degrees,  require The Millennium to entirely reform their mind in the 2nd part of their physical life.  This  “reform of their 
mind”  is to ideally purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  (comprising of both parts 1 and 2 [= “1st Century Christianity”]) 
helped within a conducive environment of The Millennium. 

This whole procedure  (“The Acceptable year of The Lord”, Luke.4v16-19)  underwrites  Yahweh’s “Righteousness”  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9). 
Furthermore,  this procedure makes Yahweh  “holy/pure/innocent/blameless”  from any accusation of  “being unrighteous”  to any human. 

Does the reader understand this – without the religious waffle and sycophancy given to us by leaders of Christendom? 
 
61st Comment – For if JC  the first  (barley) of the  “Firstfruits”  is blameless/holy,  and because JCg is the rootstock then 
the TCs (as branches)  are equally  blameless/holy  growing in  number/size  as they thrive off this root-stock. 
Allegory – repeat - Firstfruits = The 144000 TCs (Rev.14v3-4) who are resurrected in The 1st Resurrection (Rev.20v6). 
These are the equivalent to The Wheat as The Firstfruit from The Main Harvest,  while JC was The First-Fruit Barley. 
(All precisely as Lev.23v5-15 tells us by prophecy of what is to occur for Human Salvation waved at The Temple) 
64th Allegory – lump = Solids + water  (represents the  [1] TCs connected together by  [2] The Knowledge”). 
65th Allegory – root = The support structure upon which the plant can grow = JC as  “The Word of God”. 
66th Allegory – fatness = The nourishment that God’s Word yields to the supported branches (TCs). 
67th Allegory – branches = The interface (= the TCs)  between The Root (= JC) and The Fruitage (prospective Christians) 
68th Allegory – cut off = Physically cut away from JC as  “The Word of God”  (= not fulfilling Yahweh's Desire). 
69th Allegory – grafted in = Accepted as being a True Representative of  “The Word of God”  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 
70th Allegory – wild = Not originally being part of  The Heritage/Family/Lineage  that comes with  “The Word of God”. 
(Originally this meant “Gentiles” based on 1st Epoch Israel,  now it means “Non-Christians” based on 2nd Epoch Israel.) 
64th Warning – Some Christians  (as worldly leaders)  are cut off by Yahweh,  because they are rejecting the HS and thus 
whither into The World of self-indulgence  (these are the  1 talent/minas  stewards in JC’s parables, Matt.25v20-24, etc.). 
75th Good News – Other people come in and rapidly climb through The Brethren to become TCs and are thus grafted in to 
become major branches  (perhaps 5 talent stewards)  with much HS flowing through them. 
65th Warning – All Christians must beware and realise that they are not to become self-indulgent and self-glory over other 
Christians (TCs) who are being humble and lowly,  else they are not of JCg’s rootstock and make of themselves another! 
(We see this operating much in  “the performance”  of many  iniquitous  charismatic leaders  –  there is  no  humility as 
witnessed when “shouting”  down their microphones “euphoric nothings” over the heads of their adoring crowds –  JC or 
Paul as our exemplars  never  behaved like this!   Thus, we ask:  Who truly represents Yahweh – when both are different?) 
111th Reasoning – Worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders spin  “The Word of God”  onto new root stocks  –  
being themselves,  so they might personally gain out of their  deluded/defrauded  devotees  –  because these leaders have 
not reformed their mind upon  “The Word of God”  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’ is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father,  ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
66th Warning – If Yahweh does not spare those people with extensive knowledge,  then He will equally reject us who have 
come in without the extensive knowledge that some people have  (but sadly abuse it for personal self-indulgence). 
89th Instruction – Continuous self-improvement is required  (by building our life on God’s Word).  Furthermore,  we 
exhibit our self-improvement by investing our growth in other people to follow our example,  then Yahweh considers we 
have met His requirement to yield the next generation of TCs.  
67th Warning – Our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  only enable people to grow upon  “The Word of Man”  away 
from  fulfilling Yahweh’s Requirement/Desire.  He thus cuts them  out/away  from a leadership position in The Millennium. 
Rom. 11v16 og if  And  the  first-fruit/{early harvest}/{beginning sacrifice}  (the) blameless/{holy person}/[JC],   
Rom. 11v16 og also  the  {water mixed with solids}/swelling/{mass of dough}/lump  [= all 144000 TCs],   
Rom. 11v16 og also  if  the  root  (the) blameless/{holy person}/[JC],  also  the  twigs/boughs/branches  [= 144000 TCs]. 
Rom. 11v16 = And  if  The Firstfruit   (singular = JC to become JCg)   the  blameless/{holy person}   (separate from worldly  sin/fault),   

also  the  lump   (144000 TCs to become “The Body of JC”  following as  “The Firstfruits”  –  plural,  Rev.14v1-4);   
also  if  the  root   (JCg as the vine foot-stock,  John.15v1)   is  the  blameless/{holy person},   
(then)   also  the  branches   (TCs as determined by The Father, Yahweh  [and  not  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”],  John.15v2-5). 

 

And if  The Firstfruit   (JC to become JCg as  The Barley  offering presented immediately after The Great Sabbath day) 
(he is)   the  blameless/holy  person   (having demonstrably proven perfect against  “The Law of Moses”) 
also the lump   (the  attached Firstfruits  as  The Wheat  starting 50 days later at Acts.2v1+ of The Gospel Age,  “Ingathering” to be the 144000 TCs)  
also if the root   (JCg as The Vine Stock – John.15v1)   
is  blameless/holy  person   (as the  base/building  block) 
(then)  also  the branches   (the 144000 TCs as only determined by Yahweh, John.15v2,  –  see Matt.7v16-20 of similar analogy). 
 

Notice that the correct understanding of the Greek word  “Lump”  is actually  “solids mixed with water”.   
This is likened to the individual particles  (= individual TCs)  held together with  “The Water of Knowledge”  (sourced from Yahweh  –  see glossary)  
swelling  (in numbers of individual TCs)  during The Gospel Age  (as the increasingly sized  mountain,  Dan.2v35,45). 
Paul is teaching us, 

JCg is  “The First Fruit”  (Barley)  likened to  “The Vine Stock” (see John.15v1)  who has branches  living/feeding  off him  (= “The Word of 
God”)  who then become the following Firstfruits  (as the Wheat waved 50 days in the temple by The High Priest [JCg] later,  Lev.23v5-25). 
This procedure occurred to represent  “The Ingathering” of The Harvest to follow.  
JCg as  “The Word of God”  is  “The Head  (= Lord/Master)  of his body”,  “The Vine Root Stock” (JCg)  of its branches (TCs)  actively 
feeding off  “The Word of God”.   
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Thus it becomes obvious that if we personally do  not  know/understand  “The Word of God”  in its entirety  (then contrary to what our  worldly 
Christian leaders  naturally and errantly  preach to us)  then we  cannot  be  “the branches”  of  “The Wine Root-Stock”.   
Furthermore,  if we do not grow to be precisely of the  one/same  genetic material as  “The Vine Root-Stock”  (then contrary to what our  worldly 
Christian leaders  naturally and errantly  preach to us)  we  cannot  be branches of  “The Wine Root-Stock”.    
This is  precisely why  charlatan Christian leaders are also  not  of  “The Vine Root-Stock”  (John.15v6)  and thus become  (apparently millions’ of)  
“bastard children”  of God  -  all as Paul taught us at Heb.12v8. 
Furthermore,  if we become the branches of the  charlatan Christian leaders root stock then we likewise become bastard children – rejected by Yahweh! 

This is really  “Serious stuff”! 
It affects our very future,  being our “very  long-term future”  that extends far beyond our present 1st part of our physical life  (Matt.7v12-14)! 

Consequently,  we realise that,  
Because JC becomes  The  First/Chief/Only Begotten Son  (= First/Chief/Only First-Fruit)  at present  –  where,  at his 1st 2nd C  (=  1st part of 
JCg’s 2nd Coming = “The 1st Resurrection”)  occurs just  prior to  The Millennium,  then he shall be  (the  “coming”  part of  “parousia”)  to 
physically collect his  body/branches/{First fruits}  in  “The 1st Harvest”,  before  “The 2nd and Main Harvest”.  
These people are  “The Early Adopters”  (of Yahweh’s Methodology as operated through JC as “The Word of God” to yield the HS  within 
hearkening individuals having gained  “Real faith”  through the required 3 stage process). 

While by contrast,  
“The 2nd (and Main) Harvest”  occurs at  the end  of The Millennium  after  “The Main Resurrection” (that itself,  occurs at  the beginning  of 
The Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-19, 20v12-15, etc.).    
These people are  “The Late Adopters”  (of Yahweh’s Methodology as operated through JCg and the 144000 TCs as “The Word of God” to 
yield the HS  within hearkening individuals having gained  “Real faith”  through the required 3 stage process). 

This  is  “The Disclosing Truth”  and we  must  thoroughly  “remove out of our mind”  what our  errant Christian leaders tell us! 
Note   It is essential for the reader to read my 17,000+ word commentary to Rev.20v5 that explains  why  the first sentence is a  “copyist addition”. 
Therefore we realise,  all humans shall have  “the righteous opportunity”  to grow in  “The Sunlight”  accurately  given by  “The Word of God”  (and 
his assistants = 144000 TCs)  all as Matt.13v23-30 precisely tells us  (please see my local commentary).  This becomes  “The Acceptable Year of The 
Lord”  as taught by JC at Luke.4v16-19,   being  “Acceptable”  because it is  “Righteous”  to  “The Righteous God”  “Yahweh”,  and  “Year” that 
comprises of four seasons as now explained - 

“Winter”  without The Word of God within us,   
“Spring”  where we are sown The Word of God within us  (during our 2 part life),   
“Summer”  is where The Word grows within us to produce The New Creation built upon The Word of God  (= we imitate JC’s deportment),  
“Autumn”  is The Harvest,  inasmuch have we fully developed to precisely imitate JC,  if not over our 2 part life,  then we are annihilated.   

It is a simple as that  –  being precisely  what The Bible  tells us.    
And guess what?    

It is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  –  because at 2015 CE they understand  none  of this righteousness!   
Else if they know and remain silent,  then they  stand condemned  by  not  explaining the key tenants of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC. 
Rom. 11v17 og if  And  {some/any/certain thing/person}  of the  twigs/boughs/branches  
Rom. 11v17 og (they were ) exscind/cut/{broken off}/disconnected,   
Rom. 11v17 og you  And  (the) {wild olive tree/branch}  this/being/having  (you were) {pricked in}/ingraft/{grafted in}   
Rom. 11v17 og in  {to [= within] them},   also  (the) participant/companion/partaker  of the  root  [of the olive tree] 
Rom. 11v17 og also  of the  repletion/plumpness/{fattening up}/richness  of the  {olive tree}  
Rom. 11v17 og (you) {became to be}/occurred/happened [middle voice]. 
Rom. 11v17 = And  if  some  of the  boughs  were  {cut/broken off}   (Jews not wishing to be part of The Real Faith of The Word of God),   

and  you  (Gentile Christians are)   the wild olive   (not knowing of Yahweh through  “The Law of Moses”  under  “The 1st Covenant”)   
you were  {grafted in}  within  them   (those Jews of  “The Real Faith” – noting:  “To the Jew 1st and then the Gentile 2nd”),   
also  the  companion/partaker   (therefore, being part)   of the  root   (a brother of JC – Matt.12v48-50).   
also  you   personally   {become to be}  of the  repletion/fatness   (meaning, “being fed”)   of the  {olive tree}.  

 

And if some of the boughs were cut off   (Jews being taken out from The Covenant that Yahweh has with “Israel” = its  “Remnant” for The Epoch) 
and you   (Gentile Christians)   
the wild olive   (not being part of  “The 1st Covenant”  –  thus  not  originally being part of  “The Heirs of The Promise”  by  “Birthright”) 
you were grafted in   (by being brought into  “The 2nd Covenant”)   
within them   (to be part of  “The Original Promise”  to be  “Heirs over The Resurrected World”  by adoption into  “The Birthright”) 
also the companion   (and thus to be part of  “The Original Promise”  as  “co-heirs”,  Rom.8v17, 23)   
of The Root   (as a brother to rule alongside JCg  [Matt.12v48-50]  over  “The Resurrected World”) 
also you personally become to be of the fatness   (by becoming spiritually fed upon God's Word  [= JCg, Rev.19v13]  based upon The Tanakh)   
of the olive tree   (JCg as  “The Crux of Yahweh's Promise”,  when he  righteously answered  God’s Word part 1 as contained in The Tanakh) 
 

Paul is stating that it  is  possible for the Gentile  (no restriction in what type of Gentile)  to become a  “son of Abraham”’  (to quote JC). 
Therefore,  “a Son of God”  provided  (as we are told later)  they repent  (meaning, “never to repeat”)  from their former ways and  start/continue  to 
precisely imitate JC’s ministry and his lifestyle which is based entirely upon  “The Word of God”,  practised with Fidelity  (= driven by agapao to yield  
agape/charity  freely/simply). 
Thus in conclusion to this verse,  all members elected by Yahweh will be working together accurately,  and in  “The Real Faith”  (it is very disappointing 
that I need to specify that now)  to promote  “The Growth  of JC’s body”  (1Cor.12v12-22)  throughout The Gospel Age.  This ideal goal is to achieve the 
144000 “Sons of God”  thereby fulfilling prophesy  (Rev.14v1-4)  that is required to trigger the next stage of Yahweh’s most marvellous and righteous 
plan of Human Salvation. 
An aside   Occasionally I feel a need to repeat “Sons” is just terminology,  they are neuters and thus include former women (as well as men). 
These  “Sons of God”  (Rev.19v4-9)  are publicised at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  and then they receive 3.5 years  “off the planet training”  (while the 
World in parallel sinks into the singularity of chaos)  and then  “they Return”  with JCg  (Rev.19v16-21)  to remove  absolutely  all  worldly power that 
operates according to worldly methodology.  This shall also be at the same time of Satan’s removal Rev.20v1-3 and then The Millennium proper will 
commence  (Dan.12v11-12,  Rev20v4+, 21v1-4),   where The Heirs will administer  “The Inheritance”  (= “The Resurrected World”). 
That is  “1st Century Christianity”  never  taught by   “You know who”  -  because  they do  not  want to believe it  –  else it will hurt their present 
authority  (to control people)  and worldly return  (that their present worldly leadership brings,   John.11v47-53)! 

Christian Leaders do  not  want The Millennium,  which is  why  they preach  nothing  about it  (nor how to make it personally occur)! 
Rom. 11v18 og Not  (you) {exult against}/{boast over}/{self-glorification} [middle voice]  of the  twigs/boughs/branches;   
Rom. 11v18 og if  and  (you) {exulted against}/{boasted over}/{self-glorified} [middle voice]  not  you  the  root   
Rom. 11v18 og (you) {take up}/bears/lifts/endure/sustain,  but  the  root  thee/thy/thou/you   [note  see two options below]. 
Rom. 11v18 og = Not  you  (Gentiles)   personally  {boast over}/{self-glory}   the   (original)  boughs/branches   (the rejected Jews).   
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And  if  you  (Gentiles)   personally  {boast over}/{self-glory};   
(then)  not  the root  (= JCg as The Word of God)   sustains you   (“sustains” = The Word of God grows as JC's presence/parousia within us), 
 (option 1) 
but you   (become)   the root  (of another tree)     (by growing upon worldly methodology = adding to one of the 37000+ Christian schisms). 
 (option 2) 
but you   (remember)   the root  (JCg sustains you)     (and you can be cut off,  for you to then wither away – John.15v6). 

 

Not you  (Gentile Christians)   personally boast over the  (original)  boughs   (being the rejected Jews,  “The 1st Covenant”  has been replaced). 
And if you  (Gentile Christians)   personally boast over   (generally.  in that fashion over The Jews); 
(then)   not the root  (JCg as “The Word of God”)   sustains you   (therefore, we are  not  growing our new  self/creature  upon “The Word of God”) 
               (Inasmuch,  we are to invite The Jews into  understanding why  they need to imbue “1st Century Christianity”,  else we have the wrong mind) 
 Option 1 
But you  (become)  the root  (of another tree)   (growing upon worldly methodology and become one of the some 37,000+ worldly Christian schisms) 
 Option 2 
But you  (remember)  the root  (JCg sustains you)   (and if we are cut off,  then we die without The Word of God operating within us,  to imitate JC) 
 

I prefer the first interpretation of the two possible interpretations,  perhaps to provoke a full consideration  (even though  both  are  equally  valid). 
The reason why I prefer the first interpretation is because it is stronger  –  so that it becomes  a warning  to the  self-indulgences  that we witness globally 
today being the many schisms of  worldly Christianity springing up to support the leaders becoming of a  new schism of worldly wild olive stock)   
This faulty route would take us away from what Yahweh Desires for us in humility to take  “The Last/Least”  position in The World and redirect 
everything we do to Yahweh through JC  (not  in feigned humility as do the leaders of some 37,000+ schisms of  worldly Christianity  –  and hence 
rejected by Yahweh for future  “Sonship”). 
Thus we must not become grafted to a new  wild  olive stock  (1700+ years of Christendom)  –  “we must get out of her”  Rev.18v4 at  the close  of The 
Gospel Age,  else we shall be brought down with her  (being that of  false “Religion”)  when Yahweh uses The Secular World to cut her down just prior 
to The Millennium Start.   
This is precisely how He used The Romans to cut down  “The 1st Epoch Israel” (Jews)  at 70 CE,  and likewise,  he shall use The Secular World to cut 
down  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (Christians)  –  because  both  “The Jews and Christians”  were merely  “The Vehicle”  (Rev.12v1-4) 

(1) To yield  “JC’s 1st and 2nd Advent”  and  
(2) To yield  “The Early Adopters” =  “The Prophets and 144000 TCs”,   

Of which  (1)  required  (2)  to  mutually  righteously occur.        
After which,  both (1) and (2)  are required to  then  yield  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  –  being the final growth and Harvest of  “The Resurrected World”. 

Can the reader see within their mind  “the holistic virtuous circle”?  
Thus,  Paul is exhorting us,  

We must  not  become part of another wild olive tree,  by becoming the root ourselves to be forming another schism – noting specifically the 
teaching given at 1Cor.3v4-6.  

Sadly,  this is precisely what we have witnessed throughout The Gospel Age,  being the many thousands upon thousands of Christian schisms of differing 
flocks of The World  (John.10v1-7)  stolen by thieves coming in by the back door  pretending  to represent  “The Word of God”.  Yet  “this word”  is  
“Their own word (of The World)”  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.),  of which we are able to recognise by assaying their 
fruitage  (Matt.7v16-19). 
Let me give one example of this being the  charlatan  (= iniquitous)  Christian Leaders rousing  “the expectant audience”  for their weekly fix of an 
adrenalin rush  (getting the beta-endorphins flowing within The Brain),  becoming the internal drunkenness for  “The Immediacy”  of an animalistic 
mind and not that of a calm, sober, reasoning mind  (Titus.2v2-8 as an example of many).  This is  not  true worship,  but showmanship  –  JC  never  
taught or behaved like this  –  I direct the reader to John.6 v50-70 where the crowd left him  –  disgusted at what JC gave to them in  a real sermon  as  
“the route”  to become  an apostle beloved by Yahweh  (John.14v5-15)! 
Thus,  these  charlatan Christian Leaders are fawning in the  self-glory  delivered by  “The Adoring Audience”  running on the back of Yahweh’s Word.  

This is  not  humility  –  and I ask    
Does this  charlatan Christian leaders have  “nowhere to lay his head”  (Matt 8v20)?   

However,  they have quality cars,  and some of these leaders have private aeroplanes to ferry themselves around The Countries of The World! 
(Though they would obviously excuse themselves,  “it is to get around quickly with  The Word of God”  –  Oh yes … !    Really?)  

Just as Communist Leaders would excuse themselves living in palatial residences,  “we are looking after these places for the people”! 
The whole thing is a hypocritical racket! 

          A farce to a reasoning mind,  and an abomination to Yahweh’s future World System of The Millennium administered by JC and his wife (TCs)! 
It becomes obvious that once we  thoroughly know The Bible  –  then we can spot  charlatan Christian leaders are growing on the root-stock of  “Satan”  
(= “Adversarial” to Yahweh by misleading the flock away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire themselves)  being that of  “self-indulgence”,  just as also had 
the charlatans’ Master in the Garden of Eden  (Gen.3v1-5)!   They are all following the same route as did Judas Iscariot  (John.12v6,  from The People,  
and from God’s Word [Rev19v13]  Matt.26v14-15)  and they shall be annihilated as  “the sons of perdition”  at the end of their  present existence.   
Hence JC’s wake-up call given in Luke chapter 15,  with the contextual warning given in the  following  chapter 16 to  worldly (and worse,  charlatan) 
Christian leaders  (please read all my many detailed local commentaries to those two chapters). 
These warnings  “prove Yahweh and JC”  to be  “Holy/Innocent/Blameless”  of any crime  when upholding  “Righteous”  to annihilate these false 
teachers and prophets in their perhaps millions  -  of  charlatan Christian leaders  -  beloved by millions upon millions of Christians today! 

That describes how vast is the present-day problem within Christendom! 
Rom. 11v19 og (You will) say/utter/speak  therefore/then  (they were) cut/{broken off}/disconnected/removed   
Rom. 11v19 og the  twigs/boughs/branches  that/{so as}  
Rom. 11v19 og (emphatic) I/me  (I may/should be) {pricked in}/ingrafted/{grafted in}. 
Rom. 11v19 = Therefore/Then,   you  (Gentiles)   will say:   

The  boughs/branches  (Jews)   they were  {broken/cut off},   that  emphatic I   (a Gentile)   may/should  be  {grafted in}? 
 

Then you  (Gentile Christians)  will say:   (as a posing question) 
  The branches   (being The Jews forfeiting  “The Promise of The Birthright”)   
  were cut off   (so)   that  emphatic I (Gentile Christian)  might be grafted in   (to The 2nd Covenant of The Promise to be Heirs of The Inheritance). 
 

Paul is just voicing a possible  self-indulgent  thought within his reader’s mind,  so that he can quickly suppress it again in the next verses! 
Notice again the subjunctive mood of  “may” being used.  This mood is always used in the context of becoming a future son of God,  being a decision  
only  made by Yahweh and  never  by humans – or even by JC himself  (Matt.20v23).    This brings to our mind of  “The Lie”  given by our  worldly 
Christian leaders falsely teaching us that their congregational members are “Children of God”  in their displayed apathy!   

What utter blasphemy,  to be pretending they are “God”,  and further,  peddling the very worldly process of canonisation and beatification!  
All this practice is an anathema to Yahweh.   

However,  we must  actively aim to be Christ-like  continuously in both ministry and lifestyle,  and then  “perhaps/maybe/might”   Yahweh 
shall chose us as an individual to become a  “child of God” =  “a Son of God”  alongside  His premier “Son of God”  = JCg. 
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This is precisely what The Bible teaches,  and  not  the  “half-truths”  as taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  in precisely the same manner as does 
their spiritual  “Father of The Lie” (John.8v44)  bend “truth”  into a “Lie”.  They have so much for which to answer in the 2nd part of their life  –  if 
Yahweh deems them not to be charlatan Christian leaders!     

They must learn to  teach with  precision  (not in deceptive half-truths)  –  if they are to be accepted by Yahweh as His representatives. 
Yet this  deliberate  “imprecision”  is endemic within Christendom  -  because its leaders have  zero  desire for “precision”,  they just what as many 
people as possible,  for these leaders to gain more worldly return! 

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  want  “Quantity”  to gain more  from The World  (that is why they are “professional”). 
Yahweh wants  “Quality”  to lead  The World in “Righteousness”  (into The Eternity). 

That is the regrettable reality of what we presently have within The World,  Yahweh is seeking by election,  people who do  not  want to be part of this 
this present world by demonstrating to The Judging World  (upon TCs’ activities)  that TCs are truly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and are thus aliens 
to this present world (1Pet.1v1). 
It really is as simple as I have written above.     

We really do not require an IQ of 200 to understand this,  any  “person”  with a mind above that of an  “animal”  can understand this! 
(Hence Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35,  and it is our personal responsibility to use this capability,  else we only have ourselves to blame!) 

Rom. 11v20 og (the) {(appears/looks) well/worthy/honestly}  to the [=in/with/by/on]  faithlessness/disbelief/disobedience 
Rom. 11v20 og (they were)  cut/{broken off}/disconnected/removed,  you  and  to the  [= in/with/by/on] 
Rom. 11v20 og faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (you) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide. 
Rom. 11v20 og Not  (you be) lofty/{high-minded}/arrogant,  but  (you) fear/alarm/awe/revere/afraid [middle voice]. 
Rom. 11v20 = {It appears well [that suggestion]}  they  (The Jews)   were  {broken/cut  off}   (through)  faithlessness/disbelief/disobedience   

and  you  (Gentile Christians)   {stand firmly}/abide  to the  knowledge/assurance/fidelity. 
Not  you be  high minded  (haughty),   but  you  fear/revere  (Yahweh)! 

 

(That suggestion … … )    
It appears well   (founded)   they (Jews)  were in  faithlessness/disobedience  cut off   (from “The Promise of Birthright” via “The 1st Covenant”) 
            (Note   Only JC fulfilled “The 1st Covenant” [being why it was given]  to attain “The Birthright” as  “The Leader”  for his future spiritual body) 
            (Where,  JCg’s spiritual body is the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age,  of whom Paul is trying to gather-in by his teaching - to become JCg’s Bride) 
And you  (Gentile Christians)   stand firmly in the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)! 
(But)   Not you be arrogant   (= do not become haughty in  “your knowledge”  [else it has become corrupted within your thought processes]), 
But you  (who are actively aiming to be TCs)   fear   (Yahweh’s position and judgement upon yourselves  –  else you will be likewise rejected). 

            (We personally become rejected from  “The Goal of Sonship”  in Yahweh’s “Special/Greater [1st] Judgment”  for Sonship,  to be JCg’s Bride]) 
            (Inasmuch we have rejected  “The Birthright”  in precisely the  one/same  manner as did Esau,  Gen.25v31-34  driven by his fleshly lusts.) 
 

Self-explanatory!    But - 
Can any of the attributes contained within this verse be assigned to these  charlatan  (= iniquitous) Christian Leaders of whom I spoke 
earlier?    If so,  which ones when we examine how they behave  -  supposedly with  “The Word of God”  (actually “Their word of Man”)! 

Not only with the leaders,  please also examine the congregational members  (as the fruitage,  Matt.7v16-19)  and how they determine the characteristics 
and future of those people outside their clan  (any would be any of the 37,000+ schisms of Christianity)!    

An indignant person might ask   “Could that accusation be aimed at me?” 
To those people who feel threatened by this observation - 

Have I named any person  –  and assigned their future? 
No!   I simply  “provide The Tools”  -  and open the spiritual eyes of The Reader to make  his/her  own,  now educated,  assessment.  

I therefore explain what The Bible teaches us,  freely without any worldly return  (except the inevitable abuse sourced by those  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  who feel threatened by  “The gigawatt bright Light of God’s Word”  shining upon their activities,  for the worldly return they gain from their 
seduced devotees). 
However,  the person who  is  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  shall cry out in appreciation with what they read here,  and bless it with fine words,  because 
they recognise Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  is being carefully explained without any mysteries at  The Close  of The Gospel 
Age,  as we are taught at Matt.24v14. 
Again,  we return to  “The Seat of Motivation”  –  being what drives these leaders. 

Is it  (1) for Yahweh or  (2) for themselves? 
It is  “The Seat of Motivation”  (being “the heart”)  that Yahweh examines for Sonship  (1Sam.16v7-13)  being  “The Driver”  either, 

(1) to edify our neighbour to our own hurt,  or   (2) to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt. 
I just cannot make these commentaries any easier to understand. 
If people  (Professional Leaders of Religion)  are trying to hide things in  “rambling waffle”  and  “mystery”,   then they have something to hide! 

Or quite simply,  they do not understand,   actually,  they  “prefer not to know”,  “rather be ignorant”,  “agnoeo”  (StrongsTM = 50). 
Rom. 11v21 og if  For  the  {Specific God}  of the (persons)   down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Rom. 11v21 og (the) growth/production/descent/genus/lineage/type/nature  (of the) twigs/boughs/branches  not   
Rom. 11v21 og (He [Yahweh]) abstained/{treated leniently}/forborne/spared   
Rom. 11v21 og {lest somehow}/haply/perhaps  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  {of you}  
Rom. 11v21 og (He [Yahweh] will) abstain/{treat leniently}/forbear/spare! 
Rom. 11v21 = For if  ‘The Specific God’  of the  people  according to  the  natural/descent  branches   (The Jews)   

not  abstained/spared   (for Sonship),   
(then)   {lest somehow}/perhaps  neither  you  (Gentile Christians)   He  (Yahweh)   will  abstain/spare! 

 

For if  The Specific God  (Yahweh)   of the people according to the  natural/descent  branches   (being The Jews under “The 1st Covenant”)  
not He (Yahweh)  spared/{treated leniently}   (to become  “The Recipients of The Promise” [Birthright],   to be  “Heirs over The Inheritance”), 
(then)   perhaps neither you  (Gentile Christians)   He (Yahweh)  will  spare/{treat leniently}   (to become  “The Heirs over The Inheritance”). 
 

“The Specific God”  is used because Paul is speaking of the relative nature of what is being  “spared”  at the  two  levels. 
The first is the obvious,  being “Sons of God” and thus it is Yahweh Who is making the decision at  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  who will 
become His Sons to rule over  “The Inheritance”  of  “what/who”  is resurrected in The Millennium –  these 144000  “Sons of God”  shall be the  
kings/priests  (1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)  under JCg  (Rev.19v16). 
But at the 2nd level  “the specific god”  being JCg as a separate Entity   (chief  “Son of God” = “The Bridegroom”  to  The 144000 TCs [as “The 
Wife”])  will also be making his own judgement  (John.5v22-30)  later in The Millennium who  (of the resurrected humans in perfected DNA fleshly 
bodies)  is going to be spared from  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15, etc.).  
But now during The Gospel Age it is JCg whose  presence  (“parousia”)  is within his body of TCs  (1Cor.12v12-22)  operating as  “The Word of God” 
as  “The Lord/Master”  (of their mind)  genuinely reforming the mind of The Brethren to yield Yahweh’s HS  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  
pure/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment). 
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JCg performs the  “grafting in”  by bringing  “The Word of God”  within a human he  “fancies”  (Rev.3v20)  as becoming a  possible/maybe  mate  
(Bride of Christ, Rev.19v6-9),  but Yahweh as  “The Match-Maker”,  will adjust and yet possibly cut out  (by ignoring an individual at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”)  when a human is feeling  self-righteous  and becomes subject to worldly  self-gratification! 
Rom. 11v22 og (you [Christians]) {(denoting surprise)  Lo!}/Behold/Look  Therefore/Then   
Rom. 11v22 og (the) usefulness/excellence/gentleness/goodness/kindness  also   
Rom. 11v22 og (the) decisiveness/rigour/severity  (of the) God  upon/over  truly/indeed   
Rom. 11v22 og the (persons [worldly Christians]   (the having) alighted/{gently fallen down} [= slipped away from fulfilling His Desire],   
Rom. 11v22 og (the) decisiveness/rigour/severity.   upon/over/concerning  And  you [TCs and The Brethren]  
Rom. 11v22 og (the) usefulness/excellence/gentleness/goodness/kindness  if/whether   
Rom. 11v22 og (you) {stay over}/persevere/abide/continue/remain   
Rom. 11v22 og to the  usefulness/excellence/gentleness/goodness/kindness, 
Rom. 11v22 og thereupon/since/else/otherwise  also  you  (will be) cut/{broken off}/disconnected/removed  [from Sonship]. 

[as are  all  worldly “Professional Christian Leaders”  in their millions,  and their followers in their billions] 
Rom. 11v22 = Therefore/Then  you  (Christians)   behold/look   (by  personal self-audit)!  

The  usefulness/excellence   (as taught by JC as  “The Exhibit”,   and then imitated by TCs in  ministry/lifestyle)   
(but)   also  the  decisiveness/rigour/severity   (wholly ignored by  worldly Christians)   of the  God   (Yahweh)   
concerning  truly/indeed  the  people   (worldly  Christian leaders in their millions)   
having fallen   (away from God's Word,  thus rejected from Sonship) 
(Yahweh's)  rigour/severity   (in His “Special/Greater [1st] Judgment”,  James.3v1, Matt.20v23). 
And  if  you  (as TCs)   usefulness/excellence   (operating according to JC as  “The Word of God” – being his  presence/parousia)   
you  (TCs)   continue/remain  useful/excellent   (imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)   
else/otherwise  also  you  (worldly Christians)   will be  {cut/broken  off}   (John.15v6)! 

 

Therefore,  you  (Christians)   behold!   (Paul is exhorting us by warning of not becoming part of the rejected Jews of  “The Old Covenant”). 
           (Thus,  we are taught both things -) 
(1)  The usefulness   (as taught by JC as  “The Word of God”,  and precisely imitated by the 144000 TCs by both word and deed) 
(but)  (2)  also God's  (Yahweh's)  rigour/severity   (being the demanding and exacting standards  of precision  ignored  by  worldly Christian leaders) 
concerning truly the people  (Professional Leaders of Religion”)   having fallen   (away from God’s Word,  and thus rejected from Sonship). 
(being)  the  rigour/severity   (of Yahweh's differentiation between both groupings  -  thus judgement  is  being made  to separate the two groupings). 
            (This is what Matt.25v32-46 truly means -  being judgement between the elected TCs and rejected worldly Christian Leaders  out  of The Nations) 
And if your  (as TCs)   usefulness/excellence   (to have a mind growing upon  “The Word of God”  to have JC's  presence/parousia) 
you  (TCs)   continue/remain  useful/excellent   (by imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
else also you (worldly Christians)  will be cut off   (from the position of Sonship to Yahweh and thus, rejected from being Heirs over The Inheritance) 
 

All very self-explanatory! 
This verse is  never  preached nor  “taught to understand”  by  worldly Christian leaders,  being obviously  personally applicable to many  of them!  
But rather they preach  “the opposite”,  “you never lose the HS once you have it”  –  and by inference never lose the HS irrespective of whatever you do 
afterwards  (contrary to the examples of Balaam and Judas).  Thus,  educated people in  “The Word of God”  realise this is  “The Teaching of Satan”  –  
directly  opposing/adversarial  to what Paul  (appointed  by Yahweh  to tell)  is teaching us here,   which is to achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”  that can  
only  occur by “ precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle”!   Obviously with  “The Motivation being  co-ordinated  in the correct direction”  by  God’s 
Word  (being all of it and none of it going through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19)! 

I know who of the two types of leader I would rather believe! 
Moreover the type of leader ruling over me in The Millennium! 

Rom. 11v23 og also  those (persons)  and  if/whether  not  (they) {stay over}/persevere/abide/continue/remain   
Rom. 11v23 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  faithlessness/disbelief/disobedience,  (they will be) {pricked in}/ingraft/{grafted in},   
Rom. 11v23 og (the) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  for  (he) is  the  {specific god}   
Rom. 11v23 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  (to) {prick in}/ingraft/{graft in}  them. 
Rom. 11v23 = And  the people  (Christians)   also,   

if  they  continue/remain  not  to the  faithlessness/disbelief/disobedience   (hence,  they repent and return to Yahweh – Luke chapter 15), 
they will be  {grafted in}, 
for  'the specific god'  is  powerful/capable  to  {graft in}  them  anew/again.  

 

And those  (specific)  people  (Christians)   also;   (will receive this  decisive Two-Way Judgment  by Yahweh   for  or  against   future Sonship)  
            (= This is  “The Invitation of God’s Word”  to become a TC for Sonship,  being  “To make Possible  the Environment of The Millennium”) 
            (This starts first in The Mind,  outputted in works  [as JC’s ministry/Lifestyle]  to prove unto the World,  we are worthy to lead The Millennium) 
If they  continue/remain  not  to the  faithlessness/disobedience,   (= worldly Christians reform away from worldly unto Yahweh's Methodology) 
they   (as reformed worldly Christians  wholly hearkening  unto “The Word of God”  -  so that JCg becomes  The Lord/Master  of their mind)    
will be grafted in   (to The Promise and  perhaps/maybe  attain  “The Birthright”  to become  “The Heirs over The Inheritance” in The Millennium), 
for  “the specific god”   (at the  two  levels)   is  powerful/capable  to graft in them  (wholly reformed Christians)  again. 
            (= The TC has proceeded beyond  “The Invitation”  [of worldly Christianity]  to then teach  “The Invitation”  for new TCs  [to be grafted in]) 
 

Again,  note the use of  “The Specific God”  in the floating context,  how it is directed to the  two  groupings of people.  
Level 1. 
JC as  “The Word of God”  is imbued within a human to become a Christian,  then JC becomes  “the specific god”  of the sinful person. 
Level 2. 
Moreover,  as The Christian develops to imitate  his/her  new  Lord/Master  (JC) of the mind,  to become a  truly reformed  person  –  as The Brethren 
actively aiming to become a TC,  then it is Yahweh Who becomes  “The Specific God”  of that person as The Future adopting Father. 

Thus we understand  (1) those people new to “1st century Christianity”  are able thus to look unto JCg,  their intercessor  (as  “The Word of 
God”)  towards Yahweh  (John.14v5-15)  and  (2) those mature people imitating JC are able to look directly at Yahweh as “Sons of God”. 

Sadly,  at the time of writing  (2013 CE)  this righteous logic is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  theologians/scholars  as we are only too easily 
able to witness in their garbled waffle and confused soundbites,  exemplified in their physical works! 
This verse is speaking directly about The Jews who were rejected only because they freely chose to reject  “The Additional Word of God”  that came 
through JC  explaining/answering  God’s Word part 1 of The Tanakh  to show Salvation must first come from The Mind  (“works” follow the “mind”).   
Yahweh desires The Jews to come to Him through JCg during The Gospel Age so they too might again speak to Him as prospective Sons of God. 

Paul then by extension,  moves onto The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age exciting the Jews to become TCs. 
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The Epistles are constantly written about  those persons who know of God’s Word,  it being the Jews then,  or Christians now  –  thus the kindness and 
severity is only directed to those people who  know God’s Word,  but  not  unto people who know  nothing/little  of His Word.  In God’s righteousness,  
He is  ignoring  virtually all of The World of humans who know so very little of Him,   therefore they  are  not  held accountable for their works  in the 1st 
part of their physical life  –  Paul has told us this earlier  (see also by example 1Tim.1v20)!   

JC forgave our sins and covered that 1st part of our spiritual and physical life in the midst of Yahweh’s decree on sin. 
Thus the severity of God’s Wrath is  only  directed against those individuals who know The Truth in their heads but sadly,  they are only motivated to 
operate in their  iniquity  (= charlatan Christian leaders)  –  for worldly  self-gratification  of  money/power/prestige/position/immorality/drugs/etc.! 
But this verse 23 is reassuringly wonderful  –  even for those people who could have expected  “The Wrath of God”  (seen in v22)  because they have 
been vilifying Yahweh’s Word within their works.   
We are taught,  

If  they  become  fully  repentant,  driven by the  heart/{seat of motivation},   to become like the apostle Paul  (Gal.1v13, 1Tim.1v13, etc.)   
Then  as the lost sheep having been found  –  there will be rejoicing in the heavens  (see all of Luke chapter 15).  

Remember it is  the  motive  within the  heart/{seat of motivation}  that is the most important thing for Christians leaders to work upon within their life!   
If they do not turn their life around before they die,  then they have lost all  (by never being resurrected)  hence recipients of God’s Wrath precisely as we 
have been told in v21-22. 
Rom. 11v24 og if  for  thou/you  {from/out of}  of the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)     
Rom. 11v24 og (the) growth/production/descent/genus/lineage/type/nature   
Rom. 11v24 og (you were) frustrated/hindered/{cut out}/{hewn down}  (of the) {wild olive tree},   
Rom. 11v24 og also  near/beside/with/against/alongside  (the) growth/production/descent/genus/lineage/type/nature   
Rom. 11v24 og (you were) {pricked in}/ingrafted/{grafted in}  into/unto  (the) {cultivated/good/improved olive tree},   
Rom. 11v24 og {how much}/{what amount}/{how great}  (the) {more than}/better/rather  these/those (specifically),  
Rom. 11v24 og the (persons [Jews])  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  
Rom. 11v24 og (the) growth/production/descent/genus/lineage/type/nature  (they will be) {pricked in}/ingraft/{grafted in}   
Rom. 11v24 og to the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) {olive tree}. 
Rom. 11v24  = For  if  you   (Gentile Christians)   were  accordingly  {cut out}  {from out of}   

the  natural/descent  {wild olive tree}   (by nature following worldly desires  without  “The Law of Moses”  being of  “The 1st Covenant”) 
also  you were  {grafted-in}  the  growth/production   alongside/beside  the  {cultivated/improved  olive tree} 
(= cultivated to have Yahweh’s Word growing within us through JCg by reforming our mind away from worldly methodology) 
(Then)  {how much}  {more than}  (shall)  these specific people   (Jews with original knowledge of The Word of God – as was  Saul/Paul), 
accordingly they will be  {grafted in}  to  {their own}  olive tree   (having the common knowledge of Yahweh and statutes)? 

 

For if you  (Gentile Christians)   were accordingly cut out from out of the  natural/descent  wild olive tree   (= worldly methodology) 
also you were grafted in the growth alongside the  cultivated/improved  olive tree   (= Yahweh’s Methodology); 
(then)  how much  (shall)  these specific people accordingly they will be grafted in their own olive tree. 

            (The Jews have a “head-start”  because they know The Tanakh,  and  if  they  “connected the dots”  then they could easily achieve “Sonship”!) 
 

What a warning for  “us”  –  calling ourselves  “Christians”! 
At one level Paul is speaking directly about the Jews  (being perhaps his old friends growing up as a youth)  “having knowledge”  “plus inclination”  
will naturally desire to become a TC,  provided they throw away  all  the old misguided worldly links between The Facts contained within The Knowledge 
to form worldly myths concerning Yahweh’s Plan within  “Judaism”. 
However as usual,  the understanding has its parallels  (as a second level)  within The Christian Nation throughout  the Ages  –  especially prevalent at 
The End Times when both Christianity as taught today is so  vacant/deficient/superfluous/vacuous  in content,  and with the rise of just about every other 
human invented myth spawned by The World taking prominence within people's minds. 
We know people having  “factual knowledge”  shall have some type of foundation upon which to build  –  even though at the time the  cross-links  may be 
incorrect  –  but a least the first hurdle has been passed,  upon which,  new cross links can be formed to make the relative easy jump to understand 
Yahweh’s Plan and thus be in a position to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
But sadly today,  even the very basic required knowledge upon which  “a building”  could be constructed is  not  even there  –  but merely fatuous 
concepts  (hearsay)  purporting to be  “knowledge”  are buried within peoples’ minds because of the useless efforts of those leaders claiming to 
represent “God”.  These  “professional Religious Leaders”  position themselves to sumptuously feed off what  “their minions”  can give to them  (thus 
behaving like parasites)  –  where these leaders simply  {pander after}/{distribute lures}  to their unsuspecting  “corralled cattle”  (Rom.16v17-18)! 
We know  “the person paying the piper calls the tune”  –  and sadly instead of leading,  worldly Christian leaders pursue the  worldly  funded income 
stream  -  “on tap”  when these leaders have personally  laid-in  “the pipes”  within the minds of their deluded devotees! 

It is all appalling! 
 
62nd Comment – For I desire you not to be ignorant of  “The Mystery”  –  being that of  “Sonship to Yahweh”,  where a 
fleshly human is resurrected into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body to rule alongside JCg in The Millennium. 
90th Instruction – A bi-party contract is available.  We promise to precisely imitate JC and Yahweh will reciprocate by 
return with what he gave to JC  - “Sonship”.  Sadly,  only about 1 person in 30000 Christians fulfil  his/her  part of The 
Agreement with Yahweh to personally solve  “The Mystery of God”. 
91st Instruction – The Mystery =  “How members of a creation can become like its creator JCg (= a future Son of God)?” 
The answer:  Precisely imitate JC,  Yahweh responds by a resurrection unto Sonship for the people  solving the mystery. 
112th Reasoning – It is utterly impossible to personally solve “The Mystery”  if we do not become entirely humble/contrite  
within our minds,  and must not hide away in “ivory towers” of supposed  knowledge/capability  in  academia/monasteries  
presupposing ourselves to be sagacious –  else we are doomed  not  to personally solve  “The Mystery of God”. 
68th Warning – We must not become big-headed with this knowledge and thus become  stupid/hard/callous  of heart, 
choosing to become blind to  what is required of us to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  choosing to become worldly wise  (as we 
witness so much today –  by those religious Christian  leaders/theologians  defaulting unto The World in their reasoning)! 
71st Allegory – Jacob = “Israel”,  representing two groupings of people with  “God’s Word”  who personally by choice 
migrate  (hence “change”)  into two groupings, either to work with Yahweh, or be  apathetic or rebellious to Yahweh. 
'Allegory' – repeat - Israel = “Persevere with  subjector/God”  where we as individuals  with The Word of God  either:- 

1.  Persevere  positively  with God  (to become TCs of The Gospel Age – to personally solve The Mystery). 
2.  Persevere  negatively  with God  (to become worldly Christians of The Gospel Age). 
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92nd Instruction – The New Spiritual Israel is to be entirely filled when it reaches The Trigger Threshold of 144000. 
Allegory – repeat - Zion = a  place/person/zone  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire  (Yahweh feels  pleased/comfortable  here). 
76th Good News – JC came to rescue all of “Israel”  (over the 3 epochs of what “Israel” really means)  and turn back 
those people of  “Israel”  away from sin over their 2 part life who desire to reform to that standard as given by JC. 
48th Prophecy – For Israel  (= The New Spiritual Israel = TCs = The Firstfruits => Sons of God = kings/Priests)  shall 
become  “the woman”  (Rev.12v1-4)  who delivers The World  (= “Israel” of the 3rd epoch)  from sin unto righteousness 
through the teaching of righteousness by  The Proven Virtuous Sons of God  in The Millennium. 
77th Good News – The  appointment/election  and the  gratuity/{spiritual endowment}/deliverance  are 
irrevocable/enduring  for a TC becoming a Son of God,  because their aptitude for this position has been proven. 
They have become responsible when taking ownership of God’s Word and their accountability has been rewarded. 
72nd Allegory – woman  (always in prophecy) = “The Means to deliver (something)”. 
113th Reasoning – The woman becomes The Means to deliver Yahweh's Desire to be fulfilled within Mankind.  It was The 
Prophets of  “The 1st Covenant”  and it is the TCs of  “The 2nd Covenant”. Both groupings  were/are  required to show 
Yahweh's Omnipotence in yielding JC's 1st Advent,  then to be yielding JCg's 2nd Advent at the closure of The Gospel Age. 
78th Good News – “The Early Adopters”  of God’s Word  (part 1 and part 2)  become beloved by Yahweh  (as was JC), 
where  “beloved”  means  agapao/edifyingly + phileo/attractively + storge/family  loved by Yahweh. 
93rd Instruction – Many  people are being  invited/called  to become part of The New Nation under Yahweh's 2nd Covenant 
with Mankind  (as “Christians”)  –  thereby enabling Yahweh to Personally  select/choose/elect  His  few  future Sons of 
God who themselves make the personal transition from The World unto Yahweh's Methodology  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
Paul knew this,  and he was going out to make The Christian Nation,  out of which,  Yahweh elects His Sons of God. 
Rom. 11v25 og not  For  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom. 11v25 og (to be) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}   
Rom. 11v25 og the  secret/mystery  that/this/there/here,   
Rom. 11v25 og that/{so as}  not  (you) might/may/can/should/be  near/beside/with/against/alongside   
Rom. 11v25 og (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]   (the) thoughtful/sagacious/{intellectual skill} [plural],  
Rom. 11v25 og because  (the) stupidity/callousness/hardness/blindness/insensibility  off/away/separated/from  
Rom. 11v25 og (the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  to the  Israel  (it has) {become to be}/occurred/happened 
Rom. 11v25 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  {of whom/which}  the  {item filled/brimming}/{container fullness} 
Rom. 11v25 og of the  nations/gentiles/peoples  (it may/should) {to enter}/{arise into}/{go in}. 
Rom. 11v25 = For  not  I  determine/desire  {specifically yourselves}   

to be  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}  brethren   (thus the recipients are not yet TCs),   
this  secret/mystery   (of sonship to Yahweh)   that  not  you  may/be  sagacious/{intellectually skilled}  beside/alongside  yourselves, 
because  the  stupidity/hardness  separated/off  the  portion/division   (of people)   it has  {become to be}  
to the  “Israel”   (Jews refusing to learn of JC’s Gospel – being the large  fleshly/{animalistic minded}  part of  “Israel”)  
{up to}  {of whom}  the  {container fullness}/{correct filled amount}   (the stated quota of 144000 TCs – Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  
of the  Gentiles/nations/peoples  may  enter/{come in}   (at The 1st Resurrection when all 144000 TCs are taken,  Rev.20v6, 1Thes.4v13-18) 

 

For not I desire specifically yourselves,  to be inclined not to know,  brethren   (thus not yet TCs - because still naïve,  for it to be explained), 
this mystery   (of how to achieve  “Sonship unto Yahweh”  [easily solved by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle])    
that not you be intellectually skilled alongside yourselves   (I warn you not to consider yourselves as  “Academics”  with  “The Knowledge”) 
            (Therefore,  do  not  become  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  else you shall gain  “the wrong mindset”  to be a leader of The Millennium.) 
because “stupidity” has become to be  “the separated portion”  in the Israel   (to be the  fleshly  half of Israel preferring  worldly methodology) 
until of which the filled amount the Gentiles may enter   (when the 144000 Trigger Threshold has occurred to yield  “The 1st Resurrection”). 
 

Paul is warning the gentiles    
Do not boast within yourselves about  “you have The Knowledge”  (as might do an academic,  being the only thing that supports their present 
existence  [prestige and financial]).  But “Real Faith”  goes beyond having  accurate knowledge  (as might have an academic)  that truly 
requires a  further two  stages.  Vigorous  assaying/proving  to yield  “assurance”  and finally the  all-important  “fidelity”,  being The 
Allegiance to what  “The Accurate Knowledge”  should  deliver in our deportment.  This fidelity must obviously be practised by precisely 
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that has been a  “mystery”  (see glossary)  throughout The Ages of which  “The Prophets searched  –  but 
could not find”  as we are told in the Bible at Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10,  (please see my local commentaries).   

“The Mystery”  (of which our  worldly Christian leaders obviously  still  find “a mystery” –  because they tell us so)  is quite simply this    
“How can something that was created in a fleshly body be  righteously  (= equitably)  resurrected into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body to 
become a future son of God”.   

Or expressed like this - 
“How can what has been created by The Creator (JCg)  –  become like The Creator (JCg -  as  “the specific god of us”)”? 

(Importantly recognising that it was Yahweh Who created JCg,  now “The Premier Son of God”) 
And  “The Mystery”  is simply solved - 

By precisely imitating  The Creator’s  (JC’s)  ministry/lifestyle! 
Then Yahweh as  “The 3rd Party Assessor”  (as “The Specific God”)  shall make  “The Mystery”  possible at  “The 1st Resurrection”! 
Where “Yahweh”  means    “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”. 

(Importantly recognising that Yahweh has created His  new  144000  “Sons of God”  [both spiritually and physically]) 
It is all  very simple,  but obviously utterly  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders and theologians  –  because they demonstrably  cannot  
personally solve the mystery!    

The reason is obvious!    
Because it is as easily written    

“They do not want to!” 
They  {rather be ignorant}/{choosing not to know}  (StrongsTM = 50)  for the worldly return their present position brings to them! 

Moving on,  -  we can understand that - 
JC showed precisely how this was possible  –  which is equally possible through his ransom sacrifice and through the operation of Yahweh’s 
HS  (being His Desire  Righteously  expressed through His  power/might/capability  anywhere within The Environment of The Universe).   
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Therefore,  Paul is saying to us by warning    
“Do not become  over-bloated  with this knowledge”  for its own sake,  because it was with the same  “hardness of  heart/{seat of 
motivation}”  practised by The Jews  (thinking themselves greater than you, Gentiles),  that allowed you to become in this position  (implying 
you could be equally judged by Yahweh as going the same way as The Jews  [being that of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”])!   

So keep faithful  (having  accurate  knowledge + assurance + fidelity  to the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire)  until the  complete/full  number of 144000  
(see glossary)  has occurred,  being the total number of TCs Yahweh Desires to become  The Stated Trigger Threshold  to fulfil  The Stated Prophesy 
(Rev.14v1-4)  before He moves to the next stage of His Plan to make  righteously  possible  “Human Salvation”  (noting Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9). 
Thus, we can conclude  (as I state in many places) - 

The Prophets  (Early Adopters of  1st Epoch Israel)  gave  prophecies to make possible JC’s 1st Advent  (of which JC righteously answered). 
The 144000 TCs  (Early Adopters of  2nd Epoch Israel)  fulfilled  prophecy  (by imitating JC to reach “The Trigger Threshold”)  to make 
possible JCg’s 2nd Advent  (to yield The Millennium). 

All of which closed looped to what The Prophets gave in The Tanakh  (this is how JC righteously answered God’s Word part 1)! 
Where all the above enabled  “The Late Adopters”  to come from out of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (Resurrected World in The Millennium). 

Is this not most stupendous exegesis? 
This is  “The Real Gospel”  never  taught by our  wholly delinquent and utterly spiritually blind  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in their millions! 
Because I ask the reader this simple question - 

When did you last hear this taught  (if ever, before 2007 CE when  “FutureLife.Org”  started publicising this on the internet)? 
I know the answer to that question,  “Never!” 

That is why Yahweh rejects them  -   as most of JC’s parables and illustrations teach us! 
Rom. 11v26 og Also  {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  all  (the) Israel  
Rom. 11v26 og (it will be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved   
Rom. 11v26 og just/as  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom. 11v26 og [Prophecy, Isa.59v20 ]   (He [JC] will) {to come}/arrive/{be present}  {from/out of}  (the) Zion   
Rom. 11v26 og the  {one rushing in}/rescuer/deliverer,   also  (he [JC] will) {turn away/back}   
Rom. 11v26 og (the) impiety/wickedness/ungodliness  off/away/separated/from  (the) Jacob [= Israel]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.59v20  
Rom. 11v26 = Also  {in this manner}/so  all  (The Remnant of)   the  “Israel”   (over 3 Epochs) 

will be  delivered/saved,  just/as  it has been written: 
The  {one rushing in}/rescuer  (JCg)   will  come/arrive  {from out of}  the  Zion, 
also  he  (JC as The Word of God)   will  {turn away/back}  wickedness/ungodliness  off/away/from  Jacob   (“Israel” of the 3 Epochs).  

 

Also in this manner all  (The Remnant[s] of)  the Israel   (of  each specific Epoch  as Yahweh’s Plan righteously unfolds,  in a total of  three  epochs)   
it will be  delivered/saved  just as it has been written:   
  The one rushing in  (JC)  will come from out of Zion, 
  also he (JC as “The Word of God”)  will turn away wickedness  off/away  from Jacob   (“Israel”  of the 3 Epochs  to yield Human Salvation). 
 

I like to give the definition of the word  “Zion”  whenever it is used. 
“Zion”  means  “a  place/person/zone  where Yahweh’s Desire is  correctly fulfilled”. 

Note that Yahweh instructed Jacob to change his name to  “Israel”  to father the 12 sons of  “Israel”  (Gen.32v27, 28  and taken there in Gen.50v12.   
See also Rom.9v7).  Please also understand specifically why  in prophecy  Yahweh specifically changed the name from  “Jacob”  to  “Israel”  (see 
glossary)  –  where quite simply  “Israel”  means   “Persevere with  Subjector/God”. 
Where the inhabitants of  the respective  “Israel”  (over its three epochs)  can either - 

1. “Persevere positively with Yahweh”  spiritually reformed  (1) prophets,  (2) 144000 TCs,  (3) The Reformed part of The Resurrected World. 
2. “Persevere negatively with Yahweh” remaining worldly  (1) Jews,  (2) Christians,  (3) Resurrected World in a perfected environment whose 

unreformed part prefers worldly methodology  (thus rebellious Rev.22v15, etc.),  become  “iniquitous”  and can only be annihilated.  
During the Gospel Age,  we understand - 

All ungodly people are removed  (where  charlatan Christian leaders are removed  first  by  never  being resurrected) 
The people  chosen/elected  by God become future sons of God,  because they have been considered righteous  (to Yahweh’s requirement).   

We know  The  Elect/Selected  also come from the Gentiles  –  Paul has just told us that,  thus this can only mean  The New Spiritual Israel  comprising 
only of TCs =  “The  Elected/Selected”,  to become  “The Bride of Christ”  at  “The 1st  Resurrection”  (= JCg's 1st 2nd C,  see glossary)  taken out of The 
World.  (Rom.1v16; Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4;  Matt.20v16, 22v14;  Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9;  20v6  as a few obvious citations to support the above statement). 
Yahweh through JCg  ([1] Ministry being “The Word of God” to purify our mind,  and of  [2] his Ransom Sacrifice has  enabled  Yahweh to  
righteously  operate)  by resurrecting  His 144000  “Sons of God”  has turned the ungodly (as heathens)  away from Jacob  (as he was,  but had to 
become “Israel” to make this salvation possible).   Where,  “The New Spiritual (= head/ruler) Israel”  (to form  “The New Jerusalem [head/ruler]”, 
Rev.21v1-4)   comprising of  “The Early Adopters”  is demonstrably shown unto the  “unreformed world”  to be  completely refined  at the 1st 2nd C. 
Now I have need to return to defunct worldly mythology. 

Out of context,  many theologians incorrectly believe this 144000 is to be all of fleshly Israel  (but please read Rev.7v8, and my commentary)!  
It logically cannot be this,  because Yahweh is carrying out  “purification by selection”  from out of  “Israel”  over 3 Epochs so the remainder of it  (= 
the remaining part =  “the remnant”)  is  pure/{separate from this world of sin},  where the whole World is invited to be part of this  (“to the Jew first 
[because they first had  “The Knowledge”] and then to the Gentile”).  Where it is  “The Responsibility of the Mature TCs”  to yield the next generation 
of TCs throughout The World,  that is Paul’s Driver,  noting what dawned on Peter at Acts.10v1-48 and as he argued with his critics in Acts.11v1+. 
Moreover,  as we have read elsewhere,  those people remaining have purified themselves by  thoughts/motivation/works  being modified   (upon  “The 
Word of God”  over the 3 Epochs of Israel),  where for  “us”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  are ideally to become completely faithful to our bridegroom = 
JCg  (1Cor.6v16).   I thoroughly explain this in my commentaries at Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4. 
As I mention elsewhere,  the  “Israel”  label can then be given to  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium where they are then taught God’s Word 
to be placed in the position of   “Krisis”/Judgement  (StrongsTM = 2920)  Day,  as we are told,  a Day  (2Pet.3v8)  is as a 1000 years = The Millennium. 
At which point they too will be cleansed during the  3.5 year assay period  (that  righteously mirrors  JC’s assay/ministry period)  when Satan is released 
for a short while  (Rev.20v7-10  –  again please see all my cited local commentaries). 

Do our Christian scholars and theologians really read the Bible before the launch into their useless muses to generate garbled waffle? 
The answer is quite simply    

“They do not care” – for precision and righteousness! 
“They only care for inflated ego trips”  -  for any chosen worldly return that  (religious)  academia brings. 

This is precisely what the Bible tells us will occur -  and we have witnessed it all happen! 
Rom. 11v27 og [Prophecy, Isa.59.21 ]  Also  this (specific)  [covenant]   {to [= in/with/by/on] them}   
Rom. 11v27 og the  near/beside/with/against/alongside  {of Me}/Mine/My [Yahweh] 
Rom. 11v27 og (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement  whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}   
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Rom. 11v27 og (I) remove/{cut off}/{take away}  the  sins/faults/offences  {of them} [144000 TCs]. 
Old Testament reference located at  Isa.59v21  

Rom. 11v27 = Also  this   (=  [contextual]  “The Covenant given to The New  [2nd Epoch]   Spiritual Israel” = 144000 TCs),   
My  (Yahweh’s)   covenant/agreement  is  with/alongside  them   (the TCs)   
{inasmuch as}  I  (Yahweh)  remove  the  sins/offences  {of them}   (the TCs). 

 

Also this Covenant  (appropriate to specific Epoch of Israel)   of Mine  (Yahweh) 
is alongside them   (= [1] The Prophets, [2] 144000 TCs  [as Early Adopters],   [3] The Remnant out of  “The Resurrected World”  [Late Adopters]) 
inasmuch as I  (Yahweh)  remove their  sins/offences   (that of TCs,  applicable to our Epoch of Israel –  being the whole point of Paul's citation). 
 

An immediate question arises, 
Surely the Bible conflicts with what  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches,  and thus supposedly supports  (errant)  worldly Christian doctrine! 

Inasmuch this verse tells us,  Yahweh  “forgives sins”  being what  worldly Christian leaders tell us  (unsupported by The Bible  [in context])!   
And yet  “FutureLife.Org”  quoting The Bible  states that  only   “JC forgives our sins”  (Matt.9v2-6,  as an example of several that could be given). 

Perhaps this supports the Trinity (myth)? 
No …………………… !  

The problem is our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  demonstrably do  not  understand  “The Context”  in which things are stated! 
They are so highly skilled at pulling verses out of  (and to be ignoring)  the context!    
By contrast, “FutureLife.Org”  always  includes “The Context”  in which things are stated  (to gain “The Disclosing Truth” for precise understanding). 

Therefore,  let us examine  “The Context”. 
The example at Matt.9v2-6 of several I could have used is referring to a man of The World  –  feeble in some manner and thus looks to JC as his 
intercessor to Yahweh  (1Tim.2v5).  Thus,  JC becomes  “the specific god”  of this man  –  being the  only  means of this man to achieve salvation. 
However,  the context here at Rom.11v27 is where Paul is speaking of  “The Future Sons of God”  proving themselves to be imitating JC. 
Thus The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs have already made a declaration to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able,  
and thus JC as  “The Word of God”  is growing within their mind  (1Cor.3v6)  when having been  (1)  atoned/reset/{bought back}  by his ransom 
sacrifice and importantly while in this condition  (2) covered by his death over The Great Sabbath.  In this manner they have already made the jump  
from/through  JC as  “The Word of God”  and thus now being  “Brothers/Sisters of JC”  (Matt.12v48-50),  they can now look towards  “The Adopting 
Father” = “Yahweh”.   
Consequently,  while the people actively aiming to become TCs make  sideslips/{unintentional errors}  in their physical  agape/charity,  they are being 
judged by Yahweh  upon The Mind  –  being  “The Motivation of The Heart”  (directed by the mind)  which is sincerely driven to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  
Thus we realise,  because Yahweh is  only  judging The Mind that is actively trying to imitate JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits,  and thus operating 
according to Yahweh’s Methodology  –  then  Yahweh  is  able to forgive  His potential future  “Sons of God”. 
(Note,  I occasionally keep adding “Sons”  is only terminology,  both men and women can become  “Sons of God”  because they shall be neuters.) 

Hopefully, that explains precisely what is occurring at the various levels in the most righteous manner  without  conflict. 
It also explodes the myths of which  worldly Christian doctrine operates under  -  leading to all forms of discordant conflict in their  
“supposed exegesis”! 

I leave the reader something I wrote some seven years earlier unmodified - 
The reader must understand,  it is JCg who is able to take away the sins,  by  atoning/{buying back}/redeeming/resetting  our sins through his selfless 
sacrifice,  but Yahweh made all this possible by expressing His HS made manifest within The Environment.  Inasmuch Yahweh put JCg’s  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  into a fleshly body and then resurrected JC as JCg  in his former  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body  –  thus as 
always,  all intrinsically  good/ideal  things come from and are redirected back to Yahweh.  However,  what Paul explains here is of the very close 
attachment Yahweh has with those very specific people who are to become His future Sons of God. 
Paul is speaking in explanation of the prophecy to mean  “Israel”  in the terms of one half being  “The New Spiritual Israel”  comprising of TCs that is 
to  deliver “The Resultant”  –  a  “cleansed people”.  This is made possible by  (1) the teaching work now  (to gain more TCs)  and  (2) in The 
Millennium  (to gain the maximum possible reform  [as The Remnant]  from out of  “The Resurrected World”)  –  please read all of Isa.59v21. 
Rom. 11v28 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  truly/indeed  the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}   
Rom. 11v28 og (the) hateful/hostile/adversaries/opposers  [to Yahweh, but may appear wonderful to the public]  through (reason of)  
Rom. 11v28 og {specifically yourselves},  down/according/intensely/against (to)  and  the  selection/election/choosing   
Rom. 11v28 og (the) {dearly/well loved}/beloved [vocative, plural]   through (reason of)  the  fathers/forebears. 
Rom. 11v28 = Truly/Indeed  the  adversaries/opposers   (are)   against  {good news}/Gospel   (Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation) 

through reason of  {specifically yourselves}   (TCs  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle that exposes the hypocrisy of religious leaders)  
(= The Jews then,  worldly Christian leaders of The Gospel Age are hateful to the TCs  accurately and actively  teaching The Real Gospel)  
and  according to  the  selection/election/choosing  the  personally  dearly/beloved,   through reason of  the  fathers/forebears. 

 

Truly indeed the adversaries   (Professional Leaders of Religion  [operating according to worldly methodology,  through the 2 Epochs of Israel])   
(are)   against The Good News   (this being  “The Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  made possible over  3  Epochs of Israel) 
through reason of specifically yourselves   (TCs progressively moving forward Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  –  by truly imitating JC)  
and according to selecting  “The personally Beloved”,   through reason of the fathers   (making possible JC's 1st Advent,  hence TCs later). 
 

Paul provides the same warning to the Brethren about the future of becoming TCs for the election unto Sonship  (as he did to Timothy at 2Tim.3v11-12)  
–  as did JC at John.16v1-4, etc.  Where we deduce,  it is the old worldly religious establishments whose members feel threatened by  “The New Wine”  
because  “They prefer the old wine” (Luke.5v36-39)  having produced something they like to imbue!   Paul also tells us,  the TCs are  selected/elected  by 
Yahweh because they  are  personally dearly beloved  (as His son JC – Matt.3v17, 17v5)  and this has only occurred by virtue of what The Fathers  (= 
The Prophets and The Ancient Worthies)  had done with their lives before the TCs existed.  Inasmuch they became  “The Means”  by prophecy  (Yahweh 
chose to work through them  because they had worthy minds  [in contrast to James.1v6-8])  to deliver JC's 1st Advent  that must be fulfilled  to establish 
Yahweh's Righteousness and Omnipotence.   All this is so very crucial to understand. 
We realise that Yahweh is steadily unfolding His  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  through the millennia  (under Satan’s singular heaven)  
within His  truly faithful  slaves  (= The Ancient Worthies, Prophets and finally the 144000 TCs)  proving their mind while in adversity to the prevailing 
singular heaven.   These people become  The Demonstrable  “Early Adopters”  (as  witnessed/judged  by The World)  who truly uphold Yahweh's 
Methodology within their minds  (as their own local heaven, Luke.17v21)  yielding the appropriate fruits  –  and Yahweh shall respond accordingly at  
“The 1st Resurrection”. 
It is interesting to note,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  pretend to represent  “The Almighty God”  and yet,  they are so ready to vilify and 
persecute the TCs in precisely the  one/same  manner they did during  “The 1st Covenant”  (hence JC's comment  Matt.23v37,  Luke.13v34).  Thus for 
example during The Gospel Age  –  the hunting down of William Tyndale and of his murder by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  and yet today 
they consider he was a good person  –  being precisely what JC said of these religious leaders  (Matt.23v27-32).   
Therefore,  we should consider  

Why  should it be  any different  today,  when precisely the  one/same  mindset of people takes these respective positions throughout worldly 
religious edifices  -  generation after generation? 
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Rom. 11v29 og (the) irrevocable/{without repentance}/enduring [plural]  For   
Rom. 11v29 og the  gratuities/{spiritual endowments}/deliverances   
Rom. 11v29 og also  the  invitation/calling/appointment  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom. 11v29 = For  the  gratuities/{spiritual endowments}/deliverances   (JC's ministry/{ransom sacrifice}) 

(it is)   the  irrevocable/enduring,   
(so)   also   God's  (Yahweh's)   invitation/calling/appointment   (of  Election unto Sonship  made by Yahweh from out of Christian Nation) 

 

For the gratuities   (JC's  [1] ministry and   [2] ransom sacrifice)   (it is)   irrevocable/enduring   (it  “stands true”  for all time) 
also the  invitation/calling  of the God   (to become part of The Grouping for The Promise –  out of which,  individuals may be  elected  for Sonship). 
 

Let me explain this because  worldly Christian Leaders  falsely  state this verse means that we are covered by JC’s ransom sacrifice indefinitely and by 
consequence,  blithely ignore  the far-reaching inductive reasoning  of their  “foolish and most unrighteous  statement”. 

Yet they preach it -  because this easy lure brings in  “their minions”  to feed the leaders’ insatiable desires  (Acts.20v29). 
Their foolish statement bereft of thought effectively gives a free charter for any person to do whatever they desire for an eternity  –  and we see what 
many people are capable of doing when they have a free charter to fulfil their indulgences today! 

Thus,  clearly this verse does  not  mean what these foolish  worldly  (supposedly wise)  Christian Leaders state! 
As usual  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

What Paul is stating in context is within the one action of JC,  he has  atoned/reset/{bought back}/redeemed  all our sins committed during the 1st part of 
our spiritual life  for all of eternity.  Yahweh will not look over past deeds and retrospectively apply His Decree on Sin  (Gen.2v17)  upon them at some 
distant point in time in the future! 
Thus as this website states  (just repeating what The Bible tells us),  JC atones for all our sins committed in the 1st part of our life under Satan’s regime  
(and they are  never  to be recalled by Yahweh)  of the some 6000 years thereby  resetting our standing before Yahweh  (to be like  Adam/Eve  before  
they sinned).  Furthermore,  his death over the whole Sabbath Day covers The Resurrected World over The Millennium  (JC covering us over  “The 
Great Sabbath Day”,  Mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1, 2Pet.3v8)  while  “The Resurrected Humans”  learn  “Righteousness”  in a society under the 
rule of JCg with 144000 TCs.   JCg will rule over his 144000  lords/kings  (Rev.19v16)  who themselves fulling operating according to Yahweh’s HS 
(John.14v20, 17v21-26),  will immediately pounce upon any human who  even thinks of committing premeditated sin  to the deliberate hurt of their 
neighbour  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)!   

Therefore,  every  conceivable premeditated hurt occurring today will  not  occur in The Millennium  –  it will be stamped out with  100% 
success rate  even  BEFORE  the premeditated sin  was committed! 

Many people will find this society painful because they enjoyed  “The Lording it over other people  (to their neighbour’s hurt)”!   This practice is 
pandemic today by people  “taking positions of leadership”  –  but the majority of people will blossom and grow to enjoy it while still being covered by 
JC’s ransom sacrifice as they learn to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life within the 2nd part of their physical life.   Where Yahweh gave each of us a 
perfected fleshly DNA body  in trust  -  so that we can  personally reform our mind  to become commensurate with our new purified body to become a  
“Late Adopter”  in a purified environment  (noting  “The Early Adopters”  did it the other way around – hence received a perfected  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body commensurate to their previously purified mind, 1Cor.15v35-55). 
When the assay occurs  (Matt.13v30, Rev.20v7-15)  at the end of The Millennium,  those people with tendencies of spiritual desire that occurred in the 1st 
part of their physical life shall be  “out on their own”  and  not  covered by JC’s ransom sacrifice  (having deliberately stepped outside of  “The 
Covering”  –  as are  charlatan Christian leaders doing so today).  By consequence,  “premeditated sin to the deliberate hurt of their neighbour”  will 
result in the personal annihilation termed,  “The 2nd Death”  (as will occur to  charlatan Christian leaders during The Gospel Age  –  please see  “2 part 
life”  in glossary). 
The Resultant of this most righteous process will be a perfected society,  whose members have  personally chosen   “to believe  (= entrust/committed)  in 
JC”  as  “The Word of God”  (demonstrated by precisely imitating his lifestyle)  through their assay period.  This new assay period  (Rev.20v7-9)  will 
mirror  “JC’s assay period”  for a precise  “like for like”  equivalence of covering to stretch forth into the eternity  –  where we then might interface with 
the rest of Yahweh’s Creations in The Universe,  and we survivors shall have been accepted out of the present pariah status of some 6000 years. 
Furthermore,  this whole process  “smacks Satan in the face”  when he stated to Eve  “do this and you shall be like god”  (Gen.3v5),  Yes,  the successful 
people went through this process and became like JC and not like Satan! 

Can the reader see  (1) the wholesome nature and  (2) the righteous exegesis of what The Bible  tells us?    
Rather than the  much-exulted  rubbish/hype  that  “worldly wise”  Christian leaders preach to us in their  utter error! 

Cautionary Note    
         While  “The Calling/Invitation”  itself is  “enduring”  –  we personally can still fall away and not make the grade  –  as Paul told us earlier v21! 
 
63rd Comment – For you,  The Brethren  (actively aiming to become TCs),  were once  uncommitted/rebellious  to Yahweh,  
and you all received mercy from Yahweh through JCg to the things you did while  uncommitted/rebellious  (1Tim.1v9-13). 
114th Reasoning – Then likewise you Brethren are to show mercy to those humans who were once like you. 
64th Comment – Therefore do not condemn those people having a different understanding to what you know as being  
“The Absolute Truth”  –  because they are presently lost and need your patient guidance,  –  not  your condemnation! 
Sadly,  we see many  worldly Christians  (having the  wrong  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  condemning others,  but 
they  “fail to see the beam in their own eye,  while they try to pick out the speck in the other person’s eye”  (Matt.7v3-5). 
94th Instruction – For  “The Specific God”  locks us TCs in with the heathen so that all people might have the opportunity 
to receive mercy from Yahweh,  those people who we teach to bring them into understanding “The Absolute Truth”,  
moreover,  TCs  continue to receive mercy  because  they are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to increase the number of TCs)! 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’ is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father,  ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
79th Good News – How great is the depth of  rich/fulfilling  Knowledge and The Wisdom of Yahweh making The Selection. 
How  unsearchable/unquestionable  are His judgements.  Who knows The Mind of Yahweh?   Who can be His advisor? 
Who can first give to Yahweh  –  expecting to be repaid  (for any  “presupposed advice”  given)! 
Because of Him,  also through Him,  also to Him are all things,  to Him be the  honour/glory/dignity  unto the ages. 
65th Comment – He is “Yahweh”!   His Name means:  “I make become  what/who  I choose to become”! 
80th Good News – How wonderful is Yahweh through Whom all  {intrinsically ideal/good}  things are sourced! 
All  honour/glory/dignity  shall be given unto Yahweh in The Culmination by The 3 Remnants that return to The Lord. 
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Rom. 11v30 og {just as}/{exactly like}  For  also  {specifically yourselves}  {sometime past}/then/previously   
Rom. 11v30 og (you) disbelieved/disobeyed/rebelled/uncommitted  to the  God [Yahweh],    
Rom. 11v30 og now/present/immediate  and  (you [TCs]) {obtained compassion/pity/mercy}  to the  [= in/with/by/on]  
Rom. 11v30 og {from/concerning these persons/things}  (the) disbelief/rebellion/disobedience/{non commitment}. 
Rom. 11v30 = For  also  {just as}  {specifically yourselves}  {sometime past}/previously  

you  disbelieved/disobeyed   (through ignorance)   to the  God  (Yahweh),   
and  now/presently  you  (as The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   {obtained  compassion/mercy}   (in “The 2nd Covenant”)  
by  the  disbelief/rebellion/disobedience  {concerning those people}   (The Jews of  “The 1st Covenant”  taken from them). 
(because Yahweh's Covenant has moved from The Jews to The Christians   [being from  “1st Epoch Israel” to  “2nd Epoch Israel”]). 

 

For also just as specifically yourselves  disbelieved/disobeyed  the God (Yahweh)  previously   (in the 1st part of your spiritual life), 
and now you  (as the brethren  actively aiming  to be TCs)   obtained compassion   (in “The 2nd Covenant”  as inaugurated by JC at his death) 
by the  (practised)   disbelief/disobedience  concerning those people   (The Jews of Yahweh's Favour,  it has been removed  from them). 
 

It is very important for the reader to understand the terrible half-truth   “God loves you all”  is such a false distortion of  The Absolute Truth! 
The reader must understand that Yahweh  only  loves  all  those people who  will  ultimately  imitate His son JC  –  else Yahweh  is  “Unrighteous”! 
Where “Love” has its variants  (1) agapao (to edify person [often to the giver’s hurt]),  (2) phileo (to be attracted),  (3) storge (family bond) and (4) eros 
(self-indulgent love,  being what I can personally get out of something – as are the adherents of “Religion”)   

To this end Yahweh  agapao + phileo + storge  His Early Adopters,  but only agapao The World generally to educate its members to precisely 
imitate JC over what is now their 2 part life  (because of what JC has done). 

We know that  “Yahweh”  is both  “The Righteous God”  and  “The Perfect God”  because  “of what He  has done  and  is doing”  –  and thus He 
being  Holy/Pure/Blameless/{Separate from this world of sin}  then,  He cannot allow humans who transgress His command at Gen.2v17 live for eternity  
without our personal reform.  That is why we understand what worldly Christian leaders preach today  is  “unrighteous bunkum”,  and thus it cannot be 
sourced from Yahweh  –  and thus  they do  not  represent Yahweh!   

Consequently,  what they preach as sweet lures is sourced by Satan  to oppose Yahweh  and His Goals  (John.8v38-50, 2Cor.11v13-15). 
But presently  as The Bible tells us  –  Yahweh  detests/abhors  certain humans.  The very worst humans Yahweh detests,  are those specific leaders who 
distort His Beautiful and Consistent Word into something that makes Him look ridiculous and illogical in the eyes of other  sane/reasoning  people! 
This verse supports what I state elsewhere  

Yahweh has shown  mercy/compassion  on these very specific people  (The Brethren yearning by works to become TCs)  because these people 
have turned their back on their old life,  reformed and are thus trying  in duress  to live the 2nd part of their spiritual life as though they were 
living in The Millennium (Luke.17v21).   
These specific people trying to imitate JC  are presently  agapao/phileo/storge  by Yahweh   (but  not  most humans [99.9+% of The World]) 
However,  all humans are  agapao/{edifying  loved}  even if after all attempts to rehabilitate them fails and are ultimately annihilated! 

Will the  very best  worldly  theologians contact me by email explaining themselves so that I might publicly straighten out their “satanic” (= 
“adversarial” to Yahweh’s Desire)  reasoning by using The Bible  correctly quoted in context! 
Quite simply there are two reasons why  worldly Christian leaders preach their  “delusional unrighteous nonsense” - 

1. They do not want to personally reform  –  thus they preach  “Yahweh loves us  as hurtful as we are”  (without explaining the word “love”)! 
This therefore excuses them to supposedly  “not reform”  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  hence perpetuating Jude.v4  

2. They want to have the largest possible following of congregational members  (to  tithe/milk  the largest grouping possible, Acts.20v29)  by 
giving  “sweet delusional ministries”! 
Therefore, they preach Yahweh  “loves us as we are”  (without teaching it is  “agapao”  before reform,  so we can then be  “phileo/storge”  
by Yahweh  after reform)! 
The Crux behind all this is  “The Gospel of Excuses” to “Remain Human”  and  not  that we must ultimately imitate JC for eternal salvation! 

All this is a detestation to Yahweh  –  when He wants people to precisely imitate JC,  who himself operated according to Yahweh’s Methodology! 
Yahweh wants  (1) perfected people imitating JC to  (2) produce a perfect society for The Eternity.  He most certainly does not want a continuance of the 
present society operating under Satan's methodology,  of which Paul said earlier  (Rom.8v22)  is presently groaning under the strain of unrighteous 
behaviour –  longing for a perfected environment and society.    

How is the preaching of our present  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  going to achieve this future to fulfil Yahweh’s Goal? 
The answer to that question becomes like a guided missile straight into their unrighteous portfolio  (showing them  not  to have  “Yahweh’s Mind”)! 
Quite simply stated - 

It is the Responsibility of the leader to carefully teach  “The Ideal Goal”. 
It becomes the Responsibility of the recipient on the personal take-up of this taught goal. 
Yahweh takes upon Himself the Authority to make an accurate decision upon the future of these two types of people! 

Rom. 11v31 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus   Also   these (people [other])  now/present/immediate   
Rom. 11v31 og (they) disbelieved/disobedient/rebellious/uncommitted  to the  {your own}/{belonging to you}      
Rom. 11v31 og (to the) compassion/{displayed mercy}  that/{so as}  also  they  (may obtain) compassion/pity/mercy.   
Rom. 11v31 = Also  {in this manner}/so  these  other   (worldly)  people  now/presently  disbelieving/disobedient   (to your witness)   

to  {your own}  compassion{displayed mercy}   (by bringing them into  “The Disclosing Truth”  of  “The Word of God”  accurately taught),   
that  they may  also  obtain  compassion/mercy  from  Yahweh   (by becoming The Brethren like yourselves). 

 

Also in this manner these other   (worldly)   people presently  disbelieving/disobedient   (to your witness by  both  words and deeds) 
to your own compassion   (by bringing them into The Truth of  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught), 
that they may  also obtain compassion from Yahweh   (by becoming The Brethren like yourselves,  and ultimately,  ideally to become TCs). 
 

Paul is making the point in v30 that you  “Brethren”  are now being shown  mercy/compassion  by Yahweh  because  you  have  demonstrated personal 
reform  to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle by taking in  “The Knowledge”.   When mature after assaying what you have learnt,  then you will have the  
assurance/fidelity  to bring yourselves into the position as TCs (now v31 ) to demonstrate  compassion/mercy  by starting to  accurately  teach other 
people knowledge and exegesis to bring other people into  “The Knowledge”  –  so that they too might obtain  mercy/compassion  from Yahweh  (like 
yourselves).  This can then be replicated in the forthcoming generations throughout The Gospel Age until Yahweh achieves His “Prophesied Trigger 
Threshold” of 144000 TCs who imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (Rev.14v1-4).   These works represent The Fidelity of practice to  “The Knowledge”.  

Can the reader see the full nature of what Paul is teaching us? 
Is this what  worldly Christian Leaders preach to us? 

The now educated reader can answer that question quite easily  –  and because they are  not  instructing their congregation accurately  –  as Paul is 
stating here,  then quite clearly  worldly Christian leaders are  not  imitating JC’s lifestyle/ministry  and are thus  rejected by Yahweh  from being part of 
the 144000 TCs!   All as JC taught us in his many illustrations,  one of which is of The Tree and of its Fruitage,  where The Fruitage is The Congregation 
having the same spiritual DNA as The Tree (= the religious leader)  –  given at Matt.7v15-19.   

The question is   Do the congregational members imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  -  if not,  then The Tree  is diseased! 
An applicable maxim states - 
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“What the Pupil has not learnt,  then the Teacher has not taught”! 
Rom. 11v32 og (he) {shut together}/{embraced in common}/included/concluded  For  the  {specific god}  the (persons)  
Rom. 11v32 og all (persons [of The World])  into/unto  (the) disbelief/rebellious/disobedience/{non commitment}   
Rom. 11v32 og that/{so as}  [to]   the (persons)  all (persons)   (He may show) compassion/mercy. 
Rom. 11v32 = For  ‘the specific god’  {shut together}/{locked together}  all/whole  the people  unto  the  disbelief/disobedience    

(so)  that he may show  compassion/mercy   (to  all  of us,   irrespective of our works). 
(Thus,  we all have the  one  opportunity  of everlasting life at the end of what is our present 1st part of our physical life). 

 

For the specific god   (the context teaches us this was Yahweh  operating through JC  -  because it is JC who represents us as an  intercessor) 
locked together all people unto  disbelief/disobedience   (being the 1st part of our life,   from birth until we receive God's Word) 
           (Yahweh allowed  all  humans the 1st part of their life both  physical/spiritual  to learn the horrors resulting from practised worldly methodology) 
(so)  that He  (both Yahweh and JCg at  the respective two levels)   may show compassion   (to all of us – irrespective of  [religious]  works). 
 

Then Paul concludes v30 – v31 with v32  (but noting the use of  “The Specific God”  again to show how  both  Entities work together at the two layers of 
Mankind  ([1] Yahweh for future sons of God and  [2]  JCg for The World at large). 
Paul states that all The World consisting of “The Heathen” (people  without  accurate knowledge,  to specifically include worldly Christians)  are to be 
converted unto  “True Christianity”  meaning  “1st Century Christianity”  by  “strength of argument”  -  to convert The Mind to  understand  why/how  
we should  desire  to imitate JC’s lifestyle. 

But from where is this  “strength of argument”  coming? 
It is coming from The Brethren being knitted together to operate within The World,  where  both  groupings were  “disobedient together”.   
Where - 

(1) One grouping knowing what disobedience is like,  but reformed to  accurately  imitate JC’s lifestyle and are thus in the position to know 
and assist by showing  compassion/mercy  upon  

(2) Those people without  “The Knowledge”  –  being presently disobedient  (but could reform if given the opportunity). 
“The Reformed Grouping”  of (1) above,  only do this,  not  for worldly returns of  self-indulgence  (of whatever),  but with a sincere determination to tell 
The World about what The World is presently missing within their lives.  Especially so today as a global village,  where Mankind will have nowhere to 
run from the surmounting problems of global warming,  lack of pure resources,  interconnectivity resulting in viruses (both software and physical),  etc,  
all exasperated by the practise of  “Worldly methodology”  (self-indulgence/gratification  to the hurt of our neighbour)!   Sadly, this must all be  “played 
out”  in time else humans will self-indulgently believe  “this will not occur”  they are apparently too sophisticated and intelligent for failure to occur! 
That is precisely why the TCs were instructed by JC to tell The World of The Millennium  (Matt.24v14).  TCs are to teach of  “The Expectation”  based 
upon  input/output  (not the vain “hope” of passivity)  of something so very much better upon which to focus our attention  -  as Mankind as a whole 
implodes  (as JC told us in The Gospels and John in the book of Revelation).   This future scenario is of what  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches unto The World,  
being no different from what The Bible  (God’s Word parts 1 and 2)  so clearly tells us! 

This  “Expectation of The Inheritance”  of The Millennium can  only  occur from  accurate  knowledge,  assayed and acted upon with fidelity! 
Hence v33 in context! 
Note,  it also shows how righteous and wonderful are both T/the S/specific G/god of the respective layers.  It is all  “Relative”  as given by  The Context. 

JCg of  The World  (being his creation)  and he redeemed his Creation by  (1) The Ministry and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice. 
Yahweh of  The Universe  (being of His Creation)  aiding His Son JCg and gaining 144000 Sons of God in the process out of JCg’s creation. 

As I profusely state  –  all this is presently  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  –  but it is  precisely what The Bible  tells us  as I clearly 
explain in all my many thousands of commentaries within The New Testament totally more than 4,000,000 words written over more than 50,000 man 
hours of personal study of  “only The Bible”. 

What  worldly Christian leader can make that claim of  “Authority over their subject matter”? 
Rom. 11v33 og Oh (exclamation)   (the)  profundity/extent/depth  (of the) wealth/possessions/abundance/riches   
Rom. 11v33 og also  (of the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
Rom. 11v33 og also  (of the) knowledge/science/enlightenment  (of the) God [Yahweh]!   
Rom. 11v33 og {In that manner}/Likewise/How  (the) inscrutable/unsearchable  the  decisions/judgements/conclusions   
Rom. 11v33 og (of the) Him [Yahweh],   
Rom. 11v33 og also  (the) {unable to be tracked}/untraceable/unsearchable/{past finding out}   
Rom. 11v33 og the  ways/journey/progress/mode/means  (of the) Him [Yahweh]. 
Rom. 11v33 = Oh (by exclamation),   the  extent/depth  of the   (spiritual)   wealth/abundances,  

also  the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge},   also  the  knowledge/science/enlightenment   of the  God  (Yahweh). 
How  inscrutable/unsearchable/unquestionable   (are)   the  decisions/judgements/conclusions  of the  Him  (Yahweh). 
Also  {unable to be tracked}/untraceable/unsearchable  the  ways/journey/mode/means  of the  Him  (Yahweh). 

 

Oh  -  the  extent/depth  of the   (spiritual)  wealth   (being precious to  “us”  who fully inculcate  “The Word of God”) 
also of the wisdom   (that comes from  accurately  implementing  “The Word of God”  within our deportment) 
also the  knowledge/enlightenment  of the God   (being what Yahweh Desires to righteously yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”) 
How unquestionable   (are)   the judgments of Him   (being how Yahweh  rigorously/righteously  weaves His Plan unto its  “Just Conclusion”). 
Also unable to be tracked His Ways   (we humans are unable to fathom the intricacies of  “The Route”  Yahweh uses to fulfil His Desire). 
 

Paul now gets quite carried away with the future prospect of The Millennium and  “The Mastery”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human 
Salvation”  –  to extract us from the impending disaster which is to occur at the conclusion of the present system under Satan’s rule. 
Rom. 11v34 og [Prophecy, Isa.40v13 ]  who/what/which/wherefore  For  
Rom. 11v34 og (he/she) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}   
Rom. 11v34 og (the) intellect/mind/understanding  (of the) Lord/Master?    
Rom. 11v34 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  the  {leading the way for others}/{show deference}/councillor   
Rom. 11v34 og (of the) Him [Yahweh]   (he/she has) {become to be}/occurred/happened? 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.40v13  
Rom. 11v34 = For  who  he/she  {absolutely knows/understands}  the  intellect/mind/understanding  of the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh)? 

Or  (who)  has  {become to be}  His  (Yahweh’)   councillor/adviser?  
 

For who  he/she  absolutely  knows/understands  the  intellect/understanding  of the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh through JC as “God's Word”)? 
Or   (who)   has become to be His (Yahweh's)  councillor/adviser? 
 

In Paul’s heightened state he rolls out a quote from King David’s psalm written and sung,  some 1000 years earlier. 
We humans have  no  capability when compared with Yahweh and His son JCg  –  as witness in The Bible at Matt.22v46, etc. 
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However,  while none of us could ever council Yahweh,  yet at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”,  (Today)  it is possible to understand  “The Mind of 
Yahweh”  with respect to this planet,  only because all the prophecies are harmoniously coming to fruition at these “End Times”. 

Provided that is,  we show any interest in discovering  “This Knowledge”!    
Regrettably,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  have absolutely  “no interest”,  because this knowledge would expose their delinquency  -  being a 
preference of a  “Worldly Mind”  to fulfil Satan’s desire to  oppose  “The Goal of Sonship”,  hence  “anti-christ/anti-anointing”  (1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3)  
that was starting to occur in John’s day  (as said Paul,  Acts.20v19)! 
Rom. 11v35 og or/than/either/rather  who/what/which/wherefore    
Rom. 11v35 og (he/she) {gave forward}/{first gave}  (to the) Him [Yahweh],   
Rom. 11v35 og also  (it will be) requited/recompensed/rendered/repaid  (to the) him? 
Rom. 11v35 = Or  who  he/she  {first gave}  to the  Him  (Yahweh),   also  it will be  recompensed/repaid  to the  him?  
 

Or who  he/she  first gave to Him (Yahweh),   also it will be repaid to him   (as presupposed recompense for  “the advice” supposedly given)? 
 

Paul still continues in his euphoric state still praising Yahweh’s omnipotence   “Who can first give to Yahweh,  expecting this to be repaid?” 
Rom. 11v36 og Because  {from/out of}  (of the) Him [Yahweh]  also  through (reason of)  (of the) Him [Yahweh]  
Rom. 11v36 og also  into/unto  (the) Him [Yahweh]   [are]   the (things)  all/whole  
Rom. 11v36 og (to the) Him [Yahweh]  the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  into/unto  
Rom. 11v36 og (the) ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}.   
Rom. 11v36 og Amen/{so be it}/surety/trustworthy! 
Rom. 11v36 = Because  {from out of}  Him  (Yahweh),   also  through reason of  the Him  (Yahweh),   

also  unto  the  Him  (Yahweh)  are  all/every  things,   
to the  Him  (Yahweh)   (be)   the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  unto  the  ages/{Messianic periods}.   Amen! 

 

Because from out of Him (Yahweh),    (Yahweh ultimately sources all intrinsically  good/ideal  things into The Universe.) 
also through reason of Him (Yahweh)    (without Yahweh's purpose for something ideal to occur – then it will not occur) 
also unto the Him (Yahweh)  are all things   (because of the above two statements,  then all  things/entities  are beholden unto Yahweh), 
(therefore)   to Him (Yahweh)   (be)  the  glory/honour/dignity  unto the ages.   Amen! 
 

Paul now boils over  –  words are failing him now  –  he just states in the minimum words the most inclusive expression. 
I state elsewhere an equivalent being the definition of “Yahweh”  

“Yahweh”  is  omnipotent/omniscient  –  “He makes becomes  who/what  He chooses to become”! 
Who can compete with that statement?   Let them show themselves! 

Satan did,  and knows he will be destroyed,  humans are being  “given their day”  through the 6000 years  and are showing their  utter ineptitude! 
Furthermore,  as we are told by James  “The demons quiver with fear before  The Specific God”  (James.2v19)! 
However there  are  “The Early Adopters”  shining like stars  (being “lights of Knowledge” in their “local authority of Yahweh”)  over The World 
proving themselves  (in the midst of The Watching/Judging World)  that they have truly changed and  have/are  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to bring 
closure to this evil world,  and are thus helping to bring forth The Millennium. 

Amen! 
 
 
95th Instruction – Therefore,  Brethren (assiduously aiming to become TCs),  we TCs exhort  {specifically yourselves},  
through the mercy of Yahweh to exhibit your bodies as a living sacrifice,  blameless/holy  (to Yahweh’s Desire)  person 
providing  sane/rational/logical/reasonable  divine service well-pleasing to Yahweh. 
73rd Allegory – “living sacrifice = The person dies away from the self-indulgences of which The World can offer to 
consume our time from exactly imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  freely/simply  (without strings attached to what is taught). 
The altar upon which we sacrifice our life – is The Environment within which we work in  freely/simply  giving “The Word 
of God”  to The World –  this becomes our  only  driver –  because we have  absolutely  no  worldly return  (except abuse). 
115th Reasoning – Therefore we must have  “sane/rational/logical/reasoning”  minds for two reasons:- 

1.  So that we are not  hoodwinked/bewitched  by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders (Matt.7v15)! 
2.  To become competent and respected teachers exuding authority  that mirrors  The  Name/Character/Authority  
of Yahweh seen through JC,  who himself was the image of his Father  (John.14v4-20).  This is true worship! 

96th Instruction – Also Brethren do not become  (think/act)  like this present worldly system  (= Mankind generally),  but 
specifically yourselves  become transformed,  renew your mind and  assay/examine  precisely what Yahweh’s Desire is of 
specifically yourselves  –  because it is intrinsically good,  perfectly well pleasing to Yahweh  (that you do this). 
116th Reasoning – Very few people can successfully make  “The Full Transformation”  to become wholly Christlike. 
Only 144000 people become a  “living Sacrifice”  imitating Paul (2Cor.11v24-28)  and Peter (Matt.19v27). 
Worldly and charlatan  Christian leaders are  not  living sacrifices,  they are paid by The World to give what The World 
wants to hear.  This is  not  “sacrifice”  but paid   “actors on a stage”  giving a performance  (Greek for “hypocrites”). 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
69th Warning – Brethren do not think highly of yourself,  nor become  vain/arrogant,  nor consider yourself superior in 
capability over others  (as  some  [but not all]  academics might operate),  but become  moderate/sane/sober/{right 
minded}  as according to  ‘the specific god’  gives in measure of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father,  ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
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97th Instruction– We must personally base The Reform of our minds only upon “The Word of God” that itself becomes the 
spiritual RNA for the new spiritual DNA creature/creation  that is to grow within our mind ready for The Eternity  –  made 
physically possible by Yahweh resurrecting us into the 2nd part of our physical life  (because of JC's ransom Sacrifice). 
98th Instruction – It is essential to remain sober minded during our whole life.  This means not to be drunk by either:- 
     1.  Externally imbued alcohol or drugs  (so we loose control of our reasoning faculties). 
     2.  Internally generated drugs (beta endorphins)  created by charlatan Christian leaders manipulating the environment. 
70th Warning – Beware of external threats that come as sweeteners from human  predators  behaving as “friends”. 
Particularly so by  charlatan Christian leaders liking to  “take control over our reasoning faculties”  (Matt.24v23-26, 
Mark.13v21-23, Acts.20v29, etc.),  rogue traders,  spiritual paedophiles over their “Groomed Congregations”  mutually 
“Loving the Moment”  -  but none of their activities generates TCs to rule over  “The Resurrected World”. 
That is how we know most Christian leaders are  “the diseased tree”  of Matt.7v16-19, ignored by Yahweh (Matt.7v20-21) 
99th Instruction – Precisely as a body has many parts,  and each has its own important specific function,  then also does 
“The Body of JCg”  (1Cor.12v12-22)  have 144000 people  (throughout 2000 years)  each fulfilling an important role  
(that is truly  “in-tune”  with Yahweh’s Desire  –  else the member is removed from  “The Body”).  
Worldly and charlatan Christian Leaders in their millions are  not  part of  “The Body of Christ”,  having been cut out. 
Rom. 12v1 og (I) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat  Therefore/Then   
Rom. 12v1 og {specifically yourselves}  brothers/{The Brethren}   
Rom. 12v1 og through (reason of)  of the [plural]  compassions/pities/mercies  of the  God [Yahweh],  
Rom. 12v1 og (to) exhibit/constitute/commend/approve/substantiate  the [plural]  {whole/sound bodies}/bodily    
Rom. 12v1 og {of yourselves}  (the) {sacrifice (the act or the victim)}   (the) living/existing,   
Rom. 12v1 og (the) blameless/pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}/{holy person}   
Rom. 12v1 og (the) {fully agreeable}/acceptable/{well-pleasing}  to the  God [Yahweh]  
Rom. 12v1 og the  rational/logical/reasonable  (the) {ministration of God}/worship/{divine service}  {of yourselves}. 
Rom. 12v1 = Thus  I  beseech/exhort  {specifically yourselves}  brothers/{The Brethren}   

through reason  of the  compassion/mercy  of the  God 
to  exhibit/commend/present  your  bodies   (as)   a  living/existing  {sacrifice (act or victim)}   (within this present world),   
holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  person   (being as a sojourner in this present world – having no fixed ties  [spiritual/physical]),   
{fully agreeable}/{well pleasing}  to the  God  (Yahweh)   (in)   your  rational/logical/reasonable  {ministration of God}/{divine service}.  

 

Thus,  I exhort specifically yourselves brethren   (people who are assiduously aiming to become TCs,  by trying to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
through reason of the compassion of the God  (Yahweh)    (then we should  out of respect  of its quality,  exhibit what we receive  from Yahweh) 
to exhibit the bodies of yourselves   (as)   the living sacrifice (of the act or victim)    (within the present world under its current methodology) 
a  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  person   (being sojourners within The World  –  with no fixed ties to The World) 
fully agreeable to the God (Yahweh)   (in)  your  rational/logical  ministration of God   (meaning,  precisely imitate JC -  driven by a sane mind). 
 

One first question we might ask of ourselves - 
Do we see  any of this  occurring by  (1) worldly Christian leaders or  (2) their congregational members? 

Where,  by logical expansion we could ask - 
Do we see people exhibiting  “our bodies”  (driven by our minds)  that are truly  “a living sacrifice”  to what Yahweh instructs all of us? 
Do we see people operating with  sane/rational/logical/reasonable  minds in the divine service of Yahweh? 
What does  “sane/rational/logical/reasonable  minds”  really mean? 
What does  “divine service of Yahweh”  really mean? 

Let us consider all of this  –  because again we see that Paul is exhorting his congregation of The Brethren to become like him = a TC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 
Gal.4v12, etc.). 

So, let us now analyse this verse in its various sections and see where it is at variance to what our worldly Christian leaders naturally preach. 
Moreover,  what our  worldly Christian leaders preach differs to the things JC and Paul taught to their congregations  (by word/deed)! 

“Bodies of you as a living holy sacrifice”.  This exhortation is very powerful,  but just dismissed by all people,  except the TC  (Matt.19v27)! 
Where the person is  “holy”,  to mean  “pure/innocent/blameless  from any charge”  that anybody may make against this person. 

Ask ourselves   Who is doing this -  making their lives a sacrifice away from The World?   
        Who is also blameless – when we consider what  “Christians”  actually do  (certainly not yielding new TCs)! 
Is it the  (1) worldly Christian making their body a living blameless sacrifice,  or a  (2) TC? 

And  –  likewise we should consider - 
“Bodies of you”.  Thus,  it is directed to  each and every one of us.  Paul is speaking to The Brethren who eagerly desire to become TCs.   
He is telling The Brethren  to  present/exhibit  themselves  –  so they are not doing it yet,  but this exhortation is not falling on deaf ears  –  they are to 
personally  aspire/aim  for this  requirement  from Yahweh  to become a TC  (and thereby truly fulfil Yahweh Desire  –  He wants 144000  new  Sons of 
God within this Universe)! 

What do these words really mean? 
“as a living”.  Thus,  this cannot be put off until we are dead!   Consequently we,  as Christians,  must be doing this while we are alive!    
There are no time limits on this  –  for example,  we are  not  told   “you only need do this sacrifice two hours a day!”   
This is a continuous process every day,  every hour,  every minute.   This is what may be generally termed as 24-7!    
But I would go further to be   60-60-24-7-52-'70'  being of units   “second – minute – day – week – year – life”! 
“holy”.  Means  “pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from the world}”.  We must remain separate from The World because contrary to modern  worldly 
Christian teaching –  this is Satan’s world at the moment  –  that is  why  there is so much pain and suffering  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4,  and hence JC's 
comment at John.15v15-25).  Fortunately,  Satan’s leasehold will soon be removed from him at the start of The Millennium  (Rev.20v1-3).  Thus our 
thoughts and works must  not  be of this world,  we must remove ourselves from all forms of worldliness that may lead to any form of self-gratification  
(that potentially leads to our downfall or oppresses other people or other forms of life).  Quite simply we must be as  sojourners/strangers/travellers  
being like  “aliens”  within this world  –  to be having no  ties/lures  within this world that will bend our mind and reasoning away from precisely what 
Yahweh truly desires from us. 
Furthermore,  this tells us,  we are being  “Judged by the World”  inasmuch we must be innocent of all  claims/charges  that could be made by any 
person in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)  not whether we are good or not,  but most importantly did we do anything that precluded any person from 
becoming a future son of God themselves!    That last statement is most critical to understand,  because that will be the  very first thing said  by a 
disgruntled resurrected person not making  “The Grade of Sonship”,  “I could not be a Son of God,  because it was someone else’s fault”! 
This charge shall not be righteously made against the future 144000 future “Sons of God”  having precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
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Does the reader fully understand all the ramifications of this paragraph? 
That is specifically why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  shall be rejected from being a future “Son of God”  as JC’s  parables/illustrations  tell us! 
“sacrifice”.  Follows on from “holy”.  We are to deaden our  desires  to the material things of The World what would otherwise become our goal.  
This does not mean despise material things and live in a sack!   But it means,  we are  not  to set our  heart/motivation/desires  on these material things,  
thus we must not make worldly things our  “raison d'etre”,  that is why by means of an example,  TCs will  never  participate in lotteries!    
We must set our  heart/{seat of motivation}  to serve God's requirements,  and thus He will look after our  daily necessities  that will come to us through 
our righteous living  (Matt.6v25-34).  
This will operate at several levels - 

1. Firstly,  through JC,  as “The Word of God”  (sourced by Yahweh),  after it has been truly imbued,  assayed/tested  (by reasoning through it),  
will ensure the TC has no desire to be lured by worldly lusts that would otherwise make our life difficult. 

2. If Yahweh sees a TC is operating precisely to fulfil His Desire,  then Yahweh will reciprocate within The Local Environment to ensure the TC 
will gain the required input to survive at  “a basic level”. 

3. The people around this person  –  knowing  his/her  character,  will trust this person and give great responsibility to  him/her  in the manner 
as they gave to Joseph   (Gen. 39v2-6, 21-23 ),  and from this responsibility will ensure the TC receives all the required daily necessities for a 
comfortable,  but  “basic life”. 

An example out of so many   Think how much money it is possible to save by not spending money on Lotteries!   I have  never  bought a ticket in my life 
and  never  intend to!   Firstly,  The Bible tells us not to,   but I realise this is a worldly pursuit for possible self-gratification,  ultimately at a person’s 
expense!   By extension the prolific  “gaming”  industries that bring debt upon the unfortunate participants  –  where it must be realised that  they only 
exist  to  take money off  their punters  –  and offer free enticements to start betting  –  in the same manner would a  drug-pusher freely give drugs to get 
the recipient hooked.   Is this type of activity fulfilling Yahweh's Desire?   Obviously not! 
Neither would a TC associate themselves with any part in the promotion of it  (at both ends)! 
“rational/logical/reasonable  ministerial service that is well pleasing to Yahweh”   what a very interesting exhortation! 

Is this what we see declared to the  “Christian”  congregation by their  “ministers”  (worldly Christian leaders)  today? 
Is this what we see displayed by the  “Christian”  congregational members themselves today? 

We look at the  happy/clappy  charismatic movements with all  “froth and no substance”  –  I see  no “rational/logical/reasonable  ministerial service”   
but self-indulgent  love (eros)  “playing around”  for the emotional hype to satisfy an  animalistic/{carnal mind}  for the  drug-like  effects that come 
from this activity.  -  Clearly this form of  “service”  is  not  pleasing to Yahweh but  only  pleasing to Satan because of the hypocritical pretence of being 
one thing,  but actually,  fulfilling the aims of another! 
Then we look at the  dead traditional  schisms of Christianity having the  “mechanisms of a machine”  and no human interaction to  learn/understand  
“The Knowledge”  (which sadly is equally minced into deception  -  in the same manner as the  happy/clappy  charismatics).  It reminds me of the faulty 
mental institutions who keep their inmates down by feeding them with drugs all the time to stop their minds from being stimulated!   
The common denominator behind these extremes and most congregations between these given extremes,  is the worldly leaders are having their kick-back 
of some worldly indulgence,  security of position,  financial/prestige/{place in the community}/{do not rock the boat}/{have a nice time with the “market 
salutations”}/etc.  (Mark.12v38, Luke.20v46)  and I could just keep going on and on,  and on,  and on  –  because the list is almost endless. 
However,  there no teaching of our required return unto the Bible and exhort the Christian Congregations to read and thoroughly understand by 
rigorous assay The Bible and start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   

Because quite simply,   The Christian Leaders do  not  want to be exposed as  “hypocrites”  by a then educated congregation! 
As I mentioned in many places  because  the  worldly Christian leaders are  not  giving out this exhortation  –  of which Paul is stating,   -  then clearly 
these  worldly  “Christian ministers”  are  not  TCs. 
I am writing this as  

“Shock Treatment”  speaking about the  “elephant in the room”  of which those people claiming to  have the responsibility - choose to ignore. 
So again,  I personally exhort  (merely repeating Paul) - 

We must personally imitate JC and the apostles  –  to put  worldly  things behind us,  our Old Self must become the New Self.  
It is difficult with a mind working in the present methodology to comprehend the difference it will be in The Millennium,  because 
the present world is The Norm and we  “live to accept it”  -  but The Millennium will be so  vastly different  than today. 

Do  not  be part of a world of finery,  desiring a prestigious position,  climbing to positions of power in The World,  lusting after money to spend on our 
holiday every year or recreational sport.  Nor entertainment that corrupts our moral conscience  (by accepting what we see as  “the norm”  –   especially 
if our environment preaches the same message)  with violence and immorality.  All these things are just examples of worldly pursuits that Yahweh detests 
but rather we are to set in our  vision/{mind's eye}  of  “The Pleasing Vista of The Millennium”!   We are to make that wonderful future become our goal 
and fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by making it come sooner  –  by making that number of 144000 TCs occur,  starting first within  our own mind  (Luke.17v21)!     
Putting it out onto someone else is  not an option,   we must personally take  ownership/responsibility  and become accountable  with  “The Word of 
God”,  else we personally forfeit the  “Birthright of Sonship to Yahweh”  (hence Matt.8v12, etc.,)  and The Millennium shall be delayed for another day! 
It is unto this end our words and deeds are to be canvassing unto The World  –  and thus be demonstrably showing that  “The Kingdom of God/Heaven”  
is ruling our mind  –  being  “The Authority”  controlling our mind,  moulding our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  ready for  “The Physical Reality”  in 
the 2nd part of our life in The Millennium. 
Before  any  of that can occur  –  we must thoroughly learn and understand through rigorous assay of The Bible  by the  daily  reading of it  –  else we 
lack the required knowledge to know how to please Yahweh!   Obvious is it not?  –  Noting specifically what Paul said about  “being good people”  -  is  
not  good enough  to become a future  “Son of God”  (Rom.4v1-5). 
Does the reader fully understand all this  -  because it is a million miles away from what  Christendom/Religion  preaches to  us! 

In context we now enter v2. 
Rom. 12v2 og Also  not  (you be) {fashioned alike}/{conformed to the same pattern}  to the  age/perpetuity   
Rom. 12v2 og {in/with/by  this}/{the same},   but  (you be) transformed/metamorphosed/changed/transfigured   
Rom. 12v2 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  renovation/renewing  of the  intellect/mind/understanding  {of yourselves},    
Rom. 12v2 og into/unto  the  (to) assay/prove/test/discern/examine  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom. 12v2 og why/what/which/wherefore  the  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  of the  God [Yahweh],  
Rom. 12v2 og the  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal  also  (the) {fully agreeable}/acceptable/well-pleasing   
Rom. 12v2 og also  (the) complete/perfect/mature/{fully grown}. 
Rom. 12v2  = Also  not  you  be  {conformed to the same pattern}  to this  age/epoch   (not be drawn into following worldly methodology) 

but  you be  transformed/changed/transfigured  in  the  renovation/renewing  of  your  intellect/mind   (truly imbue JC’s Law),   
unto  {specifically yourselves}  to  assay/prove  what   (is)   the  {intrinsically ideal/good},    
also   (this is)   the  {fully agreeable}/{well-pleasing}  also  the  complete/perfect  Determination/Desire  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Also not you be conformed to the same pattern to this  age/epoch   (we must  not  to be drawn into following worldly methodology) 
but you be  transformed/transfigured  in the renewing of your  intellect/mind   (truly imbue JC's Law  =  gain The Knowledge), 
unto specifically yourselves to  assay/prove  what is intrinsically  ideal/good,   (test  The Knowledge  to gain  Assurance) 
also   (this is)   the fully agreeable,  also the perfect Desire of the God (Yahweh)   (for us to gain real Faith,  when practised with  Fidelity). 
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What does  “you to  prove/assay  what is intrinsically good which is agreeable and perfect to the Desire of God”  mean?  
How do we prove ourselves to have a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as being intrinsically good, well pleasing, and perfect to God’s Desire? 

The only method to  prove our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is  to test  “this  spirit/personality/desires/traits”,  by works demonstrated. 
Because actions speak louder than words,  where it is always easier to move the mouth rather than the limbs! 

So how is being proved? 
It is through the  Desire of God  to be expressed within The Environment around us. 
This means, 

For us as individuals to be  intrinsically good,  well pleasing and perfect  in works that output the content of our mind to aid other people 
around us,  so the recipient personally understands the correct lifestyle to imitate JC  (1Pet.2v21-24)  by imitating our deportment. 
Most importantly for the recipient to understand  (1) why and then  (2) how we should imitate JC to ultimately fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
This is the only route that shall produce a perfected society when we all know how to think and reason like Yahweh,  John.14v20, 17v21-26. 

All people having been taught about JC’s works  (as displayed by the person doing them),  will say of JC   He was an exceptionally good person!   
JC carried out the express  Will/Desire  of Yahweh,  he fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire in his  ministry/lifestyle  perfectly  (Matt.17v3, Luke.9v35, John.17v1-2)  
and that is precisely what Paul is telling us here  –  just as he was telling The Brethren then in this letter. 

All TCs who desire to become  “Sons of God”  are to  precisely imitate  JC to the very best of their ability (Matt.25v15),  noting what Peter 
knowing JC for perhaps 30 years had to say at 1Pet.2v21-24,  as did John the Baptist at Matt.3v14. 

It is  not  only about being - 
• A  “good deed”  person  (by helping people’s “physical needs”  and  “being nice”  -  see Rom.4v2)  –  but also being  
• An  “intrinsically good”  person,  meaning that  we are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (being the pinnacle of  goodness/perfection)  which is  

moreover  to  accurately  teach of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  to all strangers in The World  for everyone's long term  
gain/edification.  For this can  only  be done by TCs!     

Atheists and people of other worldly religions can be  “good deed”  people  (and many are)  but they  cannot  be  “intrinsically good”  because like  
worldly  Christian Leaders,  they have not the faintest idea of what  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  means,  nor do they preach or teach of it to 
strangers throughout The World.  Therefore,  it is presently  impossible  for them to be  “intrinsically good”  people from Yahweh’s viewpoint.   
This is precisely why Paul spoke earlier of v30 to v32 in chapter 11 to motivate The Brethren to get out into “The Public”  and start  accurately  teaching 
The World!   However,  before we can do this then we must accurately learn what truly is  “The Word of God”,  and understand what it really means to 
then put it into practice,  else by contrast,  we become a  worldly Christian Leader in their apparent millions today!   

This weight of responsibility  cannot  be pushed onto other people –  Paul speaks of  “specifically you”  –  “you”  the reader of his letter! 
It is not be  “fobbed-off”  onto someone else – it is a personal issue – between us as individuals and Yahweh  (if we claim to be “Christians”). 

Most importantly,  it is absolutely  not  as worldly Christian leaders preach   “Just belong to our group to be saved!” 
Well of course religious leaders would say that  –  would they not!    

They want the  worldly returns  now  –  precisely as do  all  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  “having their day now”  –  but they are rejected for any 
supervisory role in The Millennium  (Luke.20v16, Matt.25v1-12, v41-45, Mark.11v12-21, etc.,  please see all my local commentaries)! 
Rom. 12v3 og (I) state/exclaim  For  through (reason of)  of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit   
Rom. 12v3 og of the (gift)  given/bestowed/granted  {to me}  (to the) every (person)   
Rom. 12v3 og to the (person)  this/being/having  in  {to [= within] yourselves},  
Rom. 12v3 og not  (to) {esteem oneself over-much}/{to be vain/arrogant}/{have high thoughts}   
Rom. 12v3 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  who/what/which/that  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought   
Rom. 12v3 og (to) {exercise the mind}/{interest oneself}/regard/think,   
Rom. 12v3 og but  (to) {exercise the mind}/{interest oneself}/regard/think  into/unto   
Rom. 12v3 og the  (to be) {sound mind}/sane/moderate/{right minded}/soberly  (to the) each/any/every (person)   
Rom. 12v3 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  the  {specific god}  (he) apportioned/divided/distributed   
Rom. 12v3 og (the) {a measure}/metered/{limited portion}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
Rom. 12v3 = For  I  state  through reason  of the  gift/favour/benefit  given/granted  {to me}   (Paul;  through what JC has done)  

to  every  person  being within  yourselves   (as The Brethren), 
(that you are)   not  to be  {esteeming oneself over others}/arrogant/{having high thoughts}   
near/alongside  what  {it is necessary}/correct/should  to be  {exercising the mind}/{interesting oneself},   
but  to be  {exercising the mind}/{interesting oneself}  unto  the  {sound/sane minded}/soberly  to  each/every  person, 
{in that manner}/as  ‘the specific god’  he  apportioned/distributed  the  measure/{limited portion} 
of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

 

For I state through reason of the gift given to me  (Paul, being his understanding,  languages/communication  skills yielded to express God's Word) 
to all people being within yourselves   (as The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs) 
(that you are)   not to be esteeming yourself over other people   (being to  “control people”  –  ultimately to their hurt  [as may a religious leader]) 
            (Therefore,  do not become  “Professional Leader of Religion”  -  else you shall gain  “the wrong mindset”  to be a leader of The Millennium.) 
near what it is necessary to be exercising the mind   (and thus only be conscious of how we should be imitating JC  to edify other people), 
but to be exercising the mind unto the  {sound/sane  minded}/soberly  to each person   (present ourselves worthy to represent Yahweh) 
            (Therefore,  we must be  respected  by other people  as  having/deporting  the correct knowledge that exhibits Yahweh’s Character/Authority) 
in that manner as  “the specific god”  (both Yahweh and JC appropriate to The Level of the recipient’s level of hearkening unto “The Word of God”)  
apportions the limited portion of  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   (how we use our personal attributes, Luke.19v16-19). 
 

Again  T/the S/specific G/god’  is used because of its  two  levels in the context. 
1. JCg as  “The Word of God”  which becomes dispensed to ideally become a  presence/parousia  operating within The Brethren actively 

aiming to become TCs so they might gain Yahweh’s HS and become “Responsible” with this “knowledge” (Matt.25v15). 
2. Yahweh makes the  “Special/Greater  (1st)  Judgement”  upon the worthiness of this Christian Candidate for Personal Sonship. 

This verse makes for serious reading when we consider the (worldly) expression  “slain in the spirit”  as often used by Charismatic Leaders. 
I read of  “The Leader”  in the first section of this verse and of  The Recipient’  in the second section of this verse. 

1st section  
“Do not have high thoughts about yourself”  -  compare the leader’s activities with that of JC who said   “tell no-one about this 
miraculous event”! 

And  
2nd section  

“In your thoughts to be sane minded”.  – Can the recipient be said to be  “sane minded”  when driven into a  manipulated  state of 
hyper beta-endorphins activity  –  when personally rolling around in the dirt  “supposedly slain in the spirit”?    

Furthermore, 
Would we want to be ruled in The Millennium by either the former or latter person in both halves of this example? 
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      This methodology is practised in World  “Religion” sourced by the common denominator, Satan. 
Was this practise recorded  anywhere  in The Bible that JC  was ever in this  drunken  state?    We are told was  full of the HS! 
Paul had much HS  –  was he ever in this state  –  do we read of it in his writings?    No,  the exact opposite,  he logically presented his case! 

When he becomes emotional about  “The Grandeur of Yahweh”  and  not  of himself  –  Paul then makes himself  “the least”  but as  of  sane  mind! 
Clearly these prime exemplars who  were/are  either full or have much of the HS  were/are  humble and  very  sane  minded  (Titus.2v2-8)! 

Which drives us back to the opening chapter of Romans where Paul speaks of  iniquitous  Christian Leaders who are just living for themselves,  for the 
self-indulgent  feedback from what their very  worldly  activities yielded from  their  duped  (and  innocent/beguiled)  flock  (Rom.16v17-18, Acts.20v29). 
Finally  “The Specific God”  divides a  measure/{apportioned amount}  of  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity).” 
Can we examine what these words mean regarding a  worldly  congregation  –  of the given example. 

How much  “accurate knowledge”  do they  really  have of The Bible?   Or has it been  minced/created  by their leader  (Rev.22v18-19)? 
     (Can they stand up and give a logical defence in the same manner as did Stephen [who was full of the HS, Acts.7v55]?) 
How much  “real assurance”  do they have in what they know?   Will it stand up to the tests of worldly storms  (full frontal,  or seditions)? 
     (Could they present themselves in debate as Paul was able?   Perhaps hold themselves up by reasoned argument against,  perhaps me?) 
How much  “fidelity”  is shown to  “The Word of God”  by imitating  “The Standard Bearers”  as given in The Gospels and Epistles? 
     (Inasmuch could an outsider compare this person against JC and state,  there is no difference in what is taught and of his deportment) 

We all know the answer to those questions,  so I have no need to write it! 
Furthermore,  I ask those people who have been part of  worldly Christian congregations for many,  many years  -  several quite simple questions  

How would they personally answer those basic questions above? 
How would any of these  “supposedly wonderful”  experiences actually further  Yahweh’s Desire  (see glossary for definition)  on this planet? 
How will Yahweh assess  worldly Christian Leaders when their fruitage realises in The Millennium,  they had not fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire? 
Furthermore,  what will their fruitage think of their Christian leaders when that realisation occurs in The Millennium? 
Importantly, how has  our personal activity  yielded the next generation of Apostles who are like Paul and Peter,  both of whom imitated JC? 

These are very serious questions that  WILL  be asked by JCg in The Millennium  -  and only weak answers can be given by reply from the vast majority 
of  “Christians”  –  because they led to what can only be termed a  “worldly  lifestyle”  -  “driven by a worldly mind”! 
I know it is hard and painful to absorb  –  but I am simply trying to pierce the satanic  “sugar coating”  and get people to start thinking  rationally  and  
intelligently  about God’s Word  –  precisely as Paul tells us in this verse  (and likewise at Heb.5v12-14)! 
Now moving to the last section of this verse - 
We are also told,  Yahweh supplies  (through JC as  “The Word of God”)  according to  “the weight of responsibility”  we are prepared to carry  
(Matt.25v15)  and will not allow us to be stressed beyond what we take upon ourselves (1Cor.10v13)  –  but with the following caveat. 

If  we truly  imbue/inculcate  “The Word of God”  and then assay it to thoroughly understand it,   
Then  we act  sensibly and responsibly  within The World,  so that we do  not become hurt by debt,  immorality,  fraud,  etc.  –  because our 
mind guides us away from such difficulties  –  before  they become difficulties!   
“The Word of God”  tames and modifies our mind  away from  self-indulging  upon The World and what it can deliver! 

That is precisely why it is  “The Power  of The Word of God”  because it modifies a formally callous and recalcitrant mind away from worldly 
methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology.  It absolutely does  not  mean what our  charlatan Christian leaders state when they say   It is the power of 
God’s Word to do this  “supposed miracle”  or that  “supposed amazing prophecy”!   -   Utter unrighteous bunkum!    
All of which shows these  charlatan Christian leaders have  refused  “The Power of The Word of God”  to change their  evil/hurtful  minds  (2Tim.3v5)  
and hence are considered to be like Judas Iscariot –  even though they are loved by millions upon millions of expectant devotees!   
Furthermore,  this becomes a warning to those  worldly Christian leaders who remain quiet  (ashamed to speak-up, Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)  on such 
deviant activities are likewise considered by Yahweh as being equally culpable in such activity!   But I suppose when equally spiritually blind on their 
subject matter,  being likened to  “all be living in glass houses”,  then I suppose they feel  “they should not cast the first stone”! 
Rom. 12v4 og {exactly as}/{precisely so}  for  in  (to the [= within]) one/singular   
Rom. 12v4 og (to the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  (the) members/{body parts}  (the) much/many/plenteous 
Rom. 12v4 og (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,  the and  members/{body parts}   (the) all/whole   
Rom. 12v4 og not  the  her/it/same  (it) holds/takes/possess/obtain/has  (the) practice/function/deed/office/work. 
Rom. 12v4 = For  {exactly as}  we  have/possess   within  one/singular  {whole/sound body}  many  members/{body parts}; 

and  not  all/every  the  members/{body parts}  has/takes  the  same  function/deed. 
 

For exactly as we have within one body many body-parts;   (all having their respective function to enable the whole body to correctly operate) 
And not every  body-part  has the same function.   (With all correctly working together of  one/same  mind,  moves forward Yahweh’s Plan) 
 

TCs and The Brethren all have different functions in  “The One Body of JC”.   
No one function is more important than another  –  all are needed for The Body to be effective in  glorifying Yahweh  (within  sane/reasoning 
minds)  and  not  in the “glorification”  of any specific member self-claiming to be part of The Body  (as we regularly see practised by  
worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders). 

All of which is rather interesting when we witness the shenanigan activities of  worldly Christian leaders  –  who personally demonstrate to The World 
they are clearly  not  part of  “The Body of JCg”  in direct contrast to what they fraudulently claim! 

We read,  JCg is  “The Head” of  (his) “The Body”.   
He controls the body through the dispensing of  “The Word of God”  (that ultimately yields Yahweh’s’ HS within a person having Real Faith)  as though 
it were the electrical signals running through the body to guide the  active  and  compliant  (to Yahweh’s Desire exercised within the environment = HS)  
members of The Body.  If a member starts  “doing its own thing”  that is deviant to what is instructed by  “The Word of God”  from  “The Head”  (being 
the Mind [JCg])  then this member is dissident and rebellious,  it shall be cut off  (as JC taught us with  “the hand” and “the eye”  as metaphoric 
examples – Matt.5v29-30, 18v9, Mark.9v47).  Clearly these parts would be  without  the HS,  having been removed by disconnection in the severing. 
What I state here is logical,  but more important it  precisely what The Bible  tells us  –  but so far removed from what many  worldly Christian leaders 
preach in error  –  especially when they  erroneously  state   “Once having the HS then it cannot leave you”!   There is  no  scriptural  justification for 
that statement anywhere in The Bible,  and the one they sometimes used  –  located at Heb.6v4 when placed in context actually states  the very opposite  
to what these people think it means! 

How bad is that!   But sadly,  this practice  is endemic  within  worldly Christianity  (to make  “black”  appear to be  “white”)! 
Rom. 12v5 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  the (persons)  much/many/plenteous [plural]  
Rom. 12v5 og in  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  {we are/being}  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,   
Rom. 12v5 og the  and  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (of the) one/singular   
Rom. 12v5 og (of the) {one another}/mutual/together  (the) members/{body parts}. 
Rom. 12v5 = {In this manner}/So  many  people  in the  {whole/sound body}  {we are being}  within  the  Christ/Anointed. 

and  accordingly to  the  one/singular  members/{body parts}  of  {one another}/together. 
 

In this manner many people in the whole body we are being within the  Anointed   (by Yahweh [Matt.20v23]  for  “Sonship”) 
And accordingly,  the singular   (collection of)   body parts of one another   (for the  same  “anointing”  given to  “The Whole Body of Christ”). 
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There is an unsaid caveat here - 
It must be noted,  in Yahweh’s eyes  only the TCs work together  to fulfil His Desire to actively bring forth The Millennium,  by personal 
sacrifice in  accurate  ministerial works to yield the next generation of TCs to make possible “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”. 

By contrast, 
Worldly Christian leaders are out  “doing their own thing”,  “fulfilling their own desire”  that is far away from the control of  “The Head”  
being JCg as  “The Word of God”,  precisely as given to us through The Bible without it being passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19 
within their minds.  All as we witness within their sermons and speeches  (of which I now have 100’s of transcripts for my public  
analysis/audit  line by line,  against specifically what The Bible teaches us,  verse by verse)! 

The point I make is specifically this  
It becomes  incumbent  upon the congregational member  to  audit  their religious leader  specifically against what The Bible instructs of what 
a Christian Leader should be like  (does  he/she  imitate JC’s ministry)  and how this Christian Leader should behave  (does  he/she  imitate 
JC’s lifestyle)!   

However,  to be a competent auditor,  then the congregational member  must be fully conversant in  “The Quality Manual”  (= The Bible)  in which to 
make an  effective and accurate  audit  –  else the congregational member deserves what they desire!   But is it what Yahweh Desires? 
Again,  the reader needs to fully know,  to be fully conversant with  “The Quality Manual”  –  to understand how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  else quite 
simply the auditee will  “pull the wool over the eyes”  of the auditor to hide deceptive practices deviant to what is stated within  “The Quality Manual”! 
 
66th Comment – We (= TCs and mature Brethren)  having  {divine qualifications}  are given various  gifts/favours,  
whether to prophecy,  appropriate to the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}.  Or to serve in The World,  or to teach,  or to 
give comfort,  to share generously,  maintain  (”1st Century Christian”)  standards,  show mercy in cheerfulness. 
100th Instruction – “Prophecy based upon (real) faith”  means precisely that.  “Real Faith”  obtained by its 3 stages. 
It does  not  mean  “inventing things for self-indulgent gratification based upon (blind) faith” as is done in Christendom! 
The Test is  “How does the prophecy advance The Salvation of Mankind?”   If not,  then it is sourced by Man/Woman! 
101st Instruction – “Doctrine taught”  should be  “1st Century Christianity”  and  not  “worldly Christianity”. 
“1st Century Christianity”  was replaced within 50 years by  “worldly Christianity” (including Gnostic and anything else). 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
102nd Instruction – {Charity love}/agape  must be sincere and  not  given  “to expect a return”  of anything. 
The recipient must  not  be made to feel indebted,  “be put upon”  or coerced to have the gratuity repaid in the future. 
103rd Instruction – Avoid/detest  anything that is  harmful/hurtful/lewd  and adhere to what is  {intrinsically good/ideal}. 
“Harmful” means “hurts the future of a person”, “Intrinsically Good” means “edifies a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire” 
104th Instruction – Have  {brotherly/sisterly love}  amongst yourselves  –  respect each other more than yourself. 
105th Instruction – Work diligently,  do not be lazy.  Have a  spirit/personality/desire/trait  to be slaving  for the Lord.  
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
67th Comment – Do our  (professional)  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders teach us this?   Of course not! 
That is precisely why Yahweh considers them behaving as did Esau,  driving by the same motivation  (Rom.9v13)! 
Rom. 12v6 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]  and   
Rom. 12v6 og (the) {divine gratuities/endowments}/{religious qualifications}   
Rom. 12v6 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit   
Rom. 12v6 og the  given/bestowed/granted  {to us}  (the) {varying/differing/divers}   
Rom. 12v6 og {if too}/whether  (the) prediction/prophesying  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)    
Rom. 12v6 og the  {repetitively proportioned}/{appropriately quantified}   
Rom. 12v6 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
Rom. 12v6 = And  obtaining/possessing  the  various/differing  {divine endowments}/{spiritual qualifications}   

according  to  the  gift/favour/benefit  given/granted  {to us}   (as TCs), 
whether to  prediction/prophesy  according to  the  proportioned/{appropriately quantified}  of the  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
(= the individuals applying their skills  according to their ability  in response to  “The Word of God”  [JC]  operating as a  presence/parousia). 

 

And possessing various spiritual endowments   (not  as  hawked/peddled  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  for their  own  worldly gain) 
According to the gift given to us   (inasmuch what we naturally have is  diverted/guided  by  “The Word of God”  to edify our neighbour) 
Whether the prediction according to the appropriately quantified  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
               (= Importantly   The prediction is appropriately quantified by  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  and  not  upon  “spurious whims”) 
 

As we are told in The Bible. 
1. The HS  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  is sourced by Yahweh. 
2. The HS in the Gospel Age comes directly though JCg as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  operating within us  (that is why JC had to return 

to the heavens  before the HS was fully available to the apostles  –  because they had to achieve “Real Faith”).   
Real Faith comes from  (1) accurate knowledge of which the disciples had,  but they  also  needed to  (2) personally assay and then  (3) 
operate with fidelity to this,  and this part could only occur when JC was physically away  -   as very carefully reasoned within my 
commentaries at the appropriate locations in The Bible. 

3. JCg as  “The Word of God”  yields the HS according to the  “Weight of Responsibility”  we are prepared to carry  (parables of the 5, 2 and 1 
talents, Matt.25v15-22)  within the individuals who are prepared to operate according to “Real Faith”.  Where we read,  that some people 
who presumptuously claim to have the HS are demonstrably useless at fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  –  and are thus rejected from that teaching 
role in The Millennium.  We are told they are  “cut out during The Pruning”  (John.15v1-5, Rom.11v15-25). 

Importantly we must distinguish between the reasons as to why the gifts are exposed that are to be used in promoting God’s Word.   
For what they are  not  to be used - 

These gifts are absolutely  not  to be used for  self-indulgent  activities  (to please an animalistic mind lusting for  “The Immediacy”). 
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Importantly,  they  are  to be used - 
For the  accurate  furtherance of Yahweh’s Word out into  The World of strangers  so that all people might  accurately  know how to 
personally further Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation  (that first requires the 144000 TCs before The Millennium can occur)  

Thus,  we can assume the flippant use of publicly expressed  “presumed HS”  in the antics of many  iniquitous  Christian leaders  posing  to have 
Yahweh’s HS for the  self-indulgent  nature of them and their  closed  congregation  is an abhorrence to Yahweh! 

If  the reader knew their Bible very well,   
Then  they would know in context how the gifts of the HS were used  –  and the gifts were  never  used in the  “fanciful, performance manner”  
that we witness in many Charismatic gatherings!   I challenge the protagonists of this  deviant  activity to contact me by email with examples 
in The Bible that in context  “supposedly support their case”  and I will reply with copious examples to the contrary  –  all in context! 

The difference is that after translating The New Testament I know it  “like the back of my hand”,  can the Charismatic protagonists claim likewise? 
More importantly  I understand  what I know  and able to give a holistic,  logical and righteous rendering of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan”! 

Can a Charismatic protagonist do likewise?   Dare they … … ? 
Because surely that is the most important thing we are to do during the 1st part of our life,  and publicise this knowledge  accurately  to The World! 

What has the greatest solidity  –  froth or solid knowledge,  and further  –  what would external observers be more inclined to respect? 
Would it be the froth of wayward self-indulgence,  or the solidity being the type of exegesis that Paul presents in his letters to The World? 
Finally,  what would Yahweh desire?   Self-indulgent activity,  or the activity that imitates JC’s and Paul’s ministry to edify our neighbour? 

The answers are all just too obvious to state here!  
This is  precisely why  there are  only  144000 TCs taken by Yahweh to become Sons of God  –  because in His foresight,  Yahweh knew that He could  
only  obtain 144000 TCs out of perhaps 3 billion Christians during the approximate 2000 year Gospel Age before Mankind imploded in upon itself! 
That is precisely why we are taught in the KJV at Matt.20v16, and 22v14;  Yahweh only elects  “a few”  out of the pool containing  “the many”  invited! 
Paul is exhorting us to be personally  “one of the few”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  while  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders clamour  
“for the many”  to fulfil their own unhealthy worldly spiritual desires! 
Because quite simply    

If  they wanted to be  “Christians”  as desired by Yahweh,   
Then  they only need change their behaviour and  start imitating JC! 

However,  because they do  not  precisely imitate JC  (and more importantly,  neither do their congregational members, Matt.7v16-20),  then they clearly 
prefer being worldly!    It really does not require much mental activity to recognise  “The Obvious”!    
I have not invented this reasoning  –  but  The Bible states it  in  both  The Old (prophets)  and New Testaments (TCs)  against  “Leaders of Religion”! 
Rom. 12v7 og {If too}/Whether  (the) attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  
Rom. 12v7 og  in  to the [= within]  attendance/ministry/{service in the world}  [= to be an apostle],   
Rom. 12v7 og {if too}/whether  the (person)   (the) {causing to learn}/teaching/training   
Rom. 12v7 og in  to the [= within] {instruction/teaching of information/function doctrine}. 
Rom. 12v7 = {If to be}  (a person)   ministering/{servicing in The World}  within  the  attendance/ministry   (of The Gospel),  

(or)  {if to be}  the  person  {causing to learn}/teaching  within  the  {instruction/information of  doctrinal information}. 
 

Whether the servicing in the world within the service to the world   (to be an apostle,  spiritually servicing other people with God's Word) 
whether the person teaching within the instruction of information doctrine.   (Accurate teaching  to  thoroughly explain  God's Word)  

               (This is what interpreter means   explain something that is not understood  [where both are often given in  “THE SAME LANGUAGE”]) 
 

It must be clearly understood  “doctrinal information”  absolutely does  not  mean the  “nonsense  exegesis/doctrine”  as taught today by  worldly (and 
worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  –  but rather  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles  –  before  it morphed into world 
“Religion”  some 100 years later that now covers the planet today  (2Cor.11v4).   Where  “1st Century Christianity”  is  “The Disclosing Truth”  that  
“FutureLife.Org”  accurately  teaches to The World thereby fulfilling JC's prophecy as given at Matt.24v14 and Rev.12v16  (please see my local cited 
commentaries).   That is precisely why there were so many martyrs during the 1st century by virtue of what was taught,  it was so very different to what 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  wanted to hear  –  because  “1st Century Christianity”  makes them professionally redundant! 

Now moving on   –   but still under the same sentiments - 
It must be clearly understood by the reader,  Yahweh is  not  looking for the outward  clothing/garb/paraphernalia  (hanging off a person)  or an 
invisible title above our head stating that we are a  full-time  paid-up  representative of a  fleshly/worldly  religious organisation!  
In fact  -  because these religious representatives  are  paid by The World  (through whatever mechanism)  to perform this  “religious”  role in giving The 
World what The World wants to hear,  then Yahweh is absolutely  not  interested in them  –  because their motive  is  wrong  (see Matt.6v24, 22v21)! 
Yahweh is  only  interested in the person who for  no  return from this world   (else, what is their driver)  will actively go out to strangers  outside  their 
secular work  (like Paul –  who was a tent maker to earn worldly money for his daily subsistence,  and for nothing more  Acts.18v2-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.)  
to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”. 
Consequently,  this type of person is consuming what would be their  own  “recreational time”  (being normal for all other people)  shall then have much 
greater authority in Yahweh’s eyes than any person having a fleshly worldly religious label or other attachment! 
A similar principle is expressed in JC's comment given about  “The Rich People and of The Widow”  offering money at The Temple  (Mark.12v42-43, 
Luke.21v2-3).  The Rich People gave  from their excess,  but The Widow gave  from her existence  -  while that occurred with money,  the  worldly 
Christian leaders as The Rich People,  and by contrast,  the TCs as The Widow do likewise  with their time  (where “Time is money”). 
I assume  worldly Christian leaders knowing this incident have never considered it was directed towards them  -  and hopefully I have no need to explain 
its application any further! 
Continuing,  the reader must understand   

“What  is  The Motivation that drives the person?” 
Yahweh and JCg read the  heart/{seat of motivation}  (1Sam.16v7-13 [for king/Sonship]),  They both are  “heart-knowers”  and thus  precisely  know 
what drives a person to perform as  he/she  does within this present worldly system that is to be removed by Yahweh at the end of The Gospel Age  
(2Pet.3v8-13, Dan.12v11-12, Rev.19v16-21).   
The two questions that must be asked are quite simple  (and should be accurately answered for us to proceed further) -  

1. Is  “the work”  sincerely for the glorification of Yahweh’s position over this Earth,  or for  self-glorification  of the religious leaders? 
2. From where does the money come?   Because that surely directs the activities.  “The person who pays the piper calls the tune!” 

If the person has no label of a religious establishment,  not funded,  nor supported by any religious establishment then  why  are they out preaching? 
“They are out preaching”  only  because they have  true  knowledge/assurance/fidelity  working within their heart – because this can be the  only  driver! 
The  only  “party-line”  they desire to follow is that sourced by their one Master (Matt.6v24),  Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13).  

Can the reader recognise the righteous logic behind this? 
That is why  “Professional Religious Leaders  cannot  truly represent  “The Almighty God”,  they can only represent  “Man”  sourcing their income!! 
Rom. 12v8 og {If too}/Whether  the (person)  {calling near}/{invoking by imploration}/beseeching/exhorting 
Rom. 12v8 og in  to the [= within]  imploration/hortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty,   
Rom. 12v8 og the (person)  {giving over}/sharing/imparting   
Rom. 12v8 og in  (to the) singleness/simplicity/{generosity without self-seeking}/{bounteous without strings attached},   
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Rom. 12v8 og the (person)  {standing before}/{taking the lead}/presiding/maintaining,    
Rom. 12v8 og in  (to the [= within]) haste/dispatch/earnest/diligence/eagerness/forwardness,  
Rom. 12v8 og the (person)  {being compassionate}/{showing mercy}  in  (to the [= within]) alacrity/cheerfulness. 
Rom. 12v8 = (Or)  {if to be}  the  person  {calling near}/exhorting  within  imploration/solace/comfort   (accurately giving God's Word),   

the person  {giving over}/sharing  in  {simplicity (= without strings attached)}/{freely giving generosity (for no worldly return)}, 
the person  {taking the lead}/presiding   (to maintain standards to The Word of God)   in  earnest/diligence/eagerness,   
the person  {being compassionate}/{showing mercy}  in  alacrity/cheerfulness   (by not holding a grudge). 

 

Whether the person calling near within  imploration/entreaty   (best by explaining how Yahweh's Word yields The Millennium for all of us) 
the person sharing in simplicity   (= without  strings attached for any form of worldly return to be called upon later)   
the person presiding   (to  maintain  standards directly according to  “The Word of God”)    
in eagerness   (always there  to ensure standards are  not  deviating from “1st Century Christianity”   [almost never done today,  but the very opposite]) 
the person being compassionate in cheerfulness   (= never be holding a grudge,  and thereby drawing people out of any malaise). 
 

These are normally associated with secular activities,  and wonderful they are too. 
However the greatest method of giving solace,  being generous with our time,  showing compassion  (see 11v30-32)  and to maintain standards within 
this deteriorating World’s standards  (presently rapidly sinking to that of Sodom and Gomorrah in more than one respect)  is to  accurately  teach  “The 
Word of God”  to The World,  whose members today have no idea what it any of it means in their life  –  as we witness throughout society! 
People  need an  accurate  goal unto which they might aim  –  that goal is being frantically hidden by Satan’s  (= adversarial to Yahweh’s Desire) 
representatives on this planet  –  predominately  iniquitous  religious leaders  (given at Matt.24v23-26, 2Cor.11v13-15, Acts.20v29  because of  
2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)! 
Consequently,   it is with great sadness that I need to write like this.   I gain no comfort by writing that last comment  (I would much rather they change 
and come on-board  to start teaching what the website  “FutureLife.Org”  screams out to The World)  –  but it is my duty to write like this  –  else I too,  
become accountable to Yahweh for being quiet  (Ezekiel.33v1-20),  and supposedly ashamed of JC as  “The Word of God”  (`Mark.8v38, Luke..9v26). 
Rom. 12v9 og The  benevolence/charity/dearness/agape  (the) sincere/{without dissimulation/hypocrisy}/unfeigned.  
Rom. 12v9 og (the) {detesting utterly}/abhorring/{shrinking away from} [plural] 
Rom. 12v9 og the  hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd (thing),   
Rom. 12v9 og (the) sticking/gluing/cleaving/adhering/bonding/joining [plural]   
Rom. 12v9 og to the  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal (thing). 
Rom. 12v9 = (Let)  The  {charity love}/agape   (be)   the  {without hypocrisy}/sincere/unfeigned.  

{Utterly detest}/Abhorring/{Shrinking from}  the  hurtful/evil/harmful  (thing),   
The  sticking/clinging/cleaving  to the  {intrinsically ideal/good}, 

 

The  sincere/unfeigned  charity/agape.   (Why should Paul write this unless he had seen it occur with people around him  behaving like Judas) 
Utterly detest the hurtful thing.   (Being what worldly methodology yields when indulging The Self  [often to our neighbour’s hurt]) 
Clinging to the intrinsically  ideal/good.   (Being what Yahweh's Methodology yields  [when edifying our neighbour to our own hurt]). 
 

Thus,  we must demonstrate the different forms of  “love”  within our life.   
One form of “Love” is  “charity” = “agape”  (StrongsTM = 26)  being the outward manifestation of our driver within our mind being  “agapao”  
(StrongsTM = 25);  where The Bible teaches us  to give with one hand while the other not knows’  (Matt.6v2-4).  Thus “charity love unfeigned” means 
our  gifts are given in secret,  without  any strings attached  (of repayment of  whatever/whenever/wherever/however)  –  not  declared to anyone  (even 
so that one part of our body does not know of the other part giving).   

But what do we see today? 
We have many people advertising how much of  “the surplus”  they give to  “good causes”  and receive much worldly acclaim for it,  but The Bible 
teaches us  “they have their reward now”.  Also JC praised the widow giving everything she had even  “out of her subsistence”  which were a couple of 
mites – but she receive far more praise for that  (by Yahweh)  than those wealthy humans giving so much  out of their surplus  (Mark.12v42, Luke.21v3) ! 
However,  the very worst,  are the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  behaving as politicians in that smarmy manner,  where they like limpets,  attach 
themselves to  “good causes”  done by other people   so that they might then bask in the  lime-light  from the efforts of other  genuine  people  (who are 
themselves perhaps atheists)! 

Yet we can further reason,  Paul is speaking beyond the secular and  parasitic/hypocritical  manner of  worldly leaders,  –  he is speaking 
about a person’s most valuable commodity = “TIME” 

Many people just squander this most valuable commodity in self-indulgence.  By contrast,  let us give our time in private without public fanfare,  to be  
accurately  teaching  God’s Word to The World will be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and thus be like the widow of the earlier example.  If we do this then 
we shall be giving out of  “our own resources”,   being  “the subsistence”  in what The World deems as being required to keep us fit in worldly terms. 
Furthermore,  we are told to keep away from anything that can be  hurtful/harmful  to the  well-being  of our  neighbour/stranger and adhere to what is 
intrinsically  ideal/good.  As I stated in the previous paragraph,  the very best thing in which to assist our neighbour  (so that they may not be hurt)  and 
also to be intrinsically  ideal/good  can  only  be to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within our life and bring more TCs in the service of our ministry during the 
sacrifice of our lives upon The Altar  (of our environment in the midst of Yahweh's gaze).   
      I repeat  (because it is never taught by Christendom),  to  “fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  is to  “precisely/accurately  imitate JC’s ministry and lifestyle”. 
Interestingly,  while the TC is  truly saving  Mankind by bringing the 144000 TCs trigger threshold ever closer,  they receive no praise from The World,  
but at best are ignored and at worst,  murdered for their efforts in what these TCs have given freely -  for no payment or gratitude!   It is a strange world! 
Rom. 12v10 og To the  {fraternal affection}/{brotherly love}  into/unto  (the) {one another}/mutual/together   
Rom. 12v10 og (the) {cherishing kinsfolk}/{fond of natural relatives}/{kindly affection} [plural],   
Rom. 12v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity  (the) {one another}/mutual/together   
Rom. 12v10 og (the) {leading in thoughtfulness}/{showing deference}/preferring [plural]. 
Rom. 12v10 = To the  {cherishing kinsfolk}/{fondness of relatives}  {brotherly loving}/{natural affection}  unto  {one another}/together, 

in the  value/esteem/honour/respect  the  {leading in thoughtfulness}/preferring  {one another}/together. 
 

In the brotherly love unto one another   (as)   the fondness of natural relatives, 
in the  value/esteem  leading in thoughtfulness to one another   (within The Brethren,  to grow The Family of Yahweh within The World). 
        (= Thereby become The New Spiritual 2nd Epoch Israel – to which The Jews generally should have been  [but only The Prophets made The Grade]). 
 

Not quite as translated in many standard English translated bibles  –  where the translators break the sense between The Brethren,  and thus try to be 
inclusive to The World  (which is not quite what  “1st Century Christianity taught”,  and thus is just another  “spin”  given within God’s Word to 
desensitise it,  and  “dumb it down”  into worldly methodology).  
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When going back to the original Greek Word within context,  then we realise Paul is teaching specifically about The Brethren,  where it is The Different 
Physical DNA Brethren are to become  The  One/Same  Spiritual DNA Brothers of the  one/same  spiritual family of Yahweh.   Thereby giving mutual 
support when oppressed by The World  when driven  by the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from 
this world of sin}  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment”  (= the “HS”). 
From this observation,  then we are able to accurately reason,  it is unto The Brothers,  of whom we are exhorted by Paul to earnestly  “brotherly love”  
them  (= another form of  “Love”  [storge]  being   “family love”). 
We are  not  taught to  (brotherly/storge)  “love”  our enemy as erroneously taught by  worldly Christian leaders in the most unrighteous manner,  who 
have completely missed the point of JC's teaching  –  that he gave as  “The Exemplar”                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
to mould our mind to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.   
However we  are  taught to  {edifying love}/agapao  our enemy,  inasmuch we must always place ourselves in the position so that we might make 
ourselves presentable to our enemy so they could be receptive to our ministry of  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  by both our deed and word.  
The  “brotherly love”   is for our spiritual family,  being the spiritual link to bring us together as The Brethren,  so that we  unconditionally forgive them, 
and that we put ourselves out to help them in all manner of things beyond those things scriptural.  The reason is this,  the  TCs and The Brethren  –  we 
are all  one family of Yahweh  –  irrespective of what race,  colour,  ethnic background   –  because we have all  changed from  the 1st part of our 
spiritual life by becoming ideally adopted into Yahweh family that becomes the 2nd part of our  “spiritual life”.   We leave being a slave to worldly 
methodology  (that hurts people)  and become a slave to Yahweh’s Methodology  (that edifies people)  now and thus ideally become a  “Son of God”  –  
as JC and the apostles so clearly taught.   
        This is all part of  the gestation period  of being  “Born Again”  (see glossary),  where  “The Birth”  ideally occurs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  and 
certainly  not  earlier! 
But again,  our  worldly Christian leaders get all this  hopelessly wrong in their completely befuddled mind  “being given not to know”  (Matt.13v11-13),  
because quite simply  “They do not want to know”-  else it involves a complete life change,  and while presently preferring The World,  they have no 
desire to make this change! 
Rom. 12v11 og To the [= in/with/by/on]  hast/dispatching/earnest/diligence/eagerness/forwardness   
Rom. 12v11 og not  (to be) tardy/slothful/indolent/grievous,    
Rom. 12v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (the) hot/burning/earnest/fervent,   
Rom. 12v11 og to the  lord/master  (the) serving/{in bondage}/slaving. 
Rom. 12v11 =  not  tardy/slothful/lazy  in the  forwardness/diligence/eagerness,   

the  hot/burning/fervent  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   (ideally)  to the  lord/master  be  serving/slaving. 
 

Not lazy in the eagerness   (to  accurately  promote  “The Word of God”,  for  no  worldly return) 
(but be)   the  hot/fervent  in the  spirit/personality/desire/straits   (to be  personally self-motivated  by  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC) 
to the  lord/master   (with  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind as a  presence/parousia  so that we truly imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle)  
 

This is clearly an exhortation made by Paul to The Brethren to become like him (TC)  –  enabling  “The Word of God”  to be  accurately  taught to new 
strangers in The World around them. 

I wonder how often this exhortation is preached unto  worldly Christian congregations today  –  by their leaders! 
This would not bring much worldly income into today’s establishments  –  either monetary or self-glory  (John.6v60, 66)! 

I only state this as a wake-up call  -  to caused serious  internal self-reflection  –  again it can only be The Reader taking upon themselves this personal 
responsibility to respond to this rallying call!     That explains  why  there are only 144000 TCs who make  “The Grade of Sonship”  -  contrary to the 
unrighteous nonsense regarding Yahweh’s Aims preached by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  on this subject  (who are likewise rejected by 
Yahweh for this position)! 
 
106th Instruction – TCs and Brethren rejoice in  The Expectation  (of The Millennium),  to the  TCs/Brethren  enduring 
affliction,  persevere in prayer  (to form that close bond to The Father).  Brethren help those  TCs/saints  in need and 
provide hospitality during their ministerial service to Yahweh. 
Comment – repeat - Work is done to make an “expectation” a reality,  by contrast,  “hope” is an  inactive/passive  wait! 
TCs make The Millennium a reality  (1) spiritually in themselves and  (2) physically when 144000 TCs prove themselves. 
By contrast,  worldly Christians passively wait for someone else to make The Millennium occur! 
107th Instruction – Speak well of the  (religious)  leaders who persecute and curse  {specifically yourselves}. 
108th Instruction – Have empathy with those  TCs/Brethren/Sisters  around you  (all specifically aiming to become TCs). 
109th Instruction – Do not think highly of yourself,  but be humble,  taking the lowly positions in life. 
110th Instruction – Do not become worldly wise [academic]  (but keep your reasoning in accordance with Bible teaching). 
111th Instruction – Do not return  hurt/harm,  but only be seen to do  {intrinsically  good/ideal}  things. 
112th Instruction – If powerfully possible live peaceably between all the members of Mankind. 
113th Instruction – Never be vengeful,  never let your  spirit/personality/desires/traits  become  angry/wrathful  but 
remember,  it is Yahweh who shall repay those entities who attack  what He Desires to occur  (noting specifically what it 
means at Mark.3v28-29 under the composite definition of HS as given on “FutureLife.Org”). 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
117th Reasoning – We must understand,  our prime aim is to draw humans to Yahweh  through reasoned argument  and 
our example of deportment  within The World that shows  how society is to behave in The Millennium  –  being our driver! 
This cannot occur if we muddy ourselves by our involvement with The World and operate according to its methodology! 
114th Instruction – If our enemy is hungry or thirsty,  then feed or water him  –  do this service to reform his 
spirit/desires/personality/traits  –  so they might ultimately become a TC. 
74th Allegory – thirst = Has a desire to gain water. 
75th Allegory – water (always) = Knowledge   (where  “pure/clean knowledge”  is sourced by Yahweh,  “dirty knowledge” 
sourced by The World,  noting the warning given in James.3v11-12 about our “Professional Leaders of Religion”). 
76th Allegory – hungry = Has a desire to gain food. 
77th Allegory – food (always) = Deportment/lifestyle  -  being how the physical body interacts with The World. 
Where JC's  “body”  was  “The Bread”,  inasmuch his deportment was to be imitated by us who symbolically  “eat it”! 
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Based upon the physical property,  food gives energy that becomes expended in  work/activity/movement/deportment. 
(By contrast, in the Bible,  “Water” always means  “Knowledge [for Life]”   -  to get the [spiritual] mind correct!) 
115th Instruction – Always make “peace” with other people  -  inasmuch our deportment must not be offensive – but only 
pleasant.  This makes us  “holy/innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this word of sin}”  and no charge can be made 
against us aiming to be TCs.  However, do not become a “punch-bag”,  -  if this could occur then first  move away. 
116th Instruction – Do not become conquered by the  hurtful/harmful  (pious religious) person,  but rather let the  
{intrinsically  good/ideal}  from a TC’s activity conquer the  hurtful/harmful activity of a  (pious religious)  person. 
78th Allegory – fire = The means to provide  assay/proving  -  hence the refining  (1Cor.3v13-15)  to yield purity. 
79th Allegory – head = The place of knowledge,  upon which reason can occur to yield a wise person. 
118nd Reasoning – This process becomes The Means to draw more people to Yahweh  –  enabling Yahweh to have a larger 
pool of people out of which He might gain His future Sons of God for the next stage of His Plan for Mankind's Salvation. 
Rom. 12v12 og To the [= in/with/by/on]  anticipation/expectancy/confidence   
Rom. 12v12 og (the) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoicing/greeting,   
Rom. 12v12 og to the [= in/with/by/on]   (the) affliction/pressure/burden/persecution 
Rom. 12v12 og (the) remaining/undergoing/resilient/bearing/{have fortitude/patience}/enduring  to the [= in/with/by/on]   
Rom. 12v12 og {towards supplication}/{praying with a vow} [for a mutual result]   
Rom. 12v12 og (the) {earnestly toward}/persevering/{attending continuously}. 
Rom. 12v12 = In the  cheerful/rejoicing   (of)   The  Anticipation/Expectation/Confidence 

(= of the forthcoming prize and of God’s future Millennial kingdom under JCg's kingly rule – Rev.19v16),   
In the  affliction/burdening/persecution   (primarily sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”),   
the  remaining/enduring  {attending toward}  in  {prayer with a vow}   (the bond confirmed between Yahweh and ourselves). 

 

Cheerful in  The Expectation   (of The Promise of The Birth-right being fulfilled,  being  “The Heirs attaining The Inheritance”  in The Millennium) 
(while)   In affliction   (primarily sourced by “Leaders of Religion”  being exposed as hypocrites,  and thus loosing public  credibility/money/influence) 
the enduring attending toward in supplication   (= “prayer with a vow”  =  we work with Yahweh,  to  personally  fulfil  “The Prayer”  in our life) 
 

After reading this verse then perhaps we should ask ourselves a few questions - 
How many humans know of JCg’s Millennial Kingdom? 
Who knows what  “The Inheritance”  means? 
Who knows what is to occur in The Millennium? 
Who knows why The Millennium is righteously necessary? 
Why must TCs suffer in this present worldly system? 
Why must all humans suffer in this present system  (and it is  not  “that we might see God in others”  –  as often  errantly  taught)! 

This is all part of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  -  and as the reader is fully aware,  this is  never  preached by  worldly Christian leaders  –  and 
yet this is specifically what JC came to teach us  (Luke.4v16- 19)  and he commanded all those people who claim to come in his name  to do likewise! 
Please read this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to discover the answers to those questions given above  –  being only what The Bible so  clearly  tells us – 
but is  never  preached by  worldly Christian leaders who claim to come in the name of JC!   But  not  the character or authority of JC  (as God's Word)! 
This verses does  not  mean what our worldly Christian leaders say and do,  especially as practiced within monasteries and nunneries! 
       Yet our leaders of Christendom are so very competent and skilled at preaching  “Religion”  and fail dismally at teaching “1st Century Christianity”! 
Rom. 12v13 og To the [= in/with/by/on]  affairs/needs/demands/requirements/necessities/wants   
Rom. 12v13 og of the  blameless/innocent/pure/{separate from this world of sin}/{holy persons}   
Rom. 12v13 og (the) {sharing with}/imparting/distributing/communicating/{being partaker}   
Rom. 12v13 og the  hospitality/{entertaining strangers}  (the) {following after}/pursuing/ensue/{pressing forward}. 
Rom. 12v13 =  In the   affairs/needs/necessities  of the  {holy people}   (TCs constantly imitating JC's ministry)  –   

the  {pressing forward}  (in)  {sharing with}/{being partaker}  the  hospitality   (to support these TCs in their ministry work). 
 

In the  affairs/necessities  of the  blameless/holy  people   (TCs constantly imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  within duress and persecution) 
(you brethren to be)   pressing forward   (in)   sharing with the hospitality   (to support these TCs in their ministry work) 
 

Paul is exhorting The Brethren to assist in food parcels and to be offering hospitality to the TCs who in copying JC had nowhere to call their own in 
which to lay their head  (Matt.8v20, etc.)!   Precisely the same stance should be occurring with those people today who claim to come in  “The Name of 
Jesus”,  but do the leaders place their  “creature comforts”  below or above that of their congregation?   
Furthermore,  from whom do they gain these worldly comforts? 
These are all pertinent questions to prise open the hard skin of a  “Professional Leader of Religion”  skilled in  “hypocrisy”  (Luke.12v1). 
Please also see Heb.13v1-3,  and in my local commentary to explain what Paul is precisely teaching us here,  again it is  not  as our  worldly Christian  
leaders/theologians  errantly preach to us. 
Rom. 12v14 og (you) {speak well of}/bless/{invoke a benediction upon}  the  (persons [worldly motivated leaders])  
Rom. 12v14 og {following after}/pursuing/ensuing/{pressing forward}  [to hurt/persecute/harm]  {specifically yourselves}; 
Rom. 12v14 og (you) {speak well of}/bless/{invoke a benediction upon}  also not  (you) execrate/curse [middle voice]. 
Rom. 12v14 = You  {speak well of}/bless  the people   (worldly individuals hurt by your ministry exposing their “hypocrisy”)   

{following after}/persecuting  {specifically yourselves}  (TCs and The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs); 
You  {speak well of}/bless,   also  not  you  personally execrate/curse  (these adversarial persons opposing your ministry). 

 

You speak well of the people  (worldly motivated leaders)   pursuing   (to  hurt/harm)   specifically yourselves   (in your ministry work); 
        (Actually,  the Professional Leaders keep away from direct persecution,  they stir up their pious religious devotees to do the leaders’ dirty work) 
you speak well of  (them),   also not you personally curse   (their behaviour to you –  when they are opposing your ministry of imitating JC) 
 

The members of The Brethren are to keep their mind focused upon what they have been instructed to perform by The TCs who themselves precisely 
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during whatever time they might have outside their secular work  (that is only to sustain their fleshly necessities  on a day 
by day basis).  They are not to become distracted by worldly issues.  Sadly,  the TCs’ personal major worldly issue is their own persecution from those 
worldly people having their hypocrisy publicly exposed  –  which will obviously start with the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.  These leaders feel 
personally threatened by the  “Righteousness”  taught by both  word/deed  of the TC’s and The Brethren,  who themselves are only trying their utmost 
best to imitate a TC’s ministry and lifestyle. 
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As I state elsewhere it is  not  the secular world that is motivated to persecute TC’s  (and The Brethren)  because as we have been instructed by Paul  (at 
Rom.13v1-4),  we must become model citizens within a secular community because  then we shall have nothing to fear  from the authorities!   Moreover,  
whenever a TC sees a person in trouble and can be helped within the remit of the TC’s capability – then the TC does so,  hence loved by the community. 
Thus logically,  this reference can  only  be the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who personally fear the teaching of a TC because,  as JC taught us     
It is their hypocrisy that becomes exposed  (Luke.12v1, etc.)!   Thus,  we realise it is specifically  worldly Christian Leaders claiming to represent Yahweh 
through JCg who are full of  “hypocrisy”  –  for nothing has changed throughout the 2000 years from the time of JC’s ministry.   
Religious leaders within their respective slots of The Religious Edifice,  have the  one/same  mindset throughout  “the mists of time”  that hanker after 
those positions at the top of a  worldly  establishment being far removed from the required  “one to one”  intimacy of  personally teaching  (= two way 
dialogue)  that is the  only  thing that Yahweh desires.  Yahweh detests the politics of a  worldly  organisation  –  as we are instructed in a religious 
sense   There is  us,  JC  and  Yahweh   –  and no one else  (John.14v29, 17v21-26, etc.)! 

Obviously  only  people whose  “livelihood is damaged”  by the righteous teaching of TCs feel  “sufficiently motivated to retaliate”  by 
persecution,  The Public  are just not bothered! 

Worldly Christian leaders are like their forebears  (the Pharisees)  and plot  “in closed rooms”  (John.11v47-53,  hence JC's retort John.18v20)  how to 
remove  “irritants”  to their way of life.  By contrast,  the TCs precisely imitate JC’s ministry by teaching directly on a  one-to-one  basis in a bilateral 
dialogue to maximise the flow of information. 
In addition to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by accurate teaching,  these TCs must  not  curse the religious leaders but encouraged them to come out of their  
“ivory towers”  and start imitating the work begun by JC in a similar manner as to that of the present day TCs.  People may state my criticism of 
“Professional Religious Leaders”  argues against what I have stated here.  But that is not true! 

I have personally named no person – by contrast,  these leaders personally name a TC – to target a specific individual for attention. 
I concentrate on where the message is wrong – by contrast,  these leaders make personal attacks on the character of a TC. 
I ask the leaders to explain their message -  by contrast,  these leaders will never ask a TC to explain the message – they have no interest in it! 
I exhort the reader to question everything – by contrast,  these leaders have no desire for devotees to question anything they state! 
I give  warning/indicators  on how people operate – by contrast,  these leaders just hide personal activities behind a painted façade. 
I agapao these leaders to help them see the error of their ways – by contrast,  these leaders hate TCs and want to kill them! 

Thus,  after that stepped 4th Revision interjection,  in summary    
We are to continuously keep our head filled with  accurate  knowledge  (that  cannot  come from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”),  gain assurance 
and then practice fidelity to Yahweh’s Word as given by JC’s ministry.   In this manner we are instructed to keep our mind clear and to teach whenever 
we have the time outside our secular work and quality family time to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to  all  people of The World.   
Thus without cursing The Religious Leaders then we might gain the odd Nicodemus into privately coming and discussing  “The Knowledge”  with a TC  
–  so that  he/she  too might join The Stone  (= JC, Dan.2v45)  to become part of  “The Mountain/Authority of God”  (= to become one of His future Sons 
of God).  This would be so wonderful because these  worldly Christian leaders and theologians have so much  (distorted)  knowledge,  being distorted 
because it is presently all scrambled up within their mind  –  hopefully this website might become the catalyst to readjust the links within their knowledge 
base enabling The Goal to come into sharp focus,  being to truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
We must realise,  not all Christian leaders are bad – there are some who genuinely want to come to The Truth,  but seminaries  (Matt.23v15)  have 
previously scrambled  “The Knowledge”  into  “an unrighteous nonsense”,  and there must a Nicodemus amongst them wanting to search for  “The 
Disclosing Truth”  (John.3v1-12). 
I notice on my 3rd revision that I have not fully answered the reason why we who are aiming to become TCs must not curse the disruptive work 
precipitating upon us,  orchestrated by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.  The reasons are as follows - 

1. Most importantly it will develop the wrong mindset within us.  We must remove all forms of malice out of our mind. 
2. It will adversely affect what  “1st Century Christianity”  appears to offer to a potential recipient.  Fronting  “hypocrisy”  to The Word of God. 
3. It will give useful material for  worldly Christian leaders to muster against us.  As  “Leaders of Religion”  tried to use anything against JC. 

It is for these three reasons that we must always present a wholesome mind to The World,  and more importantly an internal wholesome mind to Yahweh. 
Rom. 12v15 og (To [be]) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greet  {amid/together/with (meta)} 
Rom. 12v15 og (of the  [persons]) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{being well (salutation)}/rejoicing/greeting;   
Rom. 12v15 og (to) sob/{wail aloud}/weep  and  {amid/together/with (meta)}   
Rom. 12v15 og (of the [persons])  sobbing/{wailing aloud}/weeping. 
Rom. 12v15 = To  rejoice/cheer  together/with  the  people  cheerful/rejoicing;   

and  to  sob/weep  together/with  the  people  weeping   (have empathy with those  Brethren/Sisters  around you). 
 

(You)  To rejoice  together/with  the people  cheerful/rejoicing   (with the  spread  of God’s Word to  new  people The World,  perhaps future TCs) 
And to  sob/weep  together/with  the people weeping   (to have empathy with our  brothers/sisters  in their personal  hardships/persecutions). 
 

Thus Paul is encouraging The Brethren to remain firm in  “The Real Faith”  under the persecution faced  (all in context)  of the previous verse  –  to 
have empathy with those brethren round about experiencing the same joys by rejoicing when new people enter into  “The Real Faith”  and the problems 
that cause weeping resulting from personal persecution within their ministry work.  Thus,  we as The Brethren,  are all to cluster together for mutual 
support knowing that we  were/are  all working together for  “The Future Realisation of The Expectation of The Inheritance”  (see glossary). 
It must be concluded by the reader,  in Satan’s present worldly system,  life will  not  be easy for a TC because it is  not  in Satan’s interests to allow 
“The Word of God”  to be  accurately  taught,  thus people fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  will be  suppressed within The Environment  (John.16v1-4).  
The persecution will  not  come from secular authorities  –  because TCs are  model  citizens,  law abiding and  absolutely neutral  in world politics. 
Thus persecution can only be sourced by Satan's cohorts  (operating according to his worldly methodology)  who logically operate in the same manner,  
desiring to rise up through the ranks to  (worldly)  public acclaim  to become  The First/Most  within society who will cause affliction to the TCs  
exhibiting the opposite lifestyle,  having truly imbued  “The Word of God”.  That is specifically why JC stated that  “The  Last/Least  now”  (= TCs,  as 
Paul says of himself  “the scum of the earth”  at 1Cor.4v10-13)  “will be  The  First/Most”  (in The Millennium);   and  “The  First/Most  now”  within 
society  (worldly Christian leaders)  “will become The  Last/Least”  within society in The Millennium  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30).   
Hence JC’s parable of the wasteful steward being wise,  and yet by contrast our  worldly Christian leaders are so foolish in not imitating him ready for 
The Millennium in the 2nd part of their physical life  (Luke.16v1-10)  –  when their congregational members will,  upon resurrection into the 2nd part of 
their physical life,  demand as to why they were misled by their inept preaching during the 1st part of their physical life! 

Furthermore,  in context,  we move onto the next verse - 
Rom. 12v16 og The  it/same  into/unto  (the) {one another}/mutual/together   
Rom. 12v16 og (the) {exercising the mind}/{interesting oneself}/regarding/minding,   
Rom. 12v16 og not  the (things)  lofty/high/elevated/esteemed   
Rom. 12v16 og (the) {exercising the mind}/{interesting oneself}/regarding/minding,   
Rom. 12v16 og but  to the (persons)  depressed/lowly/humble/{low esteem} [plural] 
Rom. 12v16 og {taking off together}/{transporting with}/yielding/condescending (plural, middle voice).   
Rom. 12v16 og Not  (you) {become to be}/occur/happen [middle voice]   (the) thoughtful/sagacious/{intellectual skilled}   
Rom. 12v16 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]. 
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Rom. 12v16  = The  same  {exercising of the mind}/{interest oneself}/regard  unto  {one another}/together,   
not  the  {exercising of the mind}/{interesting oneself}/regarding  the  lofty/esteemed  things/persons, 
but  {take off together}/{transporting together}  to the  depressed/lowly/humble  persons   (TCs and Brethren aiming to become TCs).  
Not  you  personally  {become to be}   (worldly)  sagacious/{intellectually skilled}  near/beside  yourselves.  

 

The same exercising of the mind unto one another   (of specifically The Brethren) 
not   (to be)   exercising the mind as the lofty  things/persons   (do not take upon ourselves a superior position to  “control people”), 
but taking off together in   (the manner as)   the  lowly/humble  people   (this is one of several necessities for a brother to become a TC). 
Not you personally become to be   (worldly)  sagacious/{intellectually skilled}   (for the sake of it)   beside yourselves. 

            (Therefore,  do not become  “Professional Leader of Religion”  -  else you shall gain  “the wrong mindset”  to be a leader of The Millennium.) 
 

I really must ask the obvious question  
Do we  truly/indeed  see this with all Christian leaders? 

I will not point a finger at any person in this piece –  but it  is  incumbent upon the reader  to carry out an  objective  audit else   You get what you desire! 
“Do not become worldly wise”  means,  we must always listen to others,  but then  verify with The Bible  (Acts.17v11)  –  ignore neither! 
But once identifying a poisoned  “fountain”  (see glossary) (being a “Professional Leader of Religion”)  then keep away from them  –  because once the  
“water” (see glossary)  has become poisoned from that source,  then it is likely to  always be poisoned  unto the recipient in all matters (James.3v11-12)! 
Few  “fountains”  become purified  –  the source of their waters  run deep  into their very  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)! 
Then we come to the sagacious people in this verse –  appropriate from perhaps 300 CE onwards,  and to whom our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
today fawn themselves,  instead of reading The Bible and becoming skilled with  its  contents.  I have read numerous writings from these  “so-called 
sages”  and really it is  “intellectual waffle”  having  “no significance”,  sourced by people of old,  having nothing better to do than to go off  “in flights 
of fancy”  speculating upon this,  that,  and the other.  It is all an utter waste of time for both themselves and the  “millions of people”  following in their 
wake during the last some 1700 years.  Sadly,  the people who pass through seminaries are made to read this  intellectual rubbish  in preference to 
reading and precisely understanding  “The Word of God”  as given in an  accurate  translation of The Bible.   Noting specifically what JC said at 
Matt.23v15,  and what the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  said about JC at John.7v15 and the apostles at Acts.4v13. 

So why is this done? 
Because quite simply they need in some manner to  “supposedly justify”  their existence on this planet in the eyes of  “the presumed plebs”  around them,  
being the individuals who are ultimately feeding the lifestyle of these  “supposed gurus/sages”.  They do not yield anything useful to society generally,  
noting specifically Luke.16v3,  and by contrast,  Paul’s example at Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.  –  This is contrary to JC’s example,  where he and 
The Apostles,  very carefully explained  “1st Century Christianity”  that righteously explained Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  
over what is to be our 2 part life.  

This  “2 part life”  comprises of  “The Very Important Millennium”  –  that is  never  taught today,  –  or yesterday,   by these supposed  
sages/gurus  drunk  on the old wine  (Luke.5v37-39)  to fuel their personal ego trips!   

Furthermore,  I explain why  “The Knowledge”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is  never  taught today in many other places  – and will not elaborate 
here,  else these commentaries become so long,  repeating the same things,  again and again,  to combat the rampant  misinformation  taught today by 
spiritually blind   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39). 
Rom. 12v17 og (to the) {not even one}/{no one} (persons)   (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked   
Rom. 12v17 og (in contrast/substitution/correspondence)/for  (of the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked   
Rom. 12v17 og (the) {giving away}/recompensing/rendering/requiting/returning/rewarding [plural].   
Rom. 12v17 og {Consider in advance for maintenance}/{Providing for}  (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
Rom. 12v17 og (things)  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (the) all  men. 
Rom. 12v17       = {Giving away}/Returning  to  {not even one}  (person) 

the  worthless/hurtful/bad  {in correspondence for}  of the  worthless/hurtful/bad.   
{Providing for}  the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  things   (imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)   {in face/midst/sight of}  all  men/(women). 
(Thus, it is this verse,  and so many others,  that separates a TC in charity away from The World  –  being of its methodology) 

 

Giving away to not even one person the  worthless/hurtful   (things/works)   in correspondence for the  worthless/hurtful   (things/works). 
Providing for the  virtuous/valuable   (things/works  [which does  first  mean  “learning our subject matter”  else we can inadvertently hurt people!})   
in the midst of all  men/(women)   (therefore,  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  being the very best we can do). 
 

Interestingly,  many facets of  “Religion”  (being most religions of The World)  state this virtuous sentiment and then promptly,  certain members of such  
worldly religions  quickly return  “like for like”  –  often inspired by their religious leaders,  upon which the religious leaders then rapidly distance 
themselves from their  hurtful/harmful  instigation! 

This demonstrates the falseness of whatever particular worldly sourced religion when examined by The Eyes of Yahweh  –  “The Almighty 
God”  of The Universe,  detests  “Religion”  as practised by  “Men of The World”  (being the methodology driving their mind). 

That is  why  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC is  “The Perfect Faith”  to  “Yahweh’s Word”,  and  why  worldly  Christianity  (that 
predominately covers The World)  operates under The Prince of this present worldly system (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4), -  soon to be removed  by Yahweh 
through JCg  exercising Yahweh’s  Capability/Might  of His Desire to be made manifest in The Environment being the HS expressed  (Rev.20v1-3)! 
We must understand our prime aim is to draw people in to Yahweh’s Methodology through  reasoned argument  for The Mind,  and by our example of  
deportment/lifestyle  within The World that shows how society  is  to behave in The Millennium  –  being our driver of The Vista within our mind,  
precisely as JC taught us at Luke.17v21. 
This cannot occur if we muddy ourselves by our involvement with The World and operate according to its methodology!   Yahweh is presently  only after 
demonstrably proven individuals  who can be  trusted to operate in precisely the same manner as did JC  –  to rule alongside him in The Millennium. 
Obviously this is all counter to what we are taught  (by inference)  by our  worldly Christian leaders questing after  “The Many”  because  “Quantity”  
yields much worldly return  now,  but Yahweh is only after  “The Few”  because  “Quality”  yields  “The Perfected World”  in The Millennium of the  
future.    This is precisely what JC taught us at Matt.20v16, 22v14,  and obviously  never  taught by   “You know who!” 

So  “who”  faithfully represents Who? 
Rom. 12v18 og If  (the) powerfully/capably/{making possible}/mightily  the (thing [peace])  {from/out of}  {of yourselves}   
Rom. 12v18 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  (the) all  men  (the) {being peaceful}/{living peaceably}. 
Rom. 12v18 = If  capably/{making  possible}  {from out}  {of you}  {be peaceful}/{live peaceably}  together/with  all  men. 
 

If making possible the being peaceful from out of yourselves with all  men/(women). 
 

Thus,  those specific people who aim to become TC’s  must  not  cause worldly strife  (by behaving in a worldly manner). 
Does this mean TCs must capitulate or interfere in  The World  to stop the possibility of worldly strife? 

Absolutely Not!    Let me state this again because it is so important,  and is counter to what  “Leaders of Religion”  teach us - 
Absolutely Not!   

We must remain  utterly neutral  in worldly affairs and avoid politics  “like the plague”   that it is. 
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Thus,  the initial deductions are fallacies as taught by  worldly Religious Leaders  –  ignoring the teaching given by JC –  that I gave by reply above! 
We should not capitulate to an aggressor's demands if they contest Yahweh's Laws,  but  be  firm,  gracious  and  do everything  according to 
“The Law of The Land”  (provided  “The Law of The Land”  does not contravene  “Yahweh's Laws”). 

In my maturity,  I have been personally involved  in number of  disputes with neighbours,  national  and international companies  –  but importantly I  
never  provoked the aggression  (= I never sought to take what was not mine)  but I only responded to personal attack,  in The Truth  regarding  a 
personal issue  forced upon me from outside.   Thus,  I have always succeeded by only following what  “The Word of God”  teaches me how to behave. 

The second issue being   Do we try to become a peacemaker in something that is not a personal matter  (that specifically involves ourselves)? 
Contrary to Bible teaching,  worldly Christian Leaders preach,  we are to become involved in  “peace keeping”  and then cite The Bible  out of context! 
Actually,  The Bible is very clear  –  Paul teaches us   “Not  to meddle in other people’s affairs”,  JC specifically teaches us  not  to involve ourselves in 
political/worldly  based conflicts  (Luke.13v1-3 as one example of several)! 
Quite simply the TC    

(1)  must not  (or even be  seen/assumed  to)  become stained by The World  (for many reasons that I carefully explain elsewhere),  and   
(2)  the TC has not enough time because there are far  too few  people precisely imitating JC’s ministry, and  
(3)  no worldly barrier (of a worldly stance)  could stop  “The Word of God”  being accepted by a recipient,  of which any worldly stance 
could prevent from occurring,  and finally   
(4)  the TC has the greatest enemy being Satan himself trying to stop a TC from  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  and thus a TC 
should not add to this by becoming embroiled within Worldly conflicts generated by the pure  self-indulgence  of its leaders  (to then face 
secular hostility  –  13v1-4,  in addition  to the obvious inevitable religious hostility)!    

But if entirely neutral in all worldly things,  then the TC becomes metaphorically covered in  Teflon/PTFE  and thus protected from secular worldly 
attack,  because secular authorities realise that TC has  no  (and chooses to have no)  involvement with The World  –  and  thus genuinely  innocent! 
And Yes – if  “The Word of God”  is  accurately  taught  –  as it shall be in The Millennium universally over the whole planet,  – then there  will  be 
peace within society  –  because people shall know how to correctly behave to one another  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)! 

It all makes perfect sense,  which is the reason why Paul then moves onto the next verse,  all in context - 
Rom. 12v19 og Not  {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]   (the) vindicating/retributing/avenging   
Rom. 12v19 og (the [people]) {dearly/well loved}/beloved,   
Rom. 12v19 og but  (you) give/bestow/grant  (the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room   
Rom. 12v19 og to the  {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance;   
Rom. 12v19 og (it is) written/scribed/engraved  for: 
Rom. 12v19 og [Prophecy, Deut. 32v35 ]   {To Me} [Yahweh]   (the) vindication/retribution/vengeance,   
Rom. 12v19 og (emphatic) I/Me [Yahweh]   (I will) requite/recompense/render/repay,  (He) states/exclaims  the  lord/master! 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.32v35  
Rom. 12v19 {Dearly beloved}  not  yourselves  to be  vindicating/avenging,   

but  you  give/grant  space/place/room  (remove)   (in your  spirit/personality/desires/traits)   to the  {violent passion}/wrath,  
for  it is  written:  
To Me  (To Yahweh belongs)   the  vindication/vengeance,  emphatic I (Yahweh)   will  recompense/repay  states  the  Lord/Master. 

 

Dearly beloved  (brethren actively aiming to become TCs),   not yourselves to be avenging, 
but you give the space  (meaning  “remove”)   (in your  spirit/personality/desires/traits)   to wrath,   for it is written: 
  To Me  (= It belongs to Yahweh)   the vengeance,  emphatic I (Yahweh)  will repay,  states the  Lord/Master. 

            (Thus,  we gain the correct mindset to  “Rule the Resurrected World”  -  having  humility/contriteness  [not  present in today’s leaders]) 
 

I must state   This is all most interesting! 
We must put this verse back into context of not only the local section of Romans,  but into the whole of Romans,  then to include The New 
Testament,  and then finally,  The Whole Bible. 

The whole tenure is for a TC to avoid secular issues which are intrinsically worldly,  and a TC must  only  concentrate on Godly things being that of  
“The Gospel/{Good News}  Message”! 

So What? 
If  a TC avoids worldly issues,  then  the secular authorities will avoid  (= ignore)  a TC  (Rom.13v3). 

The TC becomes utterly transparent to secular authorities  –  just known as a  “nice person”,   –  a  “bit strange” (= “sojourner/alien”)  –  but nice. 
The only group whose members become excited about a TC’s ministry are the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

Therefore,  in context  to whom  is Yahweh going to be vengeful? 
Yahweh will  only  be vengeful against the specific group of humans attacking the TCs which we all know by now,  are the instigators behind the 
persecution of a TC,  being the  worldly religious leaders  (John.11v47-53, 16v1-4)  –  particularly worldly Christian Leaders because they personally 
feel  more exposed  than do other leaders of  “Religion”.  This occurs,  because non-Christian religious leaders only have a basis of  worldly knowledge 
far removed  away from  “The Absolute Truth”  (as contained within The Bible)  than do Christian Religious leaders! 

Is Yahweh vengeful against the persecution accruing against the TCs? 
Not in reality  –  because we are told Yahweh as a loving father  will  chastise the sons whom He loves to refine them  (Heb.12v5-11). 

Thus,  Yahweh allows The World to refine His sons  (but not beyond what they can bear –  1Cor.10v13). 
Therefore,  Yahweh will  not  be vengeful against the persecution of His TC sons,  but rather,  He is vengeful towards those individual who attack  His 
Personal  Word  spoken in Truth by His representatives = the 144000 TCs throughout The Gospel Age of some 2000 years! 
Those people who attack Yahweh's Personal  “Word”  (and commutative with “JC”, Rev.19v13)  are those people who claim to come in His Name  (but 
obviously  not  His Character,  nor Authority)  and spin a yarn out of Yahweh’s Word for their own personal gain on the back of God’s Word from out of 
The World. 

Clearly these are the  worldly religious leaders who appear to The World as being the closest to His Personal Word,  and yet Yahweh as  
“The Almighty God”  of The Universe utterly rejects them as being His representatives,  precisely as JC tells us throughout all The Gospels. 

This is just pure inductive logic and I welcome a critique against what I have spoken so I might expose further,  the wanton nature of  worldly Christian 
Leaders’ reasoning unto The World on this website   “FutureLife.Org”! 
Finally if the reader is  not  a  worldly Christian Leader but a Christian leader  (and there are many)  then they will love what is written here,  because 
all I am doing is only explaining  “The Word of God”  with clarity,  as precisely scribed by Paul,  a foremost faithful apostle elected by Yahweh. 
I have  not  changed  “The Word of God”  in the same manner as we see it being presently distorted within worldly sermons that corrupt  “The Word of 
God”  to become  “all things to all people”,  thereby  “excusing them”!   
It is only  those individuals who feel exposed  to hypocrisy become the people who will react  –  using the same tactics as in the days of JC’s ministry  –  I 
am saying nothing different to what The Master taught us!   Can any dissenters please show me by a return email,  with the caution,  I know The New 
Testament almost  “like the back of my hand”,  but more importantly -  I thoroughly understand  all of it  -  as my several thousand of inter-verse 
commentaries clearly show. 
I am generating  The Prime Reference Standard  for The World to use at the close of The Gospel Age (Matt.24v14),  to combat the  unrighteous  
nonsense taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  regarding  “The Almighty God’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
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Rom. 12v20 og if/whether  Therefore/Then  (he/she) famishes/craves/hungers   
Rom. 12v20 og the (person)  hateful/hostile/adversary/opposer  {of you},   
Rom. 12v20 og (you) {supply with bits}/nourish/feed  (the) him;   
Rom. 12v20 og if  (he/she) thirsts,  (you) {furnish drink}/irrigate/{give water}  (the) him;   
Rom. 12v20 og that/this/there/here  for   
Rom. 12v20 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing/providing/practising   
Rom. 12v20 og (the) {live coal}/{coal of fire}  (of the) heat/lightening/power/energy/fire   
Rom. 12v20 og (you will) {to pile up}/heap/load  upon/over  the  head  (of the) him. 
Rom. 12v20 = Therefore/Then  if your  adversary/opposer  is  famished/hungering,  (then)  you  feed/nourish  him.   

If  he/(she)  thirsts,  (then)  you  {furnish drink}/{give drink}  him.   
For  doing/performing  this,  you will  {pile up}/load  {coal of fire}  concerning  his head. 

 

Therefore/then  if your  adversary is famished,   then you  (brethren)   feed him   (see commentary) 
If  he/(she)  thirsts,   (then)  you give drink  (to)  him/(her)   (see commentary) 
For doing this,   you will load coal of fire concerning  his/(her)  head.   (see commentary) 
 

An interesting verse at several levels. 
Firstly,  it does  not  mean what it says! 

What?    
Actually, it does – but only in allegory. 

The New Testament  always  operates at the spiritual level  (using  physical  examples to help in our comprehension)  because it is only our 
spirit/desires/personality/traits  (captured by Yahweh)  that shall ultimately survive ideally for an eternity in a new,  but perfect physical body  (because 
the old fleshly body dies and rots away to nothing –  so there is no use in  propping-up  something destined for annihilation).   Yahweh does not 
physically feed or water the physical body  (except in The Wilderness that is only used to further His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  –  
and the physical (wilderness)  is also allegoric for the spiritual,  as Paul used in his writings). 
Thus,  this verse is speaking at  “The Spiritual Level”  –  being food and drink  at the  spiritual  level   (and  not  at the physical level). 

After that introduction,  then what does this verse mean? 
Paul is instructing The Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs,  like Paul and Apollos,  to water the recipient's mind  (1Cor.3v6)  with  accurate  
Knowledge of  “The Word of God”  correctly taught  -  and to also feed the body with charitable acts to enable the recipient to grow in  ministry/lifestyle  
that precisely imitates JC  (hence  “the bread”  of JC,  represents JC’s physical  “lifestyle/deportment”  [by giving  energy/calories  for movement]). 
This is the whole point of Paul's teaching to exhort people to become TCs  -  not  to physically feed the body  –  but rather  water The Mind  (with 
knowledge)  that  spiritually  directs the body’s deportment  (while the allegoric “bread” gives “energy”)  –  so Yahweh might gain His future 144000 
TCs and thus righteously be in the position to bring forward the next stage of His Plan for Human Salvation  (being  “The Millennium”).  
                 Therefore,  unlike what is preached by our spiritually blind leaders of “Religion”  the references in The Bible are  not  physical water or food! 
Now moving on to the next stage to unravel what Paul is teaching us. 

Does it mean that by doing something good we will physically hurt them,  and thus be considered as acceptable vengeance? 
No!   Most certainly  not! 

We are  never  instructed in the Bible to be superior  (the beginnings of “predatory”)  and thus have benefit over some other person’s discomfiture. 
Therefore,  what does this verse really mean? 

The Bible always looks towards The Culmination,  the long term,  because humans at present are learning directly about sin in a very personal manner.  
In  “the long term”  we are ideally to be  “Righteous”  not from works  but  from  thoughts  driving our works.   
Thus,  it is an  internal learning  process of thoughts and motivation to  personally  fulfil Yahweh’s desire. 

So how does this apply to this verse? 
A righteous action performed upon someone who is naturally unrighteous,  will immediately start the unrighteous person thinking   

Why has this happened?   It is not what I expected!   This is not what a standard worldly person would do! 
This person here before me,  is not retaliating physically  –  but rather  he/she  is teaching  “The Word of God”  to me  in a logical manner! 

This is indicated by  “The Head”  being used in the verse.  The Mind  in the head  is  now thinking! 
Thus,  in what direction would this  “thinking process”  be taking this unrighteous person  (as the recipient to  spiritual  water/food)? 
Noting the water and bread allegories have been explained above. 

After some explanation perhaps by the righteous person,  the unrighteous person may now consider the deeper aspects of what has occurred to them.  
Perhaps this person may then become part of The Brethren to learn more about  “The Real Faith”  and it may cause them  to reform their lifestyle  away 
from  “unrighteousness”  unto  “righteousness”.  A process started by that one initial action of the TC in response to worldly attack. 

So how are the  “coals of fire”  applicable in this reasoning? 
Again,  we must turn back to The Bible. 
The Bible often mentions purification of the human  by fire.  “Gold refined out of fire”  (for example similarly given at 1Cor.3v13-15)  to mean the 
perfect human state has been refined from the dross and corruption of this present worldly system.   
Now apply this reasoning to this verse  within its given context.  We see the person has changed from an  “unrighteous”  state,  to a  “refined righteous”  
state.  To purify further  (noting this is only the first stage),  then more allegoric fire is required.  To obtain more fire for that greater refining,  then 
further metaphoric coals of fire are required to move through the three stages to gain “Real Faith”! 
This is what this verse really means.   And hence the following verse in context. 

However: 
We must not forget the Law of Moses  –  it was  never  repealed by JC  (Matt.5v17-18)  –  thus it is still in operation  –  and shall  always  remain so,  
contrary again to what  “Leaders of Religion”  seem to loose,  in their near  “useless exegesis”,  having as many holes within it to be like a colander! 
The Secular State must carry out  “The Law of the Country”  in an impartial manner.  No sentiments or personal vendettas must be involved.   
The Secular State is to investigate and only operate upon the facts;  any mitigating circumstances must be considered,  after this has occurred then The 
State carries out  “Judgement and Sentence”  –  according to  “The Law of Moses”  –  being of works  –  according to the country's law. 
In this manner  “Righteousness”  has been fulfilled,  and vigilantes will not feel motivated take  “The Law”  into their own hands. 

Does this contradict what JC said  (Matt.18v21-22)   Forgive one another for whatever they do to you  (as often claimed by so many people)? 
No,  it most certainly does not,  but enhances it. 

Let me explain  
JC was speaking of  “Forgiveness”  on a personal level  (but in particular to a  “Brother”  being the context  –  Peter in the example,  did  not  ask on 
behalf of his neighbour),   Thus on a personal level,  the victim  (being a TC)  is to  “put to the back of their mind”  the actions of the perpetrator and 
thus the victim is not to hold a grudge against the perpetrator.  Thereby always to be in the position to  “forgive”  and teach  “The  Word of God”  –  
provided the perpetrator sincerely repents. 
At the secular level,  The State enforces  “The Law of Moses”,  which was written for society  as a whole,  under which it is to operate,  while  “The Law 
of JC”  operates for humans at a  personal  level  for us,  as individuals,  to operate. 

It is these  two  aspects that hold the fabric of society together  –  as we will discover upon our resurrection into The Millennium.   
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Where,  we are to operate personally under  “The Law of JC”,  but JCg  (now as The State)  will be applying  “The Law of Moses”  for the good of 
society,  “The 2nd Death”  ([Rev.2v11, 20v6]  unlike “The 1st Death”)  will have no humans returning from it  –  being their personal  “annihilation”! 
We learn  “Righteousness”,  and JCg applies judgement in a righteous manner for the ultimate good of society,  and in doing so,  demonstrates his and 
Yahweh’s  “Righteousness”  in the midst of all other entities  (especially Satan)  in The culmination. 

Can the reader see the  full righteous nature  of this reasoning?  
Everything is fully covered,  and  nothing is contradictory  –  but  only supportive. 
This demonstrates the  accuracy  of  “The Word of God”  as described in   “1st Century Christianity”.  I understand  no  other  worldly  religion can 
demonstrate this  “Righteous exegesis”  –  I welcome input  (with reasoned justification)  from those peoples who  “believe”  they can offer something 
better than what has been describe here! 
Being solely what The Bible precisely tells us!   But sadly,  never  what our  worldly  Christian leaders errantly preach to us  –  to their utter error! 
Rom. 12v21 og Not  (you be) subdued/overcome/{prevailed upon}/{obtained victory}/conquered  [pres. pass. imper.] 
Rom. 12v21 og under/through/inferior/below/by 
Rom. 12v21 og of the (person/thing)  worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked,   
Rom. 12v21 og but  (you) subdue/overcome/prevail/{obtain victory}/conquer  [pres. act. imper.] 
Rom. 12v21 og in  to the [= within]  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal   
Rom. 12v21 og the (thing)  worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked. 
Rom. 12v21 = Not  you  (Brethren aiming to be TCs)  be  subdued/conquered  under/by  the  hurtful/harmful/bad  thing,   

but  you  (turn the situation around and)  subdue/conquer  the  hurtful/harmful/bad  thing  within  the  intrinsically  ideal/good. 
 

Not you  (Brethren aiming to be TCs)   be subdued by the  hurtful/harmful  thing  (sourced by your opposition), 
but you  (turn the situation around and)   subdue the  hurtful/harmful  thing within the intrinsically  ideal/good  (teaching works). 
 

As I explained earlier,  the term  “intrinsically good”  refers to a person who fulfils Yahweh’s Desire within their  life/existence  by operating according 
to Yahweh's Methodology which is   “To edify our neighbour to our own hurt”.   
By contrast,  a  harmful/hurtful  person is a  self-indulgent  person fulfilling their internal desires  “to steal”  (often by fraud)  something from their 
neighbour thus operating according to worldly methodology which is   “To self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”.  Thus this  “stealing”  (either covertly 
through guile or in a blatant manner)  can be absolutely anything   material wealth,  reputation,  “the right to  dignity/respect/health/etc.”,  of 
past/present/future,  that is only curtailed at the end of someone’s 1st part of their physical life.  But Yahweh through JCg has control over  “The 2nd 
Death”  of annihilation  (Luke.12v4-5, Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
Thus,  in the 1st part of a TC’s physical life,  this person endeavours to live in the 2nd part of their spiritual life according to  “The Rules of The 
Millennium”.   Consequently  he/she  must not behave according to the present World at the moment  (as originally in the 1st part of their spiritual life)  – 
but rather  he/she  must ardently try to live now as though living in The Millennium (Luke.17v21).  We are taught in The Bible,  The Millennium will be a 
universal world society,  where the members are to mutually support one another and commit  no  premeditated  hurt or harm to their neighbour  (= sin),  
where in this future environment all people will be termed  “brother/sister”  (being within the  one family of  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”). 

That is  why  JC spoke of forgiving a  brother/(sister)  7x70  (Matt.18v20-22)  because he was speaking of the future Millennium in a society 
where all this is to occur as  “The Norm”  mutually between all members during this period where all resurrected members are to make 
reconciliation for all past hurts mutually occurring in the now  (today)  of the present 1st part of  his/her  physical life. 

Now the point of this preamble  –  is this  
The TC is to  always  be open to be forgiving a  harmful/hurtful  person  provided  this  harmful/hurtful  person  is  repentant  –  else there is 
no point in  “forgiving him/her”  –  because we,  as the victim,  then become a  “metaphoric punch-bag”. 

Thus,   we are to remove ourselves from the scene  (if this possible)  and  do  not  harbour resentment   (note   This is  not  “forgiveness”). 
When the  harmful/hurtful  person sees no personal vendetta of retribution  –  perhaps  he/she  may question their activities and enter into dialogue with 
the TC  –  thus enabling the TC to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  explaining why the TC behaved in the manner  he/she  did.  This dialogue  
may/could  result in a possible conversion of the original  harmful/hurtful  person to perhaps become a member of The Brethren and ultimately a TC. 
It is through this methodology the  “intrinsically good”  (fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)  person can conquer a  hurtful/harmful  person. 
The Bible makes a noticeably clear distinction between  “Brother” and “Neighbour”.  –  And our resultant action is different to both sets of people as I  
meticulously explain  elsewhere  –  but sadly  worldly Christian Leaders,  to  “sound nice”  to their audience,  then mix the two groupings together in the 
most unrighteous manner to create a confused,  unrighteous,  {not scriptural}  and illogical mess in their very  “limited exegesis”!   I strongly encourage 
the  very best  worldly theological scholars to contact me through the email route given on this website so that I might publicly  expose/untangle  their 
illogical twisted reasoning to The World at large.  Most importantly,  enabling me to use copious Bible citations to show what Yahweh’s view is of the 
matter  (as I will do in my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”)   which is  not  as  worldly Christian leaders pretend it to be,  in their muses! 
 
 
'Allegory’ – repeat- “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory but a very 
necessary  definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by persons who claim to know –  but obviously do  not know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word in this website  –  that clearly explain what the word  really  means! 
68th Comment – All  “conscious reasoning entities”  have hierarchy and are thus subject to “Authority”.  But there is no 
authority except the authority that Yahweh  allows  to exist,   noting Yahweh is  “The Head of all Authority”  (Heb.6v13). 
119th Reasoning – “Allows to exist”  absolutely does  not  mean Yahweh endorses what  “leaders with authority”  do!  
Yahweh allows them to exist until He decides the time is correct for their removal and then He  shall allow  people 
operating according to worldly methodology  to remove the leader(s).  It must be clearly understood a TC or Brethren 
aiming to become a TC must  absolutely  not  partake in the worldly uprising  –  else,  expect a painful worldly response! 
117th Instruction – Thus humans who  rebel/resist  authority in  demonstrations/uprisings/etc.  in the  
community/workplace/home  (become a law to themselves)  are resisting Yahweh’s mandate and thus they shall personally 
receive judgement in the appropriate time. 
(This verse  in its entirety  is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders –  unless it is to protect their personal position)! 
120th Reasoning – For the rulers  (exercising the authority)  shall  not  fear a  TC/Brethren  because they  are  law 
abiding and  accept  their rulers as having been allowed within that position by Yahweh,  and thus respect that position. 
However,  a ruler will  fear a  worldly Christian,  or person meddling in politics as  we are  specifically told not  to do! 
This is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders  –  but the very opposite  –  thus logically their authority comes from 
“Satan” (by the definition of “Satan”  –  to  “oppose/frustrate/resist/adversarial” to Yahweh  [as against “authority”])! 
118th Instruction – So perform  {intrinsically good/ideal}  things,  and your  secular  rulers shall praise you for it! 
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(But  worldly religious leaders will examine to find any cause to condemn a TC  –  as they did to JC and the Apostles). 
121st Reasoning – For the rulers  (exercising the authority)  shall  not  fear a  TC/Brethren  because they  are  law abiding 
and  accept  their rulers as having been  allowed within that position by Yahweh. 
(But  worldly religious leaders are on a mission to remove this irritant  [TC]  exposing their hypocrisy from their midst). 
71st Warning – Because the ruler is allowed to be in that position by Yahweh,  then Yahweh will allow the ruler to use 
what measures they deem fit to quell the civil disobedience  –  the dissident then is being disciplined according what they 
knowingly deserved.   This is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  –  yet it precisely  what The Bible tells us! 
122nd Reasoning – A TC is learning to respect  “authority”  (even if The Authority is demonstrably wrong),  because they 
are developing a synapse construction ready for when they personally shall have ultimate authority as a Son of God and 
thus  (1) still remain faithful to Yahweh’s Authority,  and (2) know how to apply  “authority”  correctly/wisely  (especially 
when abused in the 1st part of a TC’s life). 
123rd Reasoning – Yahweh demands  “Authority”  to be accepted throughout society  -  else chaos and disorder ensues to 
the pain and suffering of normally the weaker members of society receiving the brunt of  “unholy fallout”.  Rebellion must 
never occur,  it started with Satan, and was then present in every generation of Mankind ever since.  It shall not be like 
this in The Millennium – when JCg and the 144000 TCs are ruling with  “All Authority”  underwritten by Yahweh. 
119th Instruction – Therefore because Yahweh has allowed rulers their authority,  then  TCs/Brethren  are to pay the taxes 
and dues as required by the secular state.  It is  not  the responsibility of the  TC/Brethren  to  apportion/divvy-up  how 
much tax according to what the  TC/Brethren  deems as legitimate secular expenditure –  he is to pay  all  that is required.  
Thus,  tax avoidance is acceptable  (provided it is  within  the law)  –  but  not  tax evasion by falsifying the accounts! 
120th Instruction – Likewise this sets the correct standard before Yahweh,  the  TC/Brethren  are paying  tax/tithes  during 
their servitude in the ministry of Yahweh’s Word to the community,  as recognition to the assistance given by Yahweh in 
difficult conditions. 
124th Reasoning – Quite simply,  “Yahweh is judging The Mind”  for trustworthiness of personal responsibility! 
What is the mind like of this individual?   Can it be proven trustworthy in small things,  for example, paying worldly taxes? 
If it can,  then Yahweh shall give  “The Responsibility”  of administering  “Peoples’ Lives”  in The Millennium! 
If the mind proves itself to be deceitful,  then Yahweh shall refuse a position of  “Sonship”  to this individual person! 
Rom. 13v1 og (The) Every  (the) breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}  
Rom. 13v1 og (to the) privileges/competencies/freedoms/capacities/authorities/powers 
Rom. 13v1 og (let he/she/it be) subordinate/obedient/{put in subjection}/submit [middle voice]. 
Rom. 13v1 og not for  (it/there) is  (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  if  not [= except]   
Rom. 13v1 og {from/out of}  (of the) God,  the (persons [worldly leaders])  and  this/being/having 
Rom. 13v1 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  under/through/inferior/below/by  
Rom. 13v1 og of the  God  [Yahweh] 
Rom. 13v1 og (they are) arranged/assigned/determined/ordained/set  [plural]  [= allowed to be]  {they are/being}. 
Rom. 13v1 = Every  breathing/life/soul/{conscious reasoning entity}   

he/she  be  personally  subordinate/obedient  to the   (secular)   privileges/authorities.   
For  not   (there)   is  privilege/authority  except  {from out of}  the  God  (Yahweh),   
and  the  people  (world leaders)   {they are being}  arranged/{allowed to take their places} 
having  the  authority  under/by  the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Every  life/soul/{conscious existence}  he/she  to be personally obedient to   (secular)   authorities. 
For not   (there)   is  “authority”  except from out of the God  (Yahweh),   (= Yahweh as The Master Authority can intervene whenever required) 
            (Yahweh’s Goal is  “Mankind’s Salvation”,  Yahweh shall intervene with infinite Authority whenever needed to ensure He achieves this “Goal”.) 
And the people  (world leaders)   they are being  arranged/ordained  having the authority  under/by  the God (Yahweh). 
 

Thus all  {conscious reasoning entities}  in The Universe are subject to an  “authority”  greater than themselves. 
But ultimately there is no separate individual authority except that  all/any  “authority”  is allowed by The Almighty God being  “The Ultimate Entity”  
that allows  all  other  “sub-authorities”  to exist  –  according to any part of Yahweh’s overall strategic plan,   as Paul tells us at Heb.6v13. 
Note specifically what JC said to Pontius Pilate (John.19v11)  and also what King David said to the Amalekite at 2Sam.14-16,  noting that while this was 
a special case where King Saul had been explicitly anointed by Yahweh in a physical act by Samuel  (the high priest specifically selected by Yahweh). 
Likewise,  JC’s comments to the rebellion and of its aftermath as given at Luke.13v1-3.   All this tells us to remain subject to  “The Prevailing Authority”  
and be  neutral  to worldly authority  (which can be good or bad),  so that we are  not  positively or negatively associated with The World’s Authority. 
Because that is precisely how we are to behave in The Millennium under JCg’s rule and of the 144000 TC’s rule as the future  kings/priests  by being 
subject to their  “Authority”  (which will be comprehensibly intrinsically good for society). 
Let us consider this. 

Just suppose we made the grade to become one of the 144000 TCs and a future ruler of The Millennium,  then it would be rather hypocritical 
for us to expect subjection from  “The Resurrected World”  in the 2nd part of our physical life,  when during the 1st part of our physical life we 
could not subject ourselves to  “The Local Authority”  (provided we did not contravene Yahweh’s Laws  [that are always superior])! 

That is quite a salutary thought –  beyond the whit of  worldly Christian leaders because they do not expect The Millennium to occur and thus rebel now, 
as we are all able to witness when they preach we are to involve ourselves in “politics” of this world,  thereby having no care for  “The Politics of The 
Millennium”!    For example,  Christian leaders supporting Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s rebellion that is inexcusable if he was aiming to be a TC,  he should 
have allowed worldly people remove an evil leader  -  rebellion is  not  the responsibility of a person imitating JC,  else they are imitating Judas Iscariot!    
Our worldly Christian leaders cannot understand Yahweh’s Methodology,  they demonstrably operate unto worldly methodology behind the fake smile!   
Rom. 13v2 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  the (person [worldly human/Christian])   
Rom. 13v2 og {ranging oneself against in an array}/resisting/{setting up an opposing}/{being in adverse} [middle voice]  
Rom. 13v2 og to the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  to the [arrangement]  of the  God [Yahweh]  
Rom. 13v2 og (to the) arrangement/ordinance/institution  
Rom. 13v2 og (he/she has) {set in opposition}/{stood out against}/resisted/demonstrated.   
Rom. 13v2 og the (persons [worldly humans/Christians])   And   
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Rom. 13v2 og (the having) {set in opposition}/{stood out against}/resisted/demonstrated 
Rom. 13v2 og (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   (the) decision/judgement/conclusion   
Rom. 13v2 og (they will) {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive [middle voice].  
Rom. 13v2 = {Inasmuch that}  the  person   (worldly Christians and non-Christians)   

personally  {ranging oneself against}/resisting/demonstrating  to the   (secular)   privilege/authority   (being the worldly authorities),   
he/she  {stands against}/resists/demonstrates  to the  arrangement/institution  of the  God  (Yahweh). 
(Consequently,  worldly Christians and non-Christians are  demonstrating/rebelling  against what Yahweh has allowed to be instituted.) 
And  the  people   (worldly Christians and non-Christians)   having  {stood against}/resisted, 
they will  themselves  {get hold of}/{take up/away}  the  decision/judgement/conclusion   (ultimately the rejection of Sonship to Yahweh). 
(Therefore,  these people are rebelling against God, and shall receive secular retribution now, but they are also the wrong material for sonship) 

 

Inasmuch the person  (a worldly Christian or non-Christian)   resisting/{demonstrating against}  to the   (secular)   authority, 
he/she  resists/{demonstrates against}  to the arrangement of the God (Yahweh), 
            (“The Arrangement of God”  is  “The Authority required to operate in The Universe”,  of  “Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”) 
and the people  (worldly Christians and non-Christians)   having  resisted/{demonstrated against}   (world authority), 
will themselves get hold of the judgement   (appropriate to their resistance,  but also ultimately the rejection of Sonship to Yahweh). 
(see also above parenthesis). 
 

We read here,  contrary to  “the worldly advice”  given by some  worldly Christian leaders advocating  “get involved with politics”,  we read in The 
Bible to avoid all forms of worldly politics  if we desire to be a TC.  We are specifically told  not  to demonstrate against  what/who  God allows to rule 
over us,  also in 12v17-19 we are told to do things,  which we do not see occurring in the world of politics.  The reason we are to avoid worldly politics is 
because it is of The World under Satan’s inept mandate (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4);  we aiming to be TCs belong to  “The Future World”  of JCg who said 
he was  not  of this present world  (John.15v17-26).   
I explain with many examples in Hebrews why we must not be worldly,  but most importantly we see in the very next verse  (in context)  why we avoid 
politics,  so that  we aiming to be TCs are  only known as doing good  works  (that Yahweh Desires)  rather than become tainted  (“spotted”)  with 
works of strife  (that Yahweh does not desire)  within His Son’s creation. 
If a TC enters into any form of politics,  then a worldly person will always  put a spin  on what the TC   has/is/said  to have done,  just to blacken their 
character and in this way the TC becomes tainted and less effective in their primary role of imitating JC’s ministry to spread  “The Word of Yahweh”. 
It is all obvious when correctly explained  –  except to those people  “bound to the norms of this present world”  –  for they are not able to see The Vista 
of The New World of The Millennium!   Yahweh desires faithful future sons of God who can be trusted  not  to rebel  (as did Satan – Gen.3v1-4)  against 
The Authority of Yahweh at some time in the infinite future  –  thus Yahweh desires demonstrable  faithful/trustworthy  slaves  –  and that is precisely  
why  He can  only  achieve 144000 TCs during some 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
Again,  this is all  contrary  to what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preach to us –  but by now we know who they represent and to whom they 
pray by auditing their output,  it being the present  “god of this world”  (= Satan/Adversarial  to Yahweh)! 
Rom. 13v3 og the  For  {first in ranks}/magistrates/princes/rulers/leaders   
Rom. 13v3 og not  {they are/be}  (the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence/dread   
Rom. 13v3 og of the  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal  (of the) {occupational efforts}/works/labours/deeds,   
Rom. 13v3 og but  to the (person/work)   (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked.   
Rom. 13v3 og (you) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  And  not  
Rom. 13v3 og (to) {be frightened/alarmed/afraid}/awe/revere/fear/respect/defer   
Rom. 13v3 og the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power?    
Rom. 13v3 og the  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal  
Rom. 13v3 og (You) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice,   
Rom. 13v3 og also  (you will) have/bestowed/granted  (the) laudation/{something commendable}/praise   
Rom. 13v3 og {from/out of}  her/it/same. 
Rom. 13v3 = For  the  {first in rank}/magistrates/rulers   (the secular authorities), 

not  {they be}  alarmed/fear   (TCs and The Brethren who practice)   {occupational efforts}/works  of the  {intrinsically ideal/good}, 
but  (the secular authorities are  alarmed/fear)   the  harmful/hurtful   (person/work). 
And  not  you  (Brethren)   determine/desire  to  fear/{be afraid}/revere  the  (secular)  privilege/authority? 
(Then)  you  do/perform  the  {intrinsically ideal/good}   ({occupational efforts}/works)   
also  {from out of}  it/same   (good works)   you  (Brethren)   will  have/bestowed  the  commendation/praise. 

 

For the  magistrates/rulers   (being the secular authorities), 
Not they be  alarmed/fear  (the TCs and The Brethren aiming to be TCs  who practise)   intrinsically  good/ideal  occupational efforts, 
but  (the secular authorities are  alarmed/fear)   the  harmful/hurtful   (person/{occupational effort}  in demonstrations and rebellion). 
  And not you (Brethren)  desire to fear the   (secular)  authority?   (Surely you do not want to antagonise The Rulers and receive retaliation?) 
(Therefore)   You  (brethren)   perform the intrinsically  good/ideal   (occupational efforts to our neighbour) 
Also from out of it  (the good occupational efforts)   you (Brethren)  will have commendation   (from the secular authorities). 
 

All very logical  –  but it is again  not  as preached by our  worldly Christian leaders  –  who teach us to demonstrate against world authorities,  and 
praise people for doing so,  for instance Dietrich Bonhoeffer as one of several people!   This is counter to what JC  (God’s Word)  teaches us! 
However,  if we are utterly neutral and only do the  {intrinsically ideal/good}  work  (to be imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)  then we receive 
commendation from The Authorities! 
As I stated earlier  “intrinsically good”  works are those works that fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (see glossary). 
“Harmful/hurtful”  works are the works that Yahweh does  not  desire,  being the works of The World,  hence the works of Satan’s present worldly 
system  –  Paul just makes all this so clear to us  –  so there is absolutely no confusion.   Quite simply we are to avoid worldly politics like the plague! 
Rom. 13v4 og (of the) God  For  (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant  (he/she) is    
Rom. 13v4 og {to you}  into/unto  the  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal.   
Rom. 13v4 og if/whether  And  the  worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked   
Rom. 13v4 og (you may) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice  
Rom. 13v4 og (you) {be frightened/alarmed/afraid}/awe/revere/fear/respect/defer [middle voice]. 
Rom. 13v4 og not  for  {without reason/cause}/{in vain}  the  knife/dirk/{(figurative) war}/{judicial punishment}/sword 
Rom. 13v4 og (he/she) {be burdened}/{to wear/carry}/{forced to bear};   
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Rom. 13v4 og (of the) God  for  (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant  (he/she) is  
Rom. 13v4 og (the) {carrying out justice}/avenger/vindicator/punisher  into/unto 
Rom. 13v4 og (the) {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance  to the ([worldly] person)   
Rom. 13v4 og the  worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked  
Rom. 13v4 og (to the) {habitually practicing}/{repeated deeds}. 
Rom. 13v4 = For  he/she  is   (allowed  by God to exist as the secular leader,  thus in that specific  time/place  he/she  is allowed to be … )   

the  attendant/servant  of the  God  (Yahweh)   unto  the  {intrinsically  ideal/good}   (work to be  done/performed  by the subjects). 
And  if  you  do/perform  the  worthless/harmful/hurtful   ({occupational efforts}/works  and is thus against Yahweh’s Desire)   
(then justifiably)  be  alarmed/fear/afraid   (for your future  from worldly revenge).   
For  not  {without a reason}/{in vain}  he/she  (the secular ruler)   {forced to bear}/carry  the  knife/{judicial punishment}/sword; 
For a  (secular)  attendant/servant  of  the God (= Yahweh)  he (= the secular ruler)  is,  
(being)  the  {carrying out of justice}/avenger/punisher  unto  {violent passion}/wrath/vengeance  
to  the person  (= worldly Christian and non-Christians)  {habitually practising}/{repeated deeds}  the  harmful/hurtful (works). 

 

For  he/she  is   (the secular ruler;  only because Yahweh allows this person to be in this position for that specific time) 
(the secular ruler is therefore)   the attendant of the God  (Yahweh)   (inasmuch Yahweh is allowing that person  “to have their day”) 
unto the intrinsically good   (because the ruler is  being shown the good behaviour  from the TCs and Brethren imitating JC,  note John.18v38). 
And if you  (Brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   perform the  worthless/hurtful   (occupational efforts and thus against Yahweh’s Desire) 
(then justifiably you)   be  alarmed/afraid   (for the inevitable  consequences/retaliation  from the secular authority). 
For not without a reason  he/she  (the secular  ruler/authority  is)   forced to bear the knife   (to combat worldly reasoning rebellious people); 
for  he/she   (the secular  ruler/authority)   is a   (secular)   attendant of the God  (Yahweh) 
(for)   the carrying out of justice unto  {violent passion}/wrath   (being justified to  “put down rebellion”) 
to the person  (worldly Christian and non-Christian)   habitually practising the  harmful/hurtful   (works). 
 

All precisely as I verbosely state elsewhere regarding the target for TCs’ criticism  (Professional Leaders of Religion”).! 
1. Humans only react if they feel threatened.  Thus,  we are to follow JC's advice and keep the secular things of Caesar for Caesar and the 

spiritual things of God for God  (as we are taught at Matt.22v16-22, etc.,  –  please see my local commentaries).  Therefore,  we are to remain  
utterly neutral  in worldly politics that  operates by definition entirely  upon worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt  –  
with the further extension of  “hypocrisy”  of action that is supposedly to help us).  Thus we are taught,  by remaining utterly neutral to  
worldly/secular  politics,  and to only concentrate on fulfilling Yahweh's Desire that is to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle by explaining The 
Word of God unto The World,  from which activity we shall personally receive  no  problems/troubles  from the secular world.   

And that is where we enter together into the second part of this. 
2. Humans only react if they feel threatened.  Worldly Christian leaders feel threatened by exposure, being their  “hypocrisy”  publicly exposed 

only because the TCs are  truly imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle  –  while  “Leaders of Religion”  are not  (Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1). 
Hence the obvious warning given by JC  (John.16v1-4)  and repeated by Paul in his epistles  (for example 2Tim.3v11-12,  and including Romans). 
Thus TCs  are  “to expect this  (unjustified)  retaliation”  when they personally  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  by  both  word and deed.  From 
the TCs’ action,  then The World is able to make an obvious comparison between the two groupings  –  and consequential  intelligent/sane/reasoned  
judgement upon who are truly representing Yahweh! 
We understand this is quite clear reasoning,  –  but so many  worldly Christian Leaders utterly ignore this verse by contesting secular authority,  for 
whatever reason  (to hypocritically appear  “good”  to their clientèle,   for the worldly  returns/favours  this brings to them)! 
Even in the supposed voting process the voter is expressing a preference for one or the other,  and yet it was said of JC that he showed no preference,  so 
that he would not be tied to one group or the other  -  his sights were set on The Millennium and how to get there.   Please see my commentaries at John 
6v15 and 18v36 that conform this.  JC had no interest in  “disgusting party politics”  that occurs now;  these are not my words,  but I simply quote what 
politicians say about what they do,  furthermore,  one UK minister admitted they are taught to  “lie convincingly”! 
Thus,  these  worldly Christian Leaders advocating adversarial party politics operate  against  Yahweh’s Desire that is to maintain secular authority 
under the appointed rulers.  
Obviously,  allow worldly reasoning people  (such as Christian leaders)  to remove worldly leaders,  while TCs remain utterly neutral. 
Quite clearly,  we can reason at two levels - 

1. If a  worldly  Christian Leader feels a need to rebel against what they do not like in this world  –  then what  self-control  do they have in The 
Millennium not to rebel against what they do not like,  then!   They have demonstrated a mind of Rebellion – precisely like Satan (Gen.3v1-5) 
and furthermore – Judas rebelled against JC over the last year of JC’s ministry,  as my commentaries in The Four Gospels clearly explain  
(please begin at Matt.27v3). 

2. Thus,  by extension,  this instruction  not  to rebel against  “Authority”  is to be used as a guide to explain how  all  people are to behave 
under the authority of the  Kings/Priests  ruling in The Millennium.  Because the Rulers then in The Millennium showed the required quality  
“not to rebel against authority”  in the 1st part of their physical life by being  The  Last/Least  within society while perfecting the 2nd part of 
their spiritual life.  Thus they have every reason to demand the same from  “The Inheritance” (= The Resurrected World)  –  because it was 
precisely this quality they demonstrated while being burdened by Satan's methodology in the 1st part of their physical life  (principally from  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”)! 

It is all so very obvious,  but this  “Righteous Logic”  seems beyond the whit of our  worldly Christian leaders operating under “hypocrisy”  to  “The 
Word of God”! 
Let me take an example in the sermons given by  worldly Christian leaders in the years of 2012 and 2013 CE,  where there seemed to be a rush to praise 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer a German Lutheran pastor involved in a bomb plot to assassinate Hitler.  But in doing so  –  did our  worldly Christian leaders read 
Paul's letter to The Romans statement here  –  or perhaps JC's instruction given at Luke.13v1-5?   Obviously not!   If we resist  “authority”  allowed to 
exist by Yahweh  –  then we must expect a worldly physical backlash by the person at the end of our  physical attacks!   This absolutely does not mean 
that I condone anything that Hitler did  –  obviously not!   But I only apply The Scriptures to my life  as instructed by Yahweh  –  by contrast,  by 
“rebelling”  our  worldly Christian leaders  demonstrably do not  follow Yahweh’s Instruction and preach the opposite as I have explained by example. 
Where,  by logical extension we can reason - 

If  Mr Bonhoeffer truly applied  “The Word of God”  as a bona fide TC in his life,  then  he would still be alive  after  Hitler’s Suicide 
accurately canvassing  “1st Century Christianity”  and making spiritual inroads into The World  –  and perhaps reduce  “The Global 
Contesting”  we witnessed subsequently.   
Ideally “The Word of God” making an impact on more people – rather than rejected today because of the next part! 
And yet  –  worldly Christian leaders give succour to  “The Act of Rebellion”  -  thereby adding apparent legitimacy unto this methodology to 
continue apace within The World.   
Thus,  worldly Christian leaders have suppressed  “The Word of God”  and magnified  “the word of Satan”  to contest The Authority 
assigned by Yahweh.  Thereby giving legitimacy for any person  (“lone-wolves”)  to supposedly take the law into their own hands  –  because 
apparently this methodology has been endorsed by Yahweh through His supposed representatives! 
Noting specifically what Paul states at Rom.12v19  –  of which  worldly Christian leaders ignore! 
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Can the Reader understand this inductive righteous logic  -  that is beyond the whit of our very  worldly Christian leaders? 
We can obviously conclude they do  not  represent JC as  “The Word of God”,  sourced by Yahweh  –  and obviously neither do they represent Yahweh! 
This being one example of just  so  very many  I give on this website –  they are  faithless  in their portrayal and representation of  “The Word of God”! 
That is why I was forced to create this website and work  outside   “The Leaders of Religion”  -  because as Rev.18v4 tells us  (and elsewhere)  they  (as 
the representatives of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  are in steep decline –  to become by prophesy   “a byword”  (Deut.28v37, Psm.44v14)  to the nations of 
The World  in The Millennium  (as  was/is   “The 1st Epoch Israel”  today  [with regard to The Promise]  of Yahweh’s Warning and of David’s Psalm). 

Sadly   “They just do  not  get it!” 
Because they prefer the present world so much  -  and I quote them   “It is a wonderful World”  (noting the ramifications of   John.15v15-25)! 

Rom. 13v5 og therefore/consequently  (it is) constraint/{must needs}/necessary   
Rom. 13v5 og (to be) subordinate/obedience/{put in subjection}/submit,  not  merely/alone/only,   
Rom. 13v5 og through (reason of)  the  {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance,   
Rom. 13v5 og but  also  through (reason of)  the  co-perception/{moral consciousness}/conscience. 
Rom. 13v5 = Consequently  it is  {must needs}/necessary/required  to be  subject/obedient/submit,   

not  merely/only  through reason of  the  {violent passion}/wrath/vengeance   (metered out by secular leaders)  
but  also  through reason of  the  {moral consciousness}/conscience   (to get the mindset correct now  –  ready for The Millennium). 

 

Consequently,  it is required to be obedient,   (towards  “The Local Authorities”  [especially to their agents,  “The Police”]),  
not merely through reason of the  {violent passion}/wrath   (justifiably metered out by secular leaders maintaining law and order),  
but  also through reason of the moral consciousness   (to get the correct mindset now  –  of deference  –  ready for The Millennium). 

            (If we cannot grasp “The Arrangement of God”  now,  then we  cannot  be  “Leaders of The Millennium”  [because we would be  hypocrites!]) 
 

Precisely as I stated at the end of my commentary to the previous verse. 
Yahweh is allowing these secular leaders to use  “instruments of control”  to maintain secular law and order  for the good of society generally, -  and it 
is  not  in the remit of TCs or The Brethren to interfere with  any  political matter  -  irrespective of what any particular  worldly  orientated leader might 
state to the contrary.  If we do not like The Authority  -  then we should move to a secular  “Authority”  we do like,  in the  one/same  manner that we 
(Brethren aiming to become TCs)  have changed our mind from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology  (Luke.17v21). 
I cover elsewhere a full dissertation explaining all aspects of TCs and Brethren living under despotic secular leaders  –  again the conclusion is even 
more strongly in favour for TC’s and The Brethren to remain  utterly neutral in everything they might do  in secular matters under despotic regimes – 
thus fully supporting what Paul states here.  

Noting that JC was under occupational rule by The Romans,  and yet he even healed a Centurion’s child  (Matt.8v5-13). 
JC never spoke in any form of rebellion against The Romans  –  and Pontius Pilate would have known this,  because he would have had his 
spies out,  trailing any  “dissident grouping”  to know precisely what was going on  -  hence his comment at John.18v38. 

But to complete this verse we must explain why Paul is speaking about our conscience.  Clearly a person’s conscience is often conditioned by The 
Environment  –  which might be conditioned by The World’s  variable  standards,  or by Yahweh’s  Fixed  Standards.  Clearly the ideal conscience is 
that demonstrated to The World by a TC and The Brethren operating upon Yahweh's Fixed Methodology  –  because their conscience is trying to imitate 
JC’s lifestyle where The Neighbour’s interests are placed before their own interests.  Furthermore,  because a TC and The Brethren  are  respecting 
secular authority then they are setting themselves a  “methodology of practice”  that will hold them in good stead in The Millennium where  “The 
Righteous Authority”  is automatically accepted. 
However,  it goes beyond this  

For the TC,  their future is to become  “The Heirs”  of/over  “The Inheritance”,   being that of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  where they shall have  
unlimited authority  in which to express Yahweh’s HS.  

Note   In the same manner as a person is able to drive a car to go from A to B,  it does not necessarily mean they need to know how the engine-
management system works  -  but just put in a key,  turn the switch and  “off you go”.  Likewise,  with expressing Yahweh’s HS,  -  the Son of God having 
infinite authority will  “desire an action”  and Yahweh will oblige by making  “the desire”  occur.  But the Son will always be operating according to 
Yahweh’s Desire  in obedience  (to  “The Father”)  –  rather than going wayward as has Satan  (being The Father of The Lie,  A Manslayer,  The 
Adversary  [John.8v44]).  Yahweh has no desire for more  “Satans/Adversaries”  in the future  (referenced to this planet)  and thus the 1st part of our 
physical life positions us to demonstrate  “patience and subordination”  so that being  “The Last/Least”  now,  will become  “The First/Most”  in The 
Millennium and beyond,  as JC regularly told us in The Gospels. 

Hence Paul’s lead into the next verse - 
Rom. 13v6 og through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  for  also  (the) taxes/loads/tolls/tributes 
Rom. 13v6 og (you) complete/execute/discharge/accomplish/pay; 
Rom. 13v6 og (the) {public servants}/{functionaries in temple}/worshippers/ministers  for  (of the) God   
Rom. 13v6 og {they are/being},    into/unto  it/same  that/this/there/here (thing)   
Rom. 13v6 og (the) {earnestly toward}/persevering/{attending continuously} [plural]. 
Rom. 13v6 = For  through reason of  this  (v3-5),   also  you  discharge/pay  the  taxes/tribute,   

For  {you are/being}  the  {functionaries in temple}/ministers  of the  God  (Yahweh), 
(and thus,  you Brethren)   {earnestly toward}  unto  it/same   (tithe in servitude)   this  thing   (requirement as demanded by Yahweh). 

 

For through reason of this   (v3-5,  the secular authorities maintaining law and order through their functionaries),   
also you pay taxes,   (thereby,  to fund the functionaries and the authorities above them to administer society), 
For you are   (likewise)   functionaries in the temple of the God (Yahweh),   (inasmuch personally maintaining Yahweh's Laws to imitate JC) 
(and thus,  you Brethren)   earnestly toward unto this same thing   (being that we  “tithe in our servitude”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
 

Thus precisely as the secular community requires its taxes to maintain its presence in the community,  then likewise at the spiritual level then we as TCs 
and The Brethren are similarly serving Yahweh by paying Him taxes  (of servitude)  to maintain  “The Word of God”  in the community. 

The quite simple question that should be asked  
Are  worldly Christians doing either of these  (paying their full secular taxes  –  or their tithes to Yahweh)  today? 

The answer to this perfectly valid question  separates  The Brethren from  worldly Christians. 
I am making no personal distinction  –  but only asking the reader to audit themselves  –  because that is precisely what Yahweh is doing  right now  as 
this piece is being read!  –  Are we motivated to become a TC (dependably honest for all time)  or not  (worldly person dishonest for some of the time)? 
Yahweh  (based upon what JC did)  as  “The Heart-Knower”  will make an  exclusive judgement upon  all  Christians  at the end of the 1st part of their 
physical life in  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  

Is this person worthy for Sonship to Me (Yahweh),  inasmuch has  he/she  precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle? 
Is  he/she of  “worthy  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  for  he/she  to become honoured like My Son,  JCg,  in a  heavenly/celestial  body? 

The single result from those simple and obvious questions is placed firmly in the reader’s own hands  –  right now! 
Consequently,  Paul concludes with v7-8. 
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121st Instruction – TCs and Brethren will render to all authorities the obligations due,  to the authority  tribute/tax  due,  
to the lender conclusion due,  to the ruler fear due,  to the person honour due. 
122nd Instruction – Owe nothing to anyone,  except  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao,  because by agapao 
(through  charity/agape  [teaching The Word of God freely]  to edify our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  has fulfilled 
The Law  (both of Moses and that given by JC). 
123rd Instruction – Do not commit adultery  (spiritually – do not go after “Religion”  sourced by Satan via Man/Leaders)   
124th Instruction – Do not murder  (spiritually – do not kill the possibility of a person becoming a future son of God),   
125th Instruction – Do not steal  (spiritually – do not defraud what  “The Word of God”  truly means to a recipient),   
126th Instruction – Do not bear false witness  (spiritually – do not falsify  “the Character and Authority”  of Yahweh)   
127th Instruction – Do not covert  (spiritually – do not lust after worldly things that consume our time away from Yahweh) 
128th Instruction – All commandments are summed up as to  “agapao”  (edifying love)  your neighbour as yourself  (JC’s 
2nd Law,  Mark.12v31),  where the best we can do is present Yahweh with a next generation TC for future Sonship. 
129th Instruction – {Charity Love}/agape  to the neighbour hurts no one,  but the fulfilment of The Law is  “agapao”. 
This verse is ignored by  worldly Christian leaders –  because they promote  {Charity Love}/agape  (which is good – but 
only in its worldly sense [thus bad]),  and yet they  utterly  ignore  “agapao”  to be driving their minds  (and thus cannot 
deliver  true  agape in their ministry)  which actually is  the most important because it  fulfils  The Law! 
(If  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  do not understand the difference  –  then please read this website!) 
80th 'Allegory' – Love = (sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao”  the highest form of Love being  ‘love by 
principle’  where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by worldly Christian leaders  –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  ‘love by principle’  operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1)  and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly, this needs to be explained)  JC commands us  ‘By principle’  to Love your brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so as a TC,  he/she is  to fully commit their very  existence/being/methodology  of the 1st part 
of their life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  humans,  with no 
encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics  –  just as JC clearly showed us  –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
Reasoning – repeat - Quite simply,  “Yahweh is judging The Mind”  for trustworthiness of personal responsibility! 
What is the mind like of this individual?   Can it be proven trustworthy in small things,  for example, paying worldly taxes? 
If it can,  then Yahweh shall give  “The Responsibility”  of administering  “Peoples’ Lives”  in The Millennium! 
If the mind  proves itself to be deceitful,  then Yahweh shall  refuse a position  of  “Sonship”  to this individual person! 
Rom. 13v7 og (you) {give away}/recompense/render/requite/return/reward  Therefore/Then   
Rom. 13v7 og (to) all (authorities/lenders)  the  {sums owed}/obligations/duties/debts/dues;   
Rom. 13v7 og to the (one/person [authority/administrator])  the  tax/load/toll/tribute  the  tax/load/toll/tribute  [due],   
Rom. 13v7 og to the (one/person [authority/administrator])  the goal/resultant/conclusion/end/levy   
Rom. 13v7 og the  goal/resultant/conclusion/end/levy,   
Rom. 13v7 og to the (one/person [authority/administrator])  the  alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence/dread   
Rom. 13v7 og the  alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence/dread  [due],   
Rom. 13v7 og to the (one/person [authority/administrator])  the  esteemed/valuable/precious/honoured/dignified   
Rom. 13v7 og the  esteem/value/respect/honour/dignity (due). 
Rom. 13v7 = Therefore/Then  you  {give away}/recompense  to  all  (privileges/authority)   the   (required)   {sums owed}/dues; 

to the  (privilege/authority)   the   (correct amount of)   tax/tribute   (for)   the  tax/tribute   (required/due  by secular law),  
to the  goal/resultant/conclusion/levy   (of what is required for)   the  goal/resultant/conclusion/levy   (required/due). 
The  alarm/fear   (required/due for the occasion)   to the   (leader/authority)   alarm/fear   (is due),   
to the  (authority)   esteemed/honoured/dignified,   the   (required)   esteem/honour/dignity. 

 

Therefore,  you give away to all authorities the   (required)   sums owed, 
to the authority the   (correct amount of)   tax   (for)   the tax   (required by secular law), 
(and)   to the  goal/levy   (of what is required for)   the  goal/levy   (required). 
The  alarm/fear   (for the occasion)   to the authority,   the  (required)  alarm/fear   (= the due deference), 
to the esteemed authority  (in their position),   the esteem   (required for their position that is due). 
 

The point Paul makes is this - 
If the TCs and Brethren fulfil this instruction  -  then  why  would secular authority want to hurt  them  (and us imitating them)? 

Clearly by following what Paul teaches us shall maintain the TC's integrity towards secular authority  (provided nothing contravenes Yahweh’s Laws)  –  
the TC becomes a model citizen setting  the perfect example for other people to follow  –  thus allowing the TCs to continue in  accurately   teaching 
Yahweh’s Word  with minimal hindrance from the secular authorities.   

Clearly the  only  hindrance will be sourced by  worldly Religious Leaders who themselves are shown to be hypocrites by the TC’s righteous 
behaviour  -  both secular and spiritual! 

But  worldly religious leaders will try to motivate secular leaders  (behind closed doors)  to do their dirty work for them  –  as we read by numerous 
examples in The Bible  (a few examples John.19v12, Acts.6v11-13, 14v19, etc. )  –  and continue to witness throughout the last 2000 years of history 
during The Gospel Age!   I could give numerous examples recorded during the last some 100 years. 

So why should it be any different today in the 21st Century CE?    
Obviously,  it is not  –  the same minded people take precisely the same places within “Religion”,  generation after generation! 

Let me give a recent example of how  “truth is twisted”,  where  “responsibility is removed”  away from  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  being 
responsible for a martyr's death - 
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I have heard on BBC radio 4  (06th October 2014)  speaking of events having occurred during previous years for that day  –  amongst others that    
This was the day when in 1536 William Tyndale  (the primary translator of the KJV Bible)  was burnt at the stake under orders by King Henry 8th  
(when in reality he was murdered in a different country  –  Belgium)!   
So,  we may reason on The Evidence   Oh really  –  this must be true,  because The BBC has just told us!    

That reminds me of precisely the same procedure as that which occurred to JC,  Pontus Pilate and guess who are left out,  hiding in the 
shadows  (“darkness”),  being the very people who orchestrated and secured the  entrapment/capture/imprisonment  and ensured  “The 
Death Sentence”  occurred ….  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

But as usual,  these people make certain they  melt/slink  away into the background having their hands apparently as  “white as snow”,  while 
everyone else become the fall guys!   Hence JC's valid accusation to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”   as being entirely  “hypocritical”. 
To give the whole truth,  William Tyndale did upset King Henry 8th,  and the English king did request for William's extradition  –  but it was refused,  
and if the king had no jurisdiction in Belgium  –  then we are back to  “The Roman Catholic Church”  that  had  The Local Authority  and was 
responsible for the entrapment,  capture,  imprisonment and execution!   But in context please read Matt.23v27-33. 
The point to make again is this, –  we are to notice   The  Spin/Twist   placed upon the public declaration.    

Is this isolated?   No  –  but pandemic! 
By trawling through The Internet  –  it is not possible to numerate examples of this behaviour throughout  –  hence JC’s comment at John.16v1-4, 18v20 
made in comparison with John.11v47-53  (please read my local commentaries to understand what really was going on behind the scenes). 
Rom. 13v8 og (To) {Not even one}/{No one}/None (person)  (the) {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
Rom. 13v8 og (you) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted},   
Rom. 13v8 og if  not (= except)  the  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  (the) {one another}/mutual/together,  
Rom. 13v8 og the (person)  for  {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the (person)  other/different/altered  
Rom. 13v8 og (the) law/precepts/regulations  (he/she has) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled. 
Rom. 13v8 = To  Owe/{become indebted}   {not even one}/none   person   {not even one}/nothing   (= owe nothing to any person),   

except the  {edifying love}/agapao  to  {one another}/together  (= ready to freely offer services of help - as though it is always owed),   
for the person  {edifying love}/agapao  the  other/different  person  has  {made replete}/fulfilled  the  law/regulations (of JC). 

 

Owe no person anything,   (never become indebted to  any  person/institution  –  else they will  call-in  the debt in the future to your disadvantage) 
except the  agapao/{edifying love}  to one another   (to be driving our mind to edify our neighbour), 
for the person  agapao/{edifying love}  the other person   (to become ideally Christ-like)   has fulfilled the law   (of JC,  Mark.12v30-31). 
 

“Principle Love”  ideally means  
We are to place  “the recipient’s needs before our own needs in edifying the person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  (see v10 for agape).   

This is the greatest form of  “Love”  that any person  can/should  bestow upon another person,  because we are to look forward in the long term where 
Yahweh’s Desire is to bring humans from out of their present  “slavery to self-indulgent desires”  (= worldly methodology)  resulting in the present  
“hurt of their neighbour”  under Satan’s worldly system of today.  We are to look forward and focus upon The Millennium where we are to operate 
according to Yahweh's Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  and thus resulting in a wonderful paradise for society as a whole.    
We are instructed to be teaching this with all  “The Support Documentation”  sourced by The Bible to righteously substantiate this future reality by 
reasoned argument  –  that is presently  “The Kingdom of  God/Heaven”  operating within the minds of the TCs  (Luke.17v21,  delivering true  
agape/charity  –  freely simply). 
By doing this,  we genuinely exude it in our lifestyle and subsequent ministry to those people affected  (then ideally)  effected by our lifestyle. 

Can the reader see towards where this will lead? 
It is driving The Mind to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and then righteous works will automatically follow.  
Not only will this transform society  –  but this activity will yield more TCs to reach the onset of 144000 that becomes  “The Prophesied Trigger 
Threshold”  to initiate The Millennium caused by Yahweh  moving-in  to remove Satan’s position and instating JCg’s Millennial rule. 
The most important understanding  

Humans are  unable  to universally bring in The Millennium except by  personally striving to become part of the 144000 TCs  –  enabling 
Yahweh to righteously select us to become part of that 144000 (Matt.20v23)  -  to fulfil His Desire  which is to the furtherance of His Plan for 
Human Salvation.   

It is by Yahweh righteously achieving the 144000 TCs  “Christ/Anointing”  only made possible by us actively aiming to imitate JC  (from JC as  “The 
Word of God”  [sourced by Yahweh]  driving our minds as a  presence/parousia  within us so that we all become One  [John.14v20, 17v21-26])  minded 
that enables by fulfilment of prophecy  (Rev.14v1-4).  This fulfilment of prophecy righteously enables Yahweh  (at Rev.19v16-21 through JCg and the 
returning 144000 TCs as sons of God  –  see my local commentaries)  to remove Satan and his present worldly cohorts in their millions upon millions 
throughout all of society.  However ideally,  people are to make  “the kingdom of God”  operate  within  themselves  (Luke.17v21)  by changing their 
lifestyle to become equivalent to that demonstrated by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v20-22). 
“Fulfilled The Law”  means the person has fulfilled  “The Law of Moses” (being of works),  but that has  only been made possible  by the specific person 
having  first  fulfilled the two laws of JC  –  at Mark.12v30-31  that drives The Mind to produce the righteous works  (to then ideally fulfil  “The Law of 
Moses”). 
Note   The  “Christian”  is judged in  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  upon agapao operating within The Mind,  and  not  specifically upon their 
works  (because the works are actually the result of motivation,  either sincere or hypocritical)  –  I discuss all this in very much greater detail elsewhere 
within my other  inter-verse  commentaries. 
Rom. 13v9 og the (one [Law/Requirement, in v8])  For  not  (you shall) {commit adultery},  not  (you shall) murder/kill/slay,   
Rom. 13v9 og not  (you shall) filch/steal,  not  (you shall) {untrue testifier}/{false witness},   
Rom. 13v9 og not  (you shall) {to set one’s heart (seat of motivation) upon}/covert/desire/lust/{long for}, 
Rom. 13v9 og also  if  {some/any/certain thing}  (to the) other/different/altered  (the) commandment/injunction/precept,   
Rom. 13v9 og in  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  to the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Rom. 13v9 og (it is) {summed up}/{briefly comprehended}/{gathered together in one}   
Rom. 13v9 og in  to the  ([=within] the one [commandment]):   
Rom. 13v9 og (You shall) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the  {close by}/neighbour/friend/countryman   
Rom. 13v9 og {of you}  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourself]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exodus.20v13-17 
Rom. 13v9 = For the Law  (states): 

not  you shall  {commit adultery},   not  you shall  murder/slay,   
not  you shall  filch/steal,  not  you shall  {bear false witness},   
not  you shall  {set your heart upon}/covet/lust,   
also  if   (there is)   some/any  other/different  commandment/injunction,  
in to this the  word/sayings/reasoning  is  {summed up}/{gathered together as one}  within   (the commandment): 
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You shall  {edifying love}/agapao  your  neighbour/countryman  (being all humans)   {in that manner}/as  yourself   (JC’s 2nd Law). 
 

For the Law  (of Moses states): 
You shall not commit adultery (note the spiritual allegory = we must never take upon ourselves worldly religious methodology) 
you shall not steal   (note the spiritual allegory = we must never take away our neighbour’s opportunity to be a  “Son of God”) 
you shall not bear false witness (note the spiritual allegory = we must never falsely represent  “The Word of God” [JC] by whatever means) 
you shall not  covert/lust  (note the spiritual allegory = we must never aspire for  The First/Most  in society,  noting Eze.28v12-19) 
also if   (there is)   any other commandment   (respecting our daily intercourse with our neighbour,  then -) 
the  word/saying  is summed up within this   (commandment): 
  You shall  agapao/{edifying love}  your neighbour   (= all humans)   in that manner as yourself   (Mark.12v31). 
 

Paul gives the basic commandments pertaining to our neighbour,  but then he quotes JC’s 2nd Law that  covers everything. 
Please note this  “agapao”  (StrongsTM=25)  is the highest form of “Love”,  being precisely the same love that Yahweh and JCg show to Each Other 
being the same  “Love”  that humans are to show to each other.  It is  “The Love”  that  “edifies the other Entity”  to make them a better Entity  
(according to Yahweh's Standards).  This  “love by principle”  is not precisely the same  “love”  (“storge”)  as expressed within  a family  between 
members,  nor the deep  “affection”  of attraction  (“phileo”) ,  and finally it is not the  self-indulgent  “Love”  of the flesh,  being a self-indulgent  
“love”  to satisfy “The Immediacy” (“eros” that is  not  only sexual)   please see “Love” in glossary.  Sadly our  worldly Christian leaders do not 
explain the differences between these different forms of  “Love”   (I think because do not know themselves)  and leave it for the recipient to put their  own  
interpretation upon the word  “love”.  In most instances  (by a fastidious audit of the output)  it is often the  “self-indulgent form of love”  (being “what 
can I get back”),  eros,  which is interpreted  –  only because that is the closest form to  “Worldly methodology”! 
“Love by principle”  means the recipient is instructed in how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  and Yahweh  “Is Love”  (by principle)  which might mean the 
recipient may go through the much pain incurred during the refining process to produce that perfect character that ultimately fulfils Yahweh’s Desire. 
It is  not  the self-indulgent  (non-sexual)  “emotional love”  based upon an  animalistic/{carnal mind}  operating upon  “The Immediacy”  that has been 
nurtured and tweaked by  worldly Christian Leaders for  “The Feel Good Factor”  which is  alien  to Yahweh’s Desire fulfilled.   

Why is it alien?   
Because it is for  “the self”  (being  “the congregational hype”)  and not actually imitating JC’s  (or Paul’s)  ministry/lifestyle  being ultimately  “to 
bring on-board new TCs”  who themselves  accurately  imitate JC’s ministry to fulfil that 144000 trigger threshold for The Millennium to then occur. 
Where,  it could be argued,   “people take to religion”,  because of  “what they can get out of it”!   This is “eros”! 

Can the reader understand the subtlety between these forms of  “Love”  and why  worldly Christian leaders get it wrong in many instances? 
Which is interesting,  because there is the sub-set of  “agapao”  being  “agape”  in the very next verse,  that is mistranslated by our  incompetent  and 
entirely  unprofessional  Greek to English translators of The Bible  (showing by example the accuracy of my previous sentence)  the same translated  
“Love”  for both words,  and by so doing completely  “skew the understanding”  Paul is giving within his writings.   

Please checkout your worldly bible translation against my translation – to show who is wrong and who is correct! 
I discuss that form of agape  “love”  in the next commentary. 
However this is the  constant battle  I have  -  and has become my  driver for  precision  freely given to The Public,  to counter the output from the minds 
of our  worldly Christian leaders within which,  “Information”  has been processed and become entirely scrambled into an unholy mess  (Rev.22v18-19). 
I chose my words very carefully within that last sentence! 

Quite simply,  “They have  no  care for  precision and fidelity”  to what  “The Word of God”  truly means! 
Rom. 13v10 og The  benevolence/charity/dear/agape  to the  {close by}/neighbour/friend/countryman   
Rom. 13v10 og (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked  no/not/none   
Rom. 13v10 og (it be) {to toil as occupation}/effect/{be engaged with}/{labour for}/toiling [middle voice]   
Rom. 13v10 og (the) {item filled/brimming}/{container fullness}  therefore/then  (of the) law/precept/regulation   
Rom. 13v10 og the  benevolence/charity/dear/agape. 
Rom. 13v10 = The  charity/love/agape,   

not  it   personally  to be  working/{toiling as an occupation}  worthless/evil  to the  neighbour/countryman   
(countryman is any person who is not a TC or Brother) 

therefore/then  the  fulfilment  of the  Law  (is)  the  {charity love}/agape. 
 

The  agape/charity   (by the giver in works)   not it be personally toiling as occupation the  worthless/hurtful   (works)   to the neighbour 
Therefore,  agape/charity   (physically expressed to our neighbour to edify them)   (is)  the fulfilment of the Law  (of JC). 
 

Firstly,  I must state the reader will not see the distinction in the word  “love”  between v8  “agapao”  and here at verse v10 as  “agape”. 
Is there a difference? 

Yes there is  -  which is  unknown  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  –  because the important separation is  never  made  (please check in 
your  (worldly)  bible translations  –  and the inadequate sermons given by  incompetent/delinquent  [in so many things]  worldly Christian leaders)! 
While the two words have a common stem  –  the way The Bible uses them is very different. 

“Agapao”  is  “edifying love”  operating within The Mind  that itself has been transform by  “The Word of God”  (= JC operating within us). 
“Agape”  is the  “edifying love”  displayed in physical Works  as  (true/unfeigned)  charity  (freely given for  no  worldly return). 

Sadly  most  of the  “charity”  we witness is absolutely  not  “true/real charity”  –  but rather  “worldly charity”  –  being a payback,  that becomes  
“The Return”  of  whatever/whenever/wherever/however  that is to occur at some time in the future  (influence/fame/glory/leverage/{personal satisfaction 
for the self}  –  the list is almost endless). 

This is precisely why the charity work witnessed in The World today is  physical for the fleshly body  and  not  charity to edify the spiritual 
mind!   Where people  “do charity”  for the body and fleshly return this brings  –  but ignore the most important charity,  being that for The 
Mind –  being  “invisible”  to The World and thus appears to have no reward.   That explains why The Word is so  “screwed-up”  because  
the focus  is in  the wrong place  (made so by Satan’s methodology of worldly methodology being pre-eminent)  for two reasons - 
1. If the mind is wrong,  then the deeds will be wrong  (The Mind drives The Body, being why The Jews failed The Law of Moses),  hence if 

society is spiritually blind,  then hurtful deeds ensue  (the motive  can be for a future pay-back; -  “supposed good works have a hidden 
cost to the recipient,  this is  not  “charity”).   It should be noted,  any other nation would have equally failed  “The Law of Moses”! 

2. As far as Yahweh is concerned,  “The Fleshly Body”  will be destroyed,  and most people will be given a perfected DNA fleshly body 
upon their resurrection.  But The Mind  (= the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be stored as  “The Heavenly Treasure”  by Yahweh  
[Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33]  during our  “Sleep”  period  [John.11v11-15]  between our present existence and new existence upon our 
resurrection into The Millennium)  will have the opportunity to continue forever  –  provided ……………    (and the caveat to follow … ) 
Provided  “The Mind”  transforms itself  (= leaning/hearkening)  away from  the present worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s 
Methodology  –  over what becomes our 2 part life  –  so graciously made available to us  for us to grasp,  by JC’s ransom sacrifice. 

It is by thoroughly understanding this  (having first untangled the nonsense  worldly Christian leaders teach us)  enables us to separate  “agapao”  and  
“agape”  and understand  why  these specific and  different  words are used in The Bible as  “FutureLife.Org”  so  accurately shows  to The World – 
unattainable in virtually all English k8utranslated bibles. 
Repeating again  –  but using different words  (to those on my later revision above). 
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As we are to read in The Bible correctly translated,  “true charity”  is given by the TCs  (and the brethren aiming to become TCs)  to imitate JC so that 
they might feed the mind of The Recipient  freely/simply  for  no  worldly return  (Acts.6v3-6, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.)  -  because in The Culmination – it is  
“The Synapse Construction Mapping”  (being  created/captured  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  that Yahweh retains as  “The Heavenly Treasure”  
(see glossary and elsewhere in my commentaries).   Where our present  physical/fleshly  body is to rot away into  nothing  –  thus actually it is only the 
TCs who are working in the correct area for  the best of reasons!   We inductively reason that if  “The Word of God”  was correctly taught,  then ideally 
more worldly secular leaders would listen and there would be less starvation and poverty in the first instance  –  because that is how misery is created on 
this planet through world leaders operating according to worldly methodology!   But sadly because of the utter incompetence and shenanigans of our 
very  worldly Christian leaders,  then world leaders have  no driver to respect Yahweh  to then personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire!    

But this will all change in The Millennium under JCg’s rule  (Rev.19v16).   Amen! 
Therefore,  let me continue with explaining this aspect by something I wrote some years earlier  (while still trying to understand this). 

How can there be a distinction between the two  (edifying)  “Loves”  in standard worldly bibles  –  in this and the previous verses when the 
inept translations suggest that both are the same! 
Why would Paul use two variations,  if they were not different? 

That is  precisely my point  with the message given out by  worldly Christian Leaders. 
Worldly Christian Leaders make a great thing about  “Charity Love”  to mean  “providing for the fleshly body with material things”  (with the vain link 
that it helps spiritually). 

No,  Paul does not mean this!  
Which is precisely why  worldly Christian Leaders are  not  TCs  (and often they are so far from this ideal goal)  –  because they do  not  understand 
what they are supposed to be  teaching/doing  in order to correctly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 

Let me explain the apparent conundrum of which I am exposing. 
Clearly it is good that material things are given as appropriate,  they truly do assist and are not evil  –  but there is a greater ideal of which The Bible 
teaches us by principle given at Acts.6v1-3.  

Quite simply,  there are  too few  TCs in The World who  accurately  and  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   
JC commanded that   

“The Gospel should be taught to the whole world”  (Matt.24v14, Mark.1v38,  being  the full depth  of Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation, 
but most importantly within that, - to be explaining to the lowest level how everything is  substantiated by prophetic allegory throughout 
millennia  that is an impossibility within  “Religion”) 

JC did not say   
“Go out and do charity acts to the whole world.”  

Likewise,  JC said   
“You shall always have the poor in The World,  but you shall not always have me (physically with you),” (John.12v8)   where the implication 
is that  “physical charitable acts to help the poor is not so important as to grasp  “The Word of God”  while we have the opportunity”  
(Mark.1v28).  This means by extension   “If The Word of God is that important,  then it is most important to teach it to The World as the best 
form of charitable acts”,  all as I explain elsewhere. 

JC showed by illustration and Paul likewise,  the  accurate  teaching  came first  in spiritual charity in the giving of our time,  followed by acts of 
physical charity,  as and when Yahweh deemed appropriate to further His Desire in the local environment. 
Please see  “The Good Samaritan”  parable at Luke.10v29-33 and my local commentaries  –  because there is more within that parable than is taught by 
our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

We may ask,  what does Yahweh Desire? 
He Desires that  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (= “The Gospel/{Good News}  message”  of  “1st Century Christianity”,  and it is  not  what our  
worldly Christian leaders think it is)  to be taught to the whole world,  and what it might be like by charitable acts that come in through the teaching 
effort.  Thus Yahweh Desires  the edification of The Mind  (being  “the synapse construction mapping”  (this is “The Heavenly Treasure”  safely stored 
by Yahweh  –  Matt.6v18-20,  Mark.10v21, Luke.12v33)  being the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of that specific individual,  which shall be carried 
through into The Millennium where a precise clone of our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  will be placed within a then  perfected  DNA fleshly body.  
The 144000 TCs shall be resurrected into incorruptible  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (as was/[is] JCg)  based upon what was sown in the 1st part 
of our physical life  (1Cor.15v35-55)  upon which  “The 2nd Death”  has no power (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 

Thus, it is becoming clear to the reader the most important thing is  “The Synapse Construction”  mapping  details  because that is what is 
carried through and used again upon our resurrection,  furthermore,  it is our  personal  “Treasure”   –  because it is specifically used to 
define  “us”  as  “The Individual”  –  and is thus  most precious  to us  as individuals!   

The fleshly body of our present life will rot away to nothing!   Therefore,  it is imperative for us to correctly work on our  “synapse construction”  (= 
learning and hearkening)   rather than our physical body!   Now obviously  “The Synapse Construction Mapping”  presently requires a fleshly body and 
also it is affected by charitable acts  –  but predominately ensure  The Knowledge is  correct  for  “The Synapse Construction” upon which the mind can 
start working   (being The Spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”).  This enables  “The Mind”  of  “us”  to reroute its connections enabling it to create a  
new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)   in a gestation process leading to  “us”  becoming  “Born Again” (see glossary). 

Can the reader see how everything logically and righteously ties in together  –  precisely as The Bible  tells us  –  but absolutely  not  as 
worldly Christian Leaders tell us in their error –  where they seem to mix everything up in  “a mystery”  and become lost within it themselves! 
Rom.16v17-18 for our warning explains what  was/is  occurring in The World then  and today  within  worldly Christian communities! 

From this explanation,  we can recognise that  accurate  (not worldly)  teaching is an imperative requirement,  moreover,  this process is hard work and 
very  time consuming  -  as with any new undertaking.   
Now we have that background  -  we see how Paul is tying the two types of  “love”  together in these verses. 
Paul first tells us in verse 8 and 9 that the  “agapao”  Love is the highest form of  “{love by principle}/{edifying love}”  occurs because the TC is 
accurately  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire driven by The Mind.   Where,  Paul starts with  “The Mind”  motivated in the correct direction to  bring-in  more 
potential TCs from  “the heathen”  (to include  worldly Christians)  to nurture  “True/Real  Faith”  (= having  accurate  Knowledge,  enabling 
Assurance to be gained thus yielding Fidelity to what is known  -  thereby outputting genuine “charity”).  This process edifies the recipient to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire  themselves  by having the  accurate  knowledge upon which to drive the mind in the first instance. 

And yet,  how is this to occur? 
Paul then answers it in this verse 10. 
The TC spends  all  his/her  time  (outside secular and family quality time)  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  so the recipients  understand it.   
This is  “real  charity Love”  (given  simply/freely)  –  being the giving of the TC’s  time  to the recipient to drive the mind with  accurate  knowledge and 
understanding in knowing  both  why and how  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (see 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12,  being our goal). 

And what is the result? 
Precisely as Paul tells us within his Epistles. 

Can the reader see the whole virtuous loop occurring here  –  precisely as Paul is teaching us! 
Most importantly, 

This process precisely fulfils Yahweh’s Desire because it yields more quickly  “The 144000 Trigger Threshold”  to deliver  (hence  truly  
“born again” at)  “The 1st Resurrection”  and subsequently 3.5 years later what becomes The Millennium  –  as I succinctly explain in  “The 
Book of Revelations”  (Rev. Chapters 19 to 21). 
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It is interesting to note the people who give physical  (and very often  feigned)  charity for the fleshly body are applauded by The World  (as was Jimmy 
Saville being a notorious example, noting there are  millions upon millions  of people operating in a  similar feigned manner)  –  and yet what TCs truly 
freely give to The World is  applauded by Yahweh  and yet  despised by The World  (John.15v15-25)!  –   

How so very bizarre -  that a person who  is  “saving Mankind”  -  is yet despised by The World  -  as was their Lord and Master,  JC!    
But not really  –  because The World is consumed by present day methodology and thus has  not  “the mental tools”  to decipher the difference  –  it is 
like a foreign language  –  and specifically why the TCs must work overtime  freely/simply  (as the metaphoric translators)! 
 
130th Instruction – The time is now for The Brethren to come out of their spiritual slumber and start copying TCs in the 
ministry work,  for  “The Millennial Day”  that is even closer than when you first became a Christian. 
125th Reasoning – We must understand,  a TC living at any time in The Gospel Age is near to The Millennium Day,  by 
virtue  (1) spiritually it is The Mind and  (2) physically when  he/she  dies,  the next 1000, 100, 10, or 1 year while being 
dead passes as a  “blink of the eye”  likened to  “asleep” (John.11v11-15),  to be awakened at “The 1st Resurrection”. 
81st ‘Allegory' – “spiritual slumber” = A Christian having access to  “The Word of God” –  but its importance does not 
register within their conscious existence. Thus, they ignore the full implications of what “The Word of God” really means! 
'Allegory' – repeat - awakened/resuscitated = This is  what the Greek word means  and is  not  “rise up”  as given in 
worldly bibles which sadly hides what Yahweh is telling us.  It was by understanding the Greek Word that it dawned upon 
me what The Scriptures were  really telling us.  Humans have a  “2 part life”  separated by  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15). 
In this instance we are to spiritually wake up away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology! 
126th Reasoning – The night of Satan’s present system is far advanced,  and  “The Millennial Day”  almost here  (relative 
to their ability to affect it – in their life)  so cast off your works of darkness,  and engulf yourself in the weaponry of shining 
light.  (= Throw away self-indulgent activity and start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
82nd Allegory – garment = personality/character  (being how people  “view a person”  [as if the clothes worn]). 
83rd Allegory – weapons = The tools at our disposal.  The first tool  (Eph.6v17)  is  absolutely knowing  “The Word of 
God”,  then this builds upon our individual capabilities,  which we use  (for no worldly return)  to bring new TCs to 
Yahweh  –  so they too will truly bring  glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh in their mind and within other recipients'. 
This demonstrates “The Weight of Responsibility” we take upon ourselves to wholly fulfil The Desire of our Master  -  as 
JC’s parables of the  talents/minas  teach us  (Matt.25v14-24, Luke.19v12-21),  for more responsibility in The Millennium. 
84th Allegory – Night = The time of Satan's authority over The Earth yielding worldly methodology as practised by  all  
people in the 1st part of their spiritual life.  Humans  (operating according to worldly methodology)  prefer to hide their 
habitual works in the dark  –  so these  “less than ideal works”  cannot be  seen/examined/audited  by The Public! 
85th Allegory – Daylight = The time of Yahweh's authority  (through JCg)  over The Earth yielding Yahweh's Methodology 
to ultimately operate within all surviving people in the 2nd part of their spiritual life.  Humans  (operating according to 
Yahweh's Methodology)  are proud to publicly  display/exhibit  their habitual works in the light  -  for public scrutiny! 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
131st Instruction – So start deporting yourself as though you were in the daylight  (= The Millennial Day,  being proud to 
display our private activities Luke.12v3),  and not in all the worldly activities of self-indulgence  (to be hidden away). 
132nd Instruction – TCs will operate decently in a  “becoming manner”  to  bring respect to Yahweh in an observer's eyes. 
133rd Instruction – TCs will not be  {letting loose}/rioting/revelling. 
134th Instruction – TCs will not become intoxicated  (either on alcohol,  drugs,  or beta-endorphins [mass hype]). 
135th Instruction – TCs will not be involved within  {illicit sexual intercourse}. 
136th Instruction – TCs will not be involved within  {lustful acts}/wantonness. 
137th Instruction – TCs will not be involved within  quarrelling/wrangling/contention/strife/variance. 
138th Instruction – TCs will not be involved within  passion/envying  (fraud [= financial passion], etc.). 
127th Reasoning – Imbue within ourselves the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC (= The Word of God),  but the things 
from The World that feed the  self-indulgences  of the  carnal/animalistic  mind,  then do not care to think upon  (put these 
things far away from ourselves –  by exercising our mind on how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  that will take all our time)!  
Reasoning – repeat - Quite simply,  “Yahweh is judging The Mind”  for trustworthiness of personal responsibility! 
What is the mind like of this individual?   Can it be proven trustworthy in small things,  for example, paying worldly taxes? 
If it can,  then Yahweh shall give  “The Responsibility”  of administering  “Peoples’ Lives”  in The Millennium! 
If the mind  proves itself to be deceitful,  then Yahweh shall  refuse a position  of  “Sonship”  to this individual person! 
Rom. 13v11 og Also  that/this/there/here  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving   
Rom. 13v11 og the  time/season/occasion,   because  (the) {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}   
Rom. 13v11 og us/our/we  {even now}/already/{by this time}  {from/out of}   
Rom. 13v11 og  (of the) sleep/{spiritual torpor}  (to be) {regaining the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated;   
Rom. 13v11 og now/present/immediate  for  nearer  {of/from us}  the  rescue/deliver/salvation/health/safety   
Rom. 13v11 og or/than/either/rather  {at which too}/when  (we) committed/believed/entrusted. 
Rom. 13v11  = Also  knowing/understanding  this  (is)  the  time/occasion   (actually to mean:  the TC's life in The Gospel Age), 

because  {even now}  our  {portion of time   (to make the last continuous push during the 1st part of our physical life)} 
to be  awakened/roused/resuscitated  {from out of}  {spiritual sleeping/torpor};   (by getting away from worldly methodology) 
for  now/presently  nearer  {of us}  (is)  the   (time of)   rescue/salvation   (inasmuch:  Get our mind correct – then the rest will follow) 
than when  we  (TCs originally)  committed/entrusted  (ourselves).   (Constant improvement yields a better certainty of the future) 

 

Also  knowing/understanding  this is the  time/occasion   (now during The Gospel Age,  hence aim to be a TC and start fulfilling Yahweh’ Desire) 
Because even now our portion of time   (being purification of our mind in the 2nd part of our spiritual life from the 1st part of worldly methodology)  
to be  awakened/roused  from out of spiritual sleeping   (to get away from worldly methodology and inculcate Yahweh’s Methodology) 
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for now,  our rescue is nearer   (to get our mind correct as we become older,  this makes steadfast our salvation,  ideally as a  “Son of God”) 
than when we (TCs originally)  committed/entrusted   (“time marches on”,  more TCs inculcate our teaching,  The Millennium steadily approaches). 
 

This is a rallying call of exhortation by Paul to  “get The Brethren motivated”,  so they too will go out teaching The Gospel Message amongst the  
neighbours/strangers  within their community.  Precisely the same thing is asked of  all  people calling themselves a  “Christian”  today!   

It is absolutely not   To go to a  “church gathering”  and have a  “good-get-together”  and then go home again!   
That is  not  what the  “Church”  means.   It is a bastardisation of  “Ecclesia”  that means   “The Calling Out”! 

Thus just huddling together in likeminded groups to  self-indulge  each other with pleasantries in four walls is precisely  not  what Yahweh wants;  and if 
that is what the  worldly Christian Leaders instil in the members of the congregation,  then they too are  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire either  (they 
become  the worst culprits,  hence Luke.12v46-48)!    Simply stating “You are saved by belonging to our group”  and be fulfilling  “Religious Customs”  
together,  making much song and word saying  “God is wonderful”,  is not fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  but just makes us  “hypocrites”  to His Desire! 
Rom. 13v12 og The  night  (it is) {driven forward in steps}/{well along}/{far advanced},   
Rom. 13v12 og the And  Day/{period of time} [= The Millennium]  (it is) {come near}/approaches/{drawn close}/{be neigh} 
Rom. 13v12 og (let us) {to put away}/{cast off}/{lay apart}  therefore/then   
Rom. 13v12 og the  {occupational effort}/works/labours/deeds  of the  shadiness/obscurity/darkness,   
Rom. 13v12 og also  (let us) {sink into a garment}/endue/{have put on}  the [plural] 
Rom. 13v12 og {busy with implements/utensils}/armour/weapons   
Rom. 13v12 og of the  shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance/luminosity  . 
Rom. 13v12 = The night  (worldly methodology)   is  {driven forward in steps}/{far advance}   (during the 1st part of our fleshly life),   

and  The  (Millennial)  Day  is  {come near}/approaching/{being neigh}   (for the TCs at the end of the 1st part of their physical life), 
(that sometime in the future will be the TC's awakening/rousing at the 1st Resurrection  [not yet occurred at 2013 CE]  to become sons of God) 
Therefore/Then  let us  {put away}/{cast off}  the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours  of the  darkness/shadiness/obscurity  
(worldly acts now, and thus prepare our  thoughts/motivation  to be as TCs at our death ready for JCg’s 1st 2nd C - see glossary on these terms)  
also let  us  (TCs/brethren)   endue/{have put on}  the  {busy with utensils}/weapons   (Yahweh’s tools of  knowledge/understanding)   
of the  shining/illumination/light   (of Truth so others can now  see/learn/know  to conduct their life in the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire). 

 

The night   (being worldly methodology covering the whole world of Mankind as  “The Air we breathe”  Eph.2v2) 
is driven forward in steps   (during the 1st part of our life as we make incremental steps to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  ideally the next generation of TCs), 
and the  (Millennial)  Day is neigh   (within us  -  living according to Yahweh’s Methodology as it will be in The Millennium). 
Then let us cast off the occupational efforts of the darkness   (thus, throw away worldly methodology,  where we  hide our deeds from scrutiny)  
also let us put on the weapons   (being Yahweh’s tools of knowledge and instruction that  only  come from  “The Word of God”  entirely inculcated) 
of the light   (The Truth so that all people can see how to deport themselves,  and we have nothing in our deeds to hide from public scrutiny). 
 

This means to become  “fighting fit”  in Satan’s present world of propaganda.  
The instruments are our  accurate  knowledge of God’s Word as contained in The Bible  (using a good translation of at least pre 1950 CE).  
We must use the armour in Eph.6v13-17 and become a soldier to God’s Word  –  not passively hiding behind friends  “in a club”   of  “vain belief”!  
By contrast,  we must be personally out on the front line  –  as The Vanguard,  standing staunchly and stoically against Satan’s propaganda thrown up by 
so many naïve people who are still in spiritual darkness,  being misled by many  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  who should know very much better,  
but  “choose not to know”  (“agnoeo”,  StrongsTM = 50),  nor do they care!   

Actually,  they do know!  
They intelligently realise what they teach  is  nonsense  –  but how can they renege on what brings unto them their worldly goodies? 

We are to realise,  we must speak to strangers whenever possible,  to  accurately  teach  The Gospel message to edify peoples’ mind! 
Where  the best way for us to teach,  is through our daily deportment,  and the neighbour comes to us to attentively listen to what we say based upon what 
they have witnessed in our daily behaviour,  because they have already seen an honourable deportment that truly reflects  “The Word of God”  operating 
within us.  “Teaching”  is  not  simply someone standing  “up-front”   “speaking out”  (often via a microphone)  “supposed Christian”  phrases to The 
World,  –  this is the worst kind of publication  -  and yet most regularly done by certain people claiming to represent  “God”! 
Because it is  “Vain words out to The Masses”  to   “gain by return,  money/control  from/over  The Masses”!    This  not  how it should be! 
Note   “The (Millennial) Day is almost here”  is operational at several levels,  but certainly  not  as our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian 
scholars/theologians  preach to us.  Let us dismiss first the nonsense sourced by our  “supposedly learned academics”.  It is absolutely  not  that Paul 
thought the Millennium  (following  “The 2nd advent of JCg”  to collect the 144000 TCs)  was to come in their lifetime  (of some 2000 years ago)! 
A falsehood easily countered,  because Paul wrote in Heb.4v4 by inference,  that he knew  “The Sabbath Day”  was to be  “The Day of Rest”,  and with 
communication with Peter  (as underwritten at 2Pet.3v8)  would start as  “The 7th Day”  from  “The Starting Point”  in time were humans were  “Like 
Gods”  (Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35),  when understanding JC’s teaching given at Mark.2v27-28.   Paul  knew  that at the time of writing,  only some 4000 
years had passed and there was another some 2000 years of The Gospel Age to follow  before  “The 1st Resurrection”  and hence his warning to Timothy 
at 2Tim.2v18.   
Our  scholars/theologians  seem to ignore all this  “documented information”  when expressing vanity within their muses!   Perhaps they are too 
motivated in attempting to destroy  “The Word of God”  merely to attain a worthless  (as deemed by Yahweh)  worldly qualified  paper doctorate for a 
worldly return  (noting John.7v15, Acts.4 v13)  rather than holistically attempting to understand Yahweh’s Word as scripted within The Bible! 
They are only taught to destructively criticise  (being easier at a simplistic uninformed level)  rather than constructively criticise  (being more difficult,  
because it requires firstly to learn  “the depth”  of subject matter)! 

Let me draw back from a  much-needed  rant,  given only to express my frustration of their general ineptitude! 
How can they really be representing Yahweh when they come out with such nonsense! 
It shows they do  not  care for their subject matter! 

However,  returning,  before I and the reader  “lose the thread”  of where Paul is taking us! 
Paul means at two levels - 

1. The Operations  of The Millennium are working within a hearkening mind of a fully  humble/contrite  person taking  The Last/Least  position 
within society when teaching  “The Word of God”,  normally at a  one-to-one  level as Paul explained at 1Cor.9v18-23.   This cannot occur 
by speaking  one-way  through a microphone as is done in mega-churches in certain countries  (these leaders just want money and fame”)! 
They enjoy the personal showmanship their antics  “up in front”  of the clients personally yields, as witnessed throughout The World! 
It requires a person to entirely imbue and then inculcate  “The Word of God”  [JC]  as a  presence/parousia  within  his/her  mind so this 
specific person aiming to be a TC is fully imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  To do this means  we must thoroughly learn and understand  The 
Bible  (unlike our  “Leaders of Religion”  -  who really have no comprehension,  based upon what they preach to us,  in both word and deed). 

2. The Remaining 1st Part of Life  is but a tiny period of time when compared to  (1) the some 2000 year of which the recipients to Paul’s letters 
had in front of them,  on the one hand,  and on the other,  when compared with  (2) for the eternity of the 2nd part of their physical life! 
What do I mean for (1)?   It must be understood that when we are dead  (actually “asleep”, John.11v11-15)  then time flies so fast as to 
become an  “instant of time”,  where being dead for a year,  or 1000 years,  is but an instant in time while we are  unconscious/asleep/dead.  
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Therefore,  while we are alive for a few years or perhaps 30 years and then we die,  the next instant of  “conscious time”  is upon our 
awakening/rousing,  ideally it being  “The 1st Resurrection”  when JC g comes to collect his 144000 TCs. 

In actuality  “The Millennial Day at the time of this 3rd revision of the commentary (2015 CE)  is very close to physically occurring  –  just a few decades,  
and it will be here  –  Satan will be removed and JCg will be ruling instead  –  “Resurrection”  will commence upon all dead people! 
Rom. 13v13 og {In that manner}/Likewise/As  in  (to the [= within]) day/{period of time}   
Rom. 13v13 og (the) decorously/decently/honestly/becomingly   
Rom. 13v13 og (let us) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life},   
Rom. 13v13 og not  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) carousing/{letting loose}/rioting/revelling,   
Rom. 13v13 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) intoxication/drunkenness,   
Rom. 13v13 og not  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) cohabitation/{bed sharing} [= illicit sexual intercourse]   
Rom. 13v13 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) licentiousness/{lustful acts}/wantonness,   
Rom. 13v13 og not  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) quarrelling/wrangling/contention/debate/strife/variance   
Rom. 13v13 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) passion/ardour/envy. 
Rom. 13v13 = {In that manner}/As  in  The  Day/{Period of Time}   (see note below in accompanying commentary) 

let us  decently/honestly/becomingly  {deport ourselves}/{occupying our life},   
not  in  {letting loose}/rioting/revelling,  also  in  intoxication/drunkenness,   
not  in  {bed sharing}/{illicit sexual intercourse},   also  in  {lustful acts}/wantonness   (see end of explanation of 12v1),   
not  in  quarrelling/wrangling/contention/strife/variance  also  in  passion/envying, 

 

In that manner as the  (Millennial)  Day   (when we can see clearly how to deport ourselves,  and welcome public scrutiny of our private lives) 
let us  decently/honestly  deport ourselves   (by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  then we become as PTFE to The World and beloved by Yahweh) 
not  in letting loose   (being uncontrolled in our deportment,  not  drunk on alcohol/drugs  [or rolling around in the dirt supposedly slain in the spirit]) 
not  in illicit sexual intercourse   (follow  all  The Rules Yahweh has given to us on  “marriage”  between opposite sex,  both physical  and spiritual) 
also in lustful acts   (anything  that worldly methodology is able to drive our mind to yield acts that ultimately hurt our neighbour and ourselves) 
not  in wrangling   (not to try and gain the upper hand over anything,  otherwise indicating worldly methodology driving us to be  “The First/Most”) 
also in passion   (to have control over our animalistic  heart/{seat of motivation}  so we do not clamour for  “The Immediacy”  of pleasing emotion) 
 

The Day can be read two ways here and I accept both. 
Paul speaking of what  “The Day” means for a TC and of The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs,  where their lifestyle must be guided by  “The 
Word of God”  (JC)  as the  presence/parousia  operating within the repentant individual person to personally yield Yahweh’s HS. 
This process enables  he/she  to be living in  “The Daylight of God’s Word”  now  they know of it  –  rather than be living under Satan’s present worldly 
system,  being in  “The Darkness of intrigue and machinations”  where actions are deliberately hidden from public scrutiny. 
That application applies to those TC’s and Brethren,  however Paul's mind is always reaching forward and thinking of  “The Inheritance”  that is to 
come,  where all humans will be taught how to live in  “The Daylight of Yahweh’s Word”  (having no fear of public scrutiny of our actions)  in The 
Millennium under JCg’s rule  (Matt.13v23-30)  with his close assistants being 144000 Sons of God who were formally TCs  elected/chosen  from out of 
The Gospel Age. 
Interestingly,  what do we witness within the Christian nation,  particularly those individuals who claim to be its leaders,  see the latter half of this verse. 
Thus,  we know what type of methodology controls their mind,  hence they prefer  “darkness”  to  “hide their private actions from public scrutiny”! 
It is this that makes them  “hypocrites”  (Luke.12v1)  and thus unworthy to rule  “The Resurrected World”! 
Rom. 13v14 og But  (you) {sink into a garment}/endue/{have put on}  the  lord/master   
Rom. 13v14 og (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,   
Rom. 13v14 og also  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}  (the) forethought/{provident supply/care}/provision   
Rom. 13v14 og not  (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice  into/unto 
Rom. 13v14 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) lusts/{forbidden desires/longings}/concupiscence. 
Rom. 13v14 = But  you  (Brethren)   endue/{have put on}  the  lord/master  Jesus  Christ/Anointed   

(imbue within ourselves the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC – being  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  sourced by Yahweh), 
also  forethought/{provident supply}/provision  of the  animalistic/{carnal mind}   
(being all worldly acts of self-gratification, power, entertainment, money, influence, drugs, prestige, religious hype,  etc.)   
(these examples of)   its  lusts/{forbidden desires}/concupiscence  not  you  (Brethren)   do/practice/perform. 

 

But you sink into a garment   (always  means   “put on a new personality driven by  “The Word of God”  operating within our mind”) 
the  Lord/Master  the Christ Jesus   (we must precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  - by  (1) learn The Word of God,  (2)  then  do it  with fidelity), 
also supply provision to the animalistic mind,   (thus carefully guide the present mind  away from  worldly methodology  [not  to give it succour]) 
you  (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  are  not  to  practice/perform  its  (animalistic/carnal minded)   lusts    
                  (Consequently,  we are to reject worldly methodology,  yielding its resultant  harm/hurt  of which we witness  throughout present-day society). 
 

Quite clearly,  Paul is teaching us to place all forms of worldly  self-indulgence  behind us,  and we are to live in humility without the worldly stimulus 
that distracts us from precisely imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle.  The very best way to fulfil Paul's instruction is to stop thinking about worldly self-
indulgences and focus our mind upon things that fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  else like a drug addict we are always focussing on the future “fix”  (which 
becomes our  “god”  whom we therefore “worship”)  rather than concentrating on  “The Inheritance”  and having Yahweh as our God.   
Trying to imitate JC means that imbuing our mind with  “The Word of God”  that can  only  come from a good translation of The Bible  (not  the NIV or 
other suchlike modern  worldly interpretations)  through daily reading,  and trying to precisely understand  how to apply the content to ourselves  
personally.  We absolutely must  not  leave it for a  worldly Christian Leader to do this process for us for several reasons  

1. They have almost zero knowledge on how to truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire   (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39). 
2. It is very much a personal matter how we drive ourselves,  for us to become eligible for future  “Sonship” 
3. We must personally develop those required qualities to become  “future world leaders”  with  “a mind of a slave”  (to Yahweh). 
4. It is imperative to gain a mind that precisely imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to sit alongside him in The Millennium  (Matt.20v23). 
5. We take upon ourselves ownership,  responsibility,  and accountability with The Word of God;  this means making it very “Personal”. 

Thus we must gain The Knowledge  from an  accurate  source  (absolutely  not  a  worldly Christian leader,  being most of them by definition),  this will 
give us The Assurance to act with Fidelity –  this is personal -  no one else can do it for us!   It is between  “us”  and  “Yahweh”  (judging)   with  “JC as 
The Word of God”   to become our  intermediary/intercessor  (1Tim.2v5 and Gal.3v20,  but please see my local commentaries  –  it is not quite as given 
in  normal worldly  translations). 
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139th Instruction – The TC or Brethren shall  {take to themselves}  those people who are weak in  “The Real Faith”. 
Virtually no person has  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  through its 3 required stages and thus it is  
“The Responsibility”  of TCs to make  “1st Century Christianity”  widely known and thus counter “Religion”. 
128th Reasoning – The TC's  only  prime mission in life is to edify their neighbour so they might know how to personally 
fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  and thus a TC will always be prepared to  guide/teach  any  person who might be presently weak 
in  “The Real Faith”  to  clearly  understand  “The Word of God”  as  only  given in  “1st Century Christianity”. 
140th Instruction – The TC or Brethren is not to judge those people who are weak in  “The Real Faith”  and certainly we 
must not judge the unfortunate recipients of “Religion”  (we must however counter their religious leaders). 
129th Reasoning – For example,  A TC will eat food because it was created by JCg and thus good,  but a weak person 
might consider sacrificial meat should not be eaten because of its provenance,  or they might be a vegetarian. 
The weak person might not be weakened further and thus wholly leave  “The Real Faith”,  consequently,  TCs should 
refrain from causing offence by refusing such  (supposedly tainted)  food in the presence of this weak-minded person. 
However,  this example is  of generic reasoning  to cover  all  worldly subject matter on this planet – particularly politics – 
which is one of  many  Biblical reasons why TCs and Brethren avoid politics like The Plague and  remain utterly neutral. 
69th Comment – Who are you to judge a master’s servant?   Let the master of the servant judge over his own servant! 
“The specific god”  is quite able to support and correct his own servant as required. 
(Many Christian fundamentalists should reason very carefully upon that specific verse  [– as with many Bible verses]!) 
130th Reasoning – The point is that all people must not have worldly issues become an impediment in how “The Word of 
God” becomes imbued within a recipient – who might otherwise have become a future Son of God.  It is not us who are to 
judge the suitability of any person for receipt of “The Word of God” and possible position for Kingship  (1Sam.16v4-13). 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
131st Reasoning – Likewise a person might judge a religious  (or “cursed”,  e.g. Friday 13th)  day over any ordinary day,  
or give thanks at their meal and another person give thanks at any time of the day –  being incidental customs to The Core 
Gospel.  Thus, be  faithful/sincere  in what  you/we  do to Yahweh  –  being what is precisely based upon The Word of God. 
70th Comment – No person is like an island,  we are all to intermingle and assist each other to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  just 
as it will be in The Millennium, when society has been perfected,  because The Individuals have been spiritually perfected. 
Rom. 14v1 og the (person)  And  {being  feeble/weak/impotent/diseased}   
Rom. 14v1 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Rom. 14v1 og (you) {take to oneself}/{lead/admit (to friendship/hospitality)}/receive,   
Rom. 14v1 og not  into/unto  (the) {judicial estimations}/discernments/disputations/discriminations     
Rom. 14v1 og (of the) discussions/considerations/debates/reasonings/thoughts. 
Rom. 14v1 = And  the  person  {being (spiritually) feeble/weak/impotent}  in the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}, 

you  (Brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   {take to oneself}/receive   (them warmly),   
not  unto  the  discernments/discriminations/judgements  of the  discussions/considerations/thoughts  (of these feeble-minded persons). 

 

And the person being   (spiritually)   weak/feeble  in the  (real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity), 
you  (brethren aiming to be TCs)   take to oneself   (as one might an innocent and defenceless child to protect  him/her  from worldly machinations), 
not  unto your judgments   (do not reject their  “cry for help”  while they are still ignorant,  you take control and guide them with  careful teaching) 
of the considerations   (do let not  “the confusion”  operating within a spiritually weak  “Christian”  determine how you react to them).  
 

A TC obviously strong in  “The Real Faith”  will have white and black decisions about  (1) “1st Century Christianity”  and of  (2) The World,  based 
upon  accurate knowledge  which has been  thoroughly  assayed/proven/tested  to yield assurance, competence and authority within their Subject Matter. 
Thus,  the TC’s conviction is steadfast,  and likewise a member of The Brethren,  but yet there is a difference between the two groups. 

The TC is  so  strong in  “The Real Faith”  that they are able to consciously come down and interact with a weak person and  communicate at 
their level  to lift them up within the mind and guide them into  “The Absolute Disclosing Truth”. 

For I have a confession to make when I was likewise immature in  “The Truth”  –  perhaps as a fledgling member of The Brethren  (in Yahweh’s eyes). 
I saw a person publicly canvassing for one of the large  corrupt worldly  Christian groupings  (having much error within their doctrine)  –  doing what 
he thought best in his own eyes  (as commanded by his religious leaders of his grouping). 
I came upon him rather harshly judging him upon his doctrine in the attempt to stop him from infecting innocent humans with the faulty doctrine from his 
grouping  –  which it did. 
However,  this event hurts me now,  because I sadly look back and wish I had my time again with this person  –  to take him to one side and discuss 
through the errors of his doctrine and guide him to  “The Absolute Truth”  through careful exegesis.  But at the time I was perhaps as shaky as he was in 
what I knew – but now  I am thoroughly steadfast on my rock of incontestable knowledge  so that I would now be positioned to carefully guide and show 
him through the  mine-field  Satan has placed within this world to fulfil the desires of the  worldly  religious leaders’ machinations. 
Knowing Yahweh and JCg as well as I do  –  I know that I will meet him in The Millennium and I will be glad to personally talk to him again,  first to 
apologise and then to help him come to  “The Absolute Truth”  as I should have done previously. 
But in the meantime  –  I realise that I am needed to create  The Prime Reference Source  for The World to use at  the close  of The Gospel Age 
(Matt.24v14)  to bypass  “Religion”,  because I rightly reasoned,  “Who else is going to do it – if I do not do it?”.   This is taking upon myself  
“Ownership, Accountability and Responsibility”  for my actions with  “The Word of God”.   

Christendom  (2nd Epoch Israel)  has had 1700 years to do this (before JCg’s 2nd Advent)  and yet it repeated the same errors as that of 
Judaism  (1st Epoch Israel)  had done over a similar 1700 years  (before JC’s 1st Advent)! 

For this reason I now write as I do  –  to directly combat,  face to face,  the  errant nonsense  taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in their 
presumptuous profanity  (hidden behind the sweet endearing poison of their words  [acquiescing to this world’s methodology])  -  which I tackle entirely  
freely/simply  with relish  –  as instructed by  “The Word of God”  with the full armour that  “The Word of God”  gives to me  (Eph.6v13-17)! 
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Sadly the vast majority of religious people are so shaky and unclear in their knowledge  (operating at such a superficial level)  that they react violently in 
a physical manner to someone outside contesting what they believe  -  only  because they have  zero  real depth to what they know – hence the potentially 
violent reaction to an outsider questioning what they believe. 

When  we have such  deep knowledge  and  absolute  understanding/command  of our subject matter  
Then  we have no need to put up a physical violent defence inversely related to the depth of knowledge that we have within our mind.    

A person with no  in-depth  knowledge violent reacts,  but a person confident within  his/her  in-depth  knowledge can competently discuss through what 
they know because they have  “Real Faith”,  thoroughly understanding their subject matter by virtue they have  accurate  knowledge that has been 
rigorously assayed to gain assurance and be operating with the utmost fidelity.    Sadly likewise,  that is why   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  also 
ultimately violently react to TCs – because the TC can logically undermine what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preach  (John.11v48)  by the TC's 
carefully argued exegesis publicly given! 
Rom. 14v2 og Who/Which/That  truly/indeed  (he/she will)  entrust/commit/believe  {to eat/consume}  (the) all  (things),   
Rom. 14v2 og the (person)  and  {being feeble/weak/impotent/diseased}   (the) vegetables/herbs  (he/she) eats/devours. 
Rom. 14v2 = (The person)  Who  entrusts/commits   (TC or The Brethren of “The Real Faith”)   {to eat}  all/every  things   

(meaning,  for example,  the food considered ‘unclean’, pork, shellfish;  or meat in the marketplace that had been offered to idols, etc.),   
and the person  {being (spiritually) feeble/weak}  (in The Real Faith – and thus easily entrapped by charlatan Christian leaders) 
(selectively)  he/she  eats/devours  vegetables /herbs  (because they feel spiritually secure in doing this). 

 

(The person)  Who  he/she  will  entrust/commit  to eat all things   (determines all food is of equal value – assigns no special worth to anything) 
and the person being   (spiritually)   weak/feeble   (in  “The Real Faith”  assigns food value differently,  some apparently good and other bad)   
(selectively)  he/she  eats vegetables   (a vegetarian,  nothing specifically wrong in this approach to life,  as Paul is about to explain  by example). 
 

Paul is using an example of a prevalent problem in his society  (which has its extensions today in perhaps the media of entertainment).   
In this instance certain Christians new to  “The Real Faith”  thought certain meats were not fit for consumption because they would become 
contaminated by eating them,  or become disapproved by Yahweh through JCg by eating meat in the marketplace that had been offered to idols. 
Thus,  in their limited thinking they might reason that if a TC eats this  “supposedly contaminated”  meat then they might assume the TC is disrespecting 
The Almighty God  (Yahweh)  through JCg as  “The Word of God”.  Please see the same point made by Paul at 1Cor.10v20-33. 
However,  the TC through the strength of their knowledge reasons that idol gods  do not exist  –  and the meat is a wholesome creation of JCg expressing 
Yahweh’s HS and it would be disrespectful to JCg  not  to eat perfectly good food! 
However as we read later  –  if the TC feels eating this meat would upset a person weak in  “The Real Faith”,  then the TC out of respect for the feelings 
of the  “weak individual”,  would not do anything that might weaken the person away from  “The Real Faith”  (1Cor.9v19-23). 
Likewise,  when inviting a vegetarian to a meal,  we out of deference to their feelings  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  would offer a vegetarian meal. 
However,  as usual - 
This has much greater implications and ramifications that I will bring up in v6 to cut through what we witness given by  worldly Christian Leaders! 
Rom. 14v3 og The (person)  eating/devouring  [all things],  the (person)  not  eating/devouring  [all things], 
Rom. 14v3 og not  (he/she) {consider contemptible}/despise/{least esteeming};   
Rom. 14v3 og also  the (person)  not  (the) eating/devouring  [all things],   the (person)  eating/devouring [all things],   
Rom. 14v3 og not  (he/she) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge,   
Rom. 14v3 og the  {specific god}  for  (the) him  (he has) {taken to oneself}/{led/admit (to friendship/hospitality)}/received. 
Rom. 14v3 = The person  the  eating/devouring   

(the unclean food,  because they know all food comes from  “the specific god”  and is acceptable for eating),   
(then)  not  he/she  to  {considered contemptible}/despise  the  person  (because of their weak faith)  not  the  eating/devouring   
(because their weak faith makes them think that God desires that they should not eat of certain foods – as in certain worldly religions today); 
also  the  person  eating/devouring,  not  he/she  {mentally decide}/conclude/judge  the  person  not  the  eating/devouring   
for  “the specific god”  has  {taken to himself}/received  the  him   (eating herbs – when they become ideally stronger in  “The Real Faith”). 

 

The person eating   (all forms of food,  giving no special weighting towards any type of food for consumption) 
(then)   not  he/she  despise the person not eating   (all forms of food,  but only eating  herbs/vegetables), 
also the person eating   (all forms of food)   not  he/she  judge the person not eating   (all forms of food,  but being selective in what is eaten) 
for  “the specific god”  has taken  him/(her)  to himself   ( vegetarian’  who has come to you  [eating all things]  to learn about The Word of God). 
 

Note the two levels of  “God”  and specifically why  “ho theos”  (= “the specific god” of the context)  has been used in the text. 
The two layers of  “judgement” =  

1. The first layer being Yahweh judging the TC who is assessed as being like JC in  ministry/lifestyle. 
2. The second layer being JCg judging the person weak who has JCg as the specific god of him to intercede on his behalf to Yahweh. 

Yahweh’s HS only operates within those very specific individual people who  have  accurately imbued  “The Word of God”  dispensed by JCg  
(Rev.3v20),  where  “The Word of God”  is freely given to everyone,  but it is  “The Few”  (Matt.20v16, 22v14,  as  “The Early Adopters”  during The 
Gospel Age)  who positively respond to  precisely imitate JC  who gain the HS. 

Yahweh  receives  His 144000 Sons at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  but it is  JCg who  now,  is receiving  those people who  desire  to enter that race  for 
the prize at the end of it  (1Cor.9v23-26, noting 2Tim.2v5).  JCg is the intercessor  now  for us to become ready for the possible adoption. 

We conclude from this verse at a human level,  the person with  “The Real Faith”  must not do anything to jeopardise the person of weak faith from 
growing to become strong in  “The Real Faith”.  In other words,  The TC must  never  stunt the possible growth in a  “spiritually weak person”. 

“The Responsibility”  is in the hands of  “The Spiritually Strong person”. 
Hence the judgement upon these people taking The Lead is most  harsh/demanding  (Luke.12v46-48, 19v21-22, James.3v1, etc.),  and 
especially fearful should any  “Professional Leader of Religion”  be leading a child in the faith astray  (Matt.18v6, Luke.17v2). 

However,  the TC will  not  contravene what is required  (being genuinely motivated)  –  as precisely stated here. 
By contrast,  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders regularly contravene the instruction given above in their own specific manner  –  and 
hence the rapid fall in congregational members in the last few decades  (and the rise in numbers of deluded Christians running to the  charlatan 
Christian leaders for the hype they give at the close of The Gospel Age to fulfil JC's prophecy at Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.). 
Rom. 14v4 og thou/you  who/what/which/wherefore  {thou art}/{you are}! 
Rom. 14v4 og The (person)  {judiciously/mentally deciding}/trying/concluding/judging   
Rom. 14v4 og (the) another/foreigner/{not akin}  (the) {fellow resident}/{menial domestic}/servant?    
Rom. 14v4 og To the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (to the) lord/master   
Rom. 14v4 og (he/she) {{being stationary}/perseveres/steadfast/{stands firmly}   
Rom. 14v4 og or/than/either/rather  (he/she) alighting/{gently falls down}.   
Rom. 14v4 og (he/she will) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide  And,   
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Rom. 14v4 og (the) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  for  (he) is  the  {specific god}   
Rom. 14v4 og (to) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide  (the) him. 
Rom. 14v4 og  = You!  -  Who are you! 

(You)  The person  {mentally deciding}/judging   (of the master’s = ‘the specific god’s)   another  {fellow resident}?    
(It is)   To the  {one's own}  lord/master  he/she   (the fellow resident)   perseveres/steadfast  or  alighting/{falls down}. 
And  he/she  will  {stand staunch}/establish/abide   (if having “The Word of God”  [JC]  directing/ruling  their mind),   
for  “The Specific God”  (this is Yahweh or JCg  as applicable to the context   [TC or worldly human])   
is  powerful/capable  to  {stand staunch}/establish/abide  the  him  (fellow resident). 

 

You!  -  Who are you!   (= What position of authority do you have  [to make a judgment]!) 
(you)  The person judging another fellow resident?   (You have no authority to judge a person of similar stature as yourself  –  or once were!) 
(It is only)   To one’s own master  (that)  he/she  is steadfast or falls down   (only The Master judges the ability of his slave,  not a fellow slave).  
And  he/she  will stand staunch   (if having “The Word of God” –  so we as TCs must not do anything to impede  “The Sowing/Watering”  1Cor.3v6) 
for  “the specific god”   ([1] JC as “The Word of God”  edifying within a humble person,  [2] Yahweh adopting this person as a Son of God) 
is powerful   ([1] JC as “The Word of God”  protecting and guiding us,  [2] Yahweh  stepping-in  to support His future Sons of God,  1Cor.10v23) 
to stand staunch the  him/(her)   (it is possible for the fellow resident to grow from a  [1] worldly person,  to a  [2] Christian,  to a  [3] son of God). 
 

Note again,  the dual nature of  “the specific god”  pointer as explained earlier giving us consistency and additional information. 
First level  (Christians living during The Gospel Age). 

It only The Master (Yahweh)  being able to judge who is a worthy TC,  in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1),  no human,  
not even JCg is able to make this judgement for future Sonship to Yahweh  -  as we are told at Matt.20v23. 

Second level  (The Resurrected World living during The Millennium). 
For the World generally,  it shall be JCg  (along with his 144000 kings/priests)  who performs “The Standard/Main (2nd) Judgement”  
ultimately of  “The 2nd Death”  within The Millennium  (Matt.19v28. 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.).   

In the meantime it is JC who  (as  “The Word of God”)  opens up our mind  (Rev.3v20)  so that we might ultimately fulfil Yahweh's Desire and be 
demonstrably gaining the HS  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  within our operations and thus in The Environment.   
All of which must  only  be used to educate  “The World”  to bring forward Yahweh's “Most Wonderful Plan for Human Salvation”  (and  not  for self-
gratification in  “eros love”  – as witnessed throughout  all  “Religion”). 
Hence this verse in context with the other verses,  the TC has  “The Responsibility”  to bring new TCs unto Yahweh,  and in no manner is a TC to be 
stunting the recipient’s growth  (1Cor.9v19-23),  hence this nurturing enables Yahweh to gain His 144000 TCs during the allotted some 2000 years of 
The Gospel Age. 
Rom. 14v5 og Who/which/that  truly/indeed  (he/she) {judiciously/mentally decides}/{to try}/concludes/judges   
Rom. 14v5 og (the) day/{period of time}  near/beside/with/against/alongside  (the) day/{period of time}, 
Rom. 14v5 og who/which/that  and  (he/she) {judiciously/mentally decides}/{to try}/concludes/judges   
Rom. 14v5 og (the) day/{period of time}  (the) every  (the) day/{period of time};   each/any/every (person)   
Rom. 14v5 og in  to the [= within]  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) intellect/mind/understanding 
Rom. 14v5 og (let  him/she  be) {fully carried out}/{completely assured/persuaded}/{made full proof of}. 
Rom. 14v5 =  Who  he/she  truly/indeed  {mentally decides}/judges  a  day  near/alongside  another day   (special day of ritual),   

and who  (another person might)   {mentally decide}/judge  a  day  (as)  every day   (similarly,  thus as no special day in the week),  
(but)  each within  {their own}  intellect/mind/reasoning  let  him/she  be  {fully assured}   (be confident and genuine,  do not waver). 

 

Who  (as a person may)  truly judge a day alongside another day   (a special day of  ritual/custom  is judged against normal days) 
and who  (another person may)  judges the day  (as)  every day   (all days are the same,  none having any special significance), 
(while both positions  may  be equally valid,  but)   let each  (person)   be fully assured within their own mind   (over various acceptable opinions). 
 

The most important thing is for our lifestyle  “to be genuine”  to the  accurate  knowledge  (else we are  “hypocrites”).   
It is incumbent upon the individual to search out  (as commanded, Matt.7v7-8)  “accurate  scriptures”  and to discover  “The Knowledge”.   

Once found,  then  we are to do something about what we have found  (sell everything  [= worldly attachments]  and  “buy the field with The Treasure”  
(Matt.13v44)  or  “buy the perfect pearl”  (Matt.13v46)  in  “the marketplace”  of  worldly religions)  thus imbue it in our lifestyle by being genuine  
(operating with fidelity)  to  “The Accurate Knowledge”.  Else we become accountable like the person with the one  talent/minas  in JC’s parables  
(Matt.25v24-30, Luke.19v20-27)!   This is relevant to  all  people with no exception,  the most accountable are people with  “The Most” –  being  worldly 
Christian Leaders –  as were The Pharisees in JC’s day –  hence JC’s parables contained in Luke, chapter 16  (worldly  and  charlatan  respectively)! 
On my 3rd revision I realise I have not linked the two halves of the verse together,  let me do this now. 
The context of what Paul is teaching us is about   “What we know – and hold with conviction”  when compared with another person who equally holds a 
different opinion being   “What  he/she  knows  –  and equally holds with conviction”. 

Therefore,  what is the point of this verse  -  being what is Paul teaching us? 
Paul is leading on to state this  

The Existence of a TC  (as a slave  to The Master, Yahweh)   is to bring forth  “The Prophesied Target Threshold”  of 144000 TCs for The 
Master's pleasure to have an additional new 144000  “Sons of God”  within The Universe from out of JCg’s creation of Mankind. 

Most importantly - 
All people on this planet over the last some 2000 years must  never  be positioned during the 2nd part of their physical life to point a finger 
at  any  of the 144000 future sons of God and state:   

“I could have been a son of God like  him/her  –  if it had not been for one of those 144000 individuals who held me back 
because of something  he/she  said or did during the 1st part of my physical life.” 

It is crucial for the reader to understand the above paragraph,  because this is   “The Goal”  -  only second is  “The General Salvation of Mankind”,  
and that cannot occur without  “The Goal”  being completed  first.   This is what The Bible teaches us throughout  –  specifically in The New Testament. 

And how is this to occur? 
It can  only  duly occur if the TC behaves as Paul instructed at 1Cor.9v19-23,  being that we must not present barriers of any description  (which is 
precisely why we must remain  absolutely neutral  in  all  Worldly affairs,  in particular  “politics”.  This is one reason of several,  why a TC will  never  
vote for any political party,  their personal allegiance is  only  unto JC,  and he is not presently on the ballet paper  –  but only of The Millennium).    
Therefore,  a TC will canvass for JC by precisely imitating his ministry/lifestyle  so that more people shall vote for JC by likewise becoming TCs! 

Does the reader understand this righteous logic? 
Thus,  Paul is  leading-on  to teach us,  all people have different opinions unto which they  “hold dear”.  However,  there is  “The Absolute Truth”  as 
sourced by Yahweh through  “The Word of God”  as given in The Bible,  and then there is  “everything else”  to which The World  “holds dear”  
(including  worldly Christianity that operates throughout virtually all of Christendom). 
The point is this    

Concerning things that have no relevance to our salvation,  then the TC is  not  to contest these ideas operating within the recipient!    
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Regarding things concerning our salvation then we should talk through the implications of what the recipient strongly believes,  only  if the recipient is 
interested  –  never  force God's Word onto any person,  that is a recipe for disaster and specifically shows  how weak  is  “the religion”  if it has to be 
forced upon any person!   That is why we should talk through the implications of all religions outside  “1st Century Christianity”  because they are such 
an  “unrighteous sham”  for  “The Righteous Salvation of Mankind”  and they will naturally collapse in a  “heap of unrighteous rubbish”  under 
interrogation,   precisely as I competently show with  “worldly Christianity”  and thus it clearly  cannot  be sourced by  “The Righteous God of The 
Universe”. 
I only write like this to confront  “the hypocrisy”  within “Religion”  and to  wake-up  “what appear to be zombie-like people”  created into that state by 
Professional Leaders of Religion  (controlling  “The Reason”  within their devotees in one way or another),  so that I may start them personally thinking 
about what they  “apparently believe”,   how it affects their future and to give them the opportunity to perhaps become a future  “Son of God”. 
It says something about  “the religion”  if its leaders must resort to the threat of  “heresy”  levelled against any dissident,  giving an  “unrighteous 
legitimacy”  for consequential physical human retribution,  -  this shows how specifically weak is that religion that requires Man to do God’s physical 
Work of punishing!   Especially if the schism is  “Christian”  noting Paul’s teaching at Rom.12v19. 

But what does history show us about the actions of Christendom’s leaders taking  “God’s Vengeance”  into their own hands? 
In answer,  the TC stays out of all this – they only present  “The Knowledge”  and move on to other people being new  (wineskins, Luke.5v37-
38),  who are receptive to God’s Word and not combatant  (Matt.10v7-14, Mark.6v8-11, Luke.10v1-11).   See all the examples of this attitude 
and approach in  “The Acts of the Apostles”. 

Therefore,  I must ask the reader  
Is what I am doing or saying really that hurtful  –  when it only gives the recipient the required jolt to  start thinking for themselves? 
Is what I am doing by edifying the recipient,  hurtful  –  by only causing them to  personally  contemplate/examine/assess  their beliefs?    

It is  only  the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who are fearful for this action to occur  –  else they have a rebellion on their hands and lose the 
worldly income –  from the now freely thinking former devotees!   Then we only need look back to what occurred  John.11v47-53, 15v15-25, 16v1-4, etc. 
Rom. 14v6 og The (person)  {exercising the mind}/{interesting oneself}/regarding  the  day/{period of time}   
Rom. 14v6 og (to the) lord/master  (he/she) {exercises the mind}/{interests oneself}/regards; 
Rom. 14v6  [also the not respecting of the day, to the Lord he does not with affection = CA thus ignore] 
Rom. 14v6 og The (person)  eating/devouring,   (to the) lord/master  (he/she) eats/devours,   
Rom. 14v6 og (he/she) {give thanks}/{expresses gratitude}/thankfulness  for  to the  God;  
Rom. 14v6 og also  the (person)  not  eating/devouring  (to the) lord/master  not  (he/she) eats/devour,   
Rom. 14v6 og also  (he/she) {gives thanks}/{expresses gratitude}/thankfulness  to the  God. 
Rom. 14v6 = The person  {exercising the mind}/{interesting oneself}/regarding  the  day/{period of time}   (being the Kingdom of God) 

he/she  {exercising the mind}/{interesting oneself}/regarding  to the  lord/master   (JCg ruling the kingdom of God in The Millennium); 
The person  (TC)   eating/devouring,   he/she  eating/devouring  to the  lord/master  (JCg),   
   he/she  {gives thanks}/{expresses gratitude}  to the  God  (Yahweh);   
also  the  person  (worldly human)   not  eating/devouring,   not  he/she  eats/devours  to the  lord/master,   
  also  he/she  {gives thanks}/{expresses gratitude}  to the  God  (being ultimately to Yahweh). 

 

The person regarding the day   (Paul deliberately chose  “The Day”  example earlier  – being what drives his mind,  Mark.2v27-28) 
              (The reader must understand,  Paul is focussed upon The Day of The Millennium  -  it is towards this he has been teaching for at least 20 years!) 
he/she  is exercising the mind to the  lord/master   (JC,  as  “The Word of God”  ruling our mind  -  provided we  thoroughly  know/understand  it)  
The person eating,  he/she  eating to the  lord/master   (TC and Brethren aiming to be TCs,  recognise JC as God's Word  controlling their mind) 
he/she  gives thanks to The God   (Yahweh for all intrinsically  good/ideal  things,  that comes through JC as  “The Word of God”  educating us)   
also the person (worldly human)  not eating  (with regard)   (not eating with thought about JCg creating  “Life”  [vegetables/meat  for our survival]) 
not  he/she  eats to the  lord/master   (he/she  has zero regard to JC as  “The Word of God”  as the  only  intercessor unto Yahweh.) 
also  he/she  gives thanks to the God   (but this person assumes there is The Almighty God  [but has  no knowledge how to get to Yahweh]). 
 

As I explained earlier,  there are millions of examples of worldly opinions  –  But there is only  “The One/Single Truth”  teaching us how we should live,  
simply expressed as given at Mark,12v30-31 in two easy sentences  –  and then there is  everything else  falling away from  “the given ideal”. 
Paul is showing to us,  there is  “The Ideal”  here - 

The person who exercises his mind as though he is living within The Millennium – being  “The Thrust”  of The New Testament. 
Yet we ask - 

How is Mankind going to get there? 
The answer is so very simple - 

Mankind shall  only  reach The Millennium if there are sufficient people who recognise JC as The Master of our mind,  being  “The Word of 
God”  (Rev.19v13)  controlling our every thought in everything we do.  In this manner this person is  “eating”  (= “consuming The Word of 
God”)  within  his/her  lifestyle  –  growing upon  “The Word of God”  and in this manner is intelligently giving thanks to Yahweh as The 
Source of all intrinsically good/ideal  things  (of which JC is Yahweh's 2nd in command with regard to this planet).  Animals cannot do this  
(as witness the lack of obvious religious activity that bear no relationship to how the animal normally lives). 

But virtually all of Mankind is  not  in this ideal state! 
The members of The World by definition  (John.15v15-25)  oppose what JC as  “The Word of God”  should truly mean in their life  (especially 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  by what we witness they do when  audited against The Bible),  moreover,  they hold firm to a legion of 
beliefs,  all of which must be replaced by  “The Word of God”  operating within their mind as agapao to ultimately yield agape within society.    
Hence Paul's last statement in this verse,  these people not eating  “The Word of God”  but only  “The Word of The World”  cannot be eating 
to  “The  Lord/Master”  being  “The Word of God”  which is to ultimately rule our mind if we are desirous to survive into The Eternity. 
However,  this person is  not  eating to be digesting  “The Word of God”  is ultimately giving thanks to The Almighty God  –  irrespective to 
what religion they may be party.   Furthermore,  what might be surprising,  likewise with atheists in their present ignorance,  will in the 2nd 
part of their physical life,  be eating to The God,  Yahweh   (then knowing about Yahweh,  by virtue that it is only by Yahweh resurrecting 
them into the 2nd part of their life,  that they become in a conscious state  “to eat”)  -  while they are being taught by  “The Word of God”   
(JCg and the 144000 TCs)  in The Millennium. 
However,  Paul is speaking about us now,  and how to ideally get to The Millennium as a TC,  where he as a TC,  must help to bring about the 
144000 TCs out of the approximate 2000 year Gospel Age,  from out of the present state of ignorance.   These are  potential  TCs recognising   
“There is The Almighty God”,   and yet they do not personally know how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire which is to imbue  “The Word of God”  
and precisely replicate it within our life,  where  “The Word of God”  becomes our Master as a  presence/parousia  of JCg operating within 
our mind. 

That explains precisely what is within Paul's mind as he wrote this verse.  
After explaining what the verse means,  then we must usefully apply it in our lives. 
We brethren having  “The Word of God”  are to imitate Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  by transferring  “The Knowledge”  we have in the most 
effective manner at  “the level of the recipient's ability”  where we must be careful,  because the listener who is so weak in  “The Knowledge”  may take 
worldly opinions as  “a matter of stumbling”  when trying also to learn about  “The Disclosing Truth”  from the TC.  Consequently,  a view of the TC 
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expressed upon a worldly issue of  no  consequence in Yahweh’s Greater Scheme of things,  would have caused  “conversation to die”  and thus  “The 
Disclosing Truth”  has stopped flowing.   

The TC must audit their lifestyle to ensure that this possibility does not occur!   (See v15 for the real significance). 
The maxim of a TC is   Avoid  (worldly expressed opinions on)  worldly controversial issues.   

Satan wants The Truth  not  to be spread out to those many billions of humans who are presently so far in the dark as to be utterly confused! 
Thus anything that is worldly controversial should not be on the lips  (or mind)  of a TC –  because this matter might become a point of 
stumbling to a person who is weak in  “The Real Faith”  –  or has no knowledge of  “The Real Faith”  (hence 1Cor.9v19-23). 

This is the point to be voiced - 
Its Satan's worldly methodology that operates through humans taking leadership positions  (to  “control people”  for worldly return)  that 
become the conduit through which,  for Satan to operate in an attempt to frustrate Yahweh's Desire  (for the obtaining of 144000 TCs)  to 
manifest itself over the some 2000 years. 
Consequently,  the leaders  (who personally do  not  recognise Satan existing as a reasoning entity)  are not realising that in reality,  they are 
Satan's pawns because  they operate according to his methodology  to perpetuate the present status quo.  This methodology presently operates 
as  “The Air”  we breathe  (Eph.2v2)  infecting our innermost parts,  which is precisely why they are in their present leadership position  (and 
The Public is not)!   Thus, they implicitly make Satan their god because they follow his principles,  even if they  are  atheists! 

Now to answer the point I was making in v3 above. 
As I alluded to earlier  –  there are many thousands of topics  “under the sun”  about which humans will always disagree   –  the vast majority of humans 
by definition  will be wrong by varying degrees  because   

(1) we are not knowing of all the facts,  or   
(2) invariably even though there are shades of grey in any solution  –  there is always  “The Ideal Solution”. 

The  “Ideal Solution”  cannot be spotted by a limited mind  –  and by inference,  all other solutions are inferior  (and hence  “intrinsically wrong”  to  
“The Ideal Solution”)! 
Thus,  the TC  must  remain utterly  neutral  on worldly matters  (= politics of any matter)  so as not to put up any artificial barrier that could turn off a 
prospective member of The Brethren.  For it is only the propagation of  “The Absolute Truth”  as given by The Bible that is to be expressed,  because the 
TC is teaching of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  and is thus  not  part of Satan’s  “Acceptable System”  –  with all its inherent errors that we are 
to  “learn the hard way”  during the 1st part of our physical life. 
I could go into this in so very much greater depth  –  but it is covered elsewhere  –  however it shows how worldly and utterly delinquent are the  worldly 
Christian Leaders who involve themselves with  any form  of  worldly  politics.  Clearly their mind is preoccupied with operating within Satan’s System 
of this world and they demonstrably have  no  interest in concerning themselves with the  greater/weightier  matter of  “The Millennium”  –  being the 
primary issue that JCg taught  (Mark.1v38, Luke.4v16-19),  of which they  never  teach! 
Rom. 14v7 og {not even one}/{no one} (person)  for  {of/from us}  (to) {my/our/your/it/them self} [= himself]  
Rom. 14v7 og (he/she) lives/exists,   
Rom. 14v7 og also  {not even one}/{no one} (person)   (to) {my/our/your/it/them self} [= himself]   (he) dies/slain/expire. 
Rom. 14v7 = For  {not even one}/none  {of us}  lives/exists  to  himself,  

also  {not even one}/no  person  dies/slain  to  himself. 
 

For not one person of us  lives/exists  to  himself/(herself), 
also not one person dies to  himself/(herself). 
 

In the first part of the verse,  Paul is teaching us,  “no person is to be an island”  thus we must all integrate with strangers to  actively and accurately 
spread God’s Word to those people who presently are “heathens”.  This is what JC and Paul taught about the members of the body  (1Cor.12v12-22)  
and the  apostles worked together as co-companions, “co-partakers”  to become  “co-heirs”  (Rom.8v17-28)  -  where we all rely upon  (1) the ministry 
and  (2) the ransom sacrifice freely given by JC for our ultimate survival  (by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle).   Thus we can logically reason 
this is  not  what most of the human  “canonised/beatified saints”  did  –  so obviously these  “worldly declared saints”  are  not  TCs in Yahweh’s eyes  -  
and likewise with monastic institutions whose inmates have completely  the wrong idea  and are thus  wasting their time   saying  “sweet-nothings”  to 
Yahweh’s  closed  ears!   If only they truly knew and therefore fully  understood  The Bible  (sadly they have their own version in their head having been 
filtered via Rev.22v18-19.  In an identical position are those people reading the Qur'an,  likewise being a heavily censored version of  “The Absolute 
Truth”  –  being a hybrid of Judaism and Christianity  –  [I know,  I have read it a couple of times,  and it is pretty much  “a waste of time”  when 
compared with  “The Authority”  oozing out of  “The Text within The Bible”])! 
The second part of the verse concludes the first part that I amplified. 
Paul is thus continuing    

Because no man is an island and thus must interact with fellow humans as did JC  (Paul and other apostles)  through his ministry,  then no 
person works themselves to death for their own benefit  –  to a fleshly eternal death,  but rather we are interacting by  accurately  teaching  
“The Word of God”. 

Thus Paul is moving on to state,  ideally a person should be working to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  (which is not an 
island  –  but is ultimately to cover The Earth  -  in The Millennium),  and it is to this end,  we should be sacrificing ourselves for this worthwhile cause to 
edify other people. 

Hence in context Paul’s next verse - 
 
132nd Reasoning – If  TCs/Brethren  physically  exist/live,  then we spiritually  exist/live  to fulfil our Master’s Desire. 
If  TCs/Brethren  spiritually die  (to this world of self-indulgence)  then we are dying away from The World to fulfil the 
Master's Desire within The World  (while it is presently under the authority of Satan  [worldly methodology]). 
If we  TCs/Brethren  either  exist/live  or die,  then we are existing only for our Master  (= fulfilling His Desire). 
An interesting verse:  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  should  care to read and  carefully consider  its contents! 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
81st Good News – JC died,  and then arose to  life/existence  as JCg,  so those people who are  (spiritually and physically)  
dead  (= all humans)  might also become alive  (in the 2nd part of their  [both  physically/spiritually]  life). 
133rd Reasoning – Because JC correctly operated with fidelity to “The Word of God” operating within his mind then he 
was faultless over his 3.5 year  assay/proving  period  (Matt.3v15)  thereby enabling Yahweh to righteously awaken him to 
life.  Likewise,  all  humans will have the opportunity to imbue  “The Word of God”  over their  (two part)  physical life so 
they might purify their mind to become Christ-like,  thereby righteously obtain everlasting life.  Only charlatan Christian 
leaders do not have a 2 part physical life –  because they forfeited it by  blaspheming against the HS  in the 2nd part of 
their spiritual life  (irrespective of how often they state to be having the HS oozing out them to their adoring crowds)! 
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Rom. 14v8 og if/whether  both  For  (we) live/exist  [then]  to the  lord/master  (we) live/exist;   
Rom. 14v8 og if/whether  both  (we) die/slain/expire  [then]  to the  lord/master  (we) die/slain/expire;   
Rom. 14v8 og if/whether  both  therefore/then  (we) live/exist,   
Rom. 14v8 og if/whether  both  (we) die/slain/expire  of the  lord/master  {we are/being}. 
Rom. 14v8 = For  if  both  we (as TCs)  (1) live/exist  (physically in the world,  then)   (2) to the Lord  we  live/exist (spiritually);   

if both  we (as TCs)  (1) die/slain  (spiritually in the world,  then)  (2) to the Lord  we  die/slain (physically by supporting The Word of God) 
Therefore/Then  if both  we  live  (physically in the world and spiritually in the lord,  expressed by  imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle),   
if both we die  (spiritual sacrifice in The World and ultimately physically in the lord, imitating JC)  then  {we are/being}  of the Lord. 

 

For if both we  (as TCs)   (1) live/exist  (physically)  within The World   (then)   (2) to the Lord we  live/exist   (spiritually imitating JC); 
If both we  (as TCs)   (1) die  (spiritually within The World)   (then)   (2)  to the Lord we die   (physically by imitating JC, and perhaps murdered); 
Therefore,  if both we  (TCs)   live   (therefore if we  [1] live  physically  in The World and yet  [2] live  spiritually  in The Lord) 
if both we  (TCs)   die   (spiritually  in The World  [= perfect the 2nd part of our spiritual life],  then  physically  at the end of the 1st part of our life) 
then we are being with the lord   (spiritually  with JC in the 1st part of our physical life,  and then  physically  with JCg in the 2nd part of our life). 
 

Paul is giving the TC’s viewpoint as an exhortation to us  
We operate at  two levels  (hence  “both”  that is  mistranslated  or  ignored  in all standard bibles)  being the  physical  and  spiritual. 
At these  two levels,  and within these two levels,  then there are  two options  (either as a TC or as a  worldly Christian) - 

We can  either  live in The World,  or we live for JC our  lord/master  (at  “both”  levels  [1] physical and [2] spiritual).   
If we live,  then let us  really live  by  “living for a guaranteed eternity as a priest”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so that we 
may  (perhaps  [being subjunctive])  be resurrected as Sons of God.  

Likewise,  we are certainly going to  physically die  at the end of the 1st part of our physical life  –  so then why not  “die  into/unto  the  lord/master”  JC 
where we  spiritually die  away from  the self-indulgences that this world offers.  Thus we  “die”  at baptism and metaphorically we cast off our 
animalistic/carnal  1st part of our spiritual life  spirit/personality/desires/traits (= die)  that operates according to worldly methodology.  Then we  
covenant/promise/agreement  to Yahweh,  to now live in the 2nd part of our spiritual life in  “The Expectation”  as though we are now living in The 
Millennium  (under Yahweh’s Methodology, Luke.17v20).  It is only by now doing this,  are the TCs able to precisely imitate JC and thus become  “dead 
to desires of The World”  –  leading to their  self-sacrifice  away from The World in their ministerial service of  both  word  and non-hypocritical deed! 

Paul thus sums up  
If people are going to  “live and die”  anyway,  then why not imbue  “The Word of God”  and become TCs to  “live and die”  in JC as our  master/lord! 
Thus we,  as TCs,  desire to live with the Lord whether we are alive  (by imitating JC)  or dead  (by refusing The World)  which wraps up v7 quite nicely! 
Then upon our resurrection,  we are physically alive with The Lord having purified the second part of our spiritual life while previously in the 1st part of 
our physical life.   Please see  “2 part life”  in glossary. 
Rom. 14v9 og into/unto  that/this/there/here  For  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  also  (he) died/slain/expired   
Rom. 14v9 og also  (he) {stood up}/arose/{rise up}   
Rom. 14v9 og also  (he) {recovered to life}/{lived again}/revived,  that/{so as}  also   
Rom. 14v9 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers  also  of the  living/existing  (he may/should be) lord/master. 
Rom. 14v9 = For unto this   (as our exemplar)   The  Christ/Anointed: 

also  he  (JC)   died/slain  (in the fleshly body),   also he  {stood up}/arose  (as JCg  into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body),   
also  he  (JCg)   {recovered to life}/{lived again},   (so)   that  he  (JCg)   may/should  be  lord/master   (of us – who imitate him): 
also  of the  {dead people}/corpses   (now in the 1st part of our  physical/spiritual  life),   
(then)   also  of the  (people)   living/existing   (either spiritually for the TCs,  or The World Resurrected in The Millennium [1John.2v2]). 

 

For unto this  (as our exemplar)  The Anointed:   (JC  [JCg]  as The First of The Firstfruits [Barley],  selected for Sonship to Yahweh) 
               (Where the “Anointed”  is  “The Goal”  for the following 144000  TCs/firstfruits [Wheat]  of  “The Gospel Age”  - of some 2000 year duration) 
also he (JC)  died  (in a fleshly body),   also he (JCg)  stood up   (as JCg into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body), 
also he (JCg)  recovered to life   (so)   that he might be  lord/master   (of us – who imitate him,  driven by  “The Word of God”): 
also of the dead people   (now in the 1st part of our physical life) 
(then)   also of the people  living/existing   (either spiritually the TCs now,  or  of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium [Rev.19v16]). 
 

All is self-explanatory with my added parenthesis. 
 
71st Comment – Why do you Brethren judge your brother (either positively or negatively)  -  or despise your brother? 
141st Instruction – “The Judgment Seat of the Anointed”  means  “Sons of God are positioned to be Judging”. 
“to the”  can be translated as  “in/with/by/on”.  This can deliver two translations  (both are acceptable). 
  (1)  We stand before the judgment seat to be judged by the authority of the 144000 TCs  (end of The Millennium). 
  (2)  We are part of the 144000 TCs to be making judgment  (if Yahweh judged us as being worthy at The 1st Resurrection. 
134th Reasoning – For the entire resurrected fleshly world shall be judged by JCg  (in The Millennium,  but TCs are 
judged worthy by Yahweh for a resurrection as a Son of God in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body). 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
49th Prophecy – Yahweh proclaims every  (judged perfect)  person shall ultimately bow before Him,  and every person of 
every  tongue/language  he/she  (as then, neuters)  shall declare Him as The Lord  (after The Millennium). 
135th Reasoning – This is operational at two levels  (1) at The Start and then  (2) at The End of The Millennium. 
  (1)  When rebellious  people are forced to relinquish their positions of power  (to the hurt of their neighbour). 
  (2)  The remaining  people  freely  choose to be compliant to Yahweh through JCg and the 144000 TCs. 
50th Prophecy – Our synapse construction mapping shall become accountable to Yahweh when He Personally makes The 
Special/Greater (1st ) Judgement  (1Sam.16v7)  who of  “The Christian Nation”  is worthy to become future Sons of God. 
86th Allegory – “give word” = “Expose our inner self” – and thus implying:  “Exhibit for judgement”. 
72nd Warning – Thus all Christians  (at the end of the 1st part of their life)  will be assayed (reckoned) by Yahweh for 
Sonship that shall personally lead to 1 of 3 outcomes for those Christians (1) worthy, (2) worldly or (3) iniquitous. 
Rom. 14v10 og thou/you  and  why/who/what/wherefore  (you) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge   
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Rom. 14v10 og the  brother/{the brethren}  {of you}? 
Rom. 14v10 og or/than/either/rather  also  thou/you  why/what/which/wherefore   
Rom. 14v10 og (you) {consider contemptible}/despise/{least esteem}  the  brother/{the brethren}  {of you}? 
Rom. 14v10 og (the) all (persons)  For  (we will) {stand beside}/exhibit/proffer/substantiate/provide/yield (middle voice) 
Rom. 14v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  rostrum/tribunal/{judgement seat}/throne  of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Rom. 14v10 = And  why  you  {mentally decide}/judge  your  brother?    (= “Christian”  judging another  “Christian”) 

Or,  also  why  you  {consider contemptible}/despise  your  brother?    (= “Christian”  despising another  “Christian”) 
For  all people   (of the world resurrected into fleshly bodies)   
we shall  personally  {stand before}/exhibit  in/on  the  rostrum/{judgement seat}  of  the  Christ/Anointed   (= JCg  [and  144000 TCs]). 

 

And why you judge your brother?   (“Christian”  judging another  “Christian”) 
Or,  also why you despise your brother?   (“Christian”  despising another  “Christian”) 
For all people   (of The World,  resurrected into perfected DNA fleshly bodies during The Millennium) 
we shall  personally  exhibit  in/on  the judgement seat of the Anointed   (being JCg  [and the 144000 TCs, Matt.19v28, 20v23, 1Cor.6v1-3]). 
 

I need to split this up in two sections because  worldly Christian theologians  just  trash  the sense of The Bible  –  they just do not understand it  –  I 
yearn for the  very best  worldly  theologians to contact me at this website so I might straighten out their flawed exegesis. 
Paul is speaking  to The Brethren,  where a member may condemn a fellow member who is faltering back to The World.   
Paul is  not  speaking about a TC,  because by definition,  a TC will  never  judge/despise/{gossip about}  his  brother/sister  in  “The Real Faith”,  thus 
those people who do,  are  not  TCs;  so clearly the people who presently spiritually  judge/despise/gossip  now in Satan’s worldly system shall miss  
“The Priesthood of Sonship”  to Yahweh  -  hence v10.   
Ironically -  the proven perfect Priesthood  will  be judging alongside with JCg in The Millennium  (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)  and  “despising”  
those people  “remaining as humans”  (Jude.v4)  by rebelling against Yahweh’s Desire when having been given a perfect DNA fleshly body and living in 
a righteous environment, -  they then demonstrably prefer the  “iniquity”  (= knowing what is wrong,  but enjoy do it)  of their former existence. 

After the first part of the verse,  Paul then leads into the second part of the verse.  
Those people who do not make the grade of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  carried out by Yahweh,  shall then become 
subject to the Judgement Seat of JCg  (and of  “The Anointed”  people into that position of authority)  in  “The Standard Judgement”  of The World  
during,  and at the end of,  The Millennium. 
Please note the  companion/complementary  text  (which is  not  contradictory)  given at Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)  –  see my local commentaries. 
Also it is interesting to note elsewhere   (and I develop this understanding in other epistles scribed by Paul),  when Paul does not use the name “Jesus”  
alongside   “Christ/Anointed”  then he is speaking of  “The Appointment”  of  “The Anointment [unto kingship]”  led by JC,  where the TCs are 
positioned in that appointment by Yahweh  (and  not  by  worldly Christian leaders for  self-indulgent  worldly returns).  Therefore,  we understand 
within the context of the TCs  (in the 2nd person pronoun,  plural “we”)  then Paul often writes only of  “anointed”  and not  “Jesus”. 
Thus the point being made is  the separation  between  “The Anointed (as The Few)”  who shall be  “exhibited/{stand beside}”  alongside JCg  in 
positions of judging those people  (as The Many “Christians” Matt.20v16, 22v14)  who do not make The Grade of being “Anointed”  inasmuch they  
“judged their brethren”   too early  (during the 1st part of our physical life)  because their mind was  not  perfected to be in the position to make  
“Judgement”  as  “The Anointed”  alongside JCg in the 2nd part of our life.    

Does the reader understand this most important subtly?   
Because it is sadly  never  correctly explained through reason our  worldly Christian leaders by definition,  have no interest in understanding it!   They 
have had about 1700+ years to find it  (Matt.7v7)  and choose not,  else presumably they would be teaching it by now as  “1st Century Christianity”! 
Rom. 14v11 og (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  For: 
Rom. 14v11 og [Prophecy, Isa.49v18, 45v23 ]   (I) live/exist  (emphatic) I/Me [Yahweh]   (he) states/exclaims  (the) lord/master:   
Rom. 14v11 og because  {to me} [Yahweh]   (he/she/it shall)  bend/bow  (the) every  knee,   
Rom. 14v11 og also  (the) every  (the) {naturally acquired tongue/language}   
Rom. 14v11 og (he/she/it will)  acknowledge/assent/confess/profess/promise  to the  God [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.49v18, 45v23  
Rom. 14v11 = For it has been written: 

Emphatic I (Yahweh)  live/exist,   the  Lord/Master  states:- 
Because  {to Me}  (Yahweh)   he/she/it  shall  bend/bow  every knee,   
also  every  {naturally acquired tongue}/language  it will   acknowledge/assent/avowal/promise  to the  God  (Yahweh). 
(Being The 3rd Epoch Remnant that comes through under the rulership of JCg and the 144000 TCs  during/after  The Millennium). 

 

For it has been written: 
  Emphatic I (Yahweh)  live/exist,  the  Lord/Master  states:- 
    Because to Me (Yahweh)  every knee shall bend, 
    also every naturally acquired tongue will  acknowledge/promise  to the Lord (Yahweh [as it will be when all people have become perfected]). 
 

The Prophet Isaiah wrote in prophecy about this special period to be  The crisis/’krisis’/judgement  Day  during/end  of The Millennium  for all of 
Mankind. 
While this is true ultimately for all humans,  the  Firstfruits  (= TCs,  where JC  was/is  the  head/leader  to be  The First Waved  First-Fruit  [Barley])  
as  “The Early Adopters”  will need to account for themselves  first  to Yahweh in  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  at the end of the 1st part of 
their physical life  (as do  all  Christians  –  but almost all  “Christians”  fail Yahweh's exacting standard to precisely imitate JC to become a TC).  
It is  only  the Firstfruits  (= JC first as  “the waving of the  barley”  on the day  [Nisan 16]  immediately after  “The [Great] Sabbath Day”  (The 
Passover [Nisan 15]),  to be followed by the TCs as  “the waving of the wheat”  some 50 days later at Pentecost  (Acts.2v1, Lev.23v5-15) to herald  “The 
Ingathering”  of over some 2000 years of The Gospel Age  (before  “The Main Harvest”  in The Millennium);  the TCs succeed in this  “Special/Greater 
Judgement to Sonship”.  However,  the remaining  (≈99.99%)   worldly Christians have been accounted and failed,  hence Paul’s warning in the next 
verse describing this event.  Paul calls these 144000 people the Firstfruits at Rom.8v23,  likewise John at Rev.14v1-4,  thus a common understanding 
between the apostles then,  yet  ignored  today by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  within their sermons  –  but this is The Crux of The Gospel  –  
being what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”.  It should be noted,   JC's teaching of  “The Lord's Acceptable Year”  (Luke.4v16-19, Mark.1v38, 
etc.)  was  not  of his forthcoming death  (announced a few months before it occurred  only  to his closest disciples)  –  hence Peter's outburst at  first 
hearing of it  (no account in the three Gospels was this news given earlier, Matt.16v23)! 
By extension we understand this  “bending of every knee”  was given in prophecy by King David  (Psm.110v1-2)  and then repeated a 1000 years later 
by JC  (Matt.22v44, Mark.12v36, Luke.20v43)  for it to occur in the relatively near future  (at the time of this revision 2015 CE,  Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v8-
13)  to  bring-in  The Millennium. 
That is  when the action is forced  –  to bring in a new society  “from the top”  (by JCg and the 144000 TCs),  but at The End of The Millennium when 
“The Final  (General)  Harvest”  after some 1000 years of learning “Righteousness”  is completed,  then  every knee remaining  (as part of conscious 
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entity)  will bow because being educated and having made the correct decision to become Christ-like  (at the final assay  (Rev.20v7-15)  –  then they are 
truly motivated inside to acknowledge Yahweh's deserved Omnipotence. 
Therefore,  every knee shall bow for - 

“The Early Adopters”  before  “The 1st Resurrection”  - because that is what made them successful candidates for election! 
“The Late Adopters”  after  “The Final Assay”  at the end of The Millennium  -  because they reformed during The Millennium.  

Noting - 
“The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology did so during the 1st part of their physical life thus proved themselves righteous  before  
their resurrection  (during Satan’s 6000 year tenancy)  and by consequence received a perfected  heavenly/celestial  physical body  (at  “The 
Firstfruit/1st Resurrection”)  commensurate to their purified mind. 
“The Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology did so during the 2nd part of their physical life thus proved themselves righteous  after  their 
resurrection and by consequence received a perfected DNA fleshly physical body  given in trust   (at “The Main/2nd Resurrection”)  for the 
recipient to purified  his/her  mind  (during The Millennium)  to be  commensurate to the given perfected physical body. 

As I keep repeating ad-nauseam – because it is critical to recognise,  the above  “1st Century Christianity”  is  wholly unintelligible  for our leaders of 
Christendom,  as exhibited for the last some 1700 years,  because they preach a load of  “unrighteous bunkum”  regarding Mankind’s Salvation! 

Do they understand Yahweh’s  “Primary subject matter”  (The Route for Mankind’s Salvation)? 
Clearly,  they do not,  but have only interest in their  “primary subject matter”  (living off their devotees, Acts.20v29)! 

Rom. 14v12 og thus/haply/surely/perhaps/supposing  Therefore/Then  each/any/every (person)  {of/from us}   
Rom. 14v12 og concerning/about  (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   
Rom. 14v12 og (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  [= an account]   (he/she will)  give/bestow/grant  to the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom. 14v12 = Therefore/Then  perhaps/maybe  each/any/every  person  {from of us}    (who presently call ourselves “Christians”)   

concerning  {him/(her) self},   
he/she  will give  word/sayings  (a  reckoning/account  as “Christians”)   to the  God   (Yahweh in His  “Greater [1st] Judgement”).  

 

Therefore,  perhaps/maybe  every person of us   (calling ourselves  “Christians”  during The Gospel Age)   
he/she  will give concerning  him/(her)  self the  word/sayings   (shall give an account of themselves during  the 1st part of our physical life) 
to the God   (Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater  [1st] Judgement”  for a resurrection unto -   [1] sonship,  [2] fleshly human [3] annihilation). 
 

Note   This commentary is written from a human viewpoint reasoning with hindsight,  however Yahweh with foresight,  foreknew who would become  
“The Early Adopters”  before   “The Creation of Mankind”  as we are told in several places, (e.g. Rom.8v29). 
It must be realised by the reader  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  occurs first and  “the personal account given”  will be performed by Yahweh 
analysing our  “synapse construction”  (= a “personal account”)  during the 1st part of our physical life  prior to our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  
(= resurrection)  into the 2nd part of our physical life  (Yahweh is capable of this  1Sam.16v7).  Thus clearly,  we will have  no  conscious knowledge of 
this judgement occurring  –  and obviously,  there will be  no  conscious voiced defence of our actions being given by the some 3 billion  “Christians”  
over The Gospel Age. 
Quite simply - 

If  our stored  “synapse construction mapping”  is positively comparable to that of JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (being  “The 
Righteous Standard”)  then  a personal resurrection to Sonship will occur. 

That is the whole point of what Paul is stating here in context.   
Paul is stating   

“Put away your old body and take on  the new  spirit (personality/desires/traits)  of JC”  therefore,  we  “Christians”  are  forewarned to  
sort out our reasoning  while in a  conscious functioning state  (while still having  “a soul” – see glossary,  because  “soul”  does  not  mean 
what our  “Leaders of Religion”  tell us in their support of Satan  [Gen.3v4]  contrary  to what God told us at Gen.2v17).   I keep thinking to 
myself,  do our  worldly Christian leaders get anything correct,  – and I realise subsequently,  so very little! 

The question being - 
Do we personally have a worthy  “synapse construction mapping”  for Yahweh to place within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body? 

If the synapse mapping profile is not worthy,  then it is placed by Yahweh into what is to be a perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  for us to 
commensurately purify our mind during The Millennium while covered by JC over “The Great Sabbath Day”  (Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8). 
It shall be just like that given unto Adam and Eve and thus still subject to corruption  (as occurred to them)  –  JC  only  covered us  The Once,  Heb.6v4-
6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.,)  for our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be taught  (this is “learning”)  how to become like JC’s  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  in The Millennium.  This teaching will be done by the  kings/priests  as 144000 TCs  (“The Early Adopters”)  who  were  
able to do this within the 1st part of their physical life during the refinement  (1Cor.3v13-15)  caused by persecution from Satan’s worldly system.   

It is as simple as that! 
It really is not very difficult to understand,  so why do our  worldly Christian Leaders choose not to teach it? 

But we should know the answers to that question by now! 
 
142nd Instruction – Brethren are not to judge their brothers/sisters,  but rather we need to judge ourselves so that we 
might not place  “a cause of stumbling”  that would make our  brother/sister  fall  (away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire). 
136th Reasoning – TCs reason that all good things cannot be deemed as being  dirty/common  but only exist as such  
within the imagination of a person’s mind  (based merely upon myth and little fact  -  precisely describes “Religion”). 
137th Reasoning – TCs further reason that if we cannot judge ourselves correctly to aid our  brethren/sisters  and 
neighbours so that they might ultimately fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  then we have  not  fulfilled Yahweh's Desire! 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
143rd Instruction – If a person is aggrieved upon a  voiced/actioned  worldly issue given by a more mature person of  
“The Real Faith”,  then the recipient has not received  charity/agape  from the Brethren  –  where  “by principle”  we are 
to be edifying/educating  our recipients how to be personally pleasing Yahweh. 
138th Reasoning – If a weaker  brother/sister  is caused to stumble over merely a worldly issue,  then how can the more 
mature Brethren be working in supposed  charity/agape?   Therefore,  why use the reason of food to destroy a person’s life  
(by the recipient becoming disaffected and leave the fellowship)  for whom JC gave himself as  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  
(to save  –  by a righteous balance  –  under Yahweh's Decree)! 
Reasoning – repeat - JC becomes The Goal for TCs to copy to attain what JC achieved,  being of “Anointed to Sonship”. 
144th Instruction – Ensure that we who are aiming to become TCs are only known for  {intrinsically good/ideal}  things so 
that we might never place ourselves in the position  (on  secular/worldly  issues)  to be vilified by other people. 
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145th Instruction – “The Kingdom of God”  is not about eating and drinking,  but rather equality,  peace and joy within 
the HS that  only  comes from  “The Word of God”  correctly  imbued/assayed  and then operated upon with fidelity. 
139th Reasoning – We can infer that  “The Celestial Body”  (of the future body of a Son of God)  does not operate upon 
physical water and food.  But if we are in The Celestial Body  (in the 2nd part of our physical life as future Sons of God) 
that only operates upon  spiritual  water and food supplied by “The Word of God” for our own growth  –  then we should 
start now to build our brain into that position –  to be worthily resurrected at “The 1st Resurrection” into a celestial body. 
Allegory – repeat - water (always) = Knowledge   (where  “pure/clean knowledge”  is sourced by Yahweh,  “dirty 
knowledge”  sourced by The World,  noting the warning given in James.3v11-12 about our leaders of “Religion”). 
Allegory – repeat - food (always) = Deportment/lifestyle -  being how the physical body interacts with The World. 
Where JC's  “body”  was  “The Bread”  inasmuch his deportment was to be imitated by us who symbolically  'eat it'! 
146th Instruction – We must feed upon spiritual water and food sourced by “The Word of God”  (JC's [1]  ministry and 
also [2] lifestyle)  both of which we must imitate  (for ultimate personal salvation over our 2 part life). 
Rom. 14v13 og {no longer/further}/{not any more}  Therefore/Then  {one another}/mutual/together   
Rom. 14v13 og (let us/we) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge,  but  that/this/there/here   
Rom. 14v13 og (you) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge  {more than}/better/rather,   
Rom. 14v13 og the  not  (to) place/ordain/settle/{sink/lay down}/purpose/appoint/put   
Rom. 14v13 og (the) {occasion of apostasy}/offence/stumbling  to the [= in/with/by/on]  brother/{The Brethren}   
Rom. 14v13 og or/than/either/rather  (the) scandal/snare/offense/{occasion to fall}. 
Rom. 14v13 = Therefore/Then  {not any more}  let us  {mentally decide}/judge  {one another}   (TCs righteously leave that to Yahweh),   

but  rather this  you  {mentally decide}/conclude/judge    
not  {to place}/purpose  the  {cause of offense/stumbling}  to the  brother  or  the  scandal/{occasion to fall}/offense. 

 

Therefore,  not any more let us (“Christians”)  judge one another   (brethren,  -  because TCs will  leave this to Yahweh in  “The 1st Judgement”), 
but rather this,  you (brethren)  judge  not  to place the cause of stumbling of the scandal in the brother   (brethren).   
 

Paul effectively returns to the point he was making in v6 earlier with all its manifestations of which I subsequently explain  (also, 1Cor.9v19-23). 
“The Word of God”  must be open and available to  all  people without worldly  sentiments/opinions  clouding the main issue. 
The foremost issue is - 

The progression of Yahweh’s Plan to bring about  Human Salvation over a six (day) millennium period  (where He gains His required  “Early 
Adopters”  first)  –  and the seventh (day) millennium becomes  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (Mark.2v27-28,  2Pet3v8)  to yield  “The Late 
Adopters”  –  being all the very many prophecies and allegories that rely upon that statement  (of which I profusely explain elsewhere). 

This is what Paul tells us. 
Then we only need look at what occurs in Christendom! 
Where “judging occurs”  both negatively and positively! 

1. Negative judging – as taught by their leaders of people outside “Their Grouping”> 
If you do not belong to our group,  then you are damned  and/or  “have a painful afterlife in hell”  (this is all nonsense)! 

2. Positive judging - as taught by their leaders of people having supposed worth  “to be  beatified/canonised”  (this is all nonsense)!   
As the reader can see,  leaders of Christendom are  adversarial/satanic  to the teachings of Paul,  and Paul was grafted-in to be  “one of The Twelve 
Apostles”  to speak as  “The Word of God”,  upon which we can determine the god to whom they daily pray and give credence as foremost in their life! 
They really bring Yahweh’s condemnation upon themselves – single handily,  it does not require me to judge them  (and back to this verse again)  but 
simply audit their output,  hoping they will reform upon my  “Collective Observations”  and  “Corrective Action Requests”  rather than they copy their 
forefathers by murdering whistle-blowers  (I suppose this is wishful thinking)! 
Rom. 14v14 og (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  also 
Rom. 14v14 og (I am) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured  in  (to the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus, 
Rom. 14v14 og because  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
Rom. 14v14 og (the) {commonly shared}/profane/defiled/unclean/unholy   
Rom. 14v14 og through (reason of)   (of the) {my/our/your/it/them self} [= itself];   
Rom. 14v14 og if  not [= except]   to the (person)  reckoning/calculating/reasoning/thinking [middle voice]   
Rom. 14v14 og {some/any/certain thing}  (the) {commonly shared}/profane/defiled/unclean/unholy  {to be/exist}   
Rom. 14v14 og (to the) {that one} (person)   (the) {commonly shared}/profane/defiled/unclean/unholy. 
Rom. 14v14 = Also  I (Paul)   know/understand  (I am)  persuaded/assured/confident  within  the  lord/master  of the  Jesus,   

because  {not even one}/nothing  (is)  unclean/common/unholy  through reason of  itself   (intrinsically),   
except  to the  person  reckoning/reasoning  {some thing}  unclean/common/unholy  {to that thing}  to be  unclean/common/unholy. 

 

Also I (Paul)  know/understand  I am  persuaded/assured  within the  lord/master  of the Jesus   (as “The Word of God” controlling our mind), 
because nothing is  unclean/unholy  through reason of itself   (things are not intrinsically wrong  [but made wrong by how people view/use them]) 
except to the person “reckoning something  unclean/unholy”  to that   (clean/holy)   thing,  to be   (presumably deemed)   unclean/unholy. 

            (It is the human mind  choosing  to deem a  “neutral thing”  either  “good”  or  “bad”  through some  irrational/illogical  thought process) 
 

Clearly this is only speaking of things that God has given to us through JCg which are intrinsically good –  but are made bad in the mind of the beholder. 
There are parallels to this when we consider the matter of  “superstitions”  –  that  only have perceived reality in the person’s head  who chooses to 
make these fantasies real for themselves!    
JC taught us that  “The Truth”  has set us free from this spiritual nonsense (John.8v32,36)  –  but which Satan uses to cast irrational fear over us! 
Quite simply some people like to have dominion over other people  (following worldly methodology)  and thus invent such nonsense to gain advantage – 
most often in the  “Religious”  department  –  to Yahweh’s abhorrence! 
Rom. 14v15 og if  and  through (reason of)   (the) food/victuals  the  brother/{The Brethren}  {of you} 
Rom. 14v15 og (he is) distressed/grieved/sorrowed,   
Rom. 14v15 og {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom. 14v15 og (the) benevolence/charity/dear/love/agape   
Rom. 14v15 og (you) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}. 
Rom. 14v15 og Not  to the [= in/with/by/on]  food/victuals  {of you} 
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Rom. 14v15 og (the) {that one} (person)   (you) destroy/lost/perish/annihilate, 
Rom. 14v15 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of whom/which}   
Rom. 14v15 og (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (he) died/slain/expired. 
Rom. 14v15 = And  if  through reason of a food   (opinion)   your  brother  is  distressed/grieved   (by your inconsiderate actions),  

(then)   {no more}  you  {deport yourself}/occupy your life}  according to  {charity love}/agape   (to edify your  'neighbour').   
Not  by/with  your  food   (inconsiderately eaten)   you  destroy/perish  {that one}  (person)    (who is still a child in knowledge),   
{for the  sake/behalf  of}  {of whom}  the  Christ/Anointed  died/slain   (to save that person through his ransom sacrifice). 

 

And if through reason of   (an irrational opinion on)   food,   your   (spiritually weak)   brethren/(sisters)    (being new to  “The Real Faith”) 
he/(she)  is distressed   (by a spiritually stronger in the  “Real Faith”  brother/sister  being inconsiderate in  his/her  personal actions), 
(then)   no more  you deport yourself  according to  agapao/{edifying love}   (to edify our  neighbour/brethren/sisters). 
Not with your food   (inconsiderately eaten)   you destroy that one  (person)   (who is still very immature in  “The Real Faith”), 
for the sake of whom the Anointed  (JC for Sonship)   died   (to save that person from  “The 1st Death”  through his ransom sacrifice). 
 

See v6 again for explanation. 
Essentially we must be careful with people who are generally very mentally weak  -  only because The Environment has imposed much superstition upon 
their mind of which they have not mentally invalidated  (through lack of knowledge),  then this impede mental development.   All the three legs of the 
three legged stool that supports society  (politics, religion, commerce)  use myths and deviant activity to gain advantage out of humans who are mainly 
spiritually weak  –  but by far the worst of all three,  is “Religion”!   And it is upon the leaders of this grouping that Yahweh shall turn towards,  either by 
(1) ignoring their resurrection  (charlatan Christian leaders)   or  (2) be making them “The Last/Least”  within society in The Millennium until they fully 
repent and personally reform!   It shall be a mentally painful period of self-adjustment from their previous privileged position  (within society)  during 
the 1st part of their physical life  (hence Matt.8v12, etc.)! 
Rom. 14v16 og not  (let he/she/it be) vilified/{spoken impiously}/defamed/reviled  Therefore/Then  {of yourselves}   
Rom. 14v16 og the  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal  (work/action). 
Rom. 14v16 = Therefore/Then  not  let your  {intrinsically  ideal/good}  work/action  it be  vilified/defamed/reviled.   
 

Therefore,  let not your intrinsically  ideal/good  work/action  be  vilified/defame/reviled. 
 

Paul is warning us to be careful over our actions,  so that our  intrinsically  good/ideal  things  (= fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)  do not become masked by 
errant behaviour.   The consequence of which will turn a person away from  “The Good News”  of  “The Gospel”  by careless actions on our part,  
which ironically,  worldly issues of which we should be guiding the recipient away from worldly methodology  (and we would have failed by effectively 
operating according to worldly methodology)! 
Let me give an example of this to the reader. 

A person may always tell the truth to people,  but on just one occasion this person may tell a lie to the recipient. 
Therefore,  while this person is known to The World as telling the truth,  but to this one recipient,  the person is known as a liar,  and the 
message of The Gospel will likewise be tarred as being  “a lie”. 

As I stated earlier,  then this one incident could be used in The Millennium as perhaps a reason as to why the recipient could not likewise be a  “Son of 
God”,  and thus invalidate the person’s position  to be respected  as a future  “Son of God”. 

Can the reader understand  “The Magnitude and Gravity”  of what is being stated here,  and as to why it is so important to be very careful in 
our deportment?   Furthermore,  why Yahweh can only obtain 144000 TCs during The Gospel Age? 

It is imperative,  that we who are actively aiming to be future  “Sons of God”  must  not  be shown to be hypocrites to what is on offer. 
Rom. 14v17 og not  For  (it) is  the  kingdom/reign/realm  of the  God  (the) feeding/victuals  also  (the) drinking/draught,  
Rom. 14v17 og but  (the) righteousness/equality/justification  also  (the) peace/prosperity/rest   
Rom. 14v17 og also  (the) cheerfulness/{clam delight}/gladness/joy  in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits 
Rom. 14v17 og (to the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
Rom. 14v17 = For  the  kingdom/realm  of the  God  (Yahweh, and His Methodology)   is not   (about)   eating and drinking,   

but  righteousness/equality,  also  peace/prosperity/rest, 
also  cheerfulness/joy  within  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}.  

 

For the kingdom of the God  (Yahweh, and of The Practised Methodology)   is not   (about physically)   eating and drinking, 
but   (it concerns)   righteousness/equality,  also  peace/prosperity,  also  cheerfulness/joy 
within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (= HS). 
 

We are taught elsewhere - 
Heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies do not require food and drink,  only DNA constructional fleshly based bodies require this.  

We can reason fleshly based people who will be resurrected into The Millennium shall require food and drink to survive,  thus the vast majority of people 
will be just like us of today –  but  having perfected DNA operational bodies  (where the “Junk DNA” within the genome has been repaired)! 
We are also taught  (Luke.17v21)   

“The Kingdom of  Heaven/God  is found within you.” 
We realise,  JC is effectively teaching us,  The Kingdom of God is primarily to operate within The Mind  (= spiritual,  from which intrinsically good 
physical works will flow)  

That is where  “The Kingdom of the Heavens (God)”  must start - being  within  the personality  (= spirit/desires/traits)  within  “The Early 
Adopters”  who are to become  “The Leaders of The New Society”  whose members are required  to deliver the required works  in the 2nd part 
of our physical life according to The Law of Moses  (hence Matt.5v17-18) 
The works for an  “Early Adopter”  are - 
1. A self-sacrificing ministerial service  (for absolutely  no  worldly return of any type) – Matt.25v15-22, Luke.19v14-19  imitating JC. 
2. To be given more responsibility as the future  “Sons of God”  exhibiting themselves to be entirely trustworthy  (from 1)  as having 

demonstrably precisely imitated JC for the public record  (Luke.12v3)  –  so  “The Resurrected World”  may have no excuse in 
respecting and hearkening unto these future leaders  instructing/exuding  “Righteousness”.  
Where,  we are told,  The World will give them  honour/glory/dignity  when as The Prophets tell us  “The World will go to Jerusalem”  
(being the subject of Isaiah’s prophecies in chapters 36 to 66).  This means,  “The Resurrected World”  will go to  “Yahweh’s 
Organisation”  (The Spiritual New Jerusalem)  headed up by  “The New Temple”  (= The 144000 TCs)  being  “The New Leaders”  (as 
kings/priests)  spread around The World,  so  “The Resurrected World”  may learn how to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle. 

Thus,  we understand that    The Definition of  “The Kingdom of Heavens/God”  means   
“A society where Yahweh’s Desire is fulfilled  (within its members).” 

It is as simple as that! 
Where clearly Yahweh’s Desire is for  all  the members to  agapao/{edifying love}  their  brothers/sisters  (being all of one family). 
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Clearly that does  not  occur now  –  and very few people  agapao/{edifying love (to the giver’s own hurt)}  their neighbour,  though many people might 
through  charity/agape  and  {family/attractively love}/ phileo  their neighbour  (and yet many others  eros/“self-indulgently  love”  their neighbour in an  
animalistic/carnal  manner to gain some form of “return”)! 
Those people who practice  agapao/{edifying love}  are the TCs closely followed by The Brethren eager to become mature TCs. 
It is these people for whom  “The Kingdom of Heavens/God”  is operating within their  being/existence  to become their internal driver  –  because they 
lust to fulfil Yahweh’s  present  Desire. 

These people precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  thus they fulfil Yahweh’s  present  Desire,  and that is  why  they have His HS 
operating within them  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  –  upon which they will be judged  (as 5, 2 and 1 talent stewards in Matt.25v15-24). 

However,  Yahweh’s long-term goal is for a  complete  society that operates fulfilling His Desire that will  not  occur under Satan’s present regime. 
That is why it will be by necessity,  a  new regime change  (2Pet.3v8-13)  under Yahweh’s Direction through an entity proved worthy, JCg  (Rev.5v1-10),  
together with his worthy stewards who  (1) work closely with him to  (2) yield The Spiritual Children,  –  that is why the metaphor  “wife”  is used to 
describe the 144000 TCs working  closely/faithfully  alongside JCg. 
We are told this physical regime change will occur on  The Earth  to close  The Gospel Age  (Rev.19v16-21)  by JCg at his 2nd 2nd C  (being 3.5 years 
after his 1st 2nd C = “The 1st Resurrection”).   This event will close  “The Local  Authority/Heaven”  by removing  “The Source”  of worldly 
methodology,  when Satan is restrained  (Rev.20v1 onwards).  Then all people can be resurrected into The Millennium to be taught  “Righteousness”  (by 
(1) JCg as “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)  being the King of kings  (Rev.19v16)  and the 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  and The Prophets elected from out 
of  “The 1st Covenant”  [Isa.10v20-22, John.10v16, etc.,]  as Paul tells us, Heb.11v37-40,  explaining the prophecy by King David given at  Psm.45v16). 
Very important note    

The first sentence of Rev.20v5 is a copyist’s addition created some time after 325 CE,  and must be ignored  –  please see my local 
commentary of some 17,000 words that logically explains specifically why this sentence  is  a copyist addition.   

Then once in the 2nd part of our life,  when we have personally experienced a wonderful righteous society  (no  phish, fraud, sickness, locks, passwords, 
keys, pain, hurt, disease, hunger, thirst, murder, muggings, crime, wars, sex slaves, fraud, “internet trolls”, drugs, etc., etc., etc.)  then humans must 
make an  educated  choice    

(1) Do they faithfully remain with the methodology practised within this new environment  -  or  
(2) Return to their old ways when  “Satan is released” for a short while  (= 3.5 years – Rev.20v7-15)  to assay all people  (in a precise 
righteous  like-for-like  manner  he did to JC during his 3.5 year ministry).   

Those people who come through this final  assay/proving  will then be righteously balanced on precisely a  like-for-like  manner standing upon 
themselves  –  having JC  (1) atoning  the 1st part of their spiritual life –  enabling them to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life –  hence Mark.2v27-28 
where JC  (2) covered us over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  of The Millennium, –  all precisely as The Bible tells us – but  never  taught by   “You know 
who”! 

Can the reader see the utterly righteous logic of this? 
However  worldly Christian  theologians/leaders  lost in their own self-created mysteries,  having a zero grasp on Yahweh’s whole righteous plan think it 
sounds nice to suggest we can make it occur in our society today  –  (being  “all things” to “all men”,  as we witness)  and the consequential dissolution 
witnessed within society! 
But those individual people knowing Yahweh’s Plan recognise this as being a false  worldly  argument,  for several reasons - 

1. JC and the Apostles  never  said that any period of the Gospel Age was  “The Kingdom of God”,  but only operating within  “The Body of 
JC”  aiming to become  “The New Spiritual Israel”  upon resurrection at the 1st 2nd C,  that forms physical part of  “The Kingdom of God”. 

2. “The Kingdom of God”  is only  mentioned as a  future physical state  longed-for in  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  where  Satan’s 
power would be removed entirely.  It cannot be now,  because even TC’s have Satan buffeting them now,  we are told this  (John. Chapter 15)! 

3. When I look around me to see the pain and suffering around me,  how can I cut this out of my mind and still believe I am  physically  living in 
“The Kingdom of God!”   This argument is an insult to a person’s intelligence! 
Even JC when on Earth during his ministry  (being the closest time this planet has ever physically become close to  “The Kingdom of God”,  
with the Chief Administrator (JC) walking around them),  he often wept over the pain and suffering around him.  Also over the people as a 
whole,  being the flock(s) Mark.6v34,  misled by  the false  Worldly Teachers  of the  (present)  time  giving both  “The Lure”  of half-truths to 
entertain us  (in precisely the same manner as  “Leaders of Religion”  entertain us today),  all of which is easily countered by righteous 
exegesis!   
Do you really think JC felt he was in  “The Kingdom of God”?   Of course not!   He was looking unto the future when this would be true!   
He said this,  I am not of this world,  my world is yet to come!  (John.18v36)   This new world would be physically   “The Kingdom of God”.  
He even said I have  “come to proclaim the acceptable seasons of The Lord” (Luke.4v16-19).  He proclaimed and demonstrated while he was 
here,  of something better that was to come later  –  being a foretaste of what is yet to come  – blind, sick, lame ARE healed  that is to occur to 
all people  (irrespective of their present condition)  when resurrected into The Millennium. 
 Do we see this now? 
 So  how  can we be in God’s physical Kingdom now –  the one  “taught-of  and  demonstrated-of”  by JC during his ministry? 

However Christians who should have  “the kingdom of God”  spiritually  operating inside them  by actively  (and accurately)  fulfilling  Yahweh’s Desire 
shall be judged upon precisely this “spirit/personality/desires/traits”  during  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  by Yahweh to 
determine whether these specific people make worthy  Heirs/Stewards  for  “The Inheritance”  (of  “The Resurrected World”).  The Judgement can only 
be based upon how they  (ideally “we”)  perceived  “The Kingdom of God”  was operating within  their  (ideally “our”)  “synapse construction”  during 
the 1st part of their physical life. 

Can the reader see the righteous logic behind this? 
Therefore,  after explaining the righteous nature of Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation,  then let us move to the next section  

So why does Satan preach this  “message of deception”  –  through  “his religious emissaries”  (2Cor.11v13-15)? 
For several reasons  

1. It can weaken the resolve of people if they are told this horrible present worldly system can run along-side   “The Kingdom of God”.  
Logically thinking   If this is God’s Kingdom  – then it is just not worth it and so personally loose the spiritual fight against Satan. 
They succumb by either  (1) returning to their old ways,  or give  (2) up completely and commit suicide  (as we witness the increase today). 

2. Because Satan is presently the ruler of this world  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)  –  it makes him the god of this present kingdom!   All  praise/glory  
and recognition go to him for the present situation  (under the guise of  “worldly methodology”).  Why?   Because by accepting everything 
around us while languishing in this narcosis state of pretending to believe we are  “supposedly in God’s Kingdom”,  we thus accept the evil 
status quo around ourselves and become drawn into its methodology.  For instance,  “the clamour to vote in political worldly elections”! 

The worldly people argue   But there are some worldly good people who physically help relieve this situation.   
However,  the people proposing this have completely missed the point of The Bible message.   
Obviously this good work is  not  condemned by Yahweh  (6v18),  but as far as Yahweh is concerned,  this work potentially is  still worldly  –  feeding the 
flesh,  but we are told   “It is not the most desired thing by Yahweh” (Acts.6v1-3, Mark.1v38, etc.).  Yahweh desires  The Truth  to be taught by TCs to  
feed the spiritual body  (= mind) –  His Word  accurately  spread around The World to  new  people/strangers  so that  more  people know what should 
be done,  so that  more  good works follow from a greater pool of humans –   together having  accurate  knowledge motivating  the heart.   The Goal is 
clearly defined and not to be uncertain  (1Cor.14v8). 
If this is not done,  then Satan’s  “worldly methodology”  becomes dominant within The Environment and continues to  “disease our reasoning”. 

Thus,  Satan gets the praise and worship when   Yahweh’s Desire is  NOT  emphatically worked out by people! 
Please see  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and  “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary to explain precisely what is occurring within this world today. 
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Because it is absolutely  not  as our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  most  errantly/corruptly  tell us  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 
They operate like this to become  “the presumed conduit”  to The Almighty God  (of which they are absolutely not)  so they might attain 
worldly gain  (of  whatever/wherever/whenever/however)  from the toll made upon their duped minions trooping up the conduit!   
Therefore,  they are operating in precisely the same manner as everyone else,  according to worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to the 
neighbour’s hurt)  -  but with them it is upon  “The Word of God”,  JC,  (they mince to self- indulge themselves)  and thus they become doubly 
accountable!   This would not be so bad if they told  “The Disclosing Truth”  –  but instead they give a load of unrighteous nonsense in their 
garbled exegesis with regard to Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 
This is precisely why  “The Now Educated World”  is leaving  “Religion” (Rev.18v4)  in droves  at the close of The Gospel Age  - after having 
been kept in the spiritual dark  (for self-indulgent reasons)  by the  “Leaders of Religion”  for millennia!   “People are voting with their feet!” 

 
72nd Comment – The person who  {serves in bondage}  to JC  (= imitating his  ministry/lifestyle)  fulfils Yahweh’s Desire,  
and shall ultimately be approved by  “Resurrected Mankind”  (in The Millennium). 
Reasoning – repeat - JC becomes The Goal for TCs to copy to attain what JC achieved,  being of “Anointed to Sonship”. 
147th Instruction – TCs/Brethren  are to be peaceful and to edify each other  (in  knowledge/assurance/fidelity). 
(Some more useful verses that  worldly Christian leaders might care to analyse what the content  personally  means!) 
140th Reasoning – Let not matters over food  (worthless ideas)  destroy the work of Yahweh,  all things from Yahweh are 
good/ideal  but can be twisted by Man to cause humans to stumble  (so true in many areas  –  particularly in “Religion”). 
141st Reasoning – Surely it is better to ignore things like  (worldly)  food and wine rather than cause a person to stumble! 
148th Instruction – Brethren,  if you have  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  then humble yourself before Yahweh!   
Because  blessed/{well-spoken}  of,  is the person who does not judge other people according to  his/her  own opinions  
(worldly Christian leaders might do well to read this verse)! 
142nd Reasoning – People having done something and then doubt whether it is correct,  have condemned themselves 
because they do  not  have the  (Real)  knowledge/assurance/fidelity  by reason,  “they are wavering”  and thus the lack of 
accurate knowledge yields indecision!   Therefore,  we reason all actions that result from not having the  (Real)  
knowledge/assurance/fidelity  built upon  “The Word of God”  will be sinful  (by not having the mind of Yahweh)! 
Quite a few verses here directly applicable to  worldly and iniquitous  Christian leaders  –  because based upon their 
witnessed actions they demonstrably seem to have none of the three requirements for “faith”!   (Please write to me)! 
73rd Warning – By inference,  these verses teach us,  any  person who involves themselves in worldly issues  (of a 
“political nature” [= opinions/policies/etc.])  is rooting themselves into The World and have divorced themselves from 
representing Yahweh  (and of The Millennium)  –  thereby making themselves ineligible to become a future son of God. 
Rom. 14v18 og the (person [TC])   For  in  {to [= within] these  (persons/things)}  (the) serving/{in bondage}/slaving   
Rom. 14v18 og to the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (the) {fully agreeable}/acceptable/well-pleasing  to the  God [Yahweh], 
Rom. 14v18 og also  (the) acceptable/approved/tried   [after being assayed]   to the  men. 
Rom. 14v18  = For  the person  (TC)   serving/slaving  within  the  Christ/Anointed  within  these  persons/things, 

is  {fully agreeable}/{well pleasing}  to the  God  (Yahweh)   
also  {acceptable/approved/tried after being assayed}  to  all  of  Mankind   (“The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium). 

 

For the person (TC)  serving/slaving  within  the  “Anointed”   (“The Position”  JC made available for us of entry to  “The Most Holy Place”) 
         (JCg made possible The Holy Nation [1Pet.2v9]  comprising of The Priests [TCs]  in The Line of Judah [Heb.6-9]  through The Veil [Luke.23v45]). 
is fully agreeable to The God   (Yahweh as the 3rd Party makes The Assessment for future Sonship by “The Anointing” TCs at “The 1st Resurrection”) 
also acceptable after being assayed to all Mankind   (ultimately, “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium  [because rarely “acceptable” now]) 
 

This supports v17 above  (please also see my very important cited commentaries above)   
“Slaving unto The Anointed”  (being for  “The Position”  as led by JC),  rather than slaving for duties of The World.  
JC taught God’s Word to The World by  both word  and deed   (his deeds underwrote what he taught,  1Pet.2v18-22). 
JC told us before he physically left this planet  –  Go and teach The Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”  (= “The Acceptable Year of The 
Lord”  –  please see glossary)  to The World,  and then The Gospel Age will end  (Matt.24v14)  please see my local commentary to understand 
precisely why this righteously had to occur.  

JC said   Poverty will always be with you in this present world  (but poverty  [spiritual/physical]  shall not exist in  “The Kingdom of God”).   
However,  he did not tell the True Christians,  their primary aim in life is to go out and spend their time relieving spiritual poverty  –  by focusing on  
accurately  spreading  “The Word of God”  (where the TC gives  charity/agape  in the form of using their time to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God” 
unto The World  –  because they are mentally driven by agapao).  
If  on our journey in life while  accurately  spreading  “The Word of God”  and we  “perchance”  see someone who needs fleshly help,  then it is 
incumbent upon us to stop and physically help them.  This is what  “The Good Samaritan”   really teaches us  (fully explained in Luke.10v29-37,  but as 
usual,  not  quite as  worldly  Christian Leaders preach to us)! 
Furthermore,  we all have different  physical/mental  gifts which can  –  upon receiving  “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued/assayed  and then acted 
upon with fidelity yield the HS  (see the composite definition of HS below)  within us when we channel  “The Word of God”  through our physical  
capabilities/gifts  (as determined by our DNA).  We are able to do any numerous things based upon the  “DNA gift”  that we can use in the service of 
Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”,  to  teach/explain/support/prophesy/interpret  and the whole body of JCg uses these gifts as deemed 
appropriate at the time.  Note  “interpret”  does  NOT  mean  “change gibberish into a common tongue”,  but rather  “explain what has been given in a 
known tongue so that it is more clearly understood to a less educated person”,  where the former is practised in Pentecostal groupings and the latter is 
done by “FutureLife.Org”.    Which operation would Yahweh prefer? 
All the time we must be conscious that Satan does  not  want  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught to The World  so he will use  any  worldly  (“looks 
good on the surface”)  argument to stop it  through his  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  operating as cohorts to his  self-indulgent  methodology 
fulfilling their own worldly desires and thereby making him their god.  While they do not truly believe in Satan  (or Yahweh for that matter),  yet they 
make Satan their god because they  are  intrinsically operating according to worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt)! 
Just for The Record – because of the rampant abuse attached to the term “HS” by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  this is the composite definition - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

Where  “Yahweh”  uses His infinite  capability/knowledge/wisdom  to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become”  (Luke.1v37). 
I need to periodically define  “HS”  to counter the self-indulgent nonsense attributed to it –  done only for the religious leader’s personal worldly gain! 

These leaders who manipulate God’s Word for their own ends,  clearly do  not  have The HS  -  given its  true  definition! 
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That is precisely why they do not define “HS”  but cloud the HS in superstitious mystery as a  “mysterious person”  to claim some form of intellectual 
hold over their duped victims!   It is  all unrighteous bunkum  when we truly search The Bible to understand that it is the true definition given above 
which operates within a conscious reasoning entity as a  compliant/humble  recipient to God’s Word.  This process yields  “The Personage”  which is  
“The Individual”  having built  his/her  own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  upon  “The Word of God”  (as JC)  to form The New Creature/Creation 
within them  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, etc.). 
This is precisely what The Bible tells us,  but apparently a  “million miles”  away from what  worldly Christian  “shaman” (plural)  tell us about the HS! 
Rom. 14v19 og thus/haply/surely/perhaps/supposing  Therefore/Then  the (things)  of the  peace/prosperity/rest   
Rom. 14v19 og (let us) {follow after}/pursue/ensue/{press forward},   
Rom. 14v19 og also  the (things)  of the  structuring/building/confirmation/edifying/embolden    
Rom. 14v19 og of the  into/unto  {one another}/mutual/together. 
Rom. 14v19 = Therefore/Then  thus  let us  pursue/{press forward}   (with)   the things  of the  peace/prosperity/rest, 

also  the things  of the  structuring/building/edifying  unto  of the  {one another}/togetherness   (built upon  “The Word of God”). 
 

Therefore,  thus let us pursue  (in)  the things of  peace/{(spiritual)  prosperity}/{rest  (from worldly methodology)}, 
Also the things of the  structuring/edifying  unto one another   (built upon God’s Word fully inculcated and expressed to our neighbour). 
 

The  only  way this can be done is through  agapao/{edifying love}  to  {build-up}  our neighbour into understanding  why/how  to be truly imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  that shall yield the future 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age of some 2000 years. 

Nothing else  –  for it is  only this  that fulfils Yahweh’s  present Desire.   
Everything else is very much a second place regarding Yahweh’s present requirement of achieving  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold” of 144000 TCs.  
Because without this occurring,  then how can JCg come at His 2nd Advent  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.19v4-9, 20v6, etc.),  and 
then 3.5 years later to bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3)? 

The Example being JC in  all  his aspects  –  being what he did,  and more importantly  what he did  NOT  do! 
Yet how do congregations know if they do  not  personally read a good quality Bible,  but merely listen to their  “Leaders of Religion”  (who 
generally for the last some 1700+ years passed God’s Word through The Mincer of Rev22v18-19 to their congregational members)! 

Yahweh desires  “Sons of God”  He can righteously  elect/chose  out of The Gospel Age,  and He needs 144000 to  fulfil His Word  on the subject! 
This is specifically what Paul is pushing within The Brethren  –  to become like him,  a TC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  to build up that 
number of 144000 TCs  (to fulfil the prophecy given at Dan.2v35, 45 throughout The Gospel Age). 

That is precisely why  worldly Christian leaders now,  are  not  TCs because they are  not  instructing their congregations to become precisely like JC in 
both ministry and lifestyle,  thus these  worldly Christian Leaders  cannot  be  elected/selected  by Yahweh in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  at 
the end of the 1st part of their physical life to become part of this stated  three  times  “quota of 144000”  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4).  Leaders only operate to  
perpetuate their present position over society  and  symbiotically support  “The Religious Edifice”  to gain the next generation of proselytes to perpetuate 
a  worldly institution.  “The Word of God”  is merely used to become  “The Means”  to personally gain out of The World  –  precisely as we witness! 
It is perfectly logical  –  and that is precisely  why  The Millennium has  not  yet arrived  -  because Yahweh is  still  waiting for this number to accrue 
comprising of people who truly  are  sincerely driven by  “The Word of God”  (operating as a  presence/parousia)  freely/simply  for  no  worldly return! 
That is  why  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  is  screaming out  for people to become  truly Christ-like to  hasten the onset of The Millennium  and the 
consequential demise of Satan’s present grasp of power  –  so that  “Righteousness”  can physically reign throughout  all  of society. 

Now a comment on  “The pursuing of peace”. 
Again,  it is  not  as we are told by our very  worldly orientated Christian Leaders to become  “political peace makers”  and to  “poke our nose”  into 
conflicts of other people’s making. 
Because otherwise this worldly reasoning contradicts other parts of The Bible  –  as I copiously explain elsewhere  (thus take nothing out of context). 
But rather  “The pursuing of peace”  should occur  within our natural daily intercourse  with our neighbour,  where during our ministry of lifestyle we 
control our tongue  (James.3v1-10)  so that we do not inflame any situation around us.  We are to only say things that calm any possible escalating 
situation  (or quietly withdraw from the situation).  However,  that does not mean we,  as TCs,  are to capitulate over God’s Standards  (trashed by  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  behind their hypocrisy),   for it is only Yahweh’s Standards that  ultimately maintain  a  righteous  society. 
Thus we  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  and this can only occur by  increasing knowledge  within our mind  taken from an  accurate  source,  to 
teach other interested people to have this knowledge  –  and for them to understand  why  they need this knowledge to practise it within their own lives to 
become TCs themselves.  When and only when,  Yahweh has His  fully proven  144000 TCs will this present evil system end and herald in  “The 
Righteous Rule”  of JCg in The Millennium  (please see my commentaries in Relations,  chapter 4 and 5 on this subject). 
Rom. 14v20 og Not  (it be) {on account of}/{by reason of}/{for the sake of}  (of the) food/victuals 
Rom. 14v20 og (you) {loosen down}/disintegrate/demolish/{over throw}/undo   
Rom. 14v20 og the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom. 14v20 og (the) all (things [for example,  food])  Truly/Indeed   (the) clean/clear/pure [plural], 
Rom. 14v20 og but  (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked  to the  man  to the  (eating) 
Rom. 14v20 og through (reason of)   (the) {occasion of apostasy}/offence/stumbling  (to the) eating/devouring. 
Rom. 14v20 = Not  it be  {on account}/{by reason of}  food  you  {loosen down}/demolish  God’s  {occupational effort}/works   (by a TC). 

Truly/Indeed  all/every  things  (food)   are  clean/pure   (in the  spiritual/opinion  point of view). 
but  the  worthless/hurtful/harmful/bad  to the  man  eating/devouring   (it is wrong for a brother not to consider the other person) 
through reason of   (spiritually)  {causing offense}offending   (a person weaker in  “The Real Faith”). 

 

Not it be by reason of food you demolish  God’s occupational efforts   (freely given elsewhere via the TC’s in their  ministry/lifestyle). 
Truly indeed all things  (an example, food)  are  clean/pure   (to be physically used correctly,  and are not  spiritually unclean,  except by perception) 
but  worthless/hurtful  to the man eating   (an inconsiderate person undoes the work of TCs by blackening what God’s Word represents in people) 
through reason of causing stumbling   (within the recipient’s mind when not personally understanding what  “The Real Faith”  really means). 
 

Paul is explaining this to us in two parts. 
1. Do not undo the work of a TC teaching about Yahweh through  “The Word of God” (JC’s ministry),  and thus give cause to a person very 

weak in  “The Real Faith”  to shrink back from coming to understand precisely what Yahweh’s Word really means to them,  and to The World 
at large. 

2. Because if that person does shrink back away from Yahweh’s Word  (being the only thing able to yield eternal Life within a perfected society)  
through something of as little consequence as food  –  then they might reject any future  overtures/access  to  “The Word of God”  during The 
Gospel Age  (hence refused Sonship)!   
What could be more  worthless/harmful/hurtful  than for a person to lose access to  guaranteed  eternal life as a future  “Son of God”? 

This website screams out the important warning that is especially applicable today! 
Any member of The Brethren is operating within the 2nd part of their spiritual life in the supposed position to be purifying the 2nd part of their 
spiritual life for everlasting life,  then they have  no  more cover  from JC if they  actively reject  Yahweh’s Word  (= JC’s ministry)’   and then 
die,  because they are dead,  unable to change their mind run out of active coverage for personal reform. 
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Hence the warning JC gives specifically for  charlatan Christian leaders in Luke chapter 15   (lost sheep and prodigal son). 
Therefore these people will become like Judas and many other  iniquitous Christian Leaders throughout The Gospel Age actively stating The Bible has 
parts that are irrelevant for today  (where in this example it could have started with  “food”,  merely to excuse their stance within this worldly system).  
These people have clearly  “thrown their lot”  in with Satan  (to oppose  “The Desire of Yahweh”  –  see  “Blasphemy”  in glossary  –  because as usual,  
it does  not  mean quite what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  “choose to place upon blasphemy”  -  hence agnoeo,  StrongsTM = 50)! 

It would have been better if Judas  (and other such  iniquitous Christians)  had not been born (Matt.26v24),  or placed a millstone around his 
neck and jumped into the sea rather than to mislead those  “children” (immature Christians)  young/weak  in  “The Real Faith”!   
(Matt.18v4-6, Luke.17v2, etc.). 

Rom. 14v21 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  the  not  {to eat/consume}    
Rom. 14v21 og (the) {butcher’s meat}/flesh [plural],  {and/but  not}/neither/nor  (to) imbibe/drink  (the) wine,   
Rom. 14v21 og {and not}/neither/nor  in  {to [= within] whom/which}  the  brother/{The Brethren}  {of you}   
Rom. 14v21 og (he/she) {strikes at}/{surges against}/{beats upon}/dashed/stumbles/{trips up}  or/than/either/rather   
Rom. 14v21 og (he/she is) scandalised/entrap/snared/offended/stumbled/{occasioned to fall}  or/than/either/rather   
Rom. 14v21 og (he/she is) feeble/weak/impotent/diseased. 
Rom. 14v21 = (It is)  the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  not  you  to  eat  meat/flesh,  not  you  to  drink wine, 

{and not}  in  {to whom}  your brother  (for)  he/she  is  {struck at}/stumbled{tripped up}   (= and not allow your brethren to be dashed) 
or  he/she  is  scandalised/entrapped/snared  or  he/she  {being feeble/weak/impotent}   (to The Faith/{Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity}). 

 

(From what we have reasoned together then it is )   The  virtuous/worthy  not you (brethren)  to eat meat,  not you to drink wine. 
And not within your brother  he/she  is tripped up   (from imbuing  “The Word of God”  to become a potential TC) 
or  he/she  is snared   (to return back to worldly methodology)   or  he/she  being weak   (and cannot remain with  “The Real Faith”). 
 

By logical extension this involves all forms of worldly politics because all people have their own views  (right or wrong)  –  but the important thing is not 
to present any barriers to the  effective/accurate  transmission of  “The Word of God”.  The World’s media  (excited by religious leaders)  must not be in 
the position to attach anything worldly upon a TC that  could be  misused or misconstrued  to present possible barriers.  Thus the TC must be  absolutely 
neutral  on all political issues and not voice any opinions for their concern is,  as Paul says here,  is not to be “The Cause”  for any recipient person to 
be offended  (by all matters that become irrelevant when compared with  “The Attaining of everlasting life through The Word of God”).   
It is important to remember The Bible states,  TCs are  not  of This World  (John.15v17-25),  but the TCs yearn for  The Politics  (= “The Word of God”)  
of  “The New World Order”  under Christ Jesus and this is for whom they canvass in the present world.   TCs will  absolutely not  behave like the 
worldly leaders  (sourcing worthless ideas)  of  any  persuasion  (or political leaning  –  being all variously corrupt,  –  inasmuch they put themselves as  
The First/Most  while pretending to represent their devotees  [as  The  Last/Least])! 

But Satan  (allowing his operators to fulfil their own worldly desires)  naturally wants humans to focus on his present worldly system so their 
focus is far removed from The Millennium!   Satan does  not  want  “The 144000 TC Trigger Threshold”  to occur  (else Rev.20v1-3, 10)! 

Rom. 14v22 og Thou/You  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have? 
Rom. 14v22 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  {of thyself}/{of your own self}   
Rom. 14v22 og (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}   
Rom. 14v22 og of the  God [Yahweh]?  
Rom. 14v22 og (The) {Supremely blessed}/Fortunate/{Well off}/{Very happy}  the (person [TC/{The Brethren}])  not   
Rom. 14v22 og (the) {judiciously/mentally deciding}/{to try}/concluding/judging   
Rom. 14v22 og (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   in  {to [= within] whom/which}   
Rom. 14v22 og (he) assays/proves/tests/discerns/examines. 
Rom. 14v22 = You  have/possess  the  faith/{Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity}?    (= You  think  you have “faith”)! 

You  accordingly  have/possess   (faith)   yourself  {in face/midst of}  the  God.   (Then keep your opinions between Yahweh and yourself). 
{Supremely blessed}  the person  (TC/Brethren)   
not  {mentally deciding}/judging  himself  in  {to whom/which}  he  assays/proves/examines. 

 

You have faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)?   (= You think you have faith  [being Real Faith]?) 
You accordingly have  (it)  (= faith/opinions)  in the midst of the God.   (Keep  “worldly opinions”  to yourself and Yahweh – He will judge you). 
Supremely blessed the person   (TC and the brethren aiming to become TCs as judged by Yahweh to be worthy as possible future sons of God) 
not judging himself within whom he examines   (= TCs/brethren  not  judging themselves greater than the people around them). 
 

Paul is trying to say in verse 21   
“You know  The Real Faith  very well,  and eat all things confidently knowing that everything from God is good  (for eating and duly thank 
Him for it),  but do not let your confidence cause offence to someone who has severe spiritual weakness,  or perhaps not even knowing  “The 
Real Faith”  over this matter.  Else you do  not  have “Real Faith”  if you  cannot  administer correctly what you presently know! 
Use your lifestyle to draw people into  “The Real Faith”  by their examination of your  deportment/character/lifestyle,  rather than have 
voiced worldly opinions that would otherwise push them away”  and thus exclude your position for Sonship!” 

Verse 22 now follows on from this v21. 
Paul says   

“So from v21 you  think  you are strong in the faith,  but keep your worldly opinions to yourself,  and let me remind you,  it is Yahweh Who is 
judging the type of  “faith”  that you claim to have!   Are you  humble  before God's requirements of us?   We must not become “big-headed” 
over other people and become aloof in  “knowledge”  (and behave as might some academics). 
Rather we are to  become the  people’s servant  –  a true minister  of  “The Real Faith”  unto Yahweh’s Word.” 

Thus,  the person is  “supremely blessed”  by Yahweh if they do  not  make judgements upon what they personally deem is correct or wrong in the sight of 
Yahweh!   Quite simply all worldly affairs are outside the TC’s  remit for discussion  –  their mind is focussed entirely on fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 
“Supremely Blessed”  by Yahweh are those specific people who are to become the future  “Bride of Christ”  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9)  where Rev.20v6 starts 
with  “supremely blessed” individuals of  “The 1st Resurrection”.  These people are the TCs who do not judge themselves as being  “high and mighty”  
over other people,  by their justified  self-confidence  in knowledge over of what they approve or disapprove.   TCs are  not  arrogant in their vast 
supportive understanding  –  but they shall humbly teach,  the lowliest person in the world  (freely/simply  for  no  worldly return)  –  if the recipients 
desire to come unto  “The Knowledge”.  TCs thoroughly know their subject matter shall have no fear to tackle “Religion”  with any  “religious person”  
and will be  demur/{at ease}  while explaining God’s Word,  unlike  “pious religious people”  who become  angry/wrathful  with someone questioning 
their vain beliefs with righteous qualified exegesis! 
I have  never  heard any of this taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  nor seen it demonstrated in their personal actions  over  their congregations,  or in 
the tier structure throughout the religious edifice they represent! 
Rom. 14v23 og the (person)  and  {separating thoroughly}/{withdrawing from}/hesitating/doubting/wavering  [middle voice]   
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Rom. 14v23 og if /whether  (he/she) eats/consumes  (he/she has been) {judged against}/sentenced/condemned;   
Rom. 14v23 og because  not  {from/out of}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity};   
Rom. 14v23 og (the) all (things)  and  who/which/that  not  {from/out of} 
Rom. 14v23 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (the) sin/offence/fault  (it) is. 
Rom. 14v23 og = And  the  person  he/she  be  hesitating/doubting   (within their mind about their actions)   

he/she  is  {judged against}/sentenced/condemned  (by Yahweh)   if   he/she  eats   (without conviction) 
(= thus, being weak in the faith – but pretending to be in  “The Real Faith”  for appearances to the onlookers  –  being the worldly return) 
because  (he/she  eats)   not  {from out of}  of  the  (Real)  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (but only  “blind faith”),  
everything  which is  not  {from out of}  the  (Real)  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  is  (deemed)  the  sin/offence/fault. 

 

And the person  he/she  be hesitating   (within their mind about a possible action as being outside what they believe) 
he/she  is judged against  (by Yahweh)   if  he/she  eats   (without conviction  [or  outside what they claim to represent]  being two-faced) 
because  (he/she  eats)  not from out of the  (Real)  Faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   ( and thus operates in  “blind faith”), 
(because)   everything  which is  not  from out of  the  (Real)  Faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   
is  (deemed)   the  sin/fault/offense   (because it displays  “hypocrisy”  operating within a reasoning entity  [that is unacceptable for Sonship]). 
 

Effectively whatever  charade/façade  an individual might play in pretence to perhaps  ”adoring people”  -  Yahweh and JCg can pear deep into  “The 
Synapse construction”  and read this individual's real  spirit/personality/desires/traits  perhaps much like that suggested in  “The Matrix”  film  (though 
I do not condone its violence).  Thus,  Paul is stating,  we cannot hide from Yahweh through JCg as our interface,  as we might think we can from humans 
by evading “The Truth”!   Thus we must  reform/create  our personality to be intrinsically like that of JC’s  -  who himself had vast knowledge of  “The 
Absolute Truth”  (starting young,  as we read at Luke.2v45-49)  –  but he was not aloof to those people who as spiritual children sincerely desired to 
learn more about Yahweh’s Desire for self-improvement.  However,  JC was very forthright and scathing upon those  people/leaders  “presuming 
themselves to be adults”  in  “The Word of God”  but  behaved as self-indulgent  children  (Heb.12v8)!    And what is different today,  and of the last 
some 2000 intervening years? 
 
 
149th Instruction – TCs being strong in  {knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  must support those brethren who are weak in 
{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  and thus not able to bear worldly oppression  (for merely imitating JC’s lifestyle).   
143rd Reasoning – TCs and The Brethren through their  ministry/lifestyle  recognise this activity becomes a debt based 
upon what JC did for us,  we feel obligated to copy what JC did for us,  to likewise be given out to all other people. 
Else,  how can we have the mind of JC  -  if we do not do what he did for us?   It must be repeated by us unto other people! 
150th Instruction – We must strengthen The Mind of other people  to know and understand  “The Goal and Reasons 
behind Yahweh’s Methodology”,  because this aids repentance and compliance unto Yahweh’s Methodology.  All this is 
unknown in “Religion”  as the leaders’ output clearly demonstrates to us having “The Mind of Yahweh” (John.17v20-26). 
151st Instruction – TCs are  not  positioned to be pleasing themselves in what they personally do with  “The Word of God”   
(but be faithfully   in servitude  to The World fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire as His  “owned slaves”  [and  not  be fraudsters]). 
144th Reasoning – TCs and The Brethren through their ministry are not  pleasing themselves from what “The Word of 
God”  could deliver if manipulated for personal worldly gain from out of deluded devotees,  but rather TCs work to edify 
their neighbour into  what  is  {intrinsically  good/ideal}  (= to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire).  And in this manner,  they are 
perfecting their mind for  “The Greater Responsibility”  entrusted to them as proven faithful stewards in The Millennium. 
Reasoning – repeat - JC becomes The Goal for TCs to copy to attain what JC achieved,  being of “Anointed to Sonship”. 
73rd Comment – For JC did not please himself,  but rather suffered reproach and scorn from the religious leaders. 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
152nd Instruction – It is essential to  “remain patient”.  Satan uses every snare to try and draw TCs into The World to 
supposedly make it a better place,  and in doing so,  we “become worldly” and cannot become TCs.  Satan has then just 
delayed Rev.20v1-3, 10 unto another day!   JC was patient and set The Perfect Standard,  TCs likewise copy JC. 
51st Prophecy – The reproached of those (= religious leaders)  reviling you (= JC)  fell upon Me (= Yahweh). 
(And precisely likewise for TCs trying to emulate JC for  the same  Expectation as JC  [of resurrection unto Sonship]). 
74th Warning – Imitating JC will bring  “The Wrath” of “Professional Leaders of Religion”  upon TCs and the Brethren  
“actively aiming to imitate JC”  (Luke.10v24-28, hence John.16v1-4),  because of exposed “hypocrisy” (Luke.12v1). 
By virtue, JC, TCs and The Brethren “have no fault” John.18v38, 19v4, 6  and are  loved/respected  by “The Populace”. 
Note:  Secular leaders will  not  be wrathful on TCs – unless kicked to do so by  “Leaders of Religion” (John.19v12). 
153rd Instruction – TCs faithfully take upon themselves The Responsibility to edify their neighbour so that they might 
become the next generations of TCs and replace mature TCs – something that  worldly Christian leaders are unable to do. 
154th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs will speak with one mouth to be edifying The Lord's  
Name/Character/Authority  within the  sane/reasoning  mind of the recipient to our  accurate  teaching. 
This is to be concordant,  and  not  as we see today within and throughout some 37000+  worldly Christian schisms. 
145th Reasoning – TCs working to bring new TCs to Yahweh are producing  {intrinsically ideal/good}  works  because it 
is only through this method that Yahweh can attain His 144000 TCs  –  thereby enabling Yahweh to start the next stage of 
His Rescue Plan to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 
155th Instruction – Many things were written for our instruction,  so through patience built upon  “The Knowledge”  as 
contained within The Scriptures,  we might gain confidence which comes from the anticipation and encouragement.   
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(Sadly so few people have this  –  only because they do not know what is in The Bible,  a practice taught as  “being 
acceptable”  by delinquent  worldly Christian leaders who are  not  teaching the  backbone and structure  of The Bible!) 
74th Comment – Both Yahweh and JCg are patiently awaiting for the 144000 TCs to occur in The Gospel Age,  and 
likewise we too are to be patient as we work hard to make that trigger threshold number of 144000 occur. 
82nd Good News – The Knowledge gained from The Scriptures  (not  from  worldly Christian leaders)  correctly imbued, 
assayed and then operated upon with fidelity shall yield patience within us  (not to interact within worldly methodology 
and of its politics)  and thus deliver  The Anticipation/Expectation  of The Millennium to repair the presently sick world. 
Sadly,  worldly Christian leaders only live on passive “hope” -  being about the limit of their teaching and  “patience”! 
Comment – repeat - Work is done to make an “expectation” a reality,  by contrast,  “hope” is an  inactive/passive  wait! 
TCs make The Millennium a reality  (1) spiritually in themselves and  (2) physically when 144000 TCs prove themselves. 
By contrast,  worldly Christians passively wait for someone else to make The Millennium occur! 
83rd Good News – JC as “The Word of God” operating as a  presence/parousia  becomes The Means to draw us close to 
The Father,  provided  we operate with fidelity  to what we accurately know and  tested/assayed  to yield the HS within us. 
Rom. 15v1 og (we) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}  and  {we ourselves}  the (persons [TCs])  
Rom. 15v1 og powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  the  {scruples of conscience}/weaknesses/infirmities   
Rom. 15v1 og of the (persons [spiritual children + our neighbour])  powerless/unable/weak/impotent   
Rom. 15v1 og (to) {take up}/bears/lifts/endure/sustain,   
Rom. 15v1 og also  not  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]   (to) {excite emotion}/agree/please. 
Rom. 15v1 = And  {we ourselves}   (TCs + capable Brethren)  

(being)  the people  powerful/capable/mighty   (in  “The Real Faith”  [of “1st Century Christianity”]) 
we  owing/{become indebted}  to  {take up}/bear/sustain  the  weaknesses/infirmities  of the  impotent/unable/weak  people, 
also  not  to  agree/please  ourselves   (by imitating worldly people  self-indulging  themselves). 

 

And we ourselves   (as TCs,  and those people actively aiming to be TCs)   
(being)  the people  powerful/capable   (in  “The Absolute Truth”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  that yields  “Real Faith”) 
         (In  “The Knowledge”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  where JCg  righteously answers  “The Tanakh”  to make Mankind’s Salvation possible) 
we become indebted to take up the   (spiritual)   weakness of the weak people   (who may be  spiritually/physically  hurt by leaders of Religion) 
also not to  agree/please  ourselves   (in our deportment that is to edify our neighbour  to our own hurt,   this means not to self-indulge ourselves). 
 

While this maybe something our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preach to us  
However,  is it something our  worldly Christian leaders do?   
      1.  Being  “apparently knowledgeable”  in God's Word  –  yet they keep it to themselves  (Luke.16v19-21+). 
      2.  And the leaders find it  agreeable/pleasing  to be leaders  for the very reason of what The World delivers to The Leaders! 
Because that is  precisely  why  they climb up within The World  (and to its customs)  to become The Leaders  (and we,  The Public,  do not)! 

By contrast,  TCs will always accurately teach  “The Word of God”  without  mystery,  myths and superstition;  so the recipient fully  knows/understands  
precisely what Yahweh Desires of them  as individuals  and further,  that they too can become competent teachers  (Heb.5v12-14)  as the next generation 
of TCs. 
Thus we understand,  it is those specific humans (TCs)  who are so very strong in  “The Real Faith”  having much  accurate  Bible  Knowledge/Authority  
are then able to assist those people who are spiritually weak in knowledge,  and thus sufficiently proficient to help them through difficulties that The 
World  will  throw up to confound their sensibilities and reasonings.   Where,  even more importantly,  the TCs can give a solid bedrock of understanding  
–  so the recipients likewise become personally strong in  “The Knowledge”  and thus able to stand staunchly by themselves  (Matt.7v24-25). 
Importantly,  TCs are prepared to answer in the utmost detail every question a weak member may ask,  most certainly not to bamboozle the recipient with 
pious empty waffle that pretend to have significance,  but when critically analysed are proved to be just the muses of Man,  or maybe the common answer 
is given,  ”we are not given to know”  - which shows they have no understanding of their subject matter! 
Worryingly,  the very worst offenders are  iniquitous  Christian Leaders who mislead  “their flocks”  of  adoring followers  who personally have so very 
little Bible knowledge,  and are fed a distorted and twisted version of  “The Word of God”  (Rev.22v18-19)  in the manner of  self-indulgent  insanely 
given hype  –  being like a house built upon sand  (Matt.7v25-28). 
These  iniquitous  Christian Leaders give what we read   they should not!   
Let me quote The Bible as a starting point   

“Also not  to be  agreeable/pleasing  ourselves”  in an animalistic manner  as a warning to the  (innocent/beguiled)  people of the 
congregations,  not  to be manipulated for self-indulgent reasons  (on “either side of the boundary”  [= the leaders indulging their devotees 
with sound-bites,  and the devotees paying their respective dues to the leader]). 

Again,  we know there  should  be  no  boundary  –  where  all  members of the congregation  are to be actively  encouraged to replace  “The Leader”  
by becoming  ministers  themselves  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 

Yet do we see this in that huge vista from the Charismatics at one extreme to The Roman Catholics at the other,  from the Televangelists to 
The Greek Orthodox and all the  “1001 denominations”  in between those few cited examples?   Together,  they form the buttress of 
“Religion”  actively working to the alienation of  “The Almighty God”  of Whom they fraudulently purport to represent! 

The answer teaches us who really is responsible!    
I often muse;  How shall these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  answer JCg in The Millennium  (if fortunate to be resurrected)? 

I would not like to be in  “their shoes”! 
Hence, we are instructed to  “be pleasing our neighbour”  (not in a worldly manner  –  but in a godly manner to imitate JC)  as we now read - 
Rom. 15v2 og (the) each/any/every (person)  For  {of/from us}  to the  {close by}/neighbour/friend/countryman   
Rom. 15v2 og (let him/her be) {exciting emotion}/agreeable/pleasing  unto  the  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal   
Rom. 15v2 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) structuring/building/confirmation/edifying/emboldening. 
Rom. 15v2 = For  each/any  person  {from of us}  (TCs and The Brethren)   let  him/her  be  agreeable/pleasing   (spiritually assisting) 

to the  neighbour/countryman   (any person being  new/weak  in  “The Real Faith”)   
for the  {intrinsically ideal/good}  toward  the  structuring/edifying/embolden   (the weaker person by the TC’s  knowledge/ability). 

 

For every person from of us   (TCs and the brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   
let  him/her  be  agreeable/pleasing   (to ably assist the spiritual growth within a weaker member,  1Cor.3v4-6) 
to the neighbour   (being any person who is spiritually weak to help them understand Yahweh’s  “Most Marvellous Plan for Human Salvation”) 
for the intrinsically  ideal/good   (knowledge yielding their edification  [to give direction away from the wiles of The World])    
towards the  structuring/emboldening   (of their mind and thought processes built upon “1st Century Christianity”). 
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“Pleasing”  means in the sense that Yahweh’s is “ pleased with the result”  of the neighbour being content by understanding The Truth as carefully 
explained by a TC,  or  competent  member of The Brethren.   Best understood through  “exciting the emotions”  not to be feeding the  
animalistic/{carnal mind}  (as do  charlatan  charismatic leaders by their definition operating upon unreasoned hype for worldly return),  but rather to 
be galvanising ourselves to go out and be imitating Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 
Thus,  it does  not  mean the neighbour is seduced into worldly  self-indulgences  of  “emotion and hype”  that does  not  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   
Paul states we are to be of  sane/stable  mind  (Titus.2v2-8, etc.,)  –   this does not mean  “freak-out”  when we are supposed to be imbuing our mind with 
Yahweh’s Word!   

Else,  we become a laughingstock of sane minded individuals  (1Cor.14v23)  –  and how is that to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 
At which point in context,  Paul moves onto  “The Perfect Example”  for a  “Christian”  to emulate - 

Rom. 15v3 og also  For  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  not  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]     
Rom. 15v3 og (he is) {excited with emotion}/agreeable/pleased,  
Rom. 15v3 og but  just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom. 15v3 og [Prophecy, Psa.69v9 ]   The  contumely/reproaches/{expressions to hurt}   
Rom. 15v3 og of the  (persons  [worldly religious/secular leaders])   
Rom. 15v3 og defaming/{railing at}/chiding/taunting/reproaching/reviling/upbraiding  you [JC]    
Rom. 15v3 og (they) {to embrace/seize}/{fall into}/{lie on}/{press upon}  over/upon  I/Me [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.69v9  
Rom. 15v3 og = For  also  the  Christ/Anointed  pleased  not  himself,   

but  just/as  it is  written:- 
The  reproaches/{expressions to hurt}  of the  people   (= Professional Leaders of Religion) 
defame/reproach/revile  you   (JC,  as “The Word of God”)     (within the  sane/reasoning  mind of recipients)   
they  {fall into}/{press upon}  (hurts/upsets/pains)   Me  (JC,  but ultimately The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  watching upon their antics). 

 

For also the Anointed (JC)  pleased not himself;   (JC did not take the best within his existence,  in a fleshly body  [Matt.8v20, 27v1, 12, 22, etc.]) 
         (JC had an  “expressed mission”  which was  “To make possible The Salvation of Mankind”  -  of which he precisely fulfilled) 
but just as it is written:- 
  The expressions to hurt (JC)  of the people   (Professional Leaders of Religion) 
  defame/revile  you   (JC,  as  “The Word of God”  [throughout some 2000 years of The Gospel Age]  within  sane/reasoning  minds), 
  they   (Professional Leaders of Religion)   
  press upon  (to  hurt/pain)   Me   (JC while in a fleshly body,  and Yahweh spiritually as The Judge watching on). 

         (JC as “The Word of God”  is  consistently defamed  by all  “Religious Leaders”  during the last 2000 years by giving a  “New Jesus”, 2Cor.11v4.) 
 

Paul is making the point  –  JC did  not  please himself  (Matt.26v39, etc.)  –  he had nowhere that he could lay his head  (i.e. call his home –  Luke.9v58), 
he was often exhausted from his ministry work.  He always put himself out to assist all people to come to learn everything about  “The Acceptable Year of 
The Lord”  both by ministry and miraculous works  (for  no  worldly return).  We understand he was  (as prophesied by Isaiah some 700 years earlier, 
Isa.42v1-8)  a faithful servant who precisely fulfilled what his Master [Yahweh]  requested of him [JC]. 

Consequently,  the reader should ask of themselves  –  Do I imitate JC?   
And further,  do those  worldly Christian Leaders also imitate JC? 

However,  to be able to accurately answer those questions then we need  “The Tools”  upon which to conduct a valid audit  –  and those tools come from 
an  accurate  translation of The Bible.  For the Auditor to be in this qualified position,  then  he/she  (“us”)  are required to precisely know what is within  
The Quality Manual  (= The Bible)  through  daily study  –  else we will be unable to penetrate through the meandering mystic waffle and deception 
given out by  worldly Christian leaders for their own  glory/money/leverage/power/control/etc. 

That is why Paul moves on to state in the next verse about Yahweh’s Plan as contained within The Bible and clearly explained on this website. 
Rom. 15v4 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever (things)  For  
Rom. 15v4 og (it was) {written previously}/{before ordained}/{evidently set forth}  into/unto 
Rom. 15v4 og the  {our/your (by a different reading)}  (the) {instruction/teaching of information/function doctrine} 
Rom. 15v4 og (it was) {written previously}/{before ordained}/{evidently set forth}, 
Rom. 15v4 og that/{so as}  through (reason of)  of the  patience/endurance/{patient continuance}   
Rom. 15v4 og also  of the  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/encouragement   
Rom. 15v4 og of the  documents/{holy writs}/scriptures   
Rom. 15v4 og the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  (we may/should) hold/take/possess/obtain/have. 
Rom. 15v4 = For  {as many}  things  it was  {previously written}/{evidently set forth}   

unto  {our specifically personal}  {instruction of informational doctrine}  it  was  {previously written}/{evidently set forth}, 
that  through reason  of the  patience/endurance,   
also  of the  imploring/exhortation  of the  scriptures  so we  might  obtain/have  anticipation/expectancy/confidence. 

 

For as many things was previously written   (by prophecy which must be fulfilled to yield JC's 1st Advent,  to prove Yahweh's omnipotence) 
unto our specific personal instruction of informational doctrine   (The Old Testament gave  The Bedrock  upon which The Gospel is built), 
it was previously written   (to show Yahweh's Omnipotence into the eternity  –  all things are under perfect control at The Higher [Yahweh's] Level), 
that through reason of the patience   (of JC entrusting on Yahweh;  TCs and The Brethren imitating JC  to firstly yield 144000 TCs over 2000 years) 
also of the exhortation of the scriptures   (The Old Testament gives  The Foundation  of what is to occur in The Gospel Age and Millennium) 
so that we might have expectation   (as we realise the progressive  rolling-out  of  Yahweh's Righteous Plan of Human Salvation through millennia). 
 

An immediate question would be - 
What  things have been written down? 
What  have we been taught for our instruction  (2Tim.3v15-17),  “that through patience and anticipation to obtain The Expectancy … …” 

Yet  -  of what? 
Paul is speaking of The Tanakh  (= Bible Old Testament  [compiled differently])  so again  

What  is in The Tanakh for our patience to be exercised and thereby be giving  “The Anticipation of The Expectation”? 
(This is  not  “hope”  as  vainly/worthlessly  preached by  worldly Christian leaders) 

We have  “The Law of Moses”  but that failed us  –  inasmuch we could not be saved by it  (because of our own spiritual weakness). 
JC also told us that The Prophets looked for it  (being what JC could yield),  but they could not  see/obtain  it  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10, etc.). 
Furthermore,  we are also told through hundreds of prophecies of Yahweh’s Servant,  who is to become The Redeemer  (for Israel)  –  where 
understanding what  “Israel”  really means  tells us that the whole world could be saved if the members of it so desired at the appropriate time  (see 
glossary and document entitled  “What does Israel mean?”).   
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Moreover,  Isaiah speaks copiously about  “Jerusalem”  actually being  “The New Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v2-3)  that is to rule over  “The Whole Earth”  -  
being  “Yahweh's Organisation operating over The Resurrected World”. 
JC fulfilled these prophecies in his birth,  childhood,  ministry and selfless sacrifice thus enabling Yahweh to righteously resurrect people - 

1. The Ideal is to ultimately imitate JC in the 1st part of their physical life  (being the people living in The Gospel Age)  to become 
sons/(daughters)  of Yahweh  (as  “The Early Adopters”,  able to break free of Satan’s local heaven),   or  

2. Less ideal  (but acceptable)  during the 2nd part of their physical life  (for all other people)  to become the  sons/(daughters)  of JCg  and 
his bride  (of 144000 TCs)  in The Millennium  (as “The Late Adopters”,  requiring Yahweh’s Local Heaven to break free from Satan’s 
methodology). 

               Note   Sons/(daughters)  is only terminology,  we shall be resurrected as neuters in The Millennium  (Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v34-35). 
Thus Paul is teaching us,  the prophecies fulfilled precisely as they were in JC,  give us  “The Anticipation of The Expectation”  –  because JC as  “The 
Golden/Kingly  Standard”  has been there before us,  who,  we ourselves,  aim to become TCs  for the same reward from Yahweh as a future Son of God. 
Thus,  TCs patiently through endurance,  will imitate JC in their lifestyle  (to the very best of their ability)  for the  same  “Expectation of The 
Inheritance”  as given to a son [JCg]  of  God [Yahweh].  Where the TCs validated  “The Expectancy”  by their labours to make something happen,  
unlike  worldly Christian Leaders  (and their seed)  sitting back in a passive manner -  “hoping for something”  (or anything)  to occur in the future! 
It is of this  “Expectation”  of which Paul is speaking  –  and having detailed knowledge of this being from highest Pharisee family pedigree and trained 
at the leading Rabbinic school in Jerusalem from perhaps the age of 10 years to adulthood  (Acts.22v3, 26v3-6, etc.). 
I persistently say to the reader    

Gain this detailed knowledge of The Scriptures learning how it all interlinks to yield the most marvellous and comprehensive picture of 
Yahweh’s most Righteous Plan unfolding throughout millennia gives us The Assurance to speak with Fidelity to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

This website  “FutureLife.Org”  is here to provide some of that knowledge. 
Rom. 15v5 og the  And  {specific god}  of the  patience/endurance/{patient continuance}   
Rom. 15v5 og also  of the  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/encouragement 
Rom. 15v5 og (he may/should) give/bestow/grant  {to yourselves}  the  it/same  
Rom. 15v5 og (to) {exercise the mind}/{interest oneself}/regard  in  (to the) {one another}/mutual/together 
Rom. 15v5 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (the) Jesus. 
Rom. 15v5  = And  “the specific god”  of the  patience/endurance,   

also  of the  imploring/exhortation/encouragement  give/grant  to you  (The Brethren)   the  it/same   (patience/encouragement)   
to  {exercise the mind}/{interest oneself}  within  {one another}/together  according to  the  Christ/Anointed  the  Jesus. 

 

And  “the specific god”  of the patience,  (JCg waiting for Christians, as the many,  Yahweh waiting for 144000 TCs as the few, future sons of God), 
also of the exhortation he (JCg/{God’s Word})  may/can  give to you   (brethren assiduously aiming to be TCs)   
the same   (patience through our  life/death,  for Yahweh to achieve 144000 TCs during The Gospel; Age as prophesied  [Rev.14v1-4]) 
to exercise the mind within one another   (spiritually guide each other  -  so that we all know how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)   
according to the  Anointed Jesus   (as  “God's Word”  for  “Anointing”  to yield the future anointing of the 144000 TCs  as future Sons of God). 
 

Important Note   The  “it/(same)”  having the same Greek word  “auto”  for of 8v21  but it is deliberately  mistranslated at that citation in standard  
worldly bibles does not fit the context here at 15v5 if translated to “himself” (given at 8v21).  This shows that  “himself”  as given in the worldly  
mistranslation of 8v21 for the HS  is misleadingly wrong.  I implore  worldly translators to contact me by email as conveniently given on this website to 
defend their  errant  translations so that I might publicly expose their  errant  reasoning!   But do they really care?   They  “got paid”  (for doing a 
second-rate job)  -  so that perhaps limits their involvement!  
Again notice,  Paul switches to  “the specific god”  because he is pointing to two Entities with the  “relative pointer”  “ho theos”  based upon context. 
The Almighty God Yahweh is patiently waiting for His 144000 Sons to come out of the generations throughout The Gospel Age. 
JCg  (the presently,  only  begotten son of Yahweh –  resurrected into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body by Yahweh from a fleshly body)  is also 
patiently waiting for 144000 stewards to become his bride  (they  likewise  “begotten”  from out a fleshly body to a heavenly/celestial body)  to be elected 
out of The Many   “Gospel Age Christians”  –  ready for The Millennium. 
Thus,  both Yahweh and JCg are patiently waiting for that trigger threshold of 144000 TCs to righteously occur,  thus enabling Yahweh to  exhibit the  
worthy TCs from out of The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age at  “The 1st Resurrection”.   This shall close Satan’s reign of approximately 6000 
years to herald in the 7th Day  (of 1000 years)  being  “The Great Sabbath Day”  of  completeness/perfection  under  “The Lord of The Sabbath”  = JCg.  
Where interestingly,  shaba/sheba,  StrongsTM = 7650/1 are part of the same root word to be used for  “seven”  and  “completeness/perfection by oath”  
–  what a  “supposed coincidence”  (obviously it is not a coincidence – but deliberately made so by Yahweh to exhibit His Omniscience)! 
 Rom. 15v6 og That/{So as}  (the) unanimously/{with one accord}  in [= with]  one/singularly   
Rom. 15v6 og (to the) {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face   
Rom. 15v6 og (you may/should) {render glorious/honour}/{highly esteem}/magnify  the  God [Yahweh]  
Rom. 15v6 og also  (the) Father/Forebear  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah 
Rom. 15v6 = That  unanimously/{with one accord}  in/with  one  mouth  you may  (The Brethren) 

{render  glorious/honour}/magnify  the  God  (Yahweh)   also  the  Father  {of our}  lord/master  Jesus  Christ/Anointed. 
 

That with one accord,   (all driven by  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}) 
with one mouth   (all TCs say the  one/same  thing because The Mind is driven by “The Word of God”   [thus they are  not  worldly Christian leaders]) 
you (brethren aiming to be TCs)  might render  glorious/honour  The God  (Yahweh)   (by genuine works of agape to accurately teach God’s Word) 
also the Father  (Yahweh) 
of our  lord/master  the Anointed  Jesus   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controls our mind  in a  master/slave  relationship). 
 

Warning  –  this verse does not mean what it says! 
Actually,  that is not correct. 
But my point is  

This verse does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders insinuate it means! 
Our  worldly Christian leaders get their spiritually duped congregational members in together for a “service”,  so what does this word “service” mean? 

“Service”  means that we are to offer something that  “edifies another reasoning entity”  who appreciates  “The Service”. 
What are the spiritually duped congregational members doing? 
Precisely  the same  as  any  member of  (world)  “Religion”! 
Because they are taught likewise,  by  the same  minded  “Leader of Religion” world-wide  (all counter to what Yahweh Desires to be taught)! 

This seems a little obtuse! 
I am trying to be provoking within the mind of the reader  (“to be exercising the mind”  in spiritual guidance  [as taught in the previous 
verse])  –  to force our mind into looking at the subject matter from Yahweh’s point of view and  not  a worldly superficial point of view! 

The crux of the matter is this - 
A Christian congregation go to “Church”  because they think it is the correct thing to do  (else obviously they would not do it)! 
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A Muslim goes to a Mosque because they think it is the correct thing to do  (else obviously they would not do it)! 
A Hindu goes to a  Temple/shrine  because they think it is the correct thing to do  (else obviously they would not do it)! 
A Druid goes into The Woods because they think it is the correct thing to do  (else obviously they would not do it)! 
And exactly the same for the 1001’ other types of “Religion”  on the planet ………………. (else obviously they would not do it)! 

The Environment of  “Religion”  (sadly unquestioned by the  seduced/deluded  devotee)  –  teaches  them to do this! 
Yet what  “they believe”  is all so very different  –  so there is something very wrong somewhere  –  they cannot  “all be correct”! 

Hopefully,  the reader can see where I am going with this. 
Therefore,  we ask - 

What separates  “The Service”  by the members within these different groupings give to their  God/gods? 
Nothing! 

Yes  –  that is correct  –  absolutely  “Nothing”! 
Obviously,  the customs and procedures are different  –  merely so the leaders are able to  “divide and rule”,  but  “The Core”,  and  “The 
Driver”  is  not  different  -  being precisely  the same  in  all  instances! 
Interestingly,  the Customs and Worship are given under the philosophy of worldly methodology –  

“Scratch Your back and You will scratch my back.”  (or some similar self-indulgent kick-back’  -  hence operating to eros love). 
All this is  a detestation  to Yahweh,  “The Real Almighty God” of The Universe.# 
     (Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-23, Hosea.6v4-7,  Matt.4v7, etc.). 

Therefore,  we must further ask  (in relation to my original comment on  “with the mouth”) - 
What does Yahweh really desire from TCs  (rather than  worldly Christians being an integral part of  [world] “Religion”). 
The Crux of the matter is this - 

Our personal sacrifice within The Temple of our own body  (1Cor.3v16, 2Cor.6v16)  that ideally shall become one of the 144000 
white stones of  “The New Spiritual Temple”  (1Pet.1v5-9)  spoken of in Revelations. 

Where it is   “our personal sacrifice is driven by The Word of God operating within us”  (laid upon “The Altar” of “Our Local Environment”  
in the midst of  Yahweh Who is then making  “The Personal Assessment”  of what  truly drives us to precisely imitate our redeemer  –  so that 
we  [as ideally part of the 144000 TCs]  might  “save our children”  [as  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”]  of The Millennium). 

This is all getting rather deep and philosophical! 
Quite simply it means this  –  at a  personal  level - 

1. We are to  accurately  gain The Word of God from a reliable source  (not  worldly Christian leaders in their  “supposed service”). 
2. We are to  assay/prove/test  The Knowledge to ensure it is Righteous for every individual on this planet,  for us to gain assurance. 
3. We are then to operate with fidelity upon what we have learnt from a reliable source  (a good quality Bible of pre 1950 CE). 

Now we have The Knowledge,  absolute understanding and the motivation to go out and  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  by both word 
and deed to The World  (Matt.24v14)  for absolutely  no  worldly return,  – except the inevitable abuse sourced by  “Professional Leaders of  
Religion”  having their worldly methodology exposed as being  The Unrighteous Sham  that it is with regard to universal Human Salvation! 

Now coming full circle - 
That is where our  “mouth”  is to be used in  “The Real Service”  of The Lord  (to be edifying The Lord in The Mind  of the recipient). 
And it is by doing this,  that we bring  true  honour/glory/dignity  to Yahweh  within The  Sane/Reasoning  Mind  of the recipient. 
Of which,  worldly words sourced by “Religion”   built upon  unintelligent superstition,  unsupported statements,  bereft of righteous logic,  
mere gainsay,  irrationality,  unquestioned hearsay  -  being all the pandemic practices within universal  “Religion”   would have  no  place 
in the  Kingdom/Realm  of Yahweh  (and His  true  representatives)! 

Because quite simply  
Unlike the  self-gratifying  nonsense  (based upon worldly methodology under the pretence it is “God’s” methodology)  taught by  “The 
Professional Leaders of Religion”  in their supposed representations of  The Almighty God  -  Yahweh  only  desires …………… What? 
Simply and only - 

“A righteous society!” 
That operates upon  only  “The Two Laws”  given at Mark.12v30-31. 

This is  only  what Yahweh really desires  –  and it is  only  this that brings  true  worship to Yahweh! 
It is absolutely  not  the vanity of singing worthless songs  –  speaking worthless sermons for the supposed  “kick-back”  of return from The 
Almighty God  -  that a worldly reasoning individual might presume while operating according to worldly methodology. 
We are being taught  “The Word of God”  as  “The Means”  purify our mind  (thought processes)  to achieve  “The Perfect Society”,  and 
then to maintain a perfect society!  
But sadly,  “Leaders of Religion”  get in the way  (Matt.23v13)  so that they can keep their devotees ignorant and tithe them  (Matt.7v15). 

Where  (in The Millennium)  we shall have no need of the millions of laws to keep our legislators and lawyers employed on our backs - 
But only the question need be asked is simply the following - 

“Regarding the action done.”  –   “Did it edify our neighbour to our own hurt?” 
And the answer is simple - 

If the action did  not  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  then  we are  guilty! 
So simple! 

And yet that is precisely what it will be like in The Millennium  –  as simple and easy as that! 
No need for the ridiculously protracted worldly trials that we witness today  –  given under the perceived charade as  “justice”  –  look at the results  –  
in many instances,  money pays for  “the type of justice”  received  –  which just means paying someone  (or team)  enough money to find a loop hole in 
the worldly law comprising of  millions of words!   What a farce for  “The principle of Justice”  –  when actually it could be so simply done on nine 
words  (and not the millions we presently have) - 

“Did it edify our neighbour to our own hurt”? 
And that is the problem with worldly methodology!   It restricts our spiritual vision  –  we become blinkered to be operating according to  “The Norms”  
of this presently worldly system  (= for  “people to gain”  from out of  “controlling other people”)  –  without the ability to see the future vista of a future 
reality that shall be built upon  “The Word of God”  controlling our minds in The Millennium. 

This is all part of  “The Good News”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   –  that sadly,  is  never  taught by those people who inanely just state    
“The Gospel is that JC died for us”! 

As I very carefully amplify  –  that is but  a very  tiny part  of The Gospel  of which we are told in The New Testament – most of which is  never  taught 
by   “You know who”  -  because it is  not  in their personal  worldly  interests to fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
Rom. 15v7 og Therefore/Consequently  (you) {take to oneself}/{lead/admit (to friendship/hospitality)}/receive [mid. voice, plur.] 
Rom. 15v7 og {one another}/mutual/together,  just/as/that/how/when  also  the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah   
Rom. 15v7 og (he) {took to oneself}/{led/admitted (to friendship/hospitality)}/received/welcomed  [middle voice]  
Rom. 15v7 og us/our/we  into/unto  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) God. 
Rom. 15v7 = Consequently yourselves  personally {take to yourself}/{admit to friendship}  {one another}/together, 

just/as  also  the  Christ/Anointed   (as  “The Word of God” operating as the  presence/parousia  of JCg within us aiming to become TCs) 
he  {took to himself}/{admitted to friendship}  us   (TCs and the Brethren actively aiming to become TCs) 
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unto  the  glory/honour/dignity  of the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

Consequently,  yourselves  (as the brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  personally admit to friendship one another, 
just as  also The Anointed   (JC leading as “The Word of God”  operating as a  presence/parousia  to yield hearkening new TCs Anointed by Yahweh) 
he admitted to friendship us   (TCs and The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs) 
unto the  glory/honour/dignity  of the God  (Yahweh).   (Precisely imitate JC so that the recipient knows how to  personally appreciate  Yahweh.) 
 

A couple of questions on this verse would be - 
1. Why did Paul state this?   (Especially now we know what v6 really means  –  explained in my earlier commentary). 
2. What does this verse  really  mean?   (In the context of the other surrounding verses). 

Paul is teaching us to imitate him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)   –  to be  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  (being  “1st Century Christianity”  
and absolutely  not  “21st Century Christianity”  [being a subset of “Religion”]  as given by both word and deed today)! 
He is teaching us at a personal level to  (1) gain accurate knowledge,  (2) assay it and then  (3) operate with fidelity upon it  (I apologise to keep saying 
the same thing over and over again  –  but it is absolutely  never  taught,  and thus I am beholden to keep restating  “the obvious”  to readdress the 
billions of repetitious errors of Christendom)  and then for us to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we are able  –  which will be different 
for different people  –  all according to the ability of the individual person  (Matt.25v15). 
Thus,  Paul is stating to The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs    

Link yourselves together  –  so that you are able to spiritually support yourselves in the ministry occurring within our daily intercourse with 
society  –  where there will be high points,  bringing a new person into  “The Real Faith”,  and the counter,  being  
opposition/abuse/persecution  sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.    

The early Christians would gain help in discussing daily experiences in their ministry and be comforted when persecuted from outside  (by leaders of 
“Religion”  precisely as JC taught us at John.16v1-4). 

We are now able to see  why  Paul was asking them to associate closely with each other to grow this nucleus for - 
1. Bringing new TCs unto Yahweh to ultimately close The Gospel Age when  “The Trigger Threshold of 144000”  occurred. 
2. Providing  comfort/solace  when The World  (Religious)  Leaders persecuted  TCs/ Brethren  for fulfilling (1) above. 

The Brethren in doing what has been outlined above  –  are being drawn closely into fellowship with JC as  “The Word of God”  away from worldly 
methodology as practiced by the leaders of The World  (hence taking their position – to their neighbour’s hurt under the pretence it is “ministering” to 
us  for our supposed gain – that is “The Hypocrisy” between what is said publicly and what is done privately).   
The Brethren behave like this because  “The Word of God”  to make for a better society  is being infused within us as individuals by the practical deeds 
of ministry –  freely/simply  giving out  “The Knowledge”  to any interested recipient  (for absolutely  no  worldly return of  money/power/glory/leverage,  
thereby having  no  other driver  –  Matt.6v24, 22v21).   
It is  “The Word of God”  as the spiritual RNA becoming  “The Seed”  upon which our new spiritual DNA grows upon as  “The New Creature/Creation” 
within  “the womb”  of our  existing  fleshly body  (Gal.6v8, 15, 2Cor.5v17)  –  being a gestation period ready to ideally be physically  “Born Again”  at 
“The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  by “The Midwife”  –  Yahweh! 

Now for us to discuss the second part of this verse. 
Again,  it operates at the two levels. 
1. Spiritually during the 1st part of our physical life. 

Where we are displaying to The World at large,  in both our words and deeds  The  Glory/Honour/Dignity  of Yahweh  within The Recipients' minds 
beholding what we say and do.  Regrettably by definition,  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders do  not  bring  glory/honour/dignity  
in a  sane/reasoning/concordant  mind  –  because of the unrighteous mythical nonsense taught and the shenanigans practised!   Where,  by 
witnessing the  “shenanigans practised”  shows us of the shambolic mess  that is occurring within their mind!   Do we really want to be led by such 
individuals in The Millennium,  which is precisely why Yahweh has rejected them  (as we read throughout many of JC’s parables and illustrations)! 

2. Physically during the 2nd part of our physical life. 
If  we are  “deemed entirely worthy”  by Yahweh in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (made  only  upon  “Christians”  during The Gospel 
Age),  then  we shall be  awakened/roused/resuscitate  into the 2nd part of our physical life at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as one of the 144000  
“supremely blessed”  individuals to share alongside some of   The  Glory/Honour/Dignity  of Yahweh.  Inasmuch we have truly,  demonstrably 
represented Yahweh  (by expressing His  Name/Character/Authority)  in the 1st part of our physical life and Yahweh shall have reciprocated with  
“The Prize/Gift  of Adoption”  unto  Sonship  –  where we become a true son of God for an eternity alongside JCg as The Heavenly [singular] 
Leader over The Earth  (Rev.19v16).  Noting Yahweh is the Heavenly [plural] Leader over The Universe. 

That is what this verse means  –  it is all so  very simple,  but again,  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  not  personally solving  “The 
Mystery (of God)”. 
 
146th Reasoning – The servant JC has become the circumcision  (= “by contract/agreement”)  for the furtherance of  
“The Disclosing Truth”  in confirmation of the promises made to The Fathers  (= Ancient Worthies)  by Yahweh. 
“The Contract”  has moved from  “The Body” unto “The Mind”  (and is now open to both men and women for Sonship). 
“The initial Contract” – was to yield JC,  “The final Contract” (for men and women)  yields  (1) “The Early Adopters”  
for Sonship,  and then (2) “The Late Adopters” to achieve everlasting life having proved themselves in The Millennium. 
147th Reasoning – Yahweh’s mercy has been extended to The Gentiles by offering Sonship outside the Israelite nation 
(only JC achieved it)  and for this Yahweh is to be praised.  “The 1st Covenant”  yielded  “The First/Chief/Only  Son of 
God”  (at the time)  and of his awakening;   and  “The 2nd Covenant”  shall yield a further 144000 Sons of God at their 
awakening at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (of humans),  to then yield  “their spiritual children”  in The Millennium. 
52nd Prophecy – For this reason,  I (= JC) came to proclaim You (= Yahweh)  among the nations,  and Your 
Name/Character/Authority  I (= JC)  will  praise/glorify/applaud  within the minds of recipients to JC's teaching. 
53rd Prophecy – Rejoice/{be merry}  you nations with  His people  (= TCs fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire within the nations). 
54th Prophecy – Praise/celebrate  Yahweh  all the nations and all the people  applaud/worship  Him. 
87th Allegory – “I will sing” = The pleasing emotion within The Mind because we fully understand what Yahweh's  
Name/Character/Authority  really  means as exercised in our daily deportment to our neighbour's edification. 
This occurs at two levels:- 

1.  Within the peculiar (= not part of The World)  nation  (1Pet.2v9,  = 144000 TCs)  during The Gospel Age. 
2.  Within the Resurrected World  (comprising of the individuals who ultimately reform)  in a perfected society. 

55th Prophecy – In the lineage of King David,  shall arise a person  (= JC)  to rule the nations  (in The Millennium)  and 
the nations will learn to  rely/trust/{have confidence}  upon him  (= JCg). 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
75th Comment – The Specific God of The Expectation (= The Inheritance to occur in The Millennium)  completely fill you 
Brethren with peace and joy  (of this future scenario).  Further increase your  Expectation  in  “The Power of the HS”  
being  “The Resultant of The Word of God”  being  imbued,  assayed/proved  and then operated upon with fidelity in a TC. 
148th Reasoning – It is possible for the 144000 TCs to be so happy while being persecuted in Satan's World because their  
spiritual  mind is operating according to  “The Kingdom of God”  (being The Vista of The Future  physical  Millennium). 
Likewise,  the members of  “The Resurrected World”  when having the  physical existence of The Millennium operating 
around themselves will then also reform their  spiritual  mind  (= the spirit/personality/desires/traits)  so they too may be 
exceedingly happy under Yahweh’s Ruling Methodology  (and  not  today’s worldly methodology sourced by Satan). 
149th Reasoning – As we are told,  this happiness can only come from wholly imbuing  “The Word of God”,  to be gaining  
Real Faith through  accurate knowledge + assurance + Fidelity that ultimately yields the HS originating within Yahweh. 
Comment – repeat - Work is done to make an “expectation” a reality,  by contrast,  “hope” is an  inactive/passive  wait! 
TCs make The Millennium a reality  (1) spiritually in themselves and  (2) physically when 144000 TCs prove themselves. 
By contrast,  worldly Christians passively wait for someone else to make The Millennium occur! 
Rom. 15v8 og (I) state/exclaim  And:  (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah 
Rom. 15v8 og (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant   
Rom. 15v8 og (to have) {become to be}/occurred/happened [perf. pass. inf.] 
Rom. 15v8 og (of the) circumcision  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead 
Rom. 15v8 og (the) truth/verity  (of the) God  into/unto  the  substantiation/confirmation/establishment [aor. act. inf.] 
Rom. 15v8 og the  announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises  of the  fathers/forebears. 
Rom. 15v8 = And  I (Paul)  state: 

The  attendant/servant  the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed  has  {became to be}  of the  circumcision   
{for the sake/behalf of}  the  truth  of the  God  (Yahweh)   unto  the  substantiation/confirmation/establishment 
of the  fathers/forebears  (the patriarchs and prophets)   announcements/{divine assurances}/promises. 

 

And I (Paul)  state: 
  The servant  Anointed Jesus  has become to be of the circumcision   (of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  directed by The Mind,  JC, God’s Word) 
  For the sake of The Truth of The God (Yahweh)  unto the  substantiation/establishment   (The Foundational Means for Human Salvation) 
  of the  fathers   (patriarchs and prophets,  being what they taught and represented by allegoric prophecy,  for us to then  learn/hearken) 
  announcements/{divine assurances}/promises   (being how Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation righteously unfolds through millennia). 
 

As I carefully explain in Hebrews,  the  “like for like”  covenant Yahweh had with The Jews,  has now  moved-on  to be with The Christians. 
Paul is coming full circle in his Epistle where  “circumcision”  (being an issue at the time with The Jews)  was  only  a  physical  outward indication – as 
precisely was  “The Law on Works”  only  an outward expression,  but Paul is explaining that  “The New Law”  given By JC is  importantly  an  internal  
law  –  being  “The Law of The Mind”  importantly  an internal driver.  This  new  law rather than an outward indication for males was an inward driver 
for  both  sexes  (indicating Sonship is for both male/female)  that circumcises the heart,  inasmuch The Mind drives The Motivation  in the correct 
direction – Rom. chapters 2 and 3.    If we are able to  “get The Mind correct”  (driven by agapao) –  as was JC's mind  (“spirit/personality/desires/traits  
which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”  =  HS)  then  “The Required Works”  (as agape/charity)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
righteously follow  (as motivated by  “The Circumcised Heart”).   
Thus,  circumcision was performed by Abraham and upon his family  (including servants  =  “strangers”  entering  bondage into his family  –  
Gen.17v12)  as a covenant of  “The Promise of The Inheritance”.  This is ultimately “Israel”  (operating at the various layers described profusely 
elsewhere on “FutureLife.Org”)  and of a Leader (JC) coming from his seed to become  “The Ruler of The New Israel”  (noting again the  six  layers  
[in 3 Epochs,  and each epoch comprising of those people who positively and negatively persevere with Yahweh]).   
“Circumcision”  for the Jews was the cutting off the body flesh from where new life comes in a repentance from the old way of Abraham’s Life to grasp  
“The New Promise”.  This is to live according to Yahweh’s instruction to fulfil  “The Bilateral Promise”   (of which  “The Early Adopters”  do in the 1st 
part of their physical life having purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life). 
“Baptism”  is performed by  “Christians”  who likewise to enter into  “The Covenant”  to live like JC for The Promise of The Inheritance  (as  “The 
Birthright”  for “the Firstborn – at “The 1st Resurrection”  having been fully “Born Again”)  being “Israel”  at two levels that I very carefully explain 
elsewhere.  Briefly it is to become part of  “The New Spiritual Israel”  (= 144000 TCs to constitute “The [new] Sons of God”)  taken from out of The 
Gospel Age (Jews in Egypt then),  to then assume the new Land (Jews entering Canaan then).  This  “new land” is  “The Earth in The Millennium”  to 
inherit the resurrected  “The New Fleshly Israel”  being all people who shall be taught God’s Word  (just as were the members of Old Israel  [1st Epoch]  
prior to JC’s ministry). 
“Christianity”  was offered to The Jews first  (Rom.1v16, etc.)  and then the gentiles were  grafted-in  to typify  the servants of Abraham coming into 
Yahweh’s Family of 144000 TCs  (if they precisely fulfil their part of the agreement with Yahweh  –  just as Abraham’s servants agreed with Abraham). 
In  “Baptism”  we agree to forsake our  “old self”  in a spiritual death to our old personality,  to rise up into the new life  (= the 2nd part of our spiritual 
life)  where we  agree/covenant  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we are able.  By return,  Yahweh will give  “Sonship”  if  (and only if)  
we  physically practice  what we have  spiritually agreed  with Him,  as judged by  “The Watching World”  (to ensure we are  not  “hypocrites”,  thereby 
showing the 144000 TCs are worthy to rule over them)! 

We spiritually agree to follow The Rules (2Tim.2v5)  which are to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Cor.11v1) 
The vast majority of Christians fail to uphold their part of The Agreement/Covenant  (and hence do  not  have  “Real Faith”)  –  exactly as did the fleshly 
members of Old Israel  –  but a few,  being The Prophets to form JC’s  “Other Flock” (John.10v16)  are to be united in The Millennium with JC’s  
“Small/Own Flock”  (Luke.12v32, John.10v3)  being the TCs taken from out The Gospel Age  (hence Paul’s comment at Heb.11v37-40). 
Thus JC becomes  “The Servant who becomes The Circumcision”  being that it is he who  enables  Yahweh to  righteously  be in the position to use His 
capability/power/might/authority  expressed within The Environment (= the HS)  without the accusation of  “Foul  –  being legitimately made against 
Yahweh’s decree on Sin”  [Gen.2v17]  by Satan always  countering/opposing  [Gen.3v1-4])  Yahweh’s Ideals.   Principally now, to resurrect every 
human into the 2nd part of their physical life that may last for an eternity  (provided they spiritual reform the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The 
Word of God”).  Thus JC becomes  “The Gateway”  through whom we  (of the last 6000 years)  are all able to pass into a covenant with Yahweh of an 
eternity and thus confirms the promises Yahweh made with The Ancient Worthies of what was to become  “Israel”.    
          Where “Israel”  righteously operates over its  “3 Epochs”  and six levels  (3 physical and 3 spiritual)  as fully explained on “FutureLife.Org”. 
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That is very much a brief synopsis of what is occurring,  and we are privileged to be at  the very end  to see  The Culmination  of all these prophecies at 
The End Times of the present Gospel Age.  All this is  invisible  to  worldly Christian leaders  - and it is  specifically this  of which they should be  
screaming-out  to their congregational members,  and yet they are so proud to  “endorse The World”  and  “preach Religion”  to Yahweh’s detestation! 
Rom. 15v9 og the  And  nations/gentiles/peoples  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead 
Rom. 15v9 og (of the) compassion/pity/{shown mercy}  (to) {render glorious/honour}/{highly esteem}/magnify   
Rom. 15v9 og the  God [Yahweh],  just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom. 15v9 og [Prophecy, Psa.18v49 ]   Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here   
Rom. 15v9 og (I will) acknowledge/assent/confess/profess/promise  {to you}   
Rom. 15v9 og in  (to the [= within]) nations/gentiles/peoples,  also  to the  name/character/authority  {of you} 
Rom. 15v9 og (I will) {rub or touch the surface}/{celebrate with music}/sing. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.18v49  
Rom. 15v9 = And  the  gentiles/nations/peoples  to  {render glorious/honour}/magnify  the  God  (Yahweh)   

{for the sake/behalf of}   (Yahweh's)   compassion/{shown mercy},   just/as  it has been  written: 
Through reason of  this,   I  (JC as “The Word of God”)  will  acknowledge/assent/promise  {to you}  gentiles/nations/peoples, 
also  within  the  name/character/authority  of You  (The Almighty God, Yahweh),   I  (JC)   will  {celebrate with music}/sing.  

 

And the  gentiles/nations  to render  glorious/honour  the God  (Yahweh)   (“The Invitation to Sonship”  has been opened out to The World) 
             (Note   The Ideal is  “Sonship to Yahweh”,  but the 2 part life  “enabled by JC”  has made possible  “The 3rd Remnant of Israel”  to  occur/exist) 
for the sake of   (Yahweh’s compassion through JC)   compassion   (upon JCg’s creation),   just as it is written: 
  Through reason of this,  I  (JC as “The Word of God”)   will acknowledge to you  gentiles/nations   (being  “what is on offer”) 
  also in the  Name/Character/Authority  of You (Yahweh),  I (JC)  will sing. 
             (Note   JC is The Exemplar [as The Way, hence the parenthesis],  but the above occurs with The Early and then Late Adopters in due time) 
 

Paul is quoting prophecy through the recognised  “archetypical JC”  being a psalm of  “King David”  (made some 1000 years before JC’s ministry).  
King David was the archetypal JC because  (1) he was “the King of Israel”  (noting its 3 stage allegory)  and  (2) a prophet speaking for Yahweh,  just 
as was JC,  and most importantly  (3) his heart condition was correctly orientated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (1Sam.16v7).  The only difference was that 
David was  not  perfect – he made  (recorded)  human mistakes,  while JC remained perfect (Matt.3v17) and was thus able to continue beyond where 
David could not go,  to become  “The Perfect Passover Lamb”! 
Interestingly,  King David had too much blood on his hands to build the Temple (1Chron.22v6-10),  that was left to  his son Solomon,  but by counter JC 
was able to build The New Temple (144000 TCs)  because he offered his blood  (as did  the sons following JC  [Jacob of Isaac]  they likewise imitated 
him to be part of The Temple as spoken in Revelations). 
King David through prophecy is writing as if he was speaking for JC,  where JC is setting up The Christian Nation from out of which will come the  
144000 TCs who will  accurately magnify  Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  (and  not  their own  name/character/authority  [as do Leaders of 
Christendom])  in the midst of all humans on the Earth during The Gospel Age.  They are ideally,  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  (please see  
“king David”  in glossary that gives about ten likenesses between both  (David and JC)  to show their ties together,  hence in The Millennium JCg rules 
Heaven  [= Jerusalem as  The Spiritual  Power/Authority  over The World]  and King David will be The Physical Ruler over The Earth). 

As I explain in the earlier commentary - 
“Magnify Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority”  absolutely does not mean –  just saying  “nice things”  about Yahweh! 
Any  “hypocrite”  can do that  (especially if it brings in a  “lovely little earner”  [of whatever]  from The World )! 

It means so very much more  -  where we,  actively aiming to become TCs,  genuinely  spend/use/invest  all  our opportunity in  carefully explaining  The 
Scriptures  freely/simply  to all those people interested,  and help them to understand what The Scriptures  should mean  in each and every person’s life 
so that we  all  might know and understand  why/how  we  personally  are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  This is all that JC taught in his ministry  –  and we 
are to do likewise for  no  worldly  “pleasing”  return  –  except a personal inner glow coming from knowing that we have  honestly with integrity  
fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  to the very best of our ability  (Matt.10v8). 

Because what we should truly be doing is magnifying what Yahweh's Methodology means within our and our neighbour's minds that truly 
yields Righteous Works within what shall then be a perfected society!   Our  worldly Christian leaders are presently  incapable  of doing this! 

Therefore,   when  this is done  –  then  we are truly magnifying Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority! 
Worryingly,  we witness the shenanigans from  worldly Christian Leaders who teach of Yahweh’s Name,  but  not  in His Character and thus have  no  
Authority to speak on His behalf  (Mark.1v22)  as we witness in much of their unrighteous teaching that I expose through the  accurate exegesis  given on 
this website.   Consequently,  they have no support from Him to be exercising the HS around them  (irrespective of how much they fraudulently declare to 
have the HS)!   Noting,  the bad workman must crow about  his/her  abilities,  because they cannot demonstrate it within their work! 

They bring shame and disrespect to The Almighty God's  Name/Character/Authority  within sane,  reasoning  minds of the atheists! 
Therefore,  how bad is that,  – and whose fault is it that many atheists remain as atheists? 

Rom. 15v10 og Also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  (it/he) states/exclaims:  
Rom. 15v10 og [Prophecy, Deut.32v43 ]   (You) {put/become in good frame of mind}/{be glad/merry},   
Rom. 15v10 og nations/gentiles/peoples [vocative]   {amid/together/with (meta)}   
Rom. 15v10 og of the  {a populace}/{grouping of people}  (of the) Him [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.32v43  
Rom. 15v10 = Also  again  it states: 

You  {be in good frame of mind}/{be glad/merry},   
The  Gentiles/Nations/Peoples  together/with  His  (Yahweh's)   populace/{grouping of people}  (TCs)! 

 

Also again it states: 
  You be in good frame of mind  “The Nations”  -  with  His (Yahweh’s)  populace   (TCs [and Prophets]  of  “The 2nd  [1st]  Epoch of Israel”)! 
 

All in context,  Paul is speaking at two levels - 
1.  During  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  it becomes the mature TCs  accurately  spreading  “The Word of God”  unto the Gentiles  (where those 
people  responding/hearkening  to  “The Call” are merry to become the next generation of TCs)  during The Gospel Age.  These people now 
have a direct target upon which to focus their aim to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Moreover,  the option to become a  “Son of God”  has been 
opened up to those specific members  (of the gentiles)  who choose to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able. 
2.  In The Millennium during  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  then becomes all the 144000 TCs personally giving the last opportunity unto  “The 
Resurrected World”  (comprising of all the  nations/peoples  of the Earth)  to become merry unto their salvation when turning unto  “The 
Word of God”  and to be  truly   “believing in JC”  (by imitating him).  They shall then  “be saved”   from  “The 2nd Death”  (because JC has 
unconditionally saved us  all  [Christians  and non-Christians]  from  “Death”  [the 1st time around]  to make it  “The 1st Death”  = “Asleep”  
–  John.11v11-15, 1John.2v2, 4v14). 

Rom. 15v11 og Also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again: 
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Rom. 15v11 og [Prophecy, Psa.117v1 ]   (You) {to praise [by story]}/{give laudation [by events]/[account of actions]}  
Rom. 15v11 og the  lord/master  (the) all  the  nations/gentiles/peoples,   
Rom. 15v11 og also  (you) applaud/commend/laud/praise  (the) Him [Yahweh]   (the) all (persons)  
Rom. 15v11 og the  populaces/{groupings of people}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.117v1  
Rom. 15v11 = Also  again: 

You  {praise (by story/accounts/events)}  the  Lord/Master  all  the  gentiles/nations/peoples,   
also  you  applaud/commend  the  Him  (Yahweh)   all  the  populaces/{groupings of peoples}. 

 

Also again: 
  You give laudation   (by  personal recognition of events and actions  of which have,  and will occur), 
  also  you  applaud/commend  Him (Yahweh)  all the populaces   (of The World  =  The 3 Remnants of Israel that return to The Lord). 
 

Again all the nations will come to know about Yahweh  –  but how do they  praise/celebrate  and  applaud/worship  Yahweh by what He has done 
throughout the ages by working through His representatives  (1st and 2nd Remnants)  to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”? 

This absolutely does  not  occur during the present six millennia! 
Humans just think of themselves and how they can get more out of their neighbour as their personal self-indulgent capacity is able to  “exploit 
the environment’  (speaking generally  [mostly leaders throughout society,  that is why  they are  leaders and why  we are not])! 
Irrespective if they are religious or atheists  (there is  no  difference of the internal driver –  “worldly methodology”). 

During The Gospel Age,  then by far the best way a person can  praise/celebrate  and  applaud/worship  Yahweh is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire which is 
precisely what JC did during his ministry and Yahweh spoke of His son as   “This is my beloved Son  –  listen (= imitate) to him”  (Luke.9v35).   
But by contrast,  as I state with references elsewhere,  there are many places in both Old and New Testaments where paraphrasing Yahweh,  He states of 
those people who claim to represent Him  

“Your  words/praise/worship  is empty – I close My ears to it”  (Isa.1v13-16,  Amos.5v21-23,  etc.). 
The  only  reason why Yahweh closes His ears is that this form of  praise/worship  is given  not  to magnify Yahweh,  but rather it fulfils a self-indulgent 
magnification of those people who are offering this praise for the  hype/emotion/{self-credit}  it might generate  within the  closed  congregation! 
It is critical for the reader to  (1) recognise this occurs,  and this recognition only occurs by  (2) thoroughly  knowing/understanding  The Word of God. 
I let the reader into a little secret! 
Some 15 years ago when I started this work of translating the New Testament and giving very limited commentaries  (I was very  “green”  and very much 
a novice  –  but I wanted to learn for myself  “God’s Word”  (Matt.7v7-8)  because many things as taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  just 
did not  “add-up”,  being contradictory.    I originally gave much deference to our  “professional Leaders of Religion”  in my commentaries,  believing 
them to be academics and trained in  “The Word of God”,  yet sadly this was supposition was very much misplaced.  Over the years,  while consuming 
about  5+  hours a day,  365 days a year working on this project through 3 revisions,  I had to  serious change  many of my commentaries through my 
revisions because  “The Word of God”  as given in The Bible gave me insight,  specifically to realise that  the vast majority  of Christian Leaders had  
not  the faintest idea  about what they are supposed to be  (1) teaching,  and  (2) how to behave!   And as JC taught us in so many of his parables,  these 
Christian leaders who do  not  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  are  absolutely rejected by Yahweh  to be representing Him! 
It was  only  by educating myself upon  “The Word of God”  that gave me this insight  -  so I concluded that by definition,  our  worldly Christian leaders 
will desire us to keep away from God’s Word as contained in  “The  Whole  Bible”  and they only direct our attention to  “little bits”  carefully censored 
by pushing  “their teaching”  through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19.    

And I fully concur with atheists  –  it  is  a  “load of  [unrighteous]  rubbish”  –  being what we are taught by  “Leaders of Religion”! 
Hence Luke.12v46-48. 

They have only brought this condemnation onto themselves,  by themselves,  -  and we are back to Rom.1v16-32.  No one else has done it for them! 
Rom. 15v12 og Also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  (the) Isaiah  (he/it) states/exclaims: 
Rom. 15v12 og [Prophecy, Isa.11v10 ]   {Shall be}/{Come to pass}  the  root  of the  Jesse  [= the family name of King David], 
Rom. 15v12 og also  the (root [JC])   (the) {standing up}/arising/{rising up}  (to) {be first in rank}/{reign/rule over} 
Rom. 15v12 og (of the) nations/gentiles/peoples,  over/upon/concerning  (to the) him [JCg]   
Rom. 15v12 og (the) nations/gentiles/peoples  (they will) expect/confide/entrust. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.11v10  
Rom. 15v12 = Also  again  Isaiah  states: 

(There)  {shall be}  the root  (= in the lineage/succession)  of the  Jesse   (King David’s family name),   
also  the  person  (JC)   personally  {standing/rising up}  to  rule/{be Chief of}  the  gentiles/nations/peoples;   
upon/concerning  to the  him  (JC as “The Word of God”)   the  gentiles/nations/peoples  will  expect/entrust/confide.   

 

Also again Isaiah states   (some 300 years after King David and some 700 years before JC’s Ministry/Sacrifice):- 
  (There)  Shall be the root  (= lineage)  of the Jesse   (King David’s family name, 1Sam.16v18, 17v17), 
  Also the person  (JC)   personally standing up to rule over the nations   (Rev.19v16); 
  The nations will  expect/entrust  upon him   (JC as “The Word of God”  to ultimately be controlling our minds of  “The 3 Remnants of Israel”). 
 

Clearly this does not occur now throughout all members of the Gentiles. 
Clearly it does not occur with all people who call themselves “Christians”. 

Therefore,  what can this prophecy mean? 
Actually it is to be  righteously  taken over two stages being the 2 parts of a person’s life  (2 part spiritual and 2 part physical)  that was made possible by 
JC’s  ministry (spiritual)  and ransom sacrifice (physical)  for each part of our 2 part life  (that could be eternal – or terminated at some point of time in 
the 2nd part of it). 
Thus,  this prophecy is - 
(1) Only speaking of TCs  chosen/taken/elected  from out of The Christian Nation  (spread throughout the Gentiles [to include Jews])  during The Gospel 
Age who shall have  guaranteed  everlasting life upon resurrection as the future Sons of God  (at “The 1st Resurrection”, Rev.20v6). 
This is because the TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  recognise  JC  is  their master and moreover,  because they  faithfully slave to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire -  
then JC becomes their chief and we follow “the Chief’s commands”  (John.14v15, 21)!   When this occurs,  then  “The Kingdom of God/Heaven”  
becomes operational within The Mind of a person becoming a TC  (Luke.17v21). 
But the prophecy moves on - 
(2) Into The Millennium where  all  humans shall have the opportunity themselves into coming to  accurately  know  (via the teaching of the former TCs)  
of Yahweh Desire  (which is only to imitate JC’s lifestyle)  and then consistently practice it within our life.  These reformed  “Late Adopter”  people have 
been taught by both word  and example  by the TCs  (of [1] above)  being as  “The Mother (to deliver children),  being  “The Wife to JCg” (Rev.21v2, 9, 
Eph.5v30-32)   married at  “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.19v4-9, 20v6, etc.).    
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Then ultimately  “The Late Adopters” (of The Millennium under Yahweh’s singular heaven)   imitate  “The Early Adopters”  (of our present age under 
Satan’s singular heaven)  shall be  collectively  recognising Yahweh’s righteous position in The Universe and thus be  praising/worshipping  Him 
because they honour what He Desires within their life. 
Likewise,  then JCg becomes their master and the populace delight in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for a perfect society and the benefits that flow from this 
harmonious situation. 
Those people  (after given every opportunity to reform in The Millennium while still being covered by JC of  “The Great Sabbath Day”)  who then 
persistently refuse to imitate JC,  and continue to personally hanker after self-indulgence  (of the 1st part of their  physical/spiritual  life)  to the hurt of 
their fellow neighbour shall be removed in  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation  (Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15, 22v15, Matt.13v30. etc.). 

That is what  will  occur  –  irrespective of what any  human/worldly  thinking religious leader might state to the contrary! 
Quite simply in their  unrighteous  thought process – “they just do  not  get it!”   They  choose not to understand  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50). 

If any reader might disagree then please contact this website with  his/her  exegesis so that I might go through it publicly,  analysed line by line –  for it is 
only through this bilateral discussion that we  all  iterate to  “The Absolute Truth”  as sourced by  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe! 
I have  no  fear of public examination,  unlike certain  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  I am only interested in healthy debate rather than unhealthy 
worldly indoctrination leading to  “the culling of sane debate by persecution”  (a common trait within  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  as exercised 
over the last some 2000 years)! 
Rom. 15v13 og the  And  {specific god}  of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence   
Rom. 15v13 og (the wishing to) {make replete}/imbue/{fill up}  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom. 15v13 og (of the) all  (the) cheerfulness/{clam delight}/gladness/joy  also   
Rom. 15v13 og  (the) peace/prosperity/rest  in  to the [= within]  committing/believing/entrusting [pres. act. inf.]  into/unto  
Rom. 15v13 og the  {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom. 15v13 og in  to the [= within]  anticipation/expectancy/confidence,   
Rom. 15v13 og in  (to the [= within]) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work} 
Rom. 15v13 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin} [= HS] 
Rom. 15v13 = And  “the specific god”  of the  Anticipation/Expectation  (wishing to)  {make replete}/{completely fill} 

{specifically yourselves}  (people aiming to become TCs)   (with)   all/every  cheerfulness/gladness/joy  and  peace/prosperity/rest   
within  the  entrusting/commitment   (that)   
{specifically yourselves}  {super abound}/overflowing  within  The  Anticipation/Expectation, 
within the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
of the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 

 

And  “the specific god”  of the  Anticipation/Expectation   (of the two levels as precisely explained in Rom.15v5) 
wishing to make replete specifically yourselves   (Brethren actively aiming to be TCs,  positioned to become fully wholesome Sons of God) 
(in)   all cheerfulness and peace   (knowing that we are actively aiming for this ideal goal of The Millennium,  to personally make it possible) 
            (We personally make The Millennium occur  [1] by having God’s kingdom driving our mind, [2] that is instrumental to bring more TCs to God) 
            (When we have ideally done [1] and [2] above, we are actively making The Target of 144000 occur, so that  Yahweh can install The Millennium) 
within the  commitment/entrusting   (upon God’s Word as  “1st Century Christianity”   taught by JC and the apostles by both word and deed) 
(that)  specifically you overflowing within  The  Anticipation/Expectation   (of ideally achieving  “The Goal”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”), 
within the miraculous power of the  personality/desires/traits  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   (= the HS) 
               (= It is The Power of Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  -  operating in hearkening people to become future Sons of God) 
 

Notice again how in context Paul uses  “ho theos”  (= the specific god)  as the floating pointer towards the two Entities in  Their respective positions. 
Where,  the HS is sourced by operating  (from the start of all Time)  within Yahweh. 
However,  because JCg being alongside Yahweh before our creation  (Gen.1v26, John.1v1-3)  freely chose to operate according to Yahweh’s  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment (= the HS),  then through JC as  “The Word of God”  
(Rev.19v13),  he is able to teach us  (Rev.3v20)  if  we are  compliant slaves.   Then once in this  “hearkening position to be precisely imitating JC”,  we 
are able to gain the HS  (noting its  true  composite definition – and  not  the  “unrighteous nonsense”  taught by  worldly Christian leaders).   
Consequently,  when  as compliant slaves,  we  are  able to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment that is  
pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to assist in actively bringing forth The Millennium  –  being The Means of Human Salvation. 
Hence,  we understand,  it is these  “compliant slaves”  operating according to Yahweh’s HS which is    

“To make His Desire manifest within The Environment that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”  are looking 
forward in eager  anticipation/expectation  to make what they are doing  (being driven by The Mind  [spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is 
separate from this world of sin to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment])  to bring forth The Salvation of Mankind.”   

It is righteously circular. 
All of which shall ultimately yield to the 144000 TCs to become the future  kings/priests  so that they can educate by both word  and personal example  
“The Resurrected World”  how to become truly Christ-like  –  and bring upon the individuals within  “The Resurrected World”  personal salvation 
provided they  “hearken”  to  “The Word of God”.    “The Word of God”  given by  “The Proven Exemplars”  firstly JCg,  and then the 144000 TCs. 
Thus,  it is teaching by  “do as I do”  (TCs as  proven-perfect  future leaders)  and not  “do as I say”  (Professional Leaders of Religion, Matt.23v3,  as 
proven-“hypocrites”) 

Apologies for rather  “over-cooking”  the above,  but I need to counter  the silence  on the subject by our very  worldly Christian leaders! 
Their output shows they are not suitable candidates for Sonship,  if they are silent on The Most Important thing Yahweh expects to be said! 

Just a note on the “HS” (please see glossary) it is - 
“Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest to  affect/effect  The Environment to however He so chooses”  –  in the manner as Yahweh’s name 
states   “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”. 

It is so regrettable I must regularly repeat the same thing so many times to show the holistic nature of what the HS truly means and is  not  the self-
indulgent nonsense taught by  “You know who”,  to their  utter shame! 
Thus Paul is stating here,  JCg as  “The  Presence/Parousia”  is filling the mind of  “Knowledge”  those specific people who are choosing to imitate him 
within their life  -  shall attain Yahweh’s HS  (provided they go through the three stage process to gain  “Real Faith”).  Gaining the  (genuine)  HS shall 
further strengthen them for “The Expectation of their future Goal”  in their present  worthy  ministerial work  (after which they will then be given greater 
responsibility in the 2nd part of their physical life – Luke.19v16-19). 
But sadly our  worldly Christian leaders have none of this,  and that is why they keep speaking of  “hope”  –  being a  “passive attribute”  –  only 
because they are demonstrably  not  particularly interested in   “making Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment that is  
pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}”  and that is why they demonstrably do  not  have Yahweh’s HS within,  or be operating around them  –  
contrary to what they might state about themselves.  Thereby exhibiting themselves to be spiritual  “rogue traders”  hyping up their abilities  –  because 
they have  no  real work of which Yahweh approves to show to The World! 
By contrast,  a TC having the HS is a  “good trader”  (steward of his master’s wares –  Matt.25v15-22)  and brings good yield in what they do 30,  60 
and 100 fold  (Matt.13v23)  being  “the new next generation of TCs”  (who further,  truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  to bring forth The Millennium). 
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76th Comment – The Brethren  (not  being  worldly Christians)  are actively learning off the TCs and thus have been 
audited by Paul as being good,  filled with knowledge –  but TCs are concerned about lures of all the  worldly Christian 
groups forming  (now some 37,000+ at the time of writing)  that are  very deviant  (in various degrees)  to The Real Faith. 
But before Paul goes onto that  (at Rom.16v17-18)  he will give us his personal credentials to be making that warning. 
77th Comment – TCs will give repeated warnings  –  only to assist and guide,  rather than to chide and  “put down”. 
TCs having  The  Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity  is based entirely upon  “The Word of God” that ultimately yields the HS 
operating within and around the TC in the local Environment.  With this being true,  then the TC has an internal 6th sense 
to recognise  deviancy/corruption  in its very early beginnings  –  long before  worldly  Christians can spot it! 
As did Peter at Acts.5v1-10,  having experienced it with a co-companion Judas during the last year of JC’s ministry. 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
78th Comment – TCs are priests of  “The Good News of Yahweh”,  who sacrifice their life  (away from self-indulgence 
offered by The World)  so they might  accurately  teach/demonstrate  “The Word of God”  to all  neighbours/strangers  of 
The World through the HS in a manner that has  not  been defiled by  worldly  doctrine/customs/dogma/mystery/etc. 
150th Reasoning – TCs have  “The Accurate Knowledge”  as sourced  only  by  “The Word of God”  correctly/rigorously  
reasoned/assayed/tested  and thus become exceedingly competent auditors,  able to spot defilements of God’s Word  (not 
seen by worldly Christians).  TCs are utterly obedient to Yahweh’s Desire and instruct  neighbours/strangers  to be 
equally obedient in both word and works  (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
75th Warning – While TCs are  only  motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and thus care to  reprimand/guide;  -  by contrast 
worldly Christian leaders (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders are  only  motivated to  “please themselves”,  so they 
“please their congregations”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  to receive by return,  congregations  “pleasing their leaders” (Matt.7v16-19). 
But to be “pleasing Yahweh”  is nowhere  on the agenda of either party in  worldly Christian meetings!   What a charade! 
79th Comment – TCs are extremely pleased to publicise the things  (= instruction/qualities/etc.)  that are close to Yahweh. 
It gives the TC immense satisfaction to see “a job well done” - when a recipient finally realises “The Disclosing Truth”! 
80th Comment – TCs will  only  speak of  “The Word of God”,  they will  “not  teach”  what JC did  “not  teach”.  

TCs will  not  mince God’s Word for  “a hold over the congregations”,  or for mutual personal self-indulgence. 
TCs are utterly obedient to Yahweh’s Desire and instruct  neighbours/strangers  to be equally obedient in both 
word and works  (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 

81st Comment – Paul  adopted-in  to become the equivalent to the 1st generation  (replacement to Judas)  apostle and 
having imbued  “The Word of God”,  assayed and operated with fidelity,  then  he gained the HS and Yahweh operated 
His HS around Paul to use in the ministry work of accurately spreading  “The Word of God”  to  neighbours/strangers. 
For the sole aim to produce the next generation of TCs;  it was  not  for self-indulgence as seen in Christendom! 
82nd Comment – TCs will always travel to new people in which to  accurately  teach/demonstrate  “The Word of God”.  
They will not stay in one place for months and possibly years giving out repetitive worldly  doctrine/customs  and scraps of 
minced knowledge to the same group of people  “at the gates”  (see The Rich Man and Lazarus  –  Luke.16v19-21+! 
56th Prophecy – To the gentiles who knew nothing of Yahweh,  they shall gaze wide-eyed at JC during his  ministry/death 
(and later at JCg in The Millennium),  also the gentiles not having heard  –  will understand  (in the prescribed time). 
(= TCs in The Gospel Age at “The 1st Resurrection”,  and later  all  resurrected humans in  “The Millennium”.) 
Rom. 15v14 og (I am) conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured  And  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}   
Rom. 15v14 og {of me}/mine/my,   also  he/(myself)   (emphatic) I/me  concerning/about  {to yourselves},   
Rom. 15v14 og because  also  they/(yourselves)  replete/full  {you are/being}  (of the) goodness/virtue/beneficence, 
Rom. 15v14 og (the having been) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled  (of the) all/whole   
Rom. 15v14 og (of the) knowledge/science/enlightenment,   (the being) able/possible/capable [middle voice]   also  
Rom. 15v14 og (the) {one another}/mutual/together  (to) {to put in mind}/caution/warn/admonish/{reprove gently}. 
Rom. 15v14  = And  I am  agreed/convinced/persuaded  my  brethren/(sisters), 

also  emphatic I (Paul)  myself  concerning/about  {to yourselves}, 
because  also  {you are/being}  (as)  they  replete/full  of the  goodness/virtue/beneficence, 
having been  {made replete}/{completely filled}  of  all/whole  knowledge/science/enlightenment,   
also  being  able/capable  to  caution/warn/admonish  {one another}/together:  

 

And I am convinced my  brethren/(sisters),   (Paul recognises they are sincerely trying to become TCs,  to be like Paul  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12) 
also  emphatic I (Paul)   myself concerning to yourselves   (Paul as one of  The Heads  of the New Spiritual Israel and can accurately state this), 
because  also you are full of the  goodness/virtue   (truly honest and unfeigned to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for  zero  worldly return), 
having been made completely full of all knowledge   (based upon  “1st Century Christianity”  but it is  utterly unknown  today,  never  taught), 
also being able to  caution/admonish  one another   (to maintain adherence to  “1st Century Christianity”  -  presently  impossible  today). 
 

Thus The Brethren have had  accurate  knowledge given to them from TCs and thus they are fully filled with all empowering  knowledge/enlightenment  
they use both in defence  (from what we are to read later)  and also in attack as they go out into The World to  accurately  teach  Yahweh’s Word.  Once 
having this all empowering  knowledge/enlightenment  it becomes incumbent upon us  not  “to bury it” (Matt.25v25),  or to  “hide it under a bushel”  
(Matt.5v15, Luke.11v33),   but rather we aiming to become a TC are to personally spread it out into The World  -  being to all those people who presently 
are still in the  darkness/obscurity  of this present Satanic  system/methodology  (to mean  [1] self-indulgent deeds are covered up and [2] cannot clearly 
see how to correctly deport ourselves [to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire]). 
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And further,  Paul acknowledges that they take it upon themselves to admonish one another  –  being through the spiritual guidance to ensure that their 
fellow members remain closely aligned with  “The Word of  God”  as  given by The Apostles  –  being  “1st Century Christianity”  (and absolutely  not  
the worldly Christianity that we have taught today – “excusing human behaviour”). 
Note   “excusing human behaviour” within “the group”,  but hypocritically “condemning human behaviour”  outside “the group” (Matt.7v3-5)! 

But even so  -  Paul is concerned for their future because as we read later,  he desires to come and see them at some time in the future to 
ensure that they remain faithful to  “The Disclosing Truth”  of  “1st Century Christianity”. 

Paul states at the beginning of the verse of  “his concern”  (here, and in other  letters/epistles)  of  “false deceptive  leaders/teachers  tickling their ears”  
(Gal.3v1, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and John at 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3)  drawing The Brethren  away  from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by substituting in something 
that is more  “pleasing”  for  “the animalistic self”  driven for  “The Immediacy”.  
This more  “pleasing”  doctrine draws humans away from  “The Disclosing Truth”  that the apostles have taught them  –  when with them.    
Interestingly,  that was  only  25 years after JC’s ministry,  but today almost 2000 years away from JC’s ministry we have had  every possible form of 
deviance  supposedly given as  “Official Christian Doctrine”  through the years  -  with the two common denominators being - 

(1) the  “knowledge of doctrine”  is  everything other  than fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of humans to become sons of God,   and  
(2) the  “knowledge of doctrine”  is thus  twisted through The Worldly Filter  (Rev.22v18-19)  to confuse  –  thereby fulfilling Satan’s desire! 

We are now at The Gospel Age closure,  during the last phase of degeneration,  where it is taught   
“It does not matter what you do  -  God still loves you!   

This is such utter rubbish and makes Yahweh look stupid within the mind of  sane/reasoning  people  (generally atheists,  reasoning it is  “best to be 
atheist”  when such obvious nonsense is taught  -  hardly brings  honour/glory/worship  to Yahweh  in  sane/reasoning  minds able to think like “gods” 
Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35)! 
And the other equally ridiculous phase   

“Look to see God in all people!”  Being as equally delinquent as the first quote! 
Both of these quotes are  not  to be found anywhere in The Bible  (in the inferred context)  but are worldly  “sound-bites”  which along with many other 
quotes I use elsewhere on this website  -  show them to be  “a lie”  when placed back into the original context!   I have explained in my commentaries 
why these are deceptive  half-truths  and being half-truths – means they are also half-lies – and the motivation in given half-lies is  to  defraud  “The 
Truth”  most subtly  to personally gain out of The Resultant.    
That is why I condemn  “half-truths” from Religious Leaders to be  “lies” – because of  “The Motivation”  as to  why they have been stated! 
I most welcome advocates of those errant statements to contact this website so that I might publicly expound Bible Scriptures to show the wanton nature 
of these  fraudulent  claims  –  that merely fulfil Satan’s desire to confuse those people presently weak in  “The Faith”,  thereby minimising the number of 
people who can fulfil Yahweh’s Desire during The Gospel Age!   Which is precisely why Paul warns us at another reference given at 1Cor.11v13-15. 
Rom. 15v15 og (the) {more daringly/confidently/boldly}  And  (I) wrote/scribed/engraved  {to yourselves} 
Rom. 15v15 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  off/away/separated/from  (the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part 
Rom. 15v15 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {reminding of}/{putting in mind}  {specifically yourselves}, 
Rom. 15v15 og through (reason of)  the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  the (specific gift/benefit)   
Rom. 15v15 og (the) given/bestowed/granted  {to me}  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom. 15v15 = And I  confidently/boldly  wrote  {to you}  Brothers  separated/from  in  part/apportion  (of what has been said) 

{in that manner}/as  {the reminding}  to  {specifically yourselves}  (Brethren aiming to be TCs),   
through reason of  the  gift/favour/benefit  given  {to me}  (Paul as a TC,  sourced)  by the God (= Yahweh). 

 

And I confidently wrote to you Brothers  (actively aiming to become TCs)   separated/from  in part   (of what I have said previously) 
in that manner as the reminding to specifically you   (brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs), 
through reason of the gifts   (used/magnified  when imbuing  “The Word of God”  that gives  “the correct direction”  unto our mind) 
given to me  (Paul as a TC,  sourced)   by the God  (Yahweh) 
 

It is not the first time this subject has been brought up by Paul to these brethren,  this problem obviously keeps rising its head as more  worldly religious 
leaders come into the ascendancy within The New Christian Nation  (Acts.20v29). 
Paul recognises this threat through  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued that yields the HS operating though Paul,  thus giving Paul an acute  
“antenna to deviance”  in Yahweh’s Word propagated by those people with a personal agenda of  self-importance  to gain on the back of God’s Word! 
Many generations later,  this has spilled over into the some 20,000 Christian denominations around The World  (true in the mid-1990s CE, now in 
2013CE over 37,000 worldly Christian schisms)  created by leaders and propagated by subsequent leaders all doing their  own  thing  from their  “own 
bible”  within their head!   None of them  actually understand precisely how Yahweh’s Desire is to operate within an individual  (as witness in their 
shameful output)  –  but rather,  they propagate worldly  ritual/customs  – just as did The Pharisees of old,  and were condemned for it by JC at 
Matt.23v23 and elsewhere! 
JC stated this in John.10v1-4 speaking of the thieves steeling sheep to form their own flocks, likewise John speaking of people teaching against  “The 
Anointing” (as “The Ideal Goal”  for us  “to imitate JC”)  1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3,  hence  “anti-anointing/Christ.  Furthermore,  Paul warned of a “New 
Jesus”  being taught  (2Cor.11v4)  being a “Gospel of Excuses to remain Human”  (Jude.4).    There are so many other examples of deviancy occurring 
within just 30 years of JC’s ministry and ransom sacrifice,  now after some 1900 years humans (in the guise of “Professional Religious Leaders”)  have  
perfected  “The Art of Deviancy”  away from  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally given by JC and The Apostles! 
Therefore we can conclude by  “audit of their output”,  precisely the same spiritual DNA operates within  worldly Christian leaders of The Gospel Age,   
as that which operated within The Pharisees,  being their spiritual fathers at the closing of the previous  “epoch of Israel”  (and look what JC said about 
them at John.8v28-58)! 
Rom. 15v16 og Into/Unto  the  {to be/exist}  I/me/my 
Rom. 15v16 og (the) {public servant}/{functionary in temple}/worshipper/minister   
Rom. 15v16 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  into/unto  the  nations/gentiles/peoples,   
Rom. 15v16 og (the) {temple worker}/{officiating as a priest}  the  {The Good News}/{The Gospel}  of the  God;  
Rom. 15v16 og that/{so as}  (he/it may/should) {become to be}/occur/happen  [middle voice]   
Rom. 15v16 og the  presentation/oblation/sacrifice/offering  of the  nations/gentiles/peoples   
Rom. 15v16 og (the) {well received}/approved/favourable/acceptable,   
Rom. 15v16 og (the being) purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified  in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Rom. 15v16 og (to the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin} [= HS]. 
Rom. 15v16 = Unto  me  being  the  {public servant}/minister  of the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed  to the  gentiles/nations/peoples,   

the  {temple worker}/{officiating priest}  of the  Gospel  of the  God  (Yahweh); 
that  it  (offering)   may personally  {become to be}  the  approved/favourable  presentation/offering/sacrifice  of the  gentiles/nations,  
being  purified/sanctified   (our mind having been separated away from operating according to worldly methodology)   
within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  holy/pure/{separated from this world of sin}   (mind operating to Yahweh’s Methodology). 
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Unto me (Paul)  being the public servant of the  Anointed Jesus  unto the  Gentiles/nations, 
the temple worker of The Gospel of the God (Yahweh)   (= Paul is a  “Trainee Priest” proving himself for  “The Priesthood”  of The Millennium); 
that it  (Paul’s sacrificial offering [as of himself])   may personally become to be the approved sacrifice of the  Gentiles/nations, 
being purified   (our mind has thrown away any attachments to what The World can yield for our animalistic gratification for  “The Immediacy”) 
within in the  personality/desires/traits  the  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   (= the HS). 

               (God’s Word correctly imbued changes our mind to think and reason like Yahweh,  according to His Methodology) 
 

Before Paul tackles the thorny issue of apostasy at the end of the next chapter he is politely stating his credentials and future desires,  being  “The 
Resultant”  of his labour and sacrifice of  agapao/{edifying love}  to his neighbour to  validate  why  he is  able  to give  The Warning  at the end of the 
next chapter. 

Over the next thirty or so verses,  Paul is establishing his Authority and Credentials showing how  he has built the ecclesia to edify Yahweh  
through new TCs,  for him  then  to give  The Warning  of what is to come throughout The Gospel Age (as he likewise foretold at Acts.20v29). 

Paul desires nothing worldly for himself  –  his sole concern is that  “through his death to the presently worldly system”  (by metaphorically dying in the 
soil of this world  –  Matt.13v23)  he yields a 100 fold harvest of future TCs to make up that required number of 144000 for the  greater  ministerial work 
in The Millennium.  In this manner the harvest of 100 fold  (of new TCs)  becomes  “The acceptable offering from out the nations”  (as a resultant of his 
personal labours, 1Cor.3v4-6)  that has been purified away from this present satanic world by  “The Word of God”  (JC)  operating within a person to 
yield the HS.  It is through  “The Word of God”  fastidiously tested and acted upon with fidelity that yields the HS working within those very specific 
individuals during The Gospel Age to modify their  “synapse construction”  to become  Christ-like.  These self-same people  self-sacrifice  their time to 
educate more people into fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to the very best they are able for  no  worldly return  (except  abuse/persecution  from  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  –  precisely as they did to The Prophets,  to JC,  the apostles,  and people like William Tyndale). 
“The Mindset”  of  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  is precisely the same,  generation after generation,  “The Present World comes first”,  “The 
Millennium comes a distinct second or third place”  (if at all in their listing)! 
Rom. 15v17 og (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  Therefore/then  (the) glorying/boasting/rejoicing   
Rom. 15v17 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (of the) Jesus   
Rom. 15v17 og the (things)  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) God [Yahweh]. 
Rom. 15v17 = Therefore/Then  I  possess/have  the  glorying/boasting/rejoicing  within  the  Christ/Messiah  the  Jesus 

the things  (by accurately teaching the  knowledge/qualities)   toward/nearness   (= being of)   the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

Therefore,  I have the  glorying/rejoicing  within the Anointed Jesus   (“legitimately”  because Paul has The Credentials  [2Cor.11v24-28]) 
the things  (being the  Knowledge/Capability/Understanding)   near/{being of}  the God   (of which we should likewise gain to please Yahweh). 

               (Inasmuch Paul is so pleased that JC  [God’s Word]  had contacted him,  so he  could   know and teach Yahweh’s Qualities to all people) 
 

Because of the hard labour for The Resultant  (of v16)  clearly defined in Paul’s mind,  enables Paul to feel utterly wonderful inside over the magnitude 
of towards what he is effectually working,  by making the things known of God expressed through his capability close to hand within the mind of future 
TCs.  Paul knows it is JCg in the heavens  who as  “The Word of God”  has his  presence (“parousia”)  working within the TC that ultimately yields 
Yahweh’s HS to make all this occur and that is equally why Paul feels so euphoric about his appointment  (Acts.9v3-6, 1Cor.15v8). 
Note   Paul  is  being sincere  -  and  not  what we witness today within  worldly Christian leaders –  where they clamour to  have/become  “the most”! 
Rom. 15v18 og not  For  (I will) dare/confidently/boldly/courageously  {some/any/certain thing}  (to) speak/utter/say   
Rom. 15v18 og {of whom/which}  not  (he/it) accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{worked out} [middle voice]  
Rom. 15v18 og (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  through (reason of)  {of me}/mine,   
Rom. 15v18 og into/unto  (the) {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission 
Rom. 15v18 og (of the) nations/gentiles/peoples  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Rom. 15v18 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {occupational effort}/work/labour/deed. 
Rom. 15v18 = For  I will   not  daringly/boldly  speak  {some/any thing}  {of which}  the  Christ/Anointed 

not  accomplished/performed/{works out}  through reason  of me   (as the priest  accurately  ministering), 
unto  the  {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience   (being those people of The Brethren and TCs within)   
of the  gentiles/nations/peoples  to/in  the  word/sayings/reasoning  also  to/in  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour. 

 

For I will not boldly speak anything of which the Anointed   (being JC setting  “The Goal of Sonship” unto which we should aim in our life) 
not accomplished through reason of me   (Paul is imitating JC,  being what is required to achieve  “The Goal of The Anointed”  by Yahweh), 
unto  (= to  {make possible}/{bring about})   the  {attentive hearkening}/obedience   (for the next generations of brethren to become TCs) 
of the  Gentiles/nations  to the  words/sayings  also the occupational efforts   (both of mine [Paul]  and of the new TCs  following/imitating  me). 
 

In humility,  Paul will not speak out to make claim over any fruitage from the work done by other TCs  (for example Apollos, 1Cor.3v4-6),  and he will 
not speak on any subject other than what JC desires to be taught,   “The Word of God”  (accurately).   
This  “Word of God”  instructs people to be  obedient/compliant  to Yahweh’s Desire both in word and work operating in a  humble/contrite  manner. 
These members are of  “The  Peculiar/Strange  Populace/Nation”  (1Pet.2v9),  being different to how the peoples of the worldly nations behave,  only 
because they have fully imbued  “The Word of God”,  assayed/tested  it,  and then operated with complete fidelity upon what they know and have tested. 
Consequently,  we realise this verse like so many others,  shows us how wayward are  worldly Christian Leaders  in what they both speak and do. 

They speak very  openly/boldly  on political issues,  which is  not  as we are taught by JC’s ministry  (Luke/13v1-5, Matt.22v21, etc.). 
They are openly disobedient to Yahweh’s Word even to the point of ploy to excuse their actions -  they state   The Bible does not really mean 
what it states in black and white! 
Because  (supposedly)  it is not meant for “our time”!   Times have changed!   (Yes – to be  more  corrupt/adversarial  Yahweh’s Desire)! 
They do not act nor perform the works that JC or Paul did in their lifestyle  (because they take  “The First/Most”  within society unlike what 
JC and the apostles taught and showed in their deportment). 
Furthermore,  they invent things for their congregations to do,  that JC and the apostles most certainly would not do,  nor would want to do! 
Our  worldly Christian leaders  “professionally”  make  “The Word of God”  their fleshly livelihood  and by consequence,  they have two 
masters  (Matt.6v24),  showing they  cannot be objective  in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  –  having made The World their god  –  inasmuch  The 
World  lapping up their version  (Rev.22v18-19)  of  The Word of God’  that supports their immediate  fleshly  needs for  “The Immediacy”! 

Perhaps they have not read this verse?  Maybe,  it supposedly does not mean what it states in black and white!  Or not relevant to the 21st Century CE! 
Rom. 15v19 og In  (to the [= within]) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  
Rom. 15v19 og (of the) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders  also  (of the) prodigies/omens/wonders   
Rom. 15v19 og in  (to the [= within]) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   
Rom. 15v19 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) God [Yahweh];   
Rom. 15v19 og thus/{Insomuch that}  I/me/my  off/away/separated/from  Jerusalem   
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Rom. 15v19 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) circle/{all around}/{round about}/circuit  {as far as}/{up to}/{the terminus}   
Rom. 15v19 og of the  Illyricum  (the having) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled (perf. inf.) 
Rom. 15v19 og the  {The Good News}/{The Gospel}  of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Rom. 15v19 og = Within  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of the  indications/signs  

also  of the  omens/wonders  within  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}   of the  spirit/personality/desire/trait  of the  God  (Yahweh); 
{insomuch that}  off/from  Jerusalem  also  circling/{all around}  {as far as}/{up to}  of the  Illyricum 
I (Paul)  having  {made replete}/fulfilled  The  {Good News}/Gospel  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Within the miraculous power of the  indications/signs   (being of situations occurring around Paul to assist him in his ministry) 
               (Yahweh works in a  covert manner in the background  to open and shut doors to make  Paul/TC  more effective in the spread of God’s Word) 
               (Where “The Goal”  is to further Yahweh’s Desire for The Salvation of Mankind  and  not  to self-indulge animalistic and emotional minds!) 
also of the  omens/wonders   (unusual things occurring around Paul to increase his capability – see Paul’s rescue from 2Cor.11v24-28) 
of the miraculous power of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the God   (Yahweh,  operates around the TC to ensure His Desire occurs); 
insomuch that from Jerusalem  also all around as far as of the Illyricum   (Paul started in Jerusalem and went right out into Asia Minor) 
I (Paul)  having fulfilled  The Good News  of the  Anointed   (The Expectation of what is possible as led by JC as  “The First of The First Fruits”) 
 

We understand,  Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  has been working within and outside Paul in the local environment to make Paul’s ministry 
work more effective.  It is absolutely  not  working to make Paul self-indulgent,  as we witness in so many “Christian” congregations today  –  but rather 
to assist Paul to  magnify  Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  (by what Paul  does  in his ministry)  amongst the strangers of The World. 
The Gospel of JC is to explain how The Old Testament prophecies have been fulfilled,  why JC had to do what he did,  and carefully explain The 
Millennium,  all of which is to fully complete Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.   This  first  requires  “The Early Adopters”  to  
make possible  “Human Salvation”  (of  “The Late Adopters”)  afterwards.   “The Early Adopters”  must first be elected,  which is  “The Process of 
being Anointed”  by Yahweh  –  hence  “The Target/Goal of  Christ/Anointed”.  This  “Target”  is  “The Gospel” of which JC taught and then 
personally demonstrated through his sacrifice both spiritual and then physically  -  for other people  to personally imitate  –  to achieve  “The Goal”. 
That is why Paul states   “The Gospel of The Anointed”. 
Not because it is just about JC,  but rather JC is showing us what is possible if we precisely imitate his ministry/lifestyle. 

Can the reader understand this most important subtlety? 
How much of this is done today  –  by our  worldly Christian leaders? 

Virtually  none  of it!   They are  grossly delinquent!   And Yahweh  shall condemn  them for their  incompetent efforts! 
How the Gospel is now taught  (which is almost non-existent)  is inversely proportional to the amount of explaining will be required in The Millennium! 
Interestingly when the HS is mentioned above  –  there is no mention of a separate personage  –  but rather it is  “Yahweh’s Desire that is separate from 
this world of sin made manifest within The Environment”  as He specifically chooses. 
Rom. 15v20 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  And   
Rom. 15v20 og (the) {being fond of honour}/emulous/{eagerly doing something}/labouring/striving [middle. voice] 
Rom. 15v20 og (to) {announce The Good News}/{preach The Gospel} [middle voice]   
Rom. 15v20 og not  {what/where ever}/{in any location} 
Rom. 15v20 og (he was) {assigned an appellation}/uttered/professed/called/named  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,   
Rom. 15v20 og that/{so as}  not  over/upon  another/foreigner/{not akin}   
Rom. 15v20 og (the) {something put down}/substruction/foundation  (I should) build/construct/confirm/edify/embolden. 
Rom. 15v20 = And  {in this manner}/so  the  {fond of honour}/striving  to  personally  {announce Good News}/{preach the gospel}, 

{where ever}/{in any location}  the  Christ/Anointed  not  he was  named/uttered,   
that  not  I should  build/construct/edify  upon/concerning  {another man}/{not akin}  {something put down}/foundation   (of work). 

 

And in this manner,  the eagerly striving to personally announce The Gospel   (of  “1st Century Christianity”),    
in any location the  “Anointed”  was not named,   (“The Goal”  spiritually/physically  demonstrated by JC   available for a further 144000 TCs) 
that not I should build upon another person’s foundation   (of other TCs working in the same area to accurately teach  “1st Century Christianity”) 
 

Paul is setting The Example for other people to emulate  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12).   
He eagerly goes to those people who have never heard of JC’s  name/character/authority  being what JC  should  represent in our lives as taught by  “1st 
Century Christianity”  to teach what it means to have JCg’s presence operating within one’s self.  Paul is pleased he is The Vanguard,  forging forth into 
areas where JC is unknown.  Likewise today we should  ALL  be doing the same thing if we choose to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  else we are worldly  –  
there is no  “sitting on the fence”  (we are either with JC gathering or against JC dispersing  –  Matt.12v30, Luke.11v23). 
Yet today  “Christendom”  only knows of  “The New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  being a  “Gospel of Excuses to remain Human”  (Jude.v4),  that is wholly 
different to  “The Original Jesus”  having been masked out by selective preaching within the sermons generated by “Christendom”! 
That is why  “The Early Adopters”  need to not just go out into The World  -  but rather launch forth today into Christendom to teach  “Christians”  
about  “The Real and Original Jesus”  which is a million miles away from the present Jesus who supposedly excuses what we do today – provided we  
“(supposedly) believe in him”  as a  (worldly)  “Christian”! 
  Therefore,  what are  worldly Christian Leaders  “supposedly teaching”  their  flocks who keep coming for the  same  self-indulgence,  week after week? 

Is it what Paul teaches us – drawing upon The Depth of which he can recall from The Old Testament? 
Where,  Paul rigorously explains how JC righteously answers The Old Testament – to yield The Gospel Age and The Millennium! 

JC told us  –  you know the tree by its fruits!  –  We examine the congregations  –  are they TCs,  as should also be the minister  –  being as the  one/same  
entity in their unique role to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire?    

The answer is obvious,  and thus these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are sorely rejected by Yahweh. 
Rom. 15v21 og but  just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
Rom. 15v21 og [Prophecy, Isa.52v15 ]   {To whom/which} [plural]  not   
Rom. 15v21 og (it was) announced/declared/reported/shown/spoken/told  concerning/about  (of the) him [JC],   
Rom. 15v21 og (they shall) {gaze wide eyed}/{seen upon an appearance} [middle voice], 
Rom. 15v21 og also  the (persons [heathen])   not   (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded 
Rom. 15v21 og (they shall) {to put together}/{mentally configure}/comprehend/understand. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.52v15  
Rom. 15v21  = But  just/as  it has been  written: 

{To whom}  (gentiles/nations/peoples)   it was not  announced/reported  concerning/about  of the  him  (JC), 
they shall   personally  {gaze wide eyed}/{seen upon an appearance}   (ideally at “The 1st Resurrection” – or in The Millennium), 
also  the  people  not  having  heard/listened,  they shall  {mentally configure}/comprehend/understand. 
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But just as it has been written:- 
  To whom  (the  Gentiles/nations)   it was not announced concerning of him   (JC,  by prophecy during  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”), 
  they  (the Gentiles)   shall personally gaze wide eyed   (ideally at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  and if not then,  it shall be at  “The 2nd Resurrection”), 
  also  (all)  the people not having  heard/listened   (either  [1] not positioned to hear  or  [2] ignored the contents of God’s Word), 
  they shall comprehend   (after  “The 2nd Resurrection”  they shall be accurately taught all righteous things to  not  be ignorant  and  then assayed). 
 

Let me repeat this with the explanation added within the original text  (slightly modified to help understanding). 
To whom (= the gentiles of BCE times)  the prophecies of JC were not  announced/informed  to them,  but they  (= Romans/Greeks  during 
JCs’ ministry and all humans in The Millennium)  shall gaze wide eyed gaze upon JC.  Also, to the gentiles not having heard  (prior to a TC 
teaching them)  they shall understand  (= the gentiles of The Gospel Age hearing The Truth from a TC and understanding as ideally is the 
reader to this commentary)!   Where ultimately all people will be  accurately taught  “The Word of God”  in The Millennium. 

Where in The Millennium,  when  all  people  (without distinction)  have been resurrected in a perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  -  while they 
are to personally  perfect their mind  during a period of 1000 years shall be taught  “Righteousness”.  This shall be based entirely upon JC as  “The 
Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  while JCg and the 144000 TCs ensure  “Righteousness”  occurs  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15-16)  during the period of 
Rev.21v1-4  (being  perhaps some of the most wonderfully constructed words in The Bible given for our  “Expectation”). 
However,  by contrast to what has been righteously stated above reflecting The Mind of Yahweh,  we then have below,  what Christendom teaches us! 
Many  worldly Christian not recognising Rev.5v20 to be a worldly copyist addition,  would state this verse means all these people would be resurrected 
at the end of The Millennium and then realise JC was true and did exist  -  for them to then be  (unjustly)  killed by Yahweh! 

Does this really sound  reasonable/righteous  to a sane minded person? 
Why would Yahweh have the sadistic pleasure in resurrecting people – to then kill them again without giving them an opportunity to reform? 

Obviously,  it is  not  righteous – and in no manner does this conclusion represent  “The Righteous Almighty God”  Yahweh,  -  Who has no pleasure in 
killing people  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9).  It would seem that only  “Pious Religious People”  apparently with the mind of Satan wish to kill people to 
suggest such an outcome for resurrected people not having the opportunity to “believe in Jesus”  ((perhaps because of what they  heard/witnessed  from 
“Pious Religious People”  when alive)! 
Yet what  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches -  correctly represents Yahweh’s view on  “Life” and “The Value of Life”  for all people having  “The Opportunity”  
of living in The Millennium in a perfected environment to learn how to  truly  “believe in Jesus”  by  “imitating Jesus’ lifestyle”  that shall truly yield a 
perfected society that can continue into The Eternity.  In this manner they will look upon JC and believe through  “The Most Righteous Process”! 
That is why this process is called  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v19). 
 
83rd Comment – A TC is desirous to constantly aid in  the spiritual growth  of the Brethren in their care. 
(Is this true for  worldly/iniquitous  Christian leaders who are simply  “turning the handle”  for self-indulgent returns of a 
fleshly living,  and further:  Do they  really know  what  “spiritual growth”  means  in Yahweh’s  sight/judgment?)  
84th Comment – A TC will be pleased to give  “audited reports”  of the spiritual  growth  (based upon 
knowledge/assurance/fidelity  [= “faith”]  in  “The Word of God”)  within their work-place,  (and not just  “self-indulgent 
froth/hype”  at one extreme  [of the last 100 years]  and  “dulled stupor”  at the other  [of the last 1700+ years])! 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
156th Instruction – The Brethren will club together to assist the TCs in their missionary work  (that can be within their 
own locality  –  required even more so today,  because of the useless antics of present day  “supposed Christian teaching).  
151st Reasoning – Interestingly the Brethren do this because they feel  obliged/indebted  because of The Knowledge given.   
Is that true today?  –  Or because supposedly “it is a charitable thing to do”  (of which [true] charity itself,  is  not  bad 
but good,  however it depends if they are supposed charitable acts –  but have hidden strings attached to what is done). 
The point being made is here: -  Is it in recognition for the spiritual knowledge given  (not for  mysteries/customs),  but 
rather for  clear understanding  of God’s most Righteous Plan freely given –  that must be worked out in our own lives? 
Rom. 15v22 og Therefore/Consequently  also  (I was) {cut into}/impeded/detained/hindered  the [plural] 
Rom. 15v22 og much/many/plenteous  of the  (to) accompany/appear/bring/come [middle voice]   
Rom. 15v22 og towards/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves};  
Rom. 15v22 = Consequently   (in bringing new people to JC),   

also  I was  impeded/hindered/stopped  the many  (times)  to  personally  accompany/come  towards/near  {specifically yourselves}; 
 

Consequently   (through the process of bringing new people into  “Christianity”  for Yahweh to then select out His future 144000 TCs), 
also I was impeded the many   (times)   to personally come towards specifically yourselves. 
 

Paul is basically saying he had so much personal drive to spread  “The Word of God”  to  new  people in so many places,  that he had become side-
tracked many times,  and consequently was not able to make a detour to see these  “Jewish turned Christian”  brethren at Rome, 
Rom. 15v23 og {just now}/presently  And  {no longer/further}/{not anymore}   
Rom. 15v23 og (the) {position/place of occupancy}/location/place  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   
Rom. 15v23 og in  to the [= within]  {tracts of country}/regions  {to these  (persons/things)},   
Rom. 15v23 og (the) {desiring to assist/help/aid} [as a servant]   and  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   
Rom. 15v23 og of the  to accompany/appear/bring/come  towards/nearness/{accession to}   
Rom. 15v23 og {specifically yourselves}  {from/out of}  (the)  much/many/plenteous  years. 
Rom. 15v23 = and  {just now}  {no longer}   having  the  position/{place of occupancy}  within  {to these}  {tracts of country}/regions,   

and  having the  {desire to assist}/{aid as a servant}   (being the true definition of a “minister”  rather than living off the backs of people) 
of   personally  accompanying/coming  towards  {specifically yourselves}   (The Brethren)  {from out of}  many/plenteous  years.  

 

And just now no longer having the position   (I have finished my work for the moment in these areas) 
within these specific regions,  and having the desire to assist   (as an unfeigned servant of both The Lord and of men  [unlike the reverse today]) 
of personally coming towards specifically yourselves   (who are aiming to become TCs by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
from out of the many years. 
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Paul is saying    
And I have been to all afore mentioned places in these regions,  so now I can personally come to see you,  because I have been desiring to 
assist you for many years. 

Rom. 15v24 og {In that manner}/Likewise/As  if/whenever  
Rom. 15v24 og (I shall be) traversing/travelling/departing/journeying [middle voice]  into/unto  the  Spain,   
Rom. 15v24 og (I will) accompany/appear/bring/come  towards/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves};   
Rom. 15v24 og (I) expect/confide/entrust  for  (the be) {travelling/going/journeying through}/{passing by} (middle voice) 
Rom. 15v24 og (to) {look closely at}/perceive/visit/behold/{look upon}  {specifically yourselves},   
Rom. 15v24 og also  under/through/inferior/below/by  {of yourselves}   
Rom. 15v24 og (to be) {set forward}/escorted/aided/accompanied/{conducted forth}  there/thither, 
Rom. 15v24 og if/whether  {of yourselves}  firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  off/away/separated/from   
Rom. 15v24 og (the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  (I may be) {filled in/up}/{be satisfied}. 
Rom. 15v24 = {In that manner}/So  if/whenever  I may personally  travel/journey  unto  the  Spain,   

I will   personally  accompany/come  towards  {specifically yourselves}   (The Brethren),   
for I  expect/entrust  {to travel}/{journey through}  to  {look closely at}/{look upon}  {specifically yourselves},   
also  to be  {set forward}/escorted  through/by  {of you}  there – 
if  firstly/{at the beginning}/chiefly  I may be  {filled up}/{be satisfied}  from  {of your}  apportion/division/part.  

 

In that manner whenever I may personally travel unto Spain, 
I will personally come towards specifically yourselves   (the brethren,  who are assiduously aiming to become TCs), 
for I expect to travel to look closely at specifically yourselves, 
also to be  set forward by you there   (Paul expects to be  “helped on his way”  –  both spiritually and physically)  
               (“spiritually”  by knowing they have  learnt/practised  so much from copying him,  “physically”  accommodation/food  forwarding contacts) 
if firstly I may be   (spiritually)   filled up   (happily satisfied with their positive progress in precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
from of your apportion   (being what they have with  “The Word of God”,  and  what they have done with it  [Luke.19v16-22]). 
 

Paul is saying,  he would like to make plans to stop off in Rome on his way for a planned trip to Spain to offer them spiritual assistance. 
Furthermore,  he is asking that while there,  they might support his physical needs so enabling Paul to be launched forward to further work in other 
lands from The Brethren in Rome  –  ensuring they have spiritually progressed with their  apportion/part  of the gospel to yield the spiritual ecclesia in 
their area. 
Rom. 15v25 og {just now}/presently  And   (I) traverse/travelling/departing/journeying [middle voice]  into/unto  Jerusalem   
Rom. 15v25 og {waiting upon menially}/{servant assisting}/ministering  to the  blameless/{holy persons} [TCs]. 
Rom. 15v25 = And  {just now}  I am   personally  travelling/journeying  unto  Jerusalem  

to  {wait upon menially}/{servant assisting}/ministering  to the  {holy people}/TCs   (remaining original disciples and 2nd generation TCs) 
 

And just now I am personally travelling unto Jerusalem  
to be a servant assisting   (giving a report and gifts  back at base’  [= Peter and John])   to the holy people   (the remaining original Disciples). 
 

Rom. 15v26 og (they) {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}  for  (the) Macedonia  also  (the) Achaia   
Rom. 15v26 og (the) partnership/association/participation/communicate/intercourse  [= aiding/gifting]   
Rom. 15v26 og {some/any/certain thing}  (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice/provide/practice   
Rom. 15v26 og into/unto  the  {poor people}/paupers/beggars   
Rom. 15v26 og of the  blameless/{holy persons}/TCs  of the (persons [TCs])  in  Jerusalem. 
Rom. 15v26 = For  they  (The Brethren)   in  Macedonia  also  Achaia, 

{thought it good}/approved  to  partnership/participate  {some/any thing}  (in the form of gift aid), 
to  do/produce/yield  unto  the  {holy persons}/TCs,  (living as)  the  poor/paupers  in Jerusalem. 

 

For they  (the brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   in Macedonia  also Achaia, 
thought it good the  partnership/association   (to become personally friendly to The Original Disciples,  and by return,  give physical gift aid), 
to  do/produce  unto the holy people,   (physically living as)   the poor people in Jerusalem. 
 

Interestingly the  “holy people”  and TCs recognised as such by Paul  (and obviously Yahweh likewise)  –  were physical paupers receiving food aid.   
So I ask the reader to cast their eye around The World and  carefully analyse  those specific persons  “who have”  and those people  “who have not” –  
a good  “rule of thumb guide”  would be  “the inverse relationship”  to what we witness within this verse and throughout The New Testament!   
Precisely as JC told us   

Those who have  “The  First/Most”  in  worldly terms  from what their religion delivers,  have  “The  Last/Least”  with regard to heavenly 
treasure  -  and conversely,  those people with  “The  Last/Least”  in worldly terms from what their religious activity generates have  “The 
First/Most”  heavenly treasure  –  all specifically as The Bible tells us  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.)! 

Why? 
Logically it is back to the integrity of the  motivation/drive/zeal  of the heart  (= the seat of motivation) 
If our income being whatever of  money/prosperity/glory/fame/honour/leverage  comes from our religious activity  –  that is what becomes our driver! 

What master do we serve  (Matt.6v24, 22v21 – please see my local commentaries)?    
The dividing line becomes too thin!   We become two minded  (James.1v6-8)   and  cannot  be  “objective” or  “impartial”! 

If we have  zero  income of whatever  money/prosperity/glory/fame/honour/leverage  from our religious activity  (Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12)  but we 
work as hard as we can in our spiritual activity for absolutely  no  worldly return  -  then what we do is genuine!   Because what else is the driver? 

The TC acting as a  “lay preacher”  (2Thes.3v6-8)  inasmuch no worldly return is forthcoming),  then that can only be their objective!  
Because why else do it? 

They are impartial,  beholden to no vestige interest.  Moreover if they are then persecuted,  and furthermore  still remain steadfast to precisely imitate JC  
for the  only  reason that is  “imitating JC”  as Yahweh requires  -  then they demonstrate their true commitment in fidelity to what they espouse  
(1Cor.3v13-16)  to become one of the 144000 white stones of The New Temple.  Thus obviously  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders are 
absolutely  not  representative of Yahweh  –  they gain from The World by what they teach to The World and become  “loved by The World”  
(John.15v15-25),  and become merely teachers of “Religion”  for self-indulgent returns  (to both parties in a symbiotic relationship)!   
Consequently, we concordantly reason exactly as The Bible teaches us   All these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are utterly rejected by Yahweh for 
The Millennium teaching role as  “The Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance of The Resurrected World”.  That is precisely why there  are  only  144000 TC  
(Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  noting  ”numbers”  as given in The Bible are  never  allegoric  (only  “nouns”  are allegoric). 
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It is as simple as that! 
Moreover - 

That is precisely why  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles  “had to”  (in a worldly sense by its drivers)  morph into  
“worldly Christianity”  and thus become  a subset  of “Religion”  of which is pandemic today.   
That is precisely why we are explicitly warned at the end times of The Gospel Age  to get out of her –  so we do  not  become part of her 
impending destruction  (being  “the demise by ridicule”  of “Religion”  within educated,  sane reasoning minds)  Rev.18v4.   
“Religion”  headed up by  “Christendom”  (in her rampant harlotry, Rev.19v2)  shall become a  “byword”  (as prophesied to the 1st Epoch 
Israel and whose activities were repeated)  as  “the 2nd Epoch Israel”  – Deut.28v7, 1Kings.9v7, 2Chron.7v20, etc.,  upon reflection in The 
Millennium  (as  the next  “Epoch of Israel”  under  different management)! 

Furthermore,  –  it is specifically for that  genuine activity  of which Yahweh is scrutinising during the present  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of  all  
members within  “The Christian Nation”  (= The 2nd Epoch “Israel”  [“Persevere with  God/Subjector”  either positively or negatively]). 
Rom. 15v27 og (they) {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}  For,   
Rom. 15v27 og also  (the) debtors/owers/delinquents/obligators/{transgressors against God} {of them}  {they are/be}.   
Rom. 15v27 og if  For  to the ([= in/with/by/on] things)  {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  {of them}   
Rom. 15v27 og (they) {shared with}/imparted/distributed/communicated/{been partaker}  the  nations/gentiles/peoples,   
Rom. 15v27 og (they) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated   
Rom. 15v27 og also  in  to the [= within]  (things)  {being fleshly}/animal/temporal/carnal   
Rom. 15v27 og (to) {be a public servant}/{perform charitable functions}/minister  {to them}. 
Rom. 15v27 = For  they  (The Brethren)   {thought it good}/approved   (to assist the TCs of Jerusalem living as paupers),   

also  (The Brethren considered)   they  are/being  their  debtors/owers   (to the TCs of Jerusalem who brought The Gospel to the nations) 
for  if  in  their   (TCs)   {non carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  things   (= “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”) 
they  (TCs)  {shared with}/distributed/communicated  to the  gentiles/nations/peoples, 
(then by return)   also  they  (The Brethren of the nations)   owing/{become indebted}   
within  the  animal/carnal  (life’s physical needs)  to  {perform charitable functions}/minister  {to them}   (the TCs of Jerusalem). 

 

For they  (The Brethren in Macedonia and Achaia)   thought it good   (to assist  “The Prime Mover”  paupers living in Jerusalem as  “a thank-you”) 
also they  (the brethren considered themselves)  are being  
their (TCs)  debtors   (to “The Prime Movers” [TCs]  who are bringing forth  “The Real Gospel”  to The Nations) 
for if in their  (TCs’  [“to The Jew first and then The Gentile”])  things  (accurate knowledge of  “The Word of God”) 
pertaining to the mind   (“The Word of God” operating within our mind,  so that we should precisely imitate JC’s deportment) 
they (TCs)  shared with the  Gentiles/nations   (The brethren of The Nations actively aiming to become TCs)   , 
(then by symbiotic return)   also they  (The brethren of The Nations aiming to become TCs became)   debtors   (to “The Prime Movers”) 
within the carnal  (physical sustenance  to survive to the next day)   perform charitable functions to them   (The TCs of Jerusalem). 
 

The Brethren felt indebted by the  heavenly-sourced  spiritual  food given to them by The TCs originating from Jerusalem.  
Therefore,  by return,  The Brethren were extremely pleased to offer  physical  assistance to alleviate their worldly poverty. 
This just speaks so much when we see the crass hypocrisy witnessed today,  for example.  We see the most  worldly eminent religious people go out to 
poverty stricken lands to “gawp”  –  but not realising they  (as religious leaders)  are the most spiritually poverty stricken themselves  –  coming from 
lands that hardly know anything about The Bible  –  where many people do not even know what  “Easter”  is supposed to represent!   

Then if we start to talk about Nissan 14  –  then merely a blank glazed look from just about everyone in supposed  “Christian”  countries!   
These  worldly  religious leaders  are  abdicating their responsibility to  “The Word of God”  in  a most delinquent manner  will have so much for which 
to answer before JCg upon  (if ever)  their resurrection!   They are  paid-up  (worldly)  “professionals”  by The World,  to give to The World,  what The 
World wants to hear!     “He who pays the piper,  calls the tune!”    This is completely the  wrong  mindset under careful examination by Yahweh for 
future roles! 

Ideally,  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  will redress much of the enormous shortfall! 
This is one reason why many of these commentaries are so repetitive to counter the vacuum from Christendom! 
Rom. 15v28 og that/this/there/here  Therefore/Then   
Rom. 15v28 og (the having) {fulfilled further/completely}/executed/accomplished/perfected/performed, 
Rom. 15v28 og also  (the having) stamped/attested/{seal up}/{made private/finalised}   
Rom. 15v28 og {to them}  the  fruit  (the) this (specific),    (I will) {go off}/depart/{be apart}/follow/{come/go away}   
Rom. 15v28 og through (reason of)  {of yourselves}  into/unto  (the) Spain. 
Rom. 15v28 = Therefore/Then  having  {fulfilled completely}/accomplished  this   (visit to the TCs in Jerusalem),   

also  having  attested/{sealed up}/finalised  {of this specific}  fruit  (the results of Paul’s ministry + aid)   {to them} (TCs in Jerusalem), 
(then)   I will  depart/{come forth}  through reason  of yourselves   (Brethren in Rome,  before I go)   unto  Spain. 

 

Therefore,  having fulfilled completely   (giving a status report of Paul’s missionary work,  and distribution of physical gift aid to Peter and John), 
also having finalised this specific fruit   (both  [1] spiritual update and  [2] physical gift aid) 
to them  (The Prime Movers of 1st Century Christianity”  =  Peter and John, etc.  at Jerusalem), 
(then)   I will come forth through reason of yourselves  (I will come by,  to see you brethren in Rome,  on my way)   unto Spain. 
 

Paul wants to personally communicate the results of his latest missionary journey to  “The Pillars”  (Gal.2v9)  being members of the original disciples of 
JC  –  it would be a personal report and how to plan further trips,  letters of commendation,  etc.,  between the various  world-wide  groupings,  as we 
are told at 2Cor.11v28. 
Rom. 15v29 og (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  And  because   
Rom. 15v29 og (the) accompany/appearing/bringing/coming [middle voice]   towards/nearness/{accession to}   
Rom. 15v29 og {specifically yourselves}  in  (to the [= within]) {item filled/brimming}/{container fullness} 
Rom. 15v29 og (of the) {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}/blessing/benefit   
Rom. 15v29 og of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah 
Rom. 15v29 og (I will) accompany/appear/bring/come [middle voice]. 
Rom. 15v29 = And  because  I  know/understand  (when)  personally  accompanying/coming  towards  {specifically yourselves},   

I will  personally  accompany/come  within  {my fullness}  of the  {fine language}/blessing  of  The Gospel  of the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

And because I  know/understand   (when)   personally coming towards specifically yourselves, 
I will personally come within the fullness of the fine language of The Gospel of the Anointed   (by Yahweh for future Sonship). 
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Paul showing his determination to press forward with his missionary work. 
But we too can be missionaries.  We have no need to go to the extremes that Paul went through! 
We need  only  to go from street to street in our locality,  talking to people about JC and the Gospel Message of  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan”. 

Why is it made difficult? 
Because sane minded people are put off from listening,  solely because of the ridiculous things that  iniquitous  (= charlatan)  and worldly Christian 
leaders are doing by both word and deeds! 

The inept  “self-claimed by The World”  Ministers are destroying The Message  –  which is precisely what Satan desires! 
What is Yahweh going to do with such religious leaders?    

A rhetorical question – because we precisely know what will righteously occur to them,  all as I extensively explain elsewhere. 
But how is the reader going to answer for  him/her self  in The Millennium? 
What have they personally done as individuals in their life to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to attain 144000 TCs to rule over The Millennium? 

And further    
How is the reader going to feel in a fleshly DNA body for an eternity  (wonderful that it is)  in a perfect society  (wonderful as that will be) – 
but – around us are the 144000 sons of God  (Paul being one of them)  who have been resurrected in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies that 
can never die,  wielding  the full Authority/Capability  of Yahweh’s HS. 
If YOU – The Reader had that very same prospect within your grasp now during the 1st part of your physical life   –  but you threw it away 
without a care,  when you had the opportunity for only the short period of some 5 to 40 years during our previous existence? 

This scenario  will  occur  (Matt.8v12, etc.)  –  think about it and act  now! 
Of whom does the reader think The Bible is speaking,  when it mentions those people who,  having been rejected,  call out   

“Did we not do these things in your name!” 
And JC also tells us   “Not all people calling on my name are to be accepted!” – (Matt.7v21-23). 

Also,  consider all these verses - 
Being  “the gnashing of teeth”  when we become aware of  “The Disclosing Truth”  presented before us – that becomes our own personal 
frustration of having thrown away the most precious thing as though it was trash  (Matt.8v12, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30, Luke.13v28, etc.)! 

Clearly this can  only  be referring to those Christians who  thought  they  “deserved”  to be  “Sons of God”  because of whatever position they might 
have –  but they did  not  imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  to the very best of their ability  when  they had the opportunity! 

Which is why we move onto the next few verses in context. 
 
85th Comment – TCs throughout The Gospel Age are always trying to motivate The Brethren to imitate themselves (= 
TCs)  who are out themselves in The World working to  accurately  teach/demonstrate  “The Word of God”  to  new  
people who have never heard of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  and what it  really means  “personally”! 
86th Comment – Sadly, “The Acceptable Year of the Lord”  is  not taught,  nor understood by people called “Christians”! 
76th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders give almost anything else, other than what JC taught as 1st Century Christianity 
They are stubborn,  beholden to  “The Doctrine of Man”  because it supports “The Flesh”  rather than educate The Mind 
to fulfil what Yahweh desires to occur in The Environment  (hence they are blaspheming against the HS,  Mark.3v28-29)! 
87th Comment – TCs have the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh operating within them to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
152nd Reasoning – TCs will ask for The Brethren to pray for Yahweh to operate within the environment to make the TCs 
and brethren  more effective in  their own  missionary work  (thus asking for Divine protection from the religious leaders). 
It is  not  as taught  today – “we have been (supposedly) gracious enough to remember that these things occur in The 
World”  –  “and now,  over to You” –  Yahweh  –  sort it out Yourself  with/through  “someone else”)! 

It most certainly does  not  mean this at all  –  in fact it is an insult to  “Reason”  and  “Yahweh”  alike! 
77th Warning – TCs will be persecuted by The Religious Establishment,  because “The Religious Establishment”,  by 
definition,  has firmly placed its roots within The World  -  but TCs are sojourners in an alien land operating only on  
“The Word of God”  –  having separated what Caesar’s and what is Yahweh’s within their mind  (Matt.22v21)! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘The Specific God’  using His HS for TC growth. 
Rom. 15v30 og (I) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat  And  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom. 15v30 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  through (reason of)  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}   
Rom. 15v30 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,   
Rom. 15v30 og also  through (reason of)  of the  benevolence/charity/dear/agape  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
Rom. 15v30 og (to) {struggle in company with others}/{strive together}  {to me}/mine   
Rom. 15v30 og in  to the [= within]  {towards supplication}/{praying with a vow} [for a mutual result]  
Rom. 15v30 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of me}   
Rom. 15v30 og towards/nearness/{accession to}  the  God [Yahweh]. 
Rom. 15v30 = And  I  urge/exhort/beseech  {specifically yourselves}  Brethren,   

through reason of  our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   
also  through reason  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (operating within people)   of the  benevolence/charity/agape,   
to  {struggle in company}/{strive together}   (slaving by working hard to fulfil  The Master’s Desire)   
within  the  supplication/{praying with a vow}  on  my  sake/behalf  towards/near  the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

And I urge specifically yourselves Brethren,   
through reason of our  lord/master   (a person who  owns us,  and  controls our  mind/thoughts  and what we do  [carefully consider this]) 
               (What does this terminology  really mean  to “Christians”  -  when  virtually all  know  not  of JC’s commands  [John.14v15, 21, etc.]) 
the Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh to become  the premier  Son of God  with regard to this planet), 
also through reason of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (operating within the brethren aiming to be TCs)   of the  agape/charity, 
to struggle in company   (to be slaving in the workload to be imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  to the best  they/[we]  are able,  to yields more TCs) 
within praying with a vow   (inasmuch the giver is asking for assistance from Yahweh to open those difficult doors for the TC to move through)  
on my sake towards the God   (in charity they are doing their best to support Paul’s ministry both  physically/spiritually). 
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Paul wants The Brethren to become united and work together as a team along with Paul having the  one/same  spirit/personally/desires/traits  built  
entirely  upon  “The Word of God”   accurately  imbued,  assayed and then operated on with fidelity  (without any vestiges of worldly methodology 
hanging in to cause impurity within our mind).   
They  (as we)  are to become motivated like Paul,  to be as  one/same  with Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 4v12)  so they  (and we)  might precisely copy what 
he is doing to become more effective in spreading  “The Word of God”  to our neighbour  –  unto the glory of Yahweh through The Son Christ Jesus  
operating within a recipient’s sane,  reasoning  mind. 
To call upon Yahweh’s assistance through His HS  (noting its correct composite definition)  so that Paul,  TCs and fellow Brethren can be more effective 
and unhindered by The Environment  (= assistance in the avoidance of  “worldly religious leaders”  operating according to worldly methodology). 
Rom. 15v31 og That/So as  (I be) {dragged out of danger}/{rushed in}/rescued/delivered  off/away/separated/from   
Rom. 15v31 og of the (ones [worldly religious leaders])  disbelieving/disobedient/rebellious/uncommitted 
Rom. 15v31 og in  to the [= within]  Judea,  
Rom. 15v31 og also  that/{so as}  the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  {of me}/my/mine  the (one [ministry])  
Rom. 15v31 og into/unto  Jerusalem  (the) {well received}/approved/favourable/accepted   
Rom. 15v31 og (it will) {become to be}/occur/happen  to the  blameless/{holy persons}/[TCs]. 
Rom. 15v31 = That  I (Paul)  be  delivered/saved  from  the  (people =  “Professional Leaders of Religious)   

stubborn/disobeying  within  the  Judea   (Jewish religious leaders behaving as leaders of Religion generally in  [1] location and  [2] time),   
also  that  my  attendance/ministry  (being the results)   it will  {become to be}  {well received}/acceptable  to the  TCs  unto  Jerusalem. 

 

That I be delivered from the people   (Professional Leaders of Religion,  being the  only  individuals motivated to persecute  a model secular citizen)  
stubborn/disobedient   (refusing to act upon  “what is known” –  therefore by analogy “ worldly Christian leaders”) 
within Judea   (the Jews refusing to acknowledge  “1st Century Christianity”  -  as do  worldly Christian leaders for the last some 1700+ years), 
also that my serving in the world   (being  “The Resultant”  of what Paul does  [given by report])   
it will become to be well received to the holy people  (TCs = Peter and John,  plus their immediate associates)   unto Jerusalem. 
               (“unto Jerusalem”  strongly suggests Paul is thinking of The Resultant in 2000 years’ time as The Ruling  Kings/Priests  of The Millennium!) 
 

Paul was always respectful to the original Disciples and of their position.  He recognises their authority,  and as perhaps the foremost apostle he 
dutifully goes back to report upon his ministry work  –  not  for his glory  –  but only for the magnifying of Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  by the  
accurate and meticulous  work that he performs at the  one-to-one  level with the recipient  (1Cor.9v19-23),  so that the recipient  knows/understands  
why/how  they too should imitate Paul. 
The reader must ask    

Who today,  behaves like Paul  –  and where might they be found  (if anywhere)  within  “The Religious Establishments”  of The World? 
We also know,  Paul has experienced shipwrecks,  stoned and left for dead,  imprisoned and flogged,  all performed by those people who felt outraged by 
what Paul was teaching  (2Cor.11v24-28),  clearly these were  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”.  Precisely the  one/same  thing has repeated 
itself throughout The Gospel Age  –  my notable example I give on this website is  “William Tyndale”  (a person,  I presume to have been a TC)  killed by  
“The Professional Leaders of Religion”  at his time and I could give numerous examples from of the present century.   
So clearly we understand these religious leaders  were/are  “stubborn,  disobedient,  uncommitted,  rebellious to Yahweh’s  real  Desire to occur in The 
Environment  –  that is why our only  safe  example to  emulate/imitate  is JC’s ministry/lifestyle  copied by Paul as best he could,  who exhorted us to do 
likewise  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 

As I clearly show in innumerate places,  The Old Israel metaphorically represents The Christian Nation of The Gospel Age! 
(Likewise,  JC made the comment regarding prophets at Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34.)  

It is for this reason why Paul asked for prayers on his behalf for protection from these religious authorities and moreover The Brethren mustered 
together to assemble practical help as we read from around the relevant World  (v27).   See also 1Tim.2v1-4  and how this is twisted to mean  “the 
precise opposite”  by our present-day leaders of Christendom  (how “satanic”  is that,  see my local cited commentaries)! 
Interestingly Paul reports back to Jerusalem  –  where  “Jerusalem”  (= “The City of Peace” - for prophetic reasons of The Millennium – Rev.21v2)  
shall  in the future   represent  “Yahweh’s Organisation”  here upon the Earth  (TCs and Brethren  over the whole Earth  and  not  only in one place),  
the embryonic condition these TCs and the Brethren represented then.  But Yahweh’s Organisation is to grow in size over The Gospel Age  (Dan.2v35, 
45)  where within it shall be  “The New Spiritual Temple”  constructed out of some 144000  “white”  “stones”  (metaphorically white = purified,  and 
stones = everlasting solidity/resilience/steadfastness)   within  the centre  of  “The New Jerusalem”  (that shall cover the whole Earth).  “The New 
Temple”  in Revelations =  “The 144000 TCs”  ruling as  Sons of God. 
Rom. 15v32 og That/{so as}  in  (to the [= within]) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy 
Rom. 15v32 og (I may be) accompany/appearing/bringing/coming [middle voice]   towards/nearness/{accession to}   
Rom. 15v32 og {specifically yourselves}  through (reason of)   (the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  
Rom. 15v32 og (of the) God [Yahweh], 
Rom. 15v32 og also  (I may be) {recruited oneself in company}/refreshed/{take ease} [middle voice]   
Rom. 15v32 og {to [= in/with/by/on] yourselves}. 
Rom. 15v32 = That  within the  cheerfulness/gladness/joy  I may be  personally  accompanying/coming  towards  {specifically yourselves} 

through reason of  the  determination/desire/purpose  of the  God  (Yahweh),  
also  I may be  personally   refreshed/{take ease}   (physically and spiritually)  {with yourselves}. 

 

That in the cheerfulness I may be personally coming towards specifically yourselves   (brethren assiduously aiming to be TCs) 
through reason of the  determination/purpose  of the God   (Yahweh deciding what shall be the best course of action in Paul’s deployment), 
also I may personally be refreshed   (both physically and spiritually)   with yourselves. 
 

Note how Paul prefaces his journey with  “God willing”  -  noting James’ teaching at James.4v15. 
Rom. 15v33 og the  And  {specific god}  of the  peace/prosperity/rest  {amid/together/with (meta)} 
Rom. 15v33 og (of the) all/whole  {of yourselves}.    Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
Rom. 15v33 = And  “the specific god”  of the  peace /prosperity/rest   (being the means of reconciliation,  of his creation unto Yahweh, 5v1)   

(be)  with  all/whole  {of you}.   Amen. 
 

And  “the specific god”   (at the respective two levels – being  “The Growth”  from a worldly heathen to ideally a TC  [1Cor.3v6])   
of the  peace/rest   (we require “The Word of God”  [JC]  first  before we can operate to Yahweh’s Methodology as a TC,  to gain  peace/rest) 
together with all of yourselves.   (It only occurs if we have the  one/same  methodology driving our mind  –  compare with  worldly Christianity). 
Amen. 
 

Again,  Paul uses the floating reference pointer of  “ho theos”  to point to  both  Entities  ( [1] Yahweh  and  [2] JCg ). 
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Where JCg was  “The Means”  of reconciliation for his creation unto Yahweh,  5v1,   and Yahweh has the  Authority/Capability  to ensure that His Plan 
righteously follows through to a successful  (= righteous/equitable)  culmination for an eternity.  JCg is our intercessor to Yahweh  (1Tim.2v5)  to enable 
this  peace/prosperity/rest  to occur between Yahweh and humans  –  because at present,  irrespective  of what  worldly Christian leaders will errantly 
state  –  we,  as sinful humans,  are  not  yet reconciled to Yahweh  –  we are  still  in a sinful  spiritual  state!   Yet in the process of being purified by the 
atonement/reset/{buy back}  that JC has freely given us  (hence to ALL people, 1John.2v4),  to get us into the 2nd part of our physical life. 
Therefore,  in Yahweh’s “Righteousness”  those people who could not train their mind to precisely imitate JC in the 1st part of their physical life  –  will 
righteously have a perfect environment within which to purify their mind in the 2nd part of their physical life! 
None of this is righteously explained by  worldly Christian leaders because they just do  not  understand it  (personally lost within worldly methodology)!   
I simply ask the reader to carefully analyse the sermons from these  spiritual blind  people,  and of their unrighteous reasoning  -  being just full of 
illogical holes.  Furthermore,  I cordially invite the  very best  worldly theologians  on this planet  to contact me so that I might expose by rigorous 
scrutiny their unrighteous and nefarious reasoning unto The World on this website! 
 
 
It is clear from the context of previous,  and of the next chapter,  that Paul is most desirous to promulgate  “1st Century Christianity”  unto  (1) places 
whose people have not heard of  “The Word of God”  and  (2) to counter the rise of  “worldly Christianity”  by people realising they can make a  
“professional” living upon the back of God's Word.   
Thus,  Paul is telling us    

I have warned you of  “professional”  “rogue traders”,  behaving as  “spiritual paedophiles”  springing up to generate  “worldly 
Christianity”   (Acts.20v29),  but let me give you a listing of people who you can trust  –  of whom I have vetted as to having remained faithful 
unto  “1st Century Christianity”. 

 
 
88th Comment – Paul here commends many Brethren and TCs alike. 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Rom. 16v1 og (I) {set together}/{introduce favourably}/approve/commend/exhibit  And  {to yourselves}   
Rom. 16v1 og Phoebe  the  sister  {of/from us},   this/being/having  (the) servant   
Rom. 16v1 og of the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  of the (people)  in  (to the [= within]) Cenchrea 
Rom. 16v1 = And  I  {introduced favourably}/commend  {to you}  (Brethren)   our   (spiritual)  sister Phoebe, 

being  a servant  of the  ecclesia  of the  people  (spiritual Brethren/Sisters)   in  Cenchrea. 
 

And I introduce favourably to yourselves Phoebe,   
our   (spiritual)   sister being the servant of the ecclesia of the people within Cenchrea. 
 

Rom. 16v2 og That/{So as}  her  (you may/should) {admit into some intercourse}/allow/accept   
Rom. 16v2 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master  appropriately/{as of godly sort}/worthily   
Rom. 16v2 og of the  blameless/{holy persons}/TCs, 
Rom. 16v2 og also  (you may/should) {stand beside}/exhibit/proffer/substantiate/provide/yield  she/{to her}   
Rom. 16v2 og in  {to [= within] whom/which} wish/suppose  {of yourselves}   
Rom. 16v2 og (she may/should) {make necessity}/{be in want of}/{have need}  (to the)  affair/deed/business/matter/thing, 
Rom. 16v2 og also  for  she  (the) patroness/assistant/succourer  (of) much/many/plenteous (persons)     
Rom. 16v2 og (she has) {become to be}/occurred/happened,  also  his/its [= myself]  {of me}/mine. 
Rom. 16v2 = That  you  may  {admit into some intercourse}/receive/admit  her within  the  lord/master   

appropriately/worthily  of the  {holy persons}/TCs.   
also  may  you  help/assist/proffer  her  affair/business  within  which/what  she may {have need}  wish/suppose  {of yourselves},   
for  also  she  has  {become to be}  the  patroness/assistant/helper  of many  people,  also  me,  myself. 

 

That you may admit into some intercourse her within the  lord/master   (JC as “The Word of God” controlling our mind) 
appropriately   (as)   of the holy people  (TCs). 
Also may you  {stand beside}/support  her within what  matter/business  she  wish/suppose  has need of yourselves, 
for  also she has become to be the patroness of many people,  also me,  myself. 
 

Paul is networking,  and Phoebe is being recognised for the universal help and support to the Apostles as she is best able –  to get the Christian Nation 
off the ground.  This is a wonderful recommendation for Phoebe to receive from Paul.  A good example to be set for today! 
Rom. 16v3 og (you) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) Priscilla  also  (the) Aquila   
Rom. 16v3 og the  {companions in labour}/{fellow workers/helpers}  {of me}/mine   
Rom. 16v3 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  Jesus. 
Rom. 16v3 = You greet  Priscilla  also  Aquila,  my  {companion in labour}/{fellow worker}  (thus TC)   within  Christ/Anointed  Jesus. 
 

You greet Priscilla,  also Aquila,  my companions in labour   (thus both are TCs)    
within the Anointed Jesus   (by precisely imitating JC's ministry/deportment) 
 

Priscilla was the wife of Aquila and they are also mentioned in Acts.18v2,18,26  (where Luke was the scribe);  1Cor.16v19;  2Tim.4v9  (Paul scribed 
both of these  letters/epistles), 
Rom. 16v4 og Who/which  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  life/existence   
Rom. 16v4 og {of me}/mine  the [neck]   (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   (the) throat/neck 
Rom. 16v4 og (they) {placed underneath}/hazard/{laid down},   {to whom/which} [plural]    
Rom. 16v4 og not   [emphatic] I/me  merely/alone/only  (I) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness,   
Rom. 16v4 og but  also  (to the) all/whole  the  {calling outs}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches   
Rom. 16v4 og of the  nations/gentiles/peoples. 
Rom. 16v4 = Who  {for the  sake/behalf of}  my  life/existence,   

they  {placed underneath/hazard}/{laid down}  their  neck   (= They saved my life by risking their own necks  [in death]),   
{to whom}  not  merely/only  I  {give thanks}/{express gratitude},   
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but  also  all/whole  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  gentiles/nations/peoples. 
 

Who,  for the sake of my life,  they placed underneath their neck   (to mean,  they placed their life in jeopardy to save Paul's life) 
to whom not only I express gratitude,  but  also   (so do)   all the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  Gentiles/nations. 
               (Inasmuch,  without Paul then The Gentiles would have no further superior guidance from the 12th Apostle  appointed by JCg, Acts.9v3-6) 
 

So perhaps Priscilla and Aquila provided a safe haven for Paul when in time of need while he was evading an arrest,  or a public lynching orchestrated 
by The Religious Leaders  (see Acts.18v2, in context with 18v6 and 18v12). 
Rom. 16v5 og Also  the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family   
Rom. 16v5 og {of them}  (the) {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church. 
Rom. 16v5 og (you) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) Epenetus  the  {dearly/well loved}/beloved  
Rom. 16v5 og {of me}/mine  who/which/that  (he) is  (the) first-fruit/{early harvest}/{beginning sacrifice}   
Rom. 16v5 og of the  Achaia [Asia]  into/unto  (the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Rom 16v5 = Also  according  to  their  house   (being)   {a calling out}/ecclesia   (a centre of fellowship of people for The Faith).  

You greet  Epenetus,  my  {dearly loved}/beloved  who  is  the  Firstfruit   (TC to be resurrected at 1st 2nd C)  
of the  Asia  unto  the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Also according to their  house/family   (being)   the  {calling/out}/ecclesia   (physical/spiritual  house/family  as a centre of  “Real Faith”) 
You greet Epenetus my dearly loved,  who is the Firstfruit   (TC to be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
of the Asia unto the Anointed   (to be selected by Yahweh for the position to become a future  “Son of God”) 
          (Just ignore what our  scholars/theologians  may state by downgrading this term  [Yahweh's Goal for us]  to merely the 1st Christian from Asia, 
           because we realise  “of course they would”  “choosing to be ignorant”  of Yahweh's  “Ideal Goal”  to fulfil  “His Plan for Human Salvation”.) 
 

Notice how Paul has separated Epanetus to be called specifically a Firstfruit  (because he is organising a fellowship of Brethren to yield more TCs), 
while the others are good people but designated as  The Brethren/Sisters in The Fidelity.  Paul is telling us something specific here as I have explained 
elsewhere for example 8v33,  he is making a distinction between types of Christians. This is  never  explained by  worldly Christianity  –  because quite 
simply   “They  choose not to understand it”  (because of the ramifications this would mean to their present lifestyle)! 
This is being charitable  –   for if they did thoroughly understand it and choose not to preach it,  then this is much worse,  because they are deliberately 
disobeying Yahweh’s specific instructions given to His self-claimed representatives through  The Bible! 
An important note   I make a strident claim that  no  human can decide who is to be a  Firstfruit/saint/TC  -  and yet Paul seems bold enough to make this 
statement,  –  is there an inconsistency?   
However,  there is one difference.  Paul was  elected/selected  by Yahweh  –  our  worldly Christian leaders are most definitely  not! 
This is demonstrated in  “The Quality of Work”  Paul did,  as compared with the  “Having a good Time”  of which Christian leaders put in today! 

Paul was  personally  invited by JCg  to become the 12th (and replacement)  Disciple at Acts.9v1-12  as were the original 12 disciples  (not the  
“stand-in”  Mathias at Acts.1v26 cast by lots).    
“Judas”  ejecting himself out of JC's  spiritual/physical  covering at the 2 levels,  represents  “The Charlatan Christian leaders”  of The 
Gospel Age  never  to be resurrected,  and thus annihilated at the end of their present existence  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.). 

Rom. 16v6 og (you) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  Marian [= Mary]   
Rom. 16v6 og who/which  (the) many/plenteous (things)   
Rom. 16v6 og (she) {felt fatigue}/{works hard}/toils/labours  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}. 
Rom. 16v6 = You greet  Marian (Mary)  who  labours/{works unceasingly}  the many  things  unto  {specifically yourselves}. 
 

You greet Marian who works hard  (in)  many things unto specifically yourselves. 
 

Rom. 16v7 og (you) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) Andronicus  also  (the) Junias   
Rom. 16v7 og the  {blood relatives}/kinsmen/{country-men}  {of me}/mine   
Rom. 16v7 og also  (the) {co captives}/{fellow prisoners}  {of me}/mine,  
Rom. 16v7 og who/which  {they are/be}  (the) remarkable/eminent/notable  
Rom. 16v7 og in  to the [= within]  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointed to tell},   
Rom. 16v7 og who/which/that [plural]  also  fore/{in front of}/prior  {of me}/mine   
Rom. 16v7 og (they) {became to be}/occurred/happened  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Rom. 16v7 = You greet  Andronicus  also  Junias,   my  {blood relatives}/relation   also  my  {co-captives}/{fellow prisoners},  

who  {they are}  remarkable/eminent/notable  within the  apostles/{appointed to tell}  (“appointed to tell” only by Yahweh),  
who  also  they  {become to be}  within  the  Christ/Anointed  {in front of}/prior  me. 

 

You greet Andronicus  also Junias,  my blood relatives  also my fellow prisoners, 
who they are remarkable within the apostles   (“appointed [by Yahweh] to tell”,  not by The World to tell what the world wants to hear!) 
who  also they become to be within the Anointed before me   (they entered in for possible election by Yahweh before Paul was converted!)  
 

Paul has relatives that were in  “The Real Faith”  before Paul himself was converted at Acts.9v1-12  –  but recommends them as being notable people 
with the fellow apostles (TCs). 
Rom. 16v8 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) Amplias  the  {dearly/well loved}/beloved  
Rom. 16v8 og {of me}/mine  in  (to the [within]) lord/master. 
Rom. 16v8 = You greet  Amplias,  my  {dearly loved}/beloved  within the  lord/master. 
 

You greet Amplias  my dearly loved within the  lord/master   (where JC as  “The Word of God”  entirely controls our mind to imitate JC) 
 

“Within Christ”  means the specific person tries to  imitate/emulate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   
It does not mean   I am a Christian  –  because I say I am a Christian!’ 

If that is what a person thinks of themselves then much more is expected  -  else that person is quite simply   “A hypocrite to what they declare”! 
Rom. 16v9 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) Urbanus   
Rom. 16v9 og the  {companion in labour}/{fellow worker/helper}  {of/from us}   
Rom. 16v9 og in  (to the [within]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,   
Rom. 16v9 og also  (the) Stachys  the  {dearly/well loved}/beloved  {of me}/mine/my. 
Rom. 16v9 = You greet  Urbanus,   our  {companion in labour}/{fellow worker}  within the  Christ/Anointed,   

also  my  {dearly loved}/beloved  Stachys. 
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You greet Urbanus,  our companion in labour within the Anointed   (being placed within the  possible selection by Yahweh for Sonship). 

also Stachys my beloved. 
 

Rom. 16v10 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) Apelles   
Rom. 16v10 og the  acceptable/approved/tried (after assayal)   in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Anointed/Messiah.   
Rom. 16v10 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  the (persons [household])  {from/out of}  
Rom. 16v10 og of the  Aristobulus. 
Rom. 16v10 = You greet  Apelles,   the  approved/attested/proven  within the  Christ/Anointed.  

You greet  the people  of the  Aristobulus   (household/family). 
 

You greet Apelles,  the  approved/attested/proven  within the Anointed   (faced persecution by  “Leaders of Religion”, and he remained faithful)   
 

Rom. 16v11 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  Herodion   
Rom. 16v11 og the  {blood relatives}/kinsmen/{country-man}  {of me}/mine.   
Rom. 16v11 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  the (persons [household])  {from/out of} 
Rom. 16v11 og of the  Narcissus  the (persons [TCs/brethren])  being/existing  in  (to the [within]) lord/master. 
Rom. 16v11 = You  greet  Herodion  my  relation/kinsmen.   

You greet  the people  {from out of}  the Narcissus  (household/family)   the people  being  within the  lord/master. 
 

You greet Herodion my blood relative. 
You greet the people from out of the Narcissus   (household/family)   the people being within the  lord/master   (they  imitate/emulate  JC) 
 

Rom. 16v12 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) Tryphena  also  (the) Tryphosa  the (persons)   
Rom. 16v12 og (the) {feeling fatigued}/{working hard}/toiling/labouring  in  (to the) lord/master.   
Rom. 16v12 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) Persis  the  {dearly/well-loved}/beloved,   
Rom. 16v12 og {which some}/who  (the) much/many/plenteous (things)   (he) {felt fatigue}/{worked hard}/toiled/laboured  
Rom. 16v12 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master. 
Rom. 16v12 = You greet  Tryphena  also  Tryphosa  the people   {companion in labour}/{fellow worker}  within the  Lord/Master.   

You greet  Persis  the  {dearly loved}/beloved,  who  labours/{works unceasingly}  the many things  within the  lord/master. 
 

You greet Tryphena  also Tryphosa the people,   (as)   companions in labour within the  lord/master   (they imitate JC copying Paul) 
You greet Persis the dearly loved,  who he worked hard  (in)  many things within the  lord/master  (he imitated JC copying Paul) 
 

It is this that will be recognised by Yahweh.  Not  by how many empty prayers that are said  (1) without the conviction to assist in fulfilling for what we 
might have asked for other persons or perhaps  (2) said with conviction for ourselves  –  merely to receive self-gratification. 
There is a very important difference between what we should be doing in the first sentence,  by contrast to what I have suggested is taught by the leaders 
of “Religion”  in both of these examples of the second sentence  (please read my essay entitled  “Why do we pray”). 
Rom. 16v13 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) Rufus  the  selected/favourites/elect/chosen   
Rom. 16v13 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master,  also  the  mother  (of the) him  also  {of me}/my/mine. 
Rom. 16v13 = You greet  Rufus  the  elect/chosen  within the  lord/master,  also   his mother  and mine 
 

You greet Rufus the  selected/elected   (thus a TC recognised by Paul)   within the  lord/master   (by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
also his mother,  also of me  (this infers Rufus was Paul's brother). 
 

We can reason at the physical level;  Rufus was Paul’s brother and was as strong in The Lord as was Paul being designated as a TC. 
However,  Paul could be speaking  at the spiritual level,  both of his mother and Rufus,  inasmuch Rufus’ mother was like a mother to Paul in how she 
served him to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (in the same manner as JC spoke at Matt.12v48-50). 
Rom. 16v14 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) Asyncritus,   
Rom. 16v14 og (the) Phlegan,  (the) Hermas,  (the) Patrobas,  (the) Hermes,  
Rom. 16v14 og also  the (persons [The Brethren])  union/{close association/companionship}/{bonded partners}   
Rom. 16v14 og {to them}  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}. 
Rom. 16v14 = You greet  Asyncritus,  Phlegon,  Hermas,  Patrobas,  Hermes  

also  The Brethren  {in close companionship}/{bonded partners}  {to/with  them}. 
 

You greet  Asyncritus,  Phlegon,  Hermas,  Patrobas,  Hermes,  also the  Brethren/(Sisters)  in close companionship with them. 
 

Rom. 16v15 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) Philologus  also  (the) Juliias,   
Rom. 16v15 og (the) Nereus  also  the  sister  (of the) him,  also  (the) Olympas,  
Rom. 16v15 og also  the (persons [TCs])  union/{close association/companionship}/{bonded partners}  {to them} 
Rom. 16v15 og (the) all  blameless/{holy persons}/[TCs]   [see 16v5, a group of TCs with Olympas]. 
Rom. 16v15 = You greet  Philologus  also  Juliias,  also  Nereus  and  his  sister,   

also  Olympas,  also  all/whole  the  {holy people}/TCs  {in close companionship}/{bonded partners}  {to/with  them}.. 
 

You greet Philolgus  also Juliias,  also Nereus and his sister,  also Olympas,  also all the TCs in close companionship with them. 
 

Rom. 16v16 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  (the) {one another}/mutual/together   
Rom. 16v16 og in  (to the [= within]) kiss  (to the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}.   
Rom. 16v16 og (They) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom. 16v16 og the  {calling out}/congregations/ecclesia/assemblies/churches  of the  Christ/Anointed/Messiah. 
Rom. 16v16 = You greet  {one another}/together  within the  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  within the  kiss.   

They  greet  {specifically yourselves}  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

You greet one another within the  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  within the kiss. 
They greet specifically you the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  Anointed   (all those people  actively  applying to becoming future Sons of God) 
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 “Holy” to mean  “pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}”  thus having no  self-indulgent  undertones  –  but rather the  “phileo”  
(StrongsTM = 5368 = close friendship  “driven by the head”)  form of  “Love”  where each other is mutually united within The Lord against this present 
worldly diseased system of corruption,  of the pain and hurt that we all witness.  Thus the  “holy kiss”  is a uniting bond to symbolise the new system of 
The Millennium where we are all to become as  “brother and sister”  of one family  (of storge love)  with this  “family friendship kiss”. 
It was  not  an eros kiss! 
 
78th Warning – Paul now comes to his  repeated  warning  (see Rom.15v15  and given in the other epistles). 
Paul and the other apostles could see it starting to raise its ugly head and they warned of it then,  but  iniquitous/worldly  
Christian leaders have now had some 1900 years to perfect  “The Art of Deception”  in all its guises as I could elucidate 
with many examples through this epoch culminating with superlative distortions  taught/practised  today! 
79th Warning – TCs are the  only  people in the position to  recognise/{care for}/audit  according to  “The Real Faith”  
and thus as Paul states here and elsewhere: “Beware of members of Christianity  climbing-up  to create  sects/divisions  
away from  “The Real Faith”  required to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.”  Also see John's concern at 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc. 
The Brethren have been taught correctly from TCs,  but other leaders climb up to create snares  (= mysteries/doctrine) 
within what has been taught  –  by introducing their “own bibles” in the mind of what is taught  (passing through 
Rev.22v18-19)  that are distorted versions of The Truth and thus have led  millions upon millions  of Christians astray 
within The World today  (Matt.7v12-14)  -  away from truly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (to bring forth The Millennium).   
Hence this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to become  “The  Prime  Reference Standard”  for The World to use. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
157th Instruction – The Brethren are instructed to turn away from these  worldly/iniquitous  Christian leaders.   
Most Christian leaders today fall under this delinquent title  (to various degrees)!   It is the requirement of the reader to 
use The Bible to audit these  worldly/iniquitous  Christian leaders,  else we deserve what we get!  This is only possible by 
reading a  good quality  Bible (pre 1950 CE),  getting to know and understand it –  else we are allowing these leaders to  
“steal our soul”  for their own worldly gain!   Furthermore,  Paul states here  “innocent/beguiled”  but now you have 
been warned – thus you are now less  “innocent and beguiled”,  for the responsibility  now  lies upon your shoulders –  for 
which  you become personally accountable  as judged by Yahweh  (for Sonship  [or fleshly resurrected,  or annihilated])! 
80th Warning – For these  worldly/iniquitous  Christian leaders do  not  serve our Lord JCg,  but rather for their  own  
gain by feeding The World what The World wants to hear,  and for which it pays through  “1001  reasons/services”. 
81st Warning – For these  worldly/iniquitous  Christian leaders speak eloquently,  say the most wonderful things,  sound 
so pleasing to the ear,  make people feel so wonderful in themselves,  heap praises upon the people of their congregations, 
and naturally speak to  “glorify God” -  but  in reality  “the glory”  is for themselves and what it gives to them from their 
doting/devoted/deluded  congregations!   All operating in  a  symbiotic/mutual  soup of self-indulgence! 
82nd Warning – Yahweh is nowhere near these people  –  because  “The Word of God”  is being manipulated like a tool 
for worldly pleasure of hedonism  (within the  animalistic/carnal  mind)  and self-indulgent returns!  And be ignoring The 
World of pain and suffering caused by leaders  looking-on  at these “Christens”  mocking Yahweh  (Gall.6v7)  and 
consider “Christianity” to be a Farce,  and supposedly likewise their “God”. Thus, atheists dismiss Yahweh from their life 
Therefore,  whose fault is that resultant?    Because if the pupil has not learnt,  then it could be the teacher’s fault! 
83rd Warning – For these  worldly/iniquitous  Christian leaders give enough information to give  “a pretence of worship” 
but actually not enough for the congregation to recognise the  “operating deception”  within their midst practised by the 
leader,  and thus  (a little knowledge is a bad thing)  the innocent  (to Yahweh’s Desire)  congregations become beguiled, 
hypnotised/bewitched  (Gal.3v1)  by the deception operating within their midst! 
57th Prophecy – Worldly/iniquitous  Christian leaders shall serve their own desires by using God’s Word as a tool and 
preach the most flattering things about God and equally of their congregations with much eloquence to manipulate the 
minds of their devotees to keep returning every week to  fund/justify  “The Religious Operations”! 
153rd Reasoning – Worldly/iniquitous  Christian leaders ensure they sound convincing,  supposedly being the only people 
to provide eternal salvation for those who come to have their ears flattered and the mind hyped to an agreeable state! 
It is no different to drug pushers working on their victims coming for  “the next weekly fix”,  because  “The Agents”  of 
both groupings have  zero  real interest in  “The Long Term Future”  (The Millennium and beyond)  of their clientele! 
84th Good News – TCs can find  “small groups of people”  who behave as The Brethren here,  and Paul commends them 
for their faith  (= knowledge/assurance/fidelity)  and obedience to “The Word of God” (=  trying to imitate JC’s lifestyle 
to the very best that they are personally able).  These specific people become recognised in other like-minded groupings 
for the work they can do to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to bring forth The Millennium,  by first gaining 144000 TCs), 
85th Good News – These Brethren are wise (= practise the knowledge gained within their lifestyle)  to deliver intrinsically 
good practices  (= they fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  and are inherently artless  (= have no compunction/desire)  to practise  
hurt/harm  to their neighbour  (of whatever the long term fall-out might be). 
Rom. 16v17 og (I) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat  And  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom. 16v17 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  
Rom. 16v17 og (to) {take aim at}/spy/regard/consider/{take heed}/{carefully watch}/reconnaissance/{take note}   
Rom. 16v17 og the (persons [fractious worldly Christians])  the  disunions/fractions/dissentions/divisions/seditions   
Rom. 16v17 og also  the  scandals/snares/offences/{stumbling blocks}/{occasions to fall},   
Rom. 16v17 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  the  instruction/doctrine/{what is taught}  whom/which/that   
Rom. 16v17 og {specifically yourselves}  (you) learned/understood,   
Rom. 16v17 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practicing/providing/practising [plural];   
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Rom. 16v17 og also  (you) deviate/{turn away}/eschew/shun/decline/avoid  off/away/separated/from  {of them}. 
Rom. 16v17 = And  I  urge/exhort/beseech  {specifically yourselves}  brethren   (actively aiming to become TCs),   

to  {take note}/{watch intently}/reconnaissance  the people   (Professional Leaders of Religion)   
creating  dissentions/divisions/factions   (progressively new schisms of  “Christianity” - of the some 37,000+ today 2010 CE). 
also  the  offences/snares/{stumbling blocks}   (errant teaching –  spinning what  “The Word of God”  teaches us – Rev.22v18-19),  
near/alongside   (and thus half-truths – so we need to be very knowledgeable to recognise the differing subtleties  [most persons do not]) 
the  instruction/doctrine  which  {specifically yourselves}  learned/understood   (“1st Century Christianity”  given by TCs);   
also  you  shun/avoid/{turn away}  off/from  {of them}   (get away  from  worldly [and worse charlatan] Christian leaders  in their millions). 

 

And I (Paul)  beseech/implore  specifically yourselves brethren   (assiduously aiming to become TCs), 
to watch intently  (by warning)  the   (people, “Professional Leaders of Religion”  rising up to form  worldly Christianity, 1John.2v18-19, Acts.20v29) 
creating divisions   (the various schisms of “Christianity”  [gnostic teaching then]  and now everything in it,  that we see within The World today) 
also the  offences/snares   (in the doctrinal teaching throughout Christendom by passing God's Word through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19) 
near/alongside   (crafted  half-truths  that are difficult to recognise unless personally proficient in  “The Word of God”,  [virtually all people are  not]) 
the  instruction/doctrine  which specifically yourselves  learned/understood   (“1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles) 
also you  shun/avoid  away/from  of them   (= worldly, and worse charlatan,  Christian leaders  -  precisely as JCg told us at Rev.18v4). 
 

An aside first  (added on my 3rd revision). 
Check your bible translation,  it will have given  “against”  instead of the preferable translation   “near/alongside”. 
See also a similar practice at 2Pet.2v1  -  being a more serious “dumbing down”  of The Original Scriptures by our  incompetent  translators! 

Is this important? 
Actually – Yes! 
Paul is trying to warn them  –  and us,  reading this epistle,  that he  (and John at John.2v18-19, 4v1-3,  Peter at 2Pet.2v1)  has recognised falsehood 
infiltrating  “1st Century Christianity”  and poisoning it to become “Religion” inasmuch  “Religion”  is created by The Leaders so they can make 
worldly gain out of what they teach to their deluded devotees.  The gain can be in so many things   money/glory/honour/leverage/power/prestige/sex/etc.  
Being anything the leader desires,  then the devotees to give by return.   This is an anathema to Yahweh,  when Yahweh is  only  desirous for future  Sons 
of God elected from out of The Christian Nation who deliberately take  “The Last/Least”  within society because their mind has become truly  
humble/contrite,  motivated to take  absolutely nothing  for the pain and duress suffered by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
It now becomes obvious that both  (1) The Leader has failed,  and because the leader has not taught precisely what Yahweh Desires,  then  (2) the 
congregational members within their innocent ignorance,  cannot become future Sons of God either  –  but they think they are  –  only because they are 
told this by their charlatan Christian leaders  (Matt.7v16-21)!   Consequently,  both leaders and congregational members  cannot  become future sons of 
God because one party are fraudsters and the other party is delusionary  (having no impetuous to precisely imitate JC)!   Thus,  by logical extension,  
Yahweh cannot attain  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  and Satan is let off the hook  (Rev.20v1-3, 10) –  an unrestrained free agent 
into the eternity.   
Consequently because of  worldly Christian leaders in their millions,  The Millennium cannot start,  and Mankind dies out if left to its own  present 
methodology of misdirection.  Moreover,  with no Millennium,  then there is no resurrection into the 2nd part of our physical life! 

Can the reader understand this righteous inductive logic? 
However,  Yahweh foreknew who would become future sons of God out of The Gospel Age  before  the creation of Mankind (Rom.8v29, etc.),  and 
specifically chose  “144000”  because this number  could  be achieved over the some 2000 years of The Gospel Age  (before Mankind annihilated itself).  
It is to these specific 144000 people who gathered  “The Word of God”  out of the continuum of  “Christendom” and then broke away to become 
independent martyrs  (in the manner we read at Rev.18v4)  that makes Mankind’s Salvation possible through The Millennium. 
This is what William Tyndale chose to do,  because he was correctly motivated within The Mind to become  “The Last/Least”  within society to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire and therefore gained the correct mindset to become a  possible  future  “Son of God”  by being an  “Early Adopter”. 
Only Yahweh has  The Authority/Capability  to assay The Mind for future Kingship,  precisely as He did for Kind David  (1Sam.16v7-13 for the self-same 
thing in the 1st part of his life). 

This  is  “The Word of God”  as taught by JC and the apostles  –  but is  never  taught today for some of the obvious reasons given above! 
Now returning to my older revisions - 
The most important Question - 

Does this happen in  worldly Christianity? 
After making the announcement in Rom.15v14-15 of The Warning  –  Paul now gives it here at 16v17-18.   
Clearly he was  not  going to forget about it  –  it was clearly the most important thing on his mind,  but he gave the intervening preamble to unite all 
together as he stated in the first part of 15v14,  being people who are genuine to  “1st Century Christian”  before it morphed entirely to become the  
“worldly Christianity”  as a major schism of  “Religion”  today. 

But now he moves onto  “The Warning”,  being the same as given elsewhere in his epistles  (and fellow apostles do likewise)! 
He can detect what is occurring and we have witnessed it ever since,  in the subsequent 1900+ years after this letter was written.   
Where  self-interested  individuals have personally hijacked  “The Real Faith”  and put a spin upon it so that they might  self-indulge  upon  “The 
Resultant”  of their actions!    This is precisely what Judas Iscariot was working towards -  “self-interested rebellion”  -  but it all backfired upon him  -  
just as it will for  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  imitating him! 
They do this to become  “The Leaders”  of new  “root-stock”  (see 11v18 and why I prefer my interpretation,  because it is simply what we witness 
throughout The World  –  as  “The Warning”  to link in here).   

This  “New Root-Stock”  is based upon Satan’s mission to  “oppose Yahweh’s Desire”  -  because Satan is ego-eccentric  (by analogy at 
Eze.28v12-20),  and his  “leading followers”  (2Cor.11v13-15)  are likewise.   

Sadly for the duped followers they  “come on-board”  because  they know nothing else,  being attracted by  “worldly reasoned lures”  –  they have been 
fed by The Worldly Christian Leader’s  own  “bible”  of the mind  (Rev.22v18-19)  publicised to feed the  worldly Christian leader(s)  –  only because the 
duped followers are  not  personally bothered to  daily read  an  accurate  translation of  “The Real Bible”.  “Real” to mean,  as given by  “The Original 
Text”  and not having been minced by our delinquent  [“worldly professional”]  translators  –  personally more interested in  the pay they receive! 
Clearly those people who only had the Latin version that was minced by The Roman Catholic Church’s representatives from about 325 CE to about 1525 
CE,  when William Tyndale brought out the English translation for the common person to have access,  which was then quickly followed by the KJV in 
about 1611 CE  (for political person reasons only – but King Henry VIII  was  “used”  by Yahweh).   

However today no person in the modern world  (to exclude those people without access in political repressive countries)  have any excuse 
before JCg upon their resurrection to say   “I could not  daily read  a  good  version of The Bible to gain  accurate  knowledge!”   
Warning   Absolutely do  not  read the NIV –  it is a  “travesty of a translation”  (systematic errors  throughout its text as I regularly show)  –  
and an unbelievably bad interpretation at  key doctrinal places! 

For JCg can only reply  (because what else can he state)   “You could  not  be bothered  (to fulfil the instruction given at Matt.7v7-8)  –  and that is  why  
you allowed yourself to be deceived by these  “goat-like”  charlatans  (as the extreme end of  worldly Christian Leaders)  into  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire of  {specifically yourselves}  (Matt.25v41-46)!” 
Please excuse me here  –  I am  not  trying to be rude  –  but this is a  wake-up call  to all members of The Human Race to facilitate a  “step-response”! 
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Put yourself in the position of JCg and what would  you  think and feel,  if  you  had people like Paul, Tyndale on the one hand  (Matt.25v34-40)  –  and  
“{specifically yourselves}”  (in  “the billions”)  being all passive on the other hand  (Matt.25v41-46)? 
This is very much a personal action – and thus I put it  “personally”  
You either  

(1)    know  this  “awakening/rousing” (= resurrection)  shall occur where this question  will  be asked  (Matt.25v35-46)  and thus do 
something about your life  now  –   or  
(2)   you believe it is not going to occur and you make no change  and stay as you are with your old worldly personality! 

You live your life according to your own drivers and motivation. 
Therefore,  what  is  your motivation? 

Is your motivation to personally make  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  occur,   and thus exhibit your Assurance in The Knowledge by 
demonstrating Fidelity to The Knowledge  or  you  “do your own thing”  and passively follow The World and  the representatives of The World? 

Quite simply,  –  it  is  as simple as that! 
The  two  sides only  –   being precisely what JC taught us in his examples  - there is  no  midway position  “to be sitting on The Fence”! 

        Can  any  scholar  on this planet  show me a taught mid-way position,  yet I can show at least five parables,  of which there are  only  two outcomes! 
Noting we are only speaking about  “The Goal”  of The Gospel Age,  JC was  not  speaking directly about Salvation  (as twisted by our 
spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders who personally choose to have  no  knowledge of  “The Goal”,  as witness their output)! 

But whatever choice we make now  –  then expect to live with that decision for the rest of our life  –  which could be an eternity  –  but always knowing 
that we missed Sonship to Yahweh  –  when that opportunity was  “within our grasp”  during the 1st part of our physical life  (hence Matt.8v12, etc.)! 
Now after that rally call to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then let us together, now analyse this verse which provoked my  required and very necessary outburst! 
The warning has this verb  (= a  “doing”  word)  levelled  specifically at you  personally  

{take aim at} / spy / regard / consider / {take heed} / {carefully watch} / reconnaissance 
To which this verb must be compared with something. 
As I state elsewhere the information gathered from this  “careful watching with analysis”  must be compared with The Bible  (a good quality Bible – 
choose one that is at least pre 1950 CE  in translation –  and it is best to throw  all  modern translations away –  most are merely worldly interpretations)  
–  or use the  most faithful amplified translation available on this planet  –  The New Testament  on this website  “FutureLife.Org  -  freely/simply  
given to The World  (for absolutely no worldly return). 
I always liken this process to a  “quality audit”  that occurs within industry  (counter to  “the nothing like that”  to occur in “Religion”)! 

Some independent person  outside  The Department  (having no ties with potential bad practice)  will first carefully analyse The Company’s 
Quality Manual and then go into the department and question the operatives about their departmental procedures and carefully compare 
them with what The Quality Manual states.  Then they will issue Corrective Action Requests  (CARs)  to any bad practice occurring against 
what is stated within The Quality Manual. 

That is precisely what all members of The Congregation  should  be doing  –  but sadly they demonstrably have  no accurate  knowledge of  “The Quality 
Manual”  (because they do  not  read  “The Bible”)   and are only running on the bad practices of  “The Department”  because they prefer the bad 
practices that lead to  self-indulgence – just as JC said  “They prefer the old wine”  (Luke.5v37-39),  and Paul likewise,  at 2Tim.4v3-4. 

This  “bad practice”  is  rampant/pandemic  in  all  worldly Christian congregations  –  led by  worldly Christian Leaders who have set up 
their  own  procedures  (Rev.22v18-19)  that are  not  the procedures stated within The Bible  (that must be a  good quality  Bible). 

This website  “FutureLife.Org”  is loudly  “banging the drum”  to expose this  “pandemic bad practice”  by bringing it to the attention of the 
congregational members to what  is  Yahweh’s  “Real  Desire”  (see  “Yahweh's Desire”  in glossary  –  and by contrast  “Satan's Desire”  in glossary,  
and compare it with what  worldly Christian state  -  if they even have an opinion  [either good or bad]  of what these two Entities reason). 

Let me conclude this verse with a quote  
Quoting a representative of large and very  worldly  “church”  organisation    “We are an inclusive club of denominations”!   
My answer to that quote   We are now the witnesses to how inclusive they are as a lead into v18 with their  “bad practice”! 
Rom. 16v18 og the (persons [worldly Christians])  For  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}   
Rom. 16v18 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (to the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah   
Rom. 16v18 og not  (they) serve/{in bondage}/slave,   but  to the  {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]  
Rom. 16v18 og (to the) {(Chest) cavity}/{(figurative) organs}/{heart/kidneys/womb/belly} [= organs having allegoric significance]; 
Rom. 16v18 og also  through (reason of)  of the  {smooth/fair speech}/{beguiling/eloquent/plausible narration}  
Rom. 16v18 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}/blessing/benefits/eulogy/flattery   
Rom. 16v18 og (they) {seduce wholly}/{completely beguile/deceive}/{entirely delude} 
Rom. 16v18 og the  hearts/{seat of motivation}  of the  {not bad}/innocent/unsuspecting/simple/guileless (persons). 
Rom. 16v18 = For  the people  (worldly Christian leaders),  

{truly these}/{such ones}  not  they  (worldly Christian leaders)   serve/slave  to our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  to the  Christ/Anointed,   
but  to the  {inner body}  of themselves   (for their own  self-gratification/desire/adulation  just like Esau  [Rom.9v13]);   
also  through reason of  {smooth/eloquent/beguiling/plausible  speech/words}   (to  beguile/delude  their congregational members),   
also  with  flattery/blessing/praise/{invocation of the good}/{fair speech}   (as we comprehensibly witness within sermons today) 
they  delude/deceive/beguile  the  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (through the twisting of  “The Word of God”) 
of the  guileless/{innocent/unsuspecting/{not bad}  people   (of the congregations – beguiled by their  “Professional Leaders of Religion”). 

 

For truly these people  (worldly Christian leaders – operating as  “Professional Leaders of Religion”), 
not they  (worldly Christian leaders)   serve to our  lord/master  of the Jesus  in the Anointed   (= in  “The Office”  made possible by Yahweh) 
but to   (serve)   their body   (for their own  self-gratification/desire/adulation  precisely like Esau  [Gen.25v29-34]  not desiring The Birthright); 
also through reason of  smooth/eloquent  speech   (as we witness in their sermons  to beguile  their listeners' sensibilities unto The World) 
also with  flattery/blessing/praise   (to give what the congregational members  want to hear,  who symbiotically give worldly return to the leader) 
they  delude/deceive/beguile  the  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (by twisting God's Word through  The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19) 
of the  guileless/innocent/unsuspecting  people   (of the congregations –  beguiled by  “Leaders of Religion”  [most of all,  worldly Christianity]). 
 

A perfect description of what we here today  -  throughout all of Christendom – and it started within 30 years of JC’s ministry,  so after some 2000 years 
our  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  have had enough time to  “perfect this deceptive  art/craft”  to keep their coffers full! 
That is what Paul is telling us  –  the people of the congregations are  “not bad”  but are innocent  (= weak through lack of  accurate  knowledge)  to the 
“worldly reasoned propaganda”   given to them by their  worldly Christian leaders’  defaming the spirit  of Yahweh’s Word for their  own  benefit! 
I am not inventing any of this  –  but it is precisely what Paul  (as Appointed By Yahweh  [and  not  by The World] to Tell)  saw,  starting  to occur some 
30 years after JC’s ministry,  Gal.3v1, Acts.20v29  (likewise John at 1John.2v18-19)  and it has become like an avalanche ever since.    
However,  Yahweh through His  “Parallel  Plan of Righteousness”  is deliberately allowing all manifestations of  “bad practice”  to occur  (to  expose 
the incompetence  of  worldly Christian leaders  –  Luke.12v46-48,  Rom.1v16-32).  That is why there  are only  144000 specific individuals able to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire  (to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  before it becomes painfully obvious to all existing humans at the end of The Gospel Age that 
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Mankind will implode without the intervention of  “The Extra-terrestrial Entity”  to resolve all issues by restraining Satan  (Rev.20v1-3)  and be 
bringing in The Millennium.  Amen. 
It gives me  no  pleasure to state all this  –  but it  is  precisely what The Bible teaches us for our edification,  and what I have witnessed through my 
many years of conscious existence  

“Humans will  not  take advice  –  presuming misadventure will not personally occur  –  until it is  personally proved  that it  will  occur.” 
Based not upon personal observations made outside  –  but within me also in my younger days  –  that is why in my maturity,  I can only use The Bible as 
my source,  for as Jer.10v23 states  Man cannot even direct his own feet!’   Hence,  we need  “The Word of God”  to specifically guide us  –  with the 
only caveat   We  imbue/inculcate  it  and then operate with fidelity upon this knowledge  now  to ideally become a future  “Son of God”. 
Rom. 16v19 og the  For  {of yourselves}  (the) {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission   
Rom. 16v19 og into/unto  (the) all  (persons [other communities of Brethren])   
Rom. 16v19 og (it) {spread forth}/{widely circulated}/{came abroad} [middle voice].   
Rom. 16v19 og (I am) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting  Therefore/Then  the (thing)  
Rom. 16v19 og over/upon  {to yourselves};   
Rom. 16v19 og (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  and  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom. 16v19 og (to be) wise/{accurately applying knowledge}  truly/indeed  {to be/exist}   
Rom. 16v19 og into/unto  the (thing)  {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal,   
Rom. 16v19 og and  (the) unmixed/innocent/harmless/simple   
Rom. 16v19 og into/unto  the (thing)  worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked. 
Rom. 16v19 = For  your  {attentive hearkening}/obedience/compliance   (in  “The Real Faith”),   

it  personally  {spread forth}/{widely circulated}  unto/into  all  people   (giving them the opportunity to become TCs).   
Therefore/Then  I  (Paul, a TC)   am  cheerful/rejoicing  concerning/over  the  things  {in  yourselves},  
and  I  determine/desire/{be pleased}  {specifically yourselves}  to be  truly/indeed  wise/{accurately applying knowledge} 
unto  the  {intrinsically ideal/good}  thing,    
and  the  unmixed/artless/simple  unto  the  worthless/hurtful/harmful  thing. 

 

For your  {attentive hearkening}/obedience   (in  “The Real Faith”  of Yahweh's Methodology operating within our mind) 
widely circulated unto all people   (recognising they are imitating JC by fulfilling Rev.3v20 for new people coming unto  “The Word of God”). 
Therefore,  I am cheerful concerning the things in yourselves,   (being how they behave  =  entirely self-sacrificing), 
and I (Paul)  determine specifically yourselves to be truly wise   (by accurately applying  “The real Knowledge”  of  “The real Word of God”) 
unto the  intrinsically  good/ideal  thing  (yielding a person who has perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life ready for  “Sonship to Yahweh”), 
and the  artless/simple   (to have no experience,  by keeping ourselves clear)   unto the  worthless/harmful   (things for us and to our neighbour). 
 

After Paul gave  “The Warning”  (as a warning for them,  but it expands into prophecy for us today),  he acknowledges this early grouping of The 
Brethren  are  obedient to The Knowledge and have Assurance,  they practice the knowledge with Fidelity  in their life,  he states  “their obedience is 
renown throughout the regions of Asia”. 
Paul desires that they learn  all  “The Knowledge”  and imbue this knowledge within their very  being/existence.   

Thus The Brethren knowing how to  “accurately  apply this knowledge within their life”,  to become termed  “The Wisdom of God”  –  being 
the very name given to JC,  where he  lived  “The Knowledge of Yahweh”  with absolute fidelity in his deportment.   

As I state elsewhere,  being  “intrinsically good”  means,  we have a good grasp of Yahweh’s Desire  (see glossary)  and by consequence,  we are 
personally driven to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within our lifestyle for  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”   (Sonship). 
Paul concludes,  we must be  artless/simple  towards what is  “fraudulent/worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked”. 
Thus we must  shun/avoid  it  –  as JC states   “become blind to it”  so that we avoid all things worldly,  being the  self-indulgences  (which ultimately 
brings hurt to our neighbour)  that fill this present society  –  and we are instructed to put our neighbour’s edification to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire before all 
other things.   Look at what JC said to the  “Leaders of Religion”  at  John.9v40-41,  as one of many examples of bad practice operating within them. 
 
Instruction –repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil The Master’s Commands/Desire! 
If we do not know or do not precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Reasoning – repeat - “gift/favour”  means  “what God’s Word yields within a hearkening person”. 
1.  Firstly in the spiritual sense by correctly guiding our deportment to lead a successful life  (for Yahweh’s pleasure). 
2.  Secondly in a physical sense  (A) Yahweh opens doors for us to be more successful in the ministry and  (B) if sufficiently 
worthy we could be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  son/(daughter) of God,  or minimally in the general 
resurrection.  It does not mean what Christendom preaches,  “physical goodies to nurture an  animalistic/carnal  mind”! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’ is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  ‘the specific god’  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father, ‘The Specific God’ using His HS for TC growth. 
89th Comment – JCg as The Messenger of God shall use Yahweh’s  power/authority  to bind Satan  (Rev.20v1-3)  at the 
end of The Gospel Age and beginning of The Millennium to mark the next stage in “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”. 
But in the meantime, for those persons who have true “faith” {= knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  to become TCs,  then 
Satan has been crushed as a precursor of what is to come on a much grander scale later  (hence the 2 parts of our life). 
154th Reasoning – (1) TCs crush Satan (= his methodology)  with  “The Word of God”  (JC)  operating in their mind  
(hence Luke.10v18 to yield Luke.17v21) and then  (2) JCg physically crushes Satan (as The Entity)  at Rev.20v1-3, 10. 
Before (2) can occur,  then  (1) must occur first  so that Yahweh has 144000 proven administrators for The Millennium. 
86th Good News – TCs will bless the honest work done by people who actively try to imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle.  For 
being based entirely upon  “The Word of God” (JCg)  then these individuals through  “Real Faith”  shall gain the HS to 
provide further assistance in this very necessary work to bring for Yahweh’s  “Plan for The Salvation of Mankind”. 
84th Warning – The HS  (see the composite definition)  is  not  expressed to pamper and self-indulge the animalistic mind 
of those people supposedly calling themselves  “Christians”  but only to move forward Yahweh’s  “Plan for Salvation”. 
Rom. 16v20 og the  And  {specific god}  of the  peace/prosperity/rest  (he will) {crush completely}/shatter/bruise/broken   
Rom. 16v20 og the  Satan/resistor/opposer/adversary  under/through/inferior/below/by  the  feet  {of yourselves}  
Rom. 16v20 og in  (to the) {brief space (of time)}/haste/quickly/shortly/speedily.   
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Rom. 16v20 og The  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus   
Rom. 16v20 og (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  {amid/together/with (meta)}  {to yourselves}.  
Rom. 16v20 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
Rom. 16v20 = And  “the specific god”  of the  peace/prosperity/rest   (between Mankind and Yahweh’s edict on sin)   

within  the  {brief space of time}/swiftly/shortly  he will   {completely crush}/shatter  the  Satan/Adversary   
under/below  your  (TCs’)   feet   (upon our resurrection into The Millennium).  
The  gift/favour/benefit  of our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  (be)  together/with  {to/with  you}.   Amen. 

 

And  “the specific god”  of the  peace/rest   (between  Yahweh  and Mankind,  via  JC  as  “The Word of God”  to reform our mind) 
within the brief space of time   (when  JCg is given The Authority by Yahweh to move ahead at Rev.20v1,  it will occur quickly) 
he will completely crush the  Satan/Adversary   (by restraining him at the beginning of The Millennium,  Rev.20v2-3,  with Yahweh's Authority) 
under your  (TC's)   feet   (upon our awakening at “The 1st Resurrection” into The Millennium,  unto guaranteed Salvation as future “Sons of God”). 
The  gift/benefit  of our  lord/master  of the Jesus of the  Anointed   (be)   together with yourselves.  Amen. 

          (JC  gifts  us  “The Word of God”  that purifies our mind to give us direction and the opportunity to become a future “Son of God”) 
          (“The Word of God”  benefits  our existence,  inasmuch we are guided away from worldly methodology and all its hurtful fallout.) 
 

Again,  the specific god  (ho theos)  is used to show us the ideal  “two level advancement”  within a person's  progressive  spiritual development. 
JCg  as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “the specific god”  of The Sinful World  –  being  “The Interface”  between us and Yahweh  (1Tim.2v5). 
Yahweh  becomes  “The Specific God”  of JCg and the 144000 TCs who perfect their spiritual advancement to become the adopted  “Sons of God”. 
This exegesis is  unknown  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  -  perhaps because they cannot make the break from the first stage! 
Ideally alongside JCg  (Matt.22v44)  the 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13)  shall 
be effectively standing  spiritually  upon Satan  –  having thwarted his methodology during the 1st part of their physical life  –  and then to be  physically  
standing upon him and his cohorts  (2Cor.11v13-15)  some  3.5 years later at the very end of the present Gospel Age  (Rev.19v16-21, Rev.20v1-3). 
JC could see this future event in his mind’s eye,  hence his outburst at Luke.10v18-19,  because of v17 was so successful with the early TCs. 
 
90th Comment – Paul here commends many Brethren and TCs alike. 
Rom. 16v21 og (They) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom. 16v21 og (the) Timothy  the  {companion in labour}/{fellow worker/helper}  {of me}/mine,   
Rom. 16v21 og also  (the) Lucius  also  (the) Jason  also  (the) Sosipater 
Rom. 16v21 og the  {blood relatives}/kinsmen/countrymen  {of me}/mine. 
Rom. 16v21 og =  They greet   {specifically yourselves},   Timothy  (same as the named recipient of the two epistles in The Bible),   

my  {companion in labour}/{fellow worker},  
also  Lucius,  also  Jason,  also  Sosipater  my  relation/kinsmen. 

 

They greet specifically yourselves,  Timothy   (Paul's understudy growing in maturity to become part of the next generation of TCs) 
my companion in labour,  also Lucius,  Jason  also Sosipater my relative 
 

Rom. 16v22 og (I) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet [middle voice]  {specifically yourselves}, 
Rom. 16v22 og (emphatic) I/me  (the) Tertius,   
Rom. 16v22 og the (person)  writing/scribing/engraving  the  epistle/letter  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master. 
Rom. 16v22 = emphatic I,  Tertius,   personally  greet  {specifically yourselves},   the person  writing  the epistle,  within  the  lord/master. 
 

Emphatic I Tertius personally greet specifically yourselves,  the person writing the epistle,  within the  lord/master  (= imitating JC). 
 

We read the scribe adds himself to Paul's letter! 
Rom. 16v23 og (he) {Enfolds in the arms}/Embraces/Salutes/Greets  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom. 16v23 og (The) Gaius  the  foreigner/host/entertainer/guest/stranger/alien  {of me}/mine (Paul)  
Rom. 16v23 og also  of the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church 
Rom. 16v23 og (of the) whole/all/completely/throughout.   
Rom. 16v23 og (he) {Enfolds in the arms}/Embraces/Salutes/Greets  {specifically yourselves}  (The) Erastus    
Rom. 16v23 og the  manager/overseer/treasurer/governor/steward  of the  town/city,  also  (the) Quartus  the  brother. 
Rom. 16v23 = Gaius  my host,   greets  specifically yourselves,  also  {all people throughout}  of the  {the calling out}/ecclesia.  

Erastus  the  trustee/steward  of the  city,  greets   {specifically yourselves},  also  the brother  Quartus. 
 

Gaius my host,  greets specifically yourselves,  also all people throughout of the  {calling out}/ecclesia. 
Erastus the manager of the city,  greets specifically yourselves,  also the brother Quartus. 
 

Rom. 16v24 og The  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus   
Rom. 16v24 og (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah  {amid/together/with (meta)}   (of the) all  {of yourselves}.   
Rom. 16v24 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
Rom. 16v24 = The  gift/favour/benefit  of our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Messiah  (be)  together/with  all  {of yourselves}.   

Amen. 
 

The  gift/benefit  of our  lord/master  The Anointed Jesus   (the gift/benefit  coming from having “The Word of God” inculcated,  ruling our mind) 
be together with all of yourselves.   (To  all  be of  one/same  mind,  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  unlike  the religious leaders today). 
Amen. 
 

Thus  “let it be so”  for the HS originating from Yahweh dispensed by JCg  through “The Word of God”  accurately imbued within the  truly  receptive 
individuals who operate with fidelity to what is accurately known,   enables us to be fully covered by JC's  gift/favour/benefit  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
We must clearly understand the  gift/benefit  of having  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued,  operated upon with fidelity,  will not only make us a 
better person  (within ourselves),  but also make society an  infinitely better  place than it is now,  if  God's Word was mutually operating between all 
members of society. 
What Paul is teaching us is this  

If  we are driven by  “The Word of God”  yielding agapao within us,    
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Then  we shall deliver physical genuine agape to our neighbour by imitating JC's deportment that shall yield to a perfect society within The 
Members of The Brethren which is to be a forerunner of what The World will be like in The Millennium.   

Get that methodology correct now within our minds (Luke.17v21),  demonstrated by positive works showing to The World what is occurring in our mind,  
may/perhaps/possibly  enable us to become future Sons of God  (as decided upon by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23).  Obviously this is unintelligible to  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  but sadly likewise to its subgroup of  worldly Christian leaders because they take their position to become  “The  
First/Most”  within society now,  ignoring the fact that JC said,  they  (and other leaders throughout society)  will become  “The  Last/Least”  within 
society in The Millennium  (hence rejected from the position of leading in The Millennium as  kings/priests).    

If  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  believed what The Bible taught,  being  (1) the lead-up to,  and  (2) implementation of  “1st Century 
Christianity”  which righteously requires The Millennium to prove Yahweh Righteous,   
Then  they would not behave in the manner at 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16 and would genuinely take  “The Last/Least” now within society to reform 
their mind away from worldly methodology to become  “The First/Most” (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4)  within society in The Millennium  
(Matt.19v30, 20,16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.). 

Can the reader understand and follow the  full  implications of this  –  being only what The Bible  tells us? 
Obviously,  they do not believe The Millennium shall occur for them to become accountable for the actions they do now! 
Therefore,  

How can they represent Yahweh through JC if The Millennium is  “The Righteous Means”  given by  “1st Century Christianity”  to 
yield Mankind’s Salvation? 

Furthermore,  uniquely why  worldly Christian leaders themselves are hypocritical to  “The Disclosing Truth”  that  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches 
and specifically,  why they  cannot  bring themselves around to be teaching it because of the  full personal  implications of it!   By consequence,  they feel 
they must pass God's Word through  “The Mincer”  of  Rev.22v18-19  so they are not discovered as being fraudulent by what would then be an educated 
congregational member! 

We are then back to Matt.6v24 and Matt.22v21  –  please see my local commentaries. 
Can the reader see how The Bible is righteously circular within its teachings? 

All of which is required to ultimately yield paradise in The Millennium  –  when Yahweh has His 144000 TCs elected out of The Gospel Age  –  that is so 
soon to occur!    

Furthermore,  specifically why JC is searching  you  out, and imploring  you  the reader,  to entirely reform and ideally precisely imitate JC 
to the very best of your ability,  and perhaps Yahweh may choose you to become a future Son of God.  By consequence,  you have personally 
brought  “The Great Sabbath Day”  of The Millennium into existence earlier than it would have occurred if you had not become recognised 
by Yahweh as a TC.   This is  “The Calling/Invitation”  that  perhaps  you  maybe  elected/chosen  to become a future  “Son of God”. 

JC as  “The Word of God”  calls us,  but it is Yahweh who selects us  –  based entirely upon what  we personally do  in a judgement on  positive  works 
that fulfil His Desire  (Rom.4v1-5)  and  not  what is to please Man's desire. 
Quite simply  

When having  “The Word of God”,  do we precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  or  not,  –   the decision is ours,  and ours alone! 
Is this what our  worldly Christian leaders teach by both word and deed?    

Absolutely Not!   That is why they  are  comprehensibly rejected by Yahweh,  and hence,  Yahweh  must wait longer  for His prophesied 144000 TCs! 
Moreover,  because Yahweh is having to wait longer to restrain Satan after the 144000 TCs have been obtained,  then our  worldly Christian leaders by 
default are fulfilling Satan's Desire  (by him not being restrained at Rev.20v1-3 that comes after Rev.19v4-9 and Rev.19v16-21.   
Please see my local commentaries),  and by consequence,  they are  “adversarial to Yahweh's Desire being made manifest within The Environment”  
(hence Mark.3v28-29)  and can only be described by Paul as in 1Cor.11v13-15, and by John at 1John.2v18-19,  all by warning. 
Note   the term  “Yahweh is having to wait longer”  is in “humans terms”  -  not Yahweh’s terms,  He has Rev.19v16-21 positioned to the nearest 
millisecond prior to the formation of Mankind,  hence able to position the many thousands of prophetic allegories in place to make this event occur. 

These may be hard facts to stomach,  but it is only by having a  thorough  audit  of   “a department”  (of  worldly Christian leaders)  that 
yields a comprehensive return to  “The Procedures”  as contained within  “The Quality Manual”  of  “The Bible”! 

I repeat  
I have  not  invented any of this  -  it is precisely what The Bible tells us through its many pages! 

 
87th Good News – It is Yahweh who can establish you Brethren  (because of His impeccable righteous logic)  according to  
my (= Paul)  accurate teaching  of  “The Good News”  as given by JC during his ministry of  “1st Century Christianity”.  
88th Good News – Being about The Mystery that has been kept secret for all times until JC  explained/demonstrated  it. 
It is absolutely  nothing  to do with the non-existent “Trinity”,  but rather  ‘Sonship to Yahweh  from a  fleshly body’. 
89th Good News – This mystery has been made clear,  by the prophetic scriptures having been explained and made 
possible through JC by Yahweh operating His HS upon those Gentiles who are obedient to fulfilling His Desire,  thereby 
ensuring 144000 TCs are achieved during The Gospel Age  (not possible just from the worldly Jewish Nation only). 
91st Comment – TCs will always sincerely recognise the hierarchy of the TWO Entities and give all due praise to Both. 
There is not third nebulous entity mentioned,  because the HS is personalised within hearkening cognitive entities to God’s 
Word.  Leaders of Christendom invent  “the external 3rd Entity”  because they have no desire to internally personalise the 
HS within themselves – to  “precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  and thus  “personally solve The Mystery of God”! 
Rom. 16v25 og to The (One [God, Yahweh])  And  (to the being) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  {specifically yourselves}   
Rom. 16v25 og (to) {set fast}/{turn resolutely}/establish/{steadfastly set}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom. 16v25 og the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  {of me}/mine  also  the  proclamation/preaching/publicising   
Rom. 16v25 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,   down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom. 16v25 og (the) disclosure/appearing/manifestation/revelation  (of the) secret/mystery   
Rom. 16v25 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {unspecified space of times}/opportunities/delays/whiles/times   
Rom. 16v25 og (to the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting  
Rom. 16v25 og (of the having been) {kept silent/closed}/{held as peace or secret}/hushed/unvoiced. 
Rom. 16v25 = And  to The  One (Yahweh)  

(being)  able/capable  to  {set firmly}/establish  {specifically yourselves}   (enabling the growth in His HS in TCs  [1Cor.3v6])  
according to  {the good news}/{The Gospel}  of mine   (being Paul's presentation [1Cor.9v19-23]  and hardships [2Cor.11v24-28]),   
also  the  proclamation/preaching/publicising  of the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed,  
according to  the  disclosure/manifestation/revelation  of the  mystery/secret  having been  {kept silent}/hushed 
to  perpetual/eternal  {unspecified times}/whiles. 

 

And to  The One   (Yahweh,  The Source of all intrinsically  good/ideal  things that flow into The Universe) 
(being)   able to set firmly specifically yourselves   (Brethren actively aiming to become TCs,  by establishing the HS within them, 1Cor.3v6) 
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according my Gospel   (of “1st Century Christianity”  through Paul’s demonstrable actions of  1Cor.9v19-23  and  2Cor.11v24-28) 
also the  proclamation/broadcasting  of the Anointed Jesus   (being what is possible by Yahweh,  JC unto sonship as The First of The Firstfruits), 
according to  “The Disclosure of The Mystery”   (= “The Disclosure”  was JC who provided  “The Solution”  to  “The Mystery of God”) 
having been kept silent to perpetual unspecified times   (previously  [for about 4000 years]  until JC came at his 1st Advent some 2000 years ago). 
 

I mentioned this  “mystery”  earlier and I explain it in the next verse. 
But importantly Paul is effectively stating that humans for the last some 4000 years  (before JC's 1st Advent to give his ministry and ransom sacrifice),  
The Prophets had no knowledge of this  “mystery”  -  because up to the time before JC’s ministry,  then his death and resurrection,  all of this was 
unknown  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10,  see also Job’s response at Job.19v25-26;  he knew nothing about a  “heavenly/celestial body”  being  
given by Yahweh  for a  “Son of God”,  hence 1Cor.15v35-55).   
The point is this - 

JC  made  “The Mystery”  clear  –  he explained  “the Mystery”  by both his  “ministry and lifestyle”  for which he received a resurrection 
unto  “Sonship to Yahweh”.   

And that is the specific point Paul is making,  this specific knowledge of  “The Mystery”  was unknown since the beginning of time until it  occurred in 
practice  by JC,  and JC showed us The Way  (John.14v5-15)  “how to completely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  (Matt.3v17, 17v5)  which is - 

“Precisely Imitate JC to the very best of our ability”  –  internally driven by JC’s two laws  –  located at Mark.12v30-31. 
It is as simple as that! 

Just throw away all the  worldly  religious paraphernalia that just  gets in the way  (Matt.23v23)  of our reasoning faculties  -  because  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  close the door to their devotes fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (Matt.23v13)  and they open the wide gate to destruction  (Matt.7v12-14)  
if people do not personally reform in The Millennium  (during the 2nd part of their physical life).   

The specific reason why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  behave like this;  it is in the word  “Professional”! 
JC tells us at Matt.7v15,  it is to feed off what their congregational members can give by return to them in all manner of  worldly things  
(power/money/prestige/leverage/honour/sex/pension/control/etc.)  because they are controlled by the wrong master (Matt.6v24)  being that of survival in 
this world  (hence fall afoul of Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, etc.). 
We really do not need to be  “rocket scientists” or have an  “IQ of 200”  to understand all of this  -  because we have seen it throughout all of history,  
and thus it occurs everywhere today,  same mindset of person takes these positions  generation after generation,  but with different names and faces!   
Rom. 16v26 og (of the) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest/plain}/declared/revealed  And   
Rom. 16v26 og now/present/immediate  through (reason of)  both  (of the) documents/{holy writs}/scriptures   
Rom. 16v26 og {pertaining to a foretellers}/prophetic/{of prophecies}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
Rom. 16v26 og (the) injunction/decree/authority/commandment  of the  perpetual/eternal/everlasting  (of the) God,   
Rom. 16v26 og into/unto  (the) {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission   
Rom. 16v26 og (of the)  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  into/unto  (the) all  the  nations/gentiles/peoples   
Rom. 16v26 og (of the) {made known}/declared/publicised/{given to understand}. 
Rom. 16v26 = and  now/presently  {rendered apparently}/{made manifest}  both  through reason of  

(1)  the  {pertaining to foreteller}/prophetic  {holy writ}/scriptures  (given in The Tanakh)   according to 
(2)  the  injunction/decree/commandment  of the  perpetual/everlasting  of the  God   (through JC’s ministry as “The Word of God”)  
unto  the  {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} 
{made known}/publicised  unto  all/whole  the  gentiles/nations/peoples. 

 

And now   (The Mystery [and of its solution thereof])   made manifest both through reason of  
(1) the prophetic scriptures   (as given in The Tanakh,  that explained what was to occur,  but not understood at the time)   according to  
(2) the commandment of the everlasting God   (through JC's ministry as The Word of God to consolidate the scriptures,  and yield The Millennium) 
unto the  {attentive hearkening}/obedience   (this means doing what has been instructed of us – else we are  “hypocrites and bastards” [Heb.12v8]) 
of the  (real)  faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity;  of  “The Word of God”  to be operating within us,  for us then to be a slave to JCg) 
{made known}/publicised  unto all the  Gentiles/nations   (by the active work of the TCs having  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind). 
 

So now  there is  no  mystery  –  because it is made plain to all people.  The Bible has just told us this,  here and other places. 
So,  what is it?  

Because  worldly Christian leaders do  not  preach/teach  “The Knowledge”  that JC  made so plain to us,  then  it must still be a mystery to them,  and 
because it  is  still a mystery to them,  then by definition,  they  cannot  be TCs  (noting what JC said at Matt.13v11-13)! 

The Bible gives us this  “Knowledge”  in other Epistles to explain “The Example”  (of JC)  as given in The Gospels.  
Furthermore,  because it is a mystery to these specific  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  then we cannot seek answers from individuals who think it is 
still  “a mystery”  and  consequently being spiritually blind,  they shall  “fall into a ditch”   (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

It is this  “mystery explained”  within this translation and explanation  (given throughout “FutureLife.Org”. 
Quite simply stated,  “The Mystery”  is this  
           How is it  righteously  possible for a person  in a fleshly body  to become  resurrected into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as a Son of God? 

Or put another way - 
           How can some members of  The Created’  (= certain humans)  righteously  become resurrected like their creator (JCg)? 

(Being that JCg is  “the specific god”  of humans before they come to know Yahweh through JCg as the intercessor, 1Tim.2v5.) 
Thus  “The Mystery”  is  

The ability of  some  people  (= 144000 TCs)  to gain  guaranteed  eternal life in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies,   (as The Heirs)  to 
teach  “Righteousness”  (by example)  to all the other people of The World  (as The Inheritance)  resurrected under JCg’s rule in a period 
called  “The Millennium”  (Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.19v16-21, Rev.20v1-15, Rev.21v1+).  

Furthermore,  any  person in The World  can be one of these TCs now,  -  irrespective of their background,  or presently held worldly religious belief. 
All they need to do is enthuse JCg within their  heart/{seat of motivation},  firstly by  accurately  absorbing  “The Word of God”  from The Bible  (and 
certainly  not  from  worldly Christian leaders),  where ideally this translation and explanation alongside will carefully reveal everything to the reader. 
So that each hearkening person can fully work out Yahweh’s Desire of each one of us within each of our specific lifestyles that are to imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we are able  (according to our ability,  Matt.25v15)  –  where some of these TCs are able to give 100 fold return of  new  
TCs,  others 60 and others 30  (Matt.13v23).  This is where the HS becomes personalised within a fully hearkening entity unto “The Word of God”! 
Again,  I repeat - 

It is not really that difficult to understand  -  once it has been so clearly explained. 
The problem we have is with Professional Leaders of Religion!   They want everything  “kept secret”  so they can  “control people”  for worldly gain! 
This is certainly  not  the type of person Yahweh wants to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium,  hence of their rejection,  Luke.20v16! 
Because if they did rule  “The Resurrected World”,  then  nothing would change,  it would still be like today -  alien  to  “Yahweh’s Methodology”! 
Again,  I repeat - 

Can the reader understand this righteous logic? 
Rom. 16v27 og (to the)  alone/only  (to the) wise/{accurate application of knowledge}  (to the) God  
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Rom. 16v27 og through (reason of)   (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Anointed/Messiah,   
Rom. 16v27 og the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence/majesty  into/unto  the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}.   
Rom. 16v27 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
Rom. 16v27 To the  only  wise/{accurate application of knowledge}   God  (Yahweh)   through reason of  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  

(to Him,  Yahweh)   the  glory/honour/dignity  unto  the  ages/{Messianic periods}  (= for eternity).     Amen! 
 

The  glory/dignity/honour/majesty  to The Only Wise God   (Yahweh,  sourcing all intrinsically  good/ideal  things into The Universe) 
through reason of the Anointed Jesus   (“The Word of God”  to become  “The Intercessor”  between us and Yahweh  –   to perfect our minds) 
unto the Messianic Periods   (of The Millennium and beyond,  onto and into “The Eternity”).    Amen. 
 

“The Wisdom”  from Yahweh  is  “the  accurate application  of knowledge”  being of  “The Disclosing Truth”  originating from Yahweh. 
The essential point must be repeatedly made  

Two  Separate  Entities mentioned here,  and yet  no  HS mentioned  –  which seems a lack of bad judgement on Paul's behalf if there was a 
“third entity”,  especially if it is supposedly more important than JC,  inasmuch we can blaspheme against JC and  “supposedly get away 
with it”,  but condemned if blaspheming against the HS  (Mark.3v28-29, etc.)  please see my local commentaries and  “blaspheme”  in my 
glossary  –  because  as usual  it does  not  quite mean what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion” would  naturally  want to tell us!  
Likewise,  the same consistency is shown at John.14v20, 17v21-26,  where the  “third entity”  is  “TCs”,  importantly noting what binds all 
three entities together is the HS operating within them,  sourced by One (Yahweh),  through another (JCg)  into faithful recipients (TCs)!  

All very logical and is precisely what The Bible  righteously  tells us! 
For  “The Record”  (to counter the nonsense as taught by  worldly Christian leaders)  the composite definition of HS is -  

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

Where  “Yahweh” uses His infinite   capability/knowledge/wisdom  to “make become  who/what  He chooses to become”  in The Most righteous manner. 
We can also understand why we can blaspheme against JC in our ignorance,  but once we have  “The Word of God”  within us then we become 
“iniquitous”  if we blaspheme  (by acting rebelliously  [within The Mind to deliver opposing words]  –  see definition of  “Blaspheme” in glossary)  
against the above composite definition of the HS.  See what Paul said of himself at 1Tim.1v13,  and yet,  we know how Paul worked so hard afterwards to 
express his repentance for what he had previously done. 
Finally,  to complete this subject.   

Yes -  The HS can become personalise within  “us”  (being any cognitive reasoning entity within The Universe)  provided we grow our mind 
upon  “The Word of God”  (obviously as only sourced by Yahweh)  to precisely imitate JC and thus we become a new creature  (Gal.6v15, 
2Cor.5v17)  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  where we then return to  “The Composite Definition”  of the HS given above.   

This definition of the HS also explains why there are  only  two Entities  mention together  in The New Testament,  and yet  never  the HS at the same 
time,  and why there are three entities mentioned at John.14v20, 17v21-26  where it is The HS  (of the above composite definition)  binding  (1) Yahweh 
with  (2) JCg with the  (3) 144000 TCs during The Gospel Age,  being  “The Ideal Goal”  for us of The Gospel Age. 
It is all so  very easy  to understand  -  and yet utterly incomprehensible to our  worldly Christian leaders for all the reasons I give on  “FutureLife.Org”. 

When are they going to wake up out of their  self-imposed  stupor and start teaching   “1st Century Christianity”?  
I urge them to become the single Nicodemus of John.3v1-16 who was truly searching for  “The Disclosing Truth”,  unlike his thousands of counterparts! 
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though they 
have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much superior 
to the more popular schisms  (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 
 


